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Port of San Diego
Attn: Planning Department
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488
Re: Port Master Plan Update
The San Diego County Air Pollution Control District (APCD) has reviewed the Draft
Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Port Master Plan Update
(PMPU) and appreciates the opportunity to comment. The APCD has reviewed the
proposed mitigation measures (MM) to reduce impacts for air quality (AQ) and
supports the measures, with the comments below.
The draft EIR indicates the following air quality impacts will remain significant
after mitigation:

Jack Shu

a) Impact-AQ-3: Emissions in Excess of Criteria Pollutant Thresholds During
PMPU Buildout Operations.
b) Impact-AQ-5: Health Effects During PMPU Buildout Operations from ROG,
NOX, and CO.
c) Impact-C-AQ-3 Emissions in Excess of Criteria Pollutant Thresholds During
PMPU Buildout Operations.
d) Impact-C-AQ-5 Health Effects During PMPU Buildout Operations from ROG,
NOX, and CO.
APCD offers the following comments on the mitigation measures listed to reduce
emissions from these impacts:

District 2 Representative
Councilmember, City of La Mesa

MM-AQ-9: Incorporate Sustainability Measures in All Development through 2030.

Consuelo Martinez

District 3 Representative
Councilmember, City of Escondido
Enrique Medina

Public Member
Scientific/Technical
Sean Elo-Rivera

District 4 Representative
Councilmember, City of San Diego

Stephen Whitburn

City of San Diego Representative
Councilmember, City of San Diego

APCD agrees with the implementation of MM-AQ-9 as necessary actions to help
improve sustainability and therefore reduce air pollutant emissions. The APCD
also recommends the inclusion of secure bicycle parking and employee
lockers/showers to promote biking. Also, consider compressed work week
schedules and home-based telecommuting program to reduce vehicle miles
traveled which is a primary source of emissions throughout the Port Planning
Districts.
10124 Old Grove Rd. San Diego California 92131-1649
(858) 586-2600 Fax (858) 586-2601
www.sdapcd.org

MM-AQ-10: Require All New Hotels to Reduce Natural Gas Prior to 2030 and All New Development to be
Carbon Neutral After 2030.
The APCD supports MM-AQ-10 to help achieve carbon neutrality and has no further comment on this
mitigation measure.
MM-AQ-11: Install EV Charging Infrastructure.
APCD is in support of EV ready parking spaces and the proposed EV installations for new building
construction or renovations. Since the proposed mitigation measure has a minimum of six percent of
the total new parking spaces that will be EV ready, also consider more parking spots that are “EV
capable” to more easily adapt to the future increases in electric vehicles visiting the Port area. APCD
encourages the Port to explore opportunities for incentive funding for EV charging, such as SDG&E’s
Power Your Drive and the CALeVIP charger incentive program.
MM-AQ-12: Advance Recreational Boat Electrification.
The APCD supports MM-AQ-12 to help reduce emissions and has no further comment on this mitigation
measure. The Port and the APCD should continue to work together for any opportunities for
collaboration with incentives (ex. Carl Moyer Program) or other measures to reduce emissions.
APCD appreciates the opportunity to comment on the EIR for the Port Master Plan Update and looks
forward to continuing collaboration with the Port to achieve the region’s clean air goals.

Respectfully,

Paula Forbis, Interim Air Pollution Control Officer
San Diego County Air Pollution Control District
Cc: Michael Watt, SDAPCD Deputy Director
Kathy Keehan, SDAPCD Supervising Air Resource Specialist

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Madsen <Lisa.Madsen@sandag.org>
Friday, January 7, 2022 4:28 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Public Comment - Port Master Plan Update

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Good Afternoon,
On behalf of the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG), thank you for the opportunity to comment on the
Port Master Plan Update. SANDAG appreciates the incorporation of mobility hubs, curb management, and the inclusion
of a Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Plan for future development projects to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled
(VMT). Please consider coordinating with SANDAG’s TDM program, iCommute, which provides regional programs that
promote alternative transportation options. To learn more, please visit iCommuteSD.com. Please also consider
consulting the SANDAG Regional Mobility Hub Strategy Catalog for a complete list of strategies that can help facilitate
shared mobility to reduce demand on parking and reduce VMT.
SANDAG recommends prioritizing efficiency and safety for goods movement especially in Planning District 4: Working
Waterfront to minimize community impacts. This could include requiring zero-emission charging/fueling infrastructure
for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles to reach the goals established in the Maritime Clean Air Strategy. Additionally,
proactively consider the needs for truck parking in and around industrial land uses. Furthermore, SANDAG supports the
implementation of the Harbor Drive 2.0 project and related improvements to Harbor Drive and other freight corridors.
SANDAG looks forward to partnering and collaborating with the Port via SANDAG’s Freight Stakeholders Working Group
in identifying transportation facilities, including truck parking and charging/fueling sites.
Lastly, There is a typo in 2050 job numbers in Chula Vista in Table 4.11-2 (Volume I, page 1259 of the full PDF, or page
4.11-3), and the Plan Update can be revised to report that SANDAG’s 2021 Regional Plan and EIR has been adopted.
We look forward to collaborating with the Port on ensuring strategies that prioritize our region. When available, please
send any additional documents related to this project to me at lisa.madsen@sandag.org. Lastly, if you have any
questions or concerns regarding this email, please don’t hesitate to contact me.
Best,
Lisa
Lisa Madsen (she/her/hers)
Senior Regional Planner
619.595.1432 office
401 B Street, Suite 800, San Diego, CA 92101
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January 10, 2022

Board of Port Commissioners
San Diego Unified Port District
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Re:

Coastal Commission Comments on Port Master Plan Update and Draft Program
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Chairman Zucchet and Commissioners:
California Coastal Commission (Commission) staff appreciate the opportunity to review
and provide preliminary comments on the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report
(PEIR) for the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) for the San Diego Unified Port District
(District). Notice of availability of the PMPU PEIR was received by email on November 8,
2021. Commission staff has reviewed the Draft PMPU, dated November 2021, which
consists of a complete update and replacement of the certified Port Master Plan (PMP),
except for the National City Bayfront and Chula Vista Bayfront planning districts, and have
provided more detailed comments to District staff at monthly coordination meetings over
the past year, as well as two previous comment letters dated July 31, 2019 (Attachment A)
and November 25, 2020 (Attachment B) that are included as attachments and incorporated
herein.
PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD
During review of the April 2019 draft PMPU, Commission staff and the public were given a
90-day review period. However, for the subject PEIR the public review period was limited
to 60 days, which is not enough time for Commission staff or the public to review. Given
the complexity, length, and importance of the PMPU, we request that the District consider
extending the public review period for an additional 30 days to ensure there is adequate
public participation in this significant port planning process.
LACK OF SPECIFICITY TO PROTECT COASTAL RESOURCES
Section 30177 of the Coastal Act states, in part, that a port master plan shall include all of
the following: (1) the proposed uses of land and water areas, where known; (2) the
projected design and location of port land areas, water areas, berthing, and navigation
ways and systems intended to serve commercial traffic within the area of jurisdiction of the
port governing body; (3) an estimate of the effect of development on habitat areas and the
marine environment, a review of existing water quality, habitat areas, and quantitative and
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qualitative biological inventories, and proposals to minimize and mitigate any substantial
adverse impact; (4) proposed projects listed as appealable in Section 30715 in sufficient
detail to be able to determine their consistency with the policies of Chapter 3 (commencing
with Section 30200) of the Coastal Act; and (5) provisions for adequate public hearings
and public participation in port planning and development decisions. Section 30711 further
requires a port master plan to contain information in sufficient detail to allow the
Commission to determine its adequacy and conformity with the Coastal Act. However, the
draft PMPU lacks sufficient specificity to determine whether it is in conformance with the
Coastal Act and would adequately protect coastal resources. As discussed in our previous
comment letters, the certified PMP describes existing conditions and future development
envisioned for each planning district in far more detail; however, the current draft does not
carry forward an adequate level of detail.
The project lists in each planning district should be augmented with additional details to
determine whether the appealable projects are consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the
Coastal Act, as required by Section 30711. Please review the most recent PMP
amendments approved by the Commission for examples of the level of detail expected in
the planning district text and project lists. In addition, many of the policies include overly
broad language, such as “modify or replace in kind”. The language should be revised to
indicate the specific project modifications that are proposed.
In addition, it is unclear whether the draft PMPU includes all non-appealable projects in the
project lists. Historically, both appealable and non-appealable projects have been listed in
the certified PMP. In fact, the certified PMP states: “A listing of development projects,
covering both appealable and non-appealable categories, is provided in the discussion for
each of the nine Planning Districts.” Other ports in California (e.g., Port of Los Angeles and
Port of Long Beach) also list both appealable and non-appealable projects in their PMPs,
although appealable projects may be listed in greater detail than non-appealable projects,
in order to be able to determine their consistency with Chapter 3, as required by Section
30711. However, Section 30711(b) of the Coastal Act requires that a PMP contain
information in sufficient detail to allow the Commission to determine its adequacy and
conformity with Chapter 8. The Commission has interpreted this to mean that information
on non-appealable projects is also required to be included in a PMP to ensure those
projects are consistent with Chapter 8. In addition, Section 30718 states: “For
developments approved by the commission in a certified master plan, but not appealable
under the provisions of this chapter, the port governing body shall forward all
environmental impact reports and negative declarations prepared pursuant to the
Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (commencing with Section 21000) or an environmental
impact statements prepared pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42
U.S.C. 4321, et seq.) to the commission in a timely manner for comment.” Although certain
categories of development may not be appealable to the Commission, they must still be
approved by the Commission in the certified PMP. In order for the Commission to approve
non-appealable developments, they must be included in the PMPU.
Many non-appealable projects are listed in the certified PMP, including most recently the
Convention Center expansion (Convention Center Phase III) and the Bayside Performance
Park. The District amended the PMP in both cases to add these non-appealable projects
2
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to the project list and include associated information in the text of the planning district to
ensure that the projects were consistent with Chapter 8. As part of this process, both the
Commission and the public had the opportunity to review these projects and participate in
a public hearing before development decisions were made. Therefore, the District must
continue to list both appealable and non-appealable projects in the PMPU in order to be
consistent with Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act.
AFFIRMATIVE LANGUAGE
In general, stronger language is needed throughout the PMPU to protect, encourage, and
provide for priority uses and coastal resources, including commercial fishing, recreational
boating facilities, public access and recreation, biological resources, visual resources, and
lower-cost visitor and recreational facilities.
LAND AND WATER USE ACREAGES
An account and explanation of the change in acreages between the certified PMP and the
proposed PMPU should be provided as part of the environmental review. In addition, land
and water use acreages for priority uses should be maintained and expanded as part of
the PMPU and accompanied by a detailed explanation for such determinations.
NONCOMFORMING USES AND DEVELOPMENT
The PMPU identifies that legal nonconforming uses and development may be repaired and
maintained, within appropriate parameters that address potential impacts to public health,
safety and welfare; however, public access should also be a consideration in determining
whether repair and maintenance is appropriate.
CONFORMANCE WITH THE ELEMENTS
Section 6.3.2 of the PMPU states: “When making a determination of conformance, the
District may use its discretion to balance and harmonize the elements’ policies to best
achieve the Plan’s overall goals. If, when all aspects of the development are considered,
the District finds that the development will further the broad goals, objectives and policies
in the elements even if it does not address them all, it may be deemed in conformity with
the elements.” In summary, development must support the goals, objectives and policies of
the PMP but not necessarily be consistent with all policies in the baywide elements. The
baywide elements include goals and policies for ecology, environmental justice, safety and
resiliency, mobility, and water/land use, which are not included in the individual planning
districts. These important baywide policies should be made mandatory or included in the
planning districts for which they apply in order to ensure consistency with the Coastal Act.
There may be some policies that are not applicable; however, this section should be
revised to clarify that the District shall make findings that the development as conditioned
is consistent with all applicable policies of the PMP, including those within the baywide
elements.
3
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UPDATE TO DISTRICT’S CDP REGULATIONS
As part of the PMPU, the District’s Coastal Development Permit (CDP) Regulations, which
are incorporated into the PMPU by reference and provide procedures and criteria for the
issuance of CDPs in accordance with the requirements of the Coastal Act, including public
hearing and noticing provisions, should also be updated, consistent with Section 30177 of
the Coastal Act, which requires provisions for adequate public hearings and public
participation in port planning and development decisions.
LACK OF SPECIFICITY IN GLOSSARY
The definition of “Intensification” should be more detailed and address that any change or
expansion that would result in a new or increased environmental or coastal resource
impact would be considered intensification.
The definition of “Major Development” and “Redevelopment” should also be more detailed
and include a definition of replacement, including demolition, renovation, reinforcement, or
other type of alteration, as well as identification that replacement may be calculated by
linear feet, surface area, volume, or weight. In addition, an initial date to calculate
cumulative redevelopment should be identified (e.g., January 1, 1977 for the Coastal Act
or certification of the original PMP).
ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
Table 6-2, 2050 Buildout Assumptions for Each Alternative, on Page 6-11 in the PEIR
should be updated to provide the approximate net new acres of Recreation Open Space
for both Alternatives 2 and 3, instead of a general identification that Recreation Open
Space for these alternatives will be greater than 14.03 acres, which is the acreage of
Recreation Open Space proposed in the PMPU, so that all of the alternatives can be
compared using this criterion.
SHORELINE PUBLIC ACCESS
Section 30210 of the Coastal Act requires maximum access be provided “consistent with
public safety needs and the need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners
and natural resource areas from overuse.” However, the proposed PMPU includes
planning language throughout that exempts all coastal dependent uses from providing
public access to the shoreline, without meeting the public safety standard, which would
reduce the amount of shoreline access throughout the bay. Further, many existing coastal
dependent uses already provide shoreline access and should be required to do so into the
future. In addition, existing coastal dependent uses that do not currently provide shoreline
access, such as the Coronado Yacht Club, should improve public access to the shoreline
as future redevelopment occurs. As such, the PMPU language should be revised to more
closely resemble Section 30210 of the Coastal Act.

4
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SEAPORT VILLAGE
The redevelopment of Seaport Village was initially included in the Discussion Draft of the
PMPU but has since been removed from the proposed PMPU. This project is of interest to
the public and Commission staff, and would have significant impacts to the adjacent
Embarcadero and downtown areas. As such, it is unclear how the proposed PMPU is able
to comprehensively address planning in this area without the inclusion of policies that
address this forthcoming redevelopment project. To avoid piecemealing, we recommend
that this project be reincorporated into the PMPU.
CONVERSION OF NAVY PIER TO A PUBLIC PARK
We appreciate the coordination with District and USS Midway Museum staff to develop a
draft park proposal for Navy Park that would demolish the existing Head House and
convert the existing parking lot to a public park; however, the PMPU should include more
detailed project information, including a deadline for completion of the park.
LOWER COST VISITOR-SERVING OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS
Section 30213 of the Coastal Act requires the protection, encouragement and provision,
where feasible, of lower cost visitor and recreational facilities. The Commission has found
that facilities providing lower cost overnight accommodations are critical to providing
equitable coastal access. Moreover, the Commission has found that affordable overnight
accommodations are a necessary part of providing public access and recreational
opportunities for the many visitors that live further from the coast, particularly for lowincome households that will experience a disproportionate barrier to accessing these
amenities. The District has only one existing site that offers more affordable overnight
accommodations - the Chula Vista RV Resort operated by Sun Outdoors. While RV sites
may be more affordable than higher cost hotel rooms, they may not be lower cost for many
when the upfront cost to buy or rent an RV is considered. Furthermore, the modular cabins
located at the Sun Outdoors RV Resort cost upwards of $300 per night and are therefore
not lower cost either.
Given the lack of lower cost overnight accommodations within the District, WLU Policies
6.2.2 and 6.2.4 should be modified to identify that the existing number of overnight
accommodations should be maintained, and any future loss of lower cost overnight
accommodations should be mitigated with a minimum replacement ratio of 1:1 to ensure
no units are lost.
In addition, the District’s recent approval of the Sunroad Hotel Project on Harbor Island
included the requirement to build lower cost overnight accommodations within five years of
the issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy for the project or payment of a $100,000 inlieu fee for 25% of the new market rate rooms, which should be added to the PMPU.

5
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LOWER COST VISITOR AND RECREATIONAL FACILITY IN-LIEU FEE SYSTEM
WLU Policy 6.1.4 allows for the establishment of an in-lieu fee system for lower cost visitor
and recreational facilities. The allowance for an in-lieu fee system will discourage
developers from providing on-site lower cost visitor and recreational facilities and result in
the collection of funds that are not immediately used to provide new lower cost visitor and
recreational facilities. As such, we recommend this policy be deleted and that the provision
of on-site lower cost visitor and recreational facilities be required as part of and concurrent
with development.
PROTECTION OF RECREATIONAL FISHING AT IMPERIAL BEACH
According to news reports, the area dedicated to recreational fishing at the Imperial Beach
Pier has been reduced to allow for surfing closer to the pier and additional outdoor
restaurant seating at the west end of the pier. In addition, Policy PD 8.11 of the PMPU
would allow for a 3,000 sq. ft. expansion of retail/restaurant space at the end of the pier,
further reducing the fishing area. Since retail and restaurants are not coastal dependent
uses; neither the existing nor expanded restaurant should displace fishing on the pier. As
such, this policy should be deleted and the District should instead re-establish fishing on
the perimeter and west end of the pier by coordinating with the restaurant tenant to remove
any existing encroachments, including signage, fencing, and furniture that is not able to be
used by members of the general public, and coordinating with the City of Imperial Beach
lifeguards to determine if fishing on the pier near can be accommodated as it is at other
local piers (e.g., Ocean Beach and Oceanside). Policy PD 8.8 of the PMPU should also be
analyzed further to determine whether a 150-ft wide pier safety zone from both sides of the
pier is necessary to separate fishing and surfing uses, or whether a smaller safety zone
could accommodate both fishing and surfing uses.
NATIONAL CITY BAYFRONT (PD 5) AND CHULA VISTA BAYFRONT (PD 6)
Commissions staff continue to recommend that the National City Bayfront and Chula Vista
Bayfront planning districts should be incorporated into the PMPU to avoid future confusion
and to ensure consistency. If not, language should be included in the PMPU that explains
how development standards and definitions will apply in these planning districts.
LACK OF SPECIFICITY ON INDIGENOUS INVOLVEMENT
Chapter 3.5 of the PMPU asserts the goal of collaborating and deepening relationships
with indigenous communities as well as disadvantaged communities to improve conditions
along the Tidelands and adjacent areas. The District further recognizes that the State Land
Commission’s and the Commission’s environmental justice policies emphasize public
engagement and participation as a primary goal to ensure that disadvantaged
communities, as well as indigenous communities, can meaningfully participate in
environmental and land use decisions. However, the PMPU does not specify areas of
meaningful involvement of indigenous people throughout the document. Commission staff
recommend that the District add reference to indigenous communities in the following
sections to increase participation and collaboration with relevant indigenous communities
6
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and tribes: ECO Policy 4.1.1, EJ Policy 2.1.1, EJ Policy 2.1.2, EJ Policy 2.2.2, and EJ
Objective 2.3.
Further, Commission staff recommend the District include a Tribal Consultation Policy (for
example, refer to the Tribal Consultation Policy 1 adopted by the Commission in 2018)
and/or an additional Environmental Justice policy that is specific to indigenous
involvement. This new policy should identify that if potentially significant indigenous
cultural resources are encountered during ground-disturbing activities, work should be
halted to avoid disturbing the materials until consultation with an indigenous representative
and an archaeologist, or other specialist have evaluated the discovery, recorded any
cultural resources, and identified suitable mitigation measures.
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE AND CLIMATE RESILIENCY
In our July 31, 2019 comment letter Commission staff encouraged the District to include
goals and policies that recognize the relationship between disadvantaged communities
and sea level rise hazards. Climate change and sea level rise hazards will have
disproportionate impacts on communities that have the least capacity to adapt, potentially
further exacerbating existing environmental injustices, many of which are identified in the
Environmental Justice Element of the PMPU.
Staff recommend that the District incorporate Environmental Justice considerations
into Chapter 3.4, Safety and Resiliency Element. Specifically, we recommend the following
additions (shown in underline) to policy language to ensure equitable outcomes for
Tidelands communities:
3.4.2(C)-III Adaptive Management Framework
The District proposes an adaptive management approach to address projected
SLR, defined as “a process of iteratively planning, implementing, and modifying
strategies for managing resources in the face of uncertainty and change” (Fifth
Assessment Report of the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, 2014). Adaptive management is not a new scientific concept and
the District already utilizes it for many of its environmental management
programs. Extending the adaptive management approach to coastal resiliency will
allow the District to form strategies that help to reduce the risks associated with
projected coastal hazards that may occur due to SLR, temporary coastal flooding,
and increased frequency of storm events, as new information regarding climate
science and/or techniques emerge. The District’s Adaptive Management Framework
(refer to Figure 3.4.1, Adaptive Management Framework) is composed of three
stages: (1) A Vulnerability Assessment; (2) Adaptation Planning; and (3)
Strategy Implementation. This framework promotes an iterative, cyclical process
whereby each stage can be continually improved as new information is collected
and integrated.

https://documents.coastal.ca.gov/assets/env-justice/tribal-consultation/Adopted-Tribal-ConsultationPolicy.pdf
1
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In line with the District’s commitment to support a healthy and resilient environment
for disadvantaged communities, the proposed Adaptive Management Framework
will include an Environmental Justice Element that outlines how the District will
incorporate equity throughout its climate change planning and adaptation
processes, including through a Social Vulnerability Assessment as part of Stage 1
(Vulnerability Assessment) of the Framework.
SR Policy 3.2.3 should be modified to include the need for a social vulnerability
assessment and better address the need for collaboration on SLR adaptation with Portside
Communities:
g. Establishes a schedule for performing future Tideland’s SLR vulnerability and
social vulnerability assessments.
h. The plan shall include an Environmental Justice Element that addresses how
SLR will impact vulnerable Portside Communities, including an outreach and
engagement component focused on collaborative adaptation planning with Portside
Communities.
SR Objective 3.4 should be modified to reference collaboration with Portside Communities
as well as partner agencies, and a new policy should be added in this section
that emphasizes the need for collaboration to address environmental justice concerns
associated with climate-related hazards:
SR Policy 3.4.8 The District shall collaborate and coordinate with Portside
Communities to address environmental injustices resulting from climate-related
hazards within the District's jurisdiction, like SLR, and to support climate adaptation
plans for Tidelands in incorporating equity frameworks to address the impacts of
SLR and adaptation strategies on Portside Communities.
Commission staff also encourages the District to acknowledge and address the
relationship between climate-hazards and environmental justice in the Environmental
Justice element of the PMPU. We recommend the addition of the following language
addressing this relationship in the background section of the EJ Element:
3.5.2.(C)iii Healthy Environment and Community in the Context of Climate Change
The District recognizes that as climate-related hazards increase in the future,
disadvantaged communities will experience a disproportionate impact on
environmental and community health. Potential impacts include reduced access to
coastal resources and recreational opportunities, increased exposure to water and
air pollutants that are co-located in vulnerable communities, and higher rates of
infrastructure damage due to historical inequities in community investment.
In line with the District’s standard to “promote, clean air, healthy community, and
environmental justice” through the PMPU, the District recognizes its capacity to
further environmental justice and equity in climate adaptation planning. Through the
Safety and Resilience Element and the Environmental Justice Element, the District
8
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proposes to work with Portside, indigenous communities, and vulnerable
communities to address environmental injustices occurring because of climate
change through shared goals, objectives, and policies.
In addition, we recommend adding a new policy that acknowledges the existence of
environmental justice concerns in adaptation and resiliency planning for climate-related
hazards:
EJ Policy 3.2.5 The District shall collaborate with Portside Communities on all
climate-related adaptation and resiliency planning to address existing and future
environmental injustices, including the impacts of SLR and coastal flooding
on the exposure of vulnerable communities to water and air pollutants.
INCLUSION IN ACCESSIBILITY
A growing area of research and policy is focused on the disproportionate environmental
burdens incurred by people with disabilities. Individuals with physical, sensory, cognitive,
and psychological conditions, as well as chronic illnesses, face barriers to accessing
environmental resources and experience a high level of vulnerability to environmental and
climate-related hazards. When disabled communities intersect with other disadvantaged
communities, such as people of color, low-income people, and the elderly, these impacts
are amplified. It is important that the District recognize the unique and diverse barriers
faced by the disabled community. It is also essential that outreach and engagement efforts
on District projects and processes incorporate feedback and input from these communities
in order to better serve and support individuals with a wide range of abilities. As such,
Commission staff recommend that the District more explicitly recognize the
disabled community beyond Chapter 3.2 Mobility and incorporate the
following within Chapter 3.5.2 Background in the Environmental Justice Element of the
PMPU:
The District is committed to work on reducing the cumulative health burdens on
neighboring communities and ensure fair treatment of people of all races, cultures,
sexual and gender orientations, abilities, and incomes in developing, adopting,
implementing, and enforcing environmental laws, regulations, and policies.
In addition, we recommend that the District consider the addition of a policy either under
EJ Goal 1, or M Goal 1 under Chapter 3.2 Mobility that addresses the need for mobility
options to access the Tidelands that specifically reflect the needs and experiences of the
disabled community:
EJ Policy 1.1.4 The District shall coordinate with the District’s Accessibility Advisory
Committee, as well as public members of San Diego’s disabled community, to
explore and expand public transit options that allow and encourage access to
Tidelands for people with disabilities.
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CONSISTENCY WITH MARITIME CLEAN AIR STRATEGY
It is unclear whether the mitigation measures included in the PEIR are consistent with the
District’s Maritime Clean Air Strategy (MCAS), as well as the District’s Climate Action Plan
to avoid and minimize impacts to air quality. Please clarify whether mitigation measures
from the MCAS and Climate Action Plan are incorporated in the PEIR.
Thank you for your consideration of the comments included above. Please note that these
comments are preliminary and are not binding; Commission staff will provide additional,
more detailed comments as time allows for a more comprehensive review. Also, please
note that these comments have been submitted on the part of staff and the Commission
itself would be the ultimate decision-making body. We look forward to continuing our
coordination with District staff in a manner that is consistent with the Coastal Act. If you
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at the above office.
Sincerely,
Kanani Leslie
Coastal Program Manager
CC (copies sent via e-mail):
Karl Schwing, Deputy Director
Diana Lilly, District Manager
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Program Analyst
Sumi Selvaraj, Environmental Justice Manager
Javier Padilla Reyes, Environmental Justice Analyst
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ATTACHMENT A

GAVIN NEWSOM, Governor

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
SAN DIEGO AREA
7575 METROPOLITAN DRIVE, SUITE 103
SAN DIEGO, CA 92108-4421
(619) 767-2370

July 31, 2019

Board of Port Commissioners
San Diego Unified Port District
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101

Re: Port Master Plan Update Discussion Draft Comments

Dear Chairman Bonelli and Commissioners:
Coastal Commission (Commission) staff appreciates the opportunity to review and
comment on the Port Master Plan Update Discussion Draft for the San Diego Unified
Port District (Port), which was received by our San Diego District Office on April 25,
2019. Commission staff has reviewed the Port Master Plan Update Discussion Draft
(PMPU), dated April 2019, which consists of a complete replacement of the certified Port
Master Plan (PMP), except for the National City Bayfront and Chula Vista Bayfront
planning districts, and has provided preliminary comments to Port staff at four
coordination meetings on May 16, June 21, July 1, and July 22 of this year. The subject
letter memorializes these comments on the PMPU and includes recommendations to
ensure the plan’s consistency with the Coastal Act.
California Code of Regulations Title 14, Section 13636 calls for port master plan
amendments to be certified in the same manner as port master plans. Section 30711 of the
Coastal Act (Pub. Resources Code, Div. 20) states, in part, that a port master plan shall
include all of the following: (1) the proposed uses of land and water areas, where known;
(2) the projected design and location of port land areas, water areas, berthing, and
navigation ways and systems intended to serve commercial traffic within the area of
jurisdiction of the port governing body; (3) an estimate of the effect of development on
habitat areas and the marine environment, a review of existing water quality, habitat
areas, and quantitative and qualitative biological inventories, and proposals to minimize
and mitigate any substantial adverse impact; (4) proposed projects listed as appealable in
Section 30715 in sufficient detail to be able to determine their consistency with the
policies of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) of the Coastal Act; and (5)
provisions for adequate public hearings and public participation in port planning and
development decisions. Section 30711 further requires a port master plan to contain
information in sufficient detail to allow the Commission to determine its adequacy and
conformity with the Coastal Act. Section 30700 of the Coastal Act states that Chapter 8
shall govern those portions of the San Diego Unified Port District, excluding any
wetland, estuary, or existing recreation area indicated in Part IV of the Coastal Plan. The
entire water area under the jurisdiction of the Port of San Diego is governed by Chapter 3
policies because San Diego Bay is mapped as an estuary and wetland in Part IV of the
Coastal Plan, and on the maps adopted by the Commission pursuant to Section 30710 of
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the Act. Section 30714 provides that the Commission shall certify a PMP if it conforms
with and carries out the policies of Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act or, where a PMP
provides for any of the developments listed as appealable to the Commission pursuant to
Section 30715 of the Coastal Act, then that portion of the PMP must also be consistent
with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. Section 30716 requires that an
amendment to a PMP meet the same standards of review.
Finally, a unique provision with the review of Port Master Plans, and any subsequent
amendments, is that the Commission may not adopt suggested modifications to them, as
is provided for in the review of local coastal programs. (§ 30714.) Therefore, port master
plans and subsequent amendments must be either approved or denied as submitted. Thus,
it is critical that our offices continue to closely coordinate throughout the PMPU process
to ensure the final plan is consistent with Chapter 8, and where applicable Chapter 3 of
the Coastal Act.
PROVISIONS FOR ADEQUATE PUBLIC HEARINGS AND PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION IN PORT PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS
As identified above, Section 30711 of the Coastal Act requires Port Master Plans to
contain provisions for adequate public hearings and public participation in Port planning
and development decisions. The PMPU does not currently contain provisions for public
hearings and public participation in Port planning and development decisions and should
be revised to include the provisions specified in the certified PMP and updated as
appropriate in order to provide the public with information regarding public participation
opportunities.
LACK OF SPECIFICITY TO PROTECT COASTAL RESOURCES
Commission staff is very concerned with the PMPU’s lack of sufficient specificity to
adequately protect coastal resources. The currently certified PMP describes, in far more
detail, existing conditions and future development envisioned for each planning district;
however, the PMPU does not carry forward an adequate level of detail. Further, the
project lists in each planning district do not contain adequate details to determine whether
the appealable projects are consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act, as
required by Section 30711 of the Coastal Act. For example, it is unclear where specific
projects are proposed or what comprise the projects. Additional details will be needed to
ensure appealable projects’ consistency with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. Given the
number of questions raised between our offices based on the present level of detail, any
less specificity is going to raise questions over time. Please review the most recent PMP
amendments approved by the Commission for examples of the level of detail expected in
the planning district text and project lists.
In addition, the PMPU fails to include non-appealable projects in the project lists.
Historically, both appealable and non-appealable projects have been listed in the certified
PMP. In fact, the certified PMP states: “A listing of development projects, covering both
appealable and non-appealable categories, is provided in the discussion for each of the
nine Planning Districts.” Other ports in California ( Port of Los Angeles and Port of Long
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Beach) also list both appealable and non-appealable projects in their PMPs, although
appealable projects may be listed in greater detail than non-appealable projects, in order
to be able to determine their consistency with Chapter 3, as required by Section
30711(a)(4). However, Section 30711(b) requires that a PMP contain information in
sufficient detail to allow the Commission to determine its adequacy and conformity with
Chapter 8. The Commission has interpreted this to mean that information on nonappealable projects is also required to be included in a PMP in order to ensure those
projects are consistent with Chapter 8. In addition, Section 30718 states: “For
developments approved by the commission in a certified master plan, but not appealable
under the provisions of this chapter, the port governing body shall forward all
environmental impact reports and negative declarations prepared pursuant to the
Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (commencing with Section 21000) or any
environmental impact statements prepared pursuant to the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321, et seq.) to the commission in a timely manner for
comment.” Although certain categories of development may not be appealable to the
Commission, they must still be approved by the Commission in the certified PMP. In
order for the Commission to approve non-appealable developments, they must be
included in the PMP.
Many non-appealable projects are listed in the certified PMP, including most recently the
Convention Center expansion (Convention Center Phase III) and the Bayside
Performance Park. The Port amended the PMP in both cases to add these non-appealable
projects to the project list and include associated information in the text of the planning
district to ensure that the projects were consistent with Chapter 8. As part of this process,
both the Commission and the public had the opportunity to review these projects and
participate in a public hearing before development decisions were made. Therefore, the
Port must continue to list both appealable and non-appealable projects in the PMPU in
order to be consistent with Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act.
In addition, the description of appealable projects in each planning district is unclear and
confusing. This description should be revised to clarify what development categories are
appealable pursuant to Section 30715. Commission staff appreciates the fact that
restaurant space is identified as appealable, based on Dispute Resolution No. 6-17-0146EDD, and that should be retained in the revised description.
CHAPTER 3 BAYWIDE ELEMENTS VERSUS CHAPTER 4 STANDARDS
Section 2.2.1 of the PMPU states: “The Port Master Plan does not require a development
to meet every goal or policy in the baywide elements. If, when all aspects of the
development are considered, substantial evidence supports a finding that the development
will further the objectives of the Port Master Plan and the baywide elements, it may be
deemed in conformity with the Port Master Plan. Planning districts include specific
standards for developments within them. Substantial conformity with planning district
standards is mandatory for any developments within such planning district.” In summary,
development must support the objectives of the PMP but not necessarily be strictly
consistent with all policies in the baywide elements; whereas it must be consistent with
the standards in Chapter 4 of the PMPU.
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Chapter 3 of the PMPU includes goals and policies for important baywide elements,
including ecology, economy, environmental justice, safety and resiliency, mobility, and
water and land use which are not included in the individual planning districts. These
baywide policies should be made mandatory or included in the Chapter 4 planning
districts for which they apply in order to ensure consistency with the Coastal Act.
AFFIRMATIVE LANGUAGE
In general, stronger language is needed throughout the PMPU to protect, encourage, and
provide for priority uses and coastal resources, including commercial fishing, recreational
boating facilities, public access and recreation, biological resources, visual resources, and
lower-cost visitor and recreational facilities.
LOWER COST VISITOR-SERVING OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS
Based on 2017 data, less than 3% of the overnight accommodations within the Port are
considered to be lower cost (237 RV sites at the Chula Vista RV Resort). As such, there
is an immediate need to increase the stock of lower cost overnight accommodations
within the Port, especially given its location on public tidelands. The PMPU process is
the perfect opportunity to develop a policy to protect, encourage, and provide lower cost
overnight accommodations within the Port, consistent with Coastal Act Section 30213
and 30221. In addition, the PMPU should include a policy that formalizes the current
requirement to pay an in-lieu fee equivalent to 25 percent of the number of higher cost
hotel rooms, if lower cost overnight accommodations are not included as part of a
project; however, the Commission always prefers actual development rather than
collection of monies. Finally, Commission staff appreciates that the Port is pursuing two
projects to increase lower cost overnight accommodations (up to 1000 beds in the Pacific
Highway Corridor Subdistrict and up to 500 beds in Planning Area 3 of the North
Embarcadero Subdistrict); however, the PMPU should identify and preserve other
potential sites or planning districts where lower cost overnight accommodations could be
developed over the next 30 years.
LAND AND WATER USE ACREAGES
At our coordination meetings with Port staff on the PMPU, we have requested an account
and explanation of the change in acreages between the certified PMP and the PMPU.
Please provide this information so the proposed changes in land and water uses can be
more clearly identified and analyzed. In addition, land and water use acreages for
priority uses should be maintained or expanded as part of the PMPU, and accompanied
by a detailed explanation for such determinations.
2.2.2 USE DESIGNATIONS
This section identifies that additional uses that are currently not listed as primary uses or
secondary uses may be included if compatible, similar in character, and an allowed
Public Trust use. Before our office can endorse this, we must understand and the PMPU
should identify the permit process for approving non-listed uses.
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2.2.3 DEFINING THE LINE BETWEEN LAND AND WATER
Tidal Zone – The averages to determine the Mean Higher High Water line and the Mean
Lower Low Water line should be calculated using the most current National Tidal Datum
Epoch and measured by the geographically closest tide station.
Pier and Platform Rule – The existing PMP designates some large piers as land; however,
Commission staff is concerned that the PMPU continues this designation for piers and
platforms over one-quarter acres. Piers and platforms are located over water and should
be designated as water uses. Alternatively, the Port could create a third designation for
structures over water and include associated development standards for their repair and
maintenance. However, this office has concerns about expanded occupation and fill of
open water for a variety of environmental and planning issues. In particular, expanded
platforms and/or cantilevered promenades, especially in light of sea level rise, should not
be allowed to overbuild or move development towards the bay on Port leaseholds.
2.2.5 PORT MASTER PLAN AMENDMENTS
Section 2.2.5 states: “Amendments to the Plan must be adopted by the BPC and certified
by the CCC in a manner consistent with Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act and the District’s
Coastal Development Permit (CDP) regulations.” However, Section 30700 of the Coastal
Act states that Chapter 8 shall govern those portions of the San Diego Unified Port
District located within the coastal zone, excluding any wetland, estuary, or existing
recreation area indicated in Part IV of the Coastal Plan. 1 In addition, Section 30711(a)(4)
of the Coastal Act requires a port master plan to include “proposed projects listed as
appealable in Section 30715 in sufficient detail to be able to determine their consistency
with the policies of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) of this division.” As
such, the PMPU should identify that the policies of Chapter 3 provide the standard of
review for the parts of a PMPA located in the mapped wetland, estuary, or existing
recreation area, and for appealable projects. We also recommend that a map of the
wetlands, estuaries, and existing recreation areas be provided in the PMPU for clarity.
2.2.6 NONCONFORMING USES AND STRUCTURES
The “Purpose” section identifies that legal nonconforming uses and structures may be
repaired and maintained, within appropriate parameters that address potential impacts to
public health, safety and welfare. Public access should also be a consideration in
determining whether repair and maintenance is appropriate.
The definition of “Intensification of Use” should be revised as follows: “Any change or
expansion of a use which will result in an increase in occupancy above permitted levels;
an increase in production output or throughput, if there is a permit limit on said output or
throughput; a need for additional parking; or any other change or expansion that is likely
1

“Coastal Plan” means the California Coastal Zone Conservation Plan prepared and adopted by the
California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission and submitted to the Governor and the Legislature on
December 1, 1975, pursuant to the California Coastal Zone Conservation Act of 1972 (commencing with
Section 27000). (§ 30102.)
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to result in a new or increased significant environmental or substantial coastal resource
impact.
The definition of “Major Redevelopment or Reconstruction” should be more detailed and
include a definition of replacement (including demolition, renovation, reinforcement, or
other type of alteration), as well as identify that replacement may be calculated by linear
feet, surface area, volume, or weight. In addition, an initial date to calculate cumulative
redevelopment should be identified (e.g., January 1, 1977 for the Coastal Act or
certification of the original PMP). Finally, using 50% or more of a development site as a
parameter for cumulative redevelopment has been a challenge in past Port projects; thus,
Commission staff recommends using 50% increase or more in gross floor area.
CHAPTER 3: ELEMENTS
In general, the PMPU should include implementation measures for all applicable policies
in each element, such as was included in the Mobility Element.
3.1 Ecology
General comments:
It should be clearly identified that all port-related developments shall be located,
designed, and constructed so as to minimize substantial adverse environmental impacts
pursuant to Section 30708(a) of the Coastal Act. In addition, it should be clear that the
Chapter 3 policies are the standard of review for appealable developments and projects
located within an estuary, wetland or existing recreation area. Chapter 3 of the Coastal
Act provides specific policies related to the protection of the marine environment and
biological resources, including Sections 30230, 30231, 30233, 30235, 30236, and 30240.
Comments on specific policies:
Please note that the general comments discussed in the sections above are relevant to
many of the policies in this chapter. Incorporating those comments may require specific
edits to several of the policies. The comments listed below are separate from and in
addition to the general comments above.
1. Ecology Goal 1. Add a policy that identifies ecologically-sensitive lighting
should be used. Lighting located adjacent to sensitive habitat areas and above
water should be the minimum necessary, shielded, directed downwards, be on a
sensor, and be a minimal color temperature.
2. Ecology 1.1. “Protection, conservation, restoration, and enhancement of coastal
wetlands and nearshore habitats, and sensitive coastal flora and fauna species is a
priority shall be required.”
3. Ecology 1.2. It is unclear what type of major redevelopment or new development
would be permitted on natural open space areas and/or sensitive coastal habitats,
including wetlands and nearshore habitats. While major redevelopment or new
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development may be allowed adjacent to these areas or habitats with sufficient
ecological buffers, only certain limited uses are permitted within environmentally
sensitive habitat areas, pursuant to Section 30240. Please clarify that only
resource dependent uses are allowed within environmentally sensitive areas
pursuant to Section 30240 and diking, filling, or dredging of open coastal waters,
wetlands, or lakes is limited to certain uses where there is no feasible less
environmentally damaging alternative, and where feasible mitigation measures
have been provided to minimize adverse environmental effects, pursuant to
Section 30233. Also, for subsection a: “Be coordinated, sited, and designed to
avoid impacts where feasible, or legally required. If infeasible, or no legal
prohibition exists, minimize and mitigate impacts, in the following order of
preference: on-site; elsewhere in the Bay; or in other areas with the same
habitat(s) watershed in the Coastal Zone…” Subsection c should also identify the
criteria when restoration or enhancement would be required.
4. Ecology 1.4. Identify a minimum ecological buffer size.
5. Ecology 1.6. Mitigation banks throughout the Coastal Zone should be consistent
and held to similar standards. As such, the Port should either include the
appropriate mitigation ratios in the PMPU and include rules that will govern how
the mitigation bank operates or, alternatively and to provide flexibility, require
coordination with and approval by the Executive Director of the Coastal
Commission of mitigation ratios and mitigation credit releases. Commission staff
would not support the use of mitigation credits for non-coastal development. “In
cooperation with federal, state, and regional resource agencies, the District may
create mitigation banks within its jurisdiction, in-lieu fee programs, habitat,
shading and fill credit programs, and/or other conservation or restoration
mechanisms, to provide compensatory mitigation opportunities. With respect to
future and existing credits, priority shall first be given to District-initiated
development, then coastal-dependent development, development with public
benefits, and if warranted, non-coastal development, all of which must be within
the District. Credits derived from restoration or enhancement of tidally influenced
habitat will only be used to mitigate impacts to tidally-influenced waters or
wetlands. With respect to credits provided to projects outside the District, the
same preference as outlined above shall be followed in addition to all other
applicable rules and requirements governing the subject mitigation bank.
However, credits will only be provided to projects within the Coastal Zone. If
such credit programs are formed, as part of the application process to use such
credits, third party applicants must demonstrate: that they have used good faith
efforts to minimize the need for mitigation credits by reducing project impacts,
and, to the extent practical, mitigate within the same development site. After
demonstration of such, third party applicants shall pay a market rate fee for use of
credits. BPC approval is required for the right to use any of the credits.”
6. Ecology 1.7. “Where feasible, rRequire the use of drought-tolerant California
native species and/or non-invasive plant species to fulfill landscaping
requirements in proposed major redevelopments or developments.” This edit
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would identify that plants native to the development site or non-invasive plants
must be used. In addition, this policy should be revised to clarify that droughttolerant native species are required adjacent to wetlands, estuaries, and other
sensitive habitat areas.
7. Ecology Goal 2. Commission staff previously reviewed an earlier draft with
specific standards related to water quality. These standards should be included in
the PMPU with our edits incorporated. A policy requiring pumpout facilities at
marinas should also be added to protect water quality.
3.2 Economics
General comments:
Chapter 3 policies are the standard of review for appealable developments and projects
located within an estuary, wetland or existing recreation area, and provide specific
policies related to economics, including Section 30234 which recognizes of the economic
importance of fishing activities and requires those uses to be protected.
Comments on specific policies:
1. Economics 1.15. “Promote and support the District’s commercial fishing history
industry and longevity as a priority coastal-dependent use and economic
contributor to the District, the region, and California through such efforts as joint
public-private marketing, fishing- related festivals, or other special events.”
2. Economics 1.17. “Promote and support the District’s sportfishing history industry
as a priority coastal-dependent use and economic contributor to the District, the
region, and California through such efforts as joint public-private marketing,
fishing- related festivals, or other special events.”
3. Economics 2.4. Please clarify what activities would be supported. Activities that
would disrupt commercial fishing operations should be discouraged.
4. Economics 2.5. A similar policy to support the expansion of commercial fishing
should be added.
3.3 Environmental Justice
General comments:
Section 30604 of the Public Resources Code also allows the issuing agency of a coastal
development permit to consider environmental justice (EJ), or the equitable distribution
of environmental benefits throughout the state.
Use of terms. Commission staff encourages the use of stronger language such as
“equitable access” in references about access/programs described as being “for all
communities” to ensure it is clear that different options and approaches for different
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communities will need to be prioritized to achieve equitable outcomes. This sort of
framing is also consistent with the Commission’s Environmental Justice policy 2. In
addition, we recommend defining the term “disadvantaged communities” (i.e. term refers
to the Portside Communities, Port Border Tidelines Communities, and other marginalized
communities). Because the term disadvantaged communities has been defined in state
law by SB 535 (de Leon), this clarification would avoid confusion.
Sea level rise. Climate change and sea level rise hazards will have disproportionate
impacts on communities with the least capacity to adapt and may exacerbate existing
environmental injustices and cumulative impacts from other environmental hazards.
Commission staff encourages the Port to include goals and policies that recognize this
relationship between sea level rise and disadvantaged communities.
Habitat and public health. “Public health and the health of natural ecosystems are
inextricably intertwined, ecological impacts are felt first by disadvantaged and at-risk
communities, and there is no environmental justice without a healthy environment 3”. We
encourage the Port to include goals and policies that recognize this relationship between
habitat and public health and work towards restoring the public’s access to healthy
ecosystems, especially in communities such as Barrio Logan, National City, and Imperial
Beach which have historically been overburdened by pollution and lack of access to
healthy ecosystems.
Comments on specific policies:
Please note that the general comments discussed in the sections above are relevant to
many of the policies in this chapter. Incorporating those comments may require specific
edits to several of the policies. The comments listed below are separate from and in
addition to the general comments above.
1. EJ Goal 1. Add policy language that identifies that the conversion of lower or
moderate cost facilities to high cost facilities is an EJ issue, and commit to no net
loss of lower cost facilities in EJ communities.
2. EJ Goal 4. Add policy language that specifies that the Port should work with EJ
communities to identify mitigation measures for projects that impact those
communities.
3. EJ 2.5. Please clarify what is meant by “transition zones” and provide a minimum
transition zone width.

2
3

https://documents.coastal.ca.gov/assets/env-justice/CCC_EJ_Policy_FINAL.pdf. Adopted March 8, 2019
California Coastal Commission Environmental Justice Policy. Adopted March 8, 2019
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3.4 Safety & Resiliency
General comments:
Sea level rise and public trust resources. The first page of the Safety & Resiliency
chapter states, “The District prioritizes safety and resiliency from natural and humancaused hazards to provide continuity of service for the Public Trust uses, and the safety of
users within the District” (emphasis added). Commission staff suggests that once the
Port’s sea level rise vulnerability assessment is finalized and submitted to the State Lands
Commission per AB 691, that the Port add additional policies as necessary to address
anticipated impacts of sea level rise (SLR) upon public trust resources, and to ensure the
continued service for public trust uses in the face of SLR.
Appealable versus non-appealable development. All development in ports must
conform to Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act. In addition, Section 30715 of the Coastal Act
provides a specific subset of development types that must conform to Chapter 3 policies
in addition to Chapter 8 policies. These are often called non-appealable and appealable
development types, respectively. Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act provides specific policies
related to coastal hazards and SLR, including Sections 30253 and 30235 as well as many
other resource protection policies.
Currently, the policies in the Safety & Resiliency chapter do not distinguish between
appealable and non-appealable development; rather, the chapter provides policies on
other groups of development types (see additional comment on this topic below). To
carry out Sections 30714 and 30715 of the Coastal Act, the policies of this chapter should
first distinguish between appealable development that must also conform to Chapter 3 in
addition to Chapter 8, and non-appealable development that must only conform to
Chapter 8.
For appealable development, a policy should be added clarifying that new development
shall be sited to assure safety and stability and not require shoreline protective devices,
consistent with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. The language of this policy could read:
New development shall be sited to avoid hazards, taking into account predicted
sea level rise, including groundwater changes, over the anticipated life of the
development. If hazards cannot be completely avoided, then development shall be
sited and designed to protect coastal resources and minimize risks to life and
property to the maximum extent feasible. New development that is not coastaldependent shall assure stability and structural integrity of the development
without reliance on shoreline protective devices that substantially alter natural
landforms or otherwise harm coastal resources in a manner inconsistent with
PMP policies or Coastal Act public access policies, and not contribute
significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or
surrounding area.
Another policy should state that, for appealable development, approvable shoreline
protective devices must be consistent with Section 30235 – i.e., shoreline protective
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devices are approvable for certain development, but must be the least environmentally
damaging feasible alternative, and must mitigate unavoidable resource impacts – and
other resource protection policies of Chapter 3.
Adding these new suggested policies would change the context of some of the existing
policies in the PMPU, so those policies should be edited to ensure they make sense
alongside the new suggested policies mentioned above. For example, Policy SR 2.5 states
that “maintenance, including reconstruction and expansion, of shoreline protection is
allowed for coastal-dependent uses, critical infrastructure, and public access;” and while
coastal-dependent uses are one of the development types with an affirmative right to
shoreline protection in Section 30235, the appealable development types to which Section
30235 does not apply should be sited to be safe without reliance on shoreline protection,
per Section 30253 of the Coastal Act (see additional comment on this topic below).
Additionally, Policy SR 2.8 states that if managed retreat is not feasible along
unprotected portions of the shoreline, protection or accommodation should be used;
however, it should also be noted that if development is appealable, it would also be
subject to the policies that carry out Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, which may impact the
types of strategies that can be used – i.e., whether or not shoreline protection is
approvable.
Prioritization of protection, accommodation, and retreat. Several of the policies in the
Safety & Resiliency chapter prioritize protection over accommodation and managed
retreat (i.e., SR 2.3, 2.6, 2.8). However, these policies set up a potential inconsistency
with both Chapter 8 and Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, which support the identification
and use of the least environmentally damaging feasible alternative.
In the case of appealable development to which Section 30235 applies, a shoreline
protective device would be approved only if it is the least environmentally damaging
feasible alternative. Projects to which Section 30253 applies would site development to
be safe from shoreline hazards without the use of shoreline protective devices, through
measures such as setbacks.
In the case of non-appealable development, Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act requires that
development minimize substantial environmental impacts (Section 30708(a)), which
again may lead to the identification of less environmentally damaging alternatives than
shoreline protection. One well known potential impact of shoreline protective devices is
their negative effect on habitats that lie seaward of the device; therefore, shoreline
protection would have to be examined against Section 30708(a), and feasible alternatives
to shoreline protection should be evaluated as well.
In summary, Policies SR 2.3, 2.6, and 2.8 should be edited for consistency with the
applicable Chapter 3 and 8 policies described above, rather than prioritizing adaptation
strategy types outright.
Coastal-dependent uses, critical infrastructure, and public accessways. The Safety &
Resiliency chapter binds together coastal-dependent uses, critical infrastructure, and
public accessways as a group of development types and refers to them in several policies
(SR 2.3-2.7). Together, these five policies state that coastal-dependent uses, critical
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infrastructure, and public accessways should employ protection strategies first, and then
look to accommodation; additionally, they are excluded from a policy that lists managed
retreat as the third option for adaptation, as well as from a policy that prioritizes
living/soft shorelines as an alternative to shoreline protection.
As stated above, the Coastal Act supports the identification and use of the least
environmentally damaging feasible alternative, so Policies SR 2.3-2.7 should be edited to
be consistent with this requirement. Additionally, more detail is needed in these policies
to specify how each of these three development types is treated within the Coastal Act;
specifically:
•

Coastal-dependent uses. Appealable coastal-dependent uses are subject to Section
30235 of the Coastal Act, which gives such uses an affirmative right to shoreline
protection when the protection is the least environmentally damaging feasible
alternative and when coastal resource impacts are mitigated. Policies 2.3-2.7 should
be edited so that they apply the missing content of Coastal Act Section 30235 to
appealable development.

•

Accessways. Appealable coastal accessways (e.g., roads or highways which are not
principally for internal circulation within the port boundaries) may or may not be
considered coastal-dependent. However, in any case, shoreline protection can only be
allowed where it is the least environmentally damaging feasible alternative.

•

Critical infrastructure. Some, but not necessarily all, critical infrastructure is
coastal-dependent. Proposed shoreline protection for appealable critical infrastructure
(e.g., development for the storage, transmission, and processing of gas and crude oil;
waste water treatment facilities, roads or highways which are not principally for
internal circulation within the port boundaries; oil refineries; petrochemical
production plants), would have to be found consistent with Section 30235 of the
Coastal Act in order to be approved. Proposed protection for non-appealable
development would have to be found consistent with Section 30708(a).

Flooding and inundation. Many of the policies in the Safety & Resiliency chapter refer
to flooding and inundation, but they do not explicitly state that SLR-influenced flooding
and inundation are included. For clarity, the chapter should state that wherever coastal
hazards are mentioned in policy language, it includes not only present-day hazards but
also hazards as they are influenced by SLR over the lifetime of the development (e.g.,
typically 75-100 years for commercial development) to which the policy applies.
Other hazard types. In addition to flooding and inundation, shoreline erosion,
groundwater rise, and salt water intrusion should be included as other potential hazards
which may increase as sea levels rise. These hazards should be included in the policies
that refer to flooding and inundation. In addition, the PMPU should identify the location
of known fault lines and include policies regarding development adjacent to fault lines.
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Comments on specific policies:
Please note that the general comments discussed in the sections above are relevant to
many of the policies in this chapter. Incorporating those comments may require specific
edits to several of the policies. The comments listed below are separate from and in
addition to the general comments above.
1. SR 1.3. “Design coastal accessways to promote maximum feasible, safe public
access…”
2. SR Goal 2 Overview. The Flooding subsection discusses how SLR may
influence intensity and duration of coastal flooding events. This or another
background section should discuss the other hazards associated with SLR,
including increased height and extent of inundation, groundwater rise, saltwater
intrusion, and shoreline erosion.
3. Goal 2. All development potentially exposed to current or future hazards,
including hazards related to SLR, should be given proper notice about their
potential exposure. Consider adding a policy that requires lessees to assume the
risk of developing in areas subject to current and/or future coastal hazards.
4. SR 2.1. “…over the economic life of the structure or facility (typically 75-100
years for commercial development; and typically longer for infrastructure).”
5. SR 2.4. Mitigation for unavoidable adverse impacts to coastal resources should
also be required.
6. SR 2.5. “Repair and maintenance, including reconstruction and expansion, of
shoreline protection is allowed for…”
7. SR 2.7. Living shorelines should be prioritized where feasible for all development
types. The draft policy excludes coastal-dependent development, critical
infrastructure, and public accessways from this policy, but it is appropriate to
consider whether living shorelines are viable adaptation strategies for these
development types as well.
8. SR 3.2. This policy should reference “best available science” instead of “scienceguided methods.”
9. SR 3.3. Additional detail should be included in this policy to specify the
requirements of a site-specific hazard report, including the following elements:
•

Multiple SLR scenarios associated with the proposed projects anticipated
development life (typically 75-100 years for most commercial
development, and typically longer for infrastructure) should be analyzed,
including those recommended by the current best available science and
guidance. Currently, the best available science is summarized in the 2018
Coastal Commission Sea Level Rise Policy Guidance and the Ocean
Protection Council 2018 State of California Sea Level Rise Guidance.
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•

The analysis should include all relevant SLR-related hazards, including
inundation, flooding associated with storms of various return periods
including a 100-year storm, wave runup, shoreline erosion, groundwater
rise, and saltwater intrusion.

•

The study should identify threshold SLR amounts that could lead to
impacts, such as the amount of SLR that could lead to overtopping of the
proposed development.

•

For appealable development subject to Section 30253, which requires
development to not rely on shoreline protective devices, the analysis
should be performed as if any existing shoreline protective devices do not
exist.

•

Studies should be prepared by a licensed civil engineer with experience in
coastal processes.

10. SR Goal 4. Commission staff suggest including a policy calling for coordination
with local government planning departments on Local Coastal Program updates,
including as they address safety, coastal hazards, and SLR.
11. SR 4.4. Commission staff suggest identifying SLR specifically within this policy.
The draft policy refers to “natural climate conditions” and “natural and humancaused hazards,” but those terms may not convey that SLR is included in those
categories.
3.5 Mobility
General comments:
Chapter 3 policies are the standard of review for appealable developments and projects
located within an estuary, wetland or existing recreation area, and provide specific
policies related to mobility, including Sections 30212, 30212.5, 30224, and 30252.
Marinas. The mobility section encourages the expansion of boat slips and berthing
opportunities. However, the Port should evaluate whether there is a need for new marinas
within the Port district and, if so, establish criteria for their development that would result
in additional opportunities for public access (e.g., including public memberships,
requiring a range of slip sizes, etc.). In addition, new development should minimize the
increase in water coverage baywide by focusing any expansion of recreational slips in
existing marinas, as opposed to constructing new marinas.
Connections to the Airport. The PMPU should include policy language, specific to the
San Diego International Airport, that encourages collaboration with transportation
agencies, authorities, and adjacent jurisdictions to establish new connections to the
airport, including the development of an intermodal transit center.
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Comments on specific policies:
Please note that the general comments discussed in the sections above are relevant to
many of the policies in this chapter. Incorporating those comments may require specific
edits to several of the policies. The comments listed below are separate from and in
addition to the general comments above.
1. Mobility Goal 1. This goal could be strengthened by clarifying that the primary
intent is to maintain, enhance, and expand coastal public access via multiple travel
modes.
2. Mobility 1.0. Add a policy within this element that requires new developments to
provide a certain number of public parking spaces for coastal access.
3. Mobility Overview. The following policies implement this goal, but do not apply
where implementation is infeasible due to geographic or site constraints, and/or
inconsistent with public safety, military security needs, or protection of sensitive
coastal resources. These edits ensure consistency with Chapter 3 of the Coastal
Act. In addition, there should be more detailed parameters regarding when access
restrictions would be appropriate for safety or military security needs.
4. Mobility 1.1. Please clarify that this policy is not meant to prioritize private piers,
docks, slips, moorings, anchorages, and platforms.
5. Mobility 1.4. Please clarify that 100 percent continuity and connectivity of the
waterside promenade through the District should be pursued, including as part of
redevelopment.
6. Mobility 2.2. Please clarify that wayfinding signage would be non-digital and
non-commercialized.
7. Mobility 2.4. This policy should clarify that expansion of boat slips and berthing
opportunities is encouraged within existing marinas.
8. Mobility 2.7. “Seek opportunities to sStrengthen connections to adjacent
jurisdictions and regional facilities, across all modes of travel, where feasible.
9. Mobility 2.9. Please also include a policy that would require all leaseholds to
develop a transportation demand management program to reduce dependence on
single-occupancy vehicles.
10. 3.2. Implementation Strategies. “…Spaces should ideally be situated within
walking distance of the uses it serves or be served by a shuttle…” In addition,
require the fund from the fee program to be used to offset parking impacts (e.g.,
shuttle program, off-site parking reservoir, etc.) and cap the number of parking
spaces that can be reduced by the fee.
11. Mobility 3.7. Implementation Strategies. “Allow for maintenance and slip
modifications of existing recreational marinas to support changes to waterside
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facilities and boating needs while still maintaining a range of slip sizes.” The
policy could also require a minimum percentage of slips for small boats be
maintained.
12. Mobility 3.8. Although a portion of a development’s parking requirements may
be reduced by payment of a parking impact fee, a parking impact fee should not
be allowed to satisfy all of a development’s parking requirements.
13. Mobility Goal 3. Add a policy encouraging shared use parking arrangements.
3.6 Water & Land Use
General comments:
Chapter 3 policies are the standard of review for appealable developments and projects
located within an estuary, wetland or existing recreation area, and provide specific
policies related to land and water use, including Sections 30213, 30230, and 30255, as
well as many other resource protection policies.
Wetlands and Estuaries. The Wetland and Estuary water use designations of the
certified PMP have been replaced with a water use designation of Conservation/Intertidal
in the PMPU. However, the Conservation/Intertidal water use description is vague and
lacks the protections provided for in the Wetland and Estuary water use designations
which limit allowable uses in wetlands to restoration, nature study, or similar resource
dependent activities and allowable uses in estuaries to boating facilities, intake and
outfall lines, restoration work, nature study, aquaculture, or resource-dependent activities.
Note that Commission staff would not support reducing the protections given to wetlands
or estuaries and, as such, these water uses should be included in the PMPU (as described
in the certified PMP) or the Conservation/Intertidal water use designation description
should be modified to be consistent with the Wetland water use designation which is the
most protective.
Aquaculture. The PMPU promotes a large expansion of aquaculture uses within the bay
and ocean. Policy language should be included that allows only native species in
aquaculture projects in order to prevent impacts to bay habitats and native populations
that could occur as a result of the naturalization of non-native species. We also strongly
support the use of third party, independent monitoring to assess impacts to habitat and
native species that may occur as a result of increased aquaculture, as monitoring and selfreporting carried out by applicants or project proponents can raise questions about bias,
transparency, and the defensibility of the results. In addition, please note that the PMPU
definition of aquaculture is inconsistent with the definition contained in the Coastal Act
and should be revised to identify that aquaculture does not include species of ornamental
marine or freshwater plants and animals not utilized for human consumption or bait
purposes that are maintained in closed systems for personal, pet industry, or hobby
purposes (see comment under Appendix A Definitions below).
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Comments on specific policies:
Please note that the general comments discussed in the sections above are relevant to
many of the policies in this chapter. Incorporating those comments may require specific
edits to several of the policies. The comments listed below are separate from and in
addition to the general comments above.
1. WLU 1.1. “Provide continuous shoreline public access unless it is infeasible due
to geographic or site constraints and/or inconsistent with public safety, military
security needs, or protection of sensitive coastal resources or as otherwise
specified in the subdistrict.” In addition, there should be more detailed parameters
regarding when public access restrictions would be appropriate for safety or
military security needs.
2. WLU 1.3. “Allow Reserve land for visitor-serving amenities and recreational
facilities near or adjacent to the shoreline.”
3. Visual Access. Add a policy that developments should not distract from views of
the bay and ocean, including advertisements, neon signage, digital ads, and
lighting that is above that necessary for security or safety.
4. WLU 1.9. Delete or clarify the types of recreational facilities that have priority
over other lower-cost visitor facilities.
5. WLU 1.12. “Encourage new overnight accommodations that offer a range of
affordability room types and, where appropriate, are intrinsically lower cost.”
6. Lower-Cost Visitor Serving and Recreational Facilities. Add a policy that
encourages an increase in the stock of lower-cost overnight accommodations,
including micro-hotels/motels, hostels, yurts, cabins, and tent sites. Consider
identifying a specific goal as part of this policy (e.g., 15-25% of total stock within
the Port, minimum acreage, or minimum quantity of beds/rooms).
7. WLU 1.13. “In addition to overnight accommodations, Aappealable development
shall protect, encourage and, where feasible, provide its fair share of lower-cost
visitor and recreational facilities to enhance the public’s enjoyment of the Bay.”
In addition, fair share should be defined (e.g., 25% of cost of development or
square feet of development, etc.).
8. WLU 1.13.c. This section should be revised to clarify that waterside lower-cost
facilities may count towards an appealable development’s contribution of lowercost visitor and recreational facilities, which is a separate requirement that is in
addition to the requirement to provide lower cost overnight accommodations as
part of the development (or pay an in-lieu fee).
9. WLU 1.13.e. “…However, factors such as lower-cost amenities, product types of
motels and hotels and other intrinsically lower-cost overnight accommodations,
such as micro-hotels/motels, hostels, yurts, cabins, and tent sites, and RV parks,
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may be considered.” RV parks are not always lower-cost, as the price to own,
rent, operate, maintain, and park RVs are often high.
10. WLU 2.3. Add minimum requirements for softscape and landscape features. This
policy could also be strengthened by adding a minimum requirement for green
space (e.g., lawn space that is not landscaped and can be used for picnics, sports
games, etc.)
11. WLU 2.5. Add a definition for public amenities that includes examples, including
but not limited to, restrooms, benches, picnic tables, water fountains, etc.)
12. WLU 2.6.a. “Public parks shall be publicly accessible for a minimum
ofapproximately 85 percent of the year.” Please also identify the minimum
number or percentage of weekend days during the peak summer months
(Memorial Day to Labor Day) the parks will be publicly accessible and not
dedicated to serial temporary events.
13. WLU 3.2. This policy should be strengthened to require maintenance, protection,
and enhancement of existing public boat launch facilities. Has the Port analyzed
the demand/utilization of its boat launches? If additional facilities are needed,
note any areas within the Port where a new public boat launch facility could be
added.
14. WLU 3.3. Please add minimum standards to identify the range of slip sizes (i.e.,
percent of small slips, define “small slips”).
15. Baywide General Development. Please add a policy here or in one of the
elements regarding limiting increases in water coverage and only allowing
projects with additional water coverage if environmental impacts are avoided or
minimized and mitigated.
16. WLU 4.6. “Design and implement major redevelopment and new development to
orient provide open space toward the Bay and, where feasible, directly adjacent to
the Bay. This policy should be revised in each of the planning districts as well.
17. WLU 4.9. Building height standards should be identified here or in each planning
district.
18. WLU 4.10. Delete. Cantilevered or floating walkways maybe allowed only for
coastal-dependent uses, such as commercial fishing.
19. WLU 4.23. “Allow for Promote the redevelopment and intensification of
Commercial Fishing and Sportfishing designations to enhance economic
feasibility.”
20. Allowable Uses. Secondary Uses. “…Secondary Uses shall be sited in a manner
that reserves functional ground floor water/shoreline frontage and coastal
accessway frontage for primary uses.” In addition, please provide additional
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language to identify that no expansion of secondary uses will occur when primary
uses are thriving.
21. Table 3.6.2: Water Uses. Remove Aquaculture as a secondary use in
Commercial Fishing. Revise allowable uses in Conservation/Intertidal to allow
Aquaculture as a secondary use and remove Blue Technology as an allowable use.
Revise Recreational Berthing to remove Food Service/Restaurant as an allowable
use and allow Overnight Accommodations as a secondary use only. Remove Blue
Technology as a secondary use in Sportsfishing Berthing. It is unclear why Spill
Response Services would be a secondary use for Commercial Fishing, but not for
Recreational Berthing and Sportsfishing Berthing.
22. Water Use Table – Notes. Delete Note 1. The Shelter Island Planning District
should have the same requirements as the Embarcadero Planning District (Note
3). We are aware that the existing CDP for Driscoll’s Wharf does allow noncommercial fishing vessels to temporarily berth subject to termination upon 72hour notice; however, it is our understanding that this method has historically
failed to ensure access is provided to commercial fishing boats when needed. As
such, we strongly recommend that the PMPU set forth new requirements for
Shelter Island that are consistent with the rest of the San Diego Bay. Note 2
should be revised to clarify that avoidance and mitigation are necessary in all
water uses; Aquaculture and Blue Technology uses may be allowed, but only
where environmental impacts are avoided or minimized and mitigated.
23. Table 3.6.3: Land Uses. In Commercial Fishing, do not allow Food
Service/Restaurant as a secondary use or Bulk Liquid Handling, Bunkering,
Storage, and Pipelines as a primary use. In Maritime Services and Industrial,
allow Aquaculture and Blue Technology as secondary uses only. In Recreation
Open Space, allow Aquatic Center as a Secondary Use and do not allow
Aquaculture and Marine Education and Training. In Sportsfishing, allow Food
Service/Restaurant as secondary uses only. Allow Public Beaches as a secondary
use only in Commercial Recreation and clarify that public beaches are open and
free to the general public. In Recreation Open Space, allow Performance Feature
or Venue as a secondary use only; do not allow Storage or Vessel/Sailing School.
24. Land Use Table – Notes. For Note 1, clarify that food service/restaurant is
allowed if it does not conflict with sportsfishing. Delete Note 2, since aquaculture
is not a use that is compatible with commercial fishing.
25. Water and Land Use Considerations. Reference the associated standard.
26. Baywide Standards:
•

5.d. Delete. Major attractions should be compatible with the size, scale,
and design of surrounding development.

•

7.c. Revise to allow only 900 square feet of enclosed space per pavilion,
consistent with Shake Shack.
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•

7.g. Revise to clarify outdoor seating shall be available to the general
public.

•

8. Revise to identify “wayfinding programs” and not “wayfinding
systems.” Delete “large-scale” from 8.c.

•

11. Revise to require recreation open space be publicly accessible a
minimum of 85 percent of the year.

•

13.a. Explain why staff believes a 2:1 ratio should be used to satisfy
Recreation Open Space requirements. Commission staff recommends
consideration of a higher ratio. In addition, the acceptance of rooftop open
space should be evaluated and allowed on a case by case basis.

•

14.a. “…The following features may be located within Accessway
Corridors, View Corridor Extensions, and Scenic Vista Areas, provided
they maintain adequate access and do not significantlyfully obstruct
views:…” Identify that ticket booths would not be allowed.

•

14.c. Identify the appropriate canopy height.

•

16. Identify the baywide minimum promenade dimensions and building
setbacks.

•

17. Delete.

•

18.a. Identify the minimum landscape buffer width.

•

18.b. This provision minimizes the intent of a landscape buffer; any
development intrusions into the buffer should be minor and limited to 25%
of the buffer width. In addition, intrusions should be evaluated and
allowed on a project specific basis.

•

18.c. “This open space may not count towards any applicable minimum
recreation open space for a subdistrict or planning area.” It should be
clarified that this may be allowable on a project specific basis, and may
not apply baywide.

CHAPTER 4: PLANNING DISTRICTS
General comments
1. Please explain how the number of activating features were chosen for each
district.
2. In several instances, the language “at the appropriate time” is used. Please include
more detailed parameters throughout to identify the appropriate time.
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Shelter Island (PD 1)
General comments:
Protection of the boat launch facility and small water craft landings. Language
should be included that describes the boat launch facility and small water craft landings
in this district. In addition, policy language should be added to protect these amenities.
Parking. Commission staff is concerned with the number of policies that seem to suggest
parking would be removed from this district, as parking in and around Shelter Island
today is heavily utilized. In addition, many visitors to Shelter Island recreate by boating,
fishing, and picnicking, all of which would likely require a car to park, even in the future.
While we appreciate policies that would connect the Port’s shuttle to the district, the Port
should provide adequate parking for the general public, including boat trailers. Although
the existing parking reservoir may be reconfigured, an equivalent amount of public
parking should be provided. In addition, the parking lot directly adjacent to the boat
launch should be protected in its current configuration to provide convenient parking for
boat trailers and others utilizing the launch as an access point into the bay.
Encroachments. Commission staff continues to be concerned with the number and
extent of encroachments of private residential properties along the Bessemer trail.
Specifically, many homes have landscaping that extends into Port tidelands and in many
cases either blocks access through the tidelands or gives the appearance the land is
private. The PMPU should include a mechanism for removal of the encroachments in the
near-term, especially given the erosion already occurring on the trail, in order for the trail
to be relocated landward and continue to provide access to the public.
Houseboats. Residential uses of boats are not traditional uses encouraged by the public
trust and do not appear to be an allowable use under Section 87 of the Port Act. The
PMPU should include a baywide policy that establishes that boats may not be used as
private residences.
La Playa Piers. Commission staff supports the removal of the docks and piers in La
Playa, except of the La Playa Yacht Club pier, within two years of certification of the
PMPU. Alternatively, if the Port wishes to retain the piers, the piers (including their
docks) should be available for public use at all times. Either action would be consistent
with the Commission’s action on the certification of the PMP in 1982 that required: “The
Board of Port Commissioners shall not renew the existing leases on the five privately
owned piers in the La Playa and adjacent Kellogg Beach areas that extend out from the
tidelands into the yacht Basin near Shelter Island. At the termination of the existing
leases in 1986 the Board of Port Commissioners shall either: a) make the piers available
for public use; or b) cause them to be removed. Any piers retained which create a severe
impediment to lateral shoreline access shall be modified to correct this situation. Signs
indicating availability for public use shall be posted on any piers retained.” However,
Commission staff does not support the retention of the piers with the existing public
access restrictions (i.e., the Nichols Street pier is entirely private and the other four piers
contain private docks).
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Marine Uses in Planning Area 1. Commission staff does not support a reduction,
removal, or reconfiguration of the Marine Sales and Services land use designation as
proposed in Planning Area 1. Marine Sales and Services are coastal dependent uses and
should be located directly adjacent to the areas they serve. Therefore, please maintain the
existing Marine Sales and Services land use designation along both sides of Shelter
Island Drive in the certified PMP.
Comments on specific policies:
Please note that the general comments discussed in the sections above are relevant to
many of the policies in this chapter. Incorporating those comments may require specific
edits to several of the policies. The comments listed below are separate from and in
addition to the general comments above. It should be noted that many of the same
policies occur in multiple planning districts; in order to avoid redundancy, these changes
are recommended to the same policies in the other planning districts.
1. PD 1.9 and 1.10. Commission staff supports these policies and believes they
should be incorporated baywide. A policy should be added that addresses legal
encroachments, including that they should not impede public access or create the
impression of private land, and that encroachments should be phased out in the
near-term.
2. PD 1.13. In subsection b, revise the requirement for accessway corridors to
provide an accessway corridor every 1000 ft. In subsection d, many of the
subdistricts use 65 percent visual porosity instead of 50 percent; 65 percent visual
porosity should be a baywide minimum to protect coastal views.
3. PD 1.25. This is an appealable project description and not a policy. More detailed
policy language regarding this project should be included here.
4. PD 1.30. “No new private residential or quasi-private residential/public piers or
docks are permitted.”
5. PD 1.32. The La Playa Trail is already experiencing erosion: “The La Playa Trail
shall be protected for the benefit of natural resources and public coastal access. In
the event erosion occurs, tThe La Playa Trail shall be maintained, and if feasible,
allow for relocation of the trail and relocated landward towards the District’s
jurisdictional boundary as erosion occurs.”
6. PD 1.37. “Enhance the Talbot Street trailhead, with activating features such as
additional seating, public art, and shade structures, while still protecting public
views.
7. PD 1.43. Commission staff supports this policy and requests that the policy also
identify that the promenade would extend across the yacht club parcel as well.
8. PD1.53. Delete “potential” to strengthen language.
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9. PD 1.62. Delete and replace with a policy consistent with the Embarcadero
Planning District requirements.
Harbor Island (PD 2)
Comments on specific policies:
Please note that the general comments discussed in the sections above are relevant to
many of the policies in this chapter. Incorporating those comments may require specific
edits to several of the policies. The comments listed below are separate from and in
addition to the general comments above. It should be noted that many of the same
policies occur in multiple planning districts; in order to avoid redundancy, these changes
are recommended to the same policies in the other planning districts.
1. PD 2.2. Revise the requirement for accessway corridors to provide an accessway
corridor at least every 1000 ft.
2. PD 2.11. Commission staff supports this policy and recommends that this be a
baywide policy to protect public views and access.
3. East Harbor Island Planning Area. In order to avoid confusion in the future,
“approximately” should be deleted from the Recreation Open Space requirement
of 12.4 acres.
4. PD 2.33. Commission staff supports this policy and requests that this policy be
included in other planning districts.
5. PD 2.48. “Allow for Encourage the development of lower cost overnight
accommodations with a mix of commercial uses within the Commercial
Recreation land use designation near the District’s Administration Building.”
6. Appealable Projects Pacific Highway Corridor Subdistrict. Identify that the
1000 new beds would be lower-cost.
Embarcadero (PD 3)
General comments:
Commercial Fishing. Strengthen language related to commercial fishing under Planning
District Characteristics to be consistent with Section 30234 of the Coastal Act which
requires that facilities serving the commercial fishing industry be protected and, where
feasible, upgraded and does not allow a reduction of existing commercial fishing harbor
space unless the demand for those facilities no longer exists or adequate substitute space
has been provided.
Offices. Offices are only allowed for uses permitted by the public trust doctrine. This
should be clarified by adding a definition of office.
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G Street Mole. Given that commercial fishing uses are proposed to be relocated to G
Street Mole, the specific land uses for that area should be designated as part of the PMPU
to ensure they are compatible and complementary to commercial fishing. Therefore, the
currently proposed Planning Area should not include the G Street Mole. Commission
staff recommends that a larger portion of the mole be designated for commercial fishing
in order to provide adequate turnarounds and a buffer for the commercial fishing
facilities. In addition, access to and from the mole is already constrained, and the ability
of fishermen to easily access the site should not be further obstructed by allowing a
variety of uses or intensifying the mole beyond its current operations.
Comments on specific policies:
Please note that the general comments discussed in the sections above are relevant to
many of the policies in this chapter. Incorporating those comments may require specific
edits to several of the policies. The comments listed below are separate from and in
addition to the general comments above. It should be noted that many of the same
policies occur in multiple planning districts; in order to avoid redundancy, these changes
are recommended to the same policies in the other planning districts.
1. PD 3.9. The PMPU should identify specific limits on temporary activities and
experimental programming. Both terms should also be defined.
2. PD 3.12. Bike lanes on roads should not qualify as Recreation Open Space, since
bike lanes are part of roadways/streets.
3. PD 3.18. Identify building height limits.
4. PD 3.19. Clarify how maintaining the architectural scale and height consistent
with existing adjacent development would occur (e.g., structural stepbacks,
setbacks, buffers, etc.).
5. PD 3.22 and 3.25 Regional Mobility Hubs. Identify the anticipated timeline for
implementation of mobility hubs, potential locations, and how parking would
conform with what is being replaced. Also, PD 3.22 should be revised to allow
mobility hubs within one-quarter to one-half mile walking distance of major
attractions, given that this area is currently served by a summer shuttle, FRED
shuttle, trolley service, etc.
6. PD 3.25. Include this policy as a baywide Element and reference the first coastal
roadway instead of Harbor Drive.
7. PD 3.28. Only temporary activating features should be located on the pier, and
not permanent pavilions. Soft surfaces should be green space and not include
decomposed granite.
8. PD 3.29. Additional hotel rooms should be listed as a project. More detailed
policy language related to a hotel expansion should be identified here.
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9. PD 3.31. This policy references utilization of the Grape Street Piers for
commercial fishing, but the water area is shown as industrial berthing. Please
clarify.
10. PD 3.39. The development of a Local Gateway Mobility Hub is not an adequate
trigger for removing parking and converting Navy Pier to a public park. Please
refer to the commitments detailed in the certified PMP, as well as in the
associated lease agreement and CDP, and develop a more immediate timeline for
relocation of parking and construction of the park. The current use of Navy Pier
for parking is unpermitted and is considered a violation. The resolution of this
violation should be prioritized by both the Port and the U.S.S. Midway Museum
as part of the PMPU process, or sooner. Any interim solution should maximize
recreation open space; the proposal for a minimum of one-acre is not adequate.
11. PD 3.42. The conversion of Navy Pier to a park is mitigation for the visual
resource impacts of the Midway and elevated overlooks would further obstruct
views of the bay; therefore, please delete this policy. In addition, a high-level
view of the Bay already exists from the adjacent Midway.
12. Figure PD 3.5. Revise to remove the cantilevered promenade.
13. PD 3.46. Office space should not be included in a Regional Mobility hub.
14. PD 3.54. This policy should be modified to require Bayfront circulator stops.
15. PD 3.59. Delete. Cantilevered areas should be evaluated on a case by case basis
and only considered for coastal-dependent uses. If cantilevered areas are
determined to be appropriate, they should not count towards required Commercial
Fishing land use acreage.
16. PD 3.61. How much existing recreation open space is there within the subdistrict
in the certified PMP? The PMPU should avoid any net loss of recreation open
space.
17. PD 3.64. “On the G Street Mole, bayside physical and visual access should be
provided where feasible. If such access is infeasible, emphasis shall be placed on
visual access. Current blockage of 37 percent is permitted to remain, but total
visual blockage shall not exceed 50 percent and only if the increase in view
blockage is to further enable the Commercial Fishing land use.” Clarify whether
the 50 percent blockage was determined based on a site-specific analysis of the
commercial fishing facilities proposed to be relocated on G Street Mole. For
example, if the additional commercial fishing facilities would only result in a 5
percent increase in view blockage, this policy should be revised to not exceed 42
percent, instead of 50 percent.
18. PD 3.65.a. The certified PMP identifies there are 5.4 acres of Commercial Fishing
designated land areas in the Embarcadero planning district, which should be
maintained and protected. According to discussions with Port staff, the amount of
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land designated for Commercial Fishing is smaller than that figure due to a GIS
error. Please provide an accounting and identify how Commercial Fishing areas
will be maintained and protected.
19. PD 3.65.b. Remove aquaculture and restaurants as an allowable secondary use,
since these uses are not compatible with commercial fishing. In addition, add
turnaround areas for commercial fish trucks.
20. PD 3.66. Sportsfishing berthing should not be allowed off the G Street Mole since
there is not adequate space for landside support operations for both commercial
fishing and sportsfishing. Thus, this policy should be deleted.
21. PD 3.69. Identify limits to programming. How does the proposed 5 acre open
space area compare to the existing contiguous park space in this subdistrict?
22. PD 3.74. Delete. Commission staff does not support cantilevered promenades.
Development should be moving landward, not seaward.
23. PD 3.87. Revise this policy to include more specificity, as included in the existing
PMP. Provisions should include those related to public access, sea level rise,
lighting, maximum capacity and event restrictions, improvements to the
remainder of the park, and mitigation for the loss of park space.
24. Table PD 3.2. Identify the amount of rooftop open space and clarify that this
number includes only the area approved for the Convention Center. Note that
Commission staff continues to have reservations regarding the utility and function
of rooftop open space. Based on preliminary calculations, approximately 63.9
acres of Recreation Open Space is provided for in the certified PMP compared to
58.8 acres in the PMPU. Please clarify how much Recreation Open Space is
included in the certified PMP compared to what is proposed in the PMPU; no net
loss of Recreation Open Space would be supported.

Working Waterfront (PD 4)
Comments on specific policies:
Please note that the general comments discussed in the sections above are relevant to
many of the policies in this chapter. Incorporating those comments may require specific
edits to several of the policies. The comments listed below are separate from and in
addition to the general comments above. It should be noted that many of the same
policies occur in multiple planning districts; in order to avoid redundancy, these changes
are recommended to the same policies in the other planning districts.
1. Planning District Characteristics. Identify that priority uses take precedent over
aquaculture and blue technology.
2. PD 4.3. Clarify that parking should occur on-site or at a dedicated offsite parking
reservoirs so that parking at Cesar Chavez Park is maintained for park users.
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3. PD4.11. Although shoreline protection may be allowed for coastal-dependent
uses, for appealable projects, the shoreline protective device must be consistent
with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act (i.e., must be the least
environmentally damaging feasible alternative, must mitigate unavoidable
resource impacts, etc.) and approvals of shoreline protection devices for nonappealable development must be consistent with Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act
which requires that development minimize substantial environmental impacts
(Section 30708(a)), which again may lead to the identification of a less
environmentally damaging alternative to shoreline protection.
4. PD 4.18. “Protect Cesar Chavez Park and the Cesar Chavez Pedestrian Pier from
temporary coastal flooding and inundation through adaptive shoreline strategies
such as continued maintenance and enhancement repair of existing shoreline
protection.”
5. PD 4.19. “Partner with transportation authority agencies and rail owners and
operators to facilitate linkages from Cesar Chavez Park to the Barrio Logan
Trolley Station, where feasible.”
6. PD 4.23. We strongly support this policy and recommend it is included as a
baywide policy.
7. PD 4.24. Revise terms to be consistent with defined “activating commercial
features” and “activating recreational features.”
National City Bayfront (PD 5)
General comments:
This planning district should be incorporated into the PMPU to avoid future confusion
and to ensure consistency.
Chula Vista Bayfront (PD 6)
General comments:
This planning district should be incorporated into the PMPU to avoid future confusion
and to ensure consistency.
South Bay (PD 7)
General comments:
Incorporation of Parcel A, B, C, and Pond 20. The Port is currently preparing an EIR
for the Pond 20 parcel and three adjacent parcels (Parcel A to the west of Pond 20, Parcel
B to the south, and Parcel C to the east), to consider future land use designations as well
as analyzing the establishment of a mitigation bank on the Pond 20 parcel. Port staff has
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indicated that the EIR will analyze the potential for ‘Commercial Recreation’ and
‘Wetlands’ designations for Parcel C, including the site near the Imperial Sands Mobile
Home Park, which is currently used as parking by residents. Public access to the site
should be considered as part of any future development projects. Commission staff
encourages the Port to incorporate these plans into the PMPU process in order to provide
a comprehensive update, especially as it relates to the provision of additional public
access to the coast.
Comments on specific policies:
Please note that the general comments discussed in the sections above are relevant to
many of the policies in this chapter. Incorporating those comments may require specific
edits to several of the policies. The comments listed below are separate from and in
addition to the general comments above. It should also be noted that many of the same
policies occur in multiple planning districts; in order to avoid redundancy, these changes
are recommended to the same policies in the other planning districts.
1. PD 7.4. Consider including a map in the appendix showing the alignment of the
Bayshore Bikeway.
Imperial Beach Oceanfront (PD 8)
Comments on specific policies:
Please note that the general comments discussed in the sections above are relevant to
many of the policies in this chapter. Incorporating those comments may require specific
edits to several of the policies. The comments listed below are separate from and in
addition to the general comments above. It should also be noted that many of the same
policies occur in multiple planning districts; in order to avoid redundancy, these changes
are recommended to the same policies in the other planning districts.
1. PD 8.1. Please evaluate whether the 150-foot-wide pier safety zone on either side
of the pier is required and needed, or if it could be reduced in width.
2. PD 8.5. “Maintain and improve public access to the shoreline, oceanfront, and
Imperial Beach Municipal Pier through wayfinding signage, safe accessways, and
adequate lighting that is environmentally sensitive.” [e.g. minimum necessary,
shielded, directed downwards, be on a sensor, and be a minimal color
temperature]
3. PD 8.14. Clarify the timing of redevelopment of the Palm Avenue and Elkwood
Avenue parking lots. An equivalent number of public parking spaces should be
provided for prior to or concurrent with the redevelopment of these lots.
4. PD 8.16. Add a policy that identifies that continuous public access along the
exterior perimeter of the pier will be maintained. In addition, add a policy that
prohibits additional restaurants on the pier.
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Silver Strand (PD 9)
Comments on specific policies:
Please note that the general comments discussed in the sections above are relevant to
many of the policies in this chapter. Incorporating those comments may require specific
edits to several of the policies. The comments listed below are separate from and in
addition to the general comments above. It should also be noted that many of the same
policies occur in multiple planning districts; in order to avoid redundancy, these changes
are recommended to the same policies in the other planning districts.
1. PD 9.18. Commission staff supports the development of public restroom facilities
at Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. This policy should be revised to clarify that the
restroom facilities will be developed concurrently with expansion of the park.
Coronado Bayfront (PD 10)
Comments on specific policies:
Please note that the general comments discussed in the sections above are relevant to
many of the policies in this chapter. Incorporating those comments may require specific
edits to several of the policies. The comments listed below are separate from and in
addition to the general comments above. It should also be noted that many of the same
policies occur in multiple planning districts; in order to avoid redundancy, these changes
are recommended to the same policies in the other planning districts.
1. PD 10.1. “Allow for Provide water access for a variety of vessels, including but
not limited to kayaks, water taxis, ferries, transient boating use, and pleasure
craft.”
2. PD 10.16. Commission staff supports this policy and requests similar policies in
other planning districts.
3. PD 10.17. Revise to be consistent with the language in the certified PMP which
does not preclude public access to the shoreline around the golf course. In
addition, the promenade should be extended as part of major redevelopment and
new development to provide a continuous waterfront promenade, including along
the golf course, as well as the Coronado Yacht Club. Figure PD10.3 should be
revised to include walkways extending along the shoreline in these areas.
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APPENDIX A DEFINITIONS
Please add the following definitions:
Public or General Public. Include identification that the general public does not include
paying customers.
Fill. Consistent with the Coastal Act, “Fill” means earth or any other substance or
material, including pilings placed for the purposes of erecting structures thereon, placed
in a submerged area. (§ 30108.2)
Please revise the following definitions:
Activating Features. Pavilions should be separated out of the definition of “Activating
Features” and defined separately with limits on the size and number of pavilions allowed.
Aquaculture. The definition in the PMPU is not consistent with the definition under the
Coastal Act and includes other uses that are not considered aquaculture and are therefore
not priority uses under the Coastal Act. As such, the definition should be revised to
maintain consistency with Section 30100.2 of the Coastal Act:
"Aquaculture" means a form of agriculture as defined in Section 17 of the Fish
and Game Code. Aquaculture products are agricultural products, and
aquaculture facilities and land uses shall be treated as agricultural facilities and
land uses in all planning and permit-issuing decisions governed by this division.
Note that Section 17 of the Fish and Game Code defines aquaculture:
“Aquaculture” means that form of agriculture devoted to the propagation,
cultivation, maintenance, and harvesting of aquatic plants and animals in marine,
brackish, and fresh water. “Aquaculture” does not include species of ornamental
marine or freshwater plants and animals not utilized for human consumption or
bait purposes that are maintained in closed systems for personal, pet industry, or
hobby purposes, however, these species continue to be regulated under Chapter 2
(commencing with Section 2116) of Division 3.[emphasis added]
Best Available Science. The definition should identify that the most up-to-date
projections should be used.
Blue Technology. Revise to clarify that only coastal-dependent uses and activities are
allowed. Warehouse-type space with ancillary offices to conduct applied research,
equipment development, scientific testing and research, software development, and other
similar activities are not necessarily coastal-dependent, since they do not require to be
sited on or adjacent to the Bay to be able to function.
Development or New Development. Revise to clarify that development is “in or under
water” consistent with Section 30106 of the Coastal Act.
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District Tidelands or Tidelands. Revise to clarify that acquired tidelands and exchanged
lands are considered District Tidelands, and subject to the District’s permitting
jurisdiction after being incorporated into the certified PMP through a PMP amendment.
Ecological Buffer. Minimum ecological buffers should be identified. Typically, a
wetland buffer is a minimum of 100 ft. and a riparian or upland habitat buffer is a
minimum of 50 ft.
Living Shorelines. The definition should be revised to clarify that Living Shoreline
projects are not one of the allowed uses within Conservation/Intertidal areas. Given that a
pilot project for a living shoreline is currently being pursued in a Conservation/Intertidal
area, we recommend that this project be added to the project list for that planning district
and that specific provisions are included in the PMPU to ensure the project’s consistency
with Chapters 3 and 8 of the Coastal Act.
Lower Cost Visitor and Recreational Facilities. Revise the section on public art,
museums or exhibits to clarify that entry is free or lower-cost. Remove the following
phrase from the definition: “overnight accommodations with kitchenettes, free Wi-Fi,
free or reduced cost breakfast, and free parking” since these factors do not mean that the
facility is lower-cost. Add a definition of Lower Cost Overnight Accommodations that
includes accommodations that are intrinsically lower cost, such as micro-hotels/motels,
hostels, yurts, cabins, and tent campsites.
Major Redevelopment or Construction. The PMPU should identify the date that the
cumulative demolition, modification, renovation, retrofit, or replacement begins as the
effective date of the Coastal Act (January 1, 1977) and include gross square floor area as
a standard for the 50% as it relates to structures. In addition, the PMPU should include
examples of what “modification” and “replacement” could mean.
Marine Education and Training. Revise to identify that these training programs will be
state or federal government technical training.
Overnight Accommodations. Clarify why the Port has referenced the 180 day limitation
since timeshares and fractional ownerships were not found to be consistent with the
public trust.
Mitigation Banking. “A wetland, stream, or other aquatic resource area that has been
restored, established, enhanced, or (in certain circumstances) preserved for providing
compensation for unavoidable impacts to aquatic resources permitted under Section 404
of the Clean Water Act, the Coastal Act, or a similar other applicable state or local
wetland regulation. A mitigation bank may be created when a government agency,
corporation, nonprofit organization, or other entity undertakes these activities under a
formal agreement with a regulatory agency.” Identify what “in certain circumstances”
would include.
Thank you again for the opportunity to review and comment on the proposed update to
the Port Master Plan. Please note that these comments have been submitted on the part of
staff and the Commission itself would be the ultimate decision-making body. These
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comments are based on our initial review and are not binding; the Commission and staff
may have further comments or identify additional issues over time. We look forward to
continuing our coordination with Port staff to update the Port Master Plan in a manner
that is consistent with the Coastal Act. If you have any questions or require further
clarification, please do not hesitate to contact me at the above office.

Sincerely,

Melody Lasiter
Coastal Program Analyst
California Coastal Commission

CC (via email):
Lesley Nishihira, San Diego Unified Port District
Anna Buzaitis, San Diego Unified Port District
Karl Schwing, California Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, California Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, California Coastal Commission

STATE OF CALIFORNIA -- THE NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY

ATTACHMENT B

GAVIN NEWSOM, Governor

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
SAN DIEGO AREA
7575 METROPOLITAN DRIVE, SUITE 103
SAN DIEGO, CA 92108-4421
(619) 767-2370

November 25, 2020

Board of Port Commissioners
San Diego Unified Port District
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Re: Coastal Commission Comments on Revised Draft Port Master Plan Update
Dear Chair Moore and Commissioners:
Coastal Commission (Commission) staff appreciates the opportunity to review
and provide preliminary comments on the Revised Draft Port Master Plan Update
(PMPU) for the San Diego Unified Port District (Port), which contains revisions to
the first draft PMPU dated April 2019. Notice of the Revised PMPU was emailed
to Commission staff on October 20, 2020. The PMPU consists of a complete
replacement of the certified Port Master Plan (PMP), except for the National City
Bayfront and Chula Vista Bayfront planning districts. Our July 31, 2019 letter
provided comments on the draft PMPU dated April 2019 and included
recommendations to ensure the plan’s consistency with the Coastal Act. While
we appreciate that some modifications were made in the Revised PMPU to
address these comments, many of our recommendations were not reflected in
the Revised PMPU but are still important; thus, our previous comment letter is
included as Attachment A and incorporated herein, in addition to the following
comments.
PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD
During review of the April 2019 draft PMPU, Commission staff and the public
were given a 90-day review period. However, for the Revised PMPU, the public
review period was limited to only four weeks, which is not enough time for the
public or Commission staff to review the revised plan. Given the complexity of the
revisions, length and importance of the PMPU, in addition to the request by the
Port that we prioritize review of Navy Pier, additional time is needed to review the
revised planning document. As such, we request that the Board consider
extending the review period for the Revised PMPU an additional 30-60 days to
ensure there is adequate public participation in this significant port planning
process.
PORT MASTER PLAN AMENDMENT REQUIREMENTS
California Code of Regulations Title 14, Section 13636 calls for port master plan
amendments to be certified in the same manner as port master plans. Section
30711 of the Coastal Act (Pub. Resources Code, Div. 20) states, in part, that a
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port master plan shall include all of the following: (1) the proposed uses of land
and water areas, where known; (2) the projected design and location of port land
areas, water areas, berthing, and navigation ways and systems intended to serve
commercial traffic within the area of jurisdiction of the port governing body; (3) an
estimate of the effect of development on habitat areas and the marine
environment, a review of existing water quality, habitat areas, and quantitative
and qualitative biological inventories, and proposals to minimize and mitigate any
substantial adverse impact; (4) proposed projects listed as appealable in Section
30715 in sufficient detail to be able to determine their consistency with the
policies of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) of the Coastal Act; and
(5) provisions for adequate public hearings and public participation in port
planning and development decisions. Section 30711 further requires a port
master plan to contain information in sufficient detail to allow the Commission to
determine its adequacy and conformity with the Coastal Act. Section 30700 of
the Coastal Act states that Chapter 8 shall govern those portions of the San
Diego Unified Port District, excluding any wetland, estuary, or existing recreation
area indicated in Part IV of the Coastal Plan. The entire water area under the
jurisdiction of the Port of San Diego is governed by Chapter 3 policies because
San Diego Bay is mapped as an estuary and wetland in Part IV of the Coastal
Plan, and on the maps adopted by the Commission pursuant to Section 30710 of
the Act. Section 30714 provides that the Commission shall certify a PMP if it
conforms with and carries out the policies of Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act or,
where a PMP provides for any of the developments listed as appealable to the
Commission pursuant to Section 30715 of the Coastal Act, then that portion of
the PMP must also be consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act.
Section 30716 requires that an amendment to a PMP meet the same standards
of review.
Finally, a unique provision with the review of Port Master Plans, and any
subsequent amendments, is that the Commission may not adopt suggested
modifications to them, as is provided for in the review of local coastal programs.
(§ 30714.) Therefore, port master plans and subsequent amendments must be
either approved or denied as submitted. Thus, it is critical that our offices closely
coordinate throughout the PMPU process to ensure the final plan is consistent
with Chapter 8, and where applicable Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. As such, we
recommend that the PMPU be added as a standing item to the agenda of our
monthly coordination meetings with Port staff.
LACK OF SPECIFICITY TO PROTECT COASTAL RESOURCES
As stated above, Section 30711 requires a port master plan amendment to
contain information in sufficient detail to allow the Commission to determine its
adequacy and conformity with the Coastal Act. However, the Revised PMPU fails
to correct the previous draft’s lack of sufficient specificity to adequately protect
coastal resources. As discussed in our July 2019 comment letter, the currently
certified PMP describes existing conditions and future development envisioned
for each planning district in far more detail; however, the Revised PMPU does
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not carry forward an adequate level of detail. Further, the project lists in each
planning district do not contain adequate details to determine whether the
appealable projects are consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act,
as required by Section 30711 of the Coastal Act. For example, it is unclear where
specific projects are proposed or what the projects entail. In addition, many of the
policies/appealable projects include the language “modify or replace in kind”. It is
unclear what modification would consist of in these instances and, as such, the
language should be revised to indicate the specific modifications that are
proposed. Additional details will be needed to ensure that appealable projects
are consistent with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.
SEAPORT VILLAGE
Seaport Village has been removed from the Revised PMPU. This project is of
interest to the public and Commission staff, and would have significant impacts to
the adjacent Embarcadero and downtown areas if implemented. As such, it is
unclear how the Revised PMPU is able to comprehensively address planning in
this area without the inclusion of policies that address this future project. To avoid
piecemealing, we recommend that this project be reincorporated into the PMPU.
NAVY PIER
Commission staff recently reviewed a draft park proposal for Navy Pier that
would convert the existing parking lot to a public park in two phases. Phase 1
would be completed by the USS Midway Museum and include demolition of the
Head House and construction of a park in its place, a 10-foot-wide pedestrian
connection along the northern extent of the pier, and an open view area on the
western end of the pier. Phase 2 would be completed by the Port and include the
conversion of the remainder of the pier to a park with 1.25 acres, or 25% of the
pier, maintained as parking. In our November 17, 2020 letter to Port staff, we
made several recommendations including that the Port establish deadlines for
the completion of both phases and commit to allocating Navy Pier parking
revenues to fund construction of Phase 2. In addition, the Phase 1 park space
should be expanded and/or maximized and the parking reduced in order to
provide additional park space on the western portion of the pier, and the eastern
park boundary should be moved north, adjacent to the promenade, and both the
ingress and egress be located on the south side of the pier to provide a more
contiguous park space and unobstructed route from the eastern park to the
western end of the pier during Phase 1. Parking in Phase 2 should be moved to
the southern perimeter of the pier in order to further open up views across the
pier. Finally, we recommend that concessions not be included at this time and
that the Scenic Vista Area on the Midway deck be maintained. Once the project
design is finalized, the subject project should be included in the PMPU as well as
deadlines for each phase to ensure the park is constructed as soon as possible.
Our November 2020 comment letter is included as Attachment B and
incorporated herein.
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SHORELINE PUBLIC ACCESS AND COASTAL DEPENDENT USES
Section 30210 of the Coastal Act requires maximum access be provided
“consistent with public safety needs and the need to protect public rights, rights
of private property owners and natural resource areas from overuse.” Goal IX of
the certified PMP states that the Port will “insure physical access to the bay
except as necessary to provide for the safety and security, or avoid interference
with waterfront activities.” However, the Revised PMPU includes planning
language throughout that exempts all coastal dependent uses from providing
public access to the shoreline, without meeting the public safety standard, which
would reduce the amount of shoreline access throughout the bay. Further, many
coastal dependent uses already provide shoreline access and should be required
to do so into the future. As such, the language should be revised to closely
resemble Section 30210 of the Coastal Act above.
CONSERVATION/INTERTIDAL ALLOWABLE USES
As indicated in our July 31, 2019 comment letter, the Wetland and Estuary water
use designations of the certified PMP have been replaced with a water use
designation of Conservation/Intertidal in the PMPU. However, the
Conservation/Intertidal water use description is vague and lacks the protections
provided for in the Wetland and Estuary water use designations which limit
allowable uses in wetlands to restoration, nature study, or similar resource
dependent activities, and allowable uses in estuaries to boating facilities, intake
and outfall lines, restoration work, nature study, aquaculture, or resourcedependent activities. Commission staff would not support reducing the
protections given to wetlands or estuaries and, as such, these water uses should
be included in the PMPU as described in the certified PMP or the
Conservation/Intertidal water use designation description should be modified to
be consistent with the Wetland water use designation, which is the most
protective of the certified water use designations.
WETLAND BUFFER
Eco Policy 1.1.3 requires development to establish and maintain ecological
buffers of a minimum of 50 feet adjacent to wetland and nearshore sensitive
habitats and allows buffers to be reduced if the habitat is degraded,
nonfunctioning, and of poor quality; developed; or located immediately adjacent
to existing development. However, to preserve and protect these environmentally
sensitive areas, and maintain consistency with historical Coastal Commission
actions, a minimum 100 ft. buffer should be required. Depending on site-specific
conditions, a reduced buffer could be considered; however, the minimum buffer
should be 50 ft. and require approval from the resource agencies.
LOWER COST VISITOR-SERVING OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS
Based on 2017 data, less than 3% of the overnight accommodations within the
Port are considered to be lower cost (237 RV sites at the Chula Vista RV Resort).
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As such, the existing number of overnight accommodations should be maintained
and any future loss of lower cost overnight accommodations should be mitigated
with a replacement ratio of 1:1 to ensure no units are lost. As such we
recommend the following, with additions underlined and deletions in strikeout:
•

WLU Policy 6.2.2 Replacement of lower cost overnight accommodations shall
be provided (in order of priority) based on feasibility: a. On the existing
development site; or b. Elsewhere on Tidelands; or c. Through contribution to
a District-established in-lieu fee program, if created, and the in-lieu fees are
contributed before commencement of construction of new higher cost
overnight accommodations and, prior to the displacement of any lower cost
overnight accommodations.

•

WLU Policy 6.2.4 Lower cost overnight accommodations displaced through
new development, redevelopment, demolition, or closure shall be replaced
with lower cost overnight accommodations at a ratio to be determined by a
lower cost overnight accommodation offset program, but no less than 1:1.

LOWER COST VISITOR AND RECREATION FACILITY IN-LIEU FEE SYSTEM
WLU Policy 6.1.4 allows for the establishment of an in-lieu fee system for lower
cost visitor and recreation facilities. We are concerned that allowing for in-lieu
fees will discourage developers from providing on-site lower cost visitor and
recreation facilities and result in the collection of funds that are not immediately
used to provide additional lower cost visitor and recreation facilities. As such, we
recommend this policy be deleted.
PROTECTION OF RECREATIONAL FISHING AT IMPERIAL BEACH PIER
According to recent news reports, the area dedicated to recreational fishing at
the Imperial Beach Pier has been reduced to allow for surfing closer to the pier
and additional outdoor restaurant seating. In addition, Policy PD 8.11 would allow
for a 3,000 sq. ft. expansion of dedicated restaurant space at the end of the pier
further reducing the fishing area. Since restaurants are not coastal dependent
uses, neither the existing or expanded restaurant should displace fishing on the
pier. As such, this policy should be deleted and the Port should instead reestablish fishing on the perimeter of the pier by coordinating with the restaurant
owner to remove any existing encroachments including signage, fencing, and
furniture that is not able to be used by members of the general public, and
coordinating with the City Lifeguards to determine if fishing on the pier near
surfers can be accommodated as it is at other local piers (Ocean Beach and
Oceanside).
NATIONAL CITY BAYFRONT (PD 5) AND CHULA VISTA BAYFRONT (PD6)
We continue to believe that these planning districts should be incorporated into
the PMPU to avoid future confusion and to ensure consistency. If not, language
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should be included in the PMPU that explains how development standards and
definitions will apply in these planning districts.
Thank you again for the opportunity to review the proposed update to the Port
Master Plan. Please note that these comments are preliminary and are not
binding; Commission staff will provide additional comments as time allows for a
more comprehensive review. Also, please note that these comments have been
submitted on the part of staff and the Commission itself would be the ultimate
decision-making body. We look forward to continuing our coordination with Port
staff to update the Port Master Plan in a manner that is consistent with the
Coastal Act. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at
the above office.

Sincerely,

Melody Lasiter
Coastal Program Analyst
California Coastal Commission
Attachments:
A. July 31, 2019 Port Master Plan Update Discussion Draft CCC Comments
B. November 17, 2020 CCC Comments on Revised Park Plan for Navy Pier
CC (via email):
Lesley Nishihira, San Diego Unified Port District
Anna Buzaitis, San Diego Unified Port District
Karl Schwing, California Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, California Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, California Coastal Commission
Diana Lily, California Coastal Commission
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January 10, 2022

Dennis Campbell, AICP
Senior Planner
Planning Department
San Diego Unified Port District
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488
Sent via email to: dcampbell@portofsandiego.org
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS ON THE PORT MASTER PLAN UPDATE FOR THE PORT OF
SAN DIEGO
Dear Mr. Campbell,
The County of San Diego (County) staff reviewed the Port of San Diego’s (Port) Notice of
Availability of a Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (DPEIR) for the Port Master Plan
Update (Project), dated November 23, 2021.
County staff appreciates the opportunity to review the Project and offers the following comments
for your consideration.
GENERAL
1. The County’s Land Use and Environment Group has developed Guidelines for
Determining Significance that are used to determine the significance of environmental
impacts and mitigation options for addressing potentially significant impacts in the
unincorporated portions of the county. Project impacts that could have potentially
significant adverse effects to the unincorporated county or County facilities should be
evaluated using the County’s Guidelines for Determining Significance. These guidelines
are available online at: http://www.sandiegocounty.gov/pds/procguid.html.
PARKS AND RECREATION
1. Section 4.4 Page 51 – IMPACT TO HISTORICAL FEATURES OF WATERFRONT/CAC
– “Impact the County Administration Center (CAC), which is listed on the NRHP and the
CRHR, as well as structures that are over or will be over 50 years old, by: 1. Demolishing
contributing elements of a historical resource; 2. Altering a historical resource such that it
may no longer retains sufficient historical integrity to convey significance; 3. Altering the
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setting of a historical resource for which the setting is in important character defining
feature that expresses the resource’s significance.”
a. Please coordinate with County Department of Parks and Recreation staff one year
prior to construction if the option selected will result in damage to historical resources
related to the County Administration Center and Waterfront Park.
2. Section 4.9 Page 34 – 205 FEET ENCROACHMENT OF NORTH HARBOR DRIVE
BEYOND ROW – “Option 3 .. realignment would cause an impact to resources, as defined
by CEQA, due to demolition of a portion of the County of San Diego Waterfront Park.”
a. All demolition of County of San Diego Waterfront Park property will need approval by
the Director of Parks and Recreation prior to a hearing by the County Board of
Supervisors.
3. Section 4.10 Page 69 thru 73: Noise Mitigation – IMPACT TO NOISE – Noise levels
anticipated in this section would significantly impact CAC and Waterfront during
operational hours. Mitigation measures require notice to impacted parks 48 hours before
construction.
a. Due to corresponding county wide impacts, please update construction noise
mitigation to account for operational hours for the CAC between 8am – 5pm Monday
– Friday.
4. Section 4.14 Page 45 – LOSS OF EXISTING PUBLIC PARKING SURROUNDING PARK
– Loss of parking surrounding park and vehicular access on Harbor Drive. Mitigated
through creation of Regional Mobility Hub along Grape Street and Local Gateway Mobility
Hub along Ash Street (i.e. creation of parking within area but not direct)
a. Waterfront Park use the east Harbor Drive parking lane and the east most travel lane
as part of their event footprint in connection with the City of San Diego. Please
coordinate loss of space during design and policy to allow for continued use of space
during construction and permanent plan.
5. “The closed segment of North Harbor Drive would be converted from
Institutional/Roadway to Recreation Open Space and would slightly increase the total
acreage of Recreation Open Space in the planning district. The closure of this segment of
North Harbor Drive would allow for the establishment of a “festival street”, providing
contiguous park space from the County waterfront park on the east to the embarcadero
on the west. Types of activities that could occur under this alternative would be consistent
with other Recreation Open Space areas within the Tidelands, including, but not limited
to, 5K runs/walks, parades, film, food, and music festivals.”
a. Please coordinate with County Department of Parks and Recreation during design
phase to ensure that Waterfront Park and new open space uses are compatible.
Operationally, use of this area will have to be well coordinated and policies will need
to be established to prevent conflicting events.
6. On page 362, there is a description of Waterfront Park that includes the gardens.
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a. This area is in the development process of being converted into an active recreation
area.
SUSTAINABILITY
1. County staff supports the Port’s efforts to increase sustainability of Port activities and land
uses. County staff is further supportive of efforts to increase climate resilience within the
Port’s land and water use jurisdiction, increase habitat restoration and carbon
sequestration in tideland resources, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions generated by
buildings and transportation. These activities are also support County efforts with similar
goals, such as the County’s Climate Action Plan Update, Regional Decarbonization
Framework, and Electric Vehicle Roadmap. The County encourages further collaboration
with the Port to ensure plans reduce greenhouse gas emissions and are supportive of
County, Port, and regionwide sustainability efforts. Based on review of the DPEIR, the
County has the following comments related to sustainability:
a. The County supports the proposed increase in total acreage in the project area for
conservation, including expansion of land use designations for conservation and
intertidal lands. These efforts to increase habitat conservation and carbon
sequestration support County and regionwide efforts in the Regional Decarbonization
Framework. The County hopes we can build partnerships to encourage improve
wetland habitat and blue carbon ecosystems.
b. The County is in support of sustainability related mitigation measures and policies and
hopes for continued coordination with the Port on mitigation measures and policy
implementation. The County would like to ensure the Port considers the goals of the
County’s Regional Decarbonization Framework and County-owned facilities in the Port
area to achieve the purpose, goals, and visions of these mitigation measures and
policies, including (but not limited to):
i. MM-AQ-9: Implement sustainability measures in all development through
2030.
ii. MM-AQ-11: Install EV charging infrastructure.
iii. Mobility Policy 1.1.11 to develop TDM guidelines.
iv. Mobility Policies 1.1.8-9,19-20 to support mobility infrastructure and
curbside management practices.
v. Ecology Policy 3.1.2 to encourage implementation of clean air action such
as efficient building designs, alternative powered vehicles, parking
management, alt transportation, energy efficient lighting, native tree
planting and landscaping
vi. The County would encourage the Port to reference and consider
incorporation of policies and goals of the County’s Regional
Decarbonization Plan into the Greenhouse Gas and Energy chapter of the
DPEIR. It is noted that this section of the DPEIR includes efficiency metrics
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to the determine potential impacts of post-2030 emissions reductions,
including EO B-55-18. County encourages the Port to consider notation of
the Regional Decarbonization Framework and efforts to incorporate PMPU
mitigation measures and policies that demonstrate consistency with the
regional decarb efforts.
c. The County encourages coordination on implementation of policies to ensure County
facilities within or adjacent to Port land can support mobility, sustainability, and energy
efficiency policies to help achieve GHG emissions reductions.
d. The County encourages additional efforts to support electric vehicles and electric
vehicle infrastructure beyond those noted in MM-GHG-2 (requiring the Port to
purchase alternative fuel, electric, or hybrid Port vehicles) and MM-AQ-11 (requiring
new projects to install EV infrastructure). The County hopes that there will be future
opportunities to support the Port’s electric vehicle infrastructure goals identified within
the DPEIR to install, at a minimum, 400 Level 2 (L2) and 22 DCFC chargers by 2030,
and 500 L2 and 30 DCFC by 2050.
The County appreciates the opportunity to comment on this Project. We look forward to receiving
future documents related to this Project and providing additional assistance, at your request. If
you have any questions regarding these comments, please contact Timothy Vertino, Land Use /
Environmental Planner, at (619) 510-2542, or via e-mail at timothy.vertino@sdcounty.ca.gov.
Sincerely,

Lynnette Tessitore
Chief, Long Range Planning Division
Planning & Development Services
cc:

Evlyn Andrade, Advisor, Board of Supervisors, District 3
Emily Wier, Policy Advisor, Board of Supervisors, District 4
Murtaza Baxamusa, LUEG Program Manager, LUEG
Luis Pallera, CAO Staff Officer, LUEG
Emmet Aquino, Park Project Manager, DPR
Tyler Farmer, Group Program Manager, PDS
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CITV OF CORONAOO
1825 STRAND WAY
CORONADO, CA 92118

OFFICE OF CITY MANAGER

(619) 522-7335
FAX (619)522-7846

January 6,2022

Port of San Diego
Attn: Planning Department
3165 Pacific Highway

San Diego, CA 92101
Subject: Comment letter on the Port Master Plan Update Draft Environmental Impact Report
Dear Port of San Diego staff:

The City of Coronado (City) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Draft
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and is grateful for
the Port's responsiveness in addressing the City's prior comments. The City continues to
encourage development on Port properties in a balanced manner that preserves their unique open
space and recreation potential while pennitting new economically viable coastal dependent
commercial/recreation uses in harmony with the residential character ofCoronado; moreover, the
City desires to ensure that the plan would not have a negative impact on existing Coronado
residents, facilities, infrastructure or its surrounding environment.
The City's comments on the updated PMPU and the EIR are outlined below:

Mobility Hubs
The PMPU proposes a new Local Gateway Mobility Hub at the Ferry Landing and a Connector
Mobility Hub at the Loews property. According to the PMPU, the goal of the mobility hubs is to
connect to the overall transportation system through land-based transit and water-based transit. It
is the City's understanding that the proposed mobility hubs in Coronado would provide an
improved interface between existing ground-based and water-borne transportation services.
Although the PIVIPU does not contemplate adding new ground-based public transportation options
or more frequent headways for existing transportation services, the City is concerned that the
proposed mobility hubs could be used to justify increased housing production goals in the Regional
Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) process.
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The City believes that any new mobility hubs proposed for Coronado should be sited to support
Naval Air Station North Island (NASNI) and directly serve the City's largest employment center
and the single largest generator of automobile trips and vehicle miles travelled. The City therefore
requests the draft PMPU be revised to eliminate any proposed mobility hubs which may be used
to justify non-tidelands dependent uses.
Water-based Transfer Points and Public Docking

The City supports enhanced and expanded water transit services, water connection, and public
docking facilities as a viable alternative to vehicular travel to Coronado at existing commercial
points such as the Ferry Landing and Loews property. Water-based transfer points and short-term
public docking at those locations would support important marine connections. Coronado also
supports robust water-based transfer points which are sited to avoid negative impacts on existing
residential uses. Accordingly, the City discourages any such water-based transfer points or public
docking at Grand Caribe Island, which is nestled in the residential Coronado Cays neighborhood.
If the Port wishes to add another water-based transfer point or public docks in Planning District 9,
the City would encourage the Port to explore opportunities to accommodate these facilities at
Crown Cove in the State Park Basin Subdistrict.
Micromobility

The PMPU proposes to integrate micromobility options, such as bicycles, e-bikes, and scooters
into the proposed mobility hubs. The City of Coronado does not allow app-based bike- and
scooter- share services such as Lime or Ofo. The City does, however, allow traditional brick and
mortar bicycle rental businesses to offer e-bikes and scooters provided the bikes and scooters are
returned to the business at the end of the rental period. Please revised the draft PMPU to
acknowledge the City's prohibition on untethered, app-based bicycle and scooter rentals and
specify that any micromobility services would be provided through a store-front and/or with a
business model that ensures bikes and scooters cannot be left on public rights-of-way or on private
properties within City limits, and in coordination with the City.
Additional Comments on the PMPU EIR

Section 4.1.2.11 on page 4.1-28 incorrectly references a City street in the second and last line
of this section. The correct street name is 'Avenida Lunar.'

Mitigation Measure MM-NOI-1 requires 48-hour notice for potential construction noise
impacts within a park. This should be updated to provide advanced notification and
coordination with local jurisdictions on whether any additional means or advanced notification
of proposed impacts would be appropriate.

The PMPU should recognize parking, and parking rates, in the context of adjacent and
neighboring land uses. If the Port or its tenants set parking rates higher than nearby locations,
motorists will migrate to the less expensive areas outside of the Port's jurisdiction, and thus
negatively impact Coronado's residentially zoned areas. Parking should be free and open to
the public and this should be incorporated into the Mobility Policies found in the PMPU.
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•

Section 5.10.2(C)- 1 on page 3 62 states in subsection c that mobility hubs "Be integrated within
a surface-level or below-grade single parking facility that consolidates public parking that
serves the commercial uses". The word 'single' in this context is confusing as the Ferry
Landing presently has three distinct surface-level parking areas. Please amend this section to
clarify that the intent is not to eliminate any existing parking areas.

• Please add a requirement that any new restaurant developed on the vacant pad on the southeast
end of the Ferry Landing be designed to be compatible with the character, architecture, and
design of the existing Ferry Landing buildings.

Thank you for your continued close coordination with the City ofCoronado to develop a balanced,
thoughtful, and forward-looking PMPU which respects Coronado's unique community character.
We look forward to continuing to work with you on this important regional project.
Sincerely,

^-^^
Richard Bailey
Mayor

RB/jb
ec: City of Coronado Councilmembers: Michael Donovan, Marvin Heinze,
William Sandke and Casey Tanaka
City Manager Tina Friend
City Attorney Johanna Canlas

January 10, 2022

VIA EMAIL

Lesley Nishihira, Planning Director
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Re:

Airport Authority’s Comments on the PMPU Draft EIR

Dear Ms. Nishihira:
The San Diego County Regional Airport Authority (Airport Authority), which operates

San Diego International Airport (SAN) and is responsible for regional air
transportation planning, appreciates the opportunity to review the Port Master Plan
Update’s (PMPU) Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). As the Port’s largest
tenant, the Airport Authority is greatly interested in the PMPU and its ability to
complement our efforts to improve sea level rise resiliency, land use compatibility,
and ground access and mobility at and around SAN, especially in PMPU Planning
District 2 (Harbor Island) and Planning District 3 (North Embarcadero Subdistrict). It
is particularly important for the PMPU to support regional initiatives to improve
public transit connections to SAN and to enhance pedestrian and bicycle access
between SAN and the Port’s surrounding land uses.
As such, below are comments and suggestions on the PMPU’s Draft EIR for your
consideration:

1. Project Impacts & Mitigation Measures Summary - Table ES-1 (Page ES-9)
Please define the abbreviations used in the table (such as “PS” and “SU”) to
describe the significance levels of the proposed PMPU’s environmental impacts.
2. Cumulative Plans & Projects List - Table 2-2 (Page 2-21)
The Draft EIR correctly includes the Airport Authority’s Airport Development
Plan in its cumulative projects list. However, the Airport Authority requests that
the Airport Development Plan’s status in the referenced table be updated to
reflect the FAA’s issuance of a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), under
the National Environmental Policy Act, on October 22, 2021.
The Airport Authority additionally requests that its SAN Air Cargo Warehouse
Facilities project be added to the Draft EIR’s cumulative projects table and
incorporated into the document’s analyses. As outlined in the Supplemental
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EIR for the Airport Master Plan (2011), the Airport Authority proposes to
construct an approximately 225,000 square-foot warehouse space for air cargo
along with associated apron for up to 9 aircraft parking positions. These
proposed facilities would be adjacent to PMPU Planning District 3’s Pacific
Highway Corridor. The Airport Authority expects this new cargo facility to begin
construction within the next 3-5 years.
3. Significant Air Quality & Health Risk Impacts – Table 4.2.1 (Page 4.2-4)
It appears that the “Rationale for Finding after Mitigation” for Impact-C-AQ-4
and Impact-C-AQ05 have been mistakenly transposed.
4. Planning District Proximity to Airports – Figure 4.7-9 (Page 4.7-35)
The Draft EIR correctly includes the Airport Influence Area (AIA) of SAN in the
referenced figure identifying airports within 2 miles of PMPU planning areas.
However, the AIAs for Naval Outlying Landing Field - Imperial Beach and Naval
Air Station North Island are missing from the figure. As such, the Airport
Authority requests that the Draft EIR be updated to include these AIAs, as
identified in their respective Airport Land Use Compatibility Plans. In addition,
the Airport Authority requests that the figure’s legend be updated to replace
Lindberg Field [sic] with “SDIA” and to replace Air Influence Area with “Airport
Influence Area.”
5. Hazards & Hazardous Materials Cumulative Effects (Page 4.7-92)
The Draft EIR notes that probable future projects associated with cumulative
plans and programs could be located within the AIAs for San Diego International
Airport and Naval Outlying Landing Field - Imperial Beach. The Airport Authority
believes that future projects could also be located within the AIA for Naval Air
Station North Island, as identified in its Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan that
was adopted in 2020, and requests that the Draft EIR be updated accordingly.
6. Year 2100 Sea Level Rise Scenarios (Page 4.13-10)
As required under CEQA, the Draft EIR analyzes whether the proposed PMPU
would exacerbate the physical effects of sea level rise or be inconsistent with
applicable sea level rise policies of the California Coastal Commission (CCC). The
Draft EIR’s impact analyses use projections for 2030 (0.7 feet) and 2050 (1.4
feet) based on a 5% probability of exceedance. However, a 50% probability is
used for 2100 (2.6 feet) without providing clear and compelling reasons for
using a higher probability (i.e. lower sea level rise amount) for this future year.

The Draft EIR also incorrectly states that this projection is within 2 inches of the
CCC’s recommended “medium-high risk aversion scenario.” In its 2018 Sea
Level Rise Policy Guidance document (page 304), the CCC has established 7.0
feet as the appropriate San Diego Bay projection for 2100 under a medium-high
risk aversion scenario. In fact, the Draft EIR’s use of 2.6 feet (50% probability)
for 2100 is even below the CCC’s “low risk aversion scenario” (3.6 feet), which
should only be used for projects that would have limited consequences or a
higher ability to adapt.
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Given the above, the Airport Authority requests that the Draft EIR’s impact
analyses be revised using the 5% probability of exceedance for 2100 (4.5 feet),
which would help avoid underestimating the PMPU’s potential environmental
impacts and be more closely aligned with the sea level rise policies of the
California Coastal Commission.
7. Potential Automated People Mover Mitigation Measure
The Draft EIR concludes that the proposed PMPU will result in significant and
unavoidable impacts in a number of resource categories, including Air Quality,
Greenhouse Gases, and Transportation. While the draft document identifies a
Bayfront Circulator and other mobility improvements to help lessen these
significant impacts, it does not specifically consider the SANDAG 2021 Regional
Plan’s Automated People Mover (or similar connection) between the regional
transit network, the San Diego International Airport, and Harbor Island as a
potential mitigation opportunity. As such, the Airport Authority requests that
the Draft EIR be updated to assess the additional mitigation benefits the
Automated People Mover could provide to these resource impacts.
Again, the Airport Authority appreciates your time and consideration. Please feel
free to contact me at (619) 400-2785 or breed@san.org if you have any questions or
would like to discuss this comment letter further.
Sincerely,

Brendan J. Reed
Director of Airport Planning & Environmental Affairs
cc:

Dennis Probst, Airport Authority - Vice President of Development
Michelle Brega, Airport Authority - Senior Director of External Relations
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Matt Harris, Airport Authority - Director of Government Relations
Ted Anasis, Airport Authority - Airport Planning Manager
Ralph Redman, Airport Authority - Airport Planning Manager

DISTRICT 11
4050 TAYLOR STREET, MS-240
SAN DIEGO, CA 92110
(619) 709-5152 | FAX (619) 688-4299 TTY 711
www.dot.ca.gov

January 10, 2022
11-SD-I-5
PM 12.9- 19.0
Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (DEIR)
Port Master Plan Update SCH 2017031070
Dennis Campbell
San Diego Unified Port District
Dept. of Planning
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Mr. Campbell:
Thank you for including the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) in the
environmental review process for the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) located near
Interstate 5 (I-5) and State Route (SR-75). The mission of Caltrans is to provide a safe
and reliable transportation network that serves all people and respects the
environment. The Local Development Review (LDR) Program reviews land use projects
and plans to ensure consistency with our mission and state planning priorities.
Safety is one of Caltrans’ strategic goals. Caltrans strives to make the year 2050 the first
year without a single death or serious injury on California’s roads. We are striving for
more equitable outcomes for the transportation network’s diverse users. To achieve
these ambitious goals, we will pursue meaningful collaboration with our partners. We
encourage the implementation of new technologies, innovations, and best practices
that will enhance the safety on the transportation network. These pursuits are both
ambitious and urgent, and their accomplishment involves a focused departure from
the status quo as we continue to institutionalize safety in all our work.
Caltrans is committed to prioritizing projects that are equitable and provide
meaningful benefits to historically underserved communities, to ultimately improve
transportation accessibility and quality of life for people in the communities we serve.
We look forward to working with the Port of San Diego in areas where the Port and
Caltrans have joint jurisdiction to improve the transportation network and connections
“Provide a safe and reliable transportation network that serves all people and respects the environment”
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between various modes of travel, with the goal of improving the experience of those
who use the transportation system.
Caltrans has the following comments:
Traffic Analysis
The San Diego Unified Port District as the lead agency for this project, should be
in alignment with state policies and state goals on evaluating transportation
impacts under CEQA. Please see the following links for reference.
December 2018 Technical Advisory on Evaluating Transportation Impacts:
https://opr.ca.gov/docs/20190122-743_Technical_Advisory.pdf
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research:
https://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/sb-743/
Section 4.14.1 Transportation, Circulation, and Mobility of the DEIR document
identifies a significant increase in VMT due to the future development of the
PMPU projects. These VMT impacts are stated to be significant and
unavoidable. The Port of San Diego should seek additional methods to address
these VMT impacts. These VMT impacts are not in alignment with state VMT and
emissions reduction goals. Please coordinate with Caltrans to identify mitigation
measures or other alternatives that can be implemented to mitigate project
impacts.
Please coordinate with Caltrans and provide a focused traffic analysis when
available for project specific future developments covered under the PMPU
document.
Chapter 5.2- Planning District 2: Harbor Island, Roadway Improvements proposes
a narrowing of North Harbor Drive to four general travel lanes. Early
coordination with Caltrans and other local stakeholders is strongly
recommended when discussing this proposal.
-

Section 5.2.5(C) Planned Improvements states modifications to Pacific
Highway to accommodate vehicular traffic, pathways, and bikeways.
Please provide more details for this proposal.

Complete Streets and Mobility Network
Caltrans views all transportation improvements as opportunities to improve
safety, access, and mobility for all travelers in California and recognizes bicycle,
pedestrian, and transit modes as integral elements of the transportation
network. Caltrans supports improved transit accommodation through the
“Provide a safe and reliable transportation network that serves all people and respects the environment”
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provision of improved bicycle and pedestrian access and safety improvements,
signal prioritization for transit, bus on shoulders, ramp improvements, park and
ride facilities or other enhancements that promote a complete and integrated
transportation network. Early coordination with Caltrans in locations that may
affect both Caltrans and other responsible agencies is encouraged.
Caltrans looks forward to working with the Port of San Diego and other
responsible agencies to evaluate this project and other potential complete
streets and active transportation projects.
Caltrans released the “Contextual Guidance for Bike Facilities” Memorandum in
March 2020 to identify the preferred bikeway facility type in areas where
bikeway facility installations are planned. Please utilize this guidance
memorandum as a tool for selecting the most appropriate bicycle facility type
in locations where improvements are proposed in Caltrans’ right-of-way.
The following is a link to the “Contextual Guidance for Bike Facilities”
Memorandum: https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dotmedia/programs/transportation-planning/documents/office-of-smart-mobilityand-climate-change/planning-contextual-guidance-memo-03-11-20-a11y.pdf.
Noise
The applicant must be informed that in accordance with 23 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) 772, Caltrans is not responsible for existing or future traffic
noise impacts associated with the existing configuration of I-5 and SR-75.
System Planning
For section 4.14.3.2, please coordinate with SANDAG, Caltrans, and local
agencies to identify alignment of mobility hubs and project overlap in the South
Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan (CMCP), currently in
development with Caltrans. Please see the link below for reference.
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=608&fu
seaction=projects.detail
For section 4.14.3.3, coordinate with Caltrans District 11 and U.S. Navy on
environmental assessment on efforts to reroute traffic via the Vesta Street Bridge.
As part of land use and greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) reduction efforts,
please consider emerging fuel technologies and refueling site locations for
future freight and passenger ZEV deployment.

“Provide a safe and reliable transportation network that serves all people and respects the environment”
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State Route Relinquishments
In recent months, the Coronado City Council has approved a Caltrans
relinquishment package for State Routes (SR-75) and SR-282. Although the
relinquishment has not been fully approved by the California Transportation
Commission (CTC), please consider the potential long-term impacts on local
development, roadway maintenance, and funding thought-out the PMPU
development process. Both SR-75 and SR-282 are in PMPU District 10 and is the
important link between North and South Coronado Subdistricts.
Freight/Goods Movement
In October 2020, the Port of San Diego approved a framework Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with Caltrans and SANDAG for the Harbor Drive 2.0- A
Greener, Safer, Healthier Harbor Drive project. Caltrans appreciates the
collaborative planning for transportation infrastructure and anticipates further
coordination with the Port of San Diego for the PMPU project area.
Right-of-Way
Any work performed within Caltrans’ R/W will require discretionary review and
approval by Caltrans and an encroachment permit will be required for any work
within the Caltrans’ R/W prior to construction. As part of the encroachment
permit process, the applicant must provide an approved final environmental
document, corresponding technical studies, and necessary regulatory and
resource agency permits, specifically, CEQA determination or exemption.
If you have any questions, please contact Roger Sanchez at (619) 987-1043 or by email
at roger.sanchez-rangel@dot.ca.gov.
Sincerely,

Maurice A. Eaton
MAURICE A. EATON
Branch Chief
Local Development Review

“Provide a safe and reliable transportation network that serves all people and respects the environment”
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San Diego Unified Port District
Attn: Dennis Campbell, Senior Planner, Planning Department
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject:

CITY OF SAN DIEGO COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT PORT MASTER PLAN
UPDATE AND PROGRAM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT FOR THE PORT
MASTER PLAN UPDATE

Dear Mr. Campbell:
The City of San Diego (“City”) Planning Department has received the 2021 Draft Port Master
Plan Update (PMPU) and Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) prepared by
the San Diego Unified Port District (District) and distributed it to applicable City departments
for review. The City, as a Responsible Agency under CEQA, has reviewed the Draft PMPU and
Draft PEIR and appreciates this opportunity to provide additional comments to the District.
The City’s comments on the Draft PMPU dated November 17, 2020 are attached for reference
in Attachment 1. In response to this request for public comments, the City has the following
comments on the Draft PMPU and Draft PEIR for your consideration.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON THE PMPU
The City understands that the changes made in the most recent Draft PMPU were generally
responsive to prior public comments received. In general, the City is encouraged to see the
additional policies focused on environmental justice and environmental protection, but also
encourages the District to consider coastal access for all residents and visitors to the coast in
determining appropriate building height and intensity allowances. Increased building
heights and intensities can allow for development located in a transit priority area that is
critical to achieving climate action goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In the right
circumstances, increased building heights can also allow for the availability on the ground
for more public open spaces, ultimately providing for increased public access to the coast. In
furtherance of these policies, the City recommends considering the following:
1.

9485 Aero Drive, MS 413
San Diego, CA 92123
sandiego.gov/planning/

An incentive program to increase allowable building heights and intensities where
additional right-0f-way is dedicated and improved for enhanced pedestrian use as
well as use as public open space, particularly along A and B Streets.
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2. An incentive program that allows for increased building height and intensity where
low cost visitor accommodations are provided onsite, particularly south of B Street
between Pacific Highway and N. Harbor Drive.
In balancing competing policy priorities, the City encourages the District to consider the
importance of increasing heights and intensities in transit priority areas, which includes the
entirety of Downtown, in furtherance of the City’s climate goals. We also encourage the
District to review the City’s recently adopted Climate Resilient SD plan to ensure consistency
with the PMPU.
COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT PEIR
Planning Department – Elena Pascual, Senior Planner – EPascual@sandiego.gov, (619)
533-5928
1.

The City of San Diego is not identified as a responsible agency in Section 3.6.1 of the Draft
PEIR. However, if the District needs to obtain Public Right-of-Way Permits or other
discretionary or ministerial permits from the City, the District should refer to the
Development Services Department (DSD) website at
http://www.sandiego.gov/development-services/ for guidance on permit submittal
requirements. Staff from the DSD will be able to assist the District with any future
ministerial permitting and/or discretionary actions (when applicable) associated with the
proposed project.

Sustainability & Mobility Department – Emanuel Alforja, Associate Traffic Engineer –
EAlforja@sandiego.gov, (619) 236-6883
1.

The project should clearly define where proposed improvements would become City of
San Diego assets, including but not limited to streets, sidewalks, bikeways, streetlights,
traffic signals, sewer, water and stormwater infrastructure.

2. Page 4.14-14 – Street Design Manual: The latest version of the City of San Diego’s Street
Design Manual is from 2017. Please update here and other locations as applicable.
3. Page 4.14-17 – Transportation Network VMT Metrics: DEIR states, “OPR recommends
three VMT-based metrics to determine if a project has a significant transportation
related impact:” Please clarify that definitions/methodology of calculation for
VMT/Capita, VMT Employee and Total VMT are the based on how SANDAG interprets and
calculates the metrics based on OPR recommendations.
4. Section 4.14.4.3 – Policies that May Avoid or Reduce Impacts:
a. The City recommends a stand-alone policy that encourages/supports enhanced
mobility connections to San Diego International Airport (SDIA) to reduce the need for
vehicle trips.
b. M Policy 1.1.21 states, “District – independently or in collaboration with other
agencies with transportation authority and adjacent jurisdictions and permittees –
may identify additional waterside or landside access opportunities in the future to
enhance the mobility network for the movement of people.” The City recommends a
9485 Aero Drive, MS 413
San Diego, CA 92123
sandiego.gov/planning/
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stand-alone policy for the Automated People Mover (APM) that connects the Port,
SDIA and proposed Central Mobility Hub and reservations for expansion and stations
in the applicable Port Districts in addition to this general policy.
5. Page 4.14-47 – Planning District 2: Harbor Island (Planned Improvements): Please
include all the planned transportation improvements in this district including but not
limited to the cycle tracks along Pacific Highway and the conversion of Laurel Street to
an on-airport roadway.
6. Page 4.14-47 – West Harbor Island Subdistrict (Planned Improvements):
a. The City recommends the following strikeout-underline changes for bullet #2:
“Narrow North Harbor Drive to four general travel lanes to accommodate vehicular
traffic enhance multimodal efficiency/quality.” Or replace with, “Reconfigure North
Harbor Drive to more efficiently accommodate all modes of travel, including reducing
the number of general purpose travel lanes to four.”
b. Bullet #4 states: “Implement a dedicated transit right-of-way along the south side of
North Harbor Drive east of Harbor Island Drive that would support a bayfront
circulator or other transit options.” Please clarify if the transit lane on the south side
of North Harbor Drive is the only option or if the final location of the transit lane will
be determined later. Additionally, the south side transit lane is inconsistent with
Appendix D list of transportation improvements on N. Harbor Drive where the transit
lane is center running. Finally, where the transit lane on the south side precludes onstreet bicycle facilities, it is understood there would be an adjacent multi-use path on
the south side.
7. Page 4.14-49 – South Embarcadero Subdistrict (Planned Improvements): Bullet #2
states, “Support Market Street closure between West Harbor Drive and Columbia Street,
and provide a pedestrian scramble or roundabout at the West Harbor Drive/Market Street
intersection, if determined feasible following coordination with adjacent jurisdiction.”
This closure may require extensive planning, engineering studies and possible
amendments to the Downtown Community and Mobility Plans. Is it anticipated that the
City would need to initiate this planned improvement? Recommend revising to read:
“Coordinate with adjacent jurisdiction to evaluate pedestrian improvements at the
intersection at West Harbor Drive and Market Street which may include a closure of
Market Street between West Harbor Drive and Columbia Street to vehicular traffic.”
8. Page 4.14-63 – Planning District 3: Embarcadero: The DEIR states, “All of PD3 is
currently located within a TPA. Therefore, as per Section 15064(b)(1) of the State CEQA
Guidelines, all VMT-related impacts associated with future development within PD3 are
considered to be less than significant.” The State OPR provided the recommendation that
projects adjacent to transit stations could have a presumption of less than significance.
However, it further states, “This presumption would not apply, however, if projectspecific or location-specific information indicates that the project will still generate
significant levels of VMT” (Page 14, OPR Technical Advisory, 2018). The City worked with
SANDAG to create maps delineating the VMT efficient areas of the City for both
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residential and employment land uses. Given that the lands within the Port jurisdiction
do not have residential uses, the residential land use map would not apply to the Port
TPAs. With respect to employment and commercial land uses, SANDAG's map may be
used for those uses associated with employment; however, given many of the use types
within the Port jurisdiction are more destination-based, and include event venues and
tourism-based land uses, a more specific VMT analysis for the Port uses is recommended
to ensure that the assumption for VMT efficiency and level of significance is supported by
substantial evidence.
9. The City requests that the Port utilize the City’s updated guidelines adopted to implement
SB743, and conduct a Local Mobility Analysis consistent with the City’s Transportation
Study Manual (September 2020) for future projects proposed under the PMPU. Given the
interjurisdictional nature of the circulation network along the Port-City jurisdictional
boundaries, this analysis would allow the Port and City departments to determine if
future projects would trigger or require a contribution to any multi-modal improvements
necessary for implementation of the City’s Climate Action Plan and safe multi-modal
connections for pedestrian, bicycle, and transit, as well as vehicular safety and operations
in the adjacent communities of the City.
10. The PMPU is proposing a number of projects that could drive the need for additional
multi-modal transportation improvements, including some of the project features
identified in the PMPU such as the North Harbor Drive improvements. The Draft PEIR
should explain how future projects will ensure that multi-modal improvements are
implemented at the time of need to ensure safety for pedestrian, bicyclists, transit, and
private vehicles and to also address cumulative impacts to the regional transportation
network. This should also include safe continuous multi-modal access during and after
construction of new projects and Port improvements.
Stormwater Department – Stormwater Division– Mark G. Stephens, Associate Planner –
MGStephens@sandiego.gov, (858) 541-4361
1.

As a program level environmental document, to the extent some specific project details
are unknown at this time, please coordinate subsequent project level environmental
reviews with the City to assure potential impacts to City stormwater infrastructure are
addressed, including drainage facility capacity and operation and maintenance. Please
contact the City of San Diego Stormwater Department for any additional information
needed regarding the City’s storm drain system or water pollution prevention
responsibilities.

2. Similarly, in subsequent project level environmental reviews, assure the most current
resource documents, permits, and regulatory requirements are considered. For instance,
the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (on page 4.8-22, under Water Quality
Impairments and Total Maximum Daily Loads) references the 2016 Clean Water Act
303(d) list of impaired waters for California (updated from the 2014 Integrated Report),
and the State Water Resources Control Board is currently scheduled to consider the
proposed 2020-2022 Integrated Report and Clean Water Act 303(d) List at its January
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2022 meeting (with final approval still required from the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency).
3. The City recommends the District make following revision: Page 4.8-45. The second
sentence in the second paragraph under Dewatering General Permit (Order No. R9-20150013) should be revised to: “The San Diego RWQCB has considered…”
4. The City recommends the District make following revision: Page 4.8-52. The mitigation
measure reference in lines 3 and 4 of the second paragraph should be revised to: “MMWQ-2 is…”
Public Utilities Department– Dirk Smith, Senior Planner – DDSmith@sandiego.gov, (858)
614-5722
1.

Page ES-20, MM-AQ-9: Incorporate Sustainability Measures in All Development through
2030. Please ensure enforceability of the two water reduction mitigation measures listed
on this page.

2. Pages ES-124 & 4.15-35, MM-UTIL-3: Implement Water Conservation Measures. It is
recommended that implementing conservation measures match existing City of San
Diego required measures.
3. Pages 4.8-71 & 72, 4.8.4.4 Impacts of Water and Land Uses & 4.8. Please further explain
how groundwater resources would not be impacted by future development.
4. Page 4.15-5, 4.15.2.2 Water Supply. Estimates from the three 2020 UWMPs could change
in the next 5 and 10 years; however, this analysis assumes these numbers stay the same
even though construction would not be completed until 2035. The City recommends reevaluating the numbers every 5 years.
5. Pages 4.15-5 to 4.15-11, 4.15.2.2 Water Supply. This section discusses regional water
supply but does not reference the existing and proposed water demand of the project. As
such, this section does not satisfy the State of California SB 610 requirement that all
projects that propose new development in excess of 500 units or the equivalent of 500+
units of water demand must include a Water Supply Assessment (WSA) to demonstrate a
sufficient water supply. All Port Planning Districts except the City of Chula Vista and City
of National City waterfront areas receive water supply from the City of San Diego Public
Utilities Department (SDPUD) either as retail or wholesale water supply. These Port
Planning Districts do not have adequate development statistics in the EIR to perform an
SB610 WSA. The SDPUD and regional Urban Water Management Plans (UWMPs) use
predictive models of SANDAG to analyze regional water supply and regional demand
growth; however, they are not a substitute for project/EIR-specific SB610 WSAs. The Port
District (or Port District consultant) should prepare an SB610 WSA that develops
statistical estimates for planned growth within the SDPUD-supplied districts, analyzes
new water demand specific to the project, and demonstrates availability of water supply
to meet the EIR-proposed growth.
The Port District is an important partner in SDPUD’s development of water conservation
initiatives such as reduced per-capita indoor water use through low-flow plumbing
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fixtures, high-efficiency water appliances, etc., and reduced outdoor water usage through
low-water landscaping, high-efficiency irrigation systems, etc. The Port District could
showcase its partnership with SDPUD in per-capita water use reduction by partnering
with SDPUD in developing an SB610 WSA for the project. Port District development of
more detailed growth statistics for the Port Planning Districts would also help to improve
the SANDAG regional growth model for future UWMP efforts by SDPUD and regional
water suppliers. The latest SANDAG model (Series 14) growth statistics used for the 2020
SDPUD and regional UWMP’s were released in 2020 and may not have accurately
included the Port District’s Master Plan Update of 2021/2022. This is not mentioned or
clarified in 4.15.2.2 of the PEIR.
6. Page 4.15-33, 4.15.4.4 Construction. SDPUD has worked hard to increase potable recycled
water in the future, but it is not available to anyone who wants to purchase it. SDPUD has
targeted the sale of the recycled water, and negotiations are necessary before assuming
any water can be available to the Port.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Draft PEIR. Please feel free to
contact Elena Pascual, Senior Planner, directly via email at EPascual@sandiego.gov or by
phone at (619) 533-5928 if there are any questions regarding the contents of this letter or if
the District would like to meet with City staff to discuss these comments.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Malone, Program Manager
Planning Department
RM/ep
Attachment 1: November 17, 2020 City of San Diego Comment Letter
cc:
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State of California – Natural Resources Agency

DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE

GAVIN NEWSOM, Governor
CHARLTON H. BONHAM, Director

Marine Region
1933 Clif f Drive, Suite 9
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
www.wildlife.ca.gov

January 19, 2022

Mr. Dennis Campbell, Senior Planner
San Diego Unified Port District, Planning Department
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, California 92112-0488
pmpu@portofsandiego.org

San Diego Port Master Plan Update (PMPU), Draft Program Environmental Impact
Report (Draft PEIR), SCH# 2017031070
Dear Mr. Campbell:
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife (Department) received a Notice of
Availability of a Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (Draft PEIR) for the San
Diego Unified Port District’s (District) Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) pursuant to the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and CEQA Guidelines. 1
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments and recommendations regarding
those activities involved in the PMPU that may affect California fish and wildlife.
Likewise, we appreciate the opportunity to provide biological impact and mitigation
comments regarding those aspects of the PMPU that the Department by law may be
required to carry out or approve through the exercise of its own regulatory authority
under the Fish and Game Code.
DEPARTMENT ROLE
The Department is California’s Trustee Agency for fish and wildlife resources and holds
those resources in trust by statute for all the people of the state. (Fish & G. Code,
Section711.7, subd. (a) & 1802; Pub. Resources Code, § 21070; CEQA Guidelines
Section 15386, subd. (a).) The Department, in its trustee capacity, has jurisdiction over
the conservation, protection, and management of fish, wildlife, native plants, and habitat
necessary for biologically sustainable populations of those species. (Id., Section 1802.)
Similarly for purposes of CEQA, the Department is charged by law to provide, as
available, biological expertise during public agency environmental review ef forts,
focusing specifically on projects and related activities that have the potential to

CEQA is codified in the California Public Resources Code in section 21000 et seq. The “CEQA
Guidelines” are f ound in Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations, commencing with section 15000.
1
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adversely affect fish and wildlife resources. The Department is also responsible for
marine biodiversity protection under the Marine Life Protection Act in coastal m arine
waters of California, and ensuring fisheries are sustainably managed under the Marine
Life Management Act. Pursuant to our jurisdiction, the Department has the following
comments and recommendations regarding the PMPU.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION SUMMARY
Proponent: San Diego Unified Port District (District)
Objective: The Draft PEIR for the PMPU are programmatic documents for the
proposed planning districts and policies. There are no currently proposed development
or maintenance projects, but there are plans for development in each planning district.
The programmatic documents are for District guidance in planning for future
development and maintenance projects. The finalized PEIR and PMPU documents will
enable a streamlined CEQA project review process. The District’s future project
planning will be based on proposed planning districts, elements, and policies. The
proposed PMPU objectives are related to District managed land, submerged land and
tideland uses, planning, development, and maintenance. The main objectives of the
proposed PMPU are as follows:
• Create an integrated Port Master Plan (PMP) for the District that governs the
use, design, and improvement of public trust lands in accordance with Section
30711 of the California Coastal Act (CCA), the Public Trust Doctrine, and the San
Diego Unified Port District Act (Port Act).
• Within the District’s PMPU area, create standards for new development which
serve to enhance and blend development with the surrounding character and
other land and tidelands uses.
• Streamline the project review and entitlement process for implementation of the
PMP.
• Allow for an intensity and diversity of development that provides on-going and
sustainable District revenues as required by the Port Act and Public Trust
Doctrine.
• Provide an interconnected mobility network that encourages a range of travel
modes.
• Create and maintain recreation open space opportunities including physical and
visual access to the water.
• Provide opportunities for creating waterfront attractions for visitors while
protecting and restoring the environment through the proactive management of
sensitive biological resources and ensuring coastal access around San Diego
Bay.
Location: San Diego Unified Port District encompassing San Diego Bay (Bay)
submerged lands, tidelands uplands, and harbors (City of San Diego, San Diego
County, California).
Timeframe: To be determined for each future project.
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Marine Biological Significance
The Bay, which is 12 miles long and 1 to 3 miles wide, is the third largest natural bay in
California. The existing Bay waters, seagrass beds, shorelines, wetlands, estuary, and
salt ponds provide diverse habitats for thousands of resident and migratory marine fish,
invertebrates, sea turtles, marine mammals, and bird species. The Bay waters and
shorelines provides important fish nursery and bird nesting habitats. Bay open water is
locally important for foraging habitat of many protected and listed endangered or
threatened multiple bird species and the East Pacific (DPS) green sea turtles (Chelonia
mydas). Extensive seagrass beds in the Bay provide spawning and nursery grounds for
state and federally managed fish and invertebrates such as California halibut
(Paralichthys californicus), spotted sand bass (Paralabrax maculatofasciatus) and
barred sand bass (Paralabrax nebulifer), northern anchovies (Engraulis mordax) and
the California spiny lobster (Panulirus interruptus). Sensitive habitats, fish, and wildlife
are vulnerable to coastal development and project construction and operational impacts.
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Department offers the following comments and recommendations for the Draft
PEIR to assist the District in adequately identifying and/or mitigating potentially
significant, direct, and indirect fish and wildlife impacts from future planned projects as
described in the PMPU.
I. Future Project Level Impacts and Other Considerations
Comment #1 Dredging, Pile Driving and Removal Impacts and Sound Criteria
Under the proposed PMPU there will be future planned dock, pier, wharf, and marina
installation projects. These projects will include pile driving installations and/or pile
removals which may generate significant underwater sound pressure levels causing
temporary or permanent impacts to fish and other marine life. Impacts may include a
startled response in fish resulting in fish temporarily leaving the safety of their normal
essential habitats to avoid construction noise. In some situations, pile driving or pulling
sound pressure waves can cause fish barotrauma injury or mortality if not mitigated to
tolerable noise levels. The Department relies on guidance from the Fisheries
Hydroacoustic Working Group for setting sound pressure level safety criteria for fish
resources, and for pile driving projects. The agreed upon criteria consists of sound
pressure levels (SPL) of 206 decibels (dB) peak and 187 dB (or 183 dB for fish less
than 2 grams body weight) accumulated sound exposure level (SEL) for all listed fish
within a project area. Impacts to marine organisms from underwater sound are
influenced by the SELs, SPLs, sound frequency, and depth and distance from the
sound output source. Additional information on in water sound level criteria can be
found at: https://dot.ca.gov/programs/environmental-analysis/biology/hydroacoustics
Dredging, pile driving or pulling may generate temporary increased water turbidity
impacts. Turbidity plumes may temporarily reduce or block essential underwater light for
primary producers that use photosynthesis for growth and survival. This can cause
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temporary reduced marine life productivity during turbid conditions due to the reduced
light levels. Turbidity can also cause temporary reduced ability of fish to forage and
avoid predators.
Removal of creosote timber piles may result in broken piles and pile stub at or above
the mud line. A timber pile stub that is left at the mudline may potentially remain in
eelgrass habitat, prevent eelgrass expansion within the footprint of each cut pile, and
potentially continue to leach creosote contaminants into the environment.
Recommendation: The Department recommends that future projects include an
analysis of anticipated in water SPLs and SELs. If anticipated sound levels of future
projects exceed the Interim Criteria for Injury to Fish [peak SEL of 206 decibels (dB) and
accumulated SEL of 187 dB SEL threshold for fish over 2 grams, and 183 dB for fish
under 2 grams], (Interim Criteria 2008), then sound level monitoring should be done
during pile driving and/or pile removal activities. If monitoring indicates sound level
exceedances of Interim Criteria have occurred, work should cease immediately and
additional mitigation measures should be implemented to reduce SPL and SEL levels
below criteria thresholds.
Mitigation Measures: To avoid or minimize in water sound impacts to fish from pile
driving, the Department recommends the Final PEIR, MM-BIO-3, include, at a minimum,
the following mitigation measures:
• In water sound level monitoring should be conducted if the analysis of anticipated
SPLs and SELs exceed acceptable levels described in the Interim Criteria for
Injury to Fish.
• To reduce in water sound levels during pile driving all piles should be driven with
a vibratory hammer to the maximum extent feasible. If an impact hammer is
required, additional sound attenuation, such as a wood cushion block and/or air
bubble curtain, should be utilized.
• The Department recommends avoiding the use of treated wood piles. Fish and
Game Code §5650 states that it is unlawful to deposit into, permit to pass into, or
place where it can pass into waters of the state any substance or material
deleterious to fish, plant life, or bird life (FGC §5650(6)). The Department
considers any wood treated with ACZA, CCA, ACQ to be deleterious materials.
The PMPU should consider the use of piles made of alternative materials such
as plastic, concrete, or steel to the maximum extent feasible. If use of plastic,
concrete, or steel piles is not feasible, all wood piles should be wrapped with a
benign material to prevent waters of the Bay from direct contact with the treated
wood. Additionally, all wrapped wood piles that may be subject to contact with
docks, floating debris and/or boats, should be inspected on a yearly basis to
confirm the integrity of the wrap and to repair any damaged areas.
Mitigation Measure: The Department recommends timber pile extractions use the
vibratory extraction methods to the maximum extent feasible. Recommended secondary
options may include direct pull and cutting at least two feet below the mudline. Care
should be taken to avoid rocking the piles during removal to minimize turbidity and
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potential redistribution of contaminated sediments. If the timber pile should break off at
or above the mudline or cannot be removed, the pile should be cut, at a minimum, 2 feet
below the mud line.
Comment #2 Native Eelgrass and Shallow Water Habitat Impacts
Eelgrass (Zostera marina) and (Zostera pacifica) habitat which is mostly found in
shallow water habitats in the Bay has been identified as a special aquatic site and given
protections by the Clean Water Act. The Magnuson–Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act (MSA) identifies it as a Habitat Area of Special Concern. Eelgrass
habitat within shallow waters is an important habitat for many species of marine fish,
invertebrates, sea turtles, marine mammals, and is frequently used for fish-foraging
areas by state fully protected seabirds such as the California least tern and various
other sensitive or special status birds. Additionally, shallow Bay water habitat is
essential for photosynthesis required for phytoplankton, algae, and eelgrass plant
growth. Therefore, shading of eelgrass and overwater structure covering shallow Bay
water may cause adverse impacts to eelgrass habitat, reduced high quality habitat
areas for fish, birds, and various sensitive wildlife as well as reduced primary production
in Bay waters. The potentially significant impacts discussed above should be avoided,
minimized, and mitigated if necessary. If mitigation is required, the Department and
other resource and permitting agencies should be included. Eelgrass mitigation
measures and compensation should be guided by the California Eelgrass Mitigation
Policy (CEMP), (NOAA 2014).
Permanent operational impacts may occur from dredging and pile installations resulting
in hydrological changes and fill of Bay waters. Dredging, pile driving, or pile removals
may cause adverse direct losses and damage to eelgrass habitat or unvegetated
eelgrass habitat. These activities may also generate potentially adverse, indirect and/or
temporary sedimentation or burial of eelgrass habitat. Sedimentation may cause
eelgrass habitat degradation and/or direct losses due to a buildup of sediment (silt) on
top of eelgrass plants. Dredging may also permanently convert shallow depth eelgrass
habitat to deeper depths which may not be suitable for optimal eelgrass growth.
Recommendation: For future Bay water fill and dredging projects that permanently
impact shallow Bay water and eelgrass habitats, the Department recommends
compensatory mitigation be implemented prior to in water project construction to avoid
temporal impacts.
Recommendation: For unavoidable permanent losses of eelgrass and shallow Bay
water habitat due to Bay shading, overwater structure, fill or dredging, the Department
recommends development of a master eelgrass and shallow Bay water habitat
Mitigation, Monitoring and Reporting Plan (MMRP). The MMRP could use generic
language revised as necessary for future proposed projects within the PMPU planning
districts. The master MMRP should include a generic list of best available sciencebased compensatory mitigation measures for permanent habitat impacts. The master
MMRP should be developed in collaboration with the Department and other agencies
and included in the Final PEIR.
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Recommendation: If future projects propose transplanting of eelgrass for eelgrass
compensatory mitigation, restoration, or mitigation banks, a Scientific Collecting Permit
(SCP) from the Department will be required prior to harvest and transplanting activities.
The SCP may include conditions such as donor bed surveys, limits on number and
density of turions collected, methods for collection and transplanting, notification of
activities, and reporting requirements. Please visit the Department’s SCP webpage for
more information: https://wildlife.ca.gov/Licensing/Scientific-Collecting.
Mitigation Measure: To avoid and minimize potentially significant eelgrass and
unvegetated eelgrass habitat impacts within or adjacent to a project area, include
protective pile and dredging construction methodologies to reduce water turbidity and
sedimentation. The Department recommends the Final PEIR include the following
turbidity and sedimentation mitigation measure for dredging, pile driving and/or pile
pulling:
• To contain turbidity and sedimentation to the smallest area during construction,
install silt curtain barriers around dredging footprints and piles or use coffer dam
methodologies as applicable.
Comment #3 Invasive Species Impacts
Disturbance of the bottom sediments from dredging and pile construction may
redistribute non-native species that compete with native species. This could cause
widespread adverse impacts to the marine ecosystem. The invasive algae Caulerpa
taxifolia is listed as a federal noxious weed under the U.S. Plant Protection Act and
while deemed eradicated in 2006 is monitored for potential future emergence. Another
invasive algae species found recently in Newport Bay is Caulerpa prolifera, which is
also a potential threat to the native marine ecosystem.
The Department recommends including a mitigation measure detailing a preconstruction Caulerpa spp. survey to identify potential existence of invasive Caulerpa
spp. as described in the Caulerpa Control Protocol https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/westcoast/habitat-conservation/aquatic-invasive-species-west-coast. If Caulerpa spp. are
found, do not disturb the species and contact the Department and National Marine
Fisheries Service within 24 hours as described in the Caulerpa Control Protocol.
Comment #4 California Least Tern, DEIR Section 4.3
The California least tern (Sterna antillarum browni) is a species listed as endangered
under the Federal Endangered Species Act (ESA), California Endangered Species Act
(CESA), and designated a California Fully Protected (FP) species under the Fish and
Game Code. FP species may not be taken or possessed at any time and must be
completely avoided by all future project impacts. Although Mitigation Measure BIO-1
(MM-BIO-1), Mitigation Measure BIO-2 (MM-BIO-2), Mitigation Measure BIO-4 (MMBIO-4), and Mitigation Measure BIO-7 (MM-BIO-7) in the Draft PEIR address some
potential concerns pertaining to California least tern, they do not adequately avoid
impacts to the species.
Sand dunes and beaches around the Bay provide suitable nesting habitat for California
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least tern, and there are annual breeding colonies documented in multiple locations
around the Bay. Least tern forage within the Bay and in the adjacent open ocean. As
indicated in the Draft PEIR, foraging behavior could be impacted by constructioninduced noise from in-water activities such as pile driving, as well as increased turbidity
from in-water activities. Noise disturbance may lead to nest abandonment and hatch
failure, or direct mortality of chicks. Installation of overwater structures would also result
in a permanent reduction of foraging habitat for least tern.
As written, MM-BIO-1, MM BIO-2, MM-BIO-4, and MM-BIO-7 are not sufficient to
ensure that least terns, if present, would be avoided by the Project.
MM-BIO-1 indicates that when the District determines that future projects may impact
foraging habitat for California least tern, a qualified biological monitor will be retained
during nesting season (April 1 to September 15). If the monitor determines that noiseproducing activities are impacting foraging behavior of least tern, the project proponent
shall take specific actions which may include halting or reducing intensity of pile driving,
placing sound dampening panels on pile driving equipment, or restricting pile driving to
periods when sensitive avian species are not present.
MM-BIO-2 requires construction noise measures to reduce noise impacts on sensitive
marine-dependent avian species. For projects that the District determines will have the
potential to disturb nesting marine-dependent avian species, required mitigation
measures include: a nesting bird survey by the on-site biologist within 500’ of the noisegenerating activity within 1 week prior to the start of construction, buffer areas of 500’
for raptors and 300’ for non-raptors, establishment of a baseline ambient sound level,
and daily noise monitoring; if levels exceed 10 dBA above baseline and species
behavior is modified, construction may be halted or noise reduction measures will be
implemented.
MM-BIO-4 implements Best Management Practices (BMPs) to reduce turbidity during
in-water construction that may disturb sediment. BMPs include contractor education for
vessel operations, and deployment of a turbidity curtain around pile driving.
MM-BIO-7 requires site-specific environmental review for future development projects
that may result in the loss of open water habitat or shading. Actions may include
consultation with appropriate resource agencies, acquisition of necessary permits, and
inclusion of one or more mitigation measures. Specific mitigation measures may
include: removal of an amount of existing overwater coverage within the Bay that has a
1:1 equivalent of the project coverage, restoration or creation of wetland or eelgrass
habitat within the Bay at a 1:1 ratio for wetlands or 1.2:1 ratio for eelgrass habitat,
purchase of saltmarsh wetland or overwater coverage credits at a mitigation bank,
purchase of credits from the District’s shading credit program, inclusion of a shading
analysis, and retaining a qualified biologist to conduct eelgrass surveys.
Appendix G of CEQA guidelines states that impacts to listed species would be
considered significant. California least terns are both ESA- and CESA-listed, as well as
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FP per Section 3511 of the Fish and Game Code. Although the PMPU proposes
measures to reduce potential impacts to least terns, it does not ensure that the take
would be avoided.
Recommended Potentially Feasible Mitigation Measure(s)
To reduce impacts to less than significant: To avoid take, incidental or otherwise, of
California least tern, the District shall implement a tern-specific mitigation measure that
will avoid or minimize in water construction impacts. In addition to the measures already
discussed in the Draft PEIR, the following language shall be incorporated:
a. to completely avoid impacts to California least tern, pile driving shall be conducted
outside of least tern nesting season (April 1 to September 15). If the least tern nesting
season cannot be avoided, then a California least tern monitoring and avoidance plan
shall be prepared by the District for review and approval by the Department and the US
Fish and Wildlife Service (collectively the Wildlife Agencies), prior to the beginning of
construction activities;
b. when construction activities will occur within 500 feet of suitable California least tern
nesting habitat, a qualified biologist shall conduct surveys prior to activity initiation.
Surveys shall consist of three visits separated by two weeks, starting April 1 prior to
ground disturbance, pile driving, or construction activities. The results of the surveys
shall be reported to the District, and the Wildlife Agencies shall be notified if nesting
least terns are documented on-site or within 500’ of Project impacts. No work shall
begin until the Wildlife Agencies are notified, and a 500’ buffer is established;
c. a qualified biological monitor shall remain on-site during all construction activities that
occur within, or adjacent to, suitable nesting habitat for least tern during nesting season.
The monitoring schedule may be modified with Wildlife Agencies’ approval; and,
d. if nesting California least terns are detected, the District shall establish a 500-foot no
operations buffer around any active nests. The buffer shall remain in place until the nest
has fledged or is no longer active.
Comment # 5 California Brown Pelican, Draft PEIR, Section 4.3
California brown pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis californicus) are a FP species. As
indicated in the prior comment, FP species may not be taken or possessed at any time
and must be completely avoided by all future project impacts. The Mitigation Measures
in the Draft PEIR do not adequately avoid impacts to this species.
California brown pelican are frequently observed foraging in the Bay. As noted in the
Draft PEIR, there is high foraging potential anywhere that schooling fish species can be
found. California brown pelican commonly rest along riprap or structures found along
the Bay shore. Potential direct and indirect impacts to brown pelican foraging may result
from noise disturbance and increased turbidity resulting from in-water activities, such as
pile driving. Direct loss of foraging habitat may occur from installation of over water
structures.
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As written, the Mitigation Measures are not sufficient to ensure that impacts to California
brown pelican, if present, would be avoided by future projects. As outlined in the prior
comment, MM-BIO-1 requires that a biological monitor remain on site during nesting
season, and that the project proponent shall take specified actions if sensitive species
are identified. MM BIO-2 requires construction noise measures to reduce impacts to
sensitive marine-dependent avian species. MM-BIO-4 implements BMPs to reduce
turbidity from in-water construction. MM BIO-7 requires site-specific environmental
review for future development projects that may result in loss of open water habitat or
create shading.
Appendix G of CEQA guidelines states that impacts to listed species would be
considered significant. California brown pelican are state FP per Section 3511 of the
Fish and Game Code. Although the PMPU proposes measures to reduce potential
impacts to California brown pelican, it does not ensure that take would be avoided.
Recommended Potentially Feasible Mitigation Measure(s)
To reduce impacts to less than significant: To avoid take, incidental or otherwise, of
California brown pelican, the District shall implement a brown pelican-specific mitigation
measure that will avoid or minimize impacts to foraging habitat. In addition to the
measures already discussed in the DEIR, the following shall be incorporated:
a. a California brown pelican monitoring and avoidance plan shall be prepared by the
project proponent, for review and approval by the Wildlife Agencies, prior to the
beginning of construction activities; and,
b. when conducting work within suitable foraging habitat, a biological monitor shall be
on-site during construction to ensure that any CESA-listed species are not agitated,
killed, or injured.
ll.

General Comments

Ecological Opportunity Areas
The Department reviewed the EOA section of the Draft PEIR (Appendix J, Page 104).
ECO Policy 1.1.15. The policy states; “The District shall identify various ecological
opportunity areas within water use designations that have shallow subtidal or intertidal
habitat that may benefit from additional restoration or enhancement, or additional
nature-based shoreline stabilization.” The Department recommends that ECO Policy
1.1.15 be revised or additional new policies created and included in the Final PEIR:
• The Department understands new EOA identifications will be ongoing and
recommends the new EOAs identified in the future be incorporated into Figure
3.3.2, map of EOAs. The revised EOA maps should be made available to the
Department.
• The Department recommends sea level rise and climate change vulnerability be
analyzed for each new EOA identified. The analysis should include how the
habitat may change over time due to sea level rise and climate change. If the
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Bay EOA is specifically identified and chosen to enhance protection of Bay
habitat or infrastructure from climate change, this should be specifically identified
on district planning maps and on Figure 3.3.2.
Mitigation Banks
The Department reviewed Appendix J proposed ECO Policy 1.2.1 (mitigation credit
program). The Department recommends that the District consult with the Department
and other applicable agencies when the District chooses to develop the mitigation credit
program, as stated in the proposed policy. The District should also consult with the
Department on specific mitigation bank proposals for eelgrass and other Bay habitats.
The Department should be consulted on decisions related to whether natural Bay
habitat areas including eelgrass could be used for a mitigation bank. Additionally, the
Department recommends going through the CDFW mitigation bank process. More
information on the CDFW mitigation banking process can be found at:
https://wildlife.ca.gov/Conservation/Planning/Banking/Guidelines.
Aquaculture
The Draft PEIR identifies aquaculture as a future activity but does not specify designs or
specific purposes for future shellfish aquaculture facilities and equipment. When marine
aquaculture operations are proposed in the future, the District should consult with the
Department and provide complete and detailed information about the purpose, design,
locations, and aquaculture species. The Department recommends including the
following steps, at a minimum, for planning future aquaculture facilities:
• The Final PEIR should detail the mechanism by which the District plans to move
forward with aquaculture on granted tidelands.
• Collaborate early and often with the Department and other agencies on
appropriate designs and locations to avoid and minimize negative impacts to
marine fish, native shellfish, wildlife, and natural habitats such as eelgrass and
estuary habitat.
• Include aquaculture avoidance and minimization strategies for protecting marine
resources and water quality impacts.
• A Department issued aquaculture registration will be required annually for any
future aquaculture operations. More information on the Department’s aquaculture
permitting process can be found at:
https://permits.aquaculturematters.ca.gov/Permit-Guide.
Artificial Reef and Hard Structure
The Draft PMPU identifies living shorelines and eco-friendly building materials meant to
attract marine species. The Department has authority over artificial reef or hard
structure installations meant to attract marine life for habitat purposes, including
Statutory/Legislative Authority, Trustee and Responsible Agency Status under CEQA
and the Marine Life Management Act, and an advisory role to other agencies. The
Department has additional authority pursuant to Fish and Game Code Section 64206425 which established the California Artificial Reef Program (CARP) in 1985. The
program was created to investigate the potential to enhance declining species through
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the placement of artificial reefs and is currently unfunded with no identified source of
funding. The CARP does not consider reef or hard structure placement for habitat
mitigations, seawalls, or revetments, dampening effects of sea level rise, improved
diving opportunities, and habitat restorations. Until the Department develops a
scientifically based statewide artificial reef plan, it is unable to support any proposed
new artificial reef or artificial habitat regardless of intent.
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
CEQA requires that information developed in environmental impact reports and
negative declarations be incorporated into a data base which may be used to make
subsequent or supplemental environmental determinations. (Pub. Resources Code, §
21003, subd. (e).) Accordingly, please report any special status species and natural
communities detected during Project surveys to the California Natural Diversity
Database (CNDDB). Information on submitting data to the CNDDB can be found at:
https://wildlife.ca.gov/Data/CNDDB/Submitting-Data.
FILING FEES
The Project, as proposed, would have an impact on fish and/or wildlife, and assessment
of filing fees is necessary. Fees are payable upon filing of the Notice of Determination
by the Lead Agency and serve to help defray the cost of environmental review by
Department. Payment of the fee is required for the underlying project approval to be
operative, vested, and final. (Cal. Code Regs, tit. 14, § 753.5; Fish & G. Code, § 711.4;
Pub. Resources Code, § 21089.)
Conclusion
The Department appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Draft PEIR. If you have
any questions or comments, please contact Region 7 Loni Adams, Environmental
Scientist, at 858-204-1051 or Loni.Adams@wildlife.ca.gov. Region 5 Jessie Lane,
Environmental Scientist, at 858-636-3159 or Jessie.Lane@wildlife.ca.gov.
Sincerely,

Craig Shuman, D. Env
Marine Regional Manager
ec:

Becky Ota, Environmental Program Manager
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Becky.Ota@wildlife.ca.gov
Eric Wilkins, Senior Environmental Scientist Supervisor
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Eric.Wilkins@wildlife.ca.gov
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Jenn Turner, Senior Environmental Scientist Supervisor
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Jennifer.Turner@wildlife.ca.gov
Jessie Lane, Environmental Scientist
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Jessie.Lane@wildlife.ca.gov
Loni Adams, Environmental Scientist
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Loni.Adams@wildlife.ca.gov
Alan Monji
San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board
Alan.Monji@waterboards.ca.gov
Alexander Llerandi, Coastal Analyst
California Coastal Commission
Alexander.Llerandi@coastal.ca.gov
Robert Smith, Project Manager
Los Angeles District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
robert.r.smith@usace.army.mil
Habitat Conservation Program Branch CEQA Program Coordinator
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
ceqacommentletters@wildlife.ca.gov
Office of Planning and Research, State Clearinghouse
state.clearinghouse@opr.ca.gov
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Port Master Plan Update
Draft PMPU and Draft Program EIR
Comments
Comments received during the public review
period:

November 8, 2021 – January 10, 2022
Comments from Organizations

portofsandiego.org

December 2, 2021
Dear Chair Zucchet and Commissioners,
The Embarcadero Coalition respectively requests that:
1. The Port extend the Public Comment period to review the Draft Program
Environmental Impact Review (EIR) and Draft Port Master Plan Update (Draft
PMPU) beyond January 10, 2022. A full 90 day review period is needed due to the
extensive length of the documents and that the review period is mostly during the
Holidays. Many people are out of town or made plans to travel during this timeframe
limiting their ability to fully review the released documents. It has been almost one year
since the Port released its last documents for public comment during roughly this same
time frame. Please add the additional time to the review period.
2. The Draft PMPU is not nalized and sent to the California Coastal Commission until
the Central Embarcadero section is integrated into the Draft PMPU so that a complete
review and assessment can be done. The extensive expansion plans for the Central
Embarcadero were removed from public view more than one year ago and replaced
with language stating the Central Embarcadero remains unchanged (Draft PMPU
section 5.3.3(A) Vision states, "With the exception of the redevelopment of the existing
restaurant of G Street Mole (currently the Fish Market) and roadway improvements
along Harbor Drive, the PMPU does not propose any new uses, development or
change in intensity of development in Central Embarcadero."). This comment is
misleading at best. The Port selected a developer several years ago to complete a total
transformation of the Central Embarcadero, including Seaport Village. The Port
advises that they are expecting a revised plan for the Central Embarcadero from the
development team by the end of this year. Therefore, it is reasonable for the Port to
wait and submit a complete PMPU for review by the public instead of a piecemeal plan
that leads readers to believe no changes are planned for the Central Embarcadero.

ff

fi

fi

Understanding the new Central Embarcadero “Seaport” project as well as the Navy
Pier park project, other parks, parking, and Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) e ects in the
Central Embarcadero sub-Planning District are all essential for the public to fully
understand the impact of the Port Master Plan on the Coastal Zone. The Port should
not do the Port Master Plan in a piecemeal fashion and expect either the public's trust
or acceptance of the Port Master Plan. The public expects transparency and it is the
Port's job to provide it. Most importantly, the Port Master Plan should be setting
parameters for the development of these projects, not the other way around. Currently,
it appears the developer will be setting the parameters for development within the
Central Embarcadero and the nal project will be submitted as an amendment to the
Port Master Plan.

Because this is a 30-year plan, it is reasonable, responsible and worthwhile to ensure
the integration of the Central Embarcadero into the PMPU before nalization.
Sincerely,
Susan Simon and Janet Rogers
Embarcadero Coalition
contact: EmbarcaderoCoalition@gmail.com
Janet Rogers 816-550-3579
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cc: Joe Stuyvesant, President/Chief Executive O cer
Jason Gi en, Vice President, Planning & Environment
Lesley Nisihira, Director of Planning
Shaun Sumner, Vice President, Business Operations

Friday, January 7, 2022
Port of San Diego
Attn: Planning Department
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488
Re: Port Master Plan Update Draft Program Environmental Impact Report
Port Commissioners and Planning Department staff,
After reviewing the November 2021 Port Master Plan Update Draft Program Environmental Impact
Report, Save Our Heritage Organisation (SOHO) supports Alternative 3, the One-Half Reduced Growth
Alternative, which is the environmentally superior alternative. However, as the fourth largest port in
California, we remain disappointed that a historic preservation element is not included within the Port
Master Plan Update and that a historical resources and cultural landscape survey was not prepared as
part of the environmental process. While the draft acknowledges and evaluates 43 previously recorded
archaeological and historical resources, there are numerous other potentially significant resources within
the Port’s jurisdiction. Historical and cultural resources support the Port’s mission related to “providing
community benefit” and “a balanced approach to…environmental stewardship.” SOHO continues to
assert the need to prepare a comprehensive historical resources and cultural landscape survey in
accordance with CEQA as part of the environmental process, which is a best practice, provides
transparency, and helps streamline later review processes.
SOHO supports Alternative 3, the environmentally superior alternative, because it reduces several
development impacts and increases recreation and open space opportunities. As the most sustainable and
environmentally responsible alternative, SOHO supports the need to reduce impacts to air quality and
health, biological resources, greenhouse gas emissions, water quality, public services, and utilities. Further,
this alternative prioritizes San Diegans and their quality of life. Additionally, SOHO strongly supports
preservation of the remaining La Playa Piers, establishing view corridors and increased setbacks in the
Embarcadero District, retaining appropriate height limits, the Shelter Island nature trail, designating
Navy Pier as open space, and the South Bay’s Bayshore Bikeway connection. These historic and cultural
amenities, as well as those not yet identified as significant, all enhance and contribute to the character of
the port, which is why they should be identified within their own element.
Under CEQA, a historical resources and cultural landscape survey must be prepared to identify any
potentially significant resources and landscapes at the local, state, and federal levels as well as the criteria
by which they may be eligible for designation. This survey should then inform a historic preservation
element with specific goals and policies identified within the Master Plan itself, such as the General Plan of
the City of San Diego, which includes a model historic preservation element. As part of this Master Plan
update, a historic preservation element should identify all the historical contexts within each planning
district area, such as the Tiki architecture on Shelter Island, and include a list of resources that contribute
to each identified context.
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SOHO recommends adoption of Alternative 3, the One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative, in addition to
the inclusion of a historic preservation element and preparation of a comprehensive historical resources
and cultural landscape survey in accordance with CEQA, because this is a best practice, provides
transparency, and will streamline later processes.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment,

Amie Hayes
Senior Historic Resources Specialist
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January 10, 2022
San Diego Unified Port District
Attn: Dennis Campbell, Planning Department PO Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488
(via email: pmpu@portofsandiego.org)

Subject: Comments and Recommendations on the Port Master Plan Volume I:
Draft Program Environmental Impact Report November 2021 SCH #:
2017031070
Dear Mr. Campbell:
Our organizations are dedicated to helping preserve and enhance natural
habitats throughout southern California. We have long histories of active
participation in large-scale conservation planning efforts (Endangered Habitats
League) and both Southwest Wetlands Interpretation Association and San Diego
Audubon Society have been involved in the PMPU since its beginning in 2013.
Historical losses of San Diego Bay wetlands (particularly vegetated and shallowsubtidal types) have occurred from development, and climate change and sea
level rise represent significant additional threats to natural resources and
infrastructure/developments. Our organizations support planning and
implementation of a long-term sustainable vision that will produce real benefits
for the public trust tidelands/waters managed by the Port of San Diego (District).
In evaluating the Draft Program EIR (EIR) for the PMPU, and given their
extensive detail and length and our expertise and primary interests, we have
focused our comments on these issues: CEQA Analysis; Biological Resources;
Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHGs); Sea Level Rise; and Alternatives. We
support many of the comments and positions of other organizations with whom
we have collaborated during the development of the PMPU and Draft EIR
including, but not limited to, the Embarcadero Coalition and the Environmental
Health Coalition.
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SWIA appreciates the District’s efforts to engage and inform the public as it
prepared the PMPU and EIR. The EIR summarizes the policies, programs and
the panoply of proposed project actions that would be undertaken pursuant to
PMPU. It also integrates other relevant District documents that support or
establish actions that would occur pursuant to implementation of the PMPU.
However, we believe that the EIR provides an inadequate analysis of potential
impacts from the proposed project in the above cited impact sections. Of most
concern is that the proposed project’s potential impacts on tideland natural
habitats are not adequately analyzed; nor are the proposed avoidance,
minimization and mitigation measures – as promulgated through the PMPU
Elements, Baywide Development Standards and Policies – sufficient to protect
tideland natural resources.
CEQA Analysis Approach
(1) The Whole of an Action. The introduction to the PMPU states: “This Port
Master Plan (Plan) sets a comprehensive vision for the San Diego Unified Port
District (District). As trustee for these public lands, the Board of Port
Commissioners (BPC) and District staff manage a diverse array of activities
within a dynamic city and region. District maritime and water-dependent uses
stretch along the entire water’s edge, highlighting San Diego’s cherished
waterfront character. This Plan governs the use, design, and improvement of
these public trust lands.” And the first objective of the PMPU is to “Create an
integrated vision for the District that governs the use, design, and improvement of
public trust lands in accordance with Section 30711 of the California Coastal Act
(CCA), the Public Trust Doctrine, and the San Diego Unified Port District Act
(Port Act).” Those commitments apply to all but a very limited subset of the
District’s tidelands (e.g., airport lands and the PMPU addresses potential planned
development over a 30 year period within the District’s authority, which includes
the ten Planning Districts (PDs).
CEQA requires the lead agency to consider the whole of an action, not just its
component parts and it must address all environmental factors that may be
directly or indirectly significantly impacted (e.g., CEQA Sections 15003, 15125,
15126.2 and 15378) – which raises the concern regarding the appropriateness of
the Draft EIR’s position not to analyze PD 5, PD 6 and the Pond 20 portion of PD
7 – which the District has stated are not subject to any updates in the PMPU
(Page 3-2 includes the footnote – “Anytime the term “baywide” is used in this EIR, it
applies to the PMPU area.”). However, the PMPU, which is the District’s 30-year
“blueprint,” contains Elements, Baywide Development Standards and Policies
that cannot exclude significant portions of tideland resources. Implementing the
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PMPU also relies on and integrates other District-wide documents including, but
not limited, to its Climate Action Plan, Sea Level Rise Assessment Report, and
Maritime Clean Air Strategy, which apply to all planning districts. It also, in
compliance with CEQA, analyzes the project’s potential effects on areas outside
of the District’s tidelands (e.g., Air Quality and Transportation, Circulation and
Mobility sections). In contrast, the Draft EIR explains there are no proposed
changes to the existing plan or soon-to-be completed plan for those areas (or
that the proposed alteration to Pond 20 would affect the proposed project) as
reasoning for not including them (EIR, Pages 3-1 and 3-2). But some of the
PMPU Elements, Baywide Development Standards, and Policies – particularly
those that are water-based - could affect all parts of the District’s tidelands. That
argues for having the EIR evaluate the effects of the overarching Elements,
Standards and Policies on PD 5 and PD 6 and Pond 20.
Even if the District believes that the approved/nearly-approved plans/guidelines
for PD 5 and PD 6 (and Pond 20 portion of PD 7) exempt them from the EIR, we
believe the PMPU’s Elements, Policies, and Development Standards, could have
significant direct or indirect effects (conflicts) in those area. At a minimum, the
basis for those conclusions must be summarized and documented with
substantial evidence in the Draft EIR, and should be in the Final EIR. How else
can the District ensure consistent and effective conservation and management all
of the public trust tidelands across all Planning Districts, especially its natural
resources?
(2) The Environmental Baseline/Importance of Projected Sea Level Rise. The
Draft EIR’s approach to addressing climate change appears to be insufficient in
that it does not adequately address reliably foreseeable projected rise in sea
level or from project (PMPU) implementation. CEQA was recently amended to
address climate change related concerns. Specifically, CEQA Section 15125
now provides that: “Where existing conditions change or fluctuate over time, and
where necessary to provide the most accurate picture practically possible of the
project’s impacts, a lead agency may define existing conditions by referencing
historical conditions, or conditions expected when the project becomes
operational, or both, that are supported with substantial evidence. In addition, a
lead agency may also use baselines consisting of both existing conditions and
projected future conditions that are supported by reliable projections based on
substantial evidence in the record.”
In light of this guidance, and because the PMPU addresses potential
development within tidelands that are fully affected by sea level, and over a 30year period during which sea level rise will continue at a reasonably predictable
rate (and combined with storm events, will increase risks to tidelands), the EIR’s
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decision to apply only the current sea level baseline is problematic and flawed.
Further, the guidelines (CEQA Section 15126.2) clarify that “…(lead)
agencies should evaluate any potentially significant impacts from locating
development in areas susceptible to hazardous conditions (e.g., floodplains,
coastlines, wildfire risk), taking into account both short-term and long-term
conditions in those areas.” In that case, the lead agency could determine that it
is “…appropriate and necessary to address how a project may exacerbate
existing environmental hazards in NEPA reviews…such as whether a proposed
action will exacerbate hazards associated with the impacts of climate change.
For example, an agency reviewing a coastal development project should
consider how impacts such as sea level rise and increased precipitation might
affect flood risk in the area and whether the project might further exacerbate the
flood risk.” This implies that the EIR should analyze both the project’s impact on
the environment as well as the (predictable change in) the environment on the
project. However, the EIR states on Page 4.13-13 that CEQA does not direct
agencies to analyze the environment’s effects on a project but does require
analysis when a project could exacerbate existing environmental hazards or
conditions. Because both project and environmental (sea level rise) effects
potentially will impact (i.e., reduce) tideland natural habitats, especially wetlands,
the EIRs analysis should reflect both effects. (see discussion at:
http://blogs.law.columbia.edu/climatechange/2019/01/10/california-adopts-ceqaguidelines-aimed-at-improving-consideration-of-ghg-emissions-and-climatechange-impacts-in-environmental-reviews/).
(3) The Environmentally Superior Alternative. The Alternatives to the Proposed
Project do not provide a substantive “environmentally superior alternative” option.
The bay has suffered great losses of its historical natural wetlands acreage,
functions and values, as documented in the District’s own Integrated Natural
Resources Management Plan (INRMP) and as described in the EIR, it those
resources face further diminishment because of sea level rise. None of the
Alternatives significantly conserves more of the bay’s critically-reduced wetlands
(e.g., shallow subtidal, intertidal and marsh) than the proposed project.
Biological Impacts
In a 16Nov2021 letter to the Port on the Draft PMPU SWIA raised the concern
that it did not present sufficient data/evidence to determine the predictable net
impact on tideland habitats in light of sea level rise and project implementation
(including the numerous protective policies for built assets). The EIR does not
sufficiently address the potential impact of the loss of natural habitats/wetlands
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within the public trust tidelands. The statement in the PMPU (WLU Policy 2.4.1
“There shall be no net loss of Conservation/Intertidal and Conservation Open
Space acreage throughout Tidelands.”) does not necessarily translate to
preservation of existing natural habitats because “Conservation/Intertidal” (PMPU
Table 3.1.1 lists this as 268.7 acres, but the EIR Table 4.13.1-3 lists 1525 acres
of Conservation/Intertidal) and Conservation Open Space” (4.1 acres per the
EIR, Table 4.13.1-3). Those are planning categories, not formal natural resource
categories, so a commitment to no net loss of those Water/Land Use categories
does not ensure no net loss of the Bay’s tideland natural resources (especially
wetlands).
Page 4.3-31. The following statement in this section highlights why not
addressing PD 5 and PD 6 (and the Pond 20 portion of PD 7) in the EIR is a
substantial flaw: “Many of the marshes in south San Diego Bay occur along
unarmored shorelines and exist in areas and planning districts that are not
described under the proposed PMPU.” The EIR’s failure to analyze the PMPU’s
(30-year) effects from adopting the Elements, Standards and Policies on all of
the public tidelands creates a large gap regarding the “many marshes [and other
wetland habitats] in south San Diego Bay.” How then can the public understand
the significance of (and reliance on) – and the District staff implement - Ecology
(ECO) Policies stating that it will strive/explore/pursue opportunities to conserve
and even expand wetlands throughout the Bay. That implies the EIR should
analyze the effects of the proposed project for ALL PDs and whether
implementing projects/actions in those two PDs and Pond 20 would affect
implementation of the proposed project – and in particular, implementation of
ECO Policies.
Page 4.3-85. The description of the District’s Environmental Mitigation Property
Policy identifies potential qualifying sites exist around the Bay (“Environmental
mitigation property refers to land, water area, natural or constructed habitats,
credit for the removal of shading over open water, or other assets, held in trust by
the District and that could be used to offset the environmental impacts of
projects…[and] Due to the limited area of mitigation property available to the
District, each project requiring mitigation shall be evaluated through an
administrative procedure as described in BPC Policy No. 735…”). The EIR does
not explain/evaluate how this resource relates to – or would compete with - the
water use category/type of “Conservation/Intertidal” or land use category/type of
“Conservation Open Space.” The obvious need for and significance of qualifying
mitigation sites – and the current exclusion of the Pond 20 mitigation bank site
from the EIR – argues for an analysis of the proposed project on all tideland
natural resource assets.
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Page 4.3-86. The Thresholds of Significance criteria do not specifically include
the combined effects of the project’s potential impacts compounded by sea level
rise on the Bay’s historically-diminished wetland habitats including subtidal,
intertidal and marsh, which is suggested as a relevant analysis by the guidance
in CEQA Section 15126.2 cited previously. The existing/current environmental
baseline for these wetlands habitats already represents a fraction of their
historical acreages and with sea level rise projected to increase by a foot of more
by 2050, the compounding impacts of potential project developments and rising
sea level are expected to significantly reduce the remaining acreages of those
wetland types.
To address this concern, the Threshold of Significance #2 (“Have a substantial
adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community
identified in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations by CDFW, NMFS, or
USFWS.”) should be revised, and the analysis reassessed to specifically include
projected SLR effects. The threshold would be revised: “Have a substantial
adverse effect (i.e., a loss of existing wetland acreages, functions and values),
when projected sea level rise effect is factored-in, on any riparian, coastal
wetland or other sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations by CDFW, NMFS, or USFWS.”
The concern about the potential impacts from the combined effects of the
proposed project’s actions and sea level rise is an imminent one. As cited in the
County of San Diego’s Regional Decarbonization Framework plan
(https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/dam/sdc/lueg/regional-decarbframeworkfiles/RDF%20First%20Draft%20CompleteOct28.pdf ), a City of San
Diego draft report (ICF - Sea Level Rise Vulnerability Assessment - Draft (2019))
predicts local sea level rise (SLR) of approximately 0.25 meters, or about 1 foot,
by 2030. The report found that 0.25 meters of SLR would inundate about 43% of
the City’s remaining salt marshes. The negative implications (i.e., future losses)
for Bay wetlands out to the 2050 timeline for the PMPU cannot be
overemphasized.
This concern is also justified based on the findings in the District’s SLR
Assessment report – particularly Tables 3.25 and 3.30 - that document projected
losses of eelgrass, saltmarsh and upland habitats (the last being important to
serve as possible landward accommodation/creation of habitat). As that report
states, those loss estimates are likely to be higher than calculated because the
report: “…likely underestimates the decline due to a variety of assumptions
required for this analysis, assuming there is adequate time for habitat to respond
in advance of rising seas.”). SWIA and other groups outlined this threat in several
letters and pre-CEQA comments to the District, but the PMPU did not provide
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affirmative commitments to ensure full conservation and enhancement of tideland
wetlands. Absent any affirmative commitment (see the ECO Policies cited
below), and with no affirmative/specified wetland acreage conservation
commitments, the EIR cannot responsibly justify a finding of less-than-significant
impacts for project effects (after applying the identified mitigation measures) that
are addressed by Threshold #2. A similar concern applies to Threshold #1
regarding potential impacts to that could have a substantial adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community. In fact, the EIR does not
address this issue: Table 4.3-1 (Summary of Significant Biological Resources
Impacts and Mitigation Measures) evaluates issues related to noise, lighting,
turbidity and other “direct” potential project effects. It does not specifically
evaluate the potential impacts to tideland wetland acres, functions and values
from project actions combined with sea level rise, which as described above, are
expected to be significant across the San Diego region’s wetlands during the
timeline of the PMPU.
Page 4.3-87 et seq. The PMPU ECO Policies (Section 4.3.4.3) establish the
intent of the PMPU to protect/conserve wetlands, but do not establish an
affirmative set of project commitments to conserve and/or enhance tideland
wetlands. They are written as permissive policies (e.g., to strive/explore/pursue
opportunities to conserve and even expand wetlands throughout the Bay), with
no requirements to ensure that wetland acres, functions or values will be
maintained or enhanced.
The PMPU’s delineation of “Conservation/Intertidal” and “Conservation Open
Space” areas within the bay does not appear to cover all of the wetlands. And,
the PMPU does not affirmatively commit to conserve, enhance or create
wetlands; it only makes that a possible outcome. As illustrated in the following
Ecology Policies (this is only a partial list):
ECO Policy 1.1.13 The District shall identify locations throughout the Bay that
could support habitat enhancement, restoration, and protection to benefit
sensitive habitats and State and federally listed species. After specific locations
are identified, the District shall: a. Explore opportunities (emphasis added) for
specific restoration, enhancement, and mitigation banking projects in these
areas,
ECO Policy 1.1.14 Strive (emphasis added) to achieve a net increase of wetland
habitat acreage from baseline conditions throughout the Bay;
ECO Policy 1.1.22 The District shall strive (emphasis added) to conserve and
enhance marine intertidal and subtidal habitat areas that remain in the Bay in an
effort to reduce fragmentation, help improve habitat functionality and to create a
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connected network of marine intertidal and subtidal habitat areas throughout
Tidelands.
ECO Policy 1.1.23 The District shall pursue opportunities (emphasis added) to
preserve, enhance or restore marine intertidal and subtidal habitats in areas that
have historically been impacted by development.
Unlike the PMPU’s definitive quantification of proposed commercial and
recreational marina berths, additional square footage of new building areas,
height limits in the PDs or subplanning sections of PDs (e.g.,Table 3-4), the
PMPU’s Ecology Element Policies fail to provide appropriate specifications,
specificity or commitments (acres, functions, values) for all of the tideland
wetlands. So, the EIR cannot responsibly assess the impacts to tideland
wetlands. This is a critical failure and we disagree with the EIRs conclusions on
Page 4.3-102 in regard to potential tideland wetlands losses (whether in terms of
acreages, functions or values).
Page 4.3-90. Section 4.3.4.4 (Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures).
Threshold 1 and Threshold #2 focus on biological impacts in regard to key
questions whether the project will “…have a substantial adverse effect…on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species…or on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community… in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations, or by CDFW and USFWS?” However, the project effects
must, as described previously, include the combined effects from project actions
and sea level rise. Sea level rise is a documented and quantifiably predictable
environmental condition (at least for the timeframe of the PMPU out to 2050) that
has direct implications for the District’s PMPU and its associated future actions.
The EIR does not appropriately analyze these effects nor do the proposed
mitigation measures effectively address/ameliorate potential impacts to tideland
wetlands.
This Section of the EIR identifies many other reasonably foreseeable potential
impacts (Impacts-BIO-xx) and proposes mitigation measures (MM-BIO-xx) to
minimize and mitigate those specified impacts. We are in general agreement
with that part of the Biological Resources impacts analysis and proposed
mitigation measures in the EIR.
Page 4.3-122. For the same reasons described in our objection to the EIR’s
analysis of Thresholds #1 and #2 – that is does not analyze project effects
combined with sea level rise effects - the analysis for Threshold 3 is inadequate.
Page 4.3-146. Section 4.3.5.4 (Cumulative Impact Determination and
Mitigation). Our preceding comments regarding the EIR’s failure to provide
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substantial evidence and appropriately analyze the combined project potential
effects and sea level rise effects on tideland wetlands also apply to the
Cumulative effects determination and mitigation. We strongly disagree that the
PMPU provides the appropriate level of specificity and substantial evidence
regarding its wetlands commitments, the EIR does not include an analysis of
combined project actions and sea level rise effects, and therefore cannot
effectively analyze and identify necessary project avoidance, minimization, and
mitigation that would sufficiently address those potential wetland impacts.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Energy
Page 4.6-25. The District’s 2013 CAP GHG emission reduction target for 2020
reflects current state law, but its 2030 target (25% less than 2006 levels by 2035) is
outdated and significantly lower than the State’s 2030 target (40% reduction by
2030). Section 3.4.2(C) cites the Port’s Climate Action Plan as a key part of its
GHG reduction plan. But that plan does not conform to current state GHG
emission reduction legislation that has been enacted or targets that have been
adopted since the plan was approved by the Port. Therefore, on its own, it is not
a sufficient commitment to reduce GHGs and does not justify the EIR’s
conclusion that - “As noted above, the proposed PMPU is considered consistent
with the provisions of the identified plans if it meets the general intent of the
applicable plans.”
Since the District’s Green Port Plan and Green Port Policy were adopted in 2007,
“green” practices and technologies have advanced significantly. We concur with
the EIRs finding for Impact GHG-1 that the PMPU, because it relies on the CAP,
would result in Significant and Unavoidable (GHG emission) effects even after
applying mitigation measures.
The District should rectify the inadequacy of the PMPU (and the CAP upon which
its GHG mitigation is based) by adding additional mitigation measures to specify
that the CAP will be revised to comply with State GHG emission targets (i.e., Ex
Order B-30-15 for a 40% reduction by 2030) and support longer term goals (i.e.,
net zero 2045) by a time certain, such as within one-year of approval of the
PMPU and certification of the FEIR. Similarly, a mitigation measure should be
added that the Green Port Plan/Policy will be updated by a time certain. Those
additional mitigation measures are justified because the PMPU’s timeline goes
out to 2050 and all of the current State targets and goals fall within that
timeframe. Failing to do so will place the District further behind the State’s GHG
emission reduction targets and impede regional GHG emission reduction goals
and commitments.
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Page 4.6-82. We do not concur with the EIR finding for Impact-C-GHG-1 that the
PMPUs cumulative GHG effects are Less Than Significant. Though the District’s
GHG emissions are a relatively small portion of the region’s GHG emissions, the
finding for Impact-GHG-1 is that the PMPU has a Significant and Unavoidable
impact because it cannot achieve future State targets and goals. In light of the
substantial reductions of District GHG emission that would be required (and are
not currently required by its CAP) to meet those targets and goals, even an
incremental increase in cumulative GHG emissions is significant and
cumulatively considerable. The implementation of the identified mitigation
measures would not reduce impacts to less than significant. Therefore, the EIR
finding is not supported with substantial evidence.
Land Use and Planning
Page 4.9-9. This section on land use and planning does not address the
District’s 2019 “Sea Level Rise Assessment Report” that was prepared as a
requirement of AB 691. SWIA submitted comments on that report and identified
serious gaps in its analysis and commitments that will affect land uses and
planning. Specifically, the report described future losses of wetlands – primarily
due to predictable sea level rise - but not how those losses would be mitigated; it
prioritized protecting and accommodating (i.e., hardening) District infrastructure
and uses to sea level rise over adjusting (i.e., moving or removing) District
infrastructure and uses. It also applied “…an adaptive management approach to
address projected SLR, defined as “a process of iteratively planning,
implementing, and modifying strategies for managing resources in the face of
uncertainty and change” (IPCC 2014).” That “adaptive management” approach
makes it difficult-to-impossible to know how much constraint future asset
protection/accommodation/adjusting would place on wetland habitats. It also
limits the EIRs ability to appropriately analyze Threshold 2 (“…discusses any
environmental impacts caused by the proposed PMPU due to a conflicts with any
land use plans, policies, and regulations that apply to the District and were
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental impact.” Page
4.9-11).
Page 4.9-17. Other than reciting WLU Policy 5.1.2 (Conservation/Intertidal and
Conservation Open Space use designations shall be enhanced, restored, and
protected as further described in ECO Goal 1 (Chapter 3.3, Ecology Element),
the proposed mitigation measures do not address the potential impacts from
future land uses on all of the public tideland wetlands. As we have noted
previously, the category “Conservation/Intertidal” does not include all of the
District’s natural tideland wetlands. [For example, the PMPU (Table PD1.1) does
not identify any “Conservation and intertidal” areas in the Water and Land Use
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categories for PD 1, but intertidal areas are present, and appear to designated as
“Open Bay/Water.”] Nor has the District provided sufficient clarity in its AB 691
SLR Assessment report to allow an appropriate analysis of land use impacts in
light of projected sea level rise in the EIR. However, the project’s cited mitigation
measures provide multiple definitive commitments to ensure that development
land uses will not be significantly impacted by the project. That approach fails to
recognize and treat tideland natural resources on a comparable status/priority as
other tideland resources/uses.
Page 4.9-39 to 4.9-41. In light of our prior comments, we disagree that the
PMPU provides sufficient commitments to be determined that it is consistent with
Coastal Act Sections 30230 (Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced,
and where feasible, restored…); 30231 (The biological productivity and the
quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, estuaries, and lakes appropriate to
maintain optimum populations of marine organisms and for the protection of
human health shall be maintained and, where feasible, restored…); and 30240 (.
(a) Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any
significant disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on those
resources shall be allowed within those areas…). The EIR fails to appropriately
analyze the PMPU’s failure to make affirmative policy commitments to conserve
and enhance the District’s complete set of tideland wetlands (not just
conservation/intertidal categorized areas); failure of the EIR to appropriately
analyze the combined effects of SLR and the PMPU’s proposed allowable
development, hazard/safety and other infrastructure projects on those resources;
and an inadequate/incomplete SLR Assessment evaluation of adaptation needs
and costs or conflicts with development and hazard/safety infrastructure in
relationship to conserving the District’s tideland wetlands.
Sea Level Rise
Page 4.13-2. The EIR acknowledges the District’s sea level rise assessment and
projected losses of wetland habitats (i.e., Sea Level Rise Assessment Report
Table 3.25). Losses of about 100 acres of available saltmarsh and 60 acres of
available uplands are projected by 2050 (Table 3.25), but that reflects no
assumed actions by the District to implement adaptive measures - particularly
those which could be implemented to protect built assets that would limit
landward transitions of habitats. It is not clear how habitat acreages in the SLR
report (e.g., eelgrass and salt marsh) relate to the acreages of existing/baseline
wetland habitat acres in EIR Table 4.13.1-3 (e.g., conservation/intertidal,
conservation open space).
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The EIR’s approach to addressing estimates of habitat losses within the
reasonably agreed-to predictable timeline out to 2050 does not use the guidance
in the document, “Making California’s Coast Resilient to Sea Level Rise:
Principles for Aligned State Action (2020)” which outlines planning and
assessment “…principles, one of which includes consideration of establishing a
minimum of 3.5 feet of sea level rise by 2050, as a sea level rise projection, are
focused on six key issues: Best Available Science, Partnerships, Alignment,
Communications, Local Support, and Coastal Resilience Projects. The 3.5 feet of
sea level rise corresponds to a 2100 “likely” sea level rise scenario, but the State
agencies recommend that planning for that value begin sooner. The principles
are non-regulatory guidelines that are meant to be used in planning, policy
setting, project development, and decision-making by State agencies, and they
serve as a living document, to which additional formal endorsement of other
principles can be added.” As stated on Page 4.23-10, the District has elected not
to apply that guidance. The District’s assessment of SLR effects is by its own
admission likely to be an underestimate (as stated in its SLR Assessment
Report), and by not using a 3.5 foot increase by 2050 in its analysis of impacts
(per the above cited report’s guidance), this Programmatic EIR underestimates
the potential impacts from SLR and PMPU actions.
Additionally, and has been reported widely, recent evidence strongly suggests
that sea level rise is increasing above past/recent projections
(https://news.sky.com/story/cop26-record-sea-level-rise-and-past-seven-yearsto-be-warmest-ever-un-climate-report-finds-12456154;
https://www.carbonbrief.org/daily-brief/ice-shelf-holding-back-antarcticasdoomsday-glacier-is-fracturing-and-wont-last-long-scientists-warn), which further
exacerbates the EIR’s underestimation of the significance of SLR effects on
tideland assets – both natural and built. Therefore, the EIRs reliance of the SLR
report’s approach to evaluating impacts in relation to tideland asset, especially
the evaluation of tideland natural habitats’ Sensitivity, Adaptive Capacity and
Consequences, is an insufficient, if not flawed, assumption when analyzing
potential impacts.
Page 4.13-13. We do not agree with the EIR’s assertion that “…California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) does not direct agencies to analyze the
environment’s effects on a project but does require analysis when a project could
exacerbate existing environmental hazards or conditions.” For the District,
whose land management is almost exclusively limited to public trust tidelands
that are fully affected by sea level rise, sea level rise is a unique environmental
effect that requires a more robust analysis. As noted earlier in our comments
regarding CEQA Section 15126.2 in regard to sea level rise (one of several
climate change effects), there is a reasonable argument for having the EIR
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analyze both project’s impact on the environment as well as the environment’s
(i.e., sea level rise) impact on the project. Sea level rise is a predictable,
progressive environmental condition that will cause physical changes to the
District’s tidelands that are unlike any other environmental factor. It, combined
with proposed PMPU project developments, essentially “squeezes-down” the
available tideland area that would allow for conserving, enhancing and creating
new habitat (by allowing habitat transitions ) We believe that the combined
effects of sea level rise and future project implementation under the PMPU are
not appropriately analyzed in the EIR. The PMPU prioritizes “built assets” and
provides specific numbers of boat berths, hotel rooms, etc. as well as prioritizes
protective measures to facilitate their development – and in contrast provides no
affirmative commitment to preserve current tideland natural habitat acreages,
functions and values. And, the SLR Assessment Report did not factor-in
protection and adaptation effects that could be applied to built assets on the
tideland natural habitats – particularly shallow subtidal, intertidal and marsh
wetlands – which further confounds the analysis of the project’s (PMPU’s)
potential impacts. SWIA and others submitted a letter (3Oct2017) that outlined
how the District should use SLR to conserve and restore tideland wetlands.
Alternatives Analysis
The Alternatives to the Proposed Project do not provide a substantive
“environmentally superior alternative” option. The bay has suffered great losses
of its historical natural wetlands acreage, functions and values, as documented in
the District’s own Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan (INRMP) and
as described in the EIR.
The alternatives proposed in the EIR are essentially trade-offs among built
environment and active recreational activities, with little effect on reducing
potential impacts to tideland natural resources. It is unclear how reducing
commercial uses and marine berths (Alternatives 2 and 3), centralizing
commercial recreation/hotel rooms (Alternative 4), or reducing/removing roadway
– all of which then increase recreational open space - are substantively less
impacting alternatives. Active recreational uses have impacts on natural areas,
so increasing one impacting project effect while reducing another does not
necessarily constitute a substantially less-impacting alternative to the proposed
project. More to the point, none of the alternatives appears to substantively
reduce potential impacts to tideland natural areas.
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Final Remarks
Our focus on the natural resource concerns, especially the long-term future
impacts to tideland wetland habitats, reflects the missions and primary objectives
of our organizations. It does not imply that concerns raised by other
organizations, such as the Embarcadero Coalition and Environmental Health
Coalition, are not also important. Given the great amount of time and funding the
District has put into the PMPU and the 30-year planning time horizon, it is critical
that the CEQA analysis fully and appropriately addresses all of the potentially
significant effects of the project. We strongly recommend that the District revise
the Draft EIR to reflect our comments and suggested changes.
Our contact to discuss this letter is Bill Tippets (billtippets@gmail.com).

Sincerely,
Michael A. McCoy, President SWIA

William Tippets, Secretary SWIA

Dan Silver, Executive Director EHL

James A. Peugh, Conservation
Chair SDAS
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CORONADO VILLAGE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
January 10, 2022
By Email (PMPU@portofsandiego.org)
Unified Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Re:Objections to Port’s Proposed Master Plan (Revised October 2021)
– North Coronado
Dear Unified Port Commissioners:
Please accept these objections to the Revised Proposed Master Plan of the Unified
Port of San Diego (the “Plan”) for the North Coronado Subdistrict (the “Ferry Landing”).
We ask the Port to revise the Plan to make consistent with the 1979 Memorandum of
Understanding with the City of Coronado (the “MOU”) which has legally guided the Port’s
development plans for the Coronado Subdistricts. Pursuant to the MOU, which recognizes
Coronado’s Tidelands Overlay Zone (“TOZ”), which restricts certain development in
Coronado’s subdistricts, the Plan must be revised to (a) set aside the entirety of the Eastern
portion of the Ferry Landing (the dirt lot next to Il Fornaio) as recreational open space while
maintaining free and abundant parking (in order to abide by the ratio of recreational and
commercial space pursuant to the MOU and TOZ; (b) provide for redevelopment criteria (for
existing structures only) that reflects the character and low-impact nature of the existing build,
while maintaining site lines and views. In addition, a further Environmental Impact Review
(“EIR”) should be completed in conjunction with the Plan given that the last review in 1990 does
not reflect the explosive residential and commercial growth in the area, the updated geological
surveys that disclose significant seismic faults on the Ferry Landing property, as well as the
threats that sea level rise pose, all of which dictate that less commercial development is the most
prudent approach to the Ferry Landing property.
Summary of Comments
•

•

•

The Plan for the Ferry Landing as currently contemplated does not incorporate the
MOU and TOZ by providing the correct ratio of open recreational spaces adjacent
to easy and free parking so that the public may partake of Bayshore activities.
The Plan posits development inconsistent with the residential character of the
neighborhood as well as the preservation of existing vistas and views by
permitting excessive height limitations.
The Plan does not contain sufficient restrictions that require the Port or any
leaseholder to engage in limited remediation to the property that is consistent with
the historical significance of the neighborhood, i.e., the unifying principle that
connects the Ferry Landing on the Bay to the Hotel Del Coronado.

•

•

The Plan should be revised to remove the comment to PD10.14 “As approved
under the previously certified Port Master Plan (in 1990), develop a new
restaurant with up to 7,500 square feet.” Instead, replace that comment with: Redesignate the site as “open passive space” for a new District Park” which is
necessary to respect the ratio requirements of the MOU and TOZ.
The Plan is not consistent with the 30X30 Executive Order N-82-20 from
Governor Newsom relating to the conservation of California coastal areas. In
addition, additional open space will provide for mitigation “credits” for sea level
rise.

The Draft Plan is Inconsistent with the California Coastal Commission’s Strategic Plan
The draft Plan as revised does not comport with several fundamental goals outlined in the
California Coastal Commission (the “CCC”)’s five-year strategic plan adopted on November 6,
2020.
1. It Fails to Fulfill Goal number 2: Maximize Public Access and Recreation for All
Goal number 2 of the CCC strategic plan prohibits any private coastal uses that threaten
public access. The CCC outlined the objectives to achieve these goals in the plan including
Objective 2.1, which ensures that all public access ways are open and available, Objective 2.2,
which affirmatively protects existing public access and recreational opportunities, Objective 2.3,
which mandates the reduction of barriers to public access and Objective 2.4, which encourages
lower-cost visitor-serving opportunities and facilities.
As currently drafted, the Plan does not set aside sufficient recreational space and access at
the Ferry Landing. Indeed, the Plan should designate the Eastern portion of the Ferry Landing
site (the current dirt lot) as “Recreation Open Space” and should provide for the establishment of
a permanent picnic area, which would serve visitors, free public access, and, because it adjoins a
sandy beach, it provides ready and quick access to the Bayshore. In addition, the “dirt lot” is
adjacent to free and accessible parking – abundant parking is key to recreational activities as it
supports the offloading of boats and other watercraft. Instead, the current draft is silent as this
use, other than suggesting that a parking structure may be erected somewhere on the site and that
the existing “footprint” of buildings must be maintained. The Plan should be amended to
designate this area solely for public recreational use (with the exception of widening the
promenade to accommodate and promote the use of the promenade for pedestrians and bikers).
2. It Fails to Fulfill Goal number 5: Advance Diversity, Equity, and
Environmental Justice
Goal number 5 of the CCC strategic plan requires the consideration of environmental
justice when making permitting or land-use decisions for coastal property. Environmental justice
is defined as “the fair treatment of people of all races, cultures, and incomes with respect to the
development, adoption, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations,
and policies.” In fact, the CCC plays a key role in making California’s coast accessible for all
Californians, regardless of their ethnicity, gender, socio-economic status or place of residence.
Part of this goal is to create a framework for identifying and analyzing project impacts on

underserved and disadvantaged communities, which the CCC will take into account when
evaluating any coastal planning. Inherent in this goal is the rejection of policies that would limit
entirely free and readily accessible use of the Bayfront. This is particularly relevant to the Ferry
Landing where free and abundant parking adjoins the Bayshore promenade.
However, the draft Plan is inconsistent with these principles because it anticipates the
commercialization of this property without setting aside sufficient open space and designating
such space as “Recreation Open Space” for the public’s use and enjoyment. Individuals from
underserved communities cannot afford to patronize high-priced restaurants adjoining the
Bayshore. A picnic area where the public could bring their own food to enjoy the scenic
Bayshore views, vistas and ready access to the sandy beach is the only use of this area that is
fully consistent with the goal of providing equitable access to these precious and scarce
resources.
Finally, if this pandemic has taught us nothing else, it has taught us that access to open
and fresh air for families to enjoy should be the priority, not the erection of enclosed restaurants
most families cannot afford.
The Plan Threatens the Environment
The Port has failed to attend to the remediation of the flooding that occurred at the Ferry
Landing and has allowed the erosion of the beachfront and adjoining boardwalk to remain
unrepaired – over three years after the initial damage from the December 2018 flood. Any further
development along the waterfront will invariably lead to significant additional erosion and
damage. The constant flow of garbage along the persistent flooding “flow zone” from 1st Street
into the Bay will only worsen with any further development. Any additional development not
only threatens the mammals, fish, waterfowl and other organisms that support our eco-system
and environment, but also directly jeopardizes the human residents and homes in the
immediately adjacent neighborhood. The rapidly aging infrastructure also places incalculable
burdens on the sewer and electrical infrastructure which will not support the predicted 14%
population increase in the next 20 years – this population increase comes with no further
buildable land – in other words, our population will continue to grow and become more dense,
but there will be no place for people to live.
The Plan is Inconsistent with the MOU and TOZ
The Plan completely fails to incorporate and adopt the MOU that has governed the City
of Coronado and Port relationship at the Coastal Commission’s behest since 1979. The MOU
was adopted in part because Coronado is primarily a residential neighborhood and is entirely
unsuitable for additional commercial development, over-development or development
inconsistent with current building heights and restrictions.
Any redevelopment (of existing structures only) should be consistent with the MOU and
TOZ. Site lines and building heights must be maintained to the existing footprint – including the
existing height lines. The character – the red roofs and angles – must be respected as it ties the
Ferry Landing neighborhood to the historic Hotel Del. Charm and beauty are the priority – not
sharp angles, brightly colored steel and modernized “urbanism” as depicted in the draft drawings
the existing leaseholder has widely distributed. A refreshed remodel of the Ferry Landing should

include a change in leasehold management to one that is better equipped to maintain both these
minimal standards and the charm – and to achieve “understated elegance” while at the same time
maintaining rigorous standards of cleanliness. The existing, abundant and free parking must be
maintained.
The Plan Fails to Reflect Department of Natural Resources Initiatives
To protect biodiversity, advance equitable access to nature and combat climate change, the
California Natural Resources Agency (CNRA) is seeking to conserve 30 percent of the state’s
land and coastal waters by 2030 (30x30). This initiative responds directly to Governor
Newsom’s nature-based solutions (Executive Order N-82-20), which accelerates conservation of
California’s lands and coastal waters through voluntary, collaborative action with federal and
local governments, Native American Tribes, and private landowners. Setting aside open space in
Planning District 10 (as well as Planning District 9, also in Coronado) furthers this initiative as
any open space would be included in the targets that Governor Newsom has set. It would also be
included as mitigation credits for sea level rise and addresses the Seismic faults running directly
through the property. The dirt lot at the Ferry Landing is an ideal parcel to set aside as “passive
open space” for all Californians to enjoy – while at the same time accomplishing these
initiatives.
Thank you for considering our comments. A copy of the MOU is attached for your
information.
Very truly yours,

_/s/ Harry B. Robins Jr.________
Co-President
Coronado Village Homeowners Association
Attachment
cc: Melody Lasiter, California Coastal Commission

Silver Strand Beautification Project
C/O CCHOA, 505 Grand Caribe Causeway
Coronado, CA 92118
January 10, 2022
Port of San Diego Board of Port Commissioners
Attn: Planning Department,
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, California 92101
Subject: Comments on the revised draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and PEIR released
November 2021
Dear Port Commissioners and Planning Department:
The Silver Strand Beautification Project (SSBP) is a grassroots organization of Coronado
residents who have worked on the following successful projects: the designation of State Route
75 as the Silver Strand Scenic Highway, the restoration of Silver Strand State Park beach, the
undergrounding of electric power lines along that highway, the development of the Bayshore
Bikeway’s Silver Strand Nature’s Bridge to Discovery nature trail, the landscaping of the
highway medians, the initial development of the Port’s unique Grand Caribe Shoreline Park
(GCSP) as a native plant preserve and the recent effort to restore much of the lost native plant
communities in the Port’s GCSP in collaboration with San Diego Audubon Society. The SSBP
offers its comments on the revised draft PMPU of November 2021 and the associated Program
Environmental Impact Report (PEIR).
SSBP commends the Port of San Diego and its staff on adding clarity and detail to the current
draft PMPU which is more inclusive of important ecological and climate concerns and is
reflective of the data in the PEIR. SSPB again appreciates the community-wide collaborative
spirit with which it was created. The SSBP reincorporates by reference its prior comments
dated July 26, 2019 and November 16, 2020 regarding Planning District 9: Silver Strand.
1. There is a minor typographical error in the text box at page 106, fourth bullet point, which
should probably read concrete, rather than concreate.
2. In Chapter 4, Baywide Development Standards, at 4.21., Standards for Recreation Open
Space, the language in 4.21.2. states as a requirement: “Should be designed with landscaping
OR (emphasis added) native vegetation.” This is contrary to Eco Policy 1.1.1 which is to
enhance, conserve, restore, and maintain the biodiversity in Tideland areas. These are
standards applicable to that most public of Tidelands uses, that of Recreation Open Space.
There should not be an “OR” in this standard but one which reads as consistent with Eco Policy
1.1.8 which states that “Development shall integrate drought-tolerant species native to the San
Diego County coastal zone as part of landscaped areas.” If “Development” can integrate San

Diego native species into a landscape plan, then so can the Baywide Development Standard for
Recreation Open Space.
3. With regard to Planning District 9, Silver Strand, the PMPU and PEIR, together, establish how
the unique habitat and environmental importance of this area contributes to the Port’s
legislative responsibilities to protect and promote coastal-dependent uses, protect the
environment, and provide and ensure coastal access around San Diego Bay.
The PEIR’s Figure 4.3-15, Sensitive Species Observation, notes multiple instances of California
Least Tern, a Red Sand-Verbena observed on south Grand Caribe isle, the nesting sites of the
protected Snowy Plover on the adjacent coastline and the extent of the south bay habitat for
Eastern Pacific Green Sea Turtles, just offshore of PD 9. Moreover, the PEIR describes 21
special status plant species (protected by Federal or State law) which do occur or have the
potential to occur ONLY in PD 9 and the associated PD 7 which is just south of the Coronado
Cays. As stated in the PEIR, the amount of eelgrass in the South Bay represents 17 percent of
all eelgrass in California. In fact, the PEIR reports that there is a significant (emphasis added)
amount of eelgrass in PD 9 which is a nursery habitat for multiple species of fish such as
California halibut, provides resting and feeding sites for migratory birds, sequesters carbon,
filters harmful particles within the water column, and suppresses storm surge.
The SSPB supports the language of the PMPU in PD 9 which recognizes this vital portion of Port
Tidelands, not only for its important bay habitat, but also for the passive recreation it provides
for birding, walking, kayaking, fishing and bicycling.
4. The Port’s Sea Level Rise Vulnerability Assessment and Coastal Resiliency Report (June 2019)
at Figure 3.37 regarding Grand Caribe Isle notes an almost 10 inches of sea level rise by 2030,
that is in less than 8 years, and during a 100 year storm event. This conservation/intertidal area
AND road access to the rest of Grand Caribe Isle will be cut off as the roadway is inundated and
the conservation/intertidal area flooded. The PEIR recognized this issue in its evaluation of
FEMA Flood Zones and Stormwater Drainage, Figure 4.8-8, wherein all of Grand Caribe Isle is
subject to a .2 Annual Chance Flood Hazard. In its analysis of Sea Level Rise, the PEIR at Figure
4.13-15 notes the Temporary Flooding and Inundation Under Sea Level Rise with 100-Year
Storm for Silver Strand (PD9) as .25m for the land to the west of Grand Caribe Shoreline park.
The PEIR at Figure 4.13-26 notes that that same area will be under permanent inundation
with .5m of Sea Level Rise.
Thus, PD9.24, which relates to the adaptive capability of creating wetland habitat to be used a
mitigation bank, reinforces the PMPU’s goals of safety and resiliency in the face of climate
change. SSPB fully supports PD9.24 which states, “Create wetland habitat to be used as a
mitigation bank at Grand Caribe Isle South.”
5. SSBP, along with the City of Coronado and the Coronado Cays Homeowners Association
(CCHOA), support PD9.25 which states, “No new hotel rooms are planned or allowed.” The
northward extension of Grand Caribe Shoreline Park is the appropriate environmental and
recreational use for that parcel.
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SSBP reiterates its support of additional portions of Chapter 5.9 Planning District 9: Silver Strand
as outlined in its prior comments dated July 26, 2019 and November 16, 2020.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide public comment. If you have questions or concerns
regarding these comments, please contact us through the address on the first page.
Respectfully,
Mary Berube
Liza Butler
Silver Strand Beautification Project
Cc: Eileen Maher, Director, Environmental Conservation, Port of San Diego
emaher@portofsandiego.org
Timothy Barrett, Senior Environmental Specialist, Port of San Diego
tbarrett@portofsandiego.org
Richard Bailey, Coronado Mayor rbailey@coronado.ca.us
Mike Donovan, Coronado City Councilmember mdonovan@coronaod.ca.us
Marvin Heinze, Coronado City Councilmember mheinze@coronado.ca.us
Bill Sandke, Coronado City Councilmember bsandke@coronado.ca.us
Casey Tanaka, Coronado City Councilmember ctanaka@coronado.ca.us
Coronado City Manager tfriend@coronado.ca.us
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January 10, 2022
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Hwy
San Diego, CA 92101
Via: pmpu@portofsandiego.org
RE: EHC Comments – Port Master Plan Update Draft Environmental Impact Report
Environmental Health Coalition (EHC) has been actively involved in the Port’s Master Plan
Update (PMPU) and appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Draft
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR). The PMPU is a large, complicated project and EHC
appreciates the work that the Port has done thus far. EHC’s initial comments/recommendations
are listed below for your consideration.
EHC’s High-Level Summary of Comments:
•
•
•
•

The Port’s MCAS and the state’s AB 617 CERP need to be connected to the PMPU via
a policy or policies.
A consistency analysis of the MCAS and the CERP must be done to identify any
additional impacts/mitigation measures.
Additional policies are needed to address environmental justice (e.g., support CARB
regulations to reduce emissions, strengthen the MIIF, support the Port’s Barrio Logan
Nighttime Noise Study recommendations etc…).
The Port should evaluate the PMPU and the Balanced Plan projects and try to ensure that
they are as consistent as much as possible before they are finalized in order to reduce
any major policy inconsistencies between them that may exist until a PMPA is prepared.

Comments on the DEIR:
1. Section 4.2 Air Quality and Health Risk and Section 4.6 Greenhouse Gas and Energy
Comments:
A. The EIR needs to include a consistency analysis and mitigation measure(s) to address
the Port’s Final MCAS that was approved by the Port Board on 10/12/21 and the
CERP that was adopted by the state on 10/14/21. EHC offers the following
justification for this:
i. The Port has committed to doing a consistency analysis with the MCAS and
CERP on other draft EIRs that have been circulated prior to the adoption of
the MCAS and CERP. The PMPU DEIR, therefore, should be no exception
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and should have already included a consistency analysis on the MCAS and
CERP since it was circulated for public review following the adoption of the
MCAS and CERP.
ii. The release of a draft EIR does not freeze applicable rules, policies, or
regulations. The CEQA Guidelines are amended from time to time and,
pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines Section 15007, they apply prospectively
only. “If a document meets the content requirements in effect when the
document is set out for public review, the document shall not need to be
revised to conform to any new content requirements in guideline amendments
taking effect before the document is finally approved.” (14 Cal. Code Regs.
§ 15007(c)). However, this dictates the CEQA procedural and substantive
requirements applicable to EIRs – it does not foreclose application of new
agency regulations or policies during the CEQA review process. Indeed,
CEQA itself contemplates new information of importance after the release of
a draft EIR and mandates recirculation in certain circumstances. (Pub. Res.
Code §21092.1; Laurel Heights Improvement Ass'n v Regents of Univ. of
Cal. (1993) 6 C4th 1112, 1130).
iii. In California, unless a tentative map or development agreement are approved,
vested rights are not acquired until a building permit is issued and substantial
investment is made. (Avco Community Developers, Inc. v. South Coast
Regional Com. (1976) 17 Cal.3d 785, 797; Gov. Code, §§ 65864–65869.5
[development agreement]; Gov. Code, §§ 66498.1–66498.9 [vesting tentative
map]). To find otherwise would cause serious impairment of the
government's right to control land use policy. (Id.). Thus, government
agencies may generally apply new laws retroactively when such an intent is
apparent. “Absent equitable estoppel, upon which the judicial vested rights
doctrine is based, a governmental agency may change requirements late into
the development process in spite of the property owner's expenditure of
substantial sums.” (Davidson v. County of San Diego (1996) 49 Cal.App.4th
639, 646). Local ordinances may also confer vested rights earlier than
available under the judicial doctrine. (Id.). However, the Port has no such
local regulation. Because no vested rights apply absent the aforementioned
circumstances, the MCAS applies to any projects not yet approved.
Therefore, the Port has an obligation to provide an MCAS consistency
analysis in its CEQA documents to reflect a good faith effort at full
disclosure.
iv. The Port describes the MCAS as a planning and policy document aimed at
reducing environmental impacts:
a) In 2019, the Board of Port Commissioners (Board) adopted a
resolution authorizing Port staff to update the Port’s 2007 Clean Air
Program to align with State programs, develop District-related
strategies, and identify projects that would reduce emissions and
improve air quality. This update has evolved into the proposed
project, the Maritime Clean Air Strategy (MCAS), which is a
planning document that identifies long and near-term goals and
policies, and identifies potentially feasible strategies and measures, to
help reduce emissions while promoting maritime operations. (CEQA
and Coastal Determinations And Notice Of Approval, MCAS,
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October 12, 2021 1).
v. The MCAS itself notes that Portside Community residents continue to suffer
a disproportionate burden of environmental afflictions, including air
pollution, and more needs to be done to reduce these impacts. (MCAS, p. S1). As a policy document to guide future decision-making, and as the
successor to the Port’s Clean Air Program 2, the MCAS intended to address
physical environmental impacts and provide potential solutions that inform
project alternatives and mitigation measures. Inconsistency with the MCAS
will likely result in significant environmental impacts by frustrating the
Port’s ability to meet its health impact, air quality, and greenhouse gas
reduction goals. Merely assessing a project’s compliance with state goals will
not reveal such impacts because the MCAS goes beyond state requirements.
Therefore, there is no legal or policy justification for omitting such an
analysis of the MCAS here.
B. DEIR page 4.2-36 states “Measures from both the MCAS and potentially the CERP
will be applicable to new projects as they arise.” DEIR page 4.2-69 states that “the
MCAS includes various emission reduction goals and strategies to achieve those
goals, although the goals are not mandatory as feasibility may not be achievable.
Most of the strategies in the MCAS go beyond regulatory requirements, and may
achieve emission reductions at the two cargo terminals; at the cruise ship terminal;
along the entire Working Waterfront; and with the District’s fleet of vehicles,
equipment, and marine vessels.” How is it possible to state on page 4.2-69 that the
MCAS goals and strategies are not mandatory when on page 4.2-36 it states that
MCAS measures will be applicable to new projects? This is inconsistent. EHC
agrees that all projects must be consistent with the MCAS and we believe that the
Port should support the CERP as well. There needs to be an analysis of the MCAS
and the CERP against the PMPU in the DEIR to disclose and determine what
additional mitigation measures are needed to ensure consistency.
C. DEIR page 4.6 – 46 states “While the MCAS, future CAP updates, and other District
efforts are likely to result in emission reductions over the life of the proposed PMPU,
the effects of the GHG emission reductions that may result from these efforts cannot
be quantified at this time because the timing and other specific details about the
implementation of these efforts are not known at this time.” This text insinuates that
the MCAS is vague or perhaps contain unknown policies that might not be
determined until a future date (similar to a future CAP update); however, the MCAS
has very specific benchmarks (e.g., 100 percent ZEV trucks and cargo handling
equipment by 2030) along with implementation strategies to accomplish them. The
Final MCAS was adopted prior to the circulation of the PMPU DEIR. The MCAS is
a planning document that identifies long and near-term goals and policies, and
identifies strategies and measures to help reduce emissions. As stated above, there
needs to be a consistency analysis of the MCAS and CERP against the PMPU in the
DEIR to determine what additional mitigation measures are needed to ensure
consistency.
Comments on the PMPU Ecology Element:
1

https://pantheonstorage.blob.core.windows.net/ceqa/2021-0120_Maritime_Clean_Air_Strategy_Final_Cat_Det.pdf

Notably, the Port routinely provided a Clean Air Program consistency analysis in its CEQA documents. (See, TAMT
Redevelopment Plan and Demolition and Initial Rail Component EIR).
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1. The CERP should be added to the list under “Notable District Environmental Initiatives”
2. In section 3.3.2(A) Current District Environmental Programs and Initiatives, the MCAS and
CERP are not included but should be.
3. The MCAS is a Port planning document that must be a part of and connected to the PMPU.
The new text box following policy 3.1.1, indicates that the MCAS is not part of the PMPU
because it is a more agile document that is easier to adapt to changing state requirements and
technology etc. EHC agrees that the MCAS is and should be a dynamic planning document
and EHC understands that it is anticipated to be updated every 24 months through 2030;
however the MCAS still needs to be part of and connected to the PMPU through a new
policy that references and supports it. Just as page 4.2-36 of the DEIR states that the MCAS
measures will be applicable to new projects, the PMPU must have a policy connecting it to
the MCAS.
A. EHC’s recommended policy:
i. The MCAS is applicable to existing and new tenants and a consistency
analysis must be done for all new discretionary projects (e.g., leases, CEQA
actions, CDPs etc). The District shall allocate adequate resources to ensure
the necessary updates to and the implementation of the MCAS.
4. While the CERP is not a Port planning document, support of that document through a new
policy should be added to the PMPU:
A. EHC’s recommended policy:
i. The Port shall require a consistency analysis of the AB 617 CERP for all new
discretionary projects (e.g., leases, CEQA actions, CDPs etc). The District
shall support the implementation of the CERP’s Port related strategies.
5. Eco Policy 3.1.3 states “In cooperation with regional, state, and federal agencies, the District
shall advance maritime clean air strategies to help improve local air quality.” EHC supports
this broad policy; however, the PMPU still needs an additional policy as described in 3.a
and 4.a above to connect the PMPU to the MCAS and the CERP vs just a general
reference/policy to ‘maritime clean air strategies’.
Comments on the Environmental Justice Element:
1. New policy needed: Port staff shall inform new Port Commissioners on local
environmental justice principles, history, ongoing issues, and Port related programs
during a public hearing soon after new Commissioners appointments. Port staff shall
collaborate with stakeholders from Portside communities in this presentation.
2. New policy needed: Port must consider environmental justice issues and potential health
impacts associated with all decisions including new tenant leases, current tenant lease
modifications, new policies, land use decisions, including enforcement actions, to reduce
the adverse health effects of hazardous materials, industrial activity and other undesirable
land uses on environmental justice residents within or adjacent to Port tidelands. The
MCAS is applicable to existing and new tenants and a consistency analysis must be done
for all new discretionary projects (e.g., leases, CEQA actions, CDPs etc). The District
shall allocate adequate resources to ensure the necessary updates to and the
implementation of the MCAS.
3. New policy needed: Ensure that the Port supports the implementation of the Community
Emissions Reduction Plan (CERP). Identify and allocate adequate funding/resources to
ensure the timely implementation of Port related CERP actions.
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4. New policy needed: Support the California Air Resources Board’s policies/regulations to
reduce emissions.
5. New policy needed: Support/protect the Port’s existing Maritime Industrial Impact Fund
and find additional ways to supplement this program.
Comments on the Working Waterfront Planning District Element:
1. Existing Draft PMPU Policy PD4.7b states “…Require development on the terminal to
implement electrification or other improvements to reduce the reliance on fossil fuels,
reduce criteria air pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions, and demonstrate consistency
with State goals and requirements, which may include….” EHC’s recommendation is to
replace Draft PMPU Policy PD4.7b with the following:
A. Air pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions shall be reduced to the maximum
extent feasible with best available technology and operational improvements.
Require development on the terminal to implement electrification or other
improvements to significantly reduce the reliance on fossil fuels and require
standards that are above and beyond State goals and requirements, which may
include: 1. Developing a compilation of improvements, such as installation of
electric infrastructure to support on-terminal cargo-handling equipment and shore
power; 2. Developing on-site renewable energy production and battery storage
ahead of state goals/requirements; 3. Developing infrastructure for zero-emission
vehicles and trucks ahead of state goals/requirements; 4. Developing a program
that phases in the use of zero-emission vehicles and trucks, including drayage
trucks and specialized heavy trucks by District occupants, tenants, and permittees
at the Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal ahead of state goals/requirements; and 5.
Supporting implementation of pilot programs or demonstration projects that
advance deployment of zero-emission equipment, vehicles, and trucks.
2. New policy needed: The Port Tidelands are a public resource, and economic development
on the waterfront must create living wage jobs and not displace workers with automated
technology.
3. New policy needed: Support the Barrio Logan Community Plan Update’s zoning and land
use revisions to reduce incompatible land uses.
4. New policy needed: Support the Perkins Elementary School expansion.
5. New policy needed: Support the Port’s Barrio Logan Nighttime Noise Study
recommendations and develop a program to implement them.
Comments on the National City Bayfront Element:
1. The PMPU indicates that the National City Bayfront Planning District is not part of the
PMPU which is undergoing its own CEQA process and that the National City Bayfront
Planning District will be addressed in a PMPA at a later time. EHC understands that the
Balanced Plan and the PMPU are separate “projects”, however, it seems that until the
PMPA is done, there could be two sets of standards/policies for future development (e.g.,
National City Bayfront vs TAMT) for a potentially very long time. EHC recommends that
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the Port evaluate each project and try to ensure that they are as consistent as much as
possible before they are finalized.
Sincerely,
Danny Serrano, AICP
Campaign Director
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January 10, 2022

Subject: San Diego Waterfront Coalition’s initial comments on the latest Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) version and Draft Environmental Impact
Report (EIR)
The San Diego Waterfront Coalition (SDWC), formerly known as the Navy
Broadway Complex Coalition, strives to ensure its comments reflect the collective
principles and views of its member organizations, including multiple local planning
and environmental groups.
We appreciate the energy and tenacity demonstrated by the ports planning staff
who have kept this planning process moving forward despite numerous obstacles
and distractions caused by the pandemic and port board turnover.
1. Port needs to stop piecemeal planning
We agree with the Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Associations (SWIA) that
CEQA requires the lead agency, when drafting a project or program EIR, to
consider the whole of an action, not just its component parts – and forbids
piecemealing (e.g., CEQA Sections 15003 and 15378) – which raises the concern
regarding the appropriateness of the Draft EIR (analysis) not to analyze various
port districts areas around the bay in the latest PMPU and the draft EIR. Our
primary concern in this area is the port’s decision to leave existing plans for the
redevelopment of Seaport Village and the Central Embarcadero out of the latest
draft version of the PMPU and the draft EIR.
Port staff already has the formal project description, area renderings and other
details provided by the project developer. It makes no sense for the port to
continue pretending that such a project description and details don’t exist. They
do exist, and must be fully considered and analyzed within the context of the next
version of the updated PMPU and in the next draft of the EIR.

On page 2-19 thru 2-23 of the draft EIR Port staff lists 13 plans being
undertaken by the port and adjoining cities. We see no reason why the
plans being undertaken by the port, including Chula Vista Bayfront Master
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Plan (CVBMP)1, National City Bayfront Projects and Plan Amendments, Wetland
Mitigation Bank at Pond 20, The Seaport San Diego Project, Tenth Avenue Marine
Terminal (TAMT), and B Street Cruise Ship Terminal Interior Improvements
planning should not be included in and analyzed in the context of the latest PMPU
draft and the draft EIR. The port has promised the public that the PMPU will
provide comprehensive planning for all the areas around the bay. Compliance
with CEQA requires that these “outside” port tidelands planning efforts be
addressed as part of the next draft PMPU and draft EIR.
2. Need for reconciliations comparing previous Port commitments to today’s
proposals
We agree with the Embarcadero Coalition that the Port needs to create a
reconciliation document between the Park (green space) acreage in the current
PMP and Recreation Open Space (ROS) acreage in the new Draft PMPU. In order
to do this reconciliation, the Port must include the Central Embarcadero acreage.
We agree that the only way to ensure the Port delivers on its commitments is
with a reconciliation. We agree this reconciliation should be public and
transparent, and that this full reconciliation cannot be done without the
information from the Central Embarcadero.
Similar reconciliations must be done comparing previous Port commitments in
the original Port Master Plan and the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan with
what is now being proposed in the most recent PMPU.
We agree with the Embarcadero Coalition that it is not possible to provide an
accurate review without including the Central Embarcadero planning district. The
massive development planned for Central Embarcadero will have a huge impact
on everything from design, parks, Recreation Open Space (ROS), parking, hotel
rooms and Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT).
3. North Embarcadero Redevelopment comments
We agree with and endorse many of the comments of the Embarcadero Coalition,
especially those limiting additional hotel rooms at the Wyndham Hotel site and
the 1220 Pacific Highway parcel, tower widths, sizes and heights, changes in
podium structure standards, sidewalk setbacks, making B Street a pedestrian
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promenade, recreational open space, limiting floor area ratios and below grade
parking requirements.
4. Harbor Drive Planning
We continue to support the development of a new linear recreational open space
park along the east side of a narrower Harbor Drive. The Port agreed to study one
alternative for an average 205’ setback park along Harbor Drive stretching from
Hawthorne to the elongation of B street, and several other alternatives in the
next PMPU in the Memorandum of Understanding between the Port and the
Navy Broadway Complex Coalition and Lane Field Developers, LLC on November
9, 2010. While the alternative is mentioned in the draft PMPU and EIR, any
consideration or analysis of it is cursory at best, and in our opinion, does not fully
comply with the MOU.
We note that the Port still has failed to live up to its twelve-year old commitment
to try to regain control over the 150’ setback portion of the 1220 Pacific Highway
parcel required to complete the north half of the Lane Field Park.
While we support the proposed narrowing of and removal of automobile parking
spaces from Harbor Drive, we see problems with the ports proposal to move that
parking to two massive new “mobility hubs” aka parking garages, one on the east
portion of the 1220 Pacific Highway parcel between the Lane Field hotels and the
Wyndham hotel site, and the other on the block just north of the County
Administration Center, between Hawthorne and Grape St., east of Harbor Drive.
The Port has been trying to convince the Navy to hand back control of its longterm lease of the 1220 Pacific Highway parcel since at least 2010, without success.
That indicates that the port is unlikely to regain control over that parcel until the
Navy’s lease expires.
Daily traffic on Hawthorne St. going west and on Grape Street going east is very
heavy, making the idea of pedestrians crossing those streets to get to and from
their parked cars questionable at best.
Along with the Embarcadero Coalition and several other organizations, we believe
that any new parking developed west of Pacific Highway should be constructed
below grade. The feasibility of this form of parking was proven at the Lane Field
hotel south, at the County Administration Center Waterfront Park parking garage
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and at the Navy Broadway Complex redevelopment project, also known as IQHQ’s
Research and Development District (RADD).
It is also consistent with the recommendations from the port’s own North
Embarcadero Visionary Plan Citizen’s Advisory Committee. This underground
public parking could be located beneath the new linear park along the east side of
Harbor Drive. If the port insists on constructing new parking garages on the 1220
Pacific Highway site and the block just north of the County Administrative Center,
both of them should be constructed below grade.
5. Order the Midway Museum to construct the long-promised veteran’s park on
the Navy Pier by 2023
The port’s treatment of the Midway Museum’s coastal development permit (CDP)
regarding the Navy Pier justifies the rejection of this latest draft PMPU and draft
EIR by the California Coastal Commission. Since 2004, the Midway Museum has
been operating the carrier museum under a Coastal Development Permit (CDP)
that requires the museum to replace the public parking lot on Navy Pier with a
veteran’s memorial park. Every few years, leaders of the Midway Museum have
paraded groups of aging volunteers before the port board and the coastal
commission to convince them to give the museum longer extensions exempting it
from carrying out this CDP requirement. Almost two decades after the museum
first committed to building the veterans park on the deck of the Navy Pier, the
promise remains unfulfilled. The Museum has provided the port several sets of
renderings of potential parks, but has shown no inclination to actually begin
construction of the promised park.
In its December 30, 2921 edition, the San Diego Union noted that “In a previous
letter, the Coastal Commission instructed the port to include a finalized Navy Pier
park project plan in the Port Master Plan Update – with specific deadlines – to
ensure that the park is constructed as soon as possible.” Per the article, the port is
trying to convince the Commission to issue yet another new Navy Pier CDP, which
could give the Midway Museum six more years to build the veteran’s park. The
Midway and the port have been playing this kind of rope-a-dope with the
Commission for far too long.
This situation should embarrass the port and the coastal commission, who have
both failed to enforce the terms of the museum’s CDP for decades. We believe
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that it far past time for the port and the coastal commission to join forces and
order the museum to begin construction of the promised veteran’s park in 2022
and finish it by 2023; or vacate its occupancy of berthing space on Navy Pier.
6. Alternatives Considered
Given the need to preserve the limited remaining public access and viewsheds
along the North and Central Embarcadero, we support a combination of
Alternative 3 in DEIR Table 6.2, and the elements of Alternative 5 which produce
the most public parks and recreational open space along the embarcadero.
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CORONADO VILLAGE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
January 10, 2022
Unified Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Re:

Objections to Port’s Proposed Master Plan (Revised October 2021) – North Coronado

Dear Unified Port Commissioners:
Please accept these objections to the Revised Proposed Master Plan of the Unified Port of San Diego (the
“Plan”) for the North Coronado Subdistrict (the “Ferry Landing”).
We ask the Port to revise the Plan to make consistent with the 1979 Memorandum of Understanding with the City
of Coronado (the “MOU”) which has legally guided the Port’s development plans for the Coronado Subdistricts.
Pursuant to the MOU, which recognizes Coronado’s Tidelands Overlay Zone (“TOZ”), which restricts certain
development in Coronado’s subdistricts, the Plan must be revised to (a) set aside the entirety of the Eastern
portion of the Ferry Landing (the dirt lot next to Il Fornaio) as recreational open space while maintaining free and
abundant parking (in order to abide by the ratio of recreational and commercial space pursuant to the MOU and
TOZ; (b) provide for redevelopment criteria (for existing structures only) that reflects the character and lowimpact nature of the existing build, while maintaining site lines and views. In addition, a further Environmental
Impact Review (“EIR”) should be completed in conjunction with the Plan given that the last review in 1990 does
not reflect the explosive residential and commercial growth in the area, the updated geological surveys that
disclose significant seismic faults on the Ferry Landing property, as well as the threats that sea level rise pose, all
of which dictate that less commercial development is the most prudent approach to the Ferry Landing property.
Summary of Comments
•

•
•

•

•

The Plan for the Ferry Landing as currently contemplated does not incorporate the MOU and TOZ by
providing the correct ratio of open recreational spaces adjacent to easy and free parking so that the public may
partake of Bayshore activities.
The Plan posits development inconsistent with the residential character of the neighborhood as well as the
preservation of existing vistas and views by permitting excessive height limitations.
The Plan does not contain sufficient restrictions that require the Port or any leaseholder to engage in limited
remediation to the property that is consistent with the historical significance of the neighborhood, i.e., the
unifying principle that connects the Ferry Landing on the Bay to the Hotel Del Coronado.
The Plan should be revised to remove the comment to PD10.14 “As approved under the previously certified
Port Master Plan (in 1990), develop a new restaurant with up to 7,500 square feet.” Instead, replace that
comment with: Re-designate the site as “open passive space” for a new District Park” which is necessary to
respect the ratio requirements of the MOU and TOZ.
The Plan is not consistent with the 30X30 Executive Order N-82-20 from Governor Newsom relating to the
conservation of California coastal areas. In addition, additional open space will provide for mitigation
“credits” for sea level rise.
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The Draft Plan is Inconsistent with the California Coastal Commission’s Strategic Plan
The draft Plan as revised does not comport with several fundamental goals outlined in the California Coastal
Commission (the “CCC”)’s five-year strategic plan adopted on November 6, 2020.
1. The Plan Fails to Fulfill Goal number 2: Maximize Public Access and Recreation for All
Goal number 2 of the CCC strategic plan prohibits any private coastal uses that threaten public access. The
CCC outlined the objectives to achieve these goals in the plan including Objective 2.1, which ensures that all
public access ways are open and available, Objective 2.2, which affirmatively protects existing public access
and recreational opportunities, Objective 2.3, which mandates the reduction of barriers to public access and
Objective 2.4, which encourages lower-cost visitor-serving opportunities and facilities.
As currently drafted, the Plan does not set aside sufficient recreational space and access at the Ferry Landing.
Indeed, the Plan should designate the Eastern portion of the Ferry Landing site (the current dirt lot) as
“Recreation Open Space” and should provide for the establishment of a permanent picnic area, which would
serve visitors, free public access, and, because it adjoins a sandy beach, it provides ready and quick access to
the Bayshore. In addition, the “dirt lot” is adjacent to free and accessible parking – abundant parking is key to
recreational activities as it supports the offloading of boats and other watercraft. Instead, the current draft is
silent as this use, other than suggesting that a parking structure may be erected somewhere on the site and that
the existing “footprint” of buildings must be maintained. The Plan should be amended to designate this area
solely for public recreational use (with the exception of widening the promenade to accommodate and
promote the use of the promenade for pedestrians and bikers).
2. The Plan Fails to Fulfill Goal number 5: Advance Diversity, Equity, and Environmental Justice
Goal number 5 of the CCC strategic plan requires the consideration of environmental justice when making
permitting or land-use decisions for coastal property. Environmental justice is defined as “the fair treatment of
people of all races, cultures, and incomes with respect to the development, adoption, implementation, and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.” In fact, the CCC plays a key role in making
California’s coast accessible for all Californians, regardless of their ethnicity, gender, socio-economic status
or place of residence. Part of this goal is to create a framework for identifying and analyzing project impacts
on underserved and disadvantaged communities, which the CCC will take into account when evaluating any
coastal planning. Inherent in this goal is the rejection of policies that would limit entirely free and readily
accessible use of the Bayfront. This is particularly relevant to the Ferry Landing where free and abundant
parking adjoins the Bayshore promenade.
However, the draft Plan is inconsistent with these principles because it anticipates the commercialization of
this property without setting aside sufficient open space and designating such space as “Recreation Open
Space” for the public’s use and enjoyment. Individuals from underserved communities cannot afford to
patronize high-priced restaurants adjoining the Bayshore. A picnic area where the public could bring their
own food to enjoy the scenic Bayshore views, vistas and ready access to the sandy beach is the only use of
this area that is fully consistent with the goal of providing equitable access to these precious and scarce
resources.
Finally, if this pandemic has taught us nothing else, it has taught us that access to open and fresh air for
families to enjoy should be the priority, not the erection of enclosed restaurants most families cannot afford.
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The Plan Threatens the Environment
The Port has failed to attend to the remediation of the flooding that occurred at the Ferry Landing and has allowed
the erosion of the beachfront and adjoining boardwalk to remain unrepaired – over three years after the initial
damage from the December 2018 flood. Any further development along the waterfront will invariably lead to
significant additional erosion and damage. The constant flow of garbage along the persistent flooding “flow
zone” from 1st Street into the Bay will only worsen with any further development. Any additional development
not only threatens the mammals, fish, waterfowl and other organisms that support our eco-system and
environment, but also directly jeopardizes the human residents and homes in the immediately adjacent
neighborhood. The rapidly aging infrastructure also places incalculable burdens on the sewer and electrical
infrastructure which will not support the predicted 14% population increase in the next 20 years – this population
increase comes with no further buildable land – in other words, our population will continue to grow and become
more dense, but there will be no place for people to live.
The Plan is Inconsistent with the MOU and TOZ
The Plan completely fails to incorporate and adopt the MOU that has governed the City of Coronado and Port
relationship at the Coastal Commission’s behest since 1979. The MOU was adopted in part because Coronado is
primarily a residential neighborhood and is entirely unsuitable for additional commercial development, overdevelopment or development inconsistent with current building heights and restrictions.
Any redevelopment (of existing structures only) should be consistent with the MOU and TOZ. Site lines and
building heights must be maintained to the existing footprint – including the existing height lines. The character –
the red roofs and angles – must be respected as it ties the Ferry Landing neighborhood to the historic Hotel Del.
Charm and beauty are the priority – not sharp angles, brightly colored steel and modernized “urbanism” as
depicted in the draft drawings the existing leaseholder has widely distributed. A refreshed remodel of the Ferry
Landing should include a change in leasehold management to one that is better equipped to maintain both these
minimal standards and the charm – and to achieve “understated elegance” while at the same time maintaining
rigorous standards of cleanliness. The existing, abundant and free parking must be maintained.
The Plan Fails to Reflect Department of Natural Resources Initiatives
To protect biodiversity, advance equitable access to nature and combat climate change, the California Natural
Resources Agency (CNRA) is seeking to conserve 30 percent of the state’s land and coastal waters by 2030
(30x30). This initiative responds directly to Governor Newsom’s nature-based solutions (Executive Order N-8220), which accelerates conservation of California’s lands and coastal waters through voluntary, collaborative
action with federal and local governments, Native American Tribes, and private landowners. Setting aside open
space in Planning District 10 (as well as Planning District 9, also in Coronado) furthers this initiative as any open
space would be included in the targets that Governor Newsom has set. It would also be included as mitigation
credits for sea level rise and addresses the Seismic faults running directly through the property. The dirt lot at the
Ferry Landing is an ideal parcel to set aside as “passive open space” for all Californians to enjoy – while at the
same time accomplishing these initiatives.
Thank you for considering our comments. A copy of the MOU is attached for your information.
Very truly yours,
____________________________
Co-President
Coronado Village Homeowners Association
Attachment: MOU
Cc: San Diego Coast District of the California Coastal Commission; Melody Lasiter
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January 10, 2022
Subject: Public Comment on the Draft PMPU and Draft Program EIR
To: Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning Department, Port of San Diego
The Embarcadero Coalition is in favor of the Port of San Diego (Port) upgrading and
developing public lands in a responsible and appropriate manner with development
standards created in conjunction with input from the public, surrounding jurisdictions
and relevant agencies.
We appreciate the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our
Bay a beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Port
Master Plan (PMP) and we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care
accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain
them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these
limited public lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of
California.The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development.
Additionally, we think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue
generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
The Port made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and we
approve of many of those changes. However, we have significant concerns about the
Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review
(EIR).
The Draft PMPU does not meet the standards the Port lays out in the Introduction
section 1.1. It is not a “comprehensive vision”, nor does it “establish(es) specific goals,
objectives, policies, and standards to direct future development” for a significant amount
of the public land. The Port removed the Central Embarcadero (CE) and Seaport project
guidelines from public view and has no development guidelines for Chula Vista and
National City. The South Embarcadero (SE) is also missing building standards, where
the Port is planning to consolidate land parcels for a project by the Convention Center.
The California Coastal Commission’s (CCC) comment to the Revised Draft asked the
Port to include the CE, as well as National City and Chula Vista, into the Draft PMPU
with development standards. That has not happened. The Port had over a decade to
develop these standards but did not. Instead, Port staff and developers are making the
decisions for projects in these districts and will later include them in the PMP as
amendments. Port property is in the public realm and should not be treated like private
property. We totally agree with the CCC and previously asked for CE inclusion.
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Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU cannot be called a Master Plan.
We ask that this process be suspended until all the districts have development
guidelines and parameters integrated into the Port Master Plan Update.
We agree that it is time to update the current PMP, integrate the amendments into the
plan and make adjustments for new realities. We understand that the current PMP, as a
legally binding certified document, is the starting point. The current PMP is being
updated, not created from scratch. Outstanding plans, guidelines and commitments are
still in effect and need to be carried over to the new Plan. We are amenable to changes
that enhance or improve the situation as it has developed over time.
We appreciate changes the Port has made that we previously requested. Adding
setbacks and landscaping along Pacific Highway, reducing building heights and
reducing the number of hotel rooms are all steps in the right direction. But we believe
considerable changes still need to be made to reach the goals and commitments set
forth by the CCC, the Port, San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG), the
Climate Action Plan (CAP), and the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP).
The Coalition is concerned with development plans for all of the Embarcadero. As such,
the Embarcadero Coalition respectfully requests changes to the Draft PMPU and
expresses concerns about the Draft Program EIR.
Embarcadero Vision
Page 254 5.3.1 Existing Setting
Please put California residents back into the consideration equation. The Port uses the
term “visitor”, or “visitor serving”, because they do not have residents on their lands.
However, we feel they really mean “tourists”. There are 40,000 Downtown residents and
the population is expected to double in the foreseeable future. The Port makes the
mistake of counting its neighbors once, like a tourist, instead of recognizing that
downtown residents use the Port’s amenities on a regular basis all year. We walk or
bike weekly, often daily, and patronize the restaurants and facilities more than the
tourists. Downtown residents are here all the time and the Port continues to turn its back
on us, figuratively and literally.
The Port has the letter that the Seaport Village developer sent the California State
Lands Commission discussing the need to broaden the definition of the type of
allowable retail space on Port managed property. Please read section 3 Anticipated
Users, where the letter dismisses the current 40,000 downtown residents and the
remaining San Diegans who use the Port frequently in favor of his estimated 10 million
yearly visitors (an average of over 27,000 visitors per day) to “Seaport”. His
presentation is focused solely on a maximum revenue model instead of the CCC’s
directive that public access across all income levels must be the Port’s first priority.
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Page 277 5.3.3 Central Embarcadero Subdistrict
Include the Central Embarcadero before finalizing the PMPU
We do not believe it is possible to provide an accurate review of the Draft PMPU without
the CE planning district. The massive development planned for CE will have a huge
impact on everything from design, parks, Recreation Open Space (ROS), parking, hotel
rooms and Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT). Any PMPU revision without it is unbalanced
and uninformed. The Port’s own website lists the massive redevelopment of Seaport
Village in its Projects section. Therefore, it is disingenuous to state in the Draft PMPU
(page 277),” the PMPU does not propose any new uses, development or change in
intensity of development in Central Embarcadero. Rather, the continuation of the
existing uses, with potential maintenance of and minor improvements to existing
development, such as Seaport Village and Tuna Harbor, could be allowed under the
PMPU.” A developer was selected by the Port in 2016 and he submitted his updated
plan to Port staff in December, 2021. During those five years, Port staff had time to
create development guidelines for inclusion in the PMPU and EIR. This project is not on
private property but held in public trust. The public should be weighing in on the
development parameters.
The CE redevelopment will dominate the world’s view of San Diego for generations.
Therefore, it is imperative that CE is included for a comprehensive evaluation of the
Draft PMPU before the plan is finalized. It is paramount that thoughtful and balanced
development occur in Seaport Village and elsewhere along the waterfront so that these
areas do not completely dominate and overwhelm downtown and the surrounding
landscape.
The Seaport Village developer has mentioned during presentations that San Diego
needs an “iconic” landmark. We already have several iconic landmarks that companies
such as Apple have used to feature their new products. Apple introduced its iPhone 13
with a film taken along our waterfront from the Coronado Bridge to the new Rady Shell.
The anchoring elements of the film, the bridge and the shell, both have elegant and
timeless design lines, which tastefully and beautifully enhance San Diego’s waterfront.
Any redesign of Seaport Village and surrounding areas must ensure the plan integrates
and complements these existing elements and does not diminish them.
The PMP is the planning document which defines the parameters for developers. By
removing the CE from the PMPU and public view and not including those parameters, it
appears the Port is waiting for the developer to present a project the Port likes and then
make it an amendment to the PMP, thus allowing the developer to set the parameters.
The Port has a responsibility to give the developer parameters that have been set in
conjunction with the public. That is not being done.
Leaving the CE out of the Transportation Impact Study (TIS) in the Draft EIR is
unacceptable. The VMT impact on downtown traffic will be horrific if the Port adds 10
million visitors a year to that little corner of downtown.
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The Port policy to have Public Demand dictate the number of parking spaces is another
unacceptable policy. Especially so if the Port will require parking spaces for over 27,000
projected daily visitors to Seaport Village. This policy is contrary to the CAP.
Please include development guidelines for the CE sub-district into the Draft PMPU, and
update the Draft EIR with its inclusion, before finalizing the Draft PMPU and presenting
the Plan to the CCC. Since the Port already has the developer’s revised plan, it is
reasonable to wait to integrate the CE guidelines into this 30 year plan.
Central Embarcadero Draft PMPU Requested Changes
The Embarcadero Coalition notes our requested changes to the CE section of the Draft
PMPU in red. The current Draft PMPU language is in blue. Additional comments are
noted in red within parentheses.
Page 277 5.3.3(A) Vision
Protect and retain Eexisting waterfront open spaces, such as Tuna Harbor Park,
Ruocco Park, and Embarcadero Marina Park North, provide recreational opportunities
and expansive views of the water, both landslide toward the west and waterside toward
the east and downtown.
Roadway Improvements
PD3.45 Reconfigure the North Harbor Drive/West Harbor Drive right-of-way to
accommodate all modes of travel while allowing for:
•

Two general travel lanes north of Market Street; (Where is the room for
two travel lanes and two dedicated transit lanes, especially where Harbor
Drive curves around the southern end of the IQHQ development? Two
travel lanes anywhere on Harbor Drive complicates the VMT and
congestion problems on Pacific Hwy)

•

c-f (Same concern about space for these lanes, plus concern of losing
green space and the negative impact on memorials. CE needs to be
included in the reconciliation of green space/ROS, parks and plazas).

Page 279 5.3.3(D)-I Public Realm Standards
Page 280 Views
Figure PD3.4 (page 261) should have an inland Scenic Vista location added at the
corner of Pacific Highway and Harbor Drive for the Bay views from Ruocco Park
PD3.51 Preserve scenic vista areas in the following locations as generally depicted in
Figure PD3.4:
c. Along the waterfront south of Ruocco Park the Midway and north of Market Pier.
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d. Retain Ruocco Park in its current location as well as the existing scenic Bay views
from Ruocco Park.
Page 253 5.3.2 North Embarcadero Subdistrict
Current PMP - Centre City Embarcadero Planning Subareas
The current PMP references the NEVP rather than delineating the planning guidance.
We understand that the integration of plans means that references to the NEVP will not
be needed since the relevant aspects will be included into the new PMP language. The
inclusion of those principles into the new PMP is of upmost importance.
Page 59 PLANNING DISTRICT 3
“The North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan area includes all of Subareas 31, 32,
33, and part of Subarea 34. The Visionary Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's
downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by guiding
development to optimize property values, public access opportunities and priority
waterfront and water-dependent uses.” (Emphasis added). This language is in the
current PMP and needs to be included in the Draft PMPU and final PMP.
Geographical boundaries of the NEVP
The Project Area is bordered by Market Street on the south, Laurel Street to the north,
the railroad right-of-way to the east and the San Diego Bulkhead line (the bayward edge
of land) to the west, in downtown San Diego.
Page 36 NEVP
The NEVP states, "City Meets the Bay The Visionary Plan is fundamentally about
connectivity and linkage between downtown San Diego and the bay.”
The NEVP is still relevant to developing the NE since only one phase has been
implemented. We believe the geographical description of the NEVP makes the property
owners between Pacific Highway and the railroad tracks Third Party Beneficiaries of the
NEVP and its integration into the Port’s Plans. The land owned by Catellus at the time of
the NEVP is included in the development considerations of the PMP.
Goals expressed in the NEVP and Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to be
retained:
•
•
•
•

Provide access and open space for the public
Optimize existing property values
Improve linkages with surrounding neighborhoods and the South Embarcadero
area
Enhance existing aesthetic values
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Final MEIR of the NEVP April 2000
Catellus’ public comment letter dated Jan 26, 2000 (pages 29-34), in response to the
Draft Master Environmental Impact Report (MEIR) for the NEVP, expressed concern
about adequate detail concerning public view impacts between Pacific Highway and the
Bay. The comments requested that additional information or clarification be included in
the MEIR to better inform the public and affected property owners concerning the
impacts of the Visionary Plan and the related developments described in the Visionary
Plan.
Catellus’ letter states, in parts:
“In light of the significances that the Visionary Plan places on the creation and
preservation of east-west view corridors should be included in the MEIR, particularly
along A, B and C Streets between Pacific Hwy and the SD Bay, where some of the most
intense development under the Visionary Plan will occur. One photo-simulation along
Broadway does not adequately describe the potential view impacts of the Visionary Plan
or how the setback and step backs described in the VP will help mitigate such view
impacts.”
“The discussion in the 4th bullet concerning view impact of the Lane Field project simply
refers the reader to the discussion of view impacts for the Visionary Plan as discussed
above, however the discussion earlier in the MEIR does not provide adequate detail
or photo simulation to assist the reader in understanding how the east-west
views to the SD Bay will be protected by the setbacks and step backs described
in the VP.” (Emphasis added)
Catellus’ concern about view corridors and preserving the views was well founded. We
consider the C Street view corridor a failure from Pacific Highway. The corridor is not
welcoming to the public; the view does not go to the bay; and there is not a sense of
open access. That corridor, even with setbacks and step-backs, would not protect the
east-west views. The entrance to the two hotels (Intercontinental and SpringHill Suites)
is also the public access point from Pacific Highway. There are no signs posted to
identify it as such or that there is a free public viewing area on the property. It appears
and functions as a private hotel entrance. Even the availability of public parking spaces
is not obviously signed.
Page 8 Addendum to the MEIR February 2009 North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
—Phase 1 Coastal Access Features Project
The long list for Project Goals and Objectives include:
•
•
•

Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve the local and regional
community and tourists.
Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
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•

Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent
neighborhoods and districts.

Joint Powers Agreement for Implementation of the NEVP
The City of San Diego (City) and the Port are signatories to a Joint Powers Agreement
(JPA) governing the implementation of the NEVP. The JPA expires in 2047. The plan
cannot be implemented if the basic tenets are ignored rather than integrated into the
new PMP. The JPA members need to address the NEVP issues in the Draft PMPU.
North Embarcadero Draft PMPU Requested Changes
We have highlighted our requested changes in red. The current Draft PMPU language is
in blue. Comments are in parentheses.
Page 263 5.3.2(A) Vision
Add:
The Port Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront
through a concept for public improvements and by guiding development to
optimize property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and
water-dependent uses.” (Emphasis added)
Additional Goals and Objectives:
• Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve the local and
regional community and tourists.
• Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
• Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly, but not
limited to, along the Bayfront.
• Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent
neighborhoods and districts.
These goals and guidelines are included in the NEVP, MEIR, Addendums, current PMP
and need to be included in the Draft PMPU and Final PMP.
We don’t believe that street view corridors alone fulfill the requirements of
optimizing property values or preserving and maximizing views to and from the
Bay.
We are dismayed that the PMPU has returned to mainly being a tourist-serving
document and dismissing the important relationship between the California residents
who live in San Diego and are close neighbors to the Port who routinely use and
contribute to the Port lands all year. The impact of downtown residents on the Port is
not just our increasing numbers, but our frequency of use, which significantly magnifies
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our impact and importance to fulfilling the Coastal Commission’s and Port’s stated goals
for public use.
Page 264 5.3.2(B) Special Allowances
The City’s discussion draft public comment letter to the Port dated July 31, 2019 stated
that B Street should be made a pedestrian promenade instead of a truck and bus
staging area for cruise ships. We support the City’s request. Please note that B Street
should still be 80 ft for the street portion plus 30 ft for the walkway.

Temporarily closing a street is unrealistic. Piers are for staging the servicing needs of
cruise ships, not inland streets. Please ensure that the piers are capable of fulfilling their
function. April 2022 already has 17 days scheduled with cruise ships. Some days have
3 ships scheduled. The need for staging is not temporary but over half the month and
growing. Additionally, we are concerned how the trucks and buses that serve the cruise
ships will navigate the area if the Port reduces Harbor Drive to two driving lanes. These
issues need to be addressed long before the 2049 expiration of the Navy lease.
B Street Cruise Operations Staging
PD3.1 The temporary closure of the completed B Street connection as described in
PD3.7, between Pacific Highway and North Harbor Drive, may occur when needed for
truck and other staging uses associated with cruise operations. When available,
convert B Street into a pedestrian only promenade.
Navy Pier
PD3.3 Designate the entire Navy Pier with the Recreation Open Space land use
designation on the Embarcadero Planning District Water and Land Use Map (Figure
PD3.2).* Navy Pier should retain handicap parking and ingress and egress for vehicles.
(ROS acreage should be adjusted)
Page 265 5.3.2(C)-I Landside Access
Mobility Hubs
PD 3.5: Develop a Local Gateway Mobility Hub between Ash and B Streets, in the area
generally depicted in Figure PD3.3. The mobility hub shall, “Meet the criteria of a Local
Gateway Mobility Hub, or larger, in accordance with Chapter 4, Baywide Development
Standards” This Mobility hub shall not have additional public parking spaces as either
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a stand alone parking lot or additional parking spaces incorporated into hotel parking. All
future parking spaces in this location shall be below ground.
1.The Port’s Mobility Hub concept is out of sync with SANDAG and the San Diego
Metropolitan Transit System (MTS). Adding parking garages downtown induces
travel and increases VMT by bringing cars into downtown just to ride the Ports
shuttle bus or circulator. True Mobility Hubs for automobiles are located outside
of downtown and people ride transit into downtown, as SANDAG and MTS have
determined in their transportation plans.
2. Use Transportation Demand Management (TDM) to identify existing parking
opportunities without creating more parking spaces. Parking garages
masquerading as Mobility Hubs are not linked into the MTS transit system and
therefore will not function as connected Mobility Hubs - just parking garages.
3. Utilize parking apps that identify available parking spaces. Refer drivers to the
Intercontinental Hotel parking and the 2,000 public spaces announced by IQHQ.
Once in these locations, the Port’s shuttle bus or circulator is appropriate.
4. All future parking spaces between B street and Ash should be underground.
Although the Lane Field Marriott SpringHill Suites has above ground parking that
is the exception and was only granted due to the recession. This above ground
parking is an eye-sore. The Navy/Manchester/IQHQ property, Intercontinental
and the Waterfront Park/County parking lots are all below grade. No developer
should be considered who cannot agree to underground parking.
Page 266 Roadway Reconnections
Roadways go from curb to curb not building face to building face. The width for
Walkways are additional on both sides of the street.
PD3.7 The following roadway reconnections shall be made in the area bounded by Ash
Street, B Street, Pacific Highway, and North Harbor Drive, including portions of the block
south of B Street, as generally depicted in Figure PD3.4:
•

•

•

Extend A Street to North Harbor Drive to provide a link between North Harbor
Drive and Pacific Highway for pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicle use. The minimum
width of this connection shall be 80 feet, building face to building face, curb to
curb, measured at grade.
Reconnect B Street between Pacific Highway and North Harbor Drive for
pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicle use, in addition to temporary truck and other
staging associated with cruise ship operations, as described in PD3.1. The
minimum width of this connection shall be 80 feet, building face to building face,
curb to curb, measured at grade.
If a north-south connection is provided linking Ash Street to B Street, the
minimum width of that connection shall be 30 feet, building face to building face,
measured at grade. This connection is a pedestrian only connection based upon
the NEVP. If it is a roadway, then the measurement is curb to curb.
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Roadway Improvements
PD3.8 Reconfigure North Harbor Drive to more efficiently accommodate all modes of
travel while allowing for:
•
•

Two FOUR general travel lanes, one two lanes in each direction, between Grape
Street and F Street;
A multi-use path, segregated between pedestrians and vehicles, along the west
side of the street as part of the Recreation Open Space; and

PD3.9 Existing on-street parking shall first be consolidated into mobility hubs outside of
the North Embarcadero, as described in PD3.4 and PD3.5, to then enable the
reconfiguration of North Harbor Drive (see PD3.8).
Page 267 Recreation Open Space
PD3.10 Upon reconfiguration of Harbor Drive as described in PD3.8, expand and
activate the Recreation Open Space, as generally depicted in Figure PD3.5, and as
follows:
Add: e. Block D, presently the Navy building located at 1220 Pacific Highway north of B
Street (page 274) will be converted to Activated Recreation Open Space.
This site provides a rare opportunity to return a commercial space to open space. The
adjacent neighborhoods want better connections to the Bay. Eventually converting this
property is consistent with the NEVP and PMP principles of adding more open green
space. Connecting the A Street and B Street corridors with Activated Recreation Open
Space would help significantly in connecting the adjacent residential neighborhoods and
City to the Bay by improving pedestrian level views through the area, which would be
welcoming to the community and visitors alike.
Page 269 5.3.2 (C)lll Visitor serving Commercial Uses
As we stated in previous public comment, the residents of the condominiums at Santa
Fe Place have seen the RLJ, owner of the Wyndham, upgrade to the Wyndham and
believe that is the best use of the Port property in order to fulfill stated NEVP priorities to
optimize property values and public access. The transformation, both inside and out,
will upgrade the property to a first class hotel, like a Hilton or Hyatt, while maintaining
the same foot print that the inland and upland properties in the City were built around.
The Embarcadero Coalition supports RLJ’s lease being renewed as our first choice for
blocks A, B and C in the Draft PMPU.
Should the Wyndham lease not be renewed, we highlight the following information when
considering new development of these blocks. The Downtown Community Plan (DCP)
and current PMP clearly intended for the density and building heights to decrease
significantly as they near the County Administration Building. We are pleased that the
Port has reduced the building heights significantly from the original Discussion Draft and
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made some reductions to the number of hotel rooms. However, we still have
considerable concerns about the density and design of the plan as presented.
We believe the maximum number of hotel rooms on between B Street and Ash (Figure
3.8 in the Draft PMPU) should be 650 regular sized hotel rooms, not ”microtel” sized
rooms or pods. The Wyndham currently has 600 hotel rooms and the two Lane Field
hotels total 800 rooms. In order to decrease density and achieve the FAR maximum of
4.5, 650 hotel rooms should satisfy the criteria. The proposed 1,350 hotel rooms
between B street and Ash are excessive.
Retail, Restaurant and Overnight Accommodations
•

•

PD3.25 Modify, or replace in-kind, existing hotel rooms, including associated
retail, restaurant and/or meeting space, to the same or lesser size, and in the
same general footprint in the Commercial Recreation-designated area between
Ash Street and Broadway. If the existing hotel rooms are retained or replaced, up
to 50 additional hotel rooms could be added to the same general footprint and all
the hotel towers are on the west side of the property near Harbor Drive.
PD3.26 In addition to existing facilities, If the current hotel lease is not renewed,
and there is totally new construction, develop a maximum of 750 650 hotel rooms
(current 600 hotel rooms plus an additional 50 hotel rooms) additional hotel rooms
between B Street and Ash with 30,000 a maximum of 20,000 additional square
feet of associated retail and restaurant, and 30,000 a maximum of 20,000
additional square feet of meeting space, for a total of up to 2,350 650 hotel rooms
plus ancillary facilities, in the Commercial Recreation-designated area between
Ash Street and Broadway. There is only one tower per block and construction is
aligned to optimize property values.

Page 270 5.3.2(D)-I Public Realm Standards
Pathways
PD3.33 Maintain east-west pedestrian linkages along Grape Street and Ash Street to
connect the San Diego County Administration Building and the waterside promenade
along North Harbor Drive. Ash Street development shall provide a minimum 25 ft
sidewalk, parkway and landscaping.
Page 272 Views
PD3.34 Preserve scenic vista areas in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 4,
Baywide Development Standards, in the following locations as generally depicted in
Figure PD3.4:
F. West and east end of Broadway Pier;

G.West and east end of Navy Pier; and
J. The northbound view corridor on Pacific Highway of the County Administration
Building.
K. Create additional inland scenic vistas to the water from Pacific Highway.
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Additional inland view corridors added in red
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Views down Pacific Highway of the County Administration Building are also important.
Current pedestrian and driving view on Pacific Hwy headed north.

Page 83 NEVP - Special Precincts Treatment “County Administration Building

Precinct
The County Administration Building is the centerpiece of the County Terrace, and it has
a significant landmark presence on Pacific Highway. Buildings in the area should
enhance the setting of the County Building, framing the structure while giving deference
to its unique character and role in the North Embarcadero.” (Emphasis added)
The NEVP clearly intended for the County Administration building to be highlighted from
Pacific Highway. To maintain this view corridor requires keeping the hotel towers closer
to Harbor Drive rather than Pacific Highway and significantly limiting the height of the
shorter buildings on the east side.
The small setbacks and step-backs the Port is proposing are insufficient for this view
corridor on Pacific Highway. The picture below demonstrates our concern if towers
similar to the Lane Field hotels are allowed on the east side of the Port property.
Building height limits, setback, step-back requirements, and other guidelines should
help ensure that the County Administration Building retains its rightful landmark
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presence in the North Embarcadero. We continue to support locating the towers on the
Harbor Drive side of the blocks, like they are today.
View down Pacific Hwy if the Lane Field type buildings were built.

Please do not block this beautiful landmark from the city and the adjacent high density
Columbia residential neighborhood. It would be extremely detrimental to the character
of the neighborhood.
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Page 273 5.3.2(D)-II Building Standards

Since distance creates perspective and makes buildings appear smaller, we still prefer
the towers on block A/B (and C/D if a tower remains) to be pushed to the west, and the
very low buildings, up to 30 ft tall, on the east side of the block, like we have today. We
understand that this request differs from the NEVP. However, we believe it upholds the
PMP commitment to optimize property values by improving view shed and saving the
view corridor down Pacific Highway that highlights the County Administration building one of the main tenets of the NEVP.
In Figure PD3.8 (page 274 of the Draft PMPU) or the areas bounded by Pacific Highway
and Harbor Drive and between B Street and Ash, must have a maximum Floor Area
Ratios of 4.5 added to the plan.
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Page 63 NEVP Floor Area Ratio
“Development density limits, together with other requirements such as height limits,
massing limits, and setback requirements, set parameters for the final build-out potential
of a site. Consistent with the Centre City Planned District Ordinance and the Marina
Plan District Ordinance, Figure 4.4 describes the maximum intensity of development in
terms of FAR. FAR is defined as the ratio of gross floor area to site area. Gross floor
area includes on-grade and above-grade parking area. Site area excludes land in rightsof-way.”
The NEVP FAR was used in the development of Lane Field hotels, including in the CCC
documents.The Intercontinental FAR, with underground parking, is 3.8. This number is
an important measurement to manage development in the NE. This measure restricts
the density on these blocks as intended by the NEVP and PMP. Both height and
density were intended to decrease in a step like manner south to north, from Broadway
to Ash, to highlight the County Administration Building. This number is also consistent
with the DCP. The CCC told the Port to use the guidelines in the NEVP for planning
guidance, which the PMP provides. The current PMP refers to figure 4.4 and 4.5 in
regards to FAR and building heights. The FAR is included in the legal document and
needs to be included in the Draft PMPU.
In addition, please remove the new base building height of 65 ft. This additional raised
podium will make a huge increase in the lower structures and is not a construction
requirement for the tower base. Leave just one podium height at a maximum of 30 ft. A
30 ft podium height is consistent with the non-tower buildings currently between the
Navy buildings south of B Street to Ash.
The structure south of B street should conform with the podium height north of B street
at a maximum of 30 ft.
The building heights should be measured from the average finished grade plane, not
the base building height.
We strongly support the City’s request that Block D be redefined as Activated
Recreation Open Space (ROS) when the Navy leaves returns the property to the Port.
This change would eliminate item 4 on page 273 and place it under Activated ROS.
The NEVP acknowledges the importance of buildings being sited to the best location
based on the conditions. As an example, the Lane Field Intercontinental Hotel was
completed prior to any building at the northeast corner of Pacific Highway and
Broadway. It is most probable the new building on this corner will be situated to ensure
its building will enjoy Bay views not blocked by the Intercontinental Hotel. Similarly, the
Marriott SpringHill Suites was located south of the Grande South in order to provide the
condominium a clear view to the Bay, since the Grande South was built first.
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Tower and podium locations should be situated in order to accommodate the buildings
that were built first in the NE, such as the three condominiums west of the railroad with
the entitlements of the Catellus Development Corporation. New buildings should
maximize the view shed and sight lines from the buildings on the City side of Pacific
Highway included in the geographical description of the NEVP, as well as optimizing
property values.
Eliminate the Design Guideline of a Street Wall
In 1998 the Port adopted the City’s design guide for a street wall and placed the
language in the NEVP. The street wall concept makes sense for a City, but not for the
Port, where it walls off everyone and everything from the Bay for the full block on every
block. A street wall enables the Port to build corner to corner on every block, except for
a sidewalk width. Even if the towers are limited, the Port proposes huge 6-7 story
podiums taking up the whole block (see Figure PD 3.8). This design contradicts the
goals of the CCC, Port and the public. It is a direct violation of, and inconsistent with,
the current PMP where open views and public access of the Bay, especially from the
pedestrian level, are the main development guideline. Therefore, we propose
eliminating the street wall requirement.
Figure PD3.9 Podiums do not have to start within 5 ft of the setback. For example, the
entryway to a hotel could place the whole hotel much farther back from the setback. We
understand that podiums provide a source of revenue for retailing, meeting rooms and
potentially above ground parking, but the smaller podiums we propose are sufficient for
a hotel with a total of 650 rooms and underground parking. The podiums should be a
maximum of 30 feet high, consistent with the height of the shorter buildings currently on
blocks B and D. The step-backs should be limited to a maximum of 25 ft measured from
the base of the tower.
If the orientation of the new hotel towers are turned perpendicular to the current towers,
there should only be one tower per block and the towers should be in a straight line.
The towers should be sited, to use the Port’s language, to preserve and maximize views
to and from the Bay and to optimize property values in the San Diego Jurisdiction of the
NEVP.
Page 273 5.3.2(D)-II Building Standards
Structure Height and Scale
PD 3.38 In the area bounded by Ash Street, North Harbor Drive, B Street, and Pacific Highway,
including portions of the block south of B Street, as generally depicted in Figure PD3.8, the
following standards apply:

a. Base building structures shall be limited to a maximum height of 65 30 feet.
b. A maximum Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 shall apply to the area north of B street and
south of Ash.
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c. Above the base building structure, the average finished grade plane, the
following height limits apply, subject to the tower requirements in PD3.39, in the
area north of B Street: …
4 . Structures shall not exceed 200 feet in height, in the area between A Street and B
Street, within the eastern portion of the block, adjacent to Pacific Highway (identified as
Block D on Figure PD3.8). In the area between A Street and B Street, within the eastern
portion of the block, adjacent to Pacific Highway (identified as Block D in Figure PD3.8
and currently occupied by the Navy located at 1220 Pacific Highway) convert the area
to Activated Recreation Open Space.
d. c. Structures shall not exceed 65 30 feet in height, in the area south of the B
Street reconnection.
e. Parking shall all be full levels below ground. The number of parking spaces
required would be determined by demand from hotel guests and ADA accessible
parking needs.
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Add:
Tower

One tower per block

Tower will be aligned (sited) to
preserve and maximize views to
and from the Bay and to
optimize property values for
existing buildings between the
railroad tracks and Pacific
Highway (San Diego jurisdiction
of the NEVP)

Change Figure PD3.9 and Figure PD3.8: For new construction
•

Podiums should be a maximum of 25 feet wide measured at the base of the
Tower (step-back), and leave open space and public access to the Bay from
Pacific Highway on the rest of the block. This could be ROS.

•

The podiums are a maximum of 30 ft high. The building base facade and the
base building structure are the same at a maximum of 30 ft.

•

The Podium should cover a minimum of 65% of the tower base. The other 35%
allows for articulation of the façade, variation in the design of the streetscape and
public realm, and/or the integration of project features such as public plazas,
outdoor dining, etc.

•

There is only one tower per block and towers should be aligned east-west to
preserve and maximize views of and from the Bay and optimize property values
of the current owners of the former Catellus property described in the NEVP.

•

Photo simulations, and view sheds will be used to ensure maximum views and
property values for the buildings that already exist west of the railroad tracks.

•

The north-south width of the tower shall be a maximum of 100 ft for consistency
with the tower width of the Lane Field Hotels.

•

Towers and podiums must be aligned to allow sunlight, air flow, and inland
westward views of the Bay from Downtown.

•

The non-hotel acreage of each block will be designated Activated ROS.

Page 275 Setbacks and Step-backs
PD3.40 The following setbacks shall apply, consistent with Figure PD3.8:
•

A building setback minimum of 25 feet from the curb shall be maintained along
Pacific Highway, to allow for the implementation of a parkway and sidewalk, as
well as landscaping adjacent to the building.
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PD 3.41 A minimum of 65% of the base building façade shall be placed around the base
of the tower.within 5 feet of the minimum required building setback, as generally
depicted on Figure PD3.9. A maximum 30 ft high podium shall be placed around the
tower base. minimum of The tower step-back is a maximum of 25 ft from the building
base facade, except on Pacific Hwy. The remaining building may be set back further, to
allow for articulation of the façade, variation in the design of the streetscape and public
realm, and/or the integration of project features such as public plazas, outdoor dining,
etc. The remainder of the block will be ROS. The tower would be sited to maximize the
view shed of the condominiums west of the railroad tracks. (The NEVP states that views
to and from the Bay should be preserved and maximized to optimize these properties
values).
PD3.42 Upper story tower step-backs consistent with Figure PD3.8 between B Street
and Ash and on the optional north-south connection, shall be provided, limiting the base
building frontage height to a maximum of 50 30 feet, for a minimum maximum depth of
25 feet, at the following locations, parallel:
• Along to Ash Street;
• Along to the A Street reconnection;
• Along to the B Street reconnection;
• Adjacent to Harbor Drive setback areas; and
• Adjacent to the optional north-south connection.
PD3.43 Along Pacific Highway, the following standards apply, as generally depicted in
Figure PD3.8 and Figure PD3.9:
• The Pacific Highway base building frontage shall be a minimum of 45 maximum
height of 30 feet parallel to Pacific Highway.
• The Pacific Highway base building structure may shall be a maximum height of
65 30 feet, to comply with the City of San Diego Fire Department requirements.
Above 50 30 feet, the tower building shall step back 15 25 feet. (Fire
Department requirements can be met on east-west streets)
• There is no street wall requirement, or required maximum distance from the
setback.
SITE ACCESS AND
SERVICE
According to the NEVP,
parking and service access
to sites in the NE should be
provided from east/west
streets.
Truck loading is an integral
part of the development and
should be screened from
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public view. All exterior garbage
and refuse facilities and
mechanical equipment should be
screened in a manner that is
compatible with the overall
building design and streetscape
treatment.
Unfortunately, the Lane Field
Hotel service access is on Pacific
Highway. Residents were
promised it would not cause a
problem because the service
entrance included space to pull
large vehicles inside. However,
that is not what is happening.
Pacific Highway is being treated
like an alley for service deliveries.
Daily big trucks park next to the bike lane instead of going inside. One lane of traffic is
often blocked, reducing traffic to one driving lane, and the deliveries are done from the
street instead of from inside the garage.
We are dismayed with the actual functioning of the service access to the Lane Field
hotels and feel this needs to be addressed in the PMPU so we do not have the same
problem between B Street and Ash. We don’t want the same disrespectful treatment of
the neighborhood with any new development. These types of issues are why the NEVP
states service was to be conducted on the east-west streets.
ADD to Draft PMPU: Service Treatment
Access to parking and loading areas shall be screened from predominant view, be
provided from the east/west streets, minimize the visual impacts, and designed to allow
vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular
circulation.
Page 281 5.3.4 South Embarcadero Subdistrict
5.3.4(A) Vision (paragraph two)
Proposed public access improvements include accessibility enhancements at the South
Embarcadero public access mole pier, a continuous waterside promenade throughout
the subdistrict, and preserving scenic views from the shoreline without diminishing
existing Recreation Open Space.
Page 283 5.3.4(C)-II Coastal Access
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Recreational Marina Facilities
PD3.66 Modify, or replace in-kind, existing recreational marina-related facilities in the
subdistrict, provided there is no unmitigated increase in shading or fill.
Page 285 5.3.4(D)-I Public Realm Standards
Views
PD3.74 Preserve existing scenic vista areas
Page 286 Section 5.3.4(D)-II Building Standards
The Port must include building standards for the SE since it is earmarking projects like a
new marina and consolidation of ”development parcels” (in PD3.59). It is very
disturbing to have another set of projects where the Port is abandoning its responsibility
to provide developers with development guidance standards and parameters to build on
public lands and waterways.
Appendix D Draft Program EIR: Transportation Impact Study (TIS)
The Columbia neighborhood lies adjacent to Port managed public lands on Pacific
Highway. There are several versions of what is planned for Pacific Highway that cause
concern. The below rendering of Pacific Highway was taken from the NEVP:
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Page 106 NEVP Pacific Highway Site Access and Traffic
“The Plan establishes Pacific Highway as an elegant tree-lined boulevard
accommodating through traffic and pedestrian circulation. The street is designed with
six travel lanes, a center turn lane and/or median, two parking lanes, and two fourteenfoot- wide sidewalks. Consistent with the CCDC Pacific Highway Concept Plan, the
Visionary Plan establishes a consistent 130- foot-wide street section from Hawthorn
Street to Harbor Drive in place of the inconsistent street section existing today. “
Unfortunately, that version of Pacific Highway no longer exists. The picture below shows
Pacific Highway Tuesday,12/28/21, when Harbor Drive was closed for the Holiday Bowl
parade. Redirecting Harbor Drive traffic onto Pacific Highway is not acceptable.

Pacific Highway is no longer 6 traffic lanes with extra capacity but 4 traffic lanes with two
class 4 bike lanes and a parking lane. Traffic is often reduced to one lane in a direction
due to deliveries at Lane Field hotels in the southbound lanes. Pacific Highway cannot
carry all the planned additional traffic.
The Draft EIR TIS confirms Pacific Highway’s inability to successfully carry all the extra
traffic. The Draft EIR stated the VMT impact after mitigation will be “significant and
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unavoidable”(emphasis added) in District 3 with the current PMPU plans. The Traffic
Study did not even include or consider the impact of Seaport Village bringing in 10
million annual visitors, as the developer stated to the California State Lands
Commission. Pushing all this traffic onto Pacific Highway in a high density residential
neighborhood is irresponsible and against the Climate Action Plan and efforts to reduce
congestion downtown and reduce Green House Emissions.

A Significant increase to VMT is not “unavoidable” if the Port makes different
choices. As a sustainability issue, this position is unacceptable, especially since
mobility hubs are often glorified parking lots inducing people to drive downtown.
SANDAG and MTS have both objected to the Port’s Mobility hubs, since they don’t
conform to the regional transportation system. It is unacceptable to create such
significant traffic impacts considering the Climate Action Plan.
Even without the redevelopment of Seaport Village, the mobility hubs and potential
parking structures, either stand alone or incorporated into hotel parking, being planned
in the Embarcadero will only induce more travel downtown which is attributing to the
unavoidable aspect of the analysis. The Port needs to find ways to significantly reduce
VMT or downtown will be a congested nightmare.
Encourage the public to use true Regional Mobility hubs in the SANDAG and MTS
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transportation plans and take transit downtown. Do not create additional downtown
parking spaces. The Port’s shuttle should transport people between Port amenities and
transit connections, not between parking lots.
The Central Embarcadero Seaport Village changes are not included in this study yet the
developer’s letter to the California State Lands Commission states that he expects 10
million visitors annually. This equates to over 27,000 visitors daily. If a project creates
that type of demand, it should not be on an isolated point where it is required to go
through neighborhoods and downtown to get there.
The Port needs to accept that people should park outside of the downtown area, take
transit into the city center, and then move around on downtown services like the Port’s
shuttle. Other cities have successfully used this model for decades (New York, San
Francisco, Washington DC, Boston, etc).That is a major way to decrease the VMT, but
that is not what the Port is suggesting. They are planning not only enough spaces to
replace all of the parking they are going to move, but also enough to meet demand.
The Port should not proceed with the PMPU until it can address the CAP traffic issues,
including in the CE, and the traffic impact to Pacific Highway due to the plans previously
addressed. It is not acceptable to say that the traffic impact is “significant and
unavoidable”. It is avoidable if the Port changes its plans.
Do not divert Harbor Drive traffic to Pacific Highway. Per the current PMP (page 59),
“General commercial, residential, and commuter traffic would utilize an enhanced
Pacific Highway grand boulevard”. Do not move all the Port’s traffic onto Pacific
Highway so that Harbor Drive can be used for distracted drivers trying to enjoy the
water view. The Port must find mitigation solutions and NOT cause significant increases
in VMT on Pacific Highway before going forward with the Seaport Village redevelopment
and redirecting traffic onto Pacific Highway from Harbor Drive.
See the new lane markings and bike lanes in the picture below
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This traffic problem highlights another reason why it is necessary for the Central
Embarcadero to be included in the evaluation of the PMPU.
Page 165 4 Baywide Development Standards
Parking /Mobility Hubs
Although we agree that there should be convenient ways to travel around the
Embarcadero without using your car, like a Bayside shuttle or Bayside circulator. We
also agree with MTS an SANDAG that the Port is not developing true mobility hubs
because their locations do not integrate into the regional transportation system. The
concern is that the mobility hubs are glorified parking facilities to consolidate parking
and they will contribute to more VMT by encouraging drivers into the city to park and
then use the alternative mobility options. True mobility hubs are located outside of
downtown as SANDAG explains. Additionally, hotel parking lots should not be used to
add significant public parking.
Page 166 4.1.2(A) Land Use and Siting
2. Parking. Local Gateway Mobility Hubs should be within 500 feet of off-street public
parking. All public parking spaces for vehicles in the Embarcadero shall be full levels
below grade. In areas where there is above ground parking it shall be totally
encapsulated (i.e., clad in such a manner that it is indistinguishable from the building
elements around it) or visually screened by means of other uses such as substantial
perimeter planters or architectural elements which effectively shield vehicles within the
structure from view at grade level. Ceiling-mounted lighting within the structure should
also be screened from grade-level view.
3. Surface lots and above grade parking should be well screened from public view and
shall be well lighted.
Page 167 Table 4.1 Mobility Hub: Accessibility Requirements and Amenities

Parking requirements and number of spaces are not in the PMPU. The footnote on this
Mobility hub table states, “Parking demand study would be required to determine the
number of spaces that need to be included in the hub.” “PARKING DEMAND” is a bad
metric in general. That includes all the visitor demand to park downtown, which could be
thousands of spaces. This type of demand is counter-productive for the CAP. However,
the demand for parking spaces is shrinking at hotels as visitors and tourists in
downtown hotels move away from rental cars and personal vehicles rather than pay for
a car rental and a hotel parking fee. Instead they use Uber, Lyft, taxi, FRED, trolley, bus,
train or walk.
Using “Public Demand” to determine the number of parking spaces required is
unrealistic, since the public demand is almost always for modestly priced or free
parking. Surely the Port doesn’t intend to build enough parking spaces to meet the
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public demand for over 27,000 visitors a day to the new Seaport Village, yet that is what
the Port proposes.
The Citizen’s Advisory Board to the NEVP made it clear that parking on the Port
property should be below ground. Even the NEVP guidelines state that every effort
should be made for parking to be subterranean. Since all the other developments have
underground parking, that is a reasonable and expected requirement.
The number of parking spaces should be focused on accessible parking for people with
disabilities and hotel demand, not ”PUBLIC DEMAND”. As a result, there is no need to
have huge above ground podiums around hotels to account for public parking. Parking
is either underground or it does not exist.
Footnotes: Table 4.1 Mobility Hub: Accessibility Requirements and Amenities
3. Parking demand study would be required to determine the number of spaces that
need to be included in the hub. Parking demand study for hotels within the hub location
shall be based on the parking demand of hotel guests and ADA accessible parking
needs.
Page 174 4.2.1 Standards for Recreation Open Space
The following requirements apply to areas designated as Recreation Open Space:
2. Should be designed with landscaping or native indigenous vegetation; (Palm trees
are not native. The only native tree is the Torrey Pine.)
Parks/Plazas/Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
We request the Port create a reconciliation document between the Park/Plaza (green
space) acreage in the current PMP and Recreation Open Space (ROS) acreage in the
new Draft PMPU. In order to do this reconciliation, the Port must include the CE
acreage. The Port already has significant mitigation issues from existing projects, but
the only way to ensure the Port delivers on all its commitments is with a reconciliation.
We believe this reconciliation should be public and transparent. This full reconciliation
cannot be done without the information from the CE.
Example:
Initial PARK/PLAZA acreage commitment in current PMP
Increase from amendments/mitigations
Decrease from completed projects
Decrease from completed mitigations
=Remaining commitments
Compare to Draft PMPU Recreation Open Space and make adjustments as/if needed
The resident population of downtown San Diego is already at 40,000. It is expected to
grow to 80 or 90,000 in the next 30 years, the time period of this PMP. Downtown
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residents use Port facilities on a regular basis, and individually much more often than an
individual tourist. Resident's exercise, enjoy the bay, and visit the restaurants and
facilities throughout the year. Our impact is multiplied due to frequency. As Downtown
residency grows, the need for outdoor space will grow with it. The Port needs to
increase park and activated recreational spaces to meet this demand. We do not want
to be walled in by hotels and retail spaces. In order to facilitate the Port’s need for more
activated recreational open public space, the 1220 Pacific Highway space should be
converted into activated ROS once the property returns to the Port, and B and A streets
should be beautiful pedestrian walkways to the bay. Port and CCC policies require the
Port to make public access and opens space a priority.
Page 180 4.3.3 Standards for Walkways
Figure PD3.4 A and B Streets are pictured as Walkways
4.3.3(A) Location and Access
4. Walkways shall have a minimum width of 30 feet unless otherwise specified in the
development standards for each subdistrict. Walkways are an addition to Roadway
Requirements, not included in Roadway Requirements.
Page 182 4.4 View Standards
4.4.1 Standards for Scenic Vista Areas
5. In addition to waterside, end of pier and street corridors, there shall be views from the
inland side of the Port in the following locations:
a. Pacific Highway between A and B Streets,
b. between A Street and Ash.
c. Preserve Ruocco Park in its current location as well as the existing scenic Bay
views from Ruocco Park.
Coastal Views
Some coastal views should be from the inland side of the Port property, such as Pacific
Highway, not just down street corridors and the waters edge.
While we appreciate the listed Access and Scenic Views in the PMPU, we think they are
insufficient. There’s a level of absurdity when the only views relevant to the Port occur
when people are in the middle of the street or are able to see water when they are at
the water’s edge.
1. View corridors: More aptly named Street View Corridors. If you are driving down
the street, the Port wants you to look at the water view. Or, if you are a
pedestrian, you can stop in the middle of the street to look at the water.
2. If you are at the water’s edge, the PMPU states it will not block the views of the
water, most of the time. However, in many instances, viewers still must go to the
end of the pier or the deck for the scenic view.
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3. Public access for public viewing areas located inside of, in front of, any portion of
an area, are not marked. There is no signage outside of the Intercontinental
Hotel, Navy Pier, Lane Field Park, or the barge at Coasterra identifying them as
having public viewing areas. All areas appear to be private property.
The Standard for water views and access should include the inland side of the Port
land, not just directly waterside or the street corridors. For instance, Ruocco Park
provides real scenic views since the views start at the intersection of Harbor Drive and
Paci c Highway and you can see the water, Coronado and beyond. Downtown
residents do not want to lose this green space in the Seaport Village redevelopment.
More vistas need to be created or preserved from Paci c Highway. The complaints of
feeling walled o are not just at the water’s edge, but from the inland side of the Port as
well. An example of being “walled o ” occurs at Harbor Drive West at the Convention
Center. There are no Bay views even though public lands controlled by the Port are
across the street. Instead, it is wall-to-wall convention center and hotels. CE and NE do
not want to end up like the SE where it can be di cult to nd your way through to the
water.
The Lane Field Hotels north of Broadway wall o water views from the east, including a
very poor view corridor through C Street that only looks like a hotel entrance, and from
the north or south because of the 300 ft long hotels. We want Bay views from the
inland east side of the Port looking west to the water. North of Ruocco Park up to Ash
Street, you cannot see the Bay while standing on Paci c Highway. Even the wide
Broadway view corridor is blocked at the water’s edge by a building. At a minimum,
there should be a view from Paci c Highway to the water, besides a street corridor,
such as a westward view toward the bay between B and A Streets. If the Wyndham is
replaced with towers that are perpendicular to the water, and there is no street wall,
then ROS that the City requested at 1220 Paci c Highway could provide open access
and Bay views. Do not create a wall of hotels and retail to block the people of
California, who live in and visit San Diego, from the Bay.
Appendix I DRAFT Program EIR: Sea Level Rise Analysis
We are not Climate experts, but the Port must identify and make signi cant e orts to
advert the impact of sea level rise. We are concerned that the Port has not adequately
addressed the problems to ensure protective planning toward resilient sea level rise
and ooding with smart infrastructure to meet State and Federal standards. Please
coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
DRAFT Program EIR: Alternatives
Page 6-63 6.5.6 Environmentally Superior Alternative
From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth
Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This
reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended
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to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions,
hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Sincerely,
Embarcadero Coalition
embarcaderocoalition@gmail.com
Contacts: Janet Rogers and Susan Simon
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San Diego Unified Port District
Attn: Dennis Campbell, Planning Department
PO Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488
Submitted to pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Dear Mr. Campbell:
Since 1961, Citizens Coordinate for Century 3 (C-3) has sought and advocated for
the highest standards in urban design, community planning, and access to public
open space. As a member-supported non-profit organization, we bring together
residents and professionals to jointly craft solutions to the challenges we face in
our city and region. Our comments on the Port’s Draft Program EIR (PEIR) for the
Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) are included below, and are derived from C-3
members, Directors, and our San Diego Bay Knowledge Action Network (KAN).
Port staff have done an admirable job over more than eight years to shepherd
the Port Master Plan Update to its current state. We applaud the work of Port
staff and look forward to completing the Port Master Plan Update soon.
However, we are concerned that the exclusion of a significant in-process
development – the 1HWY1 project in the Central Embarcadero – from the PMPU
and the PEIR will result in the public being unable to properly analyze the PMPU
and may result in unnecessary delays to the PEIR and final approval of the PMPU.
The Port and the project proponent, 1HWY1, have been working since 2016 to
refine the development proposal. The terms of the Exclusive Negotiating
Agreement between the Port and 1HWY1 suggests that 1HWY1 recently
submitted a final development proposal to Port staff. It is time to open the
process up for public review, provide potential approval by Port Commissioners,
and incorporate Port staff and Commissioners’ approved Planned Improvements
and Development Standards for the Seaport San Diego project into the Central
Embarcadero sub-district in the PMPU and the Draft PEIR.

We recommend that the Port pause the PMPU and PEIR process so that it can incorporate the
expected "Planned Improvements" and "Development Standards" for the 1HWY1 project into the
Central Embarcadero subdistrict and the PMPU/PEIR as a whole. This will allow the public to review the
PMPU and PEIR more holistically and avoid a piecemeal approach to planning and environmental
impact assessment.
With regard to the North Embarcadero subdistrict and the related North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
options assessed in the PEIR, C-3 suggests updating Option 3 to incorporate the approach found in PEIR
Alternative 5 (i.e., the closing of non-emergency traffic on N Harbor Drive from Grape St to W Ash St).
While the Port’s preferred plan that reduces vehicular traffic on N Harbor Drive is an improvement on
the status quo, this updated Option 3 would create a human-centered, crown-jewel public open space
for residents and tourists alike to enjoy: the Waterfront Destination Park that the Port has been
promising for years.
We echo the San Diego Waterfront Coalition’s comment regarding the need for the Port to ensure in
the PMPU that the USS Midway Museum immediately build the park on Navy Pier that has been
promised since 2004. Any Port commitments to establish new parks and recreation open space are
undermined by this egregious delay.
As an organization that has long advocated for unfettered public access to public lands and waters, we
suggest the Port adopt the position of the California Coastal Commission on the issue of the La Playa
Piers. As it stands, the Port’s plan for the piers risks further delaying PMPU approval.
Finally, C-3 supports the establishment of a third-party Design Review Board at the Port, as mitigation
for environmental impacts and as a general point of good public policy. The idea was proposed to the
Port in a September 25, 2020, letter from local architects Megan Groth, Heather Ruszczyk, and Scott
Bales. As they noted in their letter, “a third party Design Review Board composed of architects,
landscape architects, developers, artists, engineers and other building professionals would provide a
degree of transparency, accessibility, and accountability to the public outreach process as well as a way
for the Port to receive expert advice on their planning and building projects. The intent is for a Design
Review Board to be integrated into the current project review process - at early, mid and late stages of
projects - so as not to create any additional roadblocks but instead contribute to a more robust and
efficient approval process.
C-3 is also in support of comments from the Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association (SWIA) and
the Environmental Health Coalition (EHC) regarding issues water quality, sea level rise, the Port’s
Climate Action Plan and Greenhouse Gas emissions, and pollution. We also raise the following
environmental issues with regard to the Draft PEIR:
•
•

How are upstream areas bordering the District being monitored to anticipate impacts to the
Port?
How is stormwater runoff being mitigated at each drainage outfall location in the Port District?
We applaud the mapping of each outfall, however, we feel the PEIR should also document
mitigation strategies at each outfall location including nature-based green infrastructure
solutions such as wetlands. When spatially constrained, other proprietary filtration methods

•
•
•

should be used to filter localized toxins at the “end of the line”. If unmitigated, we risk further
pollution, sedimentation, and degradation of marine habitats.
When planning for sea level rise, each outfall location should have a “retreat” strategy
documented in the PEIR.
What are the riparian and wetland restoration strategies to mitigate sea level rise in risk prone
communities, parks, and common open space?
How much area of parks and recreation open space will be required to mitigate sea level rise
during a 100 year storm 20 years from now? How can we continually expand these areas going
forward to address sea level rise?

Thank you,
Ryan Karlsgodt
President,
Citizens Coordinate for Century 3

Office 619.423.4353
Fax 619.424.3923
www.cchoa.org

C.C.H.O.A.
505 Grand Caribe Cswy.
Coronado, CA 92118
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

Port Commissioners
Port of San Diego
Attn. Planning Department
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
January 10, 2022
Re.

Comments on the Port Master Plan Draft Program EIR and the Draft Port Master Plan dated
November 2021

Dear Board of Port Commissioners:
The Coronado Cays Homeowners Association (“CCHOA”) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments
on the November 2021 Draft Port Master Plan, as well as the Program EIR. We also appreciate the fact that
the Port has worked closely with the CCHOA to take into account our comments in the Master Plan Update,
and we look forward to continuing our work with the Port to significantly enhance and preserve for the public
the strong ecological elements present in our South Bay location.
The Coronado Cays is a unique community of waterfront homes in the South San Diego Bay, surrounded by
Silver Strand State Beach to the west and the north, and the San Diego Bay National Wildlife Refuge to the
east and the south on the bayside. We are adjacent to the Bayshore Bikeway and are home to the Port’s only
native plants park, Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. We strongly support the expansion of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the north section of Grand Caribe Isle. This re-designation would preserve unique scenic
vistas and view corridors, as well as expand the native plant garden and habitat areas in Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park.
Our three most significant comments, discussed below, are: (1) that we continue to strongly support the “no
new hotel rooms” language in the PMPU, as does the entire Coronado community, despite a recent hiccup on
the part of the City Council, which was quickly reversed; (2) we oppose the location of a potential water
transfer point in the Coronado Cays at the Yacht Club as this is a residential area, and a water transfer point is
already shown at the Loews Hotel, right next door; and (3) we strongly support the extension of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the adjacent parcel to the north, currently used for boat storage, as well the creation of a
mitigation bank next to Grand Caribe Shoreline Park on Grand Caribe Isle South. Our other comments are
then listed as they are shown in the November 2021 draft Master Plan.
PD 9.13 and PD 9.25: “No new hotel rooms.”
We continue to strongly support the “no new hotel rooms” language in Sections PD 9.13 and PD 9.25.
Although the Coronado City Council appeared to waiver regarding this language at a recent Council meeting,
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the overwhelming community response in favor of no new hotel rooms in both Planning Districts 9 and 10,
covering all of the City of Coronado, caused the Council to modify their comments letter and delete the
paragraph from their draft letter suggesting that the “no new hotel rooms” language be removed.
The proposal to remove this language came as a shock to the community, which had worked tirelessly for
several years to have this provision included in the updated Port Master Plan. Community support for no new
hotel rooms in PD9 and PD10 is extremely strong. We note that the PMPU does allow for remodeling or
other modifications of existing commercial areas, “within the existing footprint of the development,”
[PD5.9.3] which allows existing hotels, such as the Loews, to remodel appropriately.
PD9.20: “Develop a water-based transfer point at the northern portion of Grand Caribe, as generally
depicted in Figure PD9.3.”
The CCHOA opposes the creation of a water-based transfer point on Grand Caribe Isle. We note that a waterbased transfer point is planned for the Loews Hotel docks, next door to the Coronado Cays, and that this
would be a more appropriate location. The transfer point proposed for Grand Caribe Isle is located in a
residential neighborhood and the current proposed transfer point is at the private Yacht Club. In addition, the
road leading to the Yacht Club is currently a private road and not a city street. A transfer point at the Loews
would allow easier access to the adjacent Silver Strand State Beach, as well as the public-serving amenities of
the Loews Hotel.
PD9.18: “The passive, nonprogrammed Grand Caribe Shoreline Park will be expanded north of
Grand Caribe Causeway, . . .”
The CCHOA strongly supports the expansion of Grand Caribe Shoreline Park into the north portion of the
Isle, which is currently used for boat storage. Expanding this native “botanical experience” park will fulfill
the Port’s goals of enhancing and protecting the natural resources, both land and water-based, in the South
Bay. PD5.9.4(A). We also support the “passive, nonprogrammed” description of this park as appropriate.
We look forward to continuing to work with the Port on enforcing the rules that apply to this park, and
suggest signage similar to that proposed to the new Sweetwater Park.
PD9.18.b: “Adjacent development in Commercial Recreation areas shall include amenities, such as
restroom facilities, to serve the public visiting Grand Caribe Shoreline Park.”
The CCHOA opposes the subsection, which calls for restrooms to be built in the area next to the park. The
City of Coronado maintains public restrooms, surrounded by ample parking, at the nearby Coronado Cays
Park, which is an 8-minute walk or 2-minute drive from Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. In addition, visitors to
the small café near Shoreline Park can use the café’s restrooms. Because the park is a passive and
nonprogrammed park, calling for additional restrooms to be built is not necessary.
PD9.24: “Create wetland habitat to be used as a mitigation bank at Grand Caribe Isle South.”
The CCHOA strongly supports the creation of a mitigation bank on South Grand Caribe Isle. The Port has
been discussing this project with our community since 2009, when sand was removed from this location to
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remediate soils at the Hilton Bayfront Hotel. We look forward to working with the Port to create a mitigation
bank project that provides public access by retaining the path around the entire south isle, as well as
enhancing the environment.

Other comments:
Table PD9.1: Increase Conservation/Inter-tidal acreage from 18.76 to 50.64 acres.
We support this increase in acreage and find that it is appropriate for the Port’s environmental and
conservation planning principles for this District.
PD9.5 and PD9.17: “Residential piers and docks adjacent to off-Tidelands residences in the Coronado
Cays may be repaired or replaced in-kind . . .”
We support these provisions, which allow Cays homeowners to repair and replace their docks as long as there
is no additional shading or fill added to the Bay floor. The CCHOA recently renewed its five-year “like for
like” dock replacement permit, which allows it to both provide a service to its homeowners in terms of
streamlining the dock replacement permitting process, as well as helping to educate homeowners about the
various requirements that apply to dock replacements.
PD9.15 and PD9.29: “Structures shall not exceed 35 feet in height.”
We strongly support the Port’s inclusion of building height standards from the surrounding community (City
of Coronado). This height limitation will ensure that buildings in our Planning District will conform
appropriately to the surrounding community.
PD9.26: 6-foot wide nature trails for both North and South Grand Caribe Isle.
We support the six-foot wide nature paths proposed for both North and South Grand Caribe, as opposed to
the 12-foot wide paved promenade that was proposed in an earlier draft. Six-foot wide, unpaved paths are
much more appropriate for this natural environment.
PD9.27: “Preserve the scenic vista areas” at Grand Caribe Shoreline Park and the northeast portion
of Grand Caribe, as well as the Grand Caribe Causeway View Corridor Extension.
We support the both the view corridors and the view corridor extension proposed in the draft Master Plan.
Preserving the views at these locations preserves and enhances the unique sense of being in the middle of
nature at these locations.
Figure PD9.2: Navigation Corridors.
In prior comments, City of Coronado has asked that the Port take responsibility for maintaining identified
navigation corridors on this map, including the navigation corridor adjacent to South Caribe Isle. We remain
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concerned about the past lack of maintenance of navigation corridors in this area and agree with the City’s
comments.
Overall, the CCHOA appreciates our ongoing, positive relationship with the Port and with Port staff
regarding the PMP update, as well as other Port issues, such as dock lease renewals in Port waters and the
steps the Port is taking in the PMPU to enhance the unique environmental features of our South San Diego
Bay area.
Sincerely,

Dennis Thompson
President, Board of Directors CCHOA

cc.

Port of San Diego Chairman Michael Zucchet
Port of San Diego Vice Chairman Dan Malcolm
Port of San Diego Secretary Rafael Castellanos
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Jennifer Lesar
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Ann Moore
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Sandy Naranjo
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Frank Urtasun
Port of San Diego Port Planning Director Lesley Nishihira
Port of San Diego Port Program Manager Christian Anderson
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January 10, 2022
Via E-mail (pmpu@portofsandiego.org)
Port of San Diego
Planning Department
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112
Re:

Comments on the San Diego Unified Port District’s Proposed Port
Master Plan Update and Draft Program Environmental Impact Report

Dear Port of San Diego Planning Department:
On behalf of Save Our Access, we provide the following comments regarding the
Port’s proposed Port Master Plan Update (“PMPU”) and Draft Program Environmental
Impact Report (“PEIR”).
The PMPU fails to disclose and analyze redevelopment of Seaport Village in
Central Embarcadero following the Port of San Diego’s (“The Port”) selection of
1HWY1 as the successful proposer of the Seaport Village Project; its execution of an
Exclusive Negotiating Agreement between the Port and the developer; and its requests in
2020 and 2021 for a preliminary Public Trust consistency determination of the Seaport
Village redevelopment project from the State Lands Commission. Despite the Port’s
concurrent planning for development of Seaport Village, the PMPU claims that “[t]he
[Central Embarcadero] Subdistrict, “which is mostly made up of Seaport Village, shall
remain as existing conditions with the exception of maintenance . . . and tenant
improvements …” (PMPU, p. 277.) The Port’s piecemeal review of Port development
and the PEIR’s failure to provide an adequate project description of the PMPU violate the
California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”).
The PMPU’s lopsided focus on hotels, commercial space, and restaurants in
comparison to a minimal increase in public park acreage fails to align with the Port’s own
stated policies and violates the Port’s fiduciary duties under the Public Trust Doctrine and
its legal responsibilities under the California Coastal Act. The Port painted a grand
vision for the San Diego Port in its original Port Master Plan that provided the public
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world-class parks, recreational spaces, and adequate public access to its public trust
lands. Yet, the Port has yet to deliver several long-promised parks, and in this mostrecent PMPU fails to ensure the provision of two parks promised in it current PMP, in
contravention of its legal obligations as detailed below.
The existing hotels and convention center already wall off much of the waterfront.
For over a decade, the Port has chosen to bundle prime tideland parcels solely for
commercial purposes, to the exclusion of LCP designated parks. In Planning Districts
(“PD”) 2 and 3, the PMPU designates a planned increase of 6,286 rooms and 371,556
square feet of retail and restaurant space. (Vol. II, p. 786, App’x D.) With the addition of
the Seaport Village project, this becomes 7,822 rooms/keys; 579, 556 square feet of
commercial increases; and 150,000 square feet of office space. (Exhibit C, SLC Full
Submittal, p. 31, 17, 38.) The 1HWY1 Project alone proposes “approximately 1.28
million square feet of hotel uses.” (Ibid.)
The Port must prioritize its Public Trust and Coastal Act responsibilities to
maximize public access by preserving and expanding the little park space in PD 2 and 3
that remains. Save Our Access urges the Port to revise the PMPU and PEIR to ensure
preservation of the public’s access to the waterfront and public tidelands, prevent walling
off of the San Diego Bay, and adhere to prior promises and obligations to provide park
land.
As drafted, the Port’s PMPU and PEIR do not meet the Port’s duties to the public
under the Public Trust Doctrine, Coastal Act, and CEQA. The Port must ensure adequate
public access to the tidelands, including through the addition of long-promised park space
as detailed below. To help remedy these legal violations, Save Our Access specifically
requests:
-

Postponement of the PMPU process until one of the largest developments in
the Central Embarcadero can be considered as part of the comprehensive
environmental review.
Re-inclusion and a commitment to provide the “two major parks” called for in
the current Port Master Plan on North Embarcadero, and Navy Pier Memorial
within a reasonable time frame.
Re-inclusion of Broadway Landing Park and opening of Broadway Pier to
mitigate the Broadway Pier Terminal and comply with the CCC Midway
Mitigation Order.
Designation and commitment to provide a non-contiguous 1.25-acre park for
the Lane Field settlement within a reasonable time frame.
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I.

Ensure provision of adequate bayfront parking, waterside access, and small
craft launches.
Mitigation of the planned development in Central Embarcadero, including for
impacts on Ruocco Park.
Mitigation for development in South Embarcadero, including the taking of
Navy Field Park and pending taking of Convention Center Park.
Full alternative study of architect Carrier Johnson’s 2007 Roberts/Peace Park
Plan for the North Embarcadero and the Starow Park Plan for the Central
Embarcadero.
Addition of a developer Park Fee Recovery fund mitigation measure.
Proper inclusion and analysis of the sole remaining undeveloped North
Embarcadero major mitigation parcels, Seaport Village area, and Navy Pier
Memorial Park to prevent piecemealing.
Disclosure of individual parcel, pier, and Harbor Drive segment square
footage.
The PMPU and PEIR Violate CEQA By Providing an Inadequate
Project Description and Engaging in Piecemealing.
A.

The PMPU Provides an Inadequate Project Description.

The contents of a master plan EIR must include a description of anticipated
subsequent projects that would be within the scope of the master plan EIR. (Pub.
Resources Code § 21157, subd. (b)(2); CEQA Guidelines, § 15716, subd. (b).) Yet, the
PMPU and PEIR omit disclosure or analysis of the major planned expansion of the
Central Embarcadero – an anticipated subsequent project, stating:
With the exception of the redevelopment of the existing restaurant of G
Street Mole (currently, the Fish Market), and roadway improvements along
Harbor Drive, the PMPU does not propose any new uses, development, or
change in intensity of development in Central Embarcadero. Rather, the
continuation of the existing uses, with potential maintenance of and minor
improvements to existing development, such as Seaport Village and Tuna
Harbor, could be allowed under the proposed PMPU.
(PMPU, p. 277, emphasis added.) The PEIR continues:
The remainder of the Subdistrict, which is mostly made up of Seaport
Village, would remain as existing conditions with the exception of
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maintenance . . . and tenant improvements to the existing structures, and the
addition of activating uses like live music, outdoor dining, etc.
(PEIR, p. 3-69.)
The Port’s claim that Seaport Village “would remain as existing conditions” is
belied by 1) the Exclusive Negotiating Agreement (“ENA”) the Port entered into with
1HWY1, the developer of the “Seaport San Diego World Class Waterfront
Development,” after the Port selected 1HWY1 as the successful proposer of the Seaport
Village development (Exhibit A); 2) the Port’s August 21, 2020 request to the State
Lands Commission for preliminary Public Trust doctrine consistency review of the
Seaport Project (Exhibit B); and 3) the Port’s January 19, 2021 Supplemental Submittal
to the State Lands Commission (Exhibit C).
The Port’s own website states, “The Port of San Diego is pursuing development of
the Central Embarcadero.”1 The developer 1HWY1 was selected by the Port In
November 2016 to redevelop the Central Embarcadero.2 The Project’s own website
reports anticipating groundbreaking as early as 2024. The Seaport Village development
would create environmental impacts that should be analyzed and mitigated
comprehensively in the PMPU. The Seaport Proposal, a reasonably foreseeable project
and consequence of the PMPU, should be disclosed.
B.

The PMPU Engages In Improper Piecemealing of
Environmental Review.

CEQA requires analysis of “the whole of an action,” including activities that are a
reasonably foreseeable consequence of a project, and prohibits evading comprehensive
CEQA analysis by splitting projects into separate pieces. (CEQA Guidelines § 15378;
Bozung v. LAFCO (1975) 13 Cal.3d 263, 283-84; Orinda Assn v. Board of Supervisors
1

https://www.portofsandiego.org/projects/central-embarcadero. The PEIR also asserts, “The
Central Embarcadero will continue to provide a mix of recreational, commercial, and
commercial fishing uses along the existing 6-mile-long waterside promenade, which will
continue to provide continuous coastal access…” (PEIR, p. 3-68.) Yet, the planned 1HWY1
project proposes a massive overhaul of the accessible Seaport Village. The PEIR states, “the
whole of Seaport Village is pedestrian-oriented and contains a meandering network of paths.”
“The western end of Seaport Village includes a collection of low-rise (one- or two-story)
freestanding buildings that are clustered around and extending off of a central plaza area.”
(PEIR, p. 4.1-17.)
2
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/business/growth-development/story/2021-01-08/whatshappening-with-seaport-san-diego-the-2-5b-redo
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(1986) 182 Cal.App.3d 1145, 1171.) “[E]nvironmental considerations do not become
submerged by chopping a large project into many little ones – each with a minimal
potential impact on the environment – which cumulatively may have disastrous
consequences.” (Bozung, supra, 13 Cal. 3d at 283-284.)
The PMPU describes the vision for development at the Port, sets development
standards, directs the pattern of development for each of the Port’s ten planning districts,
and provides guidance for implementation of and conformance to the Port Master Plan.
The Port improperly excluded planned projects from the PMPU and PEIR, constituting
illegal piecemealing of project impacts.
The Port is undergoing the environmental review process for the Port Master Plan
Update without properly examining the effects of the Seaport Proposal concurrently.
(City of Antioch v. City Council (1986) 187 Cal.App.3d 1325, 1337-38.) The sole reason
for establishing the PMPU is to “govern[] the use, design, and improvement” of the
Waterfront. (PMPU, p. 1.) In fact, the California Coastal Act requires the Port Master
Plan to include “[t]he proposed uses of land and water areas, where known.” (Pub.
Resources Code § 30711, subd. (a)(1).) The PMPU should not have omitted the
discussion of the Seaport project proposal, but rather included this information and its
environmental review process properly within review of the PMPU.
The PMPU states that its “Integrated Planning Process was built on the importance
of transparency and inclusivity.” (PMPU, p. 8.) Now is the time to consider the
recreation and public access impacts of the massive-planned development increases in the
Central Embarcadero, including land uses, such as office space, that are inconsistent with
the Public Trust Doctrine. The Port must disclose the planned development associated
with massive expansion project planned for the Central Embarcadero. The Port also
should have included the plans and environmental review for the National City Bayfront
Planning District (PD5) and the Chula Vista Bayfront Planning District (PD6) in the
PMPU and PEIR. The fact that environmental review for the National City Bayfront
Planning District is ongoing does not preclude the Port from incorporating this review
into the PMPU. The Port’s failure to provide a comprehensive and complete review of
anticipated development results in a piecemeal plan that may mislead the public to
believe no new projects are planned for the area. The PMPU and PEIR must be recirculated to provide a full and complete understanding of planned development on the
waterfront.
Piecemeal environmental review prevents a complete and comprehensive review
and disclosure of the full environmental impacts of the PMPU development, especially
on public views, recreation, public access, and greenhouse gasses. For example, in
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discussing visual impacts, the PEIR states “height limits in Central Embarcadero are
limited to 45 feet.” (PEIR 4.1-65). Yet, the 1HWY1 proposal envisions a mix of hotels,
including one at the base of a 500-foot observation tower.
(https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/business/growth-development/story/2021-0108/whats-happening-with-seaport-san-diego-the-2-5b-redo.)
The PEIR states that “[t]he PMPU, by including individual planning district
development standards for scenic vistas, landscaping, walkway, promenades, and street
design clearly defines what can be achieved without a future site-specific project
requiring a Port Master Plan Amendment to the certified PMPU.” (PEIR, p. 3-6.) The
inclusion of high-level design standards cannot circumvent the need for further
environmental review under a Port Master Plan Amendment where required, especially
for major development proposals.
II.

The PMPU and PEIR’s Exclusion of Parks and the Potential for
Walling Off the Waterfront With Hotels Violates the Public Trust
Doctrine and the California Coastal Act.
A. Regulatory Landscape.

The Port holds its land in trust for the public and owes fiduciary duties to manage
it for the public’s benefit. The Public Trust Doctrine limits the uses of sovereign lands to
waterborne commerce, navigation, fisheries, open space, water-oriented recreation,
ecological habitat protection, and other recognized public trust purposes. “[T]he public
trust is more than an affirmation of state power to use public property for public
purposes. It is an affirmation of the duty of the state to protect the people’s common
heritage of streams, lakes, marshlands and tidelands, surrendering that right of protection
only in rare cases when the abandonment of that right is consistent with the purposes of
the trust.” (National Audubon Society v. Superior Court (1983) 33 Cal.3d 419, 441).
The public trust doctrine is incorporated into the California Constitution and the
California Coastal Act. The Coastal Act emphasizes protection and provision of public
access along California’s coast. Section 30210 of the Coastal Act requires that maximum
public access and recreational opportunities be provided.
The Coastal Act mandates that the Commission require that “maximum access”
and “recreational opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with public
safety needs and the need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners, and
natural resource areas from overuse.” (Cal. Pub. Resources Code§ 30210).
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B. The Port’s Failure to Reinstate Two Major Parks, Develop A
Memorial Park and Eliminate Parking on Navy Pier Over 20 Years
After Making Its Commitment Violates the Coastal Act, the Public
Trust Doctrine, the Port Master Plan, CEQA, and the Midway
Lease.
For all intents and purposes, the PMPU and PEIR remove the current Port Master
Plan’s explicit provision of two “major parks,” a Navy Pier 5.7 acre memorial park, and a
substantial linear esplanade park on the urban waterfront.3 These projects connect the
first major downtown street, Harbor Drive, to the water’s edge, enhancing public views
and pedestrian access opportunities from upland areas to San Diego Bay.” (PMP, p. 59.)
On October 2, 2020, our firm submitted a letter to the Port setting forth how the
Port committed, over 20 years ago, to eliminate the parking on Navy Pier and convert the
parking to a memorial park. (Exhibit D.) This comment letter also argued that the Port’s
failure to develop a memorial park and eliminate parking on Navy Pier over twenty years
after making its commitment is violation of the Coastal act, the Public Trust doctrine, the
Port Master Plan, CEQA, and the Midway lease. (Ibid.) The arguments set forth in our
October 2, 2020 letter are incorporated herein.
The only discussion and analysis of a park on Navy Pier in the PMPU are the
following three sentences:
PD3.3 - Designate the entire Navy Pier with the Recreation Open Space
land use designation on the Embarcadero Planning District Water and Land
Use Map (Figure PD3.2).*
* The amount of parking will be determined and included in the draft Port
Master Plan at a future date. Development on the Navy Pier will be
required to comply with Recreation Open Space regulations and subdistrict
development standards.
(PMPU, p. 264.)

3

“ [North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary] Plan recommends a substantial linear esplanade
park on the urban waterfront with public art, street furniture, public spaces, expansive Bay views
and public parking. The Plan proposes two major parks and plazas at the County Building and
the foot of Broadway, and includes recreational piers and associated public facilities, harbor
excursion landings and water-related commercial uses on Port tidelands.” (Port Master Plan, p.
59.)
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These sentences and the one sentence in the PEIR that pertains to a park on Navy
Pier (PEIR, p. 3-52) fail to provide any details regarding the timeline and scope of the
park on the pier. This is unacceptable in light of the Port’s failure to honor the
commitment it made over twenty years ago to eliminate parking on Navy Pier and build a
a memorial park.
Further, the PMPU and PEIR fail to satisfy the Coastal Commission Midway
Mitigation Order declaring Broadway Pier reserved as open viewshed to mitigate the
carrier placement in the Central Embarcadero. The pier now has a terminal.
C.

The PMPU Improperly Facilitates Hotel Development Instead of
Public Parks.

The PMPU and PEIR allow hotels on every major tideland parcel from East
Harbor Island to the Hilton. Every major Port prime waterfront parcel, except for Ruocco
Park, has been designated for commercial interests (See PEIR, p. 3-11) to the detriment
of public access. The large-scale hotel development will create significant environmental
impacts on recreational amenities, waterfront views, vehicular access, and land use
impacts. The Port has evaded its responsibilities under the Public Trust Doctrine to
manage the tidelands in public trust and maximize public access.
The PMPU and PEIR obscure the Port’s park deficit. The Port’s own consultant,
HKS, Inc. (“HKS”) notified the Port of its major park deficit4. HKS was hired to conduct
the first full audit of San Diego Bay’s land, water, parks, view corridors, and waterside
access. At a public board meeting, President Randy Morton presented HKS’ findings and
strongly criticized the Board for the bay park deficit, lack of land, water, and park
planning; and denial of waterside public access. HKS reported a mere 8.3% of the Port’s
land is devoted to parks, “well below the amount of public, recreational park land we
expect to find at the best of class waterfronts.” HKS called for a goal of “22% Parks (405
ac.)” and “New Access: 32.5 ac” [park] “Development: 199.3 ac.”
In response, the Port formed a Citizens Advisory Committee (“CAC”), and invited
the CAC to submit nine park renderings from local architects. The Port rejected all park
renderings, disempowered the CAC, and disbanded the CAC over member objections.

Save Our Access requests that HKS’ findings, report, and/or any other documentation be
provided and analyzed in the Final EIR.

4
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The Port lacks a Parks Department and does not have a comprehensive Park Master
Plan—the PMPU should establish these to ensure adequate provision of parks.5
The PMPU combines the prior PMP designations “Parks/Plaza”6, “Golf course,”
and “Open Space” into a single land use designation of “Recreation Open Space” in the
PMPU. (PEIR, p. 3-9). The PEIR states: “The Recreation Open Space designation allows
for a variety of recreational features for visitors in the proposed PMPU area, which may
include anchorage areas, watercraft launch ramps, public docking, restaurants, overnight
accommodations, retail facilities, sportfishing facilities, aquatic centers, attractions,
boat rental operations, golf courses, museums, parks, plazas, performance venues, beach
areas, recreational vehicle and camping areas, yacht clubs, and activating features such
as shade structures, interactive activities, performances or other entertainment, education,
games or play, exercise, or art (see Table 3.1.5 of the proposed PMPU). (4.12-50,
emphasis added.) History has shown that the Port has prioritized hotels and commercial
retail over parks. Hotels and retail facilities are not “recreation open space” and should
have a separate designation. Save Our Access requests the Port to clarify what
commercial uses will be allowed in the Recreation Open Space. The PMPU and PEIR
must include a “Park” land use designation category and designate sufficient Park space.
As the San Diego Union Tribune reported, this is not the first time the Port has
reneged on earlier plans for parks. (https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/sdut1n5water005636-oval-park-isnt-part-waterfront-plan-2009aug05-story.html.) In 2009,
the Port removed a proposal for a large, oval public park (79,200 square feet) in exchange
for a smaller “hardscape” plaza (16,000 square feet) that would double as the driveway to
the cruise-ship terminal at Broadway and North Harbor. (Ibid.) Coastal Commission
District Manager Diana Lilly was quoted stating, “As you start to take them as a whole,
you suddenly realize what is supposed to be a park area isn’t going to be a park
anymore.” (Ibid.)

5

HKS further stated: “A comprehensive plan, in coordination with a water plan and a
development plan, would guarantee more valuable parks, more waterfront access, better usage
through park programming....” [CITE]
6
The Parks and Plaza designation should also be separate, given the Port’s previous substitute of
a park for a plaza, which doubled as the driveway to the cruise-ship terminal at Broadway and
North Harbor. (https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/sdut-1n5water005636-oval-park-isntpart-waterfront-plan-2009aug05-story.html.)
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III.

The EIR Fails to Adequately Disclose, Analyze, and Mitigate the Plan’s
Environmental Impacts.
A.

The EIR Fails to Disclose and Mitigate Recreational Impacts
from the Exclusion of Parks.

The PMPU and PEIR fail to disclose the impact of the PMPU’s development
buildout and park deficits on existing parks. As noted above, the PMPU improperly fails
to ensure the addition of long-promised parks to the waterfront.
The PMPU and PEIR fail to disclose the impact of the PMPU’s development
buildout and park deficits on existing parks. As noted above, the PMPU improperly fails
to ensure the addition of long-promised parks to the waterfront.
The PEIR notes that park and recreational facility capacity within the Proposed
PMPU is not quantified. (PEIR, p. 4.12-11.) It further states, “there are no Districtspecific park planning standards to consider. However, as discussed in Section 4.12.3.2,
the California Coastal Act of 1976 (CCA) includes requirements for the provision of
public access and recreational opportunities within the coastal zone.“ (Ibid.)
The PEIR discuses PMPU policies that may avoid or reduce impacts.”7 (PEIR, p.
4.12-21.) Yet, these policies do not adequately ensure the inclusion, funding, and addition
of parks. (PEIR, 4.12-22.) The Port has consistently failed to follow through on its
promises to develop long-awaited parks, often pointing to an inadequate budget. The
Port should analyze the potential to place a fee on new development to create a fund for
park space. The Port needs to identify a funding source for parks and include an
enforceable commitment to provide park space.
The PEIR points to the PMPU’s designated acreage for Recreation Open Space
and notes potential future improvements in discussing the PMPU buildout’s potential to
cause impacts from maintenance of performance objectives for parks. (PEIR, p. 4.12-43
7

Further, Policy 4.2.1 only requires permittees to provide an array a “variety of recreational
uses.” This should be made more specific to include a certain percentage of open space, plaza, or
park, or to provide funds for development of park space. Policy 6.1.1 needs to strengthen its
language to place mandatory requirements of lower-cost recreational facilities. (“Permittees of
development are encouraged to provide a variety of lower cost visitor and recreational facilities
to improve coastal access.”) The Port should also provide more information on Policy 6.1.4 “The
District may elect to establish an in-lieu fee program that permittees may participate in to satisfy
the requirement for provision of lower cost visitor and recreational facilities, with the following
conditions,” and what that fee program would entail.
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to 46). The PEIR also admits that future development under the proposed PMPU “would
result in increased use of existing recreational facilities,” but claims that many of its
parks do not have a quantifiable capacity, and that the impact of increased use of
surrounding parks would be dispersed, preventing a substantial or accelerated
deterioration of existing facilities. (PEIR, p. 4.12-53.)
Yet, the PMPU backtracks on previously promised major parks while majorly
expanding allowed hotel and commercial development. The Recreation Open Space land
use designation also allows uses beyond parks. (PEIR, p. 4.12-50.) The PMPU notes the
potential for future improvements, yet does not ensure this. The Port should include a
direct quantification of provided park space in comparison to projected buildout by
Planning District to analyze whether there will be sufficient park space, and whether
there will be potential degradation on existing park facilities, as well as enforceable
commitments to expand park acreage within a reasonable time frame.
B.

The EIR Fails to Disclose and Mitigate Visual Impacts.

The PEIR fails to adequately disclose and mitigate the PMPU’s impact on scenic
vistas and the visual character. First, the PEIR should include visuals of the projected
full-build out under the allowed planned development and height limits.
The PEIR makes several conclusory findings about the lack of visual impacts. It
concludes that the allowed 160-ft height limits and hotel increases in Planning District 2
will not cause impacts because there are few existing hotels at that height. (PEIR, p. 4.146) It claims that the allowed development in North Embarcadero would be viewable but
would be “similar in size and scale to existing development” viewable from Harbor
Island, therefore “would blend with its surrounding context” and not adversely effect
vistas. (PEIR, pp. 4.1-47 to 68.) Because vista areas face the Bay, “land-based
development would not encroach in the viewsheds.” (PEIR, p. 4.1-49.) The PEIR also
concludes, “[i]n general, future development in PD3 would increase the intensity of uses
or density of structures in certain areas but would be visually compatible with similar
existing uses in the subdistricts and would maintain consistency of the development
pattern.” Yet, much of the existing development in PD 3, especially Seaport Village, is
pedestrian-oriented, low-rise buildings.
The Port asserts that the PMPU will “maintain existing planning district and
subdistrict characteristics, and protect the visual quality of the subdistricts.” (PEIR, p.
4.1-60.) Yet, the type of projects planned speak otherwise, especially massive expansion
planned on top of Seaport Village, in violation of the PMPU’s own policies (“WLU
Policy 2.2.2 - To maintain a planning district’s distinct character, all development shall
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be in accordance with the associated subdistrict vision.”) Further, the PEIR assumes that
height limits will remain the same in Central Embarcadero, despite the planned nearly
500-foot observation tower under the most recent 1HWY1 proposal.
The PEIR only discloses and mitigates aesthetic impacts on visual character and
quality from the construction of planned development guided by the PMPU (PEIR, p.
4.1-3), despite the allowance and planned increase of several high-rise hotels that will
exist long after construction is finished. The PMPU must adequately disclose and
mitigate for aesthetic impacts and changes to the Port land’s visual character.
C.

The EIR Fails to Adequately Analyze Land Use Impacts.

As detailed above and in the attached exhibits, the PMPU development buildout
and inadequate provision of park space fails to meet the policies in the Coastal Act and
Public Trust Doctrine. The PEIR also fails to disclose the PMPU’s inconsistency with
the San Diego's North Embarcadero Plan, designated by the public North Embarcadero
Visionary Plan’s review process. This document is incorporated by language into the
current Port Master Plan.8 The PMPU notes it incorporates previously approved
amendments (PMPU, p. 3), and lists the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan as a
previous amendment. (PMPU, p. vii.) Save Our Access requests an analysis of the
PMPU’s consistency with the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan.
Save Our Access also requests an analysis of planned parking, including paid
parking, as the PMPU has not quantified parking. Underground parking below North
Harbor Drive is appropriate, necessary, and feasible, as shown by the underground
parking lot below the San Diego County Administration Building.
D.

The EIR Fails to Fully Mitigate Greenhouse Gas Impacts.

Save Our Access requests clarification and provides comments on the underlying
GHG analysis. The PEIR notes a “recalibration of the 2006 baseline” (PEIR, p. 4.6-7.)
Information on how this affected the baseline should be provided. Additionally, the
PMPU states it bases its estimates on the assumption that development occurs “linearly
over time”—to estimate emissions in 2030, daily VMT under 2030 conditions were
interpolated between 2016 and 2050 conditions. (PER, p. 4.6-28 to 29) “To provide an
analysis of conditions in 2030, this analysis considers activity and emission profiles (e.g.,
regulatory standards at a specific analysis year, discussed in more detail below) that could
8

“The specific recommendations of the Visionary Plan that pertain to Port District land and
water areas within the Planning District 3 Precise Plan area are incorporated into the Master
Plan.” (PMP, p. 58.)
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be in place by both 2030 and 2050. In most cases, this 2030 activity estimate is based on
the assumption that land uses, development, and associated activity change linearly over
time between existing and buildout conditions. This is the case for all development and
acreage changes” (Ibid.) The PEIR should incorporate known projected project
timeframes for this analysis. For example, the Seaport Village project website (which is
not even included in the PMPU), states that it expects to break ground as early as 2024.9
The accuracy of the interpolation is especially important, as the PEIR incorporates
regulatory assumptions and implementation of GHG mitigation measures based on
certain timelines.
The PEIR also incorporates uncertain assumptions of declining mobile source
emissions and energy emissions based on regulatory targets and goals. For example,
electricity emissions were based on SDG&E’s projected energy factors for 2030 and
2050, that are expected to be carbon free in 2050, to account for the RPS target of 60
percent by 2030 and 100 percent carbon free electricity by 2045. (PEIR, p. 6-30.) Save
Our Access requests that the PEIR include a chart of all assumptions included, and their
percentage of GHG reduction benefits given to the PMPU projected buildout for each
threshold year (2030 and 2050).
The PEIR admits significant and unavoidable GHG impacts from the PMPU
(Impact GHG-1, p. 4.6-48.) There are several further feasible mitigation measures that
should be included. Save Our Access commends the inclusion of Mitigation Measure
MM-GHG-1 that requires all future tenants to ensure that all electricity obtained is
completely provided by renewable sources (carbon free) by 2030. (PEIR, p. 4.6-45) It is
feasible for the Port to strengthen MM-GHG-1 to require a specified high percentage of
renewable energy before 2030. Similarly, while MM-AQ-9 requires all tenants to
implement sustainability measures in building design through 2030 and MM-AQ-10
requires all development to be carbon neutral after 2030, it is feasible for the Port to
implement MM-AQ-10 at some level starting now.
There are other feasible mitigation measures that should be included. The MCAS
contains strategies to reduce GHGs that should be incorporated as mitigation measures in
the PMPU PEIR. (PEIR, p. 4.6-26 [stating MCAS goals].) Save Our Access supports the
habitat mitigation banks noted in ECON Policy 3.1.3—the creation of a habitat mitigation
bank should be included as a binding, enforceable mitigation measure. (PEIR, p. 4.9-26.)
Finally, the PEIR admits that “[f]uture development that could occur under the
proposed PMPU would not be consistent with the CAP because it would not implement
all of the reduction measures, which is considered a significant impact (Impact-GHG-2).
9

https://www.seaportsandiegoca.com/timeline.html.
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Future development under the proposed PMPU would be required to implement
mitigation measures to ensure consistency with the District’s CAP.” (p. 4.6-50.) Yet, the
mitigation measures as proposed do not sufficiently substitute for PMPU implementation
of the CAP’s reduction measures. Further, the CAP update to ensure alignment with the
PMPU plan, will not start for another two years after certification of the Plan. (p. 4.6-45.)
The PMPU should fully implement the CAP.
E.

The EIR Provides an Inadequate Project Alternatives Analysis.

Per the current Port Master Plan’s designated “two major parks” for the North
Embarcadero, related to the EIR’s Alternative 5, Save Our Access requests a full EIR
alternative study examining the feasibility of implementing the Central Embarcadero
Park Plan by Tyler Starow (Exhibit E) and the 2007 Roberts/Peace Park Plan for the
North Embarcadero by architect Carrier Johnson (Exhibit F)10.
Setting aside the PMPU and PEIR’s legal deficiencies, Save Our Access supports
the incorporation of Alternative 5 into the environmentally superior alternative,
Alternative 3. (PEIR, p. 6-63.) While the PEIR notes that Alternative 5 would reduce the
intensity of development and criteria pollutant emissions (PEIR, p. 6-56), it fails to state
that recreation impacts would be reduced through Alternative 5 via enhancement of park
space (PEIR, p. 6-60).
IV.

Conclusion

In addition to remedying the legal violations above, we also request that the Port
extend the review period by 45 days to provide time for adequate public review and
comment. The Port released two extensive documents, the PMPU and PEIR, during the
holidays, and they “represent[] the first comprehensive update to the originally adopted
Port Master Plan” and “present[] a new vision for the future”. (PMPU, p. 3.) The public
needs an extension to adequately review the combined documents’ 3,300 pages worth of
material, especially where the PMPU facilitates major changes to the waterfront.11 For
these reasons, Save Our Access requests an extension of 45 days for public review and
comment on the PMPU and PEIR.

While Save Our Access does not have a complete copy of these proposals previously submitted
to the Port, the Port should have these proposals.
11
Further, SANDAG revised its Transportation analysis to focus on ADT rather than VMT
traffic metrics and added multiple “transit hubs.” These major changes affect the public’s
analysis of the PMPU and PEIR and require further document review.
10
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Additionally, the California Coastal Act requires port master plans to include
“[p]rovisions for adequate public hearings and public participation in port planning and
development decisions.” (Pub. Resources Code Section 30711, subdivion (a)(5).) On this
basis, Save Our Access requests that the Port provide in-person workshops to fully
present new baywide maps, charts, and renderings, and to allow for informed public
response to the sitting Board. This is necessary for a complete revision to the waterfront.
The vast Port Broadway Pier and Convention Center halls provide adequate, safe forums
for the Port to conduct public hearings and participation.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Sincerely,

_____________________
Josh Chatten-Brown
Kate Pettit
Attorneys for Save Our Access

EXHIBIT A
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(q)

San Diego Unified Port District
Document No. 67343
Filed

OC 0 2 01
Office of the District Clerk

EXCLUSIVE NEGOTIATING AGREEMENT
THIS EXCLUSIVE NEGOTIATING AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is made and entered
into as of this 2nd day of October, 2017 by and between the SAN DIEGO UNIFIED
PORT DISTRICT, a public corporation, hereinafter called "District" and PROTEA
WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a California limited liability company,
hereinafter called "Developer" or "PWD" in the capacity as managing member of
1HWY1; and the District and Developer are collectively referred to herein as the
"Parties" or individually at times referred to as a "Party".
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, on February 22, 2016, staff issued a Request for Proposals 16-04ME
("RFP") for 70 acres of land and water located within the District's Central Embarcadero,
in the City of San Diego, California, generally shown on Exhibit "A" attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference, as such boundaries may be modified by the District
following completion of a survey or plat map ("Property"); and
WHEREAS, on May 2, 2016, the District received eleven proposals and six were
deemed co • lete; and
WHE
S, the proposals from Gafcon, Inc. (on behalf of a yet to be formed entity
1 Y1 (as defined below)), Great Western Pacific, HKS, McWhinney, OliverMcMillan,
c., and Ripley Entertainment, Inc. were deemed complete; and
WHEREAS, on 411y-14,2016, the Board of Port Commissioners ("Board") directed staff
to
'
'scu.ssions with the 1H
to further evaluate the
eaport San Diego World Class Wa ront Development dated May 2, 2026
"Seaport Proposal"), while
or eliminating the other five
.
.
•..sers; and
ProPo
WHEREAS, the 1HWY1 core team is comprised of Developer, ThrillCo •, RCI •u
and OdySea, all of which will be the members of 1H
a ifomia or Delaware
limited liability company ("1HWY1") when it is f
, and

(

ORIGINAL

WHEREAS, Developer will be the managing member of 1HWY1; and
WHEREAS, following the Board's direction staff conducted a preliminary due diligence
phase and issued a wsupple_ment intometieri--tegiaest to the 1HWYLigarn--.9nd
responses were provided between August
r 19, 2016; an •
1 as the
WHEREAS, at i November 8, 2016 mee , the Board sele
e other five proposers,
successful proposer,
e • the RFP • rocess, eftl
directed staff to continue due d'it;enc
-nd return to
y hotel
the Board at a future date to enter int
re minary agreement with 1HWY1, a
WHEREAS, following the Board's direction, staff worked with the 1HWY1 team to
prepare a due diligence schedule, which included the list • recom end due-diUgence
'ovember 8, 2016
-.ay? s that were—irtturted- tri
raft resolution attach • t
agenda sheet; and
WHEREAS, the due diligence schedule was sent to the 1HWY1 team on
January 5 017 requiring an update on March 17, 2017; and
WHEREAS, the 1HWY
•rovided the update on
syrr&ental update on April 6, 201 and

rch 16,

17 and a

WHEREAS, 1HWY1. is the proposed ground lessee and developer for the Property; and
WHEREAS, the 1HWY1 o2pOing-agmement and associated documents will
ti
the roles and level of financial commitment of each oft evel
tirillCorp, RCI Grou
and OdySea;-srntr-WHEREAS, Developer will submit to the Districia_cettified-wfitte
t describing
level of financial commitment of all of the members of 1HVVY1 as prove d
herein; and
WHEREAS, in the interim, as the proposed managing member of 1HWY1, Developer
has been acting as the lead on the Seaport Proposal; and
WHEREAS, o
'17, pursuant to Resolution 2017-078, the Board directed
staff to enter in ►
o-year Exclusive Negotiating Agreement "ENA") with Developer
th
es th
e
r orrn, or
• a on of, 1H Y1tvithin ninety
se
( 0) day •f a ering into th2'ENIA; (2) Developer assigns all of its-rights and
a
u
the E
to 1HWY1 arict-the entity has been formed; (3) Developer, or 1HWY1

;137 3

3

P

2

once it
the E
ed_ancl-assumes the rights and obligation5 of illy
sub its a project description within one year of Developer entering into the ENA, n
(4) Developer, or HWY1 once s o
e ng s an o• ga ions •
Developer under the ENA, submIsie
eports on t
the Proposed Development (as defined below and a =ss
•e•t
and if such progress reports are not submitted or ccep e tt\a>
o the Dis no , the District
would have the option tRiileiay, pause or terminate the ENA; an
WHEREAS, under the ENA, staff will work with Developer, until 1HWY1 is formed and
Developer assigns its rights and obligations under this Agreement to 1HWY1, to: (1)
complete post-selection due diligence, (2) refine the Propesert Uevel
nt (defined
o forma
below) pro lain; and (3) rttine velopment cost"eciaates
analysis for the Proposed Development; and
.
WHEREAS, this Agreement is the ENA contemplated in Resolution 2017-078; and
WHEREAS, the District and Developer are willing to exclusively negotiate, for-thaperiod .
set-ferth4refein, 2 disposition and development agreement or another form of binding
agreement that will specify the rights and obligations of the Parties with respect to the
lease, development and operation of the Proposed Development (as defined in Section
4 below) on the Property (referred to herein as the "Definitive Agreement"); and
WHEREAS, the Property Is currently leased by the District to third parties, or operated
by the District, and will be used during the term of this Agreement as a specialty retail
center, parking and other current or future proposed uses as the District deems
acceptable (collectively, the "Interim Uses"), and the District intends that such Interim
Uses will continue until such time as execution by the Parties of a lease for the
Property.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the sufficiency of which is
hereby acknowledged, the Parties hereto mutually agree as follows;
1.

INCORPORATION OF RECITALS-Th
-fortir-above are hereby
incorporated by reference and deem
part of this Agreement.

2.

AGREEMENT TO NEGOTIATE.
a.

Period of Negotiations. The negotiating period shall commence on
OcargarLR17 ("Effective Date") and shall end on October 1, 2019
("Negotiating Period").
3
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b.

Extensions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Executive Director of the
District or his/her designee, in his/her sole and absolute discretion, may
extend the N °bating Period and/or the deadlines fort
elimervf the
submittals described in Se ion • in
increments
y
for a total Negotiating Period not to exceed five (5) years by delivering to
Developer written notice of its election to. e)
than the expiration of the then existing Negotiating Period or submittal
deadline under Section 6, upon which the Negotiating Period and/or the
submittal deadline(s) shall be automatically extended to include such
extensions. The District undertakes no commitment or obligation to the
Developer to grant any extensions and shall incur no liability to Developer
resulting from its election not to extend the Negotiating Period or submittal
deadlines.

c.

Agreement to Negotiate. During the Negotiating Period, District and
Developer agree to negotiate in good faith the terms of a Definitive
Agreement to enable the leasing, development and operation of the
Proposed Development on the Property. The Definitive Agreement may
include, as exhibits, a lease or another form of binding agreement, design
criteria and minimum construction requirements and such additional
documents and/or security instruments .as the, District or Developer. may
reasonably require in connection with the lease, development, financing,
and operation of the Property including, but not limited to those described
in Section 6 herein. During the Negotiating Period, the District and
Developer shall make qualified and authorized personnel available to
actively participate in negotiations and each Party shall review and provide
comments on materials provided by the other Party. Subject to the terms
of Section 14, if the terms of a Definitive Agreement are agreed to by the
District and Developer during the Negotiating Period, the Developer shall
execute the Definitive Agreement and the Definitive Agreement shall be
presented to the Board for approval prior to expiration of the Negotiating
Period, The Parties understand and agree that the Board has, in its sole
and absolute discretion, the right to approve, condition or not to approve
the Definitive Agreement.

d.

Exclusivity. Except as permitted under Section 22, the District agrees
during the Negotiating Period, to negotiate exclusively with the Developer
regarding the leasing and development of the Property for the Proposed
4
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Development and to not actively solicit any interest in the leasing or
development of the Property. Developer agrees that the District is not
precluded from negotiating with other parties for other developments on
other District properties, including, but not limited to, those properties
directly adjacent to the Property; provided, however, that nothing herein
shall prohibit the District from using the Property as set forth In Section 22,
including without limitation, for Interim Uses, or from soliciting, negotiating
and entering into negotiations, leases, permits, licenses, operating
agreements, management agreements, easements, parking agreements
or other agreements for any current or future Interim Uses.
e.

3.

End of Negotiating Period. If, at the end of the Negotiating Period (as
may be extended by the District pursuant to Section 2.b. of this
Agreement, if applicable), Developer and District have not entered into the
Definitive Agreement, then this Agreement shall automatically and
pon such automatic
Im diately terminate without furthe
termination an exp ration of the Negotiating Period and this Agreement,
except as set forth in Section 11(e), neither Party shall have any further
rights, remedies or obligations to the other under this Agreement and the
Parties shall each be relieved and discharged from all further responsibility
or liabilityhTuierer4141
reement.

RIGHTS TO TERMINATE. Except as pe
13 if at any time
= • un
a Party determines in its sole discretion th lle -ro sed Developmen
not
procee•
:ftajtke or financeable or that it does no otherwise desire to
with
or no reason, such Party shall provide written notice to the
negotiations for
other Party of such determination. Within ten (10) days of delivery of such
notice, the Parties shall meet to discuss the termination, but without commitment
to withhold, waive or reverse Its termination request. On the date of the meeting,
or within two (2) days following the meeting, the notifying Party shall confirm
whether it still desires to terminate the Agreement and if the notifying party
makes such an election, the Negotiating Period and this Agreement shall
automatically terminate on the date of the meeting (if notice is delivered on such
date) or by delivery of written notice to the other Party after the meeting and,
except as set forth in Section 11(e), neither Party shall have any further rights,
remedies or obligations to the other Party under the Agreement and the Parties
shall each be relieved and discharged from all further responsibility or liability
under this Agreement.
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Piece. 5

1PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT. Excep
fitted under Section 6.g., for the
purposes of the Parties' negoti:
forth the Agreement the proposecj9
de4opment shall
u
nforma
with e develoornentswcept
development and construction of a
described in the
aport • pos or
mixed-use master
, w ich includes, without limitation, retail,
c •ental offices to support water-dependent or water-related
14.s. , attractions (i.e., an aquarium, and an
va on tower), a PUNIC CrUlr__
•11"
Doirr_ jne_cQmplian
ica lonal_oomponerit, parking, water oriented facilities
(recreational and commercial fishing), multi-purpose open space and public
realm uses (each, a "Programmatic Component") on the Property, as modified by .„
the supplemental information re u
,s_ubliffranean parking structures to create a la er floor plate and remove the
pedestrian brid e tilatsonnected North an Louth Embarca ero Marina Parks, a
wafer cut at the foot of Kettner Boulevard and the Embarcadero arina Park
North, and the pedestrian bridge over the tide pools on the inboard side of the
Embarcadero Marina Park North(collectively, the "Proposed Development").
5.

FORMATION OF 1HWY1. Within ninety (90)-days of the Effective Date of this
Agreement ("Formation Deadline"), the Developer shall cause the formation of
1HWY1, which shall be a California or Delaware limited liability company and
Include (a) PWD, as managing member, and (b) ThrillCorp, Inc., a Delaware
corporation ("ThriliCorp"), RCI SD, LLC, a Florida, limited liabi
,. pany
("RCI"), and 0
n
liability
company
... yS
, an nzona limited
Diego,
("OdySea") as the remaining mem = , each as individual members of 1HWY1.
n-Qevelope format
1, but prior to the Formation Deadline, the
Developer shall deliv
en notic= to the District of the formation of 1HWY1,
which notice shall include for District's review and approval, in its sole and
absolute discretion, the following items which shall form the 'Formation
Package": (i) a certified copy of the formation documents of 1HWY1 and each of
its members, the operating agreement of 1HWY1, and a written statement
certified by the Developer describing the roles and financial commitments of all of
the members of 1HWY1; (ii) an organizational chart for 1HWY1 identifying all of
the members; and (iii) a form of assignment and assumption of this Agreement
between Developer and 1HWY1 ("Assignment & Assumption"), under which
Developer shall assign to 1HWY1, and 1HWY1 shall assume, all of Developer's
rights and obligations under this Agreement. Developer shall
under
'
Section 12 of this Agreement if: (a) Developer ass to orm 1HWY1 on or before
ffte-Fe•aziati r
adline; (b) Developer fails to deliver to the-Districtthe-Four nation
Package, in a form satisfactory ,to the Distri , on or before the Formation
6
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Deadline; (c) PWD is not the managing member of 1HWY1; (d) ThrillCorp, RCI,
and OdySea are not each a member of 1HWY1, or (e) the form of Assignment &
Assumption is not a'acer
- 5t4b.W tothe District. Provided this Agreement has not
been terminated, Developer and 1HWY1 shall execute the Assignment &
Assumption and deliver a fully executed Assignment & Assumption to the District
within five
rsineas_days- of- recetprot-Districfs-approv of the Formation
D-as the "Devi r under this
Package, upon which 1HWY1 shall replacAgreement as of the effective date of the Assignment & Assumption without the
need for further amendment of this Agreement and PWD, acting as the
Developer only under this Agreement prior to the effective date of the
Assignment and Assumption, shall' be released from liability under this
Agreement as to all actious on and after the effective date of the Assignment &
Assumption only in its capacity as the "Developer. In no event shall the effective
date of the Assignment & Assumption be before the District's approval of the
Formation Package.
6.

REQUIRED SUBMITTALS. Submittal by Developer of the submittals listed
below is necessary to further define the sco e and evaluate the financial and
market feasibility of thePropose Development. Accordingly, Developer shall
deliver the folio
a s to ac
ce with the requirements and
scheduled dates set forth below (as may be extended byl e 6istrict pursuant to
-Section (b o
su Miftals reqa1Mrlsirthts-Seetit5EnFaTI be
complete
r ana TITMtrritiror incomplete submittals shall result in a default under
this Agreement.
a.
Market Demand and Feasibility Studies. By no later thaagptobef
16, 2017, Developer shall submit to the District Market Demand and
egiElify Studies to:
i. Demonstrate support for each of the Programmatic Components
iced below:
1.
Restaurant and Retail
2.
Office
3.
Hotels
4.
Attractions
a.
Aquarium (marine attractions)
b.
Observation Tower
5.
Water Oriented Facilities
a.
Commercial Fishing
b.
Recreational Marina
7
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ii.Validate the demand and revenue expense assumptions In the
financial model.

7
•e.

b.
Pre-Development and Feasibility Milestones. Within ten (10)
business days after the dates listed in the Pre-Development and
Feasibility Milestones Schedule outlined in Exhibit "B", attached hereto
and incorporated herein by reference ("Schedule"), the Developer shall
deliver a written report to the District detailing Developer's achievement of
upporting documents ion
r with wr
the respec ive m es one
'--->
described therein for the District's review and approval.

c.
Project Description. By no later than the first anniversary of the
st.
Effective Date of this Agreement, Developer sha riFriii
detailed project description for the Proposed Development. The project
description shall be a concise wriffen
ipt n o the Proposed
D9velopment with sufficient detail to understand the Proposed
evelopment and related Programmatic Components and to commence
EnvironmOtal
qpvironmental review in accordance with the Calif
Quality Act (codified as California Public Resource Code §§ 21000 et
seq.), The California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines (codified as 14
.California Code of Regulations. §§15000) and. the District's California
Environmental Quality Act Guidelines (collectively, "CEQA"); provided,
however, additional information and data may be requested by the
District, in the District's sole and absolute discretion, which shall be
provided by Developer, to enable the District to conduct CEQA review. At
a minimum, the project description shall include the following information
i on
for each of the Programmatic Components proposed-to-be-d
the Property: total site area, building(s) square footage, building heights,
numberof ors, areas devoted to specific uses, number of hotel rooms,
materials to be used and type of construction. Additionally, the project
description shall include: construction information, including without
limitation the length and phasing of demolition, construction or
development and anticipated import and export of dirt; number of parking
spaces (above-grade and/or below-grade); and type and location of public
amenities and any proposed infrastructure improvements (land and
C w
Cater). All proposed uses and improvements shall be in compliance with
the Public Trust Doctrine and the California Coastal Act (codified as
California Public Resource Code §§ 30000, et seq.) ("Coastal Act").
8
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The project description shall be accompanied at a minimum by the
conceptual drawin s for th
evelo
shall a o
accompanied by conceptual drawings for eaci- 73rolamatic
Component ro osed. The Parties acknowledge that tie preliminary
esign mat "als to be provided by Developer pursuant to this Section are
in nature and may be subject to revision and refinement
ep
throughout the Negotiating Period in oiler to achieve a plan for the
Proposed13eVelopment acceptable to each of the Parties, and through
the environmental
review pursuant to CEQA. The Parties recognize that
—in Developer's Proposed Development as additional
chaiifes may oc
information is obtained during the Negotiating Period. Conceptual
drawings shall be in sufficient detail to clearly illustrate the Proposed
Development and at a minimum shall include the following:
ite/Floor PI
The site plan shall illustrate a comprehensive
ith sufficient detail to understand the scope of the entire
Proposed Development and shall at a minimum clearly identify
locations and size of building footprints for each Programmatic
Corripon nr,t
reas propo
blic space, "---TF1
pw. **-6;a
counts
and
vehicular
and
layouts with estimated parking space
pedestrian access. The site plan should clearly distinguish area
allocations among commercial uses, the Public Trust Doctrine'
compliant educational component, water side--L.i.i";-i(i -ecre-ational
vs commerciarfitring—uses)i—service/parking, circulation, view
corridors, and public areas. Site Ian and ker_plans—ft eac
P o ramma i Com onent, as applicable, that includes all levels
do not duplicate identical oor plans), subterranean levels and roof
plans. Detailed floor plans are not required; however, general
outlines and perimeter information to collaborate illustrated
elevations must be provided (locations of windows, doors, shear
walls, etc.).
ii.Elevations. Colored architectural exterior elevations that provide
a comprehensive view of the entire Proposed Development and
illustrate proposed building massing, height, materials and colors,
and re a
eve ions must match
rendering on perspective drawings. Elevations for each building
face and enlarged elevations for all building frontages shall be
included. All elevations should identify base datum used in height
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measurements, colors, and materials.
iii.00intext/Perspective Drawings. Three to five colored renderings\
and drawings approximately thirty inches (30") by forty-two inches
(42") and hard backed that provide a representative illustration of
the Proposed Development, clearly showing massing and the
relationship of the Proposed Development in context to its 1
surrounding environment with the adjacent building masses
roughed in. Context elements do not need to be photo realistic but
convey the bulk, scale, and character of the
t accurately
...
surrounding area. The Developer shall provide a nilhirrrom-uf-orres›
Ilighttime rencienn for the overall Proposed Development.
Iv. bigitai Format. All conceptual drawings described In this Section
6 shall also be submitted in high resolution digital format(s) in
addition to or as an alternative to the format(s) described above.
v.General Requirements. All conceptual drawings, including
site/floor plans, elevations, and sections must be legible, drawn to
scale, and be fully labeled and dimensioned and shall include the
date of plan preparation. Plans should typically orient north up, one
plan, elevation or perspective per, sheet (other than those floor
plans noted as "typical").
vi.Additional Drawings. The District reserves the right to request
additional and more detailed drawings as necessary to conduct
CEQA and Coastal Act review for the Proposed Development, each
Programmatic Component and to clearly identify any proposed
changes to the Proposed Development during the term of this
Agreement.
the Effective
Pro Forma. By no later than t4 first anniversar
d.
Date of this Agreement and concurrently with the submittal of the detailed
project description mentioned above, the Developer shall submit to the
District a cost _estimate and pro forma financialanabcds_(.collectIvely,
Project Pro Forma") for the Proposed Development, with the same level
oTa—g11•
et that a developer of a similar project would use for a pro forma in
tilt ,_stage
velopment when seeking pre-development equity investors
and without a public su• s y.
e ro e
ro orma shall include, at a

10
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V
minimum, the following components and cle iar y_nole and explain any
updates to the pro forma delivered to the District dated September 2016:7
i.Estimated financing plan for the Proposed Development including:
total project financing structure, anticipated equity and - debt
ref ires....
nents, financing approach for each Programmatic
Component, including infrastructure, and any letters of interest from
potential financing partners which support the financing plan.
II.Sources and uses for each Programmatic Component and the total
Proposed Development for pre-development, construction and
stabilized periods.
iii.Each Programmatic Component including, without limitation, for the
hotel, office, retail, amenities, attractions and educational uses at a
minimum the then projected: room count; food and beverage
outlets; meeting space;*-spa, retail, office, recreational and ancillary
MOM building\ footprint; approximate net and grcisilYaltding
square feet enclosed by component; approximate net and grass
leasable square feet for office and retail components; square
footages for open air components such as terraces, pool decks,
and other amenity areas; and surface and structured garage
parking spaces' expressed in nurhbar 6f s'paces, and .sqtAre
footage, slip mix and rental rates for recreational marina and
commercial fishing components.
iv ost estimate for all Programmatic Components of the Proposed
Development (at a minimum, all items listed in Section 6.c above),
including, without limitation, direct costs such as site improvements,
site building costs for each distinct programmable space, tenant
improvements, furniture/fixtures/equipment, amenities, and parking;
indirect costs such as architecttire/engineering, entitlement costs,
public permits and fees, legal, accounting, taxes, insurance,
marketing/lease-up, pre-opening budget of supplies and expense,
and Developer overhead fee; and financing costs such as loan
fees, interest during construction and lease-up, and operating
reserve and any costs associated with equity financing. Site
Improvements and infrastructure shall be allocated to each
Programmatic Component. Development costs shall include an
estimate of any temporary facilities or transition spaces proposed.
11
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v. Assumed duration of pre-development and construction periods for
each Programmatic Component. Assumptions and phasing plan for
construction and associated assumptions for development and
construction expenditures and matching funding sources and uses
for such expenditures.
vi.A breakdown of the estimated rent to be paid to the District for each)
Programmatic Component, including basis, calculation and any
assumed minimum rent for pre-development and construction
operations, which
._t
periods and at a minimum the first J:yearsof
shall indicate the anticipated year of stabilization; provided,
however, the District may request that that the Developer provide a
long-term projection of rent (which could be up to 66-years) to be
paid to the District for each Programmatic Component on an annual
basis.
vll. Estimated gross revenues, operating expenses and net operating
income ("Nor) (net of District rent) for each Programmatic
Component and the total Proposed Development along with
detailed revenue, expense, occupancy, lease-up, and inflation
assumptions for each for at a minimum the first 10-years of
operations, which shall indicate the anticipated year of stabilization.
The Project Pro Forma should include all revenues anticipated for
the Proposed Development. The estimate of NOI should be
reasonably consistent with the Market Demand and Feasibility
Studies referenced •' Section 6(a) above.
di. Projected capital reserve requirements and capital expenditures
for each Programmatic Component and for the total Proposed
Development.
ix. Assumptions concerning valuation/sale for each Programm tic
Component and calculation of proceeds from disposition net of any
associated expenses.
x. Estimated cash flow before debt service for each Programmatic
Component and the total Proposed Development for the first 10years of operations and calculation of unlevered Developer returns.
•

12
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ce requirements (construction and permanent
xi.Project-• de•
financing) for each Programmatic Component (as applicable) and
the total Proposed Development, including financing assumptions
and calculations of debt service.
xii. Calculation of cash flows to equity for each Programmatic
Component and the total Proposed Development and calculation of
levered Developer returns.
xiii.All calculated levered and unlevered returns to Developer, which
may include internal rates of return, cash multiples, and/or return on
investment/cost shall be accompanied by a clear statement
,regarding the Developer's profit/retum requirements.
xiv.Cost, market, and economic assumptions used by Developer to
prepare such projections and the Project Pro Forma.
xv.Cash flow projection shall clearly indicate estimates of the required
equity investment by Developer; all debt service obligations for
construction, bridge, and/or permanent financing; and the economic
return to Developer in terms of internal rate of return, cash multiple,
and/or return on investment/cost requested by Developer.
xvi.Projection of the ground lease revenues payable to the District/
during construction and the initial ten (10)-year operating period. /
xvii.Rental, monetary, financing and other concessions or incentives
that are requested by Developer in order to achieve the projected
investment and returns requested by Developer.
xviii.The Project Pro Forma shall be submitted in an editable Microsoft
Excel format with all working formulas and assumptions. Cash flow
projections shall be provided for pre-development and construction
periods and the first ten (10)-years of operations. All cash flow
values shall be based on Developer's assumptions provided in the
Project Pro Forma and shall not make use of "hard-coded" values.
The Project Pro Forma shall be presented and formatted in a
manner that Is reasonably acceptable to the District and readily
enables the District to:

13
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1.
2.
3.

determine the feasibility of the Propose•
Development;
verify the cost, market, and economic assum tions
used by Developer, and
sensitivity test a range of alternative i • uts.

The District reserves the right to request periodic updates to the Project
Pro Forma after its submittal due to changes in the Proposed
Development during the Negotiating Period. The District will provide
reasonable time for Developer to obtain and submit to the District such
updates.
e.
Additional Submittals, In addition to the information described in
Sections 6(a)-(d) above, Developer acknowledges and agrees that the
District reserves the right at any time to reasonably request from
Developer additional information, including data and financial documents
to determine and/or confirm Developer's relevant experience with similar
scale mixed use developments, its approach to financing and capability to
construct, develop, and operate the Proposed Development. The District
will provide reasonable time for Developer to obtain and submit to the
District such additional information.
•

f.
Periodic Financial Feasibility Updates. Every ninety (90) days
during the Ne otiatin eriod, without notice from the District, Developer
shall deliver the District a written progress report, in a form satisfactory
to the District in its sole andabsolute discretion, icentitying ffie current
status of the financing plan for the construction, development, financing
and operation of the Proposed Development ("Financing Plan"). The
written progress reports shall include without limitation, a description of the
financing structure, funding responsibilities, and current equity and debt
sources for the Proposed Development, updates to the last progress
report, and copies of all valid letters of interest and/or financial
commitment(s) related to funding for the Proposed Development. Prior to
the District presenting the Board with the Definitive Agreement for their
consideration, the Developer shall provide the District with a final progress
report demonstrating that the Developer has an adequate Financing Plan
to construct, develop, and operate the Proposed Development.

14
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g.
Changes to Proposed Development. The Parties acknowledge
that the materials to be provided by the Developer pursuant to this Section
6 are nceptual in nature and the Parties recognize that changes may
occur in Developer's roposed Development as additional information is
obtained by the Parties during the Negotiating Period and will be subject
to revision, refinement thi,oughout the Negotiating Period in order to
achie7e---511
3 -71
a for the Proposed Development acceptable to both of the
Parties. As such, the Developer shall submit written documentation
advising the District of any changes to the Proposed Development,
including but not limited to, changes to Programmatic Components
resulting from market demand and feasibility studies, development plan
revisions, financial feasibility analyses, construction cost estimates,
marketing studies, soils and hazardous materials investigations, test and
reports, a d other post-selection due diligence items and shall submit
sly
within a reaso
delivered to the p s
is ection 6 to c early identify and re ec
changes to e scop
dle or •cation of the Proposed Development for
the District' conizie
nd aPPrTh)
it,
Due Diligence and Ground Work. Upon written request from
Developer, the District shall conduct environmental review pursuant to
CEQA, and consider approval of necessary permits and entitlements,
including without limitation Coastal Act permits or exclusions and one or
more temporary District Right of Entry License Agreement ("ROE
License") for those portions of the Property not subject to an agreement
with a third party and under the immediate control of the District
(collectively, "District Controlled Areas") permitting the Developer and its
employees, contractors, subcontractors and agents to enter designated
portions of the District Controlled Areas for the purposes of conducting
soils tests and other due diligence tests, investigations and examinations
in, on, under or about the District Controlled Areas (the 'Work"), all at
Developer's sole and absolute cost. In addition to other conditions that
may be required through the CEQA, Coastal Act or other permitting
processes, at a minimum, the following conditions shall apply to any ROE
License authorizing Work requiring ground disturbance or consisting of
any subsurface or invasive testing or investigations ("Ground Work")":

15
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i. Developer shall submit a Work plan to the District for Ground Work
and obtain District approval thereof, which shall be granted or
withheld in the District's sole and absolute discretion; and
li. A District appointed monitor with the experience in the type of
Ground Work proposed to be conducted ("Monitor") shall be present
to observe the Ground Work, Ground Work shall not proceed without
the Monitor being present unless such requirement is waived by the
Executive Director or her designee in writing. In the event of any
exacerbation of a pre-existing hazardous materials condition, the
Monitor shall determine whether the Ground Work was carried out in
accordance with the Work plan, in a non-negligent manner and in
accordance with commonly accepted industry standards.
a-..— Indemnity. Developer agrees, to the fullest extent provided by law,
to defend, indemnify and hold the District, its agents, officers and
employees, and the Property free from any and all liability as a result of
the Work or the exercise of said ROE License, except to the extent arisi
out of:
ss Developer:
i. Developer's discovery of any-pr -existing condition
pe
s
the Work in a
(1) negligently exacerbates s
I
manner that is inconsistent with commonly' accepted industry
standards, or (3) performs the Ground Work in a manner inconsistent
with the Work plan; or
ii. the District's sole negligence or willful misconduct,
b.
CEQA Review of ROE License. Developer acknowledges and
agrees that the ROE License may be subject to review under CEQA, the
cost of which shall be borne by Developer. Prior to entering any portion of
the District Controlled Areas, Developer agrees to obtain insurance as
specified in the ROE License, which insurance shall, among other things,
be endorsed to read that all policies are primary policies and to name the
District as an additional insured.
c.
Term of ROE License. The ROE License shall have a term
reasonably necessary for Developer to conduct the Work, but in no event
shall said term continue beyond the earlier of the termination of this
Agreement or the expiration of the Negotiating Period.
16
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7.

ar

DEVELOPER'S FINDINGS, STUDIES AND REPORTS.
a.
Products.
In connection with the Proposed Development,
Developer shall be preparing or causing to be prepared design,
architectural and engineering products, plans, reports, test, studies, cost
estimates and investigations with respect to the Property and the
Proposed Development, including, but not limited to, providing the District
with development plan revisions, financial feasibility analyses, construction
cost estimates, surveys, marketing studies, soils and hazardous materials
investigations, tests and reports, engineering reports, geotechnical
reports, plans and specifications, other due-diligence materials, material
correspondence and work product documents (collectively, "Products").
Developer agrees to make w ' n progress reports, in form satisfactory to
the District, advising the District on
related to the Proposed
Development and the Products. Developer shall provide the District
copies of all final Products prepared or commissioned by Developer
and/or obtained from third parties with respect to this Agreement and/or
the Proposed Development. Developer further acknowledges that it may
be necessary or desirable to share with the District drafts and
progressions of the Products prepared or commissioned by Developer in
—order to meet the requirements of Sections 6 and 14, to permit-the District
to conduct is due diligence with respect to Developer and the Proposed
Development and to carry out its planning and entitlement efforts with
respect to the Proposed Development, and to otherwise further the
purposes of this Agreement, and Developer agrees to cooperate with the
District in making such drafts and document progressions available.
b.
Transferable Products. "Transferable Products" shall mean all
reports, plans, specifications, studies, estimates and other information or
analysis generated by Developer and/or obtained by third parties
pertaining to the physical condition of the Property, and shall incliid
without limitation, the Products. Developer shall use commercially
reasonable efforts to cause all contracts with its consultants and
contractors for preparation of Transferable Products to require that suc
Transferable Products
f
veloper and/ e
(District, and be transferable to and by the District in whole, and shall
mi pose--no restriction, cost or
w
pecLioAtensfer of such
Transferable Products to or by the District or use thereof by the District or
17
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any person or entity to which the District transfers the Transferable
Products. Upon termination of this Agreement without execution of a
Definitive Agreement by the District and Developer, Developer shall be
deemed to have transferred its interest in the Transferable Products to the
District, without representation or warranty except as to the delivery of the
most current form of the Transferable Product in whole to the District, such
Transferable Products shall become the property of the District and shall
be delivered to the District immediately if not delivered in whole previously,
and the District shall have the right, in its sole discretion to use, grant,
license or otherwise dispose of such Transferable Products to any person
or entity for development of the Property or any other purpose at no cost
or expense to the District provided that the Developer shall have no
liability whatsoever to the District or any transferee of title to the
Transferable Products regarding the accuracy or breadth of any
information contained in the Transferable Products or the use of the
Transferable Products (except as it relates to the transferability of the
Transferable Products by the third party and the delivery of the
Transferable Products to the District in whole). This Section 7 shall
survive the expiration or earlier termination of this Agreement.
8.
AGREEMENT TRANSFER.
The expertise, experience and financial
capability of (a) PWD as-managing member of 1HWY1; and (b) ThrillCorp,;
and OdySea as individual members of 1HWY1, to undertake development of the
portance o
Property as contemplated by this Agreement are o signifi
pursuant
WY1-as--the successfu p
Agreement.
Any
attempt
to transfer or
entry
by
the
District
into
this
RFP and the
assign this Agreement or any rights or duties, or obligations hereunder (other
than to 1HWY1 as expressly provided in this Agreement), whether by operation
of law, through a pledge, hypothecation, or otherwise, shall be void and shall
result in a default under this Agreement. In addition, during the Negotiating
Period, if without the prior written consent of the District: (i) any assignment or
transfer of any ownership interest in Developer prior to the date this Agreement is
assigned to 1HWY1; (II) PWD changes its form of entity from a California limited
liability company; (iii) any assignment or transfer of any ownership interest in
1HWY1 after the Formation Package is delivered to the District; or (iv) if 1HWY1
changes its form of entity or place of incorporation, the transfer shall be void and
Developer shall be in default under this Agreement. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, after the effective date of the Assignment & Assumption approved by
the District, but subject to the District's express right not to enter into a Definitive
18
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Agreement with Developer, the District's consent for a direct or indirect transfer
of membership interests in Developer or admission of new members into
Developer shall not be required so long as after the transfer (i) PWD shall remain
as the managing member of Developer with active and direct control and
supervision of the operations of Developer, (ii) PWD, ThrillCorp, OdySea and
RCI collectively hold at least 51% of the direct or indirect voting membership
interests in Developer, (iii). the proposed transferee and its principals are
reputable (meaning the absence of a reputation for dishonesty, criminal conduct,
or association with criminal elements), provided that "reputable" does not mean
"prestigious", nor does the determination . of whether one is reputable involve
consideration of personal taste or preference, (iv) if the proposed transferee or
new member (or its principals) is a tenant of the District, such person or entity
(or its principals) is then in good standing with the District under its agreements
with the District, (v) there is no change in entity form of 1HWY1, (vi) Developer
delivers to District prior written notice of such action listing the new member(s)
and its principals, along with an updated organizational chart showing the new
member(s), member (s) operating, partnership or other formation agreement and
a certified copy of the formation documents for the new member(s), and (vii) any
additional information on the new member(s) as is reasonably requested by
District. In addition, at the request of the District from time to time, within thirty
days (30) after a request from the District, the Developer shall provide to the
District a detailed organizational chart and other information to d6tarmine the
person(s) and entitles holding a direct or indirect interest in Developer and who
has control over Developer Including information on beneficial ownership and
voting rights to make such determination.
9.
COSTS AND EXPENSES. Except as otherwise expressly set forth in this
Agreement, each Party shall be responsible for its own costs and expenses in
connection with any activities and negotiations undertaken in connection with the
performance of its obligations under this Agreement; provided, however,
Developer, and not the District, shall be responsible for all fees associated with
review and approval of a Proposed Development project as outlined in Board
Policy No. 106 for Cost Recovery User Fee and all processing fees and costs
associated with application for, and processing of, the environmental review set
forth in Section 14 below, including, but not limited to, all of the Distdcfs costs of
preparing any environmental studies as may be determined to be required by the
District, in its sole and absolute discretion, Prior to assessing any fees under
Board Policy No. 106, the District shall provide Developer with an estimate of the
fees.
19
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10. NOTICES. Notices given or to be given by the District or Developer to the other
may be personally served upon the District or Developer or any person hereafter
authorized by either in writing to receive such notice on its behalf or may be
served by certified letter (return receipt requested) addressed to the appropriate
address hereinafter set forth or to such other address as the District and
Developer may hereafter designate by written notice, and shall be deemed
delivered on the date of personal delivery, or if delivered by certified mail, upon
the date shown for delivery in the returned receipt or three days after the deposit
of the certified letter in the United States mall, whichever is earlier. All notices
shall be in wilting and shall be made as follows:
a. All notices to Developer shall be given or sent by certified mail to:
Protea Waterfront Development, LLC
Attention: Yehudi Gaffen
5960 Cornerstone Court West, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92121
b. All notices to the District shall be given or sent by certified mail to:
Director, Real Estate
San Diego Unified Port District
3165 Pacific Highway
Post Office Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488
Any Party may designate a different address by giving written notice as set forth
in this Section.
11.NEED FOR DEFINITIVE AGREEMENT.
a. Purpose of Agreement. The Parties acknowledge and agree that this
Agreement is for the sole purpose of stating the intention of the Parties to
negotiate and potentially enter into the Definitive Agreement. The Parties
acknowledge that this Agreement establishes a process for the Parties to
negotiate, exchange information and for the Developer to establish a
project description for the Proposed Development to initiate the CEQA
pro
intend to be bound to carnim • OUT the
P •posed Development or any Programme
s thereof until
20
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the Definitive Agreement is executed by both Parties. District's execution
of this Agreement is merely an agreement to enter into the Negotiating
Period, according to the terms presented herein, reserving full and final
discretion and approval by the Board as to actions required, if any. This
Agreement is not, and the Parties do not intend that this Agreement to be
the Definitive Agreement. Subject to the obligations and rights expressed
in this Agreement, unless and until a Definitive Agreement is approved as
set forth in Section 11(c) and executed by both Parties, the Parties do not
intend to be bound In any way to any other agreement. Each Party's
acknowledgement of this Agreement is merely an agreement to enter into
the Negotiating Period according to the terms presented herein, reserving
final discretion and approval of any Definitive Agreement by the Board (or
in the case of Developer, its principals) as to actions required, if any.
b. Framework of Negotiations. The District and Developer acknowledge
that this Agreement is a framework for negotiation of essential terms in a
Definitive Agreement, but that they have not agreed upon the essential
terms or the material elements of a transaction, inclucilag._tatout
limitation, the re t
final legal description of the Property subject to the
Definitive Agreement, the time or manner of and significant terms related
to the Definitive Agreement, the conditions precedent to lease, if any
(including -without limitation, related to the, design:and antitlament of the
Proposed Development) and the requirements related to development of
the Proposed Development, each of which are an essential component of
5 the transaction which shall be the subject
negotiations and shall be set forth, if at all, in a Definitive Agreement
approved by the Board (or in the case of Developer, its principal(s)), in its
sole an absolute discretion, and execu
authorized representatives of
each of the District and Devel
subjec to said approval. Further
Developer acknowledges tha, e design of t a Proposed Development,
the identity, stability and fin dal capacity of evetoper, 1HWY1 team and
1HWY1, an
s
• onditio of the lease of the Proposed
De
ment, if any, will be • materil conce
the District an
comprise part of the essential terms tha
reed upon by the
Parties.

tr

c. Not Binding Until Formally Approved. The Definitive Agreement shall
not be approved or binding upon the Parties unless and until it is fully
executed by Developer and the District, approved by counsel of each
21
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Party as to form and legality, and approved by the authorized
representatives of Developer and by the Board and following compliance
with all laws, including without limitation, CEQA. The concurrence of the
Executive Director or her designee with the terms and provisions of the
Definitive Agreement shall not be construed or interpreted as the District
approving or accepting such terms and shall not be relied on by
Developer. If the Board disapproves the CEQA analysis for the Definitive
Agreement or Proposed Development, disapproves the Definitive
Agreement or any other permit requiring Board approval during the
Negotiating Period, this Agreement will automatically and immediately
terminate; provided that if the Board requests modifications to any of the
foregoing, the Parties may mutually agree to extend the Negotiating
Period, if necessary, to address the Board requested modifications and to
permit resubmittal of the CEQA analysis and/or a Definitive Agreement to
the Board.
d. Outreach. During the Negotiating Period, Developer shall participate with
the District in public outreach efforts including stakeholder outreach and
Board meetings and other outreach as necessary to promote the
Proposed Development.
e.. Termination and Survival Provisions. . Notwithstanding .any other
provision of this Agreement, this Agreement and its terms are binding on
the Parties until this Agreement terminates and, further, the provisions of
Section 7 (Developer's Findings, Studies and Reports), Section 9 (Costs
and Expenses) (as it relates to the obligation of Developer to pay specified
fees and costs incurred by the District), Section 13 (Remedies for Breach
of Agreement), Section 15 (Attorneys' Fees), Section 30 (No Broker),
Section 31 (No Agreements with Third Parties), and Section 33 (OFAC
Compliance) shall survive the termination of this Agreement and the
Parties shall each remain liable with respect to each of such surviving
provisions, as set forth in this subsection 11(e) for all obligations, fees,
costs and expenses thereunder incurred during or as a result of matters
arising during the Negotiating Period.
This Section 11 shall survive the expiration or earlier termination of this
Agreement.
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12. DEFAULT. Failure by either Party (a) to negotiate in good faith, (b) to negotiate
exclusively, as provided in Section 2(c), or (c) perform any other of its obligations
as provided in this Agreement, including without limitation, the delivery of the
submittals set forth in Section 6, shall constitute an event of default under this
Agreement. The non-defaulting Party shall give written notice of a default to the
defaulting Party, specifying the nature of the default and the action required to
cure the default. If the default remains uncured for twenty (20) days after the
date of such notice it shall be deemed an "Uncured Default", and the nondefaulting Party may terminate this Agreement as set forth in Section 13(a) of
this Agreement.
13.REMEDIES FOR BREACH OF AGREEMENT.
a. Termination.
In the event of an Uncured Default by the District,
Developer's sole remedy shall be to terminate this Agreement. In the
event of an Uncured Default by Developer, the District's sole remedy shall
be to terminate this Agreement. Except as set forth in Section 11(e), after
termination of this Agreement by either Party, neither Party shall have any
further rights, remedies or obligations to the other Party under this
Agreement and the Parties shall each be relieved and discharged from all
further responsibility or liability under this Agreement.
b.. Limitations on Remedies. Developer acknowledges- that'the Distrid
would not have entered into this Agreement if the District could become
liable for damages or specific performance under or with respect to this
Agreement, the Definitive Agreement or the Proposed Development.
Consequently, without limiting any other terms of this Agreement and
notwithstanding any actual or alleged default, including without limitation,
any Uncured Default, by the District or Developer:
I. the District shall have no liability for monetary damages or specific
performance for the breach of this Agreement to Developer (except
with respect to attorneys' fees awarded by a court pursuant to
Section 15 herein) or any third party; and
ii. except with respect to claims arising under the sections described
in Section 11(e), including without limitation, those payable by
Developer with respect to Section 9, Developer shall have no
liability to the District for monetary damages or specific
performance for the breach of this Agreement.
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c. Release. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, except as set
forth in Section 13(b), each Party hereby expressly waives, releases and
relinquishes the right to any and all damages and/or monetary relief
(whether based in contract or in tort), including, without limitation, any right
to claim direct, compensatory, reliance, special, indirect or consequential
damages with respect to or arising out of this Agreement and any other
rights or claims it may otherwise have at law or at equity. In addition,
Developer further expressly waives and irrevocably releases the District
with respect to:
i. any right to specific performance for conveyance of, or to claim any
right of title or interest in the Property or any portion thereof,
ii. any right to record a lis pendens or to otherwise place a lien or
restriction of any type upon or affecting the Property, and
iii. any and all claims, damages, liabilities, costs, expenses that
Developer may now or hereafter have or incur relating to or arising
from:
1. the terms of this Agreement including, without limitation, the
information set forth herein or the termination hereof, and
2. any action or inaction of the District in connection with this
Agreement, including without limitation, the exercise by the
District of its discretion, decision, judgment with respect to
the foregoing or the failure of the District to enter into the
Definitive Agreement.
With respect to ail releases and waivers made by the Developer under or
pursuant to this Agreement, the Developer hereby waives the application
and benefits of California Civil Code § 1542 and hereby verifies that it has
read and understands the following provision of California Civil Code §
1542:
"A general release does not extend to claims which the
creditor does not know or suspect to exist in his or her
favor at the time of executing the release, which if known
by him or her must have materially affected his or her
settlement with the
tor."
DEVELOPER:
24
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14. CEQA, ENTITLEMENTS AND RESERVATION OF DISCRETION.
Section 14 shall apply notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement.
The Parties agree and acknowledge that compliance with CEQA is a legal
precondition to the District's or Board's commitment or approval of any
discretionary District action for a project that may result in a direct or indirect
physical change to the environment, including, without limitation the Definitive
Agreement, a Port Master Plan Amendment ("PMPA"), if required and a Coastal
Development Permit ("CDP") for the Proposed Development ("Discretionary
Actions"). No approval of the Discretionary Actions shall be approved or deemed
to be approved by the District or the Board, until after the CEQA analysis for the
same and the Proposed Development is considered and approved by the District
or Board in accordance with the requirements of CEQA. The Parties also
acknowledge and agree to the following terms and conditions:
a. Preparation of a PMPA, CDP and CEQA analysis by a Consultant (defined
below). If deemed necessary by the District, in its sole and absolute
discretion, a PMPA and CDP under the Coastal Act for the Proposed
Development may be required. CEQA analysis shall also be required. The
District, In its sole and absolute discretion, may have the CEQA analysis,
PMPA or CDP prepared by one or more private firms (collectively,
"Consultant") under a three-party agreement executed by the District,
Developer and the Consultant. If the District decides that such a threeparty agreement is required, Developer shall enter into said agreement.
The Parties intend that the three-party agreement Include, at a minimum,
the following provisions:
i. Developer agrees to pay for all of the District's Consultant cost,
including, without limitation, the Consultant fees for preparing the
CEQA analysis, PMPA, or a CDP and obtaining California Coastal
Commission ("Coastal") approval of said entitlements, and any
other required entitlements; and
Ii. Developer will directly pay such costs as they are incurred within
30-days after Developer receives written request for payment from
either the District or the Consultant. Developer shall fully and
timely cooperate with the District and, if applicable, the Consultant,
in furnishing information required for the District's consideration of
its approval of the CEQA analysis, PMPA or CDP and the District's
efforts to obtain approvals from the Coastal. Said cooperation shall
25
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include, without limitation, submitting necessary and useful
information at the request of the District or the Consultant and
attending and presenting at community workshops or other public
forums where issues relating to the CEQA analysis, PMPA, CDP or
other entitlements are discussed. Developer shall have the right to
review all costs including third party studies and documents
and protest any unreasonable fees. Notwithstanding the above,
if this Agreement is terminated, Developer shall have no liability to
pay any future costs or expenses incurred pursuant to this
Section 14(a) after the date of termination of the Agreement, but
shall pay all costs and expenses up to the date of termination.
Prior to incurring any fees, the District shall provide Developer with
an estimate of the fees.
b. Review and Approval of the CEQA Analysis, PMPA, CDP and Proposed
Development. The Parties agree and acknowledge that an approval of a
project under CEQA Guideline Sections 15352 and 15378 has not
occurred by the District's approval of this Agreement. The CEQA analysis,
Discretionary Actions and Proposed Development may be reviewed and
considered by the Board, in its sole and absolute discretion and the
Parties acknowledge and agree that this Agreement is not and does not
guarantee approval of the CEQA analysis, required findings,..including
without limitation a Statement of Overriding Considerations, a Mitigation
Monitoring Reporting Program ("MMRP") or any permits, entitlements
(including, without limitation, the Discretionary Actions), improvements or
other projects (collectively, "Required Approvals") for the Proposed
Development or the Proposed Development itself as contemplated by this
Agreement or otherwise. The Parties further agree and acknowledge that
the Board and District retain sole and absolute discretion to, among other
things:
i. prepare, adopt, or disapprove an exemption, a Mitigated Negative
Declaration ("MND") or an Environmental Impact Report ("EIR"),
pursuant to CEQA for the Proposed Development, Discretionary
Actions and other required permits and entitlements required to
carry out the Proposed Development or any other project
proposed by Developer on the Property;
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II. adopt, condition or disapprove any and all projects including,
without limitation, any and all of the Required Approvals or the
Proposed Development;
iii. adopt any and all feasible mitigation measures to lessen potentially
significant environmental impacts from any project, including the
Proposed Development;
iv. modify any project, including the Proposed Development, adopt any
alternatives to the same, including the "no project" alternative, and
adopt or refuse to adopt a Statement of Overriding Consideration, if
applicable, in connection with the CEQA process.
Developer acknowledges that this Agreement shall not be construed as a direct or
indirect commitment by the Board, the District or any other entity to take or to not
take any action, whether under CEQA, the Coastal Act or otherwise, In connection
with the Required Approvals or the Proposed Development or any other projects
related to matters set forth in this Agreement or otherwise. Additionally, the Parties
acknowledge and agree that the Discretionary Approvals and other permits,
entitlements or project approvals shall not be presented to the District or Board for
approval unless and until all environmental review under CEQA has been conducted
and approved. Developer shall have no claim, cause of action, or right to
`compensation or reimbursement from District if the Proposed- Dev6lopment or
Required Approvals are not adopted for any reason or an alternative, including the
no project alternative is adopted, or if adopted, the item is subject to the
performance of certain additional conditions or mitigation measures.
Developer fully assumes all the risk that the District, the Board or Coastal will not
approve or adopt any or all of the Required Approvals or will impose conditions and
mitigation measures to the Required Approvals or select an alternative, including the
no project alternative. This Section 14 shall survive the expiration or earlier
termination of this Agreement.
15.ATTORNEYS* FEES. In the event of any dispute between the Parties hereto
Involving the covenants or conditions contained in this Agreement or arising out
of the subject matter of this Agreement, the prevailing Party shall be entitled to
recover reasonable expenses, including attorneys' fees and costs.
16. ASSUMPTION OF RISK. The District and Developer each assume the risk
that, notwithstanding this Agreement and good faith negotiations, the District and
Developer may not enter into any Definitive Agreement due to their failure to
27
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agree upon essential terms, the type of Definitive Agreement, the Definitive
Agreement or any CEQA analysis required in connection with the foregoing and
the Proposed Development. Accordingly, except as specifically set forth in this
Agreement, neither Party will have any liability to the other in the event that the
Parties are unable to agree upon the essential terms or to enter into any
Definitive Agreement.
17.ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding
and agreement of the Parties, integrates all of the terms and conditions
mentioned herein or incidental hereto, and supersedes all negotiations or
previous agreements between the Parties or their predecessors in interest with
respect to all or any part of the subject matter hereof.
18.TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE. Time is of the essence with respect to all the
express conditions contained herein.
19.THIRD PARTIES. Nothing in this Agreement, whether expressed or implied, is
intended to confer any rights or remedies under or by reason of this Agreement
on any persons other than Developer and the District and their respective
permitted successors and assigns, nor is anything in this Agreement intended to
relieve or discharge the obligation or liability of any third persons to any Party to
this Agreement, nor shall any provisions give any third persons any right of
it subrogation or action'over or against any Party to this 'Agreement'. - ••
20.SECTION HEADINGS.
The section headings contained herein are for
convenience in reference and are not intended to define or limit the scope of any
provision thereof.
21.GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement and all of the rights and obligations of the
Parties hereto and all of the terms and conditions hereof shall be construed,
interpreted and applied in accordance with and governed by and enforced under
the laws of the State of California.
22,DISTRICT'S RIGHT TO USE PROPERTY. Developer acknowledges that until
such time as a lease is executed by the Parties, the District shall have the right,
in its sole and absolute discretion and without consent of Developer, (a) to use,
operate, manage or lease all or any portion of the Property itself or through a
third party (which may include Developer, 1HWY1 or one of its affiliates) for any
and all legal uses, including, without limitation, any Interim Uses, (b) to construct
or to permit construction of infrastructure on the Property, including, without
limitation, realignment of streets, and repaving and restriping of the parking, -(c) to
28
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demolish, or to permit demolition, of any improvements on the Property, (d) to
construct, or to permit construction, on the Property, including, without limitation,
tenant improvements, as may be needed, in the sole and absolute discretion of
the District, to continue the operation of the Property after the expiration or earlier
termination of any lease, permit, license, easement or other agreement with any
third party or as required by any lease, permit, license, easement or other
agreement with any third party, (e) to convey portions of the Property and/or
grant easements in the Property to the City of San Diego or to any public or
quasi-public entity or to any utility, as necessary or desirable for the development
of the Property, (f) to issue temporary licenses or other grant of access rights to
the Property to the City of San Diego and/or to any other third party, as
necessary or desirable for the development of utilities and infrastructure on,
above or under the Property; and/or (g) to amend, modify, or terminate any of the
leases, permits, easements, licenses or other agreements related to the
Property, and none of the foregoing shall be deemed a breach by the District of
its obligations to negotiate set forth in Section 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
the District shall, except with regard to any agreements related to or resulting
from RFP 17-52ME (Waterfront Retail Opportunity):
i. provide Developer with written notice if the District enters into a
tease, temporary use and occupancy permit, or easement following
the,. Effective Date of this Agreement. granting rights, to- use or
occupy some or all of those portions of the Property excluding the
Fish Market and the Headquarters leaseholds ("Notice Property") in
excess of 1 year but less than 3 years; and
il provide Developer with written notice ten (10) days' prior to
entering into any lease, temporary use and occupancy permit, or
easement granting rights to use or occupy some or all of the Notice
Property in excess of three years to allow Developer to object to
such lease, temporary use and occupancy permit, or easement
within five (5) days of receiving District's notice and if Developer
objects within the five (5) days, District shall reasonably consider
Developer's objection prior to entering into such lease, temporary
use and occupancy permit, or easement.
23. CONSENT/APPROVAL. Except as expressly provided elsewhere in this
Agreement, wherever In this Agreement the consent or approval of the District,
the Board, the Executive Director of the District, Developer or any of their
designees is required, such consent or approval may be given or denied in the
29
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sole and absolute discretion of the person or party to which such discretion is
given.
24.COMPUTATION OF TIME PERIODS. If any date or time period specified in this
Agreement is or ends on a Saturday, Sunday or federal, state or legal holiday, or
on a day that the District is closed as part of an alternative work week, such date
will automatically be extended until 5:00 p.m., Pacific Time, of the next District
business day or of the next day which is not a Saturday, Sunday or federal, state
or legal holiday.
25.NO WAIVER. The waiver or failure to enforce any provision of this Agreement
by a Party will not operate as a waiver of such Party's right to enforce future
defaults or breaches of any such provision or any other provision of this
Agreement.
26.PARTIAL INVALIDITY. if any portion of this Agreement is declared by any
court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, that portion
will be deemed severed from this Agreement and the remaining parts of this
Agreement will remain in full force as fully as though the invalid, illegal, or
unenforceable portion had never been part of this Agreement.
27.AMBIGUITIES NOT HELD AGAINST THE DRAFTER. This Agreement has
, been ,freelyand voluntarily negotiated by all Parties and the. Parties are, aware
that they have the right to be advised by counsel with respect to the negotiations,
terms and conditions of this Agreement, and that the decision of whether or not
to seek the advice of counsel with respect to this Agreement is a decision which
is the sole responsibility of each of the Parties. This Agreement shall not be
construed in favor of or against either Party by reason of the extent to which each
Party participated in the drafting of the Agreement.
28.CAPACITY OF PARTIES. Each signatory and Party to this Agreement warrants
and represents to the other Party that it has the legal authority, capacity and
direction from its principal(s) to enter into this Agreement and that all necessary
resolutions, ordinances or other actions have been taken so as to enter into this
Agreement.
29.AMENDMENT TO THIS AGREEMENT. Except as set forth in Section 2(b), the
terms of this Agreement may not be modified or amended except by an
instrument in writing executed by each of the Parties and if applicable, approved
by the District.
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30. NO BROKER. Developer represents and warrants that it has not engaged any
broker, agent, or finder in connection with this Agreement and Developer agrees
to hold the District and its representatives harmless from any losses and liabilities
arising from or in any way related to any claim by any broker, agent, or finder
retained by Developer, regarding this Agreement, the Definitive Agreement or the
lease or development of the Property.
31.NO AGREEMENTS WITH THIRD PARTIES. Developer acknowledges and
agrees that this Agreement does not grant, convey, or provide Developer with
any interest, including without limitation, a possessory interest, in any portion of
the Property. Developer shall not enter into or cause or direct any person or
entity to enter into, any agreement with any person or entity related to the
Property or this Agreement that (I) binds, or has the effect of binding, the District
or any portion of the Property; (ii) clouds, or has the effect of clouding, title to the
Property, including without limitation, any encumbrances or liens; or (iii)
continues beyond the expiration of the Negotiating Period or earlier termination of
this Agreement. Developer agrees to provide District at its regular coordination
meetings with District staff a list of the meetings Developer anticipates it or its
representatives will have before the next scheduled coordination meeting with
any government entity or agency (excluding the District), the San Diego
Foundation and District tenant(s) regarding the Proposed Development; and
District shall advise.Developer or Developer's representative at such coordination
meeting which meeting or meetings the District desires to attend in person or by
phone at no cost to Developer, provided, however, the District shall have the
right to recover costs permitted under Section 9 of this Agreement, Board of Port
Commissioners Policy No. 106 and pursuant to any other fee agreement entered
into with Developer . If District identifies any such meeting that it wishes to
attend in person or by phone, then Developer and District shall reasonably
coordinate schedules so that one or more District representatives may attend in
person or by phone. For purposes of clarity, the Developer's requirement to
provide advance notice to the District regarding meetings with governmental
entities or agencies do not apply to (i) general information, record, data or file
requests to governmental entities or agencies except for State Lands
Commission, California Coastal Commission, and San Diego Regional Airport
Authority, or (ii) general information, record, data, file reviews as part of the City
of San Diego Development Review Process. Notwithstanding anything in
Section 13 to the contrary, Developer shall Indemnify the District for all costs and
expenses, Including without limitation, any and all damages and/or monetary
relief (whether based in contract or in tort), including, without limitation, any right
31
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to claim direct, compensatory, reliance, special, indirect or consequential
damages with respect to or arising out of Developer's breach of this Section 31.
This Section 31 shall survive the expiration or earlier termination of this
Agreement.
32,NO RELATIONSHIP. Developer and any agent, employee, or contractor of
Developer shall act in an independent capacity and not as agents, officers or
employees of the District. The District assumes no liability for Developer's
actions and performance, nor assumes responsibility for taxes, bonds, payments
or other commitments, implied or explicit by Developer. Developer shall not have
authority to act as an agent on behalf of the District unless specifically authorized
to do so in writing. Developer shall make clear to third parties that Developer is
not an agent, employee, or independent contractor of the District. Nothing in this
Agreement shall be deemed to create any form of business organization between
the parties, including, without limitation, a joint venture or partnership.
•
that
to
the
District
33.OFAC COMPLIANCE. Developer represents and warrants
(i) Developer and each person or entity owning an interest in Developer is not
now, and shall not during the Negotiating Period become, a person or entity with
whom District or any citizen of the United States is restricted from doing business
with under the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate
Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrqrism Act of 2001, H.R. 3162,
-Public Law 107-56 (commonly known as the "USA Patriot Act") and regulations
promulgated pursuant thereto, or under any successor statutes or regulations,
including, without limitation, persons and entities ("Prohibited Persons") named
on the Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons List maintained by
the Office of Foreign Assets Control, Department of the Treasury ("OFAC")
and/or on any other similar list pursuant to any authorizing statute, executive
order or regulation, nor a Person (also, a "Prohibited Person") with whom a
citizen of the United States is prohibited to engage in transactions by any trade
embargo, economic sanction, or other prohibition of United States law,
regulation, or Executive Order of the President of the United States, (ii) none of
the funds or other assets of Developer constitute property of, or are beneficially
owned, directly or indirectly, by any Prohibited Person, (iii) no Prohibited Person
has any interest of any nature whatsoever in Developer (whether directly or
Indirectly), (iv) none of the funds of Developer have been derived from any
unlawful activity with the result that the investment in Developer is prohibited by
law or that this Agreement is in violation of law, and (v) Developer has
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implemented procedures, and will consistently apply those procedures, to ensure
the foregoing representations and warranties remain true and correct at all times,

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank.]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the
date and the year written below.
APPRO
GEN

D AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY:

SAN DIEGO UNIFIED PORT DISTRICT,
a public rporation
By:

Deputy

Tony Go on,
Director,
Real Estate
Dated:

/ Oi

PROTEA WATERFRONT
DEVE
MENT, LLC, a California
lim
mpany
B
Signature
PRINT NAME: \le144dh
PRINT TITLE: CaC)
DATED: c,...10-1e4A.A.Ina,--

SOUK) Dots No.11964-3e
MVO
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Exhibit B
Central Embarcadero Pre-Development and Feasibility Milestones
Date
....tt
84
snttleasibill 'Stu
Select Feasibility Consultant
Completion of Ma ritet Demand and Feasibility iiiiy--Geotedvical investigation
Additional Testing for Final Report
Final Fault, Hazards Environmental and Soils Report
Final Structural Impact Analysis
Civil Investigation
Base/Master Drawing of Existing Utilities
Additional Wet & Dry Utility Analysis
Document Review
General Contractor
General Contractor Selection
Workshops
GC selection
Selection of Masteiktiltsti - ,- Charrettes
Architect Selection
MasierArchltect Tasks - start of DOP Phase 2
Final Presentation w/ Project Description Detail
Final Project Cost Estimates
Final Project Financial Pro Forma
Final Project Description

07/14/17
10/16/17
10/25/17
12/26/17
02/20/18
_ ___ —
-_. 06/30/17

09/25/17
4.90.14.7

_

-

06/30/17
09/08/.3i.

.....—

07/31/17
09/15/17
..--..
08/15/18
09/01/18
09/05/18
09/11/18

Commercial Fish
Validation Report
Agreement
Final 6rift
Potential Final Design Modifications
RecreitionalMarinafir
eattis
-ris
Final Design
Final Presentation
Final Cost estimates
Final Financial Pro Forma

06/30/17
11/17/17
02/16/18
03/02/18
03/09/18
64/11/18"
01714/13,
10/06/1i
12/26/17
01/12/18
01/12/18
04/06/18
05/28/18

Visipn'Doitinfent,
Program Document
ConceRtual DesIgA
Select Technical Team (Arch / Mech / Eng)
Final Presentation
Preliminary Pro Forma Development

10/20/17
12/1s/17
....
02/09/18

Vision Document
Program Document
Final Presentation
Submission to Port/ State Lands Commission
Preliminary Pro Forma Development

03/09/18
04/13/18
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/

ObseriratIoniciwer
Vision
Define Projram
Conceptual Oest,n
Final Cost Estimates
. Final Financial Pro Forma,

11/20/17
12/18/18
02/06/18
03/23/18
05/01/18p

Vision
Operational Feasibility
Final Cost Estimates
Final Financial Pro.Forma

12/20/17
03/12/18
04/30/18
05/21/18

Vision
Conceptual design
Final Cost Estimates
Final Financial Pro Forma

12/18/17
03/09/18
03/12/18
05/14/18

P1140
Vision .
_..........
_ ..
Conceptual design
•
Operational Feasibility .
Final Cost Estimates
Final Financial Pro Forma

•

11/27/17
01/15/18
02/12/18
04/09/18
04/18/18

.•

First Draft
Review
Final Draft
Review
Submit to Port

08/15/18
08/21/18
09/0S/18
09-1172.11.13
09/20/18
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RESOLUTION 2016-177
RESOLUTION SELECTING A SUCCESSFUL
PROPOSER AND CONCLUDING THE REQUEST
FOR PROPOSALS SUBJECT TO THE DISTRICT'S
RESERVATION OF CERTAIN RIGHTS THEREIN
WHEREAS, the San Diego Unified Port District (District) is a public
corporation created by the legislature in 1962 pursuant to Harbors and
Navigation Code Appendix 1 (Port Act); and
WHEREAS, on February 22, 2016, District staff issued a Request for
Proposals 16-04ME (RFP) for the 70 acres of land and water located within the
District's Central Embarcadero; and
WHEREAS, the RFP gives the District broad discretion in how a
proposal/prosper is selected, as well as reserves certain District rights including,
without limitation, the District's ability to reject or move forward any or all
proposals or parts thereof, issue subsequent requests for proposals, postpone
opening for its own convenience, remedy technical errors in the process, approve
or disapprove the use of a particular proposer's sub-service providers, negotiate
with any, all or none of the proposers, solicit best and final offers, award
agreements to one or more proposers and waive informalities and irregularities in
proposals (collectively, Reservation of Rights); and
WHEREAS, on May 2, 2016, the District received 11 proposals, of which,
six were deemed complete and moved forward for consideration; and
WHEREAS, on June 13 and 14, 2016, the District hosted an open house,
which over 1,200 members of the public attended to preview the six proposals,
meet the development teams and provide comments; and
WHEREAS, on July 13, 2016, the Board of Port Commissioners (BPC)
after thoroughly considering all the proposers/proposals, directed staff to enter
into exclusive discussions with the 1HWY1 team and to further evaluate the
Seaport San Diego (Seaport) proposal, while not making a final selection or
eliminating the other five proposals/proposers; and
WHEREAS, the factors that the BPC expressed in directing staff to enter
into the exclusive discussions included, but are not limited to, I HWY1: provided
the most comprehensive approach to the overall project; included a variety of
exciting and innovative programmatic components (as identified in the RFP);
comprised of a development team that is best in class and is well-qualified;
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2016-177
considered existing prioritized land uses on Tidelands; was heavily supported by
stakeholders during public comment; and
WHEREAS, following the BPC's direction, staff immediately commenced a
due diligence phase by forming a cross-functional team to develop questions
regarding areas of the 1HWY1's proposal that staff believed needed clarification;
and
WHEREAS, that supplemental information and analysis of the same has
been presented to the BPC; and
WHEREAS, the BPC's action, including the selection of a successful
proposer, does not bind the District to a definite course of action and the District
retains the sole and absolute discretion to modify the proposal or any project
arising therefrom, or to determine not to approve any project or entitlements for
the same; and
WHEREAS, the BPC's action does not constitute an "approval" of a
"project" under the California Environmental Quality Act and the BPC may, in its
sole and absolute discretion, adopt (1) any and all feasible mitigation measures,
(2) feasible alternatives to a project that may arise from the proposal, including a
no project alternative, and/or (3) a statement of overriding consideration, if
applicable; and
WHEREAS, the BPC has considered the entire record, including all
proposals/proposers, the criteria in the RFP and how the proposals/proposers
meet said criteria, and information provided to the BPC.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Port
Commissioners of the San Diego Unified Port District as follows:
1HWY1 is the successful proposer of RFP 16-04ME, the RFP process is
concluded, and the other five proposers are eliminate; provided, however, said
selection is conditioned on the District's reservation of all its rights under the RFP
16-04ME and under applicable law, and 1HWY1 and the District shall not
discuss, negotiate or enter into any agreements with 1HWY1 the logical
consequence of which would provide for or facilitate a hotel development on the
site until after the expiration date of a hotel restriction clause in that certain
Exclusive Negotiating Agreement between the District and One Park Boulevard,
LLC (District Document No. 58932).
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:
District staff continue the appropriate due diligence excluding any hotel due
diligence and return to the Board at a future meeting to enter into a preliminary
agreement with 1HWY1.
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2016-177

APPROVED AS TO FO M AND LEGALITY:
L
SE
B
PASSED AND' ADOPTED by the Board of Port Commissioners of the
San Diego Unified Port District, this 81h day of November, 2016, by the following
vote:
AYES: Bonelli, Castellanos, Malcolm, Merrifield, Nelson,. and Valderrama.
NAYS: None.
EXCUSED: Mport.
ABSENT: NOne.
ABSTAiNt, None.

Marshall Merrifield, Chairman
Board of Port Commissioners
ATTEST:

Timothy A. Deuel
Di trict Clerk

(Seal)
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EXHIBIT B

August 21, 2020

VIA EMAIL

Jennifer Lucchesi, Executive Officer
California State Lands Commission
100 Howe Avenue, Suite 100- South
Sacramento, CA 95825
RE: Request for Preliminary Public Trust Doctrine (Trust) Consistency Review of the
Seaport San Diego Project (Seaport Project) proposed on 70-Acres of land and
water located within the Central Embarcadero District, City of San Diego, California
Dear Ms. Lucchesi,
I am submitting this request and the enclosed materials in connection with the proposed
redevelopment of the Port of San Diego’s (District) Central Embarcadero. The site to be
redeveloped is arguably the most historically, culturally, and geographically significant
site on tidelands under the District’s jurisdiction. The site is currently developed with a
popular tourist destination known as Seaport Village, a beautiful passive park area
called Ruocco Park, a larger park known as Embarcadero Marina Park North, our
commercial fishing piers at G Street Mole, a large parking area, and some memorial
tourist attractions.
The redevelopment of this area has been a priority for the District for several years now.
In 2016, the Port conducted a competitive solicitation process that included robust
public and stakeholder input. 1HWY1, LLC (1HWY1) was selected by our Board of Port
Commissioners (Board) to advance its proposal, the Seaport San Diego Project
(Seaport Project), and the District entered into an Exclusive Negotiating Agreement
(ENA) with 1HWY1 on October 2, 2017. 1HWY1 has been refining and evolving its
proposed program since 2016 with a great deal of public and stakeholder input.
From District’s staff’s perspective, the Seaport Project provides all the components
necessary to create a mixed-use development along the water’s edge that will transform
and revitalize the San Diego region into a world-class destination. A project of this
magnitude takes a lot of effort and time as well as coordination amongst multiple
agencies. The proposed Seaport Project has not been approved by the Board and
there are many phases of review that must still be accomplished before the Board
considers the proposed Seaport Project for approval.
However, individual Board members have expressed support for various elements of
the programmatic components of the proposal and have continuously expressed
interest in advancing “Blue Technologies”, as well as a variety of educational programs
related to the ocean and bay environment, and a wide range of uses, including one of a
kind retail experiences and unique attractions that will draw visitors from all walks of life
to the waterfront.

Port of San Diego, 3165 Pacific Highway, San Diego, CA 92101 | portofsandiego.org

Jennifer Lucchesi, State Lands
August 21, 2020
RE:

Request for Preliminary Public Trust Doctrine (Trust) Consistency Review of the Seaport San Diego
Project (Seaport Project) proposed on 70-Acres of land and water located within the Central
Embarcadero District, City of San Diego, California

As you are aware, over the last couple of years, District staff has been collaborating
with SLC staff to review the various programmatic components of the Seaport Project.
The proposed Seaport Project includes various programmatic components, some of
which include new and innovative approaches to development on tidelands and
therefore require further evaluation to determine consistency with the Trust. As a
continuation of this collaboration, I would now like to request that California State Lands
Commission (SLC) staff conduct a preliminary review of the Seaport Project.
Enclosed are the following documents (collectively, the Public Trust Consistency
Documents) submitted to the District by 1HWY1under ENA:
1. 1HWY1 Seaport San Diego State Lands Commission Project Description
2. State Lands Commission Consistency Determination Memorandum drafted by
1HWY1’s legal counsel, DLA Piper
The District is not requesting a formal Trust consistency determination at this time but
instead would like to continue the conversations and collaboration with SLC staff to
receive preliminary feedback regarding the potential for the Seaport Project to achieve
Trust consistency. This process will help the District in making its determination of Trust
consistency prior to a formal request for a Trust determination from SLC. The District is
aware that there may need to be modifications to the Seaport Project, whether through
the imposition of conditions, modifications, or otherwise, before Trust consistency can
be achieved. Negotiations with 1HWY1 regarding such changes have not commenced,
but the District anticipates that would be a next step in the Trust consistency process
after obtaining preliminary feedback from SLC staff.
I would like to thank you and your staff and look forward to our continued collaboration
on this project.
Sincerely,

Randa J. Coniglio
President/CEO
Port of San Diego
Attachments
cc: Seth Blackmon, Chief Counsel
Benjamin Johnson, Staff Attorney
Sheri Pemberton, Chief, External Affairs and Legislative Liaison
Reid Boggiano, Public Lands Management Specialist
Thomas A. Russell, General Counsel, Port of San Diego
Port of San Diego, 3165 Pacific Highway, San Diego, CA 92101 | portofsandiego.org
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A. Introduction
1.

Preface

The following Project Description for the Seaport San Diego Project (“Project”) is provided by the 1HWY1
development team to the Port of San Diego (“Port”) to assist the Port in its request to the State Lands
Commission for its consideration of the consistency of the Project’s program of proposed uses with the
Public Trust Doctrine and the legislative grant of Public Trust lands to the Port. The Project has been
designed and programmed to be consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine and the Port’s legislative
grant. The Project has evolved since 1HWY1 was selected as the chosen bidder for the Project by the
Port in late-2016, and additional evolution will certainly occur in the future, particularly as the Project
goes into the environmental review and public approval processes with the Port. However, the
proposed uses set forth in this document reflect all the uses proposed for the Project; any future
revisions and updates to the Project are not intended to introduce new uses not addressed here.
This Project Description focuses primarily on the proposed Project’s general program and uses. For
reference, we have included in an appendix of the current design state for the various elements. The
ultimate Project design will be dependent on numerous factors, including the confirmation of the
consistency of the proposed uses with the Public Trust Doctrine and the Port’s legislative grant.

2.

Background

The Seaport San Diego Project (the “Project”) would bring a vibrant mix of uses including substantial
recreational public open space and up to 1 2,400,000 square feet of fish processing, hospitality, retail,
restaurant, Health and Fitness, blue tech innovation space, educational, Aquarium, Event Center, and
conference uses to the Project Site. The Project is designed around the unique opportunities of a very
large, centrally located waterfront site in a major metropolitan area. It is a once-in-a-generation
opportunity to enhance the public’s access to and use and enjoyment of San Diego Bay. The
underutilized site is located where the Pacific Coast Highway begins, with the iconic address of 1 Pacific
Highway. It is made up of 70 acres 2 of land and water within the Port of San Diego, of which
approximately 36 acres is land, which includes 15 acres of Recreational Open Space, and 34 acres of
water area within San Diego Bay (the “Project Site” or “Site”). The Project Site is situated between
Downtown San Diego and the waterfront within the Central Embarcadero – making it an ideal location
to facilitate connections between Californians and the Bay.

Where this document refers to a number that is “up-to” a certain amount, that reflects the maximum amount
under consideration. Where the document refers to “approximately” a certain amount, that means the amount is
plus or minus 15%, as currently proposed.
2
For this Project Description, 1HWY1 used acreages for the Central Embarcadero consistent with the 1980 Port
Master Plan and subsequent Port Master Plan Amendments. The Port Master Plan Update is currently translating
acreages to GIS. Any reference to acreages in this Description is thus subject to refinement based on the Port’s
findings.
1
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Existing land uses within the Project Site include a variety of retail, restaurants, parks and surface
parking lots associated with Seaport Village and the surrounding area, and in-water uses include
breakwaters, piers, docks and associated marine-related facilities.
Recognizing the vast potential of the Project Site, the Port of San Diego utilized an open, public process
for selecting a developer. On February 22, 2016, the Port of San Diego issued a Request for Proposals for
a “World Class Waterfront Development Opportunity” for the Project Site with the following objectives:
•
•
•

Create a mixed-use commercial development along the water’s edge characterized by a variety
of uses, public amenities, exceptional architecture, and the vibrancy of a mixed-commercial and
recreational destination.
Provide an innovative development concept which is integrated with its surroundings.
Incorporate into its vision strong connections to the water’s edge and public access and
Recreational Open Space areas, excellence in design, high levels of sustainability and long-term
financial viability.

Following a rigorous and competitive evaluation process, on November 8, 2016, 1HWY1 was selected as
the developer and began due diligence and evolution of the Project’s design.
The Project is a new type of on-the-water development that recognizes the extremely high potential of
the Site to educate and benefit all Californians. It includes a strategic and cohesive mix of primary Public
Trust and Ancillary uses to maximize public access and enjoyment of the waterfront for persons of all
income levels while supporting overall Project viability. All Project elements work together to promote
and are informed by a concept known as “Ocean Optimism.” Through integrated design and uses, the
Project would promote ocean literacy and a mindset of ocean conservation for millions of visitors each
year through public showcases of marine sciences and sustainable ocean practices and technologies.
The development mix of program elements has been purposefully and thoughtfully curated to support
the Project’s values and goals, discussed in greater detail below. Critically, the development mix creates
a cohesive, synergistic and economically stable Project.
The wide array of uses proposed by the Project, particularly the hotels, Aquarium, and ancillary retail
uses, would provide substantially increased revenues to the Port as compared to the current uses. The
Project’s overall mix of uses would also further diversify the current portfolio of uses at the Port, adding
new economically beneficial commercial uses such as the proposed Aquarium, the Blue Tech Innovation
Center, and Learning Center. The Project would thus improve economic stability and add substantial
new sources of funding to the Port to help it continue to fulfill its mission while evolving to meet the
needs of a fast-changing global economy.
The Project creates an exciting waterfront destination that will bring people from around the state and
beyond to visit the San Diego waterfront. The Project would dramatically improve public access to the
water, going beyond the existing uses to add more and improved opportunities for people to experience
and interact with the water and enjoy the waterfront. Through careful urban planning and design, view
corridors have been enhanced and protected. To add interest and excitement, the Project adds a new
water cut that increases the porosity of the Project Site, physically extending a small portion of the Bay
into the Site as a notable part of a Project-wide theme of the celebration of the ocean and its critical role
in the lives of all Californians.

2

3.

Values and Goals

The Project addresses the following core values which correspond with and are responsive to the vision,
goals and objectives of the Port of San Diego for the Central Embarcadero area of the San Diego Bay:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Honor the water.
Create a world class destination.
Celebrate nature and ecology.
Provide land and water mobility and access.
Create plazas, parks and an urban beach.
Inclusivity and access for all.

These core values are informed by the Public Trust Doctrine. In particular, “Honor the Water” is a
concept that permeates the Project Site. Water-dependent uses, including commercial fishing, make up
a major portion of the development mix, along with public access to the water for recreation. The
Project would improve and add connections to the public promenade that stretches along the entire
north-south length of the Project Site, which would better integrate the Project with the broader
existing bayfront promenade and the variety of waterfront uses and attractions along the Embarcadero
and more broadly within San Diego Bay.
The Project would have public benefits extending far beyond the immediate Project Site. It supports San
Diego as a competitive waterfront city with public benefits on, around and beyond the Project Site for all
Californians. It strengthens and enhances the Port of San Diego’s ability to provide Bay access to all
California residents. It invests in facilities for the region’s commercial fishing fleets at the Port’s main
commercial fishing harbor, Tuna Harbor. Further, through proposed educational and research
partnerships with the University of California San Diego, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, and the
Birch Aquarium at Scripps, the Project includes commercial uses that would promote Public Trustconsistent ocean and marine-based State educational and scientific goals reflected by, among other
things, SB 720 and the California Education and the Environment Initiative, which promote education
and research regarding environmental literacy among California’s students and citizens .

4.

Thematic Connections: Our Ocean and Ocean Optimism

Beyond the physical connections, the Project provides thematic connections that permeate all aspects
of its program. The Project is designed around the concept of “Ocean Optimism” – a unique, waterdependent vision in which the entire Project would facilitate awareness of the vital importance of ocean
resources, education in sustainability and conservation and access to the coast. Each programmatic
element provides a platform to educate visitors about the fragility of the ocean environment as well as
sustainability and environmental protection. Millions of visitors per year would experience a public
showcase of marine sciences and sustainable ocean technologies. Ocean Optimism would inspire
understanding of the importance of our ocean to our survival as a species and hopefully, through that
knowledge, lead to the protection and conservation of its precious resources.
The Ocean Optimism concept is embedded in all aspects of the Project and is particularly relevant to
these Project components:
•

Commercial Fishing
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•
•
•

Blue Tech and Learning Center
Aquarium
Commercial retailers who will be selected based on a sustainability focus, especially as related
to a focus on climate change, water and the ocean

The Project advances the emerging “Blue Economy,” which is closely tied to the Project theme of Ocean
Optimism, and refers to ocean- and water-related sustainable enterprises, research, development,
industry, and governance, located within a campus environment creating synergy among educational,
research, innovation and development, and public-facing Aquarium uses. The Project proposes a Blue
Tech Innovation Center and a Learning Center contained in a synergistic Blue Campus in which blue
economy uses would be partnered with educational activities and public attractions. A detailed
discussion of land use and programming for the Blue Tech Innovation Center and the Learning Center is
provided below.

5.

Glossary

The following provides definitions of defined terms as used herein:
•

•

•

•

Signature Hotel: Means the 386 room, approximately 236,000 square foot full-service hotel
constructed within the Project’s iconic tower located in Block A. The Signature Hotel is intended
to offer higher-end rooms and suites at moderate-to-luxury scale rates. The Signature Hotel is
intended to be operated by a high-end, signature brand operator. It would include various
amenities including a pool, a spa, landscaped patios and open space, full-service restaurants,
and kitchens. Health and Fitness uses for the Signature Hotel would be provided separately in
close proximity on Block A (see separate definition of Health and Fitness) or within the same
building as the hotel (though still available for non-hotel guests per the definition below). The
Signature Hotel would also include up to 22,000 square feet of conference space uses for private
and public events.
Extended Stay Hotel: Means a hotel that primarily services guests needing accommodations for
a period of five days or longer. Such accommodations would offer limited or no food or
beverage facilities or meeting space within the hotel and could offer services and facilities
designed to appeal to longer-term visitors, such as grocery delivery and laundry services. Guest
rooms or suites would offer some type of kitchen facility/kitchenette (e.g., hotels operated as
Residence Inns by Marriott, Hyatt House, Homewood Suites, Candlewood Suites, and Home 2).
Select and/or Limited Service Hotel: Means a hotel that provides guestroom accommodations
at a lower price-point than full-service hotels. It would offer limited facilities and amenities,
typically without a full-service restaurant. These hotels are often in the Economy, Midscale or
Upper Midscale class.
Recreational Open Space (“ROS”): Means publicly accessible, land and water open areas that
provide a wide array of active and passive recreational uses for Project visitors, access to which
is provided free of charge to the public. On the land-side, this category includes the Project’s
proposed parks, plazas, gardens, promenades, pedestrian and bicycle paths, sport and exercise
courts, walkways, public piers, pedestrian bridges, vista areas, and a portion of the Project’s
constructed urban beach, water cut, and canal. This category also includes ground level open
space areas that can be used for installations and landscaping but are irregularly shaped, small,
or otherwise unsuitable for other development. It also includes publicly accessible rooftop
areas, amenity decks, and other in-building open spaces located above the ground level that are
accessible and free of charge to the public, though, notably, certain specified areas within ROS
4

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

areas may from time to time also be used for one-off paid, ticketed events. On the waterside,
ROS includes open water areas for swimming, kayaking and a kayak launching facility, paddle
boarding, and other recreational activities, interpretative water gardens, Constructed Wetlands,
and recreational and commercial boat berthing and water navigation areas.
Public Realm: Means all publicly accessible areas that are accessible to the public. This category
includes all ROS and Public Access areas, including areas that may require payment to enter. The
definition includes space around, between and within buildings that are publicly accessible,
including streets, squares, parks, and open spaces. These areas and settings support or facilitate
public life and social interaction.
Public Access Areas: Means all pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicle travel-ways providing circulation
through the Project Site and to areas outside the Project Site, including promenades, pedestrian
and bicycle paths, walkways, pedestrian bridges, passageways, sidewalks, and roads. All of
which are free to the public at no charge.
Artificial Constructed Wetlands: Means the constructed artificial wetland area located in
Project Block F on the Kettner Mole, located on the northern side of the constructed urban
beach and park. Artificial Constructed Wetlands would be able to be utilized for educational and
research purposes, while providing ancillary environmental benefits through filtration for
improved water quality.
Pop-Ups: Means booths, kiosks, pavilions, and temporary use structures providing retail
products and food and beverage services on a temporary, seasonal, or semi-permanent basis.
Such uses are not intended to be permanent uses, would be movable, and could be located in a
variety of spaces throughout the Project within the Public Realm.
Experiential Retail: Means retail shops and other commercial retail uses that provide services
and goods that are based on and provide direct customer experiences and/or participation.
Examples include food service shops where customers assist in the preparation of food. It would
also include a toy or craft store that puts on regular craft, movement or play activities for
families. The category also includes retail commercial uses that provide direct customer
experiences that include visitor-serving entertainment uses such as a movie theater or screening
rooms, arcades, e-gaming, and bowling.
Health and Fitness: Means branded Health and Fitness uses that would include cycling studios,
yoga studios, swimming, athletic training, dance or ballet studios, gyms, and other spaces
involving a variety of fitness classes and programs. The Project’s Health and Fitness uses would
be located in Blocks A, B, F, and E. The Health and Fitness uses would offer day and class passes
to all members of the public visiting the Project as well as serve hospitality guests (replacing inhotel guest only gyms) and monthly membership customers. These uses would support and
further activate ROS areas including parks, plazas, and the public beach, among others, inviting
guests and visitors to fully utilize the recreational opportunities presented by the project as part
of personal health and fitness routines.
Specialty Shops: Means any returning retail shop currently operating at Seaport Village, all of
which have been offered the ability the re-locate within the Project. It also may include
additional branded retail Specialty Shops offering a wide variety of consumer goods, including,
apparel, footwear, camping, outdoor and fitness goods and other sporting goods, technology
and electronics, home goods, hardware, toys and games, luxury goods, specialty and novelty
items, and gift shops. The Project’s Specialty Shops would consist of brand retailers that have
demonstrated a commitment to sustainability in furtherance of the Project’s central theme of
Ocean Optimism, including in particular those that orient their brand strategy around the
utilization of sustainable materials and practices and/or engage in or otherwise contribute to

5

•

•

•

•

ocean and marine conservation efforts. The Specialty Shops are thus intended to align with the
Project’s mission of providing education and support for ocean conservation and restoration
efforts and efforts to combat climate change.
Service-Oriented/Wellness Retail: Means branded retail uses providing goods and services
oriented around wellness. This category may include uses such as spas, massage parlors, beauty
and nail shops, personal care, cosmetics, skincare, fragrance, beauty tools, haircare, dry bars,
and similar wellness product and consumer service-oriented uses.
Experiential Restaurant: Means restaurants where more than half of the square footage would
be dedicated to providing food and beverage service, while less than half of the square footage
would be dedicated to entertainment uses such as parlor games, carnival-type games, arcade or
virtual reality games, bowling lanes, wave pools, and other potential interactive gaming
activities.
Multi-Purpose Event Center (“Event Center”): Means the Project’s proposed 120,000 square
foot indoor/outdoor event and concert center located in Block C of the Project Site. The Event
Center would be comprised of a multi-purpose flat floor space that could accommodate
between 1800 and 4000 persons depending on seating and stage layout, which would include
flexible ground level space that could include seating or be provided for standing room events,
and a seated mezzanine. It could also include a retractable roof and other elements, including
an open-air roof deck, to maximize interactions with the Bay. The Event Center is intended to
accommodate concerts, plays, shows, political events, symposia, lectures and other leased
events. It is not intended to host sporting events. The Event Center design would be oriented to
the water, providing glass facades facing San Diego Bay providing bay views from proposed first
and second level lobbies and pavilion providing sweeping views of the Bay, the Pacific Ocean,
and the surrounding waterfront environs.
Open Air Market: Means the Project’s proposed temporary and fixed open-air marketplaces.
The Project’s Open Air Markets would include a periodic temporary marketplace located either
at the existing “Market Pier” or the new “California Pier” south of and adjacent to the Tuna
Harbor for Tuna Harbor Dockside Market events that include open air fish markets that would
provide fish and seafood harvested by the Project’s commercial fishing operations directly to
consumers, among other potential vendors. The Block A Open Air Market would include a
permanent installation Open Air Market. The proposed Open Air Markets would be similar in
design and layout to standard farmers markets, consisting of variety of small booths and
dedicated spaces wherein a different retailers would offer food and beverage or other consumer
goods, which may include branded goods aimed at out-of-area visitors in an open air
environment that would include fixed and non-fixed tables, chairs, and picnic tables, and shaded
awnings, umbrellas, canopies and other temporary, non-fixed coverings for shade.
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B. General Project Overview by Water Zones and Land Blocks
This section presents a general overview of the 70-acre Project Site, broken down by the five distinct
water zones and seven land blocks that comprise the Site.

Figure 1 – General Overview of Project Water Zones and Land Blocks
The waterside uses are made up of five zones, as follows:
• Zone 1: Will contain recreational berthing uses, floating piers, and side tie for transient docking.
• Zone 2: Will contain slips for Scripps, blue technology, ecotourism, sport fishing, and potentially
aquaculture. Transient docking and overflow commercial fishing vessels would also be
accommodated.
• Zone 3: Will contain commercial fishing vessels.
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•
•

Zone 4: Will contain recreational berthing uses, a large public fixed pier, slips for long term
docking, as well as a water cut to create enhanced access to the water.
Zone 5: Will contain the beach and constructed educational tidepools and Artificial Constructed
Wetlands.

The landside uses are broken down into seven blocks, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.

Block A: Will contain the Observation Tower, which includes a mix of restaurant, retail, visitor
attractions, and hotel with ancillary conference amenities.
Block B: Will contain the majority of the hospitality elements, such as a hostel, varying price
point hotels, entertainment, restaurant, and retail uses.
Block C: Will contain the Multi-Purpose Event Center, as well as a mix of restaurant and
commercial retail uses.
Block D: Will contain a boutique hotel, as well as a mix of commercial retail uses.
Block E: Will primarily contain a park, a new public beach, Artificial Constructed Wetlands, and a
mix of Pop-Up and permanent activating commercial retail.
Block F: Will contain the Blue Campus, consisting of the Blue Tech Innovation Center, the
Learning Center, an Aquarium, a hospitality use, along with a mix of restaurants.
Block G: Will contain a fish processing facility and restaurant uses.

Water Zones
a. Midway Marina

Zone 1 would consist of approximately 4.5 acres of water area, 1,140 linear feet of docks and 20 slips.
Zone 1 would accommodate recreational boating, large vessel berthing, water taxis, and dock and dine
facilities. Its slips and side ties are designed to accommodate large and small vessels. (See Appendix J.)

Figure 2 – Midway Marina Location, Slips and Planned Layout
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b. G-Street Mole Marina
Zone 2 would consist of approximately 2.1 acres of water area, 1,380 linear feet of docks and 22 slips.
Zone 2 is envisioned to have flexible slips so it can be programmed for a variety of users. It would also
include functional water research access and facilities for the proposed Blue Tech Innovation Center.
Additionally, Zone 2 would accommodate Ecotourism vessels, sport fishing vessels, spaces for “dock and
dine” transient vessels, and commercial fishing overflow spaces.

Figure 3 – G-Street Mole Marina Location, Slips and Planned Layout

c. Tuna Harbor
Zone 3 would consist of approximately 13.1 acres of water area, 7,920 linear feet of docks and 117 slips.
In close collaboration with the San Diego Fishermen’s Working Group (SDFWG), Zone 3 would primarily
accommodate commercial fishing vessels access to the Project’s commercial fishing facilities.

Figure 4 – Tuna Harbor Location, Slips and Planned Layout
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d. 100% Corner Marina
Zone 4 would consist of approximately 7.9 acres of water area, 4,130 linear feet of recreational docks
and fixed piers comprising 42 slips. Zone 4 would accommodate the proposed tidal water cut, historic
visiting ships, excursion boats, dinner boats, recreational berthing, large vessel berthing, water taxis, and
dock and dine facilities.

Figure 5 – 100% Corner Marina Location, Slips and Planned Layout
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e. Beach Water Zone
Zone 5 would consist of approximately 6.4 acres of water area, and include a swim beach area,
constructed tide pools, Artificial Constructed Wetlands, and a kayak launch facility. The public beach
area and landscaped gardens in this Zone would be accessed by a continuous public promenade. An
interpretive water garden, outlooks and vistas, as well as visitor-serving retail characterize this public
open space area.

Figure 6 – Beach Block Location

2.

Land Blocks

The Project includes seven land blocks covering approximately 36 acres of land area, which includes
approximately 18 land acres of recreational public open space areas and up to 2,400,000 built square
feet of fish processing, hospitality, retail, restaurant, health and fitness, Blue Tech innovation space,
educational, Aquarium, Event Center, and conference uses.

a. Block A
Block A includes the Observation Tower, a proposed iconic 500-foot-high structure with a panoramic
360-degree view of the Bay and the City of San Diego. The bottom half of the Observation Tower would
house the Signature Hotel with conference, restaurant, Health and Fitness, and commercial retail uses,
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while the top half of the Tower would house an observation platform, attractions and other visitor
serving facilities. The ground floor would be publicly accessible and include visitor-serving restaurant,
retail uses and a lobby with seating areas.
The Tower, and in particular the observation platform and visitor serving amenities in the top half of the
Tower, would be an iconic and recognizable feature for San Diego’s skyline and the Project; a
celebration of the start of Pacific Coast Highway, and would allow all members of the public to
experience amazing, unique views of the water. The observation levels would be a ticketed experience;
however, the Project would provide a percentage of free and subsidized tickets providing access to the
observation platform and visitor serving amenities to underserved communities through partnerships
with charitable and educational organizations. Such free and subsidized ticketing would provide full
access to whatever particular experience is being provided, which experiences would be the same in
every regard as a paying customer for the same experience.
The overarching goal of the Tower design is to create a “one of a kind” hybrid building that would not
only house visitor serving uses but also stand as a recognizable symbol and celebration of the past,
present and future of San Diego and its connection to the Bay.

Figure 7 – Detail of Water Cut Separating Blocks A and B

b. Block B
Block B would include up to approximately 905,000 square feet proposed to primarily consist of a
diverse array of hospitality uses. These hospitality uses would be aimed at providing accommodations at
a range of affordability levels, including low, moderate and luxury offerings. The ground plane and lower
levels are designed to be pedestrian friendly with a multi-dimensional experience encompassing
hospitality, entertainment uses, visitor services, recreation, restaurants, and shopping. The wide range
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of hotel offerings, which are proposed to include hostels and micro-hotels, would help to attract and
maintain a diverse sector of visitors statewide and beyond that would maintain the Public Trust’s goals
of public access, inclusivity and availability to all Californians.
The breakdown of proposed uses are as follows (all metrics are approximate):
Hotels: Approximately 1250 keys in the following types:
Hostel: 500 beds in approximately 150 rooms comprising a total of up to 90,000 square feet.
Beds provided in shared rooms that are gender separated. Facility is stylish, social and safe with
standard amenities. This use would be geared toward budget-minded travelers of all ages.
Full-Service Hotel: Approximately 500 rooms comprising up to 325,000 square feet designed to
provide for the special needs of conventions and trade shows. This use would provide higherend and luxury accommodations and amenities .
Select, Limited Service, and/or Extended-Stay Hotel: Approximately 600 rooms comprising a
total of up to 282,000 square feet. The Select or Limited Service use offers rooms with limited
amenities and appeal to budget or economy travelers. The Extended-Stay use would offer
limited amenities rooms with some type of kitchen facility/kitchenette.
Conference Center: Block B would also have up to 100,000 square feet of meeting space
operationally connected to the hotels. However, the conference center would be a standalone
use within Block B’s larger proposed structures, with its own separate access points not through
individual hotels so that it can provide a use that can be shared by the hotels as well as other
potential users. The goal is to enhance the visitor experience and promote unfettered public
interaction with the waterfront.
Restaurants Up to 40,000 square feet of restaurants ranging from fast casual to fine dining.
Commercial Retail: Up to 50,000 square feet of Specialty Shops, Experiential Retail, ServiceOriented/Wellness Retail.
Health and Fitness: Up to 18,000 square feet of Health and Fitness uses.
Parking: Block B would contain the largest subterranean parking envelope. It would be able to
accommodate 864 conventional stalls or 1,068 automated stalls.

c. Block C
Block C is the beginning of the Central Embarcadero on the South Eastern side of the Project Site. It is
designed to be an attractive draw and destination for visitors approaching from the south, acting as the
southern anchor of the Project. The block also acts as a counterbalance to the Aquarium and Tower
toward the northern end of the Site and creates an activating node along the Site boundary and the
border between the South and Central Embarcadero. The total building area would be approximately
180,000 square feet and accommodates a Multi-Purpose Event Center primarily serving exhibition and
entertainment uses with ground floor restaurant and commercial retail uses.
Multi-Purpose Event Center. The use would consist of an up to 120,000 square foot Multi-Purpose
Event Center with seating for approximately 4,000 people. This block would also contain approximately
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40,000 square feet of visitor-serving retail, in addition to 20,000 square feet of restaurant space. The
Event Center would be a multi-purpose flexible indoor/outdoor entertainment and events center that
would seamlessly connect the waterfront to the interior event space with a large transparent facade
providing unobstructed views of the marina. Concerts, live entertainment, private leased events,
speakers, symposia, political events, and potentially e-gaming are envisioned to be hosted in the flexible
spaces that would be available, though other types of sporting events are not planned for the space. The
Event Center would also include publicly accessible restaurants and visitor serving retail uses at the
ground floor, in addition to concessions within the Event Center itself.
Parking: Block C contains 450 conventional stalls or 518 automated stalls.
The following images are the inspiration and precedent for the design of the Event Center and how it will
be physically connected to the water through the use of glass facades and access features.
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d. Block D
Block D would consist of a 103,000 square foot boutique hotel with up to 150 keys and 25,000 square
feet of supporting commercial uses at the ground level, of which approximately 12,500 square feet
would be restaurant uses and approximately 12,500 square feet would be retail uses. Block D would also
serve as a dockside amenity creating a unique water’s edge experience for guests and visitors, offering
views of the California pier and its wide array of boats. The design fully utilizes and facilitates the public
and guest enjoyment of this unique waterfront setting.

Figure 8 – NW facing view from Block D patio space (Observation Tower in background)

e. Block E
Block E reflects the Project’s Core Values through the creation of an urban beach and constructed
wetlands, with a variety of recreational opportunities and environmentally protective features within a
park setting that is available at no cost to all Californians. Block E utilizes the existing Kettner Mole,
which extends into the Bay, consisting of outdoor beach and waterfront areas that encourage outdoor
waterfront activities, such as swimming, water sports, kayaking, volleyball, exercise, and bicycle riding.
Proposed permanent and Pop-Up retail locations would support these activities and are proposed to
include bike and equipment rental, water-recreation services, and visitor-serving food and beverage
options. Activating commercial uses would consist of approximately 4,000 total square feet of building
space spread across a series of smaller structures to activate the recreational open space with
restaurant, water-oriented retail, and Health and Fitness uses connected to the beach.
Parking: Block E contains 107 surface parking stalls.
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f. Block F
Block F, the “Blue Campus” would consist of multiple uses comprising up to 737,000 square feet of total
building space. The block would also include landscaped public rooftop garden space, the Ruocco
Gardens, which would be publicly accessible and provide striking views of the Bay, the City, and the
remainder of the Project.
The Blue Campus would represent the Project’s Core Values of honoring the water, creating an
authentic world class destination, celebrating nature and ecology, and creating plazas and parks on the
water. This Block also represents the Project’s underlying thematic connections of “Ocean Optimism” by
providing a “one of a kind” ocean-centric campus with life-long education, attractions, a facility to house
ocean-and water-related enterprises, research and development facilities, and a hospitality component.
Each of these programmatic elements are connected, synergistic and share common specialized
infrastructure. Taken together as a cohesive campus, the mix of uses provide a place on the Bay to
educate the public about the ocean, entertain visitors and promote ocean-centric commerce. These
uses would both leverage the Project’s critical proximity to the water and provide infrastructure for
research and educational purposes, providing much needed facilities for entrepreneurial endeavors and
researchers, and firsthand access to members of the public to better facilitate the goals of promoting
knowledge and advances in our understanding and stewardship of ocean resources.
The summary breakdown of proposed Block F uses, which are described further below, are as follows:
Aquarium: The approximately 200,000 square foot Aquarium would be designed to create an
entertaining and memorable journey through the depths of the world’s oceans and freshwater
habitats, while highlighting areas where science and discovery drives understanding, inspiration,
and action toward a healthier planet. Each exhibit would incorporate three themes: Inspiration,
Science, and Hope. Guests of all ages would be able to enjoy interactive exhibits and high-quality
displays of a variety of marine animals and habitats, expanding their knowledge and
appreciation for ocean and other marine environments and inspiring them to come away with a
message of hope and a participatory call to action.
The Blue Tech Innovation Center (“BTIC”): The BTIC component of the Blue Campus would be
up to 250,000 square feet in size and designed to house an ocean-focused innovation incubator
space. The 250,000 SF does not include the approximately 50,000 SF of conference and meeting
space that is also proposed in the BTIC. This space is also separate from the Aquarium and
Learning Center spaces located on the same block. The mission and vision of this facility is to
leverage regional resources to foster innovation and enhance business growth in ocean science
and technology that supports human well-being. The BTIC would provide access to the water for
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research and technology development purposes, collaborative office and technical spaces,
research facilities, and office, and presentation and meeting spaces. Programming would include
resources for research collaboration, public programming including exhibits and showcases, and
maritime career-focused education. The BTIC promotes the Project’s Core Values through the
facilitation of science and research-based entrepreneurial ventures geared toward addressing
the challenges associated with environmental sustainability with a strong focus on ocean and
marine issues.
The Learning Center: This approximately 80,000 square foot multi-story component of the Blue
Campus would be a hub for ocean-focused, active learning with three primary program areas:
School Programs, Career and College Prep with Blue Economy Innovation Spaces, and Public
Engagement. A variety of indoor and outdoor spaces would provide venues for learning events,
art and science installations, flexible workspaces, working kitchens, and laboratories for science
and engineering with test tanks, live animals, digital media and more and will support learning
for persons of all ages , while emphasizing opportunities for young people. Ocean sciences,
“Blue Tech” engineering, data science, and ocean-focused history, policy, politics, economics,
and ethics would be the primary focus of the educational programming. Additional
programmatic information on the Learning Center is available in Section C, Subsection 11
(Project Program by Use), below, and Appendixes E and G.
Shared conference, auditorium and meeting space : The Blue Campus would include up to
50,000 square feet of flexible and subdivisible joint use facilities that will be shared between all
uses on the Blue Campus for meetings, exhibitions, research projects, and educational uses.
Hospitality: The Blue Campus would include an up to 125,000 square foot, 350 key hotel that
would be ocean themed and provide hotel rooms for visitors to the Blue Campus, students and
visiting faculty, as well as other visitors to the Project.
Health and Fitness: The hotel would include approximately 5,000 square feet of joint use Health
and Fitness facilities.
Commercial Retail: The Blue Campus would include approximately 10,000 square feet of
commercial retail uses comprised of retail brands that exemplify sustainable practices and
principles.
Restaurant: The Blue Campus would include approximately 10,000 square feet of visitor serving
restaurant services.
Parking: Parking would be provided in the Blue Campus’ proposed two-level subterranean
parking structure, capable of providing 631 conventional parking spaces or 840 automated
spaces.
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g. Block G
1HWY1 proposes to add an innovative new 27,000 square foot fish processing facility including 5,000
square feet of supporting restaurant uses on Block G (Exhibit B). Block G would contribute to the
revitalization of the area’s commercial fishing industry by providing new infrastructure, efficient
offloading operations, space for a fishermen’s market and a new fish processing facility. The additional
commercial component would comprise 5,000 feet of new restaurant space and include a raised public
walkway and viewing area, separated from the commercial areas by a grade separation that would allow
Project visitors to view commercial fishing operations. A ramp would also be constructed to provide
public access to a raised walkway. Block G also includes the existing Fish Market Restaurant, which is not
part of the Project.
Parking: Block G contains at least 190 surface parking stalls.

C.

Project by Program Uses
1.

Introduction

This section provides a more detailed discussion of the Projects primary programmatic uses, which fall
into the following ten categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

2.

Commercial and Recreational Fishing, Boating, Navigation and Water Use
Public Realm /Recreational Open Space
Hotels and Health and Fitness
Observation Tower
Aquarium
Commercial Retail
Restaurants
Multi-Purpose Event Center
Learning and Blue Tech Innovation Center
Parking and Accessibility

Commercial and Recreational Fishing, Boating, Navigation and Water
Use

Seaport’s water plan is at the heart of the proposed Project. Embracing a variety of opportunities for
visitors to experience, interact with, and understand the San Diego Bay is part of the Project’s Core
Value of Honoring the Water. In service of this value, Seaport would enhance commercial fishing
operations, promote recreational boating and transient docking, and build infrastructure for
sportfishing, aquaculture, blue technology, and other commercial uses. This varied mix of programming
would occur in Water Zones 1, 2, 3, and 4. Individual Recreational Water Uses such as swimming, paddle
boarding, kayaking, and other water-based recreational activities would primarily occur in Zone 5,
appropriately adjacent to Embarcadero Marina Park North. Public access would be maintained to the
majority of these areas, with the only exception being where it would interfere with commercial fishing
operations.
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The Project’s water-side development area totals approximately 34 acres. 13.1 acres are devoted to
commercial fishing. 11.4 acres are devoted to recreational berthing. 2.1 acres will be dedicated to blue
technology, aquaculture, sportfishing, and eco-tourism. 1 acre is dedicated to preserve the existing
industrial deep-water berthing. Approximately 6.4 acres would preserve a navigation corridor and allow
for individual recreational uses.

Figure 9 – Project Piers, Water-Side Fishing and Boating Facilities, and Artificial Constructed Wetlands
Fixed Piers
Within these waterside zones, the Project provides a total of five fixed piers and three that are publicly
accessible. The “Market Pier” already exists and bifurcates Tuna Harbor and the 100% Corner Marina.
Four of the piers are proposed new construction within the Project. Two of these piers are specifically
for commercial fishing offloading operations, and therefore will only be publicly accessible during the
open-air Tuna Harbor Dockside Market events and will otherwise only be available for commercial
fishing operations. The other two new piers would maximize public views of the waterfront and the Bay.
The newly constructed “California Pier” would be a large public pier that would have a water-based
transfer point to support water taxis and other forms of water-based mobility. This pier would also
improve public access to the water. Two small semi-permanent structures are proposed to be
constructed on California Pier: a ticketing booth for the water-based transfer point and a small (less than
1,000 SF) food stand or snack shop. Such ticketing would be for various publicly available, visitor-serving
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boating uses including water taxis, eco tours, and water shuttles for tours and travel around the Bay.
Three new marinas are planned in Water Zones 1, 2, and 4. All three have the potential capability to
support both day and overnight transient docks and slips. Zone 5 would support the aforementioned
individual recreational uses and include new constructed wetland and tidepools, which would provide
numerous environmental and educational benefits to the Project. Lastly, a water cut is planned in Zone
4 to highlight waterfront public access and enhance the view corridor.
Access to the Project’s Water Zones is also provided via an extensive, interconnected network of public
realm features including walkways, piers, plazas, beaches, as depicted in Figure 20 below.
The following image is inspiration and precedent for the design of the California Pier.

Commercial Fishing
Helping to revitalize the commercial fishing industry through improved infrastructure represents a
unique opportunity seized by the Project to promote sustainable fisheries and fishermen. The only
existing marina infrastructure on the Project Site is Tuna Harbor. This is one of three commercial fishing
basins in San Diego and is likely the most critical. Tuna Harbor is also the best situated physically to
provide the public an opportunity to observe commercial fishing operations, an opportunity that is
significantly enhanced by the Project.
The Tuna Harbor totals 13.1 acres of water area and is located adjacent to and south of the G-Street
Mole, west of the Blue Campus (Block F), and north of the 100% Corner Marina. See Figure 4, above.
San Diego was founded on the Commercial Fishing fleet and the associated cannery industry. For a
variety of reasons over time, the canneries were relocated overseas. The local Commercial Fishermen
have been able to adapt to the many challenges they have faced through innovation in fishing
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techniques, increasingly sustainable fishing practices, and importantly continuing to educate the public
through the Tuna Harbor Dockside Market. It is vital to the future of the industry in San Diego that they
have a functional marina and fish processing facility that include modern technology and features. One
of the principle focuses of the Project is to not only maintain that use, but to grow and facilitate San
Diego as a center for commercial fishing operations. The Project will not result in any decrease in
commercial fishing slips. To better understand the needs of San Diego's commercial fishing fleet, 1HWY1
commissioned an independent report, “An Analysis Of Commercial Fishing In The San Diego Area” With
A Primary Focus On Commercial Fishing Facilities And Infrastructure Within The Port Of San Diego At
Tuna Harbor And Driscoll’s Wharf. The authors of the report were selected by the Commercial
Fishermen. The report is available upon request.
To facilitate this revitalization effort, the Project development team encouraged the formation of the
San Diego Fishermen’s Working Group (SDFWG) to represent a diverse array of commercial fishing
interests. After months of dialogue and consensus-building, the 1HWY1 team reached an
unprecedented Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) with the fishermen to provide long-desired
amenities for commercial fishing at Seaport. This MOU was unanimously supported by the SDFWG. The
MOU outlines the vision, specific slip and building configuration, and the continued collaborative spirit
with which both parties agree to approach ongoing collaboration regarding the advanced design and
operation of the commercial fishing harbor as the Project moves through the entitlement and design
processes. The Port is not a party to this MOU.
Designed and programmed through a cooperative process over the course of two years, over 100
meetings, and with input from the men and women in the local fishing industry, the Project’s
commercial fishing facilities are customized for their needs and is designed to contribute to the
revitalization of San Diego’s commercial fishing industry. The Project would provide new infrastructure,
efficient offloading operations, space for a fish market, and a new fish processing facility, among other
commercial boat-serving features at the Tuna Harbor (Water Zone 3).
The existing Tuna Harbor facilities for commercial fishing operations would be substantially improved by
the Project. This includes the redevelopment of facilities in a manner that would provide 7,920 linear
feet of docks and 117 slips. This includes replacing docks, piers, and pilings that are deteriorating,
providing improved wave attenuation, which will improve safety and the lifespan of the docks and piers,
constructing large slips to accommodate both big and small vessels (resilient to the changing needs of
the industry), redesigning Tuna Harbor for more efficient offloading operations, a new commercial fish
processing facility, and a wetfish pump and truck access.
The Project proposes three new concrete fixed piers that are a vital land-side amenity for offloading
operations. One of the fixed piers is necessary for larger vessels that draw more water and for offloading
wet fish directly into trucks. Other fixed piers would be better for smaller vessels that need more wave
attenuation to offload efficiently. See Figure 9, above. New cranes, hoists, and a wet fish pump would
make San Diego an attractive offloading location.
A new 22,000 square foot fish processing facility would be located in the southwest corner of the G
Street Mole. The ground floor would be dedicated to fish processing with 7,000 square feet being
designed for a large industrial fish processor, and 3,000 square feet for a shared fishermen’s space. This
floor would contain both dry and cold storage, fish cleaning and cutting, and packaging. The second level
would provide 12,000 square feet of offices for the processors, fishermen, the American Tuna Boat
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Association, the future restaurant tenant, and shared conference rooms. The Project also facilitates
public access to view the commercial fishing activity. The second level of the facility features an exterior
walkway providing public access and views of the fishing operations so as not to impede the industrial
processing happening below. The third floor would house a restaurant overlooking the fishing fleet. (For
additional information about these commercial fishing facilities, see Appendix B – Seaport San Diego, G
Street Mole Report, Perkins Eastman, August 2019.)

Figure 10 – SE View of Project G Street Mole and Tuna Harbor
Recreational Boating
The docks slips and waterways within Water Zones 1 and 4 would facilitate a variety of recreational
boating uses, and include slips of various sizes to accommodate sailing and other recreational boats, to
larger private yachts and sailing ships. These uses would be provided with new and improved docks,
mooring, navigation facilities, safety features, and facilities to increase the availability of slips and make
a safer and more enjoyable boating experience for private recreational users. In so doing, the Project
would expand the Site’s recreational boat berthing capacity, increasing the amount of temporary
berthing areas for boaters by providing 11.4 acres of recreational boat berthing areas.
The Project would include the provision of slips for “dock and dine” uses in Water Zones 1, 2 and 4,
which would enable private recreational boat users to safely dock their vessels on a temporary basis to
enter the Project to enjoy its various dining, commercial, and recreational experiences. The Project
would provide for increased and improved access to these in-water facilities through the Project’s
extensive and interconnected network of public realm access features. These features, which include
plazas, promenades, embarcadero walkways, and piers, would serve to beautify and increase the
public’s enjoyment of the Project Site while interconnecting the land-side of the Project with its water
zones to maximize access and create a cohesive sense of place.
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The 100% Corner Marina area would include a proposed tidal Water Cut between Tower Block A and
Village Block B, extending the water and providing enhanced view corridors, and increased public access
to the water and through the Project Site over pedestrian bridges and walkways. The 100% Corner
Marina could accommodate historic visiting ships in addition to other types of recreational boating and
large vessel berthing.

Figure 11 – NW View Of Promenade, Tuna Harbor, and G Street Mole (USS Midway in Background)
Public Recreational Water Uses At the Beach Water Zone (Water Zone 5)
The Beach Water Zone totals 6.4 acres of water area and is located adjacent to and around the Project’s
Beach Block (Block E), South of the Plaza Block (Block D), and south of the Embarcadero Marina (not part
of the Project).
On the waterside, the Beach Water Zone includes a public swim beach area, a kayak launch facility,
constructed tide pools, and an Artificial Constructed Wetlands restoration area. These uses would
increase public access to the water and create new opportunities for public recreational water use and
public enjoyment and education about the water. New and improved environmental and erosion control
facilities would replace rip rap and other features that separate the public from the water, providing
increased access and increased opportunities and facilities for water-based recreational activities for the
public.
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Figure 12 – Project Overview with View of Beach Block and Water Zone

Figure 13 – South Facing View of Beach Block and Water Zone
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Chart
The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the entire 70
acre Project Site dedicated to commercial and recreational fishing, boating, navigation and water uses,
which constitute approximately 53.6% of the total Project’s combined land and water area:

Ground Plane Dedicated Commercial and Recreational
Fishing, Boating and Navigation (70 acres)

Commercial Fishing/
Berthing
18.6%

Boat Navigation
9.1%

Commercial Fishing
Land Areas and
Processing
5.6%

3.

Recreational Boat
Berthing
16.2%

Sport Fishing/
Ecotourism
2.9%
Industrial Deep
Water Berthing
1.4%

Public Access Areas and Recreational Open Space (ROS)

The Project would provide an inclusive, active and well-managed public realm that would increase public
access to the waterfront, public recreational activities, public safety, and the public’s understanding of
the Bay. Through thoughtful planning, all elements of the Project are oriented around public access to
the water, including public parks and beaches, plazas, promenades, embarcadero walkways, and piers,
all of which would allow all Californians to enjoy this coastal site and San Diego Bay at no cost.
Approximately 77% of the Project Site would be fully accessible to the public at no charge constituting
the Project’s Public Realm, and a significant portion of these areas would be designated for public
recreational uses 3. These Public Realm areas include new recreational elements, such as a public beach, 4
kayak and Stand Up Paddleboard (SUP) launches and piers that would provide people with opportunities
to engage in water and coastal activities. The Project is designed to recognize, incorporate and
encourage the public’s right to swim, boat, and engage in other forms of water recreation while
77% is a reference to surface land acreage and includes on grade parking.
A small portion of the public beach area on the Project’s Beach Block may be utilized for the private use of one or
more of the Project’s hotel uses.

3
4
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experiencing scenic and recreational land access to this unique site. Significantly, while the Project
proposes to add over 2.4 million square feet of new buildings to the Site, it does not reduce the Site’s
current publicly accessible Recreational Open Space.

Figure 14 – Public Access Area and Recreational Open Space (lines on Block F demonstrate that only
certain portions of the rooftop portions of Ruocco Gardens would be ROS).
One of the primary goals of the Project is to activate the waterfront and to provide publicly accessible
indoor and outdoor spaces to encourage visitors to enjoy the Bay and the Project’s water-oriented
amenities and other features. The Public Access Area and Recreational Open Space (ROS) design
prioritizes accessibility and inclusivity, connections to the coast, water-centric experiences, public
programming, and a sustainable long-term management strategy. Project principles include:
Access for All
The Project’s Public Access Areas and Recreational Open Space are designed to ensure that the Project
Site and the waterfront it encompasses are accessible to as many visitors and demographics as possible.
The Project includes a large public promenade that stretches along the entire length of the Project Site,
which integrates the Project with the existing urban fabric and connects it to nearby neighborhoods and
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attractions. Streets, pathways, promenades, and public spaces are all open to the public and invite
visitors to explore, walk around, and spend time on the waterfront. Events and programming would be
available for free and at low cost to the public and would energize open spaces with a diverse range of
audiences. For such public events and programs within ROS and Public Realm areas, the Project
proposes that at least 85% of calendar year would be free and open to the public at no charge. No more
than 15% of calendar days would host paid, ticketed events.
Connections to California’s Coast
With San Diego’s urban identity closely tied to its coastal location, the Project’s Public Access Areas and
Recreational Open Space build on a more extensive network of existing coastal public trails and open
spaces. A robust system of connected streets, promenades, boardwalks, parks, and pathways would link
individual destinations within the Project Site and nearby attractions in Downtown San Diego. Beyond
the Project, the Project’s Public Access Areas and Recreational Open Space would reinforce San Diego’s
presence along a statewide network of public trails and pathways by directly linking to the California
Coastal Trail and the California Pacific Bike Route. (See Appendix L, Project Accessibility and External
Connections.)
Water-Centric Experiences
In addition to enhancing connections to the coast, the Project’s Public Access Areas and Recreational
Open Space would encourage visitors to experience the water, heightening the public’s understanding
of and relationship to water and marine environments. For just one example, Embarcadero Marina Park
North includes an urban beach, water garden, cantilevered boardwalks, and a learning garden.
Throughout the Project Site, opportunities abound for the public to experience and learn about the
water. It is becoming increasingly clear that the visiting public favor spending their time in outdoor
spaces with an abundance of fresh air connected to authentic, natural environments, which would be
facilitated to a great degree by the Project.
Year-Round Programming
Crucial to the success of the Project’s Public Access Areas and Recreational Open Space are a range of
free or low-cost, high-quality, year-round public programming and activities. Programming would be
planned to appeal to diverse audiences and would include free and open events to provide greater
accessibility to a wider audience.
Sustainable Long-Term Management Strategy
Stewardship of the space, operations, maintenance, and support for free and low-cost access require
establishing a committed management organization with continuous funding and revenue streams.
These dedicated resources would allow the Project’s Public Access Areas and Recreational Open Space
to continue to serve its public mission in the long term.
Public Parks
The Project includes four separate and distinctive public parks that total approximately 13 acres (which
are elements of the Recreational Open Space within the Project):
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•
•
•
•

Veterans Community Park– a signature civic space honoring our military veterans and paying
homage to San Diego’s Military history, 1.97 acres;
Ruocco Gardens Park – an elevated series of landscaped open space areas offering views of the
city and the Bay in a celebration of local modernist architect Lloyd Ruocco, 3.9 acres total
(approximately 1.53 acres are planned as rooftop garden areas);
Embarcadero Marina Park North/Kettner Mole Park – an urban beach with a children’s play
area, walking paths and promenades, 5.91 acres;
Interpretative Water Garden – a learning garden connecting the Blue Campus and Scripps with
vista and promenades, 1.22 acres.

As an integral part of the Public Access Areas and Recreational Open Space areas, the Project also
expands recreational and commercial boat berthing. San Diego Bay attracts boaters from all over the
world. As referenced above, to make the Bay more accessible, the Project would increase the amount of
temporary anchorage areas for boaters.
The Project has committed to provide at least 15 acres of Recreational Open Space areas to ensure no
net loss of such areas, and as stated, as proposed currently exceeds that amount by providing 16.91
acres.
The re-envisioned public realm is the embodiment of a key principle established by the Port of San
Diego’s Vision Plan: “Honor the Water.” This Project seeks to Honor the Water and improve public
coastal access with new streets that would connect to the water, water-side programming that would
create an active harbor, and vistas of the Bay that would enhance the visual connection to this Public
Trust resource.
Beyond connections to the existing coastline, the Project would increase the total amount of coastline
by creating a new water cut that threads through the Project Site and provides water access farther
inland than currently exists. Of the prominent features proposed is a half-mile-long, 30-foot-wide,
stepped boardwalk situated on the water’s edge for both pedestrians and bicyclists, and a linear park
along the water cut which would open up the Bay to the Project Site.
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Recreational Open Space
The table below provides a detail of hat has been included in the
Recreational Open Space land use designation.
Veterans park
Ruocco Gardens (at-grade)
Ruocco Gardens (rooftop)
Market Pier Promenade
Upper Promenade
Cantilevered Promenade (inland of top of wall)
California Pier (inland of top of wall)
California Pier (beyond top of wall)
Canal
Plaza, Sidewalks
Interpretive Water Garden
Thumb Park
Institutional/Roadways
Upper Promenade
Urban Beach
Park Land
Activating Retail
Total Recreational Open Space

1.97
2.37
1.53*
0.19
1.92
0.37**
0.22
0.20
0.48
0.53
1.22
0.50
0.68
0.89
3.64
0.20
16.91

*Rooftop Recreational Open Space is included at a 2:1 ratio. Total rooftop space is 3.05
acres on the Aquarium Ruocco Gardens.
**Portions of cantilevered promenade extending beyond top of wall is included at a 2:1
ratio. Total portion of cantilevered promenade extending beyond top of wall is 0.46 acres.

Figure 15 – Project Parks and Open Space
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Figure 16 – Ruocco Gardens South Facing View

4.

Hotels, Health and Fitness and Conference Uses

The Project would provide a variety of visitor-serving hospitality options with associated ancillary Health
and Fitness and conference center uses to facilitate convenient access of the visiting public to the
waterfront. These are established uses that are necessary to the public’s enjoyment of the Project Site,
particularly visitors who do not live in the local metropolitan area and require overnight
accommodations, as well as day visitors who seek convenient options and activities during their visit to
the waterfront. The proposed hospitality uses are spread across the Project Site in Blocks A, B, D, and F.
Hotels
The Project’s hotels would provide various visitor-serving hospitality options, which is essential for outof-area visitors from throughout California and beyond to access and enjoy the waterfront. The Project’s
hotels would be oriented to the water and would be planned with significant outdoor decks and ability
to open up to ocean breezes and fresh air to maximize the benefits of their Bayfront location.
The Project would include approximately 2,000 keys hotels spread throughout Blocks A, B, and D. These
hotels would serve visitors from around the state and country at the San Diego Bayfront.
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The Project proposes a range of hotel options with price points that provide options for people of all
income levels. It would include six levels of Average Daily Rate (ADR) in up to seven brands, representing
approximately 2,000 keys. The approximately 1.28 million square feet of hotel uses, which include
conference facilities, would be broken down as follows:
•

•

•

Block A:
o

Signature Hotel, 386 rooms, approximately 236,000 square feet.

o

Hospitality-serving conference uses in Signature Hotel including up to 22,000 square
feet.

Block B:
o

Hostel, 500 beds in 150 keys, up to 90,000 square feet.

o

Select, Limited Service, and/or Extended-Stay Hotel, 600 keys, up to 282,000 square
feet.

o

Full service, 500 keys, up to 325,000 square feet.

o

Hospitality-serving conference uses up to 100,000 square feet.

Block D:
Luxury Boutique, up to 150 rooms, approximately 103,000 square feet.

•

Block F:
o

Micro-hotel, 350 keys, up to 125,000 square feet.

Health and Fitness
The Project reflects the visiting public’s growing interest in national branded opportunities for Health
and Fitness, and the conventional needs of hotels. Most hotel types offer Health and Fitness amenities,
such as fitness centers, for their guests. The Project however proposes to reduce the total amount of
built square footage for such amenities for some of the proposed Project hotels and create greater
access to such amenities by relocating such Health and Fitness amenities from the hotels and instead
locating them within accessible locations in Blocks B, F, and E. This provides multiple benefits by
reducing the overall space dedicated to this ancillary use, and by creating new recreational amenities for
all visitors and guests of hotels that would not usually have access to such amenities (i.e., hostel) – not
just the guests of the higher-end hotels. However, notably, some hotels may still contain their own
internal health, fitness, and gym spaces, though where any such spaces would exceed 10,000 square
feet, such spaces would also be required to be on the ground or second floor with separate public
access, and made available to the general public for monthly membership or day passes in the same
manner as the Project’s Health and Fitness uses. Apart from any in-hotel health, fitness and gym spaces,
the Project proposes to provide approximately:
•

35,000 square feet of Health and Fitness uses.
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The Health and Fitness uses allow access to all visitors to the Project Site. Examples of Health and Fitness
providers could include brands such as Equinox, SoulCycle, Hot 8 Yoga and others. For non-hotel guests,
the facilities would provide options at a variety of price points in which visitors to the Project could
attend a single class or use the amenities for a single day, rather than having to purchase an ongoing
membership.
As part of the Project’s proposed Health and Fitness programming, the Project would also provide a
variety of free public fitness classes and events taught by professional fitness instructors, which are
primarily planned to be located in Block E within the public open space at the Beach Block. Such
programming is currently proposed on a regular basis, depending on future demand. Programs are
proposed to include yoga, meditation, boot camp, Pilates, spinning, crossfit and tai chi.
Conference Spaces
The conference spaces located in Block A would be approximately 22,000 square feet and would serve
the Signature Hotel use. Block B would include approximately 100,000 square feet of hospitality serving
conference spaces The conference center space would be programmatically and operationally tied to
hotel uses, but would be physically separated from the hotels and available for use by other operators at
the Project, including, but not limited to, the University and maritime industries. The conference spaces
would in turn bring in guests for events from around the state, nation and globe who would be able to
utilize the Project’s hotel and other commercial uses, supporting the Project’s variety of commercial
operations, ensuring the Project’s long term financial viability, and bringing many thousands of new
people to experience and enjoy San Diego and the Bay. The use would promote the Project Site as a hub
of activity and provide a necessary complementary use for the Project. The conference spaces would be
available to host conferences, symposia, trade shows, and all manner of public and private events.
These uses would also be designed to maximize views and connections to the waterfront.
Charts
The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the entire 70acre Project Site dedicated to hospitality uses, which constitute approximately 3.7% of the total Project’s
combined land and water ground floor area:

Hospitality Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Entire Project (70 acres)
Hospitality
3.7%
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The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the 36 acres of
Project Site dedicated to hospitality uses, which constitute approximately 7.2% of the total Project’s
combined ground floor land area:

Hospitality Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Land Only (36 acres)
Hospitality
7.2%

The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of the up to 2.4 million built square feet
of the Project dedicated to hospitality uses, which constitute approximately 54.9% of the Project’s total
built square footage:

Proposed Project Total Building Square Footage Dedicated to Hospitality
Uses

Hospitality
54.9%
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5.

Observation Tower

The Observation Tower is a proposed approximately 355,000 square foot structure that consists of an
iconic 500-foot tower structure providing one-of-a-kind architecture and a panoramic, 360-degree view
of the Bay, the ocean, the City of San Diego, and surrounding areas. The top half of the Tower would
house an observation platform, guest attractions and other visitor serving facilities. The lower half of the
Tower would consist of the aforementioned 385 key Signature Hotel that would include additional
visitor and guest-serving retail and restaurant space, including a public open-air market that spills onto
the waterfront promenade, which would create a natural and visually appealing flow from the building
to the water.
The ground level of the Observation Tower would primarily consist of commercial uses, which would
include approximately 21,000 square feet of restaurant and food hall uses and approximately 20,000
square feet of and outdoor open-air market use. The ground level would also include the lobbies and
service entrances for the proposed 236,000 square foot, 386 key hotel, which would occupy the first 22
floors of the Tower up to a height of approximately 250 feet. This hotel is a uniquely designed as a
tapering “circular pyramid” with an internal majestic indoor atrium. Each room would have an outdoor
balcony that would provide impressive views of the water and the city.
Above the hotel would be twelve levels of visitor serving activations designed to provide memorable and
authentic experiences for Project visitors. This would include a functional, uniquely located conference
space, and restaurant and bars areas. It is also proposed to include unique experiential and educational
opportunities, that could include walking on a highly-reflective surface to create the feeling of floating in
space, a cloud/mist chamber that would educate the public about climate and weather cycles, and, for
more adventurous guests, cargo nets formed into a large recreational hammock, located high above the
Project Site and the Bay. Located at the topmost 36th level would be a proposed approximately 7,500
square foot observation deck that would provide stunning and unique view of the Bay, the City, and
surrounding environs. The Observation Tower design currently proposed is provided in Appendix C,
Design Concepts, at pp. 2- 8.

Figure 17 – View of Tower and Block B from Bay
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6.

Aquarium

The Project would include an approximately 200,000 square foot world-class Aquarium with a focus on
“Ocean Optimism” that will anchor the Project’s core values of conservation and education. This would
be a flagship recreational use for the Project that would thematically connect with the Project while
providing synergy with other educational, commercial and industrial components. The education and
conservation initiatives at the Aquarium would teach children and adults about the importance of
oceans to the survival of the human species. This exciting and engaging public use would be subsidized
financially by the more profitable components of the Project. Within the aquarium space, an 8,000
square foot gift shop and 10,000 square feet of restaurants would serve visitors and guests.
The Aquarium augments the waterfront access provided by the Project Site by showcasing species of
marine life that otherwise are only visible from deep within the Bay or ocean. In addition, the Aquarium
would integrate with other water-centric features such as an arrival plaza to welcome visitors and the
Embarcadero Marina Park North to encourage experiences of water that do not currently exist in San
Diego.
The Aquarium shares Block F with the Learning Center, which advances state educational goals including
goals to promote environmental and ocean-related literacy and knowledge under SB 720 and the
California Education and the Environment Initiative; and the Blue Tech Innovation Center, which
includes relevant “Ocean Optimism” commercial and industrial uses, both of which are discussed further
below. The inclusion of these educational, research, commercial and entertainment uses in one block
creates cohesion and furthers the Ocean Optimism theme of the Project through an intense focus on the
enjoyment of, education about, and development of new technologies regarding the water.
Design and Access: The design of the Blue Campus on Block F, which includes the Aquarium, the Blue
Tech Innovation Center and Learning Center, is still in process and is presently being further refined. The
design currently proposed is provided in Appendix C, Design Concepts, at pp. 33-39. It comprises an
irregular, clover-shaped building that provides a curvilinear and porous building shape that softens lines
at the edges, blending seamlessly with publicly accessible landscaped rooftop surfaces and facades that
provide public access and recreation in a park-like setting within and on the buildings themselves. The
roofs of the Aquarium and Learning Center in particular contain publicly accessible hillside gardens and
pathways. This setting provides a panoramic landscape for elevated views of the Bay while further
activating the building for public uses and access. Public access to the landscaped building roof and
facades is accessible through four grand stairways and ADA ramps. The ground level is activated for
public engagement and would house commercial retail, restaurant, BTIC and LC exhibits and events.
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Aquarium Programming: The Aquarium would be focused around a series of interactive exhibits and
displays that would be organized around the concept of a tour through the layers of ocean habitats,
providing guests with a virtual tour of earth’s marine ecosystems. Guests would start the journey at the
shore, in shallow estuarine habitats and lagoons, exploring the terrain and wildlife at the shore. Exhibits
at this stage would also focus on local commercial fishing industries, including at the Project’s Tuna
Harbor. The next series of exhibits and displays would tour the open ocean, with a focus on marine life
and the importance of sustainable practices and the protection of species and biodiversity. Guests
would also explore exhibits related to the damaging effects human activities have had on the open
ocean, and teach guests about sustainable and environmentally friendly actions and habits they can
incorporate into their own lives. Additional exhibits would then focus on deep sea habitats, and an
overview of all of earth’s oceans, teaching critical lessons on the interconnected and importance to life
on earth of maintaining healthy and thriving marine environments. Throughout, the exhibits would
focus on the importance of conservation and the maintenance of critical ocean ecology, and the effects
of Global Warming. For more information. For more information on planned Aquarium programming,
please see Appendix D, Seaport Aquarium, Preliminary Guest Experience Narrative.
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Charts
The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the entire 70acre Project Site dedicated to the Aquarium, which constitutes approximately 3.2% of the total Project’s
combined land and water ground level area:

Aquarium Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Entire Project (70 acres)
Aquarium
3.2%

The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of land-side ground plane uses Project
Site dedicated to the Aquarium, which constitute approximately 6.3% of the ground level of the
Project’s total combined 36 acres of land area:

Aquarium Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Land Only (36 acres)
Aquarium
6.3%
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The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of the up to 2.4 million square feet of
new buildings of the Project dedicated to the Aquarium, which constitutes approximately 8.5% of the
Project’s total built square footage:

Proposed Project Total Building Square Footage Dedicated to the
Aquarium

Aquarium
8.5%

7.

Commercial Retail

The Project would include retail uses that both promote Ocean Optimism and facilitate public access to
the water and use and enjoyment of the entire Project Site. The Project would include retail uses
totaling up to approximately 131,000 square feet, which includes approximately 8,000 square feet of gift
shop space within the Aquarium, which is part of the Aquarium use. Other commercial uses discussed
above including restaurants and health and fitness uses, totaling approximately 167,000 square feet for
a total of approximately 298,000 square feet of commercial uses.
The existing Seaport Village has approximately 90 shops in approximately 90,000 square feet of space,
galleries and restaurants, and has been experiencing declining visitor activity over recent years. The
Project would reinvigorate the existing retail uses and encourage public trust activities through its mix of
uses and multi-modal network and circulation that facilitates connections to the waterfront and
promotes the Project’s theme of Ocean Optimism.
Design and Location
The design and placement of the commercial retail is not in one central location but instead is
integrated throughout the Project Site, which would encourage visitors to enjoy and experience Project
amenities that are oriented around their location near and in the water, including but not limited to
fishing, parks, entertainment, educational programs and other waterfront activities. As such, retail uses
would be located in Blocks A, B, C, D, E, and F.
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The Project includes a large public promenade that stretches along the entire length of the Project Site
and prioritizes public access to the water and views of the ocean from multiple vantage points. The
retail component is designed to create a multi-dimensional experience to stimulate public access,
increased use, and enjoyment of the entire waterfront and Project Site. Place-making has become
increasingly key in ensuring the success of brick and mortar retail, and leveraging the ultimate draw of
the water in a well-designed, open and inviting Project with a variety of things for people to see and do
will ensure a thriving marketplace for retail business that will in turn provide significant economic
stability and benefits to the Port going forward.
Design features would promote public access to the waterfront and views of the ocean from various
vantage points to encourage connectivity to the water, including large glass windows, an outdoor
market, as well as outdoor plazas.
Types of Retail
The Project would seek to attract and cater to a regional, statewide, and global visitor market. The
diverse range of retail would be curated to complement the primary Project uses for synergy with the
theme and purpose of the Project, targeting water-related retail shops and brands that promote Ocean
Optimism through a commitment to the use of sustainable materials and practices, education, and
involvement with active contributions to conservation and sustainability efforts.
The retail uses would incorporate a diverse mix of retail components that would provide a variety of
options so that the shopping experience would be accessible and inclusive to a broad range of visitors.
Retail uses would consist of Specialty Shops (approximately 86,000 square feet), Experiential Retail
(approximately 30,000 square feet), and Service-Oriented/Wellness Retail(approximately 15,000 square)
feet. As all existing retailers have been invited to return to the new Project, some of the approximately
86,000 square feet would be occupied by returning existing retailers. The remaining portion of Specialty
Shops would be focused on offerings consistent with the theme of educating the public about
sustainability and climate change.
i.

Specialty Shops

The Project proposes to include a potential wide variety of visitor serving specialty retail shops. The
approximately 86,000 square feet of Specialty Shops are approximately 29% of the Project’s commercial
uses and 3.6% of the total Project built square footage. (See Glossary, Section A.5, above.)
Examples of such targeted retailers include Patagonia, Eataly, Parley for the Ocean, and Ice Breaker. 5
Patagonia is a sports and outdoor apparel and gear company whose stated mission is “to limit ecological
impacts with goods that last for generations or can be recycled so the materials in them remain in use.”
Patagonia is committed to issues related to social and environmental responsibility, including
sustainable apparel, lower-impact energy and water sources, forced labor, child labor, and human
trafficking. Patagonia also donates one percent of its sales to grassroots environmental organizations.
Eataly is a large format/footprint Italian marketplace (food hall) comprising a variety of restaurants, food
and beverage counters, bakery, retail items, and a cooking school. Parley for the Ocean manufactures
Retailers listed in this section are just meant to provide illustrative examples. The Project is not yet under
contract with any particular retailers as of the date of this submittal.
5
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apparel and other products made from marine plastic waste and engages in a number of initiatives and
programs to keep our oceans clean. Parley’s primary mission is to save as many ocean animals as
possible and organizes a global network of clean up organizations to remove plastic from shorelines and
ghostnets. Ice Breaker is an apparel retail that focuses on natural and sustainable materials that have
been shown to reduce the amount of micro plastic discharged into the Ocean. Icebreaker’s business
model is to manufacture ethical and sustainable materials while producing as little waste as possible.
Responsible brands such as these would be targeted to support environmentally conscious companies
and promote the Project’s central theme of Ocean Optimism.
ii.

Experiential Retail

The approximately 30,000 square feet of Experiential Retail is approximately 10% of the Project’s
commercial uses and 1.2% of the total Project built square footage. (See Glossary, Section A.5, above.)
The Experiential Retail would be immersive and interactive to provide an in-store experience. Stores
that focus on customer engagement would be targeted for the Project, such as Camp. Camp is a
children’s toy company whose retail locations also host craft, movement and play activities. This
category could also include potential visitor-serving entertainment uses such as theaters or screening
rooms, arcades, e-gaming, and bowling.
iii.

Service-Oriented/Wellness Retail

The approximately 15,000 square feet of Service-Oriented/Wellness Retail is 5% of the Project’s
commercial uses and 0.6% of the total Project square footage. (See Glossary, Section A.5, above.) This
retail use includes various commercial uses oriented around service and wellness, and may include spas,
massage parlors, beauty and nail shops, personal care, cosmetics, skincare, fragrance, beauty tools,
haircare, dry bars, and similar wellness product and service oriented uses.
Appropriate Retail Use is Necessary to be Economically Viable
Although retail uses only comprise approximately ten percent (10%) of the Project’s built environment,
it would support and subsidize the less profitable but important water-related project components, such
as the Learning Center, fish processing facility, and education and conservation initiatives at the
Aquarium teaching children and adults about the importance of our oceans. Thus, the retail use would
assist to make the Project economically viable and self-supporting, which would be necessary for and
critical to the Project’s primary uses and the achievement of its mission. Additional information
regarding retail uses can be found in Appendix H, The Future of Retail and its Implications for Waterfront
Developments and the Public Trust Doctrine, Protea, February 2018.
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Figure 18 – West Facing View of Block B Retail Space
Charts
The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the entire 70acre Project Site dedicated to commercial retail uses, which constitute approximately 3.9% of the total
Project’s combined ground level land and water area:

Retail Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Entire Project (70 acres)
Retail
3.9%
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The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the 36 acres of
Project Site land dedicated to the commercial retail uses, which constitute approximately 6.3% of the
ground level of the Project’s total combined ground floor land area:

Retail Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Land Only (36 acres)

Retail
7.5%

The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of the up to 2.4 million built square feet
of the Project dedicated to the commercial retail uses, which constitute approximately 5.2% of the
Project’s total square footage:

Proposed Project Total Building Square Footage Dedicated to Retail

Retail
5.2%
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The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of the commercial retail uses out of the
approximately 298,000 square feet of the Project dedicated to all commercial uses, of which commercial
retail constitutes approximately 55.5% of the Project’s total square footage of commercial uses:

Project Retail Use Portion Of Total Commercial Square Footage

Health & Fitness
11.7%
Specialty Shops
28.8%

Experiential
Retail
10.0%
Service-Oriented
Wellness
5.0%

8.

Restaurants

Like hotels, restaurants are an expected visitor-serving amenity that would attract visitors to the Project,
enhances their experience of the waterfront and entices them to stay longer. The Project proposes a
diverse range of restaurant types that would provide options at every price point.
The approximately 132,000 square feet of restaurants are spread throughout the Project Site to connect
the uses while also supporting and subsidizing the economic viability of other components of the
Project. This includes the 10,000 square feet of proposed restaurant space within the Aquarium, which
is part of the Aquarium use.
There are a number of different types of restaurants, as described below, with potential examples of
each.
•

30,000 square feet of fast casual restaurants such as Sweetgreen or Shake Shack

•

27,000 square feet of specialty food restaurants such as Magnolia Bakery or Beaming

•

35,000 square feet of iconic restaurants such as Malibu Farm or Eataly

•

40,000 square feet of diverse experience restaurants such as Nobu or Stone Brewing

•

Up to 40% of the restaurants could be Experiential Restaurant uses. The other restaurant types
would be reduced accordingly so that the total restaurant square footage remains at 132,000.
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The Project would provide a broad variety of restaurant uses at a range of types of establishments,
cuisines, and affordability levels across the Project Site. Restaurant uses would be located in all seven
land blocks of the Project, and would include a full range of restaurant types as identified above at a
wide variety of price points to serve the needs of the broad and diverse array of future guests of the
Project Site. These would include chain restaurants, and standalone one-of-a-kind restaurants. As with
the rest of the Project, the restaurants’ proposed design would focus on leveraging outdoor and open
spaces and San Diego’s unparalleled climate, with designs that would favor and maximize the use of
patios, terraces, and other outdoor dining opportunities. The broad assortment of food options would
bring people to the Project and in turn the water, enable people to stay longer, and inspire visitors to
explore and enjoy everything the Project and the surrounding waterfront environs have to offer.
Charts
The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the entire 70acre Project Site dedicated to restaurants, which constitute approximately 3.2% of the total Project’s
combined ground level land and water area:

Restaurant Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Entire Project (70 acres)
Restaurant
3.2%
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The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the 36 acres of
Project Site dedicated to the restaurants, which constitute approximately 6.3% of the ground level of
the Project’s total combined ground floor land area:

Restaurant Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Land Only (36 acres)
Restaurant
6.3%

The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of the up to 2.4 million square feet of
the Project dedicated to restaurants, which constitutes approximately 5.2% of the Project’s total square
footage:

Proposed Project Building Square Footage Dedicated to Restaurants

Restaurant
5.2%
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The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of the approximately 298,000 square
feet of the Project dedicated to restaurant uses, which constitute approximately 44.1% of the Project’s
total square footage of commercial uses:

Project Restaurant Uses Of Total Commercial Square Footage

Specialty Food
9.0%
Fast Casual
Restaurant
10.0%
Diverse Experiecnce
Restaurant
15.1%

9.

Iconic
Restaurant
10.0%

Multi-Purpose Event and Concert Center

The up to 120,000 square foot indoor Event and Concert Center is located in Block C of the Project Site,
along with hospitality, retail, and restaurants uses. It would be a multi-purpose flexible indoor/outdoor
entertainment and events center that would seamlessly connect the waterfront to the interior events
with a large water frontage providing unobstructed views of the marina. Due to the connection to the
waterfront, views of the marina, and access to the water, the Event Center would facilitate the public’s
enjoyment of and access to the waterfront.
The Event Center would be comprised of a multi-purpose flat floor space that could accommodate
between 1800 and 4000 people depending on seating and stage layout. It would have an 18,000 square
foot roof deck and pavilion accessible from the street-level plaza with sweeping views of the waterfront,
and a below grade-parking structure. As described below, the Event Center is designed to increase and
activate the public’s connectivity to the water.
Design and Access
The proposed Event Center would consist of a stage, a flexible open area for standing or movable
seating, a seated mezzanine, concession or bar stands and all ancillary spaces including dressing rooms,
a crew kitchen, restrooms and chair storage. The theater would be accessed through the lobbies located
on the first and second levels, which have a large water frontage and provide unobstructed marina
views to visitors.
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The proposed building footprint for the Event Center would cover approximately 64,000 square feet.
The Southwest corner of the Event Center would have a plaza for vehicular drop-off and an area for
public gathering before and after events. The ground level would include a mix of visitor-serving retail
and restaurant uses to support full enjoyment of the Event Center.
The Event Center would provide a direct connection with the water via operable wall systems that
would provide visual and physical access to the Embarcadero while allowing the free flow of visitors
throughout the Event Center’s lobby and main floor area of the performance space. Importantly, the
design of the Event Center would maintain full public access to the waterfront.
A façade composed predominantly of glass is integrated into the bay-fronting first and second level
lobby designs in order to maintain visual connection to the waterfront from the interior of the building.
The south facing roof terrace would be accessible from the street level plaza and capitalize on the
sweeping views from above the Embarcadero of San Diego Bay, Coronado, Point Loma and beyond. The
elevator that provides direct access to the roof terrace would also be leveraged for wayfinding and
visual display opportunities to facilitate the public’s enjoyment of and connection to the water. Given its
scope and scale, the Event Center would provide statewide benefits by drawing visitors from across the
state and beyond. While the design of the Event Center is evolving, that design will maintain the key
elements discussed herein, and examples of the current proposed design that reflect these principles
are provided in Appendix C, Design Concepts, at pp. 24-25.
Programming
The Event Center would include year-round events that would include paid admission and rental events
as well as free public events and rehearsals. Such events are anticipated to include concerts and other
live-performance entertainment, private leased events, speakers, speeches, rallies, symposia, political
events, and potentially e-gaming, though notably other types of sporting events are not planned for the
Event Center. Performances could be held throughout the week and dates and times would vary
depending on the performance. The Event Center would also be used for approximately 6 free, open to
the public advertised events annually, which would include live music, DJs, street performers and dance
groups, showcases, booths and presentation spaces for local artisans and vendors, public exhibitions,
and Pop-Up food and beverage vendors.
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The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the entire 70acre Project Site dedicated to the Event Center, which constitutes approximately 1.3% of the total
Project’s combined ground level land and water area:

Event Center Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Entire Project (70 acres)
Event Center
1.3%

The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the 36 acres of
Project Site land dedicated to the Event Center, which constitutes approximately 2.5% of the ground
level of the Project’s total combined ground floor land area:

Event Center Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Land Only (36 acres)
Event Center
2.5%
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The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of the up to 2.4 million built square feet
of the Project dedicated to the Event Center, which constitutes approximately 5.1% of the Project’s total
built square footage:

Proposed Project Total Building Square Footage Dedicated to the Event
Center

Event Center
5.1%

10.

Blue Tech Innovation Center (BTIC)

The BTIC would occupy up to 250,000 square feet of building floor area within Block F. The ground floor
would primarily consist of synergistic commercial retail and restaurant uses. Both the retail and the
restaurant spaces are intended to be thematically connected to the work being conducted in the BTIC.
The floors above would consist of an ocean-focused research and office facility operated in collaboration
with the University of California San Diego (UCSD) and the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO). It
would include on-and-off water research facilities and laboratories, collaborative work areas, meeting
areas, conference rooms, and offices. The BTIC would serve as a state-of-the-art research and
innovation center leveraging university-based and private research capacities to catalyze innovation and
promote Blue Economy growth initiatives throughout the state, nation, and globe. Its advanced testing
facilities and collaborative workspaces would co-locate for collaborative purposes academic scientists,
professional researchers, entrepreneurs and leaders of innovative startups and more established smaller
companies including for-profit and non-profit enterprises with a specific focus on ocean and marine
development, restoration, conservation, and sustainability efforts. The BTIC would thus focus on the
development of new and improved technologies spearheaded by small and growing businesses seeking
to provide solutions to environmental challenges facing California and other coastal areas around the
world, addressing sustainable development and the critical interrelationship between human civilization
and the earth’s oceans and other marine environments.
A broad variety of industries and economic sectors contribute to the Blue Economy. The industries
involved all benefit from proximity to the ocean and compete for this very limited available space. They
include, but are not limited to, Aquaculture and Fishing, Biotech, Boats & Shipbuilding, underwater
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Cables & Connectors, Desalination/Clean Water, Marine Recreation, Ocean Energy & Minerals, Ocean
Instrumentation, Oceanography & Marine Science, Ports & Maritime Transportation, Professional
Services, Robotics & Submarines, Telecommunications, Very Large Floating Platforms, and Weather &
Climate Science.
A recent study undertaken by UCSD shows that overall there exists strong interest and demand for the
space from internal and external stakeholders, and include collaborative office and technical spaces;
programming for the public; a working waterfront for technology development, research, and
demonstration; resources for research collaboration; and maritime career-focused education. Within
UCSD, the study reached out to and obtained the results demonstrating significant demand for such
facilities from: faculty, students, staff, and administrative leadership (i.e., Office of Research Affairs,
Jacobs School of Engineering, Rady School of Management, Qualcomm Institute, Institute for the Global
Entrepreneur, Altman Clinical & Translational Research Institute, and Skaggs School of Pharmacy &
Pharmaceutical Sciences) to identify supporting and opposing forces for the facility and begin ideation
on the vision and mission. Externally, a diverse community from industry, government, and non-profits
(i.e., Navy and NAVWAR, City of San Diego, NOAA, Esri, Lockheed Martin, Teledyne Marine, Chicken of
the Sea, BIOCOM, and TMA BlueTech. Cleantech San Diego, were similarly engaged for their feedback
and to identify demand in potential facility offerings, and supported the conclusion that there is
substantial demand for such uses in locations close to the water to leverage that proximity to further
research and technological goals around ocean-related technological development, conservation, and
sustainability.
San Diego is the beneficiary of a national profile in blue technology due to a strong, existing ecosystem
in ocean science, technology, and innovation which includes UC San Diego, Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, NOAA, SPAWARS, and the U.S. Navy. The Project also poses opportunities to engage the
public and a high level of visibility downtown, which can offer the ability to connect to talent, attract
investment, and engage end-users. The downtown location of the BTIC is unique as compared to other
ocean innovation centers and university research parks. Further, co-location with a world-class
Aquarium and the Learning Center offers the ability to engage research and commercial innovation to
the public and school children. The design of the Blue Tech Innovation Center, like the other uses in
Block F, are evolving, but examples of the current proposed design are provided in Appendix C, Design
Concepts, at pp. 34-39.
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Charts
The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the entire 70
acre Project Site dedicated to the BTIC, which constitutes 0.01% of the total Project’s combined ground
level land and water area (noting the majority of the BTIC building space is located above the ground
floor):

BTIC Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Entire Project (70 acres)
Blue Tech
0.01%

The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the 36 acres of
Project Site land dedicated to the BTIC, which constitutes approximately 0.03% of the ground level of
the Project’s total combined ground floor land area (noting the majority of the BTIC building space is
located above the ground floor):

BTIC Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Land Only (36 acres)
Blue Tech
0.03%
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The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of the up to 2.4 million built square feet
of the Project dedicated to the BTIC, which constitutes approximately 12.8% of the Project’s total built
square footage:

Proposed Project Total Building Square Footage Dedicated to the BTIC

Blue Tech
12.8%

11.

Learning Center (LC)

The LC is proposed to occupy approximately 80,000 square feet of indoor building floor area. An indepth summary of the vision, program and design is provided in Appendixes E and G. It is proposed to
operate in partnership with UCSD’s Scripps Institution of Oceanography and would be a hub for oceanfocused active learning for students of all ages from across the state, including School Programs, Career
and College Prep with Blue Economy Innovation Spaces, and Public Engagement. The LC would offer a
variety of learning programs. These include accelerated summer programs for high school-level
students, providing accredited courses in ocean sciences, Blue Tech Engineering, data sciences, and
introductory courses in water policy, politics, economics and ethics. Weekend workshops and shorter
courses, in addition to internships and student employment opportunities related to the same topics
and other ocean-based core competencies of the Center, would be available. Additional proposed
available areas of study include sustainable aquaculture and fisheries, international cuisines and seafood
culinary arts, indigenous practices of resource management, human health and the oceans,
conservation and regeneration of ocean ecosystems, and bioinspiration, among others.
Though the connection with UCSD, undergraduate and graduate level students would also participate in
university programs geared toward the development and implementation of learning programs within
the Center.
The Learning Center would also host conferences and symposia, temporary exhibits and Pop-Up
programming focused on ocean-based learning, including topics related to fishing and fisheries, boating
and sailing, swimming and snorkeling, surfing, and bird and nature watching. The Learning Center would
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also collaborate with the BTIC to provide opportunities for students to intern and interact with industry
and businesses in the connected and adjacent BTIC building.
LC Programming
LC activities will vary in focus and duration and will create a rich variety of visitor-serving opportunities
that link to San Diego fisheries, commerce, navigation, ocean science, recreation, NGOs, Navy, industry,
coastal habitats and urban waterfront environments that make up the Central Embarcadero/Seaport
Project. The LC will offer activities for locals and tourists designed to promote participants’ connection
to the ocean. The LC will host conferences and symposia for thought and industry leaders in Earth,
ocean, and atmospheric sciences, blue and green/clean technologies, sustainable seafood and culinary
traditions, the arts and STEM education.
Some examples of the rich variety of activities, programs, and services envisioned as part of the LC
include: San Diego Bay citizen science activities, events and cruises; exhibits and installations on
waterfront topics (fishing, naval history, bay and ocean natural history, marine science); kayaking, small
boating, various on-the-water science and natural history learning experiences; nature watching and
field explorations (birds, marine mammals, San Diego flora and fauna, etc.); ocean and coastal
engineering workshops and conferences; equipment development and testing; blue tech and blue
economy innovation; San Diego Bay and ocean field excursions for K-12; informal and after-school
(science camps, Boys & Girls Clubs, scouts, etc.) groups, families, tourists, conference attendees, cruise
line side trips; behind-the-Scenes tours of the Aquarium; portable labs, demonstrations and learning
experiences throughout the Seaport development; parent/child weekend workshops; day-time and
evening special events and festivals; ocean-themed lectures, presentations, and panel discussions;
overnight programs for children, families and adults; and for-credit, marine-focused high school
programs. Various spaces across the Site would also be dedicated to providing publicly accessible
exhibits to showcase projects and other work by students. For additional information, see Appendix G,
Project Description Summary: Seaport Learning Center; and Appendix E, Follow Up Submission
Requested by the State Lands Commission Related to the Learning Center and Retail Uses At Seaport
San Diego, Protea, February 2018.
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Charts
The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the entire 70acre Project Site dedicated to the LC, which constitutes approximately 0.8% of the total Project’s
combined ground level land and water area:

LC Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Entire Project (70 acres)
Learning Center
0.8%

The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of ground plane uses of the 36 acres of
Project Site land dedicated to the LC, which constitutes approximately 1.5% of the ground level of the
Project’s total combined ground floor land area:

LC Portion of Ground Plane Uses: Land Only (36 acres)

Learning Center
1.5%
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The following chart depicts the relative approximate proportion of the up to 2.4 million built square feet
of the Project dedicated to the LC, which constitutes approximately 3.4% of the Project’s total built
square footage:

Proposed Project Total Building Square Footage Dedicated to the BTIC
Learning Center
3.4%

12.

Parking and Circulation

Vehicular
Vehicular access would be provided via connections to the existing roadway circulation system, with
primary access provided via North and West Harbor Drive, Pacific Highway, and Kettner Boulevard. (See
Appendix I – Seaport TPG Demand Analysis.) Vehicles would be directed to the Project’s proposed
subterranean parking garages. Ride share drop off locations with direct connection to pedestrian access
linkages and areas would be established throughout the Project. Vehicular Commuters desiring to access
the Seaport San Diego project may also park offsite (at the Port’s mobility hubs) and use a variety of
other means of transportation to access the Project Site. Depending on whether conventional or
automated parking is used, the proposed number of vehicle parking spaces for the Project would range
between approximately 2242 and 2723 parking spaces. This parking would be provided in three large
subterranean lots and two surface parking lots. Block B would contain the largest subterranean parking
envelope. It would be able to accommodate 864 conventional stalls or 1,068 automated stalls. Block G
would contain approximately 190 surface parking stalls. Parking for Block F would be provided in the
building’s proposed two-level subterranean parking structure, capable of providing 631 conventional
parking spaces or 840 automated spaces. Block C would contain 450 conventional stalls or 518
automated stalls in a subterranean structure. Finally, Block E would contain 107 surface parking stalls.
Valet parking options will also likely be available. Based on applicable standards under the Port’s
Tidelands Parking Guidelines and expected demand, the Project would need no less than an estimated
2,200 parking spaces, and thus the currently proposed parking figures are in excess of this amount to
ensure sufficient supply. The parking design and the ultimate amount of parking is subject to future
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refinement, particularly as the Project moves though the environmental review and public entitlement
process with the Port.

Figure 19 – Project Parking Structures and Lots
The primary vehicular access points to the Property are at Harbor Drive and G Street, where access to
the G Street Mole (Block G) is available, at Harbor Drive and Pacific Coast Highway, and at Harbor Drive
and Kettner Boulevard (see Figure 19.) These multiple access points provide easy access to the Project’s
various proposed parking structures.
Pedestrian
Pedestrian access and circulation are prioritized throughout the Project Site and into a variety of public
realm areas. The promenade that connects North Embarcadero (USS Midway Museum, etc.), the Central
Embarcadero (Seaport), and the South Embarcadero (Convention Center) is envisioned to be enhanced
and widened to accommodate foot traffic, bicycles, scooters, and other single occupant mobility
devices. Accessways through the site would connect the different blocks in a safe and pedestrian
friendly circulation pattern. The broad means of public accessibility and mobility features permeate the
Site, and include an interconnected network of promenades, sidewalks, plazas, parks and other
accessible open space that make all points in the Project easily accessible to visitors and the general
public.
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Figure 20 – Project Vehicular and Pedestrian Access
Public Transit
Public transit currently serves the Project Site via San Diego MTS buses and the San Diego Trolley. Bus
and trolley stops would be relocated as required to provide for efficient pedestrian access to the Project
Site. Currently the Waterfront Summer Shuttle serves as public transportation for the Embarcadero
district, however, the proposed Bayfront Circulator could replace that service. Enhanced pedestrian
sidewalks and crossings at the intersection of Kettner and Harbor Drive would improve access to public
transit.
Water-Based Mobility Systems
Promoting water-based mobility systems is a priority for the Project. Two transient docking locations are
planned in Water Zone 1 and Water Zone 4. Vessel access and dockage would be accommodated
throughout the water-side zones of the Project Site. Convenient water taxi service would be provided to
and from other locations in the San Diego Bay, including San Diego International Airport. A public ferry
stop is also being planned to provide an additional stop on the bay-wide ferry services that are planned
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to be extended to the South Bay. A variety of pleasure craft docking and temporary loading and
unloading of passengers would be located throughout the water-side planning areas.

D. Project Use Charts
1.

Ground Plane Uses: Entire Project

The following chart compares the relative primary Project uses at the ground level for the 70-acre site,
including land blocks and water zones:

Ground Plane Uses: Entire Project
Event
Center
1.3%

Aquarium
3.2%

Hospitality
3.7%

Learning
Center
0.8%

Blue Tech
0.01%
Restaurant
Health & Fitness
3.2%
0.3%
Retail
3.9%

Commercial Fishing/
Berthing
18.6%
Public Open Space
29.2%

Boat Navigation
9.1%

Recreational Boat
Berthing
16.2%
Commercial Fishing
Land Areas and
Processing
5.6%

Sport Fishing/
Ecotourism
2.9%
Industrial Deep Water
Berthing
1.4%
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2.

Land Only Ground Plane Uses

The following chart compares the relative primary Project uses at the ground level for the 36 acres of
land area only:

Land Only Ground Plane Uses
Learning Center Blue Tech
0.03%
1.5%
Event Center
2.5%
Aquarium
6.3%

Health & Fitness
0.07%

Restaurant
6.3%
Retail
7.5%

Hospitality
7.2%

Commercial Fishing
Docks
and Processing
10.9%
Publicly Accessible
Open Space
56.3%
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3.

Total Project Building Square Footages

The following chart compares the square footages of different uses of the total of the up to 2.4 million
square feet of new building area on the Project Site’s land blocks:

Proposed Project Building Square Footages
Learning Center
Fishing Production
3.4%
0.9%

Blue Tech
12.8%

Aquarium
8.5%

Hospitality
54.9%

Observation
Tower (Upper Levels)
2.1%
Health & Fitness
1.4%

Retail
5.2%
Restaurant
5.2%

Event
Center
5.1%
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4.

Project Total Commercial Uses

The following chart compares the square footages of the Project’s approximately 298,000 square feet of
commercial retail uses, including all retail and restaurant uses:
Project Commercial Uses By Type

Health & Fitness
11.7%
Specialty Shops
28.8%

Specialty Food
9.0%

Fast Casual
Restaurant
10.0%
Experiential
Retail
10.0%

Diverse Experiecnce
Restaurant
15.1%
Iconic Restaurant
10.0%

E.

Service-Oriented
Wellness
5.0%

Conclusion

The Seaport Project’s central theme of “Ocean Optimism” promotes conservation and education
regarding the earth’s most important resource—the ocean. To fulfill this mission, the Project includes a
broad variety of ocean-centric elements and uses. This includes various elements that promote ocean
commerce and recreation by upgrading and modernizing commercial fishing and recreational water use
facilities; and providing a new fish processing facilities, marinas, docks, slips and a variety of new
recreational spaces and opportunities which, other than dedicated commercial fishing areas, are open
to and fully accessible by the public.
The Project is designed to take full advantage of the waterfront and Bay views, maintaining the public’s
full access to the water based on its design, with all elements oriented around public access to the
water, which include substantial space dedicated to public parks and beaches, plazas, promenades,
embarcadero walkways, and piers. These amenities would allow visitors to enjoy the San Diego Bay at
no cost. The Project would further facilitate the public’s enjoyment of trust lands with visitor-serving
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uses such as hotels, restaurants, shops, and entertainment. The Project also emphasizes ocean-oriented
education and the development of technologies regarding environmental conservation and
sustainability, exemplified by the Project’s Blue Tech Campus.
The Project’s mix of uses are economically viable, necessary, and desirable as the scale and scope of the
Project would draw a wide range of visitors across the state and beyond. The Project incorporates a
vibrant mix of public uses that would provide visitors with a variety of multi-dimensional opportunities
and experiences—all of which would promote inclusivity and connectivity to the water. The Seaport
Project is in the best interest of the State as it would provide public benefits extending far beyond the
immediate Project Site.
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FOLLOW UP SUBMISSION REQUESTED BY
THE STATE LANDS COMMISSION RELATED TO
THE LEARNING CENTER AND RETAIL USES AT
SEAPORT SAN DIEGO
February 9, 2018
Submitted by: Yehudi Gaffen, CEO Protea Waterfront Development
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Seaport Learning Center Program Proposal

I.  Overview
Summary
The future Seaport Learning Center (planned to open between 2022 and 2025) will be a hub for
ocean-focused, active learning on the waterfront of San Diego Bay with three program areas: School
Programs, Career and College Prep with Blue Economy Innovation Spaces, and Public Engagement.
A variety of indoor and outdoor spaces (~80,000 sq ft)—venues for learning events, art-science
installations, flexible workspaces, working kitchens, and well-equipped laboratories for science and
engineering with test tanks, live animals, digital media and more—will support learning across the
lifespan, while emphasizing opportunities for young people. Ocean sciences, “blue tech”
engineering, data science, and water history, policy, politics, economics, and ethics will focus the
programs, from classes and workshops to long-term engagements (e.g. Semester at Seaport).
The Seaport Learning Center, immediately adjacent to San Diego Bay and the Seaport Aquarium, will
act as home base and a launch pad for explorations throughout Seaport, nearby urban spaces,
coastal habitats, and on docks and boats on the Bay and Pacific Ocean. Learners, young and old, as
individuals and in social groups, will actively explore, investigate, create, and share their work
throughout Seaport and with partners and collaborators around the world.

Our Vision
We envision the Learning Center as the heart and soul of Seaport—with physical spaces on the
waterfront where people actively explore, learn, express ideas and create, involving science, art,
nature, technology, and society. Learning opportunities serve diverse audiences in three categories:
School Programs, Career and College Prep with Blue Economy Innovation Spaces, and Public
Engagement for people of all ages.

The focus: Our ocean planet, regional ecosystems, and San Diego’s Blue Economy.
The place: San Diego Bay’s working waterfront with rich cultural stories of native people and people
from around the world, and a complex natural history with a harbor formed through restless
geology where life has changed over time and continues to change.
A future: where Ocean Optimism inspires understanding of our planet and people co-create bright
futures, to sustain healthy lives, resilient ecosystems, and thriving, just economies.
Ocean Optimism means we envision a hopeful, albeit unknown, future.
With ocean optimism, hope inspires action; action inspires hope.
Blue Economy refers to ocean and water related enterprises, research,
development, industry, and governance.
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Our Mission
The Seaport Learning Center will inspire deep learning about our ocean planet
and catalyze action for people, economies, and ecosystems to thrive.

A Unique Place
With the Learning Center as a hub, learners of all ages will have a presence throughout Seaport, on
land and at sea — doing research, designing projects, and sharing their work. Programs and
activities at the Learning Center and throughout Seaport will emphasize active, experiential,
inclusive, place-based learning, making the most of the extraordinary location.
Activities will extend to the Seaport Aquarium, the working waterfront, Tuna Harbor, blue tech
industries, the Pueblo Watershed, urban spaces, restaurants, restored habitats, docks, boats,
San Diego Bay, and the Pacific Ocean. Participants’ creative and conspicuous presence will activate
Seaport as an exemplar of ingenuity, innovation, transformative education, collaboration,
entrepreneurship, environmental stewardship, regenerative potential and hope.
At the Seaport Learning Center, diverse people and groups will come together to feel amazed and
inspired by our ocean planet, the Pacific Ocean, and San Diego as an extraordinary place with
abundant life, multiple histories and diverse perspectives. People will work together to identify and
address shared challenges, to advance learning to better understand how our world works and to
co-create a world that works for everyone. We aim to bridge people, break down isolation, and build
compassion and empathy to promote social, economic, educational, and ecological justice. Learners
at Seaport will not just participate in a thriving and just Blue Economy, they will be leaders and
visionaries who create healthy futures.
Diversity at Seaport means we value people from all walks of life, diverse
across multiple dimensions: age, gender, culture, race, ethnicity, religion,
language, socioeconomics, place of origin, education, profession, abilities,
needs, and aspirations. We value inclusion of diverse people and diverse
perspectives, because all people deserve respect and diversity brings
strength and resilience. We strive for equity of opportunity, because while
all people have equal value, not all people have equal access to resources.
The Seaport Learning Center embraces a triple bottom line: financial, social, ecological. Financial
strength (through revenue-generating programs, philanthropy, and grants) will ensure long-term
sustainability to achieve our mission and purpose. Social benefits—to provide relevant, inspiring
education and create opportunities in the Blue Economy—energize our driving purpose. Ecological
wisdom provides a foundation for all our work, for ecosystem health supports thriving societies and
economies. The Seaport Learning Center should serve as a model for sustainable design and
architecture.
A triple bottom line has ethical dimensions and business logic. In our economy—with growing
populations, income inequality, consequences of global climate change, and people investing in
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information, knowledge, and experiences—consumers seek value that reinforces their values.
The Seaport Learning Center aims to serve the greatest good and will attract the many people who
share these values.

Goals and Program Criteria
Programs at the Seaport Learning Center will strive toward
the intersection of these values-based goals:
● Increase understanding of our ocean and Earth.
● Optimize public benefit of State Tidelands.
● Deepen connection with place and San Diego’s
extraordinary cultural and natural histories.
● Maximize access, and welcome all people.
● Promote equity, diversity and inclusion.
● Innovate in the field of education, to advance
problem-based learning focused on our oceans.
● Inspire curiosity and sustained learning.
● Open pathways to college, careers in the Blue
Economy, and civic engagement.
● Join with our global community, to connect
understanding and protecting our planet, with
optimism and compassion across current and future generations.
These goals and strategies will guide day-to-day work, long-range planning, partnerships and
collaborations, to bring value and meaning to the people of the San Diego-Tijuana border region, the
State of California, and our ocean planet.
Program plans and associated building recommendations for the Seaport Learning Center should
address these goals, which serve as criteria for program selection and development. Each program
area will also achieve goals for specific audiences (articulated in the following sections). All are
based on stakeholder input and educational best practices.
Toward these goals, the Seaport Learning Center will make the most of its unique location right on
the working waterfront of San Diego Bay, include multiple sectors (K-14 education, academia,
research, government, industry), and offer a diverse array of relevant learning programs.
The Learning Center will serve different audiences (students, adults, families) with programs of
different durations (from one hour to several months) that go beyond single episodes to long-term
engagements. Programs will give access to people with different levels of knowledge and skill, to
address various learning needs, interests, and aspirations. Programs will catalyze positive change,
among individuals, organizations, and systems.
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The Seaport Learning Center will house spaces for Public Engagement, Career and College Prep, and
School Programs, at the heart of Seaport adjacent to the Seaport Aquarium. Programs will extend
from the Learning Center into surrounding areas in the city and at sea, taking full advantage of this
unique waterfront location to deepen understanding of our ocean planet and co-create a bright
future with thriving people, economies, and ecosystems.
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II. Summary of Process
Core Team
To research and conceptualize a new Learning Center at Seaport, we assembled a leadership team
with experience and expertise in San Diego’s education ecosystem, multidisciplinary education,
STEM (science, technology, engineering, mathematics), scientific research, environmental
conservation, learning theory and practice in schools (preK-16+) and out-of-school settings, and
ocean and environmental education:
• Diane Forbes Berthoud, PhD, UC San Diego, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion, Associate Vice
Chancellor
• Julie Dubick, JD, Gafcon
• Harry Helling, MA, Birch Aquarium at Scripps (BAS), UC San Diego, Executive Director
• Jennifer Long, PhD, UC Irvine, Center for Environmental Biology, Education and Outreach
Coordinator
• Cheryl Peach, PhD, BAS Senior Director of Science and Strategic Educational Alliances
• Nan Renner, PhD, BAS Senior Director of Learning Design and Innovation
• Susan Yonezawa, PhD, UC San Diego Center for Research on Educational Equity,
Assessment, and Teaching Excellence (CREATE), Associate Director
• Ivy Young, MA, MBA, Learning consultant in collaborative and experiential learning
To focus program visioning and architectural planning, the team defined three primary program
areas for the Seaport Learning Center:
1) School Programs with an ocean focus, for students and teachers, targeting grades 3–14;
2) Career and College Prep Programs, for youth as they prepare for college and careers in
the Blue Economy / ocean-related fields, and Blue Economy Innovation Spaces, with
opportunities for intentional interactions among students and researchers, innovators and
entrepreneurs working in the Blue Economy with a commitment to financial, social, and
environmental responsibility;
3) Public Engagement, for adults and multigenerational groups (families and more), in
spaces inside and outside of the Seaport Learning Center and throughout the Seaport
complex—on land and at sea—focused on understanding and protecting our planet,
optimizing the unique location at Seaport.
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Design Process
This report, with a program plan and conceptual design for the new Seaport Learning Center, should
reflect to community stakeholders a vision they helped create. It should inform and inspire the
developers and architectural team to advance the project in service of our shared ideals.
An inspiring and realistic program plan demands a deep understanding of opportunities and
constraints inherent in the Seaport site, understanding of potential audiences’ needs and
aspirations, stakeholder goals, and community assets. Hence, our design process involved extensive
community input through a series of meetings and group focus sessions, first to understand the
challenges and problems to solve, then to generate ideas to address problems, set goals, and seize
opportunities. The planning team designed the process, conducted research with community input,
synthesized results, and shaped the final product inspired by a vision for the future and rooted in
our knowledge of what works.

Our design process framework (outlined below) served as a guide, not a linear roadmap. Future
design development will require time and effort for ongoing stakeholder input and critique. The best
ideas will withstand challenges and will ultimately embody our essential goals.
The planning and design process proceeded rapidly, working within time and budgetary constraints.
The work documented here reflects our efforts to understand and frame the opportunity, ideate
solutions, filter, and iterate to improve those ideas. Future work will involve prototyping and testing
to inform refinement of design solutions.
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Design Phase I: UNDERSTAND
Process Stage

Activities

IDENTIFY /
FRAME

Draft project framework
WHAT: Define goals, priorities, resources, constraints
WHO: Identify team, collaborators, audiences, stakeholders
HOW: Determine values, process, budget
WHY: Articulate shared purpose and define success
WHEN: Set timeline with key deliverables and approvals
Share for review, input, and approval

IMMERSE /
EMPATHIZE

Understand audiences and stakeholders, internal and external, current and desired
Ask: What do we need to know? How will we use the information?
Conduct front-end and formative studies
Articulate needs and benefits

REFRAME

Define the design problem/opportunity
Revise project framework

Design Phase II: CREATE
IDEATE

Brainstorm solutions
Generate an abundance of ideas to address the problem / opportunity
Explore conceptual, social, emotional, perceptual, and physical aspects
Capture ideas and make available for team reflection

BUILD

Make mockups and prototypes
Experiment. Explore ideas in visual, spatial, physical, and digital forms
Continue development work (by individuals and subgroups)
Document for team review and input

TEST

Test ideas for functionality, usability, desirability
Ask: What do we need to know? How will we use the information?

FILTER

Negotiate criteria for selection of ideas, guided by mission, goals, and values
Filter ideas, based on criteria for selection
Advance multiple ideas to explore through prototypes

ITERATE

Refine ideas through variation, elaboration, pruning

COMPLETE
CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN

Update design documents
Define/redefine success
Begin implementation phase
Track progress

This design framework was collaboratively created by staff at Birch Aquarium at Scripps, UC San Diego, influenced by IDEO, Stanford
DSchool, Design for America, British Design Council, and Art of Science Learning.
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Stakeholder Meetings
Community stakeholder meetings were organized across three programming efforts: School
Programs, Career and College Prep Programs, and Public Engagement. Several additional meetings
involved stakeholders and community members in smaller groups.
“Understand”
These meetings focused on understanding needs and opportunities.
• UC San Diego leaders, vice chancellors and deans: 9 participants
• College Prep Programs (initially conceived as a Middle College): 19 participants
• School Programs (associated with Seaport Aquarium): 19 participants
• School Programs (Birch Aquarium at Scripps Education Department): 8 participants
• Public Spaces (general public): 18 participants
• Kumeyaay Leaders: 5 participants
“Create/Ideate”
These meetings focused on generating ideas for programs and building requirements to
support those programs.
• Career and College Prep Programs — Teacher advisors (two meetings): 12 participants
• Career and College Prep Programs — Partners and key advisors: 20 participants
• Career and College Prep Programs — Youth advisors: 10 participants
• School Programs (Seaport Aquarium): 20 participants
• Public Spaces (general public): 16 participants
• School Programs (Birch Aquarium at Scripps Education Department): 8 participants
Please refer to Appendix A for a complete list of all stakeholder meeting participants and planning
process contributors.
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Stakeholders and community advisors contributed ideas, reflected on the ideas of others, and
engaged in conversation about Seaport Learning Center audiences, activities, and qualities.
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III.  The Seaport Learning Center
Seaport Learning Center programs and built spaces will optimize public benefit of State Tidelands
property. The Seaport Learning Center will complement the Seaport Aquarium and function as the
central hub for Seaport learning programs, serving diverse audiences including a wide range of
domestic and international learners, young students, young adults with college and career
aspirations, adults (novices and professionals), same-age and multigenerational social groups.
The Seaport Learning Center will offer programs within its physical building on the working
waterfront of San Diego Bay, in the adjacent Seaport Aquarium, at partner organizations that serve
as Seaport satellites, at field sites throughout Seaport (with industry partners, in restored wetland
areas, on docks), and on research and educational vessels at sea.
Program recommendations target three categories:
● School Programs,
● Career and College Prep Programs (with Blue Economy Innovation Spaces), and
● Public Engagement.
The following sections address each program’s specific goals (while supporting overarching goals of
the Seaport Learning Center on page 4), audiences and audience needs and aspirations, potential
learning activities, building requirements and recommendations, potential partners, important
considerations, and outstanding questions.
Overarching questions of critical importance: Who will serve as lead organization to operate the
Seaport Learning Center? What funding model will support transformative paradigm-shifting
educational programs proposed in this report? What governance and oversight structures must be
created to ensure programs of the highest quality?
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School Programs
Students and teachers will visit the Learning Center and Aquarium at Seaport for experiences they
cannot get anywhere else. Active, experiential, and problem-based describe the learning activities
inside labs, around aquarium tanks, out in the field and on the water.
Unlike learning in many schools (which takes place separate from the world of work and adult
communities), learning at Seaport will be embedded in the Blue Economy on a working waterfront,
where scientists, engineers, technology developers, entrepreneurs, mechanics, fishers, chefs, sailors,
business people, land managers, environmental monitors, and students cross paths. Activities will
emphasize exploration, understanding and solving problems, while integrating multiple relevant
disciplines and addressing the Next Generation Science Standards.
In addition to Seaport Learning Center overarching goals (page 4), Seaport School Programs will:
● Ignite student interest in a forward-looking Blue Economy and career pathways.
● Connect students with experts focused on understanding our ocean planet and creating
solutions to important problems.
● Provide authentic science and engineering experiences that involve identifying,
understanding, and solving problems in challenging, yet age-appropriate ways.
● Cultivate teacher leadership and expertise in place-based implementation of the
Next Generation Science Standards.

Aqua Lab programming at RDM Rotterdam
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Audiences
The breadth and depth of Seaport Learning Center school programs will meet the needs and
interests of diverse students and teachers in grades 3–12 with fascinating content and engaging
activities related to understanding and protecting our ocean planet. These programs will support
pathways for older students to participate in the Learning Center’s Career and College Prep
Program, detailed in the following section.
School groups pre-K through 2nd grade will be served by the Birch Aquarium at Scripps in La Jolla
and through creative programming in partnership with other local organizations. The Seaport
Learning Center’s Public Engagement Spaces (described below) will invite families with young
children to explore the environment, play with phenomena, and see the world in new ways.
Student Activities
Students will engage in hands-on, problem-based learning activities that increase understanding of
our ocean planet and promote action for thriving people, economies, and ecosystems.
Learning activities will have different durations: short, long, and extended over time with multiple
touch points. Offerings will connect Seaport with in-school and community-based learning through
half-day and whole-day field trips, weekend programs, learning overnights, week-long camps, and
extended programs that can involve multiple Seaport visits and blended learning (using web-based
digital resources). “Citizen science” projects, in some cases collaborating with researchers from
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, will engage students and apply their work to authentic
real-world questions of significance to local and global communities. Teacher professional
development, classroom materials, and advanced preparation activities will accompany student
programs.
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To bridge experiences at Seaport with neighborhoods, Seaport Learning Center educators can work
with after-school providers and neighborhood organizations. Programs might include citizen science
(ongoing, multi-year projects with questions generated by community members and research
experts), creative media production, and interactive videoconferencing with educators, researchers,
business people, fishers, policy makers, and learners from other locations around the world.
Activities will take place in science and engineering laboratories at the Seaport Learning Center
(wet labs with tanks for living organisms, chemistry equipment, and microscopes; dry labs for
physics, electronics, and engineering; makerspaces for designing, building and testing; digital media
labs for high bandwidth video conferencing). A large auditorium, black-box theater, and conference
rooms offer multi-use flexible spaces for watching and listening to experts (e.g. in Western science
and Indigenous science), and creating and exhibiting student work.
With the Seaport Learning Center as a learning hub, students can also visit the adjacent Seaport
Aquarium and participate in “behind the scenes” programming. They can observe and collect data in
multiple nearby locations: coastal habitats, our urban watershed, Seaport weather station, docks,
piers, Tuna Harbor, fish markets, floating laboratories, and on boats at sea.
Number of student participants: 300 students/day x 180 school days = 54,000
(Students in public schools attend 180 days per year, some on traditional schedules,
some on year round schedules.)

RDM Rotterdam: Engaging with objects on display
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Teacher Professional Development
Programs will support preservice and in-service classroom teachers to better implement the Next
Generation Science Standards. Teacher programs will enhance knowledge and skills for
problem-based learning and inquiry, and provide training and support for projects, use of
makerspaces, field research, and citizen science endeavors. Teacher professional development will
happen at Seaport, through satellite sites throughout San Diego County, at schools and district
offices. Pre-service teacher training can be provided in partnership with UC San Diego, San Diego
State University, and others.

New England Aquarium: Teachers in professional development workshop

Families / Student Caregivers
Programs for students’ families and caregivers will provide information and experiences for those
who are not comfortable with their students participating in overnight school trips or Career and
College Prep programs not on traditional school campuses. Parents and caregivers can learn
alongside their children and gain strategies to support ongoing learning at home. Furthermore,
student success increases with the inclusion of caregivers. With access to free resources, caregivers
will understand how the Learning Center can help students navigate their academic goals, including
access to STEM coursework and real pathways to STEM-related careers. Programs might include free
nights at the Learning Center and Aquarium, with dinner and childcare provided. Multi-generational
programs can also include overnights, special fairs, and weekend programming.

New York Hall of Science, parents’ important role in STEM education
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Building Requirements
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Bus depot offsite for unloading and loading groups of students (Five 60-person busses)
Docks for ferries to and from Seaport Learning Center
Staging areas for school groups, prioritizing safety and physical comfort (seating, shade,
drinking water)
Secure, private entrance
Welcoming, functional lobby/foyer for school groups
Storage for lunches, backpacks, coats, and other gear for 300 students at a time
Student entrance to Seaport Aquarium and behind-the-scenes access
Restrooms
Storage and utilities

●

Four Learning Labs (to accommodate up to 36 learners and 6 chaperones) including:
○ Two wet labs, each with 10’ wet tables and multiple tanks of multiple sizes
(touch tanks, display tanks, “mini-tank farm” for aquaculture, research tanks on
racks), microscopes, floor drains
○ One dry lab for “clean” work with digital equipment, optical instruments,
electronics, and other equipment
○ One makerspace (engineering lab) for building and testing, with low-tech and
high-tech tools and materials, including robotics, sensors, etc.
○ All labs have natural light, sound control / noise reduction, moveable furniture for
flexible configuration, writing surfaces, lockable storage, teacher workspace, ample
overhead electricity, high bandwidth Wifi, state-of-the-art digital display options

●

Mud room / cleaning and storage space for gear related to field work in wetlands, bay,
ocean (e.g. boots, raingear, nets, measuring devices, drones with video cameras, etc.)
Outdoor spaces with tanks for aquaculture (for fish and invertebrates) and equipment
testing
Overnight facilities with sleep space to separate genders, bathrooms with showers,
chaperone and staff accommodations, nurse facility, catering facilities
Teacher / professional training spaces (learning labs, outdoor spaces, and public
engagement spaces)
Resource lending library for educators
Eating spaces for school groups (indoor and outdoor)
Cafe/cafeteria for students and teachers
Possible access to learning/demonstration kitchen
Access to outdoor play spaces in nearby parklands

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Potential Partners

Birch Aquarium at Scripps
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
UC San Diego
UC San Diego Extension
UC San Diego CREATE
San Diego Science Project
San Diego Unified School District
Other local school districts
San Diego Community College District
Kumeyaay Community College
San Diego State University
California Sea Grant
Environmental Health Coalition
NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration)
Southwest Fisheries Science Center
Port of San Diego
New Children’s Museum
Fleet Science Center
Elementary Institute of Science
Living Coast Discovery Center

Important Considerations
●
●
●
●
●

Design for multiple uses, flexibility, adaptability, reconfigurability
Transportation to and from Seaport
Safety and security in all areas of the Seaport Learning Center
Physical and psychological comfort for students with varying abilities
Visibility from the inside out, but not the outside in
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●
●
●
●

Control sound (noise) and light for variety of learning experiences
Spaces and furniture that work for smaller bodies
Active, sometimes messy, learning
Sufficient funding and supports to ensure access and equity for all students, especially from
low-income areas

Outstanding Questions
●

●

How might we design optimal learning pathways at Seaport for students in grades 3 through
14? How might these pathways best connect with other opportunities in our regional
educational ecosystem?
In the future, should we specialize in specific grades / grade bands to better meet the needs
of students and teachers?

Aquarium of the Pacific: Shark Lagoon
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Career and College Prep
with Blue Economy Innovation Spaces
Young adults (grades 9–14) can discover subjects, careers, fields of inquiry and creative work that
relate to the ocean and Blue Economy. While in-depth semester-long courses are central to this
program area, shorter duration options give students opportunities to sample different subjects,
continue their learning journey, and climb the “STEM Opportunity Ladder.” Connections with
experts, entrepreneurs, innovators, and industry professionals will be a hallmark of young adult
learning at Seaport. Classes and internships pave the way toward career pathways.
Among the proposed programs, young adult students can spend a semester, a summer, or Saturdays
at Seaport for high school and college course credits, through partnership with the San Diego
Unified School District and San Diego Community College District. Students can participate in
weekend workshops, hackathons, competitions, exhibitions, and internships (paid and unpaid) for
certificates, digital badges and co-curricular transcripts for college applications. High school teachers
and community college professors can join professional learning communities and develop creative
ways to use Seaport’s unique resources in their courses.

University of New England: Wet lab

In addition to Seaport Learning Center overarching goals (page 4), Career and College Prep Programs
will:
● Support development of leadership skills, social-emotional intelligence, career and cultural
competencies. (See Appendix C.)
● Create hands-on, problem-based, project-based, collaborative, and applied learning
opportunities.
● Integrate critical and creative thinking—research, production, innovation,
entrepreneurialism—into learning activities.
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●
●
●
●
●

Ensure that programs meet students’ real needs (school credit, college and employment
eligibility).
Connect student learning with multiple sectors: government, academia, research, industry,
military.
Provide underrepresented students greater access to meaningful STEM learning
opportunities.
Align programs with Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and Common Core
standards; use competency-based assessments.
Provide complementary programming for families and caregivers.

Audiences

Students in grades 9–14 from urban San Diego, suburban and rural San Diego County can participate
in an array of programs. For credit-bearing high school courses, students will enroll with San Diego
Unified School District. Recruitment efforts will ensure that students represent the region’s diverse
demographics, including culture, language, socioeconomic status, and academic background. Some
programs could be open to international students, favoring nearby Mexico and Pacific Rim
countries.
Faculty and advisors will include K12 teachers, Community College professors, UC San Diego /
Scripps Institution of Oceanography researchers and grad students, and industry professionals.
Career and College Prep programs will address students’ needs and aspirations. All students will be
treated with respect and consideration. High school coursework will satisfy graduation
requirements; some courses will provide college credit. Extracurricular and co-curricular programs
will invite exploration, and critical and creative thinking. Students will actively participate in rigorous
and relevant education, with exposure to a variety of careers and pathways to gainful employment.
They should receive counseling, academic support, and social services to enhance their current and
future success (in college and careers). Students’ work will be on display throughout Seaport, in the
Learning Center and Aquarium, illustrating their creativity and ingenuity, bringing value to Seaport
visitors with an optimistic vision for the future.

RDM Rotterdam: Coworking space
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Activities / Program Scenarios

The following descriptions represent various program possibilities. The Seaport Learning Center
operators will need to determine what programs should be implemented, based on community
needs and goals, resources, and an intelligent balance of offerings.

Semester at Seaport

Students can participate in an intensive semester-long residency and take four accelerated classes,
making use of the unique location on the working waterfront at Seaport. Each course would count
for a full-year course, satisfy UC a-g high school graduation requirements, and provide dual credit for
both high school and college whenever possible.

Seaport courses may include:
• Ocean Sciences,
• Blue Tech Engineering,
• Data Science (math and computing), and
• Introduction to Water Policy, Politics, Economics, and Ethics.
Courses could satisfy requirements in relevant CTE (Career Technical Education) pathways and
address priority workforce sectors in San Diego County. Students from San Diego high schools with
4x4 schedules would be eligible to participate, with counseling services and academic support
provided to ensure students stay on schedule for graduation and college applications. Courses will
be taught by credentialed teachers and/or community college faculty members who meet CTE
course instructor/college hiring guidelines.

Summer at Seaport

Summer at Seaport would include two accelerated courses (each worth one year of course credit)
and be accessible to students at schools with traditional schedules. Students will have access to
additional learning opportunities (of various durations) before, during, and after the residency
period.
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RDM Rotterdam

Saturdays at Seaport

Saturdays at Seaport would engage students in one class that meets every Saturday for one
semester (worth one year of course credit) and be accessible to students at schools with traditional
schedules. More courses could be offered, based on demand. Course offerings may include: Ocean
Sciences, Blue Tech Engineering, Data Science (math and computing), and Introduction to Water
Policy, Politics, Economics, and Ethics.
Number of student participants:
Semester at Seaport:  4x4 (30 students/class) x 2 semesters = 240 students/year
Summer at Seaport:  2 classes x 30 students/class = 60-120 students/year
Saturdays at Seaport: 1 class/sem x 30-60 students x 2 semesters = 60-120 students/year

Deep Learning: workshops, immersions, internships, leadership and employment
opportunities

Workshops and mini-courses taught during evenings, overnights, weekends, and school breaks will
enable students to sample subjects representing Seaport Learning Center’s specialties
(ocean/environmental science, blue/green/clean tech) and other unique offerings, including
sustainable aquaculture and fisheries, international cuisines and seafood culinary arts, indigenous
practices of resource management, human health and the oceans, conservation and regeneration of
ocean ecosystems, bioinspiration, and more. Students will enrich their co-curricular transcripts and
have the ability to earn digital badges.
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University of New England, Center for Excellence in the Marine Sciences: Students participating in
scallop dredge research

Teacher Leadership Development, high school and community college course
connections with Seaport and surroundings

High school teachers and community college professors can work in shared-interest cohorts to
research, develop, and test lessons for deployment at Seaport, with pre- and post-lessons in their
home schools. Teacher professional learning communities may convene around the STEM classes
(UC a-g approved) related to Earth, ocean, and atmospheric sciences (environmental science),
design and engineering (blue technology, green/clean technology). They can create lessons for
commonly taught courses and share those lessons broadly with the teaching community through
video showcases, professional conferences, and online portals (e.g. San Diego County Office of
Education’s Project Phenomena).

Connections with University Students

Through partnership with UC San Diego, undergraduate students in practicum courses and graduate
student researchers and practitioners will participate in the Seaport Learning Community. UC San
Diego students, working with faculty and staff, will develop and implement programs and research
outcomes for participants, driving innovations in learning while working toward our central goals to
better understand and protect our planet and to support youth in pathways to college and careers
in the Blue Economy.
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Building Requirements
●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Flexible spaces to study, congregate, and exhibit student work
Four Learning Labs (to accommodate up to 30 learners and 3 instructors) including:
○ Two wet labs, each with 10’ wet tables and multiple tanks of multiple sizes
(touch tanks, display tanks, “mini-tank farm” for aquaculture, research tanks on
racks), microscopes, floor drains
○ One dry lab for “clean” work with digital equipment, optical instruments,
electronics, and other equipment
○ One makerspace (engineering lab and machine shop) for building and testing, with
low-tech and high-tech tools and materials, including robotics, sensors, etc.
○ All labs have natural light, sound control / noise reduction, moveable furniture for
flexible configuration, writing surfaces, lockable storage, teacher workspace, ample
overhead electricity, high bandwidth Wifi, state-of-the-art digital display options
Staff offices (6) and workspace for visiting researchers / practitioners (4)
○ Staff: Director, Registrar, Counselor, Leadership and Academic Support, Facilities,
Administrative Support
○ Researchers / practitioners may be faculty, postdocs, grad students, master teachers
Access to public spaces: auditorium, conference rooms, small theater
Loading dock (with garage door) and freight elevator for large equipment
Rooftop deck, for observation, collaborative work, overnight urban camping
Large teaching kitchens to prepare food and places to eat (indoors/outdoors)
Storage and utilities support
Restrooms: female, male, inclusive
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University of New England, Aquaculture and Aquarium Science

Potential Partners

Birch Aquarium at Scripps
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
UC San Diego
UC San Diego Extension
UC San Diego CREATE
San Diego Unified School District
San Diego County Office of Education
San Diego Community College District
Kumeyaay Community College
San Diego State University
Industry partners
The Maritime Alliance
US Navy
San Diego Workforce Partnership
San DIego Economic Development Corporation
California Sea Grant
Environmental Health Coalition
NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration)
Southwest Fisheries Science Center
Port of San Diego

Important Considerations
●
●

Transportation should be free and accessible to students
All spaces should be safe and secure
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Food fosters community; spaces need to accommodate food preparation and sharing
Students need academic and social-emotional supports
Industry partnerships and internships (paid and unpaid) need to be managed carefully
Give careful attention to liability issues and insurance
Design and development of innovative programs and courses will require considerable time
and effort
Invest in creating a culture of learning and improvement
Dedicate resources to evaluation and research
Successful collaboration and partnerships take a lot of time, skill, and investment of
resources
Create infrastructure for student leadership, advisory group and governance, with continuity
amid changing students

Outstanding Questions

Transformational education is expensive; some funding questions remain unresolved.
How will students be recruited and selected?
How many spots will be available to international students?
How will faculty be recruited and selected?
Does the current plan allow sufficient flexibility (e.g. if standards or graduation requirements
change)?

University of New England: Classroom and lab in Arthur P. Girard Marine Science Center
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Blue Economy Innovation Spaces

The Seaport Learning Center will house Blue Economy Innovation Spaces to promote development
of products and services with positive impact on ocean-related economies and ecosystems. By
bringing together entrepreneurs with interns from Seaport’s Career and College Prep Program,
investors, Scripps Institute of Oceanography science and research affiliates, we aim to accelerate the
commercialization of “blue” technology and support the region’s ocean technology economy.
In addition to Seaport Learning Center overarching goals (page 4), the Blue Economy Innovation
Spaces will:
● Generate revenue for the Seaport Learning Center from office rentals and “BlueTech
Commercialization Bootcamp.”
● Promote innovation, business development,  and workforce development through
interaction among industry professionals, researchers, students, investors,  entrepreneurs,
and the general public.

RDM Rotterdam: Innovation Dock

Audiences

The Blue Economy Innovation Spaces are designed for advanced startups. For-profit, non-profit, and
social enterprise organizations will be considered for Seaport’s Blue Economy Innovation Spaces.
Requirements include an innovative vision and viable business plan with financial, social, and
ecological responsibility, and a commitment to work with students in Seaport’s Career and College
Prep Program. These innovators and entrepreneurs will benefit through interaction with other
professionals, experts, and thought leaders. They will have access to student interns, cutting-edge
design and technical facilities, and San Diego Bay for research and development. These innovators
and entrepreneurs will also gain prime public exposure at Seaport.
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Activities / Amenities

For the selected startups involved, Blue Economy Innovation Spaces would offer:
● Participation in an extraordinary multi-generational learning community
● Innovation exhibitions, pitch events, entrepreneur-investor meetups
● Premium waterfront, downtown office location (small offices and/or desks)
● Address and mailroom at Seaport
● Access to conference rooms, meeting spaces, and event hosting with ocean views
● High bandwidth Internet
● Access to equipment for 2D and 3D printing
● Shared working lounge and office kitchen with other entrepreneurs, Learning Center faculty
and staff
● Opportunities to work with student interns
● Access to learning labs for research, tanks for testing prototypes, and San Diego Bay
In addition to informal interactions made possible in shared working spaces, the Seaport Learning
Center will provide a program coordinator to assist with professional development opportunities
such as “BlueTech Commercialization Bootcamp,” meetups and mixers. Virtual and blended
professional development will extend learning opportunities to entrepreneurs and potential
collaborators around the world.

RDM Rotterdam: Mentoring

Building Requirements

In a shared space use model:
● 4 bayfront, downtown offices, altogether holding 20 desks (parking not provided)
● Conference rooms and meeting spaces with high-speed Internet
● Mailroom at Seaport
● Shared working lounge
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●
●
●

Shared office kitchen
Labs for lease
Testing tanks for prototypes

Potential Partners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

UC San Diego
UC San Diego Extension
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Port of San Diego Blue Economy Incubator
The Maritime Alliance Incubator
BlueTech Incubator
CONNECT

Important Considerations & Outstanding Questions

How will startups be recruited and selected?
How will Innovation Space activities be compatible or incompatible with student learning programs?
How will startups’ contributions to student learning be monitored and validated?
What are realistic expectations for interaction among industry professionals, students, and the
general public?

RDM Rotterdam: Aquabots Challenge
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Public Engagement
Seaport Learning Center’s public engagement will take place inside and outside of the Learning
Center’s building and footprint. Beyond School Programs, Career and College Prep Programs, and
Blue Economy Innovation Spaces, the Seaport Learning Center aims to engage residents and tourists
from diverse walks of life, as individuals and social groups, to learn about our ocean planet and
co-create healthy economies and ecosystems.
In addition to Seaport Learning Center overarching goals (page 4) Seaport’s Public Spaces will:
● Engage a wide range of audiences and special interest groups in the mission and vision of
the Seaport Learning Center.
● Inspire serendipitous audiences, people who may or may not have planned to visit the
Seaport Learning Center.
● Create a space where diverse people and communities can come together around
meaningful issues and important social and environmental challenges.

Audiences

Public engagements will be designed for a range of audiences, including adults (ocean experts,
novices, and everyone in between) and multigenerational social groups (e.g. families with young
children, parents, and grandparents). While the Seaport complex will attract many tourists, the
content of Learning Center programming will be designed to promote authentic experiences to
deepen all participants’ connection to Seaport and San Diego, thereby addressing the needs and
interests of local audiences and tourists at the same time.

Water Forest public sculpture by Howard Ben Tré's, Museum of Glass on the Thea Foss Waterfront
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Activities

Public programs will be designed for spaces within and beyond the footprint of the Seaport Learning
Center. Programming will encourage a sense of belonging and inclusion, inviting broad participation
for audiences to engage in understanding and protecting our ocean planet. Seaport Learning Center
operators will need to carefully select, curate, and implement programs to serve diverse audiences,
address multiple goals, and strive for positive impact. Descriptions of program options follow.

Children, Family, and Adult Programs

Public events will engage children, family, and adults in learning that takes place in the context of
meaningful activity and social interaction with a variety of programs. Possibilities include:
● Behind-the-Scenes Tours
● Pop-up Labs: observe, investigate, demonstrate
● Maker Spaces: design, build, test, improve
● Parent/Child Weekend Workshops designed around marine science/engineering
● Evening events (e.g. Adult Fridays): entertainment, fun activities, food, drink
● Day-time festivals
● Thematically-driven lectures, presentations, and panel discussions
● Overnight Programs, for families and adults-only
● Interactive exhibitions and installations

Expert Residencies

To make the Seaport Learning Center a destination for thought-leaders in the Blue Economy, ocean
sciences, and interdisciplinary creative collaboration, the Learning Center will host select residencies
for experts to create new work and share their processes. Carefully crafted programming will
interpret and extend expert residents’ contributions to Seaport Learning Center audiences, including
students of all ages and general public visitors.
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European Space Agency: Artist in Residence, Sarah Petkus with her quadrupedal robot, NoodleFeet

Art-Science Programming

• Ocean-related art, music, video, film, theater performances, spoken word
• Art that exposes/explores fascinating natural phenomena (like Exploratorium)
• Participatory and interactive installations (like Wonderspaces)
• Artist-led demonstrations and hands-on opportunities
• Facilitated dialogue with artists and scientists about social and environmental issues
• Sustainable seafood science and culinary arts
• Makerspace activities
• Citizen science opportunities
• Coastal wetland habitat restoration, monitoring, and interpretation
• Creating solutions for environmental and social issues
• Historical explorations and creative expressions of San Diego Bay (including Indigenous
and non-native cultures)
• Programming that changes with the day, seasons, weather, other natural processes
• Multiple language options
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Wonderspaces San Diego: Interactive installation

Conferences / Symposia

The Seaport Learning Center will host conferences and symposia for thought and industry leaders in
Earth, ocean, and atmospheric sciences, blue and green/clean technologies, sustainable seafood and
culinary traditions, the arts and STEM education. Conference offerings will align with the mission
and vision of the Seaport Learning Center and complement the Center’s programming calendar.
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Complex-wide Interpretation, Exhibits and Pop-Up Programming

Learning Center interpretation and programs can be designed for the entire Seaport complex. This
might take the form of bilingual place-based interpretative stations, interactive exhibitions, and
pop-up events throughout Seaport, to deepen people’s connection with history, place, nature and
humanity. (Opportunities include interpretation of restored coastal wetlands, tidal flows and lunar
cycles, portals to the past or future, people and food, interactive musical sculptures, physical
challenges, video installations from sister cities, and more.)
Pop-up programming will take many forms throughout the Learning Center, Aquarium, and all
around Seaport—interpretive push carts or mobile stations with educators, check-out backpacks
with interpretative games for family learning, arts programming, local food and drink, connections
with Seaport satellite sites throughout the County and possibly around the globe.
The Learning Center may consider programming water activity lessons or partner with local
providers. Program fees could be paid on a sliding scale with free or very low cost for options for
families with California’s EBT card (the Golden State Advantage card). Programs could include:
• Fishing
• Boating
• Swimming, snorkeling, and water skills
• Surfing
• Birding and nature watching

Native Like Water: Pop up science programming
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RDM Rotterdam: Public Space

Indoor Building Requirements

• Lobby should be beautiful and functional, separate from secure school group entrance
• Large, flexible, multi-use, indoor spaces
• Large auditorium, opens to outdoors (like Scripps Seaside Forum)
• Supports for large format, immersive visualization technologies (evolving tech)
• Giant sliding doors
• Encourage public interaction
• Windows that open, fresh air and views of San Diego Bay
• Embed design for discovery
• Spaces for installations and exhibitions for intentional visitors and passersby
• Support a wide variety of engagements: perceptual, multisensory, quiet,
reflective, active, interactive, participatory
• Site-specific and interactive sculptures attune people to place, create
opportunities for people to make sounds and music, add to soundscape
• Design for photo opportunities and sharing via social media
• Allow for full range of lighting: very dark to very bright, and changeable
• Adequate electrical, seawater supply and drainage throughout (trench is best)
• Floors graded to drains
• Spaces for Seaport students to teach, share, and display their work
• Meeting spaces / conference rooms for programming, conferences, symposia, rentals
• Small theatre for films, performances, town halls / civic dialogues, lectures
• Welcoming space for eating and sharing meals
• Separate from spaces for School Programs, Career and College Prep
• Connect to outdoor eating area
• Pop-up cafe that highlights San Diego’s fisheries and diverse cultures
• Kitchen for cafe prep, catering, demos, classes, and public programs
• Public Makerspace
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• Space for building onto collaborative exhibitions with public input and
participation (temporary or long lasting)
• Space(s) for artist and scientist residencies, for research, work-in-progress, display,
interaction with public
• Gift shop / retail space
• Exhibition fabrication studios, perhaps shared with the Seaport Aquarium
• Storage for pop-up carts, programming, and supplies
• Staff offices, meeting areas, and kitchen

Outdoor Building Requirements

• Docks for ferries to and from Learning Center
• Docks with shapes and levels that afford water sampling, launching watercraft and
underwater robots
• Bicycle storage and parking (off site)
• Open and flexible spaces, adjacent to indoor public spaces (weather permitting)
• Encourage social and physical activity, interaction, games, discovery and play
• Movable planters and planter walls with native and drought-tolerant plants
• Art and design permeate outdoor space in creative ways: pavement, seating, landscaping,
views to surroundings
• Include water features, for play, experimentation, discovery
• Open area with permanent canopies to use for classes, events, fish market
• Allow for shade and rain cover
• Welcoming space for eating & sharing meals
• Separate from spaces for School Programs, Career and College Prep
• Connect to indoor eating area
• Able to accommodate food trucks, carts, or pop-up vendors
• Flexible, small outdoor amphitheatre space

San Diego Mesa College: School of Mathematics and Natural Sciences
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Monterey Bay Aquarium: Waterfront location with outdoor spaces

Potential Partners

• Birch Aquarium at Scripps
• Scripps Institution of Oceanography
• UC San Diego
• UC San Diego Extension
• Kumeyaay community, elders and youth
• Seaport businesses and nonprofits
• Seaport Learning Center Career and College Prep graduates, serving as public educators
• California Sea Grant
• Environmental Health Coalition
• NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration)
• Southwest Fisheries Science Center
• Port of San Diego
• New Children’s Museum
• Maritime Museum of San Diego
• USS Midway Museum
• Museum of Contemporary Art
• Global network of aquariums, researchers, and marine science educators
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The California Academy of Sciences: After Dark programming

Important Considerations, Outstanding Questions

• Design to carefully create views of environment, people, and activities
• Employ sustainable architecture / green building strategies (e.g. choice of materials,
shutters that adjust based on sunlight; position to take advantage of sea breezes)
• Need to manage sound (Seaport / San Diego Bay are very loud environments)
• Design for both sound amplification and dampening, so sound doesn’t interfere with
hearing and communication
• Celebrate and highlight San Diego’s natural features, such as gorgeous sunlight, changing
paths of sun and moon, solstices, equinoxes
• Create a central notice board with relevant news, social and natural events (consider
partnership with Port of San Diego)
• Create space for functions related to maintaining tanks and caring for living collections:
● Seawater access/waste, mixing, animal holding backstage, aquarist lab spaces
(medical, food preparation and storage, refrigerators/freezers, animal lighting, life
support systems, compressed air, for all tanks, experimental, non-living, etc.)
● Generator backup power for all life support

Rentals Considerations

• Don't let need for event rentals overly constrain programs, interpretation, uses
• Create enough parking for rental needs
• Keep event spaces separate from learning spaces (noise, alcohol, etc.) and avoid
the need to end learning programs early when there are events
• Be careful with potential renters; their missions should complement Seaport
Learning Center's mission
• Rental fees: higher price points for corporations, lower for nonprofits, very low or
free for community-based organizations
• Keep rental space open to many potential vendors (caterers, alcohol, etc.). Create
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a preferred list of vendors who have been vetted using meaningful criteria. Don’t
lock in an exclusive contract with one or few vendors.
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IV. Building Requirements and Recommendations
The Seaport Learning Center has three primary program areas:
1) School Programs with an ocean focus, for students and teachers, grades 3–14;
2) Career and College Prep Programs, for youth to explore the Blue Economy and
ocean-related fields, and Blue Economy Innovation Spaces, designed to promote
interaction among students and researchers, innovators and entrepreneurs;
3) Public Engagement, for adults and multigenerational groups, in spaces inside and outside,
throughout Seaport, celebrating our ocean planet, inspiring optimism and action for healthy
economies and thriving ecosystems.

Seaport Learning Center
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Seaport Learning Center: Space Allocation Estimates
Spaces

#
#
spaces people

Notes

area sq ft
 (+ 20%)

School Programs

Learning Labs

2 sets of 2 separatable labs (sliding soundproof screen) that
accommodate 35 people each; 2 wet labs, wet tables and tanks; 1
dry lab; 1 makerspace engineering lab; storage; AV support;
soundproofing; movable solid tables; ceiling mounted electrical;
view ports for researchers to observe learning (Ocean Institute &
Monterey Bay Aquarium Ed Center)

140

6000

NA

1500

4

60

2500

Overnight space

Simple rooftop deck with 'camping' like quality for up to 60
students plus 6 adult chaperones; simple heating and refrigeration
for food prep; needs flexible shaded space for hosted group
presentations (Ocean Institute Surfscience Sleep Deck); 2
dedicated restrooms w/ showers

1

70

4000

Admin support
space

Includes 6 private offices; 16 workspaces; conference room; food
prep; copy/tech room; storage; volunteer check-in; service space;
staff bathrooms

1

25

4500

4

2 large touch tanks, 2–10 ft wet tables, 4 tank racks, 4 test tanks

Aquariums, touch
(for fish, abalone, oysters), large display tanks; storage, back of
tanks, husbandry
house & reserve; prep area for feeding; refrigerator, deep sink;
demos, aquaculture
5000 gallon closed system fed from Seaport Aquarium

Restrooms

Safe, student friendly, can handle arrival of 300 students; girls,
boys, inclusive

Storage & Utilities

1000
19,500

TOTAL

Career and College Prep
Learning Labs

Open, flexible learning & work spaces; configurable into wet labs,
dry labs; 2 conference rooms; AV space; like science/tech
incubator (Conn Marine Science Magnet High School)

Blue Economy
Innovation Spaces

Maker space w/ engineering capacity; open space for building &
testing; workbenches, machine shop tools, laser cutters, 3D
printers; lockable storage; access to waterfront docks & vessels;
shared use for students & startups; AUV/ROV test tank
Research & incubator support spaces; accommodates SIO/UCSD
researchers, start-up & corporate partners; 20 desks in open
configuration

Restrooms

Serving max class size of 120 at one time; women, men, inclusive

Maker Space /
Engineering Lab

Storage and Utilities
Hallways, storage closets, utilities support
support

1

100

8000

1

50

5000

5

30

4000

16

500
2300

TOTAL

19,800
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Public Engagement  (Ground Floor)

Reception; lobby with exhibit and aquariums; ticket selling booth;
donor recognition

1

50

2000

Forum space; no fixed seating; used for conferences, workshops,
Open flexible group exhibits, special events; catering kitchen & support; AV space,
storage for chairs/tables; sliding wall opens to adjacent covered
space
outdoor space (Scripps Seaside Forum)

1

300

7500

Conference rooms

Hosted meetings, conferences; AV support; views; private entries
(Scripps Seaside Forum)

3

1000

3000

Indoor/Outdoor
Gallery

Exhibits & installations; fee-based experiences; innovations in
art/science/technology (Wonderspaces); AV support, new media,
light, sound, temporary wall system; event rental space or pop-up
retail

1

300

14000

Flex form food
Small boutique 'pop-up' style food stand linked to gallery content
stand & sustainable
(Gensler Activation Plan & Tactical Urbanism); sustainable seafood
seafood education
demonstrations, pop-up dinners, small group events
area

1

20

2500

20

1000

Lobby

Restrooms

Divide square footage among women, men, inclusive & family

1000

Storage
TOTAL

31,000

TOTAL INDOOR SPACES

70,300

Outdoor Spaces
Courtyard
Art-science
installations
Light projection
installations

Native plants; bio-inspired design for seating, shade structures,
surface treatments; display of SIO research equipment as art

1

30

6000

Immersive art-science installations; ocean content
Art makes night-time space & outer wall interactive with light &
form; ocean content

Students arrive by boat or 5 busses concurrently; 300 students;
safe & secure offload; storage for lunches & gear; access to
restrooms; staging area with shade; informal seating; water bottle
refill; safe passage to aquarium, docks, boats; student area
separate from deliveries

4000

Art-Science Pop-up Demo space & cart parking for Seaport-wide (fee-based) programs
Activities & Support (Gensler Activation Plan, Tactical Urbanism)

3000

Storage, Utilities,
Staging area

2000

Student arrival &
staging area

Equipment storage; utilities; gear for explorations of SD Bay;
parking & staging for caterers
TOTAL OUTDOOR SPACES

15000

TOTAL INDOOR + OUTDOOR SPACES

85,300
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Adjacencies and other special requirements
The Seaport Learning Center should be on the waterfront of San Diego Bay, since the primary
purpose is to give students a rich, immersive working waterfront experience and to connect them to
the environment and pathways into the Blue Economy.
Students could arrive by boat, ferry, or water taxi, with bus parking, loading and off-loading outside
the Seaport area. We need a safe dock landing area and direct pathways to the Learning Center.
The building should be an exemplar, raising the bar for sustainable architecture and design,
reinforcing our action-oriented optimism for a healthy planet.
We need direct and safe access to the Aquarium (perhaps a bridge or tunnel, away from traffic
hazards, human threats, etc.) since students will be using the Aquarium during daytime field trips
and at night during overnight programs.
We want to establish student learning areas throughout Seaport: on the working waterfront, at
Tuna Harbor, fish market, in Blue Tech spaces, businesses linked to our program, with on-the-dock
and on-the-pier sampling stations and AUV test area, accessible wetlands for student restoration
projects, and a student research station in the park on San Diego Bay.

V.  Important Considerations, Outstanding Questions
The Seaport Learning Center presents an extraordinary opportunity to engage local and global
communities in new forms of collaborative learning and co-production. This program plan
documents a broad shared vision to guide architectural concept development. Important
governance and operational issues have yet to be resolved.
To move from conceptual design to design development and implementation, the following
questions will require careful thought and intelligent action:
What organizational structure will best support the overarching goals of community service
and equity of opportunity, while engaging multiple partners and stakeholders?
What funding models will sustain the Seaport Learning Center, with its commitment to
innovative and transformational education?
How will we solve transportation challenges to make the Seaport Learning Center truly
accessible to all?
What aspects of the program and architectural plans can be tested in prototype form, to
avoid expensive mistakes and to improve our chances of success?
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Appendix A: List of Participants and Contributors
Edward Abeyta,  University of California, San Diego, Extension, Assistant Dean for Community
Engagement and Director, Pre-Collegiate and Career Preparations Programs
Elizabeth Argyle,  Living Coast Discovery Center, Education & Guest Experience Manager
Emily Arnold, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, School Programs Manager
Daniel Atkinson, University of California, San Diego, Extension, Director of the Department of Arts,
Humanities, Languages and Digital Arts
Keiara Auzenne, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Equity, Diversity, Inclusion Coordinator
Alec Barron, Escondido Union High School District, Science Instructional Coach
Danny Beckwith, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Education Specialist
Diane Forbes Berthoud, University of California, San Diego, Equity, Diversity, Inclusion Associate
Vice Chancellor
Matt Bradley, New Children's Museum, Exhibitions Coordinator & Preparator
Lindsay Bradshaw, Living Coast Discovery Center, Animal Care Manager
Stephanie Bulger, San Diego Community College District, Vice Chancellor, Instructional Services and
Planning
Constance M. Carroll, San Diego Community College District, Chancellor
Amanda Datnow, University of California, San Diego, Social Sciences, Education Studies Associate
Dean & Professor
Jesse DeWald, University of California, San Diego, Jacobs School of Engineering, EnVision Maker
Studio Staff Director
Megan Dickerson, New Children's Museum, Manager of Exhibitions
Chris Fitzsimmons, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Education Specialist
Kellie Fleming, Vista Unified School District, STEM Teacher on Special Assignment (TOSA)
Kelly Frisch, Navy Region Southwest, Regional School Liaison Officer
Lisa Gilfillan, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Education Specialist
Ivel Gontan, Fleet Science Center, Community Programs Senior Manager
Danielle Griffith, Crawford High School, Biology, Chemistry, AVID Teacher
Conor Handley, Kumeyaay Community College
Harry Helling, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Executive Director
Cheryl Hibbeln, San Diego Unified School District, Executive Director of Secondary Instruction
Jules Jaffe, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Resident Oceanographer
Kathleen Johnson, University of California, San Diego, Interim Exec. Vice Chancellor, Academic
Affairs
Michael Jones, The Maritime Alliance, Founder & President
Kristen Koch, National Oceanic And Atmospheric Administration, Southwest Fisheries Science
Center, Science and Research Director
Joe Krupens, University City High School, Biology Teacher
Jamie LaBrake, Kumeyaay Community College, Trustee
Liz Larkin, East Village High School, Principal (retired)
Jennifer Long, University of California, Irvine, Center for Environmental Biology, Education &
Outreach Coordinator
Chris Manis, San Diego Community College District, Vice Chancellor, Facilities Management
Delanie Medina, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Education Specialist
Victor Minces, University of California, San Diego, Cognitive Science Assistant Project Scientist
Sarah Morgan-Sickler, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Education Specialist
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Danielle Mueller, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, SCCOOS Program Coordinator
Greg Murphy, The Maritime Alliance, Executive Director
Jessica Nascimento, Hilltop High School, Biology Teacher
Gwen Nero, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Director of Corporate Affiliates, Business
Development, Industry Outreach and Innovation
Bob Neuhard, University of California, San Diego, Director of Strategic Alliances
Carol Padden, University of California, San Diego, Division of Social Sciences, Dean
Cari Paulenich, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Education Specialist
Cheryl Peach, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Senior Director of Science & Educational Alliances
Christine Pereira, The Maritime Alliance, Education Director
Mica Pollock, University of California, San Diego, CREATE & Education Studies Director & Professor
Ramesh Rao, University of California, San Diego, Calit2 Qualcomm Institute, Director
Katie Rast, San Diego Foundation, Director of Community Impact
Maggie Reinbold, San Diego Zoo Global, Director of Community Engagement
Nan Renner, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Senior Director of Learning Design & Innovation
Martha Rodriguez, Kumeyaay Community College
Stan Rodriguez, Kumeyaay Elder, University of California, San Diego, Education Studies
Danielle Rowley, University of California, San Diego, Entrepreneur in Residence
Lisa Schiavinato, California SEA Grant, Director of Extension
Kathryn Schulz, University of California, San Diego, CREATE, San Diego Science Project, Director
Sarah Shoffler, National Oceanic And Atmospheric Administration, Southwest Fisheries Science
Center, Fishery Biologist
Brett Stalbaum, University of California, San Diego, Arts and Humanities, Visual Arts, Associate
Teaching Professor
Dale Stokes, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Researcher
Jim Stone, Elementary Institute of Science, Executive Director
Robert Sullivan, University of California, San Diego, Rady School of Management, Dean
Paul Sykes, San Diego Mesa College, Biology Chair & Professor
Nusrat Symons, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Volunteer Coordinator
Theresa Sinicrope Talley, University of California, San Diego, Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
California Sea Grant Extension Specialist
Jeanie M. Tyler, San Diego City College, Associate Dean, Strong Workforce
George Tynan, University of California, San Diego, Jacobs School of Engineering, Associate Dean
Melanie Villanueva, Chula Vista High School, Chemistry Teacher and Site Science Specialist
Steve Walters, Mission Bay High School, Science Teacher
Susan Yonezawa, University of California, San Diego, CREATE Associate Director
Ivy Young, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Learning Consultant
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Appendix B: List of Relevant Resources, Projects, and Links

The following lists are organized according to the programmatic features of the Seaport Learning
Center and then in order of geographical proximity to Seaport.

College and Career Prep Programs
EarthShare California: Urban Corps of San Diego | San Diego, California
Established in 1989 for young adults ages 18-26, “Urban Corps of San Diego County is a
certified local conservation corps and charter school whose mission is to provide young adults
with a high school education combined with job training and community service in the fields
of conservation and recycling, which assist youth in becoming more employable while
protecting San Diego’s natural resources and instilling the importance of community service.”
While the program does not offer college credit for coursework, students earn their high
school diplomas along with paid job training.
• School Wide Learner Outcomes, Standards for Career Ready Practice, and an
overview of youth support services are available at www.urbancorpscharter.com.
Health Sciences High and Middle College (HSHMC) | San Diego, California
Serving grades 6–12 as a public charter open to all San Diego County residents, the Health
Sciences High and Middle College offers college credit for advanced coursework. “HSHMC is a
place where people want to learn about health and healthcare as part of a world-class
education. HSHMC is a home away from home, an open door, a place of rigor and academia
where students earn a diploma that matters. We do what it takes, we do no harm, we set no
limits on our potential to learn and grow, we do it like a family, and we LOVE what we do!”
• HSHMC offers a number of different career pathways in Education, Patient Care,
Mental and Behavioral Health, and Emergency Response. The HSHMC curriculum
overview, coursework and details are available at www.hshmc.org.
Center for Advanced Research and Technology (CART) | Clovis, California
Eleventh and twelfth grade students from the Clovis and Fresno Unified School Districts are
bused to CART where they attend half-day classes in one of the laboratories taught by teams
of instructors from both education and business. “A major component of the CART vision is
active partnerships with business and industry and higher education. Leaders from business
and industry are involved with CART at all levels—providing leadership and fiscal support,
consulting on instructional design, and collaborating as instructors and mentors. Through the
laboratories and the Central Valley Business Incubator and the resources of the
Entrepreneurial Training program (which are housed at CART) students and businesses realize
mutual benefits by participating in research and development that enhances learning and
directly contributes to community interests.”
• The 75,000 square foot CART facility, designed as a high performance business
atmosphere, is organized around four career clusters: Professional Sciences,
Engineering, Advanced Communications, and Global Economics. Within each cluster
are several career-specific laboratories in which students complete industry-based
projects and receive academic credit for advanced English, science, math, and
technology.
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• Most of classes are approved by the UC system as college prep. CART also offers
several labs where students can earn college credit through the CSU Unitrack
program. www.cart.org
Marine Science Magnet High School (MSMHS) | Groton, Connecticut
Established in 2011, the Marine Science Magnet High School is a public school with the vision
to create “a safe, respectful, and nurturing environment. ...MSMHS inspires students to
develop the mindset and character needed to be active stewards of the ocean and
contributing citizens in a global community.”
• The 2016 MSMHS “Self-Study Report,” an overview of MSMHS course descriptions
and competencies are provided. www.msmhs.com
RDM Rotterdam | Rotterdam, Netherlands
As an innovatively repurposed shipyard, RDM Rotterdam is a multi-use location that, in
addition to many professional features and spaces, also offers vocational and higher
professional education programs at shared facilities with professionals. Degree programs are
offered by a number of accredited institutions including Albeda College, Zadkine and
Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences. Students can work with businesses, researchers and
innovative technological players at RDM.
• The website includes a list of all 14 educational programs (with links to their
websites) ranging from Architecture and Urban Design to Electro-Technical and
Instrumentation Maintenance and Servicing, campus facilities and student
testimonials. www.rdmrotterdam.nl

Aquarium & Conservation Learning
Native Like Water | Imperial Beach, California
Native Like Water prepares Indigenous youth and adult volunteers in science, outdoor
education, conservation, wellness, and cultural self-exploration.
• www.nativelikewater.org
Living Coast Discovery Center | Chula Vista, California
The mission of the Living Coast Discovery Center is to:
• Partner in collaborative research and restoration of coastal wetlands and bays.
• Provide student-focused education through STEAM: Science, Technology, Engineering, Art,
and Mathematics (STEAM).
• Increase knowledge of coastal environments, climate change
• www.thelivingcoast.org
Ocean Institute | Dana Point, California
Using the ocean as our classroom, we inspire children to learn.
• www.ocean-institute.org
Monterey Bay Aquarium | Monterey, California
The mission of the nonprofit Monterey Bay Aquarium is to inspire conservation of the ocean.
• www.montereybayaquarium.org
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Shedd Aquarium | Chicago, Illinois
Sparking compassion, curiosity and conservation for the aquatic animal world.
• www.sheddaquarium.org
National Aquarium | Baltimore, Maryland
National Aquarium is a nonprofit aquatic education and conservation organization whose
mission is to inspire conservation of the world’s aquatic treasures.
• www.aqua.org

Public Spaces
Project for Public Spaces (PPS)
Central resource hub of the global Placemaking movement, connecting people to ideas,
expertise, and partners who share a passion for creating vital places.
• www.pps.org
PPS Recommended Resources:
What is Placemaking?
What Makes a Great Place (chart)
10 Qualities of a Great Waterfront Destination
9 Steps to Creating a Great Waterfront
Lessons from Waterfront Synopsis 2010: How Placemaking Can Build Sustainable
Waterfronts

Blue Economy
Cleantech San Diego | San Diego, California
With a mission to “accelerate clean technology innovation and adoption of sustainable
business practices for the benefit of the economy and the environment,” Cleantech San Diego
is a member-based trade organization that positions the greater San Diego region, including
Imperial County, as a global leader in the cleantech economy. As a nonprofit organization, it
supports industry by fostering collaborations across the private-public-academic landscape,
leading advocacy efforts to promote cleantech priorities, and encouraging investment in the
San Diego region.
• www.cleantechsandiego.org
Port of San Diego | San Diego, California
With a vision “to foster a world-class Port through excellence in public service,” the San Diego
Unified Port District’s mission is to “protect the Tidelands Trust resources by providing
economic vitality and community benefit through a balanced approach to maritime industry,
tourism, water and land recreation, environmental stewardship and public safety.”
• www.portofsandiego.org
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The Maritime Alliance | San Diego, California
The Maritime Alliance (TMA) is the non-profit industry association for the largest BlueTech
cluster in the United States. TMA focuses on business ecosystem development, economic
development and workforce development by bringing together academia, industry and
government. TMA is a membership based organization comprised of some of the world's
leading ocean and water technology companies who work together to promote collaboration,
innovation and an international Blue Voice.
• www.bluetechexports.org
Imagine H2O  | San Francisco, California
With a mission to “empower people to deploy and develop innovation to solve water
challenges globally,” Imagine H2O fosters entrepreneurship and innovation in the critical areas
of Data & Analytics, Monitoring & Treatment, Utility Operations, Water Efficiency, and Scarcity
& Safety.
• www.imagineh2o.org
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Appendix C:   UC San Diego Engaged Learning Tools: Competencies
The twelve competencies are incorporated into the Engaged Learning Tools to promote student
success and development at UC San Diego.
The framework and definitions were created using the Association of American Colleges &
Universities (AAC&U) Value Learning Outcomes, the Council for the Advancement of Standards (CAS)
in Higher Education Learning & Development Outcomes, and the WASC Senior College and
University Commission Core Competencies.
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Seaport Learning Center: Ocean and Blue Economy Career and College Prep
At the Seaport Learning Center, high school students can discover subjects, careers, fields of inquiry and
creative work that relate to the ocean and Blue Economy. Project-based experiential learning programs
will be designed to maximize student engagement and learning. The Seaport Learning Center will be
equipped with lab equipment for science and engineering, and located next to the Seaport Aquarium on
the working waterfront of San Diego Bay, with access to docks, sea-going vessels, industry partners, San
Diego’s most industrialized watershed, habitat restoration projects, and more.
In-depth semester-long courses are central to this program area. Additionally, shorter duration options
give students opportunities to sample different subjects, continue their learning journey, and climb the
“STEM Opportunity Ladder.” Connections with experts, entrepreneurs, innovators, and industry
professionals will be a hallmark of young adult learning at Seaport. Classes and internships pave the way
toward career pathways.
Among the proposed programs, young adult students can spend a semester, a summer, or Saturdays at
Seaport for high school and college course credits, through partnership with the San Diego Unified
School District and San Diego Community College District. Students can participate in weekend
workshops, hackathons, competitions, exhibitions, and internships (paid and unpaid) for certificates,
digital badges and co-curricular transcripts for college applications. To extend exceptional learning
opportunities to more students, high school teachers and community college professors can join
professional learning communities and develop creative ways to use Seaport’s unique resources in their
courses.

Semester at Seaport
Students can participate in an intensive semester-long residency and take four accelerated classes,
making use of the unique location on the working waterfront at Seaport. Each course would count for a
full-year course, satisfy UC a-g high school graduation requirements, and provide dual credit for both
high school and college whenever possible.
Seaport courses may include:
• Ocean Sciences,
• Blue Tech Engineering,
• Data Science (math and computing), and
• Introduction to Water Policy, Politics, Economics, and Ethics.
Courses will satisfy requirements in relevant CTE (Career Technical Education) pathways and address
priority workforce sectors in San Diego County. Students from San Diego high schools with 4x4
schedules would be eligible to participate, with counseling services and academic support provided to
ensure students stay on schedule for graduation and college applications. Courses will be taught by
credentialed teachers and/or community college faculty members who meet CTE course
instructor/college hiring guidelines.
Physical science and mathematics are two challenge areas for students. A well-designed, content-rich
and relevant learning experiences at Seaport should help students succeed in these courses and fulfill
graduation and college-eligibility requirements. Engineering, now part of NGSS, also presents challenges
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for students and teachers. Drawing on the physical resources of the Seaport Learning Center and the
human resources of Scripps Oceanography, UC San Diego, and industry partners, students can get a
robust experience with real-world engineering.
Semester at Seaport will serve 10th grade students, representing the diverse demographics of the San
Diego Unified School District. Students will submit applications to indicate interest and satisfaction of
the prerequisites listed below. Students will be selected through a combination of application scores
and lottery system by zipcode to ensure diversity of students based on geography, socioecomics, race,
ethnicity, and gender.
Academic prerequisites for Semester at Seaport:
Integrated Math I
English 9
First year of HS Science
Fitness test passed
No Ds or Fs during 9th grade
Prerequisites for Semester at Seaport are designed to promote student success and not take them off
track for graduation and college eligibility. The Seaport experience should bolster academic interest and
achievement and not impede student progress toward their goals.
Focusing on 10th grade allows students to get established at their high school (make the transition, make
friends, demonstrate readiness for Seaport experience). Students need to be on track with 10th grade
requirements to be eligible for Seaport. Spending half the year at Seaport would allow students to fulfill
other 10th grade requirements such as Integrated Math II and foreign language.

9th

High School Requirements (College Eligible)
Example Schedule for 4x4 and A/B
10th
11th

History (a)
English (b)
Integrated Math I (c)
College Prep Elective (g)

Semester at Seaport

Lab Science (d)
Foreign Language (e)
Visual / Performing Arts
(f)
Physical Education

English (b)
Integrated Math II (c)
Foreign Language (e)
College Prep Elective (g)

Water Policy, Politics,
Economics, and Ethics (a)
Ocean Data Science (c)
Ocean Sciences (d)
Blue Tech Engineering (d)

12th

Social Science (a)
English (b)
Integrated Math III (c)
College Prep Elective (g)

History (a)
English (b)
Math (c)
College Prep Elective (g)

Lab Science (d)
Foreign Language (e)
College Prep Elective (g)
Physical Education

Lab Science (d)
Foreign Language (e)
College Prep Elective (g)
College Prep Elective (g)

UC a-g Requirements:
a. History and Social Science (2); b. English (4), c. Mathematics (3-4); d. Laboratory Science (2), e.
Language other than English (2); f. Visual and Performing Arts (1); g. College Prep Electives (1); Physical
Education (2) for San Diego Unified School District.
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Information about Seaport programs will be shared with 8th and 9th grade students, parents, teachers,
and counselors, to communicate opportunities, prerequisites, application process and selection,
contract commitments, and transportation options. Students admitted to the Seaport programs will
receive mass transit vouchers to address their transportation needs.
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APPENDIX H

THE FUTURE OF RETAIL AND ITS IMPLICATIONS
FOR WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENTS AND THE
PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE
February 1, 2018

THE FUTURE OF RETAIL AND ITS IMPLICATIONS
FOR WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENTS AND THE
PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE
Prepared By: Yehudi Gaffen, CEO of Protea Waterfront Development

OBJECTIVE OF THIS WHITE PAPER
This White Paper analyzes the role retail plays in modern mixed-use waterfront
developments which fall under the jurisdiction of the Public Trust Doctrine. It discusses
this in the context of current visitor trends and expectations resulting from the impacts
of e-commerce on the retail industry. It focuses on Seaport San Diego, a 70 acre, 1.5M s.f.
new development on San Diego Bay, as an example of the opportunities and constraints
provided under the Public Trust Doctrine.
Over time, the interpretation of the Public Trust Doctrine has responded to fluctuating
conditions while it protects its fundamental purpose of maintaining public access to
waterfronts and protecting the environment. 1 Today, the nature of “brick and mortar”
retail is shifting in response both to new technology (such as on-line sales) and to visitor
expectations related to demands for an authentic and memorable experience. This White
Paper sets out the character of these changes and ways in which the purpose of the Public
Trust Doctrine can be maintained in the face of changing visitor expectations and their
impacts on mixed-use waterfront developments.
The evolving changes in visitor serving retail intersects with the Public Trust Doctrine
and particularly with the promotion of water-related economic development on California
waterfront properties. The development of productive, highly-competitive retail stores
can serve as an important placemaking element and an economic support for the nonretail components of waterfront properties. The current changes in the retail industry
outlined below present challenges but also new opportunities to consider policies that
better foster the creation of desirable visitor-serving retail environments that also have
positive economic and consumer image impacts on waterfront properties under the Public
Trust Doctrine jurisdiction. The alternative may be the risk that these important and
valuable sites will fall by the wayside, and the relevance and viability of future mixed-use
waterfront developments may be negatively impacted.

“The Public Trust is sufficiently flexible to encompass changing public needs,” from The Public Trust Doctrine and
the Modern Waterfront: Protecting the Environment and Promoting Water-related Economic Development: A Public
Trust Synopsis, p 10. Developed by the staff of the California State Lands Commission in 2007 and presented in
workshop settings in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego.
1
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1. BACKGROUND AND IMPLICATIONS OF CHANGES IN THE RETAIL MARKET ON
THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE
The purpose of the Public Trust Doctrine is to protect tidelands and other trust assets for
the people of California, while also facilitating and protecting broad public access. It is
intended to encourage the public’s knowledge, use, and enjoyment of State waterfronts
while excluding private uses that do not benefit all Californians. By enhancing the public’s
enjoyment, it provides for retail uses that primarily serve visitors rather than specifically
local neighborhood needs.
This purpose relates directly to this White Paper’s intent and to the discussion of
the appropriate nature of retail in modern mixed-use waterfront developments,
such as Seaport San Diego. Over the decades, the Public Trust Doctrine has allowed
interpretations to accommodate emerging conditions and to support broader public
access. The California Supreme Court has confirmed the Doctrine is sufficiently flexible
to encompass changing public needs to maintain waterfronts as relevant and attractive to
visitors of all income levels. 2

2. SEAPORT SAN DIEGO PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Seaport San Diego is proposing a balanced, integrative, multi-use development which will
significantly showcase and enhance the experience of the San Diego waterfront for visitors
from all over the State as well as the nation and the world, in keeping with San Diego’s
international reputation as a premier visitor destination.

Slide 10 of The Public Trust Doctrine and the Modern Waterfront: Protecting the Environment and Promoting Waterrelated Economic Development: A Public Trust Synopsis, p 10. Developed by the staff of the California State Lands
Commission in 2007 and presented in workshop settings in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego.

2
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The 70-acre site (40 on land and 30 of water) has earned the title “the 100% corner” due
its centrality and profile on the San Diego’s Bayfront. The current plan and vision is over
1.5M s.f. of built space and includes the following components:


Three separate hotels with a total room count of approximately 1,200 rooms; each
hotel type with a separate price point (low, moderate and high) to appeal to a broad
range of income levels.



A world class, 180,000 s.f. aquarium programmed by Scripps Institution of
Oceanography with a focus on “Ocean Optimism” that will anchor Seaport San Diego’s
core values of conservation and education.



An iconic 480 ft. high observation Spire with three high-level decks to allow public
access to the sweeping views of the Bay, while integrating immersive maritime Virtual
Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) educational experiences on both the ride up
and the observation decks above.



An array of new in-water developments including revitalization of the historic Tuna
Harbor commercial fishing basin; new recreational boating and public water activities
such as a floating pool and a new beach for visitors to access the water; in-water space
for Blue Tech incubators such as aquaculture and robotic testing; and environmental
marine education exhibits such as wetland recreations along the edges.



A 90,000 s.f., 900 student Maritime Learning Center under the stewardship of Scripps
Institution of Oceanography which will provide career education pathways for both
blue and white-collar jobs in the emerging Blue Economy.



A 120,000 s.f. maritime office building housing a waterfront extension annex of
Scripps Institution of Oceanography and a “San Diego Blue Tech Cluster Hub” under
the leadership of The Maritime Alliance.



320,000 s.f. of curated retail stores, markets and restaurants to define and enhance
the appeal of Seaport San Diego as a “one of a kind” experiential waterfront
destination. Food and beverage offerings will make up more than half of Seaport’s
retail space and will include a fisherman’s market where local fisherman will sell
their catch direct to the public and local restaurants. To target visitors to San Diego’s
waterfront, the remaining retail stores are envisioned as a combination of destination
and impulse-oriented retailers as well as some of the existing and beloved Seaport
Village retailers. The retail and restaurant components are intended to play a key
role as the “glue” that connects the uses and attractions while also supporting
and subsidizing the economic viability of the community benefit “non-profit”
environmental and educational components of Seaport San Diego.
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Parking will be in a two level, adaptable underground structure accommodating
approximately 2,200 cars.



Approximately 75% of the site will be publicly accessible open space designed and
programed to operate on a 24/7 basis.

3. ANTICIPATED "USERS" OF SEAPORT SAN DIEGO
Based on the site’s location in the heart of San Diego’s tourist zone and the mix of uses
including visitor attractions, hotels, waterfront restaurants and stores, and waterrelated facilities, visitors not local residents will comprise the vast majority of “guests”
at Seaport San Diego. The 35-million annual visitors to San Diego is growing annually
and overwhelms the downtown resident population of less than 35,000. San Diego
visitor seasonality (50% of all visits take place between May and September) will raise
the percentage of local patronage during off-peak visitor periods; however, non-visitor
participation is projected to be a small fraction of the total number of the annual
attendance to Seaport San Diego.
Current anecdotal estimates are that approximately 3M people visit the existing 13-acre
Seaport Village project annually and that most are visitors or tourists. The adjacent
Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum has been ranked as the #1 outdoor museum in the US
and currently attracts approximately 1.5M visitors annually. We estimate once Seaport
San Diego is complete and operational, it potentially could attract well over 10M visitors
annually.

4. CURRENT TRENDS IMPACTING THE RETAIL MARKET
Shopping has been and will continue to be an important component of visitor activities in
tourist-oriented waterfront developments. The draw to these activities is shifting and very
significant impacts are being seen as e-commerce continues to show double digit yearover-year growth in the multi-trillion-dollar U.S. retail market. Some of the current trends
affecting the retail market are:
(1) “Customer Attractors” are changing. Simply grouping a bunch of stores in a mall
setting is no longer sufficient; there must be other compelling reasons to visit a shopping
destination such as interesting and memorable experiences that go beyond solely shopping
activities. The new retail environment is being called experiential or “edutainment” which
is a strategy that not only entertains shoppers but also educates them into spending. It
caters to modern consumers who are seeking brand experiences that enrich their lives
beyond the shop floor. Savvy retailers are complementing this with their own compelling
in-store experiences for their customers, resulting not only in consumer allegiance but
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San Diego Tourism Authority's San Diego Tourism Marketing District FY 2019 Funding Application, p. 24.
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also a more profitable bottom line. The synergies associated with a rich, one-of-a-kind,
and diverse place combined with a state of the art retailing experience is shaping how and
why visitors are attracted to new developments. They are looking for places that offer the
“best of the trade area” as they pursue authenticity, experiences, and education in these
special places.
(2) The internet is influencing but not replacing the need for physical retail
environments. In many product markets, customers still demand to see, feel and touch
a product before buying. Stores are seen as one part of a distribution platform; however,
these stores are smaller and take on the role as a showroom and brand statement for
the consumer in recognizable “brick and mortar” branded locations. The possibility of
storefronts to offer new interactive experiences that are both tailored to unique sitespecific visitor involvement while offering the internet’s immediate access to global
markets and its ability to satisfy consumer demands anywhere and anytime are blending
and leveraging the advantages of each.
(3) A visitor destination that is authentic and activated will effectively encourage
a project’s sustainability and success as a viable retail venue. This is known as
"Placemaking", which Wikipedia defines as a “multifaceted approach to the planning,
design and management of public spaces and capitalizes on a local community’s assets,
inspiration and potential with the intention of creating a place that promotes people’s
health, happiness and wellbeing.” The expected result is that the most successful large
mixed-use projects in the future will be those that create these authentic, activated
destinations and become the favored locations for the retailers in the future. As the
famous sociologist, urbanist and writer William H. Whyte wrote, “What appeals to people
most, it would appear, is other people”.

5. DISCUSSION OF THE IMPACT OF CHANGES IN THE RETAIL MARKET AS
RELATED TO SEAPORT SAN DIEGO
IMPACT OF E-COMMERCE
A far-reaching multi-year, generational shakeout is underway in the retail industry.
Conventional store closures, consolidations, and bankruptcy filings are significantly
thinning the retail ranks. It is impacting how, when, where, and how often people
shop. Surviving retailers are increasing investments in technology, pursuing multiple
sales channels to sell merchandise, and focusing on improving the in-store customer
experience.
These shifts in shopping patterns and habits are accelerating, are global in scope, and
challenge individual physical stores and collections of stores everywhere to respond with
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new approaches to remain competitive. The new wave of retail stores breaks many of
the old rules regarding categories of merchandise lines. Accordingly, these innovative
approaches to retailing place a high degree of emphasis on the in-store customer
experience.
In this light, the e-commerce revolution has undermined old notions of what retail
shopping should be and of what a retail trade area looks like. If brick and mortar retail
such as that at Seaport are to succeed, they need to establish a unique, alternative plan for
visitors.
E-commerce’s advantages include allowing anyone, anywhere to instantly compare
products and pricing globally on a single, hand-held device allowing the consumer to take
firm control of the process of acquiring goods and services. The efficiency of e-commerce
enables the consumer to visit fewer individual stores less often, for less time, and to have
their purchases delivered to their home, office, or other convenient location.
These benefits have created downward pressure on pricing due to internet transparency
and worldwide access to products, thus negatively impacting many retail profit margins.
Large chain stores and small mom and pop merchants alike have been left with excess
physical store space as they re-tool their businesses, investigate efficiencies, and attempt
to capitalize on the creative destruction of many long-held retail traditions involving
stores and their customers. As retailers follow the consumer in embracing e-commerce,
the physical retail store spaces, locations, tenant mix, market assumptions, and project
economics associated with retailing goods are all being recalibrated.
The e-commerce revolution has accomplished this with +/-10% market share compared
to brick and mortar stores currently. Trend lines point to continuing double-digit annual
gains with a 30+% e-commerce share predicted in some product categories before
stabilization is achieved.
NEW RETAIL STORE APPROACHES AND SEAPORT SAN DIEGO
What advantage, then, could a brick and mortar store offer to counter the advantages of
e-commerce? At Seaport, the appeal of the water-side site alone generates a substantial
number of visitors. What kind of unique retail experience would attract these visitors to
patronize these stores? One answer is the use of in-store technologies which they may
not have access to in their hometowns. In-store technologies can fabricate specialized
products on site, order or mail easily, or offer physical contact with discretionary
items. In addition, a heightened communal experience can be appealing in contrast to
the experience of ordering products on-line at home — usually a solo experience. The
traditional shopping trip in a group can become once again a social outing that can
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compete with an instantaneous online shopping transaction.
Visitors seek out both recognizable brands and local products not available in their
hometowns. When they see familiar brands such as Nike or Apple, it validates the project
and increases visitor satisfaction. Seaport seeks to achieve a mix of both major brands and
strong local proprietors to create a strong and compelling experience for visitors who are
looking to be entertained in their shopping excursions. Unique specialty movie theaters;
innovative health, exercise and wellness offerings; food halls and local farmer’s and fish
markets; and leading retailer/restaurants such as Eataly, Bonobos, Apple flagship stores
and others point the way for the future. In keeping with the Public Trust Doctrine, Seaport
San Diego will seek to encourage visitor public use and enjoyment of waterfronts by
responding to this trend.
“Younger consumers have drastically different buying habits, make life decisions later,
and seek more experiences—as opposed to products—than older generations. heart-share
equals market-share…people still want to shop…it’s recreational, it’s social,” says Jack
Kleinhenz, Chief Economist for the world’s largest retail trade organization, National
Retail Federation.
The newest retail store formats are designed to recapture consumer attention from online
retail by creating environments that bridge online and offline sales. Brick and mortar
stores are adding new features including food and beverage, instore product manufacture
from 3D scans done on site, showrooms featuring merchandise that can only be ordered
online and delivered, and other innovations. These new-wave brick and mortar stores
are one facet of multi-channel shopping opportunities for visitors as traditional retailers
transition to sell both online and off line. To highlight these changes, note that a number
of online retail companies, including Amazon, have now begun to open and acquire
physical retail stores to extend their omni-channel distribution.
Change has always been a hallmark of fashion trends and traditional retail stores.
However, today, major societal changes are applying unprecedented pressure to the way
retail business is conducted. Pop-up stores, shorter lease terms, smaller foot prints for
permanent stores, faster turn-over in merchandise, extreme growth in the “value” and
outlet retail segment, resurgence in traditional downtown retail stores as consumers seek
authentic experiences versus homogenous mall environments, and even stores that rent
merchandise for a monthly fee instead of selling it (such as Rent the Runway, Infinite
Style by Ann Taylor, and shoe discounter DSW) are the vanguard of much more change
ahead. To be viable and successful, Seaport San Diego needs to be responsive and at the
forefront of this progression.
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The new retail stores and restaurants planned for Seaport San Diego will be an integral
part of the entire project and serve as the connective tissue in a complex, visitor-oriented
environment. This will enhance visitors’ multi-dimensional enjoyment of being on the
waterfront. The physical design of this retail component will accommodate flexibility
and the ability of restaurants and retail stores to adapt as the market and competitive
conditions continue to evolve.
These stores will have access to 14 million annual overnight leisure visitors to San Diego,
3.5 million annual overnight business visitors to San Diego, 17.5 million annual single
day visitors to San Diego, and the 3.4 million residents located within a one-hour drivetime. In addition, through their online presence these retailers can literally reach a global
trade area. A visitor or tourist could order merchandise online before leaving home and
have it delivered to their hotel or pick it up at the Seaport San Diego store. Alternatively,
that visitor could “shop” at a retail store/show room onsite at Seaport San Diego and then
order the merchandise for home delivery while sitting in the airport waiting to board a
plane home. The combinations of such potential shopping/transaction formats are nearly
limitless. To serve its visitors and to be economically viable, Seaport San Diego needs to
be flexible.
IMPACT OF TRANSPORTATION CHANGES ON RETAIL
Besides e-commerce, other technological changes will alter the way visitors use retail
locations. In the near future, the public will have a range of personal transportation
options which will impact how long customers shop and how they access stores.
Autonomous cars are a major game-changer for retail and this phenomenon is in the
process of rolling out broadly. General Motors (GM) is planning a fleet of autonomous
cars by 2019. Uber and Lyft charge roughly $1.50 per mile currently, and GM is targeting
$1.00 per mile for driverless transport by 2025. GM envisions a shift from selling cars
to individuals to a ride-hailing fleet that will charge people by the mile. Impacts of this
revolution in automobile transportation on retail stores will be significant.
The current dominant role of parking in retail environments will be diminished along with
its outsized line item cost on the retail development pro forma. Customer efficiency in
shopping at physical stores will be increased dramatically. Pick-up and delivery of goods
will gain new cost-effective options.
While Seaport San Diego is currently planning to have underground parking for 2200
cars under current codes, predictions indicate this need and demand will be significantly
reduced within the next decade. These structures are being designed so they are adaptable
for future uses such as restaurants, makers space, galleries, theaters, gyms, event spaces,
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and storage. If the need for parking is shown to be redundant in the next four to six years
(the predicted ground breaking for Seaport San Diego), these structures can be reduced
or eliminated. The cost of these underground parking spaces exceeds $60,000 per space
due to the entire parking structure being underground and below the water table. If this
cost and time of construction can be eliminated, the changes to the financial proforma
and operations of mixed-use projects will be major and provide a competitive advantage
compared to the traditionally designed and built projects.
INTERSECTION OF RETAIL INDUSTRY CHANGES WITH THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE’S
GOAL OF PROMOTING WATER-RELATED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ON CALIFORNIA
WATERFRONT PROPERTIES
The evolving changes in visitor retail intersect with the Public Trust Doctrine and
particularly with the promotion of water-related economic development on California
waterfront properties. The development of productive, highly-competitive retail stores can
serve as an important placemaking element and an economic support for the non-retail
components of waterfront properties. The current changes in the retail industry outlined
above present challenges but also new opportunities to consider policies that better
foster the creation of desirable visitor-serving retail environments that also have positive
economic and consumer image impacts on waterfront properties under the Public Trust
Doctrine jurisdiction. The alternative may be to risk that these important sites
will fall by the wayside, and the relevance and viability of future mixed-use
developments may be negatively impacted.
An Apple executive was quoted recently in a discussion about their flagship stores (many
of which are intentionally located in areas with high visitor populations, such as Chicago’s
Michigan Avenue, San Francisco’s Union Square, and Manhattan’s Fifth Avenue): “We
actually don’t call them stores anymore—we call them town squares. The company dreams
its flagship stores will become gathering places.” These types of experience are significant
visitor attractors for people who do not have these stores in their local communities.
VIABILITY OF A “QUADRUPLE BOTTOM LINE”–PEOPLE, PLANET, PROFIT, AND PURPOSE
(PPPP) ON THE PROJECT
Seaport San Diego is uniquely positioned to create a new framework and paradigm for
waterfront development. The guiding concept for its master plan, architecture, and
economic program is its “Quadruple Bottom Line” that addresses:
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Project for Public Spaces, pps.org, date Posted: Jan 2, 2009.
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Profit - financial viability and sustainability



People - beneficial impact to society and community



Planet - positive effect on the global environment and Spaceship Earth



Purpose - contributing to the greater good for everyone

The intent is a waterfront experience for visitors centered on the waterfront eco-system
that is also economically viable and self-supporting. In order to achieve this goal, less
profitable but important project components such as the Marine Learning Center,
the revitalization of the San Diego commercial fishing industry, and the education
and conservation initiatives at the Aquarium teaching children and adults about the
importance of our oceans to the survival of the human species, will need support and
subsidy from the more profitable components. Without these synergies, which make the
whole greater than the sum of the parts, the vision for Seaport will not be attained.
The retail element of Seaport San Diego is a major driver of a financially viable Seaport
San Diego Project. Without the ability to attract and integrate the new type of retail
tenants to the project, the capability to support and subsidize the beneficial community
based, non-profit elements will not be possible.
IMPACT OF THE EVOLVING PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE POLICY REGARDING NONVISITOR-SERVING STORES
While the Public Trust Doctrine has been interpreted to allow only a small spectrum of
retail uses narrowly defined for tourist or visitor sales (eg, souvenir stores), today’s visitor
industry defines retail much more broadly to reflect a multi-dimensional experience
(education, recreation, shopping) encouraged by on-line sales.
In today’s rapidly changing retail industry, it is increasingly difficult to define “nonvisitor” stores in developments such as Seaport San Diego. Some retailers are converting
to showrooms for internet purchases, other stores are adding restaurants, and a wide
array of hybrid formats are emerging that are designed to broaden the market appeal
of physical stores while also expanding their online presence. Retail orders can now be
placed anywhere across the globe and merchandise can be delivered to a customer in many
different ways in many different places.
The ultimate success of Seaport San Diego’s retail component depends upon the Public
Trust Doctrine permitting an expansion of allowable uses that will attract a wider number
of visitors and add to the overall visitor experience. The success of the project’s retail
component is integral to the success of the overall project, since it is linked physically,
economically, and experientially to the project as a whole.
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Commercial uses were originally restricted to commercial uses such as fishing and
shipping, and retail directly related to tourists’ waterfront experience. As retail stores and
restaurants have been acceptable uses to support visitor satisfaction in such waterfront
developments, the changing character of retail today and of current visitor expectations
for retail in tourist areas (as outlined in this White Paper) strongly suggests the emerging
and new definitions of retail be allowed at Seaport San Diego as this will stimulate public
access, increased use, and enjoyment of the waterfront.

6. WHY SEAPORT SAN DIEGO HAS AN UNRIVALED OPPORTUNITY TO ACHIEVE
INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION AS AN ICONIC VISITOR-SERVING WATERFRONT
DESTINATION
Its physical location and plan, its multi-dimensional purpose, and its economic plan
form an integrated concept to achieve success. Its design incorporates elements that have
been proven to produce successful public places on waterfronts around the world. Project
for Public Spaces (www.pps.org), an internationally recognized expert, has defined the
10 factors that create great waterfronts in cities around the world. 4 Seaport San Diego
incorporates all of these critical elements, thereby providing an opportunity to present a
truly game changing project for California that may become the benchmark for mixed-use
projects that follow.
The ten factors are:
1. SURROUNDING BUILDINGS ENHANCE PUBLIC SPACE
Any building on the waterfront should boost activity in the public spaces around it.
Ideally, there should be a mix of uses, with seamless interaction between inside and
outdoors. High-rise towers that lack any public uses on the ground floor are noticeably out
of place along rivers, lakes and ocean fronts. They usually create a wall that physically and
psychologically cuts off the waterfront from surrounding neighborhoods.

Buildings on the harbor in Auckland, New Zealand.

4

The Chicago waterfront hosts a variety of shops,
restaurants, tours, and transportation.

Project for Public Spaces, pps.org, date Posted: Jan 2, 2009.
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2. LIMITS ARE PLACED ON RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
[Seaport San Diego has no residential development in accordance with the State Lands
Doctrine.]
3. ACTIVITIES GO ON ROUND-THE-CLOCK AND THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
Waterfronts that thrive year-round will reap substantial community and economic
benefits. Rain or cold is no reason for a waterfront to sit empty. Creative programming
can take rainy and winter weather into account, and smart use of amenities can provide
protection from inclement weather. Likewise, people enjoy being by the water at night if
appropriate lighting and special events make them feel welcome and safe.

Even on a blustery day, the seafront in Brighton,
England still draws a crowd because of its flexible
design and destinations that are open all year round.

Waterfire, a pyrotechnic public art project, brings crowds
to downtown Providence in the evening hours.

4. FLEXIBLE DESIGN FOSTERS ADAPTABILITY
Successful waterfronts must adapt to many changes that bring different users at different
times. Programming and management are helpful in serving diverse audiences, but
flexibility must also be built into the design of the place. Instead of a permanent stage, for
example, which is well-used in the summer but not the winter, a retractable or temporary
stage could be used. Likewise, it is important to have on-site storage for movable chairs,
tables, umbrellas, and games so they can be used at a moment’s notice.

Despite minimal funding, Long Island City’s Water Taxi
Beach provides a compelling example of the potential
for NYC’s waterfront by successfully layering uses.

Book and art stalls pull in curious browsers along the Seine
in Paris.
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5. CREATIVE AMENITIES BOOST EVERYONE’S ENJOYMENT
The best waterfronts feature amenities that increase people’s comfort and enjoyment.
A bench or waste receptacle in just the right location makes a surprising difference in
how people choose to use a place. Lighting strengthens a square’s identity and can draw
attention to specific activities, pathways or entrances. Public art is a great magnet for
children of all ages to come together. Whether temporary or permanent, amenities help
establish a convivial setting for social interaction.

Paris’s Plage’s benches comfortably accommodate social
groups of various sizes.

Water features on Granville Island create an alternative
connection where direct access to the water is not
possible.

6. ACCESS MADE EASY BY BOAT, BIKE AND FOOT
Waterfronts flourish when they can be accessed by means other than private vehicles. In
Sydney, Stockholm, Venice, Helsinki, and Hong Kong, people head to the waterfront via
boat as much as by land. You can dramatically enhance the character and experience of
a waterfront when it is easily reached in ways other than driving. Access by foot and bike
are a crucial element of the transportation mix, which is why many of the most beloved
are crowned by pedestrian promenades and bike lanes. People feel more at ease when
not overwhelmed by traffic and parking lots, creating a climate that fosters a full breadth
of waterfront activity. Where streets are absolutely necessary for commercial deliveries,
or access to retail or marine uses, they should be designed to minimize their impact on
pedestrian safety and enjoyment, and always be closed for events and festivals.

Water-transit provides a prominent
connection at Dubai Creek.

In Porto, Portugal’s Ribiera district
The harbor in Stavanger, Norway is
streets are scaled for pedestrians, and dramatically enhanced by water-borne
motor vehicles allowed only as guests. transit.
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7. LOCAL IDENTITY IS SHOWCASED
The greatest waterfront destinations are found in cities that truly orient themselves to the
water. Venice and Stockholm are defined by their waterfronts, and residents and visitors
alike naturally gravitate there. Making the most of local identity, history and culture
stimulates widespread interest in the waterfront and creates a unique sense of place.
Frequent opportunities to appreciate local art, music and theatre helps draw a community
together around the waterfront.

Brooklyn’s Coney Island has developed its own unique
image over the years.

Brooklyn Bridge Park uses public art and informational
posts to offer fun lessons.

8. THE WATER ITSELF DRAWS ATTENTION
The water itself is the greatest asset of any waterfront, and should become the centerpiece
for programming and activities. This can include traditional marine uses such as a ferry
terminal or fishing port, which helps preserve a place’s identity. Additional activities
may include water-taxis, boat tours, restaurants or bars on anchored boats, fishing, rock
skipping, floating pools, kayaking and swimming. Many of these activities not only attract
users to waterfront but also generate interest among onlookers. Embracing the natural
uses of a waterfront leads to thematic programming such as boat festivals, fish markets,
bait and tackle shops, and performances on floating stages.

Waterfront fish markets contribute to the identity of
Oslo’s Aker Brygge Waterfront.

Water polo matches played in kayaks has emerged as
an intriguing attraction at New York’s Frying Pan Bar and
Restaurant on the Hudson River in Manhattan.

9. ICONIC BUILDINGS SERVE A VARIETY OF FUNCTIONS
Iconic, attention-grabbing buildings that reflect a human scale and do not detract from
the surrounding context can be a boon to the waterfront, so long as they serve a variety of
functions. On a recent weekend morning in Stockholm, the busiest building along the
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waterfront was, surprisingly, the City Hall. Surrounded by a plaza, park, and courtyards,
this landmark shares its slice of the waterfront with a pier where boats embark on
waterfront tours. Clearly, this City Hall (where the Nobel Prize banquet is held each
December) is more than a one-dimensional icon, it is also a good neighbor exhibiting a
strong sense of place. Today’s iconic buildings should strive to achieve the same flexibility
and public-spirited presence.

Stockholm’s City Hall is not just the ‘seat’ of local
government.

Belfast's City Hall is home to specialty markets like the
annual Christmas Market hosted on the steps to the
building.

10. GOOD MANAGEMENT MAINTAINS COMMUNITY VISION
Management is essential to ensure that a successful waterfront stays that way. Cities could
adopt the model of the Business Improvement Districts (BID) that have been successful
in restoring and maintaining the vitality of many downtowns and commercial districts.
A “WID” could forge partnerships between city agencies, property owners, waterfront
businesses and community organizations in the surrounding district, so that waterfront
programming–such as temporary exhibits of local artists or music performances– gives
the place a unique character. Such an organization would be very helpful in sustaining a
diverse variety of activities and events throughout the year and implementing programs
that can be used to generate revenue that benefits the waterfront as a whole.

Stavanger, Norway’s waterfront features active
programming on and off the water.

Active and evolving programming, as seen here in San
Francisco, is essential to waterfront success and may also
be used to generate revenues.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION
The major changes in consumer buying habits and retail stores driven by technology
provide a timely rationale for addressing ambiguities in the Public Trust Doctrine’s
definition of visitor-oriented stores. Successful retail developments are enhanced by
clarity in policies, especially as they pertain to restrictions on critical, revenue-generating
project elements.
Traditional retail categories of merchandising are being blurred as many hybrid formats
are emerging. Physical retail stores seek to retain customers while also embracing
e-commerce. Separately, internet retail sales continue to gain market share, putting
pressure on pricing and thus eroding traditional retailer profit margins. Simultaneously,
internet retailers are venturing into physical store spaces to take advantage of showrooms
and the direct consumer contact that stores afford. The result is multi-channel retailing
with both traditional retail stores and internet retailers competing in each other’s core
areas of competence.
This tumult in the retail sector directly impacts visitor-oriented waterfront developments
such as Seaport San Diego. These changes are forcing once-fiercely independent standalone stores into innovative new formats that forgo single-use models to pursue integrated
mixed-use developments featuring non-retail and also non-profit adjacencies.
Seaport San Diego’s carefully curated series of development components are focused
on an integrated set of educational, recreational, and retail uses that interact to create
a comprehensive visitor experience built upon the foundation of its “Quadruple Bottom
Line” principle of people, planet, profit, and purpose.
The creative destruction underway in traditional retailing is producing winners and losers,
mergers and breakups, and many store closures. Out of this, the consumer is the big
winner. Prices are sharper. Products are more accessible. Many retail stores are moving
toward more experiential and more customer-centric environments.
Going forward, retail development faces challenges. Capital markets are more skeptical
of retail. Once the darling of investment alternatives, single-use retail projects need more
justification than ever before. As physical store profit margins are under stress, the rents
paid to retail landlords are similarly under pressure.
Mixed-use projects such as Seaport San Diego, where retail is an integral component of a
larger project, can capitalize upon the synergy of uses. Seaport San Diego’s major visitor
attractions such as its aquarium, observation spire, hotels and maritime facilities will
combine with the waterfront walks, restaurants, and retail stores to create a seamless,
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cohesive visitor experience on the waterfront. The project retail stores are a critical
economic component that will contribute substantially to the funding and development
of the project’s maritime and other main visitor attractions. They are also an integral and
appealing part of the visitor experience at the waterfront.
The consumers who visit will expect retail stores at Seaport San Diego to be a
comprehensive mix of best-of-kind stores. Similarly, top retailers typically will seek strong
retail co-tenants before leasing space. Retail candidates to lease space in the project will
judge the property’s ability to compete effectively for customers in the marketplace. A
tenant mix and leasing plan with a full complement of stores will be important for Seaport
San Diego in competing on a level playing field with other retail developments.
Well attended restaurants and retail stores that perform and present well create a level of
excitement, energy and economic gains that translate into a successful project overall. In
contrast, if the project’s retail component were to underperform in sales, occupancy, and
cash flow, it creates risks for the other project components. The retail stores are the face
of Seaport San Diego and their performance will be a critical indicator. Retail is the most
fragile land use and it performs best when its stores are aligned with their market.
Based on all the above, we respectfully suggest the following guidelines for this expansion
in interpretation relative to the Seaport San Diego Project:
Retail uses for Tidelands development should enhance the visitor experience
of the waterfront. They should be part of a larger multi-dimensional plan and
usages and should contribute economically in a substantial way to support the
multi-dimensional educational, recreational, and commercial experience of our
Tidelands.
Retail stores of 20,000 s.f. or less will be considered holistically and in the
context of the entire project and not on an individual store basis. Stores above
20,000 s.f. will be reviewed and evaluated based upon the following criteria:
 Visitor Usage
 Unique, Experiential Opportunities
 Water Related Significance
 Entertainment Value
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APPENDIX F

SEAPORT
project vision
Working DRAFT

DRAFT

Imagine

seaport

Imagine a place where friends gather, families play, and an entire
community celebrates; a place where the wonder of the ocean
becomes a part of daily experience, where local fishermen sell
visitors the catch of the day, and children marvel at the boats on
the bay. Imagine a marketplace filled with local food, crafts, and
entertainment and a vibrant, welcoming hospitality village thriving
in the sunshine and sea air. Imagine the best of San Diego.
This is Seaport.

DRAFT
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01 seaport Story
the

“The ocean is a mighty harmonist.”
William Wordsworth
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Celebrating

San Diego

Seaport is a place that celebrates what is truly
unique about San Diego. Seaport reflects our people,
our environment, and our spirit. Seaport welcomes,
educates, and inspires. It offers surprise and delight.
Seaport will celebrate San Diego across its multiple
neighborhoods, places, and experiences. We will
celebrate through the design of our buildings and
public spaces, family gatherings, school visits,
community events, and the everyday memories we
create with each visit.
Come celebrate San Diego with us at Seaport.
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Celebrating San Diego

Celebrate

Ocean & Working
Waterfront
Seaport is where the water and the city meet. It is
deeply connected to the health and biodiversity of the
ocean, embracing the ocean’s importance to both the
San Diego community and the earth.
Seaport fully celebrates this connection to the
ocean and the working waterfront with a vibrant
Tuna Harbor, active fisherman’s market, experiential
aquarium, engaging educational activities, and quiet
spots for people to simply watch the ships go by and
the tides caress the shore.

“Look at where Jesus went to pick people. He didn’t go
to the colleges… he got guys off the fishing docks.”
Jeff Foxworthy
Seaport San Diego | Project vision | 6

Celebrating San Diego

Ocean & Working Waterfront

Example Program Elements

»» Water shuttles / water taxis using the historic boat
fleet

»» Views creating connections to the waterfront and
ocean ecosystem

»» Working fishing harbor
»» Educational events highlighting fish species, cultural
food preparation, environmental stewardship, science
and aquaculture

»» Seafood cooking events and cookoffs
»» Guest appearances by local and celebrity chefs
»» Saturday morning fish market including catch and eat
options

»» Co-uses with tugboat fleet and other boat tours
»» Recreational maritime activities
»» Marine references and learning opportunities
throughout the site

»» Marine-oriented retail
»» Access to the shoreline and bay

DRAFT
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Celebrating San Diego

Celebrate

San Diego’s
History & Culture
From the earliest days of local native tribes and
European settlers, to the emergence of fishing and
military industries, the Seaport site has been the heart
of San Diego. As the start of California’s legendary
Highway 1, it is also a nexus of California coastal
culture and the region’s special connection to Mexican
culture and heritage.
Seaport fully celebrates this history with subtle
references embedded in the design, while avoiding
nostalgic reproductions. Seaport also creates
opportunities for dynamic and interactive events,
entertainment, and educational experiences that
reference Seaport’s historic and cultural context.
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Celebrating San Diego

History & Culture

Example Program Elements

»» Festivals and events to celebrate multiple local
cultures, nationalities, and holidays

»» Stores that sell crafts and food that reflect the many
different cultures of San Diego’s communities

»» Subtle markers of past historical events that took place
on the site

»» Integration of materials that reflect historic
connections (e.g. industrial materials of fishing and
naval industry, materials from Highway 1 car culture,
colors and pattens that reflect Mexican culture, etc.)

»» Augmented reality (AR) tour of current and historic
events available through the Seaport App
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Celebrating San Diego

Celebrate

Community
San Diego cherishes its diverse, vital communities
and its strong sense of social connectivity. Seaport
celebrates the entire San Diego community – locals
and visitors – by providing welcoming, accessible
venues for gatherings of all sizes. It hosts events
where San Diego’s diverse populous can rally
together. Seaport celebrates people exploring,
discovering, and sharing the joy of life together.
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Celebrating San Diego

Community

Example Program Elements

»» Picnic areas throughout the site
»» Summer movies and concerts at the floating barge
»» Outdoor craft beer garden
»» Marketplace with multiple seating areas and
communal tables

»» Parks with areas for play, sport, gathering, and
relaxation

»» Unique events drawing people from across the County
»» Bike share
»» Areas for group fitness classes (outdoor and indoor)
»» Partnerships with local organizations
»» Diverse outdoor event spaces
»» Variety of food and beverage offerings
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Celebrating San Diego

Celebrate

Health &
Wellness
San Diego is a wellness capital, and Seaport
fully supports San Diego’s wellness, fitness, and
health culture as part of its core experience. From
the fitness center and outdoor exercise areas
of Peninsula Park; to the fresh offerings of the
Fisherman’s Market; to the cool, calming breezes and
serenity of connecting to the water – the Seaport
experience will inspire its visitors to thrive in mind,
body, and spirit.
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Celebrating San Diego

Health and WEllness

Example Program Elements

»» Unique fitness-oriented destinations
»» Fitness community hub at the Peninsula
»» Easy walking and biking access throughout the site
»» Areas in Ruocco Park, Esplanade, and G Street Mole
for trainers or individuals setting up temporary fitness
equipment or laying down fitness mats

»» Fitness instructors holding classes in the open areas
(Peninsula, Ruocco Park, Esplanade, and G Street Mole)

»» Healthy food vendors and fitness-oriented retail in the
Village and Marketplace

»» Areas of repose and relaxation to read, gather your
thoughts, or just meditate along the bay

DRAFT
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Celebrating San Diego

Celebrate

Education &
Learning
Lifelong learning is a vital part of the Seaport
experience. Learning about the working waterfront
and its role in San Diego’s history; learning about
San Diego’s geography from the unique perspective
of the Spire viewing deck; learning about the flora,
fauna, and marine life that makes the San Diego
ecosystem so special – each of these experiences
is a part of Seaport. Together we celebrate the big
and little lessons that come from discovery and the
adventures throughout Seaport.
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Celebrating San Diego

Education & Learning

Example Program Elements

»» Lifelong learning center including Scripps Institution
of Oceonography programs and training for blue-tech
careers

»» Areas for display, exhibitions, demonstration projects,
and windows into science throughout the site,
encouraging connections between people and the bay

»» Public learning moments and citizen science
opportunities break down walls to scientific learning

»» Fishermen, scientists, kids, and the public interacting
and learning together

»» Art inspired by the waterfront and San Diego’s history
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Seaport
Brand Promise

Seaport is a transformative, engaging destination for
all San Diegans and visitors to gather, recreate, learn,
celebrate, relax, and enjoy San Diego’s unique waterfront.
San Diegans want more meaning and connection from their leisure time and activities. Seaport
provides enriching experiences that surprise and delight, creating impactful memories.

DRAFT
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Seaport Brand
Personality
The Seaport personality is the distinctive character and tone
expressed throughout the Seaport experience. These traits
are infused through the Seaport environments, activities, and
brand expressions.

Relaxed &
Comfortable

genuine, informal, warm, welcoming
to diverse populations

Sophisticated

memorable, timeless, classic,
connected to place

PlayfuL &
Adventurous

youthful, curious, creative,
surprising, quirky
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Seaport Personality

Relaxed & Comfortable
Environments

DRAFT

Brand Expression
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Seaport Personality

Playful & Adventurous
Environments

DRAFT

Brand Expression
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Seaport Personality

Sophisticated
Environments

DRAFT

Brand Expression
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Experiencing
02

seaport

“The cure for anything is salt water: sweat, tears or the sea. ”
Isak Dinesen
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Core Values
& Attributes
Community • Access & Inclusivity •
Quality (Experience & Physical Space) •
Wellbeing (Mind, Body & Spirit)

Iconic &
Intimate

MultiDimensional

Local

Inclusive

Authentic

Dynamic
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Seaport Core Attributes

Iconic &
Intimate
Seaport blends distinctive, iconic, wow
moments with a personal, intimate, and
human-scale experience.

»» Funky luxury
»» Cool, unique, and different
»» Intimate, comfortable
»» Memorable
»» Interplay of contemporary and historic
»» Talking points

DRAFT
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Seaport Core Attributes

MultiDimensional
The Seaport experience is multidimensional and diverse, hosting a variety
of activities and textures.

»» Mix of materials, colors, and textures (such as
bright accents, hand painted features, natural
materials, glass, stone)
»» Variety of form and options of circulation
»» Not single purpose
»» Different scales of activities happening
»» Areas with a certain personality
»» Varied but tied together

DRAFT
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Seaport Core Attributes

Local
Seaport provides a local feeling,
celebrating San Diego and the waterfront
in a way that is natural and not contrived.

»» Great outdoor spaces to take advantage of the
beautiful year-round weather
»» Local character
»» A natural place
»» Interaction between promenade and water
»» Strongly connected to the waterfront
and ocean ecosystem
»» Health and wellness at the forefront

DRAFT
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Seaport Core Attributes

Inclusive
Seaport is inviting and welcoming, with
something for everyone.

»» A place for all people
»» Fun and family friendly but with sophistication
»» A beacon for the outside in
»» Casual
»» Transparent
»» Inviting
»» A mix of different cultures, ages, and interests

DRAFT
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Seaport Core Attributes

Authentic
Seaport will evolve over time and be a
timeless, enduring destination.

»» Strong sense of place
»» Practical
»» Sophisticated
»» Contemporary
»» Attractive
»» Patina over time
»» High quality of place and experience

DRAFT
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Seaport Core Attributes

Dynamic
Seaport celebrates discovery, interaction,
and engagement – offering experiences
you can enjoy again and again.

»» Engaging, not distracting, technology
»» Transition from day to night
»» Contradictory elements capturing attention
»» Non-linear movement and dimension
»» Social and active
»» Unexpected and playful
»» Encouraging exploration
»» Experiential
»» A place to escape

DRAFT
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User Journeys

Key User Groups

User personas help identify the needs and desires of potential Seaport visitors.
The following journey maps define a few experiences of distinct Seaport users and
can inform future planning. They represent a sample of the key user groups shown
below; further market research may be necessary to fully understand the diverse
needs of these and other user groups.

Suburban
families

Barrio logan
families

Multigenerational
visitors

School
groups

Boaters

Empty
nesters

Conventioneer

Young
Singles

Tourist
Family

International
visitors

Cruise ship
visitors

Downtown
Worker

DRAFT
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The Empty NesterS Seaport Experience:

Kai & Alicia
Empty Nesters
WHO
Downtown residents (recently
moved from La Jolla when they
retired and their youngest child
got her own apartment)
WANTS
Make the most of the San Diego
outdoors, maintain a healthy
lifestyle, and build memories
with their grandchildren

DRAFT

FREQUENT
VISITORS

ACTIVE AGING

ACROSS
GENERATIONS

»» Visit Seaport several

»» Favorite spots are the

»» Love to bring their

»» Utilize the park and

»» Honor Alicia’s father,

times a week

»» Spot them taking walks
and buying food at the
Fisherman’s Market

Fisherman’s Market and
Farmers Markets for
cooking fresh, healthy
weeknight dinners
paths for exercise,
especially for Tai Chi on
quiet mornings before
the crowds arrive

grandchildren and
relive fond memories
of the Seaport Village
carousel
an immigrant, Navy
veteran, and tuna
fisherman at the north
end’s outdoor museum
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User Journeys

Empty Nesters

Iconic Entrance

“You feel transported
when you cross Harbor
Dr. and enter the district.”
“We love being able to
walk from our downtown
condo to the waterfront.”

Marketplace
Esplanade

“That’s a new public art
installation! I have to
tell Alicia about this!”

Peninsula

“It’s nice to take a class on the
beach in the morning before
the young crowd comes in.”

DRAFT

“What to bring
home for dinner...?”

AQuarium

“Let’s see if any events are
coming up that we can
take the grandkids to.”
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Young SINGLES Seaport Experience:

Walter & Q
Young Singles
LOCAL TASTES

WHO
North Park roommates. Foodies.
Uber riders. Hip and tech savvy.
Moved to San Diego for college.

OCCASIONAL
VISITORS

CONNECT
THROUGH TECH

»» Visit Seaport

»» Look to Seaport for

»» Find out about Seaport

WANTS
Be on top of the trends.
Adventure to cool new spots
once in a while.

»» Spot them people

»» Value their connection

occasionally to check
out something new or
enjoy the breeze.
watching, eating fusion
food, and drinking local
craft beer.

authentic local food,
drink, and retail
experiences.
to San Diego and enjoy
experiencing the bay.

events and new things
to do on social media
and from lifestyle
influencers.

»» Book reservations

online and rideshare to
the site.

»» Leave reviews and post
images from their visit.

DRAFT
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User Journeys

Young Singles

Rideshare drop-off

“Nice to get dropped
off and avoid the
parking hassle.”

Village

“Time to call Uber. Let’s
make sure to watch for the
brewery’s summer launch.”

VILLAGE

SPIRE

“I’m excited to try the
Peruvian/Thai fusion at Thai
con Sabor. I hope we can sit
outside on the roof deck.”

“I’ve heard so much about this
pop-up VR experience! We
can see the whale migration.”

ESPLANADE

Village

“Let’s stroll down to Symphony
Park before dinner. It’s such a
beautiful walk.”

“What a unique
street performer.”

Esplanade

“This is a great escape from the
heat of our neighborhood. You
can see all types of people here.”
DRAFT

VILLAGE

“I have been waiting for the Spring
Seaport Ale! I like the atmosphere
here–people appreciate the brews
without looking to just get drunk.”
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The Suburban Family Seaport Experience:

Sam, Betsy,
Will & Sarah
Suburban Family
WHO
Sam, a developer at Intuit and his wife
Betsy, an optometrist, live in San Marcos
with their two children, Will (10) and
Sarah (8). On weekends, they are always
looking for places to visit together as a
family.
WANTS
Keep kids engaged and entertained.
Plan ahead but go with the flow. Find
experiences and events for the whole
family.
DRAFT

EVENT GOERS

SEEK INTERACTIVE
MOMENTS

NEED SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE

»» Seek meaningful events

»» Enjoy hands-on,

»» Need to keep both

»» Care about what’s in

»» Summertime

for family outings and
will return if there is
something new to see.

»» Spend a lot of time at

the beach and hiking
throughout San Diego
County, traveling
downtown occasionally
for baseball games at
Petco Park.

educational, and
surprising moments.
between: photo ops,
interactive installations,
places to pause, and
eye-catching features at
different heights.

the kids and parents
engaged.
programming for the
kids is a big win.
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User Journeys

Suburban Family

SPire

“Look at all the people and
ships—I’m glad we reserved our
tickets for the Spire online.”

Parking

“We haven’t been to Seaport since
Grandma visited us 6 years ago. The
underground parking was easy to find.”

“A patient told me about the
Under the Sea celebration at
Seaport this Saturday. Let’s
check it out.”

Aquarium

“What a full day. Let’s
save the Aquarium
for another day.”

Marketplace

“Wow, seafood tasting
outside the Market! Will, have
you ever tried an oyster?”

Peninsula

Village

“This magic kit was made
locally in San Diego...I
guess we can get it, Will.”

Esplanade

“Sarah, look—you can learn
about the tides from Aquarium
staff and build a sand castle.”

“This promenade has great nooks and
crannies for hide n seek! Sarah, stand by that
octopus and I’ll take a picture for Grandma.
DRAFT
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The Conventioneer seaport Experience:

Joshua
Conventioneer
WHO
A biomedical sales manager who
lives in Raleigh, North Carolina.
Every couple of years, BioMerge
Inc. sends him to San Diego for the
BioMed convention.
WANTS
Easy access to dining, entertainment,
and fitness options to unwind after a
long day at the convention.

DRAFT

SOPHISTICATED LOCAL
FLAVOR

CONVENIENCE IS KEY

»» Enjoys fine food, quiet cocktails,

»» Chooses to stay at the hotel

and watching the sunset with
colleagues and local friends as
an alternative to exploring the
Gaslamp at night.

»» Finds unique gifts and souvenirs

for his family while browsing the
traditional, local Village Market
and the array of new shops.

at Seaport to be close to the
convention party hosted at the
terrace gardens.

»» Enjoys the convenience of

nearby health and fitness options
like running on the promenade,
public cycling classes, and the
hotel juice bar.
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User Journeys

Conventioneer
Village

Tuna Harbor

“I think the Fish Market Restaurant
may be my new go-to stop for
meeting friends while I’m in town.”

“Wow, this looks so different than the
last time I was here. It’s great to be so
close to the convention and have so
much to do right near the hotel.”

Village

“There’s a lot of options for keeping
up my fitness routine here while away
from home. Maybe we should come
back for our next family vacation.”

Village

“These unique fishing
baits are a perfect
Fathers Day gift for Dad.”
Convention

Tuna Harbor

“It’s nice to have quiet drinks
with colleagues and take in
the sunset instead of the
Gaslamp hustle and bustle.”

DRAFT

“What a long day of meetings.
Can’t wait to go sit on my
balcony back at the hotel.”
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The Tourist family seaport Experience:

Rogero, Pam & Cyn
Tourist Family
WHO
Rogero and Pam have decided to take
their 12 year-old, Cyn, to San Diego for
her school’s spring break. Cyn invited
her friend and schoolmate, Ally, to join
her on the trip. It is the first time the
girls have been to San Diego and they
are thrilled.
WANTS
Take in the San Diego sights, sounds,
smells, and tastes while bringing home
special memories and momentos.
DRAFT

MAKING THE MOST
OF THEIR TRIP

ACTIVE AND QUIET
MOMENTS

THE SAN DIEGO
EXPERIENCE

»» Want to hit all the major

»» Look for spots where

»» Visit Seaport as part of

spots while they are at
Seaport, including the
Spire and Aquarium.

»» Look for key photo ops
to document their trip
and share with others.

the parents can relax
while the kids are busy
and engaged.

a San Diego tourism
package. The girls are
excited to get stamps
as they visit each site.

»» Interested in seeing

the history of San
Diego, experiencing
the shoreline, and
purchasing San Diego
memorabilia.
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User Journeys

Tourist Family
“I see the parking entrance.
Girls, don’t forget your Go
San Diego passports!”

Spire

“Wow, you can see the
entire shoreline!” I’m
glad we didn’t miss this.
Aquarium

“Pam, I’m glad we can
relax up here while the
girls are busy indoors.”

Tuna harbor

“Look! I bet those fish
are being brought to
the market.”

Aquarium

“These Scripps student-docents
are doing demonstrations on
sea waste. Ally and I just did a
project on resiliency.”

MARKETPLACE

“Cyn, we have to stop
here and take a photo!”

Spire

“Mom, Ally and I are
getting matching San Diego
T-shirts with tidal maps!”

DRAFT
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The Downtown worker Experience:

Veronica
Downtown Worker
WHO
Veronica, a paralegal, recently moved
downtown with her roommate Aidan to
be closer to work. In her free time, she
trains for triathlons and is hoping to
rescue a dog she can take out on runs.
WANTS
Balance her busy office job with an
active, healthy lifestyle. Stay connected
with friends, network, and build new
relationships.

DRAFT

WORK AND PLAY

FITNESS
DESTINATION

HEALTHY SOCIAL
SCENE

»» Fits in a regular morning

»» Meets her trainer at the

»» Looks to Seaport for

run or ride along the
Esplanade before
heading to the office.

»» Enjoys the proximity of

Seaport to her office,
often visiting for a
quick walk or a business
lunch.

Peninsula for intense
group workouts after
work. Grabs kombucha
with her teammates and
relaxes on the hotel deck
after a tough session.

»» Enjoys unique classes,

healthy socializing
alternatives to going
out for drinks at the
Gaslamp.

»» Enjoys the variety of

Seaport attractions for
go-to first date spots.

like stand-up paddleboard yoga, on the
weekend.
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User Journeys

Downtown worker

Village
Ruocco park

“I can’t wait to bring my
date here for a sunset
picnic this Friday.”

“What a great treat to fuel
up with delicious healthy
food after a tough session.”

Esplanade

“My morning routine is to wake up
early, run along the waterfront, and
take a quick shower at the club before
heading to work. It’s a great way to
get centered and start the day.”

Marketplace

“Since I am training for my next
triathlon, I can’t go out for drinks
at the Gaslamp. I love coming here
with my teammates and getting
kombucha on tap instead!

Peninsula

“I meet my trainer here twice a
week. If I’m going to work hard
I might as well be at the beach.”

VILLAGE

“It’s an easy spot for a business
lunch - a quick walk from the
office and a scenic escape.”
DRAFT
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creating
03

seaport
“The action most worth watching is not at the center of things,
but where the edges meet. ”
Amy Nefttzger
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Seaport

Neighborhoods

Stretching from the Peninsula to the G Street Mole,
Seaport celebrates the unique people, lifestyle, and
ecosystems of San Diego.
Within the Seaport district, different neighborhoods
have distinct moods. Some are lively, active, and
vibrant, while others are more easygoing and relaxed.
The unique character of each neighborhood can
inform the siting of different activities, variations on
Seaport’s brand expression, and the overall flavor of
the environment. Distinct neighborhoods offer visitors
a chance to choose the experience they desire and
return for something new each time.
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Seaport neighborhoods

Overview

01

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

04
02

05
03
08

06

Neighborhoods
G Street Mole @ Seaport
Tuna Harbor @ Seaport
The Esplanade @ Seaport
Ruocco Park @ Seaport
The Spire @ Seaport
The Marketplace @ Seaport
The Village @ Seaport
Institute @ Seaport
Aquarium @ Seaport
Peninsula @ Seaport

07
09

10
Note: The exact location of these neighborhoods may shift in the
site planning. The neighborhood experience will be driven by the
program elements and activities.
DRAFT
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Seaport neighborhoods

Activity Level

Activity Level
High (bustling, loud)
Medium (mix of activities)
Low (quiet, low-key)

Note: The exact location of these neighborhoods may shift in the
site planning. The neighborhood experience will be driven by the
program elements and activities.
DRAFT
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Seaport neighborhoods

Naming

Naming Possibilities
Neighborhoods within the Seaport district can take on different names
aligned with the overall brand messaging. The following show potential
ways to indicate distinct places within a cohesive site.

DRAFT

neighborhoods @
Seaport

Waterfront
version

Active version

Nautical / fishing
version

G Street Mole
Tuna Harbor
The Esplanade
Ruocco Park
The Spire
The Marketplace
The Village
Institute & Aquarium
The Peninsula

G Street Mole
Tuna Harbor
The Esplanade
Ruocco Park
Beacon Hill
Tidewater Market
The Inlet
Breakwater Point
Bay’s Edge

Relax @ Seaport
Fish @ Seaport
Explore @ Seaport
Picnic @ Seaport
View @ Seaport
Dine @ Seaport
Shop @ Seaport
Learn @ Seaport
Exercise @ Seaport

Portside
Tuna Harbor
The Esplanade
Ruocco Park
Starboard Point
The Quarterdeck
The Shoals
Ox Eye Landing
The Jetty
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Seaport neighborhoods

01

G Street Mole

G Street Mole

In the shadow of the majestic USS Midway, the G Street
Mole is the intimate, quiet edge of Seaport. A calm
swimming beach and publicly accessible swimming pool
draw locals for afternoons of relaxation or family fun
away from the bustle of the Village, Marketplace, and
Spire neighborhoods.

Sample Messaging
»» Catch the breeze with an afternoon of family fun.

FEATURES
»» Publicly accessible swimming pool
»» Calm “mothers beach” and kayak launch area
»» Quiet, low key activity
»» Attracts locals from adjacent neighborhood
»» Area to commemorate the military
»» Reflection of fishing history

DRAFT
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Seaport neighborhoods

DRAFT

G Street Mole
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Seaport neighborhoods

02

Tuna harbor

Tuna Harbor

Tuna Harbor @ Seaport captures the soul of San
Diego’s working waterfront. With its market, working
fish harbor, cooking events, and water activities, Tuna
Harbor encourages users to engage with the Pacific
Ocean, interact with working fishermen, and learn
about San Diego’s rich aquaculture and cuisine.

Sample Messaging
»» Get up close with San Diego’s working waterfront.
»» Kayak around the bay, enjoy some sport fishing, and
relax with local fine dining all in one day.

FEATURES
»» Working waterfront for fishermen
»» Fisherman’s Market and processing area
»» Embedded viewing and education opportunities
»» Industrial, functional working waterfront
»» Recreational water activities

DRAFT
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Seaport neighborhoods

DRAFT

Tuna harbor
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Seaport neighborhoods

03

Esplanade

The Esplanade

The Esplanade @ Seaport knits together the entire
Seaport experience with a distinctive and inspiring
waterfront promenade. An active path for biking,
skating, or running winds around the edge of the Bay,
while native landscape elements, shade trees, and
integrated seating define areas for quiet relaxation and
enjoying the ocean breeze.

Sample Messaging
»» Have a taste of San Diego’s waterfront and meet the
local chefs
»» Find yourself and discover new destinations while riding
on the edge!
»» Enjoy a concert, pack a picnic, or simply watch the
ships go by.

FEATURES
»» Amazing dining experiences overlooking the bay
»» Unites the Seaport waterfront experiences
»» Both an active corridor for biking, skating and
running, and areas for quiet use
»» A stage for public events and performances

DRAFT
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Seaport neighborhoods

DRAFT

Esplanade
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Seaport neighborhoods

04

Ruocco park

Ruocco Park

Ruocco Park is Seaport’s backyard. Play, climb, picnic,
ride the historic Seaport Village Looff Carousel, or just
relax in a stunning natural setting with views over the
Bay. Ruocco Park welcomes everyone.

Sample Messaging
»» Gather, restore, relax, celebrate.
»» Picnic, play, and people watch.
»» Capture the view.

FEATURES
»» Family activities, picnics, barbecues, birthday parties,
and community events
»» Active uses mixed with a relaxing atmosphere
»» Sloping park opening up to a view of the waterfront
»» Casual, welcoming, and family-friendly atmosphere

DRAFT
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Seaport neighborhoods

DRAFT

Ruocco park
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Seaport neighborhoods

05

Spire

The Spire

Thrilling and awe inspiring, the view from the top of the
Spire will take your breath away. Along the way, learn
about San Diego’s history and the unique ecosystem of
the California Bite. While you are there, grab a cocktail
and watch the sunset over the San Diego Bay.

Sample Messaging
»» A view of San Diego you’ve never seen before
»» The newest “must see” attraction in Southern
California

FEATURES
»» A ‘must do’ activity for visitors to San Diego
»» Great views, stellar drinks and snacks
»» Learn about San Diego and the ocean from a different
perspective
»» Adventurous and daring
»» A great activity for families, tourists, conventioneers,
students, friends visiting from out of town, or first
dates
»» Multiple “Instagram moments”

DRAFT
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Seaport neighborhoods

DRAFT

Spire
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Seaport neighborhoods

06

Marketplace

The Marketplace

The Marketplace @ Seaport is a community hub that
showcases the bounty and craftsmanship of San Diego.
A distinctively local blend of suppliers, vendors, and
artisans highlights local talent and character. Small
scale vendors, casual seating, and open flexible space
evoke the classic marketplaces of Mexico and Europe,
while the indoor/outdoor flow, windows, light, and
contemporary design touches make the experience
distinctly modern.

Sample Messaging
»» Satisfy all your cravings.
»» Local, fresh, and surprising
»» Grab a taste of our new local brew.
»» Experience our unique local culture.
»» Shop fresh, shop local!

FEATURES
»» Indoor/outdoor marketplace with opportunities to
buy fresh and hand crafted food
»» Variety of seating
»» Demonstrations, samplings, and education activities
»» Casual, eclectic, and active
»» Indoor / outdoor flow
»» Mix of local vendors including fishermen, farmers,
small batch producers, and chefs
DRAFT
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Seaport neighborhoods

DRAFT

Marketplace
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Seaport neighborhoods

07

Village

The Village

The Village @ Seaport embodies the urban spirit of San
Diego. With curated entertainment, art, and educational
activities day and night, The Village is the perfect place
to meet up with friends, plan an evening out, find
unique gifts, or do some people watching, whether you
are a guest at one of Seaport’s three hotels or are a local
Seaport regular.

Sample Messaging
»» Build new memories every time you visit.
»» (Re)discover local treasures at the unique, locallyowned shops.
»» Enjoy rooftop views of the park and out to Coronado.
»» Eat, drink, shop, enjoy!

FEATURES
»» Welcoming hotel and hospitality neighborhood with
three separate hospitality experiences
»» Public hotel deck
»» Restaurants, cafés, and fast casual dining
»» Retail at a mixture of scales, including unique and
local shops
»» Welcoming, vibrant, lively, and pedestrian-oriented
urban feel
»» Active both day and night
»» Family friendly with play areas easily viewed from
cafés and shops
DRAFT
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Seaport neighborhoods

DRAFT

Village
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Seaport neighborhoods

DRAFT

Village
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Seaport neighborhoods

08

Institute

The Institute

Blue-tech, aquaculture, deep water exploration, ocean
biodiversity, cooking with local ingredients - the lifelong
learning opportunities supported by the Seaport
Education Institute are vast. Partnering with Scripps
Institution of Oceanography and other educational
innovators, the Seaport Education Institute will further
the mission of Seaport through classes, trainings, and
conferences that draw visitors and locals together. The
Institute enriches our experience and understanding
of the ocean, ecosystem, and San Diego’s history and
culture.

Sample Messaging
»» Experience the Bay from the green roof.
»» See San Diego’s cutting-edge blue-tech innovations.

FEATURES
»» Promotes understanding of San Diego’s unique
ecosystem, biodiversity, culture, history, and future
»» Accessible and welcoming to the entire San Diego
community
»» Classes, trainings, conferences, and research activities
integrate into the Seaport experience

DRAFT
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Seaport neighborhoods

DRAFT

Institute
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Seaport neighborhoods

09

Aquarium

The Aquarium

The Aquarium @ Seaport combines education
with adventure and entertainment. Its approach
to sustainability gives back to the community and
complements the surrounding habitat restoration sites.
The Aquarium celebrates San Diego’s flora, fauna, and
marine life.

Sample Messaging
»» Submerge yourself in the most biodiverse area
in the country.

FEATURES
»» State-of-the-art ocean experience center
»» Hands-on and experiential exhibits
»» Focus on the unique qualities of the local ocean
ecosystem

DRAFT
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Seaport neighborhoods

DRAFT

Aquarium
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Seaport neighborhoods

10

Peninsula

The Peninsula

The Peninsula @ Seaport is the ultimate San Diego
Experience: a fitness capital right on the bay. Filled with
programs that embrace San Diego’s wellness culture,
the Peninsula delivers the perfect platform for achieving
harmony of mind, body and soul while relishing the
rejuvenating ocean breeze.

Sample Messaging
»» Take your workout to sea level.
»» Be inspired to surpass your fitness goals at the
waterfront.
»» Escape from your daily grind.
»» The place to see and be seen for fitness and
wellness gurus.

FEATURES
»» Unique fitness facility for indoor/outdoor workouts,
classes, and locker facilities for members
»» Outdoor areas with equipment and flat areas for
family fitness, individual activities, and fitness training
»» Direct access to the Village and/or Marketplace for
wellness-focused food, beverage, and retail
»» Active fitness vibe like Muscle Beach, Tel Aviv sports
beach, and other fitness waterfronts
»» Naturalistic, serene areas located further out on the
Peninsula

DRAFT
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Seaport neighborhoods

DRAFT

Peninsula
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Bringing the
Experience to Life
The Seaport experience will come to life through its site,
public spaces, built environment, and activities. The following
section highlights key principles for aligning the experience
with the Seaport vision.

Experience

Site

Public
Space

Built
Environment

Activities &
Program
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Key Principles

Overview

How are we
brining it to life?
KEY PRINCIPLES

Seaport’s Key Attributes
Iconic +
Intimate

Multidimensional

Local

Inclusive

Authentic

Dynamic

Connect to the city
Showcase the waterfront

SITE

Create a variety of scales
Activate the pedestrian experience
Define “wow” moments + smaller
surprises
Be a resilient + sustainable model
Define the character of Seaport’s different
neighborhoods
Unify site with subtle elements

public space

Make parking a great experience
Engage rooftops + second-level spaces
Celebrate the local environment

Built
Environment

Create public areas that support activation
+ encourage outdoor gathering
Utilize contemporary design that uniquely
evokes the history of San Diego waterfront
Embrace funky luxury
Vary sizes of retail and dining spaces
Maintain a quality of place + experience
Program varied activities across the site

Activities +
Program

Juxtapose activities to create a multidimensional experience
Include a menu of small, daily activities
and entertainment
Host large scale, iconic events aligned
with Seaport’s core values
Embed temporary activations +
installations
Provide experience enhancing services
Create memorable evening + nighttime
experiences

DRAFT
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Site
At a district level, Seaport connects to both the city
and the waterfront. It is accessible to many different
users via multiple modes of transit, and the site
provides compelling pedestrian experiences from all
entry points. Seaport operates at both the human
scale and the iconic scale, creating a variety of
experiences across the entire district. It also models
resilient planning, with sustainable strategies
embedded throughout.
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Key Principles

SITe

01
Local

01

Inclusive

Authentic

Connect to the city.
City to the Bay



Organize the Seaport site as an extension of the
existing city grid.



Provide clear, linear site lines into Seaport’s
neighborhoods from the surrounding San Diego
neighborhoods and Coronado Island.



Include elements functioning as beacons to the City.
This could include the Spire in both the day and night
and large, street-level signage referencing San Diego’s
unique neighborhood entrance signage.
View to downtown from the Seaport site

WHY?
Seaport is the interstitial space between the city and the waterfront. It is
critical that there are compelling features of the site that draw residents and
visitors from downtown and the convention center, and that travel paths are easy
and convenient.
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Key Principles

SITe

01

Access



Create clear paths of travel into the site, including
easily accessible and safe pedestrian pathways from the
waterfront.



Make it easier and more compelling for pedestrians to
cross Harbor Drive. This could include a pedestrian
bridge or landscaped crossing zones.



Extend public transit routes into the site.



Provide opportunities to link to Symphony Park,
and coordinate with the vision of a longer cohesive
waterfront. This could include improving the Esplanade
connection, or considering a direct bridge from the
Peninsula.

Clear pedestrian and cyclist access

Engaging crossing signal

DRAFT
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Key Principles

SITe

02
Local

02

Authentic

Dynamic

Showcase the waterfront.



Create a connected waterfront experience along
the Esplanade with an uninterrupted path of travel and
cohesive use of materials.



Use lighting to illuminate the site at night, so it
hearkens to the city, San Diego Bay, and Coronado.



Orient buildings and outdoor space to take advantage
of waterfront views and access.



Include elements that provide direct and indirect
sightlines to the water and create “portals” to
encourage exploration and discovery of the different
neighborhoods.
Waterfront path

WHY?
Waterfront access is a defining characteristic of the site. Seaport aims to
reconnect the San Diego Bay with the city, provide inclusive access to locals and
visitors, and celebrate the working waterfront—a core part of San Diego’s history
and future.
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Key Principles

SITe

03

03

Create a variety of scales of
space across the site.



Mix intimate public areas, pedestrian streets, and
passages with large scale plazas and open areas.



Include architecture that engages a variety of scales.
Include some iconic moments visible from the water or
city, as well as memorable and well-crafted elements at
the human scale.

Iconic +
Intimate

Multidimensional

Authentic

Narrow, intimate street

Large, open plaza

WHY?
Seaport supports and promotes varied experiences. Using different scales
enhances the individual moods of the different neighborhoods and creates
unique experiences.
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Key Principles

DRAFT

SITe

03
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Key Principles

SITe

04
Local

04

Inclusive

Dynamic

Activate the pedestrian
experience.



Embed non-linear pedestrian pathways in some
areas (e.g. the Village, the Marketplace, Ruocco Park).



Create multiple pathways and entries so that new
visitors can explore and repeat visitors will continue to
be surprised.



Define education, entertainment, and event areas
along the path of travel. These areas may include power
and data, staging platforms, and small gathering areas
that do not disturb pedestrian travel.



Incorporate elements along both major and secondary
paths of travel that add an extra layer of discovery.

A temporary pedestrian experience

Non-linear pathways create intrigue

WHY?
While there will be transit and automobile access to the edges of the site, the
primary transportation mode throughout the site will be walking. Designing
for the pedestrian offers smaller scale and more memorable experiences with
opportunities to surprise and delight.
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Key Principles

05

SITe

05

Define large-scale “wow”
moments and smaller scale
surprises throughout the site.



Use large and visible monuments as beacons, and a
navigation tool to support wayfinding around the site.



Use creative lighting design to create gateways,
enhance the day and night experience, and guide
visitors.



Reinforce views and connection to the waterfront.



Layer both permanent and temporary “Instagram
moments” into the site. Create contrast by allowing
some spaces to become the more subtle background or
canvas to these “wow” moments.

Iconic +
Intimate

Multidimensional

Local

Inclusive

Dynamic

A large-scale lighting installation

A small surprise

WHY?
The varied activities programmed for Seaport mean that there will be wideranging experiences possible at the site. Balancing a few prominent “wow”
moments, such as the Spire, with smaller “surprises” and simplified canvases will
ensure that multi-dimensional adventures happen at all scales. Like San Diego,
Seaport is casual and playful and does not take itself too seriously.
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Key Principles

06

SITe

06

Be a resilient and
sustainable model.



Incorporate smart city technology across the site
such as energy efficient infrastructure, spots for data
collection, and appropriately utilized sensors.



Showcase resilience strategies and energy use data
(energy and water use, solar power generated, etc.) as a
learning opportunity on the site.



Tie the sustainability and resilience messaging to the
blue-tech, sustainable bay, and ocean educational
efforts.



Identify creative, artistic, and engaging ways to
incorporate solar and wind technology across the site.



Incorporate sustainable stormwater runoff strategies
across the site.




Use native landscaping supporting low water usage.
Plan the site anticipating potential sea level rise.

Multidimensional

Local

Creative installation of wind turbines by NewWind

WHY?
As a celebration of San Diego’s waterfront, Seaport also highlights San
Diego’s natural resources. Seaport distinguishes itself as a uniquely local, San
Diego location and demonstrates how sustainable and resilient models can add
value to the lives of all. Seaport looks to the future and is an enduring site for
generations to come.
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Public Spaces
Seaport will include vibrant public spaces that not
only connect destinations and attractions, but also
truly define the unique Seaport experience. Public
spaces will be accessible and inclusive for many
different users and uses, functioning as the unifying
“glue” that bonds together Seaport’s distinctive
neighborhoods.

DRAFT
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Key Principles

01


Public Spaces 01

Define the character
of Seaport’s different
neighborhoods.
Identify distinct moods and activities for each
neighborhood.

Iconic +
Intimate

Multidimensional

Local

Inclusive

Authentic

Dynamic

01

04
02

05
03

Neighborhoods

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

G Street Mole @ Seaport
Tuna Harbor @ Seaport
The Esplanade @ Seaport
Ruocco Park @ Seaport
The Spire @ Seaport
The Marketplace @ Seaport
The Village @ Seaport
Institute @ Seaport
Aquarium @ Seaport
Peninsula @ Seaport

08

06
07

09

10

Neighborhood Map p. 44
WHY?
In order to provide the variety of experiences, different neighborhoods will
take on distinct moods. One area may be energetic, social and active, while
another may be serene, quiet, and contemplative. This definition improves the
quality of each unique experience within Seaport, and allows individuals to choose
the experience they desire.

DRAFT
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Key Principles

02

Public Spaces 02

Unify the site with
subtle elements.



Allow for fluid transitions between unique
neighborhoods through common and unifying
elements.



Harmonizing features could include:

Iconic +
Intimate

Multidimensional

Authentic

• Use of natural and local materials across the site
• Crosswalk graphics
• Lighting strategies
• Paving materials
• Signage palette
• Color palette
Memorable crosswalk design

WHY?
Seaport as a whole should have a cohesive sense of place. This does not have
to be expressed with overt signage or a singular style, but it can be reinforced
by the approach to design, lighting, materials, and public spaces. The unifying
elements should reinforce the relaxed, playful, and sophisticated personality.
DRAFT
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Key Principles

Public Spaces 02

Avoid elements that are too themed.

DRAFT

Avoid letting elements oversaturate
the experience.
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Key Principles

03

Public Spaces 03

Make parking a great
experience.



Make parking feel welcoming and a part of the Seaport
experience. Incorporate delightful and playful
elements.





Iconic gateway at parking entrance.



Integrate technology to help with spot availability and
car location.



Plan parking with flat floors and high ceilings to allow
for potential future uses.

Multidimensional

Local

Inclusive

Dynamic

Prioritize safety and security.
Simplify entry, exit, and car parking, including valet
where appropriate. Incorporate clear wayfinding to
make entry to the site from parking as easy as possible.

Playful parking garage graphics
WHY?
Parking will be the first and last impression of Seaport for many visitors. The
Seaport experience begins and end here, and that experience should have all
of the welcoming, adventurous, and sophisticated personality as the rest of the
Seaport experience.

DRAFT
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Key Principles

Public Spaces 03

Wayfinding + lighting + active circulation

DRAFT

Robotic parking

Parking reservation app
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Key Principles

04

Public Spaces 04

Engage rooftops and second
level spaces.



Use second and third level building “rooftops” as part of
outdoor public and multi-use spaces.



Elevate public experience on the roof deck and
podium level of hotel.



Support dynamic rooftop activities like playgrounds,
fitness, and weddings.



Use rooftops to create unexpected moments that can
be seen from the Spire.



Place green roofs or solar panels where possible.

Iconic +
Intimate

Multidimensional

Dynamic

Rooftop restaurants connect to views

WHY?
Varied levels will create a richer fabric to the site and allow for more
commercial/rentable and public space. This will increase the overall dynamism
of the site and allow for people to explore and engage vertically (up into these
event areas and down into the public areas).
DRAFT
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Key Principles

Public Spaces 05
Local

05

Inclusive

Authentic

Celebrate the local
environment.



Provide multiple types of shaded areas for picnics,
fitness classes, and quiet use.




Incorporate local materials.
Blend naturalistic and contemporary landscape design.

Native landscaping

Variety of native plants

WHY?
Celebrating the local environment is a sustainable best practice and a way
to reconnect the waterfront with the local ecology, ensuring that Seaport feels
uniquely rooted in San Diego. Seaport is not a generic waterfront – it is a San
Diego waterfront.
DRAFT
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Key Principles

06

Public Spaces 06

Create public areas that
support activation and
encourage outdoor gathering.



Create a diverse array of public gathering spaces to
support events of different sizes, time of day, energy
level, and audience.



Create people-watching opportunities and places to see
and be seen.



Activate building edges with awnings and covered
outdoor seating.



Encourage ample outdoor seating:
• At restaurants, bars, cafés, hotels, and other retail
amenities

Multidimensional

Local

Inclusive

Dynamic

Ample outdoor seating

• Adjacent to the marketplace
• In Ruocco Park and G Street Mole for family and
group use
WHY?
Given the weather and personality of San Diego, an abundance of outdoor
seating and gathering spaces reinforces the connection to San Diego’s culture
and sense of place.
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Built
Environment
The quality of materials and craftsmanship will
be evident throughout the built environment
at Seaport, invoking a clean, modern vibe with
a nod to the history and culture of San Diego’s
storied waterfront. Materials and forms will feel
comfortable and welcoming while imparting
Seaport’s neighborhoods with subtle hints of class
and grace.
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Key Principles

Built Environment	

01
Local

01

Authentic

Dynamic

Utilize contemporary design
that uniquely evokes the history
of the San Diego waterfront.



Include provocative, but down to earth design.
Seaport is the Anthony Bourdain of waterfront
experiences.



Without being nostalgic or derivative, building massing
and forms should reference San Diego waterfront /
industrial architecture, San Diego modernism, and
California Coastal Modern design.



Include materials that patina over time, including
natural finishes and elements common to the boating,
fishing, and naval industries.



Inclusive

Contemporary California coastal, indoor/outdoor space

Incorporate a mix of building forms and materials.
WHY?
Seaport aspires to a design aesthetic that embodies local culture.
Seaport is authentic, dynamic, and inclusive. It is casual, welcoming, and
sophisticated. While Seaport embraces San Diego’s history, its sense of place
is contemporary. Design of all buildings should invite access and use, celebrate
the waterfront and the city, and support the street life of Seaport’s neighborhoods.
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Key Principles

Built Environment	

01

indoor / outdoor image
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Key Principles
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Built Environment	
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Key Principles

Built Environment	

Avoid designing buildings that are
contrived or fussy.

DRAFT

01

Avoid overly organic building forms.

Avoid reverting to historically
nostalgic designs.
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Key Principles

02

Built Environment	

02

Embrace funky luxury.




Embed quirkiness in design.



Include playful and surprising lighting elements.

Iconic +
Intimate

Multidimensional

Local

Authentic

Include elements that feel one-of-a-kind and curated,
not generic or messy.

One-of-a-kind quirky elements

WHY?
At its core, Seaport strives to exhibit casual sophistication. Looking for
building materials that present this funkiness but maintain a sense of luxury
and comfort is a critical element.
DRAFT
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Key Principles
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Built Environment	

02
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Key Principles

Built Environment	

02

Avoid creating large funky elements. Surprising elements should be select in order to stand out.
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Key Principles

03

Built Environment	

03

Vary sizes of retail and
dining spaces.



Include small turnkey storefronts for small
entrepreneurs, current Seaport Village tenants,
and local vendors with minimal need for tenant
improvements.



Include larger commercial spaces for restaurants and
waterfront-oriented retail vendors.



Leverage retail seating to emphasize views to the
water and back to the city. Consider elevating to create
a feeling of intimacy and refuge while still connecting
to the active city.



Manage the mix of vendors to ensure a range of
price points are represented to appeal to the Seaport’s
inclusive audience.

Multidimensional

Local

Authentic

Dynamic

Small-scale retail options

Larger commercial spaces with activation in between

WHY?
The vision for Seaport supports a range of commercial ventures including
local, regional, and national vendors. The size and variety of the spaces
should support all of their different needs and allow for a dynamic experience
for all user types.
DRAFT
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Built Environment	
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Key Principles

04

Built Environment	

04

Maintain a quality of place and
experience.



Maintain quality of execution, design and
construction throughout.



Use authentic and found materials – avoid creating
an ersatz experience.



Build to last.

Iconic +
Intimate

Authentic

Dynamic

Quality building materials

Authentic landscaping integrated with buildings

DRAFT

WHY?
The quality of materials, design, and construction communicates
Seaport’s long term commitment to San Diego. Seaport is a place for
generations to come.
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Activities &
Program
The soul of Seaport is its diversity of activity. It
is a place where there is always something new
to discover and where the activities range from
invigorating and entertaining to relaxing and
enriching.
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Key Principles

Activities & Program 01

01

Program varied activities across
the site.



Learn – Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Aquarium
events and lectures, active waterfront education
(located near the Aquarium or Fisherman’s Market for
shared affinity), cooking classes at Tuna Harbor and
Marketplace



Entertain – Events in plaza, daily buskers in plaza, and
performances at Ruocco Park



Exercise – Classes on the Peninsula, individual exercise
and trainers along esplanade and in Ruocco Park, family
sports in Ruocco Park

DRAFT



Relax – Sit on the hotel balcony, watch the boats along
the Esplanade, sit under the trees in the Peninsula or on
the G Street Mole



Recreate – Craft beer tasting at the Marketplace,
dinners watching the tour boats dock



Thrill – See San Diego from XXX feet in the air, kayak
around the Bay

Multidimensional

Inclusive

Dynamic

Mix of activities

WHY?
Diverse activities create interest, offer something for everyone, and
provide reasons to come back to Seaport again and again.
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Key Principles

02

Activities & Program 02

Juxtapose activities to create a
multi-dimensional experience.



Provide sightlines from one area of activity and
learning to another.



Be aware of the juxtaposition of activities when
planning entrances, windows, sightlines, and
adjacencies. For example, a view of the working fish
dock may be a good juxtaposition for the blue-tech
learning environment, but not for the hotel entry.

Multidimensional

Inclusive

Dynamic

Contrast of beach and city at Campus Martius Park

WHY?
Thoughtfully juxtaposing activities can provide exposure and encourage
participation by a wider range of visitors to the site. It can improve their
experience by offering a memorable an unexpected experience.
DRAFT
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Key Principles

03

Activities & Program 03

Include a menu of small, daily
activities and entertainment.



Host events on different scales for different audiences.



Offer free events and entertainment appealing to a
variety of user groups (see user journey section).



Include a mix of spaces that can be rented for
private events.

Iconic +
Intimate

Local

Inclusive

Daily fitness activities

Daily family activities

WHY?
Attract local users to participate in activities that can become part of their
daily routine, drawing them to Seaport for repeat visits. Provide visitors with
opportunities for authentic experiences that become cherished memories.
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Key Principles

04

Activities & Program 04

Host large scale, iconic events
aligned with Seaport’s core
values.



Hold uniquely Seaport programs. Differentiate
activities from what is happening around San Diego and
coordinate with the timing of other events.



Define specific areas for large events like fitness
competitions and music festivals. Locals and global
tourists will associate Seaport with iconic events.



Use the breadth of the site to create both flat and
amphitheatre-type areas. For example, Ruocco Park
could have more of an amphitheater feel and the Plaza
could be a large flat venue.



Use the floating stage and screen as an attractor for the
large scale events.

Multidimensional

Authentic

Dynamic

Waterfront celebration

Iconic arts and culture

WHY?
Marquee events can draw both locals and visitors, building positive
awareness of Seaport as a community gathering location.
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Activities & Program 05
Dynamic

05

Embed temporary activations
and installations.




Temporary uses keep the Seaport vibe fresh.



Incorporate augmented reality at appropriate
moments. Use technology only as an additive
experience, not as the main experience.



Include areas design to enable pop up retail, food
trucks, and other short term uses.

Temporary art installations can include interactive
art that engages with science and technology.

Temporary, interactive art installation

WHY?
Variety drives the funky freshness of the Seaport experience and
encourages locals to make return visits. Make it a must see for visitors.
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Key Principles
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Activities & Program 05

Mobile sales + lessons

Public art

Pop-up coworking

Pop-up retail

Day/night events

Pop-up library
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Key Principles

06

Activities & Program 06

Provide experience-enhancing
services.



Include an app for services, information and
customized experiences.



Consider concierge services on weekends or busy
times (umbrella and blanket rental, yoga mat rental,
delivery of food from marketplace, etc).



Coordinate with other organizations to ensure Seaport
is part of the “San Diego experience.” This could
include activity packages and additional services
targeted at the tourist experience.

Iconic +
Intimate

Dynamic

insert image
of concierge
services app
Sample Seaport app

DRAFT

WHY?
Services can make the Seaport experience even more memorable and
enriching. Services may add convenience, comfort, information, delight, or
luxury. They may also add to the sense of connectivity and community before
and after the visit.
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Key Principles

07

Activities & Program 07

Create memorable evening and
nighttime experiences.







Consider 24/7 site activation.



Include memorable nighttime dining and
entertainment activities to drive use for special
occasions.

Iconic +
Intimate

Multidimensional

Inclusive

Authentic

Use lighting to inspire and make the site feel safe.
Leverage lighting to create gateways.
Incorporate playfulness into lighting.

Nighttime lighting activation

Support the nighttime needs of hotel guests as well as
locals and other visitors.

Nighttime activities connected to waterfront

WHY?
Seaport should transform from day to night, attracting a crowd throughout
the course of the day. With three hotels on the site, nightlife and nighttime
experiences will be a desired part of the experience.
DRAFT
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“The creative act is a letting down of the net of human
imagination into the ocean of chaos on which we are
suspended and the attempt to bring out of it ideas.”
							
Terence McKenna
DRAFT
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Project Description Summary: Seaport Learning Center
Contents
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Project Overview
Vision, Mission, Goals
Activating and interacting with the waterfront
Statewide public use and purpose

V.

Appendix:
1: List of participants in community input meetings
2: High School for‐credit programs ‐ additional detail

I. Project Overview
The context: The proposed Seaport Learning Center (SLC) will energize the entire 70‐acre Seaport
development with a visitor‐serving public ocean learning center. SLC activities will vary in focus and
duration and will create a rich variety of
visitor‐serving opportunities that link to San
Diego fisheries, commerce, navigation,
recreation, NGOs, Navy, industry, ocean
science, coastal habitats and urban
waterfront environments that make up the
Central Embarcadero/Seaport Village Project.
The Learning Center will be physically and
operationally connected to the Aquarium,
and also a key part of an envisioned project‐
wide public activation zone that contains an
Aquarium, Ruocco Park, the Boardwalk, Tuna
Harbor, the fish market and the G Street suite
Figure 1: Architect's rendering of the Learning Center (left) and
of museums, public art, and water‐recreation
Aquarium
services.
The program: The SLC will enhance the public’s use, enjoyment and understanding of the waterfront
with stimulating educational and recreational activities. The multi‐use facility, operated by world‐
renown Birch Aquarium at Scripps/Scripps Institution of Oceanography/UC San Diego, will amplify and
extend the waterfront experience with a rich variety of San Diego Bay‐ and ocean‐themed educational
activities, on‐the‐water experiences, public events/lectures/films, art/science/technology installations,
conferences, dockside demonstrations and blue tech workshops. The Seaport Learning Center will act
as home base as well as a launching pad for waterfront explorations throughout Seaport, nearby urban
spaces, coastal habitats, and on docks and boats on the Bay and Pacific Ocean. Learners, young and old,
as individuals and in social groups, will actively explore, investigate, create, and share their work
throughout Seaport and with partners and collaborators located around the State and around the world.
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The facility: The SLC facility is envisioned as an 80,000‐sf facility that is physically attached to the
Aquarium. The SLC’s architectural concept design currently suggests the form of a sea‐going vessel and
will emphasize the connection to the outdoors and
waterfront through windows, sliding walls that open to
the water, and direct access pathways to the docks,
piers, and boats. Facility highlights include: an
auditorium and exhibit space; maker spaces and blue
tech workshop and demonstration areas; sustainable
seafood cooking and demonstration spaces; immersive
wet‐lab teaching and learning spaces; and an informal
rooftop ‘group camping’ overnight accommodation.
Project facilities will extend to various locations outside
Figure 2: Working maker spaces allow visitors
of the building, and throughout the public activation
to both see and participate in blue tech
zone, to include outdoor interpretive exhibits with
innovation design that addresses ocean and
information about the science of San Diego Bay, displays
waterfront challenges.
of relevant ocean science equipment, and outdoor
art/science/technology installations such as the proposed
immersive building‐scale ‘Sounds of the Bay’ installed between the SLC and the Aquarium and the
‘Coastal Geology Interpretive Walk’ along the project’s fault line in the envisioned ‘Water‐cut’ zone
between Blocks A & B.

II. Mission, Vision, Goals
Mission: The Seaport Learning Center will inspire deep learning about our ocean planet and catalyze
action for people, economies, and ecosystems to thrive.
Vision: The SLC will drive broad public engagement along the Seaport waterfront, providing equitable
access for everyone to learn about our ocean planet, to explore, discover, invent, investigate, connect
and care.
Goals:

 Increase understanding and protection of our ocean planet;
 Optimize public benefit of State Tidelands;
 Activate the waterfront to deepen connection with place and San Diego’s extraordinary cultural





and natural histories;
Promote equity, diversity and inclusion;
Innovate in the field of education, to advance problem‐ and place‐based learning focused on our
oceans;
Inspire curiosity and sustained learning across generations;
Increase understanding, awareness and means to participate in San Diego harbor’s emerging blue
economy.

III. SLC spaces activate and interact with the waterfront.
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The Learning Center will be a multiple‐use and adaptable facility designed to serve many different
audiences(general public, students, adults, seniors, families, tourists, and locals) with activities,
programs, and services that activate the waterfront at Seaport. The SLC will bring the waterfront
experience to the visitor with immersive learning activities (in wet labs, on docks, on boats), innovative
art/science/technology installations, pop‐up science demos, events, lectures, films, and conferences
that both amplify and extend the waterfront experience. SLC activities will vary in focus and duration
and will create a rich variety of visitor‐serving opportunities that link to San Diego fisheries, commerce,
navigation, ocean science, recreation, NGOs, Navy, industry, coastal habitats and urban waterfront
environments that make up the Central Embarcadero/Seaport Village Project. The SLC will offer
activities for locals and tourists designed to promote participants’ connection to our ocean planet. The
SLC will host conferences and symposia for thought and industry leaders in Earth, ocean, and
atmospheric sciences, blue and green/clean technologies, sustainable seafood and culinary traditions,
the arts and STEM education.
Some examples of the rich variety of activities, programs, and services envisioned as part of the SLC
include:
 SD Bay Citizen Science activities, events and cruises;
 Exhibits and installations on waterfront topics (fishing, Naval history, bay and ocean natural
history, marine science);
 Kayaking, small boating, various on‐the‐water science and natural history learning experiences;
 Nature watching and field explorations (birds, marine mammals, SD flora and fauna, etc.);
 Ocean and coastal engineering workshops, conferences, equipment development and testing,
blue tech and blue economy innovation;
 SD Bay and ocean field excursions for K‐12, informal and after‐school (Science Camps, Boys & Girls
Clubs, Scouts, etc.) groups, families, tourists, conference attendees, cruise line side trips;
 Behind‐the‐Scenes tours of the Aquarium;
 Pop‐up Labs, demonstrations and learning experiences throughout the Seaport development;
 Parent/Child weekend workshops;
 Day‐time and evening special events and festivals;
 Ocean‐themed lectures, presentations, and panel discussions;
 Overnight Programs for children, families and adults;
 For‐credit marine‐focused High School programs.
At the Seaport Learning Center, diverse people and
groups will come together to feel amazed and inspired
by our ocean planet, the Pacific Ocean, and San Diego as
an extraordinary place with abundant life, multiple
histories and diverse perspectives. People will work
together to identify and address shared challenges, to
advance learning to better understand how our planet
works and to co‐create a world that works for everyone.
We aim to bridge people, break down isolation, and
build compassion and empathy to promote social,
economic, educational, and ecological justice. Learners
at Seaport will not just participate in a thriving and just
blue economy, they will be leaders and visionaries who
create healthy futures. Seaport Learning Center will
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Figure 3: The SLC will promote diversity in its staff,
content, and policies for scholarship and inclusion.
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catalyze civic engagement on and around San Diego Bay, educate people about the tidelands public trust
and nurture a community that cares about shared resources.
The SLC will promote equity, diversity and inclusion in its staff, program content, and policies for
scholarship. The SLC will be particularly attentive to driving equity, diversity and inclusion in the
emerging blue economy. Diversityat Seaport means that we value people from all walks of life, diverse
across multiple dimensions: age, gender, culture, race, ethnicity, religion, language, socioeconomics,
place of origin, education, profession, abilities, needs, and aspirations. We value inclusionof diverse
people and diverse perspectives because this approach yields increased strength and resilience. We
strive for equityof opportunity, because while all people have equal value, not all people have equal
access to resources.

IV. The SLC: A visitor‐serving entity for statewide public use
The SLC is envisioned as a multi‐use and adaptable public ocean learning center. The SLC will be both
physically and operationally connected to the Aquarium and contribute to the broader public activation
goals for the entire Seaport project. The SLC will host approximately 50,000 public participants each
year through registered activities with many more (in the hundreds of thousands) served through
outdoor exhibits, installations, and events. The facility is expected to be open to the public delivering
programs and services from 8:00 am to 10:00 pm every day. All programs and services incorporated
into the project will be open to residents statewide.
The SLC will serve as the education and public
engagement arm of the Aquarium. Programming will
be designed to augment an Aquarium visit with
additional opportunities to explore Seaport’s
waterfront and engage in a variety of immersive
learning experiences. Some, but not all, of the
activities will take place within the SLC or Aquarium
facility. A course and program listing will offer
individuals and groups visiting the Aquarium rich
opportunities to explore the Aquarium’s exhibit
content at a much deeper level. Specialty spaces
Figure 4: Immersive learning opportunities will invite
within the SLC, such as wet labs, maker spaces and
visitors of all ages to learn about the animals and
design studios, will provide ideal spaces for a top‐tier
plants of SD Bay and nearby coastal waters.
University (Birch Aquarium/Scripps Institution of
Oceanography/UC San Diego) to drive innovation in
public marine‐oriented learning activities that activate the waterfront. Any Seaport visitor will be able
to register for an SLC activity and it will not be a pre‐requisite for participants to buy a ticket for the
Aquarium.
A portion of the external entryway, patios, external walkways, and sliding walls will be designed with
interactive and interpretive exhibits that will include information about the science and natural history
of San Diego Bay. This will include outdoor exhibits, displays of science equipment, art installations, and
exhibits on local natural history. An exhibit concept in development is to capture the underwater
sounds of SD Bay and create a live immersive acoustic experience for all visitors within the building‐scale
oculus that connects the Aquarium and SLC. All of the outdoor areas that are part of the premises and
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plaza will be open to the public for 100% of normal operating hours each day, except on occasions
where such outdoor areas are rented for an event. The SLC will also operate outside the confines of its
facility and adjacent patios and walkways with activities taking place on nearby docks, piers and boats.
The SLC will partner with various entities—from Tuna Harbor fisherman to G Street kayak rentals to
Hotel event planners—to build collaborative activation plans. The SLC will both lead and participate in
festivals and Seaport‐wide events. The SLC will also provide exhibits throughout the Seaport project,
such as the proposed ‘Coastal Geology Interpretive Walk’ along the project’s fault line in the envisioned
‘Ramblas’ zone.

V.

Engages Californians to help safeguard their Trust lands and promote
environmental protection

The Tidelands Trust protects the fundamental part of our California heritage that is our coast, its
resources, and our communal access. Protecting those resources can never be taken for granted and
there is continual need to connect with various public stakeholders, to increase awareness and
understanding, to provide people with a voice, and, ultimately, to drive civic engagement.
The SLC understands that to increase public engagement around issues of environmental protection of
our precious coastal resources, the public must be both motivated and empowered to be part of the
conversation. SLC’s reason for existing is to foster public engagement across the Seaport project and to
promote conservation of our marine resources. All SLC programs, services, and activities will be tightly
focused around our mission to ‘inspire deep learning about our ocean planet and catalyze action for
people, economies, and ecosystems to thrive’. Further, as the facility will be operated by Birch
Aquarium at Scripps, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, UC San Diego, all future programming will be
in support of the University’s strategic initiative to ‘connect understanding to protecting our planet’.
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Activating Seaport’s Waterfront ‐ images
Group A: Visitors in wet lab preparing for various field excursions.
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Group B: Boats, docks and piers used for ocean learning experiences.
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Group C: Special facilities and behind‐the‐scenes experiences give visitors opportunities to learn about
blue tech.
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VI.

Appendices

Appendix A: Community input (excerpt from SLC Programing Report)
This report summary reflects a Seaport Learning Center that
community stakeholders helped to create. The full Seaport
Learning Center Programming Report was written to inform and
inspire the developers and architectural teams to advance the
project in service of our shared ideals.
An inspiring and realistic program plan demands a deep
understanding of opportunities and constraints inherent in the
Seaport site, understanding of potential audiences’ needs and
aspirations, stakeholder goals, and community assets. Hence, our
design process involved extensive community input through a
series of meetings and group focus sessions over a period of four
months, first to understand the challenges and problems to solve,
then to generate ideas to address problems, set goals, and seize opportunities. The Birch Aquarium at
Scripps/Scripps Institution of Oceanography planning team designed the process, conducted research
with community input, synthesized results, and shaped the final product inspired by a vision for the
future and rooted in our knowledge of what works.
The following is a list of participants and contributors to the SLC program:
Edward Abeyta, U.C. San Diego, Extension, Assistant Dean for Community Engagement and Director, Pre‐
Collegiate and Career Preparations Programs
Elizabeth Argyle, Living Coast Discovery Center, Education & Guest Experience Manager
Emily Arnold, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, School Programs Manager
Daniel Atkinson, University of California, San Diego, Extension, Director of the Department of Arts,
Humanities, Languages and Digital Arts
Keiara Auzenne, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Equity, Diversity, Inclusion Coordinator
Alec Barron, Escondido Union High School District, Science Instructional Coach
Danny Beckwith, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Education Specialist
Diane Forbes Berthoud, U.C., San Diego, Equity, Diversity, Inclusion Associate Vice Chancellor
Matt Bradley, New Children's Museum, Exhibitions Coordinator & Preparator
Lindsay Bradshaw, Living Coast Discovery Center, Animal Care Manager
Stephanie Bulger, San Diego Community College District, Vice Chancellor, Instructional Services and Planning
Constance M. Carroll, San Diego Community College District, Chancellor
Amanda Datnow,U.C., San Diego, Social Sciences, Education Studies Associate Dean & Professor
Jesse DeWald, U.C., San Diego, Jacobs School of Engineering, EnVision Maker Studio Staff Director
Megan Dickerson, New Children's Museum, Manager of Exhibitions
Chris Fitzsimmons, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Education Specialist
Kellie Fleming, Vista Unified School District, STEM Teacher on Special Assignment (TOSA)
Kelly Frisch, Navy Region Southwest, Regional School Liaison Officer
Lisa Gilfillan, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Education Specialist
Ivel Gontan, Fleet Science Center, Community Programs Senior Manager
Danielle Griffith, Crawford High School, Biology, Chemistry, AVID Teacher
Conor Handley, Kumeyaay Community College
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Harry Helling, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Executive Director
Cheryl Hibbeln, San Diego Unified School District, Executive Director of Secondary Instruction
Jules Jaffe, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Resident Oceanographer
Kathleen Johnson, University of California, San Diego, Interim Exec. Vice Chancellor, Academic Affairs
Michael Jones, The Maritime Alliance, Founder & President
Kristen Koch, NOAA, Southwest Fisheries Science Center, Science and Research Director
Joe Krupens, University City High School, Biology Teacher
Jamie LaBrake, Kumeyaay Community College, Trustee
Liz Larkin, East Village High School, Principal (retired)
Jennifer Long, U.C., Irvine, Center for Environmental Biology, Education & Outreach Coordinator
Chris Manis, San Diego Community College District, Vice Chancellor, Facilities Management
Delanie Medina, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Education Specialist
Victor Minces, University of California, San Diego, Cognitive Science Assistant Project Scientist
Sarah Morgan‐Sickler, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Education Specialist
Danielle Mueller, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, SCCOOS Program Coordinator
Greg Murphy, The Maritime Alliance, Executive Director
Jessica Nascimento, Hilltop High School, Biology Teacher
Gwen Nero, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Director of Corporate Affiliates, Business Development,
Industry Outreach and Innovation
Bob Neuhard, University of California, San Diego, Director of Strategic Alliances
Carol Padden, University of California, San Diego, Division of Social Sciences, Dean
Cari Paulenich, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Education Specialist
Cheryl Peach, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Senior Director of Science & Educational Alliances
Christine Pereira, The Maritime Alliance, Education Director
Mica Pollock, University of California, San Diego, CREATE & Education Studies Director & Professor
Ramesh Rao, University of California, San Diego, Calit2 Qualcomm Institute, Director
Katie Rast, San Diego Foundation, Director of Community Impact
Maggie Reinbold, San Diego Zoo Global, Director of Community Engagement
Nan Renner, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Senior Director of Learning Design & Innovation
Martha Rodriguez, Kumeyaay Community College
Stan Rodriguez, Kumeyaay Elder, University of California, San Diego, Education Studies
Danielle Rowley, University of California, San Diego, Entrepreneur in Residence
Lisa Schiavinato, California SEA Grant, Director of Extension
Kathryn Schulz, University of California, San Diego, CREATE, San Diego Science Project, Director
Sarah Shoffler, NOAA, Southwest Fisheries Science Center, Fishery Biologist
Brett Stalbaum,, U.C. San Diego, Arts and Humanities, Visual Arts, Associate Teaching Professor
Dale Stokes, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Researcher
Jim Stone, Elementary Institute of Science, Executive Director
Robert Sullivan, University of California, San Diego, Rady School of Management, Dean
Paul Sykes, San Diego Mesa College, Biology Chair & Professor
Nusrat Symons, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Volunteer Coordinator
Theresa Sinicrope Talley, U.C., San Diego, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, California Sea Grant Extension
Specialist
Jeanie M. Tyler, San Diego City College, Associate Dean, Strong Workforce
George Tynan, University of California, San Diego, Jacobs School of Engineering, Associate Dean
Melanie Villanueva, Chula Vista High School, Chemistry Teacher and Site Science Specialist
Steve Walters, Mission Bay High School, Science Teacher
Susan Yonezawa, University of California, San Diego, CREATE Associate Director
Ivy Young, Birch Aquarium at Scripps, Learning Consultant
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Appendix 2: High School for‐credit programs ‐ additional detail
The SLC will offer a broad range of courses and visitor experiences designed to activate the Seaport
waterfront. Comparable organizations, such as the Ocean Institute in Dana Point or Birch Aquarium at
Scripps in La Jolla, offer more than 60 different learning experiences serving youth, adults, and seniors
as individuals and in groups. Approximately 50,000 visitors each year will participate in SLC
programming.
Of the many programs offered, SLC may also consider a few that offer in‐depth ocean learning
opportunities for teenage visitors (middle and high school grades) not available in any other venue. The
need for in‐depth programming in collaboration with practicing researchers was identified by
professional educators in our stakeholder development sessions. In particular, the SLC leadership would
like to consider a suite of for‐credit high school programs that leverage the teaching and research assets
of Scripps Institution of Oceanography and UC San Diego faculty and staff to provide Blue Tech‐focused
learning opportunities in a waterfront environment. The programs, on topics such as ocean
engineering, would range from weekend and afterschool seminars (workshops, hack‐a‐thons, etc.) to 4‐
to 6‐week residential science camps (where students from around the State stay on the UC San Diego
campus) to semester‐long courses. A new light rail system is currently being installed that will connect
UC San Diego to Seaport and offer convenient and affordable transportation. High school programs,
depending on hours of contact time and nature of the lesson plans, will offer either (or both) high school
and/or college credit. For‐credit programs are expected to serve fewer than 500 students or less than
1% of the total annual visitor participation at the SLC.
The program will be run with full awareness of, and in compliance with, the intent of the State Tidelands
Trust. All for‐credit programs offered by SLC will be available for any California teen. While it is likely
that during the school year the majority of participants could be from San Diego, on weekends,
vacations, and summers, SLC programming (in coordination with UC San Diego) will draw from a more
statewide audience. SLC will coordinate with programs like the University of California’s COSMOS
(https://cosmos‐ucop.ucdavis.edu/app/main) that exist to “motivate the most creative minds of the
new generation to become leaders for California, the nation, and the world.” COSMOS is a 4‐week
residential summer program attracting 8th‐12th grade students from throughout California. COSMOS
provides students with an unparalleled opportunity to work side‐by‐side with outstanding University
faculty and researchers covering topics extending beyond the typical high school curriculum. Birch
Aquarium at Scripps currently hosts hundreds of COSMOS students each summer, but without the
proper facility or location. One of the stated goals for COSMOS is to ensure that future student bodies
reflect California’s geographic, economic, and cultural diversity. COSMOS has a generous scholarship
program that ensures equity, diversity and inclusion. COSMOS is just one of many different statewide
programs supported by the University of California.
The most in‐depth program envisioned in the SLC portfolio of ocean learning experiences is an intensive
semester‐long program for high school students. The program will offer a series of four accelerated
classes that take advantage of the unique location on the working waterfront at Seaport. Ideally, each
course would satisfy University of California’s a‐g high school graduation requirements and provide dual
credit for both high school and college whenever possible. The program will ensure participation by
underserved teens with appropriate recruitment and selection policies and adequate financial aid. The
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SLC would receive no ADA (Average Daily Attendance) funds from schools. Instead, the majority of
funding for support is expected to come from operations of the adjacent public Aquarium.
An example of the types of courses that might be offered and how they could fit into an articulated high
school curriculum follows.
Seaport courses may include:
• Ocean Sciences,
• Blue Tech Engineering,
• Ocean Data Science (math and computing), and
• Introduction to Water Policy, Politics, Economics, and Ethics.
Courses will satisfy requirements in relevant CTE (Career Technical Education) pathways and address
priority workforce sectors in San Diego County. Students from San Diego high schools with 4x4
schedules would be eligible to participate, with counseling services and academic support provided to
ensure students stay on schedule for graduation and college applications. Courses will be taught by
credentialed teachers and/or community college faculty members who meet CTE course
instructor/college hiring guidelines.
The chart below shows how a Semester at Seaport (in blue) could potentially fit into a high school
curriculum with focused ocean‐based learning.

9th

High School Requirements (College Eligible)
Example Schedule for 4x4 and A/B
10th
11th

History (a)
English (b)
Integrated Math I (c)
College Prep Elective (g)

Semester at Seaport

Lab Science (d)
Foreign Language (e)
Visual / Performing Arts
(f)
Physical Education

English (b)
Integrated Math II (c)
Foreign Language (e)
College Prep Elective (g)

Water Policy, Politics,
Economics, and Ethics (a)
Ocean Data Science (c)
Ocean Sciences (d)
Blue Tech Engineering (d)

12

12th

Social Science (a)
English (b)
Integrated Math III (c)
College Prep Elective (g)

History (a)
English (b)
Math (c)
College Prep Elective (g)

Lab Science (d)
Foreign Language (e)
College Prep Elective (g)
Physical Education

Lab Science (d)
Foreign Language (e)
College Prep Elective (g)
College Prep Elective (g)

APPENDIX I
Seaport San Diego TPG Demand Analysis
The following represents an analysis of the projected parking demand given the current Tidelands
Parking Guidelines. While the overall program is not identical to what is currently proposed, the overall
number of stalls in the proposed Project significantly exceeds the projected demand.

APPENDIX A
Public Outreach Presentations and Partners
From the outset, the Seaport San Diego team has prioritized community outreach and engagement,
focused on obtaining community feedback. To date, the team has provided more than 70 presentations
to community, civic and governmental groups, and elected and appointed officials, along with numerous
one-on-one meetings with stakeholders.
Outreach has taken many forms beyond the traditional meetings and group presentations. A
partnership with San Diego Unified School District, the fifth largest district in the US with one of the
highest percentages of Title 2 students provides touch points with surrounding underserved
communities such as Barrio Logan and City Heights. Separately, Scripps Institution of Oceanography also
led a targeted outreach effort to over 900 Blue Tech industry companies.
Significantly, the 1HWY1 development team led and facilitated the formation of a San Diego Fisherman’s
Working Group ("SDFWG") to represent a diverse array of commercial fishing gear types and associated
interests and then reached an unprecedented agreement with the group to provide long-desired land
and waterside amenities for commercial fishing at Tuna Harbor.
Presentations have been provided to groups including:
•

Circulate San Diego

•

Downtown San Diego Partnership

•

San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce

•

Citizens Coordinate for Century 3

•

University of California San Diego

•

San Diego Unified School District

•

University Club

•

Financial Executives International-San Diego

•

American Council Engineering ACEC

•

University of San Diego, Burnham-Moores Center for Real Estate

•

San Diego Green Building Council

•

Marina Alliance District

•

Downtown Community Planning Council

•

Urban Land Institute

•

New Children's Museum

•

Cleantech San Diego

•

SANDAG

•

California State Bar, Real Estate Section

•

Southern California Development Forum

•

City of San Diego

•

Ruocco Park Foundation

•

San Diego Convention Center Board

•

San Diego Regional Economic Development Corporation

•

Park Place Homeowners Association

•

Chamber Public Policy Committee

•

Commanding Officer of U.S. Naval Base Captain Brien Dickson

•

Friends of Downtown

•

CCIM, San Diego Chapter

•

San Diego Tourism Authority

•

Monarch Schools

•

San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce

•

Rotary Club of Rancho Bernardo

•

State Controller Betty Yee

•

San Diego Association of Realtors/Commercial Real Estate Alliance of San Diego

•

Point Loma Optimists

•

Commercial Real Estate Women, San Diego Chapter

•

Downtown San Diego Realtor Caravan

•

Marina District Alliance

•

Lean Construction Institute

•

CityAge LA

•

CityAge SD
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1. OVERVIEW OF TOP PRIORITIES
2. FISH PROCESSING FACILITY DESIGN
CONCEPT
3. TRAFFIC AND PARKING STUDIES
4. DISCUSSION
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G ST. MOLE PARKING, CIRCULATION, AND MOBLITY
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Guidelines for Concept
1. Commercial Fisherman have priority access to parking and driving on the Mole.
a. Parking stalls designed to accomodate ﬁsherman vehicles (i.e. trucks).
2. NO tour buses are allowed on the Mole.
3. Truck access for Processor and it’s workers will be accommodated.
4. Valet drivers will be the only ones parking non-commercial ﬁshing related vehicles on the Mole.
a. Exception for the ADA and handicap individuals will be made.
5. Valet will prevent access when parking lot is full.
6. Additional parking needs will be accomodated at Mobility Hubs designated by the Port and in Seaport’s parking reservoirs.
7. Ongoing dialogue: accomodating public (pedestrian) coastal access while addressing interface with commercial ﬁsherman.
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EMBRACING SAN DIEGO’S COMMERCIAL FISHING HISTORY
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COMPARISON
Acreage
EXISTING ACREAGE

ADDED ACREAGE

TOTAL ACREAGE IN
CURRENT DESIGN
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0.302
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0.58
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10'

50'

100'

Parking
EXISTING PARKING STALL COUNT: 270
PROPOSED TOTAL PARKING STALL COUNT: 252
107 for Commercial Fishing Zone (stall sizes to accomodate trucks)
79 Commercial Fisherman Stalls
18-20 Fish Processor Stalls
3 ATA Stalls
Remaining balance to be discussed (lease?)
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FLOOR PLANS

GROSS SQUARE FEET
5,000
10,000-12,000
7,000
3,000
9,700

RESTAURANT
OFFICES/CONFERENCE ROOM
PROCESSING
FISHERMAN *
OPEN MARKET

RESTAURANT

THIRD FLOOR PLAN

OPEN STORAGE
TOTAL GROSS SQUARE FEET IN
CURRENT DESIGN
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39,000

*EXCLUDES ELEVATORS AND STAIRS
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CONCEPT DIAGRAM
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CONCEPT DIAGRAM - COMMERCIAL FISHING NEEDS
Fish processing facility ground ﬂoor functions requires
complex vehicular access to the water

Storage
Open Market
Processing Facility

FISHERMAN

PERKINS EASTMAN SEAPORT SAN DIEGO
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CONCEPT DIAGRAM - PUBLIC ACCESS
Elevating the promenade into an ADA accessible
pedestrian ramp allows public access and views, while
perserving commercial ﬁshing functional
requirements.

Storage

Pedestrian Ramp

Open Market
Processing Facility

PEDESTRIAN
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CONCEPT DIAGRAM - VIEWS
Upper level commercial ﬁsherman
ofﬁces and restaurant takes advantage
of the generous views

Restaurant
Ofﬁces

Storage

Pedestrian Ramp

Open Market
Proce
Processing Facility
VIEWS
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CONCEPT DIAGRAM - A SHARED FUTURE

AUGUST 19, 2019

The resulting building form allows for the public
to enjoy views of a real commercial ﬁshing harbor,
while perserving functions of the processing
facility.

VIEWS

PEDESTRIAN

FISHERMAN
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CONCEPTUAL CROSS-SECTION AT OFFLOADING PIER

EXISTING SECTION

KEY PLAN

OFFICES

FISH PROCESSING

PARKING

3.3 FT SLR

30’ LOADING/OFFLOADING PIER

PROPOSED SECTION - EAST/WEST
PERKINS EASTMAN SEAPORT SAN DIEGO

+ Raise promenade to accomodate Sea Level Rise
+ Maintain existing parking level for easy truck loading dock access
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CONCEPTUAL CROSS-SECTION AT FISH MARKET

KEY PLAN

3.3 FT SLR

EXISTING SECTION - NORTH/SOUTH

PERKINS EASTMAN SEAPORT SAN DIEGO

+ Fish Market at risk of inundation due to Sea Level Rise
+ Maintain existing parking level for no change to access
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SOUTHEAST FACING VIEW

PERKINS EASTMAN SEAPORT SAN DIEGO

APRIL 2, 2019

SATURDAY MORNING
AT THE TUNA HARBOR
DOCKSIDE MARKET
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TRAPS
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STORAGE
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HOLDING TANKS AND STORAGE
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THE SYDNEY FISH MARKET - SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
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MUTTRAH FISH MARKET - MUSCAT,OMAN
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YOKOHAMA INTERNATIONAL PORT TERMINAL - PORT OF YOKOHAMA, JAPAN
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Seaport Aquarium
Preliminary Guest Experience Narrative
MISSION STATEMENT
To create an entertaining and memorable journey through the depths of the
world’s oceans and freshwater habitats, while highlighting areas where science
and discovery by Scripps Oceanography drives understanding, inspiration, and
action toward a healthier planet.
OVERVIEW
While there are many challenges faced by the ocean and its ecosystems, the
focus of this aquarium will be to inspire guests to continue the work done by
Scripps Institute of Oceanography (SIO) scientists and ocean admirers so they
may work together toward a healthier blue planet. Guests will leave the
aquarium feeling amazed by all of the conservation efforts that are happening
around the globe and empowered to do their part.
Using the stratification of layers of aquatic habitats as an organizing principle,
guests will experience some of the planet’s most diverse and important
habitats from top to bottom. Starting with San Diego’s estuarine habitats,
guests will follow the stream out to the open ocean and then venture all the
way down to the ocean floor. Using the multi-level structure of the aquarium,
guests will dive further into the depths of the ocean as they journey down
through the different levels of the aquarium and then will be given free reign
to discover ocean and freshwater habitats around the globe.
Each exhibit will incorporate three themes: Ocean Inspiration, Science, and
Hope. Guests will witness first-hand the amazing facts of the aquarium’s

animals and their habitats, inspiring them to learn more about the science
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already being put in place to research this habitat or animal, and ultimately
come away with a message of hope and engage in a participatory call to action.
TICKETING AND ENTRY
Tickets to the aquarium will be available for purchase through a shared
ticketing booth for the aquarium and spire on the street level, as well as
through automated ticketing kiosks on the fourth floor level and advance online
purchase. Guests may also have the option of adding the butterfly pavilion onto
their ticket or separately purchasing a ticket for the butterfly pavilion.
Guests wandering through the park may enter the aquarium on the fourth floor
level and purchase their tickets through the ticketing kiosks near the lobby.
Guests wandering through the street level, who wish to purchase a combination
ticket for the Spire and Aquarium, may buy their tickets on the street level,
before journeying up to the fourth floor.
JOURNEY TO THE FOURTH FLOOR
Guests who have purchased their ticket on the first floor will begin their
underwater journey early, starting with the trek up to the fourth floor lobby.
After purchasing their tickets, guests hop on a series of escalators, which all
together tell the story of the San Diego waterfront.
Through media wrapping on the escalator, guests will follow a digital timeline
of the events which have shaped San Diego over time. Each leg of the escalator
will detail a new era for San Diego — from the Kumeyaay tribe, the first people
to set foot in San Diego, to the establishment of the Port of San Diego and
beyond. By the time guests reach the fourth floor, they will be awestruck as
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they exit out to a view of present-day San Diego, having been taken on a
journey through San Diego from years past.
OUTDOOR VIEW TERRACE
Before guests step inside the aquarium, they have a chance to get a closer view
of the San Diego shoreline and feel the ocean breeze. AR-enabled binoculars
will be mounted throughout the edge of the terrace so guests can view the
surrounding San Diego landmarks and nature. The AR-enabled binoculars will
clue guests into more information about these landmarks and even preview
guests with information on the San Diego shore, which they will later delve into
in the aquarium, piquing guests’ excitement for their underwater journey
through the Pacific Ocean and beyond.
LOBBY
As guests arrive at the fourth floor lobby of the aquarium, the sights and
sounds of the San Diego Harbor fill the entry space, with the sounds of the
waves hitting the shore against a faint echo of sea lions in the background. This
space epitomizes all the best aspects of the San Diego Harbor in one location.
Pictures from San Diego’s history fill the walls along with dates and historical
information, providing historical context to those who may not have chosen the
escalator route.
THE SAN DIEGO HARBOR
As guests scan in and enter the aquarium, they look above and notice a giant
ship hangs from the ceiling overhead, with a large barnacle-covered anchor
dropped to the floor. The anchor lands in a large open tank in the shape of
the San Diego Harbor, filled with San Diego native fish, such as Leopard
Sharks or Shovelnose Guitarfish. Guests stand by the rails and look down into
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the miniature bay — a small representation of all the fish which inhabit San
Diego’s harbor.

Welcome to San Diego.
Before diving deep into the ocean, guests will first experience where the water
touches the land, the San Diego Harbor, and how the ocean has breathed life
into the city.
Past the large anchor, guests enter a recreation of the Port of San Diego,
where three ship facades — a cruise ship, a US Navy vessel, and a fishing boat
— are parked at three docks. Tanks filled with San Diego native fish surround
each ship to emulate the waters of the harbor.
Each ship represents a different aspect of San Diego’s blue economy and
presents a brief history of its role in shaping the San Diego Harbor and the
future of our oceans. Each section also demonstrates San Diego as an active
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place where innovation is driving new technologies and industries and where
growth is conditioned by solutions that are also improving the ocean and the
planet.
Guests may choose to step inside any of the ships’ facades and experience a
different aspect of what makes the San Diego Harbor a thriving destination for
ocean inspiration:
The Tuna Fishing Boat: The Tuna Industry
Inside the fishing boat, guests learn about the process of catching one of
America’s favorite fish. In this exhibit, guests can try their own hand at
deploying and catching fish, using a tuna net with enhanced sensors to reduce
bycatch.
The Navy Vessel: The Navy
Past the Navy vessel facade, guests can explore the themed interior of a Navy
ship and learn about the Navy’s commitment to science and new technologies.
The interactive porthole windows of the submarine allow guests to open them
and find a variety of different small fish found in the San Diego Bay. Behind
each window is a different small species — Sculpin, Yellowfin Tuna, or Pacific
Mackerel.
The Cruise Ship: Maritime Technologies
In this area of the exhibit, guests will learn about how the maritime industry is
utilizing new technologies to help conserve and protect the oceans it sails on.
Guests, for example, may explore the bow of the ship and learn how
instrumentation is being used to detect whales in order to reduce whale
strikes.
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Next to the bow of the ship, a series of tanks display the fish that make up a
whale’s diet: crabs, krill, and squids. Because of the positive effects of new
instrumentation aboard ships, the ocean ecosystem surrounding whales may
continue to thrive.
Overall, this entry exhibit will teach guests how the San Diego Harbor is a place
where economic and environmental challenges are met with imagination,
innovation, and optimism and where hope is inspired for a healthier ocean.
LAGOONS AND ESTUARIES

After learning about how San Diego has benefitted from the ocean, guests will
learn how the San Diego community is, in turn, benefitting our oceans and
other natural environments. Towards the end of the San Diego Harbor exhibit,
guests will be drawn downwards to the next room by the sound of bird calls and
a breeze of fresh air. As guests walk down the ramp to the next exhibit, they
encounter the Lagoons and Estuaries exhibit.
Entering through a display of eelgrass, which surrounds them on both sides,
guests encounter the birds which inhabit estuarine habitats — a live exhibit
featuring all different types of sea birds, perched on rocks or floating on the
water. A nearby display teaches guests about the Pacific Flyway and the
migratory nature of these birds. This display can update every season to alert
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guests exactly where these birds would be located along the Pacific Flyway at
this time, if they were out in the wild.
Next, guests are introduced to San Diego’s turtle population as they uncover
several turtles sunning themselves under a simulated San Diego sun and
popping their heads above water.
While estuaries may not seem as glamorous as the ocean, this exhibit will teach
guests to appreciate the estuarine habitats by showing them the importance
that the health of an estuary has on the surrounding wildlife — by cleaning
water before it returns to the sea, nourishing sand, and providing a stopover
area for birds.
Ocean Inspiration Zone: The San Elijo Lagoon

After learning about the estuaries, guests will experience the lagoon habitats,
focusing in on one lagoon with an inspiring restoration story — the San Elijo
Lagoon.
Science & Hope in the Lagoons and Estuaries
Interactive displays throughout the Estuaries and Lagoons exhibit engage guests
with the research and conservation efforts led by SIO scientists that are being
put in place to keep the estuaries clean and healthy, so that the San Diego
wildlife may continue to thrive.
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Along with the research compiled by SIO scientists, this exhibit will showcase
community stories — the real people who have made a commitment to cleaning
up and caring for estuaries — allowing guests to discover that anyone has the
power to make a difference.
THE TIDE

After exploring the estuary, guests can get their hands wet with an outdoor
touchpool. Guests have the option to step outside onto the outdoor terrace,
where they will find a breathtaking view of the San Diego waterfront along with
an interactive tidepool exhibit. Here, guests may touch and observe the
different species and plant life which inhabit the tide pools around San Diego
while a guide identifies each colorful crustacean.
Guests might just hear the loud bark of the first animal exhibit before it comes
into view — the sea lion exhibit. Themed to resemble a San Diego pier, guests
may take a seat on tiered wooden benches while enjoying a fascinating talk by
an animal trainer about sea lion behavior. As they learn the ins and outs of life
as a sea lion, guests will also learn how global warming is affecting the
environments and breeding grounds of these animals.
THE NEARSHORE
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As guests exit the outdoor tide pools and walk into the San Diego Nearshore
exhibit, the fresh scent of salt water and the relaxing sound of waves crashing
sets the mood.
When guests step inside, they will be surprised to see the same sea lion
exhibit, this time from a different point of view — underwater. While outside,
guests can watch the sea lions bask in the sun, inside, guests can watch them
gracefully swim underwater.
Science & Hope at the Nearshore
Because of global warming, there have been two major sea lion die-offs due to
changes in the food chain. As part of the sea lion exhibit, guests will learn how
SIO scientists are using technology to better understand what sea lions eat and
how the food webs work, so we may be able to better predict and manage
die-offs in the future. Guests will get hands-on with special wearable cameras,
which are placed on sea lions in order to study what they eat and watch POV
footage from a sea lion as he goes about his day.
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Ocean Inspiration Zone: Global Warming

Past the sea lion exhibit, guests encounter a scientist’s research station inside
a ship with a window looking out to the shore. In this station, guests will learn
about how SIO scientists are using technological instruments to monitor and
combat the effects of global warming through videos and interactive
opportunities. Guests can interact with the various technological instruments
used to monitor global warming, which are scattered throughout the station.
Guests may pick up one of the many technological instruments and place it on
an interactive surface, which recognizes the instrument and automatically
plays a short informational video.
THE OPEN OCEAN

Past the research station, the guest’s journey dips below the surface of the
water as they begin to explore the open ocean. This area of the aquarium will
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be divided into two main habitats: the California Bight and the North Pacific
Gyre. The coloring of the space will gradually shift to blue as guests walk

through a curtain of ‘kelp’ and a row of sea stacks, as they seemingly “go
underwater” and enter deeper into the California Bight.
California Bight
As they enter the California Bight, guests walk past a multi-level kelp forest
and into the open ocean of the California Bight. This room is dotted by a series
of models resembling the Channel Islands. Each island station teaches guests
about a different aspect of the Bight ecosystem and environment — earth
science, weird currents, and weather patterns.
Surrounding the models are exhibits featuring the animals who inhabit these
islands: cormorants, black sea bass, and other island endemic species of
fish, inverts, and plants.
Ocean Inspiration Zone: Marine Protected Areas
After learning about the Channel Islands and all the creatures that live there,
guests will learn about how strides are being made to protect these areas, as
part of our resilience solution to a warming ocean. This exhibit calls back to
the previous ocean inspiration zone centered on global warming and shows how
the expansion of Marine Protected Areas is working towards creating a
healthier climate.
After guests learn all about the Marine Protected Areas, they will walk
alongside giant sea bass and other neighboring fish as they pass through a
winding hallway flanked by fish-filled tanks.
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This hallway will then open out to a large magnificent tank displaying a fan
favorite, green sea turtles. This room may offer auditorium-style seating,
styled after a coral reef, allowing guests to sit and take in the beauty of the
majestic sea turtles. A light on the ceiling of the room along with a projected
image of water emulates the sunlight reflecting through the surface of the
ocean, as seen from underwater.

Ocean Inspiration Zone: Sea Animal Tracking
Following the sea turtle tank, guests will enter another underwater research
station. However, this time the window looks out deeper into the ocean,
showing a video of turtles swimming by. This research station will inform guests
of another inspirational research method currently used by scientists: sea
animal tracking.
Each screen in this research station
displays the POV of a different sea
turtle, sea otter, or other sea animal
which has been outfitted with a
satellite tracker. On one screen we
watch from the animal’s point-of-view
as they swim through the ocean, while
a screen below tracks their movement. A scientist on a center screen explains
the importance of sea animal tracking to better protect each species.
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North Pacific Gyre
As visitors enter the next zone, we venture out even further from San Diego
and the Southern California Bight to the biggest continuous biome on the
planet, the North Pacific Gyre.
Past the giant tank of green sea turtles, guests will traverse through another
short hallway which then opens out onto a large circular room. From the ceiling
of this room hangs a large art sculpture designed to resemble a wave or
current, constructed out of trash found in the North Pacific Gyre, or “The
Great Pacific Garbage Patch” as it has come to be called.

A weathered Nike shoe may also be on display with a plaque telling the story of
“the great Nike spill of 1990”, a shipping accident involving the loss of over
61,000 Nike shoes during a storm in the North Pacific Gyre, which helped
contribute to the knowledge of ocean currents.
Swirling blue lights encircle the room to give guests the impression of being in
the center of the North Pacific Gyre as trash surrounds them overhead.
In the center of it all stands a model of Papahānaumokuākea, the largest
Marine Reserve in the world, which is surrounded by all different types of
colorful coral on display.
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Dotted around the circular room may be a series of tanks filled with fish who
live around this area of the ocean, such as tuna and other large pelagics,
sardines, and the North Pacific giant octopus.
This exhibit will also highlight how currents such as the North Pacific Gyre give
rise to migratory species, such as tuna, sharks, and grouper fish. An
interactive exhibit will allow guests to witness how ocean currents are formed
and how upwelling and sea mounts contribute to the migration of certain sea
animals.
Ocean Inspiration Zone: The Great Pacific Garbage Patch
Past this large circular exhibit sits another research center. Through the
window of this research center, guests may view a display of trash floating by
underwater. Here, guests will learn through video screens and interactives how
scientists, volunteers, and ocean lovers all over the world are teaming up to
clean up the garbage patch once and for all. These videos and interactives will
highlight the various proposals led by scientists, each with a different method
of cleaning up the ocean. After learning about the various efforts proposed by
scientists and ocean experts, guests will be inspired to think of ways how they,
too, can aid in the clean up.
Once guests have been inspired to help in the fight to clean up the North
Pacific Gyre, they will enter a trash-free zone, featuring the finale tank of the
Gyre exhibit — a large multi-story immersive tank filled with jellyfish. The tank
may be curved, allowing guests to step inside and surround themselves with
peaceful, floating jellies. Guests may even be able to change the colored
lighting of the jellies via an interactive.
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Oceanside Cafe
For those guests who have worked up an appetite mid-way through their
experience, there will be a grab-and-go food and beverage offering available.
Guests will be given the opportunity to rest and take in the beauty of the
shoreline and the ocean as they sip on their coffee or bite into their sandwich.
A glass wall facing the ocean by the food and beverage area will give guests a
front row view of the subject of their journey as they continue to dive deeper
below the surface.
THE DEEP SEA

Past the Oceanside Cafe, guests will take the ramp down from the Open Ocean
to the Deep Seas on the ground level. As guests progress down the ramp, it will
turn into an underwater tunnel, surrounded by a variety of interesting and
colorful fish from deeper in the Pacific Ocean. This underwater tunnel will then
drop guests into the most mysterious and unexplored part of the ocean, the
deep sea.
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In this area, guests will discover the vastness of the ocean and learn how
humans have barely even scratched the surface of uncovering what lives in the
blue areas of our planet — less than 5%. After exploring the previous exhibits,
filled with species and animals most visitors may already be familiar with, this
exhibit will amaze guests by showing them species they have never seen
before. Far beneath the surface of the sea are found the weirdest and most
wondrous creatures who have adapted to the dark coldness of the deep seas
with interesting and unique features, such as bioluminescence.
This exhibit will feature darker lighting than the rest to match the darkness of
the deep sea. It will be lit up only by specialized lighting and the glow of
nearby tanks to resemble the bioluminescence of the deep sea fish.

Different bioluminescent fish, such as flashlight fish are also on display in the
dark atmosphere to showcase the wonders of bioluminescence.
Because deep sea fish may present a challenge to exhibit in an aquarium, the
tanks in this area may be unique. Instead of exhibiting live fish, guests will be
drawn through a dark maze of fish-less tanks, bioluminescent sea plants, and
whale falls and crustaceans. Each tank may be accompanied by a mounted
AR-enabled iPad, designed to look like an advanced diving mask. Guests may
hold up the iPad to the tank and watch as it is suddenly inhabited by virtual
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strange-looking deep sea fish. Each tank will feature the physical habitat of the
fish, but only by holding the iPad up to the tank, may they uncover the deep
sea fish which lives in this environment.
This effect may also be achieved through the use of “virtual tanks”, using large
video screens to display virtual deep sea fish and crustaceans, or through the
Pepper’s Ghost effect, whereby the images of deep sea fish would be reflected
into a darkened tank.

Past the deep sea fish exhibits, guests may also find the entrance into a
bioluminescent dome, which houses an underwater theater. This theater can
house various shows with rotating content, teaching guests about subjects from
the deep seas to ocean conservation.
Ocean Inspiration Zone: Deep Sea Mining and Global Warming
In this final research center, guests will learn about the effects of deep sea
mining and climate change on the deep sea habitat. While the deep seas are,
for the most part, unexplored, the effects of global warming and deep sea
mining still have reached even the deepest parts of the ocean. However, with
proper protection and research, these negative effects can be reversed.
This area will explore the role of oceans in climate change and teach guests
real-world strategies to reduce one’s carbon footprint.
© 2018 Thinkwell
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Science & Hope at the Deep Seas
Guests will have the chance to enter into a recreation of the Deep Sea
Challenger and discover the findings and research discovered from this
momentous deep sea dive.
Opposite the deep sea theater, guests follow the light emitting from a
submarine which resembles the research station guests have explored
throughout the previous exhibits. As guests pass through this submarine, a
scientist congratulates guests on completing their journey to the bottom of the
Pacific Ocean and welcomes them to explore the ocean areas around the globe.
THE GLOBAL OCEANS
Following the Deep Seas exhibit, guests can choose to enter a large auditorium
space where they will witness a turntable show, physically moving them
through different ocean habitats around the globe, all while comfortably
seated. Guests will be taken on a circular journey through the Indo-Pacific,
Amazon, African Rift Valley, and Antarctic/Arctic habitats, integrating media,
narration, and live divers into each exhibit. These exhibits have the ability to
be changed out in order to reflect different corners of the globe.
The show presentation will begin with a media presentation, showing video
clips of all of the destinations guests have just journeyed through — from the
San Diego estuaries all the way to the deep seas. After this presentation, guests
will watch a short preview video on the four different global ocean zones they
are about to experience. The video ends with a shot of a coral reef habitat in
the Indo-Pacific as the lighting begins to turn a blue hue and the video screen
rolls away to reveal the same shot of the coral reef habitat, except this time,
in a live grand-scale tank.
© 2018 Thinkwell
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Indo-Pacific
As guests watch all of the colorful tropical fish which inhabitat the waters of
the Indo-Pacific, a live diver appears to lead the show and inform guests of the
different species which they see before them. The tank is filled with all
different types of sharks — from sandtiger sharks to whitetip reef sharks.
Amazon
As guests turn away from the Indo-Pacific, they will turn towards the Amazon
rainforest, where they pass by a green, leafy wall as they make their way
towards an exhibit on the Amazon River. The sounds of jaguars and other
jungle animals echoe overhead as guests listen to another live diver describing
the habitats and characteristics of the animals around them: electric eels,
rays, piranha, Arowana, Arapaima, and Pacu fish.
African Rift Valley
As the turnstile continues to move clockwise, guests pass a wall resembling the
cracked brown texture of the African Rift Valley and hear the sounds of the
African desert as they encounter a herd of flamingos in one section, followed
by a tank filled with various colorful cichlids.
Antarctic/Arctic
As the final exhibit of the turntable show, guests will pass by a wall covered in
ice as they move onto an exhibit featuring animals from the Antarctic/Arctic
region. Guests will first explore the Arctic region, with an exhibit dedicated to
Arctic puffins before moving into the Antarctic region to watch the penguins.
Past these land and water species, guests will dive into the freezing cold of the
Antarctic and Arctic waters by exploring the cold water fish who live there.
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Once guests have come full-circle, they will exit out of the auditorium and
have the chance to explore the same animal exhibits they just witnessed in the
show, now at their own pace. Guests continue down a linear pathway, walking
through the different portals of the Indo-Pacific, Amazon, African Rift Valley,
and Antarctic/Arctic. Each area will be appropriately themed to the specific
global region and will feature a research station, displaying important research
and inspiration centered around each habitat:
Ocean Inspiration Zone: 3D-printed Coral
Sponsored by the Palmyra Research Station, this research station displays some
of the research done by scientists in this area. One of the cool new
technologies on display may be a 3D-printed coral reef as compared to a live
coral reef. A 3D printer may even show the process of constructing a fake coral
reef in real time before guests’ eyes.
Ocean Inspiration Zone: Amazon River and Forest Research
This research station informs guests of the inspirational research that is being
done around the Amazon River and Rainforest to help the animals which live in
this area.
Ocean Inspiration Zone: Sea Floor Spreading and Volcanism
After learning more about the species which live in the African Rift Valley,
guests will explore another themed research station, sponsored by the Institute
for Geophysics and Planetary Physics and learn how sea floor spreading and
volcanism helped create the African Rift Valley.
Ocean Inspiration Zone: Antarctic Research
Guests will end their journey through the Arctic and Antarctic regions with
another snow-covered research station. This research station will teach guests
© 2018 Thinkwell
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about the deep research being conducted in Antarctica on a wide range of
topics, from waves and sea ice vibrations to sea life adaptations.
Finale Show
As guests exit out of the Antarctic Research Station, they walk through a tunnel
and into a large circular room with a hanging interactive globe in the center.
A selection of all the global areas touched upon throughout the aquarium, from
San Diego to the Antarctic, are highlighted on the globe. At timed intervals,
the whole room comes to life through mapped projection with videos and more
SIO information about each zone. This show will remind guests of all the ocean
inspiration which is taking place all over the globe and inspire them to take
action in their own communities, whether it be San Diego or another city across
the globe.
Retail
After successfully completing their voyage through the aquarium, guests will
exit out of the Global Oceans exhibit and into a themed gift shop, where they
may take home a memorable souvenir based on their favorite animal or aquatic
region.
SUMMARY
The Seaport Aquarium will lead guests on a journey through the freshwater and
saltwater habitats of the Pacific Ocean and beyond, starting in the local
habitats of San Diego before venturing down through the depths of the ocean.
By starting with local San Diego wildlife and gradually expanding to oceans
around the globe, guests will come away with a better understanding of how
we are connected to the ocean and a greater motivation to care for it. Through
a series of “Ocean Inspiration Zones” spread throughout each exhibit, the
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Seaport Aquarium will capture a sense of optimism and allow guests to imagine
a bright future for tomorrow’s oceans.
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APPENDIX J

Figure 2 - Midway Marina Location

Midway Marina Slips and Planned
Layout

Figure 3 - G-Street Mole Marina
Location

G-Street Mole Marina Slips and Planned
Layout

Figure 4 - Tuna Harbor Location

Tuna Harbor Slips and Planned Layout

Figure 5 - 100% Corner Marina Location

100% Corner Marina Slips and Planned
Layout

Figure 6 – Beach Block Location

APPENDIX K

DRAFT MEMORANDUM

TO:

Port of San Diego

FROM:

DLA Piper on behalf of 1HWY1

DATE:

July 19, 2020

RE:

State Lands Commission Consistency Determinations

I.

INTRODUCTION

1HWY1 proposes to build a mixed-use development project along the water’s
edge and within San Diego Bay, consisting of recreational public open space, a fish
processing facility, hotels, an aquarium, restaurants, health and fitness uses, retail uses,
a Blue Tech Innovation Center (“BTIC”), a Learning Center (“LC”), a multi-purpose
event center (“Event Center”), and commercial and recreational fishing, boating and
navigation uses (the “Seaport Project” or “Project”).1
The Project is sited within the San Diego Embarcadero, west of downtown San
Diego on the San Diego Bay waterfront and within adjacent bay waters (the “Project
Site” or “Site”). The Project Site is within the planning and land use jurisdiction of the
Port of San Diego (“Port”). Relevant to this memorandum, the use of the Project Site is
governed by: (1) the Public Trust Doctrine; and (2) a granting statute that grants to the
Port title to certain public trust lands, including the Project Site, under Chapter 67,
Statutes of 1962, First Extraordinary Session, as amended (the “Port Act”).
The California Legislature delegated authority to the State Lands Commission
(the “Commission”) to represent the statewide public interest to ensure that trustees
operate granted public trust lands in conformance with applicable granting statutes and
the Public Trust Doctrine. Public Resources Code Section 6301 provides that “all
jurisdiction and authority remaining in the State as to tidelands and submerged lands as
to which grants have been or may be made is vested in the [C]ommission.” However,
for areas covered by statutory grants such as the Port Act, grantee agencies such as
The Project is described in greater detail in the State Lands Commission Project Description (“SLCPD”),
which has been submitted to the Port for its consideration concurrently with this memorandum. The
defined terms used in this memorandum are the same as those in the SLCPD.
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the Port exercise the authority to approve development projects and determine their
consistency with Public Trust Doctrine and the Port Act, subject to the regulatory
oversight of the Commission. For such areas, at the request of grantee agencies, the
Commission provides informal written determinations of a proposed project’s
consistency with the Public Trust Doctrine in light of the trustee agency’s statutory grant.
This memorandum analyzes of the Project’s consistency with the Public Trust
Doctrine and the Port Act in accordance with prevailing legal authority.
I.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK
a. Sources of Public Trust Doctrine Legal Authority

Though many Public Trust principles applied today stem from the United States
Supreme Court decision in Illinois Central Railroad Co. v. Illinois (1892) 146 U.S. 387,
the US Supreme Court has more recently confirmed that the Public Trust Doctrine is
governed by state law. See PPL Montana LLC v. Montana (2012) 565 U.S. 576, 603-04.
There are several state constitutional provisions that relate to Public Trust issues,
including a prohibition on the sale of tidelands within two miles of an incorporated city (a
later Legislative enactment applied the rule to all tidelands – Pub. Res. Code § 7991)
(Art. X, § 3), a provision protecting the public’s right to access and use navigable waters
where necessary for a public purpose (Art. X, § 4), and a provision protecting the right
of the public to fish on and from public lands. (Art. I, § 25).
The California Legislature has not passed a comprehensive Public Trust statute,
but retains primary authority to directly administer Public Trust resources, or to delegate
that authority to other state and local agencies. See, e.g., People v. California Fish Co.
(1913) 166 Cal. 576, 597. The Legislature has delegated to the Commission primary
authority to act as the trustee for state Public Trust resources, which include authority
over navigable waters and tidelands. Pub. Res. Code §§ 6102, 6216, 6301. The
Legislature has also delegated trustee responsibility for the administration of coastal
trust lands to local agencies for specified purposes set forth in granting statutes, most
often, such as in the case of the Port, related to harbor and port development. See
Newcomb v. City of Newport Beach (1936) 7 Cal.2d 393, 401–402; City of Long Beach
v. Lisenby (1917) 175 Cal. 575, 579–580. Such local trustee agencies must administer
their trust duties in accordance with their granting statutes and must promote the
statewide interest in trust resources, including ensuring that proceeds from leases and
fees are used only for statewide and not local purposes. Mallon v. City of Long Beach
(1955) 44 Cal.2d 199, 205; City of Long Beach v. Morse (1947) 31 Cal.2d 254, 257–
258. Local grantees are also subject to oversight by the Commission, which retains
residual jurisdiction and authority over tidelands. Pub. Res. Code § 6301; State of
California ex rel. State Lands Com. v. County of Orange (1982) 134 Cal.App.3d 20, 23.
The primary source of authoritative legal guidance on the evolving Public Trust
Doctrine has been the California courts, which continue to define the evolving contours
of the doctrine. Additional authoritative sources on the scope of the doctrine are the
Commission’s written trust policy and past trust consistency determinations and
published opinions of the California Attorney General.
b. Relevant Legal Principles Of The Public Trust Doctrine
2

As explained by the California Supreme Court in National Audubon Society v.
Superior Court, the Public Trust Doctrine has ancient roots and provides that the State
of California holds title to navigable waterways, tidelands and lands lying beneath them
as a trustee for the benefit of the public. National Audubon Society v. Superior Court
(1978) 33 Cal.3d 419, 434 (citing Colberg, Inc. v. State of California ex rel. Dept. Pub.
Wks. (1967) 67 Cal.2d 408, 416).
Traditionally, Public Trust uses were limited exclusively to water-related
commerce, navigation and fishing. See, e.g., People v. California Fish Co., 166 Cal. at
584–585; National Audubon, 33 Cal.3d at 434. Regarding trust-consistent private
commercial operations, in 1911 the California Supreme Court stated:
The purpose of the constitutional provision [prohibiting the
permanent alienation of trust tide lands] was not to blight
commercial enterprise, but to foster it. It is designed to foster
it by preventing the alienation into private ownership of the
fee of such lands, whereby all might be acquired and held in
private ownership to the destruction of the public use. But it
did not mean to abort commerce in embryo or to strangle it
in its infancy by putting a ban upon the activities of private
commercial enterprises. . . . To hold that the state or that
municipalities acting as its mandataries, may not lease, with
proper restrictions of time and proper regard to public and
quasi-public use, lands such as these, so that private
enterprise and capital may build up the commerce of our
seaport cities, is to declare that all such commerce must
await the slow and frequently incompetent initiative of the
municipalities themselves -- municipalities which frequently
are unwilling to incur the expense and risk which would be
accepted under reasonable terms by private citizens.
San Pedro etc. R.R. Co. v. Hamilton (1911) 161 Cal. 610,
620-621 (Hamilton).
In the 1960s and 70s, the California Supreme Court clarified that the narrow
categories of traditional trust uses do not constrain the state’s ability to promote a
broader, evolving concept of the Public Trust Doctrine, stating that “[t]he public uses to
which tidelands are subject are sufficiently flexible to encompass changing public
needs.” Marks v. Whitney (1971) 6 Cal.3d 251, 259-60.
In Whitney, the Court held that the range of Public Trust-consistent uses include
the right to fish, hunt, bathe, swim, to use for boating and general recreation, and to
preserve “those lands in their natural state, so that they may serve as ecological units
for scientific study, as open space, and as environments which provide food and habitat
for birds and marine life, and which favorably affect the scenery and climate of the
area.” Id.; see also, Exhibit 2, California State Lands Commission Public Trust Policy
(“Commission Trust Policy”), at pp. 1-2.
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In Colberg, the Supreme Court applied the same concept of an evolving Public
Trust Doctrine to commercial enterprises in a case that involved the Court upholding an
agency approval of the construction of a freeway bridge across the Stockton Channel in
a manner that would allegedly curtail access to shipyards. The Court stated:
[t]he demands of modern commerce, the concentration of
population in urban centers fronting on navigable waterways,
the achievements of science in devising new methods of
commercial intercourse — all of these factors require that
the state, in determining the means by which the general
welfare is best to be served through the utilization of
navigable waters held in trust for the public, should not be
burdened with an outmoded classification favoring one mode
of utilization over another.
Colberg, 67 Cal.2d at 422.
Consistent with these rulings, various private commercial uses have been
determined by the courts, the Legislature and the Commission to be consistent with the
Public Trust Doctrine, which have included various private commercial uses. Notably,
however, to be consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine, such commercial uses cannot
impermissibly interfere with the central purpose of the doctrine to preserve and facilitate
public access to, and use of, trust resources. San Francisco Baykeeper v. State Lands
Commission (2018) 29 Cal.App.5th 562, 570 (“Baykeeper II”) (“[C]ontrolling authority
establishes that a public trust use is not any use that may confer a public benefit, but
rather a use that facilitates public access, public enjoyment, or public use of trust land.”)
In Martin v. Smith (1960) 184 Cal.App.2d 571, the Court authorized commercial
development of a filled breakwater in Sausalito to include restaurants and cocktail
lounges in addition to a yacht harbor. The court held the term “commercial purposes” in
the lease from the Commission to the City should be read broadly since the purpose of
Article X, Section 3 of the California Constitution barring the sale of tidelands, as stated
in Hamilton, “was not to blight commercial enterprise, but to foster it.” (Id., at p. 578.) In
Haggerty v. City of Oakland (1958) 161 Cal.App.2d 407, 413 the Court determined that
the construction of a convention and banquet hall for use by trade, shipping, and
commercial organizations in addition to other third party organizations on filled tide and
submerged lands within the Port of Oakland were “incidental to the development,
promotion and operation of the port, harbor ... and to the furtherance of commerce,
transportation, shipping and navigation.”2 See also, Exhibit 2, Commission Trust Policy
(Trust consistent ancillary uses include hotels, restaurants, shops, and associated
parking lots). In People v. Long Beach, 51 Cal.2d 875, 880 (1959), the California
In Haggerty, while the primarily use of banquet and convention facilities were for port commercial
associations, the Court noted stated, “[w]hile it is true that the use of the facility is not limited to
commercial associations and can be rented by other groups, such fact does not detract from its real
purpose or the validity of the project. No facility of this kind in any city could expect to be used full time by
commercial associations. There would be a considerable economic loss to the city if it were limited to that
use. Good judgment would allow the use of the facility by other groups when not required by commercial
associations, and therefore, such use would be incidental to the main purpose and ‘germane to the scope
of its [the board's] powers and duties.’” 161 Cal.App.2d at 413-14.
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Supreme Court upheld lease for a Military Y.M.C.A. that would principally serve
members of the Navy, Merchant Marine, and other port workers, stating “the specific
purpose set forth in the 1935 statute to promote ‘the moral and social welfare of
seamen, naval officers and enlisted men, and other persons engaged in and about the
harbor, and commerce, fishery, and navigation,’ is not only consistent with but in direct
aid of the basic trust purpose to establish and maintain a harbor and necessary or
convenient related facilities for the ‘promotion and accommodation of commerce and
navigation.’”
In addition, and worthy of note with respect to the Project, consistent with
Legislature’s grants of trust lands to the University of California, ocean-based research
and education uses have also been determined to be Public Trust-consistent uses. See,
e.g., Chapter 514, Statutes of 1929 (Granting to the Regents of the University of
California for the use of the University of California in connection with scientific research
and investigation coastal trust lands at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography).
As indicated above, trust tidelands cannot be alienated from public ownership.
Cal. Const. Art. X, § 3; National Audubon, 33 Cal.3d at 438. As a result, leases and
licenses are the preferred methods of authorizing private commercial or other-trust
consistent private uses. Hamilton, 161 Cal. at 619-621; Boone v. Kingsbury (1928) 206
Cal.148, 154. Though “by its very essence, a public trust use facilitates public access,
public enjoyment, or public use of trust land,” private commercial and other trustconsistent private uses can be allowed to exclude members of the public incident to the
use – so long as such exclusion is as limited as is necessary to carry out the use and, at
the end of a lease, the leased area can be returned to public use. See Boone, 206 Cal.
at 183; see also, San Francisco Baykeeper v. State Lands Commission (2015) 242
Cal.App.5th 202, 236, 238-39 (“Baykeeper I”).
A granting public agency may choose between trust-consistent uses, including
the choice of allowing a trust-consistent private use of trust lands over a public one.
National Audubon, 33 Cal.3d at 440 (“[T]he public trust doctrine does not prevent the
state from choosing between trust uses”) (citing Colberg, 67 Cal.2d at 419). Notably,
such choice by public agencies is not unlimited – the choice between uses has to be
between allowable uses and not impermissibly impede Public Trusts interests. See
Baykeeper II, 29 Cal.App.5th 562, at 577-78 (“When a proposed action constitutes a
public trust use, the state trustee has broad discretion to permit that use and even to
promote it over other legitimate trust uses. However, the state may not employ an
overbroad conception of a public trust use that would undermine the primary function of
the common law doctrine, which is to protect the right of the public to access and enjoy
public trust lands.”) (citing National Audubon, 33 Cal.3d at pp. 439, fn. 21, 440; and
Colberg, 67 Cal.2d 408 at 419).
Further, within trust waters and coastal lands, uses that are not themselves
consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine can be allowed where they do not impede the
fundamental trust purposes of preserving trust resources and providing for the public
access to, and the use and enjoyment of, those resources. Baykeeper II, 29 Cal.App.5th
at 580 (“[A]lthough commercial sand mining is not categorically permissible as a public
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trust use, the SLC may authorize private uses of trust property that do not impair the
trust.”) (citing Baykeeper I, 242 Cal.App.4th at 235-238).
Where approving any private use of trust lands, a trustee agency has “an
affirmative duty to take the public trust into account in the planning and allocation of
[trust] resources, and to protect public trust uses whenever feasible.” National Audubon,
33 Cal.3d at 446; Baykeeper I, 242 Cal.App.4th at 234.
c. The Port Act
The Port Act was adopted by the Legislature in 1962. It established the Port to
manage San Diego Bay and the surrounding waterfront areas subject to the Act’s terms
and the Public Trust Doctrine. Section 87of the Port Act defines the Public Trust uses of
land and water allowable within the Port’s jurisdiction. Section 87(a) requires that the
public trust lands conveyed to the Port be used for general statewide purpose, in
pertinent part, as follows:
1) For the establishment, improvement, and conduct of a harbor, and for the
construction, reconstruction, repair, maintenance, and operation of wharves,
docks, piers, slips, quays, and all other works, buildings, facilities, utilities,
structures, and appliances incidental, necessary, or convenient, for the promotion
and accommodation of commerce and navigation.
2) For all commercial and industrial uses and purposes, and the construction,
reconstruction, repair, and maintenance of commercial and industrial buildings,
plants, and facilities.
...
4) For the construction, reconstruction, repair, and maintenance of highways,
streets, roadways . . . parking facilities, power, telephone, telegraph or cable
lines or landings, water and gas pipelines, and all other transportation and utility
facilities or betterments incidental, necessary or convenient for the promotion and
accommodation of any of the uses set forth in this section.
5) For the construction, reconstruction, repair, maintenance, and operation of
public buildings, public assembly and meeting places, convention centers,
parks, playgrounds, bathhouses and bathing facilities, recreation and fishing
piers, public recreation facilities, including, but not limited to, public golf
courses, and for all works, buildings, facilities, utilities, structures, and
appliances incidental, necessary, or convenient for the promotion and
accommodation of any of those uses.
6) For the establishment, improvement, and conduct of small boat harbors,
marinas, aquatic playgrounds, and similar recreational facilities, and for the
construction, reconstruction, repair, maintenance, and operation of all works,
buildings, facilities, utilities, structures, and appliances incidental,
necessary or convenient for the promotion and accommodation of any of
those uses, including but not limited to, snack bars, cafes, restaurants,
motels, launching ramps, and hoists, storage sheds, boat repair facilities . . .
administration buildings, public restrooms, bait and tackle shops, chandleries,
6

boat sales establishments, service stations and fuel docks, yacht club
buildings, parking areas, roadways, pedestrian ways, and landscaped
areas.
7) For the establishment and maintenance of those lands for open space,
ecological preservation, and habitat restoration.
(See Exhibit 1 [the Port Act].)
II.

PRIOR STATE LANDS TRUST CONSISTENCY DETERMINATIONS

The Commission has previously determined that a variety of uses are consistent
with the Public Trust Doctrine and granting statutes such as the Port Act and other,
similar statutes.
a. The Jack London Square Restaurant Project
The Commission issued a trust consistency determination, dated February 7,
2014, finding that a lease for a mixed-use restaurant and entertainment/gaming project,
located at 98 Broadway in the City of Oakland3 (the “Jack London Square Restaurant
Project”), was consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine. (See Exhibit 3.)
The Jack London Square Restaurant Project is located in an approximately
34,000 square foot building within a mixed-use waterfront district (the “Jack London
Square District”) on Public Trust Lands. Prior to this proposal, the building sat vacant for
several years. The primary purpose of Jack London Square Restaurant Project was for
the operation of a restaurant and bar, including an outdoor beer garden and patio, which
comprised 50 percent of the Project. An additional 22 percent was occupied by bowling
lanes, and an additional 13 percent of the interior included arcade games. A portion of
the project also included an interactive and interpretive patio with historical information
about the history of Jack London Square and the importance of the working waterfront
to Oakland’s history.
In reaching its consistency determination, in line with judicial authority, the
Commission noted that a project whose primary purpose is consistent with the Public
Trust Doctrine can still be considered consistent with the Public Trust despite some
ancillary or incidental components that, standing alone, would otherwise be considered
inconsistent. The Commission determined that the primary use of the Jack London
Square Restaurant Project as a restaurant, comprising 50 percent of the Project, is
consistent with the Public Trust because (1) it would increase opportunities for public
access to the waterfront; and (2) facilitate the public’s enjoyment of Public Trust Lands,
and provide regional and statewide benefits.
The Commission initially found that the bowling component, comprising 22
percent of the project, was not consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine because the
bowling facility was originally designed as a purely indoor activity that took place in a
windowless building with no connection to the water. The bowling alley and
The Legislature granted to the City of Oakland tide and submerged lands along the Oakland waterfront,
including tide and submerged lands within the Jack London Square District, which allows the City to lease
the granted lands “for purposes consistent with trust, and with the requirements of commerce or
navigation at said harbor.” Town of Oakland Statute of 1852, Chapter 107 et seq.
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entertainment uses were subsequently redesigned to include large windows so that
visitors would have a direct connection with the waterfront. Based on the redesign, the
bowling and entertainment aspects of the Jack London Square Restaurant Project were
found to have an appropriate connection to the water. The Commission additionally
found these ancillary uses would help to draw visitors to the primary restaurant and bar
uses and encourage visitors to enjoy not only the Project amenities but also the entire
Jack London Square District, who may not otherwise enjoy the waterfront at Jack
London Square.
Accordingly, the Commission determined that the primary purpose and ancillary
elements of the Jack London Square Restaurant Project were consistent with the
legislative grants and the Public Trust Doctrine as a whole.
b. San Francisco Giants Ballpark Project
On August 26, 1997, the Commission determined that the lease for a new San
Francisco Giants baseball stadium was consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine and
the Burton Act, which granted the tide and submerged lands to City and County of San
Francisco. (See Exhibit 4.) The project was an open-air waterfront stadium including
42,000 seats for baseball games, concerts and special events, a public plaza, team
office space, and additional ancillary uses within the ballpark such as restaurants,
specialty retail stores and kiosks. In analyzing the proposed lease for the project, the
Commission analyzed three primary factors under Public Resources Code Section
6702(b): (1) whether the project is consistent with the applicable legislative grant to the
Port of San Francisco, the Burton Act;4 (2) whether the lease proceeds would be
deposited into a fund for a statewide purpose; and (3) whether the lease is in the best
interests of the state. (Exhibit 4, at p. 1.)
In analyzing the last factor regarding whether the lease was in the best interest of
the state, the Commission analyzed the factors in Title 2, California Code of Regulations
(“CCR”) Section 2802, which look at whether a project is: (1) consistent with current
policies and practices of the Commission; (2) economically viable, necessary, and
desirable; (3) appropriate for development mix; (4) conducive to public access; (5)
consistent with environmental preservation; and (6) otherwise in the best interest of the
State. (Exhibit 4, at p. 2.)
In finding the project consistent with the foregoing criteria, the Commission
determined that the project would be an important visitor-serving facility that encourages
public trust activities along the shoreline. The ballpark, together with its public spaces
and access, visitor-serving restaurants and specialty shops, and ancillary facilities,
complemented the overall use of the waterfront, were allowable under the Burton Act as
a public assembly use, and were thus compatible with the Public Trust and the Burton
Act. The Commission noted that the project was designed to maximize views of the Bay
and encourage public transit.
c. Federal Bureau of Investigation Facilities
The Burton Act applies exclusively to the Port of San Francisco. See Chapter 1333, California Statutes
of 1968, as amended.
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The Port, as trustee of public trust lands granted to it under the Port Act,
approved the lease of approximately 24,0000 square feet of office space for facilities for
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) to operate its Organized Crime Drug
Enforcement Task Force program (the “FBI Facilities”). (See Exhibit 5.)
Analyzing the same factors under Public Resources Code Section 6702(b), the
Commission determined that the FBI Facilities would enhance public safety and security
at the Port by intercepting narcotics smuggled through the region’s transit centers,
including Port Facilities. Therefore, the FBI Facilities were necessary or incidental to
carrying out the purposes described in the Port Act, particularly “the establishment and
operation of a commercial Port.”
III.

THE SEAPORT PROJECT IS CONSISTENT WITH THE PUBLIC TRUST
DOCTRINE AND THE PORT ACT

The courts have not set out a definitive legal test to determine the consistency of
a proposed project or use with the Public Trust Doctrine. This memorandum will analyze
the following key considerations set out under the various applicable authorities
identified above: (1) whether the uses proposed by the Seaport Project are consistent
with the Public Trust Doctrine and the Port Act individually and as a whole, and
otherwise whether certain uses may be allowable as uses do not interfere with the
central purposes of Public Trust Doctrine and; (2) whether the project would result in
any interference or impairment of public trust uses or resources; and (3) whether the
trustee maintains sufficient control over the trust lands and resources. This also
includes analysis of the factors under Public Resources Code Section 6702(b) and Title
2, California Code of Regulations Section 2802 setting forth the factors the Commission
considers when evaluating a private lease of trust lands.

a. The Project’s Proposed Uses Are Consistent With The Public Trust
Doctrine And Port Act And Otherwise Do Not Impede Trust Interests
The Project’s uses include hotels, an Aquarium, restaurants, a tower observation
deck and related amenity spaces, convention spaces, an Event Center, the BTIC, the
LC, temporary and periodic use recreational and commercial marinas and related
elements, a commercial fishing harbor, in-water navigation areas, public open space
including walkways, piers, plazas, parks, promenades, a new urban public beach that
incorporates various public recreational facilities and related roads, parking, and
infrastructure elements. SLCPD, at p. 1. These uses are either expressly consistent with
the Public Trust Doctrine and the Port Act or are otherwise consistent with general
Public Trust Principles and comparable to uses held consistent with the Public Trust
Doctrine under applicable legal authority. Moreover, to the extent the BTIC, the LC and
certain proposed retail uses are found to not be specifically trust consistent, they are
allowable under the Public Trust Doctrine because they do not interfere with but rather
promote trust uses and make up a relatively minor portion of the overall Project.
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As noted, “[t]he public uses to which tidelands are subject are sufficiently flexible
to encompass changing public needs.” Marks v. Whitney (1971) 6 Cal.3d 251, 259-60.
As recognized in Colberg, whereas at one time the commercial uses allowed by the
Public Trust Doctrine only related to water-based transport, in meeting the demands of
modern commerce in populated urban areas, “the state, in determining the means by
which the general welfare is best to be served through the utilization of navigable waters
held in trust for the public, should not be burdened with an outmoded classification
favoring one mode of utilization over another.” Colberg, 67 Cal.2d at 422. Moreover,
trustee agencies applying the Public Trust Doctrine are urged to read provisions such
as the one in the Port Act allowing for all “commercial purposes” liberally since the
purposes of constitutional trust doctrine provisions are “not to blight commercial
enterprise, but to foster it.” Martin, 184 Cal.App.2d at 578 (quoting Hamilton, 161 Cal. at
620); Baykeeper II, 29 Cal.App.5th at 577-78.
Pursuant to the Commission Trust Policy, the appropriate use of trust lands
generally include uses that are “water dependent or related” and include commerce,
fisheries, navigation, environmental preservation and recreation, ports, marinas docks,
swimming and boating. (See Exhibit 1, p.1.) Ancillary or incidental uses are permissible
where those uses “directly promote trust uses, are directly supportive and necessary for
trust uses, or that accommodate the public’s enjoyment of trust lands, such as hotels
and restaurants, shops, parking lots and restrooms.” (Id., emphasis added.)
i. The Project’s Proposed Uses Are Consistent With the Public Trust
Doctrine, The Port Act, And Commission Policy
1. Commercial and Recreational Boating and Navigation;
Publicly Accessible Open Space and Recreation Areas
The Project’s commercial and recreational boating and fishing facilities, in-water
navigation areas, public open space including walkways, piers, plazas promenades,
parking areas, roadways, a new urban public beach that incorporates various public
recreational facilities and all related infrastructure elements are all expressly consistent
with the Public Trust Doctrine. Whitney, 6 Cal.3d at 259 (“Public trust easements [were]
traditionally defined in terms of navigation, commerce and fisheries. They have been
held to include the right to fish, hunt, bathe, swim, to use for boating and general
recreation purposes the navigable waters of the state, and to use the bottom of the
navigable waters for anchoring, standing, or other purposes”); Baykeeper II, 29
Cal.App.5th at 570 (A “public trust use … a use that facilitates public access, public
enjoyment, or public use of trust land.”)
These water and public open space uses are also allowed under the Port Act,
which includes “docks, piers, slips…all other works, buildings, facilities, utilities,
structures, and appliances incidental, necessary, or convenient, for the promotion and
accommodation of commerce and navigation…streets, roadways . . . parking facilities…
small boat harbors, marinas, aquatic playgrounds, and similar recreational
facilities….[and] lands for open space.” Port Act, Section 87(a)(1)-(7); see also, Exhibit
2, Commission Trust Policy (Trust consistent uses include water-dependent or related
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uses, commerce, fisheries, navigation, recreation, marinas, docks, wharves, commercial
and sport fishing, swimming, boating, and open space); 2 C.C.R. § 2802(1).
2. Hotels, Restaurants, Convention Areas and Retail Shops
Under applicable case law, hotels, restaurants, convention and banquet halls,
public assembly spaces, and retail shops have been found consistent with the Public
Trust Doctrine as commercial uses that support and facilitate traditional public trust uses
and the public’s use and enjoyment of trust lands. See Martin, 184 Cal.App.2d at 578
(motels, restaurants, lounges, retail shops); Haggerty, 161 Cal.App.2d at 415-16
(convention centers and banquet halls). Such uses are also allowed under the Port Act,
which allow “all commercial purposes,” “motels,” “restaurants, snack bars and cafes,”
“convention centers” and “public assembly and meeting places.” Port Act, Section
87(a)(1)-(7); see also, Exhibit 2, Commission Trust Policy (Trust consistent uses include
hotels, restaurants, and shops); see also, 2 C.C.R. § 2802(1). Accordingly, the Project’s
proposed hotels, restaurants, convention and banquet halls, public assembly spaces,
and retail shops are consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine and the Port Act.
Moreover, as proposed by the Project, these particular uses would be open to the public
and further the goals of facilitating public access, enjoyment, and use of trust lands.
SLCPD, pp. 7-18.
The Project’s proposed Health and Fitness retail uses are also trust consistent.
People v. Long Beach, 51 Cal. 2d at 880 (Holding Y.M.C.A. that would principally serve
military personnel and commercial port workers to be a trust-consistent use.) The
Health and Fitness uses within the Project would consist of branded gyms, studios and
other exercise and fitness commercial uses, which would be available to hotel guests
and the public via memberships or daily passes. SLCPD, pp. 5, 31-32. The Health and
Fitness uses would also be available not just to military personnel at the Naval Shipyard
and other persons engaged in commercial port business, but also all members of the
public who visit the Project, which include hotel guests, convention and event
attendees, and persons employed at the Project. The use would thus facilitate public
health, the commercial success of the Port, and public access, use and enjoyment of
the waterfront.
3. The Event Center, LC and BTIC
The proposed Event Center should also be considered a commercial use
consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine and the Port Act as a public assembly use.
Port Act, Section 87(a)(2), (5). The Port Act’s allowance of “all commercial purposes”
and “public assembly and meeting places” should be read, consistent with judicial
mandates to broadly read allowable commercial uses, to include the proposed Events
Center, which would hold concerts and other public assembly events. Id.; see also
Exhibit 4 (Commission determination that San Francisco Giants baseball stadium, which
included assembly uses for concerts and public events, was a trust-consistent public
assembly use.) Notably, similar to the restaurant and bowling alley found to be
consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine in the Commission’s Jack London Square
Restaurant Project determination, the Event Center would be oriented to and provide a
glass façade facing the Bay, providing a strong visual connection to the water. SLCPD,
pp. 46-47; Exhibit 3.
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The aforementioned primary and ancillary Project uses are thus consistent with
the Public Trust Doctrine and the Port Act, and also serve the central trust purpose of
promoting water-oriented commerce and facilitating public access to, use of, and
enjoyment of trust resources. These uses moreover, as set forth below, cover the
majority of the Project Site’s land and water areas, and built environment. See Exhibit 6
(project use by land area and building square footage charts).
The additional ancillary Project uses of the LC and the BTIC are innovative
commercial uses that are not explicitly identified in prior trust decisions and the Port Act,
but are generally consistent with Public Trust Principles and a broad reading of the Port
Act’s allowance of “all commercial uses.” Port Act, §87(a)(3); Martin, 184 Cal.App.2d at
578. Notably, the BTIC and the LC uses are, respectively, focused on commercial and
educational efforts related to ocean and marine sustainability and innovation and
climate change (an existential threat to oceans and other marine environments), and
are proposed to be operated in partnership with the University of California, San Diego
Scripps Institute of Oceanography. SLCPD, pp. 49-55. Of note, the Scripps Institute is
itself a Public Trust grantee, having been determined by the California Legislature to be
engaged in the legislatively-determined trust-consistent use of ocean based education
and research. See, e.g., Chapter 514, Statutes of 1929 (Granting to the Regents of the
University of California coastal trust lands for the use of the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography for ocean-oriented research and educational uses). Notably, the LC use
would include programming available to students and learners of all ages from across
the state – not just those from the San Diego area. SLCPD, pp. 52-55. The provision of
ocean-based educational and innovation incubator uses promoting sustainable growth,
climate change solutions, and the preservation and restoration of ocean and marine
resources also provides incidental support to ensure the ongoing viability of the trustconsistent ongoing operation of the Port’s commercial and recreational uses, and
preservation of Public Trust resources. See Exhibit 5 (Commission Public Trust
determination allowing leasing of office space to the FBI because their work would
indirectly assist with and facilitate the core trust function of operating an international
commercial port). Thus, the LC and BTIC can appropriately be determined Public Trust
Doctrine-consistent commercial uses allowable under the Port Act.
ii. Even if the LC, BTIC, and Certain Restaurant and Retail Uses Are
Not Determined to be Consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine,
They Are Allowable As Ancillary Uses That Do Not Impede Trust
Interests
However, even if the LC, BTIC, and certain commercial retail uses are not
considered to be consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine, they are allowable as the
uses that do not interfere with the Project’s primary public trust-consistent uses, and
only make up a small portion of the overall Project. More than not merely being uses
that do not impede the trust, these uses facilitate and further the Project’s overall
purpose of being a trust-consistent landmark destination for all Californians to enjoy.
Baykeeper II, 29 Cal.App.5th at 580 (“[A]lthough commercial sand mining is not
categorically permissible as a public trust use, trustee agencies may authorize private
uses of trust property that do not impair the trust”). Additionally, the BTIC and LC uses
are primarily located above the ground floor, over uses that include publicly accessible
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lobbies, restaurants, shops and exhibits. SLCPD, pp. 49, 54. The BTIC and LC uses
thus do not interfere with or impede trust uses. Rather, they facilitate such uses through
ocean-based education, research and innovation. Baykeeper II, 29 Cal.App.5th at 580;
see also, Exhibit 3 (Commission determined bowling entertainment uses of the Jack
London Square Restaurant Project would enhance the experience of visitors to the
primary restaurant and bar uses.) The LC and BTIC thus do not impede, but rather
provide incidental support of, Public Trust uses.
Relatedly, while retail shops have been identified as commercial uses allowable
under the Public Trust, certain of the Project’s proposed ancillary retail shops may be
determined to be individually inconsistent with the Public Trust Doctrine. Martin, 184
Cal.App.2d at 578 (Trust-consistent uses include retail shops); Commission Trust
Policy, at p. 1 (Trust- consistent ancillary uses include shops); Port Act, § 87(a)(2), (5),
and (6) (All trust-consistent commercial uses allowed including various visitor-serving
uses and incidental and related buildings); Baykeeper II, 29 Cal.App.5th at 578-80
(Merely being engaged in trust consistent activity such as using boats and barges does
not make an activity such as underwater sand mining per se consistent with the Public
Trust Doctrine). Regarding the Project’s ancillary use of proposed commercial retail
shops and other retail uses, such uses would provide a variety of opportunities and
experiences for guests, including, as further defined in the SLCDP, specialty shops,
experiential retail shops (which could include arcades, a movie theater, and other
entertainment uses) to appeal to a diverse sector of visitors. SLCPD, pp. 38-43. These
retail uses are strategically located in various locations around the Project Site as
ancillary uses connected to and supporting the Project’s primary land side uses,
including the hotel, the Aquarium, the event and convention spaces, and public open
space uses. SLCPD, p. 43. The retail stores are thus an ancillary Project use that would
be open and available to the public and would enhance the visitor experience, enabling
visitors to obtain wanted goods and services onsite and stay onsite for longer periods of
time in order to enjoy the Project, the Bay, and the surrounding waterfront areas.
Baykeeper II, 29 Cal.App.5th at 570 (A “public trust use is…a use that facilitates public
access, public enjoyment, or public use of trust land”); Exhibit 4 (Commission
determination that San Francisco Giants stadium project retail and restaurant uses were
consistent with the Burton Act, Public Trust Doctrine, and Commission policy because
they would serve visitors and enhance their experience of the bay waterfront.)
The Project’s “Experiential Restaurants” should also be considered a trust
consistent restaurant use, or at minimum a use that does not impede the realization of
trust purposes. First, a majority of Experiential Restaurants’ square footage would
dedicated to the trust consistent use of standard restaurant food and beverage service.
SLCPD, at p. 6. Other portions of such restaurants would “be dedicated to
entertainment uses such as parlor games, carnival-type games, arcade or virtual reality
games, bowling lanes, wave pools, and other potential interactive gaming activities.”
SLCPD, at p. 6. Experiential Restaurants would thus primarily consist of trust-consistent
restaurant uses and, as with the other restaurant uses, be open to the public and further
facilitate the public’s enjoyment of the Project and, by extension, trust lands. In any
event, Experiential Restaurants only comprise a maximum 40 percent of Project
restaurant uses, and 2 percent of all commercial uses in the Project. SLCPD.
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In addition, the retail, restaurant, BTIC, and LC uses would provide necessary
economic support and balance for the Project, providing revenues and economic
stability that supports the Project’s various non-income producing public open space
uses. See 2 C.C.R. § 2802(2) (Whether a trust lands lease is within the best interest of
the state includes whether it is economically viable, necessary, and desirable.) The
uses, in addition to the hotels and Aquarium, would also provide substantial funding to
the Port, enabling the Port to continue to fulfill its mission and evolve with the fastchanging global economy.
Accordingly, all of the Project’s primary proposed uses and all or most ancillary
uses are allowable under the Public Trust Doctrine and the Port Act. At worst, the
Project includes limited, ancillary non-consistent uses that do not interfere with or
impede, but rather promote, Public Trust interests, and are thus allowable under the
Public Trust Doctrine.
iii. The Project is A Mixed Use Development That Is Consistent With
the Public Trust Doctrine As a Whole
While there are not any judicial examples of the analysis of a mixed-use project
under applicable Public Trust authority, the Commission’s analysis of the Jack London
Square Restaurant Project demonstrates that the scope of such analysis should
consider whether the mix, proportion of uses and design of a project are consistent with
the Public Trust Doctrine as a whole, even where certain elements may not be
individually consistent under precedential authority. Exhibit 3; see also, See 2 C.C.R. §
2802(3) (Whether a trust lands lease is within the best interest of the state includes
whether it is appropriate for development mix.)
Based on the Project’s approximately proposed uses at the ground plane level
for the 70-acre Project Site, the largest use is land-side publicly accessible open space,
which constitutes 29.2 percent of the entire Project Site. Water-side commercial fishing
and berthing are 18.6 percent of the Site, recreational boat berthing is 16.2 percent of
the Site, while boat navigation, sportfishing and ecotourism, and industrial deepwater
berthing constitute 13.4 percent of the Site. Land-side commercial fishing and
processing is 5.6 percent of the Site. Together, these traditionally trust-consistent uses
make up 83 percent of the entire Project Site.
Regarding the Project Site ground plane area occupied by proposed buildings,
hotel uses take up 3.7 percent of the Site’s total ground plane, restaurants are 3.2
percent, the Aquarium is 3.2 percent, and the Event Center is 1.3 percent. In total, these
Public Trust-consistent uses comprise approximately 11.4 percent of the total Project
Site area at the ground level. Ancillary uses including the proposed retail uses (which by
commercial necessity must primarily be ground floor uses), are 3.9 percent of the entire
Site ground plane while the additional ancillary uses of the Learning Center and the
BTIC only utilize 0.8 percent, 0.01 percent of the Project’s total ground plane area,
respectively. Thus, the entirety of retail, BTIC, and LC uses make up 4.7 percent of the
entire Project Site. See Exhibit 6, Chart 1 (Proposed Project Ground Plane Uses by
Land and Water Area).
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Based on the square footages of the proposed buildings on the Project Site, the
primary use of hotels is approximately 55 percent of the total built square footage. The
Aquarium, Event Center, and restaurant uses are approximately 19 percent of the
Project’s built square footage. Thus, these public trust-consistent uses make up
approximately 74 percent of the Project’s total built square footage. The LC, BTIC, and
retail uses are, taken together, only approximately 21 percent of the Project’s building
square footage. See Exhibit 6, Chart 2 (Proposed Building Square Footages).
Thus, as with the Jack London Square Restaurant Project, the majority of the
Project’s proposed uses are trust-consistent primary and ancillary uses with only a small
portion of potentially non-trust consistent uses that do not interfere with the Project’s
overall realization of the public access and enjoyment-related purposes of the trust.
The Project is also designed to include buildings that optimize views of the Bay
with large windows to increase connectivity to the water. Under similar circumstances,
the Commission determined that the Jack London Square Restaurant Project was
consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine in part because the design of the building and
overall layout increased opportunities for public access to the waterfront with ancillary,
non-trust consistent elements contributing to the Project’s overall consistency with the
purposes of the Public Trust Doctrine. (See Exhibit 3.)
The cohesive mix of uses in the Seaport Project is also designed to have a
connection to the water and enhance the public’s use and enjoyment of the waterfront.
Each proposed building at the Project is designed to take advantage of the waterfront
and Bay views. SLCPD, p. 2. The Project includes a 500-foot Observation Tower with a
panoramic 360 degree view of the Bay, ocean, coast and the City of San Diego.
SLCPD, pp. 11-12, 34. As indicated above, the Event Center would also provide
unobstructed views of the marina with large transparent facades and access to the
water. SLCPD, pp. 46-47. The Project would also include a variety on-water restaurants
with outdoor dining and open air terraces, including those accessible from the water for
“dock and dine” public visitors. SLCPD, pp. 8-10, 22. Each of the buildings are
strategically oriented to the waterfront to take advantage of the views and facilitate and
encourage public access to the water. The buildings also include setbacks from the
waterfront itself to preserve and further facilitate public access to the waterfront along
the Project’s interconnected network of walkways, plazas, parks, docks, beaches and
other public open spaces. SLCPD, pp. 25-27.
The Project would also integrate well into surrounding uses. The Project is
situated directly to the south of the USS Midway Museum and the Port’s international
cruise ship terminal, which bring visitors from around the state and country to the area
who would be able to explore and enjoy the Project’s many public amenities and
commercial uses. To the south are hotel and entertainment uses, marinas, and the San
Diego Convention Center. The Project’s various uses complement these similar, related
uses. Additionally, the Project’s extensive internal network of pedestrian and bicycle
pathways connect to the California Coastal Trial and the California Pacific Bike Route –
factors which would bring in visitors from around the state and improve access not only
through the Site but along the entire San Diego and broader state waterfront. SLCPD, p.
57, Appendix L; see also Exhibit 4 (Commission determination that San Francisco
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Giants stadium project was consistent with public trust as it provided appropriate mix of
uses included stadium for sports and concerts, specialty retail shops, and restaurants
that would provide views of the bay, attract visitors from across the state, and integrate
well with other adjacent waterfront uses, including connecting the project with more
extensive waterfront pedestrian networks.)
b. Impairment of the Public’s Interest in Trust Resources
The primary consideration relative to the impairment of the public’s interest in
trust resources is the maintenance of the public’s access and ability to use trust lands
and other trust resources. Baykeeper II, 29 Cal.App.5th 562 (“The doctrine is premised
on a public property right of access to trust lands and protects expansive public use of
trust property”); see 2 C.C.R. § 2802(4) (Whether a trust lands lease is within the best
interest of the state includes whether it is conducive to public access.)
The Project is conducive to public access based on its design, as all elements of
the Project are oriented around public access to the water, including public parks and
beaches that improve public access and increase recreational opportunities for the
public, plazas, promenades, embarcadero walkways (including new cantilevered
walkways that bring visitors even closer to the water), and piers. SLCPD, pp. 25-27.
These amenities would allow visitors to enjoy San Diego Bay at no cost. The Project
also includes publicly accessible private commercial uses such as an Aquarium, hotels,
restaurants, and commercial retail shops and, for the majority of Project Site other than
for areas exclusively dedicated to commercial fishing operations, waterfront access fully
and freely accessible to the public, including ample in-water spaces for boat docking
and navigation. SLCPD, pp. 7-18.
The Project’s Public Realm is designed to ensure that the Project Site and the
waterfront it encompasses are accessible to as many visitors as possible. The Project
also includes a large public promenade that stretches along the entire length of the
Project Site, and connects to a broader network of in-project accessways that also
connect to biking and recreational access pathways that extend beyond the Site connecting to the California Coastal Trial and the California Pacific Bike Route. SLCPD,
p. 57, Appendix L. These public access features that are accessible and free to the
public make up a majority of the Project’s land area, in addition to the Project’s
substantial water-side public realm.
As indicated, the majority of the Project’s commercial uses of hotels, an
Aquarium, restaurants, a tower observation deck and amenity spaces, convention
spaces, an Event Center, retail shops, and temporary and periodic use boat slips would
also be accessible to and available for the use of the public. That such publicly available
uses may entail cost for access such as in the case of the Aquarium, convention
spaces, Event Center or costs associated with buying goods or services does not alter
their character as publicly available trust uses, as such uses have been consistently
determined to be uses that facilitate the public’s use and enjoyment of trust lands and
uses that otherwise facilitate and foster additional Public Trust activities. See, e.g.,
Martin, 184 Cal.App.2d at 574-77 (Trust consistent commercial uses include
restaurants, a motel, shops, and associated surface parking); Port Act, § 87(a)(1)-(7).
Moreover, hotel rooms, Event Center events, convention center events, and boat slips
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would only be subject to the exclusive use of members of the public on a temporary
and/or periodic basis. Between the Project’s freely accessible public open space areas
and commercial uses open and available to the public, the overwhelming majority of the
Project’s combined land and water area and built environment maintain critical public
accessibility and provide public-serving amenities and services that would facilitate the
public’s use and enjoyment of trust resources.
Project areas in which public access may be limited or prohibited include
commercial fishing areas within the Tuna Harbor and related commercial fishing
facilities, and the upper floors of the BTIC and LC spaces. Overall, these uses make up
a small percentage of the overall Project Site and built environment. See Exhibit 6.
Notably, the Project’s exclusive commercial fishing operations remain largely in the
same location as the existing commercial fishing operations at the existing Tuna Harbor.
SLCPD, p. 9. Furthermore, a new proposed public access walkway and terrace allows
the public to engage with and view these commercial fishing uses. SLCPD, Appendix B.
With regard to the BTIC and LC, the ground floors of those uses include publicly
accessible lobbies, shops, and restaurants; it is only the upper floors where full public
access may be restricted in favor of the proposed ocean and marine-oriented
commercial and educational uses. SLCPD, pp. 49-55; see Boone, 206 Cal. at 182-83
and Hamilton, 161 Cal. at 619-621 (Trustee agencies may allow commercial uses that
limit public access where necessary for commercial operations and are kept reasonably
limited so as not to impede overall public access to trust resources).
The majority of Site as proposed by the Project would be fully accessible open
space free to the public. SLCPD, p. 25. The majority of the remainder of the Project’s
land area would consist of publicly accessible commercial uses that have consistently
been determined to facilitate the public use and enjoyment of trust resources consistent
with the Public Trust Doctrine. The Project would only limit public access to a
commercial fishing harbor and related facilities, and the upper floors of the BTIC and LC
uses. Thus, as a whole, the Project strongly promotes the fundamental Public Trust
requirement of providing for and facilitating public use, access, and enjoyment of trust
lands. Baykeeper II, 29 Cal.App.5th at 570 (“[C]ontrolling authority establishes that a
public trust use is not any use that may confer a public benefit, but rather a use that
facilitates public access, public enjoyment, or public use of trust land.”)
A related relevant consideration regarding the issue of the impairment of the
public’s interest in trust resources is whether a project would damage or deplete trust
resources - though notably uses such as oil and mineral extraction that do deplete trust
resources but have been determined to be essential economic activities have been held
consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine. See Boone, 206 Cal. at 182-83; Citizens for E.
Shore Parks v. State Lands Com. (2011) 202 Cal.App.4th 549. Nevertheless, in the
Baykeeper cases, one of the primary issues the Court of Appeal addressed regarding
the proposed use of sand mining for construction aggregate was whether that use
depleted a trust resource. Baykeeper II, 29 Cal.App.5th at 580-81. Based on expert
evidence showing the proposed sand mining would not substantially deplete the
resource, or interfere with natural sand transport or coastal morphology, the Court
ultimately held the use did not unduly impair a trust resource and was thus allowable. Id.
However, where the impairment of a resource is substantial or irrevocable, it would
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likely violate the Public Trust Doctrine. Id. The Project would result in no depletion
whatsoever of Public Trust Resources. It would rather only construct new buildings and
other improvements that increase public accessibility, recreation and the value of trust
land and water areas.
In addition, the Project’s proposed uses of trust lands and water do not entail the
use of any hazardous materials or any intrusive, environmentally damaging activities.
See 2 C.C.R. § 2802(5) (Whether a trust lands lease is within the best interest of the
state includes whether it is consistent with environmental preservation.) To the contrary,
the Project proposes to, consistent with state law AB 900, incorporate state of art
environmental measures including energy and transportation efficiency measures that
exceed, by a wide margin, already stringent state standards for new projects and to be
greenhouse gas emission neutral. Pub. Res. Code § 21183. The Project would also
replace and improve old and outdated erosion and flood control facilities, and
substantially improve the ability to capture storm water and significantly limit storm
water pollution going into the Bay. Thus, the Project would result in substantial
environmental benefits for the Public Trust areas in and around the Project Site.
c. Trustee Control of Trust Lands
The primary factor for consideration related to ongoing trustee control is the fact
that the Project, consistent with state law, would be subject to a lease lasting a term of
years. This same factor has led the courts and the Commission to permit trustconsistent private commercial and other uses of land, even those that do not provide for
full public access, under the theory that such lands would eventually revert to agency
control and can be used for other trust-consistent public uses in the future. See Boone,
206 Cal. at 182-83 (In allowing leasing for oil mining and mineral deposit harvesting,
noted that “in no sense does the state part with title to its tide-lands,” also noting that the
licensed activity would be “restricted to as small a portion of the surface area as may be
reasonably required for mining and removing [the mineral] deposits”); Martin v. Smith
(1960) 184 Cal.App.2d 571, 574-77 (Holding sublease by Yacht Harbor for “a first-class
restaurant with a cocktail lounge, and, thereafter, small shops and other improvements”
including a motel was consistent with the Public Trust); see Exhibit 5 (Commission
determined use for leased building for FBI offices as activity that would facilitate the
trust-consistent use of the commercial Port to ensure security and curtail unlawful
activities). Here, the Project Site would fully revert to Port control at the end of the lease
term. Furthermore, even during the lease period, the Public Trust interest in maintaining
public access and uses of trust resources is supported by the Project’s substantial
public open space, waterfront access, and publicly available commercial uses the
Project would provide. SLCPD, pp. 25-29.
Additionally, during the period of the lease for the Project, the Port would retain
authority over the use of the Site as the owner in trust and lessor, including the
enforcement of lease terms and legal requirements subsumed within the lease and the
other entitlements and conditions of approval to which the Project would be subject. As
stated by the California Supreme Court in approving a railroad project on trust lands
pursuant to a lease in Hamilton,
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An entry by the lessor may be had for breach of covenant:
possession of the land with its improvements after the term
of years returns to the municipality and state, and in the
meantime the interests of navigation and commerce are not
impaired, but are in the highest degree stimulated and
fostered. The lease in this instance is typical. Vast
expenditures were made which the lessor would never have
made, and to a portion of land – a mere fragment of all of the
like water-front lands – access is given to a transcontinental
railroad for all purposes of inland and marine commerce,
while at the expiration of the term of the lease the
possession of the lands returns to the state. What policy
more beneficial to the state itself than this it would not be
easy to point out.
Hamilton, 161 Cal. at 620-621.
As in Hamilton, the Port would retain control over the Project Site as the lessor
during the term of the lease subject to the terms of the lease and any additional
conditions imposed incident to the Port’s approval of the Project. The Port would also be
the ultimate recipient of the substantial improvements the Project would construct,
including improved marinas, docks, a public beach, park space, parking lots, buildings,
and related infrastructure elements at the end of the lease term. Based on these factors,
the trustee Port would maintain substantial control over trust lands during the lease term
and the entire Project Site would revert in an improved condition to Port control
following end of the lease term.
IV.

CONCLUSION

The Seaport Project is consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine and the Port Act
and strongly promotes their fundamental purposes of providing for public access, use
and enjoyment of trust resources.
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STATUTES OF CALIFORNIA

[Ch. 67

CHAPTER 67
An act to provide for the estabbshment of the San Diego
Unified Port District; to provide for the calling of nrunic•pal
elections therefor; describing the powers, duties, and functions thereof, authorizing the district to borrow money and
issue bonds for district purposes: to provide means of raising
revenues for the operation, maintenance and bond redemption of the district; and to provide for the transfer to such
district of tidelands and lands lying under inland navigable
waters.
[Approved by Governor May 8, 1962. Filed with
Secretary of State May 9, 1962.]

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
SECTION 1. This act shall be known and may be cited as
the San Diego Unified Port District Act.
SEC. 2. It is hereby declared to be the policy of the State
of California to develop the harbors and ports of this State
for multiple purpose use for the benefit of the people. A
necessity exists within San Diego County for such development. Because of the several separate cities and unincorporated
populated areas in the area hereinafter described, only a
specially created district can operate effectively in developing
the harbors and port facilities. Because of the unique problems
presented by this area, and the facts and circumstances relative
to the development of harbor and port facilities, the adoption
of a special act and the creation of a special district is required.
SEC. 3. For the purposes of this act the following words
shall have the following meanings :
(a) "District'' or "port district" shall mean the San Diego
Unified Port District.
(b) "Board" or "board of commissioners" shall mean the
Board of Commissioners of the San Diego Unified Port District.
(c) "County" shall mean the County of San Diego.
SEC. 4. A port district for the acquisition, construction,
maintenance, operation, development and regulation of harbor
works and improvements, including rail, water and air terminal facilities, for the development, operation, maintenance,
control, regulation and management of the Harbor of San
Diego upon the tidelands and lands lying under the inland
navigable waters of San Diego Bay, and for the promotion of
commerce, navigation, fisheries, and recreation thereon, may be
established or organized and governed as provided in this act
and it may exercise the powers expressly granted herein.
Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, the powers
and authority herein are to be used only as necessary or incident to the development and operation of a port and shall
not apply to public utilities operated under the jurisdiction of
the Public Utilities Commission of the State of California.
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SEC. 5. The area to be embraced in the district shall include all of the corporate area of each of the cities of San
Diego, Chula Vista, Coronado, National City, and Imperial
Beach which establish the district as provided in this act, and
any unincorporated territory in the County of San Diego contiguous thereto, which is economically linked to the development and operation of the Bay of San Diego, included in the
district by the board of supervisors of the county as provided
in this act.
The jurisdiction of the district to exercise its powers shall
extend only over the following areas:
(a) The tidelands and submerged lands granted to the district pursuant to the provisions of this act.
(b) Any airport or airports now or hereafter owned and
operated by any of the above-named cities which establish the
district, or San Diego County, and which are conveyed to the
district by such city or cities or San Diego County.
(c) Any other lands conveyed to the district by any city or
by the County of San Diego
SEC. 6. The Board of Supervisors of San Diego County
shall call an election in the area to be included within the district not later than the 1964 State Primary Election on the
question of the formation of the district if either of the two
conditions specified below is met:
(a) A petition calling for the formation of the district is
filed with the board of supervisors from each of the five cities
specified in Section 5. Each of the petitions from the five
respective cities shall he signed by at least five percent (5%)
of the voters registered for the last municipal election in each
particular city.
(b) A resolution of consent calling for the formation of the
district is filed with the board of supervisors from each of
the city councils of the five cities specified in Section 5; provided, that the requirements of this section shall be deemed to
have been met if a combination of petitions and resolutions
of consent have been filed with the board of supervisors, so long
as each of the five cities specified in Section 5, either through a
petition or by a vote of the city council, has authorized the
calling of an election for the formation of the district..
Snc. 7. The petition or the resolution of consent shall contain:
(a) A declaration calling for the creation of the San Diego
Unified Port District, for the purpose of improving and developing the harbor.
(b) A declaration that the tide and submerged lands owned
by the particular city should be granted to the district.
SEC. 8. Each signer of a petition within a particular city
shall be a registered voter and resident of that city.
SEC. 9. The publication of the petition and the hearing
in the petition shall be governed by the provisions of Section
6014 of the Harbors and Navigation Code.
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SEC. 10. The election shall be called, noticed, held, and
conducted, election officers appointed, voting precincts designated, ballots printed, polls opened and closed, ballots counted
and returned, returns canvassed, results declared, oaths of
office administered, and all other proceedings incidental to
and connected with the election shall be regulated and done,
as nearly as may be practicable, in accordance with the provisions of law regulating municipal elections in general law
cities.
For the purposes of the election, the terms "board of trustees" and "city clerk," respectively, as used in the Elections
Code provisions respecting the conduct of elections in general
law cities, shall mean the county board of supervisors and the
county clerk, respectively, for the purpose of the election held
under this act.
An election called pursuant to the provisions of this act may
be consolidated with any other election pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 23300) of Part
2 of Division 12 of the Elections Code.
Suc. 11. The count of the vote in the election shall be
conducted in two parts. One part shall consist of those votes
cast in the City of San Diego, and the other part shall consist
of all of those votes cast in the other four cities specified in
Section 5 and outside territory.
SEC. 12. If the electors iu the City of San Diego and the
electors in the other four cities specified in Section 5 and outside territory, approve of the formation of the district at an
election held pursuant to the provisions of this act, the district
shall be established.
SEC. 13. If from the canvass it appears and the board of
supervisors finds that a majority of the votes cast. in the City
of San Diego and a majority of the votes cast in the other four
cities and outside territory, the votes of such other four cities
and outside territory being combined together, were east in
favor of the formation of the district, it shall enter that fact
upon its minutes, together with a description of the boundaries of the district, its name, the official name or names
by which the district is commonly known and enter its order
declaring the district duly formed and existing in the county.
SEC. 14. Upon the establishment of the district, every city
specified in Section 5 shall convey to the district all its right,
title and interest in and to the tidelands and submerged lands,
together with any facilities thereon, which are owned by the
city, including any such lands which have been granted in
trust to the city by the State in the Bay of San Diego. The
City of San Diego shall convey to the district all its right, title
and interest in and to such pueblo lands as lie within the tidelands and submerged lands in the Bay of San Diego, together
with any facilities thereon, which are owned by the City of San
Diego. Thereafter the title to such lands shall reside in the district, and the district shall hold such lands in trust for the uses
and purposes and upon the conditions which are declared in
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this act. Notwithstanding any other provision of this act,
the City of San Diego shall not be required to convey to the
district those lands described in Chapter 778 of the Statutes
of 1929, and the City of Coronado shall not be required to convey to the district those lands described in Chapter 1839 of
the Statutes of 1953.
SEC. 15. The Board of Supervisors of the County of San
Diego may, by ordinance, include within the district unincorporated territory which the board has determined would be
benefited by the district.
SEC. 16. The district shall be governed by a board of commissioners who shall be known as "port commissioners." Each
city council, respectively, of the cities which are included in
the district pursuant to the provisions of this act shall appoint
the commissioner or commissioners to which it is entitled, pursuant to this section, to represent that particular city on the
board. Three of the commissioners shall be residents of the
City of San Diego, one shall be a resident of the City of
National City, one shall be a resident of the City of Chula
Vista, one shall be a resident of the City of Coronado, and one
shall be a resident of the City of Imperial Beach. The commissioners shall he residents of the respective cities they represent
at the time of their appointments, and during the term of their
office. All of the powers and duties conferred upon the district
shall be exercised through the board of commissioners.
SEC. 17. The term of each commissioner shall be for four
years, except as provided in this section. Any vacancy shall
be filled by appointment by the city council of the city from
which the vacancy has occurred. Each commissioner shall
continue, however, to hold office until his successor has been
appointed and qualified. Each commissioner, before entering
upon the duties of his office, shall take and subscribe the oath
as provided in Section 1360 of the Government Code of the
State of California, and a certificate of the same shall be filed
with the city clerk of the city from which the commissioner
shall have been appointed, and a copy of which shall be filed
with the district. A commissioner may be removed from the
board by a four-fifths vote of the city council which appointed
such commissioner.
The first board of commissioners appointed after the formation of the district shall so classify themselves by lot that three
commissioners shall serve for four years, and the remainder of
the commissioners for two years. Thereafter the term of office
of each commissioner shall be four years.
SEC. 18. Immediately after their appointment, the commissioners shall enter upon the performance of their duties. The
board shall annually elect one of its members as chairman and
another as vice chairman, and shall also elect annually a secretary, who may or may not be a member of the board. A majority shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.
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The board shall make rules and regulations for its own government and procedure, and shall hold at least one regular meeting each month, and may hold such special meetings as it may
deem necessary.
The commissioners shall receive no salaries but shall be
entitled to reimbursement for necessary traveling and other
expenses incurred while engaged in the performance of their
duties.
SEC. 19. The board shall draft a master plan for harbor
and port improvement and for the use of all of the tidelands
and submerged lands which shall be conveyed to the district
pursuant to the provisions of this act. A two-thirds vote of the
board shall be required to adopt the plan. The board may from
time to time modify the master plan by a two-thirds vote of the
board.
The provisions in the master plan shall not override or
supersede any local existing zoning ordinance which was in
effect on April 30, 1962; provided, that if any local zoning
ordinance is repealed, or expires, or becomes nonoperative for
any reason, thereafter the provisions of the master plan
adopted by the board shall control as to all lands and waters
under the jurisdiction of the district.
SEC. 20. The board shall establish a fiscal year for its operations and shall at the end of each fiscal year or as soon as possible after the end of each fiscal year, make a complete report
of the affairs and financial condition of the district for the preceding fiscal year, which shall show the sources of all receipts
and the purposes of all disbursements during the year. The
report shall be verified by the chairman of the board and the
secretary thereof. The board shall draw up a budget for each
fiscal year.
SEC. 21. The board may pass all necessary ordinances and
resolutions for the regulation of the district.
SEC. 22. The board may employ engineers, attorneys and
any other officers and employees necessary in the work of the
district. The port director shall appoint a treasurer whose duty
it shall be to receive and safely keep all moneys of the district.
He shall comply with all provisions of law governing the deposit and securing of public funds. He shall pay out moneys
only on warrants duly authorized by the board and not otherwise ; provided, however, that no warrants need be issued for
the payment of principal and interest on bonds of the district.
He shall at regular intervals, at least once each month, submit
to the secretary of the district a written report and accounting
of all receipts and disbursements and fund balances, a copy
of which report he shall file with the board.
The treasurer may appoint a deputy or deputies for whose
acts he and his bondsmen shall be responsible Such deputy or
deputies shall hold office subject to the pleasure of the treasurer
and shall receive such compensation as may be provided by
the board. The treasurer shall execute a bond covering the
faithful performance by him of the duties of his office and his
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duties with respect to all moneys coming into his hands as
treasurer in such amount as shall be fixed by resolution of
said board. The surety bond herein required shall be executed
only by a surety company authorized to do business in the
State of California and the premium therefor shall be paid by
the district out of its general fund. The bond shall be approved
by the board and filed with the secretary of the district. The
treasurer before entering upon the duties of his office shall
take and file with the secretary of the district the oath of office
required by the Constitution of this State.
SEC. 23. It may sue and be sued in the name of the district in all courts and tribunals of competent jurisdiction.
SEC. 24. It may adopt a seal.
SEC. 25. It may take by grant, purchase, gift, devise, lease
or otherwise acquire, hold and enjoy and lease and dispose of
real and personal property of every kind, within the district,
necessary to the full or convenient exercise of its power.
SEC. 26. Any proposed use by the district of any particular land within its jurisdiction which would constitute a
public nuisance may be prohibited by ordinance adopted by
the city within which such land is located.
SEC 27. It may exercise the right of eminent domain within the boundaries of the district in the manner provided by law
for the condemnation of private property for public use and
take any property necessary or convenient to the exercise of
its powers. In the proceedings relative to the exercise of such
right the district has the same rights, powers and privileges as
a municipal corporation.
SEC. 28. It may borrow money and incur indebtedness and
issue bonds or other evidence of indebtedness. All bond elections called by the board shall be conducted and held pursuant
to Article 1 (commencing with Section 43600) of Chapter 4
of Division 4, Title 4 of the Government Code.
When in that article, the word "city" is used it includes the
district and whenever the words "legislative body" are used
they mean the board.
The purposes for which bonded indebtedness may be incurred by the district are described in Section 26.
All bonds issued shall be signed by the board and the district shall not incur a bonded indebtedness which in the aggregate exceeds 15 percent of the assessed value of all the real and
personal property in the district.
SEC. 29. Whenever the improvement and development
work for which any issue of bonds has been voted has been
constructed and the proceeds of the bonds sold have not been
entirely expended, the board may by resolution order that the
unexpended proceeds be placed in the fund provided for the
purpose of paying principal and interest of the bonds or the
board may by resolution direct that all or a part of the unexpended proceeds be used for the purpose of purchasing outstanding bonds of the district. The bonds may be purchased
only after the publication at least twice in a newspaper of
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general circulation in the district of a notice inviting sealed
proposals for the sale of bonds to the district. The notice shall
state the time and place when the proposals will be opened and
the amount of money available for the purchase of the bonds.
The board may reject any or all proposals and if it rejects all
thereof, may within a period of 30 days thereafter purchase
for cash any outstanding bonds of the district but in that
event the purchase price shall not be more than the lowest
purchase price at which bonds were tendered to the district
in the public bidding.
Any bonds purchased under the authority of this section
shall be canceled immediately.
SEC. 30. The board may regulate and control the anchoring, mooring, towing, and docking of all vessels.
SEC. 31. It may perform the functions of warehousemen,
stevedores, lighterers, reconditioners, shippers and reshippers
of properties of all kinds.
SEC. 32. It may manage the business of the district and
promote the maritime and commercial interests by proper advertisement of its advantages and by the solicitation of business within or without the district, within other states or in
foreign countries, through such employees or agencies as are
expedient.
SEC. 33. It may acquire, purchase, take over, construct,
maintain, operate, develop, and regulate grain elevators,
bunkering facilities, belt or other railroads, floating plants,
lighterage, towage facilities, and any and all other facilities,
aids, equipment, or property necessary for or incident to the
development and operation of a harbor or for the accommodation and promotion of commerce, navigation, fisheries, or recreation in the district.
SEC. 34 It may by resolution order that all or any of the
funds under its control and not necessary for current operating expenses be invested in obligations, bonds or securities of
the United States of America or of any agency or instrumentality thereof.
SEC. 35. The board may do all other acts necessary and
convenient for the exercise of its powers.
SEC. 36. The board shall by ordinance fix the rate of
wharfage charges and other charges which are appropriate for
the use of any of the facilities owned and constructed or services furnished or provided by the district.
SEC. 37. The district may itself, without letting contracts
therefor, do work and make improvements. The work shall be
done under the direction of its officers or employees.
In the construction, reconstruction or repair of public buildings, streets, utilities and other public works, and in furnishing supplies, materials, equipment or contractual services for
the same, when the expenditure therefor shall exceed the sum
of two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500), the same shall
be done by written contract, except as otherwise provided
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in this act, and the board, on the recommendation of the
port director, shall let the same to the lowest responsible and
reliable bidder, not less than 10 days after advertising for
one day in the official newspaper of the district for sealed
proposals for the work contemplated. If the cost of the public
contract work exceeds the sum of one thousand dollars
($1,000), but is not in excess of two thousand five hundred
dollars ($2,500), the board may let the contract without advertising for bids, but not until the port director shall have
secured competitive prices from contractors interested, which
shall be taken under consideration by the board before the
contract is let. The board may, however, upon the recommendation of the port director and by a vote of five of its
members, order the performance of any such construction
and reconstruction or repair work by appropriate district
forces when the estimates submitted as part of the port director 's recommendation indicate that the work can be done by
the district forces more economically than if let by contract.
In case of a great public calamity, such as extraordinary
fire, flood, storm, epidemic or other disaster the board may,
by resolution passed by a vote of five of its members, determine
and declare that the public interest or necessity demands the
immediate expenditure of district money to safeguard life,
health or property, and thereupon they may proceed, without
advertising for bids or receiving the same, to expend, or enter
into a contract involving the expenditure of, any sum required
in such emergency, on hand in the district fund and available for such purpose. All contracts before execution shall be
approved as to form and legality by the attorney for the
district.
SEC. 37.5. The board may, without advertising for bids,
negotiate with the government of the United States for the
purpose of assisting the board in the performance of any of
the work authorized by this act, and the board may contribute
to the United States all or any portion of the estimated cost
of any work authorized by this act which is to be done by or
under contract with the United States.
SEC. 38. By resolution, the board may provide for the
creation and accumulation of a fund for capital outlays.
SEC. 39. At any time after the creation of the fund, the
board may transfer to the Capital Outlay Fund any unencumbered surplus funds raised for any purpose whatever, remaining on hand at the end of any fiscal year or years.
SEC. 40. The Capital Outlay Fund shall remain inviolate
for the making of any capital outlays and the money shall not
be disbursed from the fund except for such a purpose unless
the district board submits a proposition to the electors of the
district to obtain their consent to use the money in the fund
for some other specific purpose. The proposition may he submitted at any election. A two-thirds vote of all the voters voting at the election is necessary to authorize the expenditure of
the money for such other purpose.
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SEC. 41. Notwithstanding any other provision of this act,
the board may borrow money by issuance of promissory notes,
or execute conditional sales contracts to purchase personal
property, in an amount or of a value not exceeding in the aggregate at any one time the sum of two hundred thousand
dollars ($200,000), for the purposes of constructing or operating any work, project, or facility authorized by Section 26 or
for the making of improvements or the purchase of equipment
or for the maintenance thereof.
All moneys borrowed pursuant to this section shall not be
borrowed for a term exceeding five years, and said indebtednesses shall not incur a rate of interest in excess of six percent
(6%) per annum. Each such indebtedness shall be authorized
by a resolution of the board of commissioners unanimously
adopted.
As a condition precedent to the borrowing of any money or
the execution of any conditional sales contract, as provided in
this section, in excess of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000),
the board shall first unanimously approve by resolution and
have on file a report approved by the port director on the
engineering and economic feasibility relating to the project
contemplated for the expenditure of said borrowed money or

conditional sales contract. Said feasibility report shall be prepared and signed by an engineer or engineers licensed and
registered under the laws of the State of California.
The district shall budget, levy and collect taxes, and pay
for all such indebtedness without limitation by any other provision of this act.
SEC. 42. As to any service which the district is authorized
to perform pursuant to the provisions of this act, the district
may contract for the performance of such service by the city
within which the particular tidelands are located.
SEC. 43. All bonds issued pursuant to this act, except for
those authorized by Sections 51 and 52 of this act, are obligations of the district and so long as the bonds are outstanding
and unpaid the board of supervisors of the county shall at the
time of fixing the general tax levy and in the manner provided
for such general tax levy until the bonds are paid or until
there is a sum in the treasury of the district set apart for that
purpose, sufficient to meet all sums coming due for principal
and interest, levy and collect annually a tax sufficient to pay
the annual interest on such bonds as it comes due and such
part of the principal thereof as will become due before the
proceeds of another tax levy made at the time of the next
general tax levy for county purposes can be made available
for the payment of said principal.
In the event the district has moneys on hand in any year
sufficient to meet all or part of the sum coming due for principal and interest on the bonds prior to the time that the proceeds of a tax levy made at the time of the next general tax
levy for county purposes can be made available for the payment of the principal and interest and the moneys have been
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placed in a fund for the purpose of payment of the principal
and interest the amount of moneys to be raised by the annual
tax for that year may be reduced to a sum sufficient to provide
the balance of moneys necessary for the purpose of payment
of the principal and interest.
All taxes collected for the payment of principal and interest,
shall when collected by the county tax collector, be paid to the
treasurer of the district.
SEC. 44. The board shall, at least 30 days before the meeting of the board of supervisors at which the general tax levy is
fixed, notify the board of supervisors in writing of the amount
of money necessary to be raised by taxation to meet the payment of principal and interest on outstanding bonds which will
become payable before the proceeds of another tax levy made
at the time of the next general tax levy for county purposes
can be made available for payment of the principal and interest. In fixing the amount of money to be raised by taxation
the board of commissioners may take into account all moneys
on hand and set aside in a fund for the purpose of paying the
principal and interest and the amount of moneys to be raised
by taxation shall be the amount required in addition to any
moneys on hand and so set aside for the purpose of payment
of the principal and interest.
SEC. 45. The taxes shall be levied upon all of the taxable
property within the district taxable for county purposes and
are in addition to all other taxes levied for all other county
purposes and shall be collected at the same time and in the
same manner as other county taxes are collected and shall be
used for no purpose other than for the payment of the bonds
and accrued interest.
SEC. 46. On or before the 15th of June of each year, the
district board shall estimate and determine the amount of
money required by the harbor district and shall adopt a preliminary budget which shall be divided into the following main
classes :
(1) Ordinary annual expenses.
(2) Capital outlay and Capital Outlay Fund.
(3) Prior indebtedness.
SEC. 47. On or before the 15th day of June of each year,
the board shall publish a notice pursuant to Section 6061 of
the Government Code throughout the district stating:
(1) That the preliminary budget has been adopted and is
available at a time and at a place within the district specified
in the notice for inspection by interested taxpayers.
(2) That on a specified date not less than one month after
the publication of the notice and at a specified time and place,
the district board will meet for the purposes of fixing the final
budget, and that any taxpayer may appear and be heard regarding the increase, decrease or omission of any item in the
budget or for the inclusion of additional items.
SEC. 48. At the time and place designated in the published
notice for the meeting, any taxpayer may appear and be heard
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regarding the increase, decrease or omission of any item in the
budget or for the inclusion of additional items. The hearing on
the budget may be continued from time to time.
SEC. 49. The district board shall report the final budget
to the board of supervisors after the budget hearing but not
later than the first day of August each year after making any
changes in the preliminary budget it deems advisable during
or after the hearing, including deductions, increases or additions.
SEC. 49.5. The Board of Supervisors shall at the time of
levying the county taxes levy a tax upon all the taxable property within the district sufficient to meet the amounts set forth
in the final budget submitted by the district board. The money
when collected by the tax collector of the county shall be paid
to the treasurer of said district; provided further, that any
levy for capital outlay or for Capital Outlay Fund shall not
exceed three cents ($0.03) per hundred dollars ($100)
assessed valuation of all real and personal property in the
district.
SEC. 50. Bonds issued by the district pursuant to this act
are legal investments for all trust funds, and for the funds of
all insurers, banks, both commercial and savings, and trust
companies, and for the state school funds, and whenever any
money or funds may, by law now or hereafter enacted, be
invested in bonds of cities, cities and counties, counties, school
districts or municipalities in this State, such money or funds
may he invested in bonds of the district organized pursuant to
this act.
SEC. 51. The district may create a revenue bond indebtedness for the acquisition and construction, or acquisition or
construction of any improvements or property or facilities
contained within its powers. The issuance of the bonds shall
be authorized by ordinance adopted by two-thirds of all the
members of the board, to take effect upon its publication. The
secretary shall publish the ordinance once in a newspaper of
general circulation printed in the district, and if there is none,
then in such newspaper published in the county in which the
district is located. The ordinance shall specify the total
amount, denomination, method of maturity, and the rate or
maximum rate of interest of the bonds, and in general terms,
the acquisitions and improvements to be constructed thereby;
and, in addition, shall contain such other and further provisions as in the judgment of the board are deemed advisable.
SEC. 52. The proceeds of the revenue bonds shall be placed
in an account in the treasury of the district to be entitled San
Diego Unified Port District Revenue Construction Fund
No. , and used exclusively for the objects and purposes mentioned in the ordinance. The lien of the bonds of
the same issue shall be prior and superior to all revenue bonds
subsequently issued. Proceedings for the issuance of the bonds
shall be had, the board shall have such powers and duties, and
the bondholders shall have such rights and remedies, all in
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substantial accordance with and with like legal effect as provided in Sections 54344 to 54346, inclusive, 54347, 54348,
54350, 54351, 54352, and in Articles 4 to 11, inclusive, of
Chapter 6, Part 1, Division 2, Title 5 of the Government Code.
As used therein the word "resolution" shall mean ordinance,
the words "local agency" shall mean district, and the words
"legislative body" shall mean board.
SEC. 53. In the manner provided in this act, there may
be annexed to the district any of the following territory which
is in the same county as the district :
a. Any territory contiguous to the district.
b. Any territory, any point of which touches the district.
c. Any territory separated from the district by a "separating barrier," which term includes a street, road, highway,
railway line, railway crossing, railway right-of-way, watercourse, lagoon, or other natural barrier.
d. Any territory specified in this section may consist of
one or more separate parcels of land, but it is not necessary
that all parcels shall constitute in the aggregate one tract of
land.
SEC. 54. Any territory specified in Section 53 may be annexed in the manner provided for sanitary districts in the
Health and Safety Code. The alteration of boundaries shall
be ordered by the board of supervisors of the county in which
the property is located.
SEC. 55. The board shall :
(a) Make and enforce all necessary rules and regulations
governing the use and control of all navigable waters and all
tidelands and submerged lands, filled or unfilled, and other
lands within the territorial limits of the district.
(b) Regulate and control the anchoring, mooring, towing
and docking of all vessels
(c) Establish and maintain a system of harbor police and
may establish harbor fire protection within the territorial
limits of the district for the enforcement of the ordinances,
rules and regulations of the district, and employ the necessary
officers, who shall as to such matters have all the power of peace
officers and firemen within the district ; or in the alternative,
the district may contract with the municipalities whose territorial limits are adjacent to or contiguous to those of the district to provide such services.
SEC. 56. The board shall make and enforce such local police
and sanitary regulations relative to the construction, maintenance, operation and use of all public services and public
utilities in the district, operated in connection with or for the
promotion or accommodation of commerce, navigation, fisheries,
and recreation therein as are now vested in the district.
SEC. 57. The board may acquire, erect, maintain or operate
within the district, all improvements, utilities, appliances or
facilities which are necessary or convenient for the promotion
and accommodation of commerce, navigation, fisheries, and recreation, or their use in connection therewith upon the lands
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and waters under the control and management of the board,
and it may acquire, maintain and operate facilities of all kinds
within the district.
SEC. 58. In case of emergency the board may suspend,
modify or amend any rule or regulation of the board, or it may
place in effect any emergency rule or regulations, for periods
not exceeding thirty (30) days, and every such ordinance shall
so provide.
SEC. 59. Any person who violates the provisions of any
ordinance, or any local police or sanitary regulation, of the
board shall he guilty of a misdemeanor. The prosecution shall
be conducted by the City Attorney of San Diego if the infraction occurred within the corporate limits of the City of San
Diego on lands or waters subject to the jurisdiction of the district. The prosecution shall be conducted by the District Attorney of San Diego County if the infraction occurred without
the corporate limits of the City of Sall Diego but otherwise on
lands or waters subject to the jurisdiction of the district. The
complaint shall be filed in the judicial district within which
the infraction occurred.
SEC. 60. In the absence of the adoption of any police, fire
and sanitary regulations by the district, the police, fire and
sanitary regulations of any municipal corporation whose
boundaries are adjacent to or contiguous to the territorial
limits of the district shall be applicable.
SEC. 62. The enacting clause of all ordinances passed by
the board shall be in substantially the following form :
"The Board of Port Commissioners of San Diego Unified
Port District do ordain as follows:"
All ordinances and resolutions shall be signed by the chairman of the board and attested by the clerk.
SEC. 63. All ordinances and resolutions shall be entered
in the minutes. All ordinances passed by the board shall be
published, with the names of the members voting for and
against them at least once in some daily newspaper of general
circulation printed and published in the County of San Diego.
SEC. 64. An ordinance passed by the board shall not go
into effect until the expiration of 30 days from its publication.
This section does not apply to any ordinance ordering or
otherwise relating to:
(a) An election.
(b) The adoption of the annual budget.
(c) The bringing or conducting of suits or actions.
(d) The condemnation of private property for public use.
(e) The immediate preservation of the public peace, health
or safety, which ordinance shall contain a specific statement
showing its urgency and be passed by a two-thirds vote of
the board.
All ordinances of the classes excepted, take effect upon their
publication. A grant or franchise, lease, right or privilege
shall never be construed to be an urgency measure.
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All grants or franchises, leases, rights or privileges shall be
made by ordinance.
Irrevocable permits shall not be granted or issued to any
person.
SEC. 65. The district created in accordance with the provisions of this act is a public corporation created for the purposes set forth herein.
SEC. 66. The district may contribute money to the federal
or the state government or to the county in which it is located
or to any city within the district, for the purpose of defraying
the whole or a portion of the cost and expenses of work and
improvement to be performed, either within or without the territorial limits of the district, by the federal, state, county or
city government, in improving rivers, streams, or in doing
other work, when such work will improve navigation and commerce, in or to the navigable waters in the district.
SEC. 67. The district shall take over and assume the
bonded indebtedness incurred for development of tide and submerged lands of the county or any city specified in this act
which shall have heretofore issued bonds or created any bonded
indebtedness for harbor development or improvement in the
Bay of San Diego and to issue any bonds for the retirement
of any such outstanding bonded indebtedness. For the purpose of retiring bonds assumed by the district, the revenues,
if any, from the facility or facilities constructed through the
use of the bond proceeds shall be used to retire such bonds.
Proceeds raised through taxation may also be used to retire
such bonds.
The district shall also take over and assume other indebtedness, including indebtedness arising out of contractual obligations, of the county or any city specified in this act which
indebtedness shall have been incurred for development of tide
and submerged lands.
SEC. 68. The State hereby consents to the county or any
city which has elected to join the district established under
the provisions of this act to grant its right, title and interest
in and to the tidelands, submerged lands, whether filled or
unfilled, swamp, overflowed, and salt marshlands in the Bay of
San Diego, which are owned by the county or any city, including any such lands which have been granted in trust to the
county or city by the State, to the district in trust for the uses
and purposes and upon the conditions specified in this act. The
county or such city may also transfer, relinquish and surrender to the district its power to manage, conduct and operate
the harbor in or adjacent to which such portion of such lands
are situated. The district shall, upon its establishment in
accordance with the provisions of this act, become the successor
of the county or such city whose tide and submerged lands
shall have been included therein with respect to the management, conduct and operation of the harbor and with respect to
the use, possession and title to such portions of such lands, and
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they shall continue to be held and used by the district pursuant to this act.
SEC. 69. If the district is dissolved by operation of law, or
otherwise, any such lands so granted thereto pursuant to this
act, together with any and all improvements thereon, and the
management, conduct and operation of such harbor, reverts to
and is revested in the county or city so granting the same
to the district. The lands reverting to the cities or the county
pursuant to this section shall be held by the respective cities or
the county in trust subject to the conditions, terms, and purposes of this act.
SEC. 70. Whenever the district is established under the
provisions of this act it is the successor of the county and each
of the cities included therein as to all powers theretofore
vested in the county or each such city or exercisable by its
officers, which are by the provisions of this act granted to the
district or are exercisable by its officers. Such powers are relinquished by the county and the cities and surrendered to the
district. The title to, and possession and control of, any works,
structures, appliances, improvements and equipment of the
kinds designated in this act, owned or held by or in trust for
the county and each of the cities, or by any officer or board
thereof, in trust or otherwise, for any purpose for which the
district is authorized to acquire and use property pursuant to
this act, are upon the establishment of the district, transferred
to and vested in the district and are thereafter owned, operated
and controlled by the district pursuant to this act.
SEC. 71. Upon the establishment of the district, all persons
then occupying the several offices of or under the government,
of the county and each of the cities included therein, except as
otherwise provided, whose several powers and duties are within
the powers of the district or within the powers or duties of the
several officers thereof, shall immediately quit and surrender
the occupancy or possession of such offices which shall thereupon cease and determine, except as to any persons who have
powers and perform duties for the county and the cities other
than those mentioned, whose offices shall not cease and determine as to such other powers and duties but shall continue
with respect thereto the same as if the district had not been
established.
Notwithstanding the provisions contained in this section, all
employees of the county and any city performing duties in
connection with the Port of San Diego or the respective harbor
departments, shall be blanketed in as employees of the district ;
and the district is empowered to contract with the State Employees' Retirement System and may provide retirement and
disability benefits for employees under the State Employees'
Retirement System pursuant to its rules and regulations. The
district may, by contract, continue such employees of the district so blanketed in as members of the retirement system of
which they were members while they were employees of the
respective cities.
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72. The officers of the district shall be:
(a) An auditor.
(b) A port director.
(c) An attorney.
(d) A clerk.
(e) A treasurer.
(f) A chief engineer.
The auditor, port director, and attorney shall be appointed
by the board. All other officers shall be appointed by the port
director and confirmed by the board.
SEC. 73. The salaries of the officers shall be fixed by the
board by ordinance. The auditor and attorney shall hold office
at the pleasure of the board. All other officers shall be appointed from a classified civil service. All officers shall give
such bond as is prescribed by the board; the premium on all
bonds on officers and employees shall be paid by the district.
All other officers or employees shall be appointed by the port
director from a classified civil service. The board shall establish a classified civil service for all offices and phases of employment other than the offices specified herein.
SEC. 75. The board may adopt civil service rules and
regulations in accordance with the following provisions:
(a) The civil service rules and regulations shall provide :
(1) For the qualifications and examination of all applicants
for employment and for the employment of persons on probation
(2) For the registration of persons, other than unskilled
laborers, in the classified civil service, in accordance with their
general average standing upon examination.
(3) For promotions on the basis of ascertained merit and
seniority in service and examination, and for competitive examinations for promotions.
(4) For the reassignment of persons injured in the service
of the district who were at the time of injury actually engaged
in the discharge of the duties of their positions.
(5) For leaves of absence.
(6) For the transfer from one position to a similar position
of the same class.
(7) For the reinstatement to the list of eligibles on recommendation of the port director, of persons who have become
separated from the service or have been reduced in rank, other
than persons who have been removed for cause.
(8) For the keeping of service records of all employees in
the civil service, and for their use as one of the bases for
promotions or layoffs through stoppage or lack of work.
(9) For the procedure for the removal, discharge or suspension of employees; for the investigation by the board of
the grounds thereof, and for the reinstatement or restoration
to duty of persons found to have been removed, discharged
or suspended for insufficient grounds or for reasons which are
not sustained by investigation.
SEC.
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(10) Generally for any other purpose which may be necessary or appropriate to carry out the objects and purposes of
the civil service system and the rules herein specifically authorized.
(b) Upon the request of the port director, the following
persons may be exempted by the board, by ordinance, from the
civil service:
(1) Persons employed to render professional, scientific,
technical or expert service of a temporary or exceptional character.
(2) The first and second deputies or assistants of any officer
of the district or of the chief engineer in the service of the
district.
(3) Persons employed on the construction of district works,
improvements, buildings or structures.
(4) Persons receiving a salary not exceeding fifty dollars
($50) a month.
Any exemption so made may be terminated at any time by
resolution of the board.
(c) All officers and employees who, at the time of the establishment of the district, would be included in the classified
civil service of the district, if a classified civil service is established, and who have been continuously in the service of the
harbor department of a municipal corporation included in
the district for a period of six months prior to the district's
establishment, are deemed to have the necessary qualifications
required by the provisions of this act and they retain the same
respective or equivalent positions as nearly as practicable
under the district which they formerly held in such municipal
corporation.
(d) All officers and employees who, at the time of the
establishment of the district, would be included in the classified civil service, if a classified civil service is established, but
who have been in the service of the harbor department of any
such municipal corporation for a period of less than six
months, are deemed to be in the service of the district under
probation, and are subject to the same regulations as other
applicants for appointment to the civil service of the district
serving under probation in accordance with rules and regulations established by the board.
SEC. 76. Nothing herein contained shall prevent the board
from contracting with the County of San Diego to utilize the
services of its civil service commission office or department to
effectuate the purposes hereof.
SEC. 77. The salaries or wages of all officers and employees of the district shall be paid either monthly, semimonthly or weekly as the board by ordinance may determine.
SEC. 78. Such persons shall severally forthwith deliver and
turn over to the proper officers of the district, all property of
the county and each 'city- in their hands or under their control
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including any and all works, structures, appliances, improvements and equipment of the character, kinds or classes enumerated or designated in this act and pertaining to harbor
improvements or affairs.
SEC. 79. The provisions of this act shall apply to any municipal corporation which is governed under a freeholders'
charter even if such provisions are inconsistent with the charter
or its amendments, it being hereby declared that such provisions are a matter of statewide concern and are to prevail over
any inconsistent provisions in any such charter. If the district
is dissolved by operation of law or otherwise, any such works,
structures, appliances, improvements and equipment are vested
in such municipal corporation, together with any other works,
structures, appliances, improvements and equipment acquired
or constructed by the district in that portion of the district
within the limits of each such municipal corporation respectively.
SEC. 80. All money received or collected from or arising
out of the use or operation of any harbor or port improvement,
work, appliance, facility or utility, or vessel, owned, controlled
or operated by the district ; all tolls, charges and rentals collected by the board, and all compensations or fees required
to be paid for franchises or licenses, or otherwise by law or
ordinance or order, to the district for the operation of any
public service utility upon lands or waters under the control
and management of the board, shall be deposited in the
treasury of the district to the credit of a fund to be known
as the San Diego Unified Port District Revenue Fund. The
money in or belonging to the fund shall not be appropriated
or used for any purpose except those enumerated in this act.
SEC. 81. The fund may be used for the necessary expenses
of conducting the district, including the operation and maintenance of all harbor or port improvements, works, utilities,
appliances, facilities and vessels owned, controlled or operated
by the district for the promotion and accommodation of commerce, navigation, fisheries, and recreation, or used in connection therewith, and for the purposes set forth in any grants
in trust.
SEC. 82. The money in the fund may also be used for advertising the commercial and other advantages and facilities of
any harbor in the district, and for encouraging and promoting
commerce, navigation and transportation in and through such
harbor.
SEC. 83. The money in the fund may also be used for
the acquisition, construction, completion and maintenance of
harbor and port improvements, works, utilities, appliances,
facilities, and vessels, for the promotion and accommodation of
commerce, navigation and fisheries, and recreation, or uses
in connection therewith; and for extraordinary improvements
and betterments to lands and property under the control,
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supervision and management of the district, including the purchase or condemnation of necessary lands and other property
and property rights.
SEC. 84. The money in the fund may also be used for the
payment of the principal, or interest, or both, of district bonds
authorized, issued and sold pursuant to this act.
SEC. 85. The money in the fund may also be used for the
payment of the principal or interest. or both, of the bonds of
the county or any city in the district, for harbor improvements,
authorized or outstanding prior to the establishment of the district, or thereafter issued and sold by such county or city for
harbor improvements pursuant to this act.
SEC. 86. The port director may make application in writing to the board for a transfer of amounts from one appropriated item to another in the budget allowance. On the approval
of the board by a two-thirds vote, the auditor shall make such
transfer; but a transfer shall not be made except as herein provided, and in any event a transfer shall not be made from one
bond improvement fund to another.
SEC. 87. (a) The tide and submerged lands conveyed to
the district by any city included in the district shall be held
by the district and its successors in trust and may be used

for purposes in which there is a general statewide purpose, as
follows:
(1) For the establishment, improvement and conduct of a
harbor, and for the construction, reconstruction, repair, maintenance, and operation of wharves, docks, piers, slips, quays,
and all other works, buildings, facilities, utilities, structures
and appliances incidental, necessary or convenient, for the
promotion and accommodation of commerce and navigation.
(2) For all commercial and industrial uses and purposes,
and the construction, reconstruction, repair and maintenance
of commercial and industrial buildings, plants and facilities.
(3) For the establishment, improvement and conduct of
airport and heliport or aviation facilities, including but not
limited to approach, takeoff and clear zones in connection with
airport runways, and for the eonstruction, reconstruction, repair, maintenance and operation of terminal buildings, runways, roadways, aprons, taxiways, parking areas, and all other
works, buildings, facilities, utilities, structures and appliances
incidental, necessary or convenient for the promotion and accommodation of air commerce and air navigation.
(4) For the construction, reconstruction, repair and maintenance of highways, streets, roadways, bridges, belt line railroads, parking facilities, power, telephone, telegraph or cable
lines or landings, water and gas pipelines, and all other transportation and utility facilities or betterments incidental, necessary or convenient for the promotion and accommodation of
any of the uses set forth in this section.
(5) For the construction, reconstruction, repair, maintenance and operation of public buildings, public assembly and
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meeting places, convention centers, parks, playgrounds, bathhouses and bathing facilities, recreation and fishing piers, public recreation facilities, including but not limited to public
golf courses, and for all works, buildings, facilities, utilities,
structures and appliances incidental, necessary or convenient
for the promotion and accommodation of any such uses.
(6) For the establishment, improvement and conduct of
small boat harbors, marinas, aquatic playgrounds and similar
recreational facilities, and for the construction, reconstruction,
repair, maintenance and operation of all works, buildings,
facilities, utilities, structures and appliances incidental, necessary or convenient for the promotion and accommodation of
any of such uses, including but not limited to snack bars,
cafes, restaurants, motels, launching ramps and hoists, storage
sheds, boat repair facilities with cranes and marine ways, administration buildings, public restrooms, bait and tackle shops,
chandleries, boat sales establishments, service stations and fuel
docks, yacht club buildings, parking areas, roadways, pedestrian ways and landscaped areas.

(b) The district or its successors shall not, at any time,
grant, convey, give or alienate said lands, or any part thereof,
to any individual, firm or corporation for any purposes whatever ; provided, that said district, or its successors, may grant
franchises thereon for limited periods, not exceeding 66 years,
for wharves and other public uses and purposes, and may
lease said lands, or any part thereof, for limited periods, not
exceeding 66 years, for purposes consistent with the trusts
upon. which said lands are held by the State of California, and
with the requirements of commerce and navigation, and collect
and retain rents and other revenues from such leases, franchises and privileges. Such lease or leases, franchises and privileges may be for any and all purposes which shall not interfere with commerce and navigation.
(c) Said lands shall be improved without expense to the
State; provided, however, that nothing contained in this section shall preclude expenditures for the development of said
lands for any public purpose not inconsistent with commerce,
navigation and fishery, by the State, or any hoard, agency or
commission thereof, when authorized or approved by the district, nor by the district of any funds received for such purpose from the State or any board, agency or commission
thereof.
(d) In the management, conduct, operation and control of
said lands or any improvements, betterments, or structures
thereon, the district or its successors shall make no discrimination in rates, tolls or charges for any use or service in connection therewith.
(e) The State of California shall have the right to use without charge any transportation, landing or storage improvements, betterments or structures constructed upon said lands
for any vessel or other watercraft, aircraft, or railroad owned
or operated by the State of California.
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(f) There is hereby reserved to the people of the State of
California the right to fish in the waters on said lands with the
right of convenient access to said water over said lands for
said purpose.
(g) There is hereby excepted and reserved in the State of
California all deposits of minerals, including oil and gas, in
said lands, and to the State of California, or persons authorized by the State of California, the right to prospect for, mine,
and remove such deposits from said lauds.
(h) Said lands shall be held subject to the express reservation and condition that the State may at any time in the future
use said lands or any portion for highway purposes without
compensation to the district, its successors or assigns, or any
person, firm or public or private corporation claiming under
it, except that in the event improvements, betterments or structures have been placed upon the property taken by the State
for said purposes, compensation shall be made to the person
entitled thereto for the value of his interest in the improvements, betterments or structures taken or the damages to such
interest.
(i) The State Lauds Commission shall, at the cost of the
district, survey and monument said lands and record a description and plat thereof in the office of the County Recorder of

San Diego County.
(j) As to any tide and submerged lands conveyed to the district by a city which are subject to a condition contained in a
grant of said lands to the city by the State that said lands
shall be substantially improved within a designated period or
else they shall revert to the State, such condition shall remain
in effect as to said lands and shall be applicable to the district.
As to any tide and submerged lands conveyed to the district
by a city which are not subject to such a condition contained
in a grant by the State and which have not heretofore been
substantially improved, said lands, within 10 years from the
effective date of this act, shall be substantially improved by
the district without expense to the State. If the State Lands
Commission determines that the district has failed to improve
said lands as herein required, all right, title and interest of the
district in and to said lands shall cease and said lands shall
revert and rest iu the State
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assessment was made, shall be entitled to sign the protest represented
thereby, either by the production of a proxy from the former owner, or
by furnishing evidence of his or her ownership by a conveyance duly
acknowledged showing the title to be vested in the person claiming the
right to sign the protest, accompanied by a certificate of a competent
searcher of titles, certifying that a search of the official records of the
county, since the date of the conveyance, discloses no conveyance or
transfer out from the grantee or transferee named in the conveyance.
(o) If the real property has been contracted to be sold, the vendee
shall be entitled to sign the protest, unless that real property is assessed
in the name of the vendor, in which event the vendor shall be entitled to
so do.
(p) The board may inquire and take evidence for the purpose of
identifying any person claiming the right to sign the protest as being the
person shown on the assessment roll or otherwise as entitled thereto.
Unless satisfactory evidence is furnished, the right to sign the protest
may be denied.
(q) In its resolution of intention on the institution of any project for
operation and maintenance of works or improvements for any zone and
in the order of adoption of the project, the board shall fix a total amount
that it will raise annually thereafter by assessments under Section 13.1
of this act to pay the expenses of that operation and maintenance.
(r) If the board determines that it is necessary to increase the annual
assessments to meet operational and maintenance requirements of the
works or improvements of any zone, it may increase the assessments in
the manner in which the assessments were originally established and in
accordance with other applicable provisions of law.
SEC. 722. Section 87 of the San Diego Unified Port District Act
(Chapter 67 of the Statutes of 1962, First Extraordinary Session), as
amended by Section 18 of Chapter 399 of the Statutes of 1996, is
amended to read:
Sec. 87. (a) The tide and submerged lands conveyed to the district
by any city included in the district shall be held by the district and its
successors in trust and may be used for purposes in which there is a
general statewide purpose, as follows:
(1) For the establishment, improvement, and conduct of a harbor, and
for the construction, reconstruction, repair, maintenance, and operation
of wharves, docks, piers, slips, quays, and all other works, buildings,
facilities, utilities, structures, and appliances incidental, necessary, or
convenient, for the promotion and accommodation of commerce and
navigation.
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(2) For all commercial and industrial uses and purposes, and the
construction, reconstruction, repair, and maintenance of commercial and
industrial buildings, plants, and facilities.
(3) For the establishment, improvement, and conduct of airport and
heliport or aviation facilities, including, but not limited to, approach,
takeoff, and clear zones in connection with airport runways, and for the
construction, reconstruction, repair, maintenance, and operation of
terminal buildings, runways, roadways, aprons, taxiways, parking areas,
and all other works, buildings, facilities, utilities, structures, and
appliances incidental, necessary, or convenient for the promotion and
accommodation of air commerce and air navigation.
(4) For the construction, reconstruction, repair, and maintenance of
highways, streets, roadways, bridges, belt line railroads, parking facilities,
power, telephone, telegraph or cable lines or landings, water and gas
pipelines, and all other transportation and utility facilities or betterments
incidental, necessary, or convenient for the promotion and
accommodation of any of the uses set forth in this section.
(5) For the construction, reconstruction, repair, maintenance, and
operation of public buildings, public assembly and meeting places,
convention centers, parks, playgrounds, bathhouses and bathing facilities,
recreation and fishing piers, public recreation facilities, including, but
not limited to, public golf courses, and for all works, buildings, facilities,
utilities, structures, and appliances incidental, necessary, or convenient
for the promotion and accommodation of any of those uses.
(6) For the establishment, improvement, and conduct of small boat
harbors, marinas, aquatic playgrounds, and similar recreational facilities,
and for the construction, reconstruction, repair, maintenance, and
operation of all works, buildings, facilities, utilities, structures, and
appliances incidental, necessary, or convenient for the promotion and
accommodation of any of those uses, including, but not limited to, snack
bars, cafes, restaurants, motels, launching ramps, and hoists, storage
sheds, boat repair facilities with cranes and marine ways, administration
buildings, public restrooms, bait and tackle shops, chandleries, boat sales
establishments, service stations and fuel docks, yacht club buildings,
parking areas, roadways, pedestrian ways, and landscaped areas.
(7) For the establishment and maintenance of those lands for open
space, ecological preservation, and habitat restoration.
(b) The district or its successors shall not, at any time, grant, convey,
give, or alienate those lands, or any part thereof, to any individual, firm,
or corporation for any purposes whatever. However, the district, or its
successors, may grant franchises thereon for limited periods, not
exceeding 66 years, for wharves and other public uses and purposes, and
may lease those lands, or any part thereof, for limited periods, not
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exceeding 66 years, for purposes consistent with the trusts upon which
those lands are held by the State of California, and with the requirements
of commerce and navigation, and collect and retain rents and other
revenues from those leases, franchises, and privileges. Those lease or
leases, franchises, and privileges may be for any and all purposes that
do not interfere with commerce and navigation.
(c) Those lands shall be improved without expense to the state.
However, nothing in this section shall preclude expenditures for the
development of those lands for any public purpose not inconsistent with
commerce, navigation, and fishery, by the state, or any board, agency,
or commission thereof, when authorized or approved by the district, or
preclude expenditures by the district of any funds received for that
purpose from the state or any board, agency, or commission thereof.
(d) In the management, conduct, operation, and control of those lands
or any improvements, betterments, or structures thereon, the district or
its successors shall make no discrimination in rates, tolls, or charges for
any use or service in connection therewith.
(e) The State of California shall have the right to use without charge
any transportation, landing or storage improvements, betterments, or
structures constructed upon those lands for any vessel or other watercraft,
aircraft, or railroad owned or operated by the State of California.
(f) There is hereby reserved to the people of the State of California
the right to fish in the waters on those lands with the right of convenient
access to that water over those lands for that purpose.
(g) There is hereby excepted and reserved in the State of California
all deposits of minerals, including oil and gas, in those lands, and to the
State of California, or persons authorized by the State of California, the
right to prospect for, mine, and remove deposits from those lands.
(h) Those lands shall be held subject to the express reservation and
condition that the state may at any time in the future use those lands or
any portion for highway purposes without compensation to the district,
its successors or assigns, or any person, firm, or public or private
corporation claiming under it, except that in the event improvements,
betterments, or structures have been placed upon the property taken by
the state for those purposes, compensation shall be made to the district,
its successors, or assigns, or any person, firm, or public or private
corporation entitled thereto for the value of his or her or its interest in
the improvements, betterments, or structures taken or the damages to
that interest.
(i) The State Lands Commission, at the cost of the district, shall survey
and monument those lands and record a description and plat thereof in
the office of the County Recorder of San Diego County.
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(j) As to any tide and submerged lands conveyed to the district by a
city that are subject to a condition contained in a grant of those lands to
the city by the state that those lands shall be substantially improved
within a designated period or else they shall revert to the state, that
condition shall remain in effect as to those lands and shall be applicable
to the district.
As to any tide and submerged lands conveyed to the district by a city
that are not subject to this condition contained in a grant by the state and
that have not heretofore been substantially improved, those lands, within
10 years from July 12, 1962, shall be substantially improved by the
district without expense to the state. If the State Lands Commission
determines that the district has failed to improve the lands as herein
required, all right, title, and interest of the district in and to those lands
shall cease and the lands shall revert and rest in the state.
SEC. 723. Section 26.9 of the Santa Clara Valley Water District Act
(Chapter 1405 of the Statutes of 1951), as amended by Section 31.5 of
Chapter 1195 of the Statutes of 1993, is amended to read:
Sec. 26.9. (a) After the establishment of a zone in which a
groundwater charge may be levied, each owner or operator of a
water-producing facility within the zone, until the time that the
water-producing facility has been permanently abandoned, shall file with
the district, on or before the 30th day following the end of collection
periods established by the board, a water production statement setting
forth the total production in acre-feet of water for the preceding collection
period, a general description or number locating each water-producing
facility, the method or basis of the computation of the water production,
and the amount of the groundwater charge based on the computation.
The collection periods may be established at intervals of not more than
one year or less than one month. If no water has been produced from the
water-producing facility during a preceding collection period, this
statement shall be filed as provided for in this section, setting forth that
no water has been produced during the applicable period. The statement
shall be verified by a written declaration under penalty of perjury.
(b) The groundwater charge is payable to the district on or before the
last date upon which the water production statements shall be filed, and
is computed by multiplying the production in acre-feet of water for each
classification as disclosed in the statement by the groundwater charge
for each classification of water. The owner or operator of a
water-producing facility that is being permanently abandoned shall give
written notice of the abandonment to the district. If any owner or operator
of a water-producing facility fails to pay the groundwater charge when
due, the district shall charge interest at the rate of 1 percent each month
on the delinquent amount of the groundwater charge.
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CONSIDER APPROVAL OF A PROPOSED EXPENDITURE OF PUBLIC TRUST
FUNDS BY THE SAN DIEGO UNIFIED PORT DISTRICT NOT TO EXCEED
$6 MILLION TO LEASE OFF-TIDELANDS OFFICE SPACE IN THE
CITY OF SAN DIEGO, SAN DIEGO COUNTY
TRUSTEE:
San Diego Unified Port District
INTRODUCTION:
The San Diego Unified Port District (Port) is trustee of sovereign tide and
submerged lands granted by the Legislature under Chapter 67, Statutes of 1962,
First Extraordinary Session as amended (the Port Act). The District requests
approval to use Public Trust funds to lease approximately 24,000 square feet of
office space located fewer than 10 miles away from the Port’s granted lands. Due
to the nature of the proposed use (see below), the specific location is not being
disclosed.
PROPOSED EXPENDITURE:
The proposed expenditure is for covert facilities for the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) to operate its Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force
program in partnership with the Port’s harbor police. The Task Force Program
was established in 1982 to fight organized crime drug traffickers. The Program
leverages federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies to collaborate in
high-profile investigations. The Port’s harbor police participate in the Program as
part of their law enforcement duties.
Since 2010, the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program facility
has operated under a lease from the City of Chula Vista under a reimbursement
agreement similar to that contemplated between the FBI and the Port. The FBI
has asked the Port to be the facility lessor, rather than the City of Chula Vista.
The lease would be for an initial 5-year period, with an option for an additional 2year term. The Port would expend $500,000 in Public Trust revenues annually for
the lease and estimates that the total expenditure would be $5 to $6 million. The
FBI would reimburse the Port for the expenditures and provide an additional
administrative fee of 5 percent to reimburse the Port for staff time and related
expenses associated with the lease. While Port funds will initially be spent off of
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the granted lands, the FBI will reimburse the Port and the reimbursement
revenue will go back into the Trust.
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATION:
Sections 30.5 (d) of Chapter 67, Statutes of 1962, as added by Chapter 399,
Statutes of 1996, requires State Lands Commission approval for all off-tidelands
expenditures in excess of $250,000. To approve the proposed expenditure, the
Commission must make all the following findings pursuant to Public Resources
Code section 6702, subdivision (b):
1) That such lease, contract, or other instrument is in accordance with the
terms of the grant or grants under which title to the tide or submerged
lands in question is held.
2) That the proceeds of such lease, contract, or other instrument shall be
deposited in an appropriate fund expendable only for statewide purposes
authorized by the legislative grant.
3) That such lease, contract, or other instrument is in the best interests of the
State.
The lease premises are less than 10 miles from the Port’s granted lands. The
Port’s participation in the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force,
including the leasing and reimbursement by the FBI to use the covert facility, will
enhance public safety and security at the Port by intercepting narcotics smuggled
through the region’s transit centers, including Port facilities. The activity is
necessary or incidental to carrying out the purposes described in Port Act
Section 87, subdivision (a)(1), including the establishment and operation of a
commercial port. The Port will place the reimbursed expenditures into the
appropriate trust fund and expend those funds in accordance with the Port Act.
The lease will support the Port’s cooperation in a task force that enhances public
safety and supports lawful maritime commerce at no net cost to the Port or the
public and is therefore in the State’s best interests.
Staff has reviewed the information from the Port supporting the proposed
expenditure of tideland funds to lease off-tidelands office space in the city of San
Diego and recommends approval.
OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION:
1.
The proposed action is consistent with Strategy 1.2 of the Commission’s
Strategic Plan to provide that the current and future management of
ungranted sovereign lands and resources and granted lands, including
through strategic partnerships with trustee ports and harbor districts, are
consistent with evolving Public Trust principles and values, particularly
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amid challenges relating to climate change, sea-level rise, public access,
and complex land use planning and marine freight transportation systems.
2.

Staff recommends that the Commission find that this activity is exempt
from the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
as a categorically exempt project. The project is exempt under Class 1,
Existing Facilities; California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 2905,
subdivision (a)(2).
Authority: Public Resources Code section 21084 and California Code of
Regulations, title 14, section 15300 and California Code of Regulations,
title 2, section 2905.

EXHIBIT:
A.

Request from the San Diego Unified Port District

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
It is recommended that the Commission:
CEQA FINDING:
Find that the activity is exempt from the requirements of CEQA pursuant
to California Code of Regulations, title 14, section 15061 as a categorically
exempt project, Class 1, Existing Facilities; California Code of
Regulations, title 2, section 2905, subdivision (a)(2).
AUTHORIZATION:
1.
Find that the proposed off-tidelands expenditure by the San Diego
Unified Port District for a lease for facilities to the FBI is in
accordance with the terms of the statutory trust grant pursuant to
Chapter 67, Statutes of 1962, First Extraordinary Session, as
amended.
2.

Find that the proceeds from the lease shall be deposited in an
appropriate fund expendable only for statewide purposes
authorized by the legislative grant.

3.

Find that the proposed off-tidelands expenditure by the San Diego
Unified Port District as set forth in the documents on file in the
Commission’s Sacramento office is in the best interests of the
State.

4.

Approve the expenditure of up to $6 million by the San Diego
Unified Port District for the proposed off-tidelands leased facility.
-3-

EXHIBIT A

WATER AND LAND USE CHARTS
Land And Water Ground Plane Uses
The following chart compares the relative primary Project uses at the ground level for the 70 acre site,
including land blocks and water zones:

Ground Plane Uses: Entire Project
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Total Project Building Square Footages
The following chart compares the square footages of different uses of the total of the up to 2.4 million
square feet of new building area on the Project Site’s land blocks:

Proposed Project Building Square Footages
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EXHIBIT C

Seaport San Diego
State Lands Commission Project Description
Supplemental Submittal

January 19, 2021
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1) INTRODUCTION
This supplemental Project Description (“PD Supplement”) provides additional information regarding the
Seaport San Diego project (“Project”), supplementing the July 2020 Draft Seaport State Lands
Commission Project Description (“SLC PD”) in response to certain questions and requests for more
information by staffs from the Port of San Diego (“Port”) and the State Lands Commission
(“Commission”). This PD Supplement thus does not address all components of the Project. Specifically, it
provides more information in response to Port and Commission feedback regarding the following discrete
components of the Project: (1) the “Health and Fitness” retail uses; (2) the Event Center; (3) Commercial
Retail uses; (4) the Blue Tech Innovation Center (“BTIC”); and the (5) Learning Center.
2) HEALTH AND FITNESS
As set forth in the SLC PD, the Project includes up to 35,000 square feet of “Health and Fitness” retail
uses that would include one full-service gym and smaller focused boutique fitness uses. (See SLC PD, at
pp. 30-32.) The Project’s Health and Fitness uses would be an externalization of a hotel amenity: the
Project’s six proposed hotels would not include or, in the case of the “5-Star Hotel,” would include limited
gym/fitness centers, and room rates would include the cost of passes to utilize the Project’s Health and
Fitness uses. Accordingly, the Project’s Health and Fitness uses would serve hotel guests, in addition to
other guests visiting the Project.
a. The Project’s Health and Fitness Uses Would Externalize Hotel Gym Facilities
To ensure Health and Fitness uses are fully utilized by the Project’s hotels, the hotel operators would be
subject to written operational agreements with the Project developer providing for the usage of the Health
and Fitness uses by hotel guests. In addition, the design of the hotels themselves would be included in
the development proposal for the Project being considered for approval by the Port, and these designs
would not include fitness uses within the hotels.
b.

Demand for the Proposed Health and Fitness Uses.

The Project would have sufficient demand for the proposed 35,000 square feet of Health and Fitness
uses. According to the San Diego Tourism Authority, San Diego County had 35.8 million visitors in 2018,
with 10.8 million overnight visitors and 10.2 million hotel guests, with an average hotel occupancy of 78.7
percent. (See Exhibit A, Tourism Factsheet.) As indicated by the Tourism Authority, tourism is San
Diego’s second largest traded industry, with a large volume of steady and increasing demand for facilities
to serve this vital local business. Even a small fraction of these visitors utilizing the health and wellness
facilities of the Project would support 35,000 square feet of health and fitness uses.
In addition, over time, health and fitness facilities have become increasingly important to travelers staying
in hotels, in some cases even driving travel-based decisions about where to stay. According to the Global
Wellness Institute (“GWI”), a non-profit research organization, wellness tourism is a fast-growing tourism
segment that grew 6.5 percent annually from 2015-2017. Travelers made 830 million wellness trips in
2017, which is 139 million more than in 2015. Wellness tourism is estimated to have generated $639.4
billion in economic activity in 2017 globally. 1
According to GWI, the tourism market includes two types of travelers: (1) primary wellness travelers, who
are motivated by wellness to take a trip or choose their destination based on its wellness offerings (e.g.,
someone visiting a wellness resort or participating in a yoga retreat); (2) secondary wellness travelers,
who seek to maintain wellness or engage in wellness activities during any kind of travel. The bulk of
wellness tourism done by secondary wellness travelers accounts for 89 percent of wellness tourism trips
and 86 percent of expenditures in 2017. Secondary wellness tourism is growing at a faster rate than
primary wellness tourism (10percent compared to 8percent annually, from 2015-2017). GWI projects
wellness tourism will grow at average annual rate of 7.5percent through 2022 (faster than the 6.4percent
annual growth forecasted for overall global tourism). GWI expects that global wellness tourism
1

See Global Wellness Institute, Global Wellness Tourism Economy: North America, November 2018.
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expenditures will reach over $919 billion in 2022, representing 18 percent of the global tourism market.
GWI also projects wellness tourism trips to grow by 8.1percent annually to 1.2 billion trips in 2022.
Wellness tourism growth forecast is well-aligned with the expected growth across many sectors that focus
on wellness and holistic health (e.g., fitness/mind-body, healthy eating, organic food, etc.). More and
more consumers are adopting wellness as dominant lifestyle value and decision driver.
Regarding the general usage of health and fitness facilities by hotel guests in the US, a 2017 study by the
Cornell Center for Hospitality Research found that, among 782 guests across 33 facilities operated by
“midscale, upscale and luxury brands,” approximately 22 percent of guests utilized hotel gym facilities on
a daily basis (42 percent stated that they intended to use fitness facilities).2 At 70-80 percent occupancy,
assuming the Project’s approximately 2,136 hotel rooms and hostel beds occupied by single persons, that
would be between 329 and 375 hotel guests utilizing fitness facilities daily at any given time. In addition,
as indicated, younger travelers are substantially more interested in utilizing fitness facilities when
travelling than older ones: a 2017 study by research firm MMGY found that nearly half of millennials said
a premium fitness center with options for on- or off-site exercise classes was influential when they chose
a hotel, as opposed to more than a third of Generation Xers and fewer than a quarter of baby boomers.
(MMGY’s study counted millennials as those born between 1980 and 1998). 3 Accordingly, the demand for
fitness facilities for hotel users is anticipated to continue to grow over time.
Notably, the Cornell Center for Hospitality Research study also found that individual hotels typically
operate internal gyms at a financial loss. 4 Accordingly, most hotels would be financially incentivized to
support the externalization of Health and Fitness uses. This would enable Project hotels to receive the
benefits of a coveted amenity while not having to incur the financial losses that come with operating it.
In addition, as indicated in the SLC PD, as part of the Project’s proposed Health and Fitness
programming, the Project would also provide a variety of free public fitness classes and events taught by
professional fitness instructors from the Project’s Health and Fitness operators. Such classes would
primarily plan to be located in Block E within the public open space at the Beach Block. This type of
programming is also enabled by Health and Fitness uses proposed by the Project, as such uses would
employ the fitness instructors who would provide public programming and provide any necessary
equipment for conducting such classes.
c.

Types of Memberships and Passes for Health and Fitness Uses

The Health and Fitness uses would facilitate different types of passes/membership options, which would
cater to hotel guests and visitors from across the state:
1) Part of hotel fees/charges for hotel guests: Hotel guests would, as part of their room rates,
receive access to Project Health and Fitness uses.
2) Daily: All visitors to the Project would be able to purchase a daily pass to any or all Health and
Fitness uses in the Project.
3) Weekly: All visitors to the Project would be able to purchase a weekly pass to any or all Health
and Fitness uses in the Project.
4) Preexisting Passes: Health and Fitness uses would also utilize preexisting monthly memberships.
Monthly passes would be useful to hotel guests and other offsite users who have monthly
memberships with the Project’s Health and Fitness operators. Such access would also include
hotel and other Project guests that have ClassPass and similar monthly membership services
that give user fitness class credits each month to apply to one-off classes at nearly any
participating fitness studio. As indicated above, more and more travelers value and make lodging

2
Dev, C.; Hamilton, R.; Rust, R., Hotel Brand Standards: How to Pick the Right Amenities for Your Property, Cornell
Center for Hospitality Research, Feb. 1, 2017, at p. 6 (“Cornell Study”).
3
MMGY Global, Portrait of American Travelers, 2016-2017.
4
Cornell Study, at p. 6.
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decisions based on the availability of fitness uses, and the availability to utilize existing
memberships would be a plus for such travelers.
5) Free Fitness Classes: The Project would provide free public fitness classes and events led by
professional fitness instructors from the Project’s Health and Fitness uses. These are primarily
planned for Block E within the public open space at the Project’s Beach Block but could occur in
other locations as well. Programs proposed to include yoga, meditation, boot camp, Pilates,
spinning, CrossFit and tai chi. These programs would serve the public with beneficial Health and
Fitness programming that would not be available absent the inclusion of independent Health and
Fitness operators in the Project.
Accordingly, the Project would include a range of different options for Health and Fitness facilities by hotel
guests and the entire public in a manner that is most cost effective for the end user based on individual
need. Health and Fitness uses would enable hotel guests and all visitors who wish to exercise and an
opportunity to do so in high quality in-Project facilities. Reducing in-hotel Health and Fitness uses also
creates greater accessibility to recreational amenities for all visitors to the Project Site, while reducing
overall space dedicated to ancillary Health and Fitness uses within hotels. Externalizing these uses also
allows Health and Fitness facilities to be used by guests of hotels that would not usually have access to
such amenities, including hostels limited-service hotels within the Project. The Project’s proposed Health
and Fitness uses promote healthy lifestyles and physical fitness among guests and visitors to the Project,
providing a positive ancillary use supporting and facilitating public use and enjoyment of trust lands.
3) EVENT CENTER
a. Water-Oriented Design
The design focus for the Event Center is to explore opportunities that optimize public connection to the
water and create unique experiences for visitors. The Event Center is planned to be located in Block B, in
a waterfront location that provides unobstructed water views through the inclusion of transparent surfaces
facing the water. (See Exhibit B, Event Center Location Options.) The proposed design prioritizes clear,
continuous sightlines to the water, so whether members of the public approach from along the
embarcadero or from inland, the water would be visible, creating a sense of constant connection to the
water as one moves around the building. (See Exhibit C, Event Center Sketch.)
Regarding the entrance to the Event Center building, the lobby would potentially be located on the
southwest corner of Block B, oriented so the entrance directly faces the waterfront. By doing so, within
the primary lobby and front of house, the public would be engaged with the water, creating a unique and
enjoyable visual experience for patrons. The water-facing façade of the Event Center would have tall,
transparent, operable walls that can create porosity and enlarge the feeling of the waterfront and public
realm. This seamless transition is designed to stimulate public activation along the waterfront. (See
Exhibit C, Event Center Sketch.)
The lobby and front of house areas would also include transparency on multiple floors, which would
introduce new vantage points of the water. These elements would also include a mix of spaces from
linear, outdoor terraces that transition seamlessly into indoor rooms that would serve as gathering and
lounging spaces for event patrons, creating indoor/outdoor spaces that would take advantage of San
Diego’s temperate year-round climate and provide a direct unobstructed connection and views of the bay.
After events, guests would be greeted by the waterfront and the public can spill out onto and energize the
embarcadero. (See Exhibit C, Event Center Sketch.)
Regarding loading, the Events Center would be loaded at grade, which reduces the height of the venue.
Fewer loading docks allows the footprint and vehicular access doors to be minimized and there is no
change to the activation around the perimeter of the building. The loading area would be located,
screened, and secured as to not inhibit visitors’ access or enjoyment of the water.
The Event Center would still be partially wrapped with primarily restaurant uses on the ground floor.
b. Free and Low-Cost Events
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The Event Center would include year-round events that would include paid admission events as well as
six (6) events free to the public. Such events are anticipated to include, but are not limited to, concerts
and other live-performance entertainment, private leased events, comedy shows, children and family
shows, speakers, speeches, rallies, symposia, and potentially E-gaming. Performances could be held
throughout the week and dates and times would vary depending on the performance.
The Event Center would also offer six (6) rent-free dates for qualified community events which could
include culturally significant family-oriented events, live music, DJ’s, street performers, dance groups,
showcase booths and presentation spaces for local artisans and vendors, public exhibitions and pop-up
food and beverage vendors.
Standard ticketed events are anticipated to typically have a price point of $20-$70, though such prices
may vary by event.
The Event Center would also be available for private-leased events.
4) COMMERCIAL RETAIL
The Project’s retail uses are strategically located in various locations around the Project Site as ancillary
uses connected to and supporting the Project’s primary land side uses. This includes being within mixeduse structures comprising hotel, Aquarium, event and convention spaces, and being provided within
areas dedicated public open space uses. Retail stores would be open and available to the public and
would enhance the visitor experience, enabling visitors to obtain wanted goods and services and stay
onsite for longer periods of time in order to enjoy the waterfront.
a. Role of the Retail Uses for Placemaking and Financial Feasibility of the Project
The proposed commercial retail uses provide necessary connectivity, pedestrian flow and ground plane
interest as well as economic support for the Project as a whole. Its function has been referred to as the
“glue” or connective tissue the compliments and “holds together” the diverse uses on the Project Site. It is
also important to note that the overwhelming majority of the land area of the Project Site (over 70 percent)
consists of non-revenue generating, publicly accessible open space and public realm areas that would be
built and maintained by the Project. These costs are not insignificant. The Project anticipates that future
retail operators would pay a substantial amount of Common Area Maintenance (“CAM”) costs, which
would cover maintenance of common areas Project-wide. It is therefore not only a design imperative for a
successful and attractive “place” but also an economic necessity for the Project to include significant
revenue-generating uses to cover these expenses.
Proposed retail uses are a primary revenue-generating uses within the Project Site and are essential to
the overall economic viability of the Project. Notably, contrasting the at least 70 percent of the total
Project ground plane dedicated to publicly accessible open space and public realm areas, the Project’s
proposed retail uses cover only 3.9 percent of the total Project ground plane. Notably, these retail uses
are also primarily at the ground level within mixed-use buildings, so the land area in which they exist is
also occupied by other uses such as hotels and the Aquarium. Retail uses also only comprise 5.2 percent
of the Project’s total building square footage. (SLC PD, at pp. 38 – 43.)
Accordingly, the proposed retail uses are necessary to ensure the Project as a whole, including its
proposed public open space and public realm areas, can be economically maintained on an ongoing
basis and provide for public use and enjoyment of trust lands for generations to come.
b. Criteria for Commercial Retail Uses
Regarding criteria to ensure that proposed Specialty Shop, Experiential and Service-Oriented Wellness
retailers, as defined in the SLC PC, embody the core themes of the Project of “Ocean Optimism” and
sustainability, the Project proposes that a critical mass of new retailers must meet at least three of the five
following criteria:
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•

A corporate mission statement that includes a focus on sustainability and environmental
conservation;

•

Demonstrated use of energy and waste efficient processes and sustainable materials that go
beyond minimum legal requirements;

•

Utilization of advertising and branding that focuses on and increases awareness of sustainability
and conservation issues, particularly as they relate to the ocean and marine environments;

•

Demonstrated financial and social contributions toward ocean and marine-related sustainability
and conservation efforts; and

•

Contribution to ocean-related education initiatives of the Project through participation in Projectled efforts.

Notably, the Project would not seek to apply these criteria to returning current tenants of Seaport.
c.

Retail Areas are for Retail Uses

Regarding retail sales uses generally, we also clarify that such uses would constitute retail sales uses,
and not any other uses. In other words, retail sales describe the proposed use, and not simply the type of
business the operator generally conducts. Moreover, the design and location of the proposed ground floor
retail spaces the Project would provide as retail shops would be designed for retail use, and would
therefore not be suitable for other uses, such as offices.
d. Demand for Commercial Retail Uses
Regarding demand, more than sufficient demand exists for the spaces provided for Specialty Shop,
Experiential and Service-Oriented Wellness retailers. Combined, these uses constitute a total of only
131,000 square feet, which would include those businesses currently operating at Seaport, which would
return to the Project post-opening. For reference, assuming an average size of 3,500 square feet per
shop, that would only include approximately 37 shops, inclusive of returning shops (there are currently
approximately 90,000 square feet of retail at Seaport currently, which we note does include restaurants).
According to the San Diego Tourism Board, the approximately 35.1 million visitors to San Diego per year
spend approximately 11.6 dollars billion annually. The nearby cruise terminal sees approximately 267,861
passengers per year. San Diego is one of the top 5 leisure destinations in the United States. Therefore,
we believe if a small fraction of the visitors and dollars spent are at the Project itis sufficient to support the
proposed retail uses at the Project. (See Exhibit A, Tourism Factsheet.)
5) BLUE TECH INNOVATION CENTER (BTIC)
a. Definition of Blue Technology
The Port’s Aquaculture & Blue Technology Program defines Blue Technology as “the advanced
technology sector of the maritime industry, which drives sustainable innovation across emerging markets
of the Blue Economy. It includes a broad spectrum of industries and innovative technologies focused on
promoting sustainable ocean activities.” 5
Blue Technology is inextricably associated with the broader concept of the Blue Economy. The United
Nations’ World Bank defines the Blue Economy as the “sustainable use of ocean resources for economic
growth, improved livelihoods and jobs, and ocean ecosystem health.”6 In turn, industries associated with
Blue Technology are those that are focused on the development and implementation of technological
advances supporting the Blue Economy. Within the Project, such advances would be developed and
implemented in the BTIC.

5
6

See https://www.portofsandiego.org/waterfront-development/blue-economy

See; https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/infographic/2017/06/06/blue-economy;
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According to the World Bank, the Blue Economy includes many different sectors and activities, including:
renewable energy, aquaculture, fisheries, maritime transport, tourism, desalination, waste disposal
management, extractive industries, and defense, among others.7 (See also, SLC PD, at pp. 49-50
[Defining a range of Blue Tech functions that could be implemented at the BTIC and within the Project
generally].) Thus, a wide range of industries contribute to the Blue Economy and Blue Technology.
As of 2018, the World Bank estimated that the Blue Economy contributes roughly $1.5 trillion to the global
economy each year, and expects the increasing growth of the Blue Economy to outpace global economic
growth overall. 8 In the US, according to the Bureau of Economic Analysis and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the oceans provide significant economic benefits, which accounted
for 1.8 percent ($372.8 billion) of national gross domestic product (GDP) in 2018, a figure that is already
growing at a faster rate than the US economy as a whole. 9 Accordingly, Blue Technology serves a growth
sector of the economy, and seeks to sustainably utilize, preserve and restore ocean resources.
b. The Role of Scripps in the BTIC
Scripps would be one of the anchor tenants of the BTIC. Scripps would also have a role in the
governance of the BTIC pursuant to a Memorandum of Understanding currently being developed.
Other than Scripps, the tenants of the BTIC would be mature companies involved in commercial
enterprise related to the ocean as well as, startups and smaller companies including for-profit and nonprofit enterprises with a specific focus on the development and implementation of technology related
directly to ocean and marine business, restoration, conservation, and sustainability efforts. Put another
way, the companies and academic and research tenants at the BTIC would be engaged in Blue
Technology enterprises serving the Blue Economy, in addition to potentially performing other pure
research functions related to oceans and marine life.
c.

BTIC Office Uses

The needs of companies involved in Blue Tech include laboratories and ancillary office uses. The
ancillary office uses by BTIC tenants to provide workspaces for officers and employees of tenants
employed in BTIC-consistent business and research firms. The BTIC is an innovation incubator whose
core function is the provision of on-and-off water research facilities and laboratories, collaborative work
areas, meeting areas, and conference rooms, with offices being anticipated as a purely ancillary use on
an as-needed basis to be determined by BTIC tenants.
We believe that facilitating the BTIC would require some flexibility to allow tenants to best determine how
to allocate space within their leased areas. What should be most critical to determining what is an
appropriate BTIC tenant is one that is in the business of developing and implementing Blue Technology.
How they set up their individual leased space should be largely left up to the individual tenants’ discretion
based on their own unique business needs, as appropriate.
6) LEARNING CENTER
a. Programming for Elementary, Middle and High School Students
Programs for elementary, middle school, and high school aged children will run concurrently within the
Learning Center, which is expected to serve approximately 50,000 students per year total, a figure that is

See World Bank Group, The Potential of the Blue Economy: Increasing Long-term Benefits of the Sustainable Use
of Marine Resources for Small Island Developing States and Coastal Least Developed Countries, 2017, at pp. 12-26.
Found at https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/26843/115545.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
8
See World Bank Group, Toward a Blue Economy: A Promise for Sustainable Growth in the Caribbean, Report No.
AUS16344, Sept. 2016, at p. 13. Found at
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/965641473449861013/pdf/AUS16344-REVISED-v1-BlueEconomyFullReport-Oct3.pdf
9
See https://www.noaa.gov/media-release/marine-economy-in-2018-grew-faster-than-us-overall
7
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inclusive of entire Blue Campus within the Project (inclusive of the Aquarium, BTIC, and Learning
Center).
Experiences would extend beyond the Learning Center itself, and include educational opportunities in the
Aquarium, on the docks and piers, and in the water. The Project would also potentially provide high
school-level “Semester at Seaport” program that would offer series of accelerated classes that take
advantage of unique location on the working waterfront. The Semester at Seaport program is anticipated
to serve 100-150 students a year, which would include participation by underserved teens.
b. SDUSD’s Role in the Learning Center
In return for its financial contribution to the Learning Center, San Diego Unified School District (“SDUSD”)
would have the opportunity to utilize the state-of-the-art Learning Center and other educational facilities
and opportunities at the Project. While Learning Center uses would be available to and serve all students
in the state (programs would be free to all students throughout the state on a first come, first serve basis),
SDUSD’s students would also be provided one-of-a-kind educational experiences at the Project.
Programs would include half-day/day trips and expanded educational opportunities trips. SDUSD would
also be provided a seat on the Project’s Board of Governors, allowing it to have voice in determining the
educational programming and experiences that would benefit and be made available to students across
the state. Further, while SDUSD would fund a portion of the initial capital cost of the Learning Center, it
would not be responsible for operational or maintenance costs or management.
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October 2, 2020
Sent via e-mail (rconiglio@portofsandiego.org; trussell@portofsandiego.org)
Port of San Diego
Randa Coniglio, CEO
Thomas Russell, General Counsel
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Re:

Removal of the Navy Pier Building and Redevelopment of the Pier as A
Public Park

Dear Ms. Coniglio and Mr. Russell,
On behalf of the San Diego Waterfront Coalition, we write to call upon the San
Diego Unified Port District (“the Port”) to promptly remove the so-called Head House
building (“Navy Pier Building”) – a 48,000 square-foot dilapidated building that sits
mostly vacant along the east entrance of the Navy Pier, adjacent to a highly used bayfront
promenade – and redevelop the pier as a pedestrian-oriented memorial park. Further, the
Waterfront Coalition calls upon the U.S.S. Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum (“Midway
Museum”) to work with the Port in developing plans for the long promised park at the
wharf immediately to the north of the Midway, commonly known as Navy Pier.
The Navy Pier Building is an eyesore that blocks any view that would be available
to the public walking on the promenade that runs along the San Diego Bay, as well as
views from Harbor Drive. Its removal will significantly improve the pedestrian
experience along the promenade, the public experience overall, and is a necessary step in
the process to re-open direct bay views. Removal of the Navy Pier Building is needed to
mitigate the overall bulk of the Midway and the adverse impact it has had over the last
seventeen years since the Midway was moved to that site.
As described more fully below, the Port committed to remove the Navy Pier
Building nearly 20 years ago to mitigate the visual and public access impact of the U.S.S.
Midway (“Midway”) being placed south of the Navy Pier. Unfortunately, in violation of
the Coastal Act, the Port Master Plan, the California Environmental Quality Act, and the
Public Trust doctrine, the Navy Pier Building has not been removed.

Coniglio, Russell
October 2, 2020
Page 2

I.

HISTORY OF THE PORT’S COMMITMENT TO DEMOLISH THE
NAVY PIER BUILDING AND REDEVELOP THE PIER AS A
PUBLIC PARK.
A.

The Commission Considers the Original Port Master Plan
Amendment Number 27.

A portion of the history of the Port’s commitment to demolish the Navy Pier
Building and redevelop the pier as a public park is succinctly set forth in the California
Coastal Commission’s (“Commission”) April 20, 2017 Staff Report and
Recommendation on the Port’s proposal to allow parking on Navy Pier to continue for an
interim period of four years while the Port developed a plan for conversion of the pier
into a public park. The Port’s proposal included a commitment to demolish the Navy
Pier Building. The Staff Report explained:
On March 14, 2001, the Commission approved Port Master Plan
Amendment (PMPA) No. 27 that included, among other development,
docking of the U.S.S. Midway Aircraft Carrier for use as a museum on the
south side of Navy Pier. The primary issue related to the project-driven
PMPA was the visual impacts that would occur as a result of the Midway
berthing. As discussed in the PMPA staff report, docking of the 1,000 foot
long and 50-190 foot tall Midway would “block existing public views,
contribute to the walling off of San Diego Bay, block a potential view
corridor down F Street, and create a ‘tunnel’ effect on Harbor Drive at the
subject site.” The landowner of Navy Pier at that time, the Navy, agreed to
lease the pier to Midway for use as a parking lot; however, there were
indications that the Navy would transfer ownership of the pier to the Port in
the future. Not only were visual impacts of the Midway a concern, but also
the visual and public access impacts that would occur if the Navy’s
structure and parking were to remain on Navy Pier long-term. As discussed
in the PMPA staff report, Navy Pier was “not an appropriate place for a
permanent parking lot, due to adverse visual impacts a parking lot will have
on the surrounding waterfront and the loss of the prime waterfront location
for public access and recreational purposes.”
To mitigate for the visual impacts of the Midway, the proponents of the
museum proposed to create a 5.7-acre memorial park on Navy Pier once it
was relinquished to the Port by the Navy. The proposal included a
conceptual plan to demolish the existing Head House, and redevelop the
pier as a pedestrian-oriented memorial park with plazas, grassy lawns,
benches, promenades, design features, and a Navy spouses club and chapel
for small social functions. Further, the proponents of the Midway museum
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committed to establishing a reserve account into which they would deposit
$100,000 per year for the first five years, and $150,000 per year for the
next five years to be used to relocate the parking from Navy Pier. However,
because the Port was unwilling to include any language in the Port Master
Plan to assure that the proposed parking lot would be converted to a public
park in the future, Commission staff recommended denial of the portion of
the PMPA related to the Midway.
(Exhibit A, April 20, 2017 Commission Staff Report and Recommendation, pp.
2-3, emphasis added.)
B.

Staff Recommends Denial of Part of the Port Master Plan
Amendment As Inconsistent With the Coastal Act Due to the
Lack of Assurances of Removing Parking on the Pier and
Developing a Public Park.

The Commission’s February 21, 2000 Staff Recommendation provides additional
clarity that the Commission staff’s recommended denial of the portion of the PMPA
authorizing the siting of the Midway because of the Port’s failure to assure the parking lot
on Navy Pier would be eliminated and a public park would be developed within a
reasonable timeframe. The February 21, 2000 Staff Recommendation states:
The public access program does contain language indicating that
conversion of the pier to a park is consistent with the planning goals of the
“Visionary Plan” adopted by the North Embarcadero Alliance. However,
the Port District was not willing at this time to include conversion of Navy
Pier to a park as a stated goal of the plan, or to indicate a time frame or
phasing plan for relocation of the parking or conversion of the pier to a
park, e.g., when the Navy's Broadway Complex is redeveloped or the pier
vacated by the Navy. In summary, the amendment does not provide even a
minimal degree of assurance that the proposed parking lot on Navy Pier
will ever be removed or replaced with a public park that could offset the
adverse visual impacts of the Midway. Therefore, the part of the
amendment relating to the Midway cannot be found consistent with the
Coastal Act at this time.
(Exhibit B, February 21, 2000 Commission Staff Report and Recommendation, p. 2,
emphasis added.)
Since the Port did not own Navy Pier at that time, the Commission could not
require the Port to take specific action to redevelop Navy Pier as a condition of approval
of permanently birthing the Midway there. The February 21, 2000 Commission Staff
Report explained:
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The Commission is fully aware that the Port District does not have the
authority to require that the Navy vacate Navy Pier at any particular time.
The Commission is seeking policy language in the PMP that makes clear
that parking on Navy Pier for a potential Midway museum would be an
interim use, and that the ultimate goal for the area is to convert Navy Pier to
a public park. Including as a planning goal in the PMP the conversion of
Navy Pier to a memorial park would signify the Port’s commitment to and
support of such an action. It would not commit the Port to pay for the
conversion, any more than designating a land use for commercial uses
requires the Port to pay for the construction of such uses. But as long as the
Port cannot provide at least a minimal level of assurance that the parking
will be removed from the Navy Pier and the Pier converted to a public park,
the Commission cannot find the Midway portion of the plan consistent with
the visual quality protection policies of the Coastal Act.
(Exhibit B, p. 17.)
C.

To Secure the Commission’s Approval of the Midway, the Port
Committed in 2001 to Mitigate the Visual and Public Access
Impacts That Would Occur If the Navy’s Structure and Parking
Were to Remain on the Pier Long-Term.

In response to Commission staff’s recommended denial of the portion of the
PMPA authorizing the siting of the Midway, the Port, during the Commission hearing,
changed its position and agreed to include language in the Port Master Plan to assure that
the parking lot would be converted to a public park in the future. (Exhibit A, pp. 3, 22.)
These commitments by the Port and Midway were accepted by the Commission and later
included by the Port as conditions of the Port-issued coastal development permit and
lease agreement with the Midway. (Exhibit A, p. 22.)
In its February 28, 2001 letter from the Port to the Commission, the Port
acknowledged these commitments. The purpose of the Port’s letter was to “provide …
assurance that the proposed parking on the Navy Pier will be removed and replaced with
a park.” (Exhibit C, p. 57 (Exhibit #10 to June 28, 2001 Revised Findings).) To provide
this assurance, the Port made the following commitments:
As we discussed, attached is a letter from the U.S.S. Midway Aircraft
Carrier Museum (Midway), wherein its president offers to establish a tenyear special account into which it will contribute $100,000 per year for the
first five years and $150,000 per year for the second five years. The
purpose of the funds in the account will be to secure upland parking for the
Midway, thereby allowing the parking on the pier to be removed and the
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pier converted to a memorial park. The account will be auditable or
accessible to the Coastal Commission staff and Port staff annually to verify
that the funds are present. Additionally, the Port would make the
establishment of such an account a condition of the Coastal Development
Permit issued in conjunction with the Midway (following an assumed
positive action by the Coastal Commission on the Master Plan amendment).
Furthermore, establishing and maintaining such an account would also be a
lease condition with the penalty of non-compliance being forfeiture of the
lease.
(Ibid, emphasis added.)
The attached letter from the Midway stated, “These funds would be maintained in
this account and could not be used for other purposes until such time as such parking is
eliminated from the pier.” (Exhibit C, p. 58.)
As a result of the Port’s assurances, the following language was incorporated into
the PMP:
Parking for visitors to the Midway and its museum will be provided, on an
interim basis, at the Navy Pier, pursuant to the museum’s lease with the
United States Navy. When and if the Navy determines that its use of the
Navy Pier is no longer necessary, the Port will accept the proposal by the
San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum to convert the Navy Pier into a “public
park” use, thereby allowing the pier to be converted into a memorial park
complementing the Midway and its museum, while affording additional
public open space and bay vistas. Vehicle parking for museum visitors will
then be shifted to nearby offsite locations. However, since the Navy Pier's
future is uncertain and will be determined by decisions of the federal
government, the conversion of the pier to a 5.7-acre memorial park is a
specific planning goal of the Port, and environmental analysis for the park
conversion will be conducted prior to the Navy relinquishing ownership
and/or control of the Navy Pier such that construction of the park can occur
as soon as feasible thereafter. The park conversion will be subject to all
appropriate laws at the time the Navy Pier park is proposed.
(Exhibit A, p. 22, emphasis added; see also Exhibit D, Port Master Plan, p. 64.)
D.

Environmental Review of the Port Master Plan Amendment
Was Conducted.

The proposed amendment was the subject of an Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) under the California Environmental Quality Act. (Exhibit C, p. 6.) The EIR was
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adopted by the Board of Port Commissioners on April 25, 2000 as Resolution #2000-82.
(Ibid.) The amendment was adopted by the Board of Port Commissioners on April 25,
2000 as Resolution #2000-83. (Ibid.)
The EIR conducted for the docking of Midway and adopted by the Board of Port
Commissioners concluded that there would be potentially significant impacts to public
views caused by the docking of the Midway. (Exhibit A, p. 23.)
E.

In 2003, the Port Obtains Title of Navy Pier.

In 2002, the Secretary of the Navy was given the authority to transfer title of Navy
Pier to the Midway Museum. (Exhibit A, p. 22.) The Midway Museum had the option
to accept ownership of the pier or transfer title to another agency and chose to transfer
ownership to the Port in 2003. (Ibid.)
F.

The 2003 Coastal Development Permit Authorizing the Berthing
of the Midway Required Funding for Removal of Parking and
Conversion of the Pier Into a Memorial Park.

On August 21, 2003, a Coastal Development Permit was issued to the San Diego
Aircraft Carrier Museum authorizing the Midway to be berthed on the south side of Navy
Pier. A special condition was added requiring the following:
The San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum (SDACM) shall establish a tenyear special account into which it will contribute $100,000 per year for the
first five years and $150,000 per year for the second five years. The
purpose of the funds in the account will be to secure upland parking for the
Midway, thereby allowing the parking on the pier to be removed and the
pier converted to a memorial park. At such time as SDACM obtains
adequate parking away from the pier, it may close the special account and
use the funds in any way SDACM sees fit. The account will be auditable or
accessible to the Coastal Commission staff and Port staff annually to verify
that the funds are present.
The SDACM shall submit complete plans and a project description to the
District for review and evaluation of the Navy Pier Memorial Park as soon
as practicable, but not later than three years prior to the conclusion of the
ten-year special account period described in item #10 above.]
(Exhibit E.)
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G.

In Its 2005 Lease, the Midway Museum Commits to Submitting
Plans for the Development of Veteran’s Memorial Park.

On October 6, 2005, the Port, as Lessor, entered into a lease with the Midway
Museum, as Lessee. The lease states, in relevant portion:
Lessee shall take the leadership role in pursuing funding and development
of the Veteran’s Memorial Park … By no later than seven (7) years from
the Commencement Date, Lessee shall submit a complete set of plans and a
project description for the development of the Veteran’s Memorial Park to
Lessor for its review, evaluation, and consideration. In the event,
construction of the Veteran's Memorial Park has not commenced within ten
(10) years from the Commencement Date, Lessor’s obligation under this
Paragraph 48 shall become and be null and void and of no further force or
effect.
(Exhibit F, p. 16 (Exhibit No. 7).)
H.

The Port and Midway Museum Dispute Whether the Midway
Museum Has Complied With Its Lease Obligations.

On March 6, 2012, the Midway Museum submitted a conceptual design of
Veteran’s Park, including conceptual architectural drawings, preliminary structural
drawings, schematic design drawings, and an environmental application for a park over
parking on Navy Pier. (Exhibit F, p. 9.) Between 2012 and 2014, the Port and the
Midway Museum exchanged several letters regarding whether the Midway Museum
complied with its lease obligations and whether it was required to commence
construction of the park. In its November 13, 2012 letter, the Port claimed that “the
Midway has not submitted a ‘complete set of Plans” as required by the Lease” and “[t]he
lease also requires Midway to commence construction of the park on Navy Pier ‘within
ten (10) years from the Commencement Date’ of the Lease.” (Ibid.)
In its December 10, 2012 letter, the Midway Museum questioned “the proper
meaning to be attached to the phrase ‘complete plans.’” (Id. at p. 7.) The Midway
Museum proposed to submit further plans and details within 120 days following
certification of a Port Master Plan Amendment that includes Veteran’s Park on Navy
Pier. (Ibid.) The Midway Museum also argued that “Midway is not obligated to perform
any construction.” (Ibid.) In a January 28, 2014 letter, the Midway Museum sent another
letter requesting confirmation of its interpretation.
On May 27, 2014, the Port stated:
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We confirmed that your plans were sufficient for the District to conduct
environmental review and process a Port Master Plan Amendment
(PMPA); however, the Midway has not submitted a complete set of plans
as required by the Lease. This requirement cannot be fulfilled until a
PMPA is processed. With respect to the obligation for development of
Veterans Memorial Park on Navy Pier, the Midway ‘shall take the
leadership role in pursuing funding and development of the Veteran’s
Memorial Park …’
(Exhibit F, p. 5, emphasis in original.)
I.

The Port’s 2016 Application to Extend Public Parking and
Demolish the Navy Pier Building as an Interim Solution.

Rather than constructing the required park on Navy Pier, the Port instead applied
for Coastal Development Permit 6-16-0258 to: 1) maintain parking facilities on Navy
Pier for an additional four-year period; 2) increase parking rates; 3) demolish the Head
House building and reconfigure parking to add an additional 150 parking spaces; and 4)
install public access amenities, including a 7,840 sq. ft. public viewing deck. (Exhibit A,
p. 1.) The Port maintained that the proposed project was an “interim solution” that was
necessary in order to provide the Port and Midway additional time to develop a long-term
plan for the pier. (Id. at p. 3.)
In approving CDP 6-16-0258, Commission included the following Special
Conditions, among others:
• “If the applicant does not obtain a coastal development permit or
amendment from the California Coastal Commission to continue parking
on Navy Pier prior to expiration of the permit, the applicant shall cease
parking on the pier upon expiration of the permit.”
• “By acceptance of this permit, the applicant agrees that no later than three
(3) years following Commission approval of Coastal Development Permit
No. 6-16-0258, the applicant shall submit an application to the Commission
for a Port Master Plan Amendment (PMPA) to incorporate Navy Pier into
the Port Master Plan …”
• The Port was required to provide annual reports “on the progress made
towards converting Navy Pier from a parking lot into a public park.”
(Exhibit A, pp. 7-8.)
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On May 11, 2017, the Commission approved the CDP application, with changes.
(Exhibit G, p. 12.) The Commission concluded that the project, with the inclusion of the
special conditions, was consistent with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act. (Exhibit A, pp.
25.)
The CDP also provided: “If development has not commenced, the permit will
expire two years from the date on which the Commission voted on the application.”
(Exhibit A, p. 6.) Since construction never commenced, that permit expired on May 11,
2019.
J.

The Port Transferred All Funds Out of the Navy Pier Head
House Demolition Project Account.

On April 23, 2019, the Port adopted Resolution 2019-044 to reallocate all
remaining funds, totaling $2,485,000.00, from the Navy Head House Demolition Project.
(Exhibit H, p. 1.) $900,000.00 of those funds were transferred to Capital Improvement
Program (“CIP”) Capital Labor to fund efforts on active projects through fiscal year
2020, and the remaining $1,585,000 was transferred to “CIP Contingency” for future
capital improvement needs. (Ibid.) The Port’s Resolution states that “the Navy Pier Head
House Demolition project will remain in the CIP and staff will return to the BPC [Board
of Port Commissioners] at a later date once funding has been identified to complete the
project.” (Ibid.) The Waterfront Coalition believes those transfers were highly
inappropriate and the funds should be returned to an account to be used for removal of
the Navy Pier Building and development of the long promised public park.
II.

ARGUMENTS
A.

The Port is in Violation of the Coastal Act.

Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states, in part:
The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and
protected as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall
be sited and designed to protect public views to and along the ocean and
scenic coastal areas and, where feasible, to restore and enhance visual
quality in visually degraded areas...
The Port Master Plan Amendment that incorporated the Midway into the Port
Master Plan was approved by the Commission based on the commitment by the Port and
Midway that parking on Navy Pier would be an interim use and that the pier would be
converted to a public park to mitigate for the visual impacts that occurred from the
docking of the 50-190 foot tall, 1,000 foot long aircraft carrier.
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The Commission’s February 21, 2000 Staff Recommendation stated:
In summary, the amendment does not provide even a minimal degree of
assurance that the proposed parking lot on Navy Pier will ever be removed
or replaced with a public park that could offset the adverse visual impacts
of the Midway. Therefore, the part of the amendment relating to the
Midway cannot be found consistent with the Coastal Act at this time.
(Exhibit B, p. 17.)
The Commission only approved the berthing of the Midway after the Port made a
commitment, which was incorporated into the Port Master Plan Amendment, “to convert
the Navy Pier into a ‘public park’ use” “if the Navy determines that its use of the Navy
Pier is no longer necessary.” This commitment was mitigation under the Coastal Act for
the Midway.
Another Coastal Act violation pertains to the Port’s commitment to maintain funds
in an account “to secure upland parking for the Midway, thereby allowing the parking on
the pier to be removed and the pier converted to a memorial park.” As described above,
the Port stated “the Port would make the establishment of such an account a condition of
the Coastal Development Permit issued in conjunction with the Midway.” The transfer of
funds out of the account violates a condition of the CDP issued for the Midway.
The Coastal Act provides for “citizen suits.” Under Public Resources Code
Section 30803, citizens can bring legal action to address violations of the Coastal
Act and to enforce orders issued by the Commission. If the Port is unwilling to address
these violations of the Coastal Act, an appropriate citizen suit will be pursued.
B.

The Port Is in Breach of the Public Trust.

The concept of a public trust over natural resources unquestionably supports
exercise of the police power by public agencies. (E.g., People v. K. Sakai Co. (1976) 56
Cal.App.3d 531, 535–536.) But, the public trust doctrine also places a duty upon the
government to protect those resources. “The heart of the public trust doctrine, however it
may be articulated, is that it imposes limits and obligations on governments.” (Wilkinson,
The Public Trust Doctrine in Public Land Law (1980) 14 U.C. Davis L.Rev. 269, 284, fn.
omitted.) “[T]he public trust is more than an affirmation of state power to use public
property for public purposes. It is an affirmation of the duty of the state to protect the
people's common heritage of streams, lakes, marshlands and tidelands....” (National
Audubon Society v. Superior Court (1983) 33 Cal.3d 419, 441.) “The state has an
affirmative duty to take the public trust into account in the planning and allocation
of water resources, and to protect public trust uses whenever feasible.” (Id. at p.
446.)
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The interests encompassed by the public trust are protected by public agencies
acting pursuant to their police power and explicit statutory authorization. Nonetheless,
the public retains the right to bring actions to enforce the trust when the public agencies
fail to discharge their duties. (Ctr. for Biological Diversity, Inc. v. FPL Grp., Inc. (2008)
166 Cal. App. 4th 1349, 1365–66.) Many of the cases establishing the public trust
doctrine in this country and in California have been brought by private parties to prevent
agencies of government from abandoning or neglecting the rights of the public with
respect to resources subject to the public trust. (E.g., Illinois v. Illinois Central Railroad
(1892) 146 U.S. 387, 13 S.Ct. 110; City of Berkeley, v. Superior Court (1980) 26 Cal.3d
515.) The facts involved in National Audubon Society illustrate that public agencies do
not always strike an appropriate balance between protecting trust resources and
accommodating other legitimate public interests. Indeed, as in that case, the protection of
the trust resources have been entirely ignored.
“[T]he [public trust] doctrine places on the state the responsibility to enforce the
trust. If the appropriate state agencies fail to do so, members of the public may seek to
compel the agency to perform its duties, but neither members of the public nor the court
may assume the task of administering the trust. … Plaintiffs have the right to insist that
the state, through its appropriate subdivisions and agencies, protect and preserve public
trust property.” (Ctr. for Biological Diversity, supra, 166 Cal. App. 4th at 1367–68.)
There are important public trust breaches, including the collection of fees
from the public for parking for 20 years instead of allowing the public to enjoy a
public pier. Additionally, as discussed above, the Port has transferred funds earmarked
for the development of a public pier into other capital improvements.
The State Lands Commission and the Coastal Commission should force the Port to
take appropriate action if the Port fails and refuses to do so on its own. If the State Lands
Commission and the Coastal Commission fail to compel the Port to perform its duties,
appropriate citizen action will be pursued.
C.

The Port Is in Violation of Its Master Plan Amendment.

As set forth in Section 1(C) above, the Port added the following language to its
Port Master Plan:
• “Parking for visitors to the Midway and its museum will be provided, on an
interim basis, at the Navy Pier…”
• “When and if the Navy determines that its use of the Navy Pier is no longer
necessary, the Port will accept the proposal by the San Diego
Aircraft Carrier Museum to convert the Navy Pier into a ‘public park’
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use, thereby allowing the pier to be converted into a memorial park
complementing the Midway and its museum, while affording additional public
open space and bay vistas.”
• “[T]he conversion of the pier to a 5.7-acre memorial park is a specific planning
goal of the Port, and environmental analysis for the park conversion will be
conducted prior to the Navy relinquishing ownership and/or control of the Navy
Pier such that construction of the park can occur as soon as feasible thereafter.”
The Port has ignored these provisions of its Master Plan.
D.

The Port Is in Violation of the California Environmental Quality
Act.

While investigation is continuing, at present, we believe the Port has failed to
comply with any required mitigation measures related to the berthing of the Midway, in
violation of the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”). A public agency shall
provide that measures to mitigate or avoid significant effects on the environment are fully
enforceable through permit conditions, agreements, or other measures.” (Pub. Resources
Code, § 21081.6, subd. (b).)
As discussed at length above, the Midway blocks views of the Bay and beyond
from Harbor Drive, the pedestrian walkway, and other locations. Removal of the
structures on the Navy Pier, and replacement with improvements which protected views,
was a fundamental condition to approval of the berthing of the Midway. The Port has
ignored those mitigation measures.
E.

The Port Is in Violation of the Midway Lease.

The 2005 lease between the Port and the Midway Museum provides:
Lessee shall take the leadership role in pursuing funding and development
of the Veteran’s Memorial Park … By no later than seven (7) years from
the Commencement Date, Lessee shall submit a complete set of plans and a
project description for the development of the Veteran’s Memorial Park to
Lessor for its review, evaluation, and consideration.
(Exhibit F, p. 5.)
If the Midway Museum is unwilling to enforce the Port’s compliance with its
lease, the public could, as an intended third-party beneficiary of the lease.
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III.

CONCLUSION

Despite the commitments from the Port, the pier has yet to be converted into a
public park. Even more inexcusable, the dilapidated Navy Pier Building was never
demolished, even though the transfer of ownership from the Navy to the Port occurred
seventeen years ago, in 2003. Moreover, the Port has collected revenue from public
parking on the pier for that same amount of time, benefitting from the collection of
revenues while the public has not received the benefits of public access and better views
through the demolition of the Navy Pier Building and the creation of a public park.
To date, nothing has been done to mitigate the negative visual and public access
impacts resulting from the docking of the Midway, the remaining dilapidated 2-story
Navy Pier Building, and the continuation of parking on Navy Pier, despite the passage of
nearly 20 years. (See Exhibit I – The San Diego Union-Tribune, “Port, Midway
Promised a Park on Navy Pier Two Decades Ago. It’s Still Not There,” August 10, 2019.)
We understand that all public agencies are now focusing their attention on limiting the
spread of the coronavirus. However, we request a response to our request for removal of
the Navy Pier Building and replacement with the public park promised two decades ago
by October 23, 2020. The Port’s response will guide how we proceed in order to protect
the public’s interest in accessing these important public lands and enforce the mitigation
measures promised by the Port and imposed on the Port by the California Coastal
Commission.
We thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Josh Chatten-Brown
On behalf of the Waterfront Coalition
Cc: California Coastal Commission
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STAFF REPORT: REGULAR CALENDAR
Application No.:

6-16-0258

Applicant:

San Diego Unified Port District

Agent:

Wileen Manaois

Location:

960 North Harbor Drive, San Diego, San
Diego County

Project Description:

Maintain parking facilities on Navy Pier
for a four-year period, increase parking
rates, demolish the Head House building,
reconfigure parking to add an additional
150 parking spaces for a total of 660
parking spaces, reconfigure circulation,
and install public access amenities
including a 7,840 sq. ft. public viewing
deck.

Staff Recommendation:

Approval with Conditions

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Navy Pier is located on northeastern San Diego Bay directly north of the U.S.S.
Midway Museum (“Midway”). The pier was originally owned and utilized by
the United States Navy (“Navy”), but the title was approved to be transferred to
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the Midway which had the option to accept ownership of the pier or transfer it
to another agency. Midway chose to transfer ownership to the San Diego
Unified Port District (“Port”), and the transfer occurred in 2003. Since then,
Midway has leased 31,436 square feet of the southern portion of Navy Pier from
the Port, which is used for ticket sales, an ADA-compliant elevator, stairs,
emergency backup generator, vending machines, ATMs, and parking for
employees and volunteers. The remainder of the pier has been used as a
parking lot, primarily by visitors and employees of the Midway, since 2004
when the museum first opened. The proposed project would allow parking on
Navy Pier to continue for an interim period of four years, while the Port
develops a long term plan for conversion of the pier into a public park. The
applicant also proposes to raise parking rates, demolish a two-story building on
the eastern portion of the pier, called the Head House, that is currently used as a
parking garage; restripe the demolished area and reconfigure existing parking to
add 150 new parking spaces for a total of 660 parking spaces; and install interim
public amenities, including new pedestrian walkway connections, benches,
lighting, landscaping, planter boxes, bicycle racks, coastal access signage, new
and reconfigured curbs, and a 7,840 square foot public viewing deck at the west
end of the pier.
On March 14, 2001, the Commission approved Port Master Plan Amendment
(PMPA) No. 27 that included, among other development, docking of the U.S.S.
Midway Aircraft Carrier for use as a museum on the south side of Navy Pier.
The primary issue related to the project-driven PMPA was the visual impacts
that would occur as a result of the Midway berthing. As discussed in the PMPA
staff report, docking of the 1,000 foot long and 50-190 foot tall Midway would
“block existing public views, contribute to the walling off of San Diego Bay,
block a potential view corridor down F Street, and create a ‘tunnel’ effect on
Harbor Drive at the subject site.” The landowner of Navy Pier at that time, the
Navy, agreed to lease the pier to Midway for use as a parking lot; however,
there were indications that the Navy would transfer ownership of the pier to the
Port in the future. Not only were visual impacts of the Midway a concern, but
also the visual and public access impacts that would occur if the Navy’s
structure and parking were to remain on Navy Pier long-term. As discussed in
the PMPA staff report, Navy Pier was “not an appropriate place for a permanent
parking lot, due to adverse visual impacts a parking lot will have on the
surrounding waterfront and the loss of the prime waterfront location for public
access and recreational purposes.”
To mitigate for the visual impacts of the Midway, the proponents of the
museum proposed to create a 5.7-acre memorial park on Navy Pier once it was
relinquished to the Port by the Navy. The proposal included a conceptual plan to
demolish the existing Head House, and redevelop the pier as a pedestrianoriented memorial park with plazas, grassy lawns, benches, promenades, design
features, and a Navy spouses club and chapel for small social functions.
Further, the proponents of the Midway museum committed to establishing a
reserve account into which they would deposit $100,000 per year for the first
2
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five years, and $150,000 per year for the next five years to be used to relocate
the parking from Navy Pier. However, because the Port was unwilling to
include any language in the Port Master Plan to assure that the proposed parking
lot would be converted to a public park in the future, Commission staff
recommended denial of the portion of the PMPA related to the Midway.
However, during the Commission hearing, the Port changed its position and
agreed to include the language and the Commission approved the PMPA. Thus,
parking on Navy Pier was approved on an interim basis only. The certified Port
Master Plan contains the following description of the plan to convert Navy Pier
to a park once ownership was transferred from the Navy to the Port:
When and if the Navy determines that its use of the Navy Pier is no
longer necessary, the Port will accept the proposal by the San Diego
Aircraft Carrier Museum to convert the Navy Pier into a ‘public park’
use, thereby allowing the pier to be converted into a memorial park
complementing the Midway and its museum, while affording additional
public open space and bay vistas. Vehicle parking for museum
visitors will then be shifted to nearby offsite locations. However, since
the Navy Pier’s future is uncertain and will be determined by decisions
of the federal government, the conversion of the pier to a 5.7-acre
memorial park is a specific planning goal of the Port, and
environmental analysis for the park conversion will be conducted prior
to the Navy relinquishing ownership and/or control of the Navy Pier
such that construction of the park can occur as soon as feasible
thereafter. The park conversion will be subject to all appropriate laws
at the time the Navy Pier Park is proposed. (Emphasis added)
Despite these commitments from the Port and Midway, the pier has yet to be
converted into a public park even though the transfer of ownership from the
Navy to the Port occurred fourteen years ago in 2003. The applicant maintains
that the proposed project is an interim solution that is necessary in order to
provide the Port and Midway additional time to develop a long term plan for the
pier. Because the Port has not incorporated the pier into the Port Master Plan,
the pier is within the Commission’s permitting jurisdiction.
The primary issues raised by this project are visual impacts from the
continuation of parking on Navy Pier and docking of the Midway that has yet to
be mitigated; and impacts to public access and recreation from (1) the delay of
the conversion of the pier to a park by an additional four years and (2) the
increase of public parking rates on the pier. However, the demolition of the
dilapidated Head House building and installation of public amenities for the
interim period would improve the public’s experience from the public
promenade and Harbor Drive and facilitate future development of the pier to a
park. To ensure that continued parking on the pier is temporary, Special
Condition No. 1 sets a four year permit term. Special Condition No. 2 requires
that the applicant submit a Port Master Plan Amendment application no later
than three years into the permit term to incorporate Navy Pier into the Port
3
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Master Plan, including a land use designation identifying at minimum 75% of
the pier as a public park. Special Condition No. 2 further requires that the
applicant provide annual reports detailing the progress made towards the
conversion of the pier into a park to be reviewed by the Commission in any
future decisions regarding the pier. Any increase in parking rates may impact
the public’s ability to visit the coast if they cannot afford it. While it is
reasonable to raise parking rates to that of the market, additional increases at
this time are not warranted. Special Condition No. 3 limits parking rates on the
pier to rates that were proposed by the applicant in the original application and
that are consistent with existing market rates so that the public has equal access
to the waterfront. To ensure that the public is aware of the free public access
available at Navy Pier, Special Condition No. 6 requires the applicant to
submit a signage plan that clearly identifies the existing public viewing deck on
the Midway and the proposed public viewing deck at the west end of the pier.
To address potential impacts to water quality that could occur during and
following demolition and restriping of the pier, Special Condition Nos. 8 and 9
require the applicant to submit a Construction and Pollution Prevention Plan
and a Post-Development Runoff Plan. Additional special conditions require
final plans to be submitted for the demolition of the Head House, restriping and
installation of public amenities, and landscaping.
Commission staff recommends approval of Coastal Development Permit 6-160258 as conditioned.
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I.

MOTION AND RESOLUTION

Motion:
I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit
Application No. 6-16-0258 subject to the conditions set forth in the
staff recommendation.
Staff recommends a YES vote on the foregoing motion. Passage of this motion
will result in conditional approval of the permit and adoption of the following
resolution and findings. The motion passes only by affirmative vote of a
majority of the Commissioners present.
Resolution:
The Commission hereby approves coastal development permit 6-160258 and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the
development as conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and will not prejudice the ability of the
local government having jurisdiction over the area to prepare a Port
Master Plan conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3. Approval of the
permit complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because
either 1) feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been
incorporated to substantially lessen any significant adverse effects of the
development on the environment, or 2) there are no further feasible
mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially lessen any
significant adverse impacts of the development on the environment.

II.

STANDARD CONDITIONS

This permit is granted subject to the following standard conditions:
1.

Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and
development shall not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the
permittee or authorized agent, acknowledging receipt of the permit and
acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned to the Commission
office.

2.

Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire
two years from the date on which the Commission voted on the
application. Development shall be pursued in a diligent manner and
completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of the
permit must be made prior to the expiration date.
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3.

Interpretation. Any questions of intent of interpretation of any condition
will be resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission.

4.

Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person,
provided assignee files with the Commission an affidavit accepting all
terms and conditions of the permit.

5.

Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions
shall be perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the
permittee to bind all future owners and possessors of the subject property
to the terms and conditions.

III.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS

This permit is granted subject to the following special conditions:
1. Permit Term.
(a) This coastal development permit authorizes development on a temporary
basis only. The development is authorized for a period of four (4) years,
commencing upon the date of Commission approval of Coastal
Development Permit No. 6-16-0258, after which time the authorization
for continuation or retention of any development approved as part of this
permit shall cease. After the permit expires, the retention of parking on
Navy Pier will require the issuance of a new or amended coastal
development permit.
(b) If the applicant does not obtain a coastal development permit or
amendment from the California Coastal Commission to continue parking
on Navy Pier prior to expiration of the permit, the applicant shall cease
parking on the pier upon expiration of the permit.
(c) All development must occur in strict compliance with the proposal as set
forth in the application for permit, subject to all special conditions. Any
deviation from the approved project plans must be submitted for review
by the Executive Director to determine whether an amendment to this
coastal development permit is legally required.
2. Port Master Plan Amendment and Progress Reports.
(a) Port Master Plan Amendment. By acceptance of this permit, the
applicant agrees that no later than three (3) years following Commission
approval of Coastal Development Permit No. 6-16-0258, the applicant
shall submit an application to the Commission for a Port Master Plan
Amendment (PMPA) to incorporate Navy Pier into the Port Master Plan
with at least 75% of the pier designated as a public park and up to 25%
of the pier designated as public parking. In order to open up views to
7
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the San Diego Bay, future parking shall be located directly adjacent to
the Midway along the southern perimeter of the pier, as generally
depicted in Exhibit 6. The PMPA may be part of a larger Port Master
Plan update. The PMPA application shall include changes to the text of
the Port Master Plan that describe the park and associated public
amenities, and a land use designation identifying at least 75% of Navy
Pier as a public park.
(b) Progress Reports. One year following Commission approval of Coastal
Development Permit No. 6-16-0258, the applicant shall submit to the
Executive Director a report on the progress made towards converting
Navy Pier from a parking lot into a public park. Each calendar year
thereafter, the applicant shall submit to the Executive Director an annual
progress report documenting the progress that has occurred throughout
the previous year. Each report shall include, but not be limited to,
discussion and documentation of the following:
i.

Park planning studies;

ii.

Park environmental review pursuant to the California
Environmental Quality Act and the Coastal Act;

iii.

Park design plans;

iv.

Planning meetings;

v.

Permit approvals; and

vi.

Relocation of all or at a minimum 75% of public parking off
Navy Pier, including the identification of existing and planned
parking reservoirs and appropriate transportation links from the
parking reservoirs to the U.S.S. Midway.

The information contained in the annual progress reports will be used by
the Commission in review of the Port Master Plan Amendment
application required in subsection (a) of this special condition and any
future development on Navy Pier requiring a coastal development
permit.
3.
Parking Management. By acceptance of this permit, the applicant
agrees that the paid parking program shall operate under the following
parameters:
(a) Parking rates on Navy Pier shall be clearly posted and shall be no higher
than the following:
i.

Transient rate:
a. $8 for up to one hour;
b. $20 for up to 6 hours;
c. $25 for up to 24 hours;
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ii.

Special event rate: $30;

iii.

U.S.S. Midway educational overnight rate: $10;

(b) The maximum rates shall be in effect regardless of holidays or
weekends; and
(c) The applicant shall reduce transient and special event rates by at least
25% below the maximum parking rates identified in Special Condition
3(a)i. during the off-season, specifically October 1 – March 31 annually,
and during other low demand periods as determined by the Port.
The applicant shall undertake the parking program in accordance with the
approved parking provisions. Any proposed changes to the approved paid
parking program shall be reported to the Executive Director. No changes to the
approved parking program, including an increase in parking rates beyond the
maximum rates identified in subsection (a) of this special condition, shall occur
without a Coastal Commission-approved amendment to this coastal
development permit unless the Executive Director determines that no
amendment is legally required.
4.
Head House Demolition Plan. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant shall submit, for the
review and written approval of the Executive Director, a full-size demolition
plan for the Head House.
The permittee shall undertake development in conformance with the approved
final plans unless the Commission amends this permit or the Executive Director
determines that no amendment is legally required for any proposed minor
deviations.
5.
Final Plans. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant shall submit, for the review and
written approval of the Executive Director, a full-size set of final plans for the
interim parking and public amenities on Navy Pier that substantially conform
with the plans submitted to the Commission, titled Navy Pier Interim Parking
Striping, dated October 14, 2016.
The permittee shall undertake development in conformance with the approved
final plans unless the Commission amends this permit or the Executive Director
determines that no amendment is legally required for any proposed minor
deviations.
6.
Public Access Signage Plan. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant shall submit, for the
review and written approval of the Executive Director, a comprehensive Public
Access Signage Plan. The plan shall include, but not be limited to, the
following:
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(a) Plans, dimensions, and locations of signage to notify the public of the
public access available on the U.S.S. Midway deck when the U.S.S.
Midway is open to the general public. Signage shall be large enough to
be seen by the public and clearly identify that public access on the
U.S.S. Midway deck is available free of charge. Signage shall be
located, at minimum, on the public promenade at the pedestrian
entrances to Navy Pier and at the entrance to the ticket booth.
(b) Plans, dimensions, and locations of signage to notify the public of the
public access available on the viewing deck at the end of Navy Pier.
Signage shall be large enough to be seen by the public and be located, at
minimum, on the public promenade at the pedestrian entrances to Navy
Pier and along the pedestrian walkways prior to reaching the viewing
deck.
7.
Final Landscape Plans. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant shall submit, in a form and content
acceptable to the Executive Director, a full-size set of final landscaping plans,
which shall include and be consistent with the following:
(a) Vegetated landscaped areas shall consist of native plants or non-native
drought tolerant plants that are non-invasive. No plant species listed as
problematic or invasive by the California Native Plant Society
(http://www.CNPS.org/), the California Invasive Plant Council
(formerly the California Exotic Pest Plant Council) (http://www.calipc.org/), or as may be identified from time to time by the State of
California, shall be employed or allowed to naturalize or persist on the
site. No plant species listed as a “noxious weed” by the State of
California or the U.S. Federal Government shall be utilized within the
property. All plants shall be low water use plants as identified by
California Department of Water Resources (See:
http://www.water.ca.gov/wateruseefficiency/docs/wucols00.pdf).
(b) Use of reclaimed water for irrigation is encouraged. If using potable
water for irrigation, only drip or microspray irrigation systems may be
used. Other water conservation measures shall be considered, such as
weather based irrigation controllers.
The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved
plan. Any proposed changes to the approved final plan shall be reported to the
Executive Director. No changes to the approved final plans shall occur without
a Commission amendment to this coastal development permit unless the
Executive Director determines that no amendment is required.
8.
Construction and Pollution Prevention Plan. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE
OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant shall submit,
for the review and written approval of the Executive Director, a Construction
and Pollution Prevention Plan. The Plan shall demonstrate that all construction,
including, but not limited to, clearing, grading, staging, storage of equipment
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and materials, or other activities that involve ground disturbance; building,
reconstructing, or demolishing a structure; and creation or replacement of
impervious surfaces, complies with the following requirements:
(a) Protect Public Access. Construction shall protect and maximize public
access, including by:
i.

Demolition may not occur from Memorial Day weekend to
Labor Day unless, due to extenuating circumstances (such as
tidal issues, extensive delays due to severe weather, or other
environmental concerns) the Executive Director authorizes such
work.

ii.

Public access shall be maintained around the project site to
provide a continuous connection to the public promenade north
and south of Navy Pier, throughout project demolition and
construction.

iii.

Staging and storage of construction equipment and materials
(including debris) may not take place on the public promenade
outside the project area. Staging and storage of construction
equipment and materials shall occur at least 25 feet from coastal
waters, drainage courses, and storm drain inlets, if feasible.
Construction is prohibited outside of the defined construction,
staging, and storage areas.

iv.

All construction methods to be used, including all methods to
keep the construction areas separated from public recreational
use areas (e.g., using unobtrusive fencing or equivalent measures
to delineate construction areas), shall be clearly identified on the
construction site map and described in the narrative description.

v.

All bay access points and other recreational use areas impacted
by construction activities, other than those approved as part of
this project, shall be restored to their pre-construction condition
or better within three days of completion of construction.

(b) Minimize Erosion and Sediment Discharge. During construction,
erosion and the discharge of sediment off-site or to coastal waters shall
be minimized through the use of appropriate Best Management Practices
(BMPs), including:
i.

Land disturbance during construction (e.g., clearing, grading, and
cut-and-fill) shall be minimized, and grading activities shall be
phased, to avoid increased erosion and sedimentation.

ii.

Erosion control BMPs (such as mulch, soil binders, geotextile
blankets or mats, or temporary seeding) shall be installed as
needed to prevent soil from being transported by water or wind.
Temporary BMPs shall be implemented to stabilize soil on
graded or disturbed areas as soon as feasible during construction,
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where there is a potential for soil erosion to lead to discharge of
sediment off-site or to coastal waters.
iii.

Sediment control BMPs (such as silt fences, fiber rolls, sediment
basins, inlet protection, sand bag barriers, or straw bale barriers)
shall be installed as needed to trap and remove eroded sediment
from runoff, to prevent sedimentation of coastal waters.

iv.

Tracking control BMPs (such as a stabilized construction
entrance/exit, and street sweeping) shall be installed or
implemented as needed to prevent tracking sediment off-site by
vehicles leaving the construction area.

v.

Runoff control BMPs (such as a concrete washout facility,
dewatering tank, or dedicated vehicle wash area) that will be
implemented during construction to retain, infiltrate, or treat
stormwater and non-stormwater runoff.

(c) Minimize Discharge of Construction Pollutants. The discharge of
other pollutants resulting from construction activities (such as
chemicals, paints, vehicle fluids, petroleum products, asphalt and cement
compounds, debris, and trash) into runoff or coastal waters shall be
minimized through the use of appropriate BMPs, including:
i.

Materials management and waste management BMPs (such as
stockpile management, spill prevention, and good housekeeping
practices) shall be installed or implemented as needed to
minimize pollutant discharge and polluted runoff resulting from
staging, storage, and disposal of construction chemicals and
materials. BMPs shall include, at a minimum:
A. Covering stockpiled construction materials, soil, and other
excavated materials to prevent contact with rain, and
protecting all stockpiles from stormwater runoff using
temporary perimeter barriers.
B. Cleaning up all leaks, drips, and spills immediately; having a
written plan for the clean-up of spills and leaks; and
maintaining an inventory of products and chemicals used on
site.
C. Proper disposal of all wastes; providing trash receptacles on
site; and covering open trash receptacles during wet weather.
D. Prompt removal of all construction debris.
E. Detaining, infiltrating, or treating runoff, if needed, prior to
conveyance off-site during construction.

ii.

Fueling and maintenance of construction equipment and vehicles
shall be conducted off site if feasible. Any fueling and maintenance
of mobile equipment conducted on site shall take place at a
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designated area located at least 50 feet from coastal waters, drainage
courses, and storm drain inlets, if feasible (unless those inlets are
blocked to protect against fuel spills). The fueling and maintenance
area shall be designed to fully contain any spills of fuel, oil, or other
contaminants. Equipment that cannot be feasibly relocated to a
designated fueling and maintenance area (such as cranes) may be
fueled and maintained in other areas of the site, provided that
procedures are implemented to fully contain any potential spills.
(d) Minimize Other Impacts of Construction Activities. Other impacts of
construction activities shall be minimized through the use of appropriate
BMPs, including:
i.

The damage or removal of non-invasive vegetation (including
trees, native vegetation, and root structures) during construction
shall be minimized, to achieve water quality benefits such as
transpiration, vegetative interception, pollutant uptake, shading
of waterways, and erosion control.

ii.

Soil compaction due to construction activities shall be
minimized, to retain the natural stormwater infiltration capacity
of the soil.

iii.

The use of temporary erosion and sediment control products
(such as fiber rolls, erosion control blankets, mulch control
netting, and silt fences) that incorporate plastic netting (such as
polypropylene, nylon, polyethylene, polyester, or other synthetic
fibers) shall be avoided, to minimize wildlife entanglement and
plastic debris pollution.

(e) Construction In, Over, or Adjacent to Coastal Waters and Habitat.
Construction taking place in, over, or adjacent to coastal waters and
habitat shall protect the coastal waters and habitat by implementing
additional BMPs, including:
i.

No construction equipment or materials (including debris) shall
be allowed at any time in the intertidal zone or in coastal waters.

ii.

Construction activity shall not be conducted in the intertidal zone
or in coastal waters.

iii.

To the extent feasible, work shall take place during daylight
hours. Lighting of the bay area, beyond project area lighting
needed for any nighttime work, is prohibited. Any lighting
needed for nighttime work shall be shielded and directed away
from the bay. Lighting directed at the bay is prohibited.

iv.

All construction equipment and materials shall be stored beyond
the reach of tidal waters.
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v.

Tarps or other devices shall be used to capture debris, dust, oil,
grease, rust, dirt, fine particles, and spills to protect the quality of
coastal waters.

vi.

All erosion and sediment controls shall be in place prior to the
commencement of construction, as well as at the end of each
workday. At a minimum, if grading is taking place, sediment
control BMPs shall be installed at the perimeter of the
construction site to prevent construction-related sediment and
debris from entering the bay, ocean, waterways, natural drainage
swales, and the storm drain system.

vii.

All debris resulting from construction activities shall be removed
from the project site within 24 hours of completion of the
project.

viii.

If preservative-treated wood is used, appropriate BMPs shall be
implemented that meet industry standards for the selection,
storage, and construction practices for use of preservative-treated
wood in aquatic environments; at a minimum, those standards
identified by the Western Wood Preservers Institute, et al. in
Treated Wood in Aquatic Environments: A Specification and
Environmental Guide to Selecting, Installing and Managing
Wood Preservation Systems in Aquatic and Wetland
Environments (2012) or the latest revision. The preservativetreated wood shall be certified by a third party inspection
program, as indicated by the presence of a BMP Quality Mark or
Certificate of Compliance, to have been produced in accordance
with industry BMP standards designed to minimize adverse
impacts in aquatic environments.

(f) Manage Construction-Phase BMPs. Appropriate protocols shall be
implemented to manage all construction-phase BMPs (including
installation and removal, ongoing operation, inspection, maintenance,
and training), to protect coastal water quality.
(g) Construction Site Map and Narrative Description. The Construction
and Pollution Prevention Plan shall include a construction site map and a
narrative description addressing, at a minimum, the following required
components:
i.

A map delineating the construction site, construction phasing
boundaries, staging site, temporary public access route, and the
location of all temporary construction-phase BMPs (such as silt
fences, inlet protection, and sediment basins).

ii.

A description of the BMPs that will be implemented to minimize
land disturbance activities, minimize the project footprint,
minimize soil compaction, and minimize damage or removal of
non-invasive vegetation. Include a construction phasing
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schedule, if applicable to the project, with a description and
timeline of significant land disturbance activities.
iii.

A description of the BMPs that will be implemented to minimize
erosion and sedimentation, control runoff and minimize the
discharge of other pollutants resulting from construction
activities. Include calculations that demonstrate proper sizing of
BMPs.

iv.

A description and schedule for the management of all
construction-phase BMPs (including installation and removal,
ongoing operation, inspection, maintenance, and training).
Identify any temporary BMPs that will be converted to
permanent post-development BMPs.

(h) Construction Site Documents. The Construction and Pollution
Prevention Plan shall specify that copies of the signed CDP and the
approved Construction and Pollution Prevention Plan be maintained in a
conspicuous location at the construction job site at all times, and be
available for public review on request. All persons involved with the
construction shall be briefed on the content and meaning of the CDP and
the approved Construction and Pollution Prevention Plan, and the public
review requirements applicable to them, prior to commencement of
construction.
(i) Construction Coordinator. The Construction and Pollution Prevention
Plan shall specify that a construction coordinator be designated who may
be contacted during construction should questions or emergencies arise
regarding the construction. The coordinator’s contact information
(including, at a minimum, a telephone number available 24 hours a day
for the duration of construction) shall be conspicuously posted at the job
site and readily visible from public viewing areas, indicating that the
coordinator should be contacted in the case of questions or emergencies.
The coordinator shall record the name, phone number, and nature of all
complaints received regarding the construction, and shall investigate
complaints and take remedial action, if necessary, within 24 hours of
receipt of the complaint or inquiry.
(j) Notification. The permittee shall notify planning staff of the Coastal
Commission’s San Diego Coast District Office at least three working
days in advance of commencement of construction or maintenance
activities, and immediately upon completion of construction or
maintenance activities.
The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved
Construction-Phase Pollution Prevention Plan, unless the Commission amends
this permit or the Executive Director determines that no amendment is legally
required for any proposed minor deviations.
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9. Post-Development Runoff Plan. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant shall submit, for the
review and written approval of the Executive Director, a Post-Development
Runoff Plan. The final Post-Development Runoff Plan shall demonstrate
that the project complies with the following requirements:
(a) Low Impact Development Strategies. The project shall comply with
the following Low Impact Development standards:
i.

Minimize disturbance of coastal waters and natural drainage
features such as stream corridors, rivers, wetlands, natural
drainage patterns, drainage swales, groundwater recharge areas,
floodplains, and topographical depressions.

ii.

Minimize removal of native vegetation, and plant additional noninvasive vegetation, particularly native plants that provide water
quality benefits such as transpiration, interception of rainfall,
pollutant uptake, shading of waterways to maintain water
temperature, and erosion control.

iii.

Maintain or enhance appropriate on-site infiltration of runoff to
the greatest extent feasible. Use strategies such as avoiding
building impervious surfaces on highly permeable soils;
amending soil if needed to enhance infiltration; and installing an
infiltration Best Management Practice (BMP) (e.g., a vegetated
swale, rain garden, or bio retention system).

iv.

Minimize the addition of impervious surfaces, and where
feasible increase the area of pervious surfaces in re-development.
Use strategies such as minimizing the footprint of impervious
pavement; and installing a permeable pavement system where
pavement is required.

v.

Disconnect impervious surface areas from the storm drain
system, by interposing permeable areas between impervious
surfaces and the storm drain system. Design curbs, berms, and
similar structures to avoid isolation of vegetative landscaping
and other permeable areas, and allow runoff to flow from
impervious pavement to permeable areas for infiltration. Use
strategies such as directing runoff from impervious pavement
into distributed permeable areas (e.g., turf, medians, or parking
islands); installing a vegetated swale or filter strip to intercept
runoff sheet flow from impervious surfaces; and installing a rain
barrel or cistern to capture and store roof-top runoff for later use
in on-site irrigation.

vi.

Where on-site infiltration is not appropriate or feasible, use
alternative BMPs to minimize post-development changes in
runoff flows, such as installing an evapotranspiration BMP that
does not infiltrate into the ground but uses evapotranspiration to
reduce runoff (e.g., a flow-through planter or retention pond);
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directing runoff to an off-site infiltration facility; or
implementing BMPs to reduce runoff volume, velocity, and flow
rate before directing runoff to the storm drain system.
(b) Implement Source Control BMPs. Appropriate and feasible long-term
Source Control BMPs, which may be structural features or operational
practices, shall be implemented to minimize the transport of pollutants
in runoff from the development by controlling pollutant sources and
keeping pollutants segregated from runoff. Use strategies such as
covering outdoor storage areas; using efficient irrigation; proper
application and clean-up of potentially harmful chemicals and fertilizers;
and proper disposal of waste.
(c) Manage BMPs for the Life of the Development. Appropriate protocols
shall be implemented to manage BMPs (including ongoing operation,
maintenance, inspection, and training) to keep the water quality
provisions effective for the life of the development.
(d) Site Plan and Narrative Description. The Post-Development Runoff
Plan shall include a site plan and a narrative description addressing, at a
minimum, the following required components:
i.

A site plan, drawn to scale, showing the property boundaries,
building footprint, runoff flow directions, relevant drainage
features, structural BMPs, impervious surfaces, permeable
pavements, and landscaped areas.

ii.

Identification of pollutants potentially generated by the proposed
development that could be transported off the site by runoff.

iii.

An estimate of the proposed changes in (1) impervious surface
areas on the site, including pre-project and post-project
impervious coverage area and the percentage of the property
covered by impervious surfaces; (2) the amount of impervious
areas that drain directly into the storm drain system without first
flowing across permeable areas; and (3) site coverage with
permeable or semi-permeable pavements.

iv.

A description of the BMPs that will be implemented, and the
Low Impact Development approach to stormwater management
that will be used. Include a schedule for installation or
implementation of all post-development BMPs.

v.

A description and schedule for the ongoing management of all
post-development BMPs (including operation, maintenance,
inspection, and training) that will be performed for the life of the
development, if required for the BMPs to function properly.

The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the PostDevelopment Runoff Plan, unless the Commission amends this permit or the
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Executive Director determines that no amendment is legally required for any
proposed minor deviations.
10.Assumption of Risk, Waiver of Liability, and Indemnity.
(a) By acceptance of this permit, the permittee acknowledges and agrees (i)
that the site may be subject to hazards, including but not limited to
waves, storms, and flooding, many of which will worsen with future sea
level rise; (ii) to assume the risks to the permittee and the property that is
the subject of this permit of injury and damage from such hazards in
connection with this permitted development; (iii) to unconditionally
waive any claim of damage or liability against the Commission, its
officers, agents, and employees for injury of damage from such hazards;
and (iv) to indemnify and hold harmless the Commission, its officers,
agents, and employees with respect to the Commission’s approval of the
project against any and all liability, claims, demands, damages, costs
(including costs and fees incurred in defense of such claims), expenses,
and amounts paid in settlement arising from any injury or damage due to
such hazards.
(b) PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT
PERMIT, the applicant shall submit a written agreement, in a form and
content acceptable to the Executive Director, incorporating all of the
above terms of subsection (a) of this condition.

IV.

FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS

A.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposed project is located on Navy Pier and consists of maintaining
existing parking; increasing existing parking rates; demolishing the Head House
building; restriping the demolished area and reconfiguring existing parking to
add 150 new parking spaces for the interim period; enhancing the existing
vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress; and installing additional public
access amenities, including benches, walkways, planters and a public viewing
deck. Navy Pier is located on the San Diego Bay just north of the aircraft carrier
U.S.S. Midway (“Midway”) (Exhibit 1) and is currently used for parking
primarily by Midway employees, volunteers and visitors. The San Diego
Unified Port District (“Port”) proposes the subject project as an interim solution
which will allow them additional time to plan for the conversion of Navy Pier
from a parking lot into a public park. The specific project components are
described in greater detail below:
(1) Maintain Parking
The Port proposes to maintain existing parking on Navy Pier for a period of four
years. In its initial coastal development permit application, the Port requested a
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term of seven years or until completion of an unrelated adjacent development,
Manchester Pacific Gateway; however, after discussions with Commission staff,
the Port revised the project to reflect the shorter term.
(2) Modification of Parking Rates
The applicant proposes to increase existing parking rates on Navy Pier and
allow for a range of rates depending on the season, with a lower rate charged
during the off-peak season of October through March, and a higher rate
charged during peak spring and summer months (April through September).
In the original application, the Port proposed parking rates that were identified
by the Port as consistent with existing market rates for parking lots within the
adjacent area. However, the Port subsequently revised the project to increase
parking rates to fund the demolition of the Head House building. The existing,
originally proposed, and final proposed parking rates are as follows:
Existing
Rates

Originally
Proposed
Rates

Final
Proposed
Rates

$5

$6 to $8

$6 to $10

Transient

$10
(1-12 hrs.)

$15 to $20
(up to 6 hrs.)

$15 to $25
(up to 6 hrs.)

Transient Daily Maximum *

None stated

$18 to $25
(up to 24 hrs.)

$18 to $30
(up to 24 hrs.)

Special Event

$20

$20 to $30

$20 to $40

Educational Overnight**

$10

$10

$10 to $15

$145 to $180

$150 to $200

eliminated

Midway Only Monthly Parking
(max 20 spaces/ month)

$145

$150

eliminated

Midway Employee & Volunteer
Daily Overage Rate

None

$10

$15 to $25

Rate Category

Transient: Up to 1 Hour

Monthly Parking

* Parking for greater than 6 hours requires payment of the Daily Maximum Rate.
**Overnight parking will be allowed for participants of the Midway Educational
Overnight Program and short-term during times when demand is low and spaces are
available.
Note: Motorcycles that park in a designated motorcycle parking space will pay fifty
percent (50%) of the posted rate.
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Note: The original application included only the continuation of parking on
Navy Pier and the parking rate increase: however, the subsequent components
were added by the Port following coordination with Commission staff:
(3) Demolition of the Head House building
The Head House is a two-story, 48,000 square foot building formerly used by
the Navy and located on the easternmost portion of the pier adjacent to the
public promenade. The building is vacant except for parking on the 1st floor for
Midway staff and volunteers. The proposed demolition would include:
abatement of hazardous materials; removal of the interior, roof, walls and
foundation system, capping of existing utilities; and installation of structural
infills in pier deck openings.
(4) Installation of Interim Public Access Amenities
Upon completion of the Head House demolition, the applicant proposes to
install interim public access amenities until such time as the parking lot is
converted into a public park. The proposed public access improvements
incorporate several pedestrian walkways, including from the Embarcadero
Promenade to the Midway entrance along the southern perimeter of the pier,
from the Embarcadero Promenade to the public viewing area on the west end of
the pier, and north/south pedestrian walkway connections on the pier; benches,
lighting, landscaping, planter boxes, bicycle racks, and coastal access signage;
new and reconfigured curbs and striping; and a new 7,840 square foot public
viewing area at the east end of the pier (Exhibit 2).
(5) Reconfigured Parking on Navy Pier and Ingress/Egress Enhancements
Upon completion of the Head House demolition, the applicant proposes to
install asphalt and concrete pavement to match the existing pier surface;
conduct grading for drainage purposes; and stripe the area to create surface
parking spaces within the footprint of the demolished building. These parking
spaces would be integrated with the existing parking located west of the Head
House footprint, which would be reconfigured to maximize parking efficiency,
improve traffic flow, and enhance pedestrian and bicyclist access on the pier.
Additionally, the pier entry and exit driveways would be realigned to improve
traffic and pedestrian flow. The existing and proposed parking totals are shown
in the table below.
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Description
Existing
Public Regular
383*
Public Accessible
9
Public Motorcycle
5
Subtotal – Public Parking
397
Midway Employee
105
Midway Service Parking
8
Total Pier Parking
510
*

Proposed
499
12
37
548
105
7
660

Change
116
3
32
151
0
-1
150

20 of the existing 383 public spaces are currently rented out exclusively to the Midway.
Port staff has indicated that they will no longer offer Midway monthly rentals
following approval of the CDP and these 20 spaces will return to the public parking
reservoir.

(6) Other Improvements
Other improvements would include a storm water drainage system with required
retention and filtration installation, and reconfiguration of existing utilities.

B.

PROJECT HISTORY

On June 28, 2001, the Commission approved Port Master Plan Amendment
(“PMPA”) No. 27 that included, among other development, docking of the
U.S.S. Midway Aircraft Carrier for use as a museum on the south side of Navy
Pier (Exhibit 9). The land owner of Navy Pier at that time, the United States
Navy (“Navy”), agreed to lease the pier to Midway for use as a parking lot;
however, there were indications that the Navy would transfer ownership of the
pier to the Port in the future. Commission staff initially recommended denial of
the portion of the PMPA related to the Midway due, in part, to the impacts that
the Midway would have on public views and the lack of language in the PMPA
regarding mitigation. As discussed in the PMPA staff report, docking of the
1,000 foot long and 50-190 foot tall Midway would “block existing public
views, contribute to the walling off of San Diego Bay, block a potential view
corridor down F Street, and create a ‘tunnel’ effect on Harbor Drive at the
subject site.” Not only were visual impacts of the Midway a concern, but also
the visual and public access impacts that would occur if parking were to remain
on Navy Pier long-term. As discussed in the PMPA staff report, Navy Pier was
“not an appropriate place for a permanent parking lot, due to adverse visual
impacts a parking lot will have on the surrounding waterfront and the loss of the
prime waterfront location for public access and recreational purposes.”
To mitigate for the visual impacts of the Midway, the proponents of the
museum proposed to create a 5.7-acre memorial park on Navy Pier once it was
relinquished to the Port by the Navy. The proposal included a conceptual plan
to demolish the existing Head House, and redevelop the pier as a pedestrianoriented memorial park with plazas, grassy lawns, benches, promenades, design
features, and a Navy spouses club and chapel for small social functions.
Further, the proponent of the Midway museum committed to establishing a
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reserve account into which it would deposit $100,000 per year for the first five
years, and $150,000 per year for the next five years to be used to relocate the
parking from Navy Pier.
The Port, however, was unwilling to include language in the PMPA specifying
the conversion of the Navy Pier into a public park until during the Commission
hearing. These commitments by the Port and Midway were accepted by the
Commission and later included by the Port as conditions of the Port-issued
coastal development permit and lease agreement with the Midway. As a result
of the proposal, the following language was incorporated into the PMP:
Parking for visitors to the Midway and its museum will be provided, on an
interim basis, at the Navy Pier, pursuant to the museum's lease with the
United States Navy. When and if the Navy determines that its use of the
Navy Pier is no longer necessary, the Port will accept the proposal by the
San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum to convert the Navy Pier into a
“public park” use, thereby allowing the pier to be converted into a
memorial park complementing the Midway and its museum, while affording
additional public open space and bay vistas. Vehicle parking for museum
visitors will then be shifted to nearby offsite locations. However, since the
Navy Pier's future is uncertain and will be determined by decisions of the
federal government, the conversion of the pier to a 5.7-acre memorial park
is a specific planning goal of the Port, and environmental analysis for the
park conversion will be conducted prior to the Navy relinquishing
ownership and/or control of the Navy Pier such that construction of the
park can occur as soon as feasible thereafter. The park conversion will be
subject to all appropriate laws at the time the Navy Pier park is proposed.
(Emphasis added.)
In 2002, the Secretary of the Navy was given the authority to transfer title of
Navy Pier to the Midway. Midway had the option to accept ownership of the
pier or transfer title to another agency and chose to transfer ownership to the
Port in 2003. Since the Port acquired ownership of Navy Pier from the Navy,
however, progress towards converting the pier to a park has been delayed.
Environmental review for the conversion was begun by the Port in 2009, but put
on hold in 2013 prior to completion. In 2012, the Midway submitted conceptual
park designs to the Port and the Port responded via letter in 2014 (Exhibit 4)
that the conceptual designs were sufficient for the Port to conduct
environmental review and process a PMPA; however, the Port has yet to do
either and, as such, the Commission retains permitting jurisdiction over Navy
Pier.
Thus far, the only requirement that has been satisfied has been the reserve
account set up by the Midway to fund the relocation of parking off Navy Pier.
Although the Midway has saved $1.25 million in this account to fund relocation
of parking to nearby offsite locations, the Midway has yet to identify an
alternative location for parking. The Midway has also failed to satisfy certain
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lease requirements – mainly the requirement to commence construction of the
park on Navy Pier within ten years from the commencement date of the lease,
or no later than October 1, 2015 (Exhibit 7).

C.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states, in part:
The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and
protected as a resource of public importance. Permitted development
shall be sited and designed to protect public views to and along the
ocean and scenic coastal areas and, where feasible, to restore and
enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas…
Section 30251 of the Coastal Act requires that development is sited to protect
public views to and along coastal areas. The proposed project includes
continuing parking on Navy Pier, which would further delay the opening of
visual access to the San Diego Bay that would have been achieved by
converting the pier from a parking lot into a public park. In addition, it defers
the provision of mitigation for the berthing of the Midway which blocked
existing public views along the Bayfront on a primary coastal access corridor.
The PMPA that incorporated the Midway into the PMP was approved by the
Commission based on the commitment by the Port and Midway that parking on
Navy Pier would be an interim use and that the pier would be converted to a
public park to mitigate for the visual impacts that occurred from the docking of
the 50-190 foot tall, 1,000 foot long aircraft carrier. Prior to the Midway’s
arrival, existing views were expansive and allowed the public to see to
Coronado and San Diego Bay (Exhibit 5); however, docking the Midway
replaced the scenic open water and coastline views with views of the Midway.
Because the conversion of the pier from a parking lot to a park has not occurred,
the visual impacts associated with docking of the Midway have not been
appropriately mitigated. Thus, these visual impacts to the public viewshed still
occur and will continue to occur with approval of the subject project and until
such time as the park is built.
The Port maintains that the Midway does not have a negative impact on public
views but is instead advantageous, an argument based on the popularity of the
Midway, which has attracted more than a million visitors a year. However, in
addition to the findings that the project would impact visual resources
memorialized in the PMPA No. 27 staff report adopted by the Commission, the
EIR conducted for the docking of Midway and adopted by the Board of Port
Commissioners also concluded that there would be potentially significant
impacts to public views caused by the docking of the Midway. There is no
doubt that the Midway is a popular visitor-serving destination, however, that
status does not negate the loss of visual access that resulted from its docking.
While many visitors do attend the museum and some members of the public
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may take advantage of the free public access to the Midway deck, the vast
majority of visitors who drive, bike, or walk along this scenic route and the
Embarcadero Promenade lost significant public views.
As detailed in the “Project History” section, although transfer of the pier
occurred 14 years ago, the Port has yet to complete any of the necessary steps to
convert the pier into a public park. These steps include conducting
environmental review of the project, incorporating the project into the PMP
through a PMPA, and approving plans for the park. To ensure that the Port will
undertake these steps prior to the expiration of the proposed permit term,
Special Condition No. 2 requires the applicant to submit a PMPA application
to incorporate the pier into the PMP, with clear policy language and a land use
designation designating the pier as a public park, no later than three years
following Commission approval. Special Condition No. 2 further requires that
the Port document progress made towards conversion of the pier on an annual
basis, including detailing the environmental review process, and submit
progress reports to the Executive Director to be used by the Commission to
review any future development of Navy Pier. Thus, the project has been
conditioned to ensure that the necessary steps to convert the pier to a park will
occur before the end of the proposed four year permit term and avoid any
further delay.
After coordinating with Commission staff, the applicant revised the project to
include demolition of the Head House building, which sits on the eastern
boundary of the Navy Pier. The building is dilapidated and blocks any view that
would be available to the public walking on the promenade that runs along the
San Diego Bay and views from Harbor Drive. Its removal will significantly
improve the pedestrian experience along the promenade and is a necessary step
in the process to re-open direct bay views. Special Condition No. 4 requires
that the applicant submit demolition plans for Executive Director review and
approval. While demolition of the Head House does not mitigate for the visual
impacts caused by the Midway and continued parking on Navy Pier, it will
provide visual benefits to the public walking along the waterfront promenade
and driving along Harbor Drive.
In the PMPA, the Port committed to converting the entire 5.7-acre pier into a
park; however, Port staff now insists that maintaining some parking on Navy
Pier may be necessary, depending on efforts that are currently being undertaken
by the Port to plan for future redevelopment of the North Embarcadero. Because
the public park at Navy Pier was originally proposed to mitigate for bay views
blocked by the Midway, the future park should be designed to open up views to
the bay. Thus, to ensure that any future retention of parking on the pier does not
conflict with opening up bay views, Special Condition No. 2 requires that
future permanent parking only occur directly adjacent to the Midway along the
southern perimeter of the pier to avoid obstruction of views (Exhibit 6), and be
limited to 25% of the pier with the remaining 75% dedicated to the public park.
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In summary, visual resource impacts will continue to occur until Navy Pier is
converted into a public park. However, the proposed project has been
conditioned to ensure the necessary steps to convert the pier to a public park are
completed prior to expiration of the subject permit term and, during the interim
planning period, the public will benefit from increased visual access as a result
of the removal of the Head House building. Therefore, the proposed project, as
conditioned, is consistent with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act.

D.

PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION

Section 30210 of the Coastal Act states:
In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the
California Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously
posted, and recreational opportunities shall be provided for all the
people consistent with public safety needs and the need to protect public
rights, rights of private property owners, and natural resource areas
from overuse.
Section 30212 of the Coastal Act states, in part:
(a) Public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and
along the coast shall be provided in new development projects except
where:
(1) it is inconsistent with public safety, military security needs, or the
protection of fragile coastal resources,
(2) adequate access exists nearby […]
Section 30212.5 of the Coastal Act states:
Wherever appropriate and feasible, public facilities, including parking
areas or facilities, shall be distributed throughout an area so as to
mitigate against the impacts, social and otherwise, of overcrowding or
overuse by the public of any single area.
Section 30213 of the Coastal Act states, in part:
Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected,
encouraged, and, where feasible, provided. Developments providing
public recreational opportunities are preferred.
Section 30210 of the Coastal Act requires that maximum public access and
recreational opportunities be provided. Section 30212 requires that access from
the nearest public roadway to the shoreline be provided except where it is
inconsistent with public safety or the protection of fragile coastal resources, or
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adequate access exists nearby. Section 30212.5 requires parking facilities to be
distributed throughout an area to avoid overcrowding of a single area. Section
30213 states that lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be provided
where feasible. The proposed project will provide short term public access
benefits by increasing the amount of parking available to the public. However,
the largest benefit to public access and recreation will be realized once Navy
Pier is converted from a parking lot into a public park, which will provide direct
access to the shoreline and a low-cost visitor and recreational facility, priorities
under Sections 30212 and 30213 of the Coastal Act.
There are currently 510 parking spaces on Navy Pier. Of those, 60 spaces are
located in the Head House building which is rented out to Midway for exclusive
use for $5,900 a month (approximately $3 a day per space); another 45 spaces
on the southern brow of the pier are included in the Midway’s lease from the
Port, of which Midway pays 4% of gross income from food and beverage sales;
20 spaces of the public parking inventory are rented to Midway for $145 per
space per month (approximately $5 a day per space); and 8 parking spaces are
used by Midway for service parking. The 125 spaces that are used for employee
and volunteer parking are rented to Midway at a much lower rate than what the
public pays. According to a parking utilization study conducted for the Midway
in 2016, of the 377 remaining public parking spaces, visitors to the Midway
comprise 74% of the daily parkers and the lot sells out almost daily. The
Midway also hosts approximately 650 events throughout the year and groups
attending these events are allowed to purchase parking spaces on Navy Pier in
advance.
As identified in the PMP, Navy Pier was never intended to be a long term
parking solution. Instead it was envisioned that the pier would be converted to a
public park upon transfer of the pier from the Navy to the Port. Transfer of the
pier occurred in 2003; thus, for the past 14 years the Port has had the benefit of
charging for parking on the pier and the Midway has had the benefit of
discounted and free parking for its employees and volunteers, and adjacent
parking for visitors.
The Port and Midway maintain that it is necessary to continue parking on the
pier until a long-term plan for the pier and relocation of parking is developed.
While the Port and Midway have already had adequate time to develop a plan
but have yet to do so, a shortage of parking in the surrounding area does exist
and removal of parking on Navy Pier, without relocation, would adversely
impact the public’s ability to access the coast by car. Thus, Special Condition
No. 1 establishes that the permit is temporary and limits continued parking on
Navy Pier for a period of four years only, which will give the Port and Midway
additional time to develop a long-term plan for redevelopment of Navy Pier and
relocation of all or 75% of the parking to offsite locations. This would result in
an approximately 4.3 acre park and leave approximately 1.4 acres for
parking. The remaining parking would be equivalent to approximately 165
parking spaces which would maintain existing parking for Midway employees
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and volunteers (105 spaces) and leave 60 additional parking spaces for the
public.
The goal of the four year period is to plan for the conversion of Navy Pier from
a parking lot into a park. However, in order to do so, the pier must first be
incorporated into the PMP. Thus, Special Condition No. 2 requires the
applicant to submit an application to the Commission for a PMPA to
incorporate Navy Pier into the PMP with policy language supporting the
conversion to a public park and a land use designation clearly identifying all or
at least 75% of the pier as a public park. To ensure that the application is
submitted to the Commission with adequate time to review and process the
PMPA and complete final plans for the park, Special Condition No. 2 further
requires that this application be submitted no later than three years following
approval of the subject permit.
In addition to the incorporation of the pier into the PMPA, the Port will need to
complete numerous tasks in order to convert Navy Pier into a public park,
including park planning studies, environmental review, design plans, and public
meetings. In addition, the applicant will need to obtain permit approvals and
relocate existing parking from the pier. To ensure that the applicant is on track
to convert the pier into a park following this four year period, Special
Condition No. 2 requires that the applicant submit annual progress reports for
Executive Director review that detail the progress made towards the conversion.
Originally, the applicant proposed to increase parking rates over existing rates,
but consistent with market rates at nearby lots; however, the Port later revised
the project to increase parking rates even more to an amount that the Port
estimates would cover all costs to demolish the Head House. There are several
reasons why parking rates should not increase over that of surrounding market
rates. First, the applicant has collected revenue from public parking on the pier
since 2003, or for approximately 14 years. The associated PMPA was approved
by the Commission based on the proposal that parking on Navy Pier would be
limited to an interim period and that conversion would occur following the
Navy’s relinquishment of the pier. The PMP clearly states:
When and if the Navy determines that its use of the Navy Pier is no longer
necessary, the Port will accept the proposal by the San Diego Aircraft
Carrier Museum into a “public park” use, thereby allowing the pier to be
converted into a memorial park complementing the Midway and its museum,
while affording additional public open space and bay vistas. Vehicle
parking for museum visitors will then be shifted to nearby offsite locations.
However, since the Navy Pier’s future is uncertain and will be determined
by decisions of the federal government, the conversion of the pier to a 5.7acre memorial park is a specific planning goal of the Port, and
environmental analysis for the park conversion will be conducted prior to
the Navy relinquishing ownership and/or control of the Navy Pier such that
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construction of the park can occur as soon as feasible thereafter. (Emphasis
added.)
Thus, the applicant has benefited from the pier remaining a parking lot by
collecting revenues while the public has not received the benefit of a public
park. In addition, demolition of the Head House and restriping of the parking
lot will result in an additional 151 parking spaces on the pier and associated
revenue.
The Midway and Port have also yet to meet a number of the Port-issued CDP
(Exhibit 8) and lease agreement (Exhibit 7) conditions that were required to
ensure that a plan and schedule were in place for the timely conversion of Navy
Pier from a parking lot to a public park. For example, the Midway’s lease with
the Port required the Midway to commence construction of the park on Navy
Pier within 10 years of the commencement date of the lease, or no later than
October 1, 2015, which has yet to occur. Further, the lease required the Midway
take the lead in pursuing funding and development of the Veterans Memorial
Park, unless construction of the park has not commenced within 10 years of the
commencement date of the lease. Although the Midway completed its
requirement to submit plans for a Navy Pier Park in 2012, the environmental
review and PMPA necessary to move forward with conversion of the park was
never conducted by the Port. Although the Midway funded an account of $1.25
million to relocate parking, it has yet to identify an offsite location for parking.
Thus, it appears that the delay of the park conversion has occurred due to the
applicant and its lessee, and that the parking revenue collected in the past should
be used to fund the park that the public was promised almost 14 years ago with
the approval and incorporation of PMPA #27.
Nevertheless, the Midway is located adjacent to downtown San Diego and
parking is limited in the immediate project vicinity as well as in the surrounding
area. Therefore, the originally proposed parking rate increases are appropriate,
in this case, because the rates are consistent with existing market rates for
parking in this area.
Any increase in parking rates will impact the public’s ability to visit the coast if
they cannot afford it or there are not reasonable options for alternative transit.
While it is reasonable to raise parking rates to that of the market, additional
increases at this time are not warranted. Thus, Special Condition No. 3 requires
parking rates on Navy Pier to be consistent with existing market rates. The
parking rates established in Special Condition No. 3 are the same as those
originally proposed by the applicant.
The applicant will reserve 105 parking spaces of the total 660 parking spaces on
Navy Pier for use by the Midway following demolition and restriping of Navy
Pier, the same amount currently reserved for Midway employees and docents.
In addition, the project will result in the addition of 151 new public parking
spaces through reconfiguration, which will improve access to the Midway and
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the San Diego Bay and result in increased revenues for the Port. However, it is
important to note that additional parking resulting from demolition of the Head
House is temporary and only to be used during this interim 4-year period.
Following demolition of the Head House, the Port proposes to install interim
public amenities including benches, potted plants, walkways, and a public
viewing platform at the west end of the pier. To ensure consistency with the
preliminary plans, Special Condition No. 5 requires that the applicant submit
Final Plans and Special Condition No. 7 further requires the applicant to
submit Final Landscape Plans for Executive Director review and approval.
Free public access to the Midway deck was required as part of the approval of
the PMPA that authorized the berthing of the Midway, as well as by the CDP
(2003-3) issued for Midway by the Port. However, the current signage does not
maximize public access to the Midway as the language is vague and the signs
are not appropriately located to inform the public of the free public viewing
deck. For example, one of the public access signs is located on the southern
perimeter of the pier west of the ticket booth, where it is visible only to those
parking and entering the Midway from the southwest section of the pier. To
ensure that the public is notified of the existing and proposed public access
points, Special Condition No. 6 requires creation of a comprehensive and
cohesive signage plan to notify the public of all public amenities on both the
Navy Pier and the Midway. In addition, Special Condition No. 6 requires that
signs are large enough and appropriately located so that they are easily visible
by the public. As conditioned, signage would be located on the public
promenade and strategically on walkways along the pier to the Midway and to
the proposed viewing area. Therefore, the project, as conditioned, is consistent
with the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act.

E.

WATER QUALITY

Section 30230 of the Coastal Act states:
Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and where feasible,
restored. Special protection shall be given to areas and species of
special biological or economic significance. Uses of the marine
environment shall be carried out in a manner that will sustain the
biological productivity of coastal waters and that will maintain healthy
populations of all species of marine organisms adequate for long-term
commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational purposes.
Section 30231 of the Coastal Act states:
The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams,
wetlands, estuaries, and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum
populations of marine organisms and for the protection of human health
shall be maintained and, where feasible, restored through, among other
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means, minimizing adverse effects of waste water discharges and
entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletion of ground water
supplies and substantial interference with surface waterflow,
encouraging waste water reclamation, maintaining natural vegetation
buffer areas that protect riparian habitats, and minimizing alteration of
natural streams.
Section 30232 of the Coastal Act states:
Protection against the spillage of crude oil, gas, petroleum products, or
hazardous substances shall be provided in relation to any development
or transportation of such materials. Effective containment and cleanup
facilities and procedures shall be provided for accidental spills that do
occur.
Section 30253 of the Coastal Act states:
New development shall do all of the following:
(a) Minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood,
and fire hazard.
Section 30230 requires that uses of the marine environment be carried out in a
manner that will sustain the biological productivity of coastal waters for longterm commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational purposes. In addition,
Section 30231 requires that the biological productivity and quality of coastal
waters be maintained. Section 30232 requires protection of coastal waters from
spillage of various hazardous substances. Section 30253 requires that new
development minimizes risk in areas of high flood hazard.
The proposed project includes demolition of an existing building and expansion
of an existing parking lot on an existing pier located over coastal waters in the
San Diego Bay. While no work is proposed to take place in coastal waters, the
proposed project may result in potential adverse effects to surrounding habitat
due to unintentional disturbance from construction and demolition equipment,
materials, and debris. Construction and demolition activities associated with the
proposed project could result in the generation of debris or presence of
equipment, materials and hazardous substances that could be subject to run-off
and wind dispersion into the marine environment. The presence of equipment,
building materials, and debris on the subject site could pose hazards to sensitive
marine organisms if discharged into the marine environment or left
inappropriately on the project site. In addition, such potential discharges and
disturbances to the marine environment could result in adverse effects to
offshore habitat from increased turbidity and pollutant of coastal waters. To
ensure that construction material, debris, or other waste associated with project
activities does not enter the water, Special Condition No. 8 requires the
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applicant to submit a Construction and Pollution Prevention Plan for review and
approval of the Executive Director that includes BMPs to minimize erosion and
sediment discharge and the discharge of construction pollutants.
Because parking lot runoff is a major contributor to non-point source pollution
of waterways, impacts to water quality are likely to occur during the use of the
pier as a parking lot if not properly planned and managed for. Contaminants can
originate from paving materials, automobiles (antifreeze, oil, hydrocarbons,
metals from wearing brake linings, rubber particles from tires, nitrous oxide
from car exhausts, and grease), and waste discarded by people. These
contaminants can enter the bay should they be subject to stormwater run-off.
Thus, Special Condition No. 9 requires the applicant to submit a PostDevelopment Runoff Plan that includes low impact development strategies and
implementation of source control BMPs to minimize the discharge of
contaminants into coastal waters by run-off.
Finally, there is a risk developing on a pier that is subject to flooding and
hazards from waves. Therefore, Special Condition No. 10 requires the
applicant to assume all risks for developing in a location that is subject to
waves, storms, and flooding.
In conclusion, the proposed development raises concerns regarding water
quality impacts associated with demolition, construction, and operation
activities. As conditioned through Special Condition Nos. 9 and 10, potential
impacts have been either eliminated or minimized and addressed. Therefore,
the Commission finds that the project, as conditioned, is consistent with
Sections 30230, 30231, 30232, and 30253 of the Coastal Act.

F.

LOCAL COASTAL PLANNING

Section 30604(a) requires that a coastal development permit shall be issued only
if the Commission finds that the permitted development will not prejudice the
ability of the local government to prepare a Local Coastal Program (LCP) in
conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. In this case, the
Port Master Plan being equivalent to an LCP, such a finding can be made.
The subject site was formerly owned by the U.S. Navy who transferred
ownership to the Port in 2003. However, the Port has yet to incorporate the
subject site into the San Diego Unified Port District’s certified Port Master Plan.
Thus, the Coastal Commission retains permit jurisdiction of this site and
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act remains the legal standard of review with the PMP
used as guidance. As conditioned, the development is consistent with Chapter 3
of the Coastal Act. Approval of the project will not prejudice the ability of the
local government to incorporate this area into the certified PMP.
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G.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT

Section 13096 of the Commission's Code of Regulations requires Commission
approval of Coastal Development Permits to be supported by a finding showing
the permit, as conditioned, to be consistent with any applicable requirements of
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A)
of CEQA prohibits a proposed development from being approved if there are
feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would
substantially lessen any significant adverse effect which the activity may have
on the environment. In April 2000, the Port adopted a Master EIR regarding the
relocation and operation of the Midway and other potential development on the
North Embarcadero that identified parking impacts and the mitigation measure
of parking on Navy Pier or other nearby parking locations. Newer aspects of the
project (fee increases, demolition) are exempted from CEQA review. (See
Guidelines 15273, 15301(l).)
The proposed project has been conditioned in order to be found consistent with
the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. Mitigation measures, including
conditions addressing the protection of visual resources, public access and water
quality, will minimize all adverse environmental impacts. As conditioned, there
are no feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which
would substantially lessen any significant adverse impact which the activity
may have on the environment. Therefore, the Commission finds that the
proposed project is the least environmentally-damaging feasible alternative and
can be found consistent with the requirements of the Coastal Act to conform to
CEQA.
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APPENDIX A – SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS
•
•
•

Certified Port Master Plan
Revised Findings on San Diego Unified Port District Port Master Plan
Amendment No. 27
Treated Wood in Aquatic Environments: A Specification and
Environmental Guide to Selecting, Installing and Managing Wood
Preservation Systems in Aquatic and Wetland Environments (2012)
Western Wood Preservers Institute, et al.
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February 21, 2000

TO:

COMMISSIONERS AND INTERESTED PERSONS

FROM:

DEBORAH N. LEE, SOUTH COAST DEPUTY DIRECTOR
SHERILYN SARB, DISTRICT MANAGER, SAN DIEGO DISTRICT
DIANA LILLY, COASTAL PLANNER, SAN DIEGO DISTRICT

SUBJECT:

Staff Recommendation on San Diego Unified Port District Port Master Plan
Amendment No. 27 (North Embarcadero). For Commission consideration and
possible action at the Meeting of March 13-16, 2001)

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

•

Staff is recommending that the Commission approve, in part, and deny, in part, the
proposed amendment to the certified Port District Master Plan which would allow for the
following development within the area of San Diego's waterfront known as North
Embarcadero. The plan would allow the construction of a 600-800 room hotel, office
building, retail and parking facilities on the old Lane Field site; the narrowing of Harbor
Drive from four lanes to three between Grape Street and Pacific Highway; the extension
of B and C Streets between Pacific Highway and North Harbor Drive; construction of a
new 25-foot wide pedestrian esplanade along the water's edge at Harbor Drive; the
replacement of 3 existing industrial piers with one new public pier at Grape Street;
construction of a small commercial recreation facility on the new Grape Street Pier;
construction of a restaurant on the bayfront inland of the Grape Street Pier;
modernization of the cruise ship terminal at the B Street Pier, including an increase of
building height up to 50 feet; and docking the U.S.S. Midway Aircraft Carrier for use as a
museum on the south side of Navy Pier.
The amendment also includes adoption of a Parking Management & Monitoring Program
for the North Embarcadero to address the potential parking demand and impacts to traffic
circulation through requiring the construction of additional surface parking lots and
alternatives to on-site parking, including the promotion of mass transit and planning for
shuttle stops in the area.

•

The Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum is a visitor-serving, coastal-dependent use.
However, Staff feels that the Master Plan, as currently proposed, does not provide for
sufficient offsetting benefits to mitigate the substantial adverse visual impacts of the
Midway. The 50 to 190 foot high ship would block existing public views, contribute to
the walling off of San Diego Bay, block a potential view corridor down F Street, and
create a "tunnel" effect on Harbor Drive at the subject site. In addition, the parking
required for the Midway would be located on Navy Pier. The pier is not an appropriate
place for a permanent parking lot, due to the adverse visual impact a parking lot will have
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on the surrounding waterfront and the loss of the prime waterfront location for public
access and recreation purposes.

•

There are alternative project designs that could potentially compensate for these impacts.
For example, the proponents of the museum have indicated a long-term goal of creating a
memorial park on the existing Navy Pier adjacent to the proposed Midway site. This
proposal involves creating a free, visually attractive public open space area. next to the
Midway, where currently, the Pier is occupied by a two-story Navy building, and as
proposed, would contain the parking required for the Midway museum. Conversion of
this area into a park could mitigate for the visual impacts of the project.
As a result of discussions with Commission staff about providing additional public access
amenities to offset the impact of the Midway, the Port District has adopted a Midway
public access program. The public access program provides for free public access to the
hayward side of the deck of the Midway, which would provide a prime viewing point for
the public, and would partially offset the loss of views from surrounding areas. However,
the concerns regarding view blockage from Harbor Drive, the creation of a "tunnel"
effect and walling off of San Diego Bay from Harbor Drive, and the adverse impacts to
public views from siting a parking lot on a dock, would not be mitigated by opening a
portion of the deck of the Midway to the public.
The public access program does contain language indicating that conversion of the pier to
a park is consistent with the planning goals of the "Visionary Plan" adopted by the North
Embarcadero Alliance. However, the Port District was not willing at this time to include
conversion of Navy Pier to a park as a stated goal of the plan, or to indicate a time frame
or phasing plan for relocation of the parking or conversion of the pier to a park, e.g.,
when the Navy's Broadway Complex is redeveloped or the pier vacated by the Navy. In
summary, the amendment does not provide even a minimal degree of assurance that the
proposed parking lot on Navy Pier will ever be removed or replaced with a public park
that could offset the adverse visual impacts of the Midway. Therefore, the part of the
amendment relating to the Midway cannot be found consistent with the Coastal Act at
this time.

•

Commission staff expects to continue discussions with Port staff, and representatives
from the Midway in an attempt to resolve the Coastal Act issues relative to the Midway
project.
Staff recommends that the Commission find the Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum
portion of the amendment, as submitted. inconsistent with the resource protection, public
access and recreation policies of Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act, and
recommends denial of this part of the amendment.
Staff further recommends that the remaining portions of the amendment relating to
redevelopment of the North Embarcadero area be found consistent with Chapter 3 and
Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act, and recommends approval of this part of the amendment.

•

•
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The appropriate motions and resolutions can be found on Page 4. The main findings for
denial of the amendment in part, and approval of the amendment in part, begin on Page 5.

Port Master Plan Amendment Procedure. California Code of Regulations, Title 14,
Section 13636 calls for port master plan amendments to be certified in the same manner
as provided in Section 30714 of the Coastal Act for certification of port master plans.
Section 13628 of the Regulations states that, upon the determination of the Executive
Director that the master plan amendment and accompanying materials required by
Section 13628(a) are sufficient, the master plan amendment shall be deemed submitted to
the Commission for purposes of Section 30714 of the Coastal Act. The subject
amendment was deemed submitted on August 9, 2000. Within 90 days after this
submittal date, the Commission, after public hearing, shall certify or reject the
amendment, in whole or in part. If the Commission fails to take action on the amendment
submittal within the 90-day period, the proposed amendment is deemed certified.
However, on September 19, 2000, the Board of Port Commissioners waived the 90-day
time period .

•

•

The City of San Diego has concurrently submitted a Local Coastal Program Amendment
(LCPA) to the City of San Diego LCP for the redevelopment of the North Embarcadero.
The LCPA would create a North Embarcadero Overlay District including design
guidelines and parking requirements, etc, that covers much of the same area as the subject
PMPA plus a small inland area within the City coastal permit jurisdiction. The City's
LCPA is intended to be consistent with the Port Master Plan vision for the North
Embarcadero region, and as such, the City's proposed LCPA is referenced several times
within this document as it relates to possible prejudice of the Commission review of the
LCPA. The LCPA has been scheduled for Commission review at the same hearing as the
subject PMPA.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
I.

•

PORT MASTER PLAN SUBMITTAL- MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS
MOTION I:

I move that the Commission certify the portion of the
Port of San Diego Master Plan Amendment No. 27 that
includes the Midway Aircraft Ca"ier Museum.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF PARTIAL REJECTION OF PORT
MASTER PLAN AMENDMENT:
Staff recommends a NO vote. Failure of this motion will result in rejection of the
identified provisions and adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion
to certify passes only upon an affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners
present.
RESOLUTION FOR PARTIAL REJECTION OF PORT MASTER PLAN
AMENDMENT:
The Commission hereby denies certification of the portion of Port of San Diego Master
Plan Amendment No. 27 that includes the Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum and adopts
the findings set forth below on grounds that the amendment as submitted does not meet
the requirements of and is not in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 and Chapter 8
of the Coastal Act. Certification of the amendment would not meet the requirements of
the California Environmental Quality Act, as there are feasible alternatives and mitigation
measures that would substantially lessen the significant adverse impacts on the
environment that will result from certification of the amendment.
MOTION II:

•

I move that the Commission certify the remainder of the
Port of San Diego Master Plan Amendment No. 27.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF PARTIAL CERTIFICATION:
Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in certification of the
remainder of the port master plan amendment and adoption of the following resolution
and findings. The motion to certify passes only upon an affirmative vote of a majority of
the Commissioners present.
RESOLUTION FOR PARTIAL CERTIFICATION OF PORT MASTER PLAN
AMENDMENT:
The Commission hereby certifies the remainder of the Port of San Diego Master Plan
Amendment No. 27 and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the remainder
of the amendment is consistent with Chapter 8 and Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.
Certification of the remainder of the amendment complies with the California

•

•
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Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible mitigation measures and/or
alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any significant adverse effects
of the amendment on the environment, or 2) there are no further feasible alternatives and
mitigation measures that would substantially lessen any significant adverse impacts on
the environment that will result from certification of the port master plan amendment.

II. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS.
The Commission finds and declares as follows:

A. Previous Commission Action. The Commission certified the San Diego
Unified Port District Master Plan on October 14, 1980. The Commission has reviewed
twenty-six amendments since that date.

•

B. Contents of Port Master Plan Amendments. California Code of Regulations
Title 14, Section 13656 calls for port master plan amendments to be certified in the same
manner as port master plans. Section 30711 of the Coastal Act states, in part, that a port
master plan shall include all the following:
(1) The proposed uses of land and water areas, where known.

(2) The proposed design and location of port land areas, water areas, berthing, and
navigation ways and systems intended to serve commercial traffic within the area
of jurisdiction of the port governing body.
(3) An estimate of the effect of development on habitat areas and the marine
environment, a review of existing water quality, habitat areas, and quantitative
and qualitative biological inventories, and proposals to minimize and mitigate
any substantial adverse impact.
(4) Proposed projects listed as appealable in Section 30715 in sufficient detail to be
able to determine their consistency with the policies of Chapter 3 (commencing
with Section 30200) of this division.
(5) Provisions for adequate public hearings and public participation in port planning
and development decisions.

•

The Commission finds that the proposed port master plan amendment conforms with the
provisions of Section 30711 of the Coastal Act. The proposed changes in land uses and
proposed projects are outlined in sufficient detail in the port master plan submittal for the
Commission to make a determination of the proposed amendment's consistency with the
Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 policies of the Coastal Act.
The proposed amendment was the subject of an Environmental Impact Report under the
California Environmental Quality Act. The Environmental Impact Report associated
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with the plan amendment was subject to public review and hearing and was adopted by
the Board of Port Commissioners on April 25, 2000 as Resolution #2000-82. A public
hearing on the proposed master plan amendment was held and the amendment was
adopted by the Board of Port Commissioners on April25, 2000 as Resolution #2000-83.

C. Standard of Review. Section 30700 of the Coastal Act states that Chapter 8
shall govern those portions of the San Diego Unified Port District located within the
coastal zone, excluding any wetland, estuary, or existing recreation area indicated in Part
IV of the Coastal Plan. The entire water area under the jurisdiction of the Port of San
Diego is covered by Chapter 3 policies because San Diego Bay is mapped as an estuary
and wetland in Part IV of the Coastal Plan, and on the maps adopted by the Commission
pursuant to Section 30710 of the Act. See 14 C.C.R. § 13610(b). The proposed
amendment involves changes to both land use designations and water designations.
Chapter 3 is the standard of review for the changes in water use designation. In addition,
proposed projects listed as appealable in Section 30715 must be consistent with the
policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. The amendment includes text changes and a
new project list for several appealable developments including construction of a 600-800
room hotel, office building, retail and parking facilities at Lane Field; public
improvements including a pedestrian esplanade; parks and plaza areas, narrowing Harbor
Drive from 4 lanes to 3; the demolition and reconstruction of the Grape Street Piers,
docks, wave attenuation structure and new restaurant; and linking B and C street between
Pacific Highway and North Harbor Drive. Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act is the standard of
review for the balance of the proposed amendment.

•

•

Preliminary plans indicate that a small portion of the Midway carrier may extend
hayward of the pierhead line. This area is not within the tidelands granted to the San
Diego Port District, and thus, is within the Commission's original permit jurisdiction. A
lease from the State Lands Commission would also be required. Therefore, the Midway
may be required to obtain a coastal development permit from the Commission as well as
the Port District. If any portion of the project is within the Commission's permit
jurisdiction, the standard of review would be Chapter 3 policies, not the Port Master Plan.

D. Description of Proposed Plan Amendment. The proposed master plan
amendment involves changes to the text, land/water use map, and project list of Planning
District 3 (Center City/Embarcadero) to allow for a number of new projects. The
amendment is a result of a coordinated planning effort by the North Embarcadero
Alliance, a planning body made up of officials from the Port District, City of San Diego,
County of San Diego, Centre City Development Corporation, and U.S. Navy. The
Alliance developed a Visionary Plan in 1998 to guide the development of the North
Embarcadero area. The proposed Port Master Plan Amendment (PMPA) references the
Visionary Plan's design concepts and goals in several instances; however, the Visionary
Plan itself has not been incorporated into the Port Master Plan and is not the subject of
this amendment or the standard of review for coastal development permits issued by the
Port District. Only the projects contained in the proposed Table 11: Project List are part
of this amendment; additional projects contained within the Visionary Plan will require

•

•
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additional review and approval by the Commission. The Port will use the Visionary Plan
for planning guidance only.
As noted above, the proposed amendment includes a table listing the following
appealable projects:
•
•
•
•
•

Construction of a 600-800 room hotel, office building, retail and parking at Lane
Field;
Public improvements including a pedestrian esplanade; parks and plaza areas;
Narrowing Harbor Drive from 41anes to 3;
Demolition and reconstruction of the Grape Street Piers, new boat docks, wave
attenuation structure and restaurant; and,
Linking B and C Street between Pacific Highway and North Harbor Drive.

Non-appealable projects on the proposed project list include:

•

•
•
•
•

Modernization and expansion of the cruise ship terminal
Public vista points
Infrastructure improvements to the Broadway Pier
The Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum

A number of the improvements in the PMPA are designed to give the waterfront a more
pedestrian orientation. Harbor Drive would be narrowed from four lanes to three to
accommodate construction of a new bayfront public esplanade along the water's edge at
Harbor Drive. The esplanade would include a new 25-foot wide pedestrian promenade
on its western edge, and is a part of a larger bayside open space network connecting
Harbor Island to South Embarcadero. Plazas would generally be located where east-west
streets terminate, and additional public amenities such as fountains and public art would
be provided.
Three existing industrial piers west of the County Administration Center would be
replaced with a new 30,000 sq.ft. public pier at Grape Street and an associated 12,000
sq.ft. public boat dock. A commercial recreation facility such as a bait shop or snack
shop would be located on the new Grape Street Pier. An 800-foot long floating wave
attenuation screen would be integrated into the new pier to protect the boat docks. A new
two-story, maximum 10,000 sq.ft., 25-foot high restaurant may be located on a 5,000
sq.ft. parcel inland of the Grape Street Pier.

•

The PMPA provides for the extension of B and C Streets from their current terminus at
Pacific Highway to North Harbor Drive through the Lane Field site. The existing plan
envisions development of the old Lane Field site and Navy Engineering building into a
new complex of buildings and open space. The proposed amendment specifies that
primary consideration would be development of a 600-800 room hotel, office buildings,
retail and parking facilities. The PMPA identifies a Floor Area Ratio for the site, setback
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and stepback requirements, heights that slope away from the Bay, and right-of-way
corridors view and access corridors through the site.

•

The cruise ship terminal at the B Street Pier would be expanded and upgraded including
increasing the height of the existing building to 50 feet (with appurtenant structures
extending above 50 feet). The existing terminal is a converted warehouse and does not
have adequate facilities to accommodate the size of modem cruise ships and the number
of passengers on these ships. The upgrade will modernize the building to accommodate
the larger ships and expand terminal facilities such as loading and customs.
The U.S.S. Midway Aircraft Carrier would be docked on the south side of Navy Pier for
use as a museum. Submitted with the PMPA is a mitigation plan for impacts to 4 acres of
open water in San Diego Bay involving the creation of 9.15 acres of new coastal salt
marsh habitat in National City, south of the Sweetwater River Flood Control Channel.
The mitigation is specifically required in the PMPA.
The plan also involves numerous changes to the existing land and water use designations
in the Port Master Plan. The land use changes are designated largely to facilitate the
proposed Embarcadero Promenade, the narrowing of Harbor Drive, and the extension of
B and C Streets. The changes also reflect a more accurate accounting of the amount of
land area than previously calculated, and thus, show an overall increase in land area. The
revisions would result in an approximately 1.9-acre increase in the "Public
Facility/Street" designation, a .6-acre decrease in "Commercial Recreation" area, a 2.9acre increase in "Park/Plaza", and a .6-acre increase in "Promenade" area.

•

The plan also involve changes in water use designations, including redesignating
approximately 21 acres of "Commercial Fishing Berthing" to "Specialized Berthing",
"Park/Plaza" and "Commercial Recreation" to accommodate the new public recreational
Grape Street Pier and docks, and redesignation of another 5.5 acres of "Commercial
Fishing Berthing" to "Specialized Berthing" to allow mo'oring of the U.S.S. Midway.
The hayward portion of the Midway location has been designated as Park/Plaza and as a
Public Access point to indicate that the area will be open and available to the public.
Although the plan includes a significant reduction in "Commercial Fishing Berthing," the
replacement "Specialized Berthing" designation continues to allow commercial fishing
berthing within the subject precise plan area, and language in the proposed PMPA
specifically identifies commercial fishing as the highest priority use in this location.
The amendment also includes adoption of a Parking Management & Monitoring Program
for the North Embarcadero. In general, new projects are required to provide adequate onsite parking to accommodate the particular project's demand. Several new projects,
including the Grape Street Pier restaurant and new public improvements like the
esplanade, would utilize only public parking. Thus, the Parking Management Program is
required to address the parking needs of these projects, as well as the public parking
needs overall in the North Embarcadero area. The plan requires individual Parking
Management Plans prior to issuance of Coastal Development Permits for a particular

•

•
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project, to ensure that weekday and weekend day parking deficits are addressed. Projects
in the PMPA will be phased over several years.
Section 13634 of the Code of Regulations allows for minor, immaterial changes to a Port
Master Plan (Amendment) after submission of the plan. On December 12, 2000, the
Board of Port Commissioners revised the amendment to remove a reference to a project
west of the County Administration Center that is not intended to be implemented at this
time, added two paragraphs on page 74 indicating that the deck of the Midway will be a
0.8 acre public viewing area, indicated that mitigation for the loss of 4.1 acres of open
water habitat would be provided in the City of National City, and adopted by reference a
U.S.S. Midway Public Access Program. The Midway Public Access Program requires
that the hayward side of the Midway be open to free public access whenever the Midway
is open and operating, and requires the provision of coastal access signs and interpretive
signage. These changes provide more specificity and increase protection of coastal
resources, and are not considered a material amendment to the PMPA submittal.

•

E. Conformance with the Coastal Act. The proposed amendment would result in
changes to land use categories and to the specific policies contained in Planning District
3. In order for the Commission to certify the proposed master plan amendment, the
Commission must determine that the amendment conforms to the following applicable
Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 policies of the Act:
1. Applicable Policies

Section 30210.
In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California
Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and recreational
opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with public safety needs and
the need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners, and natural resource
areas from overuse.
Section 30211.
Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where
acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the use of
dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation.
Section 30212.

•

(a) Public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and along the
coast shall be provided in new development projects except where:
( 1) it is inconsistent with public safety, military security needs, or the protection
of fragile coastal resources,
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•

(2) adequate access exists nearby, or,

[ ... ]
Section 30213.
Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and,
where feasible, provided. Developments providing public recreational opportunities are
preferred.
Section 30224
Increased recreational boating use of coastal waters shall be encouraged, in
accordance with this division, by developing dry storage areas, increasing public
launching facilities, providing additional berthing space in existing harbors, limiting nonwater-dependent land uses that congest access corridors and preclude boating support
facilities, providing harbors of refuge, and by providing for new boating facilities in
natural harbors, new protected water areas, and in areas dredged from dry land for longterm commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational purposes.

•

Section 30230
Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and where feasible, restored.
Special protection shall be given to areas and species of special biological or economic
significance. Uses of the marine environment shall be carried out in a manner that will
sustain the biological productivity of coastal waters and that will maintain healthy
populations of all species of marine organisms adequate for long-term commercial,
recreational, scientific, and educational purposes.
Section 3023.1
The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands,
estuaries, and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine organisms
and for the protection of human health shall be maintained and, where feasible, restored
through, among other means, minimizing adverse effects of waste water discharges and
entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletion of ground water supplies and
substantial interference with surface water flow, encouraging waste water reclamation,
maintaining natural vegetation buffer areas that protect riparian habitats, and minimizing
alteration of natural streams.
Section 30233
(a) The diking, filling, or dredging of open coastal waters, wetlands, estuaries, and
lakes shall be permitted in accordance with other applicable provisions of this division,

•

•
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where there is no feasible less environmentally damaging alternative, and where feasible
mitigation measures have been provided to minimize adverse environmental effects, and
shall be limited to the following:
(1) New or expanded port, energy, and coastal-dependent industrial facilities,
including commercial fishing facilities.
(2) Maintaining existing, or restoring previously dredged, depths in existing
navigational channels, turning basins, vessel berthing and mooring areas, and boat
launching ramps.

•

(3) In wetland areas only, entrance channels for new or expanded boating facilities;
and in a degraded wetland, identified by the Department of Fish and Game pursuant to
subdivision (b) of Section 30411, for boating facilities if, in conjunction with such
boating facilities, a substantial portion of the degraded wetland is restored and maintained
as a biologically productive wetland. The size of the wetland area used for boating
facilities, including berthing space, turning basins, necessary navigation channels, and
any necessary support service facilities, shall not exceed 25 percent of the degraded
wetland .
(4) In open coastal waters, other than wetlands, including streams, estuaries, and
lakes, new or expanded boating facilities and the placement of structural pilings for
public recreational piers that provide public access and recreational opportunities.
(5) Incidental public service purposes, including but not limited to, burying cables
and pipes or inspection of piers and maintenance of existing intake and outfall lines.
(6) Mineral extraction, including sand for restoring beaches, except in
environmentally sensitive areas.
(7) Restoration purposes.
(8) Nature study, aquaculture, or similar resource dependent activities.
(b) Dredging and spoils disposal shall be planned and carried out to avoid
significant disruption to marine and wildlife habitats and water circulation. Dredge spoils
suitable for beach replenishment should be transported for such purposes to appropriate
beaches or into suitable long shore current systems.

[ ... ]

•

Section 30234
Facilities serving the commercial fishing and recreational boating industries shall be
protected and, where feasible, upgraded. Existing commercial fishing and recreational
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boating harbor space shall not be reduced unless the demand for those facilities no longer
exists or adequate substitute space has been provided. Proposed recreational boating
facilities shall, where feasible, be designed and located in such a fashion as not to
interfere with the needs of the commercial fishing industry.

•

Section 30234.5
The economic, commercial, and recreational importance of fishing activities shall be
recognized and protected.
Section 30235
Revetments, breakwaters, groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff retaining walls, and
other such construction that alters natural shoreline processes shall be permitted when
required to serve coastal-dependent uses or to protect existing structures or public
beaches in danger from erosion, and when designed to eliminate or mitigate adverse
impacts on local shoreline sand supply. Existing marine structures causing water
stagnation contributing to pollution problems and fish kills should be phased out or
upgraded where feasible.
Section 30251.
The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected
as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and designed to
protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration
of natural land forms, to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas,
and, where feasible, to restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas ....

•

Section 30252.
The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public access
to the coast by ( 1) facilitating the provision or extension of transit service, (2) providing
commercial facilities within or adjoining residential development or in other areas that
will minimize the use of coastal access roads, (3) providing non-automobile circulation
within the development, (4) providing adequate parking facilities or providing substitute
means of serving the development with public transportation, (5) assuring the potential
for public transit for high intensity uses such as high-rise office buildings.
Section 30708
All port-related developments shall be located, designed, and constructed so as to:
(a) Minimize substantial adverse environmental impacts.

(b) Minimize potential traffic conflicts between vessels.

•

•
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(c) Give highest priority to the use of existing land space within harbors for port
purposes, including, but not limited to, navigational facilities, shipping industries, and
necessary support and access facilities.
(d) Provide for other beneficial uses consistent with the public trust, including,
but not limited to, recreation and wildlife habitat uses, to the extent feasible.
(e) Encourage rail service to port areas and multicompany use of facilities.
Chapter 3 is the standard of review for all appealable projects, and all projects in the
water and use designations applied to water. Chapter 8 is the standard of review for the
remainder of the amendment.
2. Findings for Consistency with Chapter 3/Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act
A. U.S.S. Midway Aircraft Carrier.

•

The amendment would provide for the permanent docking of the Midway alongside the
south side of Navy Pier (Pier llA), at the southern end of North Harbor Drive. The
Midway is a decommissioned aircraft carrier, which would be towed to San Diego Bay
from its current station at Bremerton, Washington. The ship would be berthed against
two new mooring platforms that would be constructed on the existing pier. The bow of
the ship would point towards the bay. Parking for the Midway would be provided on the
existing Navy Pier.
The Midway would be converted into an aircraft carrier museum. Navy Pier has
historically been the departure place in San Diego for troops going to war, and the site is
nearby several existing naval memorials including the Aircraft Carrier Memorial, the
Homecoming Memorial, and the Presidential Unit Citation Memorial. Funding for the
Midway museum comes from both private donations and loans; no public money has
been involved.
1) Visual Resources. The Midway is approximately 1,000 feet long and 50 feet tall
from the waterline to the flight deck. Above the flight deck, the control tower area would
be approximately 190 feet tall, as measured from the waterline. Including the new
mooring platforms on the north side of the ship, the width of the Midway would extend
approximately 260 feet south of the existing Navy Pier.

•

The siting of the Midway raises concerns regarding both the compatibility of the bulk and
scale of the structure with the surrounding community and the blocking of public views .
The Midway would be located on the bayward side of North Harbor Drive, which
parallels the shoreline and is the main coastal accessway in the downtown area. In
general, the bayward side of North Harbor Drive in the North Embarcadero area consists
of low-scale development such as the Harbor Excursion ticket booth, one and two-story
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restaurants, and the Maritime Museum historic ships including the Star of India,
Berkeley, and others. The inland side of North Harbor Drive is more intensely developed
with the County Administration Center, restaurants, and hotels.

•

The ship would be located between the existing Navy Pier to the north and the G Street
Mole and Tuna Harbor Park to the south. Navy Pier currently has a 2-story Navy
building on it which would remain. To the south, a two-story restaurant is located on the
western terminus of the G Street Mole, while the remainder of the park is open grassy
space, parking, or low-scale memorial structures.
The inland side of Harbor Drive east of the subject site is developed with a Naval Base
and is under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Navy, and currently developed with multi-story
structures. There are approvals on the site for a project known as the Navy Broadway
Complex, which would consist of up to 2.5 million square feet of mixed commercial
office, hotel and retail uses. Although no construction on this project is anticipated at this
time, this project would be up to 400 feet in height.
In general, the proposed PMPA would continue the pattern of more intense, higher
development on the eastern side of Harbor Drive, such as the proposed Lane Field
development. The amendment would allow construction of a new 25-foot high restaurant
on the hayward side of Harbor Drive inland of the new Grape Street Pier. The PMPA
would also ~How improvements to the existing cruise ship terminal located
approximately two blocks north of the proposed Midway site, which could result in an
increase in the height of the terminal building to 50 feet, with some building
appurtenances extending higher than 50 feet.

•

The Midway, which is 50 feet high to the flight deck and portions of which would extend
up to 190 feet in height, would represent a departure from the existing scale of most
development located hayward of Harbor Drive. Currently, there are no structures
comparable to the Midway in height and bulk located hayward of North Harbor Drive,
and the relatively low-scale of development in this area allows for a mostly open
viewshed towards the shoreline and Coronado. The visual effect of the Midway would
be comparable to at least a 5-story high structure that would cover essentially the entire
water area from Navy Pier to Tuna Harbor Park. The presence of the Midway, combined
with the high-rise structures existing and anticipated on the eastern side of Harbor Drive
across the street from the Midway, would create a "tunnel" effect for pedestrians and
vehicles on this portion of North Harbor Drive.
Public views provided along the North Embarcadero portion of North Harbor Drive are
significantly greater in number and scope than those available from the rest of Harbor
Drive. South of the project site, views of the water and the bayfront are almost entirely
blocked by existing development. North of Laurel Street, bay views from Harbor Drive
are extremely limited. But views of the water and Coronado are currently available to
both north and southbound traffic from the majority of North Harbor Drive in the North
Embarcadero Area, including at the subject site.

•

•
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The Midway would have a significant impact on public views. The proposed project
would eliminate views of the water, Point Lorna and Coronado currently available
approaching the project site from both the north and the south on Harbor Drive. Views to
the north from the entire G Street Mole and Tuna Harbor Park would be obstructed. This
is an existing Public Park, and a designated vista area in the Port Master Plan. The visual
quality and character of the viewshed would be severely impacted by the Midway.
As mitigation for this impact, the Port District has proposed opening the bayside portion
of the deck of the Midway to free public access. Given the proposed height and location
of the ship, views from the deck would be quite expansive and would afford unparalleled
views of the area. The viewing experience from the deck of the ship would be different
than that from the existing park, but would be similar enough to help offset the loss of
views from the park.

•

•

However, while opening the deck of the Midway would essentially replace the views lost
from the G Street Mole, it would not mitigate for the bulk and scale of the ship as viewed
from Harbor Drive and the surrounding inland area. And there would still be impacts to
public views. The ship would be located west of, and across Harbor Drive from the
terminus ofF Street. This portion ofF Street is within the Naval Base and is not
currently open to the public. However, the Centre City Community Plan designates F
Street as a view corridor to be implemented when the site is redeveloped. (The City's
currently pending LCPA for the North Embarcadero area would not change or remove
this designation.) The Midway would prevent the opening of any views of the water or
Coronado along this designated view corridor when the Naval site is redeveloped.
Of course, all of these views would be replaced by a view of the Midway museum, which
would be a visitor-serving, coastal-dependent use. San Diego has a rich naval history and
the Commission recognizes the importance of providing visitor attractions and
destinations at the waterfront. Nevertheless, the North Embarcadero area is,
unfortunately, one of the few areas downtown where there is a strong visual connection
to the waterfront, and each new development that blocks off another significant portion of
the public's view has an adverse impact. As noted above, the current plan has provisions
for increasing the height of the cruise ship terminal to as high as 50 feet. The expansion
is necessary to accommodate the larger size of modern cruise ships. The terminal is
located approximately 1A mile north of Navy Pier, and will further contribute to the bulk
and scale of development in the area of the Midway. Although portions of the existing
Navy buildings on Navy Pier were recently demolished, the existing two-story structure
on Navy Pier is proposed to remain, and will contribute to the walling-off effect in the
area. As valuable as opening the deck of the Midway to the public would be, it could
totally mitigate for the overall bulk of the ship and the adverse impact it will have to the
area.
There are a number of alternatives to the proposed project that could lessen or avoid the
visual impact of the project. For example, a carrier could potentially be sited at or
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adjacent to existing naval facilities on Coronado, the lOth Avenue Marine Terminal or the
Naval stations further south in the Bay in San Diego or National City. These sites were
not examined in the Environmental Impact Report associated with the proposed
amendment as the Navy has not to this date expressed interest in housing a permanent
museum facility. However, the Midway would most likely not present any adverse visual
impact in these locations, and a partnership with the Navy should not be dismissed as a
potential opportunit~. In addition, the Campbell Shipyard site, which is located
northwest of the lOt Avenue Marine Terminal could potentially accommodate the
Midway. The hayward side of Harbor Drive is already heavily developed in this area,
and an aircraft carrier would likely not have as significant of an impact on public views.
Although the Port has expressed interest in constructing a hotel at the Campbell site, the
recent discovery of significant amounts of contaminants at the site suggests an alternative
project like the Midway may be suitable at this location.
However, if the proposed location remains the only desirable location to the Port District
and the project proponents, another potential alternative to the proposed project has been
raised by representatives of the Midway museum, for future build-out of the site. A
conceptual plan has been developed to site the Midway south of Navy Pier, as proposed,
but to also demolish the existing Navy building on the Pier, and redevelop the Pier as a
pedestrian-oriented memorial park with plazas, grassy lawns, benches promenades,
design features, and even a Navy wives club and chapel for small social functions and
public food service. Under this "conceptual plan," parking for the Midway would be
located nearby in a new parking structure on the inland side of Harbor Drive.

•

•

In contrast, under the current amendment, Navy Pier would be used for parking for
visitors to the Midway. While parking is clearly necessary to accommodate the use,
providing public parking is not the best use of a water-oriented structure, and would have
an adverse impact on the visual quality of the area. It appears that a plan like this
conceptual plan would open up the area and improve the visual quality of the North
Embarcadero area in a manner which could potentially offset the adverse visual impacts
of the ship. Although the proponents of the Midway have indicated their preference for
this conceptual plan, there is nothing in the proposed Master Plan amendment that
provides for the implementation of this design, the EIR did not evaluate the plan, and no
off-site parking facility has been identified or funded.
In its recent augmentation to the submittal, the Port District has added language in the
plan indicating that conversion of the pier to a park "is consistent with the planning goals
contained in the Visionary Plan"; however, the Port has indicated their unwillingness to
make this conversion a specific goal of the plan. The Port has stated that since the Navy
and the Broadway Complex are not within the jurisdiction of the Port, adding a policy to
the Master Plan relating to this area is not appropriate.
However, it is common practice to have short or long-terms goals in planning documents
that relate to areas not within the direct control of the planning agency. For example, the
City of San Diego LCPA #4-2000 for the North Embarcadero area being reviewed by the

•

•

•
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Commission concurrently with the proposed project contains planning goals for the entire
North Embarcadero region, although very little of the area is with the City's jurisdiction.
And in fact, the Midway Public Access Plan as proposed contains very specific
requirements for parking and public access on Navy Pier. The PMPA also contains
specific language requiring that mitigation for the open water impacts resulting from the
Midway be provided in the City of National City, although that is clearly outside the
Port's jurisdiction.
The Commission is fully aware that the Port District does not have the authority to
require that the Navy vacate Navy Pier at any particular time. The Commission is
seeking policy language in the PMP that makes clear that parking on Navy Pier for a
potential Midway museum would be an interim use, and that the ultimate goal for the
area is to convert Navy Pier to a public park. Including as a planning goal in the PMP the
conversion of Navy Pier to a memorial park would signify the Port's commitment to and
support of such an action. It would not commit the Port to pay for the conversion, any
more than designating a land use for commercial uses requires the Port to pay for the
construction of such uses. But as long as the Port cannot provide at least a minimal level
of assurance that the parking will be removed from the Navy Pier and the Pier converted
to a public park, the Commission cannot find the Midway portion of the plan consistent
with the visual quality protection policies of the Coastal Act. The timing of such
conversion would obviously be linked to when the Navy determines their use of the Navy
Pier is no longer necessary. Relocation of the parking could occur at any time
independent of actions by the Navy or as part of redevelopment of the Navy Broadway
Complex.
Another project alternative that has been suggested involves lowering the Midway
approximately 10 feet by dredging the bay at the proposed site; however, potential
environmental impacts of dredging have not been examined, and a 10-foot difference in
height would not substantially alter the visual impact of the project. Given the expense
that would likely be associated with dredging, allocation of the money towards
implementation of the conceptual plan would likely be a more effective means of
mitigating the visual impact of the Midway.

•

In summary, the Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum portion of the proposed PMPA would
have a significant adverse visual impact in its proposed location. Adequate offsetting
mitigation for these adverse impacts has not been provided. There are a number of
potential project alternatives that could avoid or reduce the impacts. A conceptual site
plan has been developed that demonstrates that there is an alternative, or long-term,
Midway project involving creation of a public park on Navy Pier that would open up the
viewshed and improve the visual quality of the North Embarcadero area, potentially
mitigate the adverse visual impacts of the carrier. However, this plan is not included as a
goal in the proposed PMP A. Allowing a project of this magnitude to proceed in the
absence of adequate mitigation would set an adverse precedent for development on the
North Embarcadero. Until the Master Plan contains goals or policies for developing and
implementing a Midway project that includes mitigation for the visual impacts of the
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project in a timely manner, the Midway portion of the plan cannot be found consistent
with the visual protection policies of Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act.

•

2) Parking/Public Access. Currently, Navy Pier is restricted to authorized military
and civilian personnel. No public parking is available on the pier, except during Summer
Pops concerts. The EIR for the project determined that the peak parking demand for the
Midway will be approximately 348 spaces on a weekend and 279 spaces on a weekday.
The parking for Midway would be provided on the adjacent Navy Pier. Because some
parking spaces would still be required for the Navy facility to remain on the pier, the
required 348 spaces would be available on the weekends, but only 200 spaces would be
available on weekdays, 79 spaces short of the weekday requirement. The EIR requires
that 79 additional off-site parking spaces be provided, if not on Navy Pier, then at a
nearby. Thus, adequate parking to accommodate the demand generated by the Midway
will be provided.
However, the proposed amendment does not contain any long-term measures or goals
designed to ultimately relocate the required parking for the Midway from the Navy Pier
into an off-site satellite lot(s). As noted above, the Commission supports the
development of visitor-serving attractions along the waterfront. And typically, on-site
parking is preferred to off-site parking, because it provides the most convenient access
for the public. But a pier is not the appropriate place to be developing new permanent
parking facilities. The parking lot will not be a visually attractive development and will
not provide the type of pedestrian recreational opportunities that should be available on
the waterfront.

•

The proposed PMPA is designed to promote the waterfront as a visitor destination, and as
such, should contain specific provisions promoting and requiring the funding and
development of off-site parking for the Midway, as well as for other visitor-serving uses
in the area. The Parking Management Program does include some general provisions for
promoting public transit and an area shuttle, but again, no measures designed to relocate
the Midway parking off of Navy Pier. Converting a pier into a permanent parking area
would not have a positive impact on the visual quality of the North Embarcadero area, or
on the public access and recreational opportunities. The PMPA should include the means
to implement and fund a long-term alternative parking and transportation program to
offset visitor parking deficits rather than create additional parking on Navy Pier.
Therefore, the Commission cannot find the Midway portion of the project consistent with
the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act.
3) Biological Resources. Approximately 350 parking spaces would be located on
Navy Pier to serve visitors to the Midway museum. This would create the potential for
petroleum hydrocarbons, grease, etc. associated with vehicles to enter San Diego Bay
through direct leakage and stormwater runoff. A Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) is required for the project that must contain Best Management Practices
(BMPs) to address contaminants through such means as grease/oil separators. The Port
Master Plan does not specifically require the adoption of BMP programs for the Midway;

•

•
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however, the Plan does require lease agreements that ensure tenants do not contribute to
water pollution.
The ship's hull would be protected with a cathoditic system, in an effort to minimize hull
maintenance requirements. Maintenance activities such as painting other parts of the ship
are required to occur in conformance with state and federal regulations, as outlined in an
Environmental Protection Plan which has been prepared for the Midway, although this
plan has not been specifically incorporated into the PMP. The ship would be moved to
dry-dock about every 20 years where major maintenance activities would occur. The
Port District has indicated that if the Midway museum did not succeed financially, the
Navy would take the ship back, so it would not remain in place indefinitely. The Port has
stated that the Midway's lease agreement and coastal development permit will require
guarantees in the form of a bond or other financial means that will ensure that the ship
will be removed from San Diego Bay should it go bankrupt.

•

The Midway would not actually rest on the ocean floor; rather it would occupy
approximately 28 feet of the water column, with approximately 12 feet between the
bottom of the hull and the ocean floor. Mooring the carrier would result in approximately
4.1 acres of impact to open water habitat, which is valuable habitat for fish and foraging
birds. The hull of the Midway touching the water would cover approximately 2 acres of
the Bay, the overhang of the flight deck would shadow up to an additional 2 acres of open
water, and the mooring platform structures would result in 0.1 acres of impact.
As part of the proposed PMPA submittal and at the request of Commission staff, the Port
has submitted a mitigation plan for the 4 acres of open water impacts. The proposed
mitigation involves expansion of an existing degraded marsh east of south San Diego Bay
in the City of National City. The site is known as Lovett Marsh, a tidal channel
surrounded by development south of the Sweetwater River Flood Control Channel. The
plan involves excavating sediment from surrounding uplands in order to create new tidal
wetland habitat, grading existing upland slopes and seeding them with Maritime
Succulent Scrub vegetation, and planting coastal salt marsh vegetation in the newly
created wetland area. The mitigation would itself impact 0.89 acres of existing
"disturbed" coastal salt marsh and 0.74 acres of mule fat scrub, but result in the creation
of approximately 9.15 acres of new coastal salt marsh as mitigation for loss of 4.1 acres
of open water habitat.

•

The proposed mitigation raises several concerns. First, the Commission typically
requires that mitigation be "in-kind," that is, the mitigation should replace the same kind
of habitat that is impacted, as close to the impact area as possible. In the case of the
proposed project, the salt marsh mitigation site is several miles south and inland of the
open water impact site. The Port District has indicated that there are a limited number of
sites in San Diego Bay under the control of the District where a restoration project could
create new open water habitat. However, the District did not consider these sites as
potential mitigation sites for the Midway, as they are intended to serve as mitigation sites
for future Port projects. Given the amount of build-out in San Diego Bay, opportunities
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for open water mitigation sites in the Bay are very limited, which suggests that additional
impacts to Bay habitat may be inappropriate.

•

Nevertheless, in this particular case, the mitigation plan has been reviewed by the
Commission staff ecologist, National Marine Fisheries and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. The Commission has in the past approved saltmarsh restoration as mitigation for
open water impacts, although in most cases, the mitigation has a strong open-water
component. The creation of salt marsh habitat as proposed has been given preliminary
approval as adequate to offset the biological impacts of the project.
Specific language in the text of the amendment requires that mitigation for the Midway
be provided in the form of the creation of approximately 9.2 acres of new coastal salt
marsh. Thus, the biological impacts associated with the Midway can be found consistent
with the resource protection policies of Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act.
Denial of the Midway portion of the project is based on inconsistency with the visual and
public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act.

B. North Embarcadero Redevelopment.
As described above, the amendment includes public improvements along Harbor Drive,
narrowing Harbor Drive from four lanes to three between Grape Street and Pacific
Highway, replacing three existing industrial piers west of the County Administration
Center with a new public pier at Grape Street, a new 25-foot high restaurant inland of the
Grape Street Pier, the extension of B and C Streets, development of the old Lane Field
site and Navy Engineering building with a 600-800 room hotel, office building, retail and
parking facilities in a new complex of buildings and open space, and expansion of the
cruise ship terminal at the B Street Pier would be expanded to up to 50 feet in height.

•

1) Visual Resources. The plan contains provisions for the establishment of view
corridors and a 60 foot height limit in the Laurel Street corridor, landscape and
streetscape improvements along the proposed esplanade on North Harbor Drive, and
public viewing/vista points along the Crescent shoreline from Laurel Street to Market
Street. Language in the plan states that the wharf side of the esplanade is to remain clear
of objects or furnishings that would block bay views.
The extension of B and C Streets from their current terminus at Pacific Highway through
to North Harbor Drive would create new view corridors and increase public access to the
waterfront from downtown. The City of San Diego's pending LCP also provides for the
extension of these streets and designates them as view corridors.
The plan sets an FAR of 7.0 and 6.5 for the Lane Field parcel, while establishing building
height limits on the site ranging from 200 feet to 400 feet sloping back from the Bay.
The plan also sets setbacks and stepbacks along the Broadway side of this parcel. These
criteria are consistent with those proposed in the City's pending LCP.

•

•

•

•
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The plan establishes a 12 foot high building height limit in the area of the proposed
esplanade, with the exception of a 25-foot high height limit for the parcel at Harbor Drive
inland of the Grape Street Pier to allow for construction of a new restaurant. The
construction of a new two-story structure in this area raises concerns about view blockage
and bulk and scale. As discussed above, the majority of North Harbor Drive is
characterized by low-scale development and open views towards the water, and any new
construction on the hayward side of Harbor Drive has the potential to adversely impact
public views.
However, in this particular case, the second-story of the restaurant would be offset from
the Grape Street View corridor, and thus, wouldn't block any existing views down this
street. Additionally, Grape Street is a one-way street with traffic heading away from the
Bay, so existing views from this street are limited. View blockage from Harbor Drive
remains a concern, but with the exception of this parcel, structures on the hayward side at
this portion of North Harbor Drive are limited to 12 feet in height, such that the impact of
this one structure will be limited and can be found consistent with the resource protection
policies of the Coastal Act. However, the Commission will continue to review new
projects in this area with the visual impact to pedestrians and vehicles on Harbor Drive in
mind .
The amendment also includes expansion of the cruise ship terminal to a maximum of 50
feet in height. Some building appurtenances would extend above 50 feet. The existing
building was a warehouse that was converted to a cruise ship terminal many years ago.
The cruise ship industry has changed considerably in the last two decades, and ships are
far larger than they were previously. At the existing terminal, moving cargo and people
is difficult and inefficient, and compromises the effectiveness of the terminal operation.
The structure is also too small to reasonably accommodate the number of people
boarding and disembarking the ships, going through customs, etc. The expansion would
modernize the terminal to accommodate present-day cruise ships and traffic intensity
(vessels and people). Although the height increase would contribute incrementally to a
walling off of the bay, a cruise ship terminal is a coastal-dependent, high-priority use
under the Coastal Act. The height increase would contribute to the bulk and scale of
development on the bayfront, but not actually block any existing views. The project
would not require any expansion of the existing pier or filling of the bay. The expansion
would follow the design guidelines of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan, such that
the building would have stepbacks and architectural features to minimize its visual
impact.
In summary, the plan includes numerous features designed to protect and enhance views
to and along the waterfront. No significant impacts to views or community character will
result from the amendment. Therefore, this portion of the proposed Port Master Plan
Amendment can be found consistent with the visual protection policies of Chapter 3
policies and Chapter 8 policies of the Coastal Act.
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2) Public Access/Parking. As noted above, numerous Coastal Act policies pertain
to the provision of adequate public access to the shoreline. The plan contains provisions
for many public access improvements including the replacement of the Grape Street
industrial piers with a new public pier, the extension of B and C Streets, the Harbor Drive
esplanade and parks, and streetscape improvements to Broadway Pier. The Lane Field
parcel will have access corridors a minimum of 80-feet wide to enhance physical and
visual access to the waterfront. A north-south pedestrian link, if practical, is also
proposed through this parcel.

•

When development does not provide adequate parking facilities, or alternative means of
access such as public transit, the general public can be precluded from accessing the
shoreline. The Parking Management & Monitoring Program submitted as a component
of the proposed amendment is intended to ensure that the proposed development will
maintain and enhance public access to the coast consistent with the public access and
recreation policies of the Coastal Act.
The EIR analyzed the projected parking demand for the proposed PMPA. In general,
new projects are required to self-park; that is, provide adequate parking to accommodate
the particular project's demand, and would not compete for public parking. However,
several new projects, including the Grape Street Pier restaurant and new public
improvements like the esplanade, would utilize public parking. The parking analysis
determined that on weekdays, adequate public parking to serve the area Thus, the
Parking Management Program is required to address the parking needs of these projects,
as well as the public parking needs overall in the North Embarcadero area. The plan
requires individual Parking Management Plans prior to issuance of Coastal Development
Permits a for particular project, to ensure that weekday and weekend day parking deficits
are addressed.

•

Projects in the PMPA will be phased over several years. An annual monitoring program
tied to actual "parking utilization" will begin after completion of the first project under
the Plan. Additional parking construction will begin when utilization thresholds exceed
90% capacity, that is, when monitoring determines existing parking has reached 90% of
capacity, new parking facilities will be required. Implementation of the monitoring and
construction of new parking facilities will be required as conditions of new coastal
development permits.
The narrowing of North Harbor Drive and the increase in traffic generated by the
redevelopment in the proposed amendment could have an adverse impact on public
access by restricting the flow of traffic. North Harbor currently provides six lanes of
traffic north of Grape Street, four lanes between Grape Street and Broadway and two
lanes south of Broadway to Pacific Highway. The proposed amendment includes restriping North Harbor Drive between Grape Street and Pacific Highway to a three-lane
roadway (two lanes southbound and one lane northbound). A traffic analysis performed
for the amendment analyzed 22 key signalized intersections and 40 street segments in the
plan area. The analysis determined that in the near-term, traffic conditions at only 6

•
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intersections and 3 street segments would worsen as a result of implementation the
amendment, and these impacts were determined to be less than significant, because the
delay increases are small and in no case did Levels of Service (LOS) fall below LOS D.
(Two street segments currently at LOSE would continue to operate at LOS E.) Level of
Service E is considered "significant" under City of San Diego standards for the Centre
City area.
The only significant impacts identified were cumulative impacts to portions of Interstate
5 and several freeway on-ramps and off-ramps. These impacts are considered
unmitigatible at the current time, although an I-5 freeway corridor study currently being
prepared by the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) will address
deficiencies on the freeway and its ramps and recommend traffic improvements. These
impacts occur outside of the Coastal Zone and are the result of region-wide growth and
development. The proposed amendment will not result in traffic impacts that will
adversely impact public access or recreation in the Coastal Zone.

•

•

It is important to note that the long-range (2020) traffic projections done for the North
Embarcadero redevelopment assumed that the airport expansion "Concept F" would be
constructed by the year 2020. That is, that direct airport access would be available to I-5
at a point between Washington Street and Old Town Avenue. Without this assumption,
the volumes along Laurel Street, Grape Street, Hawthorn Street and North Harbor Drive
would be much greater. The short-term traffic projections are not affected by this
assumption. If this airport connection is not approved, the Port District and the City of
San Diego will have to revisit traffic and circulation issues in the North Embarcadero
area. With the proposed narrowing of Harbor Drive, Pacific Highway will become the
most attractive commuter alternative between downtown and the airport, not Harbor
Drive, which is appropriate and consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act,
regardless of the airport access to I-5.

One of the stated goals of the Parking Program is both reducing the parking demand and
increasing the parking supply, in order to achieve a balance between the supply and
demand of parking in the area. The Parking Program has measures designed to promote
the use of transit and pedestrian use of the area, including promoting subsidized transit
passes for employees of area businesses, providing information to downtown hotel guests
regarding the availability of transit uses, plans for shuttle stops at two locations on
Harbor Drive within the North Embarcadero area, promoting pedi-cab use and providing
areas for pick-up and drop-off, and providing bicycle racks and lockers within the area.
In addition, the Program calls for providing "trailblazing measures", that is, providing
signs showing directions to the North Embarcadero area from downtown and transit
locations, directions on local kiosks and transit/shuttle stops. The Parking Program
would require that as a condition of approval for future coastal development permits, use
of mass transit be encouraged and supported.
Traffic improvements that will improve public access are planned for the North
Embarcadero area, including additional traffic signals and controlled intersections to
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improve pedestrian access, and a separate 10-foot wide bicycle path to run parallel to the
promenade. The bicycle path will accommodate both bicycles and pedi-cabs. As
proposed, the North Embarcadero portion of amendment provides public access
amenities and will not result in adverse impacts to public access. Therefore, this portion
of the amendment can be found consistent with the public access and recreation policies
of Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act.

•

3) Biological Resources. The plan involves the construction of a new 30,000 sq.ft.
public recreational pier at Grape Street. Although the project involves the placement of
new pilings, the pier will replace three existing piers that together total approximately
30,000 sq.ft. in area, thus, there will be no change in the amount of water area shaded by
pier structures. The EIR for the proposed amendment determined that there is no eelgrass
in the amendment area.
The proposed Grape Street Pier also includes construction of a wave attenuation
structure. The Port District has clarified that this structure will be a floating concrete
structure or similar structure that does not involve any fill, and that the structure will be
the minimum necessary to reduce wave force on the propose pier and recreational docks.
The placement of structural pilings for public recreational piers that provide public access
and recreational opportunities, such as those proposed in the PMPA, is a permitted use
under Section 30233 of the Coastal Act.

•

Therefore, the Commission finds that this portion of the proposed Port Master Plan
Amendment can be found consistent with the Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 policies of the
Coastal Act regarding the protection of biological resources.

C. Centre City LCPA.
Staff is currently reviewing an application by the City of San Diego to amend its certified
LCP to create a North Embarcadero Overlay District including design guidelines and
parking requirements. The City's LCPA is does not proposed any changes in land use,
but is largely intended to ensure that the existing community plans and Planned District
Ordinances governing the North Embarcadero region (Centre City and Marina Districts)
are updated consistent with the vision for the North Embarcadero region as proposed in
the Port Master Plan and in the Visionary Plan (although the Visionary Plan is not
proposed to be incorporated into the LCPA). Although the majority of the North
Embarcadero region is within the Port District's coastal development permit jurisdiction,
the Centre City community plan and PDQ contain graphics and planning goals for the
North Embarcadero shoreline to help ensure consistent planning for the region as a
whole.
Suggested modifications for the City's LCPA have been provided with the findings for
the City's submittal. Approval of the North Embarcadero portion of the PMPA will not
prejudice the Commission's review of the City's LCPA.

•

•

•
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D. Consistency with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). As
described above, the proposed amendment does have the potential to result in damage to
visual and biological resources in the form of individual and cumulative impacts. The
proposed amendment was the subject of an Environmental Impact Report under CEQA.
The EIR was subject to public review and hearing and was adopted by the Board of Port
Commissioners. However, the Commission has found that the Midway portion of the
proposed PMPA #27 cannot be found in conformance with Chapter 3 and Chapter 8
policies of the Coastal Act and that that portion of the proposed amendment will result in
significant adverse impacts to the environment of the coastal zone. Therefore, the
Commission finds that the Midway part of the amendment is inconsistent with the
California Environmental Quality Act.
The remaining portion of the amendment has been found consistent with the visual,
biological, and public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act, and will not
cause significant adverse impacts to the environment. Specifically, the amendment has
been found consistent with the public access and recreation, visual resource and
biological protection policies of the Coastal Act. There are no feasible alternatives or
mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse
impact which the amendment might have on the environment. Therefore, the
Commission finds that the remaining portion of the amendment is the least
environmentally damaging feasible alternative and can be found consistent with the
requirements of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA.

(G:\San Diego\Reports\Port\PMPA #27 stfrpt.doc)
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RESOLUTION

2000-83

WHEREAS, the San Diego Unified Port District (Port District) has an adopted
Port Master Plan which has been certified by the California Coastal Commission; and
WHEREAS, said Plan was prepared, adopted and certified pursuant to the Port
District Act, the· California Coastal Act and other applicable laws; and
WHEREAS, a proposed Plan Amendment for the North Embarcadero Alliance
Visionary Plan has been prepared and processed; and
WHEREAS, a Final Master Environmental Impact Report pursuant to the

•

California Environmental Quality Act, State CEQA Guidelines, and Port District
procedures relative to said Amendment has been prepared, considered and certified, NOW,
THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Port Commissioners of the San Diego Unified
Port District, as follows:
That the Master Plan of the Port District is amended by incorporating therein the
Master Plan Amendment, on file in the office of the Port District Clerk as Document No.

_4_o_ss_o___, pertaining to said North Embarcadero Visionary Plan.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Executive Director or his designated
representative is hereby authorized and directed to transmit said Master Plan Amendment,
together with all relevant factual information, the certified Final Environmental Impact
Report, and tite Coastal Act consistency :lna!ysis to the California Coastal Commission for
its review, approval and certification pursuant to the California Coastal Act, and that said

•
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Resolution

2000-83

Amendment will take effect automatically and be deemed fully certified upon Coastal
Commission approval pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 30714. This action by

•

the Board of Port Commissioners constitutes formal adoption of the Coastal Commission's
certification of the referenced Amendment.

ADOPTED this __2_Sth
_ _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _A-=p'-r_i_l_ _ _ _, 2000.

SW

4/25/00
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CENTRE CITY EMBARCADERO:
Planning District 3
along which commercial and recreational
activities are located. In order to emphasize
the pedestrian oriented waterfront experience,
through traffic is routed to Pacific Highway,
and considerable effort is directed toward
improving the amenities and people spaces of
the public thoroughfare along Harbor Dri~t~e
North Harbor Drive. Industrial uses adjacent to
the airport are renovated and retained as
important employment centers and as airport
buffer land use activities. The renovation of
marine terminal facilities will retain the active
use of deep draft berthing and continue
carefully selected functions of a working port.
· The commercial fishing industry is given a
major focus at several locations with the
development of new piers and a mooring
basin. A major hotel and commercial complex
with recreational facilities is proposed to
connect and enhance nearby portions of
downtown.

The Embarcadero of San Diego is the
downtown waterfront area for an urban region
of over 2.7 million people. The pierside
maritime activities of commercial fishing
boats, merchant ships, Navy vessels and
pleasure craft contribute to the fabric of the
Embarcadero. Planning District 3 covers all of
the Port District waterfront from the U.S.
Coast Guard Air Station to the Tenth Avenue
Marine Terminal. From Laurel Street to
Market, Port land boundaries follow parallel to
the shoreline and extend easterly to Pacific
Highway, except for two major land blocks;
the five-block-long property of the County of
San Diego's Administrative Center and the
four-block-long property of the U.S. Navy's
Commander, Naval Base San Diego and
Naval Supply Center. The owners of both of
these properties have proposed extensive
renovation and redevelopment plans which
include
commercial
recreation,
county
governments administration, and U.S. Navy
uses.

The Embarcadero is intensively used by many
people. With the mixture of activities going on
here, it is important to emphasize that several
activities may occur at the same location,
depending on a scheduling overlap to
accommodate all of them. For example,
Broadway Pier may be used at different times
for tuna fleet berthing, cruise ship berthing,
excursion or ferry boat berthing. public
access. passive recreation, and commercial
recreation. The redefined Specialized Berthing
designation applies to this precise plan area
only, and may include marine-related uses
such as transient and general berthing of
small boats. historic ship berthing. ferry or
excursion boat berthing, and commercial
fishing boat berthing as the highest priority
~ The designation carried on the Precise
Plan indicates the primary use, but secondary
uses may occur. This is particularly true of
water areas and of public access which may
be available at other sites than those
mentioned.

In order to coordinate the redevelopment of
this area and adjoining agency properties. an
alliance was formed to develop a single,
comprehensive plan. The North Embarcadero
Alliance includes the Port District. City of San
Diego, County of San Diego. Centre Citv
Development Corporation. and the U.S. Navv.
The Alliance developed a Visionary Plan in
1998 to guide the redevelopment of the
contiguous properties. The specific recommendations of the Visionary Plan that pertain
to Port District land and water areas within the
Planning District 3 Precise Plan area are
incorporated into the Master Plan. All other
recommendations of the Visionary Plan guide
development within Planning District 3.

Precise Plan Concept
The basic concept of the redevelopment of the
Embarcadero is to create a unified waterfront,
both visually and physically, which creates an
overall sense of place. In this concept, the
Embarcadero becomes a pedestrian spine
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Land and Water Use Allocations
feet above grade. (See Visionary Plan- p.79)
North Harbor Drive, Broadway, Ash Street,
and Grape Street are envisioned as active
pedestrian linkages to the Bay from upland
areas. Building frontage adjacent to these
streets shall be developed with uses that
promote pedestrian activity and public
oriented uses. On other streets, ground-level
facades shall maximize the sense of contact
between indoor and outdoor activities. (See
Visionary Plan- pp. 67,68.)

The Precise Plan allocates a balanced
distribution of commercial, industrial, public
recreation and public facility uses in this 4334acre planning area. More detailed allocations
are indicated in the Land and Water Use
Table, and use areas are graphically
portrayed on the Plan Map.

Centre City Embarcadero
Planning Subareas
The Planning District has been divided into six
subareas.,. as An explanation of the Precise
Plan is CO\'ered in the following text, organized
to the geographie locations of the subareas
shown in Figure 12.

•

•

The North Embarcadero Alliance "Visionary
Plan" area includes all of Subareas 31, 32, 33,
and part of Subarea 34. The Visionary Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown
waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to
optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and
water-dependent uses.
The Plan recommends a substantial linear esplanade park on
the urban waterfront with public art. street
furniture, public spaces. expansive Bay views
and public parking. The Plan proposes two
major parks and plazas at the County Building
and the foot of Broadway, and includes
recreational piers and associated public
facilities, harbor excursion landings and waterrelated commercial uses on Port tidelands.
and
General
commercial,
residential,
commuter traffic would utilize an enhanced
Pacific Highway grand boulevard, while North
Harbor Drive would serve waterfront public
access. water-dependent, and Embarcadero
commercial recreational uses. An extension
of the downtown San Diego small-block street
grid across the railroad right-of-way, off Port
lands, to the Bay would enhance public views
and pedestrian access opportunities from
upland areas (See Visionary Plan Figure 3.1
for illustrative plan of the area). Above-ground
parking structures which are visible at the
perimeter of a development should be limited
to a maximum of six levels of parking or 60
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TABLE 10
CENTRE CITY EMBARCADERO: PLANNING DISTRICT 3
PRECISE PLAN LAND AND WATER USE ALLOCATION
WATER

LAND
ACRES

USE

COMMERCIAL

TOTAL

~

~

~

96.7

34.3

131.8

30%

~

~

~

64.9

107.0

25%

~

Commercial Recreation

%OF
ACRES

~

4.7

Commercial Fishing

USE

Commercial Fishing Berthing

~

Recreational Boat Berthing

13.3
21.0

92.0

42.1

INDUSTRIAL

Aviation Related Industrial
Marine Related Industrial

22.3
12.9

Specialized Berthing

~

Terminal Berthing

22.e

46.7
6.9

Marine Terminal

18.2

~

PUBLIC
RECREATION

4.7

52.8
0.5

Open Space
Park/Plaza

Open Bay/Water

4-&.4
56.7

4.7

~

45.7
9,0

Promenade

6.6

PUBLIC FACILITIES

44,-g

~

~

46.7

92.2

138.9

44.,3

Streets

Boat Navigation Corridor

46.7
Boat Anchorage
Ship Navigation Corridor

32%

4-84
29.6
25.0
~

13.4
Ship Anchorage

24.8
24.2

TOTAL LAND AREA

~

TOTAL WATER AREA

238.3

-200-:9
196.1

PRECISE PLAN LAND AND WATER ACREAGE TOTAL
Note: Does not include:
State Submerged Tidelands 22.6 acres

Existing Acreage:
SAN DIEGO CONVENTION CENTER EXPANSION PMPA CCC January 12,1996

Revised Acreage:
*South Embarcadero Redevelopment draft PMPA 04/24/96
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Water
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Planning District 3
CENTRE CITY EMBARCADERO
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Grape Street.. Where l=larbor Drive North
Harbor Drive will be has been narrowed to
three lanes to restrict reduce through traffic.
The unused right-of~way will be has been
developed with landscaped promenades...
parks and plazas. Along the water's edge the
concrete pathway will continue its present use
as both pedestrian promenade and service
area for commercial fishing boats tied up
along the Crescent Zone bulkhead. Four
public viewing/vista points would be spaced
along the Crescent shoreline.

Laurel Street Corridor
The established aviation related industrial use
in this subarea, subsequent to renovation and
beautification of the physical plant, is
anticipated to continue in operation: however,
if such use is discontinued, the Visionary Plan
proposes the extension of vehicle and
pedestrian access, parking, service .access.
and view corridors along extens1ons of
Kalmia, Juniper, and Ivy streets through this
parcel to North Harbor Driv~. _for th: dur?ti?n
of the planning period. Bu1ld1ng he1ght hm1ts
of 60 feet are proposed for this area; however,
this height limit would be superseded by any
more-stringent FAA runway approach zone
restrictions. (See Visionary Plan Figures 4.5,
4.10, 4.11, and 4.12.) Grape and Hawthorn
Streets, Pacific Highway and North Harbor
Drive from Laurel Street to Hawthorn Street
will be modified to accommodate traffic flow
and with streetscape improvements to match
the balance of the streets through Subareas
31-34.
Geometric improvements to direct
traffic flow from North Harbor Drive to Pacific
Highway will be made at the Grape Street
intersections with these roadways. The block
between Hawthorne, Grape, Pacific Highway
and Harbor Dri•1e North Harbor Drive (2.3
acres) will remain in commercial recreation
use with some landscape improvements or
possible parking facility development. The
landscaped triangle at Laurel and Harbor
Qffite North Harbor Drive is shown on the Plan
as open space.

The waterfront between Grape Street and Ash
Street will be used for Ship Anchorage, Boat
Navigation Corridor. and Specialized Berthing.
The three existing piers no longer function or
are needed as commercial fishing berthing or
fuel pier; therefore they will be replaced with a
30,000 square-foot curvilinear pier at Grape
Street, with a 12,000 square-foot public boat
dock designated as Park Plaza. The waterside
termination of this pier · is designated as
Commercial Recreation to allow possible
development of a commercial facility. Wave
attenuation structures would protect the boat
docks. A 5,000 square-foot parcel with a
maximum 10,000-square-foot floor area
designated as Commercial Recreation will
provide for a major restaurant or other
commercial recreation use on the esplanade
at the foot of the Grape Street Pier.
Development density with a Floor Area Ratio
(FAR) of 3.0 and a building height limit of 12
feet is prescribed for this area. with the
exceptions of the proposed commercial
recreation parcel where a 13-foot high second
story would be allowed. Building stepbacks
along the inland side of North Harbor Drive for
upper stories shall be 25-foot minimum at 50
feet along the inland side of North Harbor
Drive and 15-foot on east-west streets. (See
Visionary Plan Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.8) tRe
fuel docks and Anthony's Resta1:1rant will
continue to be 1:1sed as a tie up anel net
mending area for tuna seiners. This aativity is
enaouraged as part of the working port
identity. Commercial fflshing .§:Berthing has
been allocated to the Crescent water interface
(18.6 acres) as the highest priority use;
however, this water is also used for transient
berthing and occasional general berthing for
small boats. The boat channel area just
offshore is also used for temporary anchorage
for small boats,.~ therefore, the designation is
changed to Specialized Berthing, which

Crescent Zone

•

The most important element influencing
design in the Crescent Zone is the curvilinear
form of the waterfront. Dramatic panoramic
views can be realized at either vehicular or
pedestrian speeds. The Port Master Plan
capitalizes on this attribute to establish a
grand pedestrian-oriented esplanade (no less
than "1 00 feet wide} promenade and major
entryway into the Centre City district from
Grape Street to Broadway. The promenade
connects with the Harbor Drive North Harbor
Drive bicycle path to provide a continuous
pedestrian/bicycle path from Navy Estuary to
Fifth Avenue, a distance of four miles. Pacific
Highway streetscape improvements would
continue through this subarea. An esplanade
at least 25-feet wide, bayward of Harbor
Drive, will be added from Laurel Street to
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includes these uses within this precise plan
area only.
The boat channel area just
offshore is also used for temporary anchorage
for small boats.

designed to provide open space, sitting and
strolling areas for tourists and nearby workers,
and to increase tho sense of destination for
Embarcadero yVisitors.

Anchorage A-3, Laurel Street Roadstead
Anchorage, is sheltered from the open sea but
is located in both the most visible and the
widest part of northern San Diego Bay.
Approximately 20.6 acres of water area is
allocated to accommodate about 50 vessels
on swing point mooring buoys. Onshore, a
public rest room, three dinghy floats and
connecting shore ramps provide for the
landing needs of the anchorage user. As a
federally
designated
anchorage,
the
boundaries are shown on coastal charts and
identified on site by boundary markers.
Administration of the anchorage is exercised
by the Port District, pursuant to local
ordinance. Thirty to forty percent of the
moorings are to be set aside for short-term
use by cruising or transient vessels. Section
Ill, Water Based Transportation system,
contains information on the baywide small
craft anchoring system.

Passive green spaces (parks) are proposed
between tho plazas on the esplanade,
providing recreational opportunities and
places for people to relax. play, and enjoy Bay
views. The promenade is a continuous 25foot-wide paved area adjacent to the water's
edge. The wharf side remains clear of objects
or furnishings that would block Bay views. A
delicate string of lights. a planting area with
tall palms, and a 10-foot-wide bike path border
the landward side of the promenade (See
Figure 5.3 of the Visionary Plan).
The most important element in this zone is the
conversion of the old Lane Field site and Navy
Engineering building into a new complex of
buildings and open spaces.
Primary
consideration is a 600-to-800-room hotel. The
intent of tho plan is to retain flexibility for
considering a wide array of development
options. The concept includes possible
multiple utilization of activities that could
provide
for
commercial
recreation;
international trade, travel and cultural
complexes; commercial and office space for
maritime business; support facilities related to
the Port; and, subject to negotiation with tho
U.S. Navy, the provision of equal or better
building space for tho relocation of the Naval
Facilities Engineering Command. The FAR
for Lane Field parcel is 7.0 and 6.5, while
building height limits range from 400 feet to
200 feet sloping toward the Bay. Special
setback requirements along the Broadway
side of this parcel range from 55 feet to 65
feet, widening toward the Bay (See Figure 4.7
of the Visionary Plan, which also illustrates the
special radius setback on North Harbor Drive/
Broadway SW corner). Stepbacks for upper
stories are 25-feet minimum at 50-feet
building height except for the B Street side of
the parcel and on other east-west streets
There are no
where they are 15 foot.
stopback reguiremonts along Pacific Highway.

Civic Zone
The zone of highest activity is the Civic Zone
from Ash Street to Broadway. This zone
reflects its waterfront orientation, with
operating piers extending into the bay, Navy
facilities, commercial fishing activity, and
historic
sailing
vessels.
Its
physical
relationship to Centre City attracts large
numbers
of people and the future
development of both areas is integrated by the
Visionary Plan. being carefully integrate£:1 by
m1::1tual J:llanning.
Significant redevelopment is recommended
for the Civic Zone. The landscaped esplanade
and strootscapo improvements J:lFGmenade
mentioned in the Crescent Zone will be
continued along Harbor Drive North Harbor
Drive and Pacific Highway through the Civic
Zone. Harbor DriYe North Harbor Drive will be
restricted to traffio accessiRg the ab~ttiRg
J:lFOJ:lerties reduced by narrowing to throe tw&
lanes. Parking areas along the street will be
interspersed
with
landscaping,
vertical
elements used to frame and enhance views,
and lawn areas. (See Visionary Plan Fig. 5.3)

(See Visionary Plan Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and
4.8.)

The esplanade J:lrsmenaees expand§ into
plazas at Beech and Ash Streets. B Street
PiorJ. and Broadway Pier. These plazas will be
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Broadway Pier will continue to provide
recreational space on its plaza and viewing
platform, as well as accommodatinge
commercial shipping and miscellaneous
vessel berthing, including day cruisers.
Improvements to the pier will include paving,
plantings, lighting, and furniture. The harbor
excursion and ferry boat water lease north of
Broadway Pier may wm also remain as part of
the recreational experience along the
waterfront or move to another location along
the Embarcadero.

The Visionary Plan proposes public right-ofways aligned with existing downtown streets
through development parcels. including Lane
Field. These right-of-ways include pedestrian
and vehicle traffic, view corridors, parking and
service access. The right-of-ways shall be a
minimum of 80-feet-wide with the character of
a public street, and would enhance the
physical and visual access to the Bay. The C
Street segment through Lane Field may vary
in alignment with existing street up to 20 feet
north or south, and it may or may not
accommodate vehicular circulation. A northsouth pedestrian link, if practical, is also
proposed through this parcel. (See Visionary
Plan Figures 4.1 0, 4.11, 4.12, and 6.1 ).

Tuna Harbor
This subarea consists of the Tuna Harbor, the
harbor formed by its pier, the Harbor Seafood
Mart, and adjacent areas.

B Street Pier is scheduled for substantial
redevelopment of the apron wharf and the
structures on the pier. The south shed will be
removed or redesigned to create space for
parking and a promenade. The western end of
the pier will be converted for specialized
commercial uses such as a shopping bazaar,
and foods and services reflecting the maritime
character of the Embarcadero and which will
be compatible with occasional cruise ship
berthing. The Cruise Ship Terminal will be
expanded and shipping sheds on the north
siGe both sides of the pier will will continue,
with both sides of the pier accommodateffig.
ship berthing. Cruise ships may 'Nill be
encouraged to tie up at both the B Street and
Broadway Piers. Ultimately, tThe shopping
bazaar could be expanded into the terminal
building north shed and the existing Maritime
Museum could be provided with land-based
support area, storage and work area, and
possibly a living museum of nautical
craftsmen on the pier; however, loading, offloading, and storage capabilities for general
as
needed.
cargo will be retained
Alternatively, the Maritime Museum may be
relocated to another location along the
Embarcadero, such as the curvilinear pier at
Grape Street. A FAR of 2.0 applies to the B
Street and Broadway piers.
The bulding
height limit for the B Street Pier is 50 feet;
however, an expanded cruise ship terminal,
now under study, may require (for functional
reasons) building{s) in excess of 50 feet in
height. Pursuant to the Port's cruise ship
terminal study, alternative height restrictions
and other guidelines affecting B Street Pier
may be appropriate and acceptable, and they
should be considered by the Alliance. (See
Visionary Plan Figs. 4.4, 4.5 and pp. 63, 64.)

Tuna Harbor and the shoreline area between
it and Navy Pier are planned to provide space
for commercial fishing and commercial
recreation activities. The plan concept is to
create a physical and visual linkage along
Harbor Drive North Harbor Drive by tying
together Broadway Pier and the Harbor
Seafood Mart with Tuna Harbor.
The aircraft carrier Midway is proposed to be
docked on the south side of the Navy Pier.
The Terminal Berthing designation would be
changed to Commercial Recreation and
Park/Plaza for the proposed 0.8 acre public
viewing area with a designated vista point on
the bow deck of the ship. The Commercial
Fishing Berthing designations in this water
area would be replaced with Specialized
Berthing to accommodate multiple uses.
Landscaping and streetscape improvements
on North Harbor Drive would continue through
this area.
Mitigation for the loss of 4.1 acres of open
water habitat resulting from the placement of
the aircraft carrier Midway and its mooring
platform structures would be provided by an
expansion of an existing degraded marsh,
known as Lovett Marsh, east of south
San Diego Bay in the City of National City,
resulting in the creation of approximately 9.2
acres of new coastal salt marsh.
A small waterfront plaza, fishing technology
displays, restaurants, marine related office
and retail space is planned on the periphery of
the mole. Tourist traffic on the public areas will
be encouraged, consistent with safety.:.;--aAQ
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iRe The Embarcadero pedestrian path loops

calls for an expansion of the regional
convention center, partially depressing a new
parking lot entrance from Harbor Drive,
appropriate parking structures, and the
redevelopment of the vacated police station
site for entertainment and specialty retail
shopping. Marina Zone projects will provide
the southerly anchor for the Embarcadero
development and the six-mile long promenade
that extends north to Spanish Landing Park
along the waterfront. Pedestrian linkages from
the upland areas will provide access to this
lively activity center for residents and visitors
alike.

through the area.
A substantial portion of Tuna Harbor is
soheduled to be devoted to commercial fishing
use. It is anticipated that offices for the tuna
and fresh fish fleet will locate here, as well as
ancillary uses such as small seafood
processors, fish markets, marine instrument
and equipment sales, fishing and ocean
technology displays, and automobile parking.
The northern side of the mole has been
renovated by stabilizing the existing concrete
slab wall with rock revetment. The south face
of the mole has been renovated with rock
revetment for shore protection. Floating docks
will provide 50- and 60-foot berths for
commercial fishing boats. Low level lighting is
provided for the berths. Landside support
services, auto parking, and truck access are
included. Approximately 100 commercial
fishing berths are provided alongside the
floating docks.

The plan env1s1ons creation of the
approximately 4.1 acre Central Park, between
California Street and Kettner Blvd., Harbor
Drive and North Embarcadero Park, as the
first phase of redevelopment the Seaport
Village project, to provide open space, familyoriented recreation, and supporting facilities
consistent with the Public Access and
Recreation land use designation. The existing
Harbor House Restaurant will be allowed to
remain at the edge of the park until its lease
expires in 2018, or an economically feasible
alternative location within Subarea 35
becomes available. A specialty retail and
entertainment complex of 45,000 to 70,000
square feet on the old police station site and
public and commercial parking in an
underground facility.
The complex may
include
performing
arts/movie
theater,
restaurant, lounge, cabaret dining, food court,
retail,
and
associated
storage,
food
preparation and management office space
with a general height of structures not to
exceed two stories with some exterior
architectural elements not exceeding 40 feet.
Certain buildings specifically identified in the
site expansion plan (April 13, 1998) may
extend up to 65 feet.
The extensive
pedestrian and bicyclist access to and along
the shoreline provided by the existing Seaport
Village will be extended along the access and
visual corridors of Pacific Highway, California
Street, realigned Kettner Boulevard, Pier
Walk, Central Park and other public
accessways, as shown in the South
Embarcadero Public Access Program (April,
1998), which is included in this plan by
reference.

To shelter Tuna Harbor from the south, a
concrete breakwater pier approximately 400
feet long has been built from the land lying
between the Harbor Seafood Mart and
Seaport Village. It provides additional berthing
for tuna seiners and large market fishing
boats, and allows public access to the water,
and accommodates water taxi service.
Retain the existing 20,000 square-foot
building area to continue the existing fish
processing and sales company in its existing
location and maintain the existing fish
unloading dock. A maritime theme retail
complex of 80,000 to 130,000 square feet will
be developed at the Harbor Seafood Mart site.
The existing open space plaza will be retained
as a pleasant rest area and viewing place
along the Embarcadero promenade for event
gatherings and public activities.

Marina Zone
The Marina Zone, located along Harbor Drive
from Market Street to Fifth Avenue, is planned
to be intensively developed as a major public
and commercial recreational complex. Major
projects, including the 22-acre Embarcadero
Marina Park; the restaurant and specialty
retail center of Seaport Village; a regional
convention center, and convention hotels and
marina, have started the transformation of this
waterfront area into an attractive commercial
and recreational resource. The plan concept

The regional convention center is supported
by major hotel complexes; a convention hotel
that
contains
twin
25-story
towers
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accommodating 1400 hotel rooms and a 450slip marina; and an existing hotel of 875
rooms. Ancillary uses in this area include
banquet, meeting, restaurant, hotel guestoriented retail space, court game areas, and
automobile parking.

the District's "Public Access Program"
(November,
1995)
and
the
"South
Embarcadero Public Access Program" (April,
1998), which are incorporated into the plan by
reference.

A proposed 750 - 810-room second hotel
tower, with a minimum 100-foot set back from
Harbor Drive, and a maximum height of 62
feet for the lobby galleria/ballroom structure
connecting the second tower to the existing
tower, including meeting space, 34,000
square feet of exhibit space, 30,000 square
feet of ballroom space, a minimum 35,000
square-foot public plaza-park
at the
intersection of Harbor Drive and Kettner
Boulevard shall be developed. The public
sidewalk along Harbor Drive and the Marina
Walk public access, view corridor, and public
plaza shall be developed and maintained, and
that part of the existing restaurant located in
Marina Walk shall be redesigned, relocated or
elevated to achieve its public purposes.

Seaport Village, a 100,000 square-foot
specialty retail and restaurant complex, was
constructed in 1979. An expanded specialty
retail center is proposed on the former City
police headquarters site. This project includes
the relocation of Pacific Highway and Harbor
Drive, as well as the vacation of a five-foot
strip along Kettner Boulevard. These street
modifications are in accord with street right-ofway abandonment and dedication agreements
between the City of San Diego and the Port
District. The vacated street area is
redeveloped in compliance with the adjacent
land use designation which is commercial
recreation. Additional automobile parking for
specialty retail and hotel uses is planned in
structures in the vicinity of Kettner Boulevard
and Harbor Drive.

Between the existing Marriott and Hyatt
Hotels, an access way is proposed consistent
with the Public Access Program. Bayward of
the
hotels,
a continuous
pedestrian
promenade links the two Embarcadero Marina
Park peninsulas and assures public access
along the shoreline. Pedestrian linkage to the
uplands is proposed around and over the
expanded convention center.
An existing
accessway between the Marriott Hotel and the
convention center will be improved to provide
functional,
safe,
and
environmentally
educational passage to the waterfront, as
provided in the Public Access Program. The
convention center expansion includes another
public accessway with a minimum width of 20
feet over the convention center connecting
Harbor Drive
and
the
Embarcadero
Promenade. An elevated walkway on the
Convention Center's observation deck level
will parallel Convention Way.
At the
intersection of Eighth Avenue and Harbor
Drive, the promenade connects with the
adjacent Gas!amp Quarter pedestrian and
trolley facilities.
The public accessway
extends from the south end of the convention
center expansion and along both sides of
Eighth Avenue. The District, in conjunction
with the City of San Diego, will implement a
public access program of signage, pavement
markings, amenities and public information to
inform and invite the public to and along the
Embarcadero, as is more specifically shown in

New commercial development in the Marina
Zone shall participate in the implementation of
the Parking Management and Monitoring Plan
to achieve maximum feasible reduction in
automotive traffic, facilitate the extension and
utilization of mass transit to serve the Marina
Zone, provide and support means of nonautomobile circulation to employees .and
guests, provide maximum feasible on-site or
proximate parking facilities on Port lands, and
participate in the tiered, legally available, offsite parking program to address peak
individual and cumulative demand, which shall
be monitored and reported annually to the
Port and California Coastal Commission for
the economic life of the development
An 11-acre site, fronting onto Harbor Drive
and Fifth Avenue, has been developed into a
regional convention center. Floor area is
allocated for display and exhibit area, meeting
rooms, and support space, such as lobbies,
storage, food service, and parking. The plan
concept proposes an extension of the
convention center into a 13-acre site
connected to the south end of the center and
occupying the area bounded by Harbor Drive,
Eighth Avenue, and Convention Way. The
USO is to be relocated. Fifth Avenue, an
undedicated street, was closed as part of the
development of the original center .. Harbor
Drive is proposed to be partially depressed to
provide an alternate access to an existing
underground parking lot system and to
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enhance the urban design character at the
convention center. The expansion will add
approximately one million gross feet of floor
area to the convention center. The convention
center operator will be required to implement
the Parking Management Plan and Monitoring
Program (November,
1995, which is
incorporated by reference into the master
plan) to meet the needs of the convention
center visitors and support functions, as well
as the public seeking access to the
Embarcadero Marina Park South.

•

Bayfront Industries
South of the Fifth Avenue extension is an area
currently leased by Campbell Industries for
shipbuilding and repair. The Master Plan calls
for its continuance. A parcel on the south side
of the park entry road is reserved for marine
contractors. Bayside improvements to this
area include remedial dredging to the depth of
minus 20 feet MLLW, the installation of a 400foot-long concrete deck finger pier or apron
. wharf, and the placement of about 550 linear
feet of rock revetment to stabilize the shore
and prevent shoaling in the basin.
Development controls will be enforced over
both of these projects to ensure compatibility
with hotel and park uses. Landscaped buffers
and employee parking will be used at the
interface between hotels and industries.

•

Preservation and renovation efforts, including
possible relocation, are currently underway for
the dilapidated structure formerly occupied by
the San Diego Rowing Club. If these efforts
are not imminently successful, portions of the
structure may be salvaged and the rest
demolished.

•
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TABLE 11: Project List
CENTRE CITY/EMBARCADERO: PLANNING DISTRICT 3

APPEALABLE
DEVELOPER

J-

FISCAL
YEAR

1993 04

J-

SUBAREA!-

1.

I~IDUSTRII\L SITE RENOVATION: Reno•rato structures; landsoapo

6.:1-

T

N

2:.1.,.

NORTH HARBOR DRIVE,~ GRAPE TO BROADWAY: Reduce traffic lanes; install
landscaping. irrigation; develop promena8e, bike path

33

p

u.y

3.

HOTEL COMPLEX, B sn;;EET: Remove incompatible buildings; construct hotel,
restaurant, oo#ee shop

J3

+

¥

1094 95

4.

LAr>JE FIELD COMPLEX: Demolish e*istin§ buildin§s; oonstruct faeilities and open spaees;
landseape

J3

T

N

1903 94

5.

8 STREET PIER: Modif'j elEistin§ superstruchlre to accommodate cruise sl=lip 13ertl=ling anel
clearance activity; proviele for sl=leps, foeel, serviee, lighting anel peelestrian amenities;
reeonstruet apron wharf

J3

p.

w

1002 0:3

@.

TU~JA

HARBOR: Reno•a'ate j:)OFking; construct marine dis13iays anel maritime plaza

J4

p.

¥

1995

7.~

SPECIALTY RETAIUENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX: Renovate or reconstruct buildings;
landscape Improvements; parking; ancillary structures, including parking structure;
pedestrian access routes to the bay

34,35

T

y

19992001

3. ~ CONVENTION CENTER PHASE II: Construct regional center; infrastructure, not
including groundwater treatment, and landscape improvements; Parking Management Plan
and Monitoring Program; public access program, construct public plaza

35

T

N

19992001

0. ~ HARBOR DRIVE: Convention Center; Subgrade alignment

35

T

N

19992001

4-G. 5. HARBOR DRIVE AND EIGHTH AVENUE INTERSECTION: Construct intersection for

35

p

N

19992001

STORM DRAIN AND SEWER LINE: Relocation and new construction

36

T

N

19992001

PUBLIC ACCESS: Pedestrian access improvements to waterfront and promenade

35

T

N

2000-02

35

T

y

19992000

44. 9. PARK: Remove old City Police Station, construct park including landscape
improvements, artwork and pedestrian plazas

35

p

y

19992000

4&.1Q. WIDEN NORTH HARBOR DRIVE to 41anes between Broadway and Pacific Highway.

34

T

y

33

y

31-34

I
!:

19992000
2001-05

Y*

2001-05

34
33

I
.!:

t!

2000-02
2001-05

cross traffic and turning movements

++. §.;
-+2:.

L.

4-a. 8. HOTEL TOWER: Construct hotel tower, lobby and galleria; pedestrian access to the
waterfront walkway; remove Market Place and construct new cul-de-sac driveway

11. LANE FIELD DEVELOPMENT: 600-to-800-room hotel, office building, retail, and parking
12. NORTH EMBARCADERO REDEVELOPMENT: {a}Visionaty Plan public improvements,
{b} esplanade. (c) street improvements, {d) vista QOints. (e) Grace Street piers replacement and
restaurant, (D park and plaza areas, {g) Broadway Pier infrastructure improvements, (h) Band
C Street linkages between Pacific Highway and North Harbor Drive.

•

13. USS MIDWAY: Aircraft Carrier Museum located on the south side of Na~ Pier 11A
14. PASSENGER TERMINAL AT B STREET PIER: Cruise Ship Terminal Modernization
P- Port District
T- Tenant

N- No
Y- Yes

*'Vista Points" and Broadwal!: Pier infrastructure imQrovements
are non-a(mealable Qrojects.
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TABLE 4
PORT MASTER PLAN
LAND AND WATER USE ALLOCATION SUMMARY
LAND
USE

COMMERCIAL

WATER
ACRES

TOTAL

USE

ACRES

3&3...3

444:0
383.0

353.2
Marine Sales and Services
Airport Related Commercial
Commercial Fishing

26.2
38.0
7.6

Marine Services Berthing

23.1

Commercial Fishing Berthing

W:-Q

Commercial Recreation

~

Recreational Boat Berthing

Sportfishing

277.7
3.7

Sportfishing Berthing

INDUSTRIAL

Specialized Berthing

Marine Terminal

149.6

Terminal Berthing

TOTAL

+i+-.3
737.0

~

~

26%

14%

19.0
330.6

4&3.-3
220.1

152.9
113.7
332.8

ACRES

10.3

1165.3

Aviation Related Industrial
Industrial Business Park
Marine Related Industrial

%OF

•

1385.4

+4+,.7.

172.9

au

47.2
International Airport

416.3

PUBLIC
RECREATION

264.0
267.5

Open Space
Park/Plaza
Golf Course
Promenade

278.1

~

10%

544.8

19.1
~

278.1

Open Bay/Water

137.8
98.2

•

-14.,.3

12.4

CONSERVATION
Wetlands
Habitat Replacement

PUBLIC FACILITIES
Harbor Services
City Pump Station

Fire Station

394.7
304.9
89.8

1053.6

1448.3

27%

12%

1053.6

Estuary

~

~

~

225.6

392.3

617.9

4.9
0.4

Harbor Services
Boat Navigation Corridor

0.4

Boat Anchorage
Ship Navigation Corridor

10.5
~

283.4
25.0
~

49.2
~

Streets

au

Ship Anchorage

219.9

MILITARY
Navy Fleet School

24.2

25.9
25.9

125.6
Navy Small Craft Berthing
Navy Ship Berthing

402.8

AREA UNDER STUDY

TOTAL LAND AREA 242M
2432.2

151.5

3%

402.8

~

6.2
119.4

8%
TOTAL WATER AREA

MASTER PLAN LAND AND WATER ACREAGE TOTAL

15

23i0.3
2855.5

5287.7

100%
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U.S.S. MIDWAY
PUBLIC ACCESS PROGRAM
A Supplemental Document to the
North Embarcadero
Port Master Plan Amendment
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U.S.S. Midway- Public Access Program
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This Public Access Program is a
supplemental document to the Port Master
Plan
Amendment
for
the
North
Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan. The
Program identifies the existing . and
proposed geographic areas proposed for
accommodating maximum and direct public
physical access to the shoreline and
observation deck of the USS Midway
This Public
Aircraft Carrier Museum.
Access Program is a segment of a larger,
comprehensive system of public access for
The
District lands on San Diego Bay.
accessways established in the Program are
consistent with public safety needs and
guidelines of the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA). Access provisions have been
coordinated with the carrying capacity of
coastal resources and public improvements
to avoid overuse and overcrowding, while
providing adequate public access and public
parking.
The foundation of the access program on
the deck of the proposed USS Midway
Aircraft Carrier Museum area begins with
the identification of the nearest public road
to the shoreline, Harbor Drive. This street
provides vehicular and pedestrian access to
the shoreline and the Navy Pier. The
existing promenade will link to the deck of
the USS Midway that will provide scenic
vantage points for viewing the coastline and
maritime activities on San Diego Bay. The
use of these accessways will be promoted
and enhanced by the conspicuous posting
of coastal (Bay) access signs as well as
informational
and
locational
signs;
placement of seats, benches, trash
receptacles, and other pedestrian access
amenities; and the distribution of visitor
brochures and media information services,
consistent with the North Embarcadero
Alliance Visionary Plan.
The conversion of the Navy Pier to a
memorial Park as envisioned by the USS
Midway Museum is consistent with the
planning goals contained in the Visionary
Plan as adopted by the North Embarcadero
Alliance.

The Embarcadero Promenade
Harbor Drive is linked, for public access
purposes, by a 25-foot-wide pedestrian and
bicycle access easement developed and
used by the public as a shoreline
promenade. This promenade maintains its
shoreside location for six miles from the
Convention Center to Spanish Landing
Park. Ultimately, the promenade terminates
along the shoreline of Shelter Island. The
entire route is accessible under the
provisions of the ADA. It is lighted for
evening use. The promenade would be
linked to the deck of the USS Midway by a
20-foot wide pedestrian path running along
the south side of the Navy Pier. The deck
of the USS Midway would be open and
available at no charge to the public at all
times while the museum is open for
business.
The hours of operation are
expected to be 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. seven
days a week. However, the public viewing
deck will be open to the public during all
regular and expanded hours of business for
the Midway Museum.
The entire route will be accessible under the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The
USS Midway project would provide 900
linear feet of additional public access
pathways on the deck and 690 additional
linear feet of public access pathways on the
Navy Pier. Three designated vista points
and 0.8 acres of public plaza area would be
provided on the bow of the ship. Under the
program, coastal access signs will be
installed. Lighting is provided by street
lights and ambient lighting. New lights and
street furniture will be installed with the
North
Embarcadero
esplanade
improvements. This route on the Navy Pier
and deck of the Midway will be maintained
by the San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum.

•

•

Linkage to Public Transit
Links to public transit also form an important
element in encouraging people to use the
coastal access routes. The San Diego
Trolley runs along railroad tracks just north
of Harbor Drive. The Seaport Village trolley

•

U.S.S. Midway- Public Access Program lj:i~
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station is located at Harbor Drive and
Pacific Highway. Public transit buses run
along Harbor Drive as well as the Old Town
trolley,
pedicabs,
and
horse-drawn
carriages.
On
the
Embarcadero
Promenade,
pedestrians have several recreational
options. One is to stroll along the deck of
the USS Midway, enjoying views of the
sailboats in the marina, activities on the G
Street Mole, and the Bay. Another is to
walk to the north or south end of the
waterfront promenade and enter either the
north or south arms of Marina Park. Here
are landscaped picnic areas, basketball
courts, a public fishing pier, and wide lawn
areas. At the south end is Seaport Village,
a popular specialty shopping area.

•

Based on the kinds of uses arrayed along
it is
the
Embarcadero Promenade,
estimated that coastal access path users
would be composed of residents of nearby
downtown
housing,
conventioneers,
patrons, downtown workers, tourists and
employees of the hotels, restaurants and
marina along the walk.

Coastal Access Signs
The Standard "Coastal (Bay) Access" signs
used in San Diego will be installed in clear
view at the entrance to the Navy Pier,
visible from both directions on the
promenade.

BAY ACCESS

•

c=>

Dimensions= 14" x 18'

Public Access to USS Midway Viewing Deck
FREE TO PUBLIC during all hours of
Business, Open Seven Days a Week

Guide Displays
The Port District has erected a number of
"You Are Here" displays and interpretive
signs around the Bay, to help visitors
identify their location and obtain directions
to desired destinations. The coastal access
routes will be added to the displays in
appropriate locations, consistent with the
North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan.

Compliance with Coastal Act Policies
This Public Access Program supplements
the Port Master Plan Amendment for the
North Embarcadero Plan, in which it is
included by reference. The Amendment is
governed by the California Coastal Act,
Chapter 8, Ports, which provides that all
port-related development, such as the
Convention Center Expansion, shall be
located, designed, and constructed so as to
provide for other beneficial uses consistent
with the public trust, including recreational
(Section
uses, to the extent feasible.
30708(d).) The proposed Amendment is
consistent with that Section because it
implements the Coastal Act public access
standards and objectives.

Navy Pier
~--------------------------------
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San Diego, California
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December 5, 2000

•

Port of San Diego

•

North Embarcadero
Parking Monitoring and
Management Program
INTRODUCTION

The parking analysis presented in this document assesses the adequacy of parking
proposed in the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (Visionary Plan) area
within the jurisdiction of the San Diego Unified Port District and describes actions
to ensure that sufficient parking is available in the future.

•

This Parking Monitoring and Management Program is based on the Parking Analysis
of the Master EIR for the proposed North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan,
certified by the Board of Port Commissioners on April 25, 2000. The Parking
Management Plans described herein will be implemented in accordance with the
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program required by the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

PARKING MANAGEMENT PLAN

Separate Parking Management Plans are required prior to issuance of Coastal
Development Permits to accommodate weekday and weekend day deficits. This is
because the supply of parking is much greater on weekend days due to the
assumed availability of private office-related lots, i.e., County Administration Center
(CAC) North Lot and Lane Field. Both Parking Management Plans assume 1,100
parking spaces would be provided on the streets within the study area. The
following Parking Management Plans achieve a balance between the demand of
parking and supply availability in the study area. Projects that provide adequate
off-street parking for their own use would not be required to participate in the
Parking Management Program.
Projects in the Visionary Plan area will be phased over several years. An annual
monitoring program tied to actual parking utilization will begin after completion of
the first project under the Visionary Plan. Additional parking construction will begin
when utilization thresholds exceed 90% capacity .

•
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North Embarcadero Parking Monitoring
and Management Program.

The following Parking Management Plan would mitigate the anticipated parking
shortfall: ·
1.

•

Weekday Parking Management Plan:

+

In Parking Area 2, build a 50-space surface lot or provide 50 spaces
dedicated for public use in the CAC Parking Lots. Designate 10 spaces
for carpool/vanpool employee use only, with the balance designated for
public use only with longer than 3-hour parking allowed.

+

In Parking Area 3, build a 1 50-space surface Jot or provide 150 spaces
dedicated for public use at Lane Field or in a future parking structure at
Designate 20 spaces for
Lane Field or 1220 Pacific Highway.
carpool/vanpool employee use only, with the balance designated for
public use only with longer than 3-hour parking allowed.

+ Dedicate 92 spaces in an existing parking location south of Broadway
(Parking Area 4) available for public use.

+ Promote subsidized transit pass for employees of study area businesses.
+ Provide information to downtown hotel guests regarding the location of

•

the North Embarcadero area and the availability of transit usage.

+ Plan for shuttle stops at two locations on Harbor Drive within the Plan
area, such as at Ash Street and at Broadway.

+ Promote pedi-cab use and provide areas for pick-up and drop-off.

+ Provide bicycle racks and lockers within the study area.
+ Provide trailblazing

(i.e., signs showing directions to the North
Embarcadero area from downtown and transit locations), directions on
local kiosks, and transit/shuttle stops.

2.

Weekend Parking Management Plan:

+ Same as Weekday Parking Management Plan with the addition of:
Make available 300 spaces within the Lane Field office parking structure
to be used by the public and/or employees of waterfront uses on
weekday evenings and weekend days.
The individual weekday and weekend day parking demand and supply mitigation
requirements are shown in Table A. Since there is a calculated parking surplus in
Area 4 (222 spaces), a portion of this Area 4 surplus (the northern spaces} could
be used to mitigate the calculated deficit in Area 3. This is because the parking
demand within Area 3 is in the southern portion and part of the available Area 4
supply is in the northern portion of Area 4. Since a portion of the Area 4 surplus is
2

•
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North Embarcadero Parking Monitoring
and Management Program

located far south within Area 4, the entire Area 4 surplus can be utilized to mitigate
Area 3 deficits.
The 242-parking-space Area 3 deficit will be mitigated by
providing 1 50 additional off-street public spaces and "borrowing" 92 surplus
spaces from Area 4, as outlined in Table A.
Area 2 shows a calculated 5-space deficit. This deficit should not be mitigated by
borrowing from Area 1, since a large portion of the Area 1 surplus is located in the
northern section of Area 1. Furthermore, an off-street weekday public parking area
will be needed in Area 2 such that not .§!1 parking within the project area is
metered, on-street short-term (2-3 hours) parking. For these reasons, the Area 2
deficit will be mitigated by providing 50 additional off-street public spaces within
Area 2, as outlined in Table A.

CONCLUSION

•

The North Embarcadero parking supply and demand was analyzed under existing
and future conditions. The existing parking conditions were determined to be
adequate. The future weekday peak parking condition (between 8 a.m. and
5 p.m.) was calculated to be adequate for the overall North Embarcadero area;
however, when analyzed by smaller areas, there were deficits in Areas 2 and 3.
The future weekday parking condition after 5 p.m. or a weekend day was
calculated to have a deficit of 276 parking spaces for the overall North
Embarcadero area. These deficits will be eliminated through the implementation of
a Parking Management Plan, which includes providing additional supply.
Weekday and weekend day parking management plans were developed specifically
for the North Embarcadero area. The parking management plans incorporated the
guiding principles and strategies both of reducing the parking demand and
increasing the parking supply to achieve a balance between the supply and demand
of parking availability in the study area.
An annual monitoring program tied to actual parking utilization will be implemented
such that planning for additional construction begins when certain utilization
thresholds are met .

•

Plng\NoEmbarcadero\Parking-Mgmt-Prgrm.doc
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TABLE A
FUTURE PARKING DEMAND WITH MITIGATION
Parking Supply and Demand

Weekday after 5PM
ora Weekend

Area2
Mitigation of building 50 Space Parking Lot or providing
50 dedicated Public Spaces in CAC Parking Lot or future
CAC Parking Structure.
within Area 2

50

50

45

9

Mitigation of using Lane Field Office Parking (Weekend
Mitigation of building 150 Space Parking Lot or providing
150 dedicated Public Spaces at Lane Field or in future
p,.,.,~r; ...,., Structure on Lane Field.

150
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Photograph Guide
Red balloons represent the height of the flight deck of the Midway
L

Looking West directly across from the proposed Midway location

2.

Looking Southwest from Harbor Drive towards the proposed Midway location.

3.

Looking Northwest towards site from Harbor Drive between G Street Moleffuna
Harbor Park and Navy Pier.

4.

Looking Northwest from sidewalk between G Street Moleffuna Harbor Park and
Navy Pier

5.

Looking Northwest towards project site from eastern edge of Tuna Harbor Park

6.

Looking North from memorial at Tuna Harbor Park

7.

Looking Southwest from Harbor Drive towards existing Navy buildings on Navy
Pier
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-STATE OF CALIFORNIA- THE RESOURCES AGENCY

GRAY DAVIS. Governor

.

CAL!PORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
SAN DIEGO AREA
7575 MEmOPOUTAN DRIVE. SUITE 103
SAN DIEGO. CA 92108-4402
•

767·2370

December 8, 2000

Dan Wilkens
Senior Director, Strategic Planning Services
P.O. Box488
San Diego, CA. 92112

Re: U.S.S Midway Public Access Program

Dear Mr. Wilkens:
In reviewing the draft U.S.S Midway Public Access Program, staff of the California
Coastal Commission would recommend two additional changes.

•

1. The paragraph that discusses the long range goal for the Navy Pier, that is the
third paragraph of the text, should be supplemented to include language that
states:
"Further, it is the goal of the members of the North Embarcadero
Alliance that prior to or concurrent with the redevelopment of the
Navy's Broadway Complex, the Navy Pier shall be converted to a
War Memorial Park open to the public."

2. The exhibit showing the "Midway Museum: Public Access Plan for the Carrier
Deck" should be modified to indicate the public access walkway from Harbor
Drive that serves the Museum and Public Plaza area extends to the bayward
limit of the Navy Pier.
We appreciate your cooperation, and hope these comments will be incorporated into the
Public Access Program.

Sincerely,

c/Zu_J_c;A-mftrv
Chuck Damm
Senior Deputy Director

Port Master Plan Amendment
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PoRT OF SAN DIEGO
Operator of Marine Terminals and San Diego International Airport

BOARD OF PORT COMMISSIONERS
Chaim1an of the Board

December 15, 2000

Mr. Chuck Damm
Senior Deputy Director
California Coastal Commission
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402
SUBJECT:

DEC 1 8 2000
C/~UFOR~<!r\

COASTAL C':)/'·1\iv·,;~~s;.:_~;~·--;
SAN DIEGO CO,t..ST i)!ST::<.ICT

U.S.S. Midway Public Access Program

Dear Mr. Damm:

•

Thank you for your letter of December 8, 2000 concerning the U.S.S. Midway Museum.
The Board of Port Commissioners considered the comments contained in your letter
when it approved the U.S.S. Midway Public Access Program on December 12, 2000 .
The Board supports your recommendations to ensure that the park concept on Navy
Pier occurs at the same time the Navy's Broadway Complex is redeveloped and to
extend the public accessway to the end of the Navy Pier. However, the Navy Pier and
Broadway Complex are not within the Port District jurisdiction. Therefore, we cannot
place such restrictions on Navy property via the Port's Master Plan.
We have been working closely with the North Embarcadero Alliance agencies and
agree that a new public space on the waterfront on the Navy Pier is a beneficial goal for
the betterment of San Diego's downtown embarcadero. We further have tasked the
San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum to gain the necessary approvals from the Navy to
achieve these goals in order to ensure that the Midway Museum is a valuable addition
to San Diego's waterfront. Thank you for your constructive and cooperative interest in
improving and protecting San Diego Bay's waterfront.

Paul H.
eer
Chairman
Board of Port Commissioners

•

PHS/DEW/BC/mk

(619) 686-6200, Post Office Box 120488, San Diego, California 92112-0488
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ASSEMBLYMEMBER WAYNE

L.: 58 FAX 6192330078

•

DISTRICT 1\DDRESS
1350 FRONT STREET, SUITE 6013
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101

!:: ~ V;~JO

UU <:;

CHAIR:

S"TATE CAPITOL

~zs~mhl~

P.O. BOX 942849
SACRAMENTO. CA 94245-0001
(918) 319-2078
FAX (916) 319·2178

'~I

(tkJifriritia········!fi~£}slcrf.ur~
HOWARIYWAYNE

(G19) 23-t-7879
FAX (619) 233-Q078

NATURAL RESOURCES

MEMBER:
HEALTH

INSURANCE
WATER, PARKS AND WILDLIFE
VETERANS AFFAIRS

ASSEMBLYMEMBER[78TH DISTRICT

howard.wayne@assembly.ca.gov

June 14, 2000

;. ")00['·
/_
J
~J

Sara Wan
Chair, California Coastal Commission
46 Fremont Street #2000
San Francisco, CA 94105
Dear Ms. Wan:

•

It is my pleasure to support the San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum's efforts to bring the USS Midway to San
Diego as a permanent aircraft carrier museum. The United States Navy has made countless contributions to our
San Diego community. The USS Midway Naval Aircraft Carrier Museum is an ideal and appropriate way for
our community to recognize and pay tribute to its historic military presence.
TheUSS Midway is a ship rich with history and was in service from World War II to the Gulf War. The
proposed complement of historic naval fighters, bombers, and interpretive exhibits will malce the USS Midway
a popular -destination for San Diego's residents and visitors alike. The museum would serve also as an
educational opportunity for San Diego's school children. Additionally, the museum has strong opportunities fo1
fina..'1cial success for use by social groups and convention receptions.
I respectfully request your close consideration of the San Diego Aircraft Carrier Musemn's efforts to bring the
USS Midway to San Diego as a permanent historic museum. This is an invaluable opportunity to celebrate San
Diego's military history and I thank you for your consideration. If I may be of any assistance, ~·lease do not
hesitate to call me at 619-234-7878.
Sincerely,

~~
Assemblymember
78 1h District

HW/gh

•

.,.,

.

Printed on aecyctlld Paper
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September 28. 2000

v. ~!W

AG 260,LEG 460 (PC 30100)

We are looking forward to working with the North Embarcadero Alliance to incorporate transit facilities
into the Visionary Plan to support access to the area. We therefore seek Coastal Commission
endorsement of transit as a viable and necessary component of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan.

OCT 1 6 2000
~

~alifornia Coastal Commission

Camino Del Rio North, #200
San Diego, CA 92108
3111

CALIFORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSIC+I
SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRl.::I

Sincerely,

)ear IVIembers of the California Coastal Commission:
3ubject:

·~,:~07

i

NORTH EMBARCADERO ALLIANCE VISIONARY PLAN

llle North Embarcadero Visionary Plan proposes to redevelop existing areas within the
\lorth Embarcadero with a variety of uses and amenities that will attract people to the downtown
San Diego waterfront. Access to this redevelopment area is critical to the success of the project.
lllere is currently a high level of public transit service, both bus and light rail. to the North Embarcadero
lfea-and we envision more transit service as the area redevelops.

.

a

an

.___..,..-;

_,~.

/

/BStoke

L-COASTALCOM .TBATES

cc: North Embarcadero Visionary Plan Alliance
Alexandria Elias, CCDC

\s a result, public transit can, and will have to, play a significant role in providing access to the
'-lorth Embarcadero redevelopment plan. When the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan item
;ames before the Coastal Commission. we are requesting that the Commission endorse incorporation
)f transit facilities and services into the North Embarcadero Project.
rhe San Diego Metropolitan Transit Development Board (MTDB) has been working with the
~orth Embarcadero Alliance to ensure that facilities for public transit, particularly bus terminal facilities
.vithin the plan area, are integrated into the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan. Currently, 23 bus
outes. the San Diego Trolley. and the Coaster Commuter Rail directly serve the North Embarcadero
"lan area. These services radiate out from the waterfront and travel throughout the region. Many of
·hese routes serve outlying park-and-ride facilities that could be used as remote parking for
Smbarcadero redevelopment, negating the need for expansive parking facilities in the Embarcadero
>rea. Since 18 of the 23 routes serving the area terminate there, full accommodation of bus terminal
:acilities (either on- or off-street) will need to be part of the Visionary Plan design.
integration of transit into the plan and redevelopment project will provide a viable alternative to the
:~utomobile for access to the Embarcadero and can help address parking and traffic issues associated
Nilh the Plan. In the past, the Coastal Commission has shown an interest in promoting alternative
nodes of transportation to coastal areas to reduce traffic and parking impacts and to provide public
>ccess to the coastal resources. Ensuring and promoting public transit in the North Embarcadero
:·edevelopment area will support the Coastal Commission's access and coastal preservation goals.
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Museums based on actual Naval vessels have proven their worth in
many other cities. To name a few: New York, NY, Providence, Rl,
Charleston, SC. and Galveston, TX. There is no reason to believe
that a Midway Museum in San Diego would not also provide a large
boon to this already tourist-oriented city.

December 1, 2000
Gregory M. O'Brien, OS1(SW), USN, Ret.
3672 Voltaire Street
San Diego, CA 92106-1239
Tel: (619) 225-8804
E-mail: irishguy@home.com

8EC: 0 ; _ l.Uuu
CAliFORNIA
COASTAl COMMISSION
'--'N fl!FGO COAST DIST~!CT

Apparently the deadline for submitting letters such as mine, in order to
become a part of the public record is December 7, 2000. It is well known that, in
the words of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, December 7, 1941, was "a day which
will live in infamy." Please do not allow December 7, 2000 to become another
such infamous date.

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 92065

Decide in favor of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan and the Midway
Museum Project. Please!

Madame Chair,
This letter is in support of the approval of the North Embarcadero
Visionary Plan, specifically, the inclusion of the proposed USS Midway
Museum Project.
As a former crew member of this historic vessel, I confess to a certain bias
in favor of the project, but I urge you to look at the overall plan, its aims, benefits,
and the overwhelming support which has been evinced by the local community.
Please consider the following:

M. O'Brien

/.....J~r~
llfomla Coastal Commission Staff

Scott McGaugh

The Midway Museum will provide a wonderful learning opportunity
for school children, not just locally, but for groups touring from all
over the country. This is attested to by the fact that all San Diego
area school Administrations and teachers' organizations support
the project.
Independent surveys have shown that 8 out of 10 San Diegans
approve of this project.
The Midway Museum Project is financially sound, not only in
regard to start-up costs, but for ongoing operations and
maintenance. The Project's financial plan has been endorsed by
the San Diego Taxpayers Association.
This museum will be another monument to the sacrifices incurred
by our veterans, helping to educate the public regarding the
services and sacrifices these people have undergone and provided
for our great nation.
This project will provide a marvelous adjunct to the extant San
Diego Aerospace Museum, enlarging on the role of Naval Aviation
in the development of aviation and the defense of freedom

•

•

•

•

•

•

Neil V. Campbell
7009 Hector Road
McLean, VA 22101-2112
Phone: (703) 356-2099

E-mail: campnv@erols.com

-;...---.{·-.,

December I, 2000

30 November 2000

CAlifORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION
:.Ml r"'GO COAST DISTRICT

Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 92065
Dear Ms. Wan,
I wish express my support for the Midway move to San Diego, and the
establishment of the Midway Museum. As a San Diego Aerospace Museum volunteer, I
cannot speak for that organization, but know that their management has spoken in favor of
the addition of the Midway to cultural background of San Diego.
I believe that the Midway will be a positive addition to San Diego and its long and
honorable aviation history. It will be an educational addition that will be difficult to beat. It is
reported that the project is on sound financial footing and backed by the Taxpayers
Association. It will be a real plus for San Diego.

Sincerely,

1)

v -:vi:...-~

_/"" )

~- ~~-

Glenn D. Undeneau
9022 Koonce Dr.
Spring Valley, CA 91977-2150
Ph/Fax (619} 466-5058

.. ,~,:.,

.JCC 0

Ms. Sara Wan, Cha1r
California Coastal Commiss1on
12350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 92065

(Allf·ORNIA
COASTAl COMMISSION
•,,, l"liFGO C:OAST DI$TRICT

Dear Ms. Wan:
As a long time resident and now frequent vtsitor to San Diego, lam not only pleased, but
thrilled, to know that we may soon have the USS Midway as a vibrant attraction at the Navy
Pier. I hope that you and the Coastal Commission reco~:,'llize the importance and significance of
this project to the city of San Diego, its residents, and its visitors. Having been named after the
battle which was the turning point of the war in the Pacific, in which San Diego made such
important contributions, the Midway will serve as a great historical and educational tool.
lam sure that you know of the overwhelming support this project has from the people
and organizations of San Diego. Also, people from all over the country, like myself, are in favor
of this project and intend to visit as soon as it comes to fruition. Tom Brokaw's book brought the
attention of the younger generations to the signi ticance of WWII and Midway will provide an
opportunity for Californians and tourists to obtain a lirst-hand look at Naval history from that
period.
As a former Air Boss on Midway, I must admit some personal preJudice in this matter,
but, in my frequent trips to San Diego, l have heard very widespread support of the project from
many residents. l sincerely hope that the Coastal Commission appreciates this level of support
and votes to approve the
Sincerely,

0::

dJuu

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan /
c/o California Coastal commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Dr., Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402

Neil Campbell

cc:

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan, California Coastal Commission Staff
Executive Director, San Diego Aircran Carrier Museum

Y

8643 Lepus Road
San Diego CA 92126
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November 30, 2000
Sara Wan
~~S:''l:;\f.::"r,;0
Chamnan, Califomta Coastal Commtsston ll ~~\:,~"._:.·.:.
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
~JV"
Malibu, CA 92065
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500 WEST BROADWAY • SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92101 • TELEPHONE (619) 232·1133 • FAX (619) 237·0330
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Dear Sant Wan,

SanDiego
Armed
Services
YMCA

'Jf ;:,~'\NA~E.MUH

NYQUIST. USN iRet l

CALifORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION

·. '~' !)'(GO COAST DISTRICT

!OHNBOtVfR
fr"'.s~unu

I would like to take this opportunity to join several others in the community in voicing my whole·
hearted support for the San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum Project. In her day the USS Midway was
one of the Navy's finest fighting ships of the line. She holds the name of the battle that turned the
tide of World War Two. The history lessons and other educational opportunities, she will bring to
life her in America's Finest City are infinite. This is an opportunity we should not allow to pass us
by.

December 1 , 2000

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbo Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 92065

It is my understanding that the project is on sound fmancial footing, has been thoroughly researched
and planned for. From my perspective, placing this symbol of America's might at Navy Pier will
serve to enhance the mystique of Downtown San Diego and heighten the interest and tourist activity
we need to bring that area of our city.

Dear Ms. Wan,
I am writing to you in support of locating the ex-USS Midway at the Navy Pier
on the San Diego Embarcadero.

There have been several political speeches given this year about how our country educates our
young and how it can be improved. I would submit. USS Midway could become a pivotal part of
educating our youngsters here in San Diego and once word gets out for the entire southwestern
portion of the United States. San Diego will be the winner if we choose to do this right.

The San Diego Armed Services YMCA's mission is the support of military
personnel and their family members. A mission which we have been carrying out
in San Diego since 1920. A public appreciation of the contributions and sacrifices
of our men and women in uniform is of the utmost importance. The Midway will
make a significant contribution to that goal by highlighting the sacrifices and
heroism of those who serve.

Respectfully yours,

~~~

The significance of the U.S. Navy in the history of the San Diego community
cannot be overstated. The presence of the Midway will make that history more
tangible and understood.

Thomas G. Sobieck
cc: North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
Clo California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego CA 92! 08-4402

We urge your support for bringing this magnificent symbol of our national pride
and security to the San Diego Community, the USS Midway.
Sincerely,
Gf..>-Otqe. USN (fl:ell
OVIUAN ADVISORY
{ol iOf'W (ravtr.USAf(lh•l)
(APT' toe DeNK)tG USN (Rei l

Myron r f11!'«,,og
teS FtAZH'

Mike Reber

Lt Gen Ji<k Godfrty. USMC (Rei )
hJt)gt" IJ.oOIII'l N Keep

Executive Director
San Diego Armed Services YMCA

ManeG Ke#t<y
VAOM R E. Peet. USN (Rel

GoJry Pettll
MG RObert $(utlooc USAF (Ret}
~"hard i Shea1e1
Oale Vilt\dEHJdW
;ame$ 1i Wtre<iWt

cc: California Coastal Commission Staff
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An operating branch of the ARMED SERVICES YMCA OF THE USA
Website: www.armedservicesymcasd.org
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2001 PAN AMERICAN PLAZA, BALBOA PARK., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 234-8291
FAX: (619) 233-4526
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I would like to add my voice to the list of those who want to see the U.S.S.
Midway installed as a floating museum in the city of San Diego. Having served in the
Navy for 30 years, from prior to WWII, to late 1970, I have many fond memories of San
Diego as a city that was always good to the many servicemen who had occasion to visit
her or to be stationed there.
I have talked to many retired servicemen in the area, and have also seen the
various polls that have been taken, and it is a fact that the idea of a floating museum is a
very popular one. And, since San Diego's North Island has been an important part of the
history of Naval Aviation, an aircraft carrier is an ideal ship to be part of this museum.
All the public records that l have seen, lend credence to the fact that this project
has a sound financial, operational and maintenance plan, which has been presented to you
and has been endorsed by the San Diego Taxpayers Association and various other groups.
A museum such as this, will be a great help in teaching our children, and those of
future generations, of the great history of our naval forces, and of the part that San Diego,
and ALL of California, has played. It will also stress the many contributions that our men
and women of the military services, have added to, and are still adding to, our countries
well being. With the examples we have, even today, when we're supposedly at peace, of
our armed forces serving around the world, with not much gratitude on the part of the
average citizen. This is NOT that they don't care, but, rather, that they don't realize what
our people are doing. This museum will help to educate them.
Lastly, I had the honor of serving on the Midway in the early 1950s, and. although
this duty was in the Atlantic, I also served on a carrier out of San Diego, in the late
1950s., An aircraft carrier as a museum, will help strengthen the ties that we already
have with our fleet and the fleet personneL ..
Please give this idea all the consideration it so richly deserves, as it will make a
fitting memorial to our many Navy men, women, and dependants, from all over our
country.

~
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VanClee

Copy to:
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
Scott McGaugh
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<:,~ t:5llerospace CJ\tfuseum

1151 Naranca Ave.
El Cajon, CA 92021
Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 92065

"San Diego

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265
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461 5 Del Mar Ave.
San Diego, CA 92107
4 December 2000
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In re: Inclusion of Midway Magic in N. Embarcadero Visionary Plan
Dear Madam Chairwoman:
I would like to take this opportunity to express, on behalf of the Convair Alumni Association
(CAA) Volunteers at the San Diego Aerospace Museum, positive support for bringing the Midway
to San Diego, to be docked at Navy Pier and converted to a floating museum as part of the
referenced visionary plan.
This project, we feel, will compliment the others museums in the area, be a strong tourist
attraction and afford a fitting and much needed tribute to Naval Aviation which had its beginnings
in the San Diego area. Several of our members are also Midway Magic volunteers who have
been involved in planning efforts to bring much needed expertise to the project in restoring
aircraft which have been offered up for display on the Midway for some time now. We hope
that a •go ahead" is eminent, and solicit a favorable review by your commission.
Our volunteers, who are listed on the attachment to this memo, have authorized me to write to
you in their behalf, expressing support for the referenced plan. We represent all facets of the
aircraft industry••. a cadre of people with unique talents that are slowly disappearing with the
passage of time. While our primary loyalty is to the Aerospace Museum, we feel we could share
our talent with the many other Midway Magic volunteers who have signed up to help.

Since ecological concerns have been appropriately addressed, as we understand it, we trust you
will judge the merits of this plan on its potential overall significance to our area, the need to
recognize the Navy's influence in San Diego's development, and the overwhelming positive
support of a vast majority of our citizenry.

!Jim Redfiefd?e'DR, USNR (Ret), GO Convair Procurement Chief (Ret)
San Diego Aerospace Museum & Midway Magic Aircraft Restoration Volunteer.
Attachment: Support Ust - San Diego Aerospace Museum Volunteers - CAA
cc: Northern Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff
7 57 5 Metropolitan Drive #1 03
San Diego, CA 921 08-4402

~~v

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu. CA 90265
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December 4, 2000
CAll FORt·'! A
Dear Ms Wan:
.. , COASTAL COMMIS~ION
S;.N DIEGO COAS1 DI!>TRICT
My lilmily and I are very excited about the prospect ofhaving the USS Midway ain:raft c:arrier here in
San Diego. We have never been on board an aira'aft c:arrier and look forward to the opening of the
museum.

CALIFORNL4

December 4, 2000
Ms. Sara Wan, chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu CA 90265

2. The Midway has a lower profile than modem carriers, with the flight deck some 52 feet above the
water. Even if it were higher, I'd rather view the Midway than a 1,000-foot row of pilings and a
drab warehouse. For a real example of view blockage, take a look some time at the visiting cruise
ships, some ofwhieh are as long as the Midway aod are more than twic:e as high at 125 feet.

Dear Ms. Wan:

We in San Diego strongly value our bays and beaches. Over the last two decades, one area of

3. The Midway office said that they will be acquiring about 4 acres of land in San Diego Bay where
they will eatablisb a wildlife habitat equal to the shadow cast by the flight deck of the Midway.
This really puzzled me; the Navy has been mooring ships for nearly 75 years at that site, aod some
of those ships were nearly as big as the Midway. So, why this extca burden?
I was pleasantly surprised to learn that the Midway Museum will provide parking en Navy Pier.
What a great convenienc:el And what a view that will offer out over the bay!

S.

A maintenance pl'Ogl1llll casting nearly $1 million per year has been designed by a local company
one of whose divisions designs such programs for world-wide use by the Navy. And, the people
at the Midway office told me that the Navy will send an inspecticn team to San Diego every year to
be sure that maintenanc:e is being conducted properly.

6.

The museum will serve as an outatanding edU<:aticnal venue to adults and students. We were told
that about 40,000 San Diego high school students per year will be taken aboard the Midway free.

7.

F'utally, I was told that no taxpayer fimds are being used to create this museum. Too bad the same
thing can't be said about ether downtown "attractions."

Given all these advantages for San Diegans and visitors to San Diego, I sin=ely hope your oommissicn
will approve the North Embareadero Visionary Pl.an and, ~ally, the inclusion of the ~dway M~.

intense debate has been how the Embareadero area would be used. After many meetings and
much soul searching most in our city have reached a consensus which is detailed in the North
Embareadero Visionary Plan.
One key component of the plan is the porting of the aircraft carrier Midway at the Navy Pier.
The Midway wouh;i be a permanent education and visitor center. But more than that it would
be a magnet, drawing residents from across the region to downtown San Diego and adding to
the growing vibrancy of the area. It would also be another major attraction for tourists.
We strongly encourage you to support the Midway Project as outlined in the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
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WarczakFamily\_
Alpine, CA
Tel. 619-445-1905
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COASTAl COMMISSION
SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT

Yes, the Midway is 1,000 Jeet in lmgth, the same as Navy Pier. But it will net extend into the
channel to such a degree that it will hamper bay tcaffic.

4.

DEl MUNDO
DEC 0 5 ZOOO

We have seen several letters in the San Diego paper complaining about the Midway's size, the lack of
parking, and the possible lack of maintenance. So I took the time to ciall the Midway Museum to get the
filets, and here is what we were told:
I.

BAZ~

2754 Calhoun Street
san Diego, California 92110
6191296-3161 • Fax 6191296-3113

Mike McLaughlin
Director
Government Relations and Special Projects
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Copy: North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o Califurnia Coastal Commission Staff
1515 MettopOiitan Dr. Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108--4402

cc: Sal Giametta

Visit Our Website@ www.bazaardetmundo.com
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William F. Quarg
11949 Riuerside Driue, #15
Lakeside, CR 92848-2319
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Chairwoman Sara Wan
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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CAUFORNl/>
COASTAL COMMl
SAN DIEGO rnASl DIS1RICT

Dear Chairwoman Wan,
I write to encourage favorable consideration of berthing the USS Midway at Navy
Pier in San Diego.
The addition of Midway to the North Embarcadero Plan would provide another fine
attraction for the thousands of visitors to San Diego each year. With a sound
funding plan and the support of a vast majority of San Diegans, this fine tribute to
our Navy is most appropriate. In light of the recent bombing of the USS Cole,
Midway would serve as a reminder of the contributions and sacrifices made by our
service personnel on a daily basis.
I urge favorable consideration of the Midway project.
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Sincerely,
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William F. Quarg
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December 4, 2000

Copy:
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92 I 08-4402
'\
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R.A. RAUCH
jj COL & MRS. JOHN F. SHEA

2127 CamlnoCantera, Vista, CA 9208~

& ASSOCIATES
Hospitality Consulting
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sara wan. Chair
california coastal commission
22350 carbon Mesa Rd.
MalibU, CA 90265
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3 December 2000
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DEC 0 5 2000

Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265

CAUFO~NIA
COASTAL COMMIS~>i<)N

SAN P!EGO COA:ST cJ151'R!c r

Dear Ms. wan:

Dear Ms. Wan:

we strongly endorse the efforts of the uss Midway Project to locate the
ship here In san Diego.

As an independent hotel developer and owner, serving on the boards of the San Diego
Convention & Visitors Bureau, the San Diego North Convention & Visitors Bureau, and the San
Diego Hotel-Motel Association. and in my role as Director of the Hospitality and Tourism
program at the University of California, San Diego, Extension, I wholeheartedly support the
Midway project at Navy Pier in San Diego County.

It would be a marvelous addition to our cltv and would reflect our proud
naval history. There's no doubt that many thousands of locals and tourists
would enjoy visiting the shiP at Navv Pier.

This project will serve as a highly unique education center for national and international students
here in San Diego. As a tourist attraction, it will pay tribute to the military for their contributions
and sacrifices for our nation. In addition. the tourism industry creates jobs and this attraction will
be a great addition to this destination.

we are a military family and over the years have made special efforts to
visit other military ships that have been memorialized and berthed in
other parts of the country.
our children have fond memories of visiting the uss North carolina and
other ships up and down the east coast. This year my wife made a special
trip to see the uss Texas in Houston with her father, who'd served on the
shiP in world war 11. It is long overdue that we have a ship here in san
Diego.

Sincerely,

I

The uss Midway is especially needed as a memorial now, as we live in a
time when our youth need to be more familiar with our past naval history.
This proud ship would serve san Diego well. The advantages of having her
here are too numerous to mention.

.
iE

elv, ~
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~/.. ~
Robert A. Rauch, CHA, President
R.A. Rauch & Associates, Inc.
www.hotelguru.com
cc: Coastal Commission staff

cl.

r/j'£?~

·ohn F. Shea
colonel, USMC ret.

12526 High Bluff Drive, Suite 300 San Diego, California 92130 Phone (858) 792-3530 Fa.x (858) 793-9232
Web Site: www.hotelguru.com Email: rauch(i!Jhotelguru.com
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3 December 2000
Ms Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 92065
Dear Ms Wan,
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(orporute: 5232 Lovel()(k Street, Son Diego~ CA 921.
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ANTHONY'S
SEAFOOD GROUP
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December 4. 2000

I am writing to express my strong support for siting the USS Midway in San Diego as the San
Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum. As a citizen of California for the past 49 years I know of no
greater tribute to the city of San Diego, it's citizens, and it's heritage as a proud major seaport on
the westcoast.

Ms. Saro Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Meso Road
Malibu, CA 90265

The USS Midway will serve in the vital role of displaying San Diego's heritage to all within the
community as well as the thousands of yearly visitors to our city. Midway will function as a
unique education center and accordingly has the support of all San Diego teacher organizations
and school administrations.

Dear Ms. Wan:

Many contributions from local and distant loyal citizens have been made toward this hallmark
project. It is appropriate and fitting that government organizations involved in approving this
monument to so many, enthusiastically approve and support this venture. The untimely and tragic
recent bombing ofUSS Cole point out the importance of the public fully appreciating the
contributions and sacrifices made by those in service to our country. To date, the entire San
Diego community has consistently voiced overwhelming support of the USS Midway being sited
at our downtown Navy Pier.
The Midway project has a sound financial, operations and maintenance plan behind it, a plan
endorsed by the San Diego Taxpayers Association and other independent organizations. This
project is truly a win for San Diego, our citizens and visitors, and those who have served our
country from this community.

~~JEllW~)])
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COASTAL COMW.IS.SION
SAN DIEGO
-- ----o•N

As a long time business on the San Diego Embarcadero, we'd like to express our support for the
permanent location of the USS Midway at Navy Pier. As a small portion of the millions of visitors to
San Diego, more than 50,000 guests visit our waterfront restaurants each year. One of the
comments they relate to us, is the fun of making o •day at the Embarcadero• with their families and
friends.
The Midway will be a unique education center and has the support of the San Diego teacher
organi;zations as well as school administrators. By touring the Midway, the public will fully
appreciate the contributions and sacrifices made by those in uniform, especially in light of the
recent USS Cole bombing. The Midway project will make a welcome addition to San Diego's visitor
and convention industry, serving as an event site for visiting groups.
We urge you to join us in supporting this worth while project.
Sincerely,

Please do everything possible in your capacity to encourage, support, and approve the
establishment of the USS Midway as the San Diego Carrier Museum in San Diego harbor.
Sincerely,
c::_.. ~. "

r.T-)o-.~
THomas F. Leonard
13555 Willow Run Road
Poway, CA 92064

__:;;;.,cc: California Coastal Commission Staff {North Embarcadero Visionary Plan)

Beverly Mascari
Co-owner, CAO
Cc:

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan, Coastol Commission Staff
Salvatore Giametta, San Diego Convention & Visitors Bureau
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!s. Sara Wan, Chair
alifornia Coastal Commission
23450 Carbon Mesa Rd.
lalibu, CA 90265
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e: USS Midway Museum
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
San Diego, California
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ear Ms. Wan:
atellus Development Corporation respectfully requests that the California Coastal
omrnission approve the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan and associated USS
lidway Museum at Navy pier.
atellus is the largest private property owner in the plan area. We own five city blocks
ithin the plan area, the historic Santa Fe Depot and more that one city block along the
oan' s eastern boundary. Catellus actively participated in the development of the plan,
1d supported inclusion of the Midway Museum for the same reasons it enjoys wide' read community support:
San Diego has a long, historic, and very special relationship with the Navy. The
Midway will both celebrate this relationship, and pay tribute to the thousands of
current and former military personnel who reside or have served in San Diego,
The Museum proposal is financially sound, with appropriate, comprehensive
operating and maintenance plans to insure long term viability.
The Midway Museum will provide a unique educational, cultural and
entertainment resource for visitors and residents of the region.
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you for considering our request. Please contact me at 619-231-2602 if I can
ovide you with any additional information.

i1ank
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'illiam B.
Vice-President
.m Diego Development
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c; Coastal Commission Staff, San Diego
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SAN D1wo, c,uFoRNIA 92101 (619J 231-3602 FAX (6191696·90'
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Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265

Chairwoman Sara Wan
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265

Dear Ms. Wan:

Dear Chairwoman Wan,

I am writing this letter in support of the effort to bring the USS Midway to
San Diego. It is a fitting and over-due tribute to the Naval History in San
Diego as well as a great educational opportunity for San Diego's citizens
and visitors alike.

Palm Spnnqs I
Desert Communities
4 1. 701 Corporate

Lloyd L. Parthemer
3929 Bonita View Drive
Bonita, CA 91902-2617

#1

Palrn Desert

Representing the Hospitality industry in San Diego, our company, The
Meeting Manager, is acutely aware of the absence of weather-safe
venues in San Diego that can accommodate groups of 1000 or more.
Specializing in the Corporate and Incentive Markets, we are routinely
questioned by our clients about the availability of an Aircraft Carrier for
special events. The Midway would provide not only a much needed
venue for the Hospitality Industry but also a unique educational museum
for all the citizens and visitors of San Diego to enjoy.

Cabtomia 9?260

/60.563.4907
FAX.58B.3997

desert0111mgr.com

Orange County I

'· ;,N

I write to add my name to the long Jist of supporters requesting approval of the San Diego
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan, which includes berthing of Midway as a museum
ship.
I have attended many planning committee meetings open to the public and the complete

project has been thoroughly staffed with obvious public approvaL
Midway, coupled with the planned onboard projects, will prove to be a great asset for the
Harbor, City, Residents, Tourist and especially the Youth of San Diego.
I urge your strongest support and approval of this Plan

Los Angeles

As a representative of the Hospitality Industry and as a concerned citizen
of San Diego, I encourage you to support the Midway Project as part of
the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan.

?6052 Merit Ctrcfe. #110
Laguna Hms

Ga!dorn1a 92653

Sincerely> . ..:.-/'. .,

.

._--L~/tzA~
-[ d '-'·
r• Parthemer
Ltoy

Respectfully,

~~

949.348,1900

FAX 348. 1955
orange@mrngr,com

-Copy:

Vice Meeting
President
The
M, G-eneral Manager
anager

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
C/o California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402

cc: Coastal Commission Staff
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Sara Wan
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd
Malibu CA 90265

Dear Ms Wan
' whom it may concern:
n behalf of the San Diego Council of the Navy League, we support the USS Midway at
e Navy Pier in downtown San Diego. The project, we believe, has a sound fmancial,
Jerations and maintenance plan behind it. It will be a unique education center and it has
e sound support of all San Diego teacher organizations and school administrations.

ith the USS Cole bombing, it's all the more important that the public fully appreciate
e contributions and sacrifices made every day by those men and women in uniform.
e need this constant reminder. The Midway will serve that vital role.
e feel that the Midway is in the right place at the right time. While we remain
•timistic, we recognize this is the time for individuals and organizations to stand up and
•ice their support for the Midway Project. The Navy League in San Diego absolutely
pports the Midway Project.

The purpose of this letter is to request your support for the
inclusion of the USS MIDWAY in the visionary planned development of the
embarcadero in the port of San Diego.
The project is financially supported, represents long standing
superb relationship (over 6 decades) between the U. S. Navy and by the
majority of San Diegans, and certainly provides a fitting facility for a
museum, naval history research center and a wonderful opportunity for an
ocean oriented educational center.

Sincerely,

KdP~

ncerely,

f~~

1yRoth
esident, San Diego Council of the Navy League

3333 Sandrock Road, San Diego, CA 92123
(858) 569-6587 Fax (858) 569-6639
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NAVAL HELICOPTER HISTORICAL SOCIETY

El9:58

6196685474
AN

P.O. Box 974, Bonita, CA 91908-0974, (619) 461-1840

Email: nhhs@home com, Web Site: ht!p·/lwww.nhhs.org

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 92065

uCC 0 G I:UvU
CAlifORNIA
COASTAl COMMISSION
,_,N DIEGO COAST DISTRICT

December 4, 2000
Dear Chairwoman Wan,
During the week of January 8, 200!, your Commission will considerthe City of San
Diego's North Embarcadero Visionary Plan. The siting ofUSS Midway at Navy Pier is
part of that plan.
Approval of the plan will, I believe, enable Midway to make a significant contribution to
the economic, cultural and social life of America's Finest City.
USS Midway will be a major attraction fur the thousands of visitors who travel to San
Diego each year and will also serve San Diegans as the center for a unique education
complex.
The project plan is comprehensive and has been endorsed by a number ofindependent
organizations, including the San Diego Taxpayers Association.
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Ms. Sara Wan, Chairperson
Califomia Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street

San Francisco, CA

94104

Geo«Jef.Caqie,Curator
Reid P. Car~ton, MIS Manager

Re; Port Plan Amendment 27 (North Embarcadero Redevelopment in San Diego)

lilt Of!iq!nAdwj!O!JBoJnl:

Dear Ms. Wan and Coastal Commissioners:

VA!lM!lonJonos,USN!Retl
RADM"Ii<j!loq'Ramq,USH(Ret)
MG!II VIdOr A. "'-O!l!j. USMC !ReO
RADM Wanen Au~ tJSN (Ret)
RADM!!cojorRk!l,USN!Retl
RADM 'leoti( W.litr, USN (Reli
RADMJllMHi<jqiosor>, USN (RetJ
RADMi'!ii!Oufft,USH(Retl
RADMIIilleny,IJSN(ReU

S.Oior !n!l!!tdAdvil!!a llolrd:
MO'O N"'IN.!Jetlol!, USN (Reli
All( Malon!: H. fll<ar,USH (Rei)
Af(M Aaroo Grandt'""", tJSN (Ret)
CPO!gon W. Oh~odod. U\11 fRet!
A!llClose1>1rA.Md!<lfer,IJSN{IIet)
M(fl:l BOO Selman, tJSN (Ret)
flli'OI!aymcod Welch, U\11 (!!ttl
YNCE<Iditf. Williamson.USH(Retl

San Diego has long enjoyed a unique relationship with the Navy and the Midway Project
is overwhelmingly supported by the City as well as the surrounding communities. With
the large number of active duty and retired military personnel who currently or at some
time in the past have called San Diego their homeport, it is fitting that they be honored by
such a remarkable undertaking.
On behalfofthe Board ofDirectors and the members of the Naval Helicopter Historical
Society, I strongly urge favorable consideration of the North Embarcadero Visionary
Plan, including the siting of USS Midway at Navy Pier.

We understand that the Commission will be hearing public comments in Los Angeles on 11/13
regarding the proposal to bring the carrier Midway tc port in San Diego, and we wanted to be

included.

or

San Diego has one of the most beautiful bay \listas in the state, if not the entire country. Some
us are doing all we can to pn~serve that unique feature because once one can no longer :see the
water easily, downtown San Diego looks like any other city, filled with tall buildings and cars. City
fathers and molhers are already doing their best to fill the waterfront with convention centers, ~ntal
car parking lots, and hotels sudl that mudl of lhe views have been blocked already. Again. being
a city on the water is a feature that few places can claim, and if we lose that view, we are like any
other city. We cannot afford to jeopardize that feature.
Therefore, we a~ uklng that you reject the proposal to bring me canier Midway to port in San
Diego. The above concems notwithstanding, the substantial environmental impacts are further
reasons to reject this idea. We beUew there will be contaminatiOn potential, traffic and pat1ting
problems, as well u habitat distuft)ance or, worse, obliteration. A "tourist attraction" suCh as the
Midway would bring more hann than good.
Additionally, we have to question now many people want to SeE! a decommissioned aircraft carrier
in the fnt place. Don't most visitors come to San Diego tor our superb wwather, beautiful ocean
and bays, and myriad recreational and cultural activities? Perhaps if we didn't haw all of these
attractions (and more), a carrier would help. But we do have them. So, let's pass on this idea and
let another, less bountiful city have the canier.

s~*wq

We believe the Midway will have a wry negative impact on our desirability as a tourist destination,
and along wittllhe environmental impacts this canier would have on our area, it seems a tenible
mistake to make. Please soundly reject thhl propo1181.

Charles B. Smiley {/
Captain, USN, Ret
Chairman, Naval Helicopter Historical Society

Thank you for your interwst and hard wo!X in preserving Califomia's coast ancs in helping San
Diego retain our unique waterside dlann.

Sincently,

~har,U:~

~«.w c.~UJ

Stephanie Strout and Andrew Canic:o
1819 Hk:lden Mesa Rd.
El Cajon, CA 92019
(619) 590-2949

·'GATHER. PRESERVE and DISPLAY the LEGACY of NAVAL HELICOPTER AVIATION"
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Mr. Bill Ponder, Staff
California Coastal Commission
San Diego District Office
7575 Metropole Dr. Suite 103
San Diego, Ca 92108-4402

17161 Alva Road, #711
San Diego, CA 92127
July 9, 2000
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Dear Mr. Ponder,
Enclosed is a copy of our letter to the California Coastal Commissioners regarding
the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan.
It is our understanding that the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan is scheduled for

the August agenda. We are hopeful that our comments will be received by the
commissioners at the appropriate time.
Sincerely,

dd;-~~fl

Cathy O'Leary, John Carey
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17161 Alva Road, #71 1
San Diego, CA 92127
July 9, 2000

California Coastal Commission
San Diego District Office
7575 Metropole Dr. Suite 103
San Diego, Ca 92108-4402
Subject: The North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
Dear Commissioners,
We are pleased and impressed with the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
proposal to create public amenities while preserving views of the bay. We especially
like the "City meets the bay" idea and the goal of keeping the open character of the
bay, since most of the Embarcadero is walled off from us for commercial use.
Regarding the Cruise Ship Terminal:
The concept of public amenities and open views of the bay are being eroded by
the expansion of the cruise ship terminal. This project is similar to the rejected
"Super" terminal and promotes commercial and tourist use. The level of noise
generated from crowds, vehicular traffic, commercial activity, truck movement,
loading docks and operation of on site equipment will greatly interfere with public
open space and the serenity of the waterfront promenade and Broadway Plaza,
center pieces of the Plan.
This large scale use is out of character with the visionary plan. Mass
shadowing and no open water views between B Street and Broadway negate the
primary purpose of the visionary plan.
The second phase of this expansion would extend the project to Ash St.
overwhelming our centerpiece Star of India, the Berkeley Maritime Museum and
Anthony's. Such large scale use is grossly out of character with the visionary
We urge the relocation of the cruise ship terminal. Tenth Avenue Marine
Terminal would accommodate this project.
Regarding the Midway Museum:
Very similar objections are in order for the Midway Museum. The Midway
Museum contributes to "the walling off of the Bay", has a commercial purpose and
so far unmitigated open water habitat loss.
The Harbor Island location alternative was rejected because of view
obstruction and significant deep water dredging.
This needs to be revisited. The attraction of tourism occurring at Harbor

Subject: The North Embacadero Visionary Plan
Island for the Midway Magic Plan and the potential economic benefit of a docking
site which is a low use area for sensitive water birds, makes Harbor Island a better
choice then the North Embarcadero.
Another venue could be one similar to the USS Arizona in Pearl Harbor where
tourists are taken out by boat to visit the site.
Regarding Lane Field:
In regard to Lane Field, we oppose yet another hotel, when an Opera House or
Cultural Center would be not only environmentally superior, but a much needed
public benefit. This alternative would provide more available parking space during
the day and generate less traffic, which continues to be a problem.
Regarding the County Administration Center (CAC):
We urge you to support the less developed plan the county supervisors prefer,
either of the two alternative projects, an active open space alternative or the
Maximum open space alternative.
The Active open space entails less intense development and is environmentally
superior. Landscaping on the two parking lots and the creation of a plaza park like
environment would complement public open space along the waterfront.
Maximum open space proposes a grand civic open space with outdoor plazas,
landscaping, pedestrian walkways, and other amenities. Underground parking
would be a real asset here for employees and visitors of CAC.
Regarding The Santa Fe Depot:
The Santa Fe Depot like the CAC is a historical landmark and should be
enhanced as a showpiece. Buildings planned from 175 feet to 450 feet to the
immediate west, will wall off and dwarf this unique structure diminishing its
character.
We appreciate your attention to our comments and are hopeful that you will support
the open view character of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan the citizens of San
Diego so rightly deserve.
Sincerely,
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Dear Madam or Sir:

"~

The members of the San Diego Chapter of the International Plastic Modelers' Society
would like to make known their support for bringing the U.S.S. Midway and the San
Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum to San Diego Bay. San Diego is long overdue for a
museum of this nature.
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CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
3111 CAMINO DEL RIO NORTH
SUITE 200
SA...N DIEGO CA 92108-1725
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With the strong Navy and Marine presence in San Diego County, and the rich history
these two organizations have had in our community, we feel it is especially
appropriate to honor the men and women who have served in the American Armed
forces with a great landmark like The U.S.S. Midway.
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Please accept the attached names and signatures of our membership as proof of our
support for bringing the U.S.S. Midway to San Diego Bay as part of the revitalization
of North Embarcadero.
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International Plastic Modelers' Society
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Fred Fimbres, President
IPMS, San Diego Chapter
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11087 Caminito Alegra, San Diego CA 92131
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December 4, 2000

P.O. Box 974, Bonita, CA 91908-0974, (619) 435-7795

Email: !lbJ!s:a1lome.CQrn, Web Site: hgp:i/www.nhhs.or_g
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December 6, 2000

sara wan, Chair
California Coastal commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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approval of the San Diego Aircraft Carrier
Museum as a part of the North Embarcadero
visionary Plan.

Pier" project, which will make

San Dicgans have voiced their overwhelming support of the Midway at Navy Pier, and I believe
it will become a unique educational attraction for both teachers and San Diego visitors. Having
the USS Midway become a permanent education center will also be a well deserved tribute, in a
city with very close ties to the
I urge the California Coastal Commission to make the Midway project part of the North
Embarcadero Visionary Plan.

i1ug11Mdlndon, Jr. ~ilt<>rilR
lllmldllo<llilo, AnWom

IM~.urt.ton,IAISIM"''I"
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This letter is to encourage the prompt

Dear Ms. Wan:

AI!Mt Mooah,., l'oll<y >nd Pluo
Wtl!tt B.!Mttr,Jr. SDAo.lliJison
Geo!<JeE.Im!lh. Physiall'!"t

Gtolll'f.C.91e.Wiltor
t··-\'''~1 f)~:~H:f(T

Dear Ms. Wan:

Ms. Sara Wan
Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265

I would like to inforn1 you of my support of the "Midway at
the USS Midway a permanent part of Navy Pier.

•

NAVAL HELICOPTER HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Over the past few years two other uixectors
of the Naval Helicopter Historical Society and I
attended several meetings of the Visionary Plan
committee as spectators. The:various special
interests competed for benefits with one major
exception. All participants, merchants, planners,
envi·ronmentalists, and governmental officials,
unanimously supported conversion of USS MIDWAY
to be the San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum. They
agreed that it would be a significant tourist
attraction in the tradition of the San Diego zoo
and Sea World.

I\ADIIJolloi!!ggi..... llSII(Itt)

-Philo.if1,USN(i1Pt\
-Billltt!)',IISII(a.tl
&WEaljMectldyk!n8ar4;
t.KPO Ned ll Dttlall. USN (Ret!
AOCI.\tlllnfH.flrm,IJSM(IIt1!
Ait:M AoiMGrandH!o<\ Olll(llt<J
IPO Eflll'l W. a.ieodori.IISII (!Itt)
!III(~A.M<Iellor,IISII!lt~

M<POI!<*-IISI(lel)
M<PORtymond'WM llSN (a.t)
ME<IIIt f. Wllla-.USM(Rltl

In addition to the economic advantages to be
bestowed upon the local community, the San Diego
Aircraft Carrier Museum promises to enrich its
masses of visitors with an appreciation for Naval
Aviation and an emotional patriotic experience.
Sincerely,
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Donald J.
ayesr
Commander, USN (Ret)
Copy to:
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
San Diego Aircraft carrier Museum
cc: California Coastal Commission Staff
San Diego Convention & Visitor's Bureau
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December 5, 2000
SERVICES

Wednesday, December 06, 2000

INFORMA110N CEN1ER:

• Website

CALIFORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION
:'>AN D!EGO (O.AST DISTRICT

• Access Guide
• l<eference Library
• Tour Arrangements

Dear Commissioner Wan:
I respectfully request your support of the efforts to bring the USS MIDWAY to San
Diego as a unique educational center. MIDWAY has the support of youth groups and
educational institutions across San Diego County.

RESOURCE CENTER:
• ADA/Title24
Reference Library

Located near the Aircraft Carrier Memorial Plaza and other historical monuments, Navy
Pier is the ideal location for this great ship. This future berthing alongside San Diego's
Navy Pier is a perfect venue for educators to share the story of San Diego's Navy history.
In addition, as this will remain a Navy Pier, no deep water mooring for commercial
shipping will be lost to the maritime industry.

• Training & Sensilivi1y
Awareness Program
• Construction Plan
Review & Evaluation

I appreciate your time and attention to the matter. Hoping that your commission will
realize the overwhelming support for this cornerstone to the North Embarcadero
Redevelopment Plan.

• Structural Survey
• Interpretation of
ADA Terrnir>ology

~eerely,
''-- . . \
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Information Videos

Theresa Randall
Vice President
CSUSM Alumni Council
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• Hotline

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265

'l
; ~.I

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Conunission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265

rJ

ACCESSIBLEA:.

SAN DIEGo-

Greetings Sam Wan:
Accessible San Diego is a non-profit information and resource center for
travelers with disabilities and in full support of the U.S. S. Midway Museum at
the Navy Pier.
On a personal note, as a retired Navy veteran with a 100% service connected
disability I am passionate about an aircraft carrier museum in San Diego. I
personally spent 3 long years on the U. S. S. Saratoga which is now a floating
aircraft carrier museum in Rhode Island. A little known fact is that San Diego
is the birthplace of the modem aircraft carrier, initially designed and tested in
the waters off Coronado. Since that time millions ofU. S. sailors have traveled
the world on aircraft carriers keeping the sea lanes safe for Democracy. San
Diego is also the birthplace of Accessible San Diego, another "First" as
America's first information center for travelers with disabilities, of which I am
the president.
Accessible San Diego is proud of the strong commitment of an accessible
Midway Museum for all persons including those with disabilities. This will not
be an easy project due to the age of the Midway and the architectural design.
However, an ongoing effort will transcend all design improvements so the basic
areas of the gangway ramp to the main deck and the aircmft hangars will be
accessible.
The Midway Museum is a major Win-Win for San Diego and I appreciate your
consideration and support of this project.

• Local Referrals

Sincere! y,
/..-(

CC:
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402

Wes Johnson
President
WJ:fmp
cc: California Coastal Commission Staff

The Callfomia State University

,.

Bakersfield • Channel fs!ands • Chico • Dominguez Hills • Fresno • Fullerton • Hayward • Humboldt • Long Beach • Los Angeles • Ma
Monterey Bay • Northridge • Pomona • Sacramento • San Bemardino • San Diego • San Francisco • San Jose • San l..uis Obispo • San Marcos • Son

•

"

A Non-Profit Information and Resource Center for Travelers with Disabilities
•

P.O. Box 1?:,5?6. San DiE>(JO, Colifomio 92112·4526 • (858) 279-0/0~ • r,,~, (858) 279-5118 ~ .cessandiego.org

•

Jaycor

3394 Carmel Mountain Road
San Diego, CA 92121

•

•
From:

Don Senda

4036 La Jolla Village Drive
La Jolla, CA 92037-1428
To:

i~i~\~~::.:··

December 6, 2000
Sara Wan,
Chair California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 92065
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CC:

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c;o Califon11a Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Dnve, Suite I 03
San D1ego, C A 92108-4402

Date:

December 4, 2000
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DearMs Wan:
I want to offer my support for the USS Midway at the Navy Pier in downtown San Diego Project. This
program will benefit the entire San Diego community. It will provide the public with first-hand exposure
to a slice of the Navy mission and life neither often experienced nor appreciated by our citizens. The
San Diego community has consistently voiced overwhelming support of the Midway Project. In
independent surveys, more than 8 out of 10 San Diegans support the project. The project has a sound
financial, operations and maintenance plan behind it, a plan endorsed by the San Diego Taxpayers
Association and other independent organizations. The Midway will be a unique education center and
has the support of all San Diego teacher organizations and school administrations. In light of the USS
Cole bombing, it's all the more important that the public fully appreciate the contributions and sacrifices
made by those in uniform. The Midway will serve that vital role. The Midway is in the right place at the
right time. I cannot overstate my support for this project.
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Sincerely,
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Sara Wan. Chair
California Coastal Comnussion
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
'V!alibu, CA 90265
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Dear 'V!s. Wan:
I am an en\ ironmentalist. I am one who beli~::ves that a!..:tiuus must bt! takt:It tu a~sure that wildlife have
adequate hab1tat so that they are not placed in peril as a direct result of human encroachment. l also believe that
humans should take care when engagmg in any enterprise which could potentially upset the balance of nature.

I also strongly support bringing the USS Midway to the Port of San Diego as a memorial and museum.
Incompatible positions'' Not at all. First, we are not talking about a potential major environmental
catastrophe here. Ships come and go from San Diego Harbor every day; the Midway would be permanently berthed
at an already-existing pier for Navy ships. It would not be a source of pollution any more than the active ships that
transit the harbor on a daily basis. Second, l have not seen nor heard any compelling evidence that the marine
avians which presently take up residence in that area would be adversely affected. Third, those who believe the
v1ew uno the harbor would be spoiled by the Midway's presence are apparently unaware of the fact that naval
vessels have always been part of the skyline in San Diego Harbor. If anything, l feel that its magnificent presence
would be a major enhancement.

.

/

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff
San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum
Attn: Riley D. Mixson

Finally, as one who respects the sacrifices made by the men and women of our armed forces, I think it only
proper that a Navy town like San Diego have a world-class museum and memorial to those men and women. This
would be a most fitting and appropriate venue not only for a military museum and war memorial, but also an
incredible educational asset for teaching children and adults alike history, technology, and, yes, even concern for the
environment. How easy it is for us to forget that our basic right to raise our voices for issues like the environment
are only made possible by those who would lay down their lives in defense of that basic right.
The :vtid,vay should . mdeerl. must .. come to San Di{"'go. It has this San Dit:>eo environm~ntalic;t's full and
enthusiastiC support.
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Don Senda
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CALIFORNIA

COASTAL COMMISSIOI~
---\N ""IU>O COAST DISTRICT

'iAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT

Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265

Dear Ms. Wan:
This letter is to inform you of my support for the USS Midway
Museum at Navy Pier as part of the San Diego Embarcadero plan.

Dear Ms. Wan,
As the official publisher for the San Diego Convention & Visitors Bureau, I am writing in support of
bringing the USS Midway to San Diego as the San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum. I feel the project is
worthy of your approval for many reasons:
The historical significance of naval operations to San Diego. In addition to the longstanding ties between San Diego and the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps, the city has played a crucial
strategic role in our national defense. It is only appropriate that a museum honoring aircraft carriers
be based here. The Midway, with its illustrious career from WWII to the Persian Gulf, aptly
symbolizes the importance of the military's contributions to our nation and region.
The educational and cultural contributions of such a facility. With its planned
research/historical memorabilia centers and displays, touring and permanent exhibits, facilities for
community and educational events and support from local school organizations, the carrier museum
will bring 85 years of naval aviation to life for this and succeeding generations.
The economic impact of the museum on tourism. San Diego's third largest industry
stands to benefit greatly. The location at Navy Pier will add a vital component to the North
Embarcadero, complementing the existing ships of the nearby Maritime Museum while bringing a
new multi-dimensional destination to the waterfront. Not only will the Midway exist as an
entertainment complex for individuals, it will also provide a unique group meeting space in proximity
to the expanded Convention Center.
The financial and environmental viability of the project. The proposed plan has
already passed muster before a number of interested parties: The Navy has conditionally awarded the
Midway to project organizers; the Port of San Diego has given its unanimous approval to the plan; a
berth at Navy Pier has been secured; environmental impact studies completed to date have reported
no significant negative impacts; private funding and other financing has been arranged; the plan is
endorsed by the San Diego County Taxpayers Association, and eight out of ten Sao Diegans support
the Midway at Navy Pier.
The only support for the project still outstanding is yours. I urge you and the other
commissioners to approve this plan, for the benefit of the entire region.

The United States, as a result of our unique location between two
oceans, is a maritime nation. Our trade and resources must move on
the seas. Wars have been fought to protect the Freedom of the Seas
and this country stands ready to enforce that Freedom today via the
United States Navy.
San Diego has been and still is home to the Pacific Fleet and can
rightly be called "A Navy Town".
A carrier museum dedicated to
that Naval history could not be located in a more apropos setting.
An overwhelming majority of San Diegans support the museum.
The
educational and recreational opportunities that the museum will
provide will enhance the quality of life in San Diego.
In
addition, a carrier museum will serve to educate the public about
past, present and future Untied States and Naval history.
The San Diego Council of the Navy League of the United States along
with the National headquarters of the Navy League and many other
public minded organizations are in full support of bringing this
fine project to fruition.
Finally, I believe that the USS Midway Museum is a worthy project
and deserves to be part of the San Diego waterfront.
Thank you for your support and please feel free to contact me at
619-286-1983 if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

a~!inF
Charlie Conatser

cc:

•

•

Coastal Commission staff
Sal Giametta, San Diego ConVis

•

•

•

HUGH L. WEBSTER
1237 PABELLON COURT
SAN DIEGO. CA 92124

•
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December 5, 2000

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff
7575Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402
To whom it may concern:
I fully support the USS MIDWAY at the Navy Pier in downtown
San Diego. The project has a sound financial operation and
maintenance plan behind it. More importantly, it will be a
unique education center and has the sound support of all
San Diego teacher organizations and school administrations.
USS MIDWAY was in commission during my military career and was
an inspiration. Contributions and sacrifices were made every
day by men and women in uniform. As a dedicated museum, this
ship will continue to remind _the public of the MIDWAY and
will serve that vital role.
I recognize that this is the time to stand up and voice my
support for the MIDWAY project.
Sincerely,

A&

Monahan Group, Inc.
3511 Camino Del Rio So., Suite 307
San Diego, California 92108
(619) 283-3550

Hugh L. Webster
National Director
Navy League of the United States

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265
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Dear Ms. Wan,

It is my understanding: that the Coastal Commission will in the near future
consider approval of the Midway project as part of the North Embarcadero
Visionary Plan. I am writing in support of making the USS Midway
available to the citizens of San Diego.
My reason for support is a very personal one. I am a retired carrier aviator
ang departed on a carrier from San Diego for service in the Western Pacific
in WW fi, again to the Korean ConfHct, and twice more to VietNam. For
those of us that chose San Diego as our retirement home, we want to see our
years of senricc to our country recognized in our Navy home. I want my
grandchildren and their grandchildren to be able to visit a living memorial to
the role that the Navy has played in defending the country.
I know that there are literally thousands of San Diegans that have looked
across tlte harbor and seen the carriers that rest there between their journeys
to the many areas of the world. Most of them have never been able to
actually board one of these magnificent ships and would love to have that
opportunity now

Many of the other forward looking cities in the country, desiring to
remember the service the carrier navy has contributed to our country, have
welcomed carriers to their harbors. I hope that San Diego joins that group
and can enjoy the Midway in the city.
Very truly yours,

/~'
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f,f:(_/L• t:t.i~

Alfred E. Monahan
Capt USN ret
President

W. NEMETH

BRADLEY
9645

Sara Wan
December 6, 2000
Page 2
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Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
~alibu, CA 90265
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our ships to ensure our freedom and way of life.
Thank you for your support and should you have any questions,
please feel free to give me a call.
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Sincerely,

CAlifORNIA
(l)n,STA.t COMMISSION
>AN f)IEGO COAST DISTRICT

Bradley W. Nemeth
ATTOFINE:Y AT lAW

Midway

Dear Ms. Wan:
I am an attorney in private practice and also serve as Chairman of
::he Board of Pacific Ship Repair and Fabrication, Inc.
This
letter is to inform you of my support for the USS Midway Museum at
Navy Pier as part of the San Diego Embarcadero plan.
As you are aware, the United States is a maritime nation.
Our
trade and resources move on the seas. The United States has gone
to war to enforce the Freedom of the Seas and continues to enforce
that Freedom via the United States Navy.
San Diego is a Navy town. A museum to that Naval Heritage could
not be located in a more fitting place. An overwhelming majority
of San Diegans support the museum.
The educational and
recreational opportunities that the museum will provide will
enhance the quality of life in San Diego.
rhe location of the USS Midway Museum at Navy Pier is in support of
the California Coast Act as contained in the California Public
~esources Code.
Section 30213 of the Resources Code provides that
''lower cost visitor and recreation shall be ... encouraged." Due to
the sound financial backing of the Museum and the non profit status
)f the Museum, the Midway will be an affordable destination.
rhe san Diego Taxpayers Association and numerous other civic
Jrganizations have reviewed the plan and has come out in support of
the plan.
In summary, the Midway deserves to be part of the San Diego plan.
It will not only serve to enhance the quality of the recreational
~nd educational opportunities in San Diego, it will serve as a
living monument to the men and women who sacrifice and go to sea in
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Sara Wan
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 92065

November 28, 2000

DearMs. Wan

ara Wan, Chair
:alifomia Coastal Commission
2350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
1alibu, CA 90265

North Island Federal Credit Union as well as 8 out of 10 San Diegans
enthusiastically supports the San Diego Aircraft Museum's efforts to bring the
USS Midway to San Diego as a museum and to dock at the Navy Pier.

)ear Commissioner Wan:

This museum will be a unique education center for the schools and is
supported by all San Diego teacher organizations and school administrations.

am asking for the support of the California Coastal Commission for the
evelopment plans for San Diego's North Embarcadero. The San Diego
ommunity has consistently voiced ovei"'M1elming support of the Midway at Navy
'ier. The project has a sound financial, operations and maintenance plan behind
. a plan endorsed by the San Diego Taxpayers Association and other
1dependent organizations.

The project has sound fmancial, operations and maintenance plans that have
been endorsed by many independent organizations.

s planned location alongside Navy Pier, which has berthed Navy ships since
efore WW II is itself historic as hundreds of thousands of sailors embarked their
hips from that very location throughout the years.

I ask you to please approve the San Diego Aircraft Museum efforts to bring
the USS Midway to San Diego.

This is going to be an outstanding tourist attraction/museum that will
cherished by the millions of tourist that visit San Diego yearly, and will reflect
most favorably on the military services, San Diego and California.

A copy of this letter has been sent to the Coastal Commission Staff.

,s this will remain a Navy Pier, no deep water berthing for commercial shipping
till be lost to the maritime industry. In a way is in the right place at the right time.
appreciate your time and attention.
:incerely,
...

)

Sincerely,

~!$

Senior Vice President

ack C. Randall

:c: North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
'o California Coastal Commission Staff
575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
an Diego, CA 92108-4402
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Thomas C. Elliott
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December 7, 2000
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
C/o California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolillln Drive, Suite I 03
San Diego, CA 92108-4402

Ms. Sara Wan. Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265

SAN DlfG() CC•I\ST DISTRICT

To whom it may concern,

ln January 2001, the California Coastal Commission will be considering the North Embarcadero Visiouary
Plan, which includes establishing the USS Midway as a memorial and tribute to all of those who have
served our country faithfully, as an education center, and as a visitor attraction.
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RE: The USS Midway
Dear Ms. Wan,

You may have heard of Midway Magic. Most 111118ic is illusion. Pulling a rabbit out of the hat, etc.
Midway Magic is reallllll8ic. Midway Magic was born on September IOU', 1945. Midway Magic was
nurtured in the hearts and souis of her crew. Determination and imagination characterize Midway Magic.

I would like you to know that I support the efforts of the North Embarcadero
Visionary Planners in bringing the USS Midway to San Diego's Navy Pier. 1truly
believe that the economic impact generated by her presence will have a
profound affect on our city. As an active member in San Diego's special events
industry I view the addition of the Midway not only as a major attraction for
tourism, but also as a unique event site for the meetings and conventions
industry.

The community of San Diego has consistently voiced its support ofhaving the Midway at Navy Pier. Tbey
have felt the Magic. The project has a sound environmental, financial, operational, and maintenance plan.
The Corporate and individual supporters have felt the Magic.
Imagine a plllce where the children of San Diego can go to experience Naval History, utilize the archives,
and sttend classes at the education center. Imagine a place where the visitors to San Diego line up to
experience history and view a collection of naval memorabilill second to none.

My wife is a local schoolteacher who also understands and supports the Midway
project. Together we believe this floating museum can act as an educational
center and historical timepiece.

We have already imagined it and it is the right thing at the right time. We have the determination to see it
through. There are no ticket guaranties involved. No empty lots where ll ball field may stand one day.
There IS a ship standing by to continue its place in history. Won't you please feel the "Magic"?

~

ly,

Finally. San Diego has a deep appreciation for the military and their contributions
to our country and our great city. I support those who want to make this
legendary vessel a tribute to all in uniform that have sacrificed.

Sincerely.

.

~

;~z; ?%'7
/·r:;:~c. Eni'ott
C/j
ce:

Pierre Charmasson. CMP

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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December 6, 2000

Ms. Sara Wan
Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, California 92065
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Dear Ms. Wan:

I understand that during the week of 8 January 2001, the California Coastal Commission will
consider the berthing of the USS Midway as part of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan.
As a retired Marine who gave this country thirty faithful years of service, I would like to express my

desires to see the USS Midway as part of the great city of San Diego. I believe that she will enhance the
city's tour industry and serve as a permanent education center for those who will see her.
Since San Diego is a military town, with both active and retired families, I know the families would also
appreciate seeing this historical symbol as a floating museum that served this country for five decades.
Thank you in advance for your consideration regartling the matter.
Sincerely,

s~~
Vice President
CACI, Field Services Pacific, Inc.

December 5, 2000
Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 92065
Dear Ms. Wan,
On behalf of the Lockheed Martin Corporation, we support having USS Midway at the
Navy Pier downtown San Diego. It will be a unique training and education center for the
children of San Diego and all of the visitors to our fine city. We believe that the project
has a sound financial, operations and maintenance plan behind it
We think that the public needs to fully appreciate the contnbutions and sacrifices made
every day by those men and women in uniform. We feel that the Midway would serve
that role. While we remain optimistic, we recognize this is the time for individuals and
organizations to stand up and voice their support for the Midway Project. We at
Lockheed Martin absolutely support the Midway Project.
Sincerely,

~·
Executive Manager

cc:

San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum
Attn: Riley D. Mixson
1355 North Harbor Drive
San Diego, California 92101
North Embarcadero Vis.ionary Plan
C/0 California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, California 92108

CACI International inc and Subsidiary Companies
San Diego Offices • 1101 Camino Del Rio South • Suite 550 • San Diego, California 92108 • (619) 293-708417085 • Fax (619);
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Captain .J. C. Ensch, USN (Ret.)
3448 Villanova A venue

;
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San Diego, CA 92122
ccmbcr (J, 2000
Wan, Chair
lirornia Coastal Commission
1)0 Carbon Mesa Rd.
dibu. CA 1)02(15
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Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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n wnllng to express my strong support lor the proposal to establish the ex-USS M!DWA Y as
crmanenl education center, patriotic tribute ami visitor atlraction at the Navy Pier in San
:go as a part of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan. San Diego is the "Birth Place of
val Aviation." Therefore, it is most appropriate that an aircraft carrier named for the battle that
ned the tide for victory in the Paci fie during World War II should serve as a
:1indcr of the sacri lices and triumphs of the patriots who have deployed from San Diego to
;ure our nation's n·ccdom.
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Dear Ms. Wan:
On behalf of San Diego's dynamic visitor industry, I urge your approval of the USS
Midway project as outlined in the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan. The Midway will
make a welcome addition to our waterfront and provide a much-needed tribute to the
thousands of former and current military personnel who reside or have served in San
Diego over the years.

c citizenry or San Diego has consistently expressed its support of the Midway being placed at
vy Pier. The San Diego Taxpayers Association and other independent organizations have
lorsed the project as having a sound financial, operations and maintenance plan. San Diego
cher organizations and school administrations support the project as a unique education center
1ortunity. Midway will become a popular visitor attraction in a city with a rich maritime,
ation and U. S. Navy history and will provide appropriate synergism with the Navy
mecpp1ing Statue and the aircraft carrier and Naval task force monuments already in place
ng the embarcadero. Since it will be located at the Navy Pier there will be no loss
tcr berthing to the San Diego maritime industry.

In addition, the carrier museum will add significantly to San Diego's glowing reputation
as one of the world's most desirable visitor destinations. As you may know, tourism is
our county's third largest industry, generating approximately $5 billion annually for our
local economy and providing more than 150,000 jobs for San Diego area residents.
The project, which enjoys tremendous support among a broad cross section of San
Diegans, as well as numerous civic, service and academic organizations, will include
historical memorabilia, a research center and facilities for community and educational
events. In sum, the Midway will bring 85 years of naval aviation history to life for the
enjoyment of San Diego's visitors and residents alike.

1i!e I feel very strongly that the Midway will be a definite asset to San Diego and California,
he spirit of full disclosure, I must also acknowledge a personal relationship with the Midway.
vas from the flight deck of the USS MIDWAY in May of 1972 that I launched on a combat
;sion, which culminated in a fierce dogfight with six MIGs over North Vietnam. My pilot and
tot down two of the MIGs and were awarded the Navy Cross for our action. It was from that
11e night deck in August of i 972 that !launched on another combat mission during which I
>shot down and became a POW in North Vietnam for the remainder of the war.

Again, on behalf of the San Diego Convention & Visitors Bureau and our region's visitor
industry, I urge your support and approval of the USS Midway project proposed for
Navy Field. Should you or your staff have any questions regarding the financial or
environmental viability of this unique project, please do not hesitate to contact me at
(619) 557-2831 .

. Wm1, I ask that you consider favorably supporting the Midway project as part of the North
1barcaderg_Yisionary Plan for San Diego. Thank you.

Sincerely,

rfl.ul~·~

f~~
:;;nsch
1Lai1~ USN (Ret.}

Reint Reinders, CHA
President & CEO

ny to: Calirornia Coastal Commission Staff
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Ronald 0. Brown
9964 Bourbon Court, San Diego, CA 92131-180 I

858 578-3274

/WUNITED

ronbrown@uscg.net

December 2, 2000
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Slaff
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402
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Dear Sir or Madame:

I am writing to you to voice my strong support for the (now decommissioned) USS Midway being permanently
moored in San Diego at Navy Pier. I earnestly believe that this attraction will greatly benefit the citizens of San
Diego, both as a uemendous tourist attraction and as a museum. Most of all, it will serve as a tribute to those who
bravely defended America during WWII and subsequent conflicts. The Midway will be a unique education center
and carries the support of all San Diego Teacher organizations and school administrators. In San Diego, the project
has the backing of nearly 80% of those polled.
It is my understanding that those who are spear-heading this project have fulfilled all of the financial, operational
and maintenance requirements needed to bring the Midway to San Diego. The plan is endorsed by the San Diego
Taxpayers Association and many other independent organizations.

I am a thirty-three year resident of San Diego. I retired this year as a sergeant from the San Police Department with
twenty-three years of service, and currently serve as a commander in the U.S. Coast Guard Reserve (four years
active duty and twenty-six years reserve). I believe my experience and involvement in the community have given
me a good perspective on issues concerning this wonderful city. The acquisition of the USS Midway is uuly a
unique opportunity for the San Diego and I urge you to approve the plan. If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to contact me at the phone number or address listed above.

Sincerely,

Q~-.---Ronald 0. Brown
Copy:

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265

December06,2000

Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265
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Dear Ms. Wan:
The San Diego community has consistently voiced overwhelming support
of the Midway at Navy Pier. In independent surveys, 8 of 10 San Diegans
support the Midway at Navy Pier.
The project has a sound financial, operations and maintenance plan behind
it, a plan endorsed by the San Diego County Taxpayers Association and
other independent organizations. The Midway 'will be a unique education
center and has the support of San Diego teacher organizations and school
administrators.
In light of the USS Cole bombing, it's all the more important that the public
fully appreciate the contributions and sacrifices made by those in uniform.
The Midway will serve that vital role.
In addition to serving as a tribute to the military, the Midway project will
make a welcome addition to the San Diego's visitor and convention and
meetings industry, serving not only as a major new attraction, but also as
an event site for visiting convention groups.
Sincerely,

~~lwiCity Manager

Cc: Coastal Commission Staff

San Die~u International Airporl. 2;~75 Airlane Road. San Diego, California 92101

CDR David W. Bullard
11483 Ash Creek Place
San Diego, CA 92131-3754

12425 Rue Cheaumont
San Diego, CA 92131

December 7, 2000

December 6. 2000
?·

Sara Wan. Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265
Dear Ms. Wan:

~.

i

~.l

RE: USS Midway
Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265

C.\! !FO~~r{;,t

(0ASi.r•.:. CCt~~M~SSIOt4
SA.~J f)lEGO CUAc;T DISTRICT

I am writing to solicit your support of the San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum's siting plan for
the USS MJDWAY at Navy Pier in San Diego. 1 can't think of a better tribute to San Diego's
proud heritage as the west coast's premier Navy home port than having MIDWAY
pennanently home ported here. For the thousands of proud veterans who make their home in
San Diego, this would be a fitting reward for dedicated service to their country and fellow
citizens.

DEC 0

2Uuu

CALIFORNI,A.

COASTM (OMI.,..lS5lON

•AN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT

Dear Ms. Wan,
Please consider this letter a strong Yes vote for the USS Midway project.
As a long time San Diego resident, I recognize the past, present and future role the
military has played in our community. I also understand the importance of the
Tourism Industry to our economy.

In addition to the tremendous educational benefit of having an aircraft carrier open to the
public for tours and educational programs, the value to San Diego as a tourist attraction would
be immeasurable. I also believe that the MIDWAY would serve exceptionally well for
reunions and gatherings of professional organizations dedicated to the support of the US.
Navy, such as the Navy League, Navy Sea Cadets, Navy ROTC training programs, to name a
few.

The USS Midway project honors our military heritage while concurrently providing a
driver for our tourism engine.
I'm told 8 out of 10 San Diegans endorse this project. If that many residents favor it,
then surely the project will benefit not only our community members but also the
important visitor's who fuel our economic engine without fouling our bay and
waterfront.

San Diego has played an integral role in the history of the Pacific Fleet, and will continue to
do so in the future. Siting the USS MJDWAY in San Diego as an aircraft carrier museum
would greatly enhance San Diego's position as the cradle of the Pacific Fleet and would be a
fitting tribute to San Diego's veterans and active duty military alike. Please give this
worthwhile project your strongest consideration and support!

Thank you for your consideration.

~

Gratefully,
David W. Bullard
CDR, USNR Retired

Scott E Hermes, CMP

cc: North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff
CC: California Coastal Commission Staff
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December 6, 2000
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Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265
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Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 92065
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Dear Ms. Wan,

''
~ .i

.

cc:.~/J;.!S
((J!!..~;r

.:ION
[)!:;TRif.T

Dear Ms. Wan,

l write today on behalf of the Board of Directors of the Mission Valley Tourism Council, a non·
profit, mutual benefit corporation dedicated to delivering a quality guest experience to visitors to
Mission Valley and to the entire San Diego Region. Mission Valley Tourism Council represents
28 separate lodging establishments, with over 6,000 hotel rooms delivering over $14 million in
Transient Occupancy Taxes annually to the City of San Diego.

Please add the support of Lex Lyon and Enjoy California Enterprises to the U.S.S. Midway
Project As a destination management company based in San Diego since 1977, I have seen few
attractions that have elicited as much excitement as this retired aircraft carrier.
In San Diego, there are few venues that can be utilized for groups over 350 people, especially in
our cold weather-wet months of November ApriL The U.S.S. Midway will provide a covered
site that is educational, informative and which is a tribute to the men and women who have
served in the U.S. Navy.

The Board of Director of the Mission Valley Tourism Council unanimously supports the
establishment of the USS Midway as a permanent education center, visitor attraction and milital)
tribute on San Diego Bay. We concur with the vast majority of San Diegans in our support for th•
placement of the USS Midway at the Navy Pier.

The San Diego tourist community is not the only segment backing this project. It is our
understanding that almost 8 out of 10 San Diegans support the project at Navy Pier. And why
not, it adds another important facet to our community while having a sound financial plan
supporting it.

There is no more fitting home for the USS Midway than San Diego, a community with a rich
naval heritage. The freedom we enjoy today was defended and preserved by the officers and ere\\
of the USS Midway and other ships like her. She will stand in tribute to our liberty, guaranteed b)
the significant sacrifice of many. And she will serve as a unique educational center and hands-on
learning experience for the children of our community. The USS Midway project has the support
of San Diego teacher organizations and numerous school administrators.

I

We hope that you will give this plan the full consideration that it deserves.

Of overriding importance to our organization is that the USS Midway will be an important new
addition to the local visitor industry. As a new attraction, the USS Midway will serve individual
travelers and families as well as meeting and convention groups. Whether called an attraction,
education center, or lasting tribute, a facility such as the proposed USS Midway project is long
overdue in the great Navy town of San Diego. We respectfully request the approval of this project
as presented before the California Coastal Commission.

Sl"''."'ly,

k0t-

~~

LL/gmr

cc: North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
Scott McGaugh- Executive Vice President, U.S.S. Midway Project

Michael H. McDowell, Executive Director
Mission Valley Tourism Council
Mission Valley, San Diego, California

Cc: Mission Valley Tourism Council Board of Directors
San Diego Convention & Visitors Bureau
California Coastal Commission Staff
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San Diego County Hispanic Chamber of Com me;
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December 7, 2000
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Ms. Sara Wan. Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265
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Dear Ms. Wan:
The San Diego County Hispanic Chamber of Commerce (SDCHCC) supports
establishing the USS-Midway as a permanent education center and tribute to the
men and women who served their country.

eSecretary

As a business organization, we appreciate the project's sound fiscal and
operational plan. Moreover, as the demographics of the entire military have
changed, the Hispanic community plays a critical role in the defense of the
country. It is appropriate that the USS-Midway be present as a center to honor
the many Hispanics that have served, and will continue to serve, their country

t;t~~r~• w~""' "(619) 702-0790
ectors:

ona

Robert Villarreal
Executive Director
Cc:
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K. N. "Dutch'' Rauch
Box 1730
Vienna, VA 22180
301-757-9646 (Cell) 703-627-7811

DEC 1 l ZUUJ

tra Wan
.tlifornia Coastal Commission
:350 Carbon Mesa Rd
:alibu. CA 90265
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K. N. "Dutch" Rauch

Box 1730
c.A.llfORNIA
v·1enna, VA ,.,?
CGA:;T/Il COMMISSION
-- 180
.\ri
·~n"'"(!W)SJ~P757-9646
(Cell) 703-627-7811

2 December 2000

2 December 2000

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite I 03
San Diego, CA 92108-4402

reetings,
Greetings,
1ave recently learned you will soon consider establishing ex-USS MIDWAY in San Diego, where
1e will serve as both a pern1anent education and visitor attraction center and tribute to both the
1d the Navy. I am writing to provide my strongest possible endorsement for such an undertaking.
., a forn1er MIDWAY sailor, a career Naval Aviator and former San Diego resident, I can think of no
ner project than one that will bring such a positive asset as ex-MIDAY to the public, especially in
m Diego. San Diego is a uniquely multi-cultural and multi-interest town- and it has always been a
avy Town. This effort provides very fitting testimony to that vital Navy link.

I am pleased and proud to provide a copy of my letter to Sara Wan, which states my strongest possible
endorsement tor bringing ex-MIDWAY to San Diego.
This is a most worthy project and I wish you God speed in completing it.
Most sincerely, ...,
~""'-::::- ..-,.

<::.
'now the support for this effort is strong, starting with sound fiscal and operations/maintenance
ans, all endorsed by the San Diego Taxpayers Association and many other, independent
ganizations. More, the local educational organizations and schools have all expressed their support,
lturally and especially for the educational aspects ex-MIDWAY will provide. Special interest groups
ide, the San Diego Community as a whole have voiced overwhelming support, the latest expression
:ing more than 80% in favor.
1is project also extends far beyond the inward-looking aspects of establishing ex-MIDWAY as an
!ucation and visitor attraction. Even more important, it will give a dignified home to a gallant
arrior, which will forever honor its service, the countless thousands who have served in her and the
hole of the Naval Service.

nost strongly support the establishment of ex-MIDWAY in San Diego and hope to be one of her first
sitors I trulv look forward to the opportunity to be abpard my old "home" next I am in San Diego.
I wish you the very best in this noble effort,

opy to: North Embarcadero
Visionary Plan

K. N. ''Dutch" Rauch
Captain, US Navy (ret)

K. N. "Dutch" Rauch
Captain, US Navy (ret)
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DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.
December 7, 2000

Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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December 5, 2000
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Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265

Dear Ms. Wan:
I am writing to you today to ask for your support to establish the ex-USS Midway as a permanent
education center, tnoute and visitor attraction in San Diego. As you may be aware, the San
Diego community has consistently voiced overwhelming support of the USS Midway at Navy
Pier, with 8 out of 10 San Diegans supporting the project
The proposed San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum will not produce significant environmental
impacts that cannot be mitigated, according to the draft EIR for the entire North Embarcadero.
In additio~ the project has a sound financial, operations and maintenance plan behind it.
In light of the recent USS Cole bombing, it's all the more important that the public fully
appreciates the contributions and sacrifices made by those in uniform. In addition to serving as a

tribute to the military, the USS Midway project will make a welcome addition to San Diego's
visitor, convention and meetings industry. The site will not only serve as a major new attraction,
but also as an event site for visiting convention groups. The USS Midway will also serve as a
unique education center, and has the support of San Diego teacher organizations and school
administrators.
In closing, I encourage you to join the San Diego County Taxpayers Association and other

independent organizations that have endorsed the USS Midway project as part of the North
Embarcadero Visionary Plan.
Sincerely,

~e-·.!;~:~it

Dominiqu . Alessio
Director f Community Relations
Cc:

Coastal Commission Staff
San Diego Convention & Visitors Bureau

Dear Ms. Wan,

On behalf of Episcopal Community Services (ECS), I wish to
lend my support to the campaign to establish a permanent
education and visitor center on the ex- USS Midway in San
Diego.
This plan has the support of numerous independent
organizations, as well as that of San Diego teachers' associations
and school administrators. We at ECS believe that such a center
will further enhance education in our city, and serve as a fitting
tribute to the members of the armed forces who have been a
vital part of our community throughout its history.

;;t;;;&./L~
Robert B. Morris
Vice President, Development

cc:

California Coastal Commission Staff
San Diego Convention and Visitors Bureau

..
ECSAdmlnlstrad\'eCcnter•3565SeventhAvenuel-·-"
Post Oftlcc Box 33168 • San Diego, Calitbmia 92163-3168

TEL 619-26Ga100 •FAX 619-:z60.8101

LIQUID COURT • SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92121 • {619) 452-2300 • FAX {619)
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Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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Dear Ms. Wan:
I am writing in support of the ex-USS Midway as a permanent education center,
tribute and visitor attraction in San Diego at Navy Pier. The Midway will be a unique
education center and has the support of the San Diego teacher organizations and
school administrators.
The Midway project will enhance the attractions in San Diego and benefit our local
economy serving as a unique tool for our San Diego Convention & Visitors Bureau.
It will not only serve as a major new attraction, but also as an event site for visiting
convention groups.

~forlntemoflono/

/and (onflitr Resolution

Please include my vote of support in approving this worthwhile venture.
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As a businessman who spent 25 years involved with the redevelopment of Downtown
San Diego, as well as an ex-Naval Officer, I am excited with the prospect that your
Commission will soon approve the Midway Museum at Navy Pier.
While my principal residence is in Los Angeles, I have for most of my adult life envied
The coastal communities of San Francisco and San Diego. While at Berkeley, in the late
60's, I was concerned with the preservation of the bay, aware of the Navy's presence at
Alameda, Hunter's Point, Treasure Island and Vallejo. What the Bay Cities and Navy
have accomplished since then is remarkable. This includes a Carrier Museum at
Alameda, such as ones in New York and Charleston.
Now, after much planning and community support, the City of San Diego is ready for
their museum. It is very fitting for this "Navy Town" to have this remarkable
opportunity; both because of the thousands of retired Naval Personnel here, but also
because the U.S.S. Midway was stationed here.
Fifty-nine years ago today, my father was a ship's clerk in the U.S. Navy. Fifteen years
later he had risen to become "Air Boss" on the Midway's sister ship U.S.S. Roosevelt.
What a wonderful opportunity we have to pay tribute to all of the men, such as my father,
who served their country in the United States Navy throughout it's glorious past.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Joyce M. Gattas, Dean
/
Alan Kirkpatrick
cc. Coastal Commission Staff ~/""
San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum

JG:dm

Cc:

California Coastal Commission Staff
Sal Giametta, Vice President of Community Relations,
San Diego Convention and Visitors Bureau

December 7, 2000

Dear Ms. Wan,

Sincerely,
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Re: USS Midway Museum
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Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, Ca. 90265
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Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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California Coastal Commission
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Dear Ms. Wan:

Dear Ms. Wan:

I am writing to you today to ask for your support to establish the ex-USS Midway as a permanent
education center, tribute and visitor attraction in San Diego.

I am writing to you today to ask for your support to establish the ex-USS Midway as a permanent
education center, tribute and visitor attraction in San Diego.

As you may be aware, the San Diego community has consistently voiced overwhelming support
of the USS Midway at Navy Pier, as part of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan. Independent
studies have shown that 8 out of 10 San Diegans support the USS Midway at Navy Pier.

As you may be aware, the San Diego community has consistently voiced overwhelming support
of the USS Midway at Navy Pier, as part of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan. Independent
studies have shown that 8 out of 10 San Diegans support the USS Midway at Navy Pier.

The USS Midway will also serve as a unique education center, and has the support of San Diego
teacher organizations and school administrators. In light of the recent USS Cole bombing, it's
all the more important that the public fully appreciates the contributions and sacrifices made by
those in uniform.

The USS Midway will also serve as a unique education center, and has the support of San Diego
teacher organizations and school administrators. In light of the recent USS Cole bombing, it's
all the more important that the public fully appreciates the contributions and sacrifices made by
those in uniform.

In addition to serving as a tribute to the military, the USS Midway project will make a welcome
addition to San Diego's visitor, convention and meetings industry. The site will not only serve
as a major new attraction. but also as an event site for visiting convention groups.

In addition to serving as a tribute to the military, the USS Midway project will make a welcome
addition to San Diego's visitor, convention and meetings industxy. The site will not only serve
as a major new attraction. but also as an event site for visiting convention groups.

The proposed San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum will not produce significant environmental
impacts that cannot be mitigated. according to the draft EIR for the entire North Embarcadero.
In addition. the project has a sound financial, operations and maintenance plan behind it.

The proposed San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum will not produce significant environmental
impacts that cannot be mitigated, according to the draft EIR for the entire North Embarcadero.
In addition. the project has a sound fmancial, operations and maintenance plan behind it

In closing, I encourage you to join the San Diego County Taxpayers Association and other
independent organizations that have endorsed the USS Midway project.

In closing, I encourage you to join the San Diego County Taxpayers Association and other
independent organizations that have endorsed the USS Midway project.

Sincerely,

Sincerely,

<J4L

M~4~

Patrick Connors
Vice President, Marketing
Cc:

/Ron Fowler

I President I CEO

Coastal Commission Staff
San Diego Convention & Visitors Bureau

8870 L I Q U I . • SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92121 • (619) 452·2300 • FAX (619) 452·9043
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We are looking forward to working with the North Embarcadero Alliance to incorporate transit facilities
into the Visionary Plan to support access to the area. We therefore seek Coastal Commission
endorsement of transit as a viable and necessary component of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan.

AG 260, LEG 460 (PC 30100)

OCT 1 6 2000
CALIFORNIA

California Coastal Commission
COASTAL COMMi$SIC·H
3111 Camino Del Rio North, # 200 ;;AN DIEGO COAST DISTRi<..f

~::Y

San Diego, CA 92108

·-\ /
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Dear Members of the California Coastal Commission:
Subject: NORTH EMBARCADERO ALLIANCE VISIONARY PLAN

/
(__.../

The North Embarcadero Visionary Plan proposes to redevelop existing areas within the
North Embarcadero with a variety of uses and amenities that wilt attract people to the downtown
San Diego waterfront Access to this redevelopment area is critical to the success of the project
There is currently a high level of public transit service, both bus and light rail, to the North Embarcadero
area-and we envision more transit service as the area redevelops.
As a result, public transit can, and will have to, play a significant role in providing access to the
North Embarcadero redevelopment plan. When the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan item
comes before the Coastal Commission, we are requesting that the Commission endorse incorporation
of transit facilities and services into the North Embarcadero Project.
The San Diego Metropolitan Transit Development Board {MTDB) has been working with the
North Embarcadero Alliance to ensure that facilities for public transit, particularly bus terminal facilities
within the plan area, are integrated into the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan. Currently, 23 bus
routes, the San Diego Trolley, and the Coaster Commuter Rail directly serve the North Embarcadero
Plan area. These services radiate out from the waterfront and travel throughout the region. Many of
these routes serve outlying park-and-ride facilities that could be used as remote parking for
Embarcadero redevelopment, negating the need for expansive parking facilities in the Embarcadero
area. Since 18 of the 23 routes serving the area terminate there, full accommodation of bus terminal
facilities (either on- or off-street) will need to be part of the Visionary Plan design.
Integration of transit into the plan and redevelopment project will provide a viable alternative to the
automobile for access to the Embarcadero and can help address parking and traffic issues associated
with the Plan. In the past, the Coastal Commission has shown an interest in promoting alternative
modes of transportation to coastal areas to reduce traffic and parking impacts and to provide public
access to the coastal resources. Ensuring and promoting public transit in the North Embarcadero
redevelopment area will support the Coastal Commission's access and coastal preservation goals.
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cc: North Embarcadero Visionary Plan Alliance
Alexandria Elias, CCDC
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Sara Wan, Chair
CaLifornia Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
Re:

Midway Project

DearMs Wan:
This letter is to indicate my support for the subject project.
The Midway will serve as an educational tool for students and
public alike. It will remind those who tour her of the role San
Diego played in supporting our military and the contributions and
sacrifices made in the name of freedom.
It is a worthy project.
Thank you for your consideration.

S)dc£/
OAf
Dick Long
President
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Sara Wan. Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mt:sa Rd.
Malibu. CA 90265
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Several years ago the community of San Diego came together under the leadership of City, County, Port
District and US Navy officials as well as San Diego's Center City Development Corporation, to forge a
regional government solution for land use along San Diego's North Embarcadero. After rough, hard and
long battles and negotiations, this multi-governmemal body forged a vision consistent with what the
Alliance found to represent the highest and best use of our land along the waterfront: creation of a maritime
museum with the retired USS Midway was one of the cornerstones of that vision.
It is important to note that the land area surrounding the designated berth for the Aircraft Carrier Museum
is currently a park/promenade dedicated solely to Naval history. There are currently three monuments in
the tree lined park dedicated to this historic Navy area. One is a granite memorial to the Naval heroes
involved in the Battle ofLeyte Gulf; another is a wonderful depiction of a sailor's homecoming to Navy Pier
with the sailor, his wife and children; and the third and last monument is an obelisk, dedicated as the Aircraft
Carrier Memorial with a saluting sailor- how fitting that it sits immediately in front of the Navy pier agreed
upon by the Alliance for the Aircraft Carrier Museum.
There are many reasons, of which you are no doubt aware, for keeping this first project of the visionary plan
intact. It is very popular with the people of San Diego, 800/o believe the view of a Navy ship at "Navy Pier"
IS. the view; the project is financially sound and will bring environmentally friendly commerce to the
waterfront; and it will be an invaluable education venue for students and American families. But, in my
opinion, the most significant reason to support the Aircraft Carrier Museum is its symbolism. It symbolizes
freedom, patriotism and our clterished way of life. Sure it may deter the view a little, but, by the same
token, so does the Statue of Liberty in New York harbor, the USS Constitution in Boston, the Liberty Bell
in Philadelphia and the beautiful memorial monument vvorsha.dowing the USS Arizona ir. Honolulu. The
view of 'freedom" is important to all Americans - let's preserve iL
Please support the San Diego North Embarcadero Visionary Plan - especially the Aircraft Carrier Museum
embodied in the USS Midway.
Sincerely,

~s{::;~.L~
President
1-800-9SHUTrl..E
(1-800.974·8885)
General
Reservatlonll:
Prl.m Luxury Sedan & Llmooslne
1-888-9--CLASstC (1-883·925·2774)
Motor
Seoice:
1-877-RIDE TilE CLOUD (1-877-743-31!43)
Gro~~pSales: (858)505-4900
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December 12,2000
Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265

Dear Commissioner Wan:

l am writing this letter to give full support to the San Diego Aircraft Museum and the proposal
known as the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan.

Dear Ms. Wan,

Old Town Trolley Tours of San Diego is a subsidiary of Historic Tours of America, which is
presently the largest privately owned operator of specialty vehicles in the nation. As exhibited
with our Boston Tea Party Ship on Boston Harbor, our mission is to tell the nation's story from
the perspective of each individual city we operate in. Since 1989, we have toured literally
millions of guests on our historic trolley tours of San Diego since 1989. In addition, under an
exclusive permit with the United States Navy, we presently operate Military Base Tours of Naval
Station San Diego, Naval Station Coronado, and Naval Station Point Loma.

I respectfully ask for your support in bringing The Midway to San Diego to serve as a
Naval Aviation Museum.
With The Midway in San Diego a wondrous educational venue will be readily accessible
to the children of California.
The North Embarcadero Visionary Plan should receive its final approval from your
committee. It is my earnest prayer that you lead The Coastal Commission in giving its
final approval to moor T.he MisiwaJ at the south side of Navy Pier.

Today, San Diego is the Largest Military Complex in the world. San Diego is also the historic
root of US Naval Aviation. The first American aircraft carrier, the U.S.S. Langley CVI, was
stationed here in San Diego. In addition, the first American naval aviator, T.G. Ellison, was
trained and certified right here on North Island Naval Air Station. Throughout modern history, a
large percentage of our nation's naval personnel trained here in San Diego. For all of this historic
significance, however, San Diego surprisingly does not have a living museum to give a suitable
tribute to our City's most significant contribution to our country.
With this background, we can unequivocally say that San Diego is the right location for the
Midway and its designated site on the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan is the ideal location for
this treasure. For the last eight years the Midway Aircraft Carrier Group nad wori<cd diiig.:miy to
bring this museum here. They have interfaced with the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan.
They have qualified in every requirement of the U.S. Navy. They have complied with all of the
Federal, State and local environmental requirements. They have even received the unanimous
endorsement of the San Diego Unified Port Commissioners. They have raised over $5 million in
cash, pledges and loans, and have over 86% of San Diegan's support.
With the final milestone of the California Coastal Commission review approaching, we
respectfully urge your approval of the Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum and the North
~mbarcadero Visionary Plan.

~

Very
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Dr. Warren G. Cormier
Special Consultant

Cc:

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
C/o California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Dr., Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108
David Flohr

1852 Circa Del Cielo Drive
El Cajon, CA 92040
Sincerely,

/\~~"~..=\·

Lorm Dai Ming Stewart
General Manager

Boston • Cambridge • Key West • San Diego • Savannah • Washington

701 B Street, Suite 236 • San Diego, Califomia 92101
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333 West Harbor C
San Diego Marriott Hotel & Marina

San Diego, CA 921·
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Ray Warren
General Manager
619/230-8900
619/230-8996 Fax
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SARA WAN, CHAIRPERSON
CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
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Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265

Dear Chairperson,

Dear Ms. Wan:

San Diego has been a "NAVY" town for almost one
hundred years.
Sadly, not at anytime in that
period have Americans who came to San Diego been
given an opportunity to touch and feel the ethos
of the shipboard or carrier experience, as lived
by millions of Americans in five international
episodes. Where else but San Diego should this
opportunity be made available? As a City greatly
flavored by the Navy and Navy personell, huge
local satisfaction will result.
But there are
millions of would be visitors to
San Diego who will come, visit and thereafter
understand and be forever touched by their day
aboard the MIDWAY.
And their experience will
touch thousands of others.

In January 2001 I understand the California Coastal Commission will be
considering the USS Midway as part of the North Embarcadero Visionary
Plan.
As General Manager of the San Diego Marriott Hotel & Marina I fully

support this project at Navy Pier. It will be a unique attraction and education
center for all of our guests to enjoy as well as the entire San Diego
community.
Thank you for your consideration in bringing the ex-USS Midway to San
Diego.

~
Ray~arren ~

Please honor the Navy, those who have served
and our great "NAVY" town by moving the
Midwasy to Navy pier forthwith.

-----, ~==,~~
Ja~ G.-••• ;

•

General Manager

RW/peb
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•

•

•

James W. Gavin

2295-73 Needham Rd.
El Cajon, CA 92020-1344
619-448-9967

December 12,2000
Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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Gaylord L. Stickney
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Madam Chairperson
The Gavin family would like to take this opportunity to express our support for the
proposed USS Midway Museum in San Diego Bay.
What better way to recognize the many contributions ofNaval Aviation to Southern
California and San Diego than a carrier museum? Many generations of Californians have
benefited from the military presence in our state and we feel that the USS Midway
presents a wonderful opportunity to begin preserving some of that heritage for future
generations.
I have had the opportunity to visit two existing carrier museums, the USS Intrepid in
New York and the USS Lexington in Corpus Christi and have experienced first hand, the
reactions of the visitors, young and old. There is something wonderful listing to the
recollections of older generations being passed on to wide-eyed youngsters, or watching
teen-agers from the inner city, fascinated, actually walking around, onboard, a real
aircraft carrier complete with airplanes.
The carrier represents a real live exhibit, affordable, educational entertainment for the
whole family. An exhibit where the visitor can actually feel the history that has taken
place there. Unlike the sterile environment of most traditional museums, the carrier
allows the individual visitor, young and old alike to vicariously participate in her history.

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265
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North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
C/0 California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Dr., Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-04402

f)!STRt( f

Dear Sara Wan
I am a native of San Diego. This city has a naval history and the Midway at Navy Pier
would honor this 75 years partnership.
My Lions Club sponsors a night aboard the Star of India, a historical clipper ship, which
is a successful program for these fifth graders. It is my understanding that an
educational opportunity free of charge will be offered to 40,000 San Diego area high
school students.
The citizens of San Diego according to a recent survey gave overwhelming support to
the Midway project. This museum will honor the many sailors who are or have served
our country.
Your time and consideration is appreciated in bringing this project to completion.

Having reviewed the proposed San Diego North Embarcadero Visionary Plan and the
location of the USS .Midway therein, we feel that is compatible and complimentary to the
overall plan.
As a matter of record, neither my wife, or I, are present or former Naval Aviators, just
concerned coastal inhabitants that would like to see a proper tribute to the contribution of
the men and women past and present who have served their country.
Thank y~for your consideration in this matter.

/

l~-/ ...~~.

James W. Gavin
( · fac I California Coastal Commission Staff

P() 'Rnv 1 'i?Q-

Rancho Santa Fe, Ca 92067-858-756-4645 phone/fax

Sincerely
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Gaydrd Stickney
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Embarcadero Visionary Plan
> Caifornia Coastal Commislon
75 Metropolitan Dr. Suite#103
m Diego, CA 92108- 04402

Herbert Fulda
3633 Indiana St #10
San Diego, CA 92103
1211212000
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' Whom It May Concern:

,/

Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coas·tal Commission
22350 Carbon. ~esa Rd.
Malibu, CA ~0265

tould like to make it known that I am very enthusiastically
favor for the decommissioned aircraft carrier U.S. Midway
~ing brought to San Diego. The idea of the historical warship to be
mverted to living museum is an excellent Idea.
y dad, having both served in the Navy when there was Iron men" and
vooden" ships, took me as a boy to see the new aircraft carrier Saratoga
hen it visited San Francisco Bay. I never forgot!
Oakland California can have a carrier serving as living museum, why
m't San Diego?
housands of sevice people passed through San Diego during 5 wars
uring the 20th Century and some lost their lives. The U.S.S. Midway
·ill commemerate their sacrifice.
he Midway will serve as a marvelous learning resource for both young
nd old and will be another great reason for visiting San Diego.
gain, please approve the converting of the carrier Midway and allow it to
e on site In San Diego.

.Jear Ms . t-1 an:
Re:

USS Midway Museum

The purpose of this letter is. to respectfully request you.r ap-

proval of the USS Midway Museum for San Diego Bay when it
before your august commission in January, 2001.

The museum will serve as a noble commemoration to the thousands
cf service personnel who sailed from San Diego tc fight in five
war's of the twentieth century for America's freedom.
The USS Mid~11ay Museum will provide a superb educational venue
to about 40,000 San Diego High School students free of charge
each year.
~till help to maim::ain the memory of the t:hcusands
of gallant men ~.rho went to sea to do battle to help preserve and
maintain our American heritage.

'lour support

Sincerely yours,

Respec~

/LI-~'

Oscar Padilla
OP/em

cc to:

Bee to:

•

com~s

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Dr., Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108·04402
Mr. David Flohr
Cmdr., U.S. Navy (Ret.)

OSCAR PADILLA MEXICAN INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.
120 WHiow ROIId Saa Yaldra. CA 92173
(619) 421J..UZI Fu (619) 4~4
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Ms Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265
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We have worked hard during the last eight years to make real the vision of an aircraft
carrier museum in San Diego. We have actively participated in creating the North
Embarcadero Visionary Plan --a four-year process. We have qualified in every respect
with the U.S. Navy's requirements. We are also fully complying with all Federal, State,
and local environmental requirements. And we have the unanimous endorsement of San
Diego's Unified Port Commissioners.
The $5 million we have raised in cash, pledges, and loans is testimony of the
enthusiastic support of San Diegans for the Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum -- shown
by professional polls to be 86%.
We come now to the final milestone in this hard-fought effort: approval by the
California Coastal Commission.

"'.Ct!..~.'-:':<)r)i" J
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Donald D. Frankel, CAPr. , USN ( Het,)

'J'O:

1·1adam Chairperson, California Coastal Commission
22)50 Carbon Mesa Road
l1alibu, CA 90265

Dear Commissioner Wan:
We, the undersigned Directors of the San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum, hereby
unanimously and enthusiastically endorse the proposal known as the North Embarcadero
Visionary Plan, with its cornerstone feature, the Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum.

Ctiih)R~I-''

12/11/00

SUBJECT 1 USS HID:lAY l.JAGIC

\·1hen I was a Boy Scout, during ·~tw-2, l waved "goodbye" to my older brother,
as he headed out to the l'acific for about two years. He returned, but
many of his fellow soldiers did not. 'l'here is no way I can fully describe
our feelings as we prayed for that return and when we met him at the train
station (1945).
In the following wars and hostilities, the same feelings came to those
whose family or friends were involved in military operations; however,
the much smaller numbers of military participants have changed the feelings of many Americans. The new generations, now, generally have little
lmowledge or appreciation of those who have served their country. (This
problem has expanded into our governmental representatives, resulting in
dangerous "down-sizing).

With whole-hearted sincerity and the utmost confidence in your sense of duty and
responsibility to the citizens of San Diego, including both present and future generations,
we respectfully ask for your approval of Midway Magic and all the wondrous features
that term implies for San Diego's future.

The establiShment of the Midway Project will be a tremendous step toward
the education of children and younger citizens, so that they will understand-appreciate what has happened and what could happen again. with
the USS Midway alongside San Diego's Navy Pier, the younger citizens will
be informed that they have just walked on the very same pier from which,
hundreds at a time, Americans in the services departed to serve their
country, many never to retUl'Tl.

~~

There are many other reasons to locate the USS ~lidway at the Navy Pier.
I urge the California Coastal Commission to approve the USS !Udwa.y
l~a.gic Project.

Raymond Burk
Unlted States Navy, Rear Admiral (Ret)
San Diego Unified Port District, Port Commissioner Emeritus

/),4Jc:+L
AlanK. Uke
Underwater Kinetics, Chainnan
SDACM, President & Founder
Boy Scouts Of America, San Diego County
1355 :Jo/prtli :Jlar6or 'lJrive, San Viego, C5192101, {619} 702-7700, :Ja:t(619) 238-1200

Respectfully,

,

(\

11

~.~
Donald D. F'rankel, CAPT. , USU (Ret.)
cc:

North Embarcadero Visilonary Plan
California Coastal Commission StafT
7575 Hetropolitan Dr., Ste. lOJ
San Diego, CA 92108-04402

Nherever you're going, we'll take you there.
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RICHARD R. GRIDER
1827 CIRCO DEL CIELO DRIVE
EL CAJON, CA 92020

Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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Cit)' Cab
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1·437·8885
,,unond Cab

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265

Dear Ms. Wan:

•rvtwdt)

"·474-1544

It is my understanding that the California Coastal Commission will
meet in January 2001 to consider the Midway project as part of the
North Embarcadero Visionary plan.

•Jolla Cab
'Jolla

:s.-t;J-4:!22
\:eanside Cab
•-.:muuk

As you review the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan and the Midway
Museum please consider the impact of this wonderful memorial to the
many men and women who have served our country so well•

I believe establishing the ex-USS Midway as a permanent education
center, tribute, and visitor attraction in San Diego would be good for
San Diego's tourism industry. The facility would be beneficial used
as a convention/meeting site. This would definitely benefit the
transportation businesses, and truly be a tribute to our military since
we are a military town and have such a large home fleet.

,>nZ-4214
<;-i!~-1~24 F.~\

remierRi.d-e
a Jolla Charter
~uffr!urtd Sld..ms S \"ans

l9·134·RIDE (iHl)
19·234·5884 F:\X

CP.-95841'

As an educational site, the benefits for students and tourists alike would
be outstanding.

I would be proud to share it with my grandchildren. It is so difficult
for young people in these times to imagine the environment of fighting
warships and what their ancestors experienced in the defense of our
country and their valiant fight for freedom.

I encourage you to vote in favor of the Midway in San Diego.

lellow Cab of

:"n Diego~ lm:.
.;n Diego Cicy & Count~
19-ZH-6!6!
l 9·234·36~8 FAX

Sincerely,

~

Y~Uow Chart~r

Sincerely yours,

Susan L. Watson
Vice President'General Manager

';tlifomta Cfu:trtn Sat"ia

1':).::)4.9965
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Ydlow Freight
\.tlt{omta Fr~1ght Slf'tic<t

SLW:oms

•!9-234-6161
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c.c. North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Dr., Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108 04402

California Coastal Commission Staff

619-239-8061 • FAX: 619-234·3623 • 639 Thirteenth Street. San Dkgo C.-\ 92!01
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CALifORNIA
COASTAl COMMISSION

HILLTOP HIGH SCHOOL

CAUFORNIA

"A California Distinguished School"

5000
Ser:N3N5W 205
6 Dec 00

COASTAl COMMiSSiON

SAN DIEGO COAST 0\STR\Cf

SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT

555 Claire Avenue Chula Vista, CA 91910
Phone: (619) 691-5640 Fax: (619) 425-3284

December 10,2000

From: Deputy Chief of Naval Operations, (Plans, Policy and
Operations) (N3/N5)
To:
Sara Wan, Chair California Coastal Commission 22350
Carbon Mesa Road, Malibu, California 92065

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265

Subj: SUPPORT IN THE CASE OF USS MIDWAY PROJECT

% California Coastal Commission Staff

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan

7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402

1. The USS MIDWAY Project has earned my total support and
the strongest endorsement I can offer. The People of San
Diego have demonstrated a tremendous amount of support for
the USS MIDWAY to be pier-side at Navy Pier in San Diego.
The USS MIDWAY Project has a sound financial, operations
and maintenance plan behind it, a plan endorsed by the San
Diego Taxpayers Association and other independent
organizations.

Dear Sir or Madam,
The undersigned staff of Hilltop High School would like to lend a strong measure of
support for the worthy project that Riley D. Mixson, Rear Admiral, USN, Retired, has been chosen
to coordinate, i. e., bringing the USS Midway to the San Diego Embarcadero as a permanent
museum. The Midway will be a unique historic and interactive education center for all San Diego
Country school children of all ages.
The Midway ha'> been a renowned symbol of our nation's security as well as humanitarian
missions for nearly five decades. I understand that the citizemy survey indicated more than 8 out
oflO San Diegans support the Midway's addition to the Embarcadero area. The project has a
sound financial, operations and maintenance plan behind it-a plan endorsed by the San Diego
Taxpayers Association and other independent organizations. In light of the USS Cole bombing
and the recent anniversary of the bombing of Pearl Harbor, it is all the more important that the
public fully appreciate the contributions and sacrifices made by those in uniform. The Midway will
serve that vital role.

2.
It is imperative that the public fully appreciates the
contributions and sacrifices made on a daily basis by the
men and women in uniform. The USS MIDWAY will serve that
vital role.
Further more the USS MIDWAY is a very powerful
historic and educational tool and has earned the support of
all San Diego teachers' organizations, and school
administrations.

Please honor the men and women who served aboard this vessel, the magnificence of its
workings and the school children who will visit on educational field trips. The citizens of San
,/ Diego will be trul fortunate to have the USS Midway available in the harbor.

3. Thank you for your time and consideration on this
unique and essential project.

=-c).~
VADM

Copy to:
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
C/o California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, California 92108-4402
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The Focus at Hilltop is Academics.
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Sara W al},--Chair
Cali:fprtlfa Coastal Commission
p-3'5o Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, Ca. 92065
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As a long time resident of the San Diego area, I support the project of bringing the
aircraft carrier Midway to San Diego.
San Diego is a military town and its many tourists look San Diego to preserve the rich
history of our fighting men. The aircraft carrier can do just that.
Please help in this project. You and your people can make this possible and at the same
time protect our environment with reasonable and practical safeguards. Mankind would
still be living in caves if the radical environmental element had existed and had their way
from the early age of man .
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Calvin Massee
1840 Circo Del Cielo
El Cajon, Ca. 92020
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Cc; North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
C/o California Coastal Commission Staff ·.
7575 Metropolitan Dr., Suite 103
San Diego, Ca. 9210804402
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\4ay 19, :WOO
Coastal Commiss1on
31 i 1 Camino Del Rio !'.jorth ;;201)
San Diego, CA 921 OS
Dear Coastal Commissioners:
[am writing to state my long-standing posttion regarding the plan to bnng the
aircraft earner 'Aidway to San Diego. I do not oppose the Midway Museum,
but have never supported the proposed location.

•

Because a waterfront promenade along the bay will be a wonderful addition to
the San Diego lifestyle. [support this concept in the :-.lorth Embarcadero
Visionary Plan. The plan emphasizes enhanced access to the Bay by providing
pedestrian amenities that combine to promote human-scale activities. The
addition of public access improvements proposed by the Visionary Plan would
create a continuous stretch of public open space and pedestrian-oriented
activmes connected by a landscaped esplanade from Laurel Street to :Vlarket Street.
The Midway proJect IS not compatible with the proposed Promenade because of
the potential impacts to the existmg public views of the bay related to the size
and scale of the :VIidway 11,000 teet long with a control tower that is 190 feet tall
measured lrom the waterline). Because the overriding urban design goal of the
Port Master Plan and Centre City Community Plan is to preserve views to the Bay,
I have not and will not support the proposed location for the Midway Museum.
Sincerely,

v~~St~2P
City Councilmember
cc: Port Commissioners

C1ty Admtn!str.:ltJon Bu1ldtng

•

•

202 C Street

•

San Diego, Cahforn1a 92101

•

(619) 236-6616
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Harry Mathis
5640 Sandburg Avenue
San Diego, CA 92122-4132
(858) 457-2508, FAX 2509
hmathls1 @san.rr.com
January 2, 2001

While there may be concerns about parking, they should not be determinant because mitigating
solutions can and will be found. There is excellent mass transit from both busses and trolleys in
close proximity. A parking plan will be provided. We want to attract people to our waterfront
so they can enjoy its ambiance in a variety of ways. Visitors to USS Midway and its proximity
will gain an enhanced visual experience associated with our waterfront not possible today.
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San Diego already has one of the most open and accessible harbors in the world with many miles
of vistas and public walkways, but this short stretch of waterfront Including Navy Pier is
unique because it is marked by large commercial pier structures. It js the ootimum location for
this great ship because jt is the best possible site which accommodates the shjo's scale while
proyjding accessjbilltv to the public with the least intrusive visual impact on her surroundings,
USS Midway will be a great addition to this commercial waterfront area, and will serve as a
catalyst to bring about many public-serving amenities in the vicinity.

...."'~

Chair Sara Wan and Members of the
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219
Be: USS Midway /Agenda item 9.b January 10 20011

Why USS Midway? San Diego is literally, the Naval capital of the world. USS Midway's
presence on our waterfront wlll be a powerful and appropriate symbol of that relationship. Her
name Is even more powerful as a symbolic reminder of the most crucial naval battle in
America's history. The Battle of Midway was the turning point of the war In the Pacific when
the prospects for ultimate victory literally hung in the balance. In a miraculous period of less
than five minutes the outcome was decided with the successful destruction of three Japanese
aircraft carriers followed shortly by the sinking of a fourth. From that moment, Japan went
over to the defensive and never recovered the initiative.

Dear Madam Chair and Commissioners:
I am former Deputy Mayor and Councilmember of the City of San Diego, and a retired Navy
Captain with 28 years of service as a submarine officer. Nine of those years were spent
operating In and out of the port of San Diego. I am a 33 year resident of the City of San Diego. I
am writing to express my strong support for the proposal to site the USS Midway at Navy Pier
In San Diego as part of the Port's North Embarcadero Master Plan. I had hoped to appear before
you personally, but regrettably cannot because of a prior commitment.

Our people have intense pride In symbols of American greatness. I see It in their faces during a
performance of the Blue Angels. I sense their awe when they gaze at a great warship, and their
reverence for the great generations of Americans who manned such ships in battle. This same
pride and awe will be felt by the people who visit USS Midway. Her presence wlll make her a
tremendous educational tool as well as a great visitor attraction.

Allow me to begin by addressing some relevant history. In 1943, at the height of the war in the
Pacific, the Navy had commenced building a new class of super battleship to follow the Missouri
class. II was to comprise three ships to be named USS Montana, Wyoming, and Kentucky.
However, naval strategy had changed, and the ships were altered to be completed instead as a new
class of aircraft carrier. They were christened USS Midway, Coral Sea, and Franklin D.
Roosevelt. Their unusual and distinctly low silhouette reflects their genesis as battleships.
These great ships were the pinnacle of our wartime naval construction.

In closing, I ask you to join us in implementing a great vision here, and help us bring this part
of our waterfront to life! Help us restore USS Midway to the place of honor she deserves, as a
fitting symbol of American's greatness, the great generation who manned her, and San Diego's
unique and historic relationship with the United States Navy.

I mention this because of concerns expressed by some people who believe the presence of USS
Midway will overwhelm the landscape. Not so. The computer images clearly show this low
riding battleship-turned-carrier will blend in with or be practically hidden by the adjacent
structures. Further, the orientation of the ship perpendicular to the waterfront will not "wall
off the harbor" as some have claimed. A location affording public awareness and convenience of
access is critical to the success of USS Mlclway: and what more fitting site to place her than Navy
pier, the historic mooring spot for countless capital warships over the years.

~:,Q -~
Harry Mathis
cc:
Ms. Deborah Lee
California Coastal Commission
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402

I suggest that contrary to hurting the view, this magnificent ship will..llJl the view. In addition,
the vlewshed from her flightdeck will be a great enhanced view opportunity for the public of the
surrounding area which is not possible at this location today. Piers are the interface between
the land and the water designed to host great ships. A vacant pjer is depressing jn jts emptiness
and lack of interest,
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HOTEL & MARil'\A

February 1, 2001

Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
RE:

San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum

Dear Ms. Wan,

•

I write this letter in support of the USS Midway as part of the North Embarcadero
Visionary Plan for San Diego. Our city has been honored to be home base to
millions of America's service men and women who proudly served this nation.
We would be equally honored to serve as home to a testament of their noble
sacrifices. There is perhaps no finer way to remember our brave heroes than by
a monument like the San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum - a place where we can
share our appreciation for these patriots, and they can share their tales of duty
and honor with a grateful nation.
It is my hope that the California Coastal Commission will reconsider its decision
regarding the placement of the USS Midway and the creation of this fitting tribute
to our military personnel.
Sincerely,

Lynda Earnest, CMP
Director, Destinations by Marriott

cc:

•

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108

January 31, 2001
Gregory M. O'Brien, OS1(SW), USN, Ret.
3672 Voltaire Street
San Diego, CA 92106-1239
Tel: (619) 225-8804
E-mail: irishguy@home.com

This project will provide a marvelous adjunct to the extant San
Diego Aerospace Museum, enlarging on the role of Naval Aviation
in the development of aviation and the defense of freedom
Museums based on actual Naval vessels have proven their worth in
many other cities. To name a few: New York, NY, Providence, Rl,
Charleston, SC. and Galveston, TX. There is no reason to believe
that a Midway Museum in San Diego would not also provide a large
boon to this already tourist-oriented city.

.IR~~Errw·l~IDJ
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Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu,- CA 90265

COASTAl CO~M..~ISSIOf"
:)AN DIFGO COAST DiSTR!( _-\

Additional information, as of the date of this letter, indicates that San
Diego's "Downtown Ballpark" project is getting back on track. Common sense tell
me that visitors to the downtown area will often "make a day of it". Whether these
visitors are local or from far away, there will undoubtedly be a synergy created
between the San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum and the Ballpark, just as there
will be between the Ballpark and other, established attractions, such as the Zoo
and Sea World.

Madame Chair,
I refer to my letter of December 1, 2000, in support of the approval of the
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan, specifically; the inclusion of the proposed
USS Midway Museum Project
My support for this project continues, unabated.

Environmental concerns, in my opinion, have been adequately addressed.
Detractors like to point out that that the Midway will block views of North Island,
but these same detractors pose no objections to cruise ships, which also block
large portions of the view. Furthermore, by the simple expedient of visiting the
Midway's flight deck or island, the view of North Island will be greatly enhanced.

The points covered in my previous letter are as follows:
As a former crew member of this historic vessel, I confess to a certain bias
in favor of the project, but I urge you to look at the overall plan, its aims, benefits,
and the overwhelming support which has been evinced by the local community.
Please consider the following:

Decide in favor of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan and the San
Diego Air?raft Carrier Museum Project. Please!

c
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The Midway Museum will provide a wonderful learning opportunity
for school children, not just locally, but for groups touring from all
over the country. This is attested to by the fact that all San Diego
area school Administrations and teachers' organizations support
the project.

~)VI.

cc:

Independent surveys have shown that 8 out of 10 San Diegans
approve of this project.

0 Brien

California Coastal Commission Staff
Scott McGaugh

The Midway Museum Project is financially sound, not only in
regard to start-up costs, but for ongoing operations and
maintenance. The Project's financial plan has been endorsed by
the San Diego Taxpayers Association.
This museum will be another monument to the sacrifices incurred
by our veterans, helping to educate the public regarding the
services and sacrifices these people have undergone and provided
for our great nation .
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·norable Sara Wan
oman
1ia Coastal Commission
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CA 90265
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The Midway project boasts a who's-who list of endorsements: California's governor, both U.S.
senators. Mayor Dick Murphy, every member of San Diego congressional delegation, the City Council
and Board of Supervisors, the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce, Convention and Visitor's
Bureau, the city's Economic Development Corp., Centre City Development Corp., the San Diego Port
District, scores of respected civic leaders and, by poll, 87 percent of the public

haifiiVOman Wan:
stand that the final decision on docking the carrier, USS Midway by the Navy Pier as a critical
:.he Port District's North Embarcadero Plan is scheduled by the California Coastal Commission
eting in mid-March at the Bahia Hotel in San Diego.
~

The Honorable Sara Wan
Page TIIVO
February 13, 2001

it, this is an exciting and IIVOrthwhile venture, and I will note below several reasons why:
";t The majestic Midway will feature flight simulation virtual reality rides where visitors can

experience an F-BJ Crusader about to "land" on the flight deck, view interactive exhibits,
which bring them on board the Midway's Vietnam deployment, and tour an historic naval
aircraft •up close and personal."

As a resident of San Diego County, a local business operator, member of the visitor industry and
business community, I join those mentioned above and hereby express my full support of bringing the
Midway Museum project to its fruition.
Sincerely,

~L"-----._
Kirk Shearer
General Manager

";t The Midway Magic plan will give San Diego an opportunity to attract thousands of

visitors to the area to experience a part of our region's unique military history.
KS:plt
"f' The Museum will also provide an educational venue to about 40,000 San Diego
students, free of charge, each year.

'l• It will give San Diegans and visitors alike, a new and unique opportunity to explore a
U. S. Navy aircraft carrier.
";t 11 will also allow us to pay tribute to the role of the armed services in San Diego as well

as honor the more than 200,000 Americans who served aboard the Midway over the
last 45 years.
";t Truly rare, the non-profit, privately financed ·Midway Magic" Museum won't cost San

Diego taxpayers a dime. We understand that Navy is donating the now-mothballed
carrier plus a selection of historic aircraft and the pier space. Private funds will pay for
everything else.

•t

We have been advised of conservative estimates, the Midway Museum \IVOuld generate
$15 million a year for San Diego's tourism economy, produce $1 million annually in
additional Port District revenue and attract 600,000 visitors yearly.
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SAN DIEGO CIVIC CENTER PLANNING
January 23, 2001

Diana Lilly
Coastal Planner
San Diego District
California Coastal Commission
7575 Metropolitan Drive Ste 103
San Diego CA 92108-4402

~~1;11WltfiD
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CAlifORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION

Dear Ms. Lilly:
I have read the staff recommendations report dated December 21, 2000 and
strongly agree with the conclusions that the U.S.S. Midway is too large for the
bayfront and North Embarcadero. This is one of several pet projects that various
organizations are trying to emplace at the most visible spot on our beautiful bay.
Others include the commercial cruise ship terminal and a maritime museum.
These blights. once in place, will forever bloclk the view of the bay.
Over many years it has been found that oiecemeal planning for any large area is
probably the worst way to improve an area. There doesn't seem to be an overall,
master plan for the San Diego Bay. This is unfortunate because it allows vested
interests to push for inappropriate projects that depend on political clout to
insinuate their presence.
The attached materials provide some thoughts on what the San Diego Bay area
could look like in the not too distant future when the area will grow enormously, in
a relatively short time. If comprehensive, long range planning is not begun, the
vested interests will build monstrous hotels and other commercial buildings to
completely block bay views. The position of future municipal buildings, museum
locations and transportation/parking sites is not meant to be the only places
these could occur but to suggest what might be done if planners use some
imagination and forethought.
I would appreciate the opportunity to explain my suggestions to you and your staff, at
your convenience.

/Ut91i

~~U&W

Our sparkling San Diego Bay is the central focus of the greatest natural resource
of the city and is enjoyed by millions of residents and vis~ors. Just look what Baltimore
did with its wor1d-class harbor redevelopment that is now their central city attraction. It
draws multitudes of residents and visitors year 'round.
While other cities have
redeveloped some lesser waterfronts, San Diego has the opportunity to be the BEST.

SAN DioGO COAST DISTRICT

Ref: Midway Site and Civic Center Planning

sincertr·

SAN DIEGO in the 21st CENTURY
America's Finest City

The present "city hair' is a dreadful adaptation of aging commercial and retail
space that is inadequate and difficult to access. The new(?) library may well be stuck
near the docks or in back of the golf driving range. The historic county headquarters
outgrew itself years ago and the maritime exhibits are an afterthought near the Navy and
cruise boats. Piecemeal planning, never satisfactory, has led to the present mess.
The area presently occupied by the 1950's-size airport, USCG, and manufacturing
could be the site of the greatest CIVIC CENTER development in the 21st century. What
other cities with San Diego's future have these natural assets to develop into a fantastic
civic center?
To meet the demands of an international 21"' Century city, Lindbergh Field must
be moved from the center of the city to the safer. Greater San Diego demographic Yl!!:
center at East Miramar. It is NOT news that modem cities are not building airports
downtown anymore. Noisy USMC air operations around Miramar are proving to be a
nuisance of growing proportions. Due to the size of the Miramar property, existing and
future civil aircraft will not pose this noise problem. Maybe the millions of dollars to be
spent moving the Marine air base to Miramar could be better spent by moving them to a
more advantageous, out-of-town operations location and still save money! They could go
to Camp Pendleton to support the Marine ground forces to which they are dedicated. A
less satisfactory solution Jlli!Y: be to share the civil and military airport.
MCRD should go to Pendleton to integrate ALL consecutive training. There is
more than enough space. Greater training, operations advantages and economic
benefits would be realized by consolidation of USMC West Coast ground and air
resources. The Greater San Diego area would still realize their local spending benefits.
The downsizing industry now at Lindbergh would eventually be relocated to more
advantageous sites .!!2! downtown.
To open the Embarcadero to bay visitors. cruise ship docks would be located at
the foot of Tenth Street area to provide a central embarkation/debarkation and departure
point for any city/area movement of passengers. It would also eliminate traffiC congestion
and safety hazards along the North Embarcadero by thousands of passengers and
dozens of supply/maintenance/service vehicles crossing pedestrian-friendly walkways.
Public and private transportatiOn in the forms of trolleys, buses, taxis, pedicabs, etc. to
local entertainment venues and vistas hotels, etc. would be conveniently available.

Don Connors. CPP
921 Begonia Court
Carlsbad CA 92009-4807

Don Connors, CPP, 921 Begonia Court Carlsbad CA 92009-4807, 760 931-0200,
....,ail: primuuystem@lbwn.net

SPECIFICS
Develop the only premier. remaining, fantastic bayside location in California, into the
greatest CIVIC CENTER to be seen anywhere! These are big words but we must think
big to become the reality we only boast about now.
1.

Move MCRD to Pendleton. cost-effectively combining major West Coast USMC
training/operations functions. BRAC should support the consolidation. Move Marine
Corps Air Station San Diego to Pendleton to directly support their dedicated
responsibilities. Some fixed wing and rotary wing could go to North !stand.

2.

Move Undbergh to East Miramar for 21st century international personnel and cargo
transportation and associated commerciaUindustrial growth. (See the multitude of
Union-Tribune articles and www.MoveAirport.com). A less popular aHemative would be
to share the facUity with USMC. Greater revenue would be realized than from the federal
government.

3.

Build our new CIVIC CENTER to include ~ and countv headquarters on a
specious, landscaped, peopla-mall fronting the magnificent Bay. Place the Jil1r!!Y.
between them on the north side in the center of the grand plaza. An outdoor perfonnlng
arts center could be located in the middle to the south of the plaza.

4.

Move the USCG to the waterways between the fonner MCRD and NTC. Some historic
buildings may also be moved.

5.

Develop the Maritime Museum (a Ia Mystic, CT) on the waterways at the historic NTC.
The USS Midway exhibit and other vessels may also .locate in this area.

6.

Develop the "foot of Broadway" into a great, scenic, tourist center. The historic county
building would become the tourist center headquarters and cjty countv historical museum.
The G Street mole would continue as a fishing fleet harbor. Provide space for Jli§i!in9
capital vessels at the foot of Broadway. Depress visitor parking lots for continuous Bay
visibility along the Embarcadero.

7.

Provide a major transportation hub to include a projected high speed rail tenninal. bus, local
train and trolley stations including parking facilities on the north, east and wast sides of the Civic
Center complex, connected by "user friendly" pedestrian walkways and a shutUe tram if
necessary. Footpaths, bikelinfine skating paths would connect Point Lorna with the convention
center and North/South Embarcadero with outstanding vistas.

e.

Considering the rich San Diego history, develop the fonner Convair site into a
complete Transportation Museum to include ground, air and space exhibita,
complimenting the nearby extensive, world-class maritime museums.

9.

Relocate the cruise ship operations to the foot of Tenth Street area for
convenience.

10.

Consider planning for a Venetian water-way to the north of the CIVIC CENTER. The San
Antonio "Riverwelk" could be a model.
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Dec. 27, 2000
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Governor Gray Davis
State Capitol Building
Sacramento, CA 95814

CALIFORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION

SAN DIEGO COAST DIST~!CT

Dear Governor Davis:
As a veteran of the u.s. Navy in World War II and now a member of the Project
Area Committee (PAC), under the Centre City Development Corporation, I was
very dissapointed in the enclosed news story in regard to the USS Midway and
the potential of it becomming one of the most historical and educational venues
for the present and future generations of U.S. citizens that either live or
visit San Diego and California.
As stated in this news story, Navy Pier was used as the "Old Fleet Landing"
and many of us from World War II remember it as that and there could be no
greater memorial to the U.S. Navy Sailors and Aviators than placing the USS
Midway next to the proposed Navy Museum.

•

The thinking of the Costal Commission Staff reminds me of the same thinking that some people have of the World War II Memorial on the Mall in
Washington, D.C. That it will block the view! Doesn't the Costal Commission
Staff and the Urban Design Committee of the local chapter of the American
Institute of Architecs realize that if it wasn't for ships like the Midway
and it's crews, they might not be free to make choices like this.
The enclosed story states that the Midway would tower 190 feet above the
waterline. This is a very missleading figure, because the bulk of the hull
and superstructure would only be 55 feet above the waterline and would not
block the view like this story implys.
At the various meetings that I have attended in regard to the placing of the
Midway at the Navy Pier, the opposition comes from a small group of wealthy
condo residents of the Marina District. We didn't hear oppostion such as
this, when their high rise condo buildings were built and blocked views of
the Bay and now they want to deny the u.s. Navy it's well earned representatio
at the same Bay.
As a veteran yourself, Governor Davis, I am quite sure that you will make an
effort to influence the Costal Commission to endorse the Midway to be placed
at Navy Pier, if for no other reasons than honoring the veterans of the u.s.
Navy and the potential of educating our children of the importance of the
Navy to defend this great country.

•

CC: Costal Commission
San Diego Unified Port District
Mayor Dick Murphy
Peter Hall CCDC
Dede Alpert
Howard Wayne
Susan Davis
Dianne Feinstein
Barbara Boxer
Byron Wear
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Museum plan
is on agency's
Jan. 10 agenda
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Last summer. the Port Commis.';;ion v<,tcd tu indude the
Midway in its submission to the
Coastal Commi.,iorL But port
. conmUs.._,ioners :said tlu..oy would
he willing to defer consider,
ation of the carriet" museum by
the state panel if it loolwd like
that would interfere. with approval oi the rffi of the North
Embarcadero pla!L
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A proposed cros<ent·shaped pier woulo re~o~ee tnre• el!lslinq pie" and
could be tl\e new home of harbor <ruise operation• and 11111 S.n llieqo
Maritime Museum. The museum operates tile hi>t•ric Star of India.
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C ommi~ion ;md an author uf lUte of ArdtitedS voted 5-l
the rt."j)Qft. sald the Midw:>.y against the Midway plan. It said
the ves.«<.•l would block ped<-st>lan wa~ jud~"d objectively .
Uke <aid hi• group was !(iven trilln views and would be out ot
::J('ak•
with nearby ~tructures.
no dwkc o:~gardinJt parkin~(. A
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January 22. 2001

Mr. Robert Kittle
Editor of the Editorial Page

San Diego Union-Tribune
350 Camino de Ia Reina

if!!

San Diego CA 92108
Re: New San Diego Civic Center and Harbor Planning
Dear Mr. Kittle:
Thank you for taking the time to review my attached thoughts on planning for a Mure
Greater San Diego. You have undoubtedly seen many proposals on moving Lindbergh
Field, the Midway site, the inadequacy of the present "city half', cruise ship terminal
expansion, city library and other reminders of a much earlier San Diego. As a native
Californian I have seen our past and I wiD see an even better Mure.

Elliott Airport
A. NEW AIRPORT BOOSTS ANNUAL ECONOMY $8 BILLION
B. RELOCATION RELEASES NORm BAY FOR REDEVELOPMENT

The attached issues have one problem, they have generaHy been considered in
•piecemeal planning•. The North Embarcadero Plan contains many exceHent concepts
as weU as some pet projects which will block many of the best views of our magnificent
bay and harbor. Most of these major projects could be better placed elsewhere.

Planned High Denoity Living fur a half million people or more right Ia the heart of the elty, on
the waterfront and in Ute Midway Area. The present airport basin is tlte same size as Venice.
Italy! Estimated SlO Billion private red..elopment of North Bay. This plan absorbs
sprawl and respects the bay setting. Walk to downtown, -SMART GROWTH.

C. NEW AIRPORT FUNDS HABITAT CONSERVATION
America's Finest City does NOT have a civic center to match our boast. The successful
future of San Diego may depend on planning action now, while irreplaceable land could
be available. This opportunity to build the finest Civic Center in the U.S. may be lost if
preparing for our area population explosion and significant industrial buildup is
squandered.

Revenues of the new airport would be committed to conservation as environmental mitigation.
So«::h revenue sharing could lower the "lint eost" of the new airport and would eese environmental
eoncerns and obviate many legal cbaUenges as so mueh money would aecrue for environmental
conservation over the yeers. Up to S5 million per month could be bttdgeted toward habitat

eonservation. ($600 million in tea years!) "Delay is habitat lost."
This is "East Miramar• klentiroed by SANDAG in 1991 as subjecting a population ohero to 65 CNEL but
modifted from the former three runways to just two. thus further removing aircraft from homes. This aanvw
runway layout pr-eserves an east.. west wildlife migration eorridttr, saves more tban Sl Billion in rough

I urge the San Diego Union-Tnbune to continue to arouse the citizens for
long-term, comprehensive, coordinated planning for the future. A much-needed, model
Civic Center is something that !!! citizens would endorse and support. I would
appreciate the opportunity to explain my suggestions to you and your staff, at your
convenience. I know that there are many others who are eager to participate in planning
ourMure.

gradiDg

eosu and allows for an additioaal milo of noise buffer u

<-pared to the original SANDAG plan for

East Miramar. Aireraft departing so far ea:st are almost two miles high before they Ry over privati) property!
Redevdopmeat of the hooutiful north harbor would be pri..tely financed so rould happen •overnight"
after relocation. In ract, pnllt.,.lly speaking, the private redevelopment opportunities from Mission Bay to
the waterfront downtown would probably driw the airport relocation tffort onee we (t)ftlmit to the plan.

No other airport option would: a.) contribute so much to tbe local economy; b.) allow redevelopment of the
entire north bay; c.) provide funds for local habitat. Elliott Airport does all tbr.. for Son Diego.

Sincerely,

Noise shadow completely within baae boundary.
Higher property values over a broad area.
Significantly inenased ta:r increment.
Regional solution to rapid growth.
Restores quiet to Balboa Park.

/s(
Don Connors, CPP
921 Begonia Court
Carlsbad CA 92009-4807
Tel. 760 931-0200
primussystem@bwn.net

""Delay is habitat lost. •

Of'

Please refer to:

•

•

structures of any kind anywhere in the county!

"""".MoveAirport.com.
'""".stopMHNT.eom
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•
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(;a;··} United Domestic Workers of America

--·
.•
State Office:

•

Affiliated with AFSCME, AFL-C/0

3737 Camino del Rio South • Suite 400 •San Diego, California 92108
December 27, 2000
Tel (619) ~~@lfifffmr-7899

Ms. Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, California 90265

•
'IIi£ 'fWtarg C[u!J of'.Bonsa{{
P.O. '.8~934 • '.BonsaJl, California 92003

Sent Via Overnight Mail

DEC 2 8 ZOOO

Re: Conversion of ex-USS Midway to Education and Visitor Center- Support
Dear Madam Chair and Members of the Commission:

United Domestic Workers of America/ AFSCME, AFL-CIO is proud to join
the growing list of organizations and individuals in support of establisc1ing the cxUSS Midway as a permanent education center, military tribute and visitor attraction
for the San Diego region. We urge you and all Commissioners to approve this
project at your January 2001 meeting.
The military and visitor industry are part of the culture, tradition and
economy of San Diego. Approving the use of the former USS Midway as a permanent
center for local and out of town visitors would combine two of San Diego's greatest
traditions in a manner that would promote local pride, encourage the educational
development of future generations about the important role of the military in this
region and provide the thousands of out of town visitors, meeting attendees and
conventioneers who come to san Diego every month with an environmentally
friendly, visually complementary and interesting addition to our local attractions.
Independent surveys have consistent shown that the Midway is supported
overwhelmingly by the local community, with 8 out of 10 San Diegans registering
their favor for this project. This project has also been endorsed by San Diego
teacher organizations and the San Diego County Taxpayers Association, among
many other diverse interests. The Midway project's sound financial and operational
plans, along with the fact that it offers something for San Diegans as well as those
visiting our region, have generated this unusually high level of support.

United Domestic Workers of America represents home care workers who
provide a range of personal and domestic care services to the elderly and disabled.
Our membership is statewide but our base and home is San Diego where we
represent over 4,000 of these individuals. It is with great pride and enthusiasm
that we speak on behalf of all our members in San Diego County, as well as those
who come here from other parts of the state, when we support the Midway project
and ask for the Commission's approval.

fj/
YOURS FOR A BETTER LIFE THROUGH A POWERFUL UNION

~~~IIWJtliD

Daryl McFarland
President
5030 San Jacinto Circle
Fallbrook, CA 92028
(760) 731-7255

CALIFORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION
SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRI(;T

December 28, 2000

DEC 3 1 2000

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265

CALIFORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION
SAN DIEGO C:OAST DISTRICT

Dear Ms. Wan;
The purpose of this letter is to voice our strong support of the San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum proposed
for the Navy Pier in San Diego. Rarely does an opportunity come along which enjoys such overwhelming
support of the community at large. This self-supporting addition to the historical and educational assets of
our community is welcomed and long overdue.
Our community stands to benefit from the hard work and years of planning by a dedicated group of
visionaries. When completed this museum will offer a standing memorial to the countless citizens who

have assured us freedom and, at the same time, will serve as an important educational resource for every
high school student in San Diego County.
The community leaders who have worked to bring this museum to fruition have thought through every
detail, from fmding the perfect location to designing a museum and surrounds which will aesthetically
enhance the waterfront.

We feel very fortunate to have this opportunity and urge your Commission to lend its support to this
project.

]J}~y;;
Daryl Mtfar!and

cc:

'

v·

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402
San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum
Attn: Riley D. Mixson
1355 North Harbor Drive
San Diego, CA 9210 I

Donald LBrust 11M

Donald LBrust DVM

2960 San Luis Rey Road

2960 San Luis Rey Road

Oceanside, CA 92054

Oceanside, CA 92054

Phone 760 757-1571

Phone 760 757-1571

Fax 760 757-1572

Fax 760 757-1572

December 28, 2000

~~!i:IIYJtlD)

December28,2000

DEC 3 1 2000
Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265

jft~~liWJtJID
DEC 3 1 2000

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265

CALIFO~NIA

COASTAL COMMisslo::lN

SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT

CAliFORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION
SAN DIEGO COAST PIST~ICT

Dear Ms. Wan,

Dear Ms. Wan,

I urge you to actively support the Midway Historical Project in San Diego, CA. This
would be a fitting tribute to our Navy servicemen who are serving and have served. As
a Navy port of great significance, it is high time this recognition be acknowledged with
this project.

I ask you to support the Midway Historical Project in San Diego, CA. What a
wonderful tribute this would be to the Navy service personnel who served, past and
present San Diego is a Navy port of great significance. Not only would this be a
lovely tribute, but would also be another tourist attraction to bring dollars into San
Diego.

Sincerely,

Ahtl~tf?f~

We should never overlook the opportunity to thank the men and women who have
served our country.

Dr. Donald L. Brust

Sincerely,

ftftt;Y,~

cc. Coastal Commission staff
San Diego. Aircraft earner Museum

Kelly L Backus
cc. Coastal Commission Staff

San Diego, Aircraft earner Museum
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Malibu, Ci\ 90265

!R VK;E 1"11£SqNT
1f'J.-B. . . .

!>ear Sara Wan:

~!'!!!
R.. Ortoa Rudd

The I'lyinJl Midshljnucli A!l.«o<indbh Is
lh SnJ•Imrl of the
Mldwuy !IS a petntunOi!l edtlcullun t•nlet lit Suit llief(U. our iiSnli<hllltih ailtl !lt.O 1\thli)j!lli.. ,~·
Midshi11m<n Assudnlion lA Slll(C)(JI lltJl:mb.ul.loli 111.., en~r~olkuliy hellllld,lli~ Mlilway:j>I1Uttl.~·1ll:;.;:
"in<'e our mt.'"mhen .endorse- atad fo~ttr edutntimt dt Amerku'.ct yuuth hi ut'ldtltiiU Otlr Htj:lauir.lUU•ii•' ·1 ·!
have r~nd are continuing to tea('h stJmmer aviation classes to hundreds nf aviation mind~ lecnngen.
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~M!

W..tmG.~

TflliASIJRER
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sttnn~tli

i :'
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:~ill:!t;I': :;: ~'

~1-i•je:u,,:~jiii.Usil'llle ~i>:~.~~~~:j~!:t:,

r·.

IRo~Hti!ttD.ICifli:nw

HI$TOIIIAN
'G_L_Jr.

lRJI'OR.4TE AFFAIIS

Muny of our members are residentt~ in southern California and many have hud a persmiul
connectiun in flyinf!l frnm the carrier Midway. We have a ~nod nuntbet nt ntember volunleen
teaching in the summer classes und nChers whn wuuld be active ln contributin~ their tilne to
personally purlit·ipute in n Midway l>ducotlnnal Center.

PTGenld4 . .
J!"ISLAT1VE AFFAIIS
J\PT Lf/111/G lUis•

'NBI.JC AFFAIRS
W.tf:•"R"'17t-

A~ ynu will nute fron1 .-ur leUcrltead and tlte enclosed Uticft we have muny prominent aviutur.;
in our mcmhel":Ship to attest to our recn~nitinn in the uviutiun l·utntnunity.

Thank

)'lUI

for your c.·nnsidenltion

or uur l'eque:o;;t.

NESTERN AFFAAS
PT"Roy T. MMIZ

Sinc.·erely,

EAS1£RII AIFAIU'

1""'-'A.s...,...r
'11<-EfJIJCA 1ION
·-..,T,S.Cdby
1\ 110N 1£CIINOI..OGY
'JIIidB. SHmM*

DlfiECTlMS
l. JUIM. k.
GrlllldR. ll#tt

~,om,

Ott<lil kudd
l(xecullve l>irectut

rc: North Emhatt'l!d~h> Vl~hlllaty l'luu
Admir:tl ( ;, 1\. It Kinne11t
Rear Admirdl l'aul 11. En!~cl
linn. Ruher1 T.S. Colby
Rear Adtniral Riley D~ Mixon

AVIATION MIDSHIPMEN FOUNDATION

··:·

·fJ.,

This inequity was corrected, to a large extent, when Public law 93-545 was enacted into law on
December 26, 1974, through considerable encouragement and effort by the FMA Officers then serving.
The taw provided for Reserve retirement credit and longevity pay for those still on active duty at the
time. No retroactive pay was allowed, nor expected, for those already retired or over 26 years of
service.
The PURPOSE of the Association is to preserve and strengthen a spirit of comradeship among
former members of the Armed Forces of the United States who served In the United States Navy as
Aviation Midshipmen; to record and preserve for historical purposes, a memory of the era of Aviation
Midshipmen during war and peace; to foster and perpetuate the role of aviation in the United States
Navy; to give appropriate reeognition to the memory of those who pioneered and contributed to its
development; to help preserve for history for the benefit of future generations appropriate
representative naval aircraft and related equipment and to promote naval aviation and the United States
Navy.
The FMA has been active in' gifting' to non-profit organizations/foundations to preserve the history
of Naval Aviation and the commemoration of our particular group. <Plaques on walls of the National
Museum of Naval Aviation in Pensacola are in recognition of FMA' s significant monetary
contributions. > Cash donations have also gone to the Smithsonian National Air & Space Museum,
the Navy Memorial, the Association of Naval Aviation, the Center for Military Readiness and the Navy
Museum in Washington, D. C.
In 1995, the AVIATION MIDSHIPMEN FOUNDATION was Incorporated and was accorded a taxexempt status by the IRS as a 501 (el(3) organization in 1996. The Foundation is the publisher of the
Aviation Midshipmen LOG, a biannual newsletter plus Directories which are sent to allmembets. The
FMA is currently sponsoring 'Youth In Aviation' training program in collaboration with the IJ.S. Navy
league Sea Cadet Corps. The Association of Naval Aviation has joined in sponsoring this effort as
well.
Both the FLYING MIDSHIPMEN ASSOCIATION and the AVIATION MIDSHIPMI:N FOUNDAtiON
operate on an all-volunteer basis; there are no paid employees and no rented office space except for
a Post Office Box.

~H. Engel
fobel:tlJ.Klllit;fl!ll

E. R..

CALIFORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION

The FMA was formed in 1969 by a few former Aviation Midshipmen who behoved an inequity
existed in not having active duty midshipman time considered In computing time in setvice for pay and
retirement purposes -· particularly when compared with other naval aviation pilot trainees, I.e.:
Aviation Cadets, Enlisted, Commissioned Officers and others.

CALif.ORNii>
COASTAl COMMISSIOI-l
SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRIC:T

22350 Curium Mesa Road

l'fl£SIDCN1'

FLYING MIDSHIPMEN ASSOCIATION

~J>~~<:t,~e~~~i~1d~ ~~R~ho once held the rank of Aviation Midshipman (AVMIDN), USN, in the
years 1946 through 1951 are eligible to be members of the FLYING MIDSHIPMEN ASSOCIATION. The
membership numbers over 1,000 and is continuing to grow as former AVMIDN become aware of the
organization. <Ther& were approximately 3,000 males, ages 17 to 24, r&cruited into this Naval
Aviation training program. This was part of the Holloway Program named for !=lear Admiral (litter
VAOMI James l. Holloway, Jr. who headed a group in 1946 to make recommendations for officer
staffing of the U. S. Navy.>

JAN 0 2 2001
s

JAN 0 2 Z001
1

]flJE@~llW~OOJ

SJIJ£N1SEMEIIII1
· hWJM~C• c. D•r

~~!Ef!~'l~ID]
and

MIDSHIPMEN
ASSOCIATION
IC1!~

•

/Cir~H!~t.r;l

1.-..J(sb..
&yf:MMrtz

[A few of our 'select' group: Nell A. Armstrong !5-49}, the first man on the lnoori).James A. lol/e!l
(7-48), Apollo XIII Commander; JoeL. Akagi (549), the first niui naval aviator; Jes$~ L arowi1 (8-471.
the first African American to complete naval aviation training; Ambassador Allen C. t:lti\11~ (21'47);,lltid
'four-star' Admiral G.E.R. "Gus" Kinnear, 11(347). Eighteen Alliatlon Midshiph1et1Wst til flag tahlt In
military service and many others had notable car~>er$ lis test pilots, comm~rcillf airil,hii j11iotii 1 laiNyets,
doctors, engineers, dentists and company executives;)
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Sara Wan
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd
Mah'bu, CA 90265

DEC 2 6 2000
CAliFORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION
SAN DIEGO COAST OISTRic::1'

DEC 2 6 2000
CAliFORNIA
COASTAL COMiv\ISSION
SAN DlfGO COAST DISTRICT

DearMs Wan:

Greetings,

I have recently learned you will soon consider establishing ex-USS MrDWAY in San Diego,
where she will serve as both a permanent education and visitor attraction center and tribute to both
the ship and the Navy. I am writing to provide my strongest possible endorsement for such an
undertaking.

I am pleased and proud to provide a copy of my letter to Sara Wan, which states my strongest
possible endorsement for bringing ex-MIDWAY to San Diego.
This is a most worthy project and I wish you God speed in completing it.

As a furmer MIDWAY sailor, a career Naval Aviator and frequent visitor to San Diego, I can think
of no finer project than one t.h.i!t will bring such a positive asset as ex-MIDAY to the public,
especially in San Diego. San Diego is a uniquely multi-cultural and multi-interest town- and it
has always been a Navy Town. This effort provides very fitting testimony to that vital Navy link.
I know the support for this effort is strong, starting with sound fiscal and operations/maintenance
plans, all endorsed by the San Diego Taxpayers Association and many other, independent
organizations. More, the local educational organizations and schools have all expressed their
support, naturally and especially for the educational aspects ex-MrDWAY will provide. Special
interest groups aside, the San Diego Community as a whole have voiced overwhelming support,
the latest expression being more than 80% in favor.
This project also extends far beyond the inward-looking aspects of establishing ex-MIDWAY as an
education and visitor attraction. Even more important, it will give a dignified home to a gallant
warrior, which will forever honor its service, the countless thousands who have served in her and
the whole of the Naval Service.
I most strongly support the establishment of ex-MIDWAY in San Diego and hope to be one of her
first visitors- I truly look forward to the opportunity to be aboard my old "bome" when next I am
in San Diego.
I wish you the very best in this noble effort,

MoS:tt~··..~.~-·l?t_f!J
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Roger & Emily Lynrh
1711 Circo del Cielo Drive
El Cajon. California 92010

1840 Circo del Cielo
El Cajon, CA. 92020
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Sara Wan, Chair

FEB 0 6 2001

California Coastal Commission
Sara \Van, Chair
Catitt'lrmA Coastal Commis~on
22J 50 Carbon Mesa Rd

22350 Carbon Mesa Road

Malibu, CA 90265

CAliFORNiA
COASTAl COMMISSION
SAN DIEGO COAST f'liSTRICT

Malibu, CA, 902o5
Dear Ms_ Wan,

Dear Sara Wan,

This letter symbolizes a strong YES VOTE for the North Embarcadero
Visionary Plan bringing the Midway Museum to San Diego Bay.

We urge you to take tavorable action in approving the proposal to use the USS MIDWAY as an Aircrall Carrier

Museum
This lt~tter is writ en on behalf oftht! volunteer committee which has worked so hard to save the aircraft carrier USS

the Midway Museum. It is appropriate that San Diego showcase the History of the United

MIDWAY tbr contJnued service to the greater San Diego region. I served in destroyer escorts tOr that tine s.hlp
the Kt'irean conflict I have many memode_o;; of <Jur roie in protecting Midway and her pilots, some of whom
were m dJstrcss returning from CQmbat missions. I am certain that the .ship would be properly maintained bv a vast

States Navy with this hands on educational exhibit.

volunteer organization. lt woutd serve 1uany purposes for the community and would be a sought after
attraction.

San Diego with her 75 year association with naval history is the ideal home for

I strongly disagree this magnificent ship will block view of San Diego Bay. The
free access to all from the Midway's 500 ft bow will attract San Diegans and tourists
alike.
The ground work is well laid. Help make Navy History a reality for residents,
their children and visitors for generations to come. It is important we all visualize what it
takes to ensure freedom for our.country and the world.
Sincerely,

fl

He~vmg USS Ml OW AY on public dtsptay would be valuable to younger generations as a poignant reminder of the
three Pacitic wars tbught by th.is country. It is my opinion that our young people have ever decreasing appredation
f\"'r even recent US history A highly visual and readily accessible symbol, like USS MlOWA Y, offers a serious
reminder of what J1as gone betbre

t have some experience with the restoration, rehabilitation and support of the SS LANE VICTORY which is. the last
MJrvivlng WWU Victory ship, located in Long Beach Harbor. The SS LANE VICTORY serves as an active matitime
museum, is well supported by volunteers and supports many community activities. Groups have meetings on board,
service groups take lunch on board, school children visit the ship on a regular basis and the whole projeCt is
self: sustaining.

Sau FranClsco h"" the SS JEREMIAH O'BRIEN, a fully restored WWilliberty ship The vessel is in such good

Ltr~-'"---

tf't'i ?'(
Inglid Massee

shape that It Jlarticipated in the 50th amliversary of the D-Day landings in France. Again, the project is completeJy
supported by volunteers and \sa huge success ln ai1 of the areas suggested by the San Diego Aircraft Canter Museum
Directors/Volunteers/Donors:. Los Angeles and San Francisco are major coJnntercia1 seapOJ1s. San Diego, wltile not
a major cornmerclal seaport, has a ion~ and distinguished history of supporting a variety of US Navy activities.
With this long tradition of support for the naval services comes a huge rest.."fvoir of sympathetic dtizens who served
active duty in naval air. aircratt carrier. submarine and surface ships. Based on the San Francisco and Los Angeles
~rience, there is no doubt the US MIDWAY would be well served in the new capacity by a grateful co1umu
an enthusiastic volunteer corp. 1 am ats;.1 sure that all satety and environmental requirements would be met
as they have been in other Cafiiixnia locations.
Sincerely,

~l!'4J

YV~-r.r~
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CAliFORNI#
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Sara l'i'an , Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265
Re:

FEB 0 8 200i

February 5. ZOOl

CAUFORNlt··
COASTAl COMMISSION
riAN DIEGO COAST tJI~t~lr:T

uss Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum-San Diego

Dear Ms . Wan,
As a native San Diegan, born in 1923 and presently retired,
I and my wife support whole-heartedly plans to establish the
"Midway Museum" in San Diego Bay. The mooring of the USS
Midway in San Diego Bay is consistent with San Diego's
history of naval aviation and compatible with the past and
present day naval facilities and activities in our city.

Sara Wan, Chair.
Californis Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, Ca. 90265

Such a museum will serve to entertain and educate our many
tourists in San Diego and our many school students of all
ages. It will also serve as a commemoration to the thousands
of service personnel who sailed from San Diego to overseas
assignments in war and peace.

I am writing tnis letter requesting that you and the California
Coastal Cpmmission support locating the Aircraft Carrier Midway
Museum at the Navy Pier, on Broadway, in downtown San Diego.

Dear Ms. Wan,

Navy r~er is a strategic location that will allow the maximum
number of visitors, both local and out of town tourists, to visit
this historic carrier.

We feel confident it will always be a popular attraction
for all to see and visit. Also, it will add millions of
dollars to San Diego's economy. Local support for the Midway
is in excess of 85% of our population.

The Midway Museum will be a tribute to all of the Navy personnel
who departed from San Diego to fight in the wars and police actio•
beginning with World Warll.

we strongly recommend the California coastal Commission
approve the plan(s) for the USS Midway Aircraft Carrier
Museum in San Diego.

Again, I urge you and the Coastal Commission to approve the Navy
Pier location for the USS Midway Museum.

d- ~~
~.Marinos
Sincerel~,

Sincerely,
Fred M. Mhoon

cc: California Coastal Commission Staff
V Copy Sent To:
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o Calif. Coastal Commission Staff
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COASTAL COMh~:~SiGt"
51\N DIEGO COAST ')IST~IC1

RE: San Diego Unified Port District Port Master Plan Amendment No. 27 (North Emban;aderol
CALirO~I>llt-.

COASTA\. ~QMMlSSION

california Coastal Commission
San Diego Area
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402

SAN DIEC',Q COAS'I """"~''"

Sara Wan, Chair
California Costal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, Ca. 90265

Dear California Coastal Commission.
Subject: Approval of The Midway Aircraft CarTier Museum

Dear Ms. Wau:
I wanted to let you know my feelings in regards to the aircraft carrier USS Midway, being
brought to San Diego as a museum.
I truly believe this would be a great idea. Our town is wbere the naval aviation saga
started. Its been linked to tbe Navy for decades and the site for this kind of museum is
pel'fect, let alone the revenue it would bring in for San Diego.

Voting in favor of this 11roject would surely be very much appreciated by the people of San
Diego.

Sincerely,
Samy Zaka
Lemon Grove, Calif. 91945
eel North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff, San Diego

~

.~ ,,Jj 11

.)1..~"""¥"")..

I proudly served onboard the USS Midway (CVA-41} for two tours of duty duling the Vietnam War
(1971 & 1972) and was assigned to the catapult crew in V-2 Division. The Midway and its crew helped

keep world peace lor over 45 years from World War II until she was decommissioned after the GuW
War. She is a proud part of our American history and deserves to be preserved and shared with all
Amelicans as The Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum.
I have anxiously followed the progress to bling the Midway to San D~o as a museum but I have been
disappointed by the many delays. I just discovered that on the 10 there will be a heating on this
proposal and I have further read the summary of the Coastal Commission's Staff Recommendations. I
strongly disagree with the Staff's recommendation to deny "the Midway Aircraft CatTier
Museum pol'llon of the amendment"/ The Midway will be a source of great plide and accessible to
the public as a reminder of au the military personnel who have sacrificed so much for our freedom. To
deny this great warship ~·s place as a floating museum in San Diego would be dreadful mistake. The
Midway is part of our American history and should not end up as scrap metal... and the Coastal
Commission needs to do whatever possible to make The Midway Aircraft Carner Museum beoome a
reality.

I support protecting the California coast and even have three Wyland Whale's Tail license plates in our
family. From your web site, ~appears that the contributions from these license plates add a significant
amount to Coastal Commission programs. As you can see, I financially and theoretiCally support the
California Coastal Commission, however I must strongly disagree with the Staffs recommendation to
deny The Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum.
The deveiopers of this Museum are proud Amelicans who will be lUCky to break even on this Museum
development and I am grateful for all of their hard work to get approval from all of the various
governmental agencies involved with this development

Please approve this worthy museum project that is being developed by private individuals in order to
share a big piece of American history with all Americans for generations to come.
do not deny
this worthy usage of a small part of our California coast because in my opinion the benefits far outweigh
any perceived negative impact of The Midway Alrcmft Carrier Museum. Soon, I will hopefully be
able to take my family to proudly share with them a great piece of American history where I proudly
served our country... USS MIDWAY (CVA-41)

PI-•

Sincerely,

J/[a.£Pt~3a-r
Frank Provenzano

December 11, 2000
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Ms. Sara Wan
Chait
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, California 92065-5015

Weste

DEG 2 8 2000
• Fax: (B58) 530-1697

CAL! FORNI."
COA&Tht "">MMISSiON

SAN DlfOO COAST DIS"I~rt;t

Dear Ms. Wan:

January 9, 2001

J~IEIIW~Ull
JAN 1 7 2001

I am writing to request your support for berthing of the USS Midway as part of the North
Embarcadero Visionary Plan., which I understand will be considered during the week of 8
January 2001 by the California Coastal Commission.

i;A~IFvP.Ni,:c

California Coastal Commission
7575 Metropolitan Drive, #103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402

As a retired Naval officer who served aboard an aircraft carrier and as a San Diego County
resident and taxpayer, I would like to see the USS Midway project become a reality. I believe
that she will enhance the city's tourism industry, while serving as a permanent education
centtt avirilable to the public.

COII.l'TAL (OMt..\I~SluN
:IAN pji!OO ('_;G,\.i\T DISTRICT

Subject: San Diego Port Amendment #27 - North Embarcadero Redevelopment

San Diego has long been a military town, and is the home to many military families, both
active and retired. These families will also appreciate having this historical symbol of sea
power that has protected freedom around the world for five decades as a. floating museum.
Just as the USS Intrepid has become a popular tourist attraction in New York City, I believe
that the USS Midway Museum will be a resounding success in San Diego.

Commissioners:
I am in total agreement with this proposal EXCEPT for the docking of the U.S.S.
Midway.

Thank you in advance for your consideration regarding the matter.

If you have seen that ugly monstrosity in Bremerton, Washington, you would not
want it destroying our wonderful waterfront view.

::;~

This rusting tub does not belong in San Diego and representing this wonderful
city. Do you want visitors remembering San Diego with this ship in mind or the
beautiful city?

Garry B. West

Vote no on U.S.S. Midway.
Sincerely yours,

.:..) I o

,l"¥ch-'<-

cc: San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum
Attn: Riley D. Mixson
1355 North Harbor Drive
San Diego, California 92101

-,

Y'---

Hal Moore
Chairman and C.E.O.
HMJgv

North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
C/0 California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, C..alifornia 92108
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cc: All Port of San Diego Commissioners
Mayor Dick Murphy
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Arthur H. Noehren, C.P.A.
200

Horizon H;l!, Orivo

El Cajon, California

92020

Tel and fax (6,9) 334-SoS•

February 6, 2001
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North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
CIO California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
S;;m IJiE'::JO C::':l 9/108-04402
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Re: Aircraft Carrier Midway Museum
Gentlemen/Ladies,
This letter is an appeal for the Commission to approve the proposed Midway museum,
which I believe has overwhelming support by the citizens of San Diego San Diego is a
strong Navy town and warrants such a memorial for the many men and women who
have served in the Navy over the years.
I believe it will also provide an interesting and unusual attraction for visitors, and an
opportunity for people to understand the heritage and life aboard a Navy carrier.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sara Wan, Chair
California Costal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, Ca. 90265

J~~~II\~~w

Dear Ms. Wan:
I am writing to you in reference to the aircraft carrier USS Midway, being
brought to San Diego as a museum.

I truly believe this would be a wonderful idea. San Diego is a large military town
and this would be a great way to honor the military. So many men have served
on the USS Midway along with other ships to preserve our freedom.

This is also an excellent way for our children to become involved in the history of
the United States. I traveled to Washington DC with my daughters school to visit
and never realized how much this would impact me and the children I traveled
with. We all have a better prespective on our government and how it works. I
feel this would also be true of the history of our armed forces. Our children,
along with the adults, need to have this first hand experience of viewing the
USS Midway to fully appreciate our country and our freedom we are so blessed
with.
The revenue that the ship would bring In as a tourist attraction for San Diego
would be an added benefit to the project.
Please vote in favor of bringing the USS Midway to San Diego.
Sincerely,

··iJa,c,a~.c~
Barbara Baxter
8947 Lakeview Road
Lakeside, Ca. 92040

Copy sent to North Embarcadero VIsionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff, San Diego
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Donald A. Vance, M.D.
Aviation Medicine· Senior FAA Examiner4201 Sweetwater Road
Bonita, California 91902-1415

So v-c,
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(6191 479-9325 • Fax 479-6262

February 5, 2001
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MsSaraWan
Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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Dear Ms. Wan:

fC

I am writing in support of the project to establish the permanent USS Midway
museum. As a naval resetve officer now with 34 years service you may understand
my prejudice loward providing ships for the general pubNc to experience. There are
exhibits in a number of our dties which remain extremely popular and informative. It
has long been recognized that as a Navy city, San Diego should have a similar
facility and the Midway is an outstanding project.

h·-ev-e
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I have followed this project vvith great interest. as I have been able to arrange tours
of ships for family members over the years because of my duty status. I can assure
you that the trip through a ship has been reported many times over the years as the
high point of a trip to San Diego, despite all our other attractions in the area. A
readily available ship tour which does not datract from the mission of the active duty
personnel would be a we1corne and appropriate San Diego attraction.

Sincerely, ,-
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Donald A. Vance, MD
Cc: Coastal Commission Staff
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Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Rl.
Malibu, CA 90265
Dear Mrs. Wan,
I am writting to you in regards to the USS Midway. I feel that this
conversion into a naval aviation museum is a benefit to San Diego, as
well as California.
As you are aware San Diego is a navy based city in which an aircraft
carrier museum would be a spectacular event for all.

San Diego needs this event for residents and their visitors.
This museum will provide a wonderful educational venue and
memorial facility in honor for all who served in the force. Our future
depends on our children and their childrens' children. Education is the
key element and this is a prime opportunity for bands on experience for
all ages.
Please take the time and consider this for all who served and lost their
lives to earn our freedom.

\

\~1::.""-~-'-'-

Mishelle Barton
CC:
california coastal commission staff
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Sincerely
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San Ysidro-Otay Rotary Club

CREATE AWARENESS

P.O. Box 432250
San Ysidro, Ca 92143
Ph. (619) 662 4707
Quique Sanchez President

~

SAN DIEGO, CAliFORNIA 92108

TELEPHONE (619) 291· 7131

~~~

TAKE ACTION

I:ESO.T .t CONVBNT!OH CI.NTER

February 12, 2001
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Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa R.d
Malibu, Ca. 90265

The Honorable Sara Wan
Chairwoman

FEB 1 4 2001

FEB l '< 1:'00:

California Coastal Commission
22350 Catbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265

CALIFORNIA
COASTAl. <:OMMISSION
DIEGO COA1>T f>ISTRIO

:iAN

Dear Chairwoman Wan:

Dear Ms. Wan

Let me take a moment to let you know how strongly I feel that Midway at Navy Pier will make a
great memorial to honor the 75 years of partnership between the Navy and the City of San Diego.
I feel this would serve as a wonderful tribute to the thousands of service person that sailed from
San Diego to fight for America's freedom in numerous wars. Many of these great service people
gave their lives for our freedom.

As the final phase on approving the mooring of the Midway in the Navy pier in our

beautiful bay comes to an end, we at San Ysidro-Otay Rotary club would like to express
our support for the Midway to be part of our city and appreciate your approval.
Not only this carrier will be used as a tourist attraction, but will serve as a tribute to
thousands of sailors who sailed from San Diego to serve their country.

As you know, San Diegans have given overwhelming support to having Midway as a museum
open to the public at Navy Pier. Opinion poll supported it by 86%!

Most important of all is the opportunity that we in San Diego will have for our children to
learn more about aircraft carriers and their involvement in time of wars and promoting
peace in the world we live in.

This will also be a terrific, .free educational venue for approximately 40,000 San Diego students.
San Diegans and visitors to beautiful San Diego will be given a chance to see and explore the
U.S. Navy's aircraft carrier, which has protected and promoted peace in the United States for
more than half a century.

The unique relationship that the Navy and our City has had for over 75 years will be
forever sealed with the Midway making San Diego its home.

The Midway will provide San Diego with a wonderful new attraction to be enjoyed by all and
provide a new and unique event venue to serve the growing convention/meetings and special
events industries in San Diego.

Respectf.uUy; •
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Members
San Ysidro-Otaty Rotary Club
Enrique A Sanchez
President

Ja e~o

Vice President-Marketing

cc: North Embarcadero Visionary Plan

ATLAS HOTELS, INC.
.JLO:btw

cc:

veallfomia Coast Commission staff
Salvatore Giametta, Vice President

Cbnv. & Visitors Bureau
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February 12, 2001

The Honorable Sara Wan, Chairwoman
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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Ms Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission

Dear Chairwoman Wan:
I am writing on behalf of our 500 employees to request your support of
the USS Midway Project to be sited at San Diego Navy Pier.
Our city and the United States Navy have enjoyed a wonderful
partnership for over 75 years. The USS Midway Project is a highly
significant memorial to the thousands of service personnel who have
shipped out from our harbor to fight five wars of the twentieth century for
America's freedom.

,100!

I am writing to support bringing the aircraft carrier Midway to San Diego,
Mr. Alan Uke came to the Women's University Club some time ago to present a program
on bringing the "Midway", an historical Naval Aircraft Carrier, to San Diego. Since then
we have been eagerly waiting it's arrival. It will be a great learning experience for our
children and a feature tourist attraction, but most importantly it represents a partnership
with the Navy in San Diego. I have lived here in San Diego since 1938. Most of the
members of our Women's Club are long time residents and are very much in favor of
having this historical Naval Museum in our harbor.

Sincerely,
''.:;,,,~ C,V,J.z.

We ask for your support of this project.

vJane Clark
Program Chairman
Women's University Club
9150 Larga Vista Ct
Spring Valley, Ca 91977

Sin//~• • .

·k~~

2270 Hotel Circle North • San Diego, California 92108
Office (619) 297·1101 • Cell (619) 994-2028 • Fax (619)291-4424
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Dear Ms Wan,

The vast majority of San Diegans favor this tribute to honor those who
have so honorably served out country from our shores.

JG/fr
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:>AN DIEGO

Ja:z6iacomint
Vi'CZ President, Managing Director

8 February 2001
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Copy to:
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
And Midway Magic Office

---------------------------------------------------

Lawrence LeClaire
716/rupiration Lane
Esc!Jndido, California 92025

Letitia Coxe Shelby Chapter, NSDAR
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February 10, 2001
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The Honorable Sara Wan
Chairwoman
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, California 90265
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14 February 2001
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Vice Regent

Sara Wan, Chair
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265

mdalane

Dear Ms. Wan,

Dear Chairwoman Wan:

UJre spoke to the Letitia Coxe Shelby Chapter
of the DAR in La Mesa about the ptOposed Midway Museum.
Our mernhers were very excited and supportive ofthe Midway

It has come to my attention that you will be reviewing the berth of the USS Midway as a
museum at San Diego's Navy pier in the near future. It is my sincere hope this outstanding
memorial will be approved. especially for both San Diego and the Navy and Southern California.

19) 276-5715
KJarrardOaolcom

-·

ego CA 92120-3936
•03-USS

bl)enkOcs.<om

>d Vice Regent
.71o Moonts
lonnal Avenue

·a CA 9194l.<i208
89-6246
"''mounlsG!nl<grilyonllne7.com

lain
·ribe
~p<IZ lake Avenue
,go CA 92119-30(8

60-4280

tary
, Young
l Atu:aShet:IS6
o CA 92021·4860

Last September Mr.

projeet.

San Diego is a Naval pon and we need this memorial for our city.
Ours is a Naval and Marine f.lmily.. It will ptOVide an educational
value to our students--both young and old-and a great
opponunity to have first hand experience to explore and study the
workings ofan aircraft carrier.
The Museum will be a woaderful commemoration for the
thousands ofNaval personnel who have been in the service of
America.

88-0773

The Midway Museum will be a great place to bold speeial events
for the people of San Diego and our visitors.

urer

I sincerely hope the Midway Museum will happen!

!~tusk

ookdton Orde
•go CA 92120-3630

82-5565

Sincerely,
,
',,··£('~

trar

Bobbie F. Jenkins

Anderson
410059
dro CA 921~3-0059
19) 709-1145
~ Oll·52.<i6!-23424

Re: USS Midway berth at San Diego Navy pier

:::) .....r;.~T-1-r"

1

The USS Midway serves as an admirable commemoration to the thousands of service
personnel who sailed from San Diego to fight wars during the past 60 years and for which many
gave their lives to keep our great nation's freedom. Just as important, the USS Midway provides
an extraordinary memorial to respect and honor the 75 years of partnership between the U.S. Navy
and the City of San Diego.
The museum will give both San Diegans and visitors from all parts of California and the
nation an exceptional, firsthand opportunity to see and explore one of the U.S. Navy's most
astoJJShing technological wonders. It wilt be a spectacular attraction to be enjoyed by all who visit
ow- great city of Southern California and will provide a new and singular happening to seiVe the
growing convention/meeting and special events industries in San Deigo. Most important, the
Midway will provide an outstanding educational venue at no cost to thousands of San Diego

students each year.
As you know. professional public opinion polls have shown that San Diegans
overwhelmingly (86%) give their support to the USS Midway as a museum. A museum open to
the public.
Finally, as a Korean War veteran, I believe this project will be one of ow- finest and
deseiVes your commission's complete approval. Thank you.

)X

·ian
e!Ma}oe$
eoton Street

a CA 91942-27ll
>'1-4035

Sincerely,
Copy to: Nonb Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff
1515 Metropolitan Dr., Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-04402
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\:Jwrence LeClaire
·/ cc: California Coastal Commission Staff
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
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Plke
Madison Avenue

"CA 92021~02
4!1-5353
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William F. Quarg
11949 Hiuerside Driue, # 15
lakeside, en 92848-2319
12 February 2001
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Chairwoman Sara Wan
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265

February 13,2001
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The Honorable Sara Wan
Chairwoman
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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l ;; 2001

Dear Chairwoman Wan:

Dear Chairwoman Wan,
I write to encourage favorable consideration of berthing the USS Midway at Navy
Pier in San Diego as part of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan.
The addition of Midway to the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan would provide
another fine attraction for the thousands of visitors to San Diego each year.
Further, it would provide an excellent educational venue for about 40,000 students
each year. With a sound funding plan and the support of a vast majority of San
Diegans, this fine tribute to our Navy is most appropriate. Midway would serve as a
reminder of the contributions and sacrifices made by our service personnel on a
daily basis on board our ships of the line and would additionally serve as a memorial
to honor the 75 years of partnership between the Navy and the City of San Diego.
I urge favorable consideration of the Midway project.
Sincerely,

We have been following the news about bringing the Midway to San Diego and we are
delighted. We think the Midway at Navy Pier will make a wonderful memorial honoring the
75 years of partnership between the Navy and the City of San Diego. It will serve as a
noble commemoration to the thousands of service personnel who sailed from San Diego to
fight in five wars for America's freedom. Many of them gave their lives to earn that freedom.
Based on two professional public opinion polls San Diegans have given overwhelming
(86%) support to having Midway as a museum open to the public at Navy Pier Midway
will provide a superb equational venue to about 40,000 San Diego students free of charge
each year.
The Midway will give San Diegans and visitors a rare, firsthand opportunity to see and
explore a technological wonder, the US. Navy's aircraft carrier, which has enabled the
United States to protect and promote peace throughout the wor1d for more than half a
century
The Midway will provide San Diego with a spectacular attraction to be enjoyed by visitors
and residents alike. In addition, it will provide a new and unique event venue to serve the
growing convention/meetings and special events industries in San Diego.
Please use your influence to expedite the location of the Midway.
Very truly yours,

William F. Quarg

!· } '
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.; Copy:
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan
c/o California Coastal Commission Staff
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402

Marlene and Bill Colvin
2383 Salisbury Drive
San Diego, CA 92123
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Curtiss N. Stuart
3075 Sandburg Court
San Diego, CA 92122

HOTEL & MARINA
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE

Sara Wan, Chair
Cali. fornia Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, California, 90265

·--:-.

FEB 2 1 2001

The Honorable Sara Wan
Chairwoman, California Coastal Commissio&Asft;_u~g:. ·· ·
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
SAN DIEGO COk.
Malibu CA 90265

Dear Madam Chair,

February 16, 2001

February 21, 2001
Dear Chairwoman Wan;
It has come to my attention that the California Coastal Commission is seheduled to take up the
North Embarcadero Visionary Plan (NEVP), including the Midway Project in mid March.

Please allow me to point out the widespread support that exists throughout San Diego for this
special project:
San Diegans have given overwhelming (86%) support to having The Midway as a museum open
to the public at Navy Pier.
The Midway at Navy Pier will make a wonderful memorial to honor the 75 years of partnership
between the Navy and the City of San Diego.
The Midway will give San Diegans and visitors to San Diego a rare, :firsthand opportunity to see
and explore a technological wonder, the US Navy's aircmft carrier.

San Diego has its unique images:

The Midway will provide a superb educational venue to about 40,000 San Diego students free of
charge each year.
The Midway will provide San Diego with a spectacular attraction to be enjoyed by visitors and
residents alike. In addition, it will provide a new and unique event venue to serve the growing

The Navy is

convention/meetings and special events industries in San Diego.

part of us here. We're connected!
My support for the Midway Museum project is quite
strong and emotional. Please put me down on the YESSSS
side of "Bring the Midway Here" and resolve the hurdles of
approval.
Sincerely,
;

' ·' '
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Our Sheraton in San Diego believed so strongly in the benefit of this for the local community,
that it contributed $25,000 as one of the original Plan Owners.
Thank you for giving this project your very special attention and support.

.St'...

~b

Curtiss N. Stuart,
San Diego pri vote citizen
cc: San Diego Coastal Commission staff

Vice President-Operations
Southern California
Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide.Inc.
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1380 HARBOR ISl.ANO DRIVE, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101, PHONE: (619) 291-:!900, FAX: (619) 692·2337
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LORRENCE (RUSS) PORTER
14 MEADOW Fox ROAD
NORTH HAMPTON, NH 0:3862
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•
TEL. (60:3) 964-8400
E·MAIL- LRANDJMP®AOL.COM

SAN DIEGO COUNTY
HOTEL-MOTEL ASSOCIATION
February 14,2001
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CALIFORNIA
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(COPY)

California Coastal Commission
223 50 Carbon Mesa road
Malibu, CA 92065
Dear Sara Wan, Chairman,
I am writing in support of the USS MIDWAY to be moved to San Diego to become an
aircraft carrier museum I am sure the presence of the USS Midway will be a very rewarding
attraction for San Diego and surrounding cities and towns and for the many visitors that I am sure
would enjoy visiting this ship with such a great history.
I have been following the path of the Midway since !left the ship in Norfolk. Virginia on
September of 1948. Myself being a former crewman from 1946-1948. l was a printer working in
the Print Shop and we published a weekly newspaper plus the many shipboard printing jobs. I was
aboard when the V-2 rocket was fired otfthe east coast of the United States in the summer of
1947, and it sure was an historical event. It ushered in the missile program of the US Navy. I was
also aboard when we traveled to the Mediterranean Sea for 6 months. 1t was a period in history
right after World War IT when things were still questionable in the European area. We lost 12
shipmates during that cruise by accidents, they do happen aboard Navy ships, as we all know and
continue to happen. I could go on and on, that's the life of the US serviceman. Pardon me for
getting carried away.

In closing I do hope the plans of many are carried out and this event will come true at
least in my lifetime. 1 look forward to being present on the opening day of the Midway as an
Aircraft Carrier museum.

The Honorable Sara Wan
Chairwoman
California Coastal Commission
22350 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
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Dear Chairwoman Wan:

I am writing to you to let you know that the San Diego County Hotel-Motel Association supports
the North Embarcadero Visi<mary Plan (NEVP) including the Midway project which will make a
wonderful memorial to honor the 75 years of partnership between the Navy and the City of San
Diego.
Midway will also serve as a noble commemoration to the thousands of service personnel who
sailed from San Diego to fight in five wars during the twentieth century for America's freedom.
Many of them gave their lives to earn that freedom.
San Diegans (based on a public opinion poll) have given an overwhelming 86% support to
having Midway as a museum open to the public at Navy Pier. It will also provide a superb
educational venue to about 40,000 San Diego students free of charge each year.
The Midway will also offer San Diegans and visitors to a rare, firsthand opportunity to see and
explore a U.S. Navy's aircraft carrier, which has enabled the United States to protect and
promote peace throughout the world for more than half a century. In addition, it will provide a
new and unique event venue to serve the growing convention and special events industries in San
Diego.
We want the Coastal Commission to be aware of the widespread support that exists throughout
San Diego County for this special project.

Sincerely,

Lorrence R. Porter

1945 Quivira Way • Suite #05 • San Diego, California 92109 • (619) 224-2811 • FAX (619) 224-9314
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En vi r·o nmental Health Coalition

•

1717 Kettner Blvd., Suite 100 +San Diego, CA 92101 + (619) 235-0281 +FAX: (619) 232-3670
ehc@ en vi ron men talh ea lth. o rg -. www. en vironme n ta /he a I th. org
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COASTAL C0Mf·A!5Si0N

SAN DIEGO COAST D!::TRlCT

Chairman Sara Wan and Coastal Commissioners
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street
San Francisco, CA 94104

-.~

By Fax to District Office

RE:

EHC opposition to approval of location of the USS Midway in San Diego Bay as
part of the Nortll Embarcadero Visionary Plan.

Dear Commissioners:
•

Environmental Health Coalition (EHC) wishes to communicate our strong opposition to
the location of the USS Midway carrier in San Diego Bay as part of the North Embarcadero ·
Visionary Plan. We request that this element of the project be removed prior to adoption for
reasons listed below.

The USS Midway is "fill" of at least four more acres of San Diego Bay and impacts many
more.
The Midway Museum satisfies the definition of "fill material" under both the regulations
of the Corps and EPA "Fill material" is material used for the primary purpcse of replacing an
aquatic area with dry land in the waters of the United States. 33 C.P.R. § 323.2(e), 40 C.P.R.
232.2. Without a doubt, San Diego Bay is a water of the United States and therefore falls within
the scope of section 404 and its implementing regulations. The project's primary purpose is to
replace a large acreage of the bay with the Midway carrier. The large acre deck will overhang
and impact more bay area. Since the Midway Museum would be moored at the Navy Pier, it
would become a permanent structure in the bay. The proposed museum does not fall within any
of the exemptions under section 404(f) of the Clean Water Act. In addition, the museum is not a
federal project and is therefore not exempted under section 404(r). It js being donated by the
Navy to a private, nonprofit group and falls within section 404. It should also be viewed as fill
by the Coastal Commission.

•
@

Printed on recycled oaoe' witn sovba>ed inks.
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Exhibit#lS
PMPA#27
Letters of Opposition

The IVIidway is an unnecessarv fill of San Diego Bay.
The amount of fill that has occurred in San Diego Bay in the last few years is alarming.
Over 14 acres of San Diego Bay have been filled in the past 3 years due to construction of two
nuclear carrier piers and additional proposals, (the National City Marine Tem1inal Improvements
project and perhaps the Cruise Terminal pier to name just two), are pending to fill even more of
the Bay for maritime uses. We understand that there is a concept for mitigation of this project,
but the US Fish and Wildlife Service has indicated to us that they have not seen details on or
approved a plan at this time. We would assume that it must include animal predator control
funds for the life of the project and mitigation site as well as the restoration.

•

Overall, we support the development of comprehensive land use plans to guide
redevelopment of areas around San Diego Bay. We particularly supports those projects which
promote public open space, view corridors, pedestrian-oriented activities on the waterfront, and
are designed to minimize impacts to habitat, air and water quality. This project does not meet
those criteria. Instead, it results in a loss of more acres of open water and foraging area for birds,
obstructed views of the bay, added cumulative traffic impacts, inadequate parking to
accommodate its visitors, PCB and asbestos contamination threats, and additional losses of deepwater berthing.
As is well-known by the Commission, there are already three aircraft carriers to be
located in San Diego Bay. This is enough. There is no need or justification for any more. The
working carriers will allow visitations and public access on a regular basis. A Navy museum
does not have to be in a facility that fills the Bay or adds additional traffic to an already very
congested area.

•

Water quality impacts raised in the environmental review stage are not adequately
addressed in the final EIR.
Unlike all of the other projects in the North Embarcadero Plan that will receive additional
specific plan environmental review, this is the final environmental review level for the Midway
museum. In spite of this, the Port approved a plan that in response to concerns of environmental
groups about runoff in vague, non-committal tem1s. In response to concerns by the
environmental community about polluted runoff impacts, the responses state "Although no
specific design has been completed to date, it is anticipated that "first flush" runofffrom the pier
will be collected and treated. The exact method of collection and treatment has yet to be
determined. ... " (Response #94). This is not acceptable and does not assuage us that this issue
has been or will be properly dealt with. The Coastal Commission should not accept this non-plan
as adequate to protect water quality from carrier and parking lot runoff. We would not let any
other dischargers get away with this. The same standard of review should apply to the Midway
developers.
The reliance on the Navy to "... assess the adequacy and enforce the Stormwater
2

•

•

Pollution Prevenfjon Plan.'·' should give you no comfort at all. Under what authority? The Navy
is not a co-permittee under the municipal stormwater permit. If this is not a Navy project, as is
often claimed, why is the Navy the top regulator according to this document? We restate and
reaffirm our concerns listed in our comment letter regarding hazardous materials use, PCB and
asbestos abatement, and polluted runoff here.
Project causes unmitigated, permanent loss of deep water berthing
San Diego Bay is a multi-use water resource. Maritime operations and an active cruise
ship industry are important parts of that multi-use. This project causes additional losses of deep
water berthing potential in San Diego Bay. This loss has a significant cumulative impact
especially when combined with other losses in deep water berthing, most notably the deep water
in front of Campbell's Shipyard, and should be avoided.

•

The fiscal impacts of this project should not be ignored.
The Coastal Commission should seek a guarantee that the Midway will be able to pay for
itself, and its mitigation requirements, for the life of the project. The financial picture of
operating a carrier museum is far more complex than the materials indicate. Generally the public
will not come to see an "empty" vesseL Top class exhibits will have to be installed which can
run into a very significant expense. Further, to generate adequate revenue and visitor ship the
exhibits must be changed to encourage repeat visits-again at additional cost. We do not want to
end up with a rusting, city-sized vessel in our Bay or an expensive money pit that draws funds
from other institutions in our region. This issue was so significant at a recent City Council
hearing that close to a majority of the Council voted that additional environmental and fiscal
analysis should be done for this project.
We are very concerned that the l\!Iidway Museum will eventually become a financial
burden on the public and could undermine existing institutions (such as the Maritime Museum),
as well as environmental protection initiatives and mitigation requirements. We urge the
Commission to demand evidence and agreements in-hand that full, committed funding with a
renewing resource exists before this is approved. Please remember that the fiscal liability for the
project relates to the developers ability to meet their mitigation requirements, maintenance, and
long-term predator control. If money is short, the Coastal Commission should be concerned that
the first thing to go will be funding for the mitigations requirements.

•

The Midway will cause unacceptable impacts to traffic and circulation.
Even if only partially successful, the Midway would contribute to a significant cumulative
impact to I-15 and I-5 ramps, as well as significant parking increases, and these are unmitigated.
This added traffic, congestion, and parking poses a potential increase in vehicle-related pollutants
in areal fallout and runoff entering the Bay. Neither the areal fallout of P AHS from increased
traffic nor the cumulative parking impacts (in addition to the parking impacts from just the Pier
llA parking facility) were adequately mitigated in the MEIR, despite the fact that the Bay is
3

impaired for PAHs and a TIYIDL is being developed for PAHs.

•

Impacts to Brown Pelican not addressed

The significant impact identified is the loss of approximately four acres of foraging
habitat used by California least terns and brown pelicans at the Midway site. As we understand
it, the proposed mitigation plan does nothing to mitigate impacts to Brown Pelicans.
Conclusion

California does not need a second carrier museum. The environmental impacts of the
proposed Midway Museum outweigh any potential benefits of bringing the carrier to San Diego
Bay. The tourists that wili be attracted to this area by the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary
Plan can only benefit from an unobstructed view of San Diego Bay, a view that is not blocked by
the carrier. San Diego Bay is small by most California bay standards. It already hosts one sixth
of the U.S. Navy and will host three nuclear carriers. The Bay will suffer significant impacts
from those operations as well. Please do not allow more of the Bay to be lost to this project. It is
unnecessary, unmitigable, and unwanted.
Thank you for your consideration of our comments.
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To: Chairperson Sara Wan and Coastal Commissioners, COASTAl COMMISSION
SAN OIEGO COAST DISTRIGT
California Coastal Commission

The "save the Midway" project is a mistake for San Diego and will create
unneccesary negative impacts on our harbor.
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NO Thank You for the aircraft carrier parked on our Front Porch!
Port Plan Amendment No. 27 is a BAD IDEA!
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URGENT MEMO November 8, 2000
FROM: Tom Holman, 3535lat Ave, 3A
San Diego, CA 92103
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TO: Sara Wan, Chairperson, and all
Coastal Commissioners

Placing the aircraft carrier on the bay at the North Embarcadero will:
•obstruct views of the bay (already the entire South Embarcadero view is
totally blocked)
•serious contamination threats are a real concern
•loss of deep water berthing
•replace an aquatic and foraging area for birds with at least Jour acres of
"fill material" in our already small bay

REF: Aircraft Carrier Midway: a museum for San Diego bay
Port Plan Amendment No. 27 (North Embarcadero Redevelopment)
This small bay is already overcrowded and will impact our harbor in many negative
ways. Placing the carrier on the North Embarcadero will take away about four
acres of aquatic and foraging area for birds, obstruct what little view there is left of
the bay, impact an already over-crowded traffic area causing more dangerous
congestion, place more financial burdens on the taxpayers, to say nothing of further
limiting of deep water berthing, and more possibilities of contamination.
Please give these serious concerns your careful consideration at the November 13
meeting which I cannot attend, in San Francisco.

•add cumulative traffic impacts, including traffic and parking congestion
•present a potential financial burden to the city due to maintenance and
upkeep.
Yes the military is an important part of the San Diego economy and the
idea of a carrier museum is very cool - BUT THIS IS NOT THE PLACE TO PUT
IT! PLEASE don't allow sentimentality and political pressure to put a
"right " idea in a VERY WRONG PLACE.

J) Jli!IA--

Please protect our bay, and our view of it, by rejecting this
project.

w~-UA'~~ f!~-Ur[r-..2~'

Thank you for your consideration,
Marti E. Kranzberg
San Diego, CA
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To: Chairperson Sara Wan and Coastal Commissioners, California Coastal Commission
NO Thank You for the aircraft carrier parked on our Front Porch! Port Plan Amendment No. 27
is a BAD IDEA! The ·•save the Midway" project is a mistake for San Diego and will create
unnecessary negative impacts on our harbor. Placing the aircraft carrier on the bay at the North
Embarcadero will:
Obstruct views of the bay (already the entire South Embarcadero view is totally
blocked)

Chairperson Sara Wan and Coastal
Commissioners, California Coastal Commission

•

45 Fremont Street

San Francisco, CA 941 04

•

Dear Chairperson 'Wan & Coastal Commissioners,

•

We have learned that the San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum wants
to convert the 51 ,000-ton retli'Qd aircraft carrier Midway into the
nation's newest floating museum and entertainment destination at the
Navy Pier in San Diego Harbor, just south of the bottom of Broadway.

•

We believe this project is a mistake for San Diego in that it will create
unnecessary impacts on our harbor. Among other things, placing the
carrier on the North Embarcadero will: replace an aquatiC and foraging area
for birds with at least four acres of "fiil materiaf' in our already small bay;
obstruct views of the bay; add contamination threats; add cumulative
traffic impacts, including traffic and parking congestion; loss of deep
water berthing; and is a potential financial burden to the city.

We feel that the kind of hetter-skelter development of our fair city that we
have seen in the past is no longer a viable option for us, nor our
environment.

•

Pose potential serious contamination threats
Cause a loss of deep water berthing
Replace an aquatic and foraging area for birds with at least four acres of"till
material" in our already small bay
Add cwnulativc traffic impacts, including traffic and parking congestion
Present a potential financial burden to the city due to maintenance and upkeep

Yes the military is an important part of the San Diego economy and the idea of a carrier
mW!Cwn is a good one· BUT TmS IS NOT THE PLACE TO PUT IT! PLEASE don't
allow sentimentality and political pressure to put aright idea in a VERY WRONG PLACE.
Please protect our bay, and our view ofit, by rejecting this project.
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November 8, 2000

Chairperson Sara Wan and
Coastal Commissioners
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street
San Francisco, CA 94104
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I oppose the Port Plan Amendment No. 27 (North Embarcadero Redevelopment) to
bring the retired aircraft carrier Midway to San Diego's harbor.
Parking the enormous carrier will result in the loss of over four acres of our natural bay
shoreline. This area of the San Diego Harbor iS already impacted with traffic and
parking congestion; another 'attraction' is not needed. This project stands a good
chance of becoming a financial burden on a city that is already staggering under the
costs of recreational projects like the ballpark.
This is an ill advised project that takes away still more of our shoreline and that has had
little discussion or support by our citizens. It should not go forward.

Sincerely,

~ fbM,ph-

'll;,! ic!CT

Chairperson Sara Wan
and Costal Commissioners
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont St.
San Francisco, CA 941 04

RECEIVED
NOV 13 2000
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Dear Ms Sara Wan and Commissioners,

Chula Vista, CA91910

(,::'

··'Ill

November 8, 2000
134 2nd Ave.,

Dear Sara Wan,
This letter relates to Port Plan Amendment 27 (North Embarcadero Redevelopment) in San
Diego. We are very much concerned about and opposed to the proposed conversion of the
Midway Aircraft Carrier to a floating museum and entertainment center proposed for the Navy
Pier in San Diego Harbor just south of the foot of Broadway.
The bay is already dominated by the Navy and its ships. Everywhere one looks are Navy vessels.
Another overpowering, huge, permanent ship right at the foot of Broadway is pushing the Navy's
presence in our faces and spaces in a very objectionable way.
As a person born in San Diego in 1918 and having grown up with a personal connection with the
unique beauty of the San Diego ha.rbor, and seeing the changes in the bay through the years, I feel
that this project is not good for San Diego and will create unnecessary impacts on our harbor.
This development will take away from our already small bay, at least 4 acres of"fill material",
replacing aquatic and foraging area for birds. It will be a huge obstruction to views of the bay,
add contamination threats and add to the already critical traffic and parking congestion of the
waterfront area. It will take away needed deep water berthing space and will be a potential
financial burden to the city. There is more than enough domination of the bay by our Navy
already.
We need to keep to enjoy unobstructed views of the bay and its aquatic activities- which have
been one of our city's biggest assets through the years, and we need to keep from creating even
much more traffic and parking congestion and frustration for our central area waterfront.
Please take these views into your considerations of this ill-advised project.
Sincerely yours,

/)m L'cl'if'. ?k.;t/;;:n-L--

JkP~<f·Th~
David W. Neptune
Helen l Neptune

~~t;Ir~lltW~
Environmnefa't

MAY 1 1 2.000

May4, 2000

Sincerely,

C.t..UfCj;.:i·~J.t·

Ms. Sara Wan, Chairman
California Coastal Commission
46 Fremont Street #2000
San Francisco, CA 94105

COAS1Al C0/11/i;
SAN DIEGO COASl ili~,\ll.1c:'
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MAY - 9 2000

JERRY R. BOGGS, Chairman
Technical Oversight Committee
San Diego Bay Integrated Natural
Resources Management Plan

CALIFORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION

DearMs. Wan:
There is a great deal of publicity concerning the proposal before the California Coastal
Commission to place the Midway aircraft carrier at the Navy's pier offHarbor Drive. I
am aware that there is a certain level of controversy concerning this proposal with the
Environmental Health Coalition and the Audubon Society in opposition.
I am quite certain, based on my years as a biologist with the U.S. Navy (now retired) that
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Army Corps
ofEngineers and the California Department ofFish and Game are likely to consider this
placement as equivalent to a fill. I have been involved in several projects for which the
Navy has had to provide in-kind and in-place mitigation. I refer especially to the two
nuclear carrier projects that have recently been accomplished or in the news. I do
understand that a number of other projects have been required to provide similar
mitigation.

Senior Natural Resources Program Manager
The Environmental Trust
Cc: Capt. R.L. Phillips
Naval Facilities Eng. Command
Eileen Maher
Port District of San Diego

As Chairman of the Technical Oversight Committee to the San Diego Bay Integrated
Natural Resources Management Plan, I am opposed to any reduction in the surface area
of San Diego Bay and assure you that the Committee in general and the Plan support the
position that continued bay surface area reductions should not be allowed.
I request, therefore, that the California Coastal Commission require, at a minimum, that
the project proponents provide an equivalent acreage ofin-kind and, to the degree
possible, in-place mitigation for the Midway project. I recall, for example, that the Navy
had to create approximately 14 acres (planted with eelgrass) from upland fill at Naval Air
Station North Island to mitigate for loss of a 14 acre water column as part of the first
CVN carrier project (for the Stennis). There is no legitimate reason why the Midway
proponents should be held to any lesser standard. It would be a benefit to the Bay for the
Coastal Commission to require a mitigation ratio of more than 1:1. The Bay, which has
been reduced by 1/3 over the last 100+ years, can only benefit from wisely planned
mitigation that restores and enhances its sensitive habitats.
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1bject: Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum

I urge you to see what a dreadful mistake the Midway Project would be for San Diego. I
do NOT want an aircraft carrier parked on San Diego's/my front porch! Port Plan
Amendment No. 27 is Hasty and a BAD IDEA!!! This project will create many
unnecessary negative impacts to our harbor and its surrounding area's. Equally, I do not
favor an obstruction to our beautiful westward skyline. One· such bad example, is the
1970's San Onofre Nuclear Power Plant today it is an "eyesore," among other things.
Too bad for us, residents of Southern California, that our welfare was not truly
considered when it was built. Presently, San Onofre appears to have been more about
immediate conguer and greed, NOT the continuous health and the well-being of all.

lmmissioners:

Please don't let BAD history repeat itself! Let us not make another mistake! Placing
an aircraft carrier on the San Diego bay, at the North Embarcadero will:

1y 2, 2000

'rt District Board of Commissioners

MAY 0 4 ZOOO
(Alli'(!RI·IIA
COASTAl COMMI~~/(Jt'<l
SAN DIEGO COAST DISYiliCT

65 Pacific Highway
m Diego, CA 92101

1m adamantly opposed to parking this 50-year old gray piece of junk on our
1terfront near the County Administration Building.

m Diego is a modern city and parking a 50-year old dinosaur where it will block
e boardwalk and bay view will be disastrous. In no way will it promote the
:auty of this city.
this the lasting impression San Diego wants to leave with tourists? I don't think
Jl

Jte NO!
ncerely yours,

7:1a-.e 9YJ ~
31 Moore
nairman and C.E.O.
M/gv
'· Union Tribune
City Council Members
Mayor Golding
California Coastal Commission

1. Obstruct the view of the bay (the South Embarcadero view is now completely
blocked)
2. Serious contamination threats
3. Loss of deep water berthing
4. Loss of an aquatic and foraging area for birds, due to fill material, our San
Diego bay is already too small. Compare it to that of Seattle, WA.
5. Traffic impact: local and freeways, including parking congestion
6. A financial burden that will somehow be rolled on to San Diego taxpayers
True. Military is important to San Diego, and the idea of a museum is nice; however, this
is not the place to put it. Please do not let sentimental and political pressure sway you to
overlook the truth. Please, the truth is, this is DEFINITELY not a favorable project for
the San Diego bay. Please note: only a handful of SD residents have been informed of
this proposed museum, and its proposed location.
Similarly, a museum in San Diego clearly does not need to be on such a LARGE scale.
As an alternative, the proposed military museum could be SUCCESSFULLY located in
Balboa Park adjacent to the other important and popular museums of San Diego? Perhaps
even near the Aerospace Museum. Therefore, if this sort of museum is needed in San
Diego let it be at the infamous tourist museum area of Balboa Park!
Please protect our/my bay, by rejecting this project. Thank you very much! And thank
you for your time and consideration!
Sincerely,

~\'"\a . . . . l+c"~ v-.<..-.::,wo;-+t.._
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VALERIE STALLINGS
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May 19,2000
Coastal Commission
3111 Camino Del Rio North #200
San Diego, CA 92108
Dear Coastal Commissioners:
I am writing to state my long-standing position regarding the plan to bring the
aircraft carrier Midway to San Diego. I do not~ the Midway Museum,
but have never supported the proposed location.
Because a waterfront promenade along the bay will be a wonderful addition to
the San Diego lifestyle, I support this concept in the North Embarcadero
Visionary Plan. The plan emphasizes enhanced access to the Bay by providing
pedestrian amenities that combine to promote human-scale activities. The
addition of public access improvements proposed by the Visionary Plan would
create a continuous stretch of public open space and pedestrian-oriented
activities connected by a landscaped esplanade from Laurel Street to Market Street.

•

The Midway project is not compatible with the proposed Promenade because of
the potential impacts to the existing public views of the bay related to the size
and scale of the Midway ( 1,000 feet long with a control tower that is 190 feet tall
measured from the waterline). Because the overriding urban design goal of the
Port Master Plan and Centre City Community Plan is to preserve views to the Bay,
I have not and will not support the proposed location for the Midway Museum.
Sincerely,

U~&rUJM ~

Valerie Stallings
City Councilmember

cc: Port Commissioners

CityAdministrationBuilding
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January 6, 2001

CALIFORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION

Diana Lilly
COASTAL COMMISSiON
SAI>I DIEGO COA.S.T DISTRI(l
California Coastal Commission San·u1ego Area Office
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402

Chairperson and Members,
C/0 San Diego Area Office
7575 Metropolitan Drive Suite 100
San Diego, CA. 92108-4402

Ms. Lilly:

Subject: Request by San Diego Unified Port Commission to amend the
Certified Port Master Plan to allow for Development within the Waterfront
Area known as North Embarcadero

Please distribute the enclosed letter to all members of the California Coastal
Commission in time for them to read it prior to the hearing to be held on January
10, 2001 in Los Angeles.
Thank You.
DonWood()W

dfitclrifirfe&gs'la1 ~oWHlllssion

I ask Commission members to deny the San Diego Unified Port Commission's
request to allow new development along the North Embarcadero. The proposed
amendment to the Port Master Plan (Amendment 27), along with the request by
the City of San Diego for an amendment to its Local Coastal Program (Major
Amendment 4-2000) represent a major first step toward the development of what
is sure to become a wall of high rise structures separating downtown San Diego
from its own bayfront. Taken together, the two amendment requests represent
piece meal development at its worst, which violates state planning rules which
require that the Coastal Commission understand the long term comprehensive
impacts on a coastal region before approving piecemeal new development.

These two requests represent first steps in what will eventually lead to more high
rise building massed along San Diego's western downtown waterfront than are
currently contained in or planned for the downtown core. The Port and the City
suggest that the Coastal Commission simply approve these preliminary
developments at this time, without looking at what the long-term impact of these
steps will lead to on San Diego's western bayfront.
Unfortunately, previous Coastal Commissions allowed this same type of
piecemeal planning process to be pursued on downtown San Diego's Southwest
waterfront, with disastrous long-term results.
First the original convention center was authorized, along with the original two
Marriott Hotel towers. Through a separate planning process, the Marriott was
later allowed to erect a third tower. Later, the Coastal Commission allowed a new
Hyatt Hotel to go up. This was followed by authorization of a million square foot
Convention Center addition.
Today, as a result of this piecemeal authorization process, the entire southwest
waterfront of downtown San Diego is sealed off from its own bayfront by a
concrete wall of buildings ranging from 3-4 stores to over 20 stories high.

I urge the Coastal Commission to defer approval of these plan amendments, and
instead direct the city and the Port Authority to jointly develop a long range
master plan for development of downtown's entire western waterfront, running
from Lindbergh Field to the G Street Mole. This Western Bayfront Master Plan
should preserve clear visual corridors between downtown and the bay, increase
downtown residents and workers physical access to the waterfront, provide for a
landmark civic gathering open space at the foot of Broadway, and results in City
and Port District zoning that steps the height and bulk of buildings downward, as
you move from the downtown core to the edge of the harbor.

One dO'M'ltown visionary, standing on Harbor Drive in front of the original
convention center. said one may as well be in Des Moines, Iowa, given the loss
of physical and visual access from dO'M'ltown to San Diego Bay.
The North Embarcadero plan represents a series of deals made between entities
bent on stacking as much commercial high rise footage as possible along San
Diego's downtown bayfront. While the creation of a new pier, and recapturing a
strip along Harbor Drive for pedestrian use is laudable, most of the landscaping
proposed is intended to attract developers and lenders "Who will erect high rise
buildings on the City of San Diego's property along Pacific Highway.

Only after this joint master plan has been completed, with extensive public input,
and carefully reviewed by the Coastal Commission, should any further
development along San Diego's western bayfront be allowed.

The Port Districts price for supporting this proposal was its being allowed to
develop a new high-rise 800 room hotel, double the height of the Cruise Ship
Terminal, and erect new office buildings and retail structures along the bayfront.
Many of these buildings would be constructed on an area celled Lane Field,
"Which joins Broadway, downtown's central thoroughfare to the waterfront. This
area has been called downtown San Diego's "front yard". This landmark area is
far too important to be buried by commercial hotels, office and retail structures.
This site is also "Where the proposed Nolan Park INOUid be developed. This
waterfront park, proposed by San Diego County Supervisor Ron Roberts, and
named after San Diego's most influential city planner, would provide an
irreplaceable waterfront open space "Where San Diego citizens could gather to
enjoy the city's placement along the Pacific shore. It should not be surrendered
to piecemeal commercial development without first looking at its potential
development as a key civic open space landmark.

The Commission should reject the proposed North Embarcadero redevelopment
plan at this time, and direct the City and the Port to come back with a fully
developed master plan "Which allows the Coastal Commission to see "What
western dO'M'ltown and its bayfront would look like in 2020, before any mare
buildings are allowed to be built or enlarged in this coastal area.
Sincerely,

DOV'\~
Don Wood
Former President, Citizen's Coordinate for Century 3
Former member, Bayfront Complex Coordinating Committee
Former Member, City of San Diego Land Use Advisory Committee
4539 Lee Avenue
La Mesa, CA 91941
619/463-9035

In 1981, I served an the Bayfront Complex Coordinating Committee, a joint
planning organization that explored the potential for the North Embarcadero as
part of an updated of the dO'M'ltown San Diego General Plan. Zoning
recommendations put forward during committee deliberations were never
subjected to a final vote. Instead, parties favoring increased bayfront
development used a committee vote authorizing the recommendations to be
distributed for oub!ic review as justification for short circuiting the planning
process and moving forward with increased development schemes they
supported.
The City of San Diego then up-zoned property near the old Santa Fe train depot
to allow between six and ten highrise buildings to be developed on City controlled
land just east of the Bayfront. While these buildings have not yet been built, due
to financing limitations, the property owner continues to entertain proposals made
by candidate development companies.
These structures, along with the new ones being proposed in these
amendments, would create a mass of highrise commercial development along
the western edge of downtown that exceed the total square footage of buildings
in downtown's central core, and would permanently wall off downtown San Diego
from its western waterfront.
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W.Snesday, Jan. 10 Agenda

CAliFORNIA

Coastal Commiss~on
COASTAL COMMISSiON
3111 Camino del Rio North SAN Ol!iGO COAS.T DISTRICT
San Diego, CA 92108

470 W. Laurel Street
San Diego, CA 92101-1338

Gentlemen:

January 8, 2001

In the articles and letters to the Editor that I
have read regarding the Midway Museum, I was very
disappoint3d to know that few people have written
their objections to you regarding this matter.

<:alil'omia Coastal Commission
7515 Metropofitan Drive, Suite 103

I wrote to the Port Authority voicing my objections
May 1, 2000.
I think many people object to this
ship permanently berthed in our harbor, but just
don't take the time to write about it. All the persons I have talked to about this, feel as I do.
Once it is there, there is no turning back. Please
don't allow this ship to be berthed at the Navy pier.
As someone statAd in a letter to the Editor, "why not
bring in a ship of that size and park it where they
want the carrier museum? Let it sit for a while and
then let's see what everyone has to say."

lfl~~llW~JID
JAN - 8 ZOOt

san Diego, CA 92108-4402

CAl!FOkNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION

SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT

Dear Members of the CommisSion:
The purpose of this letter is to voice our strong concern and objection In l:l'le proposed plan to
moor the alrm~ft: carrier Midway at the Navy Pier In San Diego.

We believe that mooring the Midway there would add In traffic congestion In the area. It wo11ld
also diminish public access to waterfront recreational opportunities, further limit public views of
the waterfront area, and add parking structures or lots in the area, which would also detract
from public enjoyment of the watelfront. Finally, the proposed project would sacrifice the
rights of the many to the interests of a few, however worthy the project rnight be.

The Navy is very much aware that much has to be done
to the Navy pier to make it safe.

We urge you In seek a solution that protects the interests of the public, whom you serve, and
we thank you l'or your excellent staff work on thiS proposed project.

Please do not bring the MIDWAY to our pier.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Sincerely,

~~n~JJ~iuv
LaVonne Heston
4790~ Old Cliffs Road
San Diego, CA 92120-1141
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Please don't let BAD history repeat itself! Let us not make another mistake! Placing
an aircraft carrier on the San Diego bay, at the North Embarcadero will:
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San Diego: I do NOT want an aircraft carrier parked on San Diego's/my front porch!
Port Plan Amendment No. 27 is Hasty and a BAD IDEA!!! This project will create many
unnecessary negative impacts to our harbor and its surrounding area's. Equally, I do not
favor an obstruction to our beautiful westward skyline. One such bad example, is the
1970's San Onofre Nuclear Power Plant today it is an "eyesore," among other things.
Too bad for us, residents of Southern California, that our welfare was not truly
considered when it was built. Presently, San Onofre appears to have been more about
immediate conquer and greed, NOT the continuous health and the well-being of all.
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I. Obstruct the view of the bay (the South Embarcadero view is now completely
blocked)
2. Serious contamination threats
3. Loss of deep water berthing
4. Loss of an aquatic and foraging area for birds, due to fill material, our San
Diego bay is already too small. Compare it to that of Seattle, W A.
5. Traffic impact: local and freeways, including parking congestion
6. A financial burden that will somehow be rolled on to San Diego taxpayers
True. Military is important to San Diego, and the idea of a museum is nice; however, this
is not the place to put it. Please do not let sentimental and political pressure sway you to
overlook the truth. Please, from a SD native, the truth is, this is DEFINITELY not a
favorable project for the San Diego bay. Please note: only a handful ofSD residents have
been informed of this proposed museum, and its proposed location.
Similarly, a museum in San Diego clearly does not need to be on such a LARGE scale.
As an alternative, the proposed military museum could be SUCCESSFULLY located in
Balboa Park aqjacent to the other important and po.pular museums of San Diegg? Perhaps
even near the Aerospace Museum. Therefore, if this sort of musenm is needed in San
Diego let it be at the infamous tourist museum area of Balboa Park!
Please protect our/my bay, by rejecting this project. Thank you very much! And thank
you for your time and consideration!
Sincerely, '"""".
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Dear Coastal Commission,

~~J;llWJt1JD
JAN 0 2 Z001

At I.a~11H, a voice of reason in a sea of insanity & hype regarding the Midway Museum.
The article in today's San Diego Union/Tnbune (12-27-00), has prompted this letter. I
honestly hope that you decide NOT to approve the Midway as I have a gut feeling il's
going to be a 'blight on the otherwise beautiful San Diego harbor. The traffic, trash and
obscene invasion of this gray mass of rusting ~tee) will do nothing to enhance the
harbor. I ask that you disapprove this portion of the master plan.
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CALifORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION
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As an alternative, I would like to suggest that the Midway people look to the south bay
for their mooring point. That area is 'badly in need of a makeover and the Midway
would be a great focal point to start the process.
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Mike Wilson
34 I Rosemont ST.
La jolla, CA. 92037
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1999 Member
The Humane Society of the United States
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Scott Mac Laggan
654 Catalina Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92106

~~~liWJtiiD
December 28, 2000
San Diego Coastal Commission
7575 Metropolitan Drive
San Diego, CA 92108

619223 4820

JAN 0 2 2001
CALIFORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION
SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT

Re: North Embarcadero Plan (The Midway)

December 27, 2000
California Coastal Commission
San Diego Coast Office
7575 Metropolitan Dr.
San Diego, CA 921 08-4402

~~~nw~rm
. JAN 02 2001
CALIFORNIA

COASTAl COMMISSION
SAN DIEGO COAST tliSTkJC; 1

As a citizen of San Diego, I object to the Midway being docked at Navy Pier.

Sir or Madam,

It is totally out of scale and dwarfs anything near it. It's shape is a solid wall of gray
steel up to the flight deck, which makes it ugly viewing when up close.

I am a 50 year plus native of Point Lorna. I have worked my entire career along the
waterfront. 1 have been against walling off the coastline of San Diego for many years.
was therefore pleased to read of your advising against the Midway proposal. I was
prompted to write upon reading you have received "roughly 75 letters about the Midway
• only a handful were in opposition. •

Another ship, such as a Destroyer or even a Battle Ship has multi lines and allows tor
a much more interesting and esthetically appealing appearance.
In talking to both the City Staffs and Port Commission Staffs, over the past years, I
found they personally and professionally thought docking the Midway at Navy Pier
was a bad idea, but they did not want to seem to be "anti Navy.·

If you want to see how ugly the Midway would be, you can go see the Intrepid in New
York. It is an eyesore, with not one redeeming feature.
You, the Coastal Commission are tasked with protecting our coastline from our
government officials who are acting because they do not want to upset small but vocal
activist pressure groups. The Midway would be ugly, and would not enhance our
beautiful harbor.
Please reject the mooring of the Midway at Navy Pier. As an alternative, you could
recommend a smaller ship to be representative of the Navy.

Well here is another one. ram mildly in favor of the Midway Museum, but certainly not

in this location. l can assure you many, many San Diegans teel the same way. A 1,000'
long. 140' (ten story) high permanent gray wall on our Embarcadero waterfront is just
obscene. There are more than enough tourist attractions in this area already in fact it
would probably drive a stake through the heart of our wonderful Maritime Museum.
Perhaps National City could use this atllaction.
In the 1850's William Cullen Bryant observed the following regarding the New York City
bayfront:
"Commerce is del't!loping inc/1 by inch the COIISI ofthe islalld. If we could
rescue trll)' part ofit for lutalth a11d recreatitm, it must be done now!"

As San Diego Magazine wrote in the February 1997 issue: "TI1e seven-story sea

monster Is just too big for the Embarcadero. Look somewhere else."
We could also encourage more ships stationed at 32nd street to offer open houses at
Navy Pier. That way the active duty Navy could display their latest ships to the Public
at no cost.

(.)~u...........:.<-.QQ

~I

If we are to rescue any part of San Diego !Tom the Manchesterization of what remains of
its bayfront, we must do it now! As I wrote in August of 1995 "Future generations will
look back (Ill(/ regreT the.•e walls closing o/}'our cit•ic front porch from VIew. 1 a/rettdy
diJ."

Thank you for your consideration.
Robert Russell
P.O. Box 80462
San Diego, CA 92138
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California State Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, California 94105-2219
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With great enthusiasm I support your staff recommendation that the
aircraft carrier Midway NOT be docked at the proposed site on the
Embarcadero.
Even casual consideration of this proposed site shows negative
impact on the area, including severe traffic and parking problems,
misuse of the pier for parking, obstruction of views, and, in general,
a failure to understand the importance of 'human scale' in the
continued development of our treasured waterfront - where so
much openness and attention to the needs of the individual has been
evident in the splendid development to date.
I am a veteran, and I appreciate the importance of the Midway. I
would welcome its presence in San Diego at a more appropriate
spot, perhaps at North Island, but please, NOT as a part of the
'people' area downtown.
Thank you for the waterfront development to date. It has helped
immeasurably to create a better San Diego.
-r;~~

Tom McManus
701 Kettner Blvd., #33
San Diego CA 921 0 I
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_EASE GIVE TO MS. DIANA liLLY, PROMPTLY

Fra•·CCDC DOWIITOIH INFORW.TION CENTER

T-OTT

P.0011001

F-174

,, Ms. D1ana Lilly. Program Analyst. California Coastal
ommiss1on {fax) 619-767-2384
com: Robert Simmons. Executive Director. Progressive Action
Coalition (PAC)

North Embarcadero Project
•ote:
January 2, 2001

BY FAX
December 28, 2000

"or Ms. Lilly:
PAC is a California non-profit public interest corporation
ocated within the City of San Diego. One of our missions to to
reserve and protect Son Diego Boy's ecology and natural beauty for
1e maximum benefit of the public--both local and tourist.
I write to express my organization's opposition to the
-oposed mooring of a decommissioned aircraft carrier at tbe
,1barcadero as a tourist at traction.

We agree with the CCC • s staff

:commendation against approving tbis element of the North
.tbarcadero Improvement Plan. Follow~ng are tbe three primary
'asons for our opposition:
1. The carrier's enormous bulk will block public views
' the Bay at its most important viewpoint. It will be tantamount
building a twenty-story office tower at this location.
2. This carrier obstruction contravenes the Comm~ssion's
,nsistent pollcy of restricting tbe height and bulk of structures
• Bay frontage to maximize public v1ews and access.
3. The element of this plan that proposes to install a
:rge parking lot on Harbor Drive--to accommodate carrier
IStorners-·is especially offensive. Staff is obviously correct in
s opposition.
PAC supports the remaining elements of the North Embarcadero
·oJeCt, but urges the Commission to reject the project as a whole
less the ill-conceived carrier component is withdrawn. Kindly
:quaint the commissioners with the views expressed herein. Should
•u or the Commission desire amplification of these opinions or
formation about PAC, please do not hesitate to contact me by
:one, fax, orE mail.
Resp•ctfully,

Coastal Commission
Fax 619-767-23!34

Re: Midway MU$t!Um
1agree with !he staff recommendation concerning mooring the Midway. The proposed
area is a beautiful hatbor filled with birds, surrounded by a pafl<, a wonderful quiet spot

to enjoy.
The Iii rea is not conducive for the above stated reasons. Further, the area does not
lend itself to extra traffic Clf cars or pedestrians.
Please approve the North Embarcadero Plan WITHOUT the Midway_ Thank you for
your consideration.
Very truly yours,

la

r:11 _ Simmons
611 WG#404
San Diego CA 92101

Robart L. Simmons
Executive Director

~
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'ect:

FW: USS Midway

January 7, 2001

~L~~IT\\Jl~f!ll
.H\I·J 1

Message---Gilchrist [mailto:A4driver@postoffice.pacbell.net]
Sunday, January 07,2001 1:41 PM
oth@coastal.ca.gov; sswifl@coastal.ca.gov
•ct: USS Midway
cca and Susan - Please take a look at a computer generated image
;hed by the San Diego Union Tribune on 07 January 2001 to see just
;gly the USS Midway would look if you and your colleagues perm~ it
parked forever In the old Fleet Landing Inlet- and vote
dingly on 10 January. I am a former carrier aviator who spent most
naval career aboard carriers and I wholeheartedly support a
r museum for San Diego • but not in this location. This ship is
; too big to be located in the currently proposed location and
! ruin a most beautHul part of the San Diego waterfront. William
christ, Rancho Pensaquitos, San Diego.

Ms. Sara Wan, Chairperson
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street
San Francisco, CA 94104
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Re: Port Plan Amendment 27 (North Embarcadero Redevelopment in San Diego)
Dear Ms. Wan and Coastal Commissioners:
We understand that the Commission will be hearing public comments in Los Angeles this month
regarding the proposal to bring the carrier Midway to port in San Diego, and we wanted to be
included. We sent this letter in November, when we thought you were going to vote on the issue,
but it sounds like that vote may have been posponed until now. So here is the letter again.
San Diego has one of the most beautiful bay vistas in the state, if not the entire country. Some of
us are doing all we can to preserve that unique feature because once one can no longer see the
water easily, downtown San Diego looks like any other city, filled with tall buildings and cars. City
fathers and mothers are already doing their best to fill the waterfront with convention centers, rental
car parking lots, and hotels such that much of the views have been blocked already. Again, being
a city on the water is a feature that few places can claim, and if we lose that view, we are like any
other city. We cannot afford to jeopardize that feature.
Therefore, we are asking that you reject the proposal to bring the carrier Midway to port in San
Diego. The above concerns notwithstanding, the substantial environmental impacts are further
reasons to reject this idea. We believe there will be contamination potential, traffic and parking
problems, as well as habitat disturbance or, worse, obliteration. A "tourist attraction• such as the
Midway would bring more hann than good.
·
Additionally, we have to question how many people want to see a decommissioned aircraft carrier
in the first place. Don't most visitors come to San Diego for our superb weather, beautiful ocean
and bays, and myriad recreational and cultural activities? Perhaps if we didn't have all of these
attractions (and more), a carrier would help. But we do have them. So, let's pass on this idea and
let another, less bountiful city have the carrier.
We believe the Midway will have a very negative impact on our desirability as a tourist destination,
and along with the environmental impacts this carrier would have on our area, it seems a terrible
mistake to make. Please soundly reject this proposal. If this is not possible, then at least
ensure that the ship is docked at the south end of the South Embarcadero, not at the Navy Pier.
Thank you for your interest and hard work in preserving California's coast and in helping San
Diego retain our unique waterside chann.
Sincerely,

~ia')~ ~

o~~ c~;tA?

Stephanie Strout and Andrew Carrico
1819 Hidden Mesa Rd.
(619) 590-2949
El Cajon, CA 92019
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CALJFORNlA COASTAL COMMJSSlON MJmTINGS

Jan.MO.Ml
The Weotio
Topi<s:

-l.JI)(, 5400 W

Century Blvd., Loo~ CA !1004S

Applladlaol No. 6-00-167

a. Saa D1eJ0 Ameodmeot No. 4-ZIO (Ceatre O!J
Embar<a~ O...l'lay)
II. P10fl M.,... P!aJI
Amn!c!!peat No. r1 !N· ~.., ..........,_l

January 4, 200 l
~omia

Dear CQMtal Cotnmls&ion.

Coastal Commission

1515 Metropolitan Dr.• Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402
Ph: 619.767-2370 • Fax: 619.767-2384

C.C. California Coastal Commission Legislative Office
926 J St., Suite 416
Saaamento, CA 95814
Ph: 916.445-6067 • Pax: 916.324.6832

WRI'ITEN PUBLIC TESTIMONY

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION MEETINGS
Jllllo !J-10. 20111
The Westin • LAX, 5400 W. Century Blvd•• 1.0$ Anpl~~S, CA 90045
Topies:
Applkati.o11 No. 6-00-167
a. So Diego Amendmeut No. 4-200 (Centre Cit)r

Enlblln:aclero Ofeday)

b. Port MMrer Pl,aa

................ NO;. 7:1 (N. Emlluaderu llakmlopmentf

JAN

'fbi& leiter Is In ~s to the hotel.ncl OOIIIIIlc:lt:ial development p.lans San Diego has for l1le public
propertica 5IIXIOUildiDg tho San Diego Bay and Mimoa Bay. ~ public lands include parkB, lldelaru:ls,
military property ~WAJned for public use, and a vlll'iety of other publiel.al:ld$. The main &teas of ooncem at
prcacnt arc the NTC, and tho EmbarcadcroJDowntown waterfront. Soon to follow l1le Mi.1sion Bay Park
Developmeat Plan for tlve botel.sand 111e SeaWorld expan&iOD.
San D!epans are &d up with OW' local government represematives and San Diego Unified Port District
tbat seem to only ¢>ll'e ab<mt dMielopers, $p!clJlllnterem and ballpatks. 1'hdr agenda seems to be at the
expeliiJe of the citizens of San Diego. Tile fulllre ge~~m~tiona living here arc going to pay a hom:ndowl
price for these self-sening fiascos.
These DEVBLOPMENT PLANS threaten to cause:
• Major overload of tlte Lindbergh Fteld Airport ... causing safety, noise and environmental
pollution In a highly populari!ld area. The mldents arc already irue over the airport and this will
only auravate matters.
• ORIDLOCK traffic on e-..:\I'Y major tbotoushfare. .• causing lnrense smog to the point of urban
hocspom. also major parlcing problelll8 in downtown and In OOIIIIIIUilitiea sUI.TOUlldiog tho bays.
• Pollution of bay .ncl oc:em water. This city has done liUle to clean up its bays that flow inJ(I tho
ocean. Now they want to pollute more with developmentllmd send tourist swiiWllin1 and O$hlD&
in poll~Jted wa~ers.
• Overload of Infrastructure... sewage. w.tcr and utilities are already feeling l1le stnUn of tho cv.rreut
population... maasive tourism will only CO!Xlpound tbe issue.
• Publkll.al:ld$ !bat contain b.lstorlcal sites and nlltfve babltalll are the citi:r.ellll' pcoperty;

The Sm Dilll!O City GoV\ltlllllell.t.lllld Unified Port Dimict arc S1J1!Iltl" to be wori::ing for l1le public, not
developing and supporting lloteli and ballparics projocts, • evident In the aU tbe ~ bayside phms.
Pka.sc stop thla feedine fmlzy on Sm Diego's public lands. AJill:; l1le City to clean up lt$ bays .nc1 parts.
and promote ill IIIIIW'al bellllty Bl)'d rich historical history.
In making yOW' d\W$1on please road the San Diego Union·Tribune Article, 11120100 and tho
June 16, 1998 San Diego Grand Jury Report, "!:he Sat!. Diego Unified Pon Dlatrict: It's Timo fOI'
!~yet'S and Cllizen$ to have Direct Say." The situation with the San Diego U.nlfled Port District seems
to have even WOl'HIIed Unl:e tllal rtporl Please protect our piblic lands and keep them public.

Thllakyou.
Sincen!ly,

Kathleen Blavatt

Repreoe!ltatlve of ()(:eon Beadl Otasuoots~. Mcomber of Savo Ow: A<:ceoa and dw San Dieao ~Tole l'on:e
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THE SA.t"l DIEGO UNIFIED PORT DISTRICT:
IT'S TIME FOR TAXPAYERS AND CITIZENS TO HAVE
DIRECT SAY
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A Report by the
San Dieao County Grand Jury 1997-1998
June 16, 1998
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THE SAN DIEGO UNIFIED PORT DISTRICT:
IT'S TLVIE FORTAXPAYERS AND CITIZENS TO HAVE
DIRECT SAY

COUNTY 01' $AN llftiGO
3:111'N4111~.Stlil00417
San lllolqo. CA !IZtOI-3830
(1111) 5t$o11707
(619) 51!>86 FAX

J - F. Koly.Jr.. ~-

~

June 16, 1998

The seven commissioners of th!t San Diego Unified Port District (PD) are appointed by me city
councils of each of the five contiguous citiea making up the Port Dilllrict. The amqunt of money
!alcel! in and expended by the PD bas nearly tripled in little over a decade. Capital cxptndilure$ bave
totaled over a half-billion dollars d~ the same period. Taxpa.ym al1d the p!lCII1Il public directly
or indirectly pay for the goods and servi~:e~~ pwvidcd by Port Diltrict llmllllts includins airlines
sarvil;e$. The Stale of California charged the PD at illl inception with RSp<~osibilities l1lglllditlg six
cal&!gorics ofbay usage. These emphases appear to havo bMD d::l!we<l by thll f'D ~ econOtnio
development and away from mfficient attention 10 ~ iiDd non~llllnCI:cial COilllCill$.
The PD Boani of COilllll.issionm an: not tmmany requimliO report their adivilies even 10 the city
ccuncils wbich appointed them. They are viewed as oponting with almmrt lllillmited discretion
regarding how thcyma;y speiJd money with mimmal~lllbility. ~• not~
10 gain approval for their actions from the voting public or even li'om the city cooncila iwhich appoint
thea!.
.

Houorabk: Thomas J. Whelm
Pmiding Illdg<e of the Supaior Covrt
Stale of California
220 West Broadwa;y
Sm DiC(IO, CA. 92101

tm:

Gr1111d Jlll'Y Report "The Su Diego Ualfled Port District: lt'a Time for Ta~y,.n
1111d Cftlzelu to Have Direct Say"

Dear Judge Wbelan:

The San DiC(IO CoWlty Gtand Jrrry 1997-1998 submits the refetl!m:ed report for filin8 with the
Collllly Cledc in acccrdance wilb the Penal Code of California §933 (a). The Jury's inquiry was
conducted und• Penal Code §925.

....:.....,;~

Baekgrogasl

San Diego Bay comprises 10,5)2 acres of' water Slli'I'OW1ded by 4,419 acres of tideland. When
California entered the union in l8.SO it at.:qUired title to navipble waterways as trusteo 10 protect the
RSO!ltCCS of public land!:, Sll'ealll.l,lab:s, marshlands and tideland$. That mCllllllth~t ·the protection
of these rcsOW'ocs falls within 1M soope of the publi<l trmt donlrias.

Sincerely,

SAN DIEGO COUNIY GRAND JURY 1991-1998

£f1-L

The state may delegate its aulhoritt as rrustee as it hal; done thtollgh .formation o(,port distri~
''The state may not alienate these lands or ablopte its dutics as trllSI=. but it D!ay delegate il5 duties
as l!\l$1ee to a political subdivision wilich than assumes the duties and llmltaliotlll ofthe public trust~

Forc:maa

(City of Long Bcrach v. Lisenberg)

IFK.:jml

The Swe of California, by vil'llle of the Port Oilllrii:t's cn.abUng lejlisllltion.llll delegated regulation
and control ofslllle-<lwned lands to 1M PD (Grafv. SOUPO, 1988; Grafv. PO, 1992). The stniCtllll:
or the PO was established by public apptQVal ofPrpposition 0 on November 6, 1962. in 1111 election
authorized by California statute. The PO is a public, not private. corpotation (Cal. Harbor &
Navigation Code. App. ! . 28). It is nola branch of state government but an lllllonomous lo<:al qency
which provides services to a specific area. it is no! a city or county govemment. The PO provides

Enc.

San Diego CouaiY Cr:andJury 1997~1998 Report (June 16. 19911)
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a limited number of specialized services only (Cal. State Legislature. Senate local Government
Committee, "What's So Special About Special Dislricl$,fl 1991.)

a) physical ac:.:ess to tbe bay,

-~-

Under the CUITI!I'lt appoinnnent process the Port District cowmis.~irmm have almost unlimited
discrl'llion to charge fees. float bond issues and spend money witl'lout ~~C<:owttabdity to
taxpayers and the voting public at large.

3.

The PO does not always address itself as well as it s.hould to environmenl:ll cr?nce!TJ$ partly
because tt is somewhat «If-regulating and self-<:ertifYing.

The PD employs appto:xinlatoly 630 staff mc:tl:lben. Thtll Executive Director heads a stalf
divided into five divi$iolll!: Strategic Plawling Services, Public Works/Chief Engineer,
Aviat.ion, Administrative Services!Tl'C8Sill1ll' and Tmle Development & Marketing.

2.

In fiscall986-87 tht:: PD dealt witb approximatoly $154 million in ftmds consisting of income,
txpeDSes and capital outlay. In fiscal 1996-97 tbe PD administered approximatoly $316
million in funds. The clll:rent fiscal year projectioll.s are approximately $401 .million. Port
Distriet reporu indicate further that over lhe last eleven years capital outlay alone totaled mon:t
tban a half-billion do lim.

3.

Income to the PO from airport fees, rents and levies is paid by the &eneral public: either
directly or indirectly through goods and services pW'Cbased tram approximately 600 port
terumts.

4.

According to a letter tram the RWQCB ExecutiVll Officer to PD Executive Director dated
June 18, 1997, the PD sent ctiQn<IOus reports donceming mu:tll! of pollutantS In tlte bay.
SpeoificaUy, in a letter to the Port Conullissiouens dated April14, 1997 tho E:dviromnental
Health Coalition (EHC) stated, "The Port submitted reports in which the summarized data
li.lted 'ome monitoring results as llOll-deteet when, ill fclct, riley wen: exccdence:~~" (They were
referring to pollutant levels.) In the .same letter. tbe EBC refers to a Notice of ViOlation iliS1U!d
by rh" R"einnal Water Quality Control Board to the Port for efflui!Jtlt violAtions of metals
during eleven quarters since October 1993.
·

5.

In a letter addressed to this Grand Jury dated 1il.lluary 20. 1998 the EHC stated its desire fur
change of leadership at the Port's Envirolllllental Managetnenl Departtnmt for rwelve reasons.
some of their allegations are listed below:

San Diego Couai:YGrnndJury 1997-1998 Report (Juae Hi., !998)
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I.

c) quality of water in tbe bay (State of California. Harbors and 'Navigation Code #6233).

2.

PAGE
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b) natural resources of the bay, including plartt and ani.tuallife and

The PD is charged with responsibility to promote tbe benolicial uae.s of San Otego Bay and
s11bmerged tidelands for purposes of navigation, recrealiou. tishm:ic:s, comm<n'Cej aviation and
wildlife conservation. There is public concern thai J?ott Commi!iiioners and st...a' may have
skewed their priorities Wider tbe enabling a<;t heavily tow..nls economic projects and away
from full protection ~~nd enhancemcmt of lbe bay and tidela:.a.ds. Former I'D Board of
Commissioners chair Susan Lew in the 199.'i Annual Report stated, "The Board of Port
Commissioners is dedicated to open.tin& the Port as .an ellicient, powerful ecooomic (ll)gine,
generating bem:lits, jobs and new opportunities for tbe entire region." In tho same report
Executive Director Lawterlce M. Killeen ata!ed, "Our goal is to create tbo bat poS$ihle
maritime and airport gateway for tbe region."

•

Interviews were conducted witb PD staff, county and city environmental officials, local
environmentalists and the Coast Guard. Telephone intefviews were held with repi'IJSentatives of the
Regililr.lt of Voters. ten other California Port Districts and with the five City Council offices maldng
up tbe PD membership. Meetings wm attended with SANDAG, the PD Board of Commissioom
and the president of the Port Disrricl Tenant.:s Association. The Grand Jury toured PD facilities and
some leased facilities. Oocummt.s provided at these SOIII'Ce& and by tbe sta.te Regional Wa.tcr
Quality Control Board (RWQCB) were studied. The BI!Xbors and Naviption Code was niferet~ced
ill! r.lle source of enactments for Port Districts in California. Filla! reports from two p~vious gram!
juries were also studied.

In a report prepared by the PD Environmental Man11Ffi1en! Department dated April29, 1997 the
District defmed itself as "a govermnental agency catabli5hed by the state legislature to promote the
beneficial uses of San Diego Bay and submerged tidelands for purp¢ses of navigation, recreation.
fi:;beries; commerce, aviation and wildlife habitat conservation." More specifically,the Port Di!lttict
has the power. authority and the responsibility to protect, pre.!cm: and ~e llil of the followina:

l.

22213057

ln'~>est!gatiug

The Final Report of the 1986-87 San Diego Onmd Jury states. "The San Diego Unified Port District
Act mandates the District'$ powers, duties and functions, and authorizes it to borrow money, issue
bonds and rais.:: revenue for district purposes. The Act also provides for the appomtment of Port
Commissioners. setting forth their qualificationsa.ud cx<n'Cisc of powers. fl

IHm

14:64
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InterViews we~ conducted with PD stall', eoumy and city envii'IJIUTlental qfficials. local
environmentalists and the Coast Guard. Tel~~phone intetviews were held with ~wives of the
Registrar ofVoters, ten other California. Port Olslricu and with tho five City Council offices malcina
up the PD membership. Meetings were attended with SANDAG, the PO Board of domrni:tSioners
and the president of the Port District Tenants Aaioc:iatton. Tho Grand Iwy
PD facilities and
some leased facilities. Docmnents provided at th1111e soun:ea and by the !!tate Rcgioul Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB) were studied. The Hadlori and Navigation CQde wu refm:ne«<
as the source of enactments for. Port Oisl.ril;ll in Califomia. Final reportsli;om two previous graDd
juries were also stw!ied.
·

tom

llu:.t!
t.

2.

The PD =!)Joys approximlllely 630 st8tf members. The Exl'lcutive Directot beaAb a stair
divided into live divisiom: Sll:lltogic Plalmin& Servi-, Public Worlol/~f Engineer,
Avilllion, Adroirl.istrative Sctvi~ and. Tr.ade Development&.~·

5.

b.

Filing lawsuits against public interest and other organil!:alions to prevent their IICtive
participation in 1he public process in Ueu of'IIIOrking cooperatively and in good tliith.

c.

failure to provide adequate rosources ami take 11:qnired actions to implement >ltQrm wmr
11:quirements.

d

failure to si!lll petjury deel-illlltions on self-monitol'lng reports.

htcome to the PD from airport fees, relliS and levies is paid by the generat public aither
directly or iudireetly through JOOd$ aDd ~~ purchased from approximately 600 port

6.

In a lener addressed to tills Grand Jury dated January 20. 1998 the EHC stll1eij iiS delire for
<:hange ofl~ershlp ar the Port's Envi!OMiental Management Department for tWelve f'CIIICIIIi.
:10me of their allegillions ;w; Usted below;

The 19!!6-87 San Diego Cour!tyGrand!ury!lllted., "M:mmtallilityto the pub!W, pattleularly

as it pllrtainS 10 tile port bucJaet, !be budpt p!UCel95, .liuaor;ial. disclo.sute aut hearinp. b
perceived to btl abtent" While the Port COIIdu.t;U more public boariDp now IUid does issue
copies of gMeO!l tlgures in illllmdgcts, it is no more directly accountable to the votius public
than before.
7.

tinder the Harlm.-s and Naviption Code wblch lllllabliahed the PD, COill!lli:aioll!lfS cannot be
recalled by !be voting pllbUc. NOI' Cllll IIley be muoved by tbe city councils which appoil1t -~
lhctn without a four-lifllu mlljority, ami then ollly for CllliR.

8.

Wbile SOJl1e of the Port District city I)Oimeilll bave procedure~! ilr reports .lion! tbeir respo:;tive
port eomroislionera, none have writtlm policy direo;1ius them to mate reports. ·

.

According to a lellct .liolll the RWQCB Executive Ofllcer 10 PO Exc-=utive Director dated
June 18, 1997, the PD sent emmcoWI !'llpOl13 c:onc.emillgstar.us of pollutants ill the bay.
Spec:ifi~:ally. in a Iotter to tile Port Commissioners dilled April I 4, 1997 the Envimlll!lCI!tal
Health Co~!lition (EHC) stated, ''The Port submitted repoi1S in wbich the 5Uf!llT!arizcd dllla
li&tl:d some monitorinJ ni$Uitl; as no~ wbeu, in fact. they were aeeden~ ~ ('1'hey wen:
refcrting to pollutant levels.) In the same lener, the £HC refm 10 a Notice ofViolarlon issued
by the Rqional War.cr Quality Coauol Bow to the Port for effluent violations of roeta.b
during eleven qwuters sinc:c Ol;tober 1993.
·

Leading the ctlblt to kill fede:ra.l protectioll for I'CIDlliniDi natural habitat area in Soutb

San Diego Bay.

In fiscal 1986-87 the PO dealt with approximatl:ly $154 milli011 iD Jlll1d& coMisdns of' income,
expenses and capitlll QUtlay. In b:al 1!196-971bc PD ~ appro:pmately 5316
..
million in fimds. The CIJITI!Ilt f111eal year projeetions are approximately S401i.roillion. Port -~

tflllllll[S.

4.

Combative and non-cooperative relationship with regu(Qfory agencies that undennille$
proteetion of the environment.

e.

District reports indicate iurllle'r that over the last eleven yeans capital o1111ay alone totaled more
!han a half-biUion dollars.
3.

a.

~

1.

Rocently, the PD exptlllldlld more 1111111 S200 llli11ion for aixport OlqiiiDSion. Diseussion with the
Port Diilrict T~ indicala a posaiblAI partic.ipatioo by !be Part Dislrict in th~ ConV1mtion
c~ expansion financing for part of the $216 million clltTelltly ~ Ill the cost. Od!er
parties are reported to be looking towllld the PD as at least a partial financ:icr of.t.llo propoad
Cen~ City ballpark project even tllough it ia not on PO land. StiU othel:s visualize llR of PO
land for thiiJ purpose.

2.

The 198()·117 San Diego CoWJtyGrand Jury in ill fillal fllportstaled tbatlherc llfiPa=l to be
a pervasive negativc public perception of!be PO and. bow it operated For all of the District's
public relations efforts to improve ita image, it ill the Grand Jury's opinion lhat.considerabl.:
negative pen:11p1ion remains.
·

San Oie~<:i CountY Grand Jury 1?97·1998 Report (June 16, 1998)
San DlegOCiiunty Cnnd Jury 1997-19911 Repon (Ju11e 16.. 1998)
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The PO under its current appointment pro~css allows the Port Commissioners imdlor !laff to
make decisions affecting many county citizens both environmentally and financially. Yet,
these same citizens have no direct way to effect removal of a comrnis!ioner.
Even if city council members who make the appointments 10 the Boacd ofPort Commissioners
arc removed from of.fica, thm is no direct way in which citizens can impact or. change those
appointnients because council memben~ may not have concurrent terms with port
cornrni51iioll.ers. Two separate findings in 1984 and 1990 by the City Attorney for San Diego
alluding to appointmenlll by city COilnCils to thA:o PO Boa:d ofCoau:nimoners specilically state
that city councils may not rnnove appointees bccau:ie of the way they vote (i.e., city councils
may ruu contr<JI the votes of appointecll).

4.

5~

At least three other Ca!ifomia port districts, .f!umboldt, SIIIP Cruz and Port Hueneme, have
direct el~tion ofth= Boards of Commissionm. A tblll'lh port district, ltichmond, has a city
council which acts a.s its own Board ofCQitmli:ssiO!lCI'II.

Rcgujuments and Instructions

The Pmal Code of California section 933 (c) requires comment on findings and recoin.mendations
io this report no later than 90 days from the date of filing. Comment 10 the Presiding· Judge of the
Superior Court in compliance with tho Penal Code scdion 933.0.5 is required from the:
Board of Port c.,mmlssioncn
San Diego Unified Port District

City Couaells of Member Cities
Chula Vista

Coronado
l111periaJ Be•ch
NadoaaJ City
SuDiego
County Board of Supervison

Cogc:!usign

Recommendations 98-49

Rel:onunend.ation' 98-!10, 98-51
Recom.mendattoas 98-50. 98-51
Rel:onunend.atiollll 98-SO, 911-Sl
ReeoDIDICIId.atiou 911-SO, ?8-51
RecoDUDtlldadollll 98-50, 911-Sl
BHonunend.atioll 98-51.

The Port District Commissioners cum:ntly are not directly II(;CO\Intable for their ac:liana to ao.yonc
in this county. Fwthennorc, the Port District ha.s not illways been (ortbri,IIIU in meeting all of il5 ~--~
respomribilities to the l!llvironment However, they appear to be makina: etforta to imprgve in this
IVI:ll.

Bceomme!!datlogs

98-49:

In the interest of the general public they arc cbarged 10 serve. the PD Board of

Commimonm and staff should re-order priorities to fidly meet their .res)!oil$,1'bility fur
~vironmcntal quality of the

bay as wellu using the bay u an Cl!liinefo{ eeonollli~;

development.
98-SO:

l'hc: city councils of tlt~ member cities of the PD sbawd create and implement formal
polictcs requiritlg their port cotiUIIiuioner representatives IO report rcguhuly to their
re~pective city COUIICi!! in a formal manner concerning PD activities and:decisions.

98-51:

If the recommcndatioos above are not implemented. the San Diego County Board of
Supervisors and the City Councils of the live l"ort cities should urge county member.! of
the Legislature to SjlO!UIOr legislillion 10 amend Harbors and Naviption C.ode § 6200 to
pennit direct eli!!CtiOII of Port Di!trict Commissioners by the voting publiC.

San Diego County Grand-Jury 1997-1998 Report(Junc 16, 1998)
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Under the current appointment process, the port commissioners have almost unlimited
discretion to charge fees, float bond issues and spend money without accountabUity to
taxpayers and the voting public, the 1'8port says.
,'

hm" f:!' • .K..IIy, J~.. fQ1'11!mfUl

June 16, 1998
JAMES F. KELLY,

14: 1!14

or

;j:JOW.otal'lllldWliV.~477
SOn~ CA 112101-3830

Contact:

el/e4!2eel

million in funds, ac;cording to the report. with current year ptOjectlons at about $400 mllon.
Income is derived mainly from airport fees. reniS and levies paid either directly Indirectly
by the general public through goods and services purchased from the Port's approximately
600 tenants, the report said.

COUNTY OF Sill'! DII!GO

Date;

13

The report is the thirtoonth to be released by the current Grand Jury whose ~year term
expires at the end of this month, Jury FO!liiiT18n James F.l<elly,Jr. said that a fll'lal report,
inc::luding previous repona and reports not previously fflecl, will be released at f!'lat lime.

_,14

St:.. Foreman

-30-

FAX; (619) 515-8696

GRAND JURY REPORT
SAN DIEGO. CA-The Port District Commissioners are lao focused on economic
development and not sufficiently attuned to environmental and non-oommerc!Br concerns
according to a report just released by the County Grand Jury. The coninissionera,
moreover, are viewed as having almost unlimited dl&cretlon and minimal aceounti!lbility
regarding how they spend money. the mpnrt said.
'
Commissioners am not required to gain appi'IMII for their acllons from the voting public or
even from the city councils which appoint them, the report cont!nU!illl. While stepping short

of recommending that commlssloi1Eitll be elected Instead of appointed, the Grand Jury said
that city councus of member cities should establish fonnal policies requiring their port
commlslionelll to report regularly on port district activities and decisions. It Mther called
upon the commissioners and staff of the port district to "fully meet their responsibility for
environmental quality of the bay as well ae using the bay as an engine for eeonomic
development. • The report did aekncrwledge some recent improvement In meeting Its
environmental responsibilities.
If it::~ recommendations al'8 not Implemented, the report concludes, the County $upervisOill
and the city councils of the five port cities should urge state lagi$1ators from the County to
sponsor legislation to amend the State Harbonl and Navigation Code to permit direct
election of commissioners. Tha report noted that at least three other California port
districts, Including Humboldt, Santa Cruz and Port Hueneme, have direct eJections lo
choose port commissioners.
·
The five cities whfch constill.rte the San Diego Unified Port Olstrlet are Chula Vista.
CQfonadQ, Imperial Beach, National City and San Otego. Each appoints one commiaaloner
except San Diego which appoints three. The Port District employs over 600 staff members
headed by an Executive Director. ln 1996·1997, the Port District administered over $300
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EXHIBIT C

GRAY DAVIS, Governor

STATE OF CALIFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
SAN DIEGO AREA
7575 METROPOLITANDRIVE,SUITE 103
DIEGO, CA 92108-4402
) 767-2370
•

Wed 10b

RECORDPACKET
COPY
June 28, 2001

TO:

COMMISSIONERS AND INTERESTED PERSONS

FROM:

DEBORAH N. LEE, SOUTH COAST DEPUTY DIRECTOR
SHERILYN SARB, DISTRICT MANAGER, SAN DIEGO DISTRICT
DIANA LILLY, COASTAL PLANNER, SAN DIEGO DISTRICT

SUBJECT:

Revised Findings on San Diego Unified Port District Port Master Plan
Amendment No. 27 (North Embarcadero). For Commission consideration and
possible action at the Meeting of June 12-15, 2001)

SYNOPSIS
SUMMARY OF COMMISSION ACTION

•

At the Commission meeting of March 14, 2001, the Commission approved the Port of
San Diego PMP Amendment #27 pertaining to the creation of a new "North Embarcadero
Overlay District" within the existing Waterfront district. The staff recommendation had
been to deny the portion of the amendment relating to the Midway Aircraft Carrier. At
the hearing, the Port District made revisions to the amendment to address concerns
regarding the impacts of the proposed Midway museum and the mitigation for those
impacts. Specifically, the Port added five requirements to any coastal development
permit issued for the Midway Aircraft Carrier, which include long-term funding for the
proposed marsh restoration; predator, invasive species, and erosion and sedimentation
management; and the provisions of environmental educational exhibits on the Midway
(see page 21 of this staff report for the specific conditions). Additional changes made by
the Port at the hearing include adding plan language acknowledging the conversion of
Navy Pier as a project in the Port Master Plan, requiring environmental analysis of the
park conversion prior to the Navy relinquishing ownership of the pier (see page 17 of this
staff report for the specific text change), and an agreement to add a requirement to the
coastal development permit for the Midway that the applicants set up a reserve account to
be used to fund relocation of the Midway parking from Navy Pier (see page 19 for the
details of this requirement).
COMMISSION VOTES

Port of San Diego PMP A #27, approve as submitted:

•

Commissioners Voting "Yes":

Desser, Dettloff, Estolano, Hart, Kruer, McClain-Hill,
McCoy, Nava, Potter, Reilly, Woolley, and Chairperson
Wan

Commissioners Voting "No":

None

Port Master Plan Amendment #27
North Embarcadero Redevelopment
Page2

SUMMARYOF AMENDMENTREQUESTAND CHANGESMADE BY THE
PORT PRIOR TO COMMISSIONACTION:

•

The proposed amendment to the certified Port District Master Plan would allow for the
following development within the area of San Diego's waterfront known as North
Embarcadero: the construction of a 600-800 room hotel, office building, retail and
parking facilities on the old Lane Field site; the narrowing of Harbor Drive from four
lanes to three between Grape Street and Pacific Highway; the extension of B and C
Streets between Pacific Highway and North Harbor Drive; construction of a new 25-foot
wide pedestrian esplanade along the water's edge at Harbor Drive; the replacement of 3
existing industrial piers with one new public pier at Grape Street; construction of a small
commercial recreation facility on the new Grape Street Pier; construction of a restaurant
on the bayfront inland of the Grape Street Pier; modernization of the cruise ship terminal
at the B Street Pier, including an increase of building height up to 50 feet; and docking
the U.S.S. Midway Aircraft Carrier for use as a museum on the south side of Navy Pier.
The amendment also includes adoption of a Parking Management & Monitoring Program
for the North Embarcadero to address the potential parking demand and impacts to traffic
circulation through requiring the construction of additional surface parking lots and
alternatives to on-site parking, including the promotion of mass transit and planning for
shuttle stops in the area. The Port District has also adopted a Midway public access
program. The public access program provides for free public access to the bayward side
of the deck of the Midway, which would provide a prime viewing point for the public,
and would partially offset the loss of views from surrounding areas.

•

In order to further mitigate for the visual impacts of the Midway, the proponents of the
museum have indicated a long-term goal of creating a memorial park on the existing
Navy Pier adjacent to the proposed Midway site. This proposal involves creating a free,
visually attractive public open space area next to the Midway, where currently, the Pier is
occupied by a two-story Navy building, and as proposed, would contain the parking
required for the Midway museum. Further, the proponent of the Midway museum, San
Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum (SD ACM) has indicated they will set up a reserve
account into which it will deposit $100,000 per year for the first five years, and $150,000
per year for the next five years to be used to relocate the parking from Navy Pier. In its
letter of February 28, 2001, the Port acknowledged these commitments and indicates
these provisions will be included as conditions of the coastal development permit and
lease agreement with the Port (see attached Exhibit #10).
The Port will include language in the PMPA stating:
11

Parking for visitors to the Midway and its museum will be provided, on an interim
basis, at the Navy Pier, pursuant to the museum's lease with the United States Navy.
When and if the Navy determines that its use of the Navy Pier is no longer
necessary, the Port will accept the proposal by the San Diego Aircraft Carrier

•

•

Port Master Plan Amendment #27
North Embarcadero Redevelopment
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Museum to convert the Navy Pier into a "public park" use, thereby allowing the pier
to be converted into a memorial park complementing the Midway and its museum,
while affording additional public open space and bay vistas. Vehicle parking for
museum visitors will then be shifted to nearby offsite locations. However, since the
Navy Pier's future is uncertain and will be determined by decisions of the federal
government, the conversion of a pier to a 5.7-acre memorial park is a specific
planning goal of the Port, and environmental analysis for the park conversion will be
conducted prior to the Navy relinquishing ownership and/or control of the Navy Pier
such that construction of the park can occur as soon as feasible thereafter. The park
conversion will be subject to all appropriate laws at the time the Navy Pier park is
proposed."
Furthermore, the Port has proposed five biological mitigation conditions that must be
placed on any coastal development permit issued for the Midway. These requirements
are as follows:

•

1. Funds designated and provided for, in advance, in a dedicated account for full
restoration of marsh mitigation. A minimum percentage of the Midway budget must
be designated annually with regular increases for inflation to manage and protect the
restored marsh area. In the event that the Midway is taken over by other or public
management, such funds will be transferred to an appropriate wildlife management
agency.
2. A separate annual adequate allocation or foundation must be designated for
aggressive predator management and fencing to be implemented by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) or their designee agency.
3. A separate adequate allocation or foundation for an annual removal program for
invasive species and status report to the Commission every five years on the status of
invasive species in the marsh to be managed by the USFWS or their designee
agency.
4. A report every 5 years to the Commission on the status of erosion and
sedimentation and remedial action if necessary to meet and maintain restoration
goals.
5. Environmental protection and educational exhibits will be offered as part of the
program offered in the Midway museum.

•

The appropriate motions and resolutions can be found on Page 5. The main findings for
approval of the amendment begin on Page 5 .

Port Master Plan Amendment #27
North Embarcadero Redevelopment
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Port Master Plan Amendment Procedure. California Code of Regulations, Title 14,
Section 13636 calls for port master plan amendments to be certified in the same manner
as provided in Section 30714 of the Coastal Act for certification of port master plans.
Section 13628 of the Regulations states that, upon the determination of the Executive
Director that the master plan amendment and accompanying materials required by
Section 13628(a) are sufficient, the master plan amendment shall be deemed submitted to
the Commission for purposes of Section 30714 of the Coastal Act. The subject
amendment was deemed submitted on August 9, 2000. Within 90 days after this
submittal date, the Commission, after public hearing, shall certify or reject the
amendment, in whole or in part. If the Commission fails to take action on the amendment
submittal within the 90-day period, the proposed amendment is deemed certified.
However, on September 19, 2000, the Board of Port Commissioners waived the 90-day
time period.
The City of San Diego has concurrently submitted a Local Coastal Program Amendment
(LCPA) to the City of San Diego LCP for the redevelopment of the North Embarcadero.
The LCP A would create a North Embarcadero Overlay District including design
guidelines and parking requirements, etc, that covers much of the same area as the subject
PMPA plus a small inland area within the City coastal permit jurisdiction. The City's
LCP A is intended to be consistent with the Port Master Plan vision for the North
Embarcadero region, and as such, the City's proposed LCP A is referenced several times
within this document as it relates to possible prejudice of the Commission review of the
LCP A. The LCP A has been scheduled for Commission review at the same hearing as the
subject PMP A.

•

•

•

•
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Following a public hearing, staff recommends the Commission adopt the following
resolutions and findings. The appropriate motion to introduce the resolution and a staff
recommendation are provided just prior to each resolution.

I.

MOTION:

I move that the Commission adopt the revised findings in support
of the Commission's action on March 14, 2001 concerning Port
of San Diego PMPA #27.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF APPROVAL:

Staff recommends a YES vote on the motion. Passage of this motion will result in the
adoption of revised findings as set forth in this staff report. The motion requires a
majority vote of the members from the prevailing side present at the March 14, 2001
hearing, with at least three of the prevailing members voting. Only those Commissioners
on the prevailing side of the Commission's action are eligible to vote on the revised
findings.
•

RESOLUTION TO ADOPT REVISED FINDINGS:

The Commission hereby adopts the findings set forth below for approval of the Port
Master Plan Amendment as submitted on the ground that the findings support the
Commission's decision made on March 14, 2001 and accurately reflect the reasons for it.

II.

FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS.

The Commission finds and declares as follows:
A. Previous Commission Action. The Commission certified the San Diego
Unified Port District Master Plan on October 14, 1980. The Commission has reviewed
twenty-six amendments since that date.

B. Contents of Port Master Plan Amendments. California Code of Regulations
Title 14, Section 13656 calls for port master plan amendments to be certified in the same
manner as port master plans. Section 30711 of the Coastal Act states, in part, that a port
master plan shall include all the following:
( 1) The proposed uses of land and water areas, where known .

•

(2) The proposed design and location of port land areas, water areas, berthing, and
navigation ways and systems intended to serve commercial traffic within the area
of jurisdiction of the port governing body.
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(3) An estimate of the effect of development on habitat areas and the marine
environment, a review of existing water quality, habitat areas, and quantitative
and qualitative biological inventories, and proposals to minimize and mitigate
any substantial adverse impact.

•

(4) Proposed projects listed as appealable in Section 30715 in sufficient detail to be
able to determine their consistency with the policies of Chapter 3 (commencing
with Section 30200) of this division.
(5) Provisions for adequate public hearings and public participation in port planning
and development decisions.
The Commission finds that the proposed port master plan amendment conforms with the
provisions of Section 30711 of the Coastal Act. The proposed changes in land uses and
proposed projects are outlined in sufficient detail in the port master plan submittal for the
Commission to make a determination of the proposed amendment's consistency with the
Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 policies of the Coastal Act.
The proposed amendment was the subject of an Environmental Impact Report under the
California Environmental Quality Act. The Environmental Impact Report associated
with the plan amendment was subject to public review and hearing and was adopted by
the Board of Port Commissioners on April 25, 2000 as Resolution #2000-82. A public
hearing on the proposed master plan amendment was held and the amendment was
adopted by the Board of Port Commissioners on April 25, 2000 as Resolution #2000-83.

C. Standard of Review. Section 30700 of the Coastal Act states that Chapter 8
shall govern those portions of the San Diego Unified Port District located within the
coastal zone, excluding any wetland, estuary, or existing recreation area indicated in Part
IV of the Coastal Plan. The entire water area under the jurisdiction of the Port of San
Diego is covered by Chapter 3 policies because San Diego Bay is mapped as an estuary
and wetland in Part IV of the Coastal Plan, and on the maps adopted by the Commission
pursuant to Section 30710 of the Act. See 14 C.C.R. § 13610(b). The proposed
amendment involves changes to both land use designations and water designations.
Chapter 3 is the standard of review for the changes in water use designation. In addition,
proposed projects listed as appealable in Section 30715 must be consistent with the
policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. The amendment incJudes text changes and a
new project list for several appealable developments including construction of a 600-800
room hotel, office building, retail and parking facilities at Lane Field; public
improvements including a pedestrian esplanade; parks and plaza areas, narrowing Harbor
Drive from 4 lanes to 3; the demolition and reconstruction of the Grape Street Piers,
docks, wave attenuation structure and new restaurant; and linking B and C street between
Pacific Highway and North Harbor Drive. Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act is the standard of
review for the balance of the proposed amendment.

•

•

•

•

•
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Preliminary plans indicate that a small portion of the Midway carrier may extend
bayward of the pierhead line. This area is not within the tidelands granted to the San
Diego Port District, and thus, is within the Commission's original permit jurisdiction. A
lease from the State Lands Commission would also be required. Therefore, the Midway
may be required to obtain a coastal development permit from the Commission as well as
the Port District. If any portion of the project is within the Commission's permit
jurisdiction, the standard of review would be Chapter 3 policies, not the Port Master Plan.
D. Description of Proposed Plan Amendment. The proposed master plan
amendment involves changes to the text, land/water use map, and project list of Planning
District 3 (Center City/Embarcadero) to allow for a number of new projects. The
amendment is a result of a coordinated planning effort by the North Embarcadero
Alliance, a planning body made up of officials from the Port District, City of San Diego,
County of San Diego, Centre City Development Corporation, and U.S. Navy. The
Alliance developed a Visionary Plan in 1998 to guide the development of the North
Embarcadero area. The proposed Port Master Plan Amendment (PMPA) references the
Visionary Plan's design concepts and goals in several instances; however, the Visionary
Plan itself has not been incorporated into the Port Master Plan and is not the subject of
this amendment or the standard of review for coastal development permits issued by the
Port District. Only the projects contained in the proposed "Table 11: Project List" are
part of this amendment; additional projects contained within the Visionary Plan will
require additional review and approval by the Commission. The Port will use the
Visionary Plan for planning guidance only.
As noted above, the proposed amendment includes a table listing the following
appealable projects:
•
•
•
•
•

Construction of a 600-800 room hotel, office building, retail and parking at Lane
Field;
Public improvements including a pedestrian esplanade; parks and plaza areas;
Narrowing Harbor Drive from 4 lanes to 3;
Demolition and reconstruction of the Grape Street Piers, new boat docks, wave
attenuation structure and restaurant; and,
Linking B and C Street between Pacific Highway and North Harbor Drive.

Non-appealable projects on the proposed project list include:

•

•
•
•
•

Modernization and expansion of the cruise ship terminal
Public vista points
Infrastructure improvements to the Broadway Pier
The Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum

A number of the improvements in the PMP A are designed to give the waterfront a more
pedestrian orientation. Harbor Drive would be narrowed from four lanes to three to

•
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accommodate construction of a new bayfront public esplanade along the water's edge at
Harbor Drive. The esplanade would include a new 25-foot wide pedestrian promenade
on its western edge, and is a part of a larger bayside open space network connecting
Harbor Island to South Embarcadero. Plazas would generally be located where east-west
streets terminate, and additional public amenities such as fountains and public art would
be provided.

;

•

Three existing industrial piers west of the County Administration Center would be
replaced with a new 30,000 sq.ft. public pier at Grape Street and an associated 12,000
sq.ft. public boat dock. A commercial recreation facility such as a bait shop or snack
shop would be located on the new Grape Street Pier. An 800-foot long floating wave
attenuation screen would be integrated into the new pier to protect the boat docks. A new
two-story, maximum 10,000 sq.ft., 25-foot high restaurant may be located on a 5,000
sq.ft. parcel inland of the Grape Street Pier.
The PMP A provides for the extension of B and C Streets from their current terminus at
Pacific Highway to North Harbor Drive through the Lane Field site. The existing plan
envisions development of the old Lane Field site and Navy Engineering building into a
new complex of buildings and open space. The proposed amendment specifies that
primary consideration would be development of a 600-800 room hotel, office buildings,
retail and parking facilities. The PMP A identifies a Floor Area Ratio for the site, setback
and stepback requirements, heights that slope away from the Bay, and right-of-way
corridors view and access corridors through the site.

•

The cruise ship terminal at the B Street Pier would be expanded and upgraded including
increasing the height of the existing building to 50 feet (with appurtenant structures
extending above 50 feet). The existing terminal is a converted warehouse and does not
have adequate facilities to accommodate the size of modem cruise ships and the number
of passengers on these ships. The upgrade will modernize the building to accommodate
the larger ships and expand terminal facilities such as loading and customs.
The U.S.S. Midway Aircraft Carrier would be docked on the south side of Navy Pier for
use as a museum. Submitted with the PMP A is a mitigation plan for impacts to 4 acres of
open water in San Diego Bay involving the creation of 5.8 acres of new coastal salt
marsh habitat in National City, south of the Sweetwater River Flood Control Channel.
The mitigation is specifically required in the PMP A.
The plan also involves numerous changes to the existing land and water use designations
in the Port Master Plan. The land use changes are designated largely to facilitate the
proposed Embarcadero Promenade, the narrowing of Harbor Drive, and the extension of
B and C Streets. The changes also reflect a more accurate accounting of the amount of
land area than previously calculated, and thus, show an overall increase in land area. The
revisions would result in an approximately 1.9-acre increase in the "Public
Facility/Street" designation, a .6-acre decrease in "Commercial Recreation" area, a 2.9acre increase in "Park/Plaza", and a .6-acre increase in "Promenade" area.

•

•
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The plan also involve changes in water use designations, including redesignating
approximately 21 acres of "Commercial Fishing Berthing" to "Specialized Berthing",
"Park/Plaza" and "Commercial Recreation" to accommodate the new public recreational
Grape Street Pier and docks, and redesignation of another 5.5 acres of "Commercial
Fishing Berthing" to "Specialized Berthing" to allow mooring of the U.S.S. Midway.
The bayward portion of the Midway location has been designated as Park/Plaza and as a
Public Access point to indicate that the area will be open and available to the public.
Although the plan includes a significant reduction in "Commercial Fishing Berthing," the
replacement "Specialized Berthing" designation continues to allow commercial fishing
berthing within the subject precise plan area, and language in the proposed PMP A
specifically identifies commercial fishing as the highest priority use in this location.

•

The amendment also includes adoption of a Parking Management & Monitoring Program
for the North Embarcadero. In general, new projects are required to provide adequate onsite parking to accommodate the particular project's demand. Several new projects,
including the Grape Street Pier restaurant and new public improvements like the
esplanade, would utilize only public parking. Thus, the Parking Management Program is
required to address the parking needs of these projects, as well as the public parking
needs overall in the North Embarcadero area. The plan requires individual Parking
Management Plans prior to issuance of Coastal Development Permits for a particular
project, to ensure that weekday and weekend day parking deficits are addressed. Projects
in the PMPA will be phased over several years.

•

Section 13634 of the Code of Regulations allows for minor, immaterial changes to a Port
Master Plan (Amendment) after submission of the plan. On December 12, 2000, the
Board of Port Commissioners revised the amendment to remove a reference to a project
west of the County Administration Center that is not intended to be implemented at this
time, added two paragraphs on page 74 indicating that the deck of the Midway will be a
0.8 acre public viewing area, indicated that mitigation for the loss of 4.1 acres of open
water habitat would be provided in the City of National City, and adopted by reference a
U.S.S. Midway Public Access Program. The Midway Public Access Program requires
that the bayward side of the Midway be open to free public access whenever the Midway
is open and operating, and requires the provision of coastal access signs and interpretive
signage. Other changes made prior to Commission action include adding five
requirements to any coastal development permit issued for the Midway Aircraft Carrier
for long-term funding for the proposed marsh restoration; predator, invasive species, and
erosion and sedimentation management; and the provisions of environmental educational
exhibits on the Midway; adding plan language acknowledging the conversion of Navy
Pier as a project in the Port Master Plan; requiring environmental analysis of the park
conversion prior to the Navy relinquishing ownership of the pier; and an agreement to
add a requirement to the coastal development permit for the Midway that the applicants
set up a reserve account to be used to fund relocation of the Midway parking from Navy
Pier. These changes provide more specificity and increase protection of coastal
resources, and are not considered a material amendment to the PMPA submittal.
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•

E. Conformance with the Coastal Act. The proposed amendment would result in
changes to land use categories and to the specific policies contained in Planning District
3. In order for the Commission to certify the proposed master plan amendment, the
Commission must determine that the amendment conforms to the following applicable
Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 policies of the Act:
1. Applicable Policies
Section 30210.
In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California
Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and recreational
opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with public safety needs and
the need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners, and natural resource
areas from overuse.

Section 30211.
Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where
acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the use of
dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation.

•

Section 30212.
(a) Public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and along the
coast shall be provided in new development projects except where:
(1) it is inconsistent with public safety, military security needs, or the protection
of fragile coastal resources,
(2) adequate access exists nearby, or,
[...]
Section 30213.
Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and,
where feasible, provided. Developments providing public recreational opportunities are
preferred.
Section 30224
Increased recreational boating use of coastal waters shall be encouraged, in
accordance with this division, by developing dry storage areas, increasing public

•

•
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launching facilities, providing additional berthing space in existing harbors, limiting nonwater-dependent land uses that congest access corridors and preclude boating support
facilities, providing harbors of refuge, and by providing for new boating facilities in
natural harbors, new protected water areas, and in areas dredged from dry land for longterm commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational purposes.
Section 30230
Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and where feasible, restored.
Special protection shall be given to areas and species of special biological or economic
significance. Uses of the marine environment shall be carried out in a manner that will
sustain the biological productivity of coastal waters and that will maintain healthy
populations of all species of marine organisms adequate for long-term commercial,
recreational, scientific, and educational purposes.
Section 30231

•

The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands,
estuaries, and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine organisms
and for the protection of human health shall be maintained and, where feasible, restored
through, among other means, minimizing adverse effects of waste water discharges and
entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletion of ground water supplies and
substantial interference with surface water flow, encouraging waste water reclamation,
maintaining natural vegetation buffer areas that protect riparian habitats, and minimizing
alteration of natural streams.
Section 30233
(a) The diking, filling, or dredging of open coastal waters, wetlands, estuaries, and
lakes shall be permitted in accordance with other applicable provisions of this division,
where there is no feasible less environmentally damaging alternative, and where feasible
mitigation measures have been provided to minimize adverse environmental effects, and
shall be limited to the following:
(1) New or expanded port, energy, and coastal-dependent industrial facilities,
including commercial fishing facilities.

•

(2) Maintaining existing, or restoring previously dredged, depths in existing
navigational channels, turning basins, vessel berthing and mooring areas, and boat
launching ramps .
(3) In wetland areas only, entrance channels for new or expanded boating facilities;
and in a degraded wetland, identified by the Department of Fish and Game pursuant to
subdivision (b) of Section 30411, for boating facilities if, in conjunction with such
boating facilities, a substantial portion of the degraded wetland is restored and maintained
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as a biologically productive wetland. The size of the wetland area used for boating
facilities, including berthing space, turning basins, necessary navigation channels, and
any necessary support service facilities, shall not exceed 25 percent of the degraded
wetland.

•

(4) In open coastal waters, other than wetlands, including streams, estuaries, and
lakes, new or expanded boating facilities and the placement of structural pilings for
public recreational piers that provide public access and recreational opportunities.
(5) Incidental public service purposes, including but not limited to, burying cables
and pipes or inspection of piers and maintenance of existing intake and outfall lines.
(6) Mineral extraction, including sand for restoring beaches, except in
environmentally sensitive areas.
,(7) Restoration purposes.
(8) Nature study, aquaculture, or similar resource dependent activities.
(b) Dredging and spoils disposal shall be planned and carried out to avoid
significant disruption to marine and wildlife habitats and water circulation. Dredge spoils
suitable for beach replenishment should be transported for such purposes to appropriate
beaches or into suitable long shore current systems.

•

[ ...]
Section 30234
Facilities serving the commercial fishing and recreational boating industries shall be
protected and, where feasible, upgraded. Existing commercial fishing and recreational
boating harbor space shall not be reduced unless the demand for those facilities no longer
exists or adequate substitute space has been provided. Proposed recreational boating
facilities shall, where feasible, be designed and located in such a fashion as not to
interfere with the needs of the commercial fishing industry.
Section 30234.5
The economic, commercial, and recreational importance of fishing activities shall be
recognized and protected.
Section 30235
Revetments, breakwaters, groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff retaining walls, and
other such construction that alters natural shoreline processes shall be permitted when
required to serve coastal-dependent uses or to protect existing structures or public

•

•
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beaches in danger from erosion, and when designed to eliminate or mitigate adverse
impacts on local shoreline sand supply. Existing marine structures causing water
stagnation contributing to pollution problems and fish kills should be phased out or
upgraded where feasible.
Section 30251.
The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected
as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and designed to
protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration
of natural land forms, to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas,
and, where feasible, to restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas ....
Section 30252.

•

The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public access
to the coast by (1) facilitating the provision or extension of transit service, (2) providing
commercial facilities within or adjoining residential development or in other areas that
will minimize the use of coastal access roads, (3) providing non-automobile circulation
within the development, (4) providing adequate parking facilities or providing substitute
means of serving the development with public transportation, (5) assuring the potential
for public transit for high intensity uses such as high-rise office buildings.
Section 30708
All port-related developments shall be located, designed, and constructed so as to:
(a) Minimize substantial adverse environmental impacts.
(b) Minimize potential traffic conflicts between vessels.
(c) Give highest priority to the use of existing land space within harbors for port
purposes, including, but not limited to, navigational facilities, shipping industries, and
necessary support and access facilities.
(d) Provide for other beneficial uses consistent with the public trust, including,
but not limited to, recreation and wildlife habitat uses, to the extent feasible.
(e) Encourage rail service to port areas and multicompany use of facilities.

•

Chapter 3 is the standard of review for all appealable projects, and all projects in the
water and use designations applied to water. Chapter 8 is the standard of review for the
remainder of the amendment.
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2. Findings for Consistency with Chapter 3/Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act

•

A. U.S.S. Midway Aircraft Carrier.
The amendment would provide for the permanent docking of the Midway alongside the
south side of Navy Pier (Pier 1lA), at the southern end of North Harbor Drive. The
Midway is a decommissioned aircraft carrier, which would be towed to San Diego Bay
from its current station at Bremerton, Washington. The ship would be berthed against
two new mooring platforms that would be constructed on the existing pier. The bow of
the ship would point towards the bay. Parking for the Midway would be provided on the
existing Navy Pier.
The Midway would be converted into an aircraft carrier museum. Navy Pier has
historically been the departure place in San Diego for troops going to war, and the site is
nearby several existing naval memorials including the Aircraft Carrier Memorial, the
Homecoming Memorial, and the Presidential Unit Citation Memorial. Funding for the
Midway museum comes from both private donations and loans; no public money has
been involved.

1) Visual Resources. The Midway is approximately 1,000 feet long and 50 feet tall
from the waterline to the flight deck. Above the flight deck, the control tower area would
be approximately 190 feet tall, as measured from the waterline. Including the new
mooring platforms on the north side of the ship, the width of the Midway would extend
approximately 260 feet south of the existing Navy Pier.

•

The siting of the Midway raises concerns regarding both the compatibility of the bulk and
scale of the structure with the surrounding community and the blocking of public views.
The Midway would be located on the bayward side of North Harbor Drive, which
parallels the shoreline and is the main coastal accessway in the downtown area. In
general, the bayward side of North Harbor Drive in the North Embarcadero area consists
of low-scale development such as the Harbor Excursion ticket booth, one and two-story
restaurants, and the Maritime Museum historic ships including the Star of India,
Berkeley, and others. The inland side of North Harbor Drive is more intensely developed
with the County Administration Center, restaurants, and hotels.
The ship would be located between the existing Navy Pier to the north and the G Street
Mole and Tuna Harbor Park to the south. Navy Pier currently has a 2-story Navy
building on it which would remain. To the south, a two-story restaurant is located on the
western terminus of the G Street Mole, while the remainder of the park is open grassy
space, parking,·or low-scale memorial structures.
The inland side of Harbor Drive east of the subject site is developed with a Na val Base
and is under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Navy, and currently developed with multi-story
structures. There are approvals on the site for a project known as the Navy Broadway
Complex, which would consist of up to 2.5 million square feet of mixed commercial

•

•
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office, hotel and retail uses. Although no construction on this project is anticipated at this
time, this project would be up to 400 feet in height.
In general, the proposed PMP A would continue the pattern of more intense, higher
development on the eastern side of Harbor Drive, such as the proposed Lane Field
development. The amendment would allow construction of a new 25-foot high restaurant
on the bayward side of Harbor Drive inland of the new Grape Street Pier. The PMPA
would also allow improvements to the existing cruise ship terminal located
approximately two blocks north of the proposed Midway site, which could result in an
increase in the height of the terminal building to 50 feet, with some building
appurtenances extending higher than 50 feet.

•

The Midway, which is 50 feet high to the flight deck and portions of which would extend
up to 190 feet in height, would represent a departure from the existing scale of most
development located bayward of Harbor Drive. Currently, there are no structures
comparable to the Midway in height and bulk located bayward of North Harbor Drive,
and the relatively low-scale of development in this area allows for a mostly open
viewshed towards the shoreline and Coronado. The visual effect of the Midway would
be comparable to at least a 5-story high structure that would cover essentially the entire
water area from Navy Pier to Tuna Harbor Park. The presence of the Midway, combined
with the high-rise structures existing and anticipated on the eastern side of Harbor Drive
across the street from the Midway, would create a "tunnel" effect for pedestrians and
vehicles on this portion of North Harbor Drive.
Public views provided along the North Embarcadero portion of North Harbor Drive are
significantly greater in number and scope than those available from the rest of Harbor
Drive. South of the project site, views of the water and the bayfront are almost entirely
blocked by existing development. North of Laurel Street, bay views from Harbor Drive
are extremely limited. But views of the water and Coronado are currently available to
both north and southbound traffic from the majority of North Harbor Drive in the North
Embarcadero Area, including at the subject site.
The Midway would have a significant impact on public views. The proposed project
would eliminate views of the water, Point Loma and Coronado currently available
approaching the project site from both the north and the south on Harbor Drive. Views to
the north from the entire G Street Mole and Tuna Harbor Park would be obstructed. This
is an existing Public Park, and a designated vista area in the Port Master Plan. The visual
quality and character of the viewshed would be severely impacted by the Midway.

••

As mitigation for this impact, the Port District has proposed opening the bayside portion
of the deck of the Midway to free public access. Given the proposed height and location
of the ship, views from the deck would be quite expansive and would afford unparalleled
views of the area. The viewing experience from the deck of the ship would be different
than that from the existing park, but would be similar enough to help offset the loss of
views from the park.
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•

However, while opening the deck of the Midway would essentially replace the views lost
from the G Street Mole, it would not mitigate for the bulk and scale of the ship as viewed
from Harbor Drive and the surrounding inland area. And there would still be impacts to
public views. The ship would be located west of, and across Harbor Drive from the
terminus of F Street. This portion of F Street is within the Naval Base and is not
currently open to the public. However, the Centre City Community Plan designates F
Street as a view corridor to be implemented when the site is redeveloped as the Broadway
Complex. (The City's currently pending LCPA for the North Embarcadero area would
not change or remove this designation.) The Midway would prevent the opening of any
views of the water or Coronado along this designated view corridor when the Naval site
is redeveloped.
Of course, all of these views would be replaced by a view of the Midway museum, which
would be a visitor-serving, coastal-dependent use. San Diego has a rich naval history and
the Commission recognizes the importance of providing visitor attractions and
destinations at the waterfront. Nevertheless, the North Embarcadero area is,
unfortunately, one of the few areas downtown where there is a strong visual connection
to the waterfront, and each new development that blocks off another significant portion of
the public's view has an adverse impact. As noted above, the current plan has provisions
for increasing the height of the cruise ship terminal to as high as 50 feet. The expansion
is necessary to accommodate the larger size of modem cruise ships. The terminal is
located approximately% mile north of Navy Pier, and will further contribute to the bulk
and scale of development in the area of the Midway. Although portions of the existing
Navy buildings on Navy Pier were recently demolished, the existing two-story structure
on Navy Pier is proposed to remain, and will contribute to the walling-off effect in the
area. As valuable as opening the deck of the Midway to the public would be, it could not
totally mitigate for the overall bulk of the ship and the adverse impact it will have to the
area.
There are a number of alternatives to the proposed project that could lessen or avoid the
visual impact of the project. For example, a carrier could potentially be sited at or
adjacent to existing naval facilities on Coronado, the 10thAvenue Marine Terminal or the
Naval stations further south in the Bay in San Diego or National City. These sites were
not examined in the Environmental Impact Report associated with the proposed
amendment as the Navy has not to this date expressed interest in housing a permanent
museum facility. However, the Midway would most likely not present any adverse visual
impact in these locations, and a partnership with the Navy should not be dismissed as a
potential opportuni~t In addition, the Campbell Shipyard site, which is located
northwest of the 10 Avenue Marine Terminal could potentially accommodate the
Midway. The bayward side of Harbor Drive is already heavily developed in this area,
and an aircraft carrier would likely not have as significant of an impact on public views.
Although the Port has expressed interest in constructing a hotel at the Campbell site, the
recent discovery of significant amounts of contaminants at the site suggests an alternative
project like the Midway may be suitable at this location.

•

•

•
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However, if the proposed location remains the only desirable location to the Port District
and the project proponents, another potential alternative to the proposed project has been
raised by representatives of the Midway museum, for future build-out of the site. A
conceptual plan has been developed to site the Midway south of Navy Pier, as proposed,
but to also demolish the existing Navy building on the Pier, and redevelop the Pier as a
pedestrian-oriented memorial park with plazas, grassy lawns, benches promenades,
design features, and even a Navy wives club and chapel for small social functions and
public food service. Under this "conceptual plan," parking for the Midway would be
located nearby in a new parking structure on the inland side of Harbor Drive. As long as
the park was developed as a free, public, visually unobstructed park/plaza, this would be
very effective in offsetting the impacts of the Midway.

•

In contrast, under the current amendment, Navy Pier would be used for parking for
visitors to the Midway. While parking is clearly necessary to accommodate the use,
providing public parking is not the best use of a water-oriented structure, and would have
an adverse impact on the visual quality of the area. It appears that a plan like this
conceptual plan would open up the area and improve the visual quality of the North
Embarcadero area in a manner that could potentially offset the adverse visual impacts of
the ship. In addition, removal of the existing buildings on Navy Pier would allow for
opening up the proposed view corridor along E Street in the future when the Broadway
Complex area is redeveloped, to replace the one along F Street which would be blocked
by the Midway.
The EIR for the proposed amendment did not evaluate the construction of a park on Navy
Pier, and no off-site parking facility has been identified or funded. However, the Port
District has agreed to add language in the plan as follows:

•

Parking for visitors to the Midway and its museum will be provided, on an interim
basis, at the Navy Pier, pursuant to the museum's lease with the United States
Navy. When and if the Navy determines that its use of the Navy Pier is no longer
necessary, the Port will accept the proposal by the San Diego Aircraft Carrier
Museum to convert the Navy Pier into a "public park" use, thereby allowing the
pier to be converted into a memorial park complementing the Midway and its
museum, while affording additional public open space and bay vistas. Vehicle
parking for museum visitors will then be shifted to nearby offsite locations.
However, since the Navy Pier's future is uncertain and will be determined by
decisions of the federal government, the conversion of a pier to a 5.7-acre
memorial park is a specific planning goal of the Port, and environmental analysis
for the park conversion will be conducted prior to the Navy relinquishing
ownership and/or control of the Navy Pier such that construction of the park can
occur as soon as feasible thereafter. The park conversion will be subject to all
appropriate laws at the time the Navy Pier park is proposed.
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There is, of course, no guarantee that the Navy will ever relinquish the pier. In fact, the
Navy has indicated that it is premature to make any commitments on the disposition of
Navy Pier because they have not made a final decision on it operational needs (see letter
dated 1/8/01 Buchanan). However, as revised, the Port Master Plan would at least have
clear policy language that conversion of the pier to a park is a goal that will be pursued
when and if the pier becomes available. In addition, policy language has been added that
ensures the necessary environmental review required for construction of the park will
take place prior to the Navy actually relinquishing the pier, such that the construction of
the park will be able to be undertaken as soon as feasible. Relocation of the parking can
occur at any time independent of actions by the Navy or as part of redevelopment of the
Navy Broadway Complex.
Another project alternative that has been suggested involves lowering the Midway
approximately 10 feet by dredging the bay at the proposed site; however, potential
environmental impacts of dredging have not been examined, and a 10-foot difference in
height would not substantially alter the visual impact of the project. Given the expense
· that would likely be associated with dredging, allocation of the money towards
implementation of the conceptual plan would likely be a more effective means of
mitigating the visual impact of the Midway.

In summary, the Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum portion of the proposed PMP A would
have a significant adverse visual impact in its proposed location. However, a conceptual
site plan has been developed that demonstrates that there is a long-term project involving
creation of a public park on Navy Pier that would open up the viewshed and improve the
visual quality of the North Embarcadero area, thereby mitigating the adverse visual
impacts of the carrier. The amendment as revised by the Port District would include this
plan as a goal in the proposed PMPA. In lieu of a promise from the Navy that the park
conversion will take place, policy language has been added to the PMP that ensures the
Port District will undertake all necessary procedures within its control in order to allow
construction of the park to proceed as quickly as feasible. Therefore, the Midway portion
of the plan can be found consistent with the visual protection policies of Chapter 3 and
Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act.

2) Parking/Public Access. Currently, Navy Pier is restricted to authorized military
and civilian personnel. No public parking is available on the pier, except during Summer
Pops concerts. The EIR for the project determined that the peak parking demand for the
Midway will be approximately 348 spaces on a weekend and 279 spaces: nn a weekday.
The parking for Midway would be provided on the adjacent Navy Pier. Because some
parking spaces would still be required for the Navy facility to remain on the pier, the
required 348 spaces would be available on the weekends, but only 200 spaces would be
available on weekdays, 79 spaces short of the weekday requirement. The ElR requires
that 79 additional off-site parking spaces be provided, if not on Navy Pier, then at a
nearby location. Thus, adequate parking to accommodate the demand generated by the
Midway will be provided.

•

•

•
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As noted above, the Commission supports the development of visitor-serving attractions
along the waterfront. Typically, on-site parking is preferred to off-site parking, because it
provides the most convenient access for the public. But in the long-term, a pier is not the
appropriate place to be developing new permanent parking facilities. The parking lot will
not be a visually attractive development and will not provide the type of pedestrian
recreational opportunities that should be available on the waterfront. Converting a pier
into a permanent parking area would not have a positive impact on the visual quality of
the North Embarcadero area, or on the public access and recreational opportunities.
However, the proposed amendment, as revised, contains a long-term goal to convert
Navy Pier into a park, which would require that the parking for the Midway from the
Navy Pier be relocated into an off-site satellite lot(s). Further, the proponent of the
Midway museum, San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum (SDACM) has indicated they will
set up a reserve account into which it will deposit $100,000 per year for the first five
years, and $150,000 per year for the next five years to be used to relocate the parking
from Navy Pier. The Port has indicated these provisions will be included as conditions of
the coastal development permit and lease agreement with the Port. Thus, there will be
the means to implement and fund a long-term alternative parking and transportation
program to offset visitor parking deficits rather than maintaining parking on Navy Pier .
Therefore, the Commission finds the Midway portion of the project consistent with the
public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act.

3) Biological Resources. Approximately 350 parking spaces would be located on
Navy Pier to serve visitors to the Midway museum. This would create the potential for
petroleum hydrocarbons, grease, etc. associated with vehicles to enter San Diego Bay
through direct leakage and stormwater runoff. A Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) is required for the project that must contain Best Management Practices
(BMPs) to address contaminants through such means as grease/oil separators. The Port
Master Plan does not specifically require the adoption of BMP programs for the Midway;
however, the Plan does require lease agreements that ensure tenants do not contribute to
water pollution.

•

The ship's hull would be protected with a cathoditic system, in an effort to minimize hull
maintenance requirements. Maintenance activities such as painting other parts of the ship
are required to occur in conformance with state and federal regulations, as outlined in an
Environmental Protection Plan which has been prepared for the Midway, although this
plan has not been specifically incorporated into the PMP. The ship would be moved to
dry-dock about every 20 years where major maintenance activities would occur. The
Port District has indicated that if the Midway museum did not succeed financially, the
Navy would take the ship back, so it would not remain in place indefinitely. The Port has
stated that the Midway's lease agreement and coastal development permit will require
guarantees in the form of a bond or other financial means that will ensure that the ship
will be removed from San Diego Bay should it go bankrupt.
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The Midway would not actually rest on the ocean floor; rather it would occupy
approximately 28 feet of the water column, with approximately 12 feet between the
bottom of the hull and the ocean floor. Mooring the carrier would result in approximately
4.1 acres of impact to open water habitat, which is valuable habitat for fish and foraging
birds. The hull of the Midway touching the water would cover approximately 2 acres of
the Bay, the overhang of the flight deck would shadow up to an additional 2 acres of open
water, and the mooring platform structures would result in 0.1 acres of impact.
As part of the proposed PMP A submittal and at the request of Commission staff, the Port
has submitted a mitigation plan for the 4 acres of open water impacts. The proposed
mitigation involves expansion of an existing degraded marsh east of south San Diego Bay
in the City of National City. The site is known as Lovett Marsh, a tidal channel
surrounded by development south of the Sweetwater River Flood Control Channel. The
plan involves excavating sediment from surrounding uplands in order to create new tidal
wetland habitat, grading existing upland slopes and seeding them with Maritime
Succulent Scrub vegetation, and planting coastal salt marsh vegetation in the newly
created wetland area. The mitigation would itself impact 0.89 acres of existing
"disturbed" coastal salt marsh and 0.74 acres of mule fat scrub, but result in the creation
of approximately 5.8 acres of new coastal salt marsh as mitigation for loss of 4.1 acres of

~~~

•

•

The proposed mitigation raises several concerns. First, the Commission typically
requires that mitigation be "in-kind," that is, the mitigation should replace the same kind
of habitat that is impacted, as close to the impact area as possible. In the case of the
proposed project, the salt marsh mitigation site is several miles south and inland of the
open water impact site. The Port District has indicated that there are a limited number of
sites in San Diego Bay under the control of the District where a restoration project could
create new open water habitat. However, the District did not consider these sites as
potential mitigation sites for the Midway, as they are intended to serve as mitigation sites
for future Port projects. Given the amount of build-out in San Diego Bay, opportunities
for open water mitigation sites in the Bay are very limited, which suggests that additional
impacts to Bay habitat may be inappropriate.
Nevertheless, in this particular case, the mitigation plan has been reviewed by the
Commission staff ecologist, National Marine Fisheries and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. The Commission has in the past approved saltmarsh restoration as mitigation for
open water impacts, although in most cases, the mitigation has a.strong open-water
component. The creation of salt marsh habitat as proposed has been given preliminary
approval as adequate to offset the biological impacts of the project.
Specific language in the text of the amendment requires that mitigation for the Midway
be provided in the form of the creation of approximately 5.8 acres of new coastal salt
marsh. In addition, the Port District has agreed to incorporate additional biological
mitigation into the conditions placed on the coastal development permit for the Midway.
These requirements are as follows:

•

•
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1. Funds designated and provided for, in advance, in a dedicated account for full
restoration of marsh mitigation. A minimum percentage of the Midway budget must
be designated annually with regular increases for inflation to manage and protect the
restored marsh area. In the event that the Midway is taken over by other or public
management, such funds will be transferred to an appropriate wildlife management
agency.
2. A separate annual adequate allocation or foundation must be designated for
aggressive predator management and fencing to be implemented by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) or their designee agency.
3. A separate adequate allocation or foundation for an annual removal program for
invasive species and status report to the Commission every five years on the status of
invasive species in the marsh to be managed by the USFWS or their designee
agency.

•

4. A report every 5 years to the Commission on the status of erosion and
sedimentation and remedial action if necessary to meet and maintain restoration
goals.
5. Environmental protection and educational exhibits will be offered as part of the
program offered in the Midway museum.
These conditions will further ensure that the Midway does not result in significant,
unmitigatable impacts to sensitive coastal resources. Therefore, the biological impacts
associated with the Midway can be found consistent with the resource protection policies
of Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act.

B. North Embarcadero Redevelopment.
As described above, the amendment includes public improvements along Harbor Drive,
narrowing Harbor Drive from four lanes to three b~tween Grape Street and Pacific
Highway, replacing three existing industrial piers west of the County Administration
Center with a new public pier at Grape Street, a new 25-foot high restaurant inland of the
Grape Street Pier, the extension of B and C Streets, development of the old Lane Field
site and Navy Engineering building with a 600-800 room hotel, office building, retail and
parking facilities in a new complex of buildings and open space, and expansion of the
cruise ship terminal at the B Street Pier would be expanded to up to 50 feet in height.

•

1) Visual Resources. The plan contains provisions for the establishment of view
corridors and a 60 foot height limit in the Laurel Street corridor, landscape and
streetscape improvements along the proposed esplanade on North Harbor Drive, and
public viewing/vista points along the Crescent shoreline from Laurel Street to Market
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Street. Language in the plan states that the wharf side of the esplanade is to remain clear
of objects or furnishings that would block bay views.

•

The extension of B and C Streets from their current terminus at Pacific Highway through
to North Harbor Drive would create new view corridors and increase public access to the
waterfront from downtown. The City of San Diego's pending LCP also provides for the
extension of these streets and designates them as view corridors.
The plan sets an FAR of 7.0 and 6.5 for the Lane Field parcel, while establishing building
height limits on the site ranging from 200 feet to 400 feet sloping back from the Bay.
The plan also sets setbacks and stepbacks along the Broadway side of this parcel. These
criteria are consistent with those proposed in the City's pending LCP.
The plan establishes a 12 foot high building height limit in the area of the proposed
esplanade, with the exception of a 25-foot high height limit for the parcel at Harbor Drive
inland of the Grape Street Pier to allow for construction of a new restaurant. The
construction of a new two-story structure in this area raises concerns about view blockage
and bulk and scale. As discussed above, the majority of North Harbor Drive is
characterized by low-scale development and open views towards the water, and any new
construction on the bayward side of Harbor Drive has the potential to adversely impact
public views.

•

However, in this particular case, the second-story of the restaurant would be offset from
the Grape Street View corridor, and thus, wouldn't block any existing views down this
street. Additionally, Grape Street is a one-way street with traffic heading away from the
Bay, so existing views from this street are limited. View blockage from Harbor Drive
remains a concern, but with the exception of this parcel, structures on the bayward side at
this portion of North Harbor Drive are limited to 12 feet in height, such that the impact of
this one structure will be limited and can be found consistent with the resource protection
policies of the Coastal Act. However, the Commission will continue to review new
projects in this area with the visual impact to pedestrians and vehicles on Harbor Drive in
mind.
The amendment also includes expansion of the cruise ship terminal to a maximum of 50
feet in height. Some building appurtenances would extend above 50 feet. The existing
building was a warehouse that was converted to a cruise ~hip terminal many years ago.
The cruise ship industry has changed considerably in the last two decades, and ships are
far larger than they were previously. At the existing terminal, moving cargo and people
is difficult and inefficient, and compromises the effectiveness of the terminal operation.
The structure is also too small to reasonably accommodate the number of people
boarding and disembarking the ships, going through customs, etc. The expansion would
modernize the terminal to accommodate present-day cruise ships and traffic intensity
(vessels and people). Although the height increase would contribute incrementally to a
walling off of the bay, a cruise ship terminal is a coastal-dependent, high-priority use
under the Coastal Act. The height increase would contribute to the bulk and scale of

•
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development on the bayfront, but not actually block any existing views. The project
would not require any expansion of the existing pier or filling of the bay. The expansion
would follow the design guidelines of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan, such that
the building would have stepbacks and architectural features to minimize its visual
impact.

In summary, the plan includes numerous features designed to protect and enhance views
to and along the waterfront. No significant impacts to views or community character will
result from the amendment. Therefore, this portion of the proposed Port Master Plan
Amendment can be found consistent with the visual protection policies of Chapter 3
policies and Chapter 8 policies of the Coastal Act.

•

2) Public Access/Parking. As noted above, numerous Coastal Act policies pertain
to the provision of adequate public access to the shoreline. The plan contains provisions
for many public access improvements including the replacement of the Grape Street
industrial piers with a new public pier, the extension of B and C Streets, the Harbor Drive
esplanade and parks, and streetscape improvements to Broadway Pier. The Lane Field
parcel will have access corridors a minimum of 80-feet wide to enhance physical and
visual access to the waterfront. A north-south pedestrian link, if practical, is also
proposed through this parcel.
When development does not provide adequate parking facilities, or alternative means of
access such as public transit, the general public can be precluded from accessing the
shoreline. The Parking Management & Monitoring Program submitted as a component
of the proposed amendment is intended to ensure that the proposed development will
maintain and enhance public access to the coast consistent with the public access and
recreation policies of the Coastal Act.
The EIR analyzed the projected parking demand for the proposed PMPA. In general,
new projects are required to self-park; that is, provide adequate parking to accommodate
the particular project's demand, and would not compete for public parking. However,
several new projects, including the Grape Street Pier restaurant and new public
improvements like the esplanade, would utilize public parking. The parking analysis
determined that on weekdays, adequate public parking to serve the area Thus, the
Parking Management Program is required to address the parking needs of these projects,
as well as the public parking needs overall in the North Embarcadero area. The plan
requires individual Parking Management Plans prior to issuance of Coastal Development
Permits a for particular project, to ensure that weekday and weekend day parking deficits
are addressed.

•

Projects in the PMP A will be phased over several years. An annual monitoring program
tied to actual "parking utilization" will begin after completion of the first project under
the Plan. Additional parking construction will begin when utilization thresholds exceed
90% capacity, that is, when monitoring determines existing parking has reached 90% of
capacity, new parking facilities will be required. Implementation of the monitoring and
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construction of new parking facilities will be required as conditions of new coastal
development permits.

•

The narrowing of North Harbor Drive and the increase in traffic generated by the
redevelopment in the proposed amendment could have an adverse impact on public
access by restricting the flow of traffic. North Harbor currently provides six lanes of
traffic north of Grape Street, four lanes between Grape Street and Broadway and two
lanes south of Broadway to Pacific Highway. The proposed amendment includes restriping North Harbor Drive between Grape Street and Pacific Highway to a three-lane
roadway (two lanes southbound and one lane northbound). A traffic analysis performed
for the amendment analyzed 22 key signalized intersections and 40 street segments in the
plan area. The analysis determined that in the near-term, traffic conditions at only 6
intersections and 3 street segments would worsen as a result of implementation the
amendment, and these impacts were determined to be less than significant, because the
delay increases are small and in no case did Levels of Service (LOS) fall below LOS D.
(Two street segments currently at LOS E would continue to operate at LOS E.) Level of
Service E is considered "significant" under City of San Diego standards for the Centre
City area.
The only significant impacts identified were cumulative impacts to portions of Interstate
5 and several freeway on-ramps and off-ramps. These impacts are considered
unmitigatible at the current time, although an I-5 freeway corridor study currently being
prepared by the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) will address
deficiencies on the freeway and its ramps and recommend traffic improvements. These
impacts occur outside of the Coastal Zone and are the result of region-wide growth and
development. The proposed amendment will not result in traffic impacts that will
adversely impact public access or recreation in the Coastal Zone.

•

It is important to note that the long-range (2020) traffic projections done for the North
Embarcadero redevelopmentassumed that the airport expansion "Concept F" would be
constructed by the year 2020. That is, that direct airport access would be available to I-5
at a point between Washington Street and Old Town Avenue. Without this assumption,
the volumes along Laurel Street, Grape Street, Hawthorn Street and North Harbor Drive
would be much greater. The short-term traffic projections are not affected by this
assumption. If this airport connection is not approved, the Port District and the City of
San Diego will have to revisit traffic and circulation issues in the North Embarcadero
area. With the proposed narrowing of Harbor Drive, Pacific Highway wiU become the
most attractive commuter alternative between downtown and the airport, not Harbor
Drive, which is appropriate and consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act,
regardless of the airport access to I-5.
One of the stated goals of the Parking Program is both reducing the parking demand and
increasing the parking supply, in order to achieve a balance between the supply and
demand of parking in the area. The Parking Program has measures designed to promote
the use of transit and pedestrian use of the area, including promoting subsidized transit

•
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passes for employees of area businesses, providing information to downtown hotel guests
regarding the availability of transit uses, plans for shuttle stops at two locations on
Harbor Drive within the North Embarcadero area, promoting pedi-cab use and providing
areas for pick-up and drop-off, and providing bicycle racks and lockers within the area.
In addition, the Program calls for providing "trailblazing measures", that is, providing
signs showing directions to the North Embarcadero area from downtown and transit
locations, directions on local kiosks and transit/shuttle stops. The Parking Program
would require that as a condition of approval for future coastal development permits, use
of mass transit be encouraged and supported.
Traffic improvements that will improve public access are planned for the North
Embarcadero area, including additional traffic signals and controlled intersections to
improve pedestrian access, and a separate 10-foot wide bicycle path to run parallel to the
promenade. The bicycle path will accommodate both bicycles and pedi-cabs. As
proposed, the North Embarcadero portion of amendment provides public access
amenities and will not result in adverse impacts to public access. Therefore, this portion
of the amendment can be found consistent with the public access and recreation policies
of Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act.

•

3) Biological Resources. The plan involves the construction of a new 30,000 sq.ft.
public recreational pier at Grape Street. Although the project involves the placement of
new pilings, the pier will replace three existing piers that together total approximately
30,000 sq.ft. in area, thus, there will be no change in the amount of water area shaded by
pier structures. The EIR for the proposed amendment determined that there is no eelgrass
in the amendment area.
The proposed Grape Street Pier also includes construction of a wave attenuation
structure. The Port District has clarified that this structure will be a floating concrete
structure or similar structure that does not involve any fill, and that the structure will be
the minimum necessary to reduce wave force on the propose pier and recreational docks.
The placement of structural pilings for public recreational piers that provide public access
and recreational opportunities, such as those proposed in the PMP A, is a permitted use
under Section 30233 of the Coastal Act.
Therefore, the Commission finds that this portion of the proposed Port Master Plan
Amendment can be found consistent with the Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 policies of the
Coastal Act regarding the protection of biological resources.

C. Centre City LCPA.

•

Staff is currently reviewing an application by the City of San Diego to amend its certified
LCP to create a North Embarcadero Overlay District including design guidelines and
parking requirements. The City's LCP A is does not proposed any changes in land use,
but is largely intended to ensure that the existing community plans and Planned District
Ordinances governing the North Embarcadero region (Centre City and Marina Districts)
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are updated consistent with the vision for the North Embarcadero region as proposed in

•

the Port Master Plan and in the Visionary Plan (although the Visionary Plan is not
proposed to be incorporated into the LCPA). Although the majority of the North
Embarcadero region is within the Port District's coastal development permit jurisdiction,
the Centre City community plan and PDO contain graphics and planning goals for the
North Embarcadero shoreline to help ensure consistent planning for the region as a
whole.
Suggested modifications for the City's LCP A have been provided with the findings for
the City's submittal. Approval of the North Embarcadero portion of the PMP A will not
prejudice the Commission's review of the City's LCPA.
D. Consistency with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEOA). As
described above, the proposed amendment does not have the potential to result in damage
to visual and biological resources in the form of either individual or cumulative impacts.
The proposed amendment was the subject of an Environmental hnpact Report under
CEQA. The BIR was subject to public review and hearing and was adopted by the Board
of Port Commissioners. The amendment has been found consistent with the visual,
biological, and public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act, and will not
cause significant adverse impacts to the environment. Specifically, the amendment has
been found consistent with the public access and recreation, visual resource and
biological protection policies of the Coastal Act. There are no feasible alternatives or
mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse
impact which the amendment might have on the environment. Therefore, the
Commission finds that the amendment is the least environmentally damaging feasible
alternative and can be found consistent with the requirements of the Coastal Act to
conform to CEQA.

•
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RESOLUTION

2000-83

WHEREAS, the San Diego Unified Port District (Port District) has an adopted
Port Master Plan which has been certified by the California Coastal Commission; and
WHEREAS, said Plan was prepared, adopted and certified pursuant to the Port
District Act, the California Coastal Act and other applicable laws; and
WHEREAS, a proposed Plan Amendment for the North Embarcadero Alliance
Visionary Plan has been prepared and processed; and
WHEREAS, a Final Master Environmental Impact Report pursuant to the

•

California Environmental Quality Act, State CEQA Guidelines, and Port District
procedures relative to said Amendment has been prepared, considered and certified, NOW,
THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Port Commissioners of the San Diego Unified
Port District, as follows:
That the Master Plan of the Port District is amended by incorporating therein the
Master Plan Amendment, on file in the office of the Port District Clerk as Document No.

_4_o_ss_o
___

, pertaining to said North Embarcadero Visionary Plan.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Executive Director or his designated
representative is hereby authorized and directed to transmit said Master Plan Amendment,
together with all relevant factual information, the certified Final Environmental Impact
Report, and the Coastal Act consistency analysis to the California Coastal Commission for
its review, approval and certification pursuant to the California Coastal Act, and that said

•
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Amendment will take effect automatically and be deemed fully certified upon Coastal
Commission approval pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 30714. This action by

•

the Board of Port Commissioners constitutes formal adoption of the Coastal Commission's
certification of the referenced Amendment.

ADOPTED this __ 2_st_h
__

SW

4/25/00

day of _____

A_p_r_i_1
____

,

2000.
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CENTRE CITY EMBARCADERO:
Planning District 3
The Embarcadero of San Diego is the
downtown waterfront area for an urban region
of over 2.7 million people. The pierside
maritime activities of commercial fishing
boats, merchant ships, Navy vessels and
pleasure craft contribute to the fabric of the
Embarcadero. Planning District 3 covers all of
the Port District waterfront from the U.S.
Coast Guard Air Station to the Tenth Avenue
Marine Terminal. From Laurel Street to
Market, Port land boundaries follow parallel to
the shoreline and extend easterly to Pacific
Highway, except for two major land blocks;
the five-block-long property of the County of
San Diego's Administrative Center and the
four-block-long property of the U.S. Navy's
Commander, Naval Base San Diego and
Naval Supply Center. The owners of both of
these properties have proposed extensive
renovation and redevelopment plans which
include commercial recreation, county
governments administration, and U.S. Navy
uses.

along which commercial and recreational
activities are located. In order to emphasize
the pedestrian oriented waterfront experience,
through traffic is routed to Pacific Highway,
and considerable effort is directed toward
improving the amenities and people spaces of
the public thoroughfare along Harbor Drive
North Harbor Drive. Industrial uses adjacent to
the airport are renovated and retained as
important employment centers and as airport
buffer land use activities. The renovation of
marine terminal facilities will retain the active
use of deep draft berthing and continue
carefully selected functions of a working port.
The commercial fishing industry is given a
major focus at several locations with the
development of new piers and a mooring
basin. A major hotel and commercial complex
with recreational facilities is proposed to
connect and enhance nearby portions of
downtown.
The Embarcadero is intensively used by many
people. With the mixture of activities going on
here, it is important to emphasize that several
activities may occur at the same location,
depending on a scheduling overlap to
accommodate all of them. For example,
Broadway Pier may be used at different times
for tuna fleet berthing, cruise ship berthing,
excursion or ferry boat berthing. public
access, passive recreation, and commercial
recreation. The redefined Specialized Berthing
designation applies to this precise plan area
only, and may include marine-related uses
such as transient and general berthing of
small boats. historic ship berthing, ferry or
excursion boat berthing,_and commercial
fishing boat berthing as the highest priority
~ The designation carried on the Precise
Plan indicates the primary use, but secondary
uses may occur. This is particularly true of
water areas and of public access which may
be available at other sites than those
mentioned.

In order to coordinate the redevelopment of
this area and adjoining agency properties, an
alliance was formed to develop a single,
comprehensive plan. The North Embarcadero
Alliance includes the Port District, City of San
Diego. County of San Diego, Centre City
Development Corporation, and the U.S. Navy.
The Alliance developed a Visionary Plan in
1998 to guide the redevelopment of the
contiguous properties. The specific recommendations of the Visionary Plan that pertain
to Port District land and water areas within the
Planning District 3 Precise Plan area are
incorporated into the Master Plan. All other
recommendations of the Visionary Plan guide
development within Planning District 3.

Precise Plan Concept
The basic concept of the redevelopment of the
Embarcadero is to create a unified waterfront,
both visually and physically, which creates an
overall sense of place. In this concept, the
Embarcadero becomes a pedestrian spine
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Land and Water Use Allocations
feet above grade. (See Visionary Plan- p.79)
North Harbor Drive, Broadway, Ash Street.
and Grape Street are envisioned as active
pedestrian linkages to the Bay from upland
areas. Building frontage adjacent to these
streets shall be developed with uses that
promote pedestrian activity and public
oriented uses. On other streets, ground-level
facades shall maximize the sense of contact
between indoor and outdoor activities. (See
Visionary Plan - pp. 67,68.)

The Precise Plan allocates a balanced
distribution of commercial, industrial, public
recreation and public facility uses in this 43~acre planning area. More detailed allocations
are indicated in the land and Water Use
Table, and use areas are graphically
portrayed on the Plan Map.

Centre City Embarcadero
Planning Subareas
The Planning District has been divided into six
subareas.,.as ,t\n explanation of the Precise
Plan is ool/ered in the following text, erganized
to the geographio locations of the subareas
shown in Figure 12.

•
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The North Embarcadero Alliance "Visionary
Plan" area includes all of Subareas 31, 32, 33,
and part of Subarea 34. The Visionary Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown
waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to
optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and
water-dependent uses. The Plan recommends a substantial linear esplanade park on
the urban waterfront with public art, street
furniture. public spaces, expansive Bay views
and public parking. The Plan proposes two
major parks and plazas at the County Building
and the foot of Broadway. and includes
recreational piers and associated public
facilities, harbor excursion landings and waterrelated commercial uses on Port tidelands.
General
commercial. residential,
and
commuter traffic would utilize an enhanced
Pacific Highway grand boulevard, while North
Harbor Drive would serve waterfront public
access, water-dependent. and Embarcadero
commercial recreational uses. An extension
of the downtown San Diego small-block street
grid across the railroad right-of-way, off Port
lands, to the Bay would enhance public views
and pedestrian access opportunities from
upland areas (See Visionary Plan Figure 3.1
for illustrative plan of the area). Above-ground
parking structures which are visible at the
perimeter of a development should be limited
to a maximum of six levels of parking or 60
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TABLE 10
CENTRE CITY EMBARCADERO: PLANNING DISTRICT 3
PRECISE PLANLANDAND WATER USE ALLOCATION
LAND
USE

ACRES

COMMERCIAL
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SAN DIEGO CONVENTIONCENTEREXPANSIONPMPACCC January 12,1996
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Grape Street.. Where Harbor Drive North
Harbor Drive will be has been narrowed to
three lanes to restrict reduce through traffic.
The unused right-of-way will be has been
developed with landscaped promenades_.
parks and plazas. Along the water's edge the
concrete pathway will continue its present use
as both pedestrian promenade and service
area for commercial fishing boats tied up
along the Crescent Zone bulkhead. Four
public viewing/vista points would be spaced
along the Crescent shoreline.

Laurel Street Corridor
The established aviation related industrial use
in this subarea, subsequent to renovation and
beautification of the physical plant, is
anticipated to continue in operation: however,
if such use is discontinued, the Visionary Plan
proposes the extension of vehicle and
pedestrian access. parking, service access.
and view corridors along extensions of
Kalmia, Juniper. and Ivy streets through this
parcel to North Harbor Driv~. _for th~ dur?ti?n
of the planning period. Building height limits
of 60 feet are proposed for this area; however,
this height limit would be superseded by any
more-stringent FAA runway approach zone
restrictions. (See Visionary Plan Figures 4.5,
4.10, 4.11. and 4.12.) Grape and Hawthorn
Streets. Pacific Highway and North Harbor
Drive from Laurel Street to Hawthorn Street
will be modified to accommodate traffic flow
and with streetscape improvements to match
the balance of the streets through Subareas
31-34.
Geometric improvements to direct
traffic flow from North Harbor Drive to Pacific
Highway will be made at the Grape Street
intersections with these roadways. The block
between Hawthorne, Grape, Pacific Highway
and Harbor Drive North Harbor Drive (2.3
acres) will remain in commercial recreation
use with some landscape improvements or
possible parking facility development. The
landscaped triangle at Laurel and Harbor
Qfive North Harbor Drive is shown on the Plan
as open space.

The waterfront between Grape Street and Ash .
Street will be used for Ship Anchorage, Boat
Navigation Corridor, and Specialized Berthing.
The three existing piers no longer function or
are needed as commercial fishing berthing or
fuel pier: therefore they will be replaced with a
30,000 square-foot curvilinear pier at Grape
Street, with a 12,000 square-foot public boat
dock designated as Park Plaza. The waterside
termination of this pier . is designated as
Commercial Recreation to allow possible
development of a commercial facility. Wave
attenuation structures would protect the boat
docks. A 5,000 square-foot parcel with a
maximum 10,000-sguare-foot floor area
designated as Commercial Recreation will
provide for a major restaurant or other
commercial recreation use on the esplanade
at the foot of the Grape Street Pier.
Development density with a Floor Area Ratio
(FAR) of 3.0 and a building height limit of 12
feet is prescribed for this area, with the
exceptions of the proposed commercial
recreation parcel where a 13-foot high second
story would be allowed. Building stepbacks
along the inland side of North Harbor Drive for
upper stories shall be 25-foot minimum at 50
feet along the inland side of North Harbor
Drive and 15-foot on east-west streets. (See
Visionary Plan Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.8) tJ:le
fuel docks and Anthony's Restaurant will
continue to be used as a tie up and not
mending area for tuna seiners. This activity is
encouraged as part of the working port
identity. Commercial Efishing §eerthing has
been allocated to the Crescent water interface
(18.6 acres) as the highest priority use;
however, this water is also used for transient
berthing and occasional general berthing for
small boats. The boat channel area just
offshore is also used for temporary anchorage
for small boats.,.~therefore, the designation is
changed to Specialized Berthing, which

Crescent Zone

•

The most important element influencing
design in the Crescent Zone is the curvilinear
form of the waterfront. Dramatic panoramic
views can be realized at either vehicular or
pedestrian speeds. The Port Master Plan
capitalizes on this attribute to establish a
grand pedestrian-oriented esplanade {no less
than 100 feet wide) promenade and major
entryway into the Centre City district from
Grape Street to Broadway. The promenade
1e North Harbor
connects with the Harbor Dri1t
Drive bicycle path to provide a continuous
pedestrian/bicycle path from Navy Estuary to
Fifth Avenue, a distance of four miles. Pacific
Highway streetscape improvements would
continue through this subarea. An esplanade
at least 25-feet wide, bayward of Harbor
Drive, will be added from Laurel Street to
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includes these uses within this precise plan
area only. The boat channel area just
offshore is also used for temporary anchorage
for small boats.

designed to provide open space, sitting and
strolling areas for tourists and nearby workers,
and to increase the sense of destination for
Embarcaderoy.Visitors.

Anchorage A-3, Laurel Street Roadstead
Anchorage, is sheltered from the open sea but
is located in both the most visible and the
widest part of northern San Diego Bay.
Approximately 20.6 acres of water area is
allocated to accommodate about 50 vessels
on swing point mooring buoys. Onshore, a
public rest room, three dinghy floats and
connecting shore ramps provide for the
landing needs of the anchorage user. As a
federally
designated
anchorage,
the
boundaries are shown on coastal charts and
identified on site by boundary markers.
Administration of the anchorage is exercised
by the Port District, pursuant to local
ordinance. Thirty to forty percent of the
moorings are to be set aside for short-term
use by cruising or transient vessels. Section
Ill, Water Based Transportation system,
contains information on the baywide small
craft anchoring system.

Passive green spaces (parks) are proposed
between the plazas on the esplanade,
providing recreational opportunities and
places for people to relax, play, and enjoy Bay
views. The promenade is a continuous 25foot-wide paved area adjacent to the water's
edge. The wharf side remains clear of objects
or furnishings that would block Bay views. A
delicate string of lights, a planting area with
tall palms, and a 10-foot-widebike path border
the landward side of the promenade (See
Figure 5.3 of the Visionary Plan).
The most important element in this zone is the
conversion of the old Lane Field site and Navy
Engineering building into a new complex of
buildings and open spaces.
Primary
consideration is a 600-to-800-roomhotel. The
intent of the plan is to retain flexibility for
considering a wide array of development
options. The concept includes possible
multiple utilization of activities that could
provide
for
commercial
recreation;
international trade, travel and cultural
complexes; commercial and office space for
maritime business; support facilities related to
the Port; and, subject to negotiation with the
U.S. Navy, the provision of equal or better
building space for the relocation of the Naval
Facilities Engineering Command. The FAR
for Lane Field parcel is 7.0 and 6.5, while
building height limits range from 400 feet to
200 feet sloping toward the Bay. Special
setback requirements along the Broadway
side of this parcel range from 55 feet to 65
feet, widening toward the Bay (See Figure 4.7
of the Visionary Plan, which also illustratesthe
special.radius setback on North Harbor Drive/
Broadway SW corner). Stepbacks for upper
stories are 25-feet minimum at 50-feet
building height except forJ!le !3 Street side of
the parcel and on other esist-west streets
where they are 15 feet. There are no
stepback reguirements along Pacific Highway.

Civic Zone
The zone of highest activity is the Civic Zone
from Ash Street to Broadway. This zone
reflects its waterfront orientation, with
operating piers extending into the bay, Navy
facilities, commercial fishing activity, and
historic sailing vessels. Its physical
relationship to Centre City attracts large
numbers of people and the future
development of both areas is integrated by the
Visionary Plan. being eareRtlly integrated by
mutual planning.
Significant redevelopment is recommended
for the Civic Zone. The landscaped esplanade
and streetscape improvements promenade
mentioned in the Crescent Zone will be
continued along Flareor Drive North Harbor
Drive and Pacific Highway through the Civic
Zone. Harbor Drive North Harbor Drive wm be
reetrieted to traffis aeeeseing the abutting
properties reduced by narrowing to three tw&
lanes. Parking areas along the street will be
interspersed with landscaping, vertical
elements used to frame and enhance views,
and lawn areas. (See Visionary Plan Fig. 5.3)

•

•

(See Visionary Plan Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and
4.8.)

The esplanade promenades expand§ into
plazas at Beech and Ash Streets, B Street
Pier...and Broadway Pier. These plazas will be
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Broadway Pier will continue to provide
recreational space on its plaza and viewing
platform, as well as accommodatinge
commercial shipping and miscellaneous
vessel berthing, including day cruisers.
Improvements to the pier will include paving,
plantings, lighting, and furniture. The harbor
excursion and ferry boat water lease north of
Broadway Pier may wmalso remain as part of
the recreational experience along the
waterfront or move to another location along
the Embarcadero.

The Visionary Plan proposes public right-ofways aligned with existing downtown streets
through development parcels. including Lane
Field. These right-of-ways include pedestrian
and vehicle traffic, view corridors, parking and
service access. The right-of-ways shall be a
minimum of 80-feet-wide with the character of
a public street, and would enhance the
physical and visual access to the Bay. The C
Street segment through Lane Field may vary
in alignment with existing street up to 20 feet
north or south, and it may or may not
accommodate vehicular circulation. A northsouth pedestrian link, if practicaL is also
proposed through this parcel. (See Visionary
Plan Figures 4.10, 4.11. 4.12, and 6.1}.

Tuna Harbor
This subarea consists of the Tuna Harbor, the
harbor formed by its pier, the Harbor Seafood
Mart, and adjacent areas.

8 Street Pier is scheduled for substantial
redevelopment of the apron wharf and the
structures on the pier. The south shed will be
removed or redesigned to create space for
parking and a promenade.The western end of
the pier will be converted for specialized
commercial uses such as a shopping bazaar,
and foods and services reflecting the maritime
character of the Embarcadero and which will
be compatible with occasional cruise ship
berthing. The Cruise Ship Terminal will be
expanded and shipping sheds on the north
Sfee both sides of the pier will will continue,
with both sides of the pier accommodateiA§
ship berthing. Cruise ships may will be
encouraged to tie up at both the B Street and
Broadway Piers. Ultimately, tThe shopping
bazaar could be expanded into the terminal
building north shed and the existing Maritime
Museum could be provided with land-based
support area, storage and work area, and
possibly a living museum of nautical
craftsmen on the pier; however, loading, offloading, and storage capabilities for general
cargo will be retained as needed.
Alternatively, the Maritime Museum may be
relocated to another location along the
Embarcadero, such as the curvilinear pier at
Grape Street. A FAR of 2.0 applies to the B
Street and Broadway piers. The bulding
height limit for the B Street Pier is 50 feet:
however, an expanded cruise ship terminal,
now under study, may require (for functional
reasons) building(s} in excess of 50 feet in
height. Pursuant to the Port's cruise ship
terminal study, alternative height restrictions
and other guidelines affecting 8 Street Pier
may be appropriate and acceptable, and they
should be considered by the Alliance. (See
Visionary Plan Figs. 4.4, 4.5 and pp. 63, 64.)

Tuna Harbor and the shoreline area between
it and Navy Pier are planned to provide space
for commercial fishing and commercial
recreation activities. The plan concept is to
create a physical and visual linkage along
Harbor Drive North Harbor Drive by tying
together Broadway Pier and the Harbor
Seafood Mart with Tuna Harbor.
The aircraft carrier Midway is proposed to be
docked on the south side of the Navy Pier.
The Terminal Berthing designation would be
changed to Commercial Recreation and
Park/Plaza for the proposed 0.8 acre public
viewing area with a designated vista point on
the bow deck of the ship. The Commercial
Fishing Berthing designations in this water
area would be replaced with Specialized
Berthing to accommodate multiple uses.
Landscaping and streetscape improvements
on North Harbor Drive would continue through
this area.
Mitigation for the loss of 4.1 acres of open
water habitat resulting from the placement of
the aircraft carrier Midway and its mooring
platform structures would be provided by an
expansion of an existing degraded marsh.
known as Lovett Marsh, east of south
San Diego Bay in the City of National City,
resulting in the creation of approximately 9.2
acres of new coastal salt marsh.
A small waterfront plaza, fishing technology
displays, restaurants, marine related office
and retail space is planned on the periphery of
the mole. Tourist traffic on the public areas will
be encouraged, consistent with safety...
.-aM
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tRe The Embarcadero pedestrian path loops
through the area.

calls for an expansion of the regional
convention center, partially depressing a new
parking lot entrance from Harbor Drive,
appropriate parking structures, and the
redevelopment of the vacated police station
site for entertainment and specialty retail
shopping. Marina Zone projects will provide
the southerly anchor for the Embarcadero
developmentand the six-mile long promenade
that extends north to Spanish Landing Park
along the waterfront. Pedestrian linkages from
the upland areas will provide access to this
lively activity center for residents and visitors
alike.

A substantial portion of Tuna Harbor is
scheduled to be devoted to commercial fishing
use. It is anticipated that offices for the tuna
and fresh fish fleet will locate here, as well as
ancillary uses such as small seafood
processors, fish markets, marine instrument
and equipment sales, fishing and ocean
technology displays, and automobi_leparking.
The northern side of the mole has been
renovated by stabilizing the existing concrete
slab wall with rock revetment. The south face
of the mole has been renovated with rock
revetment for shore protection. Floating docks
will provide 50· and 60-foot berths for
commercial fishing boats. Low level lighting is
provided for the berths. Landside support
services, auto parking, and truck access are
included. Approximately 100 commercial
fishing berths are provided alongside the
floating docks.

The plan env1s1ons creation of the
approximately 4.1 acre Central Park, between
California Street and Kettner Blvd., Harbor
Drive and North Embarcadero Park, as the
first phase of redevelopment the Seaport
Village project, to provide open space, familyoriented recreation, and supporting facilities
consistent with the Public Access and
Recreation land use designation. The existing
Harbor House Restaurant will be allowed to
remain at the edge of the park until its lease
expires in 2018, or an economically feasible
alternative location within Subarea 35
becomes available. A specialty retail and
entertainment complex of 45,000 to 70,000
square feet on the old police station site and
public and commercial parking in an
underground facility.
The complex may
include performing arts/movie theater,
restaurant, lounge, cabaret dining, food court,
retail, and associated storage, food
preparation and management office space
with a general height of structures not to
exceed two stories with some exterior
architectural elements not exceeding 40 feet.
Certain buildings specifically identified in the
site expansion plan (April 13, 1998) may
extend up to 65 feet.
The extensive
pedestrian and bicyclist access to and along
the shoreline provided by the existing Seaport
Village will be extended along the access and
visual corridors of Pacific Highway, California
Street, realigned Kettner Boulevard, Pier
Walk, Central Park and other public
accessways, as shown in the South
Embarcadero Public Access Program (April,
1998), which is included in this plan by
reference.

To shelter Tuna Harbor from the south, a
concrete breakwater pier approximately 400
feet long has been built from the land lying
between the Harbor Seafood Mart and
Seaport Village. It provides additional berthing
for tuna seiners and large market fishing
boats, and allows public access to the water,
and accommodateswater taxi service.
Retain the existing 20,000 square-foot
building area to continue the existing fish
processing and sales company in its existing
location and maintain the existing fish
unloading dock. A maritime theme retail
complex of 80,000 to 130,000 square feet will
be developed at the Harbor Seafood Mart site.
The existing open space plaza will be retained
as a pleasant rest area and viewing place
along the Embarcadero promenade for event
gatherings and public activities.

Marina Zone
The Marina Zone, located along Harbor Drive
from Market Street to Fifth Avenue, is planned
to be intensively developed as a major public
and commercial recreational complex. Major
projects, including the 22-acre Embarcadero
Marina Park; the restaurant and specialty
retail center of Seaport Village; a regional
convention center, and convention hotels and
marina, have started the transformation of this
waterfront area into an attractive commercial
and recreational resource. The plan concept

The regional convention center is supported
by major hotel complexes; a convention hotel
that
contains
twin
25-story towers
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accommodating 1400 hotel rooms and a 450slip marina; and an existing hotel of 875
rooms. Ancillary uses in this area include
banquet, meeting, restaurant, hotel guestoriented retail space, court game areas, and
automobile parking.

the District's "Public Access Program"
(November,
1995)
and
the
"South
Embarcadero Public Access Program" (April,
1998), which are incorporated into the plan by
reference.

A proposed 750 - 810-room second hotel
tower, with a minimum 100-foot set back from
Harbor Drive, and a maximum height of 62
feet for the lobby galleria/ballroom structure
connecting the second tower to the existing
tower, including meeting space, 34,000
square feet of exhibit space, 30,000 square
feet of ballroom space, a minimum 35,000
square-foot public plaza-park at the
intersection of Harbor Drive and Kettner
Boulevard shall be developed. The public
sidewalk along Harbor Drive and the Marina
Walk public access, view corridor, and public
plaza shall be developed and maintained, and
that part of the existing restaurant located in
Marina Walk shall be redesigned, relocated or
elevated to achieve its public purposes.

Seaport Village, a 100,000 square-foot
specialty retail and restaurant complex, was
constructed in 1979. An expanded specialty
retail center is proposed on the former City
police headquarters site. This project includes
the relocation of Pacific Highway and Harbor
Drive, as well as the vacation of a five-foot
strip along Kettner Boulevard. These street
modifications are in accord with street right-ofway abandonment and dedication agreements
between the City of San Diego and the Port
District. The vacated street area is
redeveloped in compliance with the adjacent
land use designation which is commercial
recreation. Additional automobile parking for
specialty retail and hotel uses is planned in
structures in the vicinity of Kettner Boulevard
and Harbor Drive.

Between the existing Marriott and Hyatt
Hotels, an access way is proposed consistent
with the Public Access Program. Sayward of
the
hotels, a continuous pedestrian
promenade links the two Embarcadero Marina
Park peninsulas and assures public access
along the shoreline. Pedestrian linkage to the
uplands is proposed around and over the
expanded convention center. An existing
accessway between the Marriott Hotel and the
convention center will be improved to provide
functional,
safe,
and
environmentally
educational passage to the waterfront, as
provided in the Public Access Program. The
convention center expansion includes another
public accessway with a minimum width of 20
feet over the convention center connecting
Harbor Drive and the
Embarcadero
Promenade. An elevated walkway on the
Convention Center's observation deck level
will parallel Convention Way.
At the
intersection of Eighth Avenue and Harbor
Drive, the promenade connects with the
adjacent Gaslamp Quarter pedestrian and
trolley facilities.
The public accessway
extends from the south end of the convention
center expansion and along both sides of
Eighth Avenue. The District, in conjunction
with the City of San Diego, will implement a
public access program of signage, pavement
markings, amenities and public information to
inform and invite the public to and along the
Embarcadero, as is more specifically shown in

New commercial development in the Marina
Zone shall participate in the implementation of
the Parking Management and Monitoring Plan
to achieve maximum feasible reduction in
automotive traffic, facilitate the extension and
utilization of mass transit to serve the Marina
Zone, provide and support means of nonautomobile circulation to employees and
guests, provide maximum feasible on-site or
proximate parking facilities on Port lands, and
participate in the tiered, legally available, offsite parking program to address peak
individual and cumulative demand, which shall
be monitored and reported annually to the
Port and California Coastal Commission for
the economic life of the development.
An 11-acre site, fronting onto Harbor Drive
and Fifth Avenue, has been developed into a
regional convention center. Floor area is
allocated for display and exhibit area, meeting
rooms, and support space, such as lobbies,
storage, food service, and parking. The plan
concept proposes an extension of the
convention center into a 13-acre site
connected to the south end of the center and
occupying the area bounded by Harbor Drive,
Eighth Avenue, and Convention Way. The
USO is to be relocated. Fifth Avenue, an
undedicated street, was closed as part of the
development of the original center.. Harbor
Drive is proposed to be partially depressed to
provide an alternate access to an existing
underground parking lot system and to
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enhance the urban design character at the
convention center. The expansion will add
approximately one million gross feet of floor
area to the convention center. The convention
center operator will be required to implement
the Parking Management Plan and Monitoring
Program (November, 1995, which is
incorporated by reference into the master
plan) to meet the needs of the convention
center visitors and support functions, as well
as the public seeking access to the
Embarcadero Marina Park South.

•

Bayfront Industries
South of the Fifth Avenue extension is an area
currently leased by Campbell Industries for
shipbuilding and repair. The Master Plan calls
for its continuance. A parcel on the south side
of the park entry road is reserved for marine
contractors. Bayside improvements to this
area include remedial dredging to the depth of
minus 20 feet MLLW, the installation of a 400·
foot-long concrete deck finger pier or apron
wharf, and the placement of about 550 linear
feet of rock revetment to stabilize the shore
and prevent shoaling in the basin.
Development controls will be enforced over
both of these projects to ensure compatibility
with hotel and park uses. Landscaped buffers
and employee parking will be used at the
interface between hotels and industries.

•

Preservation and renovation efforts, including
possible relocation, are currently underway for
the dilapidated structure formerly occupied by
the San Diego Rowing Club. If these efforts
are not imminently successful, portions of the
structure may be salvaged and the rest
demolished.

•
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TABLE 11:. Project List
CENTRE CITY/EMBARCADERO: PLANNING DISTRICT 3

DEVELOPER,I.,

1993 94

34

+

NORTH HARBOR DRIVE, AS-M GRAPE TO BROADWAY: Reduce traffic lanes; install
landscaping, irrigation; develop promenade, bike path

33

p

3.

1=10TE:L
COMPLEX, B STREET: Remeve inaompatible bl4ildin§s; eonstrliet hotel,
resta1:1rant,coffee sl:lep

aa

+

¥

1994 95

4.

LANE FIELD COMPLEX: DeFRelishe)(islin!J l:mildin§s; sanstruot facilities and epen spaces;
landscape

aa

+

N

1993 94

5.

B STREET PIER: Medi!:,<e)(islin§ Sl4perstr1:1Gtl4Fe
ta aeaemmedate erl4ise shif:) berthin§ and
elearanoe aetivity; pFOvidefor sl:lof:)s,food, service, li§hting and pedestrian amenities;
reoonstruet apron wharf

aa

p.

N

1992 93

6.

+U~IA 1=11\RBOR:
Renovate parking; eenstruet marine aisplays and maritime 13laza

34

p.

¥

199§ 96

+.~

SPECIALTY RETAIUENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX: Renovate or reconstruct buildings;
landscape improvements; parking; ancillary structures, including parking structure;
pedestrian access routes to the bay

34,35

T

y

19992001

35

T

N

19992001

35

T

N

19992001

35

p

N

19992001

36

T

N

19992001

35

T

N

2000-02

43.8.

35

T

y

19992000

44.9. PARK: Remove old City Police Station, construct park including landscape
improvements, artwork and pedestrian plazas

35

p

y

19992000

4e.11hWIDEN

34

T

y

33

I

1.

l~lDUSTRI/\L SITE RE~IO\lATlml:

a..1

Renovate strlieh.,ires; lam:lseape

~

CONVENTION CENTER PHASE I!: Construct regional center; infrastructure, not
including groundwater treatment, and landscape improvements; Parking Management Plan
and Monitoring Program; public access program, construct public plaza

9. 4. HARBOR DRIVE: Convention Center; Subgrade alignment

49.

2:. HARBOR

DRIVE AND EIGHTH AVENUE INTERSECTION: Construct intersection for
cross traffic and turning movements

44.§.. STORM DRAIN AND SEWER LINE: Relocation and new construction

4a.

L

PUBLIC ACCESS: Pedestrian access improvements to waterfront and promenade

HOTEL TOWER: Construct hotel tower, lobby and galleria; pedestrian access to the
waterfront walkway; remove Market Place and construct new cul-de-sac driveway

NORTH HARBOR DRIVE to 4 lanes between Broadway and Pacific Highway.

11. LANE FIELD DEVELOPMENT: 600-to-800-room hotel, office building, retail. and parking

13. USS MIDWAY: Aircraft Carrier Museum located on the south side of Navy Pier 11A

34

14 . PASSENGER TERMINAL AT B STREET PIER: Cruise Shi[! Terminal Modernization

33

P· Port District
T- Tenant

N- No
y. Yes

•vista Points" and Broadwai'.Pier infrastructure imerovements
are nan-a1212ealable
12rojects.
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N

N-X

1996 97
2000-04
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12. NORTH EMBARCADERO REDEVELOPMENT: (a}VisionaD'. Plan public im12rovements1
{b} esplanade. {c} street improvements, (d) vista points, {e} Gra12eStreet piers re12lacement and
restaurant, {!) 12arkand [!laza areas, (g} Broadwal'. Pier infrastructure improvements, (h} Band
C Street linkages between Pacific Highwa~ and North Harbor Drive.
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TABLE 4
PORT MASTER PLAN
LAND AND WATER USE ALLOCATION SUMMARY

USE

COMMERCIAL
Marine Sales and Services
Airport Related Commercial
Commercial Fishing

TOTAL

WATER

LAND
ACRES

ACRES

ACRES

TOTAL

3i3,,3

444,0

+i+:8-

4i,!K.

353.2

383.0

737.0

14%

43i&.
1385.4

26%

~

10%

26.2

USE

Marine ServicesBerthing

23.1

CommercialFishing Berthing

50,0

38.0

7.6

Commercial Recreation

~

RecreationalBoat Berthing

Sportf1Shing

277.7
~

SportfishingBerthing

INDUSTRIAL

•.4OF

•

19.0
330.6
10.3

1165.3

4i3,3

220.1

Aviation Related Industrial
Industrial Business Park
Marine Related Industrial

152.9
113.7
332.8

SpecializedBerthing

Marine Terminal

149.6

Terminal Berthing

444,+

172.9

e+.e
47.2

InternationalAirport

PUBLIC
RECREATION
Open Space
Park/Plaza

416.3
~

278.1

267.5

544.8

19.1
434,.Q

Open BayM/ater

278.1

137.8

Golf Course
Promenade

98.2
44,i.

•

12.4

CONSERVATION

394.7

Wetlands
Habitat Replacement

304.9

PUBLIC FACILITIES
Harbor Services
City Pump Station

1053.6

1448.3

27%

Mi.s
617.9

12%

151.5

3%

402.8

~

1053.6

Estuary

89.8
~

~

225.6

~
10.5

4.9
0.4

Harbor Services
Boat NavigationCorridor

0.4

Boat Anchorage
Ship NavigationCorridor

~

283.4

Fire Station

~

Streets

Navy Fleet School

125.6

25.9
25.9

Navy Small Craft Berthing
Navy Ship Berthing

6.2
119.4

402.8

AREA UNDER STUDY

TOTAL LAND AREA

90,i

49.2
24.il
24.2

Ship Anchorage

mu!
MILITARY

25.0

8%
~

TOTAL WATER AREA

~

2855.5

2432.2

MASTERPLAN LAND ANDWATERACREAGETOTAL

15

5287.7

100%
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This Public Access Program is a
supplemental document to the Port Master
Plan
Amendment for
the
North
Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan. The
Program identifies the existing . and
proposed geographic areas proposed for
accommodating maximum and direct public
physical access to the shoreline and
observation deck of the USS Midway
Aircraft Carrier Museum.
This Public
Access Program is a segment of a larger,
comprehensive system of public access for
District lands on San Diego Bay. The
accessways established in the Program are
consistent with public safety needs and
guidelines of the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA). Access provisions have been
coordinated with the carrying capacity of
coastal resources and public improvements
to avoid overuse and overcrowding, while
providing adequate public access and public
parking.
The foundation of the access program on
the deck of the proposed USS Midway
Aircraft Carrier Museum area begins with
the identification of the nearest public road
to the shoreline, Harbor Drive. This street
provides vehicular and pedestrian access to
the shoreline and the Navy Pier. The
existing promenade will link to the deck of
the USS Midway that will provide scenic
vantage points for viewing the coastline and
maritime activities on San Diego Bay. The
use of these accessways will be promoted
and enhanced by the conspicuous posting
of coastal (Bay) access signs as well as
informational
and
locational
signs;
placement of seats, benches, trash
receptacles, and other pedestrian access
amenities; and the distribution of visitor
brochures and media information services,
consistent with the North Embarcadero
Alliance Visionary Plan.
The conversion of the Navy Pier to a
memorial Park as envisioned by the USS
Midway Museum is consistent with the
planning goals contained in the Visionary
Plan as adopted by the North Embarcadero
Alliance.

The Embarcadero Promenade
Harbor Drive is linked, for public access
purposes, by a 25-foot-wide pedestrian and
bicycle access easement developed and
used by the public as a shoreline
promenade. This promenade maintains its
shoreside location for six miles from the
Convention Center to Spanish Landing
Park. Ultimately, the promenade terminates
along the shoreline of Shelter Island. The
entire route is accessible under the
provisions of the ADA. It is lighted for
evening use. The promenade would be
linked to the deck of the USS Midway by a
20-foot wide pedestrian path running along
the south side of the Navy Pier. The deck
of the USS Midway would be open and
available at no charge to the public at all
times while the museum is open for
business. The hours of operation are
expected to be 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. seven
days a week. However, the public viewing
deck will be open to the public during all
regular and expanded hours of business for
the Midway Museum.
The entire route will be accessible under the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The
USS Midway project would provide 900
linear feet of additional public access
pathways on the deck and 690 additional
linear feet of public access pathways on the
Navy Pier. Three designated vista points
and 0.8 acres of public plaza area would be
provided on the bow of the ship. Under the
program, coastal access signs will be
installed. Lighting is provided by street
lights and ambient lighting. New lights and
street furniture will be installed with the
North
Embarcadero
esplanade
improvements. This route on the Navy Pier
and deck of the Midway will be maintained
by the San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum.

•

•

Linkage to Public Transit
Links to public transit also form an important
element in encouraging people to use the
coastal access routes. The San Diego
Trolley runs along railroad tracks just north
of Harbor Drive. The Seaport Village trolley

•

U.S.S. Midway - Public Access Program

•

station is located at Harbor Drive and
Pacific Highway. Public transit buses run
along Harbor Drive as well as the Old Town
trolley,
pedicabs,
and
horse-drawn
carriages.
On
the
Embarcadero
Promenade,
pedestrians have several recreational
options. One is to stroll along the deck of
the USS Midway, enjoying views of the
sailboats in the marina, activities on the G
Street Mole, and the Bay. Another is to
walk to the north or south end of the
waterfront promenade and enter either the
north or south arms of Marina Park. Here
are landscaped picnic areas, basketball
courts, a public fishing pier, and wide lawn
areas. At the south end is Seaport Village,
a popular specialty shopping area.

•

Based on the kinds of uses arrayed along
the Embarcadero Promenade, it is
estimated that coastal access path users
would be composed of residents of nearby
downtown
housing,
conventioneers,
patrons, downtown workers, tourists and
employees of the hotels, restaurants and
marina along the walk.

Coastal Access Signs
The Standard "Coastal (Bay) Access" signs
used in San Diego will be installed in clear
view at the entrance to the Navy Pier,
visible from both directions on the
promenade.

BAYACCESS

•

r=>

Dimensions=14' x 18'

Public Access to USS Midway Viewing Deck
FREE TO PUBLIC during all hours of
Business, Open Seven Days a Week

J,i:i,:

Guide Displays
The Port District has erected a number of
"You Are Here" displays and interpretive
signs around the Bay, to help visitors
identify their location and obtain directions
to desired destinations. The coastal access
routes will be added to the displays in
appropriate locations, consistent with the
North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan.

Compliance with Coastal Act Policies
This Public Access Program supplements
the Port Master Plan Amendment for the
North Embarcadero Plan, in which it is
included by reference. The Amendment is
governed by the California Coastal Act,
Chapter 8, Ports, which provides that all
port-related development, such as the
Convention Center Expansion, shall be
located, designed, and constructed so as to
provide for other beneficial uses consistent
with the public trust, including recreational
uses, to the extent feasible.
(Section
30708(d).) The proposed Amendment is
consistent with that Section because it
implements the Coastal Act public access
standards and objectives.
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North Embarcadero
Parking Monitoring and
Management Program
INTRODUCTION

The parking analysis presented in this document assesses the adequacy of parking
proposed in the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (Visionary Plan) area
within the jurisdiction of the San Diego Unified Port District and describes actions
to ensure that sufficient parking is available in the future.

•

This Parking Monitoring and Management Program is based on the Parking Analysis
of the Master EIR for the proposed North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan,
certified by the Board of Port Commissioners on April 25, 2000.
The Parking
Management Plans described herein will be implemented in accordance with the
Mitigation
Monitoring
and Reporting
Program
required by the
California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) .

PARKING MANAGEMENT PLAN

Separate Parking Management Plans are required prior to issuance of Coastal
Development Permits to accommodate weekday and weekend day deficits. This is
because the supply of parking is much greater on weekend days due to the
assurried availability of private office-related lots, i.e., County Administration Center
(CAC) North Lot and Lane Field. Both Parking Management Plans assume 1,100
parking spaces would be provided on the streets within the study area.
The
following Parking Management Plans achieve a balance between the demand of
parking and supply availability in the study area. Projects that provide adequate
off-street parking for their own use would not be required to participate in the
Parking Management Program.
Projects in the Visionary Plan area will be phased over several years. An annual
monitoring program tied to actual parking utilization will begin after completion of
the first project under the Visionary Plan. Additional parking construction will begin
when utilization thresholds exceed 90% capacity .

•
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North Embarcadero Parking Monitoring
and Management Program.

Page 2of 3

The fallowing
shortfall: ·

1.

Parking Management Plan would mitigate the anticipated parking

•

Weekday Parking Management Plan:

+ In Parking Area 2, build a 50-space surface lot or provide 50 spaces
dedicated for public use in the CAC Parking Lots. Designate 10 spaces
for carpool/vanpool employee use only, with the balance designated for
public use only with longer than 3-hour parking allowed.

+ In Parking Area 3, build a 150-space surface lot or provide 150 spaces
dedicated for public use at Lane Field or in a future parking structure at
Lane Field or 1220 Pacific Highway.
Designate 20 spaces for
carpool/vanpool employee use only, with the balance designated for
public use only with longer than 3-hour parking allowed.

+ Dedicate 9 2 spaces in an existing parking location south of Broadway
(Parking Area 4) available for public use.

+ Promote subsidized transit pass for employees of study area businesses.

+ Provide information to downtown hotel guests regarding the location of

•

the North Embarcadero area and the availability of transit usage.

+ Plan for shuttle stops at two locations on Harbor Drive within the Plan
area, such as at Ash Street and at Broadway.

+ Promote pedi-cab use and provide areas for pick-up and drop-off.
+ Provide bicycle racks and lockers within the study area.
•

2.

Provide trailblazing (i.e., signs showing directions to the North
Embarcadero area from downtown and transit locations), directions on
local kiosks, and transit/shuttle stops.

Weekend Parking Management Plan:

+ Same as Weekday Parking Management Plan with the addition of:
Make available 300 spaces within the Lane Field office parking structure
to be used by the public and/or employees of waterfront uses on
weekday evenings and weekend days.
The individual weekday and weekend day parking demand and supply mitigation
requirements are shown in Table A. Since there is a calculated parking surplus in
Area 4 (222 spaces), a portion of this Area 4 surplus (the northern spaces} could
be used to mitigate the calculated deficit in Area 3. This is because the parking
demand within Area 3 is in the southern portion and part of the available Area 4
supply is in the northern portion of Area 4. Since a portion of the Area 4 surplus is
2

•
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North Embarcadero Parking Monitoring
and Management Program

located far south within Area 4, the entire Area 4 surplus can be utilized to mitigate
Area 3 deficits.
The 242-parking-space Area 3 deficit will be mitigated by
providing 150 additional off-street public spaces and "borrowing" 92 surplus
spaces from Area 4, as outlined in Table A.
Area 2 shows a calculated 5-space deficit. This deficit should not be mitigated by
borrowing from Area 1, since a large portion of the Area 1 surplus is located in the
northern section of Area 1. Furthermore, an off-street weekday public parking area
will be needed in Area 2 such that not fill parking within the project area is
metered, on-street short-term {2-3 hours) parking. For these reasons, the Area 2
deficit will be mitigated by providing 50 additional off-street public spaces within
Area 2, as outlined in Table A.

CONCLUSI.ON

•

The North Embarcadero parking supply and demand was analyzed under existing
and future conditions.
The existing parking conditions were determined to be
adequate.
The future weekday peak parking condition {between 8 a.m. and
5 p.m.) was calculated to be adequate for the overall North Embarcadero area;
however, when analyzed by smaller areas, there were deficits in Areas 2 and 3.
The future weekday parking condition after 5 p.m. or a weekend day was
calculated to have a deficit of 276 parking spaces for the overall North
Embarcadero area. These deficits will be eliminated through the implementation of
a Parking Management Plan, which includes providing additional supply.
Weekday and weekend day parking management plans were developed specifically
for the North Embarcadero area. The parking management plans incorporated the
guiding principles and strategies both of reducing the parking demand and
increasing the parking supply to achieve a balance between the supply and demand
of parking availability in the study area.
An annual monitoring program tied to actual parking utilization will be implemented
such that planning for additional construction begins when certain utilization
thresholds are met .

•
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TABLE A
FUTUREPARKINGDEMANDWITH MITIGATION
WeekdayPeak

Parking Supply and Demand.

{Between8AM.SPM)

Area 1
Future Surpluswithin Area 1

120
Surplus within Area 1

Area2
•.
Future Deficitwithin Area 2
Mitigation of building 50 Space Parking Lot or providing
50 dedicated PublicSpaces In CAC Parking Lot or future
CAC ParkingStructure.
Surplus within Area 2

1

120

Weekdayafter 5PM
or a WeekendDay
1

96

96

{5),

(41)1

50

50

45

9

Area3
Future Deficitwithin Area 3

Mitigation of using Lane Field Office Parking (Weekend

(242)1
0

(529) 1

150

150

92
0

92
13

222 \

198 1

(92)
130

(92}

300

Only)

Mitigation of building150 Space ParkingLot or providing
150 dedicated PublicSpacesat Lane Field or in future
Parking Structureon Lane Field.
Mitigation of using92 Spacesfrom Area 4
SUrp/us within Area 3
Area 4

FutureSurpluswithin Area4
Mitigationfor Area3 of using 92 Spacesfrom Area 4
surplus within Area 4
Summary
Total Surplus/(Deficit)
Total Mitigation

95

TOTAL PARKING SURPLUS WITH MITIGATION

1

106

1

{276)

200

500

295

224

l

Source. LLG Engineers,1999. From Table 3.
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February 28, 2001

Ms. Diana Lilly

California Coastal Commission
San Diego District
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4402

Dear Ms. Lilly:

As we discussed, attached is a letter from the U.S.S. Midway Aircraft Carrier
Museum (Midway), wherein its president offers to establish a tenwyear special
account into which it will contribute $100,000 per year for the first five years and
$150,000 per year for the second five years. The purpose of the funds in the
account will be to secure upland parking for 'the Midway, thereby allowing the
parking on the pier to be removed and the pier converted to a memorial park. The

•

account will be auditable or accessible to the Coastal Commission staff and Port
staff annually to verify that the funds are present. Additionally, the Port would
make the establishment of such an account a condition of the Coast.al Development
Permit issued in conjunction
,•'

•

with the Midway

(following

an assumed positive

action by the Coastal Commission on the Master Plan amendment). Furthermore,
establishing and maintaining such an account would also be a ·lease condition with
the penalty of non-compliance being forfeiture of the lease.
It is my impression from your positive comments in our telephone oonwrsatlon that
the above proposal would provide a great deal more than a minimal degree of
assurance that the proposed parking on the Navy Pier will be removed and replaced
with a park.
If the Coastal Commission staff is so inclined to alter its
recommendetlon on the Midway component of the Port Master Plan Amendment,
may I suggest that an addendum to the existing staff report be issued.
Please telephone me if you have any questions.

Thank you for your assistance.

Very truly yours,
,;/

,r

./L

/

Uf.}.__;(:/l.1,;ii~
Dan E. Wilkens

Senior Director
Strategic & Policy Planning

•
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Re Adoption of Master Plan ]
]

RE S O L U T I O N 80-74

BE IT RESOLVE D by the Board of Port Commissioners

of the San Diego Unified Port District, as follows:

That the Master Plan of the Port District, as modified, and on

file in the office of the District Clerk as Document No. 12704

,

is hereby adopted; provided, however, that the parcel of tide and sub-

merged lands bounded by the mean high tide line on the northeast, Crosby
Street and its extension into the Bay on the southeast, the pierhead line

on the southwest, and a line parallel to and northwesterly of Beardsley

Street on the northwest is hereby excluded from the action adopting the
Master Plan. Said Plan is subject to the requirements of Resolution
80-73

, adopted on March 18, 1980.

BE IT FU R T H E R RESOLVED that said Master Plan

shall be submitted to the State Coastal Zone Commission for certification.
A D O P T E D this 18th day of March

, 1980.

Presented By: DON L. NAY, Port Director
		By:					
			ASSISTANT PORT DIRECTOR
Approved:

JOSEPH D. PATELLO, Port Attorney

							

sw
3/13/80

Rev. 3/28/80
x

San Diego Unified Port District

NOTICE
This report and the information contained herein does not constitute, nor shall it be construed
as a waiver of any right, title or interest, including sovereign interest, in any lands owned
by or under the jurisdiction of the State of California, or any of its agencies, or any grantee
in trust of sovereign lands, including but not limited to political corporations or subdivisions
of the State.
"Tidelands," properly speaking, are lands between the lines of mean high tide and mean low
tide, whereas "submerged lands" are those seaward of mean low tide and not uncovered in
the ordinary ebb and flow of the tide. For literary convenience the term "tidelands" will refer
to both types of property in the report.
Many terms in the report including tidelands, submerged lands, and granted lands are
used in a non-technical nature and should not be construed as determination of the legal
character of the lands involved.
The maps included in the report are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to
depict accurately ownership boundaries.

NOTICE OF PLAN MODIFICATION
The Port Master Plan for the San Diego Unified Port District has been prepared and adopted
by the District's Board of Port Commissioners in accordance with the provisions of the
California Coastal Act. As required by Section 30714 of the Act, The California Coastal
Commission has certified the majority of the plan. Certain parts of the plan, however, were
not certified and specific modifications were required of other parts. The Board agreed to
the modifications suggested by the Coastal Commission, with some slight changes, and
the Coastal Commission certified the Port Master Plan, as modified, on January 21, 1981.
The Board of Port Commissioners is now authorized to grant coastal development permits
with two exceptions: any projects on the 5.4 acre Crosby Street site in Planning District 4,
and commercial recreational development projects on the Coronado tidelands in Planning
District 6 require a permit from the State Coastal Commission.
The map and text contained in this document reflect the Port Master Plan as originally
submitted for certification. Readers are referred to Appendix C, attached to the back of
this document, for the modifications mentioned above. Where the changes are not clearly
evident, interpretation may be provided by the Planning Department of the Port District.
(Readers are referred to subsequent amendments as outlined on page "ii," which have been
certified by the California Coastal Commission dealing with matters discussed above.)
(Rev. 3/9/99)
Port Master Plan
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION
Additional explanation on the utilization
of tide and submerged lands can be found
in Section 87 of the Act.

State Enabling Legislation, which provided for
the creation of the San Diego Unified Port District,
contains, in Section 19, the provision that:
The Board (Board of Port Commissioners)
shall draft a master plan for harbor and port
improvement and for the use of all tidelands
and submerged lands, which shall be conveyed
to the district pursuant to the provisions of this
act… The board may from time to time modify
the master plan…
In the case of the Port District Master Plan,
guidelines pertaining to the plan's content are
indicated in the enabling legislation establishing the
Port District. Section 2 expresses State policy as
being "to develop the harbors and ports of this state
for multiple purpose use for the benefit of the people."
Section 19 states that the Master Plan shall be a "…
plan for harbor and port improvement and for the use
of all of the tidelands and submerged lands…"
Section 4 provides definition to the purpose of the
District and to the Master Plan contents:
"A port district for the acquisition,
construction,
maintenance,
operation,
development, and regulation of harbor works
and improvements, including rail, water, and
air terminal facilities, for the development,
operation, maintenance, control, regulation,
and management of the Harbor of San Diego
upon the tidelands and lands lying under the
inland navigable waters of San Diego Bay, and
for the promotion of commerce, navigation,
fisheries, and recreation thereon…"

Adoption of the Master Plan by the
Board of Port Commissioners occurred in
January of 1964. A rather extensive master
plan revision program was culminated in
1972 with the adoption of a new planning
document. Updates of the plan also
occurred in 1975 and 1976. The California Coastal
Act of 1976 provided further incentive for bringing the
plan into conformance with the appropriate provisions
of that Act.

Purpose of The Master Plan
This document is intended to provide the
official planning policies, consistent with a general
statewide purpose, for the physical development of
the tide and submerged lands conveyed and granted
in trust to the San Diego Unified Port District. The
planning policies are expressed graphically on the
official Master Plan and Precise Plan Maps and in
written form in this document. Eleven plan maps
are included: a map of the bay illustrating Land
and Water Use allocations containing provisions
for utilizing land and water areas for commercial,
industrial, recreation, public facilities, conservation,
and military; a bay map showing Circulation and
Navigation systems involving highways, regionally
significant arterials, belt-line railroads, bridges, ship
navigation corridor and terminals, and air terminal
facilities; and nine maps pertaining to subareas of
the bay illustrating Land and Water Use allocations
that are planned for each area. Specific planning
policies for the subareas have been provided in
those sections of this document that deal with each
of the nine Planning Districts.
The Port's Planning Jurisdiction, illustrated
in Figure 1, consists of tidelands which the State
Legislature has conveyed to the Port District to act
as trustee for administration, and upon which the
Port District has regulatory duties and proprietary
Introduction
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rights. While the Master Plan study area includes
all of the bay and its hinterland, the actual plan area
addresses only the 5,480 acres of Port tidelands.
The Usefulness of the Plan relates directly to its
status as an official statement of public policy adopted
by the Board of Port Commissioners. It serves a
number of useful purposes, which include use by
the Port Board as a reference indicating needed
policy changes and as a guide for policy decisions;
by the Port staff as a basis for capital improvements
programming and for rendering services; by other
governmental agencies as necessary information
leading to coordinated efforts; and to individuals as
an accurate source of information, as an indication of
new opportunities for private action and investment,
and as a basis for protecting existing development.

Plan Certification and Appeals
The Port District Master Plan is to be submitted
to the California Coastal Commission for review and
certification as to conformance with the Coastal Act. After
plan certification, either in its entirety or in part, coastal
development permit authority for projects occurring
within the San Diego Unified Port District's jurisdiction
resides with the Board of Port Commissioners. For
those portions of the plan not certified, the uncertified
areas will remain under the permit authority of the
California Coastal Commission.
Coastal Act Port Master Plans are to be prepared
and adopted by the port governing body. The county
and the port member cities are to incorporate the
certified Port Master Plan into their own local coastal
programs. Port Master Plans are to contain the
following plan elements: 1) land and water use; 2)
port facilities; 3) environmental inventory, impact
analysis and mitigation; 4) a listing of appealable
projects; and 5) provision for public hearings and
public participation in port planning and development
decisions.
All Port District tidelands are covered by the Coastal
Act; some are regulated by the provisions of Chapter
8 (Ports) and some by Chapter 3 (Coastal Resources
Planning and Management Policies). Areas excluded
from Chapter 8 are wetlands, estuaries and existing
recreation areas, which have been delineated by
the Coastal Commission on maps derived from the
original Coastal Plan prepared in 1976. Certain
2
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developments, which would normally be located in
port developments, are specifically designated by
the Act as appealable, the appeal being based on
whether the development is in conformance with
applicable policies of Chapter 3. If these projects
are appealed by anyone, final review of the project
is returned to the California Coastal Commission. A
substantial portion of the Port District Master Plan
deals with appealable developments. A listing of
development projects, covering both appealable
and non-appealable categories, is provided in the
discussion for each of the nine Planning Districts.

Public Hearings and Public
Participation
The public planning process is concerned with
finding solutions for problems that have arisen or may
arise from land use situations. The process of seeking
solutions to public problems on a general, long range
and comprehensive basis involved public hearings
and public participation in Port District planning and
development decisions.
The Port District, due to its basic purpose and
organizational structure as a special district, utilizes
governmental processes and hearings, and citizen
participation and involvement in a little different
manner than the more familiar general purpose
form of government, such as a city or county. This
difference is noteworthy in the activities related to the
Board of Port Commissioners.		
Board of Port Commissioners serves as
the policy making body of the District and gives
overall direction to the District's operational and
administrative staffs in accordance with the multifaceted interests of the overall District and each city.
The Commissioners serve without pay. They are
appointed to a four-year term by the City Councils of
the cities included in the District - San Diego, National
City, Chula Vista, Imperial Beach, and Coronado.
The Commissioners, representative of the cities,
are selected in an appointive process conducted in
a public forum, involving public hearings and citizen
participation. Commissioners are representative of
the positions the City Councils select in appointment.
The Commissioners report back to the City Councils
and, in some instances, the Commissioners' reports
are scheduled at the public meetings of the City
Councils. These meetings with local officials and

citizens provide opportunities for communication
that can be integrated into Port programs by the
Commissioners. The Port District has the potential
benefit of drawing on governmental planning
resources from five separate city governments,
including their political leaders, their expert staffs,
and their functioning citizen committees on localized
planning issues. Commissioners, as part of their
typical activities, interact with citizen groups when
functioning as speakers at luncheons, meetings and
panel discussions.

Other Port District departments are also involved
in providing lectures on Port and related matters at the
college level, and for programs of continuing education
and professional development; representation to
the regional planning agency's citizen advisory
committees involved in matters relating to land use
planning, transportation, energy, air quality and water
quality; advisory roles to community planning groups
involved in preparing plans for areas adjacent to the
Port's areas; and working members of community
festivals and historic associations.

The Board of Port Commissioners conducts
regularly scheduled public meetings to conduct
Port District business. Agendas are prepared for
each meeting and copies are provided prior to the
meeting to the press and to others interested. There
are at least five reporters regularly assigned by the
local news media to cover Port District functions.
The public meetings are open to public participation.
Public testimony is accepted on specific items at the
time the item is considered by the Board.

The District's Planning Program contributes
to public information, informed citizen participation
and public hearings by providing reports and
findings at the conclusion of certain planning
sequences. Informational documents available for
public review and comment include at least four
publications: Background Report, Alternative Plans,
Preliminary Plan, and Environmental Assessment or
Environmental Impact Report.

When the Board of Port Commissioners determines
that a public hearing is required on a particular project
or matter, public notice of the meeting is placed in
a newspaper of local circulation and notices are
mailed to known interested parties. Minutes of the
Board of Port Commissioners' meetings provide a
public record of discussions, staff reports and actions
taken. Minutes are made available to the interested
public and agencies upon request.
On-Going Public Information Programs dealing
on a daily basis with District activities and projects
are conducted through the Port District staff. The
Community and Government Affairs Department informs
local citizens through several programs: an annual
report including a newspaper insert of several hundred
thousand copies published and distributed throughout
the County; talks, movies and slide shows involving at
least 150 individual presentations each year; publishing a
monthly newsletter; tours of Port facilities for elementary
and secondary school students; responses to inquires
about the District by annual distribution of about 125
special response kits and specific responses to letters
and telephone inquiries originating with students doing
papers, citizens and graduate level academic research
institutions; and cooperative activities with the news
media providing information, data and notification of
pending plans and hearings.

Background
Reports
provide
factual
information about the physical, social, economic,
and governmental circumstances of the San Diego
area, and documents many of the assumptions,
conclusions and analyses made during the factfinding phase of the planning process. These include
the fourteen studies earlier conducted to prepare the
Port Master Plan and at least three additional reports
for specific Planning Districts, as well as some
updating of information. These reports have been
made available to interested parties.
Alternative Plan reports set forth several
alternative land and water use plans that are
developed from the information collected in the
background reports and studies. The plans illustrate
the range of choice and varying degrees of flexibility
available for the development of the plan area. The
alternative plans are submitted to the Board of Port
Commissioners; to individual tenants and tenant
associations; to civic groups, the general public,
developers, governmental agencies, and to the Port
District staff for review and evaluation. As a result
of this review and after thoughtful consideration, a
Preliminary Plan is prepared.
The Preliminary Plan is submitted to the Board
of Port Commissioners for consideration and public
review. Plan adoption requires public notice, public
Introduction
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hearing, and a two-thirds vote of the Board of Port
Commissioners. Copies of the planning documents
are made available to the public in a number of
locations, including the Port Administration Building,
local libraries, and at city planning departments of the
District's member cities. In addition to the presentations
made to the Board, informal presentations are made
by staff in response to requests by interested groups.
Adoption of the final plan must be preceded by an
Environmental Assessment or an Environmental
Impact Report (E.I.R.).
The California Environmental Quality Act of
1970 established the requirement that all but trivial
development projects undertaken by public or
private parties are to be evaluated and reported upon
as to the environmental effects. The Act sets out
guidelines for the environmental impact evaluation
which calls for, among other things, a description of
the proposed project and the environmental setting,
an environmental analysis indicating impact and
mitigation measures, alternative to the project, a
description of irreversible environmental changes,
growth inducing impacts, a listing of agencies
and individuals consulted in the preparation of
the report, and a public review of the draft E.I.R.
Before taking action on a project, the responsible

public agency that has jurisdiction over the area in
which the project is located is required to certify the
E.I.R. as an accurate statement of environmental
circumstances and implications.
The basic process involved in processing plans
and projects through the provision established in
the California Environmental Quality Act involves
substantial opportunities for public agency and citizen
participation, a lengthy period of review, and public
hearings. Since this process has been under way
in California for a number of years, a discussion of
the various notifications, disclosures and hearings
will not be provided in this document; however, the
process followed by the Port District is documented
in Board of Port Commissioners Resolution 78-102.
The Existing Port Master Plan has been
subjected to the public notice and public hearing
procedures required by the provisions of Section
30713 of the California Coastal Act. Public
commentary on the plan and on the appropriate
scope of the Environmental Impact Report has been
received by the Port District and analyzed by the staff.
Workshops have been conducted for the Planning
Directors of the member cities. Documentation
of public meetings, public hearings and other

TABLE 1: SAN DIEGO BAY TIDELANDS BY OWNERSHIP
LAND
WATER
TOTAL
Acres
%
Acres
%
Acres
%
Federal (military)................................... 1,882........43.0...................1,050....... 10.0................... 2,932....... 19.8
State of California...................................... 12..........0.3...................6,490....... 61.0................... 6,502....... 43.0
County and City......................................... 34..........0.7..........................0............ 0........................ 34......... 0.2
Unified Port District............................... 2,491........56.0...................2,992....... 29.0................... 5,483....... 37.0
Totals................................................... 4,419.........100.................10,532........ 100................. 14,951........ 100
TABLE 2: SAN DIEGO BAY SHORELINE BY OWNER
SHORELINE LENGTH
Miles
Percentages
State Department of Parks and Recreation................................................... 00.45.............................. 00.8
City of Coronado (granted tidelands)........................................................... 00.48.............................. 00.9
Federal Government - Military (deeded)...................................................... 19.98.............................. 36.9
San Diego Unified Port District (granted tidelands)...................................... 33.10.............................. 61.3
Total.............................................................................................................. 54.01............................ 100.0
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FIGURE A
FIGURE 2
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provisions for public participation in port planning,
development and conservation decision have been
documented in Appendix A. Information provided in
Appendix A includes discussions of the Board of Port
Commissioners; public hearings; correspondence
between the Port District and the public; meetings
with and presentations to community groups; public
comments on the Master Plan; list of persons who
received copies of the plan; newspaper reports,
and other pertinent items. Some involvement, such
as telephone calls, visits, and informal contacts
were not recorded, yet added substantially to the
decision making process. Although the Port Master
Plan was prepared prior to the establishment of the
Coastal Zone Conservation Commission in 1972 and
before the provisions of California's Act of 1976, a
close comparison of the plan and the Coastal Act
has revealed coincidence in numerous goals and
intentions.
Documentation of staff work in this area has been
presented in Appendix B. Information contained
in Appendix B includes a note of explanation on
the history of Port District planning activities; an
explanatory narrative on the Port District, its member
cities and operating divisions and functions, and an
analysis of the Port Master Plan and its conformance
with the Coastal Act. Appropriate modifications have
been incorporated into the updated Port Master Plan
to bring it into conformity with the State Act. Public
notice, hearings, and public participation have been
conducted in accordance with Section 30712 of the
Act for this revised plan.

The Geographic Scope
of the Study Area
The study area addressed in the Port District's
Master Plan reflects several scales of planning
orientation; a broad planning scale closely associated
with national and statewide concerns when planning
a seaport and an international airport; the regional
concern of the Port District and its five member cities;
the localized community planning areas; and the Port
District tideland planning core. The Port District is one
of several governmental agencies that have proprietary
interest in the land and water of San Diego Bay.

6
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San Diego Bay Tidelands Ownership is indicated
in Figure 2. The area of San Diego Bay encompassed
by the historic mean high tide line amounts to about
14,951 acres of filled and submerged lands and an
existing shoreline around the bay of approximately
54.01 miles in length. As indicated in Table 1, the
historic tideland areas are owned or controlled by
the Federal Government, the State of California, the
County of San Diego, the cities of San Diego and
Coronado, and the San Diego Unified Port District.
Table 2 indicates the proprietary interest controlling
the shoreline as the City of Coronado, the State
Department of Parks and Recreation, the Federal
Government and the Port District.
The Federal Government (military) holds deeds
to 2,932 acres or about 19% of the total tideland
area, which contains a shoreline of 19.98 miles,
or 36.9 percent of the total bay shoreline. Federal
areas around the bay are shown on the Circulation
and Navigation Element Map by shading and facility
name. All of these areas are military bases involving
research, training, cargo handling, storage and other
uses related to a national defense purpose. The
facilities include the U.S.N. Training Center, U.S.
Marine Corps Recruit Depot, and the U.S. Coast
Guard Air Station adjacent to Lindbergh Field; the
U.S.N. Supply Center and Eleventh Naval District
Headquarters on Pacific Highway at Broadway; the
U.S. Naval Station at 32nd Street; the U.S.N. Radio
Station, Imperial Beach; the U.S.N. Amphibious
Base on the Silver Strand; and the U.S. Naval Air
Station North Island. Generally speaking, public
access to the shoreline through military bases is
not consistent with the needs of military security.
However, the Navy has leased land to the county as
a wildlife preserve in the South Bay adjacent to the
U.S.N. Radio Station, Imperial Beach, where public
access is limited to that needed to protect the natural
resource value of the preserve.
The Port District has no regulatory authority
over the land deeded to the Federal Government;
however, the Port and the military commands
have established lines of communication regarding
activities relating to their respective planning areas.
Land and water areas granted to the Port District but

under long-term leases to the Navy are discussed in
the section of the Port Master Plan which deals with
Military Uses (page 24). These leased areas were
not included in the inventory for Federal Government
presented in Table 1. Proposed projects in the Port
Master Plan which involve properties currently under
the control of the Department of Defense will require
further study and negotiation with the Marine Corps
and the Navy. Pursuant to the Federal Coastal Zone
Management Act of 1972, land on which use is by
law subject solely to the discretion of or which is held
in trust by the Federal Government, its officers or
agents, is excluded from California's Coastal Zone
Management Program.
The State of California retains direct control over
6,502 acres or about 43 percent of the total tideland
area. The State controls about one-half mile of
shoreline in the bayside portion of the Silver Strand
State Park and the San Diego-Coronado Bridge
corridors. Public use of the improved public beach
area is subject to user fee and State Park regulations.
Of the four governmental groups indicated in Table 1,
the State controls more of the total tideland area than
any other. State agencies managing these tidelands
include the State Lands Commission, the State Toll
Bridge Authority, and the Department of Parks and
Recreation. In 1984, at the termination of an existing
lease, an additional 612 acres of open bay and
salt ponds will be transferred from the Port District
tidelands inventory back to the State, probably the
Department of Fish and Game. When the transfer
occurs, the State-controlled tideland area will increase
to about 48 percent of the total area.

marina building, automobile parking, vacant building,
Playhouse, private club, City Administration, boat
launch and swimming pool. About one-half mile of
shoreline is controlled by the City.

San Diego Unified Port District
The has been granted an approximate total of
5,483 acres or about 37 percent of the total tidelands
on San Diego Bay. The shoreline frontage approaches
33 miles, which is equivalent to 61 percent of the total
bay shoreline. A more detailed discussion of public
access to the shoreline is presented on page 13. The
existing and proposed land and water uses for the
5,483 acres under Port District control are graphically
indicated on the Land and Water Use Element Map
and discussed in this planning document. At the
current time, over 50 percent of the filled tidelands
have been granted to the Port District, and over 60
percent of the submerged lands of the bay have
been retained by the State of California. Some areas
adjacent to the tidelands that are of interest because
of their natural resource value and frequently but
erroneously thought by some to lie within the historic
tideland area are in fact privately owned. These
areas include the 108-acre Sweetwater River marsh
and the southernmost portion of the salt ponds in the
South Bay.

The County and Cities of San Diego and
Coronado control a total of 3.4 acres or 0.2 percent of
the total tideland area. These tidelands are occupied
by the County of San Diego Administration Center on
Pacific Highway; the City of San Diego Central Police
Station located on Market and Pacific Highway, and
the City Sewerage Pump Station on Harbor Drive
near Lindbergh Field; the City of Coronado's 3.4acre public works yard and ballfield occupies the
block bordered by First and Second Streets, and A
and B Avenues, and an 11.3-acre site fronting on
Strand Way and Glorietta Bay which is used for a

Introduction
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SECTION II

PLANNING GOALS
The goals that are set forth herein are intended to be
realized by implementing the policies set forth in the
Master Plan.

IV.

THE PORT DISTRICT, IN RECOGNITION OF THE
POSSIBILITY THAT ITS ACTIONS MAY INADVERTENTLY TEND TO SUBSIDIZE OR ENHANCE CERTAIN OTHER ACTIVITIES, WILL EMPHASIZE THE
GENERAL WELFARE OF STATE-WIDE CONSIDERATIONS OVER MORE LOCAL ONES AND PUBLIC
BENEFITS OVER PRIVATE ONES.

·

Develop the multiple purpose use of the tidelands
for the benefit of all the people while giving due
consideration to the unique problems presented
by this area, including several separate cities and
unincorporated populated areas, and the facts and
circumstances related to the development of tideland
and port facilities.

·

Foster and encourage the development of commerce,
navigation, fisheries and recreation by the expenditure
of public moneys for the preservation of lands in
their natural state, the reclamation of tidelands, the
construction of facilities, and the promotion of its use.

·

Encourage non-exclusory uses on tidelands.

V.

THE PORT DISTRICT WILL TAKE PARTICULAR
INTEREST IN AND EXERCISE EXTRA CAUTION
IN THOSE USES OR MODIFICATIONS OF THE
BAY AND TIDELANDS, WHICH CONSTITUTE
IRREVERSIBLE ACTION OF LOSS OF CONTROL.

·

Bay fills, dredging and the granting of long-term leases
will be taken only when substantial public benefit is
derived.

GOALS:
I.

II.

PROVIDE FOR THE PRESENT USE AND
ENJOYMENT OF THE BAY AND TIDELANDS
IN SUCH A WAY AS TO MAINTAIN OPTIONS
AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE USE AND
ENJOYMENT.
THE PORT DISTRICT, AS TRUSTEE FOR THE
PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
WILL ADMINISTER THE TIDELANDS SO AS TO
PROVIDE THE GREATEST ECONOMIC, SOCIAL,
AND AESTHETIC BENEFITS TO PRESENT AND
FUTURE GENERATIONS.

·

Consider the entire San Diego Bay as a complete
system when promoting the multi-purpose development
of the Port District.

III.

THE PORT DISTRICT WILL ASSUME LEADERSHIP
AND INITIATIVE IN DETERMINING AND
REGULATING THE USE OF THE BAY AND
TIDELANDS.

·

Encourage industry and employment generating
activities which will enhance the diversity and stability
of the economic base.

·

Encourage private enterprise to operate those
necessary activities with both high and low margins of
economic return.

·

Encourage quasi-public organizations to engage in
activities which enhance public benefits

·

Undertake where necessary an acquisition program to
gain key land parcels to protect and enhance existing
developments and to provide for planned projects.
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VI. THE PORT DISTRICT WILL INTEGRATE THE
TIDELANDS INTO A FUNCTIONAL REGIONAL
TRANSPORTATION NETWORK.
·

Encouraging development of improved major rail,
water and air systems linking the San Diego region
with the rest of the nation.

·

Improved automobile linkages, parking programs
and facilities, so as to minimize the use of waterfront
for parking purposes.

·

Providing pedestrian linkages.

·

Encouraging development of non-automobile linkage
systems to bridge the gap between pedestrian and
major mass systems.

VII. THE PORT DISTRICT WILL REMAIN SENSITIVE TO
THE NEEDS, AND COOPERATE WITH ADJACENT
COMMUNITIES AND OTHER APPROPRIATE
GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES IN BAY AND
TIDELAND DEVELOPMENT.
·

The Port District will at all times attempt to relate
tidelands to the uplands.

·

The Port District will cooperate, when appropriate,
with other local governmental agencies in
comprehensive studies of existing financing
methods and sources which relate to the physical
development of the tidelands and adjacent
uplands.

·

The Port District will attempt to avoid disproportionate
impact on adjacent jurisdictions both in benefits and
any possible liabilities, which might accrue through
bay and tideland activities.

VIII. THE PORT DISTRICT WILL ENHANCE AND
MAINTAIN THE BAY AND TIDELANDS AS AN
ATTRACTIVE PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL
ENTITY.
·

Each activity, development and construction should
be designed to best facilitate its particular function,
which function should be integrated with and related
to the site and surroundings of that activity.

·

Views should be enhanced through view corridors, the
preservation of panoramas, accentuation of vistas,
and shielding of the incongruous and inconsistent.

·

Establish guidelines and standards facilitating
the retention and development of an aesthetically
pleasing tideland environment free of noxious odors,

excessive noise, and hazards to the health and welfare
of the people of California.
·

Establish and foster an artworks program to promote,
enhance, and enliven the waterfront experience
through the public and private placement of works of
art.

IX. THE PORT DISTRICT WILL INSURE PHYSICAL
ACCESS TO THE BAY EXCEPT AS NECESSARY TO
PROVIDE FOR THE SAFETY AND SECURITY, OR
TO AVOID INTERFERENCE WITH WATERFRONT
ACTIVITIES.
·

Provide "windows to the water" at frequent and
convenient locations around the entire periphery of the
bay with public right-of-way, automobile parking and
other appropriate facilities.

·

Provide access along the waterfront wherever possible
with promenades and paths where appropriate, and
elimination of unnecessary barricades which extend
into the water.

X.

THE QUALITY OF WATER IN SAN DIEGO BAY
WILL BE MAINTAINED AT SUCH A LEVEL AS WILL
PERMIT HUMAN WATER CONTACT ACTIVITIES.

·

Maintain a program of flotsam and debris cleanup.

·

Insure through lease agreements that Port District
tenants do not contribute to water pollution.

·

Cooperate with the Regional Water Quality Control
Board, the County Health Department, and other
public agencies in a continual program of monitoring
water quality and identifying source of any pollutant.

·

Adopt ordinances, and take other legal and remedial
action to eliminate sources of pollution.

XI. THE PORT DISTRICT WILL PROTECT, PRESERVE,
AND
ENHANCE
NATURAL
RESOURCES,
INCLUDING NATURAL PLANT AND ANIMAL
LIFE IN THE BAY AS A DESIRABLE AMENITY, AN
ECOLOGICAL NECESSITY, AND A VALUABLE AND
USABLE RESOURCE.

Planning Goals
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·
·
·
·

·

Promote and advance public knowledge of natural
resources through environmental educational
materials.
Identify existing and potential assets.
Keep appraised of the growing body of knowledge on
ecological balance and interrelationships.
Encourage research, pilot programs, and
development in aquaculture as long as it is consistent
with this goal.
Administer the natural resources so that impacts upon
natural resource values remain compatible with the
preservation requirements of the public trust.

XII. THE PORT DISTRICT WILL CONDUCT ITS OWN
OPERATIONS ON AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
BASIS.
·

Engage in "affirmative action" programs in hiring,
promotion and tenant relationships.

·

Encourage Port District tenants to also engage in
"affirmative action" programs.

XIII. THE PORT DISTRICT WILL MAINTAIN ITS MASTER
PLAN CURRENT, RELEVANT, AND WORKABLE, IN
TUNE WITH CIRCUMSTANCES, TECHNOLOGY,AND
INTEREST OF THE PEOPLE OF CALIFORNIA.
·

Provide a continual program of sequential and orderly
growth while maintaining the natural resource values.

·

Pursue the development of its own unique assets
and potentials.

·

Provide for the multiple purpose use of land and
water to promote the advantageous development of
the Port District.

·

Curb the misuse of land so that it will not injuriously
affect the people of the State of California through
the prevention of substandard construction or
unnecessarily add inappropriate developments.
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·

Prevent the abuse of land by curtailing abortive
development and unfounded pollution contributors.

·

Regulate the non-use or disuse of land by clearing
unmarketable titles, withholding land from premature
development, and restraining activities that would
lead to discontinued use.

·

Guide the reuse of land for more appropriate purposes
by the clearance and redevelopment of the obsolete.

XIV. THIS STATEMENT OF GOALS AND THE MASTER
PLAN SHALL BE REVIEWED ANNUALLY PRIOR TO
ADOPTION OF THE BUDGET.
·

To measure progress of Port District growth and
development.

·

To modify goals, objectives, and the Master Plan in
light of current conditions, needs, and forecasts for
the future.

·

To communicate all proposed changes with the
member cities for comment prior to adoption.

SECTION III

M A S T E R P L A N I N T E R P R E TAT I O N
The Port District Master Plan is unlike the typical
city or county master plan, which has two broad
categories of policies for guiding and coordinating
development; one category dealing with publicly
owned land and another category for privately
owned land. The Port District Master Plan deals
primarily with land, which the State Legislature has
conveyed to the Port District to act as trustee for
administration, and upon which the Port District has
regulatory duties and proprietary responsibilities.

It may be necessary to locate in the coastal zone
developments that may have significant adverse
effects on coastal resources in order to insure that
inland as well as coastal resources are preserved
and that orderly economic development proceeds
within the State.

Development and
Conservation Strategy

Dredging, Filling and
Shoreline Protection

The basic direction of development and
conservation efforts in the coastal zone is, where
feasible, to protect, maintain, enhance, and restore
the overall quality of the man-made and natural
coastal zone environment. Port development seeks
to minimize substantial adverse environmental
impacts; minimize potential traffic conflicts between
vessels in the port; give highest priority to the use of
existing land space within harbors for port purposes;
and provide for a full array of beneficial activities
including recreation and wildlife habitat uses. A
balanced approach also takes into account the social
and economic needs of the people of the State.

Bay and shoreline modifications have played and
will continue to play a significant role in the utilization
and maintenance of San Diego Bay. All of the State
tidelands now under Port District trusteeship were at
one time submerged lands. The State of California
has laid claim to almost all of the submerged lands in
the State and, as a matter of planning policy for Port
District tidelands, has encouraged the development
of these tidelands for the purposes of commerce,
navigation, fisheries and recreation. The tidelands
that exist today as land or navigable waters do so as
a result of dredging and filling activities rather than as
a result of a natural process.

The effective mechanism for producing improvements
on Port tidelands is felt to lie in the expenditure of public
money by the Port District on capital improvements for
those fundamental improvements which are essential
The extent of the tidelands conveyed to the Port
for balanced development of the tidelands, and which
District is indicated in Table 3. These tidelands,
do not appeal to private investors. Direct Port District
totaling approximately 5,483 acres, are the area to
involvement will be of the type tending to stimulate
which the Master Plan relates. A summary, in tabular
the private sector into the inducement of private
form, of the proposed land and water use allocations
investments on tidelands in a manner that conforms
is indicated in Table 4.						
to Port District plans.
				

TABLE 3: EXISTING TIDELANDS AND SUBMERGED LANDS CONVEYED OR
GRANTED TO THE SAN DIEGO UNIFIED PORT DISTRICT
SAN
DIEGO

NATIONAL
CITY

CHULA
CORONADO TOTALS
VISTA				

Shoreline (in miles)................................. 16.6.................. 2.8................... 4.8...................8.9................ 33.1
Tidelands * (in acres)......................... 1,550.8.............. 396.0............... 209.7...............313.2........... 2,469.7
Submerged Lands (in acres)............... 868.0.............. 286.1............ 1,479.8...............379.4........... 3,013.3
Total (in acres)................................. 2,418.8.............. 682.1............ 1,689.5...............692.6........... 5,483.0
											
* Includes 421.3 acres of salt ponds.
Master Plan Interpretation
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Tideland development takes place in an aquatic
environment, subject to the rigors of ocean water,
wind, wave and tidal action. Although San Diego Bay
is offered a degree of protection from the ocean by
land barriers, conditions within the bay caused by both
weather and ship activity create needs for protective
boat basins and shoreline erosion controls.

A comprehensive program for shoreline erosion
protection and enhancement has been integrated
into the Master Plan. The shoreline protection
program's aims are to stabilize filled areas, maintain
navigable channels and berthing areas, protect and
reestablish wildlife habitat, protect coastal facilities
and property values, retain and maximize the use of

TABLE 4: PORT MASTER PLAN LAND AND WATER USE ALLOCATION SUMMARY
LAND USE

ACRES

WATER USE

TOTAL
ACRES

ACRES

% of
TOTAL

COMMERCIAL .......................... 457.9
Marine Sales and Services ........... 9.1
Airport Related Commercial ........ 38.0
Commercial Fishing ....................... 8.3
Commercial Recreation ........... 398.2
Sportfishing.................................... 4.3

COMMERCIAL ........................ 388.8 ........ 846.7 ...........15%
Marine Services Berthing ............ 17.7

INDUSTRIAL ........................... 1158.7
Aviation Related Industrial ......... 152.9
Industrial Business Park ............. 69.5
Marine Related Industrial.......... 318.6
Marine Terminal ......................... 149.6
International Airport ................... 468.1

INDUSTRIAL ........................... 212.0 ...... 1370.7 ...........24%
Specialized Berthing ................ 164.8
Terminal Berthing ........................ 47.2

PUBLIC RECREATION............ 407.5
[413.7*]
Open Space................................ 66.9
Park/Plaza ................................. 211.0
[217.2*]
Golf Course ................................. 97.8
Promenade ................................. 31.8

PUBLIC RECREATION ........... 681.1 ...... 1088.6 ..........19%
[1094.8*]
Open Bay/Water ....................... 681.1

CONSERVATION ..................... 485.3
Wetlands................................... 375.8
Habitat Replacement ................ 109.5

CONSERVATION ................... 1084.6 ...... 1569.9 ...........28%
Estuary ................................... 1084.6

PUBLIC FACILITIES ................ 241.4
Harbor Services ............................ 2.6
City Pump Station .......................... 0.4
Streets ...................................... 238.4

PUBLIC FACILITIES ............... 387.9 ........ 629.3 ........... 11%
Harbor Services .......................... 10.5
Boat Navigation Corridor .......... 274.3
Boat Anchorage........................... 25.0
Ship Navigation Corridor ............ 53.9
Ship Anchorage ........................... 24.2

MILITARY .................................... 25.9
Navy Fleet School ....................... 25.9

MILITARY.................................. 125.6 ......... 151.5 .............3%
Navy Small Craft Berthing ............. 6.2
Navy Ship Berthing ....................119.4

TOTAL LAND AREA .............. 2776.7

TOTAL WATER AREA ........... 2880.0

Commercial Fishing Berthing ...... 18.8
Recreational Boat Berthing ...... 341.2
Sportfishing Berthing ....................11.1

MASTER PLAN LAND AND WATER ACREAGE TOTAL............................................. 5656.7** ........100%
*Includes 6.3 acres of rooftop park/plaza & inclined walkway
** Does not include 6.3 acres of rooftop park/plaza & inclined walkway
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shoreline recreational areas, and enhance options
for revenue producing activities. Modernization of
storm drains may include incidental minor dredging
and filling, which will avoid or mitigate any potential
adverse effects. Dredging, filling and shoreline
protection projects are discussed in the plan text and
are specifically identified in the project list for each
Planning District.

the water dependent and water linked use activities
as well as from other activities. Examples include
restaurants, hotels and public recreation areas
providing facilities for golf, field sports and passive
recreation.

Planning Policies for
Site Selection

		
SHORELINE LENGTH
		
Miles
Percentage
Class I..........................10.22................... 30.88
Class II...........................8.26................... 24.95
Class III..........................8.61................... 26.01
Class IV.........................6.01................... 18.16
TOTAL.........................33.10................. 100.00

The short supply of developable waterfront sites
and the increasing competitive demand has served to
stimulate the development of evaluation techniques
for assessing a potential user's need for a waterfront
location. The determination of need is a major
criterion in arriving at a decision on site leasing. In
descending order of need, the following categories
are established.
Water Dependent Uses require waterside sites
and direct access to the water to function. For
such uses, the land activity is directly related to a
water activity and requires navigable channels and
specialized facilities at the land-water interface.
Examples of these include boat and ship building
and repair, marinas, marine terminals, fishing
piers, swimming beaches, and commercial fishing
and sportfishing berthing and tending areas. Also
included in the water dependent use category are
conservation activities which require wildlife habitat
consisting of waterside sites, wetlands, and shallow
water that is needed to maintain the ecosystem
including commercially valuable and scientifically
rare and endangered plant and animal species.
Water Linked Uses do not require a waterside
site but must be located in close proximity to the
water to capitalize on the benefits derived as a result
of reduced material handling cost, reduced on-site
storage requirements, faster deliveries, a reduction
of industrial or other unusual types of traffic on public
roads, and special service to water dependent uses.
Uses of this type that might be cited as examples
include boat sales, sailmaking, fish markets, canneries,
fishing tackle sales, and marine hardware sales.
Waterfront Enhancing Uses do not require
waterfront sites but can, with special effort, lend
enhancement to the waterfront. Such uses draw from

TABLE 5: PORT DISTRICT SHORELINE BY
ACCESS CLASSIFICATION

Public Access to the Shoreline
The total existing shoreline around San Diego Bay,
starting and ending at the City of San Diego boundary
across the harbor entrance, approximates 54.01 miles
in length. The proprietary interests controlling the entire
bay shoreline have been identified in the Introduction
(see Table 2).
The San Diego Unified Port District has been
granted tidelands with a shoreline frontage
approaching 33.1 miles, a length equivalent to 61.3
percent of the total bay shoreline. This Master Plan
makes provision for differing degrees of physical and
visual access to the shoreline in a manner that is
consistent with the activities being conducted on the
land and water areas involved, and the proprietary
interests of the private land owners, lessees, and public
rights and needs. Maximum access to the shoreline
is encouraged except where security or public safety
factors would negate. The location and size of public
accessways are guided by considerations for the
availability of other recreational areas and support
facilities, the proximity to users, the size and physical
characteristics of the site and the potential impact the
accessway has on the nature, intensity and ownership
of existing and planned uses, both on site and in
adjacent developments. Major visual access points
and physical accessways to public recreational areas
are indicated by symbol on the plan maps. In order
to pursue the development of physical accessways,
the following access categories are established (see
Table 5).
					
Master Plan Interpretation
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Class I applies to shoreline areas proposed for or
developed by the Port District for public recreational
purposes, including the provision for on-site parking.
Public use in this category occurs on property that is
unleased, user fees are not involved, and planning
policy maximizes direct physical access to and along
the shoreline and to public recreational areas. Class
I areas usually involve those use categories shown
on the Land and Water Use Maps of the Precise
Plans as public park, promenade, boat launching
ramps, fishing piers, and bicycle corridors. About
10.22 miles or 30.88 percent of the total shoreline
under the jurisdiction of the Port District is in Class I.
Class II applies to undeveloped shoreline, the
property is generally unleased, and may be small,
scattered parcels somewhat isolated, irregular in shape
and difficult to develop. While a user fee is usually not
involved, planning policy encourages limited use to
meet the restraints of the limited carrying capacity of
the natural resource area involved. Class II applies to
those shoreline areas shown on the Land and Water
Maps of the Precise Plans as habitat replacement,
wetlands, salt ponds, and in one instance (Kellogg-La
Playa Beach) as open space. Of the total shoreline
under the jurisdiction of the Port District, 8.26 miles or
24.95 percent is in Class II.
Class III involves leased, developed shoreline
areas upon which private or public investment has
constructed commercial recreational facilities. The
lessee promotes recreational related uses to the
user-fee paying public and public access is best
controlled by the management of the development.
On the maps of the Precise Plans, Class III applies
to those shoreline areas shown as sportfishing,
recreational boat berthing, specialty shopping, golf
course, and commercial recreation. The Commercial
Recreation category includes restaurants, which draw
substantial numbers in all age groups involved in
dining for pleasure; hotels, marinas, and yacht clubs.
Approximately 8.61 miles or 26.01 percent of the total
shoreline under the jurisdiction of the Port District is in
Class III.
Class IV applies to non-recreational areas
developed with public or private funds to
accommodate industrial activities, military bases,
and sea or air transportation facilities. General
public access is prohibitive due to security and
14
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public safety reasons although, when possible,
visual access is encouraged for viewing the more
interesting aspects of industrial or transportation
activities, which contribute to the image of a working
port. Class IV areas are shown on the Precise Plan
maps as marine terminal, marine related industrial,
aviation-related industrial, and Navy Fleet School.
Of the total shoreline over which the Port District
has jurisdiction, approximately 6.01 miles or only
18.16 percent is allocated to Class IV.
Artwork and environmental educational materials
along the accessways to the Bay shoreline are
encouraged as enhancements to the waterfront
experience, consistent with maintaining the
functionalities of the accessways.
In addition to the many miles of public access
to San Diego Bay, citizens of our metropolitan area
and tourists enjoy 70 miles of public ocean beaches
and 26 miles of public park shoreline in Mission Bay.
This area has public access to the shoreline which
is unique in the world.

Permitted Uses
Permitted uses for all Port District tidelands
are identified in terms of the land and water use
designations, which are defined in this Master Plan
document. Although specific uses have been listed,
the intent is to indicate compatible use groups.
Specific uses that are currently not listed may be
included in a use group if similar in character and
compatible. The plan making process has been
based on a definitive sequence of studies and
activities that consider the physical, environmental,
social, economic, and political determinants of land
use. The proposed land and water use allocations
set forth in the plan reflect a balanced distribution of
activities for the entire bay, evolved after considerable
consideration of many factors and issues.
Works of art and environmental educational
materials in permanent or temporary placements are
a permitted use in all terrestrial public and leased
Port District planning sub-areas excluding wetlands
and other environmentally sensitive habitats, and
provided the art and educational materials are
consistent with maintaining the functionalities of the
accessways.

Figure 2a
Port Master Plan 15

Figure 2b
16 Port Master Plan

Commercial
facilities. Existing and proposed commercial areas are
delineated on the Map to define the general location
of commercial areas. More definitive delineations of
the exact limits of commercial areas are provided on
Planning District maps.

Land Use Objectives & Criteria
Each commercial area on District lands should have:
· convenient access from major arterials or
transportation terminals and ample on-site
parking for patrons.
· a unifying design theme enhancing the overall
aesthetical qualities of the site and insuring
compatible land and water uses benefiting
the unique aspect of commercial activities at
bayside locations.
· a minimization of the competitive hazard to
existing or potential business in the general
vicinity.
· a clustering of commercial activities enhancing
cumulative attraction wherein complementary
and similar units have high incidence of
customer interchange and draw more business
by being together.
Master Plan Interpretation
Commercial areas, occupying approximately 360
acres of land and 415 acres of water, have been
designated in the Land and Water Use Master
Plan Map in a total of seven major land and water
use classifications. These classifications and map
delineations include land area for airport oriented
commercial activities; land area for commercial
fishery operations along with commercial fishing fleet
berthing in water areas; land based commercialrecreation areas; water areas for sportfishing berthing
and recreational marinas including boat repair

The Airport Related Commercial
area delineated on the Land and Water
Use Element Map is easily accessible to
the Interstate freeway system, established
airport related firms, and to the airport terminal
complex. This category of land use is linked to
Lindbergh Field, which is discussed under the
heading of aviation-based transportation systems,
and to aviation related industrial uses discussed on
page 21.
Part of this commercial area, located on Pacific
Highway between Sassafras and Laurel Streets, is
close to but removed from the major flow of traffic to
the airport terminal. Thus some traffic associated with
airport related commercial uses can be routed away
from the terminal. While this use area is exposed to
aircraft noise, the proposed land uses are dependent
upon the airport, and should have better tolerance of
this annoyance.
Established airport related commercial activities
in the area provide the nucleus for further clustering
and expansion. Activities typically associated with
this use category include travel service; airline ticket
offices; airline administration; aviation service leasing,
training and sales; travel insurance; air freight; flight
food preparation; restaurants; lounges; customs
broker; weather information service; pilot briefing
information services; and automobile rentals.
The Commercial Fishing area is
intended to meet the needs of the bona
fide commercial fishing fleet for: marinas,
berthing and moorings, net mending
and the minor repair of fishing equipment; the
loading of stores and provisions; fish unloading and
transshipment; and fresh fish market operations
involving restaurants, retail and wholesale
operations, including some limited accessory fresh
fish processing activities that are not associated with
Master Plan Interpretation
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visual, odor and water pollution. Fish cannery and
fish reduction activities are considered as marine
oriented industrial uses and are excluded from this
commercial classification, although it is recognized
that the uses are functionally linked. Other uses
associated with the commercial fishing developments
include marine management and advisory services,
marine custom brokerage, fueling docks, fishing
consultants, and fishing organization offices.
In the San Diego region, there are approximately
40 species of fish, crustaceans and mollusks in the
California waters market fishery. The most significant
proportion of San Diego landings taken from California
waters is currently centered around Pacific bonito,
albacore, sea urchin, rockfish, white sea bass, shark,
yellowtail and swordfish. Abalone and spiny lobster
are also significant fisheries but have been declining
in annual catch. Some fishermen suggest a growth
potential in San Diego for wet fish processing involving
hake, squid, anchovy and mackerel. Fish landings
from waters south of the state have shown significant
irregularities but steady decline year-to-year in both
species of fish and total catch. The long-range tuna
seiners, many of which use San Diego as homeport,
follow the worldwide migration of the fish and the fish
landings are also widely scattered. None of the tuna
catch is shipped to San Diego for processing.
The number of commercially licensed fishermen
in California went through a marked decline in the
1950's; a slow, small increase in the 1960's; and an
increase in the 1970's so that by 1976, the statewide
total had returned to the levels of the early 1950's.
Despite this turnaround, there are fewer commercial
fishermen per capita than in 1950. The licensed
commercial fishing population in San Diego County,
which numbered 2044 in 1978, represents less than 15
percent of the statewide commercial fishing population
and is growing at half the rate of the statewide total.
Unlike the statewide figure, the San Diego total has
not returned to the level of the early 1950's.
The composition of the California commercial
fishing fleet shows several changes since the 1950's.
Statewide, commercial fishing vessels under 25 feet
in length have made the most dramatic increase and
comprised about 40 percent of the statewide fleet in
1975. These smaller vessels fall into a trailerable
classification and, locally, the most sizable portion
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of the lobster and crab fleet vessels are about 18
to 22 feet in length. Many are launched at public
launching ramps during the fishing season, and in
off-season are dry stored. Statewide, over onethird of the total licensed commercial fishing fleet
ranges in length from 26 to 40 feet, and about onefifth are 41 to 65 feet in length. That portion of the
statewide fleet over 66 feet in length has decreased
from nine percent in 1950 to just over four percent
in 1975. Unlike the statewide fleet, the portion of
the San Diego fishing fleet that is in the over 66 feet
length range, since 1950, made up approximately
25 percent of the local total. This unusual grouping
in the longer length category is primarily due to the
purse seiner fleet.
Locally, vessels licensed for commercial fishing
include charter sportfishing and recreational craft
without commercial fishing equipment, as well as
commercial fishing vessels. Approximately one-third of
the vessels licensed locally for commercial fishing and
used exclusively in commercial fishing are granted a
preferential property tax assessment rate, although this
number still includes some sportfishing and research
vessels. It is noted that during a four year period prior
to 1978, an annual total of under 230 locally licensed
commercial fishing vessels, exclusive of research,
party sportfishing and tuna seiners, have been found to
be exclusively used in commercial fishing and granted
a preferential tax assessment rate.
Berthing areas exclusively set aside for the
market fishing boats, including baitboats, need
to be: protected from wave and wake action, be
accessible over low rise piers or floats; located
within convenient proximity to fuel and ice supply;
provided with dockside fresh water, electricity, trash
containers, gear working areas, unloading areas,
and hoist; supported with shoreside facilities for
marina management, restrooms, equipment storage
facilities, pumpout and disposal facilities for waste
oil, and automobile parking; and gated and lighted for
security. Transshipment areas provide space for fish
bucket storage, weighing facilities, inspection area
and loading of motor transport for distant canneries.
Berthing and offloading areas for transshipment
purposes that go beyond that currently provided
can be adequately accommodated at the marine
terminals. Berthing needs for the tuna seiners include
25-foot-deep water and pier structures strong enough

to support fire trucks and salt delivery trucks. Net
tending areas with a minimum-size smooth surface
of 50 to 175 feet located parallel to the seiner berths
are considered desirable.

on the full range of leisure services. Tourism in the
San Diego Bay region is a significant economic base
activity, and at the national level, it figures highly in
maintaining the balance of payment.

It is the intent of this Plan to encourage the
development of the local fish market fishery.
Facilities for the commercial fishing industry are not
to be reduced or eliminated unless the demand for
the facilities no longer exists or adequate alternative
space has been provided. Berthing, fresh market fish
unloading, and net mending activities are encouraged
to be exposed to public view and to be a part of the
working port identity.

Activities associated with commercial recreation
contribute to the economic base of the region with
full-time jobs, secondary employment for parttime help, and spin-off employment opportunities
in construction, warehousing, trucking, custodial,
and personal services. It is the intent of this Master
Plan to create attractive destinations in carefully
selected locations around the bay to serve the needs
of recreationalists for lodging, food, transportation
services, and entertainment. Site amenities are to
be enhanced and over-commercialization is to be
avoided by the balanced development of commercial
and public recreational facilities.

The commercial fishing areas delineated on
the Master Plan's Land and Water Use Map, and
given more precise location and explanation in the
Precise Plans, encourage the efficient use of coastal
waterfront space by identifying sites best suited to
meet the needs of the short-range market fishing
boats, the deep draft vessels of the long-range tuna
seiners, the preservability of fish products, and the
high cost of preserving and transporting unprocessed
fresh fish.
The commercial fishing activity is provided for
in the Master Plan, with an allocation of about 61
acres of water and 14 acres of land. Sites provided
include, in Planning District 1, the Shelter Island
Commercial Basin; in Planning District 3, berthing
along the seawall in the crescent area adjacent to
Harbor Drive and around the "G" Street Mole where
breakwater piers provide a protected fishing boat
basin for 98 slips.
The
Commercial
Recreation
Land use demand forecasts
area.
have established a basis for anticipating
continued demand for commercial
recreational type facilities due to trends drawn
from the convergence of numerous factors, of
which the most significant are expendable income,
paid holidays, leisure time, population, education,
travel habits, and new modes of transportation. All
of these are increasing while the average number
of working hours is decreasing. It seems likely that
activities associated with water-based pursuits will
continue to be among the most popular. The trends
are almost certain to have considerable repercussions

Commercial recreation allocations of the Land
and Water Use Map include approximately 400 acres
of land and about 352 acres of water area, including
sportfishing and recreational craft berthing. The
Commercial Recreation category includes hotels,
restaurants, convention center, recreational vehicle
parks, specialty shopping, pleasure craft marinas,
water dependent educational and recreational
program facilities and activities, dock and dine
facilities (public boat docks located in proximity to a
restaurant or other retail use where boaters may tie
up and disembark for a short period of time to dine,
shop, or enjoy other recreational activities), and
sportfishing, which are discussed or illustrated in the
various District Plans.
Hotels and Restaurants located on San Diego
Bay cater to markets involving leisure recreation,
tourism, business travel and specialized conference
facilities accommodating conventions, training,
seminars and meetings. Of growing importance are
the attractions or amenities of the restaurant, which
caters to the varied age groups dining for pleasure,
and the hotel as a provider of more than just rooms.
Overnight accommodations should be provided for a
range of incomes.
Hotels constitute a significant part of the local
recreation industry and, as generators of ancillary
business such as restaurants and specialty shops,
Master Plan Interpretation
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have an important influence on land use. Uses
typically associated with hotels, frequently in the
same building or on the same site, include lodging;
coffee shop; cocktail lounge and restaurant; specialty
shops for gifts, sundries, cigarettes, candy, liquor,
clothing and sporting goods; tourist information
and travel services; auto service station; personal
services such as dry cleaning, barber and beauty
shop; convention, banquet and conference rooms;
and recreational facilities such as swimming pools,
cabanas, game rooms, tennis courts, putting green,
boat and bicycle rental or charter, and theatrical
entertainment. In addition to the man-made structures
and organized sports facilities, hotel locations on the
bay feature waterfront locations with easy access to
beaches, scuba diving and snorkeling, deep sea
fishing, sailing, water skiing, boat rides, and “whale
watching” during the whale migration season. New
hotel locations are allocated in Planning Districts 2,
3, 6, 7 and possibly 8.
Specialty Shopping involves the planned
assembly of stores, frequently operating within a
unified building complex, designed to give patrons
a varied selection of retail goods, personal services,
and entertainment facilities. Activities typically found
in specialty shopping areas include restaurants and
the retail sale of ice cream, dessert items, beverages
and sandwiches; artisan activities associated with the
production and sale of hand-crafted gift items, and
original works of art; professional office space; retail
shops handling gifts, novelties, clothing, jewelry, and
home furnishings; wholesale and retail fish sales, fish
and seafood processing, and unloading docks for
vessels and trucks. Characteristic of shopping centers,
the specialty shopping developments allocated on
tidelands are usually managed and operated as a
unit. Shopping areas will feature a major open space
format, separate pedestrian traffic from vehicular
movement by emphasizing pedestrian mall and plaza
developments improved with landscaping, sitting
areas, fountains and sculpture. Specialty shopping
areas are allocated in Precise Plans for Planning
Districts 3, 6, and 7.
Pleasure Craft Marinas are encouraged to provide
a variety of services for boats and boat owners. Services
could possibly include in-season wet and dry berthing
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and dock lockers; boat rentals, charter and sales;
sailing schools and membership sailing clubs; fueling
docks; launching for transients; automobile parking;
dockside electricity; fresh water and telephones;
holding tank pumpout stations and disposal facilities for
waste oil and hazardous substances; restrooms and
showers; repairs; maintenance; off-season storage;
ice and fuel. Accessory facilities provided as part of
a full-service marina or in the commercial recreational
areas and within close proximity to the marinas should
include shopping areas for groceries, medicine and
clothing; restaurants; shoreside living and recreational
accommodations for boatmen; marine supplies;
boating equipment; navigation instruments; marine
electronics; and sailmaking. Users requiring water
frontage are given preference because it is desirable
to maintain a dynamic waterfront in recreational areas,
which is functionally sound and capable of providing
essential services to the operation of a small craft
harbor. Proposed recreational boating facilities, to
the extent feasible, are to be designed and located so
as not to interfere with the needs of the commercial
fishing industry.
Recreational Vehicle / Camping
parks provide low cost, visitor serving
recreational opportunities for enjoying
scenic and commercial amenities on the
Bay. Such parks may contain ancillary
facilities such as offices, pool/spas, snack bars,
general stores, meeting spaces, game rooms, laundry
rooms, associated parking spaces, and playground
equipment. Recreational Vehicle/Camping park
designated areas are found in Planning District 7.
Recreational Boat Berthing. Water
area used primarily for recreational craft
storage, refueling, boat brokerage storage
area, sailing school docking, water taxi,
excursion ferry and charter craft operations, guest
docking, boat launching, sewage pump out, water
craft rental, boat navigation corridors, breakwaters
for recreational craft protection, navigation facilities,
aids to navigation, floats, docks, piers, breakwaters,
wave attenuation structures, seawalls, shoreline
protection, and any other necessary or essential
facilities for providing water-side docking refuge to
recreational marine craft and commercial passenger
vessels.

Sportfishing. Deep-sea sportfishing
is big business in California and San
Diego enjoys a major share of that activity.
The local fleet takes a large portion of the
State’s total sportfishing catch of the larger sport fish
– yellowtail, yellowfin, albacore, and giant sea bass.
Sportfishing brings new revenue into the region
from customers heavily drawn from the Los Angeles
metropolitan area, and from a small but important
segment of out of state fishermen.
The intensity of sportfishing activities reflects the
cyclical nature of the sportfishing operations (half day
and full day), and the seasonal nature of sportfishing
for certain fish species that produces a winter slack
season. The size of the local sportfishing fleet also
increases two to three times during the peak period
from April to September. Operating schedules for
most boats provide for pre-dawn departures and
return near or after sunset, which forces odd hour
maintenance, refueling and store replenishment
times. Sportfishers must unload catch, receive major
repairs and spare parts, and on-load provisions in
the short turn-around time between trips. Activities
linked to sportfishing include fishing tackle rental
and sales, fueling docks; bait barge facilities; catch
processing and exchange; taxidermy services;
lodging and transportation services; restaurant, food
and beverage sales; and automobile parking.
Sportfishing boats in San Diego Bay, estimated
at over 80 part time and full time vessels in 1978,
have been centered in the Commercial Basin of
Shelter Island. The typical sportfishing boat in San
Diego Bay is over 65 feet in length with a beam of
approximately 20 feet, a draft of about six feet or
less, and a weight of approximately 60 gross tons.
Fishermen capacity averages around 30 passengers
per trip. All such vessels are inspected and certified
by the U.S. Coast Guard as to their seaworthiness
and their capacity. Capacity, although considering
rail space, deck area and fixed seating, is ultimately
based on the stability calculations of the vessel.
The bulk of the local fleet is open party or charter
day and half-day boats, although long-range trips
are available. Marketing efforts are being made to
extend use of the boats throughout the entire year
with diving trips, local whale watching excursions, and

natural history expeditions into Baja California. The
longer and more specialized trips of from five to 16
days are becoming increasingly important. Current
trends, stimulated by growth in the sportfishing
industry and a desire to reach better fisheries
farther off shore, are toward larger boats, more
luxurious amenities, installation of better electronic
support equipment, and improvements in propulsion
systems. Vessels reaching sizes in excess of 100
gross tons will probably be discouraged by the U. S.
Coast Guard regulations that are more stringent in
terms of material inspection and certification, and in
the qualifying of skippers, than for vessels under 100
gross tons. Uncertainties as to possible growth and
even stability in the sportfishing operations have been
affected by Mexican laws governing offshore fishing
grounds and by the growing interest in reserving
national fishery rights within a 200-mile limit.
Marine Sales and Services include
activities such as ship chandleries;
marine hardware and electronic sales;
sailmaking and repair; boat covers;
marine fueling stations; marine engine repair;
boat building and repair; boat sales and rentals;
sailing schools; temporary facilities supporting
transient boats and regattas; diving and limited
salvage operations; marine sign carving; nautical
artifacts, and professional services such as marine
architecture and marine engineering. Ancillary uses,
when specifically provided for in the property lease,
include fish transshipment and no more than 10% of
the site may be used for walkup window-type food
and beverage services with limited outdoor table
seating provided such uses do not materially interfere
with the function and operation of the primary Marine
Sales and Services use. Considerable linkages
exist between commercial and recreational boating
activities and those services which supply, repair,
outfit and provision them. Several of these activities
have small space needs and if clustered together,
can increase their attraction for marine service
purchasers. Three major use categories in this
division include boat sales, boat building and repair,
and marine services berthing.
Boat Sales and rental activities involve primarily
the dry storage and display of boats and yachts. The
display of boats adds significantly to the nautical
Master Plan Interpretation
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atmosphere of the planning area and should be
situated in such a manner to add to the visual
character of the area without appearing cluttered.
Boat display areas should be clearly designated as
such, and landscaped and otherwise treated with
screening and other design features to achieve a
well ordered display area. Boat display areas should
not be permitted to usurp on-site parking space, not
to encroach upon sidewalks or parking strips. Land
uses in this category include on-site parking, boat
display areas, boat loading and unloading areas,
and demonstration space. Related uses such as
insurance agencies and financing facilities may be
permitted but are encouraged to cluster with similar
services in designated marine service complexes.
Boat Building and Repair facilities normally
provide for small craft (under 65 feet) to differentiate
them from heavy industrial shipyards. Boatyards
can provide points of interest to passersby if their
locations are evaluated with such objectives in
mind. Screening and viewing treatments of the
various boatyards should be an integral part of each
boatyard design. Acceptable land uses associated
with boatyards are: boat lift and marine railroad;
yacht brokerage; the construction, maintenance,
repair, painting and mooring of boats; sale and
installation of marine engines, supplies, equipment,
machinery and accessories on boats; sailmaking
and canvas boat covers; assembly and repair areas;
delivery areas and material storage areas; on-site
parking; and administrative areas. Ancillary uses
include marine service stations, the storage of oil
and filters, and offices for fuel sales. Special use,
frequently non-exclusive to the site, may involve
fish off-loading by commercial fishing boats and
fish sales offices when specifically provided for in
the property lease. Painting, sanding and grinding
areas should be located and screened to prevent
the airborne distribution of particles to adjacent
land and water areas. Boat repair activities are
encouraged to be limited to craft of 65 feet or under
to maintain the low profile and scale of the structures
in the area.
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Marine Services Berthing provides
slips used to temporarily berth boats being
serviced at boat building and repair yards,
boat sales and rentals, fueling docks, and
marine accessory sales.
When specifically provided for in lease permits, fish
off-loading can occur. These berthing areas should
be provided with navigable water to accommodate
the largest recreational and commercial vessels.
Natural flushing action, especially in the vicinity
of the boat building and repair yards, is desirable.
Pier structures should be built to accommodate
larger vessels, and to provide sufficient access for
delivery of parts and repair equipment. Leasing for
the purposes of residential living afloat is prohibited
by the Port District Act. Marine services berthing
should be located adjacent to its associated land
use wherever possible. The location of the land and
water areas allocated to marine sales and services is
illustrated on Land and Water Use Element Map and
the Precise Plans for Districts 1, 6, and 7.

Industrial
Land Use Objectives & Criteria
Industrial activities on tidelands should:
· be located in convenient proximity to other
industrial areas and to living areas from
which there are interconnecting transit and
thoroughfare routes.
· provide, under single ownership, a variety of
reasonably level, well-drained sites on land
that is either vacant or on developed lands
that can be phased out economically for
redevelopment.
· provide sites that are economical to develop
and adequate for main buildings, accessory
storage, off-street loading, off-street parking,
and buffer strips.
· be designed to meet performance standards
adequate to avoid nuisances, thereby insuring
compatibility with surrounding uses.
· be limited to industrial uses which have a definite
need for the availability of utilities, direct access
to railroads and major thoroughfares, and the
proximity of either airport or water frontage.
· provide substantial benefits to both local
economic needs and to the regional
hinterland.
Master Plan Interpretation
Industrial areas have been designated on the overall
Master Plan Land and Water Use Element Map
in four classifications; land area for Marine Related
Industry, and corresponding water areas for Specialized
Berthing; land areas for Aviation Related Industrial
activities; and land area for Industrial-Business Park
development. Marine Terminals, as a distinct use
classification has been delineated in the Precise Plans;
however, in the overall plan, terminals are grouped into
the Marine Related Industry category. The Land and
Water Use Element Map illustrates the allocation of
industrial areas consisting of approximately 186 acres
of water and 1,181 acres of land.
Marine Related Industry requires
sites within close proximity to water
bodies due to functional dependencies on

the industrial activity for direct access or for linkages
to waterborne products, processes, raw materials or
large volumes of water. Prime waterfront industrial
sites are in relatively short supply and it is the intent
of this Plan to reserve these sites for Marine Related
Industry.

The primary users of marine related industrial
areas are dependent upon large ships, deep water
and specialized loading and unloading facilities,
typically associated with shipbuilding and repair,
processing plants and marine terminal operations.
Industries linked to these primary industrial activities
can be clustered together to capitalize on the benefits
of reduced material handling costs, reduced onsite storage requirements, faster deliveries, and a
reduction of industrial traffic on public roads.
Existing, established marine-oriented industrial
areas that have been devoted to transportation,
commerce, industry and manufacturing are
encouraged to modernize and to construct necessary
facilities within these established areas in order to
minimize or eliminate the necessity for future dredging
and filling in new areas. However, expansion into
new areas can be accommodated if existing sites
Master Plan Interpretation
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are pre-empted by other uses, alternative locations
are infeasible, and a curtailment of the project would
adversely affect the public welfare.
Activities suitable for the marine related industrial
area include, but are not limited to, marine terminals,
passenger terminals; railroad switching and spur
tracks; cargo handling equipment such as bulkloader
and container crane; berthing facilities; warehouses,
silos, fueling facilities; bulk liquid storage tanks and
pipelines; shipping offices and custom facilities;
power generation plants; ship building, repair and
conversion yards; marine rails, lifts and graving docks;
steel fabrication and foundry; storage, repair and
maintenance of marine machinery and construction
equipment; kelp and seafood processing, canning
and packaging; aquaculture; and marine related
support and transportation facilities.
Although commercial mariculture uses relating
to seafood production are not presently established
on the bay, research and experimentation, which
has been conducted in the region as well as on the
bay, indicates that warm water stimulates the growth
rate of certain marine organisms, such shrimp
and lobster. Assuming that economic viability
of mariculture will be achieved, future sites for
mariculture activities could be located within close
proximity to the existing thermal discharge areas of
power generation plants to take advantage of the
available warm water. There seems to be some
likelihood that future aquaculture activities could be
conducted in man-made tanks located in enclosed
buildings and in converted salt ponds. Areas of
the bay designated on the Master Plan Map as
Estuary and Salt Ponds also include aquaculture
and resource-dependent uses.
Due to the fact that public access to the bay is
necessarily limited in established industrial sectors,
it is the intent of this Plan that, whenever feasible,
industrial land and water users are encouraged to
invite the public to view their operations and to share
with the public that shoreline area not actually used
for industrial purposes by permitting visual access
to the bay. The development and redevelopment
of marine related industrial areas requires careful
consideration involving a balancing of the peculiar
needs of the development with the concurrent need
for shoreline access.
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Specialized Berthing. Water area
devoted to marine commercial and
industrial uses including ship building
and repair, water taxi, excursion and
ferry craft, commercial fishing boat berthing as a
priority use, cruise ship berthing, maritime museum
exhibits and historic craft replicas, water intake and
discharge, industrial and commercial launching,
vessel loading and unloading, marine contractors,
rigged vessels, barges, tugs/tow boats, breakwater,
launch ramps and lifts, seawall margin wharves, and
any other facility supporting the marine craft engaged
in commercial and industrial uses. Specialized
waterside structures, some of a temporary nature, are
required to satisfy the special requirements of marine
projects and marine-related industrial processes and
activities. Typical specialized berthing includes dry
docks, graving docks, heavy lift equipment, barge
cranes, mooring dolphins, pile supported platforms,
steel hatch decking, margin wharves, ship berths for
a variety of cargo, such as roll on/roll off containers,
bulk loading, and break bulk.

Marine Terminals and the harbor
constitute one of the State's primary
economic and coastal resources, functions
as an essential element of the national
maritime industry, and serves as a strategic facility

in the national defense system of the United States.
This Southern California harbor is located ten miles
northwest of the United States-Mexico border, and
approximately 95 and 455 nautical miles southeast
of Los Angeles and San Francisco, California,
respectively. The Port's location, latitude 32°41'58"
north and longitude 117°13'22" west, positions it to be
the first and the last major port of call on the Pacific
Coast for ships in the intercoastal, South and Central
America and around-the-world trade routes.
The Port is charged with the responsibility for
providing the facilities for handling, marshalling and
unloading/loading cargo. Cargo storage space includes
long and short-term dry storage, warehouses, silos,
cooler and freezer space, and open public storage
areas. Warehouses have railroad connections and
all are easily accessible to arterial highways. The
Port provides railroad hopper car unloading facilities,
a traveling bulk shiploader with conveyor boom, and
a 40 long-ton, electric traveling container handling
crane with hinged cantilevered boom.
San Diego is a landlord port rather that an
operating port. Port, tug and port pilot, and terminal
and stevedore services are provided by private
companies.
Diversified handling equipment is
maintained by the operators, and special services are
provided including packing and crating, forwarding,
pool car distribution, carloading, weighing, stamping,
marking and drayage. Port of San Diego operators
enjoy a number of existing favorable conditions such
as long experience and expertise in distribution, lack of
congestion, negligible pilferage, low insurance rates,
ample warehousing, and a climate which is ideal for
year-round all weather operations. A more detailed
description of the marine terminals is provided in
Planning Districts 3, 4 and 5.
The continued increase in the worldwide demand
for basic minerals and the potential depletion of
land based supplies could stimulate more interest in
ocean floor mining beyond that currently under way
or that being considered for offshore oil and natural
gas. The development of marine mining technology
is well under way, although questions as to economic
feasibility and national or political jurisdictions are
unresolved. The ocean floor contains substantial
deposits of manganese, copper, cobalt, nickel,
precious metals, and phosphate which, if mined, will

need the land base support facilities of ports for the
transportation, handling, storage, and stockpiling of
materials on the way to processing. Planned marine
terminal facilities are discussed in the Precise Plans
for Planning Districts 3, 4 and 5.
Marine terminal facilities must respond to a number
of design criteria, all related to the type of cargo being
handled, the minimization of ship in-port time, and
the accessibility of other transportation linkages. Two
facets of maritime demand are especially pertinent
to land and water allocation: ship's characteristics
and ship's cargo. Ship's characteristics dictate the
location of berthing and terminal facilities. Ship's
cargo governs terminal size, design and spatial
arrangements.
Aviation Related Industry is to be
maintained around Lindbergh Field.
Aerospace manufacturing has been a
leading contributor to manufacturing
activities in San Diego for several decades. Aviation
related industrial activities are those closely linked to
the airport due to the shipping of large quantities or
highly specialized types of air cargo, and the servicing
of aircraft. Activities include the manufacture and
sale of aircraft, engines, parts, motors, machines,
turbines and metal articles. Ancillary uses include
training facilities, related meeting and class rooms,
various offices, parking facilities, and storage areas.
Aviation related industrial uses are influenced by
several factors due to their proximity to the airport.
These factors include direct and efficient access
to high quality, high capacity highways; flat terrain;
existing utilities; the availability of commercial, air
cargo and privately owned business aircraft, and
the convenience associated with proximity to major
airport facilities. Also included in the aviation related
industrial category are those manufacturing, industrial
and warehousing activities that buffer the airport from
adjacent areas and have compatibility with the airport
through the use of noise attenuation techniques in
buildings or operational procedures. Compatibility
factors to consider include, but are not limited to,
noise, vibration and electrical disturbances, as well
as height limitations imposed on structures because
of aircraft operations. For many industrial operations,
the average noise level in the area is such that indoor
manufacturing activities may be carried out with
essentially no interference from aircraft noise.
Master Plan Interpretation
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Continuing efforts are needed to protect the
function of the airport by controlling obstructions into
the aircraft approach zones. Regulation and control
is made more difficult since most of these areas are
outside the Port District's jurisdiction. An additional
thoroughfare to enhance access to the airport terminal
is proposed around the northwest end of the airport
runway.
The proposed aviation related industrial area
delineated on the Land and Water Use Element Map
occupies approximately 570 acres of land, and is
composed primarily of the existing airport and aviation
related industrial activities. Sites for this industrial
use are located in Planning Districts 2 and 3.
Industrial-Business Park is a land
use category that permits a wide range
of industrial and business uses sited in
development that emphasizes clustering
of buildings, extensive landscaping, and shared open
space.
Coastal dependent developments, including, but not
limited to, Marine Related Industrial or Commercial
uses, shall have priority over other developments on
or near the shoreline. The development of industrialbusiness parks can be an asset to the bay region
because of the stimulating effect such developments
usually have on the local economy by attracting new
businesses as well as retaining existing firms that might
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otherwise leave the area. The industrial-business park
area is reserved for the types of industrial activities
associated with the manufacture, assembling,
processing, testing, servicing, repairing, storing or
distribution of products; wholesale sales; retail sales
that are incidental to permitted uses; transportation
and communication uses; parking; industrial,
construction, government and business services; and
research and development. The Industrial-Business
Park classification will also integrate other land uses
within the industrial environment. Such integration is
prompted by recognition of the fact that the traditional
industrial park, while carefully providing for efficient
operation for industrial purposes, typically has ignored
many community, employee and tenant needs.
This use group would allow industrial, commercial,
professional, business service, and recreation uses
and facilities.
Hotel, restaurant, integrated meeting and
conference space, cultural (museums and similar),
specialized retail store, and business-professional
office uses would be allowed in a campus setting.
Permitted recreational uses include, but are not limited
to, landscaped areas, promenades, public walkways,
parks, picnic areas, and active sports facilities
(where associated with a business park campus and
intended for employees). A 1000-foot separation
shall be maintained between any childcare facility
and any facility using or storing hazardous materials,
whichever facility is developed first.

Public Recreation
Land Use Objectives & Criteria
Parks, plazas, public accessways, vista points and
recreational activities on Port lands and tidelands
should:
• provide a variety of public access and carefully
selected active and passive recreational
facilities suitable for all age groups including
families with children throughout all seasons of
the year.
• enhance the marine, natural resource, and
human recreational assets of San Diego Bay
and its shoreline for all members of the public.
• provide for clear and continuous multilingual information throughout Port lands and
facilities to and about public accessways and
recreational areas.
Master Plan Interpretation
A growing population, greater discretionary
incomes and more leisure time all contribute
significantly to the increasing demand for both active
and passive outdoor recreational opportunities.
The public recreation opportunities developed
on tidelands by the Port District along with the
commercial recreation opportunities developed by
private investment provide a balanced recreation
resource for San Diego Bay. When thoughtfully
planned, both public recreational developments and
commercial recreational developments benefit from
each other as off-site improvements, although as a
matter of planning policy, commercial activities within
public recreation areas will be limited. Recreational
areas must be of the appropriate type and size to be
efficiently developed, administered and maintained
by the Port District at a reasonable cost. This Plan
places primary emphasis on the development of public
facilities for marine oriented recreational activities
for the purposes of fishing, boating, beach use,
walking and driving for pleasure, nature observation,
picnicking, children’s playing, bicycling and viewing.
		
Recreation Area/Open Space is a category
illustrated on the Land and Water Use Element
Map to portray a wide array of active and passive
recreational areas allocated around the bay. More

specific information on public recreational areas
is provided at the Planning District level under the
following use categories.
Park/Plaza
is a use category
designating landscaped urban type
recreational developments and amenities.
Users are generally drawn from the region
so that access to the site needs to link with regional and
statewide roadways, regional bicycle ways, and regional
mass transit, and provide adequate traffic facilities to
handle large volumes of traffic and peak use demands.
Parks and plazas encourage and accommodate public
access to and along the interface zone of land and
water. Recreational facilities frequently associated with
parks include public fishing piers, boat launching ramps,
beaches, historic and environmentally interpretive
features, public art, cultural uses, vista areas, scenic
roads, bicycle and pedestrian ways, water dependent
educational and recreational program facilities and
activities, small food and beverage vending, and other
park-activating uses that are ancillary to the public uses.
Maintenance of park and other landscaped areas shall
be provided through integrated pest management and
Best Management Practices to avoid or minimize the
application of chemicals to such areas.
Promenade Promenade indicates
the
shoreline
public
pedestrian
promenade-bicycle route system that
is improved with landscaping, lighting,
directional and informational signage and other street
fixtures, works of art, and seating. Many short trips,
especially recreation related, can involve walking or
bicycling rather than motorized transportation. There
are many assumed benefits of walking and bicycling;
it is inexpensive, exerts no adverse impact on the
environment, contributes to the physical well-being of
the individual, and affords an unfettered opportunity to
enjoy the amenities of San Diego Bay. Where feasible,
Class I bikeways should be provided consistent with
SANDAG’s regional Bayshore Bikeway system. A
Class I bikeway shall include a minimum paved width
of 8 feet separated from vehicular roadways.
Pedestrian and bicycle facilities
located on tidelands should: insure
physical access to the water’s edge unless
Master Plan Interpretation
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safety, security or compatibility reasons negate; be
accessible to parking and mass transit facilities;
and link appropriate portions of the waterfront for
continuous longitudinal access. A variety of route
locations is encouraged to extend the pedestrian
and bike environment through parks, commercial
development and by the working port areas. Special
provision for persons with disabilities shall conform to
applicable Law.
Open Space provides
amenities
contributing to a more satisfying and
stimulating environment. These areas
include landscaped traffic inter-change
and median strips, and isolated narrow and irregular
shoreline areas where use and development potential
is severely limited and where publicly placed works of
art can enhance and enliven the waterfront setting. The
Open Space designation may also include limited use
and/or transitional zones from biologically significant
resources deserving protection and preservation.
Public access within open space setback areas is
limited to passive uses, such as outlooks, picnic areas,
and/or spur-trails. Such uses should include interpretive
and educational opportunities while allowing coastal
access in a manner that will ensure the protection and
preservation of sensitive habitat areas.
Golf Course is used in Planning District
6 to illustrate this 98-acre land allocation.
The continuation of this use is anticipated
for the duration of the planning period.
Open Bay a category allocated
to water areas adjoining shoreline
recreational areas, the boat launching
ramp, fishing pier, vista areas and other
public recreational facilities where the need for open
water is related to the proper function of the shoreside
activity. Multiple use of open bay water areas for
recreational and for natural habitat purposes is
possible under this use category designation.
Boat Launching Ramp indicated by
symbols on the Planning Maps, provides
facilities for launching thousands of
trailerable pleasure craft throughout the
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year for purposes of boating, fishing, regattas, and
water skiing. The requirements for new or expanded
launching ramps need to be carefully considered since
boat access areas and parking areas for both car and
boat trailer consume large land areas. While existing
boat launching ramps are to continue operation
during the planning period, alternatives other than
providing new launching areas should be considered
due to the high land consumption involved. Dry stack
storage, which accommodates trailerable size boats,
is proposed in Planning District 6.
Public Fishing Pier areas include the
pier structures, necessary land support
area adequate for parking and access,
and the surrounding water area. Boating
activities near the pier, which may interfere with fishing,
are discouraged. Commercial activities relating to food
and beverage, and bait and tackle sales and rental are
generally associated with the activity. While pier site
selections should be based on a number of criteria,
including fish species surveys, fish habitat or artificial
reef-like improvements are frequently desirable. Three
existing piers are used by fishermen at all hours of
the day and night currently. Three more piers are
recommended in Planning Districts 2, 3 and 6. Fishing
piers are indicated by symbol on the Land and Water
Use Maps.
Public Access
has
been
highlighted by symbol on the Plan
maps for public recrea- tional areas.
The development of these physical
accessways is only one of the four access categories
established in this Plan and discussed in Section III of
this document.
Vista Areas include points of natural
visual beauty, photo vantage points, and
other panoramas. It is the intent of this Plan
to guide the arrangement of development
on those sites to preserve and enhance such vista
points. Major vista areas are indicated by symbol on
the Plan maps.

Conservation
Land Use Objectives & Criteria
Natural marine resource utilization activities on
tidelands should:
•
•
•
•
•

be planned and located so as to present
minimum conflicts with existing and proposed
incompatible uses.
promote the multiple utilization of the unique
plant, shellfish, fish and wildlife resources of
the bay.
encourage the protection and restoration
of functional areas which have a high
ecological value.
be accessible to the public for non-appropriative
uses consistent with nature interpretive
functions.
enhance the open space character of San
Diego Bay.

Master Plan Interpretation
		
Areas included in the conservation group are
scheduled for little or no development. The intent is to
preserve, maintain and enhance natural habitat areas
so that biological productivity will be sustained.
Areas of extraordinary biological significance are
identified and given special protection under four
categories of use: wetlands, estuary, salt ponds and
habitat replacement. Much of the shallow water areas
located in the South Bay are considered to have great
potential for restoration.
Wetlands
Wetland areas are
undeveloped lands having high biological
productivity that are alternately covered
with water and exposed to air. Wetland
delineations are conceptual in nature and may
fluctuate with changing natural cycles.
Wetlands may house unique forms of life, some
species of which are considered rare or endangered.
In any case, they are recognized in the plan as

important natural habitat for microscopic plant and
animal life which form basic food for larger fish. They
also provide breeding and nesting sites for migratory
or native birds.
Wetlands are to be preserved, protected and,
where feasible, restored. Development shall be
limited to restoration, nature study or similar resourcedependent activities. Dredging and spoils disposal
shall be planned and carried out to avoid significant
disruption to marine and wildlife habitats and water
circulation. Any diking, filling or dredging occurring
in these areas shall maintain or enhance functional
capacity of the wetlands.
The Wetlands designation may include required
wetland buffers from delineated wetland areas. Where
new development is proposed near an identified
wetland, a buffer of at least 100 feet in width from the
upland edge of wetlands and at least 50-feet in width
from the upland edge of riparian wetlands habitat must
be provided. Buffers should take into account and adapt
for rises in sea level by incorporating wetland migration
areas or other sea level rise adaptation strategies as
appropriate. The CDFG and USFWS must be consulted
in such buffer determinations and in some cases the
required buffer, especially for salt marsh wetlands, could
be greater than 100 feet. Development within wetland
buffers is limited to minor passive recreational uses,
such as outlooks, and/or spur-trails, with fencing, or other
improvements deemed necessary to protect the habitat,
to be located in the upper (upland) half of the buffer
area. Such improvements should include interpretive
and educational opportunities while allowing coastal
access in a manner that will ensure the protection and
preservation of these sensitive habitat areas.
This land use designation may include areas
designated for mitigation, or areas that have been
identified for potential wetland enhancement,
restoration and/or creation opportunities. Such
mitigation would be implemented in conjunction with
development projects, or could be implemented and
banked for use as mitigation for future development
projects.
Master Plan Interpretation
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An Estuary is the confluence of a
river with the ocean, especially an area
of the sea at the lower end of a river.
In the Master Plan, estuaries comprise
the shallow, sub-merged areas of South San Diego
Bay and are valuable in much the same way as
are wetlands. The warm shallow water nurtures
microscopic plants that are eaten by the small fish
inhabiting the estuary.
The Otay River, historically the source of the
South Bay estuary, now contributes little fresh water
to the area; however, natural tidal fluctuations provide
some salt-water exchange. The northerly extent of
the estuary area occurs where development in the
form of dredging has deepened the water to a point
where the productivity and its biological importance is
significantly reduced. Estuary designation is found in
Planning Districts 7, 8 and 9.
Development in estuaries is limited to new or
expanded boating facilities (including entrance
channels), intake and outfall lines, restoration work,
nature study, aquaculture, and resource-dependent
activities. Dredging and spoils disposal shall be
planned and carried out to avoid significant disruption
to marine and wildlife habitats, and water circulation.
Diking, filling or dredging in existing estuaries shall
maintain or enhance the functional capacity of the
wetland or estuary.
Use of the water surface for boating, fishing
and similar water oriented recreational uses is also
permitted; however, efforts should be made to reduce
potential environmental damage.
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Salt Ponds occupy the extreme
southerly end of San Diego Bay (Planning
District 9). The shallow, diked ponds are
used to produce salt by solar evaporation.
The ponds and dikes have proved to be suitable
habitat for many bird species, providing nesting,
resting and specialized feeding areas for local and
migratory aquatic birds.
A continuation of salt production is proposed in the
South Bay. This activity provides for salt production,
maintains bird habitat, and provides open space and
vistas, which enhance the appearance of the South
Bay. Reutilization of some salt ponds for mariculture
uses has potential for development. See Planning
District 9 description for further information.
Habitat Replacement is delineated
in Planning District 7 for the creation of a
marsh island to be used to replace wildlife
habitat removed during other development
around the bay. Habitat replacement refers to the
concept of recreating, as closely as possible, the
type of environment conducive to the maintenance,
protection and growth of wildlife species deemed
important. This might include endangered species as
well as environmentally significant wildlife.
Uses which conflict with the above objective would
be prohibited in habitat replacement areas. After
creation of the area by diking, dredging and filling,
the only activities which would be permitted would
be nature study, academic research and instruction
related to the area, and similar resource dependent
activities. It is not anticipated that public access
would be provided or allowed unless detrimental
environmental conflicts could be avoided.

Military
The utilization of urban land around San Diego Bay
for military activities makes a substantial contribution
to the function of national defense, to the associated
economic base of the region, and in some instances
toward the desirable objective of maintaining open
space in the metropolitan area. There are 18 major
naval installations in the metropolitan area. The military
presence on San Diego Bay rates as the largest naval
complex in the United States in that almost one-third of
the total U. S. Navy fleet is home-ported here. Most of
the military lands are owned by the Federal Government
and only a small amount is leased tidelands, pursuant
to long-term leases. It must be recognized, however,
that significant changes in the characteristics of
metropolitan urbanization and the corresponding needs
of the civilian sector have prompted a reevaluation of
those tideland areas currently owned by or leased to
the Federal Government for military purposes. The
military use on long term tidelands leases will continue
and is shown on the Master Plan map in the following
general use categories.
The Port District's Precise Land and Water Use Map
shows only that portion of the military base located
on leased tidelands. The Circulation/Navigation Map
indicates the location of military lands around San Diego
Bay and additional information is provided about military
facilities on the bay in Section I of this document.
Navy Fleet School is delineated for
the U. S. Navy held long-term lease area
located in Planning District 1. The land
area provides school facilities for the

Fleet Anti-Submarine Warfare Training Center Pacific
(FLEASWTRACENPAC), which is the Navy's west
coast center for training personnel in the operation,
maintenance and tactical use of sonar and other antisubmarine weaponry.
Plans for the long term renovation of the entire Fleet
Anti-Submarine Warfare Training Center, including
tidelands, are contained in the Navy prepared ASW
San Diego Master Plan.
Navy Small Craft Berthing is shown
adjacent to the land parcel. If use of this
water area were abandoned by the U.S.
Navy, it would easily accommodate an
expansion of berthing facilities for the commercial
fishing fleet.
Navy Ship Berthing is shown in
navigable water adjacent to the land
parcel. No additional military land use
or berthing areas on leased tidelands
are planned.
Two military facility relocations are proposed in
the Master Plan, both located in Planning District
3 and subject to negotiation with the U. S. Navy.
These include 1) the Navy's Engineering Facilities
Command Office located between Harbor Drive and
Pacific Highway, and 2) Navy Field. Redevelopment
of these sites is discussed in the Precise Plan.
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Public Facilities
Land Use Objectives & Criteria
Public facilities on tidelands should:
· be located so as to not adversely affect
adjacent properties and be designed so that
the architectural theme is in harmony with the
design theme of the Planning District.
· be provided for in advance of need.
· provide efficient and economical locations for
emergency services along with up-to-date
equipment and well trained personnel adequate
to provide protection of life and property.
· contribute to a coordinated system of functional
streets necessary for the safe, efficient and
economical movement of people and goods
within and through the tidelands.

Harbor Police stations, indicated by
symbols, are located so as to provide key
sites for rendering assistance as required
in San Diego Bay and for monitoring
the bay entrances, waterborne circulation corridors,
anchorages and berthing areas. Harbor Police
Officers patrol assigned harbor or portland areas by
boat, vehicle and foot for: the preservation of order;

Master Plan Interpretation
Public facilities are provided in response to those
community needs that are related to factors of public
health, safety and general welfare. As used in the Port
Master Plan, the public facilities category includes
both services and physical plant developments. The
legends of the two Master Plan Maps and the nine
Precise Plan Maps contain allocations of land and
water, generally indicated by symbols, to portray
numerous public facilities.
Harbor Services is a use category
of the Precise Plan Map that identifies
land and water areas devoted to maritime
services and harbor regulatory activities
of the Port District including remediation and
monitoring.
Port Administration is proposed
to continue at the present location on
Pacific Highway and Sassafras Street.
Additional space in the building which is
in excess of Port District needs could be utilized by
municipal public service agencies having limited public
contacts, or for offices and perhaps as a computer
center for air-oriented commercial uses. Some Port
District management functions will continue at the
airport, the marine terminals and on Shelter Island.
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enforcement of laws and ordinances; detection
and prevention of crime; fire suppression and the
protection of life and property; traffic control and law
enforcement support for airport screening procedures;
provision of information and assistance to the public;
and such other duties as may be assigned. In the
course of these duties, the officer is empowered to
issue citations, make arrests, and appear in court.
The existing station is to remain at the tip of Shelter
Island, and a new Harbor Police station is proposed
to be located so as to provide an overview of the
proposed second entrance and most of the open
water areas in the South Bay, if and when such a
project is built by the Federal Government. Stations
are allocated in Planning Districts 1 and 7.
Fireboat Stations, manned by Harbor
Police, provide bases for waterborne fire
fighting capabilities and routine police

patrols centrally located to provide quick response
travel time to the vessels and berthing areas located
in San Diego Bay.
Station locations are illustrated by symbol on the
Master Plan Land and Water Use Map and given
more detailed locations in the Precise Plans. Stations
are allocated in the northern, middle and southern
portions of the bay.
Fire Stations are shown on the
maps at their existing locations on
portlands. These services are generally
administered by local government units
other than the Port District. No new use allocations
are proposed for tidelands.
Maintenance Yard, an existing Port
District facility located near the Tenth
Avenue Marine Terminal, is seen as
adequate during the planning period.
Comfort Stations are allocated
throughout the bay area, located in
public use areas primarily consisting
of parks, promenades and plazas. In
total numbers, comfort stations may be the most
frequently built structures for public use on Port
District tidelands. Comfort stations call for attention to
location and to a design responding to heavy public
use and, unfortunately, accompanying vandalism
problems. The structures need to be easy to identify,
pleasing in appearance, reflect compatibility with
surrounding architectural features, safe, well lighted,
easy to maintain and keep sanitary. Many comfort
stations provide small storage and maintenancerelated space to better accommodate ground keeping
and maintenance functions. More precise locations
are shown on the Precise Plan Maps.
The U. S. Customs and immigration
facilities, although not functions administered by the Port District, are shown on
the Master Plan Circulation Navigation
Map and on the Precise Plan Maps due to their
public service nature and usual association with

international transportation terminals. Customs areas
are allocated at the air terminal, the general aviation
facilities, and at marine terminals for cargo inspection
and cruise ship movements. Customs services are
available on call at several locations around the bay. It
is anticipated that another U.S. Custom's facility may
be needed in the South Bay if and when a second
entrance is completed.
The U. S. Coast Guard designates
federal activities for three Coast Guard
mission areas centered on the U.S.
Government owned land at the station
on Harbor Drive, each of which performs different
functions in the Port. The U.S. Coast Guard Captain
of the Port and the Officer-in-Charge of Marine
Inspection are co-located at the Marine Safety Office.
This branch of the service works closely with many
facets of the marine community. The Officer-inCharge of Inspection is charged with the duties of
vessel inspection and certification, documentation,
casualty investigation and licensing of marine industry
personnel. The Captain of the Port is responsible for
assuring overall safety and security in the Port and
promoting marine environmental quality, through
enforcement of applicable federal laws and regulations.
Facilities which handle certain materials designated as
dangerous cargoes by federal regulations must meet
strict standards enforced by the U.S. Coast Guard
and undergo periodic inspections. The U.S. Coast
Guard is directly involved in improvement projects
relating to navigable waters, particularly as regards
aids to navigation, dredging and ocean dumping.
The Coast Guard Group/Air Station is a separate
command, located adjacent to the Marine Safety
Office. This unit is primarily responsible for the
mission areas of Search and Rescue, Enforcement
of Laws and Treaties, and Aid to Navigation. The
Air Station helicopter pad is restricted to use by
government aircraft.
In addition to the three mentioned Coast Guard
functions, there is also a Boating Safety Detachment
located on land leased from the Port District in
Planning District 1.
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Circulation and Navigation System
The
Circulation/Navigation
Element
Map
graphically indicates the inter-dependence of three
major modes of transportation dealing with movement
on land, on water, and in the air. The provision of
adequate access to and circulation within the San
Diego Bay area is a key element in the success of
economic activities, of the viability of public services
and amenities, and the preservation of the area's
environmental setting. The various modes of transport
must be coordinated not only to the various land and
water uses they support, but to each other to avoid
incompatibilities, congestion, hazardous movements
and unnecessary expenditures.
Land-Based Transportation System
The railroads and the regional highway system
provide the land-based transportation network for
the movement of people and goods in the region, and
to the tidelands. Railroads, freeways, expressways,
regionally significant arterials, local streets, and
pathways provide travel modes for pedestrians,
bicyclists, automobiles, fixed rail transit, bus transit,
and the local and interregional trucking industry
involved in work and recreation related trips. Current
efforts directed toward maintaining the region's air
quality and conserving energy promote an efficient
movement of people and goods on a safe, complete
and uncongested regional highway and rail system.
The Circulation and Navigation Element Map
illustrates a coordinated land-based transportation
system that will continue to involve the Port District,
the cities, and the regional transportation planning
agency.
Regionally Significant Arterials
connect tideland areas with interstate,
state and local transportation networks.
The most direct involvement of the Port
District in roadway development is in the provision
and maintenance of bridges, arterial roads, collector
streets, local streets, and the provision of adequate
parking facilities to tideland developments. Proposed
extension, relocation or modification to regionally
significant arterials which are located on tidelands
include: the modification of Harbor Drive between
Hawthorn and Market and the relocation of Harbor
Drive between Market and Fifth Avenue, both in San
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Diego; and a new entrance to the airport, subject to
negotiation with the U. S. Navy, linking Washington
Street and the Lindbergh Field terminal. Expenditure
of Port District monies is anticipated in the construction
of a bridge to extend Tidelands Avenue over the
Sweetwater Flood Control Channel at some as yet
undetermined future time. The proposed second
entrance bridge is the responsibility of the State
Highway Department and the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers.
Local Streets and Parking becomes
a primary control of land use in the single
mode circulation system, such as in
the case of the automobile in Southern
California. The location, type and amount of parking has
a significant effect upon the planning area. Provision
must be made to accommodate nighttime storage and
daytime space demands appropriate to the size and
type of traffic generators, shopping customs, habits
of parking, and rate of turnover. Preliminary planning
activities dealing with the possible expansion of public
facilities or the renewal, extension, or modification of
private lease agreements are to contain provision for
automobile storage.
It is the intent of this Plan to seek a reduction in the
total amount of land devoted to under-utilized parking
lots. Emphasis is to be placed on the development
of additional public parking facilities where there is
a current deficiency. When the cyclical nature of an
economic activity or a public recreational activity
creates peak demands at different times, the joint use
of the available leased parking space is encouraged
among tenants.
Additional public parking lots within close proximity
to the shoreline are to be considered suitable activities
for waterside locations only if the use of the site will, in
addition to providing needed parking space, (1) assist
in maintaining vistas, and (2) will provide public access
to the bay in an appropriately landscaped setting.
Parking structures are not generally considered
appropriate for waterside sites.
Roadway improvements will continue the
maintenance of on-street parking standards at an
eight-foot width for commercial areas and ten-foot

width for industrial streets. Traffic lanes at 12- and
15-foot widths for commercial and industrial streets,
respectively, are to be continued. Parking facilities
in sufficient quantity and located within close
proximity to the activity they serve are stressed. As
a guideline, parking ratios of one stall for every three
seats for restaurants and other eating and drinking
establishments, and five stalls for every 1,000 square
feet of general commercial activity is encouraged.
Parking need for multiple use complexes need
evaluation on a case-by-case basis.
Railroad service is necessary for
port and port related operations and
development. Depending on the type of
port and industrial operation, there should
be ample nearby rail storage facilities, easy access
for switching rail cars to and from the marine terminal
or industrial area, and suitable rail trackage within the
area to interface the movement of cargoes between
ship and land carriers.
The port and marine related industrial
developments on San Diego Bay are served by a
transcontinental rail carrier, the Atchison Topeka
and Santa Fe Railway (AT&SF). The AT&SF links
San Diego to Los Angeles with freight and AMTRAK
passenger service. A line haul carrier, the San Diego
and Arizona Eastern Railway (SD&AE), a subsidiary
of the Southern Pacific Company, has temporarily
stopped service to the east along its line pending
repairs to portions of the track damaged by a hurricane
associated storm in 1976. The Metropolitan Transit
Development Board (MTDB) has recently acquired a
portion of the SD&AE rail line, and freight service is to
be reinstated by a private operator under contract to
MTDB. Reestablishment of this second rail link to the
east, and the maintenance and improvement of rail
freight service and facilities is essential in providing a
well-balanced rail service to the port area.
Rail spurs serving the National City Terminal require
expansion in a small area of the container yard. Rail
service needs will require monitoring and evaluation in
the future. Increased use at the Tenth Avenue Marine
Terminal has necessitated that the switching yard
adjacent to the bulkloader be expanded, particularly
to handle "unit trains" for loading that could reach
40,000 tons per vessel. Consideration in planning
transportation should also be given to the continued
increased size of railroad cars and truck trailers.

Public Transit, consisting of the
proposed bus transit system and the
proposed fixed rail transit corridor with
station locations, is delineated on the Circulation
Navigation Element Map. In the San Diego Region,
the planning, construction and operation of the
proposed fixed rail line is under the direction of the
Metropolitan Transit Development Board (MTDB). The
planning and coordination of the bus service involves
the Comprehensive Planning Organization and bus
operations involve North County, San Diego, National
City and Chula Vista transit operators. Interregional,
frequently scheduled bus service is provided for most
of the tideland areas, including buses with bicycle
racks for trans-bay access. It is the intent of this Plan
to encourage the provision or extension of the public
transit system into the industrial, commercial and public
recreational areas of the tidelands; and, where feasible,
to encourage public transit service as a substitute for
parking at tideland facilities. Joint utilization of the San
Diego and Arizona Eastern Railway right-of-way for both
public transit and freight service has been endorsed by
the Board of Port Commissioners.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Routes
are given a high development priority in
this Plan. More specific information is
provided in the Public Recreation section.
The Bay Bicycle Route, which carries out regional
planning policies emphasizing the commuter-work
trip, involves the five cities around the bay, the Port
District, and CALTRANS. The route is illustrated on
the Circulation/Navigation Element Map. It is the intent
of the Port District to work with other jurisdictions to
complete the perimeter route. Bicycle facilities linking
the Bay Route onto tidelands are encouraged to
emphasize the recreation-related type trip.

Aviation-Based
Transportation System
Lindbergh Field is one of the airport
systems incorporated into the aviation
element of the Regional Transportation
Plan. The Port District is the operator of
Lindbergh Field, San Diego's "downtown" international
airport, which is convenient, accessible, and has a
wide array of commercial and charter flights.
Following an exhaustive study and hearing process
by CPO relative to the subject of airport relocation,
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Lindbergh Field has been designated as the site most
suitable to serve the commercial air transportation
needs of the region through 1995. It is anticipated that
some minor modifications will be made in the taxiways
and parking aprons, lighting systems, rehabilitation to
the East Terminal and blast fence, but that the main
runway will probable remain substantially unchanged.
This Plan proposes the development of improved
access to the terminals from the east which involves
improvements to the local arterial system, localized
improvements to the Interstate highway system,
improved access within the airport boundaries, and
negotiation for property controlled by the military.
Heliport designations are indicated on
the Circulation- Navigation Element Map;
one at the Coast Guard facility and the
other in the general vicinity of the Rohr
plant in Chula Vista. Additional heliports should be
considered in waterfront locations if sufficient public
necessity is demonstrated in the future. The heliports
require small areas, which frequently can benefit from
being located close to major work centers. A location
on the waterfront can help alleviate some of the noise
problems by avoiding developed areas and by using
a more desirable approach over the water.

Water-Based
Transportation System
Ship
Navigation
Corridor
illustrated with its functional linkages
to anchorages and berthings on the
Circulation-Navigation Element Map,
provides adequate draft for ship maneuverability,
safe transit and access to marine terminals, marine
related industrial areas and military bases. Ship
corridors must be maintained at adequate widths
and depths to eliminate hazardous conditions in
the harbor among ships, small craft and structures;
to prohibit lost time and delays from groundings
and to avoid environmental damage caused by
maritime related accidents.
Incompatible aquatic activities, such as to swim,
bathe, water ski, or use a surfboard or paddleboard
in marked ship and boat channels is prohibited (UPD
Code 8.27).
The Harbor and Channel Improvements project,
first undertaken by the United States in San Diego
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Harbor, was authorized by the River and Harbor Act
of 30 August 1852. Subsequent improvements were
authorized by a succession of acts dating from March
3, 1875, to October 17, 1940, and March 2, 1945.
The Federal project has provided for the protection
of the harbor entrance with the 7,500-foot-long rubble
mound Zuniga jetty, a major entrance channel 42feet-deep, a central bay channel to a depth of 40 feet,
a South Bay channel depth of 35 feet, and anchorage
and turning basins ranging between 42 and 35 feet
in depth. Since channel dredging operations require
a substantial expenditure of public funds, it is the
intent of this Plan to maintain deep draft berthing and
marine related industrial sites immediately adjacent to
the ship navigation channel. Marine related industrial
sites, including marine terminals, are dependent upon
this deep water.
Main Ship Channel, recently improved,
provides a range of depths and widths for
ship movement. The channel provides
a depth of 42 feet mean lower low water
(M.L.L.W.) and a width varying from 600 feet to 2000
feet, from the entrance to the U.S. Navy Aircraft Carrier
Berth; then a 40-foot MLLW depth and varying widths
from 600 feet to 1900 feet to the Tenth Avenue Marine
Terminal; and continues at a depth of 35 feet and a width
varying form 600 feet to 1350 feet down the bay to the
National City Marine Terminal. Naval vessels of sizes up
to cruisers and Essex class carriers (unloaded) can sail
as far south as the Naval Station (NAVSTA) San Diego.
The Coronado Bridge has three major spans over the
bay, affecting navigation. Two of the spans are over
the navigation channel, each with a vertical clearance
of 195 feet M.H.W. and a clear width of 600 feet. The
last span located at the pierhead line, provides vertical
clearance of 175 feet at M.H.W. and a clear width of
500 feet. Only minor maintenance dredging has been
needed in the past.
While existing ship channel depths and widths
appear adequate for the foreseeable planning period,
growing ship size is expected to continue placing
greater demand on the need for deeper channels and
expanded terminal areas in the long term future. As
the draft of vessels using the National City Marine
Terminal increases, there may be a requirement to
provide a minimum channel depth of 40 feet all the way
to the Sweetwater Channel and a renewed interest
in a second entrance. Ship channels are navigable

waters of national interest, in which improvements
generally involve the administrative functions of
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Congressional
approval and Federal funding.
Second Entrance to San Diego Bay
is a project with a long history of public
debate and interest, some of which goes
back to the 1930's.
In 1963, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los
Angeles District, made a reconnaissance study of a
second entrance to San Diego Bay. One plan was
based on constructing a ship channel from the bay
southerly to the Tia Juana River Valley and thence
westerly to the ocean. Another plan called for the
entrance to be cut through the Silver Strand.
Based on federal criteria, the Tia Juana River
Valley route proved to be economically not justified.
The Silver Strand alternative, however, appeared to
have a more favorable benefit versus cost ratio and
warranted further study.
In 1966, further studies for an entrance through
the Silver Strand including a model study were
authorized. Model tests completed in 1968 at the
Waterways Experiment Station showed that flushing
characteristics of the bay would be improved with a
second entrance. The model was of the fixed-bed
type and did not lend itself to the study of littoral sand
movement resulting from wave and current action.
Again a number of alternate plans were considered,
all based on commercial navigation and some Navy
requirements. The most favorable turned out to be
a 35-foot channel, 400 feet wide, crossed by a fourlane bridge with 154 feet of vertical clearance above
Mean High Tide. This plan, however, also did not
generate a favorable benefit versus cost ratio based
on commercial and Navy benefits, primarily due to
the substantial costs involved in the construction of
the high bridge and its long approaches.
Subsequently, another alternative was suggested
which would provide an entrance with a greatly
diminished channel and reduced overhead bridge
clearance. It was intended to accommodate principally
recreational craft, the smaller Naval vessels, tuna
boats and sportfishing vessels. Cursory examinations
indicated that a favorable benefit versus cost ratio
might be developed. Where recreational benefits are

considered in a project, local interests are required
to pay a correspondingly greater share of the total
cost. If the second entrance were totally dependent
on recreational benefits, local participation may
be anticipated to amount to 50% of the cost of all
navigation improvements and possibly all of the
bridge costs. Owing to environmental unknowns, this
Federal project is quiescent at present.
Ship Anchorage area for oceangoing ships is primarily the area north of
"B" Street Pier but does include all the
navigable waters of the harbor except
designated channels, cable and pipeland areas, the
special anchorages, and the Naval Restricted Areas.
Vessels anchoring in portions of the harbor, other
than the areas excepted in the above paragraph,
shall leave a free passage for other craft and shall
not unreasonably obstruct the approaches to the
wharves in the harbor.
Vessels are to comply with marine sanitation
requirements and when anchored in undesignated
anchorage areas, are to observe anchor lighting
requirements.
The safety and security of any vessel berthed or
at anchor within San Diego Bay is the responsibility
of the owner or operator. Every owner or operator of
a vessel has a responsibility to apprise themselves of
weather conditions and storm warnings, and to take
the necessary precautions to insure the safety of
their vessel in the event of unusual tide and weather
conditions.
(1) Special Anchorage for U.S. Government
Vessels - Shoreward of a line extending from Ballast
Point Light approximately 351°30' to the shore end
of the Quarantine Dock. This anchorage is reserved
exclusively for vessels of the U.S. Government and
for authorized harbor pilot boats. No other vessels
may anchor in this area except by special permission
obtained in advance from the Commandant, Eleventh
Naval District, San Diego, California.
(2) Nonanchorage Area - A lane between San
Diego and Coronado bounded on the east by a
line extending southerly from a point 410 feet west
of United States Bulkhead Line Station 458 on the
San Diego side of the bay to a point 350 feet west
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of United States Bulkhead Line Station 522 on the
Coronado side of the bay, and on the west by a line
extending due north from the intersections of the
west side of "E" Avenue with the south side of First
Street, Coronado, and a line extending 225° from the
intersection of the west side of Pacific Highway with
the north side of Harbor Drive, San Diego. This area
has submerged pipelines, power and communications
cables. Vessels are not permitted to anchor in the
area at any time.
Nautical Mile Markers, while occupying
little area, are of some importance to the
water navigation system and are shown
on the Master Plan Circulation/Navigation
Element Map. The Navy maintains markers on North
Island for its ships. Markers installed and maintained
by the Port District are located on Harbor Island.
Boat Navigation Corridors are those
water areas delineated by navigational
channel markers or by conventional
waterborne traffic movements.
Boat corridors are designated by their predominant
traffic and their general physical characteristics (these
channels are usually too shallow and too narrow to
accommodate larger ships). Boat channels will be
kept clear of encroaching water or land uses, which
would deter waterborne circulation. These channels
serve the navigation system in a manner similar to
that provided by streets in a land-based circulation
system. Boat corridors in 1978 provided for a fleet of
more than 4000 pleasure craft permanently moored
on the waters of the bay and provided corridors from
the public launching ramps that launched thousands
of pleasure craft out of almost 33,000 registered boats
in San Diego County. New boat navigation corridors
will be required to serve new marina developments.
Maintenance dredging and improvements to existing
channels, as required, are to be conducted.
Small Craft Mooring and Anchorage
Areas have been planned to facilitate the
retention and orderly management and
development of a variety of functional,
aesthetically pleasing facilities in carefully selected
sites. The intent of the plan is to prohibit long term
permanent or semi-permanent indiscriminate
anchoring throughout the Bay in a manner so as
not to interfere with short term uses of the bay for
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fishing, sailing, and other social and recreational
activity, including the rafting of vessels. Long term
anchoring and mooring shall be limited to designated
anchorages under local control of the jurisdictional
authority of the Port District, U. S. Navy, and the
State Department of Parks and Recreation. Long
term users are encouraged to use marinas where
there are secure moorings and shoreside support
facilities which have been provided by private
investors. Changes to Federal regulations pertaining
to anchorages can be accomplished by complying
with the established procedure, which permits the
new regulations to go into effect after publication in
the Federal Register.
The use or development of the proposed
anchorages shall be at the discretion of the U.S. Navy
(A-6), the State Department of Parks and Recreation
(A-7), and the Port District (A-1 to A-5 and A-8). In
the Port District's anchorages, the actual operation of
the anchorage shall be conducted by the Port District
or under a lease agreement to other governmental
agency or to a private operator. Port funds or possibly
private development monies are to be expended
for the planning, construction and regulation of
anchorages and moorings for use by vessels which
are solely or primarily used for commerce, navigation,
fisheries and recreation. The use of bay water areas
for residential use, involving living aboard vessels
as a primary place of residence, is discouraged as a
matter of policy in accordance with state law.
Improvements and the level of service in anchorages
are functional but greatly reduced from those provided
in marinas. Anchorages are not a secure as marinas
for keeping vessels at mooring station, require more
water area per vessel stored, and do not have dockside
utilities and access. Shoreside facilities for anchorages
range widely, from natural shoreline to dinghy float,
and may or may not include: dock and ramp; night
lighting; potable water supply; disposal stations
for trash, petroleum products and sewage; public
telephone; limited automobile parking, and restrooms.
The safety and security of vessels at anchor remain
the responsibility of the vessel owner or operator who
must keep apprised of weather conditions and storm
warnings and take the necessary precautions to insure
the safety of their vessels, other craft, and harbor
improvements. The lower level of service and facilities
in anchorages is frequently reflected in lower user fees
and sometimes public subsidies.

In the Port District's jurisdiction, the primary basis
for the management and regulation of intensively used
anchorages will be by the establishment of a lease
relationship with user fees and permits which specify
duration of stay. Anchorages are to be made available
to seaworthy, self-propelled vessels which are subject
to periodic inspection that insures proper moorings,
adequate fire fighting equipment, approved marine
sanitation devices, and registration or documentation
of vessel ownership. The management of anchorages
is also to be conducted so as to maintain a program
of flotsam and debris clean-up, regularly monitored
water quality, and controls on overboard discharges.
The general locations of planned small craft
anchorages are illustrated on the Circulation/Navigation
Element Map and are identified in the following:
Anchorage A-1, the Shelter Island Yacht Basin
Anchorage, contains about nine acres of water area.
Approximately 20 vessels at single point anchoring
can be accommodated. Use is by permit of Harbor
Police for a period of less than 72 hours, within any
seven-day period, for vessels participating in marine
events. Nor shore landing is proposed for this low
intensity of use anchorage. Additional information
about this anchorage is presented in Section IV, the
Shelter Island Planning District.
Anchorage A-1a, A-1b, and A-1c, collectively
referred to as the Shelter Island Roadstead Mooring,
is proposed to be developed with about 46 single
swing point moorings grouped in three different
locations bayward of Shelter Island. The total water
area allocated for the anchorage is approximately
12.8 acres. The designated support facilities include a
dinghy landing on the northeast corner of the existing
beach and the restroom located at the small craft
launching ramp. Section IV, Shelter Island Planning
District, contains more information on this anchorage.
Anchorage A-2, the Shelter Island Commercial
Basin Anchorage, is proposed to be redeveloped
with fore and aft moorings to provide for about 170
vessels in the 15 acre area. The redevelopment effort
will strive to accommodate in A-2 all existing vessels
there that meet the anchorage regulations. New
shoreside support facilities of about 34,000 square
feet are planned on the northeastern side of the
shoreline. Section IV, Shelter Island Planning District,
contains more information on this anchorage.

Anchorage A-3, Laurel Street Roadstead,
discussed in more detail in Section IV, Centre City
Embarcadero Planning District, provides about 20
acres of water area for 50 vessels at anchor on
single mooring buoys. Shoreside support facilities
are provided by the floats, ramps, and restrooms at
the Embarcadero Crescent.
Anchorage A-4, Bay Bridge Roadstead
Anchorage, contains two 24-acre water areas to
provide for phased development. At completion,
single point mooring buoys will provide space for
about 70 vessels. The anchorage landing is to be
developed as part of the Tidelands Park project. More
information on the proposed anchorage is found in
Section IV, Coronado Bayfront Planning District.
Anchorage A-5, Glorietta Bay, is a 3.8-acre
federally designated anchorage. With fore and
aft anchoring by vessels ground tackle, about 20
vessels can be accommodated. All of the moorings
in the anchorage are reserved for short-term use
by cruising vessels. Anchorage use is by permit of
Harbor Police for a period of time up to 72 hours,
within any seven-day period. Section IV, Coronado
Bayfront Planning District, contains more information
about this anchorage.
Anchorage A-6, the Naval Amphibious Base
(NAB) Anchorage, is proposed for an eight-acre water
area adjoining the NAB Marina. The Commanding
Officer, NAB, Coronado, through his authorized
representative, the NAB Marina Manager, shall
have sole authority to assign, control and limit use
of the area. Only small craft belonging to U.S. Navy
personnel on active duty and retired service members
shall be authorized to use the area. The landing site
is at NAB Marina.
Anchorage A-7, Crown Cove Anchorage, is a
4.4-acre water area proposed to be developed with
fore and aft moorings for approximately 30 vessels.
Control over this anchorage and adjacent park area
will be exercised by the California Department of
Parks and Recreation under a lease agreement
with the U.S. Navy and the United Port District, as
a normal part of the Department's administration
of Silver Strand State Beach. A dinghy-landing site
will be designated on the adjacent State Beach and
will have those shoreside facilities provided by the
State Beach.
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Anchorage A-8, Sweetwater Anchorage, contains
200 acres of water area and can provide for about
250 vessels, depending on size, at single swing point
anchorage with vessels ground tackle. Anchoring
use, however, shall be incremental, the first phase
to provide for up to 100 vessels, with any additional
100 vessel increments to be subject to further public
hearings and consultation with District member cities.
The landing and shoreside support services for the
anchorage will be at the existing National City Small
Craft Launch Ramp. Section IV, National City Bayfront
Precise Plan, contains more information about this
anchorage.
Anchorage A-9, Cruiser Anchorage, is a nine-acre
water area which can accommodate approximately
30 transient craft using vessels ground tackle. The
anchorage is to ultimately be marked with area
boundary markers. It is located south of the United
States Coast Guard Air Station near the East Harbor
Island Basin. A small boat landing facility is located
nearby on North Harbor Drive east of the Coast
Guard Air Station. Public landside support facilities
include rest rooms, public telephone, parking and a
San Diego Transit bus stop. Section IV Precise Plans,
Harbor Island / Lindbergh Field: Planning District 2,
contains additional information about the use of this
anchorage area. The use of this anchorage will be
controlled by duly enacted regulations of the Board of
Port Commissioners.
Derelict Craft Storage provides
space for holding abandoned or drifting
small craft that become hazards to
navigation in the bay.
Disposal of
impounded vessels is governed by State Law.
Sites are provided within close proximity to berthing
concentrations for the north bay and proposed as
part of a potential boating development in the south
portion of the bay.

Pollution Contingency Plans
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (section
311 [c] [2]) provides for the preparation, publication,
revision and amendment of a National Contingency
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Plan to protect the environment from the unplanned,
sudden and usually accidental discharge of oil or
hazardous substances that pose a threat to the
public health or welfare. The National Plan calls for
the establishment of a nationwide net of regional
contingency plans within its framework. The San
Diego Bay area is provided for in the O.S.C. Area
Contingency Plan prepared and maintained by the
U.S. Coast Guard, Office of the Captain of the Port,
San Diego. This area includes the geographic area
of San Diego County, San Clemente Island, and their
coastal waters.
The main objective of the National Plan is
to provide for a coordinated federal response
capability at the scene of the discharge. The plan
provides for a pattern of coordinated and integrated
responses by departments and agencies of the
Federal Government, promotes the coordination and
direction of Federal and State response systems, and
encourages the development of local governmental
and private capabilities to handle such discharges.
The State Operating Authority for oil spill cleanup is
the California Department of Fish and Game, which
is to have a spill contingency plan, intended to aid
the Federal O.S.C. in cleanup operations. Although
Federal law has preempted State or Local jurisdiction
in some areas of pollution, State and local coordination
and involvement in cleanup operations is encouraged
by the Area Contingency Plan.
The Environmental Protection Agency has
designated San Diego Bay waters less than 30 feet
deep at mean low water as "no discharge" areas
for sanitary waste. Discharge in areas with a depth
greater than 30 feet is authorized only after treatment
by an approved marine sanitation device.
While not part of the Federal plan, the Port of
San Diego is involved in harbor maintenance, and
removing navigation hazards and floating debris. The
Port maintenance program includes the operation of
a trash recovery vessel, nick-named the "Alligator",
which skims up floating debris from the harbor; and
boat and car patrols by Harbor Police.

SECTION IV

PRECISE PLANS

Introduction
The tidelands around San Diego Bay have
been divided into nine subareas, identified as
Planning Districts in Figure 3, to facilitate the
preparation of specific area plans. The districts
have been delineated in a manner which groups
together tideland properties into identifiable and
functional units which conform closely with the
boundaries of established data gathering units,
such as Census Tracts, and frequently fall easily
into city community planning areas.
Each Planning District reflects a significant
change in the scale of planning involvement from
that previously undertaken in the preparation
of the overall Port District Master Plan. The
Master Plan was developed to be sufficiently
comprehensive, to deal with a long range, 20-

year time frame, and to be general in scale so
as to deal with over 5,400 acres of tidelands
distributed around the bay in four different cities.
The Precise Plan is more precise and detailed
than the overall Master Plan in that it is oriented
toward projects that can be achieved in a short
period of time, ranging from the present to the
next five or possibly ten years, and covers a small
area of about several hundred acres located in
one city. When a District Plan is adopted by the
Board of Port Commissioners, the Precise Plan
becomes a refinement of the general principles
and policies of the Master Plan.

Purpose of the Precise Plan
Each of the Planning Districts' Precise Plans is
intended to provide planning policies, consistent
with a general statewide purpose, for holding
Precise Plans
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in trust and for the preservation and physical
development of the tide and submerged lands
conveyed or granted to the San Diego Unified Port
District. The Precise Plan is geared to the flexible,
short-term and precise budgeting and scheduling
needs that arise in the plan implementation.
The adoption of the Precise Plan is not intended
to create an inflexible, static, unmanageable set
of guidelines for development, nor is it desirable
to stifle individual initiative and creativity. A major
purpose of this detailed program is to serve as a
short-term management tool. As such, the plans
and programs are, by necessity, flexible and
subject to modifications to meet the circumstances
and problems involved in plan implementation. For
this short term planning period, continued review
of the development program and modifications to
the plan are anticipated to occur rather frequently
due to the immediate and precise scale of planning
involvement, and due to the decisions made in an
effort to solve the ever-occurring problems of plan
implementation. Pending changes are, of course,
subject to environmental assessment and to public
hearings and public comment.

Precise Plan Interpretation
The Precise Plan planning principles, policies
and objectives are expressed graphically on plan
maps, illustrations, and in written form in this
document and subsequent amendments.
Several illustrations, diagrams, and a map have
been prepared to assist in conveying the intent
and purpose of each Precise Plan. The figures
contained herein are for illustrative purposes only
and are subject to change. The Precise Plan Land
and Water Use Element Map is a part of each plan.
The level of detail indicated in each land or water
use on the map is scaled to parcel lines. About a
dozen land or water use activities occupy a very
small area but are still of enough significance to
merit illustration, and are done by symbols. The
level of locational detail for symbols portrayed on
the map is to within the general area indicated.
An explanation of the legend of these maps has
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already been covered in the earlier discussions
about general land and water use categories that
appear in this document. More specifics about the
applicable planning policies can be found in the
discussion for each Planning District.
Each Precise Plan section contains an
introductory description of the planning area, a
statement of the major problems and an exposition
of the plan concept. The introductory comments
are followed by a narrative description of the
plan by planning subareas, a table on proposed
land and water use allocation and a project list
describing each project, its location, its developer
as either Port District or tenant, its appealable
classification and an estimate of its starting date.
The project list, a rather detailed commentary,
has been included in order to comply with the
Coastal Act guideline for content of port master
plans. The guideline calls for a listing of proposed
projects in sufficient detail to judge the plan's
consistency with the Coastal Act. The project list
is not intended to be an exclusive listing, rather it
describes major projects or smaller projects that
are well defined at the time of writing. Some future
projects, not specifically listed at this time but
consistent with the land use classification grouping
indicated in the Plan maps and identified in the
Plan narrative, are anticipated to be added, just as
some projects will need to be modified to respond
to future changing environmental, financial and
other conditions. The estimated construction dates
are also subject to change and have been included
in this document primarily as a management tool,
rather than as an inflexible capital improvement
program. Finally, change is anticipated in the
appealable/non-appealable classifications as new
projects are better defined and redevelopment
opportunities are identified. For example, a project
in the appealable classification could change to nonappealable by simply changing the merchandise in
a retail activity without any physical modification to
the outside of a structure. Where project dates are
not listed, it is because they cannot be estimated
at this time.
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SHELTER ISLAND:
PLANNING DISTRICT 1
Overall, the planned land and water uses for the
Shelter Island area remain essentially unchanged
from existing uses. The major emphasis of the
development program is directed toward the
renovation of obsolete structures, improvement in
the quality of landscape, and visual and physical
access to the bayfront.

Land and Water Use Allocations

The Precise Plan Concept
Shelter Island has strong historic functional ties
to the boating community of the San Diego region.
Public discussions and evaluations made in the
planning process have highlighted the following
matters as being of paramount importance.
While there is general satisfaction with the present
land use allocations, some improvement can be
obtained by extensive renovation of older facilities
as necessary or at the termination of leases.
Additional people oriented spaces, providing
vistas and accessibility to the water and waterside
activities, are felt appropriate. In some subareas,
the visual clutter of a proliferation of signs;
disorganized automobile parking in side yards and
setbacks; and a lack of continuity in architecture
give evidence of deterioration in some portions of
Shelter Island.
The basic concept of the Shelter Island Precise
Plan is found in preserving and retaining flexibility in
improving upon the best aspects of this man-made
environment, which has been developed over the
past 50 years.
The character of existing development is to be
enhanced by a redevelopment program that
emphasizes the continued provision of adequate
public service, employment and investment
opportunities.
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Roughly 350 acres in the Shelter Island Planning
District are tidelands under the jurisdiction of the
Unified Port District. A summary, in tabular form,
of the planned land and water use allocations is
indicated in Table 6.
The following text explains and gives definition to
the legend of the Land and Water Use Element
Map of the Precise Plan. The map graphically
portrays 20 different land or water use designations
organized under four major headings—Commercial,
Public Recreation, Public Facilities, and Military.
Shelter Island Planning Subareas
In the following narrative, the Planning District has
been divided into seven subareas (Figure 5) to
focus attention upon and give expression to the plan
concepts that are suggested for the entire Planning
District but with an emphasis on the relationship of
precise planning proposals and specific sites.
Beach Corridor
This planning subarea includes a narrow
band of shoreline extending from the Port District
jurisdictional line bordering the US Navy facility
on Point Loma to Canon Street. Two small
beach areas, Kellogg and La Playa beaches, are
illustrated as open space on the Land and Water
Use Map, and are interspersed with two yacht
clubs. Limited access to the beaches is to be
maintained consistent with the existing isolated and
low intensity recreational use orientation, which
is geared to serve the immediate neighborhood.
Kellogg Beach, subject to erosion, is to be restored
by State, Port and City action. The Kellogg Beach
replenishment is intended to control excessive

TABLE 6: Precise Plan Land and Water Use Allocation
SHELTER ISLAND: PLANNING DISTRICT 1
LAND USE

ACRES

WATER USE

ACRES

TOTAL
ACRES

% of
TOTAL

COMMERCIAL ............................ 64.9
Marine Sales and Services ............ 9.1
Commercial Fishing ....................... 2.9
Commercial Recreation ............... 48.6
Sportfishing.................................... 4.3

COMMERCIAL ........................135.4 ........... 200.3................ 57%
Marine Services Berthing ..........17.7
Commercial Fishing Berthing ......5.7
Recreational Boat Berthing .....101.7
Sportfishing Berthing .................10.3

PUBLIC RECREATION ............... 30.5
Open Space................................... 9.6
Park/Plaza ................................... 18.7
Promenade .................................... 2.2

PUBLIC RECREATION .............51.0 ............. 81.5................ 23%
Open Bay / Water ......................51.0

PUBLIC FACILITIES.................... 24.0
Harbor Services ............................. 1.2
Streets ......................................... 22.8

PUBLIC FACILITIES .................10.7 ............. 34.7................ 10%
Harbor Services .........................5.2
Boat Navigation Corridor .............5.5

MILITARY .................................... 25.9
Navy Fleet School ....................... 25.9
............................................................

MILITARY ....................................8.9 ............. 34.8................ 10%
Navy Small Craft Berthing ...........6.2
Navy Ship Berthing .....................2.7

TOTAL LAND AREA ................. 145.3

TOTAL WATER AREA ............206.0

PRECISE PLAN LAND AND WATER ACREAGE TOTAL .............................................. 351.3.............. 100%
Note: Table 6 does not include Precise Plan designated water acreage leased from or under State Lands Commission
jurisdiction:
Area
Acreage
Use Designation
Anchorage A-1
9.6
Boat Anchorage
Shelter Island Yacht Basin Boat Channel
73.1
Boat Navigation Corridor
Anchorage A-1a,b,c
25.1
Boat Anchorage
Anchorage A-2
15.0
Boat Anchorage
061203
America's Cup Harbor Basin Boat Channel 29.4
Boat Navigation Corridor

shoreline erosion and to preserve a public beach,
street termination and adjacent private property. A
quarry rock groin in conjunction with sand backfill
will be on a replenishment basis at Kellogg Beach.
It is recommended that sometime in the future, the
beach area be served by a pedestrian promenade
and bike route to delineate the tideland/upland
boundary and to provide access to the beach.
Streets that stop at or on tidelands in the area
provide excellent points of public access and vista.
Whenever compatible with local community plan
goals and traffic circulation and safety, appropriate

street endings are to be enhanced by providing
landscaped sitting and viewing areas, and rest
stops for bicyclists and pedestrians using the trail
system. The design of the street ending should be
in conformance with any dominant architectural
or natural theme of the surrounding area, and be
preferably limited to accommodate passive public
recreational activities.
More intensive modes of boating recreation and
social activities occur at yacht clubs, shown on the
Land and Water Use map under the category of
Commercial Recreation, and the associated water
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use, Recreational Boat Berthing. The land-based
activities of these quasi-public centers will continue
to be confined to each parcel.

Customs services are provided to boaters, upon
request, at the Harbor Master Pier. No expansion of
this activity is anticipated.

Anchorage A-1, Yacht Basin anchorage, is a
special anchorage designated on Bay Charts.
Single swing point anchoring will continue to be by
vessel ground tackle. The water area allocated for
the anchorage occupies approximately 9.4 acres
and can accommodate up to about 20 vessels,
depending upon their size. A-1 has a low intensity
use orientation, and a landing site adjacent to
an expanded park area at Anchorage Lane is
proposed. Use is by permit of the Harbor Master.
Control over the anchoring of vessels will continue
to be exercised by the Port District pursuant to local
ordinances. Anchorage A-1 is one of several small
craft facilities discussed in Section III, Water Based
Transportation System.

Bay Corridor

Shelter Island Point
The southwestern tip of Shelter Island is planned to
continue as a center for maritime services and harbor
regulatory activities including Harbor Police patrol and
fire services, Customs inspection, pilot boat berthing,
and limited Coast Guard functions. On the Land and
Water Use Map, these public facilities that relate to
the public’s safety and general welfare are shown by
symbol and by the Harbor Services designation.
The Harbor Police Station includes fire boat and
patrol boat facilities. It occupies a strategic location
on Shelter Island from which to monitor waterborne
traffic and to render assistance as required in San
Diego Bay. Activities and uses to be retained in
the landscaped park and open space around the
structures on the point include the Friendship Bell
monument, public accessibility to the bay and access
to the spectacular vista site overlooking the entrance
to San Diego Bay.
Harbor Services is a category used on the Map to
indicate the transient berthing space provided by the
Port for coastal cruising. The transient berthing is
used by vessels under permit of the Harbor Master
(i.e., Senior Harbor Police Duty Officer).
The Pumpout Station is a public convenience provided
for the drainage of wastes from holding tanks aboard
vessels. The service, essential to water quality
improvements, is expected to undergo increasing
use and the upgrading of service is planned from
time to time.
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This subarea deals with the land mass that
separates the open bay from the protected yacht
harbor, and is the largest developed subarea in the
Planning District. The mixed use developments
shown as Commercial Recreation and Recreational
Boat Berthing on the Land and Water Use Map include
hotels, marinas, restaurants and yacht clubs, balanced
by public recreational facilities—park and beach, boat
launching ramp, fishing pier, and people oriented
spaces—set a standard to be emulated in other areas.
Suggested improvements in this subarea include
street tree and landscape programs along Shelter
Island Drive, in the Bayside Park, and the erection
of impressive civic art features in the traffic circle.
A low-cost food restaurant is proposed near the
boat-launching ramp and a landing dock with
pumpout facilities north of the traffic circle is under
consideration in the long-term future.
A portion of the shoreline trailer-in-tow parking lot will
be transformed into a waterfront park with children’s
playground and an open gathering area. The
existing gazebo may be relocated. Redevelopment
of the existing shoreline parking area will increase
pedestrian access to and along the shoreline
and provide passive shoreline recreational areas
where none now exist. The parking lot area may be
reconfigured to replace all of the existing trailer-intow parking spaces. All of the trailer-in-tow spaces
will be retained if the parking area is reconfigured.
The Shelter Island Boat Launch Facility, constructed
in 1956 and upgraded in 1975, is proposed to be
renovated to improve launching efficiency and
maneuverability, safety, public access to the water,
and public recreation on the water. Renovation
of the boat launch facility will include removal and
replacement of the 10-lane boat launch ramp;
partial removal of the rip rap mound jetties and
replacement with vertical sheet pile bulkhead walls;
installation of publicly accessible walking platforms
with viewing areas atop the bulkhead walls; removal
of the floating docks and replacement with interior
perimeter floating docks; installation of new ramps
to the floating docks; improvements to the kayak
launching area; and minor re-grading of the beach
area just west of the boat launch facility. A 10-lane
launch ramp will continue to serve the boat launch
facility after renovation. The renovated boat launch
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facility will address safety concerns related to boat
maneuverability in the basin, reduce congestion and
delays within the basin, reduce queuing outside of
the basin, and continue to provide public access
to the water. Continued heavy use of this public
recreation area is anticipated for recreational boating
and pedestrian access.
The Shelter Island Roadstead contains 46 swing
moorings.
The moorings occupy about 12.8
acres of water in three sites, identified as Special
Anchorages A-1a, A-1b, and A-1c. The mooring area
has been designated to resolve conflicts between
anchored vessels and activities on the ship channel,
public fishing pier, small craft launching ramp, and
submerged pipeline. Although protected from the
open areas, the moorings are exposed to the wakes
of vessels using the ship channel. It is proposed
that mooring users be the larger ocean-cruising
and transient vessels for short periods of time. The
boundaries of the mooring areas should be marked
by lighted buoys. Shoreside facilities are limited to
a beach dinghy landing and adjacent restroom and
trash receptacles. Control over the mooring area will
be exercised by the Port District.
Entrance Corridor
This area extends along Shelter Island Drive from
the mean high tide line to the traffic circle. The narrow
land form is a constraint on development options and by
necessity has resulted in numerous smaller parcels, but
overall they are economically viable and well balanced in
marine oriented uses. A portion of the proposed renovation
is focused here. Permanent view obstructions will not be
constructed in the view corridor extensions of Carleton
and Dickens Streets and a promenade extension will link
the Sportfish Landing walkway to Shelter Island Drive.
Land and water uses for this subarea, which are
indicated on the Precise Plan map, include Commercial
Recreation and Recreational Boat Berthing, both
categories that have been discussed earlier in the
overall plan, and the new category of Marine Sales and
Services and associated berthing. Opportunities for
private investment in this subarea include the continuous
renovation of leaseholds as lease terms expire, and a
new development for marine service center buildings,
located on the yacht basin side of corridor. The plan
concept for this facility involves the clustering together
of several small marine related services in a centralized
complex in an effort to increase their attraction for marine
service purchasers.
Some of the small marine sales and service type
uses could be relocated from the central portion of the
entrance corridor to be closer to the large parking lot at

Anchorage Lane and Shelter Island Drive. Relocation
of the smaller tenants would facilitate the reutilization
of their vacated sites by incorporation into adjacent
leases to provide larger sites in the corridor and
provide additional area for parking. Direct Port District
involvement is proposed to renovate the street area,
create a pedestrian promenade, construct a shoreline
park, and establish a discernible demarcation between
the uplands and tidelands by following a street design
that emphasized a sense of entry.
The necessity for marine oriented uses to remain
economically viable has moved development trends
toward the consolidation of small parcels and mixeduse developments. Uses with long dormant periods and
short seasonal peaks, such as fish off-loading, have
been consolidated with fuel operations and boat repair,
to the detriment of none. Major regattas, such as the
International America's Cup Class World Championship
and the America's Cup competitions, have stimulated
renovations and updated marine services and skills
to deal with new vessel designs and materials in the
boatyards.
Sportfishing Corridor
This subarea corridor abuts both sides of Scott Street
and goes landward to the mean high tide line within an
area bounded approximately by Lowell Street, Carleton
Street and the bay. Redevelopment of the sportfishing
area, begun several years ago, has proceeded with the
renovation of the sportfishing services area by removal
of obsolete structures, the consolidation of supportive
services into new buildings, the reorganization of the
parking area into a manageable efficient parking facility,
and expansion of the pedestrian oriented shoreline
promenade and sitting area. A 100-foot-wide view
corridor is proposed from North Harbor Drive to the
harbor basin in the proposed marina green. Lodging
facilities, restaurants, fresh fish market, cannery and
fishing equipment uses are to continue in this dynamic
waterfront setting. The renovations of the leaseholds
are anticipated projects.
America's Cup Harbor Basin
America's Cup Harbor Special Anchorage A-2,
the former Commercial Basin Anchorage, occupies
a total water area of about 15 acres. The Port District
has a long-term lease on the submerged lands under
the anchorage from the State Lands Commission,
which prohibits use by any structures that are primarily
used for residential purposes. The boundaries of this
federally designated Special Anchorage are to continue
to be shown on bay charts and marked on site by pole
mounted day markers. Control over the anchorage use
is exercised by the Port District.
Precise Plans
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Mooring facilities are marked fore and aft buoys
to accommodate about 170 vessels. Twenty to thirty
percent of the moorings are to be set aside for short-term
use by cruising or transient vessels. Shoreside facilities
include pier and float, paved accessways, automobile
parking, landscaping, trash receptacles and restrooms.
Approximately 1,000 linear feet of rock revetment
is to be placed on the shoreline of the Commercial
Fishing Marina in order to protect the adjacent parking
lot, prevent shoaling of the adjacent commercial fishing
berthing, and to improve the appearance of the area. The
proposed top-of-bank alignment will follow the existing
top-of-bank. Construction activities will be essentially
the same as those described for the shoreline protection
in the Bay Corridor of Shelter Island. Tenant conducted
renovation of the commercial fishing facility is proposed.
Naval Training School
This subarea adjoins the Naval Fleet Anti-Submarine
Warfare Training Center. The Anti-Submarine Warfare
Center (A.S.W.) is the Navy's West Coast center for
training personnel in the operation, maintenance and
tactical use of sonar and other anti-submarine weaponry.
Although A.S.W. occupies Port District tidelands, for
practical purposes the terms of the lease have excluded
the area from Port District jurisdiction. Use of the leased
land and water would revert back to the Port District at
the Navy's vacating of the premises. Shoreline access
initiatives in this area will be pursued in partnership with
the Navy.

replacement of the 185 public parking spaces at the
Westy's Lot will be provided prior to closing the Westy's
Lot for public parking use. Potential hotel development
up to 130 rooms at the former Westy's Lumber Yard site
is proposed at the same height and scale as the two
existing hotels adjacent to the site, an additional 80 hotel
rooms or other commercial uses may be developed on
the existing Chevron gas station lot. Installation of (1)
an access corridor through the former lumber yard and
(2) a pedestrian-activated crossing of North Harbor Drive
will facilitate access to the waterfront from the uplands
residential area and tideland hotels. The Port District will
continue to work with Metropolitan Transit Development
Board (MTDB) to explore options for extending a bus line
route or shuttle service out to the Shelter Island traffic
circle. The Port District will work with the Port Tenants
Association and the City of San Diego Redevelopment
Agency to explore constructing a parking structure or
acquiring a parking lot to address long-term parking
needs.
The transportation demand management (TDM)
recommendations in the parking management program
will be implemented to reduce the number of solo drivers
by promoting walking, bicycling, carpooling, vanpooling,
public transportation and other alternative modes of
transportation. All new development shall comply with
the San Diego Unified Port District Tidelands Parking
Guidelines.
Any increase in water coverage from that which
previously exists shall be subject to further environmental
review and mitigation as required.

Development Guidelines
The height of all buildings, except for the triangleshaped area located on the north side of North Harbor
Drive in subarea 15, is limited to 41 feet above mean
lower low water (approximately 26 feet above ground
level). The low-profile building silhouettes maintain an
inviting pedestrian scale. The location of all structures on
the site should enhance the waterfront by accenting the
land-water interface.
Parking spaces are encouraged on each site;
employee parking is suggested to be concentrated to
the public parking area at either end of the corridor;
and a two-hour parking limit is recommended for most
on-street parking. Implementation of competitive market
parking rates will promote a more efficient use of parking
on the state tidelands. A parking management program
has been prepared and will be updated periodically.
All new development shall provide adequate parking
to meet its own parking demand. Relocation and full
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To facilitate the mitigation of any new public access
impacts, all new development shall prepare subsequent
traffic and parking studies and, in compliance with the
Coastal Act and CEQA and its guidelines, shall provide
adequate parking to meet its parking demand on-site
to the greatest extent feasible, or where not feasible,
shall provide convenient and accessible off-site parking
without diminishing the supply of existing public parking.
New development and redevelopment shall assure public
access to the shoreline is maintained and improved,
when possible.
The Project List deals with development proposals for
the entire Planning District. Both Port District and known
tenant projects have been listed and a determination as
to whether the project is in an appealable category has
been indicated.
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BEACH STABILIZATION AND REPLENISHMENT: (Kellogg Beach)
Construct rock groin, backfill with sand

11

P

N

2003-20

2.

SHORELINE PROTECTION: Channel side of peninsula; maintain revetment

13

P

N

2003-20

3.

SHELTER ISLAND DRIVE: Modify street, curb and gutter; install
landscaping, street trees, irrigation, street furnishings, sculpture

14

P

N

2003-05

PUBLIC SHORESIDE PARK: Shelter Island Drive at Anchorage Lane;
remove paving; install landscaping, irrigation, promenade, park furnishings

14

P

N

2003-05

MARINE EQUIPMENT BUILDING: Remove, replace and relocate building
and landscaping

14

T

N

2003-05

6.

BOAT BUILDING AND REPAIR: Renovate and upgrade facilities

14

T

N

2003-05

7.

BOAT SALES: Remove, replace and relocate structures and piers

14

T

N

2003-05

8.

MARINE SERVICE CENTER: Remove existing building and construct
new building for marine related services

14

T

N

2003-05

BOAT YARD: Renovate/replace building, piers and facilities

14

T

N

2003-05

10. SHORELINE PROTECTION: Break up and embed existing rubble;
install filter blanket and rock revetment

16

P

N

2003-05

11. SHORELINE PARK: Reconfigure trailer-in-tow parking, construct
park lawn area, relocate/renovate pavilion building

13

P

N

2005-07

12. KETTENBURG BOATYARD: Remove and replace obsolete structures and
construct walk-up food plaza including through connecting pedestrian/bicycle
access to Sportfish Landing promenade and Shelter Island Drive

15

P

N

2003-04

13. NO. HARBOR DRIVE: Partial street vacation, roadway realignment,
landscaping, traffic calming, parking and pedestrian/bicycle access
improvements

15

P

Y

2003-05

14. HOTEL EXPANSION: Add rooms, pedestrian/bicycle accessway and
renovate structures, install landscaping and parking improvements

15

T

Y

2004-06

15. BAY CITY/SUN HARBOR REDEVELOPMENT: New restaurant, retail and
marina services, public improvements including view corridors,
pedestrian/bicycle access, open marina green park area with water taxi
recreational boat access and new 50-slip marina.

15

T

Y

2004-06

16. SHELTER ISLAND BOAT LAUNCH FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS: Remove
and replace 10-lane boat launch ramp, partially remove jetties and replace
with vertical sheet pile bulkhead walls, install public walking platforms
with viewing areas on bulkhead walls, remove floating docks and replace
with interior perimeter floating docks, install new ramps to the floating docks,
improve kayak launching area, and re-grade beach. Continue to maintain
facility, as needed.

13

P

Y

2015-16

SHELTER ISLAND:
PLANNING DISTRICT 1
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4.

5.

9.

P- Port District

T- Tenant

N- No
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TABLE 7: PROJECT LIST

Y- Yes
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HARBOR ISLAND:
PLANNING DISTRICT 2

promenade and open space are reserved on the
bayside and in the circulation gateway of Harbor
Island. Coastal access is enhanced by a shoreline
park with leisure facilities, including restroom, and a
1.3 mile bayside public pathway.
Land and Water Use Allocations

Precise Plan Concept
Planning District 2 embraces two different activities
- the transportation hub of San Diego International
Airport (Lindbergh Field) with its ancillary commercial
and industrial activities, and Harbor Island with its public
parks and tourist commercial orientation. Each serves
an important function in the regional economy and, in
some ways, they are associated together. Both have
been intensely developed and are recognized as being
stabilized for the future envisioned in the Master Plan.
Lindbergh Field is included in the Comprehensive
Planning Organization's Regional Transportation Plan
with the statement that it is "the site most suitable for
serving the commercial air transportation needs of
the San Diego region through 1995." The Master Plan
retains Lindbergh Field in its present configuration,
adding to the passenger terminal and making
improvements in parking and access. Aviation related
industries and commerce will also be retained.
Development of unleased parcels on Harbor Island
is expected to be completed with the construction
of the hotel on the east basin. Along Harbor Drive,
from the Navy Estuary to the Coast Guard facility,
planning concepts focus on providing a sense of
entry into downtown San Diego for travelers coming
via Lindbergh Field and Point Loma, with activities
and landscape features that strengthen the image of
San Diego as a pleasant place to visit. Considerable
attention must be paid to improvements in the general
appearance of existing industrial uses and the planned
expansion of these uses. Public park, pedestrian
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The Harbor Island/Lindbergh Field Planning
District contains an approximate total of 996 acres,
consisting of about 816 acres of tidelands and 180
acres of submerged tidelands. Table 8 summarizes
the land and water use allocations proposed in
the Precise Plan. As in the Shelter Island Planning
District, a significant portion of the area is already
developed and is under long term lease commitment.
The east end of the Harbor Island peninsula is vacant
and thus offers development potential uncomplicated
by the presence of structures or lease interest. A
balanced allocation of use activities is provided within
the major use categories of commercial, industrial,
public recreation, and public facilities.
The use allocation table, the Precise Plan Map,
and the following text supplement the general plan
guideline presented in the preceding part of this
document.
Harbor Island/Lindbergh Field
Planning Subareas
Planning District 2 has been divided into nine
subareas (Figure 10) to provide a more specific
explanation of the intent of the Plan.
Spanish Landing Park
Spanish Landing Park, subarea 21, extends along
the north bank of the Harbor Island West Basin and
occupies 11.2 acres of land. Another 1.3 acres is
designated for promenade in the form of a bicycle and
pedestrian path. This area is completely developed
except for the possibility of a fishing pier near the
west end. Approximately one mile of public access to
the shore is provided by this park. Historic markers
located in the park commemorate Juan Rodriguez
Cabrillo's discovery of San Diego Bay in 1542, and the
exploratory party of Gaspar de Portola in 1769-70.

West Harbor Island
West Harbor Island, subarea 22, has been
completely developed with commercial recreational
uses such as hotels, restaurants, marinas, and marine
related commercial business. No changes to this 37.7acre commercial recreation area are anticipated.
East Harbor Island
The east end of Harbor Island, subarea 23,
has been the last subarea to complete phased
development. The last project, a high quality hotel of
approximately 500 rooms, is sited to be responsive
to views of San Diego Bay, the airport, and the
downtown San Diego skyline. Maximum building
heights establish consistency with aircraft approach
paths. The hotel complex includes restaurant, cocktail

lounge, meeting and conference space, recreational
facilities, including piers, and ancillary uses. A marina
of approximately 550 slips is located adjacent to the
hotel and occupies most of the basin. The eastern
end of the peninsula is anchored by restaurants,
which are uniquely sited on the water's edge.
A public promenade parallels the active ship
channel of the bay and insures pedestrian and bicycle
coastal access. Landscaped open space on Harbor
Drive is retained with the street design of an upgraded
and modified "T" inter-section. Utility capacity is
expanded to meet increased service needs.
Anchorage A-9, Cruiser Anchorage, is a 9.2 acre
anchorage area located south of the United States
Coast Guard Air Station near the East Harbor
Island Basin. The boundaries of the anchorage are

TABLE 8: Precise Plan Land and Water Use Allocation
HARBOR ISLAND/LINDBERGH FIELD: PLANNING DISTRICT 2
						
				
TOTAL
% of
LAND USE
ACRES
WATER USE
ACRES
ACRES
TOTAL
COMMERCIAL................................. 90.6
Airport Related Commercial............. 38.0
Commercial Recreation.................... 52.6

COMMERCIAL.................. 105.8................ 196.4.................. 20%
Recreational Boat Berthing.105.8

INDUSTRIAL.................................. 631.8
Aviation Related Industrial.............. 130.6
Industrial Business Park................... 33.1
International Airport........................ 468.1

INDUSTRIAL........................11.2................ 643.0.................. 65%
Specialized Berthing............11.2

PUBLIC RECREATION.................... 26.2
Open Space....................................... 7.5
Park.................................................. 16.4
Promenade......................................... 2.3

PUBLIC RECREATION....... 45.0.................. 71.2.................... 7%
Open Bay/Water.................. 45.0

PUBLIC FACILITIES........................ 66.8
Harbor Services.................................. 1.3
Streets.............................................. 65.5

PUBLIC FACILITIES........... 18.0.................. 84.8.................... 8%
Harbor Services.................... 5.3
Boat Navigation Corridor..... 12.7

TOTAL LAND AREA...................... 815.4

TOTAL WATER AREA...... 180.0

PRECISE PLAN LAND AND WATER ACREAGE TOTAL.............................................. 995.4................ 100%
							
Note: Table 8 Does not include:							
Leased Federal Land
22.5 acres						
State Submerged Tidelands
41.3 acres						
Leased Uplands
4.1 acres
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to be delineated with perimeter markers. Landside
support for this anchorage is located just east of
the Coast Guard Air Station at a small boat landing
facility that includes rest rooms, public telephone,
parking and a public transit bus stop. For this facility
a cruiser is defined as a traveling vessel that is
not registered to an address in San Diego County
or whose owner/operator is not a resident of San
Diego County. The cruiser anchorage is reserved
for cruisers that will use vessels ground tackle to
anchor for a maximum of 90 days within any 365day period. Anchorage permits for A-9 may be
obtained by application to the office of the Chief of
the San Diego Harbor Police. At the District's sole
discretion, permits for the cruiser anchorage may
be granted to non-cruisers for a maximum period
of 72 hours. The permit procedure includes vessel
and owner documentation, equipment verification,
and is subject to space available and compliance
with District regulations. The use of this anchorage
will be controlled by duly enacted regulations of the
Board of Port Commissioners.

East Basin Industrial
East of Harbor Island, subarea 24, is a tract of
land leased by General Dynamics Corporation and
Lockheed Ocean Laboratory for aerospace and
oceanographic research and development. These
sites are recommended for eventual redevelopment
into a light, marine related industrial/business park
to include such activities as scientific laboratories,
office space, marine oriented businesses and light
manufacturing plants, with some ancillary storage
and warehousing where necessary to the conduct of
primary industrial activities.
The bicycle path extends along Harbor Drive
north of the industrial site for about one mile, where
it connects with the Embarcadero path. A small half54
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acre land parcel between General Dynamics and the
U.S. Coast Guard Station will be used for Harbor
Services in association with the Convair Lagoon
sediment remediation and monitoring.
Aviation Related Industrial
Subareas 25 and 28 have long-term commitments
to the existing aviation related industrial uses. Present
activities include the manufacture and assembly of
aircraft components, and employee parking for a turbine
plant located in Planning District 3. These aviationrelated industrial uses will continue. The employee
parking is being given consideration for relocation to
the vicinity of Pacific Highway and Palm Street, upon
the widening of Laurel Street.
Lindbergh Field
The Lindbergh Field subareas, 26 and 27, include
the airport, runways, taxiways, aircraft parking aprons,
control tower, passenger terminals, and public
parking. It has been designated International Airport
in the Master Plan and the primary uses would include
the aforementioned. In addition, the uses typically
included inside the terminals such as ticket sales, car
rentals, air taxi, restaurants, and gift shop, would be
permitted. Approximately 52 acres of former Naval
Training Center property west of Lindbergh Field
has been transferred to the Port and will be used for
parking and future airport expansion.
The Port District is committed to maintaining
Lindbergh Field as San Diego's regional airport
until an alternative is found. An Airport Development
Study was undertaken to provide a long-range
development plan for Lindbergh Field in view of the
continued increase in air traffic and the increased
frequency of congestion in the passenger terminals,
terminal roads, auto parking lots and the main access
roads linking the airport to the City. As a first step, the
District has adopted an Immediate Action Program.
The Immediate Program has the following elements:
(1) addition of an air terminal concourse, and
associated aircraft apron areas; (2) modification of
existing parking and airport roadway improvements;
(3) modifications to the Harbor Drive interchange at
Harbor Island Drive; (4) expansion of the airport fuel
farm, and (5) regional access improvements including
widening of Laurel Street.
The Master Plan proposes a new access road be
constructed from Washington Street, along the north
periphery of the airport, to the west side of the new
West Terminal. Most of the road is located on land
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occupied by the U.S. Marine Corps Recruit Depot;
however, the exact location, design and ownership will
be decided at a later date, and is subject to negotiation
with the U.S. Navy. It is not intended to serve as a
shortcut or bypass between Point Loma and Hillcrest,
so it has been narrowed as it enters Harbor Drive.
Airport Related Commercial

Street. While individual leases may change from
time to time, it is intended to continue these existing
areas in airport related commercial use. Other uses
included are car rental, offices, private general
aviation services, restaurants, government offices,
service stations, flight food preparation, aircraft
maintenance, and similar uses. The total area now
shown in this category is 38.0 acres.

Commercial uses associated with the airport have
been delineated on the Precise Plan. They include
a cluster of uses along Pacific Highway near Laurel

The existing Port District Administration
Building at Sassafras Street will continue to serve
the District.
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HARBOR ISLAND/LINDBERGH FIELD:
PLANNING DISTRICT 2
				
1. HOTEL COMPLEX: up to 500 rooms, restaurant, cocktail lounge,
23
T
Y
meeting and conference space; parking; landscape
				
2. PORT ADMINISTRATION BUILDING RENOVATION:
29
P
N
Renovate building; Construct parking structure; install landscaping
				
3. AIRPORT ACCESS ROAD: Construct
27
P
Y
				
4. FUEL FACILITY: Expansion to north side of airport
25
P
N
				
5. ACCESS ROADS: Revise airport internal road system
26
P
N
				
6. LAUREL STREET: Widen between Harbor Drive and Pacific Highway
27
P
Y
				
7. NEW AIRPORT TERMINAL: Construct facility; apron; taxiway
26
P
N
				
8. ANCHORAGE FACILITY: Install perimeter marker buoys at Anchorage A-9 23
P
Y
				
9. CONVAIR LAGOON: Sediment remediation
24
T
N
				
10. INTERIM EMPLOYEE PARKING LOT: Construct airport employee
26
P
N
parking lot and staging area for taxis, shuttle vans and charter buses;
replace storm drain
				
P- Port District
T- Tenant
N- No
Y- Yes

B

R

TABLE 9: PROJECT LIST

1993-94

1993-95

1995-96
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1993-95
1995-96
1996-97
2001-03
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CENTRE CITY EMBARCADERO:
PLANNING DISTRICT 3

Introduction
The Embarcadero of San Diego is the downtown
waterfront area for an urban region of over 2.7
million people. The pierside maritime activities of
commercial fishing boats, merchant ships, Navy
vessels and pleasure craft contribute to the fabric of
the Embarcadero. Planning District 3 covers all of the
Port District waterfront from the U.S. Coast Guard Air
Station to the Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal. From
Laurel Street to Market, Port land boundaries follow
parallel to the shoreline and extend easterly to Pacific
Highway, except for two major land blocks; the fiveblock-long property of the County of San Diego's
Administrative Center and the four-block-long
property of the U.S. Navy's Commander, Naval Base
San Diego and Naval Supply Center. The owners of
both of these properties have proposed extensive
renovation and redevelopment plans, which include
commercial recreation, county government's
administration, and U.S. Navy uses.
In order to coordinate the redevelopment of this
area and adjoining agency properties, an alliance
was formed to develop a single, comprehensive
plan. The North Embarcadero Alliance includes the
Port District, City of San Diego, County of San Diego,
Centre City Development Corporation, and the U.S.
Navy. The Alliance developed a Visionary Plan in
1998 to guide the redevelopment of the contiguous
properties. The specific recommendations of the
Visionary Plan that pertain to Port District land and
water areas within the Planning District 3 Precise
Plan area are incorporated into the Master Plan. All
other recommendations of the Visionary Plan guide
development within Planning District 3.

Precise Plan Concept
The basic concept of the redevelopment of the
Embarcadero is to create a unified waterfront, both
visually and physically, which creates an overall
sense of place. In this concept, the Embarcadero
becomes a pedestrian spine along which commercial
and recreational activities are located. In order
to emphasize the pedestrian oriented waterfront
experience, through traffic is routed to Pacific
Highway, and considerable effort is directed toward
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improving the amenities and people spaces of the
public thoroughfare along North Harbor Drive.
Industrial uses adjacent to the airport are renovated
and retained as important employment centers and
as airport buffer land use activities. The renovation
of marine terminal facilities will retain the active use
of deep draft berthing and continue carefully selected
functions of a working port. The commercial fishing
industry is given a major focus at several locations
with the development of new piers and a mooring
basin. A major hotel and commercial complex with
recreational facilities is proposed to connect and
enhance nearby portions of downtown.
The Embarcadero is intensively used by many
people. With the mixture of activities going on here,
it is important to emphasize that several activities
may occur at the same location, depending on a
scheduling overlap to accommodate all of them. For
example, Broadway Pier may be used at different
times for tuna fleet berthing, cruise ship berthing,
excursion or ferry boat berthing, public access,
passive recreation, and commercial recreation. The
redefined Specialized Berthing designation applies
to this precise plan area only, and may include
marine-related uses such as transient and general
berthing of small boats, historic ship berthing, ferry or
excursion boat berthing, and commercial fishing boat
berthing as the highest priority use. The designation
carried on the Precise Plan indicates the primary use
but secondary uses may occur. This is particularly
true of water areas and of public access, which may
be available at other sites than those mentioned.
Land and Water Use Allocations
The Precise Plan allocates a balanced distribution
of commercial, industrial, public recreation and public
facility uses in this 434- acre planning area. More
detailed allocations are indicated in the Land and
Water Use Table 10, and use areas are graphically
portrayed on the Precise Plan Map.
Centre City Embarcadero
Planning Subareas
The Planning District has been divided into six
subareas as shown in Figure 12.

The North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan
area includes all of Subareas 31, 32, 33, and part
of Subarea 34. The Visionary Plan proposes to
revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through
a concept for public improvements and by guiding
development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and
water-dependent uses.
The Plan recommends
a substantial linear esplanade park on the urban
waterfront with public art, street furniture, public
spaces, expansive Bay views and public parking.
The Plan proposes two major parks and plazas at
the County Building and the foot of Broadway, and
includes recreational piers and associated public
facilities, harbor excursion landings and waterrelated commercial uses on Port tidelands. General
commercial, residential, and commuter traffic would
utilize an enhanced Pacific Highway grand boulevard,
while North Harbor Drive would serve waterfront
public access, water-dependent, and Embarcadero
commercial recreational uses. An extension of the
downtown San Diego small-block street grid across

the railroad right-of-way, off Port lands, to the Bay
would enhance public views and pedestrian access
opportunities from upland areas (See Visionary
Plan Figure 3.1 for illustrative plan of the area).
Aboveground parking structures which are visible at
the perimeter of a development should be limited to
a maximum of six levels of parking or 60 feet above
grade. (See Visionary Plan - p.79) North Harbor
Drive, Broadway, Ash Street, and Grape Street are
envisioned as active pedestrian linkages to the
Bay from upland areas. Building frontage adjacent
to these streets shall be developed with uses that
promote pedestrian activity and public oriented
uses. On other streets, ground-level facades shall
maximize the sense of contact between indoor and
outdoor activities. (See Visionary Plan - pp.67, 68.)
Laurel Street Corridor
The established aviation related industrial use in this
subarea, subsequent to renovation and beautification
of the physical plant, is anticipated to continue in

TABLE 10: Precise Plan Land and Water Use Allocation
CENTRE CITY EMBARCADERO: PLANNING DISTRICT 3

TOTAL
% OF
ACRES........... TOTAL

LAND USE................................ACRES

WATER USE..........................ACRES

COMMERCIAL..............................111.1
Commercial Fishing.......................... 5.4
Commercial Recreation................ 105.7

COMMERCIAL............................ 35.8
Commercial Fishing Berthing...... 13.1
Recreational Boat Berthing......... 22.7

146.9................33%

INDUSTRIAL.................................. 29.2
Aviation Related Industrial.............. 22.3
Marine Terminal................................ 6.9

INDUSTRIAL............................... 61.5
Specialized Berthing................... 43.3
Terminal Berthing........................ 18.2

90.7................21%

PUBLIC RECREATION.................. 58.2
[64.4*]
Open Space..................................... 0.7
Park/Plaza...................................... 49.9
[56.1*]
Promenade....................................... 7.6

PUBLIC RECREATION................ 4.7

62.9................14%
[69.1*]

PUBLIC FACILITIES...................... 46.8
Streets............................................ 46.8

PUBLIC FACILITIES................... 93.9
Boat Navigation Corridor............ 29.6
Boat Anchorage.......................... 25.0
Ship Navigation Corridor............. 15.1
Ship Anchorage.......................... 24.2

TOTAL LAND AREA.................... 245.3

TOTAL WATER AREA............ 195.9

Open Bay/Water........................... 4.7

PRECISE PLAN LAND AND WATER ACREAGE TOTAL......................................

140.7................32%

441.2**..............100%

Note: Does not include: State Submerged Tidelands 22.6 acres
* Includes 6.3 acres of rooftop park/plaza & inclined walkway ** Does not include 6.3 acres of rooftop park/plaza & inclined walkway
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operation: however, if such use is discontinued, the
Visionary Plan proposes the extension of vehicle and
pedestrian access, parking, service access, and view
corridors along extensions of Kalmia, Juniper, and
Ivy streets through this parcel to North Harbor Drive.
Building height limits of 60 feet are proposed for this
area; however, this height limit would be superseded
by any more-stringent FAA runway approach zone
restrictions. (See Visionary Plan Figures 4.5, 4.10,
4.11, and 4.12.) Grape and Hawthorn Streets, Pacific
Highway and North Harbor Drive from Laurel Street
to Hawthorn Street will be modified to accommodate
traffic flow and with streetscape improvements to match
the balance of the streets through Subareas 31-34.
Geometric improvements to direct traffic flow from North
Harbor Drive to Pacific Highway will be made at the
Grape Street intersections with these roadways. The
block between Hawthorn, Grape, Pacific Highway and
North Harbor Drive (2.3 acres) will remain in commercial
recreation use with some landscape improvements or
possible parking facility development. The landscaped
triangle at Laurel and North Harbor Drive is shown on
the Plan as Open Space.
Crescent Zone
The most important element influencing design
in the Crescent Zone is the curvilinear form of the
waterfront. Dramatic panoramic views can be realized
at either vehicular or pedestrian speeds. The Port
Master Plan capitalizes on this attribute to establish
a grand pedestrian-oriented esplanade (no less than
100-feet wide) and major entryway into the Centre
City district from Grape Street to Broadway. The
promenade connects with the North Harbor Drive
bicycle path to provide a continuous pedestrian/
bicycle path from Navy Estuary to Fifth Avenue, a
distance of four miles. Pacific Highway streetscape
improvements would continue through this subarea.
An esplanade at least 25-feet wide, bayward of
Harbor Drive, will be added from Laurel Street to
Grape Street. North Harbor Drive will be narrowed
to three lanes to reduce through traffic. The unused
right-of-way will be developed with landscaped
promenades, parks and plazas. Along the water's
edge the concrete pathway will continue its present
use as both pedestrian promenade and service
area for commercial fishing boats tied up along the
Crescent Zone bulkhead. Four public viewing/vista
points would be spaced along the Crescent shoreline.
The waterfront between Grape Street and
Ash Street will be used for Ship Anchorage, Boat
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Navigation Corridor, and Specialized Berthing.
The three existing piers no longer function or are
needed as commercial fishing berthing or fuel
pier; therefore they will be replaced with a 30,000
square-foot curvilinear pier at Grape Street, with a
12,000-square-foot public boat dock designated
as Park Plaza. The waterside termination of this
pier is designated as Commercial Recreation
to allow possible development of a commercial
facility. Wave attenuation structures would protect
the boat docks. A 5,000-square-foot parcel with a
maximum 10,000-square-foot floor area designated
as Commercial Recreation will provide for a major
restaurant or other commercial recreation use on
the esplanade at the foot of the Grape Street Pier.
Development density with a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of
3.0 and a building height limit of 12 feet is prescribed
for this area, with the exceptions of the proposed
commercial recreation parcel where a 13-foot high
second story would be allowed. Building stepbacks
along the inland side of North Harbor Drive for upper
stories shall be 25-foot minimum at 50 feet along
the inland side of North Harbor Drive and 15-foot on
east-west streets. (See Visionary Plan Figures 4.4,
4.5 and 4.8) Commercial Fishing Berthing has been
allocated to the Crescent water interface (18.6 acres)
as the highest priority use; however, this water is also
used for transient berthing and occasional general
berthing for small boats. The boat channel area just
offshore is also used for temporary anchorage for
small boats; therefore, the designation is changed
to Specialized Berthing, which includes these uses
within this precise plan area only.
Anchorage A-3, Laurel Street Roadstead
Anchorage, is sheltered from the open sea but is
located in both the most visible and the widest part
of northern San Diego Bay. Approximately 20.6 acres
of water area is allocated to accommodate about 50
vessels on swing point mooring buoys. Onshore, a
public rest room, three dinghy floats and connecting
shore ramps provide for the landing needs of
the anchorage user. As a federally designated
anchorage, the boundaries are shown on coastal
charts and identified on site by boundary markers.
Administration of the anchorage is exercised by
the Port District, pursuant to local ordinance. Thirty
to forty percent of the moorings are to be set aside
for short-term use by cruising or transient vessels.
Section III, Water Based Transportation system,
contains information on the baywide small craft
anchoring system.
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Civic Zone
The zone of highest activity is the Civic Zone
from Ash Street to Broadway. This zone reflects its
waterfront orientation, with operating piers extending
into the bay, Navy facilities, commercial fishing activity,
and historic sailing vessels. Its physical relationship to
Centre City attracts large numbers of people and the
future development of both areas is integrated by the
Visionary Plan.
Significant redevelopment is recommended for the
Civic Zone. The landscaped esplanade and streetscape
improvements mentioned in the Crescent Zone will
be continued along North Harbor Drive and Pacific
Highway through the Civic Zone. North Harbor Drive will
be reduced by narrowing to three lanes. Parking areas
along the street will be interspersed with landscaping,
vertical elements used to frame and enhance views,
and lawn areas. (See Visionary Plan Fig. 5.3)
The esplanade expands into plazas at Beech and
Ash Streets, B Street Pier, and Broadway Pier. These
plazas will be designed to provide open space, sitting
and strolling areas for tourists and nearby workers, and
to increase the sense of destination for Embarcadero
visitors.
Passive green spaces (parks) are proposed between
the plazas on the esplanade, providing recreational
opportunities and places for people to relax, play, and
enjoy Bay views. The promenade is a continuous
25-foot-wide paved area adjacent to the water's edge.
The wharf side remains clear of objects or furnishings
that would block Bay views. A delicate string of lights,
a planting area with tall palms, and a 10-foot-wide bike
path border the landward side of the promenade (See
Figure 5.3 of the Visionary Plan).
The most important element in this zone is the
conversion of the old Lane Field site and Navy
Engineering building into a new complex of buildings and
open spaces. Primary consideration is a 600-to-800room hotel. The intent of the plan is to retain flexibility
for considering a wide array of development options.
The concept includes possible multiple utilization of
activities that could provide for commercial recreation;
international trade, travel and cultural complexes;
commercial and office space for maritime business;
support facilities related to the Port; and subject to
negotiation with the U.S. Navy, the provision of equal
or better building space for the relocation of the Naval
Facilities Engineering Command. The FAR for Lane
Field parcel is 7.0 and 6.5, while building height limits

range from 400 feet to 200 feet sloping toward the Bay.
Special setback requirements along the Broadway side
of this parcel range from 55 feet to 65 feet, widening
toward the Bay (See Figure 4.7 of the Visionary Plan,
which also illustrates the special radius setback on
North Harbor Drive/ Broadway SW corner). Stepbacks
for upper stories are 25-feet minimum at 50-feet building
height except for the B Street side of the parcel and on
other east-west streets where they are 15 feet. There
are no stepback requirements along Pacific Highway.
(See Visionary Plan Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8)
The Visionary Plan proposes public right-ofways aligned with existing downtown streets through
development parcels, including Lane Field. These
right-of-ways include pedestrian and vehicle traffic,
view corridors, parking and service access. The rightof-ways shall be a minimum of 80-feet-wide with the
character of a public street, and would enhance the
physical and visual access to the Bay. The C Street
segment through Lane Field may vary in alignment
with existing street up to 20 feet north or south, and it
may or may not accommodate vehicular circulation. A
north-south pedestrian link, if practical, is also proposed
through this parcel. (See Visionary Plan Figures 4.10,
4.11, 4.12, and 6.1).
B Street Pier is scheduled for substantial
redevelopment of the apron wharf and the structures on
the pier. The south shed will be removed or redesigned
to create space for parking and a promenade. The
western end of the pier will be converted for specialized
commercial uses such as a shopping bazaar, and
foods and services reflecting the maritime character
of the Embarcadero and which will be compatible with
cruise ship berthing. The Cruise Ship Terminal will be
expanded and both sides of the pier will accommodate
ship berthing. Cruise ships may tie up at both the B
Street and Broadway Piers. The shopping bazaar could
be expanded into the terminal building and the existing
Maritime Museum could be provided with land-based
support area, storage and work area, and possibly a
living museum of nautical craftsmen; however, loading,
off-loading, and storage capabilities for general cargo
will be retained as needed. Alternatively, the Maritime
Museum may be relocated to another location along
the Embarcadero, such as the curvilinear pier at Grape
Street. A FAR of 2.0 applies to the B Street and Broadway
piers. The building height limit for the B Street Pier is
50 feet; however, an expanded cruise ship terminal,
now under study, may require (for functional reasons)
building(s) in excess of 50 feet in height. Pursuant to
the Port's cruise ship terminal study, alternative height
restrictions and other guidelines affecting B Street Pier
Precise Plans
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may be appropriate and acceptable, and they should
be considered by the Alliance. (See Visionary Plan
Figs. 4.4, 4.5 and pp. 63, 64)
Broadway Pier will continue to provide recreational
space on its plaza and viewing platform, as well
as accommodating commercial shipping and
miscellaneous vessel berthing, including day cruisers.
Improvements to the pier will include paving, plantings,
lighting, and furniture. The harbor excursion and
ferryboat water lease north of Broadway Pier may also
remain as part of the recreational experience along
the waterfront or move to another location along the
Embarcadero.
Tuna Harbor
This subarea consists of the Tuna Harbor, the
harbor formed by its pier, the proposed new bayfront
public park, the new Pier Walk building with commercial
recreation and commercial fishing uses, parking, and
adjacent areas.
Tuna Harbor and the shoreline area between it and
Navy Pier are planned to provide space for commercial
fishing and commercial recreation activities. The plan
concept is to create a physical and visual linkage along
North Harbor Drive by tying together Broadway Pier
and the Tuna Harbor area.
The aircraft carrier Midway is docked on the south
side of the Navy Pier. The Terminal Berthing designation
would be changed to Commercial Recreation and Park/
Plaza for the proposed 0.8-acre public viewing area
with a designated vista point on the bow deck of the
ship. The Commercial Fishing Berthing designations
in this water area would be replaced with Specialized
Berthing to accommodate multiple uses. Landscaping
and streetscape improvements on North Harbor Drive
would continue through this area.
Parking for visitors to the Midway and its museum
will be provided, on an interim basis, at the Navy Pier,
pursuant to the museum's lease with the United States
Navy. When and if the Navy determines that its use
of the Navy Pier is no longer necessary, the Port will
accept the proposal by the San Diego Aircraft Carrier
Museum to convert the Navy Pier into a "public park"
use, thereby allowing the pier to be converted into a
memorial park complementing the Midway and its
museum, while affording additional public open space
and bay vistas. Vehicle parking for museum visitors
will then be shifted to nearby offsite locations. However,
since the Navy Pier's future is uncertain and will be
64
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determined by decisions of the federal government, the
conversion of the pier to a 5.7-acre memorial park is a
specific planning goal of the Port, and environmental
analysis for the park conversion will be conducted prior
to the Navy relinquishing ownership and/or control
of the Navy Pier such that construction of the park
can occur as soon as feasible thereafter. The park
conversion will be subject to all appropriate laws at the
time the Navy Pier Park is proposed.
Mitigation for the loss of 4.1 acres of open water
habitat resulting from the placement of the aircraft
carrier Midway and its mooring platform structures
has been provided by an expansion of an existing
degraded marsh, known as Lovett Marsh, east of south
San Diego Bay, in the City of National City, resulting in
the creation of approximately 5.8 acres of new coastal
salt marsh.
A small waterfront plaza, fishing technology displays,
restaurants, marine related office and retail space is
planned on the periphery of the mole. Tourist traffic
on the public areas will be encouraged, consistent
with safety. The Embarcadero pedestrian path loops
through the area.
A substantial portion of Tuna Harbor is devoted to
commercial fishing use. It is anticipated that offices for
the tuna and fresh fish fleet will locate here, as well
as ancillary uses such as small seafood processors,
fish markets, marine instrument and equipment sales,
fishing and ocean technology displays, and automobile
parking. The northern side of the mole has been
renovated by stabilizing the existing concrete slab
wall with rock revetment. The south face of the mole
has been renovated with rock revetment for shore
protection. Floating docks will provide 50- and 60-foot
berths for commercial fishing boats. Low level lighting is
provided for the berths. Landside support services, auto
parking, and truck access are included. Approximately
100 commercial fishing berths are provided alongside
the floating docks.
To shelter Tuna Harbor from the south, a concrete
breakwater pier approximately 400 feet long has been
built from the land lying between the former Harbor
Seafood Mart area and Seaport Village. The pier
provides additional berthing for tuna seiners and large
market fishing boats, allows public access to the water,
and accommodates water taxi service. The entrance
to this joint use pier will be enhanced to provide a
strong pedestrian linkage from waterfront viewing
areas to the reconfigured commercial fishing and retail
area (formerly occupied by the Harbor Seafood Mart

building). This pier walk will connect to the new bayfront
public park to the north, as well as the entrance to
Seaport Village and the south side of the redeveloped
Old Police Headquarters (OPH) building.
The Harbor Seafood Mart building is planned to be
demolished and the site redeveloped with a new Pier
Walk building of comparable size and use allocation,
which will consist of an improved fish processing facility
with sufficient parking and loading/unloading spaces
to support the operation, as well as ancillary retail
and restaurant uses related to and supportive of the
commercial fish processing uses in the building. The
development will be designed so that the commercial
fishing use will be able to continue to utilize and
maintain the existing fish unloading dock, with direct,
unrestricted access to joint use of the pier/dockside
facilities. The new facility will be large enough to
support both the current capacity requirements of the
fishing industry, and allow for the expansion of services
for seafood processing. The Precise Plan underlying
the portion of the new Pier Walk building nearest
the unloading dock will have a land use designation
of Commercial Fishing to provide for the retention of
valued commercial fishing activities. The facility will be
integrated with the surrounding public walkways and
plazas with opportunities for public viewing and access
opportunities.
In conjunction with the reconfiguration of the fishing
facility, the Precise Plan will also be designated as Park/
Plaza to allow for the construction of a new three-acre
bayfront public park on the north end of the site. The
open space provided by the new bayfront park will
enhance pedestrian and visual access to the Bay, as
well as create a pleasant rest area and viewing place
along the Embarcadero promenade for event gatherings
and public activities. Adjoining parking areas will also
be reconfigured and enhanced with landscaping and
pedestrian linkages to the surrounding uses. The
parking areas are intended to serve the public park,
commercial fishing and recreation uses, reactivated Old
Police Headquarters building, as well as Seaport Village.
Marina Zone
The Marina Zone, located along Harbor Drive from
Pacific Highway to Park Boulevard, is planned to be
intensively developed as a major public and commercial
recreational complex. Major projects, including the
22-acre Embarcadero Marina Park; the restaurant and
specialty retail center of Seaport Village; a regional
convention center and, convention hotels and marina,
have started the transformation of this waterfront area

into an attractive commercial and recreational resource.
Marina Zone projects will provide the southerly anchor
for the Embarcadero development and the six-mile
long promenade that extends north to Spanish Landing
Park along the waterfront. Pedestrian linkages from the
upland areas will provide access to this lively activity
center for residents and visitors alike.
The plan concept is to rehabilitate and reactivate the
historically designated, and presently vacant, Old Police
Headquarters building with restaurant, specialty retail,
indoor/outdoor public market, and entertainment uses.
On the district Precise Plan, this area will be designated
as Commercial Recreation. The north side of the site
along Harbor Drive will be designated as Park/Plaza
and will be redeveloped into an urban park and plaza
area of approximately one acre in size with enhanced
landscaping and pedestrian features. The new urban
park will create visual and physical linkages from the
OPH to the new bayfront park across Pacific Highway,
as well as link to enhanced pedestrian connections to
and along the Embarcadero through Seaport Village
and along Kettner Boulevard. A small portion of the site
on the north side of OPH will retain the Commercial
Recreation land use designation in order to allow for
associated outdoor commercial, or activating, uses.
The parking areas surrounding the OPH and Seaport
Village will be reconfigured to accommodate vehicles
more efficiently, as well as allow for valet parking and
loading areas.
Across from the hotel development, the west side of
Kettner Boulevard from Harbor Drive to Seaport Village
will be developed with landscaping and pedestrian
features to provide improved connectivity between
tideland uses, as well as increase activating uses.
Between the existing Marriott and Hyatt Hotels,
an accessway known as “Marina Walk” is proposed
consistent with the South Embarcadero Public Access
Program, as amended. Marina Walk will improve public
pedestrian connectivity between Harbor Drive and
the Embarcadero shoreline promenade and enhance
public views towards the Bay through removal of
existing landscaping and surface parking, leveling
of the existing grade, relocation of the large cooling
towers, and construction of a joint, cohesive public
accessway spanning both the Marriott and Hyatt
leaseholds. Approximately one half of the Marina Walk
length will be a total of 50 feet wide and will contain
a 40-foot-wide public pedestrian access corridor, and
a 10-foot-wide landscape buffer to help screen the
adjacent Hyatt parking structure. The 40-foot-wide
public access corridor will include a 33.5-foot-wide
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dedicated pedestrian walkway, a 2-foot width for
intermittent benches and lighting, and a 4.5-foot-wide
landscape buffer with low-level, drought-resistant
shrubs and groundcover that shall not exceed 3 feet in
height. Adjacent to the existing approximately 10-footwide mechanical equipment enclosure on the Hyatt
leasehold, the public access corridor may narrow to
approximately 32 feet wide to allow for construction of
a low-scale retaining wall and vine plantings to screen
the enclosure. Marina Walk will contain amenities such
as decorative paving, signage, public art features, lowlevel lighting, bicycle racks, benches, trash receptacles,
a wheelchair accessible ramp, and restrooms open
to the public during daylight hours. Marina Walk will
widen to 80 feet as it approaches the Embarcadero
promenade, and will widen to 145 feet at the Harbor
Drive gateway to Marina Walk. At the project level,
minor adjustments and revisions to the corridor, parking
areas, and driveway may be made to increase the
width of the walkway and improve connectivity between
Marina Walk, Marina Terrace, and the Embarcadero
promenade. Adjacent to this gateway, removal of
the existing parking booths/gates and substantial
narrowing of the entry drive (from 78 feet to 40 feet
in width) will create a more inviting entrance and will
encourage a more pedestrian-oriented environment.
The Harbor Drive gateway area will be kept clear of
physical barriers, signage, or visual obstructions that
would discourage public use of Marina Walk.
Bayward of the Marriott and Hyatt hotels, a
continuous pedestrian promenade links the two
Embarcadero Marina Park peninsulas and assures
public access along the shoreline. Pedestrian linkage
to the uplands is provided around and over the
expanded Convention Center. An existing accessway
between the Marriott Hotel and the Convention Center
has been improved to provide functional, safe, and
environmentally educational passage to the waterfront,
as provided in the Public Access Program. The
Convention Center includes another public accessway
with a minimum width of 20 feet over the Convention
Center connecting Harbor Drive and the Embarcadero
Promenade. The public accessway will continue to be
open and publicly accessible via stairs and the funicular
on the Harbor Drive side of the Convention Center. At
the intersection of Park Boulevard (formerly Eighth
Avenue) and Harbor Drive, the promenade connects
with the adjacent Gaslamp Quarter pedestrian and
trolley facilities. The public accessway extends from
the south end of the Convention Center expansion
and along both sides of Park Boulevard. A pedestrian
bridge spans Harbor Drive at the Park Boulevard and
Harbor Drive intersection and provides a contiguous link
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from the waterfront to downtown and the ballpark. The
expansion to the Hilton San Diego Bayfront will provide
an elevated public pedestrian accessway that will
link the existing pedestrian bridge with the waterfront
promenade. The elevated pedestrian accessway will
culminate with a new staircase from the existing portecochere to ground-level adjacent to the waterfront
promenade.
The District, in conjunction with the City of San
Diego, has implemented a public access program of
signage, pavement markings, amenities and public
information to inform and invite the public to and along
the Embarcadero, as is more specifically shown in
the Convention Center’s “Public Access Program” (as
revised) and the “South Embarcadero Public Access
Program” (as amended), which are incorporated into
the plan by reference.
It is recognized that providing all required
parking on-site can result in a significant amount of
waterfront land being dedicated to parking lots and
structures, thereby limiting the ability to provide
visitor-serving uses such as parks and commercial
development. New commercial development in the
Marina Zone shall participate in the implementation
of the Parking Management and Monitoring Plan
(PMMP), as amended. Such participation is intended
to achieve maximum feasible reduction in automotive
traffic, facilitate the extension and utilization of
mass transit to serve the Marina Zone, provide and
support means of non-automobile circulation to
employees and guests, make more efficient use of
existing parking lots and structures, and help avoid
significant effects associated with a lack of parking for
waterfront projects. Additionally, the PMMP requires
new commercial development to provide maximum
feasible on-site or proximate parking facilities on Port
and nearby City lands, and participate in the tiered,
legally available, off-site parking program to address
peak individual and cumulative demand. Required
participation in the PMMP shall be monitored and
reported annually to the Port and California Coastal
Commission for the economic life of the development.
Throughout the South Embarcadero (G Street mole to
the Hilton San Diego Bayfront Hotel and Expansion
Hotel), commercial development is also required to
participate in and contribute a fair share to the Port
District’s implementation of a permanent bayside
shuttle system that would serve and connect tideland
uses along the waterfront, such as the Convention
Center Hotel Public Parking Facility, hotels, Seaport
Village, and other waterfront destinations. Although
outside the South Embarcadero, the bayside shuttle

should also provide service to the Midway. In addition,
this bayside shuttle system should include linkages
to public roadside shuttle systems serving downtown
San Diego, the airport, and MTS transportation hubs.
Port District implementation of the bayside shuttle
system is intended to serve visitors as part of an
integrated waterfront access and parking program
that the Port District shall pursue in conjunction
with the City of San Diego, CCDC and MTS. The
Port District will fund the bayside shuttle system at
its cost and may seek cost recovery and financial
participation consistent with its policies and practices
and applicable laws. Cost recovery and financial
participation may include: collection of fares, grants,
advertising, voluntary tenant participation, mandatory
tenant participation at the time of issuance of coastal
development permits for Port District tenant projects
within the South Embarcadero, and other sources as
may be identified by the Port District. If rider fares are
collected, fares will be kept at a low cost as compared
to comparable transportation services within the
region. The District will prepare a bayside shuttle
system program and operational plan prior to the
shuttle system commencing operations. The bayside
shuttle system will be operational in accordance with
the conditions of approval for the North Embarcadero
Visionary Plan (NEVP) Phase 1 project.
The regional Convention Center is supported by
major hotel complexes: Marriott Hotel and Hyatt Hotel.
The Marriott Hotel is located immediately adjacent to
the northwest of the Convention Center and contains
twin 25-story towers accommodating 1,400 hotel
rooms and a 450-slip marina. The Hyatt Hotel is
located north of the Marriott Hotel and contains two
hotel towers, one with 875 rooms and the other with
750 rooms. The 750-room second hotel tower was
constructed with a minimum 100-foot set back from
Harbor Drive, and a maximum height of 62 feet for
the lobby galleria/ballroom structure connecting the
second tower to the first tower. The second tower
includes meeting space, 34,000 square feet of exhibit
space, and 30,000 square feet of ballroom space.
Ancillary uses in this area include banquet, meeting,
restaurant, hotel guest-oriented retail space, court
game areas, and automobile parking.
The Marriott Hotel proposes a renovation/
expansion of its Marriott Hall meeting space to include
approximately 44,000 square feet of additional ballroom
and exhibit space. The aesthetics and visual accessibility
of the area will be enhanced through the contemporary,
transparent architectural features and siting of the new
Marriott Hall building, which will be reoriented such

that its public side faces Harbor Drive. The maximum
height of the new Marriott Hall shall not exceed 68 feet,
including rooftop equipment and parapet wall, and the
distance between the new Marriott Hall building and
Hyatt parking structure shall be a minimum of 120.5
feet. Removal of underutilized hotel parking will allow
for construction of the new meeting space and Marina
Walk public access improvements, which will enhance
physical and visual access to the Bay, and encourage
a more pedestrian-oriented environment.
To further enhance and activate public access
in the South Embarcadero, the Marriott proposes a
25,000-square-foot paved, flexible outdoor space at
the bayward terminus of Marina Walk, adjacent to the
Embarcadero promenade, known as “Marina Terrace.”
Marina Terrace will be used for hotel events such as
mixers, cocktail parties, luncheons, and receptions,
and occasionally may be increased to a maximum size
of 35,000 square feet. When not in use for outdoor
hotel events, Marina Terrace will be accessible for use
by the public as an open gathering and activity space
(see South Embarcadero Public Access Program, as
amended). During the times when Marina Terrace will
be publicly accessible, approximately 85% of the year,
the Marriott will provide and/or facilitate the provision
of public pedestrian-activating amenities on Marina
Terrace such as seasonal events/festivals, temporary
visitor-serving retail such as food carts and vendors,
and placement of movable modular street furniture for
public use on Marina Terrace. This modular furniture
will include public benches, chairs, tables, and outside
shade structures. At a minimum, the Marriott will
ensure that permanent public seating is provided along
the bayward perimeter of Marina Terrace. Six-footwide paved pathways through the existing landscape
buffer will ensure vertical pedestrian linkages between
Marina Terrace and the Embarcadero promenade.
Public pedestrian use of the Marina Terrace space
will be further encouraged with consistent paving
and low-level vegetation to help attract visitors along
Marina Walk and the Embarcadero promenade. To
encourage interaction between the public spaces on
Marina Terrace, Marina Walk, and the Embarcadero
promenade, the Marriott will promote and inform the
public about various activities and pedestrian-serving
amenities available at Marina Terrace through use
of interchangeable signage and other methods of
advertisement. In addition, Marriott will provide fixed
picnic-type tables between Marina Terrace and the
Embarcadero promenade on a permanent basis. The
35-space parking lot between Marina Walk and Marina
Terrace shall be signed and designated for marina use
(30 spaces) and public use (5 spaces).
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Marriott’s
proposed
improvements
trigger
its mandatory participation in the Port District’s
implementation of the permanent bayside shuttle
system. The bayside shuttle system will be operational
prior to the opening of the Marriott Hall expansion,
and Marriott’s participation in the shuttle system will
be a condition precedent to issuance of a certificate of
occupancy for the proposed Marriott Hall expansion.
Situated within the eastern portion of the Marina
Zone is an 11-acre site, fronting onto Harbor Drive and
Fifth Avenue, which has been developed into a regional
Convention Center that opened in 1989. Floor area is
allocated for display and exhibit area, meeting rooms,
and support space, such as lobbies, storage, food
service, and parking.
Phase II of the Convention Center, completed in
2001, expanded the facility into a contiguous 13-acre
site southeast of the facility, occupying the area bounded
by Harbor Drive, Park Boulevard, and Convention Way.
Fifth Avenue, an undedicated street south of Harbor
Drive, was closed as part of the development of the
original Convention Center. Harbor Drive is partially
depressed to provide an alternate access to an existing
underground parking garage and to enhance the urban
design character at the Convention Center. Phase II
added approximately one million gross feet of floor area
to the Convention Center. A Phase III expansion to the
Convention Center is proposed to add approximately
400,000 square feet of exhibit area, meeting rooms,
and ballrooms, and approximately 560,000 square feet
of support spaces. Approximately 15,000 square feet
of visitor-serving uses (i.e., retail, museum, art gallery,
vitrines, or other activating uses) is planned along the
southwesterly facing (bayside) façade of the Phase III
expansion. Convention Way will be shifted closer to the
waterfront to accommodate the Phase III expansion.
The south side of the Convention Center will expand
onto the Fifth Avenue Landing site and into a parcel
(site originally proposed for a 250-room hotel) on the
south side of the park entry road. The Embarcadero
Promenade will not be affected by the Phase III
expansion. A pedestrian accessway immediately
adjacent to, and inland of, the realigned Convention Way
will be constructed to improve pedestrian circulation
inland of Convention Way and provide access to the
visitor-serving uses proposed along the southwesterly
façade of the Phase III expansion. At least three
crosswalks will be provided at regular intervals along
Convention Way to provide access between the
waterfront promenade and the visitor-serving uses on
the inland side of Convention Way.
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Public access from Harbor Drive to San Diego Bay,
the waterfront promenade, and Embarcadero Marina
Park South will be improved through the addition of
the following new permanent physical enhancements.
Amenity stations, with street furniture such as benches
and pedestrian lighting, will be located at periodic
intervals on Harbor Drive along Phases II and III
of the Convention Center to allow pedestrians the
opportunity to stop and rest and enjoy downtown views
while walking southeast to the Park Boulevard/Harbor
Drive intersection. Wayfinding signage will be installed
at the public access elevators and escalators, at the
amenity stations along Harbor Drive, and along Park
Boulevard, to guide pedestrians to their destination.
An integrated wayfinding program that will recognize
the partnership with the Port, City of San Diego, and
Coastal Commission shall be developed prior to
issuance of a Coastal Development Permit for the
Convention Center Expansion; the wayfinding program
will be prepared by Permittee. The comprehensive
signage package will address size, location and
placement of public access signage, including
directional signage to/from the bay and city. The
program may include replacement of existing signage
to better facilitate a comprehensive wayfinding system.
The Park Boulevard corridor will serve to orient
visitors, whether by vehicle or by foot, and draw them
to the waterfront. The corridor will consist of open lawn,
landscaped areas (including low scale shrubbery),
artwork, enhanced concrete paving, pedestrian scale
lighting, and furnishings that provides a visual and
physical linkage to the bay. Treatments in corridor will
also provide a linkage to both the Convention Center
and Hilton Hotel. The Park Boulevard view corridor
will be preserved. This space will also feature a
landscaped area adjacent to the hotel amenities. Along
Park Boulevard, treatment of the exposed exterior of
the parking garage structure and ramp to the Hilton
Hotel will be treated with public art (i.e., mosaics) and/
or decorative vertical landscaping to enhance the
pedestrian experience between Harbor Drive and the
Hilton access route. The waterside promenade will
maintain its 35-foot width. Shade trees will be located,
as appropriate, within the 35-foot wide waterside
promenade.
An approximately five acre public park/plaza will be
constructed on the rooftop of the Phase III expansion.
This public realm space, which will vary between
approximately 50 to 100 feet above grade, will be
accessible from at least six access points, including:

the grand stairs and funicular at Harbor Drive, the
grand stairs and elevator at the southwest corner of
the rooftop park/plaza, elevators at the south midpoint
of the rooftop park/plaza, the landscaped inclined
walkway, and the elevator along Park Boulevard, as
well as one access point from within the Convention
Center. The rooftop park/plaza will include a mix of
hardscape and landscape, including lawns, grasses,
wildflowers, shrubs, trees, wetland plants; and pavilions
and formal and non-formal gardens with lighted paths
and fixed and movable furnishings. Observation vistas
will be placed at opportune locations throughout the
rooftop park/plaza to provide views to the Bay and
uplands skyline. Support facilities such as restrooms,
park maintenance and mechanical facilities, and power
and water service will also be provided.
There are 15 distinct rooftop park/plaza spaces
including: Spine, Grove, Great Lawn, Pavilion, Coastal
Chaparral, Gathering Place, Bluff Gardens, Living
Room, Reading Room, Summit Plaza, Mesa, Lower
Plaza, Overlooks, Ascent, and Non-Accessible Green
Roof Areas.
The Spine would be a paved walkway that features
furnishings to allow people to move freely between
the spaces. The Spine serves as a transect through
the various garden environments, offering rhythm and
cadence to the experience of ascending to the park’s
high point as well as descending to the lower vistas in
the park.

the beauty and simplicity of the native coastal bluff
landscapes of southern California. The intent of this
landscape is to offer users interesting and intimate
gardens for interaction, strolling, and relaxation.
The Gathering Place would be a hardscape plaza
environment designed to accommodate a wide range
of events and activity. There would be both fixed and
movable furnishings and paving, pavilions with power
and water service, restrooms, pedestrian lighting, and
vegetation.
The Bluff Gardens would be similar to the Coastal
Chaparral with the addition of paved areas and
additional planting, lighting, and furnishing that would
give park visitors additional places to picnic and host
small gatherings.
The Living Room would be a primary destination for
shade and relaxation embedded within the heart of the
public park/plaza. The space would feature a grand
scale canopy supported by an informally organized
glade of support columns that create an atmosphere
of being in a tree glade. The canopy area would be
furnished with hanging porch swings, movable tables
and chairs, pedestrian lighting and power/water
sources for event staging. Cornering the space would
be a water feature that would be designed to engage
both children and adults.

The Grove would be a flexible and adaptable-use
space with large canopy trees in planters and paving
and movable site furnishings. This space would offer
power and water sources for events, services, and
pedestrian lighting.

The Reading Room would be a contemplative
garden destination immersed within the vegetation
of the Coastal Chaparral. The Reading Room would
consist of walkways, furnishings, sculpted lawn forms,
and plantings that give the space an internal focus with
an emphasis of orienting the experience to the San
Diego skyline.

The Great Lawn would be a sculpted and sloping
lawn plane. The Great Lawn would serve a wide range of
passive and active recreational needs of the community
such as, but not limited to, performance/event space,
picnicking, and other lawn oriented activities.

The Summit Plaza would be a mixed environment of
plaza paving and structured event turf that would serve
as a destination gathering space for public events,
weddings, and ceremonies. This space would feature
both power and water sources for event use.

The Pavilion would be an overhead open air
shade structure. This environment would offer
visitors shade for seating and events and a grand
scale architectural feature that gives a focus to the
Grove and the Great Lawn.

The Mesa would be a sculpted grass landform set
at the high point of the green roof’s ascent. The Mesa
would provide a grand scale viewing perch that would
offer users sweeping views of the San Diego Bay
and the surrounding San Diego skyline. The grass
slope would allow for small performances and group
gatherings while the bleacher-like steps offer casual
seating and views to the park’s gardens and spaces.
Restrooms, park maintenance and mechanical

The Coastal Chaparral vegetation would consist of
native coastal shrubs, ground covers and coastal trees.
The character of the Coastal Chaparral is inspired by
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facilities would be constructed below the Mesa’s
surface with a convenient adjacency to the Summit
Plaza event space.
The Lower Plaza would be a predominantly paved
environment with trees in planters, pedestrian lights,
and paving. This space would offer both power and
water sources for special events.
The Overlooks would be viewing areas along the
southerly edge of the rooftop park/plaza that would
offer intimate spaces that are discovered and provide
views to the horizon. Several of the overlooks may be
cantilevered over the Ascent.
The Ascent would be a 1,200-foot walkway leading
from Convention Way to the base of the rooftop
park/plaza on the southwestern corner. The grade
of the ascent would be 5% and the width would be
approximately 30 feet. As the Ascent proceeds westerly
from its base, landscape and hardscape features
would be designed to create a sense of compression
and release.
Some portions of the rooftop park/plaza would be
inaccessible due to weight limits and difficult access.
These Non-Accessible Green Roof sections would
be planted with small scale plants and would create a
visual foreground to bay views from the rooftop.
The rooftop park/plaza would feature both native
and exotic plants to the southern California coast,
with the intent of capturing the character and feel of
a coastal bluff landscape. Irrigation of the vegetation
will be accomplished via subsurface drip using the
existing brackish groundwater pumped daily using
the de-watering system for the subterranean parking
facility beneath Phase I of the Convention Center. The
brackish groundwater will be blended with potable
water to maintain low concentrations of salt that would
be suitable for landscape application.
The rooftop park/plaza will be publicly accessible 85
percent of the year. Completion of the rooftop park/
plaza will be required prior to the issuance of a final
Certificate of Occupancy for the Phase III expansion.
The rooftop park/plaza will be open to the public and
managed for public access during hours similar to that
of other Port parks.
Upon completion and opening of the Phase III
Convention Center Expansion rooftop park/plaza,
written quarterly reports will be provided to the California
Coastal Commission by the appropriate entity having
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responsibility for such matters on the following:
• Utilization of the rooftop park/plaza and promenade
for all public and private events during the prior
quarter;
• Information on park programming and activities
implemented to invite the public to access the
rooftop park/plaza, promenade and coast;
• Marketing activities and signage to enhance wayfinding and public usage of the rooftop park/plaza,
promenade, and coastal access.
Responsibility for the above described items will
be addressed in the subsequent coastal development
permit issued by the Port to the City of San Diego and
other agreements entered into by the parties.
Quarterly public meetings will be called by the Port
subject to the Ralph M. Brown Act (Government Code
Section 54950, et seq.) at the San Diego Convention
Center to pursue strategies and funding to encourage
public utilization of the rooftop park/plaza, promenade,
and coastal access. Those invited to participate in
these quarterly meetings shall include, but not be
limited to, elected officials or officers representing
the City of San Diego, San Diego Convention Center
Corporation or any successor corporation or public
agency, and the State Assembly Member and State
Senator representing the Public Trust Land on which
the convention center is located. Notice for and minutes
of these meetings will be sent to the California Coastal
Commission in accordance with provisions of the Ralph
M. Brown Act.
No later than five years following completion and
opening of the Phase III Convention Center Expansion,
a report will be provided to the California Coastal
Commission on the roof top park, promenade and
coastal access utilization and potential opportunities
that may be pursued by the appropriate entities that
could enhance public access to the roof top park and
waterfront promenade including possible additional
access points and related infrastructure. This report
will be an informational item and does not subject any
of the entities involved in this Project, including the Port
and the City of San Diego, to commitments regarding
financing any such infrastructure or improvements.
Further, in order to ensure public access to the
rooftop park/plaza, the subsequent coastal development
permit issued by the Port to the City of San Diego will
require the City of San Diego to reprioritize $500,000 of
the City’s construction budget in consultation with the
Executive Director of the California Coastal Commission
to implement alternative access measures to activate

the rooftop park/plaza. In prioritizing the use of these
funds, consideration will be given to enhancements to
the existing stairways and skywalk (including paving
treatments, public art, etc.).

Hotel. The Park Boulevard pedestrian corridor between
Harbor Drive and the shoreline promenade ranges
in width from 10-25 feet and includes landscaping,
benches, and public art.

The Convention Center operator is required
to implement the Parking Management Plan and
Monitoring Program (November 1995, as amended and
is incorporated by reference into the master plan) to
meet the needs of the Convention Center visitors and
support functions, as well as the public seeking access
to the Embarcadero Marina Park South.

The former shipyard area is redeveloped with
a 1200-room Convention Hotel (Hilton San Diego
Bayfront) and support facilities including restaurant,
retail, meeting space, ballroom, and an up to 2000car public parking facility. The 1200-room hotel
has a 20-foot building height for buildings along the
promenade, stepping back to 50-feet in height in
the development area to create a pedestrian-scaled
public environment. The approximately 375-foot high
hotel tower and parking structure are located outside
and southeast of the Park Boulevard view corridor
to maintain public views to the Bay from Harbor
Drive. The Hilton may be expanded with a second
hotel tower located adjacent to the parking structure.
The expansion hotel may include up to 500 rooms,
a lobby, approximately 55,000 net square feet of
ballroom/meeting space, and other ancillary uses. To
utilize the close proximity to the existing hotel and to
reduce redundancy of facilities, the expansion hotel
may share some support facilities with the existing
hotel. In order for the expansion hotel to remain
outside of the Park Boulevard view corridor, a portion
of the hotel may cantilever over the existing parking
garage and the ramp to the existing hotel. As such,
the expansion hotel shall not encroach into the Park
Boulevard view corridor. The height of the expansion
hotel shall not exceed the height of the existing hotel.
All rooftop equipment shall be screened from public
view and shall be designed to be visually attractive
from all public viewing areas. The existing public
parking facility accommodates parking for the hotel,
hotel expansion and public waterfront access.

Convention Way Basin
A southward shift of Convention Way is planned
to accommodate Phase III of the Convention Center.
The earth mounds located near the end of Park
Boulevard will be removed as part of the realignment
of Convention Way.
A water transit center for harbor excursion boats,
water taxis and ferries is located adjacent to the
promenade along Convention Way. Water taxi and ferry
service to the Convention Center hotels and to other
San Diego Bay locations is provided at the water transit
center, which will be relocated west onto the former
Spinnaker Hotel site. The "transient oriented" marina
can also accommodate up to 20-30 large yacht slips. A
public plaza (minimum 1,900 sq. ft.) will be located east
of the relocated water transit center building. Adjacent to
the relocated water transit center will be a public parking
lot with at least 12 short-term public parking spaces.
Bayside improvements to this area include the
continued extension of the pedestrian promenade
along the waterfront, including extending the waterside
promenade south (towards Embarcadero Marina Park
South) to connect to the existing promenade adjacent
to the over-water restaurant. This would provide for a
continued waterside promenade from the Embarcadero
Promenade to Embarcadero Marina Park South. Park/
Plaza areas, which include the public plaza to be
constructed adjacent to the relocated water transit center
building, and the shoreline promenade will maintain
views to the waterfront from Convention Way. The
promenade is extended into the Embarcadero Marina
Park South on the east side (restaurant side) of the
park entry. The continuous promenade extends along
the water's edge of the entire Fifth Avenue Landing and
Hilton San Diego Bayfront (former Campbell Shipyard)
sites, and connects to Harbor Drive for complete public
pedestrian access throughout the public park/plaza
areas in the vicinity of the Convention Center and Hilton

The Hilton San Diego Bayfront Expansion Hotel
will add up to 500 additional rooms within walking
distance of the San Diego Convention Center and
bayfront. With its adjacent location to the convention
center and its participation in the South Embarcadero
Public Access Program, as amended, the Hilton San
Diego Bayfront Expansion Hotel creates synergy
with the San Diego Convention Center and provides
needed accommodations to users of the bayfront
and convention center. As a special condition of the
Coastal Development Permit for the hotel expansion,
the Permittee for the Hilton San Diego Bayfront
Expansion Hotel will develop or designate its fair-share
of on-site or off-site lower cost visitor accommodations
or pay an in-lieu fee based on a study conducted by
the District.
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The Hilton operator is required to implement the
Parking Management Plan and Monitoring Program
(May 2012) which is incorporated by reference into the
master plan to meet the needs of the Hilton guests and
support functions.
The Hilton San Diego Bayfront Hotel and Expansion
Hotel shall maintain pedestrian access along two
major corridors, Park Boulevard and the Embarcadero
promenade.
Landscaped setbacks and/or streetfront retail must be provided along these access
ways. Pedestrian-oriented uses compatible with the
Commercial Recreation land use designation, such
as visitor serving retail shops and restaurants, which
may include outdoor seating, are provided in the Hilton
San Diego Bayfront Hotel to activate the pedestrian
access ways. Shoreline promenade and landscape
improvements are included in the 35-foot minimum
setback of the hotel from the water's edge. The first 26
feet of promenade adjacent to the water's edge shall
remain open and unobstructed for public pedestrian use.
A public access pier (adjacent to Hilton San Diego
Bayfront) is set back a distance sufficient to preserve
the continued use of the Tenth Avenue Marine
Terminal Berths 1 and 2 for commercial cargoes.
Perimeter railings and seating will be extended
onto the public access pier, which will also be made
ADA accessible. State-of-the-art best management
practices will be used in the marina to reduce spills,
reduce or prohibit toxic bottom paints, and mandate
new pump-out stations.

Specific implementation proposals will be evaluated
by the San Diego Water Quality Control Board for
compliance with all applicable regulations and will
include the best management practices required by the
Port District Urban Runoff Action Plan and Stormwater
Management Ordinance.
The amount of water coverage in Subarea 36,
Convention Way Basin, resulting from redevelopment
of the bulkhead and pier structure shall be minimized
and necessary to construct the public promenade,
water transit center, public access pier, and recreational
marina. Any increase in water coverage from that
which previously existed when the leaseholds were
developed with the Campbell shipyard and R.E. Staite
marine construction yard shall be subject to further
environmental review and mitigation.
The public promenade, public access pier and
Embarcadero Marina Park South will be open to
general public use at all times. Any temporary special
events held in these areas must obtain a special
event permit from the San Diego Unified Port District,
according to the Port District Special Event Procedures
and Guidelines. The pier will be publicly accessible 85
percent of the year. At no time will the public access
to the sidewalk promenade be fenced, screened
or blocked off by any structure. Completion of the
improvements to the public access pier will be required
prior to the issuance of a final Certificate of Occupancy
for the expansion to the Hilton San Diego Bayfront.
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1. NORTH HARBOR DRIVE, GRAPE TO BROADWAY: Reduce traffic lanes;
install landscaping, irrigation; develop bike path

33

P

Y

2005-20

2. PUBLIC ACCESS: Pedestrian access improvements to waterfront and promenade

35

T

N

2007-08

3. LANE FIELD DEVELOPMENT: 600-to-800-room hotel, office building, retail, and parking

33

T

Y

2005-10

4. NORTH EMBARCADERO REDEVELOPMENT: (a) Visionary Plan public
31-34
improvements, (b) esplanade, (c) street improvements, (d) vista points, (e) Grape Street
piers replacement + restaurant, (f) park and plaza areas, (g) Broadway Pier cruise ship
terminal (approximately 60,000 sq. ft., maximum 50-foot building height ) to cover no more than
50 percent of the pier, public events space, 15,000 sq. ft. public recreation and viewing area,
a 25-foot wide public access corridor along the southern side of the pier, and infrastructure
improvements, (h) B and C Street linkages between Pacific Highway and North Harbor Drive.

P

Y*

2005-20

5. PASSENGER TERMINAL AT B STREET PIER: Cruise Ship Terminal Modernization.

P

N

2006-10
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(Table 11 cont'd on page 73)
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TABLE 11: Project List (cont'd from page 72)
CENTRE CITY/EMBARCADERO:
PLANNING DISTRICT 3
6. WATER TRANSIT CENTER AND MARINA: Relocate buildings (including ticket offices,
marina offices, and public restrooms) and parking (of which at least 12 will be dedicated for
short-term public parking) to the west on former Spinnaker Hotel site, maintain pedestrian
access and extend continuous (minimum 25’-wide) waterside promenade to connect to south
towards Embarcadero Marina Park South; add public plaza (minimum 1,900 sf) east of the
relocated water transit center building; maintain landscape improvements to and along the
San Diego Bay shoreline; accommodate water-based transportation including a ferry landing,
water taxi access, transient-oriented berthing (including yachts), and public boat access.

36

T

N** 2015-2018

7. HILTON SAN DIEGO BAYFRONT: Construct hotel tower with up to 1200 rooms, a lobby,
ballroom, meeting rooms, retail shops, restaurants, other ancillary uses, above-grade parking
structure, public access pier, ground-level and elevated pedestrian access to the waterfront,
plaza, and landscape improvements; expand hotel with second hotel (not to exceed height of
existing hotel tower) adjacent to and on top of parking garage (and outside of Park Boulevard
view corridor) with up to 500 rooms, a lobby, up to 55,000 net sq. ft. of ballroom/meeting
rooms, up to 2,500 sq. ft. retail space, other ancillary uses, and landscape improvements.

36

T

Y

2006-18

8. CONVENTION CENTER PHASE III: Construct third phase of regional convention center to
provide contiguous expansion, including adding up to 400,000 sq. ft. of exhibit area, meeting
rooms, and ballrooms, 560,000 sq. ft. of support spaces, and approximately 15,000 sq. ft.
of visitor-serving uses, infrastructure upgrades, landscape improvements, realign Convention
Way to the south (bayward), add 5-acre public rooftop park/plaza on top of expansion.

35

T

N

2015-18

9. PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE OVER HARBOR DRIVE: Self-anchored suspension bridge
over Harbor Drive connecting to public parking garage to Eighth Avenue.

35

T

N

2006-08

10. EIGHTH AVENUE PEDESTRIAN CROSSING: At grade pedestrian crossing to be
completed with pedestrian bridge over Harbor Drive.

35

T

N

2006-10

34,35

T

Y

2007-08

12. PIER WALK BUILDING: Remove existing Harbor Seafood Mart building and construct
new Pier Walk building to accommodate existing commercial fish processing operations,
as well as associated retail, restaurant and other services/support uses.

34

T

Y

2008-09

13. BAYFRONT PARK: Construct new bayfront public park along the southern edge of
Harbor Drive, between the waterfront and Pacific Highway, including lawn and
landscaped areas, walkways, as well as other park/plaza features.

34

P

N

2009-10

14. MARRIOTT HOTEL MEETING SPACE EXPANSION: Demolish and reconstruct Marriott Hall; 35
create new outdoor hotel/public space (“Marina Terrace”); construct improved and widened
Marina Walk walkway; improve public amenities, including public views towards the bay and
pedestrian access; modify parking configuration; install landscape and hardscape improvements.

T

Y

2013-14

11. OLD POLICE HEADQUARTERS REHABILITATION: Rehabilitation and adaptive
reuse of historically designated Old Police Headquarters building with a mix
of specialty retail, entertainment and restaurant uses; reconfiguration of surrounding
parking areas; and, pedestrian access, plaza and landscape improvements.

P- Port District

T- Tenant

N- No

Y- Yes

* "Vista Points" and Broadway Pier infrastructure improvements are non-appealable projects.
** Any modifications to the marina for “recreational small craft marina related facilities” is an appealable project.
Precise Plans
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TENTH AVENUE MARINE TERMINAL:
PLANNING DISTRICT 4

industries can be accom- modated, a need for
more automobile parking areas, demands by upland
residents for replacing port related industrial sites
with park use, and complications arising from efforts
to clear and redevelop incompatible uses.
The Precise Plan continues the existing marine
oriented industrial uses and supports the development
of available vacant lands with similar uses, in order
to provide a homogenous industrial climate with an
assured, reasonable long term growth potential.

Introduction

Land and Water Use Allocations

The Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal Planning District
is a developed, marine related industrial area of great
importance to the region's economic base. Currently,
over 50,000 jobs are provided on the tidelands and
uplands of this industrial area. More important, this is
the only area in the entire San Diego region providing
established waterfront industrial sites with railroad
service, close freeway access, commercial port
related support functions, and deep water berthing.
With a water depth of 40 feet near the marine terminal
and 35 feet in the industrial area, it can accommodate
all standard cargo ships. Such deep water berthing
cannot easily be created or replaced, so the value of
this waterfront industrial land in inestimable.

The Planning District consists of 257 acres of land
and 114 acres of submerged land for an overall total
of 371 acres. The thrust of the use allocations is to
retain and continue marine related, water dependent
industrial uses. Use allocations are in Table 12,
graphically shown on the Precise Plan Map, and
discussed in the text.

Policies of the nearby Barrio Logan Community
Plan and L.C.P. threaten the port related tideland uses
with encroachment of residential, public park and
commercial uses in an area almost totally industrial.
The basic incompatibility of these uses places more
of a burden on the industrial uses to reduce potential
environmental impacts. The Port Master Plan seeks to
preserve and protect this unique coastal resource by
limiting uses to strictly marine oriented industrial ones.

Marine Terminal

Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal
Planning District Subareas
To facilitate description of the existing and
proposed uses, the Planning District has been divided
into planning subareas (see Figure 14).

Precise Plan Concept

This subarea contains the various industries that
relate to the marine terminal. It also is the location
of a large amount of transportation related uses
such as streets and railroad switching yards. The
Master Plan calls for continuing the marine oriented
industrial activities, including railroads. The Harbor
Services maintenance yard will be removed and the
remaining acreage in Planning District 4 will revert to
Marine Related Industrial use.

The area adjacent to the Port tidelands has been
zoned for manufacturing since the 1930's and older
industrial activities now dominate. On the tidelands,
the identifiable land use problems stem from a critical
shortage of space into which existing port- related
industries can expand and new marine-related

The Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal, completed
in 1958, is a paved landfill with concrete bulkheads
and rubber or timber fenders along each berth face.
There are 4,348 feet of lighted usable berthing space
at the terminal, 387,528 square feet of cargo space
in two transit sheds, and 475,000 square feet of
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storage space in one warehouse and ancillary sheds.
Access to the terminal is from Harbor Drive onto a
newly constructed entry road called Crosby Road.
Railroad tracks provide access on Berths 3 through
8, all transit sheds, and the warehouses. Stevedore
equipment is available as needed.
Berths 1 and 2, located on the north side of the
complex, contain 1,118 feet of usable berthing space
alongside a water depth of 30 feet MLLW. Fuel,
water, and electricity are available. These berths
are used not only for general trade items but also
for cargoes of fish, molasses (in steel storage tanks
having a 2,468,000 gallon capacity), and the receipt
of petroleum products. Oil handling and oil bunkering
storage tanks have a capacity of 165,000 barrels.
Berths 3, 4, 4A, 5 and 6, located on the west side
of the terminal, provide 2,580 feet of usable berthing
space at an alongside water depth of 36 feet MLLW.
These berths are used for general cargo. A chemical
fertilizer bulk storage and bagging plant occupies the
north section shed adjacent to Berth 3.
Berths 7 and 8, located on the south side of the
terminal, provide 650 feet of usable berthing space
with an alongside water depth in some areas of 36
feet MLLW. Berths 7 and 8 are used primarily for the
loading of bulk export cargoes utilizing the Port's
bulkloader. This elevated conveyor system extends

from a rail car unloading building which houses rail
car bottom dump and rotary dump facilities. Also
connected to the bulkloader is a 15,000 short ton
bulk storage silo complex, completely automated,
for the storage and handling of either grains or
chemicals. It is provided with an inert gas explosion
protection system. A bagging plant equipped with
an under-track railroad car pit and two bagging
machines is used for bagging chemicals and other
commodities. In this vicinity, a second privately
owned molasses handling and storage facility is
located close to Berths 7 and 8.
Rail facilities serving the Tenth Avenue Marine
Terminal will be expanded to meet current operation
needs. The Santa Fe rail storage yard adjacent to the
terminal is capable of storing a total of 285 rail cars,
adequate to service the loading and unloading of
shipments up to 18,000 tons per vessel. Depending
on operational considerations, the Santa Fe Railroad
utilizes storage yards in other locations to handle
shipments up to at least 30,000 tons per vessel. The
rail car capacities of these yards are: Carlsbad (100),
Oceanside (120), Sorrento Valley (80), and National
City (189). All transit sheds and warehouses at the Tenth
Avenue Marine Terminal are served by rail spurs.
The present bulk loading facility was constructed in
1962. It consists of a rail car unloading building, 42inch-wide belt conveyors, a shiploader alongside the

TABLE 12: Precise Plan Land and Water Use Allocation
TENTH AVENUE MARINE TERMINAL: PLANNING DISTRICT 4
				
LAND USE
ACRES WATER USE
ACRES

TOTAL
ACRES

% of
TOTAL

INDUSTRIAL........................................ 228.7
Marine Terminal...................................... 58.7
Marine Related Industrial..................... 170.0

INDUSTRIAL................... 113.9............. 342.6............... 94%
Terminal Berthing...............15.3
Specialized Berthing..........98.6

PUBLIC RECREATION............................ 3.5
Park/Plaza................................................ 3.5

....................................................................3.5................ 1%

PUBLIC FACILITIES.............................. 17.6
Streets.................................................... 17.6

..................................................................17.6................ 5%

TOTAL LAND AREA............................ 249.8

TOTAL WATER AREA.... 113.9

PRECISE PLAN LAND AND WATER ACREAGE TOTAL................................................363.7............ 100%
Precise Plans
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southeast face of the terminal, a rail car marshalling
yard, and miscellaneous ancillary structures and
equipment. Use of the bulkloader is still increasing.
Waterfront cargo equipment such as this has a
high maintenance factor; also, it appears likely that
periodic modifications must be made to comply with
changing air quality regulations.
Bulk cargo, particularly fertilizer and other
chemicals, constitutes the largest export item of the
Port of San Diego. In recent years, increasingly larger
bulk vessels with drafts greater than 36 feet have made
appearances at the port and there is every indication
that the trend toward greater capacity in bulk vessels
will continue. Similarly, greater depth will become
necessary at some of the general cargo berths.
The Master Plan foresees continuation and
intensification of the cargo operations at the Tenth
Avenue Marine Terminal. Expansion of land area is
not considered imminent but may be accommodated
in the future by utilizing nearby leased parcels.
Physical improvements to the terminal are detailed in
the Project List.

Crosby Street Corridor
To provide for public access to the waterfront, the
development concept proposes to redivide a 5.4-acre
site to facilitate the construction of a 3.2-acre public
recreational area adjacent to the bay and a 2.2-acre
deepwater channel-related industrial facility.
The public area will offer active and passive
recreational opportunities in a landscaped setting.
Proposed facilities may include a kiosk, entry arbor,
restrooms, concession stand, benches, picnic tables
and barbecues, lawn expanse, and a recreational pier.
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On-site parking for the area is proposed. The public
area will be shielded from the adjacent industrial site
by landscaping and a masonry wall, and from the
street by landscaping and fencing.
The marine related industrial portion of the site
will be preserved to take advantage of adjacent deep
water access for a multi-purpose facility for repair,
servicing, berthing, and cargo handling of fishing,
commercial and military vessels. It is advantageous,
for Navy security reasons, that this facility is north
of the San Diego-Coronado Bay Bridge; that it is
available to the majority of deep draft vessels using
the Bay's main channel; that the site has superior
truck and rail access; and that it is well located with
respect to a multitude of industrial and commercial
support facilities in the near vicinity.
Among the facilities which may be provided for
at the marine industrial site may be a pier to allow
maritime servicing and repair. The pier may have
boat fenders, fresh water, and security lighting. No
marine railways or other devices to lift boats from the
water are planned. Remedial dredging to minus 30
feet MLLW will allow adequate water depth for the
above variety of uses, including ship repair.
Ship refitting and repair work will be performed
while the boats are tied to the pier and all exterior
work will be performed above the water line in
accordance with the air and water quality standards.
Support activities and on-site parking will be
located on the land portion of the site. Space for
storage of construction materials and equipment is
provided in some buildings and on the land. Specific
implementation proposals will be evaluated by the
San Diego Air Pollution Control District, the San
Diego Water Quality Control Board, and the San
Diego Noise Abatement Office for compliance with
all applicable regulations.
Belt Street Industrial
This heavy industrial district, south of the Tenth
Avenue Marine Terminal, consists of several
well-established and highly important marinerelated manufacturing, processing, and servicing
establishments. All of the area is developed and
leased to marine related industrial businesses except
for a small, partly vacant parcel west of Crosby Road.
This parcel was assembled in the mid-1970's for
the express purpose of consolidating a viable land
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area proximate to the existing deep water navigation
channel, and return it to marine-related industrial
water dependent use, as called for in the 1972 Master
Plan. As the industrial leases on the individual parcels
expired, they were deliberately not renewed, phasing
out non-marine uses such as an animal rendering
plant and a marble cutting plant.
The Precise Plan calls for the continued operation
of the existing marine related industries. Consideration
should be given to expansion into the adjacent upland
areas, should it be necessary. Renovation and
redevelopment of existing facilities will continue as
industries respond to market demands and changes
in the maritime industrial climate.
Some of the existing or proposed activities which
are appropriate in the Marine Related Industrial areas
of this and other subareas in Planning District 4 are:
tugboat services, general ship and boat building
and repairing, steel fabrication and general metal

manufacturing, sale of marine parts and equipment,
mooring of marine construction equipment, receipt
and distribution of bulk liquids and similar noninflammable products, receipt and storage of
petroleum products, delivery of bunker fuels to
vessels, kelp and seafood processing, canning and
packaging, aquaculture, and marine related support
and transportation facilities.
Harbor Drive Industrial
This subarea consists entirely of one major
shipbuilding plant, National Steel and Shipbuilding
Company. In terms of employment and economic
impact, it is one of the most important industries in
San Diego County, and the Master Plan supports its
continuing viability. The Master Plan also supports
the concept of a bicycle path, part of the Bay Bikeway
project, running on Harbor Drive; however, the design
must accommodate the parking needs of NASSCO
insofar as it is possible.				
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TENTH AVENUE MARINE TERMINAL:
PLANNING DISTRICT 4
				
1. RAILROAD STORAGE TRACKS: Adds tracks for grain handling at terminal 42
P
				
2. BERTHS 7 and 8: Increase water depths for bulk vessels
42
P
				
3. STORAGE SILOS: Construct structures; pave; repair conveyors,
42
P
unloading pit, weigh scale
				
4. BULK COMMODITY UNLOADER: Install conveyors and machinery
42
P
				
5. BULKLOADER: Install dust evacuating system at car unloading building;
42
P
reconstruct and modify bulkloader
				
6. BOATYARD: Construct boat building and repair yard
43
T
				
7. PUBLIC VISTA OR ACCESS SITE: Construct promenade, structures,
43
P
park furnishings, and landscaping
				
P- Port District
T- Tenant
N- No
Y- Yes
SU

B

R

LE

TABLE 13: Project List

N

1980-81

N

1980-81

N

1982-83

N

1981-82

N

1980-81

N

1980-81

N

1980-81
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NATIONAL CITY BAYFRONT:
PLANNING DISTRICT 5

the western and northern boundary of this subarea. The
subarea contains a ship repair and lumber transport/
storage yard. These uses, or similar ones, are expected
to occupy this land into the foreseeable future.
Due to its distance from the water, its remoteness
and its relatively small size, this subarea will remain a
backup storage area for the marine terminal and other
marine industries occupying water frontage. Permitted
uses under the marine industrial designation might
also include manufacturing, storage, transportation
and distribution.

Precise Plan Concept
The National City Bayfront is an established and
developed marine industrial area. Continued use and
intensification of the marine related use is anticipated
for the duration of the planning period. Substantial
areas are currently used for lumber storage, wood
products and vehicle storage, manufacturing and
distribution, which are dependent on close proximity
to the Port's deep-water wharves. The plan proposes
improvements to the Port related road transportation
network. In addition, new public access and wateroriented recreational, educational and commercial
uses are focused on the development of a pleasure
craft marina of approximately 250 slips.
Land and Water Use Allocations
The National City Bayfront planning area contains
a total of roughly 420 acres, consisting of 250 acres
of land and 170 acres of water (Table 14). The Master
Plan assigns most of the land to Marine Related
Industrial and Marine Terminal use, with Commercial
Recreation, Park and Recreational Boat Berthing
located north of the Sweetwater Channel.
National City Bayfront Planning Subareas
The subareas are listed on Figure 16.
Northern Industrial Area
The Northern Industrial area is isolated from the
water by the San Diego (32nd Street) Naval Station,
which occupies all of the adjacent waterfront and forms
80
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A new street section connecting Harbor Drive
to Tidelands Avenue is proposed just north of this
planning subarea. This street improvement will more
directly link Harbor Drive with Tidelands Avenue;
creating a north-south street to serve traffic in the
National City waterfront area west of the I-5 freeway
and enhancing access to the Civic Center freeway
interchange.
Twenty Fourth Street Corridor
Just south of the northern industrial area is
another small subarea, differing only in the type of
development. It is dominated by a large shipbuilding
yard, which has a narrow water access corridor. The
two remaining uses are a fuel distribution yard and
an office center for the vehicle importer.
The Master Plan considers this area for marine
oriented industrial use, with which the present uses
are compatible. Other activities appropriate for the
area are mentioned in the Lumber Yard subarea.
National Distribution Center
The Port acquired 22.1 acres of property located
at 1000-1022 Bay Marina Drive, formerly known as
West 24th Street. This property is currently known
as the National Distribution Center and will be used
for Marine Related Industrial purposes.
Navy Berthing
The Port District has jurisdiction over a large
amount of water west of the Naval Station which is

now being used for military ship berthing. The Master
Plan foresees continuing this use under the Navy
Ship Berthing designation. No other use is considered
appropriate under present circumstances.
Container Terminal
The National City Marine Terminal is one of only
two marine terminals identified on the Master Plan
Circulation/Navigation Element, and is the only one
capable of significant expansion. At present, about
2,400 linear feet of berthing space is available, 1,400
feet along the north wharf and 1,000 feet along the
west wharf. Water depth alongside the terminal is a
minimum 35 feet at MLLW.
The north wharf is used for ship repair and the
receipt of petroleum products, including fuel oil for
the San Diego Gas and Electric Company. General
cargo can also be handled; a 40,320 square-foot
transit shed is available for covered cargo space.
The southerly half of the west wharf is presently
a container and bulk-handling terminal. A high-speed
container crane, having a capacity of 40 long tons
and capable of handling 30 containers per hour, runs
along this wharf. The 17-acre container handling and

storage yard is serviced by a 33-ton rubber-tired bridge
crane. Other facilities include a 32,500-square-foot
stuffing and stripping space, paved storage for 2,280
containers (including electrical outlets for refrigerated
containers), a steam container cleaning facility,
maintenance shops, and scales. Two warehouses;
one just over 100,000 square feet and another just
under 200,000 square feet are accessible from either
the north or west wharves.
The Master Plan proposes to extend the west
apron wharf 2,400 feet to the south, then 1,000 feet
east to connect to the existing Sweetwater Wharf.
(Most of this development will occur in Subarea 56,
the Southwest Corner.) Total wharf space at the
National City Marine Terminal would then be about
7,800 linear feet.
The wharf design would fill out the bulkhead almost
to the U.S. Combined Pierhead and Bulkhead Line,
adding about 12 acres of land to the marine terminal.
Future dredging would increase the present 35-foot
depth to 42 feet MLLW along the west wharf and 37 feet
along the Sweetwater Wharf. Construction activities
involve excavation, driving of concrete support piles,
the placement of rock revetment, and construction of
wharf dock and fender systems.

TABLE 14: Precise Plan Land and Water Use Allocation
NATIONAL CITY: PLANNING DISTRICT 5
				
LAND USE
ACRES WATER USE
ACRES

TOTAL
ACRES

% of
TOTAL

COMMERCIAL......................................... 7.9
Commercial Recreation............................ 7.9

COMMERCIAL.......................14.6...............22.5..............5%
Recreational Boat Berthing....14.6

INDUSTRIAL........................................ 232.6
Marine Related Industrial..................... 148.6
Marine Terminal...................................... 84.0

INDUSTRIAL..........................21.6.............254.2............58%
Specialized Berthing................7.9
Terminal Berthing...................13.7

PUBLIC RECREATION............................ 4.2
Park.......................................................... 4.2

PUBLIC RECREATION............2.2.................6.4..............1%
Open Bay / Water.....................2.2

PUBLIC FACILITIES.............................. 28.5 PUBLIC FACILITIES.............. 11.9...............40.4..............9%
Streets.................................................... 28.5 Boat Navigation Corridor..........7.0
		 Ship Navigation Corridor..........4.9
		 MILITARY............................. 116.7............. 116.7............27%
		 Navy Ship Berthing.............. 116.7
TOTAL LAND AREA............................ 273.2

TOTAL WATER AREA.........167.0

PRECISE PLAN LAND AND WATER ACREAGE TOTAL...................................................440.2..........100%
Precise Plans
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Other improvements contemplated include the
installation of a second container crane, additional
railroad siding, and paving of the remaining backup
area. As a general cargo terminal, this facility could
handle almost any commodity; however, it is anticipated
that it would handle petroleum on the north wharf, and
vehicles, containers, lumber, and other heavy cargo on
the west wharf.
Improved highway access to the marine terminal is
needed. An additional industrial accessway to Interstate
5 for north and south movements is recommended.
Lumber Yards
At present the area back of the National City
Marine Terminal is used almost exclusively for storage,
assembly and handling of lumber and wood products.
A fuel oil storage farm and a food cold storage locker
are the only other uses. These uses display the
benefits of water linkage with the marine terminal
and require a considerable amount of space. Other
activities appropriate for this area, as well as Subareas
51 and 52, include wood preserving, manufacturing
of wood products, wholesaling of building supplies,
ice manufacture, food processing, petroleum storage,
freight distribution and associated or similar uses.
Industrial performance standards are encouraged,
especially landscaping and appearance treatments
along Tidelands Avenue; however, such standards for
development must be consistent with the functional
needs of the industrial area and individual operations.
If additional backup cargo storage area is required
because of expansion of the marine terminal, this
area could be utilized for this purpose.
Southwest Corner
South of the present marine terminal is a fill area
reserved on the Master Plan for Marine Related
Industrial use. Current use is about half for industrial
production and about half vacant.
As mentioned in the description of the Container
Terminal subarea, the Master Plan envisions the
extension of the apron wharf from the container crane
along the Pierhead/Bulkhead Line to the Sweetwater
Channel where it would follow the Bulkhead Line to
the present Sweetwater Wharf.
Future use of the western parcel is envisioned as
a shipyard or other marine industrial use. The eastern
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parcel could also be used for similar purposes. In any
case, planning for this area favors large industries or
activities which can utilize its unique attributes of deep
water berthing, railroad and highway access, distance
from residential neighborhoods, and ample space.
Sweetwater Wharf
Sweetwater Wharf designates that part of
the National City Marine Terminal located on the
Sweetwater Channel. It is linked administratively to
the container terminal (Subarea 54). It has a 1,400foot-long wharf and is used almost exclusively for
landing shipments of lumber and vehicles. This
use is planned to continue into the future with a
possibility of other products being shipped through
the Sweetwater Wharf.
Launching Ramp
This public recreation area includes a park lawn
area, a public fishing pier, a boat launch ramp and
a parking area serving the entire site. The park
provides picnic tables, a shoreline promenade with
seating, open and shaded lawn areas and walkways
leading to the fishing pier. The boat launch has 8
lanes for boating access, a restroom and a dock
facility on the Sweetwater Channel. An aquatic center
facility including restrooms, locker rooms, offices,
classrooms, watercraft storage, paved exterior
activity areas, security walls, fencing, lighting, and
landscape improvements is proposed in the location
of the existing restrooms. The existing restrooms will
be replaced in a location accessible to the Pepper
Park, launch ramp, and landing users. The aquatic
center will be primarily for public programs, events,
and organized activities. Continued heavy use of this
public recreation area is anticipated for active yachting,
instructional turf play and the more passive activities of
fishing, picnicking and sightseeing.
Anchorage A-8, the Sweetwater Small Craft
Anchorage, occupies a water area of approximately 200
acres. Although sheltered from the waves of the open
ocean by the Silver Strand, the anchorage is exposed
to long fetches inside the harbor. Approximately 250
vessels at single swing point anchorage using vessel
ground tackle can be accommodated; however, use
shall be incremental, the first phase to provide for up to
100 vessels, with any additional 100 increments to be
subject to further public hearings and consultations with
District member cities. About 30 percent of the spaces
are to be reserved for short-term use by transient ocean
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cruising vessels. The boundaries of the anchorage are
proposed to be identified by marker buoys and shown
on bay charts. Control over the anchorage is to be
exercised by the Port District. The existing National
City small craft-launching ramp provides landing and
shoreside support services consisting of automobile
parking, restrooms, public telephone, drinking water,
trash disposal, and docking facilities.		

marina and attendant commercial facilities. Uses could
include a restaurant or coffee shop, convenience store,
bait and tackle shop, boat slips and dry storage, lodging
and other business activities consistent with public
demand. Activities associated with the boat launch
ramp, such as the sale and repair of trailered boats,
boating equipment sales, water ski gear, and selected
marine hardware, are appropriate uses.

Marina

The location and design of the commercial area,
and possibly even its market feasibility, is dependent
on improved access to Interstate 5. The additional
traffic and increased activity in this presently isolated
property would greatly enhance its attractiveness for
commercial enterprise.

This commercial recreation area shown on the
Planning District Map is designed to accommodate the
needs of workers in the nearby industrial area, people
enjoying the nearby recreational park, and the adjacent
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NATIONAL CITY BAYFRONT:
PLANNING DISTRICT 5
				
1. CONTAINER WHARF: Extend rock revetment and apron wharf
54
P
N
1,000 feet. Excavate, drive support piles, place rock, construct wharf.
				
2. COMPLETION OF TERMINAL WHARF: Extend rock revetment and
56
P
N
apron wharf an additional 2,400 feet, to Sweetwater Wharf.
Construct as above.
				
3. SECOND CONTAINER CRANE: Install second container crane,
54
P
N
miscellaneous equipment. Pave backup area.
				
4. CONTAINER TRACK EXTENSION: Convert 500 feet of
54
P
N
Berth 3 to a container wharf.
				
5. MECHANICAL BULKLOADER: Install bulkloader, paving, railroad
54
P
N
siding, conveyors, unloading pit.
				
6. SHIPYARD: Construct shipyard facilities, buildings, cranes, dry-dock.
56
T
N
				
7. COMMERCIAL SUPPORT AREA: Construct buildings, parking, landscape. 58
T
Y
				
8. MECHANICAL UNLOADER: Erect cargo handling equipment.
54
P
N
				
9. CONNECTING STREET: Linking Harbor Drive to Tidelands Avenue
51
P
N
north of the Civic Center Drive.
				
10. PEPPER PARK PUBLIC RESTROOMS: Demolish and remove existing
58
P
N
structure, drinking fountain, public pay phone, and landscape materials.
Construct new ADA compliant restroom facility, drinking fountain,
public pay phone, walkways and landscape improvements.
				
11. RECREATIONAL MARINA: Install marina docks, utility services,
59
T
Y
shoreside structures, walkways, landscape improvements and parking area.
				
12. AQUATIC CENTER: Construct restrooms, locker rooms, offices, classrooms, 58
T
Y
watercraft storage, paved exterior activity areas, security walls, fencing,
lighting, and landscape improvements. Remove temporary classroom
and storage facility and return pavement area to parking use.
				
P- Port District
T- Tenant
N- No
Y- Yes

B

R

LE

TABLE 15: Project List

1988-99
1998-99

1998-99
1998-99
1997-98
1993-94
1995-96
1995-96
1993-97
2006-08

1994-95
2006-08
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CORONADO BAYFRONT:
PLANNING DISTRICT 6

Land Use Plan Concept

Introduction
Port lands in Planning District 6 are bounded on
the northern edge by the U.S. Naval Air Station, North
Island, and on the southern edge by the U.S. Navy
Amphibious Base. Off shore of Port District lands,
vessel activity is controlled by comprehensive marine
operation regulations. The right-of-way of the State
Toll Bridge Authority for the San Diego-Coronado
Bridge interrupts and serves to divide the Port lands
into two major areas, south and north.
In the southern section of the Planning District,
the Port lands are under long-term commitments for
a marina and yacht club on Glorietta Bay, and a 98
acre golf course. Off shore the water is somewhat
protected from storms, and adequate in depth for use
by small vessels.
In the northern section of the Planning District,
the existing uses include a developed shoreline
promenade and bicycle path that loops under the
Coronado Bridge, a regional park, hotel site, specialty
retail complex, city sewer pump station, public fishing
pier, ferry boat dock, vessel slips and mooring areas.
Off shore lies the boundary of the City of San Diego
and the narrowest portion of San Diego Bay with
relatively deep water close into shore and a shoreline
exposed to wave and wake actions from weather
and ship activity within the Bay. Landward, abutting
Port lands, is an affluent community undergoing
declining student population and redevelopment of
both private and public lands to higher residential
densities. Community development policies have
been resistant to marine-oriented industrial and
commercial developments.
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The Land Use Plan concept seeks to select from
several development guidelines a plan that provides the
greatest consistency with the Coastal Act; provides a
traffic circulation and parking plan aimed at minimizing
impacts on adjacent residential streets; provides
for a contiguous 20-acre park development with an
additional 2.5-acre automobile parking area; makes
provision for a loop road; maintains view corridors
down Second and Third Streets, and provides for a
continuous bicycle/pedestrian system, linking Orange
Avenue and Glorietta Bay. It is the intent of the plan to
have parks, hotel and commercial complex developed
concurrently. If the proposed location of the shoreside
path is determined to be contrary to public safety needs
or is economically infeasible in some areas, then the
system is to be continued inland around these areas.
Approximately seventy (70) percent of the Port's
land and water areas in this planning district have
been allocated to community park, shoreline path,
golf course, beach, open bay and other open space.
Urban design guidelines encourage a comprehensive,
integrated development of commercial and public areas
in a heavily landscaped setting, limited building height,
and the maintenance of vista corridors.
Land and Water Use Allocations
The planning area of the Coronado Bayfront
Planning District includes a total area of 383 acres
of Port District controlled lands, consisting of 162
acres of land and 221 acres of water. Long-term use
commitments to open space, such as the golf course
and the Tidelands Park, absorb seventy-three (73)
percent of the total land in the planning area. The
remaining commercially productive and developed
area consists of a total of 46.43 acres, divided into
26.63 acres of land and 19.8 acres of water.
The following text, use allocations table and Plan
Diagram (Figure 17) give definition to the Land Use
Plan. A tabular summary of the proposed land and
water use allocations is indicated in Table 16. The
map graphically portrays three major use headings,
Commercial, Public Recreation, and Public Facilities.

beach lies on private property. The coordination of
beach use by the city is advised.

Coronado Bayfront Planning Subareas
The relationship of planning proposals and specific
sites is discussed in the following text.
The Planning District has been divided into six
subareas to better facilitate the explanation. (See
Figure 18.)
First Street Shoreline
Port lands located between Alameda Boulevard
and Orange Avenue are scattered, isolated, and in
many instances the shoreline and the Port District
boundary line generally coincide. Shore protection
along this strip includes rubble and bulkheading, the
latter usually installed by adjacent residential owners
to arrest the eroding shoreline. The development
potential of the tidelands appears minimal as parcel
size, shape and access problems are substantial.
The plan proposes an open space use, continuing
the current undeveloped shoreline, maintaining the
aquatic habitat and retaining the open bay for the
adjoining water use. The sandy beach, located just
north of the foot of Orange Avenue, is planned for
limited access consistent with the existing isolated
and low intensity recreational use. Although about
one acre of Port land is involved, access is across
privately held land and the largest portion of the

Orange Avenue Area
This subarea is located between Orange Avenuethe former site of the Coronado Ferry Landing-and the
multiple-story Oakwood Garden Apartments. Existing
uses include a shoreline park and promenade, the
city sewer pump station, automobile parking areas,
retail complex, and a combined public fishing and
bicycle/pedestrian ferryboat docking pier at the
foot of B Avenue. The ferry landing site is in close
proximity to the historic setting of previous bay ferry
operations.
Access to the shoreline promenade utilizes
the public corridor, which follows along Orange
Avenue extended through the proposed residential
development. This cone-shaped access and vista
corridor widens toward the bay from First Street,
along Orange Avenue extended, and crosses Port
land to serve the bayfront bicycle/pedestrian system,
connecting the shoreline path's terminus to a major
city street. View corridors are maintained along
extensions of Orange, B and C Avenues.
Throughout the Port land subarea, and along the
shoreline where feasible, a corridor of not less than

TABLE 16: Precise Plan Land and Water Use Allocation
CORONADO BAYFRONT: PLANNING DISTRICT 6
LAND USE

ACRES

COMMERCIAL
Commercial Recreation

25.7
25.7

PUBLIC RECREATION
Open Space
Park/Plaza
Golf Course
Promenade

126.1
1.4
24.5
97.8
2.4

PUBLIC FACILITIES
City Pump Station
Streets

10.1
0.4
9.7

TOTAL LAND AREA

161.9

WATER USE

ACRES

TOTAL
ACRES

% of
TOTAL

COMMERCIAL
Recreational Boat Berthing

20.0
20.0

45.7

17%

PUBLIC RECREATION
Open Bay / Water

83.0
83.0

209.1

79%

10.1

4%

264.9

100%

PUBLIC FACILITIES

TOTAL WATER AREA

PRECISE PLAN LAND AND WATER ACREAGE TOTAL

103.0

Note: Table 16 does not include state tidelands leases of 117.8 acres
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30 feet in width is designated for landscaping and
public shoreline access. Located within the corridor
is a bicycle and pedestrian path, designed for
consistency along its entire length, having a paved
width averaging 14 feet, with some popular areas
wider. The land remaining in the shoreline accessway
after provision of the bicycle/pedestrian path may
be developed in several ways. In areas abutting
park development, it may be integrated with park
design; in areas abutting commercial development,
it may be integrated with the landscaped design
of the commercial use as long as it is available for
public use.
The City trans-bay sewer pump station is retained,
but enhancement of the facility is encouraged in the
plan. The sewer pump station is managed by the City
of Coronado on an easement from the Port District.
Security considerations require isolation of aboveground structures from public activities; however,
some design modifications of the site should be
studied in an effort to reduce the negative impact of
this city development on the surrounding Port lands.
It may be possible to combine the pump station
access vault and numerous air vents into a single
low profile sculptured structure, which would provide
the needed security and improve the appearance of
the facility. The view corridor of B Avenue passes
over the pump station.
A public park of about one acre has been developed
on the shoreline between Orange and B Avenues. The
park provides open space and landscaping, benches
and tables, and is designed primarily for leisure
recreation such as picnicking, sunning, strolling,
and viewing. Within this subarea, and extending into
the bay, the District has developed a public fishing
pier. Parking for these uses is proposed within easy
access to the park and pier.
The plan proposes the development of private
investment of a major restaurant (200 - 400 seats),
recreational shopping and marine service complex
(25,000 - 30,000 square feet of building floor area),
and limited waterside development, such as one or two
piers with boat slips. The development is anticipated
to provide space for small marine-oriented or visitororiented businesses and other specialty shops
typically found in the commercial recreational and
marine sales and service use groups. The structures
would not be higher than 40 feet, and be of a high
quality design reflecting concern for the surrounding
area. Parking is to be provided within the lease area.
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The existing four-acre boatyard will be replaced
with a shoreline public accessway and a specialty
retail shopping center of not more than 75,000 square
feet of floor area. Parking will be provided on site for
the projected uses. Sensitivity to nearby residents
should be a major concern of the design.
Second Street Shoreline
The bulk of this subarea is allocated to commercial
recreation uses, anticipated to provide area for a
hotel of not more than 300 rooms, and accessory
commercial uses, such as a coffee shop, restaurant,
cocktail lounge, meeting rooms, ballrooms, gift shop,
beauty shop and additional retail uses. On-site
recreational facilities could include swimming pool,
tennis courts, and other recreation features. The
hotel is planned as a small but high quality tourist and
conference facility. Landscape design of the site will
integrate with the waterfront path and the adjacent
public park. Public access to the shoreline is planned
throughout the entire commercial area. Maximum
building height is 40 feet. View corridors are to be
maintained down extensions of Second and Third
Streets. Off-street parking for patrons and employees
is to be provided on site. The proposed loop road
will provide ingress and egress from the site without
placing traffic on adjacent residential streets by
providing a direct linkage with the Coronado Bridge.
The shoreline accessway will pass through this
subarea, ensuring continuous pedestrian and bicycle
movement along the public shoreline corridor. The
design guidelines discussed for the First Street
subarea also apply.
Tidelands Park
The plan has allocated 20 contiguous acres for
a public park and 2.5 acres for automobile parking.
The park will include four baseball layouts, which can
be converted to football or soccer in the appropriate
season. A portion of the shoreline is proposed to
be developed as a swimming beach; the remainder
will become an extension of the bayfront bicycle/
pedestrian path. Picnic areas will be located between
the shoreline and the active play areas. A meandering
bicycle path in a landscaped corridor is proposed to
form the northern boundary of the park, separating it
from the hotel site. Parking will be located off the loop
road adjacent to the bridge. An accessory building
is proposed to include a snack bar, restrooms, and
equipment storage room. The view down Third Street
will be maintained and all storage areas will be
screened from view (See Figure 17a.)
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T.O./G.L.

A-1

To provide access to and from Port lands from the
Coronado Bridge, the plan delineates a loop road
passing under the bridge, in effect connecting Second
Street to Glorietta Boulevard near Fifth Street. Traffic
leaving the bridge to visit the subareas would turn
north and enter the loop road at Third Street; traffic
leaving the tideland area to return to San Diego
would proceed south under the bridge and enter it
at the current Glorietta Boulevard on-ramp. Traffic
could also use the loop road to pass between the
north and south parts of Coronado instead of using
Orange Avenue.
The loop road would serve all land development
in both the Second Street and the Tidelands Park
subareas. The proposed right-of-way for the loop
road involves some bay fill to get around and under
the San Diego Bay Bridge.
The Bay Bridge Roadstead Anchorage (A-4)
is sheltered by the land masses occupied by the
Coronado Golf Course and the U. S. Navy Amphibious
Base. The plan proposes an initial anchorage area,
to the north of the Bay Bridge, of 23 acres, and an
expansion area to the south of 21.5 acres. As a
special anchorage, boundaries are to be shown on
coastal charts and by on-site markers. Single point
mooring buoys for about 70 vessels will facilitate
administrative control by the Port District. Shoreside
support facilities are proposed to be developed as
part of the Tidelands Park project and will involve
dinghy float, automobile parking, public restrooms,
lighting, landscaping and park furniture.

with the remaining unleased open bay uses, are to
continue. Renovation and full development of leased
areas for marine-related uses are encouraged.
Planned improvements to the Glorietta Bay Marina
and City boat launch facility are designed to enhance
recreational boating in Glorietta Bay. Marina
improvements include a minor expansion of the dock
area, and reconstruction and reconfiguration of the
Dock C boat slips. Boat launch facility improvements
include reconstruction and modification of the boat
launch ramp boarding dock, which would include a
free public dock for temporary side-tie berthing of
small to medium sized motorized boats and sail boats.
The public dock would also include a low freeboard
floating dock extension for kayaks, paddleboards,
and rowing shells.
The Port District is working cooperatively with
the City of Coronado in implementing its Glorietta
Bay Master Plan. The goal of the plan is to enhance
public access, recreational, and civic opportunities
along the bayfront, and to better integrate the
Glorietta Bay area with the surrounding community.
Several components of the plan involve areas under
Port District jurisdiction. A small, passive use public
park will be constructed just south of the yacht club.
A portion of Strand Way will be vacated to allow for
reconfiguration of the adjacent yacht club leasehold
and public right-of-way improvements. The remaining
portion of Strand Way will be realigned and will
allow for construction of an approximately 15-footwide public shoreline promenade. Approximately
600 linear feet of existing riprap along the crescentshaped shoreline area will be repaired.

Golf Course
The golf course and adjacent open bay area
are considered long-term commitments and will be
continued. A small portion of the golf course will be
taken for the loop road, requiring redesign of a few
course features. The golf course involves other than
Port lands, but occupies 98 acres, or 60 percent of
the total Port District land area in Planning District
6, and constitutes the most significant open space
in Coronado. The proposed shoreline system, if
determined to be contrary to public safety needs,
may be continued inland around this facility. The
potential hazards of errant golf balls and automobiles,
bicyclists and pedestrians must be addressed by
fencing or other means in additional evaluations.
Glorietta Bay

The Glorietta Bay Anchorage (A-5) is a 3.8- acre
federally designated anchorage with a capacity
to accommodate about 20 vessels at fore and aft
anchoring with vessel ground tackle. Administrative
control over the use of the anchorage will continue to
be exercised by the Port District. The plan proposes
to retain the low intensity of use of the anchorage by
reserving the anchorage for use by transient cruising
vessels and short durations of stay.
Anchorage use is by permit of Harbor Police for
a period of time up to 72 hours within any seven-day
period. Although no formal landing site is designated,
users could land at the public launching ramp across
the channel. The placement of boundary market
buoys, coordinated with the City of Coronado, is
proposed on site, subject to State approval.

The leased areas of land and water utilized by
the yacht club and marina in Glorietta Bay, together
Precise Plans
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Table 17: Project List
CORONADO BAYFRONT:
PLANNING DISTRICT 6

1.

ORANGE AVENUE PARK AND FERRY LANDING: Construct park,
ferry dock and passenger waiting shelter, accessways

61-61

P

N

1987-88

2.

FIRST STREET COMMERCIAL AREA: Construct restaurant,
commercial buildings, parking and landscaping, pier and slips

62

T

Y

1984-85

3.

PUBLIC FISHING PIER: Construct pier, restroom, bait and tackle
shop, parking and accessways

62

P

N

1984-85

4.

SHORELINE ACCESSWAY: Fill or bridge over bay water, install
landscaping, bicycle/pedestrian path

61-64

P

N

1983-84

5.

LOOP ROAD: Bay fill, install paving, curb, gutters, utilities, streettrees

63-64

P

Y

1983-84

6.

HOTEL COMPLEX: Construct hotel, accessory uses, parking,
landscaping, recreational facilities

63

T

Y

1984-85

7.

TIDELANDS PARK: Install landscaping, play fields, park furnishings

64

P

N

1984-85

8.

SHORELINE PROTECTION: Install stone revetment, other protection

Various

P

N

1983-84

9.

BAY BRIDGE ROADSTEAD ANCHORAGE: Install boundary markers
and mooring buoys, dinghy float and ramp, and lighting

64

P

Y

1984-85

10. GLORIETTA BAY ANCHORAGE: Install boundary markers

66

P

Y

1984-85

11. STRAND WAY RECONFIGURATION: Vacate portion of street;
construct sidewalk; enhance bike path; install landscaping.
Narrowwidth of remaining street portion; construct shoreline promenade;
installlandscaping, benches, and lighting

66

P

Y

2003-05

12. POCKET PARK: Remove paving; construct passive use park lawnarea;
install public art

66

P

N

2003-05

13. SHORELINE STABILIZATION: Remove existing riprap;
replace withnew riprap; construct seawall

66

P

N

2003-05

14. GLORIETTA BAY MARINA/BOAT LAUNCH FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS:
Reconstruct/reconfigure marina boat slips; reconstruct/modify City boat
launch facility to include free public dock for temporary side-tie boat berthing

66

T

Y

2016-17

P- Port District

T- Tenant

N- No

Y- Yes
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CHULA VISTA BAYFRONT:
PLANNING DISTRICT 7

Introduction
Planning District 7 includes all Port District lands
within the City of Chula Vista. As shown on the
Precise Plan map (Figure 19), these District lands
extend beyond the U.S. Pierhead Line (the usual Port
District boundary) to the city limits.
Historically, harbor development in the South
Bay has lagged behind the North Bay because of
shallow water, distance from the harbor entrance,
environmental concerns, and other factors. However,
by about 1990, Port land on the Chula Vista Bayfront
had been developed into public parks, excursion pier,
boat launching ramp, recreational vehicle (RV) park,
marinas, boatyards, warehouses, and a recreated
wildlife habitat island. Police and emergency
waterborne services are provided to the South Bay
from the Harbor Police substation near the boat
launching ramp. The Chula Vista Bayside Park Pier
provides public fishing and large vessel berthing,
and the Marina Parkway Pier provides berthing and
landside automobile parking for users. The major
development on the Chula Vista Bayfront was an
aircraft parts manufacturing plant, which occupied
both District lands and uplands, that has consolidated
its operations north of H Street and now occupies
only uplands.
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Marine and biological resources are abundant
throughout the entire planning district, primarily due
to its proximity to San Diego Bay and the estimated
3,940-acre South San Diego Bay National Wildlife
Refuge.
Over recent years, the Port has acquired
approximately 291 acres of uplands in this planning
district, including the former Goodrich South
Campus, park area, and properties at the south
end of the planning district containing the existing
switchyard and power plant. Most recently, as part
of the Chula Vista Bayfront Master Plan (CVBMP)
and in an effort to improve land use compatibility at
the north and middle portions of the planning district,
the Port completed a land exchange with a private
entity. The exchange enables residential and nontrust related retail and office development to occur
on approximately 35 acres of former Port properties
now under the City of Chula Vista’s (City) jurisdiction,
and places approximately 97 acres of land at the
north end of the planning district, formerly under the
City’s jurisdiction, within the Port’s trusteeship and
jurisdiction. In addition, the City has acquired from
the Port a vacant parcel for a proposed fire station.
Planned uses for the acquired land areas are further
described in each of the planning subareas.

Precise Plan Concept
With the goal of transforming the planning district
into a world-class bayfront, the Port developed the
Chula Vista Bayfront Master Plan (CVBMP or plan)
in 2005. The CVBMP resulted from a cooperative
planning effort with the City of Chula Vista, which
involved extensive public outreach and community
participation.
The CVBMP is intended to guide the development
of approximately 556 acres of the Chula Vista Bayfront
over the next 24- year period. The plan proposes a

multifaceted land use allocation within this planning
district, including environmental conservation
and development of public park and commercial
recreational
uses.
Proposed
development
emphasizes public waterfront amenities to enhance
the bayfront’s natural and economic resources. The
plan increases public access opportunities while
restoring and protecting natural resources, serving
to attract visitors from outside the region as well as
local residents to use the marine related recreational
facilities and public areas. Additionally, the plan
strengthens the bayfront’s connection to the Chula
Vista urban core and neighborhoods to the east by

TABLE 18: Precise Plan Land and Water Use Allocation
CHULA VISTA BAYFRONT: PLANNING DISTRICT 7
				 TOTAL
% of
LAND USE
ACRES
WATER USE
ACRES ACRES
TOTAL
COMMERCIAL.....................................130.2
COMMERCIAL............................. 39.6.......169.8............8%
Commercial Recreation........................130.2
Recreational Boat Berthing........... 39.6
INDUSTRIAL......................................... 36.4
Industrial Business Park.........................36.4

INDUSTRIAL.................................. 3.8........ 40.2............2%
Specialized Berthing....................... 3.8

PUBLIC RECREATION........................152.9
Park/Plaza..............................................87.9
Promenade.............................................17.3
Open Space...........................................47.7

PUBLIC RECREATION.................. 1.2.......154.1............8%
Open Bay/Water............................. 1.2

CONSERVATION.................................413.4
Wetlands...............................................303.9
Habitat Replacement............................109.5

CONSERVATION....................... 967.2.....1380.6..........70%
Estuary....................................... 967.2

PUBLIC FACILITIES..............................42.5
Streets....................................................42.5
.....................................................................

PUBLIC FACILITIES................... 190.4.......232.9..........12%
Boat Navigation Corridor............ 156.5
Ship Navigation Corridor.............. 33.9

TOTAL LAND AREA............................775.4

TOTAL WATER AREA............ 1,202.2

PRECISE PLAN LAND AND WATER ACREAGE TOTAL.................................................1,977.6........100%
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extending the City’s traditional street grid to ensure
pedestrian, vehicular, bicycle, transit, and water
linkages.
Although planning policy encourages marinerelated industrial uses, the plan provides the flexibility
to attract new industrial, business-commercial, and
commercial recreational development to this planning
district. To accomplish this goal, the plan allocates
a large amount of land in the Chula Vista Bayfront
Planning District for Commercial Recreation, and
some area for Industrial-Business Park use. Much
of the land is currently vacant or underutilized. As
the South Bay regional economy expands in the
future, the Commercial Recreation and IndustrialBusiness Park designations will both stimulate and
accommodate appropriate industrial and commercial
redevelopment, thereby enabling the Chula Vista
Bayfront to realize its full potential.
The plan proposes to redevelop underutilized and
vacant areas with a mix of land uses, along with a
new roadway and infrastructure system throughout
the planning district. A variety of public amenities are
proposed, including: a signature park and other open
space areas, buffers, cultural uses, piers, a new
commercial harbor and reconfiguration of marina
slips, a community boating center, a ferry terminal,
navigation channel improvements, an RV park, a
continuous and comprehensive pedestrian pathway
system, bicycle paths, ample parking areas, and
public art. Proposed development includes hotel and
conference facilities, retail/entertainment, cultural
(museums and similar uses), and marine related
office. A maximum of 2,850 hotel rooms are allowed
within the boundaries of the CVBMP.
There are a multitude of existing and proposed
recreational opportunities within the planning district.
Recreation boating marinas have been developed
to meet part of the increasing regional demand for
recreational boating and wet storage marinas. An
RV park provides short-term parking spaces for
visitors to enjoy the Chula Vista Bayfront. Other
public recreational opportunities can be found at the
large Bayside Park that includes a public fishing pier,
the Chula Vista Bayfront Park with its public boat
launching ramp, and Marina View Park. Planned
recreational improvements include two new large
parks, enhancements to existing park areas, a new
pier, as well as a continuous open space system
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that is fully accessible to the public and seamlessly
connects the bayfront to the region. This open
space system will create a comprehensive greenbelt
linkage throughout the entire planning district with a
continuous pedestrian walkway, or “baywalk”, and a
bicycle path that would tie into the regional Bayshore
Bikeway system. Where appropriate, Class I bicycle
paths, including 8-foot minimum paved widths
separated from vehicular roadways, will be provided.
The CVBMP emphasizes an active commercial
harbor with public spaces at the water’s edge as
well as enhanced existing and newly created visual
corridors to the bay.
The plan also includes buffers adjacent to
environmentally sensitive resources in order to
ensure such habitat areas are protected and
preserved. Best management practices and natural
retention basins will be implemented throughout the
planning area to prevent degradation to sensitive
areas and to curb storm water pollution to the bay.
Additional measures for the protection of natural
resources and the environment, including specific
planning, design, education, implementation and
management elements have been incorporated into
the CVBMP.
To ensure adequate coastal access is provided
for the public, the CVBMP requires appropriately
allocated on-site parking spaces to be developed
with bayfront commercial and recreational uses.
Additionally, commercial development throughout
the planning district is required to participate in and
contribute a fair share to the implementation of an
employee shuttle system that connects users to a
collector parking structure located near Interstate 5,
thereby ensuring the availability of bayfront parking
for the public. In the Harbor District, typical parking
requirement standards for high intensity uses may
be reduced if it can be demonstrated that the use will
be adequately served by alternative transit.
In addition, the Chula Vista Bayfront Shuttle service
will be phased concurrent with development. At a
minimum, service will be provided upon the issuance
of Certificate of Occupancy for either the H-3 resort
conference center hotel or the 500th residential unit in
the City CVBMP area. Implementation of the shuttle
is anticipated to include participation by commercial
development within the plan area.
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Implementation of the CVBMP is envisioned to
occur in four phases over the next 24 years, and
will be contingent upon and subject to many factors,
such as availability and timing of public financing
and construction of public improvements, terms of
existing long-term leases, actual market demand
for and private financing of proposed development,
lease negotiations, approvals for and demolition
and/or relocation of existing uses, approvals for new
uses, and other approvals.
Redevelopment of the Chula Vista Bayfront is
guided by the “Chula Vista Bayfront Development
Policies” document, which is incorporated into
this document by reference. The “Chula Vista
Bayfront Development Policies” document contains
policies from adopted and approved plans, certified
environmental documents, required mitigation
measures, enforceable settlement agreements,
and conditions included in the approval process. All
development projects must comply with these policies
and standards. Implementation of the “Chula Vista
Bayfront Master Plan Public Access Program”, which
is also incorporated into this document by reference,
must occur as redevelopment takes place.
Land and Water Use Allocations
A total of 1,978 acres of Chula Vista Bayfront
are allocated to commercial, industrial, public
recreation, conservation, and public facilities
activities (Table 18).
Chula Vista Bayfront Planning Subareas
Nine planning subareas have been delineated
(see Figure 20) to facilitate a description of the
planning district.
D Street Area
The D Street Area includes approximately 63
acres of land and water area designated for Habitat
Replacement, Estuary, Open Bay, Boat Navigation
Corridor, and Ship Navigation Corridor uses. A 33.2acre portion of the northwest corner of the City of
Chula Vista lies within Port District jurisdiction. Under
the plan, tidelands have been reserved for uses which
would take advantage of the deep water channel
in the Sweetwater Flood Control Channel, and for
Habitat Replacement.

It is intended that the tideland uses will not only
utilize the valuable deep water to a high potential
and provide the income to develop public recreation
areas, but will establish a buffer zone between the
National City Marine Terminal (with its associated
industrial uses) and the ultimate use of the uplands.
The D Street Fill area adjacent to the Sweetwater
Flood Control Channel, designated as Estuary,
mitigates the loss of intertidal and shallow subtidal habitat resulting from the National City Marine
Terminal Wharf Extension project.
Gunpowder Point Shoreline
Between the D Street Area and G Street lies a very
small sliver of land (2 acres) and a broad intertidal
mud flat. This area will be preserved as wetlands
and has been designated as such, as discussed
in Section III under the Conservation category.
This subarea totals approximately 223 acres and
includes mostly land area designated for Wetlands
use, along with some water areas designated as
Estuary. To provide for the long-term protection
and management of the sensitive habitat known
as the Sweetwater Tidal Flats (running north from
the boatyard to the Sweetwater River Channel), the
Port will enter into a cooperative agreement with
the US Fish and Wildlife Service that will address
the placement of educational and enforcement
signage, long-term maintenance, and additional
protection measures such as increased monitoring
and enforcement. The cooperative agreement will
be executed prior to development commencement
in the Sweetwater or Harbor districts.
Chula Vista Bayfront Master Plan
The CVBMP planning area consists of the northern
Sweetwater District, the middle Harbor District, the
southern Otay District, Chula Vista Harbor, and
Boat Channel subareas. The Sweetwater District
proposes the lowest intensity development and
focuses on lower scale, environmentally sensitive
and ecologically themed uses. In contrast, the
Harbor District is intended to provide a significant
link from the City to the bayfront and includes the
highest intensity development. Lastly, the Otay
District proposes moderate intensity mixed-use
development. Each of the districts contain substantial
amounts of open space and public amenities, and
Precise Plans
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are seamlessly connected by greenbelt linkages that
include pathways for pedestrians and bicyclists. A
maximum of 2,850 hotel rooms are allowed within the
boundaries of the CVBMP. Each CVBMP district, or
planning subarea, is further described below.
Sweetwater District
The Sweetwater District, acquired by the Port as part
of the aforementioned land exchange, is approximately
97 acres in size and is generally undeveloped and
consists predominantly of fallow fields.
Public spaces and development planned for
this subarea focus on lower scale, environmentally
sensitive and environmentally themed uses. Land
use designations include Open Space, Habitat
Replacement, Wetlands, Park/Plaza, Commercial
Recreation, and Promenade.

Undeveloped land along the northern and western
boundaries of the district will be established as a 400foot-wide buffer/setback area. The buffer/setback
is intended to preserve and protect the adjacent
Sweetwater Marsh Wildlife Refuge from planned
development and to provide a gradual transition
from undeveloped native landscape to developed
areas. From west to east, the buffer/setback area
consists of a 200-foot-wide “no-touch” zone, a 100foot-wide “limited use” zone, and a 100-foot-wide
“transitional use” zone. The no-touch zone primarily
consists of wetland and upland habitat. To prohibit
access by the public and nuisance predators into
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the sensitive habitat areas, the eastern boundary
of the no-touch zone will include six-foot-high vinylcoated chain link fencing. Fence installation shall
include land contouring to minimize visual impacts of
the fence. The limited use zone will contain outlook
stations, open space areas, and a meandering trail
system. The transitional use zone will accommodate
increased recreational uses such as picnic areas
and trails, and consists of revegetated open space.
The southwestern portion of the buffer, which is
designated as Wetlands, consists of lands identified
for potential enhancement, restoration or creation of
wetland mitigation areas. The outlook stations, which
will be connected by meandering trails designated
as Promenade, will provide viewing areas of the bay
and wildlife, and will include educational elements
such as kiosks, sculptures, or interpretive signs.
In addition, a 21-acre signature park is proposed
with greenbelt linkages to park areas in the Harbor
District. The park is envisioned as a passive use,
meadow-type open space with amenities such as:
landscaping, lighting, restrooms, drinking fountains,
bicycle racks, children play areas, picnic areas,
benches, trash receptacles, interpretive signage,
landscaped berms, public art, decomposed granite
paving, and parking. The park is to be passive in
nature, be low-impact and contain minimal structures.
Allowed structures include restrooms, picnic tables,
shade structures and overlooks, and are limited to
single-story heights. No athletic field amenities or
unattended food vending will be allowed. The park
will utilize low water-use ground cover alternatives
where possible and trails will not be paved. Due to
the immediate adjacency to sensitive habitat areas,
amplified sound equipment and issuance of park
use permits for group events will be prohibited. The
signature park parcel is assigned the Park/Plaza land
use designation.
At the northern end of the district, planned
development includes: a low-scale, low profile,
lower-cost overnight accommodations, such as a
campground and/or RV park and limited meeting
space, food service, and retail shops associated
with the development. Other uses include a parking
area and access road for the Chula Vista Nature
Center and a low-intensity mixed use commercial
recreation/marine related office development of
approximately 60,000 to 120,000 square feet in size.

Building heights in the Sweetwater District range
from one-story on the north side of the E Street
extension to 45 feet on the south side of E Street. An
approximately 100-foot-wide buffer will separate the
existing seasonal wetland, located between E and F
Streets, from adjacent development.
Roadway improvements planned include the
extension of E Street into the Harbor District, and rerouting of the terminus of F Street to connect to the
E Street extension. A trail connection west of the F
Street terminus will be limited to emergency vehicles
and pedestrian and bicycle access. Each of the new
roadways, as well as the connecting trail, include
the Promenade land use designation to indicate
pedestrian and bicycle connections to the rest of the
planning district.
Harbor District
The Harbor District includes a total of approximately
223 acres of land area, of which approximately 191
acres lie within District jurisdiction. As a result of
the land exchange previously described, an interior
portion of this subarea falls under the City’s jurisdiction
and is intended for private residential, general office,
retail and hotel development – all of which has been
planned in conjunction with the CVBMP.

RV park, former industrial and supporting parking
facilities, and waterfront parks.
Proposed development in the Harbor District
is the highest intensity of the plan and encourages
an active, vibrant mix of uses and public spaces.
Land use designations within this subarea include
Open Space, Wetlands, Park/Plaza, Commercial
Recreation, and Promenade. Up to 2,850 hotel rooms
are proposed in the Harbor District at two separate
sites. The exact number of rooms may be allocated
among either site, up to the 2,850 room maximum for
the Harbor District.
Public amenities in this subarea include Park/
Plaza-designated land areas, which include the
existing Bayside Park that will be improved as a
25-acre extension of the signature park with similar
amenities, such as lighting, sculptures, restrooms,
interactive fountains, plaza areas, drinking fountains,
bicycle racks, tot lots, picnic areas, benches, trash
bins, interpretive signage, a sculpture garden,
landscaped berms, public art, decomposed granite
paving, and open lawn area. The park area could
also include cultural uses; small food and beverage
vending; and other park-activating ancillary uses.
Allowed structures include restrooms, picnic tables,
shade structures and overlooks, and are limited to
single-story heights. Other public spaces to remain
in the subarea include the existing Marina View
and Chula Vista Bayfront Parks, both designated
as Park/Plaza, and the existing fishing pier. The
existing boat launch ramp, restrooms, and Harbor
Police facility within Chula Vista Bayfront Park will
remain. In contrast to the passive use emphasis of
the Sweetwater District park areas, parks within the
Harbor District are planned to accommodate flexible
spaces and programmable elements that allow for
more active uses or events.
Shoreline erosion protection is provided by stone
rip-rap. Both the beach and the rip-rap require periodic
maintenance. The park terminates at the Chula Vista
Bayside Park Pier, which provides protective wave
attenuation for the marina, berthing for vessels, and
access for fishing.

The Harbor District encompasses the greatest
diversity of existing uses, including the majority of
the planning district’s developed commercial uses
and areas accessible by the public. Existing uses
include a boat yard, yacht club, marinas, restaurants,

The land lying north of E Street South is
designated for Commercial Recreation, Park/Plaza,
Open Space, and Wetlands. The 100-foot-wide Open
Space designation north of the expanded park area
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abutting the area designated Commercial Recreation
(the site of an existing boatyard) would serve as a
buffer between future commercial development and
the adjacent habitat. The extent of buffer coverage
will depend upon future resource conditions and
will be reevaluated as new development proposals
are submitted. The parcels formerly designated as
Marine Related Industrial are envisioned to be part
of a future redevelopment project which is planned
to be compatible with the surrounding conservation
land uses. The public promenade will be extended
along the entire water frontage of the Commercial
Recreation site. The existing boatyard use may
continue to operate until the site is redeveloped to
a conforming Commercial Recreation use. Prior to
redevelopment, additional boat repair capacity will
be identified. The shoreline south of G Street has
been developed as an extension of the Chula Vista
Bayside Park, with promenade, restrooms, parking,
landscaping, lawn areas, and picnic facilities. The
Bayside Park shoreline promenade will be extended
along the Chula Vista Harbor to connect with the
promenade on the Marina Way arm.
The anchor component of the district is a large
resort conference center proposed just east of
Bayside Park. The resort conference center will be
a destination attracting visitors from, and providing
public amenities to, the region. The resort conference
center will include a portion of the allowed 2,850
rooms in the Harbor District, approximately 100,000
square feet of restaurant space, approximately 20,000
square feet of retail, a conference center with up to
approximately 415,000 square feet of meeting space
(with a maximum of 200,000 square feet of contiguous
exhibit and flex space in a single enclosed room),
expansive open space areas, and other ancillary
uses. The maximum heights for the resort conference
center components are 240 feet for the hotel and 120
feet for the convention center. The bayward half of this
site will be developed with public open space upland
of E Street, and a specialty retail shopping village
consisting of low-scale commercial retail buildings
interspersed with plazas, landscaping, public art
and other pedestrian oriented public amenities. Any
proposal to construct more than 1,600 rooms as part
of the resort conference center will require evaluation
of the impacts areas needing additional analysis
and the need for additional mitigation measures to
reduce significant impacts, if any, associated with
any increase in rooms. Development of the resort
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conference center site will require the relocation of
the existing RV park. None of the existing RV sites will
be removed until an equivalent number of RV sites
are constructed and operating within the planning
district. The replacement RV park will be located on
either parcel O-3 or S-1. In the event the replacement
park cannot be opened to visitors prior to closing the
existing RV Park, an interim site with an equivalent
number of RV sites will be established and opened
elsewhere in the CVBMP at parcels S-1, H-23, or in
the Otay District.
South of H Street, the plan allows for a hotel with
conference room, retail, and open space, and other
ancillary hotel uses. The hotel will include a portion
of the allowed 2,850 rooms in the Harbor District. An
additional 200,000 square feet of cultural/retail uses
and integrated open space would be developed on the
site. East of this site, the plan includes approximately
100,000 square feet of mixed-use commercial
recreation/marine related office uses wrapped around
a 1,100- to 3,000-space collector parking garage. The
garage is intended to function as remote employee
and/or visitor parking to supplement on-site parking
needs for bayfront businesses. The garage site may
be utilized as an interim surface parking lot with
approximately 1,100 spaces during Phase I. Heights
in the Harbor District will not exceed 25 feet (30 feet
with architectural or mechanical features) immediately
adjacent to the water, with a maximum height of 300
feet away from the shoreline.
A new ferry terminal/restaurant is proposed on the
harbor that will provide water transportation linkages
to the central portion of the bay. New visitor-serving
retail and marina support uses totaling approximately
25,000 to 50,000 square feet will be established
around the northern periphery of the harbor. An
additional approximately 75,000 to 150,000 square
feet of retail and marina support uses and parking
are planned around the south end of the harbor.
Marina support uses may include: offices, restrooms,
showers, lockers, ship chandlery, boat/bicycle rentals,
bait and tackle sales, delicatessens, and snack bars.
Only water dependent uses such as docks can be
constructed in or over the water; retail and restaurant
uses must be located on land. The waterside
components of the marinas are further described as
part of the Chula Vista Harbor subarea.
Roadway improvements include the extension of

H Street that will connect to the E Street extension
in the Sweetwater and Harbor districts. The H Street
extension, which will end with a pedestrian connection
and a new pier, will provide a significant link from
eastern Chula Vista to the waterfront. Modifications
to Marina Parkway and new access roads are also
proposed throughout the Harbor District.
Construction of a new, approximately 60-footwide, 36,000-square-foot pier is proposed at the
terminus of the extended H Street corridor above
existing open water area. The 600-linear-foot pier
would connect downtown Chula Vista to the Bay via
H Street, and would enhance pedestrian and visual
access to the water and offer picturesque views of
San Diego Bay. Approximately half (300 linear feet)
of the H Street Pier would be developed in Phase
II at a length just short of the existing navigation
channel. The remainder of the H Street Pier would be
constructed in Phase IV, following realignment of the
existing navigation channel. Development and uses
on the pier may include small scale amenities such
as a bait shop or snack bar.
A minimum 25-foot-wide shoreline pedestrian
promenade or “baywalk” is planned to wrap around
the perimeter of the park and harbor front businesses,
connecting the pedestrian and bicycle greenbelt
linkage to the other subareas, while maximizing
public visual and physical access to the water.
The baywalk will contain public amenities such as
pedestrian-scale landscaping, lighting, and furniture,
providing public seating and gathering spaces while
offering views of the harbor. Private uses shall not
encroach into the public walkway, and view corridors
through the site towards the bay will be incorporated
into the project design.
The eastern areas of the district within existing rightof-way/easement areas are planned for landscaping
and pedestrian/bicycle trails as part of the greenbelt
system that will link to the rest of the City.
Chula Vista Harbor
The Chula Vista harbor basin includes
approximately 50 acres of water area and is protected
by two structures: a 300-foot-long rock breakwater
extending north from the Marina Way arm and a 650foot-long wave attenuation pier extending south from
Bayside Park. They are separated by about 200 feet

of channel. The harbor is currently occupied by two
marinas totaling approximately 900 boat slips. The
existing Chula Vista Boat Launch has been upgraded
with additional shore protection.

An essential component of the CVBMP is
the creation of an active commercial harbor that
encourages public access to the water and activity
on the water. To facilitate the development of this
activated harbor, the existing marina boat slips will be
reconfigured to create an approximately 4-acre open
water area. Of the existing 900 marina slips, 700 slips
would be reconfigured within the existing harbor at
HW-1 and HW-4, and 200 slips would be relocated to
HW-6. The new open water area will enhance boating
activity on the water and is envisioned to be utilized
for ferry loading and unloading, water taxis, dinner
boats, harbor cruises, visiting historic vessels, and
boat rentals. The reduction in boat slips may only
occur if replacement slips are provided elsewhere
within the CVBMP.
Prior to approval of any changes in the slip size
or distribution, the Port will undertake an updated
comprehensive boater use, slip size, and slip
distribution study which is no more than five years
old for each dock redevelopment project that affects
slip size and distribution of slips, to assess current
boater facility needs within the individual project and
the Bay as a whole. The Port will continue to provide
a mix of small, medium and large boat slips based on
updated information from the comprehensive study
with priority given to boats less than 25 feet in length
and a goal of no net loss in number of slips within the
CVBMP. Should future projects propose reducing the
number or proportion of small slips for boats 25 feet
or less within the Chula Vista marina, a Port Master
Plan amendment will be required.
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Landside improvements around the harbor, including
commercial development and public amenities, are
further described above in the Harbor District subarea.
The water areas within the Harbor have been
designated as Recreational Boat Berthing, Specialized
Berthing, and Boat Navigation Channel.
Otay District
The Otay District is approximately 124 acres in
size and includes recently acquired upland areas.
This subarea was characterized by industrial uses,
including the existing SDG&E electrical switchyard
and South Bay Power Plant. Uses within this district
will be designed in consideration of the adjacent
sensitive habitat areas.

The proposed development for the Otay District
consists of a mix of uses, including industrial and lowcost visitor serving recreational uses. The extreme
northern and southern parcels are designated for
Industrial Business Park use. The southern Industrial
Business Park parcel could include industrial
distribution and related facilities, or other uses allowed
under the Industrial Business Park designation. Land
use designations for this subarea include Open
Space, Park/Plaza, Habitat Replacement, Wetlands,
Industrial Business Park, Commercial Recreation,
and Promenade.
A new approximately 24-acre passive South
Park is proposed and will include amenities such
as: pedestrian trails, landscaping, berms, lighting,
restrooms, drinking fountains, benches, picnic areas,
outlook areas, trash receptacles, public art, filtration
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basins, and parking. The park is to be passive in
nature, be low-impact and contain minimal structures.
Allowed structures include restrooms, picnic tables,
shade structures and overlooks, and are limited to
single-story heights. No athletic field amenities or
unattended food vending will be allowed. The park
will utilize low water-use ground cover alternatives
where possible and trails will not be paved. Due to
the immediate adjacency to sensitive habitat areas,
amplified sound equipment and issuance of park use
permits for group events will be prohibited.
Abutting the north side of this park area is
Commercial Recreation-designated property that
is intended to provide low-cost visitor serving
recreational uses. This area may be developed as an
RV park that will include approximately 237 RV parking
spaces and ancillary uses such as offices, pool/spa,
snack bar, general store, meeting space, game
room, laundry facilities, and playground equipment.
Both parcels could allow for camping activities. The
existing concrete Telegraph Canyon Creek channel is
proposed to be replaced with a more natural vegetated
channel. Efforts to naturalize and vegetate the creek
will be maximized as is consistent with its function as
a storm water conveyance.
A buffer/setback area will be provided along the
western boundary of the district between J Street and
the RV park. The buffer/setback area will consist of
a 100 to 200-foot-wide no-touch zone, within which
public access is prohibited, to protect the adjacent
J Street Marsh and wildlife reserve from proposed
development. The buffer/setback area, which is
designated as Habitat Replacement and Wetlands,
will be utilized for wetland and upland habitat
mitigation and will prohibit public access. To prohibit
access by the public and nuisance predators into
the sensitive habitat areas, the eastern boundary
of the no-touch zone will include six-foot-high vinylcoated chain link fencing. Fence installation shall
include land contouring to minimize visual impacts
of the fence.
The construction of the northern Industrial Business
Park parcel, South Park, and RV park in this district is
subject to demolition of the existing power plant, and
demolition and relocation of the existing switchyard.
New roadways will be constructed throughout the
Otay District to serve new uses. A new bike path is

proposed alongside the new roadways. A shoreline
pedestrian trail is proposed in the Otay District, and its
design will ensure protection of the adjacent sensitive
habitat areas. Like the Harbor District subarea, the
eastern portion of this subarea within existing rightof-way/easement areas are planned for landscaping
and pedestrian/bicycle trails that will connect to the
shoreline pedestrian and bike trail in the Otay District.
This district will also contain parking areas. The
pedestrian/bicycle trail in the Otay District will be part
of the greenbelt system that will link the CVBMP area
together, and link it to the rest of the City greenbelt.
Boat Channel
The water area directly west of the Chula Vista
Bayfront is occupied by the main boat channel providing
access to the harbor, which is designated Boat
Navigation Corridor on the Precise Plan. Areas outside
the channel will remain in the Estuary category.
The CVBMP proposes to realign and straighten
the existing navigation channel in order to increase
accessibility to the harbor. The realignment will utilize
an existing abandoned access channel and remove
the “dog leg” portion of the current channel, thereby
enhancing boat access between the Chula Vista
Harbor and the northern portions of San Diego Bay. In
addition, the new channel will be located farther away
from sensitive resources located along the shoreline
west of the Sweetwater District.
Outer South Bay
The remaining water area in Chula Vista is
scheduled to stay designated as Estuary. Limited
surface water use for boating and fishing, for example,
will be permitted but other uses will be discouraged.
Wildlife Reserve
South of the Chula Vista Harbor lies a large tidal
mud flat, the San Diego Gas and Electric Company
(SDG&E) dike, and the South Bay Wildlife Reserve, a
55-acre island which was built from dredged material
and where native habitat has been established. The
Master Plan has three designations for this subarea:
Wetlands, Estuary, and Habitat Replacement.
The Wetlands (refer to the Master Plan
Interpretation section on Wetlands), includes the

area known as the J Street Marsh and is roughly
the mud flat and marsh area exposed to air during
low tide. It is undeveloped, except for a small
channel that was used as a water intake trough
for the SDG&E thermal power plant. Other than
potential habitat restoration activities, no alterations
to the existing intake/discharge channel area are
proposed; however, it is the intent of this plan to
preserve the surrounding wetlands in their natural
state. To provide for the long-term protection
and management of the J Street Marsh sensitive
habitat area, the Port will enter into a cooperative
agreement with the US Fish and Wildlife Service
that will address the placement of educational and
enforcement signage, long-term maintenance,
and additional protection measures such as
increased monitoring and enforcement. The
cooperative agreement will be executed prior to the
redevelopment of the Otay District.
Estuary refers to the shallow water outward of
the wetlands which is not exposed at low tide. This
area will not be developed; however, limited surface
water activities such as boating and fishing would be
permitted. Efforts should be made to avoid or reduce
potential environmental damage.
The Habitat Replacement concept involves
engineering, dredging, planting and developing a
valuable supratidal salt marsh habitat as part of a
master-planned complex. Unauthorized access by
humans and predators will be greatly discouraged by
fencing the SDG&E dike, although controlled access
will be provided for nature instruction and research.
Its location reduces conflicts between development
and preservation activities, and its size enables other
shoreline projects to be completed by substituting
the inferior habitats at the project sites for a carefully
nurtured and highly productive habitat.
The Port District provides continual protection and
management, as part of a comprehensive South Bay
wildlife preserve program.
A narrow strip of District-owned land, designated
Wetlands, is currently leased to the existing power
plant operator, but upon demolition of the existing
power plant, is intended for mitigation and/or
restoration area that will include a buffer between
existing and created wetland areas and upland use.
Precise Plans
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CHULA VISTA BAYFRONT:
PLANNING DISTRICT 7

TABLE 19: Project List

GENERAL				
				
1. STORM DRAINS: Construct, enhance, and maintain storm drains.
73/74		
N ONGOING
SWEETWATER DISTRICT				
				
2. SWEETWATER PARK (S-2): Development of 21-acre signature
73
P
N
Phase I
park in Sweetwater District, including associated public amenities,
promenades, and parking areas as detailed in Planning District text.
				
3. NATURE CENTER PARKING AREA (SP-3): Construct new 100-space
73
T
N
Phase I
parking area and access road for Chula Vista Nature Center.
4. SWEETWATER DISTRICT LODGING (S-1): Construct a low-scale,
low profile, lower-cost overnight accommodations such as a
campground and/or RV park; associated meeting rooms, retail stores
and food service are limited to one story within a maximum height of 25 feet.

73

T

Y

Phase I

5. SWEETWATER DISTRICT ROADWAY AND INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS:
73
P
Y Phase I – IV
Reconfiguration of existing (F Street) and construction of new interior
(E Street) roadways, as well as necessary utility improvements and
pedestrian/bicycle connections to support planned projects. E and F
Streets are appealable category developments.
				
6. SWEETWATER DISTRICT WETLAND AND UPLAND HABITAT ENHANCEMENT (SP-1 / SP-2):
73
P
N Phase I – IV
Creation, restoration, and enhancement of identified wetland and upland
habitat areas, as well as the establishment of buffers; these areas may also
be utilized for mitigation opportunities as CVBMP development impacts occur.
7. F STREET TERMINATION: Termination of F Street segment/Lagoon
Drive and construction of new roadway connection to E Street, as well as
pedestrian/bike trail connection on former F Street segment.

73

P

Y Phase II / IV

8. MIXED-USE COMMERCIAL RECREATION/MARINE RELATED OFFICE DEVELOPMENT (S-3):
73
T
Y Phase IV
Construct low-intensity mixed-use marine commercial recreation/marine
related office development of up to 60,000 to 120,000 square feet in size, along
with associated on-site landscaping and parking improvements; maximum
building height is limited to 45 feet.
				
HARBOR DISTRICT				
				
9. SHORELINE MAINTENANCE (HP-1/H-8): Maintain stone revetment
74
P
N ONGOING
and replenish Beach at Bayside Park.
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TABLE 19: Project List (cont'd)

				
10. H STREET EXTENSION: Extend H Street to Marina Parkway.
74
P
Y UNDERWAY
				
11. RESORT CONFERENCE CENTER (H-3): Construct resort conference
74
T
Y
Phase I
center, including a portion of the allowed 2,850 hotel rooms in the Harbor District,
up to 100,000 square feet of restaurant, up to 20,000 square feet of retail, up
to 415,000 square feet of net meeting space, and other associated ancillary uses.
The bayward portion of this site will be developed with a 150-foot wide public open
space esplanade inland of E Street, and a specialty retail shopping village consisting
of buildings no more than 35 feet in height with commercial retail on the ground floor,
and hotel/conference center uses above. The special shopping area shall be interspersed
with plazas, landscaping, public art and other pedestrian oriented public amenities.
Maximum heights are limited to 240 feet for the hotel and 120 feet for the conference center.
12. INTERIM SURFACE PARKING LOT (H-18): Construction of approximately
1,100 surface parking spaces for use as collector and off-site parking lot.

74

T/P

13. SIGNATURE PARK EXTENSION (HP-1N, HP-1S, H-1AS, H-8): A 25-acre
extension of Sweetwater Signature Park into Harbor District, including
improvements to existing Bayside Park as detailed in Planning District text.

74

P

N

Phase I

N Phase I / IV

14. HARBOR DISTRICT ROADWAY AND INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS:
74
P
Y Phase I - III
Reconfiguration of existing (H Street, J Street and Marina Parkway) and
construction of new interior (E Street, Street A and C) roadways, as well as
necessary utility improvements and pedestrian/bicycle connections to support
planned projects. All new streets are appealable category developments. 				
15. HARBOR DISTRICT BAYWALK (HP-3): Development of new Baywalk
74
P
N Phase I - IV
promenade along the shoreline.
				
16. H STREET PIER (FIRST HALF) (HP-28): Construct new 60-foot wide,
74
P
Y
Phase II
300-lineal-foot pier at terminus of extended H Street corridor above existing
open water area (only portion eastward of existing navigation channel;
second half of total 600-linear-foot pier totaling 36,000 square feet to be
constructed in Phase IV following realignment of navigation channel).
				
17. HARBOR RESORT HOTEL AND CULTURAL/RETAIL (H-23): Construct
74
T
Y
Phase II
hotel with portion of allowed 2,850 rooms in Harbor District, associated
conference room, retail, and ancillary uses, along with up to 200,000 square
feet of cultural/retail uses and integrated open space; maximum heights are
limited to 300 feet for the hotel and 65 feet for the cultural/retail uses.
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18. NORTH HARBOR RETAIL AND MARINA SUPPORT (H-9): Construct
visitor-serving retail and marina support uses totaling up to 25,000 to 50,000
square feet within maximum building heights of 25 feet (30 feet with
architectural or mechanical features) around northern periphery
of Chula Vista Harbor.
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TABLE 19: Project List (cont'd)

74

T

Y

Phase II

19. MARINA WAY RECONFIGURATION: Reconfiguration of Marina Way,
74
P
N
Phase III
including modifications to Marina View Park (HP-7, HP-8) and parking
areas (HP-6) to accommodate reconfigured J Street/Marina Parkway, including
construction of pedestrian promenade (HP-3) with minimum 25-foot width.
				
20. CHULA VISTA BAYFRONT PARK IMPROVEMENTS (HP-14):
74
P
N
Phase III
Reconfiguration of existing boat trailer parking lot and modifications to
park area to accommodate installation of minimum 25-foot wide shoreline
promenade. No change in number of parking spaces.
			
21. OPEN SPACE IMPROVEMENTS (HP-12, HP-13, OP-3): Construct
74/76
P
N
Phase III
greenbelt improvements, such as landscaping and trails for pedestrians
and bicyclists, along SDG&E and Coronado Branch Railroad rights-of-way.
				
22. SOUTH HARBOR RETAIL AND MARINA SUPPORT (H-21): Construct
74
T
Y
Phase III
up to 75,000 to 150,000 square feet with maximum building heights of 25
feet (30 feet with architectural or mechanical features) of visitor-serving
retail, marina support, and parking uses around southern periphery of Chula Vista Harbor.				
23. CHULA VISTA HARBOR RECONFIGURATION AND MARINA SUPPORT (HW-1, HW-2, HW-3, HW-4):
75
P
Y
Reconfiguration of existing marina slips to create new open water
commercial harbor (HW-2 and HW-3), and development of landside
marina support facilities; of the existing 900 marina slips, 700 slips would
be reconfigured within the existing harbor at HW-1 and HW-4.				

Phase IV

24. BOAT CHANNEL REALIGNMENT: Realign and straighten
77
P
N
existing boat navigation channel.
				
25. H STREET PIER (SECOND HALF) (HP-28): Construct second phase
74
P
Y
of new 60-foot wide, 600-lineal-foot pier totaling up to 36,000 square feet
at terminus of extended H Street corridor (extension into former navigation channel).
				
26. MIXED-USE OFFICE/COMMERCIAL RECREATION AND COLLECTOR PARKING GARAGE (H-18):
74 T/P
Y
Construct approximately 100,000 square feet of mixed-use marine-related
office/commercial recreation and a 1,100 to 3,000-space collector parking
garage; maximum building heights is 155 feet (10 stories).
				

Phase IV
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TABLE 19: Project List (cont'd)

27. FERRY TERMINAL (H-12): Construct ferry terminal with second story
74
T
Y Phase IV
restaurant/retail totaling up to 10,000 to 25,000 square feet of building area;
building height is limited to 25 feet (30 feet with architectural or mechanical features).
				
OTAY DISTRICT				
				
28. RECREATIONAL VEHICLE PARK (O-3A, O-3B): Construct replacement
76
T
Y
Phase I
recreational vehicle park with minimum 237 spaces, along with supporting
ancillary uses with building heights limited to 25 feet (30 feet with
architectural or mechanical features).
29. OTAY DISTRICT ROADWAY AND INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS:
Reconfiguration of existing and construction of new interior roadways
(Street B), as well as necessary utility improvements and pedestrian/bicycle
connections to support planned projects.

76

P

Y

Phase III

30. OTAY DISTRICT WETLAND AND UPLAND HABITAT MITIGATION (OP-2A, OP-2B):
76
Creation, restoration, and enhancement of identified wetland and upland
habitat areas, as well as the establishment of buffers; replacement of existing
concrete Telegraph Canyon Creek channel with wider, naturally vegetated channel.

P

N

Phase III

31. SOUTH PARK (OP-1A, OP-1B): Development of 24-acre park in Otay District, 76
P
N
Phase III
including associated public amenities, promenades, and parking areas
as detailed in Planning District text.
					
P- Port District
T- Tenant
N- No
Y- Yes
				
Phase I refers to the time period of approximately 1-7 years after PMPA certification
Phase II refers to the time period of approximately 4-10 years after PMPA certification
Phase III refers to the time period of approximately 11-17 years after PMPA certification
Phase IV refers to the time period of approximately 18-24 years after PMPA certification
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SILVER STRAND SOUTH:
PLANNING DISTRICT 8

Land and Water Use Allocations

Precise Plan Concept
Planning District 8 is located in the southwest
corner of San Diego Bay, approximately thirteen
miles from the entrance to San Diego Bay. The
planning area is effectively separated from central
Coronado by the U.S. Navy Amphibious Base and
from Imperial Beach by the salt ponds. The Coronado
Cays residential marina development, an exclusive
high-value community, occupies the uplands to the
west of Port tidelands. The Precise Plan development
concept seeks to provide opportunities for recreational
boating, public access, shoreline parks, and other
water related facilities at a level of intensity that is
suitable with the surroundings.

The Silver Strand South Planning District
contains a total of about 227 acres, consisting
of 31 acres of land and 196 acres of submerged
tidelands. Two man-made peninsulas, Crown Isle
and Grand Caribe Isle, represent all of the Port
District administered land area in this planning area.
Over half of the total area or over sixty percent of
only the land area is currently leased to Coronado
Cays Company. Planned use categories include
commercial recreation, public recreation, public
facilities and conservation. Water areas adjacent
to the island are set aside for recreational boat
berthing. Boat navigation corridors run out to the
main channel extending from Coronado Cays to
the central bay. Table 20 summarizes the land and
water use allocations proposed in the Precise Plan.
The use allocation table, the Precise Plan Map,
and the following text supplement the general plan
guideline presented earlier in this document.
Silver Strand South Planning Subareas
An explanation of the Precise Plan is organized around
the five geographic locations shown in Figure 22.

TABLE 20: Precise Plan Land and Water Use Allocation
SILVER STRAND SOUTH: PLANNING DISTRICT 8

				
				 TOTAL
% of
LAND USE
ACRES
WATER USE
ACRES ACRES TOTAL
COMMERCIAL....................................... 26.1
Commercial Recreation.......................... 26.1

COMMERCIAL................................37.0........63.1...... 27%
Recreational Boat Berthing..............37.0

PUBLIC RECREATION............................ 3.2
Park.......................................................... 3.2

PUBLIC RECREATION...................92.0........95.2...... 42%
Open Bay / Water............................92.0

PUBLIC FACILITIES................................ 1.9
Streets...................................................... 1.9

PUBLIC FACILITIES........................63.0........64.9...... 29%
Boat Navigation Corridor.................63.0

CONSERVATION..........................................
CONSERVATION..............................4.0..........4.0........ 2%
		Estuary..............................................4.0
TOTAL LAND AREA.............................. 31.2

TOTAL WATER AREA..................196.0

PRECISE PLAN LAND AND WATER ACREAGE TOTAL.......................................................227.2.... 100%
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State Park Basin
The water area in the northern part of the Planning
District will remain essentially undeveloped except
as a feature of Silver Strand State Beach, which
occupies the shoreline of this planning subarea. Public
recreation uses and access, subject to controls and
user fees imposed by the State park system, could
include swimming, boating, fishing and water skiing.
The Crown Cove Anchorage (A-7) is proposed
to be developed by the State Department of Parks
and Recreation as an extension of the Silver Strand
State Beach. This 4.4-acre anchorage area will
provide fore and aft moorings for about 30 vessels. A
dinghy landing will be provided at the adjacent State
Beach. Control over the park and anchorage will be
exercised by the California Department of Parks and
Recreation under a lease agreement with the U.S.
Navy and the San Diego Unified Port District, as a
normal part of the Department's administration of
Silver Strand State Beach. 			
		
Mention should be made of the proposed second
entrance channel to San Diego Bay. It is planned to
be constructed on Naval Amphibious Base land just
north of this Planning District, and thus is not included
in the Land and Water Use Element of the Master
Plan. The Port District endorses and supports the
second entrance, but recognizes that it is a Federal
project and that the likelihood of its construction in
the near future is remote. If it is built, it will result in
few alterations of the plan for Silver Strand South.
Crown Isle
Crown Isle (also referred to as North Island) has
a land area of 11.4 acres, all of which is designated
for commercial recreation uses, which include docks
and wharfage facilities, small craft harbor, marina
with a marina administration building and recreational
area, refueling docks, supply and ships stores, group

activities, outdoor court areas, hotels, motels and
cabanas, stores, shops, theaters and offices. All of the
subarea is already leased to Coronado Cays Company;
however, the company has not prepared a master plan
for the development of this land. The water area is
proposed for boat docks and navigational purposes.
Grand Caribe Isle-North
All of this subarea is also under long-term lease
and is proposed for development for commercial
recreation, boat docks and navigational corridors.
Specific land use plans for this area have been
developed, and have been reviewed and approved
by City and State agencies.
Grand Caribe Isle-South
The southern one-third of Grand Caribe Isle (also
referred to as East Island) is unleased. Proposed
land use allocations are about three acres for a public
shoreline park and the remainder for commercial
recreation. The development could include one or
more of the following: a hotel, restaurant, marina, fuel
dock, sanitary pumpout, local food store, recreational
center, or boat sales.
South Cays Shoreline
Port tidelands involved in this planning subarea
are limited to submerged lands. The area is leased
and is scheduled for development as boat docks and
navigation corridors. Immediately to the south of the
South Cays Shoreline planning subarea is an unleased
strip of water that will not be developed or dredged.
The plan proposed to retain the area as bay estuary
or wildlife habitat, open space for the community, and
open vistas to the bay from State Highway 75.
A listing of possible projects and appealable
classification is shown in Table 21.			
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SOUTH BAY SALT LANDS:
PLANNING DISTRICT 9

allocations proposed include wetlands, estuary
and salt ponds, and follow the basic use guidelines
discussed in Section III of the Master Plan under the
Conservation category.
South Bay Salt Lands Planning Subareas
In the following narrative, the Planning District
has been divided into four subareas (Figure 24), to
focus attention upon conditions and plan concepts
for small areas.
Wildlife Preserve

Precise Plan Concept
Planning District 9 comprises the land and water
areas at the extreme southerly end of San Diego
Bay. The land is uniformly flat except for the slight
elevations of the salt pond dike network. The water
is very shallow. Because of an unusual annexation
history, parts of three cities - San Diego, National City
and Coronado - occupy this Planning District and the
political boundaries of two other cities - Chula Vista
and Imperial Beach - form mutual borders with the
outside edges of the Planning District.
Identified concerns in land use planning include:
the compatibility and routing of access corridors for
pedestrian and bike path extensions around the bay;
a localized desire for a public launching and marina
facility, befitting the amenities and resources of a small
coastal city which currently has no marina facilities;
and the possible transition of land use from the
industrial production of salt to mariculture, or a return
of the area to a natural bay for wildlife preservation.
The Plan Concept proposes the utilization of the area
for habitat conservation and to retain the open space
character of South San Diego Bay.
Land and Water Use Allocations
A total of approximately 798 acres of Port District
tidelands is included in this Planning District. Use
11 4

Section IV

This subarea is unleased and is proposed to be
set aside and possibly enhanced for conservation
purposes. The subarea is primarily shallow water,
although an 8.5-acre parcel of vacant land, located
at the northwest corner of the Planning District
and adjacent to State Highway 75, is included.
Immediately to the south of the parcel, on uplands,
is an area managed by the County of San Diego as
a wildlife preserve and nature interpretive area. The
plan allocation would add to this conservation area.
Coronado Salt Ponds and South Bay Salt Ponds
Most of Planning District 9 was leased prior to
the formulation of the Port District directly from the
State of California by Western Salt Company for the
production of salt through evaporation. The leased
areas comprise these two planning subareas.
Existing State law provides that the 612.23-acre lease
of water and salt ponds will revert to State control
in 1984. As was mentioned in Section I (page 6),
the transfer will increase State controlled tidelands
in San Diego Bay to about 48 percent of the total.
The Department of Fish and Game will be given
management responsibility and will need to address
the multiple demands in the area for a continuation
of salt production, a reversion to a natural bay, the
potential for mariculture, and whether marina facilities
for Imperial Beach are possible. Until that time, the
Master Plan recommends continuation of the current
environment. When the management plan for the
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area is designed by the State Department of Fish
and Game, the Port District should be advised so
that nearby developments will be coordinated.		
South Bay Salt Ponds
This subarea includes both leased and unleased
areas. A parcel is leased to San Diego Gas and

Electric Company for a warm water outlet and
dispersal area as part of the South Bay Power
Generating Plant operation. The remaining area is
submerged bay tidelands, including the terminus
channel of the Otay River. The water area remaining
under Port District control is included in the Estuary
classification.

TABLE 22: Precise Plan Land and Water Use Allocation
SOUTH BAY SALT LANDS: PLANNING DISTRICT 9
This subarea is predominantly submerged bay tidelands, including the terminus channel of the Otay River.
The water area remaining under Port District control is included in the Estuary classification.
				
					

TOTAL

% of

LAND USE

ACRES

TOTAL

ACRES

WATER USE

ACRES

							
CONSERVATION................................. 192.0

CONSERVATION.........................605.5....... 797.5...... 100%

Wetlands

Estuary.........................................185.3			

192.0

			

Salt Ponds....................................420.2			

TOTAL LAND AREA............................ 192.0

TOTAL WATER AREA.................605.5

PRECISE PLAN LAND AND WATER ACREAGE TOTAL...................................................... 797.5...... 100%

Project List
No specific projects are identified, although it is anticipated that some environmental enhancement or
mitigation project may be identified later as plans are implemented around the bay.

Precise Plans
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IMPERIAL BEACH:
PLANNING DISTRICT

property interest in Imperial Beach consists of land
grants, leases, easements, and land purchases. In
all cases, the Port Master Plan addresses land and
water use and management intent consistent with
the overall District purposes of promoting commerce,
navigation, fisheries, and recreation as well as
applicable Coastal Act policies.

Precise Plan Concept
The plan concept recognizes the city's shoreline
as a focal point for recreational and associated
commercial activities. To some extent, the future
success of economic enterprises and community
events is dependent on improvements and
maintenance activities that enhance and strengthen
a positive image along the waterfront. The plan
concept proposes to: maintain existing view corridors
to the water; improve public access to the shoreline;
develop, rehabilitate and increase the size of public
facilities and areas; enhance the amenities of public
areas; and promote opportunities for appropriate
visitor-serving commercial uses that makes the
oceanfront an attractive place.
Land and Water Use Allocation
The Imperial Beach Oceanfront planning area
comprises a total of roughly 410 acres, consisting of
about 7 acres of land and 403 acres of water. The
Land and Water Use plan proposes developments
in the major use categories of commercial, public
recreation, and public facilities. Acreage allocations
are indicated in Table 23. All of the planned land and
water use categories are shown on the Precise Plan
map, Figure 25.
The District's plan area in Imperial Beach does
not have the homogeneity of property entitlements
found in the other Planning Districts. The District's
11 8
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The District has been granted, by the state of
California, about 402.8 acres of Pacific Ocean tide and
submerged lands. The granted lands are bounded
by the historic mean high tide line for about 1.4 miles
along the shoreline and extend westerly into the
Pacific Ocean approximately 1,950 feet on the south
end of the granted area and about 3,000 feet on the
north end at the City boundary line. Proposed uses
on granted lands include open space, open ocean,
specialized berthing, and on the Pier structure, a
small amount of commercial recreation.
The District also holds leases from the City
for Dunes Park and Pier Plaza. These areas are
indicated on the precise plan map as Park with
some Commercial Recreation use for concessions
at Pier Plaza.
The District proposes to obtain easements to
facilitate improvements within the public right-ofway of thirteen streets that terminate at the beach.
Approximately 3 acres are involved in easements.
The plan indicates the use of these properties as
streets and coastal accessways. Proposed shoreline
protections at the street ends will not extend into the
beach beyond the toe of the existing shore protection
structures.
In several instances, a finding has been made that
adequate area is not available for District purposes
within existing land holdings so property purchases
have been undertaken or are planned. The District
plan involves purchased property to be used for the
expansion of Dunes Park, expansion of Pier Plaza,
additional parking areas, possibly a public service
facility or other uses allowed under the Port Master
Plan. These acquisitions are undertaken to promote
the development of an enlivened and attractive
oceanfront area that will be a desirable place to enjoy
recreational activities.

Imperial Beach Oceanfront Planning Subareas
The following narrative organizes the Imperial
Beach Oceanfront Planning District into a series of
subareas for the purpose of discussing the plan. The
geographic subareas are essentially project oriented
and consist of the following areas; Ocean Beach, the
Pier, Pier Plaza, Dunes Park, street endings, and
automobile parking facilities.
Ocean Beach
The sandy ocean beach is probably the most
important natural physical asset in the area. Existing
beach activities planned to continue include beach
volleyball, jogging, sunbathing, wading, bird watching,
fishing, swimming, surfing, community beach
festivals and special events, such as the International
Sandcastle Competition.
The District provides
financial support for lifeguard, police, animal control,
and beach and pier maintenance services. As a
matter of preferred practice, portable lifeguard towers
will continue to provide flexibility for responding to the
shifting beach sand and beach user activities. The
area is shown as open space on the Precise Plan
illustration (Figure 25).
Other than the municipal pier and a jetty, the
beaches located within the Port's legislative tidelands
grant are free of structures. On the northern edge of

the City's beach, there are two stone jetties. One jetty
is located on Navy land and one is on the extension of
Palm Avenue. The jetties were installed as part of a
four-jetty plan to control beach sand erosion. These
structures have not functioned as anticipated, and
plans for the two remaining jetties were dropped.
The most challenging long term problem for the
Ocean Beach area has to do with sand depletion and
international sewage pollution. The deterioration of
the beach can have a corresponding negative impact
on the community's tourist generated income, on the
recreational amenities available to the population, and
flooding damage to adjacent properties. The width
of the beach and its annual erosion rate have a direct
bearing on recreational accommodations and erosion
control measures necessary for upland properties.
The ultimate solution probably involves actions that
reduce sand loss, re-supply and redistribute sand
along the Silver Strand littoral cell to counter the
general northward movement of sand. A continuing
effort is desirable to replenish the beach sand lost by
natural erosion through the use of opportunistic sand
sources, provided the material is suitable for beach
use and cost factors are feasible.
Material produced from U.S. Navy dredging
projects is proposed for near term use. Under the
City's leadership, additional reconnaissance and
feasibility studies are being pursued to address

TABLE 23: Precise Plan Land and Water Use Allocation
IMPERIAL BEACH OCEANFRONT: PLANNING DISTRICT
LAND

Acres

WATER

Acres

COMMERCIAL		COMMERCIAL
Commercial Recreation............................... 1.2
Sportfishing Berthing..................................... 0.8
PUBLIC RECREATION		
Park/plaza................................................... 2.7

PUBLIC RECREATION
Open Ocean.............................................. 402.0

*
PUBLIC FACILITIES			
Public Service Facility................................. 0.1
Street........................................................... 3.1		
			
TOTAL LAND AREA................................... 7.1
TOTAL WATER AREA............................... 402.8
PRECISE PLAN LAND AND WATER ACREAGE TOTAL.............................................................. 409.9
* The Ocean Lane paper street sand area has been removed from the acreage table.
Precise Plans
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shoreline problems.
Regional and bi-national
programs and projects are underway outside the
District's responsibility and jurisdiction to address
and resolve the international sewage pollution of the
Imperial Beach shoreline.
Imperial Beach Municipal Pier
The Ocean Pier is the major structure on the
Imperial Beach beachfront. The pier is 24 feet wide
and about 1,500 feet long, terminating in the Pacific
Ocean at a depth of approximately 20 feet. The
wooden pier deck varies at heights of between 22
feet to 32 feet above Mean Lower Low Water. A 150foot wide safety zone has been established on either
side of the pier to separate swimmers, surfers, and
water craft from the potential hazards of submerged
obstructions, collisions with pier pilings and
entanglement with fishing hooks and lines. Facilities
on the public pier include fish cleaning basins, fresh
water, and restrooms. At the western end of the
pier, a building of about 1,500 square feet floor area
provides commercial space for fishing supplies, food,
beverages, cold storage, and other concessions.
Commercial activities are illustrated as Commercial
Recreation on the plan map (Figure 25). Close by
the building is a retrievable ladder and gangway that
provides access for a boat landing. The landing
is exposed to the open ocean and so has limited
usability; however, it can be used by sportfishing,
charter, or towing boats. The landing is shown on the
Precise Plan as recreational sportfishing berthing.
Activities on the pier include pole and line fishing,
bow and arrow fishing, strolling, viewing, and related
visitor-serving concessions.
Future development plans place more intensive
development on the pier within close proximity of the
surf line to take advantage of views of the interesting
ocean dynamics. The construction of a pier saddle
and platform is proposed to attract a tenant and to
promote opportunities for appropriate visitor-serving
commercial uses. The saddle will be constructed out
over the water beyond the surf line and may require
the installation of additional pier pilings. The pier
saddle will offer additional public pier access around
the restaurant site and access to the end of the pier
will not be restricted by the saddle improvements.
When market conditions provide justification, it is
proposed to construct a restaurant of approximately
4,000 - 7,000 square feet on the saddle. Proposals
for a pier saddle restaurant will be subject to additional
120
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environmental evaluation and review including
assurance that functional public accessways are
provided around the restaurant site on the pier
saddle. Additional space may be constructed for
associated retail space. Opportunities for businesses
oriented to tourism and beach visitors would be given
priority. Small retail merchants using pushcarts
and temporary, seasonal stands might include the
sale of ice cream, soft drinks, bathing and beach
accessories, charcoal, souvenirs, novelties, and the
rental of surfboards, beach chairs, umbrellas, and
swim equipment. The Plan map indicates those
areas as commercial recreation. The restaurant
could encourage development of Imperial Beach's
waterfront and pier area. Public parking is available
on the streets in the Seacoast Drive area and
commercially generated parking demands will be met
in parking lots. The proposed pier redevelopment is
meant to stimulate improvements in the area, with
uses that promote recreational activities and attracts
visitors to the oceanfront.

Pier Plaza
The District plans extensive renovation and
expansion of the 1.5-acre Pier Plaza, which is shown
as Park and Commercial Recreation use on the
Precise Plan illustration. The area was leased to the
District in 1993, on a long- term lease from the city, for
park and parking lot use. Concessions that promote
business opportunities oriented to tourist and beach
uses would be given priority. The intent of the Plaza
enhancement is to retain the best features of the
existing plaza, especially the open space, expansive
views, and public access across the plaza to the
ocean. The plan proposes to relocate automobile
parking primarily to the easterly side of Seacoast
Drive. The existing Pier Plaza paved parking area will
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be replaced with lawn and pedestrian plaza hardscape
in a more park like setting attractive to users.
New public restroom facilities are envisioned
for increased accessibility and convenience. The
acquisition of adjacent property will permit the full
development of a public restroom and concession
building, totaling about 2,200 to 2,500 square feet.
The building's retail space provides approximately
1,200 to 1,400 square feet of floor space. This
Commercial Recreation use area is indicated on the
Plan map.
Plaza enhancements are planned to include
an outdoor stage, trellis, lighting, banners, signs,
textured paving, landscaping, fountain, picnic tables,
barbecue grills, seating walls, children's play area with
equipment, park furniture and public art features. The
project includes street end improvements on Elder
and Elm Avenues. Activities associated with the plaza
include shoreline access, viewing, strolling, beach
activities, ocean fishing, civic events, farmers' market,
community meetings and concerts open to the public
without charge. New off-site parking facilities have
been constructed by the District on Elkwood Avenue
and on-street parking will be retained in street-end
enhancement plans. Parking studies conducted by
the City have found an adequate parking supply on
adjacent streets and in other facilities.
Following completion of acquisition, now
underway, of vacant property located on the south
edge of the Pier Plaza, it is proposed to construct a
public service building to house a relocated lifeguard
administrative center and observation tower. Other
public services, such as law enforcement, serving
the beach front area may also be accommodated.
The general location of this proposed public service
use is denoted by symbol on the Precise Plan Map.
The renovation of the terminus of Elder Avenue is to
consider emergency vehicle access to the beach.
Dunes Park
The park, constructed by the District in 1995 on
properties leased from the City or purchased by the
District, serves to create a significant public access
and public open space which opens the west side of
Seacoast Drive to the ocean. Dunes Park is categorized
as Park use on the Precise Plan. The existing park
contains children's play areas, park furniture, arbors,
landscaping, lighting, sea wall, irrigation system,
textured paving and public art features. Following

completion of acquisition now underway, the park is
proposed for expansion to Daisy Avenue to increase
its total area to about 1.4 acres. At ultimate buildout, the park will have additional features, such as
public restrooms and a hard surface play area with
markings for half of a basketball court. The project
increases the size of the park, provides additional
public park amenities, maintains view corridors, and
improves public accessways to the ocean.
Street Ends Enhancements
Public coastal accessways and view corridors
are proposed for renovation and enhancement or
have been constructed within the street rights-of-way
of Imperial Beach Blvd., Carnation, Palm, Dahlia,
Daisy, Date, Elder, Elm, Elkwood, Ebony, Admiralty,
Descanso, and Encanto Avenues. All improvements
are to be consistent with a unified urban design
theme and are to enhance the amenities of these
public areas with textured paving, drainage, shoreline
protection, curb and gutter, sidewalk, lighting, beach
accessways, stairs or driveway, fencing, landscaping,
irrigation, and automobile loading and parking space.
The public access amenities and enhancements will
be designed with a goal of no less than the cumulative
total of existing public on-street parking spaces in the
street right-of-way. All improved beach accessways
will provide accessibility for handicapped persons. Two
street endings are scheduled to be improved annually
beginning in 1997. The District proposed to obtain from
the City easements on the street ends for construction
and maintenance purposes. No existing public access
areas will be removed. Beach front accessibility will
be improved beyond what currently exists. Emergency
vehicle access to the beach will be evaluated at various
points. The street endings are indicated with a public
access symbol on the plan map.
Parking Facilities
The District has purchased and developed a
landscaped surface parking lot of about 0.5 acres in
area, located on the northeast corner of Elkwood and
Seacoast Drive to provide replacement off-street parking
to serve the municipal pier. Ultimate development of
the parking area could involve a parking structure with
commercial uses on the ground level.
The use category shown on the Precise Plan is
Commercial Recreation. The parking facility may
provide space for patrons of the proposed restaurant
on the pier saddle as well as public users of the
Precise Plans
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In the event that additional parking demand from
projects implemented as a result of the Port Master
Plan is identified by the monitoring program, the Port
will provide appropriate mitigation for it.

1.

BEACH SAND REPLENISHMENT: supplement sand supply
as opportunity and feasibility permit

2.

PIER PLAZA: demolish structures; construct restrooms
and concession buildings, stage, tot lot, lighting, landscaping, irrigation,
shoreline protection, enhanced paving, park furniture, street ending
improvements on Elm and Elder Avenue

3.
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TABLE 24: PROJECT LIST

N

Various

P

N

1997-98

PIER SADDLE: expand pier deck area with placement of pilings

P

N

1999-2000

4.

RESTAURANT: construct restaurant and ancillary commercial
uses on expanded pier platform when market demands

T

Y

2000-2005

5.

PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING: construct building for lifeguard
and other public services; install erosion protection, parking,
beach access, landscaping, irrigation system

P

N

2000-01

6.

DUNES PARK EXPANSION: demolish structures; construct
public restrooms, install paving, landscaping, park furniture,
irrigation system, erosion protection

P

N

1998

7.

ENHANCE 11 STREET ENDS: demolish and reconstruct; automobile
travel and parking space, curb and gutter, drainage, shoreline protection,
enhanced paving, lighting , fencing, landscape irrigation

P

N

1997-2002

8.

ENHANCE STREET END, PALM AVE: demolish structures, construct
curb and gutter, public restroom, shoreline protection, sidewalk,
enhanced paving, lighting, fencing, drainage, landscape and irrigation

P

N

1999-2000

9.

AUTOMOBILE PARKING FACILITIES: renovate lot with parking
structure and irrigation

T

N

1999-2000

P- Port District
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T- Tenant

N- No

Various

A
FI PP
SC R
A OX
L IM
YE A
A TE
R

beach, Pier Plaza, and the Pier. The District and
City of Imperial Beach will perform a cooperative
peak parking demand and supply monitoring study
for five years following the completion of Pier Plaza
redevelopment, and will annually meet to confer
with the California Coastal Commission to review its
findings and recommendations.

Y- Yes

*Appendix "A" and Appendix "B" are both available in the Office of the District Clerk as Document No. 60581

APPENDIX C
COASTAL COMMISSION CERTIFICATION (05-12-82)
OF THE SAN DIEGO UNIFIED PORT DISTRICT
PORT MASTER PLAN
I.

Certification with Conditions

The California Coastal Commission certifies and finds the San Diego Unified Port District Port
Master Plan, with the following Plan modifications as conditions for certification, is consistent
with the policies of Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act. The Commission also finds that proposed
appealable developments and land and water area uses, with the following Plan modifications as
conditions, are consistent with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act; and although the Plan
may have significant adverse impact on the environment within the meaning of the California
Environmental Quality Act, conditions have been developed or will be imposed in future permit
proceedings to minimize and mitigate impacts occurring within the Coastal Zone.
II.

Modifications

The following Plan modifications have been adopted by the Board of Port Commissioners and
the California Coastal Commission's certification has become effective:
1.

Shelter Island - Planning District 1. La Playa/Kellogg Beach Area Private
Piers.
The Board of Port Commissioners shall not renew the existing leases on the five
privately owned piers in the La Playa and adjacent Kellogg Beach areas that extend
out from the tidelands into the yacht Basin near Shelter Island. At the termination
of the existing leases in 1986 the Board of Port Commissioners shall either: a)
make the piers available for public use; or b) cause them to be removed. Any piers
retained which create a severe impediment to lateral shoreline access shall be
modified to correct this situation. Signs indicating availability for public use shall be
posted on any piers retained.

2.

Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal - Planning District 4.
Pending the submission and certification of a Port Master Plan amendment that
includes a land use plan for the 5.4 acre Crosby Street site, that section of Planning
District 4 and commercial recreation development projects on the Coronado tidelands
in Planning District 6 shall not be certified by the Commission and developments is
those areas require a permit from the State Coastal Commission.

3.

Coronado Bayfront - Planning District 6.
The Port District shall prepare a precise plan to conform to either the MOU or
the TOZ, whichever provides the greatest consistency with Coastal Act policies,
for those 53 acres of tidelands north of the Coronado Bridge. The final review
and approval of the reviewed plan shall be subject to the written approval of the
Executive Director in consultation with the Commission.
Appendix
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4.

A.

In cooperation with the City, the Port will develop a traffic circulation and parking
plan for the tidelands to minimize the use of residential streets. After preparation
of the plan, the Port shall submit the plan to the Executive Director for review
and approval.

B.

The area for the proposed loop road, located on the north side of the San Diego
- Coronado Bridge right-of-way, shall not be allocated as part of the contiguous
20-acre park development.

C.

View corridors to the Bay shall be maintained down Second and Third Streets.

D.

A bicycle pedestrian promenade, of a width consistent with the Commission's
access standards for bicycle paths, shall extend along the shoreline from Orange
Avenue eastward and southward to Glorietta Bay, with two possible exceptions.
If it is determined that a promenade bayward of the marine sales and service
facility and the golf course is contrary to public safety needs, then the promenade
may be continued inland around these two facilities.

Chula Vista Bayfront - Planning District 7. D Street Fill, Least Tern Nesting Colony
and Proposed Fill Projects.
A.

Project 3, the D Street Expansion Reserve, involving dredging and fill to create
an additional 35 acres of land, is not a certified project.

B.

Project 14, the J Street Peninsula Expansion, involving fill to create a 62-acre
area, is not a certified project.

C.

Marine sales and services are the permitted uses on the eastern half of the D
Street Fill Area under Port jurisdiction on Sweetwater Channel. The Board of Port
Commissioners shall designate in their Port Master Plan the southwestern half
of their D Street Fill area for conservation use in the future in order to protect the
least tern. Any change of such use in the future must be approved by the Coastal
Commission or its succeeding agency. Such a conservation designation over the
southwestern half of the fill area shall be a condition precedent to development on
the northeastern part of the fill. The dividing line between the conservation area
and the marine sales and service area shall be at the narrowest point of Port land
on the Sweetwater Channel. In conjunction with the United States Army Corps of
Engineers Sweetwater Channel Flood Control Project, the Port may develop a
marine services berthing facility on the southern side of the Sweetwater Channel
east of a line that would extend from Tidelands Avenue. Road access to the
facility shall be from the north.
The Board of Port Commissioners shall erect and maintain a six-foot high chainlink
fence or other suitable barrier around the southwestern half of the Port's D Street
Fill area that is to be used for least tern protection. The protective barrier will be
erected before April 1, 1981. If future monitoring of least tern use of the D Street
Fill area indicates that added development could be permitted on the fill without
adversely affecting the least tern colony, the Port Plan may be amended to reflect
the results of such new information.
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5.

Fire Safety.
A.

The Board of Port Commissioners shall have horizontal stand pipe systems
installed onto any new marinas, and onto any expanded marinas where the
adjoining municipal fire department deems it necessary.

B.

Before any new hazardous cargo facilities can be developed in the port, the
Board of Port Commissioners must prepare a joint fire protection plan with
the adjoining municipal fire department. The plan must be capable of being
implemented prior to construction of the hazardous cargo facility.

6.

Visual Access/Landscaping.
The Board of Port Commissioners shall protect and, where feasible, enhance the
special character and scenic visual qualities typical of commercial, recreational,
park and open space areas of San Diego Bay by the maintenance and planting of
subtropical landscape materials, including palm trees. New landscaping, including
species selection, shall be evaluated for consistency with the need to protect existing
views of San Diego Bay from public parks, vista points, and public roadways.

7.

Rare and Endangered Species.
The Board of Port Commissioners shall protect all rare and endangered species on
Port lands. In cooperation with the California Department of Fish and Game and the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service, the Port shall identify sites used by rare and
endangered species on Port lands. The Port shall coordinate all new development
and maintenance activities in the vicinity of these sites with the Department of Fish
and Game and the Fish and Wildlife Service. The Port shall insure that there will be
no net loss of habitat for these species.

8.

Commercial Fishing.
A.

Restaurants serving the general public are not certified uses unless they do not
take up areas reserved for or needed by commercial fishing support facilities.

B.

Berths in an area designated for commercial fishing shall be reserved for the
use of active commercial fishermen. An active commercial fisherman shall be
defined as one who has $10,000 annually in California Department of Fish and
Game tickets or who has at least 60 days fishing time in a bona fide commercial
fishery or who is defined by the Port, in consultation with interested parties. The
Port's definition must be approved by the Executive Director of the Coastal
Commission. Any interested party may appeal the Executive Director's decision
to the Commission.

C.

The Board of Port Commissioners will undertake a five year review of the
need for additional facilities for the commercial fishing fleet. At the time of
such review, any land and water use changes as determined by the Port,
shall be submitted to the State Coastal Commission as an amendment to the
Port Master Plan.
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9.

Tidelands Avenue Extension and the Second Entrance.
Two projects are discussed in the Port Master Plan which are not on Port administered
property and are not Port projects.
These projects are not certified projects.

10.

Implementation Guidelines.
A.

The following definition shall be added to Section 3 of the Coastal Development
Permit Regulations (Page 2):
e. "Appellant-Aggrieved Person." An appeal may be filed by an applicant or
aggrieved person. An "aggrieved person" means any person who, in person
or through a representative, appeared at a public hearing of the District in
connection with the decision or action appealed; or who, by other appropriate
means prior to a hearing, informed the District of the nature of his concerns; or
who, for good cause, was unable to do either.

B.

The following phrase shall be deleted from Section 4b of the Coastal
Development Permit Regulations (Page 2):
"as interpreted by the Board of Port Commissioners."
4b will now read: "The decision as to the issuance of a Coastal Development
Permit under these regulations shall be based solely on the conformity of the
proposed development with the certified Port Master Plan."

C.

The following shall be added to Section 7b of the Coastal Development Permit
Regulations (Page 3) so that 7b will now read:
A categorical determination shall be made on a form approved by the Director
and shall contain sufficient information to determine into which of the four
categories specified in Section 7a of these regulations the development shall
be placed. This determination shall be made with reference to the certified Port
Plan, including maps, and land use designations.

11.
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Rowing Club Boathouse.
The San Diego Rowing Club Boathouse, located in Planning District #3 near the
southeasterly end of Marina Park, shall be designated as an historic feature since
the Rowing Club Boathouse is listed on the National Registry of Historic Places. For
purposes of security, and also as a safety precaution, the Rowing Club Boathouse may
be cordoned off until restoration occurs. Relocation of the Boathouse to an appropriate
nearby site may be permissible. If by one year after the Port Master Plan becomes
effective, a program for restoration has not been submitted to the Port, this condition
shall no longer apply.

EXHIBIT E

CiJ
Port of San Diego
and Lindbergh Field Air Terminal

(619) 686-6200 • P.O. Box 120488 , San Diego, California 92112 ,-0488
www.portofsandiego.org

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT

Applicant:

San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum
Alan Uke
Underwater Kinetics
13400 Danielson Street
Poway, CA 92064

Project:

USS MIDWAY AIRCRAFT CARRIER MUSEUM AND
MOORING PLATFORMS

Location:

South side of Navy Pier 11A, west of Harbor Dr., north of "G" Street
Downtown San Diego

You are hereby granted a Coastal Development Permit. This permit is issued in
conformance with the California Coastal Act of 1976 and the Coastal Permit
Regulations of the San Diego Unified Port District, as adopted by the Board of Port
Commissioners on July 1, 1980, Resolution No. 80-193, and as amended on
December 2, 1980, Resolution No. 80-343, and on February 14, 1984, Resolution
No. 84-62, in accordance with the provisions for the issuance of a [ ] Emergency
[X] Non-appealable [) Appealable Coastal Development Permit.
Date of Board Action:

February 11, 2003

Board of Port Commissioners Resolution Number: 2003-28
Date of Permit

July 22, 2003

Application Number:

2003 002-54-34

Permit Number:

CDP-2003-03

The proposed project is located in Planning District 3, Centre City Embarcadero, which
is delineated on the Precise Plan Map, Figure 11. The Port Master Plan classificaiion
of the land and water area within the limits of the proposed project is Commercial
Recreation, Park/Plaza, and Vista Area. In addition, public recreational facilities are an
allowable development under the Commercial Recreation Land Use classification. The
project is fully consistent with Public Resources Code Sections 30604(c), 30210-30224,
and the Coastal Act public access and recreation policies referenced therein_
EXHIBIT NO. 8
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California Coastal Commission

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. CDP-2003-03

Page 2 of 4

This permit is limited to the development described below and set forth in material on
file with the San Diego Unified Port District (District), and subject to the terms,
conditions, and provisions hereinafter stated:

DEVELOPMENT
The proposed project consists of the berthing of the USS Midway Aircraft Carrier on two
mooring platforms that will permanently moor the USS Midway Aircraft Carrier on the
south side of Navy Pier 11A for the purpose of a public museum. The platforms will
consist of a three-foot thick concrete deck flanked by 16-foot fenders attached to a
precast concrete panel on the mooring side. Each platform will be approximately 60 feet
by 35 feet in size. Access to the USS Midway will be by way of approximately four
gangways attached to the existing pier deck. Parking will be provided on Navy Pier to
accommodate all parking for the museum·.
The project is fully consistent with Public Resources Code Sections 30604(C), 3021030224, and the Coastal Act public access and recreation policies. In addition, the
pr~posed project will not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea.

STANDARD PROVISIONS
1.

Permittee shall adhere strictly to the current plans for the project as approved by
the District.

2.

Permittee shall notify the District of any changes in the project.

3.

Permittee shall meet all the local code requirements and ordinances and obtain
all necessary permits from local, state and federal agencies.

4.

Permittee shall conform to the permit rules and regulations of the District.

5.

Accessible

6.

Permittee shall commence development within two (2) years following the date of
the permit issuance by the District. Construction shall be pursued in a diligent
manner and completed within a reasonable period of time.

7.

The permit is in no way intended to affect the rights and obligations heretofore
existing under private agreements nor to affect the existing regulations of other
public bodies.

8.

This permit shall not be valid unless two copies have been returned to the Land
Use Planning Department of the District, upon which copies the permittee has
signed a statement agreeing that the permittee will abide by the terms,
conditions, limitations, and provisions of the permit.

ramp & disabled
access shall be provided to the USS Midway
Museum in conformance with all State and Federal (Title 24/ADA) accessibility
laws.
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COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. CDP-2003-03

9.

All best management
practices must be performed during construction and
maintenance operations. This includes no pollutants in the discharges to storm
drains or to San Diego Bay, to the maximum extent practicable.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS
10.

The San Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum (SDACM) shall establish a ten-year
special account into which it will contribute $100,000 per year for the first five
years a_nd $150,000 per year for the second five years. The purpose of the
funds int he account will be to secure upland parking for the Midway, thereby
allowing the parking on the pier to be removed and the pier converted to a
memorial park. At such time as SDACM obtains adequate parking away from
the pier, it may close the special account and use the funds in any way SDACM
sees fit. The account will be auditable or accessible to the Coastal Commission
staff and Port staff annually to verify that the funds are present.

11.

The S_DACM shall submit
for review and evaluation
but not later than three
account period described

complete plans and a project description to the District
of the Navy Pier Memorial Park as soon as practicable,
years prior to the conclusion of the ten-year special
in item #10 above.

12.

The SDACM must exercise its option to acquire the mitigation parcel prior to
berthing the ex-USS Midway at Navy Pier on San Diego Bay and provide proof of
property purchase to the Port District at that time.

13.

Funds (separate from item #10 above) must be designated and provided for in
advance for full restoration of marsh mitigation. A minimum percentage of the
Midway budget shall be designated annually with regular increases for inflation to
manage and protect the restored marsh area. In the event the Midway is placedunder new management, such funds will be transferred to an appropriate wildlife
management agency.
·

14.

Included in the fund must be an adequate allocation or foundation for annual
removal program for invasive species and a status report to the Coastal
Commission every five years on the status of invasive species in the marsh to be
managed by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) or their designee agency.

15.

Also to be included in the allocation or foundation, there must be an aggressive
predator management program to be implemented by the USFWS or their
designated agency.

16.

A report shall be prepared every five years to the CCC on the status of the
sedimentation and remedial action, if necessary, to meet and maintain restoration
goals.

3
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17.

Comply with the USS Midway Public Access Program. (attached)

CONDITIONS OF CONCEPT APPROVAL:
All conditions of concept approval from the project review conducted by the Port's
Architectural & Mapping Services Department shall be met.
If you have any questions on this permit, please contact the Land Use Planning
Department of the San Diego Unified Port District at (619) 686-6283.
BRUCE B. HOLLINGSWORTH
Executive Director

By~

. wlWAMB.COK
Manager, Planning Services

I have read and understand the terms, conditions, limitations,

and provisions of this

permit and agree to abide by them.
\

Signature of Permittee

Date

ATIACHMENT
Plng/CDPs/CDP 2003-03 USS Midway.doc
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EDMUND G. BROWN, JR., Governor

STATE OF CALIFORNIA -- THE NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
SAN DIEGO AREA
7575 METROPOLITAN DRIVE, SUITE 103
SAN DIEGO, CA 92108-4421
(619) 767-2370

Th20a
6-16-0258 (SAN DIEGO UNIFIED PORT DISTRICT)
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DESCRIPTION
247,176 SF
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PIER AREAS AND PARKING DATA
TOTAL PIER AREA (SQUARE FEET)
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3165 PacificHighway,SanDiego, CA 92101
P.O. Box 120488, SanDiego, CA 92112-0488
619.686.6200 www.portofsandiego.org

Unified Port
o/San Diego

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL AND EMAIL
May 27, 2014

Mac Mclaughlin, President/CEO
USS Midway Museum
910 North Harbor Drive
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Mr. Mclaughlin:
Re:

USS Midway Museum Lease Document No. 49519, dated October 6, 2005 in the
Office of the District Clerk - Requirement for a Park on Navy Pier

This letter is in response to your letter dated January 28, 2014 regarding the development
of a park on Navy Pier.
Per the terms of the above-referenced lease, Section 48, Veteran's Memorial Park,
"By no later than seven (7) years from the Commencement Date, Lessee shall submit a
complete set of plans and a project description for the development of the Veteran's
Memorial Park to Lessor for its review, evaluation, and consideration." On March 6, 2012,
Midway submitted Conceptual Design plans for Veteran's Park along with the other required
documents as noted in our letter dated November 13, 2012. We confirmed that your plans
were sufficient for the District to conduct environmental review and process a Port Master
Plan Amendment (PMPA); however, the Midway has not submitted a complete set of plans
as required by the Lease . This requirement cannot be fulfilled until a PMPA is processed.
With respect to the obligation for development of Veterans Memorial Park on Navy Pier, the
Midway "shall take the leadership role in pursuing funding and development of the Veteran's
Memorial Park and Lessor has no obligation to contribute any funding towards said
development."
If Midway wishes to revise the Lease, then a lease amendment and
additional permitting may be necessary. Additionally, staff will likely need to seek Board
direction . As always, we are willing to meet with you to further discuss any of these
matters.
Please contact me at (619) 686-6460 should you have any further questions.
Sincerely,

J71.--..
f) 1~

Shaun D. Sumner
Director, Real Estate
KAUbyd
cc:

Anthony Gordon, Area Manager
Kristine Love, Asset Manager
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Unified Port
of San Diego

619.686.6200 • wN11.portofsand1ega.org

November 13, 2012

VIA USPS

Mac McLaughlin, President/CEO
USS Midway Museum
910 North Harbor Drive
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Mr. McLaughlin :
Re:

USS Midway Museum Lease Document No. 49519, dated October 6, 2005 in the
Office of the District Clerk - Requirement for a Park on Navy Pier

Per the terms of the lease referenced above, Section 48, Veteran's Memorial Park, "By no later
than seven (7) years from the Commencement Date, Lessee shall submit a complete set of
plans and a project description for the development of the Veteran's Memorial Park to Lessor for
its review , evaluation, and consideration ." On March 6, 2012, USS Midway Museum (Midway)
submitted Conceptual Design for Veteran's Park and Harbor Sail (Wings) , which included
conceptual architectural drawings; preliminary structural drawings; schematic design drawings;
Environmental Application; bird strike study ; preliminary geotechnical and hydrology studies ;
and preliminary mechanical, electrical and plumbing plant reports, for a park over parking on
Navy Pier.
The plans and project description are now part of the Environmental Impact Report for the
North Embarcadero Port Master Plan Amendment and will be reviewed by staff and considered
by the Board of Port Commissioners at a future meeting . This letter confirms that the Midway
has submitted a set of plans sufficient for the District to conduct environmental review and
process a Port Master Plan Amendment ; however, the Midway has not submitted a "complete
set of Plans" as required by the Lease . The District accepts the Midway's submittal on the
condition that, by no later than one hundred twenty (120) calendar days following the California
Coastal Commission's certification of the Port Master Plan Amendment, the Midway must
submit final plans to the District sufficient for construction of the Veteran's Memorial Park as
approved by the California Coastal Commission .
The lease also requires Midway to commence construction of the park on Navy Pier "within
ten (10) years from the Commencement Date" of the Lease or no later than October 1, 2015 .
We look forward to working with the Midway on its plans for the park on Navy Pier. If you have
any questions, please do not hesitate to call me at (619) 686-6358.
Sincerely,
.J

•

.:__.-;,

,~

~
~

-

/-

,

...- :;::;,

Love
Asset Manager
KAL/ymu
cc:

K. Weymann, Director of Real Estate , SDUPD
J. Hirsch, ELUM, SDUPD
C. Magnus, ELUM, SDUPD
Penny Maus, Senior Asset Manager, SDUPD
S. Sumner, Area Manager , SDUPD

SDUPDDoc.No. 548079

San

Die g o Uni f ied

Por t D ist r i ct

View from Harbor Drive facing west

View from Harbor Drive facing northwest

View from Tuna Harbor Park facing northwest

View from Tuna Harbor Park facing northwest

View from Harbor Drive facing west

Recommended Maximum Future Parking Area

The security deposit or the remammg portion thereof, shall be rebated, released,
assigned, surrendered, or endorsed to Lessee or order, as applicable, upon expiration
or earlier termination of th is Lease.
47.
PARKING CONTINGENCY PLAN. Lessee shall establish, during its first year of
museum and related education center operations, a Parking Contingency Account as a
means to p-rovide funding to meet Lessee's Parking Requirement off Le·ssor's tideland
property as required in Paragraph 2(b) above. Lessee agrees annually, on or before
December P ' of each year (commencing in the year 2005), to place into the Parking
Contingency Account a sum not less than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000)
during each of the first five years of this Lease and a sum not less than One Hundred and
Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000) each year thereafter until said Parking Requirement is
satisfied off Lessor's tideland property. Upon request, Lessee must demonstrate to the
Lessor's satisfaction, in its sole and absolute discretion, that funds from this account are
being maintained and shall only be used to satisfy said. Parking Requirement off Lessor's
tideland property.
Upon satisfying said Parking Requirement off Lessor's tideland
property, or if Lessor, in its sole and absolute discretion, determines that parking will be
maintained on a tideland property for the remaining term of this Lease that will satisfy
said Parking Requirement, Lessee shall then be entitled to the unrestricted use of any
remaining funds in the Parking Contingency Account. Interest earned on such funds may
be used by Lessee for any museum and related education center purpose.
48.
VETERAN'S MEMORIAL PARK.
After Lessee has obtained rights to a
minimum of two hundred seventy-nine (279) paved parking spaces on weekdays and
three hundred forty-eight (348) paved parking spaces on weekends and holidays
located off of the former Navy Pier 11 A (and off of all other Lessor-owned tideland
properties) for use by visitors to the U.S.S ; Midway and parking is no longer required
on the former Navy Pier 11 A for Lessee's visitors, or if Lessor, in its sole and absolute
discretion, determines that parking will be maintained oh a tideland property for the
remaining term of this Lease that will satisfy the Parking Requirement, t!,{~
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L~ssee ~hall submit a complete set of plans and a project description for the
development of the Veteran's Memorial Park to Lessor for its review, evaluation, and
consideration.
In the event, construction 'of the Veteran's Memorial Park has not
commenced within ten ( 10) years from the Commencement Date, Lessor's obligation
EXHIBIT NO . 7
APPLI CATION NO.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA —NATURAL RESOU RCE S AGENCY

EDMUND G. BROWN, JR., G O VE RNO R

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 FREMONT, SUITE 2000
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105- 2219
VOICE (415) 904- 5200
FAX ( 415) 904- 5400
TDD (415) 597-5885

W21
DATE:

June 16, 2017

TO:

Coastal Commissioners

FROM:

John Ainsworth, Executive Director

SUBJECT: DRAFT MINUTES of MEETING of May 10-12, 2017
San Diego County
Board of Supervisors Chambers
1600 Pacific Coast Highway
San Diego, CA 92101

_____________________________________________________________________________________

WEDNESDAY, MAY 10, 2017
1.

CALL TO ORDER. The meeting of the California Coastal Commission was called to
order by Chair Bochco at 8:30 a.m.

2.

ROLL CALL. Present: Chair Bochco, Vice Chair Turnbull-Sanders, Brownsey, Cox,
Groom, Howell, Luevano, Peskin, Shallenberger, Sundberg, Uranga. Vargas arrived at
9:30 a.m. Non-voting present: Gibson, Ketchum, Lucchesi.

3.

AGENDA CHANGES.

4.

GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT. Members of the public addressed the Commission on
various issues affecting the coast.

STATEWIDE
5.

Beach and Coastal Dunes Discussion. Discussion only. No action taken.

6.

Coastal Access Research. Discussion only. No action taken.

7.

CHAIR’S REPORT. Information only.

STATEWIDE
8.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT.
a. Executive Director’s Report. Information only.
b. Commission Correspondence. None.

c. Audio and Video Streaming Services Contract for Commission Meetings. Staff
recommended approval of the contract.
Motion & vote: Shallenberger moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation and
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Uranga. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was
unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved.
d. Technology Report: Briefing and update concerning Commission website and meeting
agenda upgrade; and, the coastal data public portal. For discussion only.
e. Legislative Report. Review, discussion and possible action on pending legislation.
Assembly Bill 250 (Gonzales). Staff recommended that the Commission support the bill.
Motion & vote: Shallenberger moved to support AB250 and recommended a yes vote,
seconded by Vargas. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the
motion. Passed.
Assembly Bill 1129 (Stone). Staff recommended that the Commission support the bill.
Motion & vote: Groom moved to support AB1129 and recommended a yes vote,
seconded by Peskin. The roll call vote was 11 in favor (Brownsey, Cox, Groom, Luevano,
Peskin, Shallenberger, Sundberg, Turnbull-Sanders, Uranga, Bochco) and one opposed
(Howell). Passed.
Senate Bill 44 (Jackson). Staff recommended support
Motion & vote: Cox moved to support SB44 and recommended a yes vote, seconded by
Brownsey. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion.
Passed.

ENERGY, OCEAN RESOURCES AND FEDERAL CONSISTENCY
9.

ADMINISTRATIVE CALENDAR. Staff recommended that the Commission concur
with the Executive Director’s determination. There being no objection Chair Bochco ruled
that the Commission concurred.
a. Application No. 9-16-1153 (Marine BioEnergy, Los Angeles Co.)

NORTH COAST DISTRICT
10.

DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers,
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring
public hearings, and on comments from the public. There being no objection, Chair
Bochco ruled that the Commission concurred.
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11.

CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). Staff moved one item
[W12a] to the expanded consent calendar and recommended approval with conditions.
Motion & vote: Brownsey moved to approve the consent calendar pursuant to the staff
recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Sundberg. Chair Bochco ruled
that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion.

12.

COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS.
a. Application No. 1-16-1138 (Noyo Harbor District, Mendocino Co.) Moved by staff
to the expanded consent calendar. Approved with conditions.

ENERGY, OCEAN RESOURCES AND FEDERAL CONSISTENCY
13.

ENERGY, OCEAN RESOURCES and FEDERAL CONSISTENCY. Report by the
Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial amendments &
extensions, negative determinations, matters not requiring public hearings, and status report
on offshore oil & gas exploration & development. There being no objection, Chair Bochco
ruled that the Commission concurred.

14.

CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). None.

15.

FEDERAL CONSISTENCY.
a. CC-0002-17 (City of San Diego Secondary Treatment Waiver) Staff recommended
concurrence with the Consistency Certification.
Motion & vote: Cox moved to concur pursuant to the staff recommendation and
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Brownsey. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was
unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved.

NORTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT
16.

DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers,
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring
public hearings, and on comments from the public. There being no objection, Chair
Bochco ruled that the Commission concurred.

17.

CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). None.

CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT
18.

DEPUTY DIRECTOR’S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers,
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring
public hearings, and on comments from the public. The Deputy Director removed waiver
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3-16-1136-W (Pismo Pier improvements) from the report and four commissioners
(Brownsey, Groom, Peskin, Shallenberger) requested the removal of waiver 3-17-0335-W
(Pacific Grove recreational trail repair). Chair Bochco ruled that the Commission
concurred with the remainder of the report.
19.

CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). None.

20.

LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs).
a. LCP-3-STC-17-0016-1-Part A (Multifamily Regulations). Concurrence with the
Executive Director’s determination that the request by the City of Santa Cruz to modify
the LCP’s Implementation Plan to facilitate multifamily housing developments is de
minimis. There being no objection, Chair Bochco ruled that the Commission concurred.
b. LCP-3-STC-17-0016-1-Part B (Downtown Signs). Concurrence with the Executive
Director’s determination that the request by the City of Santa Cruz to modify the LCP’s
Implementation Plan to clarify, simplify and streamline the permitting process for signs
is minor. There being no objection, Chair Bochco ruled that the Commission
concurred.
c. LCP-3-STC-17-0016-1-Part D (Electric Vehicle Charging and Bicycle Parking).
Concurrence with the Executive Director’s determination that the request by the City of
Santa Cruz to modify the LCP’s Implementation Plan to establish new requirements for
the provision of electric vehicle charging equipment and to clarify bicycle parking
requirements is minor. There being no objection, Chair Bochco ruled that the
Commission concurred.
d. LCP-3-MCO-16-0070 (Monterey Cypress Development Standards). Staff
recommended denial as submitted and approval if modified as suggested pursuant to
the staff recommendation.
Motion & vote: Groom moved to certify the Land Use Plan as submitted and
recommended a no vote, seconded by Shallenberger. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was
unanimous in opposition to the motion. Certification denied as submitted.
Motion & vote: Groom moved to certify the Land Use Plan if modified as suggested by
staff and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Shallenberger. Chair Bochco ruled that the
vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with modifications.
Motion & vote: Groom moved to reject the Implementation Plan as submitted and
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Shallenberger. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was
unanimous in favor of the motion. Certification denied as submitted.
Motion & vote: Groom moved to certify the Land Use Plan if modified as suggested by
staff and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Shallenberger. Chair Bochco ruled that the
vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with modifications.
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21.

COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS.
a. Application No. 3-16-0233 (South San Luis Obispo County Sanitation District
(SSLOCSD) Redundancy and Improvements, San Luis Obispo Co.) Staff
recommended approval with conditions.
Motion: Howell moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation and
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Shallenberger.
Amending motion & vote: Shallenberger moved to change the term of the permit to
30 years, to require the Executive Director to determine after 10 years if adequate
progress to implement permit requirements, and to authorize the Commission to
terminate the permit if the Executive Director determines adequate progress has not
been made, and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Howell. Chair Bochco ruled
that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Passed.
Vote on main motion: Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the
motion as amended. Approved with conditions.

[Bochco & Shallenberger out of room]
b. Application No. 3-16-0287 (Front Street Cottages, Morro Bay) Staff recommended
approval with conditions. Staff orally modified its recommendation to reduce the
parking fee by half.
Motion & vote: Groom moved to continue and recommended a yes vote, seconded by
Peskin. [Motion withdrawn].
Motion & vote: Vargas moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation as
modified and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Sundberg. Vice Chair TurnbullSanders ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with
conditions.

STATEWIDE
22.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES. The minutes of January 2017 were approved as written.
Motion & vote: Howell moved to approve the minutes and recommended a yes vote,
seconded by Cox. Vice Chair Turnbull-Sanders ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor
of the motion. (Brownsey, Peskin, Sundberg abstained). Approved as written.

23. COMMISSIONERS’ REPORTS. None.
24. CONSERVANCY REPORT. None.
25. SANTA MONICA MOUNTAINS CONSERVANCY REPORT. Information only.
26. SANTA MONICA BAY RESTORATION REPORT. None.
27.

DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL’S REPORT. None.

The Commission recessed for the day at 5:15 p.m.
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THURSDAY, MAY 11, 2017

1.

CALL TO ORDER. The meeting of the California Coastal Commission was called to
order by Chair Bochco at 8:30 a.m.

2.

ROLL CALL. Present: Chair Bochco, Vice Chair Turnbull-Sanders, Brownsey, Cox,
Groom, Howell, Luevano, Peskin, Shallenberger, Sundberg, Turnbull-Sanders, Uranga.
Vargas arrived at 8:45 a.m. Non-voting present: Ketchum, Lucchesi. Absent: Gibson

3.

AGENDA CHANGES.

4.

GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT. Members of the public addressed the Commission on
various issues affecting the coast.

SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT
5.

CONSENT CALENDAR. Staff recommended that the Commission approve the consent
calendar.
Motion & vote: Cox moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation and
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Turnbull-Sanders. Approved with conditions.
a. Application No. 6-16-1045 (Mission Bay Yacht Club, San Diego)
b. Application No. 6-17-0087 (Oldfield, San Diego Co.)

SOUTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT
6.

CONSENT CALENDAR. Staff recommended that the Commission approve the consent
calendar.
Motion & vote: Brownsey moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation and
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Shallenberger. Approved with conditions.
a. University of Santa Barbara Notice of Impending Development No. UCS-NOID0002-17 (Coal Oil Point Reserve Nature Center Building Landscaping).

ENFORCEMENT
7.

ENFORCEMENT REPORT. Report by Chief of Enforcement on Statewide Enforcement
Program. Information only.
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8.

REVISED FINDINGS.
a. Cease and Desist Order No. CCC-16-CD-03 and Administrative Penalty No. CCC16-AP-01 (Lent, Malibu, Los Angeles Co.) Staff recommended that the Commission
adopt the revised findings.
Motion & vote: Shallenberger moved to adopt the revised findings pursuant to the staff
recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Luevano. Chair Bochco ruled
that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved.

SOUTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT
9.

DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers,
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring
public hearings, and on comments from the public. There being no objection, Chair
Bochco ruled that the Commission concurred.

10.

CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). Staff moved 3 items
[13a, 13b, 14a] to the expanded consent calendar and recommended approval with
conditions.
Motion & vote: Shallenberger moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation
and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Turnbull-Sanders . Chair Bochco ruled the vote
was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with conditions.

11.

LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM (LCPs).
a. County of Ventura LCP Amendment No. LCP-4-VNT-16-0033-1 (Phase 2A)
Certification Review. Concurrence with Executive Director’s determination that action
by the County of Ventura, acknowledging receipt, acceptance, and agreement with the
Commission’s certification with suggested modifications, is legally adequate. There
being no objection, Chair Bochco ruled that the Commission concurred.
b. County of Santa Barbara LCP Amendment No. LCP-4-STB-16-0038-2 (2016
General Package). Staff recommended denial as submitted and approval if modified as
suggested.
Motion & vote: Howell moved to reject the Implementation Plan as submitted and
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Peskin. Chair Bocho ruled that the vote was
unanimous in favor of the motion. Certification denied as submitted.
Motion & vote: Howell moved to certify the Implementation Plan if modified as
suggested pursuant to the staff recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by
Peskin. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion.
Approved with modifications.
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12.

NEW APPEAL.
a. Appeal No. A-4-MAL-17-0006 (Sperber, Malibu) [WITHDRAWN]

13.

NOTICE OF IMPENDING DEVELOPMENT (NOID).
a. University of Santa Barbara Notice of Impending Development No. UCS-NOID0009-16 (North Campus Western Border Restoration Project). Moved by staff to
the expanded consent calendar. Approved with conditions.
b. University of Santa Barbara Notice of Impending Development No. UCS-NOID0001-17 (Pauley Track Renovation Project). Moved by staff to the expanded consent
calendar. Approved with conditions.

14.

COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS.
a. Application No. 4-16-0954 (City of Goleta Restoration Ellwood Mesa) Moved by
staff to the expanded consent calendar. Approved with conditions.
b. Appeal No. A-4-STB-16-0078 (Hair, Santa Barbara Co.) Staff recommended denial.
Motion & vote: Howell moved to approve and recommended a no vote, seconded by
Shallenberger. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in opposition to the
motion. Denied.

SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT
15.

DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers,
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring
public hearings, and on comments from the public. There being no objection, Chair
Bochco ruled that the Commission concurred.

16.

CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). Staff moved one item
[20c] to the expanded consent calendar and recommended approval with conditions.
Motion & vote: Cox moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation and
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Brownsey. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was
unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with conditions.

17.

LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs).
a. County of San Diego LCP-6-SDC-17-0015-1 (Land Use Plan). Staff recommended
denial of the Land Use Plan as submitted and approval if modified as suggested. Staff
orally modified its recommended suggested modifications to allow up to 6 miles of
trails in ESHA, to specify that permits for trail are appealable as major public works,
and to require that work on trails minimize impacts to ESHA.
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Motion & vote: Cox moved to certify the Land Use Plan as submitted and recommended a
no vote, seconded by Uranga. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in
opposition to the motion. Certification denied as submitted.
Motion & vote: Cox moved to certify the Land Use Plan if modified as suggested and
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Uranga. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was
unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with modifications.
b. City of Carlsbad LCP Amendment No. LCP-6-CAR-17-0020-1 (Density Bonus
Update). Concurrence with the Executive Director’s determination that the request by
the City of Carlsbad to amend its certified LCP Implementation Plan/Zoning Ordinance
to make the City's regulation of density bonuses consistent with state law is minor.
There being no objection, Chair Bochco ruled that the commission concurred.
c. City of Carlsbad LCP Amendment No. LCP-6-CAR-17-0022-2 (Recycling
Requirements). Concurrence with the Executive Director's determination that the
request by the City of Carlsbad to amend its certified LCP Implementation Plan/Zoning
Ordinance to revise the City's recycling areas regulations is de minimis. There being no
objection, Chair Bochco ruled that the commission concurred.
d. City of Solana Beach LCP Amendment No. LCP-6-SOL-16-0020-1 (Public
Recreation Fee). Staff recommended that the Commission deny as submitted approve
the Land Use Plan if modified as suggested.
Motion & vote: Cox moved to certify the Land Use Plan as submitted and recommended a
no vote, seconded by Turnbull-Sanders. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous
in opposition to the motion. Certification denied as submitted.
Motion: Cox moved to certify the Land Use Plan if modified as suggested pursuant to the
staff recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Turnbull-Sanders.
Amending Motion & vote: Cox moved to set the wage rate for calculating the public
recreation fee at 50% and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Uranga. The roll call vote
was 3 in favor (Cox, Sundberg, Uranga) and 9 opposed (Groom, Howell, Luevano, Peskin,
Shallenberger, Turnbull-Sanders, Vargas, Brownsey, Bochco). Failed.
Staff orally modified its recommendation to include a suggested modification requiring that
travel cost data be updated after 10 years.
Amending Motion & vote: Peskin moved to set the wage rate for calculating the public
recreation fee at 100% and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Luevano. The roll call
vote was 3 in favor (Luevano, Peskin, Shallenberger) and 9 opposed (Groom, Howell,
Sundberg, Turnbull-Sanders, Uranga, Vargas, Brownsey, Cox, Bochco). Failed.
Vote on main motion: Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the
motion. Approved with modifications.
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CLOSED SESSION REPORT. The Commission received litigation information and advice
regarding the following cases:
Banning Ranch Conservancy v. City of Newport Beach et al. (Newport Banning Ranch
LLC et al., RPI)
Lynch et al. v. CCC
San Diego Navy Broadway Complex Coalition v. CCC (San Diego Unified Port District
et al., RPI)
Sierra Club v. CCC (Mulryan Properties LLLP et al., RPI)
One matter of potential litigation.
The Commission received litigation information and advice and provided direction regarding the
following cases:
Newport Banning Ranch LLC et al. v. CCC
Pappas et al. v. State Coastal Conservancy et al.
One matter of potential litigation.
The Commission voted to revoke its previous denial of San Diego Unified Port District Port
Master Plan Amendment No. PMP-6-PSD-14-0003-2 pursuant to the writ of mandate in San
Diego Unified Port District v. CCC (Sunroad Marine Partners LP, RPI).
e. City of Del Mar LCP Amendment No. LCP-6-DMR-16-0073-1 (Parking
Regulations). Staff recommended denial as submitted and approval if modified as
suggested.
Motion & vote: Cox moved to reject the Implementation Plan as submitted and
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Peskin. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was
unanimous in favor of the motion. Certification denied as submitted.
Motion: Cox moved to certify the Implementation Plan if modified as suggested pursuant
to the staff recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Peskin.
Amending motion & vote: Peskin moved to change the suggested modification
regarding in-lieu parking fees to specify that the City must develop and implement an
alternate public transportation program such as a year-round shuttle system and to specify
that the fees may not be collected for more than 50 parking spaces before alternate public
transportation program is operational, and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Cox.
Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Passed.
Vote on the main motion: Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of
the motion as amended. Approved with modifications.
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f. City of San Diego LCP Amendment No. LCP-6-MBE-16-0029-6 (Mission Beach
Residences). Staff recommended that the Commission approve the Land Use Plan if
modified as suggested.
Motion & vote: Cox moved to certify the Land Use Plan as submitted and recommended a
no vote, seconded by Groom. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in
opposition to the motion. Certification denied as submitted.
Motion & vote: Cox moved to certify the Land Use Plan if modified as suggested
pursuant to the staff recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Groom.
Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with
modifications
[Howell & Shallenberger out of room]
g. City of San Diego LCP Amendment No. LCP-6-TJN-17-0029-1 (San Ysidro
Community Plan Update). Staff recommended that the Commission approve the
Land Use Plan if modified as suggested.
Motion & vote: Cox moved to certify the Land Use Plan as submitted and recommended a
no vote, seconded by Uranga. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in
opposition to the motion. Certification denied as submitted.
Motion & vote: Cox moved to certify the Land Use Plan if modified as suggested
pursuant to the staff recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Uranga.
Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with
modifications.
[Howell & Shallenberger returned]
18.

PUBLIC WORKS PLAN.
a. North Coast Corridor Notice of Impending Development No. NCC-NOID-0001-17
(Encinitas Coastal Rail Trail). Staff recommended approval of the Notice of
Impending Development with conditions.
Motion: Cox moved to determine that the development described in Notice of Impending
Development No. NCC-NOID-0001-17 as conditioned is consistent and recommended a
yes vote, seconded by Vargas.
Amending motion & vote: Cox moved to construct the trail on the western alignment
and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Vargas. The roll call vote was 5 in favor
(Howell, Sundberg, Uranga, Vargas, Cox) and 7 opposed (Luevano, Peskin, Shallenberger,
Turnbull-Sanders, Brownsey, Groom, Bochco). Failed.
Vote on main motion: Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the
motion. Approved.
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[Item 19a was trailed and heard after Item 20a]
20.

COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS.
a. Application No. 6-16-0258 (San Diego Unified Port District Navy Pier Parking)
Staff recommended approval with conditions.
Motion: Cox moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation and recommended a
yes vote, seconded by Sundberg.
Amending motion & vote: Cox moved to remove the requirement that at least 75
percent of the pier be designated as public park and that up to 25 percent be designated for
public parking and require the port to return in 2 years with a master plan for parking for
the north and south Embarcadero and recommended a yes vote, seconded by TurnbullSanders. The roll call vote was 8 in favor (Luevano, Sundberg, Turnbull-Sanders, Uranga,
Vargas, Cox, Howell, Bochco) and 4 opposed (Peskin, Shallenberger, Brownsey, Groom.
Passed.
Vote on main motion: Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the
motion. Approved with conditions as amended.

19.

PORT MASTER PLAN.
a. San Diego Unified Port District PMP No. PMP-6-PSD-14-0003-2 (East Harbor
Island Hotels). Staff recommended denial of the Port Master Plan. The Port District
orally modified the amendment to require payment of an in-lieu fee for lower-cost
overnight accommodations of $42,120 for 25 percent of the 500 units included in this
amendment and to commit to include a provision in the future Port Master Plan update
to address lower-cost visitor facilities, including overnight accommodations.
Motion & vote: Cox moved to certify PMP No. PMP-6-PSD-14-0003-2 as as modified
by Port and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Vargas. The roll call vote was one in
favor (Cox) and 11 opposed (Peskin, Shallenberger, Sundberg, Turnbull-Sanders, Uranga,
Vargas, Brownsey, Groom, Howell, Luevano, Bochco). Denied

20.

COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS.
b. Application No. 6-16-0500 (Szekeres, Solana Beach) Staff recommended approval
with conditions.
Motion: Vargas moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation and
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Brownsey.
Amending motion & vote: Vargas moved to change the Special Conditions related to
the buffer from a 50 foot buffer to no less than a 20 foot buffer and recommended a yes
vote, seconded by Brownsey. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor
of the motion. Passed.
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Vote on main motion: Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the
motion as amended. Approved with conditions.
c. Application No. 6-16-0989 (SeaWorld, San Diego) Moved by staff to the expanded
consent calendar. Approved with conditions.
[Shallenberger out of room]
21.

PERMIT AMENDMENTS.
a. Permit No. 6-15-0333-A1 (Haggar, Chula Vista) Staff recommended denial.
Motion: Cox moved to approve and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Uranga.
Amending motion & vote: Cox moved to allow a 20 foot tall tower addition to the
structure and recommended a yes vote. The roll call vote was 11 in favor (Brownsey, Cox,
Groom, Howell, Luevano, Peskin, Sundberg, Turnbull-Sanders, Uranga, Vargas, Bochco).
Passed.
Vote on main motion: The roll call vote 10 in favor (Brownsey, Cox, Groom, Howell,
Luevano, Sundberg, Turnbull-Sanders, Uranga, Vargas, Bochco) and one opposed
(Peskin). Approved with conditions.
The Commission recessed for the day at 12:15 a.m.
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FRIDAY, MAY 12, 2017
1.

CALL TO ORDER. The meeting of the California Coastal Commission was called to
order by Chair Bochco at 8:30 a.m.

2.

ROLL CALL. Present: Chair Bochco, Vice Chair Turnbull-Sanders, Brownsey, Cox,
Groom, Howell, Luevano, Peskin, Shallenberger, Sundberg. Vargas arrived at 10:00 a.m.
Absent: Uranga. Non-voting present: Ketchum, Williams. Absent: Gibson.

3.

AGENDA CHANGES.

4.

GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT.

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (LOS ANGELES COUNTY)
5.

ADMINISTRATIVE CALENDAR. Staff recommended that the Commission concur
with the Executive Director’s determination. There being no objection, Chair Bochco ruled
that the Commission concurred.
a. Application No. 5-17-0160 (Gordon, Venice, Los Angeles)

6.

CONSENT CALENDAR. Staff recommended that the Commission approve the consent
calendar. [Howell & Vargas out of room]
Motion & vote: Cox moved to approve the consent calendar pursuant to the staff
recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Shallenberger. Chair Bochco
ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with conditions.
a. Application No. 5-16-0433 (City of Santa Monica)
b. Application No. 5-16-1108 (City of Santa Monica Walkway)
c. Application No. 5-17-0037 (Freedman, Venice, Los Angeles)

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (ORANGE COUNTY)
7.

ADMINISTRATIVE CALENDAR. Staff recommended that the Commission concur
with the Executive Director’s determination. There being no objection, Chair Bochco ruled
that the Commission concurred.
a. Application No. 5-16-1084 (Murphy, Newport Beach)
b. Application No. 5-17-0130 (Frederiksen, Newport Beach)
c. Application No. 5-17-0165 (Davis, Newport Beach)

8.

CONSENT CALENDAR. Staff recommended that the Commission approve the consent
calendar.
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Motion & vote: Turnbull-Sanders moved to approve the consent calendar pursuant to the
staff recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Uranga. Chair Bochco
ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with conditions.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Application No. 5-16-0298 (Arvielo, Newport Beach)
Application No. 5-16-0637 (Reeves, Newport Beach)
Application No. 5-16-0681 (Janet Curci Family Trust, Newport Beach)
Application No. 5-16-0711 (Valley Family Trust, Newport Beach)
Application No. 5-16-0842 (410 Viacon LLC, Newport Beach)
Application No. 5-16-0977 (Balfanz, Newport Beach)
Application No. 5-16-1008 (7 Harbor, LLC, Newport Beach)
Application No. 5-15-0969 (101 Avenida Calafia, LLC, San Clemente)

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (ORANGE COUNTY)
9.

DEPUTY DIRECTOR’S REPORT FOR ORANGE COUNTY. Report by Deputy
Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions,
LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. There being
no objection, Chair Bochco ruled that the Commission concurred.

10.

CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). Staff moved one item
[11a] to the expanded consent calendar and recommended approval with conditions.
Motion & vote: Cox moved to approve the consent calendar pursuant to the staff
recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Shallenberger. Chair Bochco
ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with conditions.

11.

COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS.
a. Application No. 5-16-0120 (DJM Capital Partners, Inc., Newport Beach) Moved by
staff to the expanded consent calendar. Approved with conditions.

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (LOS ANGELES COUNTY)
12.

DEPUTY DIRECTOR’S REPORT FOR LOS ANGELES COUNTY. Report by
Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial amendments &
extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public.
There being no objection, Chair Bochco ruled that the Commission concurred.

13.

CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). Staff moved 2 items
[16d, 16e] to the expanded consent calendar and recommended approval with conditions.
Motion & vote: Turnbull-Sanders moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation
and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Uranga. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was
unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with conditions.
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[Bochco & Vargas out of room]
14.

LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs).
a. City of Long Beach LCP Amendment No. LCP-5-LOB-17-0023-1 (2 61st Place Rezoning). Staff recommended approval of the Implementation Plan as submitted.
Motion & vote: Brownsey moved to reject the Implementation Plan as submitted and
recommended a no vote, seconded by Shallenberger. Vice Chair Turnbull-Sanders ruled
that the vote was unanimous in in opposition to the motion. Approved as submitted.

[Bochco & Vargas returned]
15.

NEW APPEALS.
a. Appeal No. A-5-RDB-16-0092 (Redondo Beach Waterfront, LLC, Redondo Beach)
Staff recommended that the Commission determine that Appeal No. A-5-RDB-160092 raised substantial issue on the grounds on which the appeal was filed. There
being no objection, Chair Bochco ruled that the Commission found substantial issue
and continued the de novo hearing. Substantial Issue found. Continued.
b. Appeal No. A-5-RDB-17-0008 (City of Redondo Beach Boat Launch Facility) Staff
recommended that the Commission determine that Appeal No. A-5-RDB-17-0008
raised substantial issue on the grounds on which the appeal was filed. There being no
objection, Chair Bochco ruled that the Commission found substantial issue and
continued the de novo hearing. Substantial Issue found. Continued.
c. Appeal No. A-5-PPL-17-0007 (MBJJ LLC, Pacific Palisades) Staff recommended
that the Commission determine that Appeal No. A-5-PPL-17-0007 raised substantial
issue on the grounds on which the appeal was filed. There being no objection, Chair
Bochco ruled that the Commission found substantial issue and continued the de novo
hearing. Substantial Issue found. Continued.
d. Appeal No. A-5-VEN-17-0012 (City of Los Angeles) Staff recommended that the
Commission determine that Appeal No. A-5-VEN-17-0012 raised substantial issue on
the grounds on which the appeal was filed. There being no objection, Chair Bochco
ruled that the Commission found substantial issue and continued the de novo hearing.
Substantial Issue found. Continued.
e. Appeal No. A-5-VEN-17-0009 (Thomas, Venice, Los Angeles) Staff recommended
that the Commission determine that the appeal raised substantial issue. There being no
objection, Chair Bochco ruled that the Commission found substantial issue and
opened the de novo hearing. Staff recommended denial of the claim of exemption.
Motion & vote: Shallenberger moved to approve the claim of exemption and
recommended a no vote, seconded by Brownsey. Chair Bochco ruled that the vote was
unanimous in opposition to the motion. Denied.
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16.

COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS.
a. Application No. A-5-VEN-16-0081 (Marciano, Venice, Los Angeles) Staff
recommended that the Commission reject the claim of exemption.
Motion & vote: Peskin moved to approve the claim of exemption pursuant to the staff
recommendation and recommended a no vote, seconded by Turnbull-Sanders. Denied.
b. Application No. A-5-VEN-15-0026 (422 Grand Boulevard LLC, Venice, Los
Angeles) [WITHDRAWN]

[Items 16c through 16e were trailed and heard after Item 17a] [Howell returned]
17.

REVISED FINDINGS.
a. Application No. A-5-VEN-16-0083 (Lighthouse Brooks LLC, Venice, Los Angeles)
Staff recommended that the Commission adopt the revised findings.
Motion & vote: Luevano moved to adopt the revised findings pursuant to the staff
recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Howell. Chair Bochco ruled
that the vote was unanimous by those eligible to vote (Luevano, Howell, Turnbull-Sanders,
Bochco) in favor of the motion. Approved.

[Bochco departed]
16.

COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS.
c. Application No. A-5-VEN-15-0027 (416 Grand Boulevard LLC, Venice, Los
Angeles) Staff recommended approval with conditions.
Motion & vote: Luevano moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation and
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Shallenberger. Vice Chair Turnbull-Sanders ruled
that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with conditions.
d. Application No. 5-16-0877 (Browning, Long Beach) Moved by staff to the expanded
consent calendar. Approved with conditions.
e. Application No. 5-17-0255 (World Series of Beach Volleyball, LLC and City of
Long Beach) Moved by staff to the expanded consent calendar. Approved with
conditions.

CLOSED SESSION REPORT. The Commission received litigation information and advice
regarding the following cases:
Friends of the Canyon v. CCC (Longi et al., RPI)
Fudge v. CCC (Laguna Beach Golf & Bungalow Village LLC, RPI)
Draft Meeting Minutes
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Helping Hand Tools et al. v. California Energy Resources Conservation &
Development Comm. et al.
The Commission received litigation information and advice and provided direction regarding
Pappas et al. v. State Coastal Conservancy et al.
There being no old or new business, the meeting of the California Coastal Commission
adjourned at 12:50 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
John Ainsworth
Executive Director
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EXHIBIT H

RESOLUTION 2019-044

RESOLUTION, PER BOARD POLICY NO. 90, TO
REALLOCATE THE REMAINING BALANCE OF
$2,485,000 FROM THE NAVY PIER HEADHOUSE
DEMOLITION
PROJECT
WITHIN
CIP
BY
TRANSFERRING $900K FROM THIS AMOUNT
TOWARDS CAPITAL LABOR AND TRANSFERRING
THE
REMAINING
$1,585,000
INTO
CIP
CONTINGENCY FOR FUTURE NEEDS

WHEREAS, the San Diego Unified Port District (District) is a public
corporation created by the legislature in 1962 pursuant to Harbors and Navigation
Code Appendix 1; and
WHEREAS, Board of Port Commissioners (BPC) Policy No. 90 establishes
a policy for the transfer of amounts between appropriated items in the budget; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to BPC Policy No. 90, a transfer within the Capital
Improvement Program (CIP) requires BPC approval; and
WHEREAS, staff recommends the Board reallocate remaining funds from
the Navy Head House Demolition Project of $2,485,000 and transfer $900,000 to
CIP Capital Labor, to fund staff's efforts on active projects through FY2020 and
$1,585,000 to CIP Contingency, for future needs; and
WHEREAS, the Navy Pier Head House Demolition project will remain in the
CIP and staff will return to the BPC at a later date once funding has been identified
to complete the project.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Port
Commissioners of the San Diego Unified Port District, as follows:
Adopt a resolution approving transferring funds from Navy Head House
Demolition Project in CIP, $900,000 to CIP Capital Labor, to fund staff's efforts on
active projects through FY2020, and $1,585,000 to CIP Contingency, for future
needs, pursuant to BPC Policy No. 90.
APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY:
GENERAL COUNSEL

By: Assistant/Deputy
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2019-044
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Port Commissioners of the
San Diego Unified Port District, this 23rd day of April 2019, by the following vote:
AYES : Bonelli , Castellanos, Malcolm , Merrifield , Valderrama, and Zucchet
NAYS: None.
EXCUSED: Moore
ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN : None.

Garry ,- .
nelli, Chairman
Board of Port Commissioners

ATTEST:

~ ~

Donna Morales
District Clerk

(Seal)
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Port, Midway promised a park on Navy Pier two decades ago. It’s still
not there

Oficials say they will explore a shorter-term solution for a smaller public area

When the California Coastal Commission granted permission nearly two decades ago for the docking of the USS
Midway at Navy Pier, it relied on a pledge by the naval museum and Port of San Diego that a 5.7-acre park would be
developed there to make up for blocked bay views.
Plans for the long-delayed park are still years off, and the port is now in violation of the Coastal Act by continuing to
allow parking on the pier. Commission staff said this week its enforcement division is currently pursuing the matter,
even as port officials say they remain committed to eventually creating a park at the end of the pier.
The commission revived its ongoing concerns about the Navy Pier’s continued use as a parking lot in a report it
recently issued on the Midway’s request to add a passenger elevator to one of its gangways. While the current
violation did not deter the commission from approving the project this week, the report to commissioners clearly
communicated the staff’s displeasure over continued delays in delivering a park to Navy Pier.
It noted that “existing activities on Navy Pier, including parking on the pier, are not authorized by the Commission
and constitute violations of the Coastal Act.” And underscoring the seriousness of the matter, the report pointed out
that commission action on the Midway gangway project “does not constitute a waiver of any legal action with regard
to the alleged violations.”

Although the Coastal Commission just two years ago gave the Port of San Diego and the Midway a temporary
reprieve on the parking as long as they put in a 7,840-square-foot public viewing deck on the pier and some
pedestrian walkways, those improvements never came to pass, and the parking extension granted in 2017 expired in
May, leading to the current violation.

More recently, the port proposed, as part of an overhaul of its master plan for 34 miles of waterfront land it oversees,
a short-term solution that would provide a minimum of one acre of public open space on Navy Pier, located off North
Harbor Drive.
Coastal Commission staffers were unimpressed, concluding that the proposal was “not adequate.”
“Two years ago, the Coastal Commission again supported a proposal to allow some interim museum/public parking,
along with public access amenities on the bayside of the pier,” the commission said in an emailed statement to the
Union-Tribune. “Coastal Commission staff have consistently directed the Port and Midway representatives to remedy
this violation and we do not support any language in the draft (port master plan update) that would further delay the
public park improvements.”
While there is no near-term resolution at hand, port officials say they will continue to work with the Coastal
Commission on a plan palatable to both sides. Meanwhile, Coastal Commission staff is not divulging whether an
enforcement action is possible, although its chief of enforcement made a visit to the site about a month ago, said
coastal planner Melody Lasiter.
In some ways, the USS Midway Museum is a victim of its own success.
CEO Mac McLaughlin said part of the challenge in building a park — or even a public viewing deck — is finding a
place to relocate the 500 parking spaces on Navy Pier that are used for museum visitors and staff. The Midway is
among the most visited museum ships in the U.S., attracting more than 1.3 million visitors annually.
“The reason why it’s taken so long, in my opinion, is I honestly believe that the port and the Midway are trying to
come up with the correct solution in view of the unprecedented success of the USS Midway museum, which clearly
was not forecast when the initial lease language was signed,” he said. “The port is well aware that the Coastal
Commission is upset with them with regard to them dragging their feet, but I feel like they’ve been working toward
getting an optimal solution that won’t cripple the Midway yet still honor their commitment to building a park on
Navy Pier.”
Officials with San Diego’s Unified Port District say they are trying to balance the more immediate demands of
providing parking and open space on the pier with a longer range plan for the entire Embarcadero area so that future
projects aren’t undertaken in a piecemeal approach.
“This has been a big challenge because one of the things we never anticipated was how successful the Midway would
be,” said Lesley Nishihira, who is the district’s planning director. “If you were to convert the pier overnight to the
park, we’d exacerbate public access to other areas on the Embarcadero because there would be no parking.
“In order to crack the code on the Navy Pier problem, you have to look at the whole area as one big puzzle. Our
perspective is that (a longer range plan) will accomplish a more successful waterfront so people can get around
without being frustrated as they look for parking.”

One obstacle the port encountered in trying to pursue an interim solution was the escalating cost associated with
demolishing an old Navy building known as the Head House near the entrance to the pier. Originally estimated to
cost $6 million, the price tag eventually doubled to more than $12 million. Neither the port nor the Midway could
provide any estimated cost of what has previously been described as a Veterans Memorial park — a project they
would likely partner on.
Jason Giffen, an assistant vice president with the port, acknowledged that port planners need to do more to address
the Coastal Commission staff’s objections to their interim plans for the pier.
“Based on the feedback, it’s clear we have to do a better job of identifying how much public space would be sufficient
in the interim, a timeline for how that may happen, as well as how we accommodate interim parking,” he said.
Part of the longer term goal for the North Embarcadero area, he added, is to relocate parking from the waterfront
side of Harbor Drive to key parking and transit hubs farther away from the bay.
In the years since Coastal Commissioners in 2001 endorsed turning the aircraft carrier into a naval museum on the
Embarcadero, plans for the park on Navy Pier have come in fits and starts.
Once the Navy transferred ownership of the pier to the Port in 2003, progress toward the park was slow, according to
the commission staff report. It wasn’t until 2009 that an environmental review was undertaken but that later stalled.
Three years later, the Midway submitted conceptual park designs to the port, and officials there signaled that the
plans were sufficient for moving forward on a more formal project, but it never happened, Coastal Commission staff
wrote.
Before the plan for an interim solution came along in 2017, the Midway Museum was obliged under its lease
agreement to commence work on a public park by 2015.
“From our point of view, the park was always required as mitigation for the visual impacts caused by the Midway
docking, so in our view the public hasn’t been able to enjoy recreating on Navy Pier and having that viewpoint they
could have had if there had been a park there,” Lasiter said.
One added benefit of the Midway’s just approved gangway project will be much improved signage alerting the public
that it has free access to an existing viewing deck on the ship. Currently, there is no signage on the Embarcadero.
Instead, there is just one sign on the pier itself advising people that they can access at no charge the forward part of
the Midway’s flight deck.
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C.C.H.O.A.
505 Grand Caribe Cswy.
Coronado, CA 92118
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

Port Commissioner Dan Malcolm
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
January 10, 2022
Re.

Comments on the Port Master Plan Draft Program EIR and the Draft Port Master Plan dated
November 2021

Dear Commissioner Malcolm:
The Coronado Cays Homeowners Association (“CCHOA”) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments
on the November 2021 Draft Port Master Plan, as well as the Program EIR. We also appreciate the fact that
the Port has worked closely with the CCHOA to take into account our comments in the Master Plan Update,
and we look forward to continuing our work with the Port to significantly enhance and preserve for the public
the strong ecological elements present in our South Bay location.
The Coronado Cays is a unique community of waterfront homes in the South San Diego Bay, surrounded by
Silver Strand State Beach to the west and the north, and the San Diego Bay National Wildlife Refuge to the
east and the south on the bayside. We are adjacent to the Bayshore Bikeway and are home to the Port’s only
native plants park, Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. We strongly support the expansion of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the north section of Grand Caribe Isle. This re-designation would preserve unique scenic
vistas and view corridors, as well as expand the native plant garden and habitat areas in Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park.
Our three most significant comments, discussed below, are: (1) that we continue to strongly support the “no
new hotel rooms” language in the PMPU, as does the entire Coronado community, despite a recent hiccup on
the part of the City Council, which was quickly reversed; (2) we oppose the location of a potential water
transfer point in the Coronado Cays at the Yacht Club as this is a residential area, and a water transfer point is
already shown at the Loews Hotel, right next door; and (3) we strongly support the extension of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the adjacent parcel to the north, currently used for boat storage, as well the creation of a
mitigation bank next to Grand Caribe Shoreline Park on Grand Caribe Isle South. Our other comments are
then listed as they are shown in the November 2021 draft Master Plan.
PD 9.13 and PD 9.25: “No new hotel rooms.”
We continue to strongly support the “no new hotel rooms” language in Sections PD 9.13 and PD 9.25.
Although the Coronado City Council appeared to waiver regarding this language at a recent Council meeting,
the overwhelming community response in favor of no new hotel rooms in both Planning Districts 9 and 10,
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covering all of the City of Coronado, caused the Council to modify their comments letter and delete the
paragraph from their draft letter suggesting that the “no new hotel rooms” language be removed.
The proposal to remove this language came as a shock to the community, which had worked tirelessly for
several years to have this provision included in the updated Port Master Plan. Community support for no new
hotel rooms in PD9 and PD10 is extremely strong. We note that the PMPU does allow for remodeling or
other modifications of existing commercial areas, “within the existing footprint of the development,”
[PD5.9.3] which allows existing hotels, such as the Loews, to remodel appropriately.
PD9.20: “Develop a water-based transfer point at the northern portion of Grand Caribe, as generally
depicted in Figure PD9.3.”
The CCHOA opposes the creation of a water-based transfer point on Grand Caribe Isle. We note that a waterbased transfer point is planned for the Loews Hotel docks, next door to the Coronado Cays, and that this
would be a more appropriate location. The transfer point proposed for Grand Caribe Isle is located in a
residential neighborhood and the current proposed transfer point is at the private Yacht Club. In addition, the
road leading to the Yacht Club is currently a private road and not a city street. A transfer point at the Loews
would allow easier access to the adjacent Silver Strand State Beach, as well as the public-serving amenities of
the Loews Hotel.
PD9.18: “The passive, nonprogrammed Grand Caribe Shoreline Park will be expanded north of
Grand Caribe Causeway, . . .”
The CCHOA strongly supports the expansion of Grand Caribe Shoreline Park into the north portion of the
Isle, which is currently used for boat storage. Expanding this native “botanical experience” park will fulfill
the Port’s goals of enhancing and protecting the natural resources, both land and water-based, in the South
Bay. PD5.9.4(A). We also support the “passive, nonprogrammed” description of this park as appropriate.
We look forward to continuing to work with the Port on enforcing the rules that apply to this park, and
suggest signage similar to that proposed to the new Sweetwater Park.
PD9.18.b: “Adjacent development in Commercial Recreation areas shall include amenities, such as
restroom facilities, to serve the public visiting Grand Caribe Shoreline Park.”
The CCHOA opposes the subsection, which calls for restrooms to be built in the area next to the park. The
City of Coronado maintains public restrooms, surrounded by ample parking, at the nearby Coronado Cays
Park, which is an 8-minute walk or 2-minute drive from Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. In addition, visitors to
the small café near Shoreline Park can use the café’s restrooms. Because the park is a passive and
nonprogrammed park, calling for additional restrooms to be built is not necessary.
PD9.24: “Create wetland habitat to be used as a mitigation bank at Grand Caribe Isle South.”
The CCHOA strongly supports the creation of a mitigation bank on South Grand Caribe Isle. The Port has
been discussing this project with our community since 2009, when sand was removed from this location to
remediate soils at the Hilton Bayfront Hotel. We look forward to working with the Port to create a mitigation
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bank project that provides public access by retaining the path around the entire south isle, as well as
enhancing the environment.

Other comments:
Table PD9.1: Increase Conservation/Inter-tidal acreage from 18.76 to 50.64 acres.
We support this increase in acreage and find that it is appropriate for the Port’s environmental and
conservation planning principles for this District.
PD9.5 and PD9.17: “Residential piers and docks adjacent to off-Tidelands residences in the Coronado
Cays may be repaired or replaced in-kind . . .”
We support these provisions, which allow Cays homeowners to repair and replace their docks as long as there
is no additional shading or fill added to the Bay floor. The CCHOA recently renewed its five-year “like for
like” dock replacement permit, which allows it to both provide a service to its homeowners in terms of
streamlining the dock replacement permitting process, as well as helping to educate homeowners about the
various requirements that apply to dock replacements.
PD9.15 and PD9.29: “Structures shall not exceed 35 feet in height.”
We strongly support the Port’s inclusion of building height standards from the surrounding community (City
of Coronado). This height limitation will ensure that buildings in our Planning District will conform
appropriately to the surrounding community.
PD9.26: 6-foot wide nature trails for both North and South Grand Caribe Isle.
We support the six-foot wide nature paths proposed for both North and South Grand Caribe, as opposed to
the 12-foot wide paved promenade that was proposed in an earlier draft. Six-foot wide, unpaved paths are
much more appropriate for this natural environment.
PD9.27: “Preserve the scenic vista areas” at Grand Caribe Shoreline Park and the northeast portion
of Grand Caribe, as well as the Grand Caribe Causeway View Corridor Extension.
We support the both the view corridors and the view corridor extension proposed in the draft Master Plan.
Preserving the views at these locations preserves and enhances the unique sense of being in the middle of
nature at these locations.
Figure PD9.2: Navigation Corridors.
In prior comments, City of Coronado has asked that the Port take responsibility for maintaining identified
navigation corridors on this map, including the navigation corridor adjacent to South Caribe Isle. We remain
concerned about the past lack of maintenance of navigation corridors in this area and agree with the City’s
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comments.
Overall, the CCHOA appreciates our ongoing, positive relationship with the Port and with Port staff
regarding the PMP update, as well as other Port issues, such as dock lease renewals in Port waters and the
steps the Port is taking in the PMPU to enhance the unique environmental features of our South San Diego
Bay area.
Sincerely,

Dennis Thompson
President, Board of Directors CCHOA

cc.

Port of San Diego Chairman Michael Zucchet
 Port of San Diego Vice Chairman Dan Malcolm
Port of San Diego Secretary Rafael Castellanos
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Jennifer Lesar
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Ann Moore
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Sandy Naranjo
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Frank Urtasun
Port of San Diego Port Planning Director Lesley Nishihira
Port of San Diego Port Program Manager Christian Anderson
City of Coronado Mayor Richard Bailey
City of Coronado Councilmember Mike Donovan
City of Coronado Councilmember Marvin Heinze
City of Coronado Councilmember Bill Sandke
City of Coronado Councilmember Casey Tanaka
City of Coronado City Manager Tina Friend
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C.C.H.O.A.
505 Grand Caribe Cswy.
Coronado, CA 92118
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

Port Commissioner Rafael Castellanos
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
January 10, 2022
Re.

Comments on the Port Master Plan Draft Program EIR and the Draft Port Master Plan dated
November 2021

Dear Commissioner Castellanos:
The Coronado Cays Homeowners Association (“CCHOA”) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments
on the November 2021 Draft Port Master Plan, as well as the Program EIR. We also appreciate the fact that
the Port has worked closely with the CCHOA to take into account our comments in the Master Plan Update,
and we look forward to continuing our work with the Port to significantly enhance and preserve for the public
the strong ecological elements present in our South Bay location.
The Coronado Cays is a unique community of waterfront homes in the South San Diego Bay, surrounded by
Silver Strand State Beach to the west and the north, and the San Diego Bay National Wildlife Refuge to the
east and the south on the bayside. We are adjacent to the Bayshore Bikeway and are home to the Port’s only
native plants park, Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. We strongly support the expansion of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the north section of Grand Caribe Isle. This re-designation would preserve unique scenic
vistas and view corridors, as well as expand the native plant garden and habitat areas in Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park.
Our three most significant comments, discussed below, are: (1) that we continue to strongly support the “no
new hotel rooms” language in the PMPU, as does the entire Coronado community, despite a recent hiccup on
the part of the City Council, which was quickly reversed; (2) we oppose the location of a potential water
transfer point in the Coronado Cays at the Yacht Club as this is a residential area, and a water transfer point is
already shown at the Loews Hotel, right next door; and (3) we strongly support the extension of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the adjacent parcel to the north, currently used for boat storage, as well the creation of a
mitigation bank next to Grand Caribe Shoreline Park on Grand Caribe Isle South. Our other comments are
then listed as they are shown in the November 2021 draft Master Plan.
PD 9.13 and PD 9.25: “No new hotel rooms.”
We continue to strongly support the “no new hotel rooms” language in Sections PD 9.13 and PD 9.25.
Although the Coronado City Council appeared to waiver regarding this language at a recent Council meeting,
the overwhelming community response in favor of no new hotel rooms in both Planning Districts 9 and 10,
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covering all of the City of Coronado, caused the Council to modify their comments letter and delete the
paragraph from their draft letter suggesting that the “no new hotel rooms” language be removed.
The proposal to remove this language came as a shock to the community, which had worked tirelessly for
several years to have this provision included in the updated Port Master Plan. Community support for no new
hotel rooms in PD9 and PD10 is extremely strong. We note that the PMPU does allow for remodeling or
other modifications of existing commercial areas, “within the existing footprint of the development,”
[PD5.9.3] which allows existing hotels, such as the Loews, to remodel appropriately.
PD9.20: “Develop a water-based transfer point at the northern portion of Grand Caribe, as generally
depicted in Figure PD9.3.”
The CCHOA opposes the creation of a water-based transfer point on Grand Caribe Isle. We note that a waterbased transfer point is planned for the Loews Hotel docks, next door to the Coronado Cays, and that this
would be a more appropriate location. The transfer point proposed for Grand Caribe Isle is located in a
residential neighborhood and the current proposed transfer point is at the private Yacht Club. In addition, the
road leading to the Yacht Club is currently a private road and not a city street. A transfer point at the Loews
would allow easier access to the adjacent Silver Strand State Beach, as well as the public-serving amenities of
the Loews Hotel.
PD9.18: “The passive, nonprogrammed Grand Caribe Shoreline Park will be expanded north of
Grand Caribe Causeway, . . .”
The CCHOA strongly supports the expansion of Grand Caribe Shoreline Park into the north portion of the
Isle, which is currently used for boat storage. Expanding this native “botanical experience” park will fulfill
the Port’s goals of enhancing and protecting the natural resources, both land and water-based, in the South
Bay. PD5.9.4(A). We also support the “passive, nonprogrammed” description of this park as appropriate.
We look forward to continuing to work with the Port on enforcing the rules that apply to this park, and
suggest signage similar to that proposed to the new Sweetwater Park.
PD9.18.b: “Adjacent development in Commercial Recreation areas shall include amenities, such as
restroom facilities, to serve the public visiting Grand Caribe Shoreline Park.”
The CCHOA opposes the subsection, which calls for restrooms to be built in the area next to the park. The
City of Coronado maintains public restrooms, surrounded by ample parking, at the nearby Coronado Cays
Park, which is an 8-minute walk or 2-minute drive from Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. In addition, visitors to
the small café near Shoreline Park can use the café’s restrooms. Because the park is a passive and
nonprogrammed park, calling for additional restrooms to be built is not necessary.
PD9.24: “Create wetland habitat to be used as a mitigation bank at Grand Caribe Isle South.”
The CCHOA strongly supports the creation of a mitigation bank on South Grand Caribe Isle. The Port has
been discussing this project with our community since 2009, when sand was removed from this location to
remediate soils at the Hilton Bayfront Hotel. We look forward to working with the Port to create a mitigation
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bank project that provides public access by retaining the path around the entire south isle, as well as
enhancing the environment.

Other comments:
Table PD9.1: Increase Conservation/Inter-tidal acreage from 18.76 to 50.64 acres.
We support this increase in acreage and find that it is appropriate for the Port’s environmental and
conservation planning principles for this District.
PD9.5 and PD9.17: “Residential piers and docks adjacent to off-Tidelands residences in the Coronado
Cays may be repaired or replaced in-kind . . .”
We support these provisions, which allow Cays homeowners to repair and replace their docks as long as there
is no additional shading or fill added to the Bay floor. The CCHOA recently renewed its five-year “like for
like” dock replacement permit, which allows it to both provide a service to its homeowners in terms of
streamlining the dock replacement permitting process, as well as helping to educate homeowners about the
various requirements that apply to dock replacements.
PD9.15 and PD9.29: “Structures shall not exceed 35 feet in height.”
We strongly support the Port’s inclusion of building height standards from the surrounding community (City
of Coronado). This height limitation will ensure that buildings in our Planning District will conform
appropriately to the surrounding community.
PD9.26: 6-foot wide nature trails for both North and South Grand Caribe Isle.
We support the six-foot wide nature paths proposed for both North and South Grand Caribe, as opposed to
the 12-foot wide paved promenade that was proposed in an earlier draft. Six-foot wide, unpaved paths are
much more appropriate for this natural environment.
PD9.27: “Preserve the scenic vista areas” at Grand Caribe Shoreline Park and the northeast portion
of Grand Caribe, as well as the Grand Caribe Causeway View Corridor Extension.
We support the both the view corridors and the view corridor extension proposed in the draft Master Plan.
Preserving the views at these locations preserves and enhances the unique sense of being in the middle of
nature at these locations.
Figure PD9.2: Navigation Corridors.
In prior comments, City of Coronado has asked that the Port take responsibility for maintaining identified
navigation corridors on this map, including the navigation corridor adjacent to South Caribe Isle. We remain
concerned about the past lack of maintenance of navigation corridors in this area and agree with the City’s
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comments.
Overall, the CCHOA appreciates our ongoing, positive relationship with the Port and with Port staff
regarding the PMP update, as well as other Port issues, such as dock lease renewals in Port waters and the
steps the Port is taking in the PMPU to enhance the unique environmental features of our South San Diego
Bay area.
Sincerely,

Dennis Thompson
President, Board of Directors CCHOA

cc.

Port of San Diego Chairman Michael Zucchet
Port of San Diego Vice Chairman Dan Malcolm
 Port of San Diego Secretary Rafael Castellanos
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Jennifer Lesar
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Ann Moore
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Sandy Naranjo
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Frank Urtasun
Port of San Diego Port Planning Director Lesley Nishihira
Port of San Diego Port Program Manager Christian Anderson
City of Coronado Mayor Richard Bailey
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Port Commissioner Sandy Naranjo
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
January 10, 2022
Re.

Comments on the Port Master Plan Draft Program EIR and the Draft Port Master Plan dated
November 2021

Dear Commissioner Naranjo:
The Coronado Cays Homeowners Association (“CCHOA”) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments
on the November 2021 Draft Port Master Plan, as well as the Program EIR. We also appreciate the fact that
the Port has worked closely with the CCHOA to take into account our comments in the Master Plan Update,
and we look forward to continuing our work with the Port to significantly enhance and preserve for the public
the strong ecological elements present in our South Bay location.
The Coronado Cays is a unique community of waterfront homes in the South San Diego Bay, surrounded by
Silver Strand State Beach to the west and the north, and the San Diego Bay National Wildlife Refuge to the
east and the south on the bayside. We are adjacent to the Bayshore Bikeway and are home to the Port’s only
native plants park, Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. We strongly support the expansion of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the north section of Grand Caribe Isle. This re-designation would preserve unique scenic
vistas and view corridors, as well as expand the native plant garden and habitat areas in Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park.
Our three most significant comments, discussed below, are: (1) that we continue to strongly support the “no
new hotel rooms” language in the PMPU, as does the entire Coronado community, despite a recent hiccup on
the part of the City Council, which was quickly reversed; (2) we oppose the location of a potential water
transfer point in the Coronado Cays at the Yacht Club as this is a residential area, and a water transfer point is
already shown at the Loews Hotel, right next door; and (3) we strongly support the extension of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the adjacent parcel to the north, currently used for boat storage, as well the creation of a
mitigation bank next to Grand Caribe Shoreline Park on Grand Caribe Isle South. Our other comments are
then listed as they are shown in the November 2021 draft Master Plan.
PD 9.13 and PD 9.25: “No new hotel rooms.”
We continue to strongly support the “no new hotel rooms” language in Sections PD 9.13 and PD 9.25.
Although the Coronado City Council appeared to waiver regarding this language at a recent Council meeting,
the overwhelming community response in favor of no new hotel rooms in both Planning Districts 9 and 10,
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covering all of the City of Coronado, caused the Council to modify their comments letter and delete the
paragraph from their draft letter suggesting that the “no new hotel rooms” language be removed.
The proposal to remove this language came as a shock to the community, which had worked tirelessly for
several years to have this provision included in the updated Port Master Plan. Community support for no new
hotel rooms in PD9 and PD10 is extremely strong. We note that the PMPU does allow for remodeling or
other modifications of existing commercial areas, “within the existing footprint of the development,”
[PD5.9.3] which allows existing hotels, such as the Loews, to remodel appropriately.
PD9.20: “Develop a water-based transfer point at the northern portion of Grand Caribe, as generally
depicted in Figure PD9.3.”
The CCHOA opposes the creation of a water-based transfer point on Grand Caribe Isle. We note that a waterbased transfer point is planned for the Loews Hotel docks, next door to the Coronado Cays, and that this
would be a more appropriate location. The transfer point proposed for Grand Caribe Isle is located in a
residential neighborhood and the current proposed transfer point is at the private Yacht Club. In addition, the
road leading to the Yacht Club is currently a private road and not a city street. A transfer point at the Loews
would allow easier access to the adjacent Silver Strand State Beach, as well as the public-serving amenities of
the Loews Hotel.
PD9.18: “The passive, nonprogrammed Grand Caribe Shoreline Park will be expanded north of
Grand Caribe Causeway, . . .”
The CCHOA strongly supports the expansion of Grand Caribe Shoreline Park into the north portion of the
Isle, which is currently used for boat storage. Expanding this native “botanical experience” park will fulfill
the Port’s goals of enhancing and protecting the natural resources, both land and water-based, in the South
Bay. PD5.9.4(A). We also support the “passive, nonprogrammed” description of this park as appropriate.
We look forward to continuing to work with the Port on enforcing the rules that apply to this park, and
suggest signage similar to that proposed to the new Sweetwater Park.
PD9.18.b: “Adjacent development in Commercial Recreation areas shall include amenities, such as
restroom facilities, to serve the public visiting Grand Caribe Shoreline Park.”
The CCHOA opposes the subsection, which calls for restrooms to be built in the area next to the park. The
City of Coronado maintains public restrooms, surrounded by ample parking, at the nearby Coronado Cays
Park, which is an 8-minute walk or 2-minute drive from Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. In addition, visitors to
the small café near Shoreline Park can use the café’s restrooms. Because the park is a passive and
nonprogrammed park, calling for additional restrooms to be built is not necessary.
PD9.24: “Create wetland habitat to be used as a mitigation bank at Grand Caribe Isle South.”
The CCHOA strongly supports the creation of a mitigation bank on South Grand Caribe Isle. The Port has
been discussing this project with our community since 2009, when sand was removed from this location to
remediate soils at the Hilton Bayfront Hotel. We look forward to working with the Port to create a mitigation
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bank project that provides public access by retaining the path around the entire south isle, as well as
enhancing the environment.

Other comments:
Table PD9.1: Increase Conservation/Inter-tidal acreage from 18.76 to 50.64 acres.
We support this increase in acreage and find that it is appropriate for the Port’s environmental and
conservation planning principles for this District.
PD9.5 and PD9.17: “Residential piers and docks adjacent to off-Tidelands residences in the Coronado
Cays may be repaired or replaced in-kind . . .”
We support these provisions, which allow Cays homeowners to repair and replace their docks as long as there
is no additional shading or fill added to the Bay floor. The CCHOA recently renewed its five-year “like for
like” dock replacement permit, which allows it to both provide a service to its homeowners in terms of
streamlining the dock replacement permitting process, as well as helping to educate homeowners about the
various requirements that apply to dock replacements.
PD9.15 and PD9.29: “Structures shall not exceed 35 feet in height.”
We strongly support the Port’s inclusion of building height standards from the surrounding community (City
of Coronado). This height limitation will ensure that buildings in our Planning District will conform
appropriately to the surrounding community.
PD9.26: 6-foot wide nature trails for both North and South Grand Caribe Isle.
We support the six-foot wide nature paths proposed for both North and South Grand Caribe, as opposed to
the 12-foot wide paved promenade that was proposed in an earlier draft. Six-foot wide, unpaved paths are
much more appropriate for this natural environment.
PD9.27: “Preserve the scenic vista areas” at Grand Caribe Shoreline Park and the northeast portion
of Grand Caribe, as well as the Grand Caribe Causeway View Corridor Extension.
We support the both the view corridors and the view corridor extension proposed in the draft Master Plan.
Preserving the views at these locations preserves and enhances the unique sense of being in the middle of
nature at these locations.
Figure PD9.2: Navigation Corridors.
In prior comments, City of Coronado has asked that the Port take responsibility for maintaining identified
navigation corridors on this map, including the navigation corridor adjacent to South Caribe Isle. We remain
concerned about the past lack of maintenance of navigation corridors in this area and agree with the City’s
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comments.
Overall, the CCHOA appreciates our ongoing, positive relationship with the Port and with Port staff
regarding the PMP update, as well as other Port issues, such as dock lease renewals in Port waters and the
steps the Port is taking in the PMPU to enhance the unique environmental features of our South San Diego
Bay area.
Sincerely,

Dennis Thompson
President, Board of Directors CCHOA

cc.

Port of San Diego Chairman Michael Zucchet
Port of San Diego Vice Chairman Dan Malcolm
Port of San Diego Secretary Rafael Castellanos
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Jennifer Lesar
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Ann Moore
 Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Sandy Naranjo
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Frank Urtasun
Port of San Diego Port Planning Director Lesley Nishihira
Port of San Diego Port Program Manager Christian Anderson
City of Coronado Mayor Richard Bailey
City of Coronado Councilmember Mike Donovan
City of Coronado Councilmember Marvin Heinze
City of Coronado Councilmember Bill Sandke
City of Coronado Councilmember Casey Tanaka
City of Coronado City Manager Tina Friend
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Port Commissioner Jennifer Lesar
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
January 10, 2022
Re.

Comments on the Port Master Plan Draft Program EIR and the Draft Port Master Plan dated
November 2021

Dear Commissioner Lesar:
The Coronado Cays Homeowners Association (“CCHOA”) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments
on the November 2021 Draft Port Master Plan, as well as the Program EIR. We also appreciate the fact that
the Port has worked closely with the CCHOA to take into account our comments in the Master Plan Update,
and we look forward to continuing our work with the Port to significantly enhance and preserve for the public
the strong ecological elements present in our South Bay location.
The Coronado Cays is a unique community of waterfront homes in the South San Diego Bay, surrounded by
Silver Strand State Beach to the west and the north, and the San Diego Bay National Wildlife Refuge to the
east and the south on the bayside. We are adjacent to the Bayshore Bikeway and are home to the Port’s only
native plants park, Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. We strongly support the expansion of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the north section of Grand Caribe Isle. This re-designation would preserve unique scenic
vistas and view corridors, as well as expand the native plant garden and habitat areas in Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park.
Our three most significant comments, discussed below, are: (1) that we continue to strongly support the “no
new hotel rooms” language in the PMPU, as does the entire Coronado community, despite a recent hiccup on
the part of the City Council, which was quickly reversed; (2) we oppose the location of a potential water
transfer point in the Coronado Cays at the Yacht Club as this is a residential area, and a water transfer point is
already shown at the Loews Hotel, right next door; and (3) we strongly support the extension of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the adjacent parcel to the north, currently used for boat storage, as well the creation of a
mitigation bank next to Grand Caribe Shoreline Park on Grand Caribe Isle South. Our other comments are
then listed as they are shown in the November 2021 draft Master Plan.
PD 9.13 and PD 9.25: “No new hotel rooms.”
We continue to strongly support the “no new hotel rooms” language in Sections PD 9.13 and PD 9.25.
Although the Coronado City Council appeared to waiver regarding this language at a recent Council meeting,
the overwhelming community response in favor of no new hotel rooms in both Planning Districts 9 and 10,
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covering all of the City of Coronado, caused the Council to modify their comments letter and delete the
paragraph from their draft letter suggesting that the “no new hotel rooms” language be removed.
The proposal to remove this language came as a shock to the community, which had worked tirelessly for
several years to have this provision included in the updated Port Master Plan. Community support for no new
hotel rooms in PD9 and PD10 is extremely strong. We note that the PMPU does allow for remodeling or
other modifications of existing commercial areas, “within the existing footprint of the development,”
[PD5.9.3] which allows existing hotels, such as the Loews, to remodel appropriately.
PD9.20: “Develop a water-based transfer point at the northern portion of Grand Caribe, as generally
depicted in Figure PD9.3.”
The CCHOA opposes the creation of a water-based transfer point on Grand Caribe Isle. We note that a waterbased transfer point is planned for the Loews Hotel docks, next door to the Coronado Cays, and that this
would be a more appropriate location. The transfer point proposed for Grand Caribe Isle is located in a
residential neighborhood and the current proposed transfer point is at the private Yacht Club. In addition, the
road leading to the Yacht Club is currently a private road and not a city street. A transfer point at the Loews
would allow easier access to the adjacent Silver Strand State Beach, as well as the public-serving amenities of
the Loews Hotel.
PD9.18: “The passive, nonprogrammed Grand Caribe Shoreline Park will be expanded north of
Grand Caribe Causeway, . . .”
The CCHOA strongly supports the expansion of Grand Caribe Shoreline Park into the north portion of the
Isle, which is currently used for boat storage. Expanding this native “botanical experience” park will fulfill
the Port’s goals of enhancing and protecting the natural resources, both land and water-based, in the South
Bay. PD5.9.4(A). We also support the “passive, nonprogrammed” description of this park as appropriate.
We look forward to continuing to work with the Port on enforcing the rules that apply to this park, and
suggest signage similar to that proposed to the new Sweetwater Park.
PD9.18.b: “Adjacent development in Commercial Recreation areas shall include amenities, such as
restroom facilities, to serve the public visiting Grand Caribe Shoreline Park.”
The CCHOA opposes the subsection, which calls for restrooms to be built in the area next to the park. The
City of Coronado maintains public restrooms, surrounded by ample parking, at the nearby Coronado Cays
Park, which is an 8-minute walk or 2-minute drive from Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. In addition, visitors to
the small café near Shoreline Park can use the café’s restrooms. Because the park is a passive and
nonprogrammed park, calling for additional restrooms to be built is not necessary.
PD9.24: “Create wetland habitat to be used as a mitigation bank at Grand Caribe Isle South.”
The CCHOA strongly supports the creation of a mitigation bank on South Grand Caribe Isle. The Port has
been discussing this project with our community since 2009, when sand was removed from this location to
remediate soils at the Hilton Bayfront Hotel. We look forward to working with the Port to create a mitigation
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bank project that provides public access by retaining the path around the entire south isle, as well as
enhancing the environment.

Other comments:
Table PD9.1: Increase Conservation/Inter-tidal acreage from 18.76 to 50.64 acres.
We support this increase in acreage and find that it is appropriate for the Port’s environmental and
conservation planning principles for this District.
PD9.5 and PD9.17: “Residential piers and docks adjacent to off-Tidelands residences in the Coronado
Cays may be repaired or replaced in-kind . . .”
We support these provisions, which allow Cays homeowners to repair and replace their docks as long as there
is no additional shading or fill added to the Bay floor. The CCHOA recently renewed its five-year “like for
like” dock replacement permit, which allows it to both provide a service to its homeowners in terms of
streamlining the dock replacement permitting process, as well as helping to educate homeowners about the
various requirements that apply to dock replacements.
PD9.15 and PD9.29: “Structures shall not exceed 35 feet in height.”
We strongly support the Port’s inclusion of building height standards from the surrounding community (City
of Coronado). This height limitation will ensure that buildings in our Planning District will conform
appropriately to the surrounding community.
PD9.26: 6-foot wide nature trails for both North and South Grand Caribe Isle.
We support the six-foot wide nature paths proposed for both North and South Grand Caribe, as opposed to
the 12-foot wide paved promenade that was proposed in an earlier draft. Six-foot wide, unpaved paths are
much more appropriate for this natural environment.
PD9.27: “Preserve the scenic vista areas” at Grand Caribe Shoreline Park and the northeast portion
of Grand Caribe, as well as the Grand Caribe Causeway View Corridor Extension.
We support the both the view corridors and the view corridor extension proposed in the draft Master Plan.
Preserving the views at these locations preserves and enhances the unique sense of being in the middle of
nature at these locations.
Figure PD9.2: Navigation Corridors.
In prior comments, City of Coronado has asked that the Port take responsibility for maintaining identified
navigation corridors on this map, including the navigation corridor adjacent to South Caribe Isle. We remain
concerned about the past lack of maintenance of navigation corridors in this area and agree with the City’s
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comments.
Overall, the CCHOA appreciates our ongoing, positive relationship with the Port and with Port staff
regarding the PMP update, as well as other Port issues, such as dock lease renewals in Port waters and the
steps the Port is taking in the PMPU to enhance the unique environmental features of our South San Diego
Bay area.
Sincerely,

Dennis Thompson
President, Board of Directors CCHOA

cc.

Port of San Diego Chairman Michael Zucchet
Port of San Diego Vice Chairman Dan Malcolm
Port of San Diego Secretary Rafael Castellanos
 Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Jennifer Lesar
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Ann Moore
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Sandy Naranjo
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Frank Urtasun
Port of San Diego Port Planning Director Lesley Nishihira
Port of San Diego Port Program Manager Christian Anderson
City of Coronado Mayor Richard Bailey
City of Coronado Councilmember Mike Donovan
City of Coronado Councilmember Marvin Heinze
City of Coronado Councilmember Bill Sandke
City of Coronado Councilmember Casey Tanaka
City of Coronado City Manager Tina Friend
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Port Commissioner Ann Moore
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
January 10, 2022
Re.

Comments on the Port Master Plan Draft Program EIR and the Draft Port Master Plan dated
November 2021

Dear Commissioner Moore:
The Coronado Cays Homeowners Association (“CCHOA”) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments
on the November 2021 Draft Port Master Plan, as well as the Program EIR. We also appreciate the fact that
the Port has worked closely with the CCHOA to take into account our comments in the Master Plan Update,
and we look forward to continuing our work with the Port to significantly enhance and preserve for the public
the strong ecological elements present in our South Bay location.
The Coronado Cays is a unique community of waterfront homes in the South San Diego Bay, surrounded by
Silver Strand State Beach to the west and the north, and the San Diego Bay National Wildlife Refuge to the
east and the south on the bayside. We are adjacent to the Bayshore Bikeway and are home to the Port’s only
native plants park, Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. We strongly support the expansion of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the north section of Grand Caribe Isle. This re-designation would preserve unique scenic
vistas and view corridors, as well as expand the native plant garden and habitat areas in Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park.
Our three most significant comments, discussed below, are: (1) that we continue to strongly support the “no
new hotel rooms” language in the PMPU, as does the entire Coronado community, despite a recent hiccup on
the part of the City Council, which was quickly reversed; (2) we oppose the location of a potential water
transfer point in the Coronado Cays at the Yacht Club as this is a residential area, and a water transfer point is
already shown at the Loews Hotel, right next door; and (3) we strongly support the extension of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the adjacent parcel to the north, currently used for boat storage, as well the creation of a
mitigation bank next to Grand Caribe Shoreline Park on Grand Caribe Isle South. Our other comments are
then listed as they are shown in the November 2021 draft Master Plan.
PD 9.13 and PD 9.25: “No new hotel rooms.”
We continue to strongly support the “no new hotel rooms” language in Sections PD 9.13 and PD 9.25.
Although the Coronado City Council appeared to waiver regarding this language at a recent Council meeting,
the overwhelming community response in favor of no new hotel rooms in both Planning Districts 9 and 10,
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covering all of the City of Coronado, caused the Council to modify their comments letter and delete the
paragraph from their draft letter suggesting that the “no new hotel rooms” language be removed.
The proposal to remove this language came as a shock to the community, which had worked tirelessly for
several years to have this provision included in the updated Port Master Plan. Community support for no new
hotel rooms in PD9 and PD10 is extremely strong. We note that the PMPU does allow for remodeling or
other modifications of existing commercial areas, “within the existing footprint of the development,”
[PD5.9.3] which allows existing hotels, such as the Loews, to remodel appropriately.
PD9.20: “Develop a water-based transfer point at the northern portion of Grand Caribe, as generally
depicted in Figure PD9.3.”
The CCHOA opposes the creation of a water-based transfer point on Grand Caribe Isle. We note that a waterbased transfer point is planned for the Loews Hotel docks, next door to the Coronado Cays, and that this
would be a more appropriate location. The transfer point proposed for Grand Caribe Isle is located in a
residential neighborhood and the current proposed transfer point is at the private Yacht Club. In addition, the
road leading to the Yacht Club is currently a private road and not a city street. A transfer point at the Loews
would allow easier access to the adjacent Silver Strand State Beach, as well as the public-serving amenities of
the Loews Hotel.
PD9.18: “The passive, nonprogrammed Grand Caribe Shoreline Park will be expanded north of
Grand Caribe Causeway, . . .”
The CCHOA strongly supports the expansion of Grand Caribe Shoreline Park into the north portion of the
Isle, which is currently used for boat storage. Expanding this native “botanical experience” park will fulfill
the Port’s goals of enhancing and protecting the natural resources, both land and water-based, in the South
Bay. PD5.9.4(A). We also support the “passive, nonprogrammed” description of this park as appropriate.
We look forward to continuing to work with the Port on enforcing the rules that apply to this park, and
suggest signage similar to that proposed to the new Sweetwater Park.
PD9.18.b: “Adjacent development in Commercial Recreation areas shall include amenities, such as
restroom facilities, to serve the public visiting Grand Caribe Shoreline Park.”
The CCHOA opposes the subsection, which calls for restrooms to be built in the area next to the park. The
City of Coronado maintains public restrooms, surrounded by ample parking, at the nearby Coronado Cays
Park, which is an 8-minute walk or 2-minute drive from Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. In addition, visitors to
the small café near Shoreline Park can use the café’s restrooms. Because the park is a passive and
nonprogrammed park, calling for additional restrooms to be built is not necessary.
PD9.24: “Create wetland habitat to be used as a mitigation bank at Grand Caribe Isle South.”
The CCHOA strongly supports the creation of a mitigation bank on South Grand Caribe Isle. The Port has
been discussing this project with our community since 2009, when sand was removed from this location to
remediate soils at the Hilton Bayfront Hotel. We look forward to working with the Port to create a mitigation
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bank project that provides public access by retaining the path around the entire south isle, as well as
enhancing the environment.

Other comments:
Table PD9.1: Increase Conservation/Inter-tidal acreage from 18.76 to 50.64 acres.
We support this increase in acreage and find that it is appropriate for the Port’s environmental and
conservation planning principles for this District.
PD9.5 and PD9.17: “Residential piers and docks adjacent to off-Tidelands residences in the Coronado
Cays may be repaired or replaced in-kind . . .”
We support these provisions, which allow Cays homeowners to repair and replace their docks as long as there
is no additional shading or fill added to the Bay floor. The CCHOA recently renewed its five-year “like for
like” dock replacement permit, which allows it to both provide a service to its homeowners in terms of
streamlining the dock replacement permitting process, as well as helping to educate homeowners about the
various requirements that apply to dock replacements.
PD9.15 and PD9.29: “Structures shall not exceed 35 feet in height.”
We strongly support the Port’s inclusion of building height standards from the surrounding community (City
of Coronado). This height limitation will ensure that buildings in our Planning District will conform
appropriately to the surrounding community.
PD9.26: 6-foot wide nature trails for both North and South Grand Caribe Isle.
We support the six-foot wide nature paths proposed for both North and South Grand Caribe, as opposed to
the 12-foot wide paved promenade that was proposed in an earlier draft. Six-foot wide, unpaved paths are
much more appropriate for this natural environment.
PD9.27: “Preserve the scenic vista areas” at Grand Caribe Shoreline Park and the northeast portion
of Grand Caribe, as well as the Grand Caribe Causeway View Corridor Extension.
We support the both the view corridors and the view corridor extension proposed in the draft Master Plan.
Preserving the views at these locations preserves and enhances the unique sense of being in the middle of
nature at these locations.
Figure PD9.2: Navigation Corridors.
In prior comments, City of Coronado has asked that the Port take responsibility for maintaining identified
navigation corridors on this map, including the navigation corridor adjacent to South Caribe Isle. We remain
concerned about the past lack of maintenance of navigation corridors in this area and agree with the City’s
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comments.
Overall, the CCHOA appreciates our ongoing, positive relationship with the Port and with Port staff
regarding the PMP update, as well as other Port issues, such as dock lease renewals in Port waters and the
steps the Port is taking in the PMPU to enhance the unique environmental features of our South San Diego
Bay area.
Sincerely,

Dennis Thompson
President, Board of Directors CCHOA

cc.

Port of San Diego Chairman Michael Zucchet
Port of San Diego Vice Chairman Dan Malcolm
Port of San Diego Secretary Rafael Castellanos
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Jennifer Lesar
 Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Ann Moore
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Sandy Naranjo
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Frank Urtasun
Port of San Diego Port Planning Director Lesley Nishihira
Port of San Diego Port Program Manager Christian Anderson
City of Coronado Mayor Richard Bailey
City of Coronado Councilmember Mike Donovan
City of Coronado Councilmember Marvin Heinze
City of Coronado Councilmember Bill Sandke
City of Coronado Councilmember Casey Tanaka
City of Coronado City Manager Tina Friend
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Port Commissioner Michael Zucchet
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
January 10, 2022
Re.

Comments on the Port Master Plan Draft Program EIR and the Draft Port Master Plan dated
November 2021

Dear Commissioner Zucchet:
The Coronado Cays Homeowners Association (“CCHOA”) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments
on the November 2021 Draft Port Master Plan, as well as the Program EIR. We also appreciate the fact that
the Port has worked closely with the CCHOA to take into account our comments in the Master Plan Update,
and we look forward to continuing our work with the Port to significantly enhance and preserve for the public
the strong ecological elements present in our South Bay location.
The Coronado Cays is a unique community of waterfront homes in the South San Diego Bay, surrounded by
Silver Strand State Beach to the west and the north, and the San Diego Bay National Wildlife Refuge to the
east and the south on the bayside. We are adjacent to the Bayshore Bikeway and are home to the Port’s only
native plants park, Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. We strongly support the expansion of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the north section of Grand Caribe Isle. This re-designation would preserve unique scenic
vistas and view corridors, as well as expand the native plant garden and habitat areas in Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park.
Our three most significant comments, discussed below, are: (1) that we continue to strongly support the “no
new hotel rooms” language in the PMPU, as does the entire Coronado community, despite a recent hiccup on
the part of the City Council, which was quickly reversed; (2) we oppose the location of a potential water
transfer point in the Coronado Cays at the Yacht Club as this is a residential area, and a water transfer point is
already shown at the Loews Hotel, right next door; and (3) we strongly support the extension of Grand Caribe
Shoreline Park into the adjacent parcel to the north, currently used for boat storage, as well the creation of a
mitigation bank next to Grand Caribe Shoreline Park on Grand Caribe Isle South. Our other comments are
then listed as they are shown in the November 2021 draft Master Plan.
PD 9.13 and PD 9.25: “No new hotel rooms.”
We continue to strongly support the “no new hotel rooms” language in Sections PD 9.13 and PD 9.25.
Although the Coronado City Council appeared to waiver regarding this language at a recent Council meeting,
the overwhelming community response in favor of no new hotel rooms in both Planning Districts 9 and 10,
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covering all of the City of Coronado, caused the Council to modify their comments letter and delete the
paragraph from their draft letter suggesting that the “no new hotel rooms” language be removed.
The proposal to remove this language came as a shock to the community, which had worked tirelessly for
several years to have this provision included in the updated Port Master Plan. Community support for no new
hotel rooms in PD9 and PD10 is extremely strong. We note that the PMPU does allow for remodeling or
other modifications of existing commercial areas, “within the existing footprint of the development,”
[PD5.9.3] which allows existing hotels, such as the Loews, to remodel appropriately.
PD9.20: “Develop a water-based transfer point at the northern portion of Grand Caribe, as generally
depicted in Figure PD9.3.”
The CCHOA opposes the creation of a water-based transfer point on Grand Caribe Isle. We note that a waterbased transfer point is planned for the Loews Hotel docks, next door to the Coronado Cays, and that this
would be a more appropriate location. The transfer point proposed for Grand Caribe Isle is located in a
residential neighborhood and the current proposed transfer point is at the private Yacht Club. In addition, the
road leading to the Yacht Club is currently a private road and not a city street. A transfer point at the Loews
would allow easier access to the adjacent Silver Strand State Beach, as well as the public-serving amenities of
the Loews Hotel.
PD9.18: “The passive, nonprogrammed Grand Caribe Shoreline Park will be expanded north of
Grand Caribe Causeway, . . .”
The CCHOA strongly supports the expansion of Grand Caribe Shoreline Park into the north portion of the
Isle, which is currently used for boat storage. Expanding this native “botanical experience” park will fulfill
the Port’s goals of enhancing and protecting the natural resources, both land and water-based, in the South
Bay. PD5.9.4(A). We also support the “passive, nonprogrammed” description of this park as appropriate.
We look forward to continuing to work with the Port on enforcing the rules that apply to this park, and
suggest signage similar to that proposed to the new Sweetwater Park.
PD9.18.b: “Adjacent development in Commercial Recreation areas shall include amenities, such as
restroom facilities, to serve the public visiting Grand Caribe Shoreline Park.”
The CCHOA opposes the subsection, which calls for restrooms to be built in the area next to the park. The
City of Coronado maintains public restrooms, surrounded by ample parking, at the nearby Coronado Cays
Park, which is an 8-minute walk or 2-minute drive from Grand Caribe Shoreline Park. In addition, visitors to
the small café near Shoreline Park can use the café’s restrooms. Because the park is a passive and
nonprogrammed park, calling for additional restrooms to be built is not necessary.
PD9.24: “Create wetland habitat to be used as a mitigation bank at Grand Caribe Isle South.”
The CCHOA strongly supports the creation of a mitigation bank on South Grand Caribe Isle. The Port has
been discussing this project with our community since 2009, when sand was removed from this location to
remediate soils at the Hilton Bayfront Hotel. We look forward to working with the Port to create a mitigation
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bank project that provides public access by retaining the path around the entire south isle, as well as
enhancing the environment.

Other comments:
Table PD9.1: Increase Conservation/Inter-tidal acreage from 18.76 to 50.64 acres.
We support this increase in acreage and find that it is appropriate for the Port’s environmental and
conservation planning principles for this District.
PD9.5 and PD9.17: “Residential piers and docks adjacent to off-Tidelands residences in the Coronado
Cays may be repaired or replaced in-kind . . .”
We support these provisions, which allow Cays homeowners to repair and replace their docks as long as there
is no additional shading or fill added to the Bay floor. The CCHOA recently renewed its five-year “like for
like” dock replacement permit, which allows it to both provide a service to its homeowners in terms of
streamlining the dock replacement permitting process, as well as helping to educate homeowners about the
various requirements that apply to dock replacements.
PD9.15 and PD9.29: “Structures shall not exceed 35 feet in height.”
We strongly support the Port’s inclusion of building height standards from the surrounding community (City
of Coronado). This height limitation will ensure that buildings in our Planning District will conform
appropriately to the surrounding community.
PD9.26: 6-foot wide nature trails for both North and South Grand Caribe Isle.
We support the six-foot wide nature paths proposed for both North and South Grand Caribe, as opposed to
the 12-foot wide paved promenade that was proposed in an earlier draft. Six-foot wide, unpaved paths are
much more appropriate for this natural environment.
PD9.27: “Preserve the scenic vista areas” at Grand Caribe Shoreline Park and the northeast portion
of Grand Caribe, as well as the Grand Caribe Causeway View Corridor Extension.
We support the both the view corridors and the view corridor extension proposed in the draft Master Plan.
Preserving the views at these locations preserves and enhances the unique sense of being in the middle of
nature at these locations.
Figure PD9.2: Navigation Corridors.
In prior comments, City of Coronado has asked that the Port take responsibility for maintaining identified
navigation corridors on this map, including the navigation corridor adjacent to South Caribe Isle. We remain
concerned about the past lack of maintenance of navigation corridors in this area and agree with the City’s
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comments.
Overall, the CCHOA appreciates our ongoing, positive relationship with the Port and with Port staff
regarding the PMP update, as well as other Port issues, such as dock lease renewals in Port waters and the
steps the Port is taking in the PMPU to enhance the unique environmental features of our South San Diego
Bay area.
Sincerely,

Dennis Thompson
President, Board of Directors CCHOA

cc.

 Port of San Diego Chairman Michael Zucchet
Port of San Diego Vice Chairman Dan Malcolm
Port of San Diego Secretary Rafael Castellanos
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Jennifer Lesar
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Ann Moore
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Sandy Naranjo
Port of San Diego Port Commissioner Frank Urtasun
Port of San Diego Port Planning Director Lesley Nishihira
Port of San Diego Port Program Manager Christian Anderson
City of Coronado Mayor Richard Bailey
City of Coronado Councilmember Mike Donovan
City of Coronado Councilmember Marvin Heinze
City of Coronado Councilmember Bill Sandke
City of Coronado Councilmember Casey Tanaka
City of Coronado City Manager Tina Friend

Port Master Plan Update
Draft PMPU and Draft Program EIR
Comments
Comments received during the public review
period:

November 8, 2021 – January 10, 2022
Comments from Businesses and Tenants

portofsandiego.org

Unresolved concerns PMPU Updated Draft 11-8-21

13
boat/trailer
parking
spaces

The parking lot selected by the blue line is part of the “lower launch
ramp parking lot”. The proposed pedestrian path cross over (white
line), runs from the lower parking lot entrance to the bay.
In order to separate the boat/trailer traffic from the pedestrian
pathway, I am requesting the Port move the 13 boat/trailer parking
spaces from this section of the lower parking lot to the upper parking
lot.
This is part of the upper parking lot (between the white lines) and it is
the most important section of the launch ramp facility because it is the
only place wide enough to stop and get your boat ready to launch

before you get down to the launch ramp. This is also where you put
your boat back together before you get on the road.

There are 15 boat/trailer
parking spaces in this area.
There are 51 public parking
spaces in this area.

There is no stopping on the launch ramp, all the curbs are red except
for the kayak loading area by the launch ramp exit.
Preparing to launch is to transfer gear from the truck to the boat,
transfer children from the truck to the boat, put the drain plug in, get
ice, put the coolers and fishing gear in the boat.
There is no space in the lower parking lot wide enough for boats to stop
and prepare to launch.
This is the only area available for boats to prep before launching and
the only area available to put the boat back together before hitting the
road.
I am concerned that PD1.6 proposes to eliminate boat/trailer parking in
the upper launch ramp parking area and send it out to the street, which
will eliminate the staging area.
PD1.8: Reconfigure Shelter Island Drive between the Shelter Island
roundabout and the Friendship Bell.
PD1.6: Illustrative Diagram of Shelter Island Drive Reconfiguration.
PD1.8(b): Reconfigure existing off-street parking into diagonal on-street
parking.

I can see where it would be very attractive to repurpose some of this
upper parking lot “staging area” space because it looks like there is

ample room. When this picture was taken there were no trucks and
trailers with boats in this area.
Please keep in mind that this area is critical to the operations of the
launch ramp. It is vital to keep this area operational.
You can see the main Shelter Island Drive entrance to the Launch Ramp
on the left.

The Shelter Island Launch Ramp parking is distributed between the
upper and lower parking lots. The upper parking lot is the main street
entrance to the launch ramp and the staging area.
The upper parking lot has a total of 49 boat/trailer parking spaces.
The upper parking lot has a total of 66 public parking spaces.
The lower parking lot is down towards the Bali Hai.
The lower parking lot has a total of 150 boat/trailer parking spaces.
The lower launch ramp parking lot has a total of 181 public parking
spaces.
I am requesting that the Port allocate additional boat/trailer parking in
the upper parking lot. Relocate the 13 from the lower parking lot and
add boat/trailer parking.
There is a ton of public parking in the vicinity of the launch ramp, not
including the upper and lower launch ramp parking lots:
Bali Hai has a large public parking lot with 159 spaces and it is very
close to the lower launch ramp parking lot. The photo was taken from
the Bali Hai parking lot and shows the entrance to the lower launch
ramp parking lot. This is very close to the launch ramp.

Koehler has a modest but substantial parking lot with 67 parking spaces
and it is right next to the Bali Hai parking lot. This is a photo of the Bali
Hai parking lot looking directly at the entrance to the Koehler parking
lot.

Just on the other side of the upper launch ramp parking lot is a long
stretch of public parking which goes up to the public fishing pier, as
shown here between the white lines. You can see how close it is to the
launch ramp because of the view of sandy beach, top right-hand
corner.
chan

A conservative option for public launch ramp parking would be to share
this beach access parking (which is just outside the upper launch ramp
parking lot), as shown here between the white lines.

This section has 72 public parking spaces.
All in all, there is ample public parking to access the beach and the launch ramp,
whether from launch ramp parking, Bali Hai parking, Koehler parking or up
towards the public fishing pier.

In the direct vicinity of the launch ramp, please reserve this space for launch ramp
parking. Please do not relocate the off-street parking here to on street parking.
Please convert some of this public parking to boat/trailer parking. Thank you.

December 12, 2021

San Diego Unified Port District
Attn: Planning Department
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488
PMPU@portofsandiego.org
SUBJ: Outboard Boating Club of San Diego’s unresolved concerns regarding
the Port Master Plan Update dated November 2021.
TO: San Diego Unified Port District-Planning Department
The Outboard Boating Club of San Diego is a non-profit corporation
organized to promote safe boating recreation. The Outboard Boating Club
began as the local chapter of the Outboard Boating Club of America in 1953
and continues to support and promote safe boating today. Located at the
head of the Shelter Island Boat Launch Ramp, the Boating Club is uniquely
positioned to shape the perception of the waterfront experience and promote
safe boating.
The principal duty of the Outboard Boating Club is to keep the Shelter
Island Launch Ramp safe, supervise, direct and assist in the launching of boats
and the area free of traffic congestion.
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The Outboard Boating Club objects to the reconfiguration of Shelter
Island Drive between the Shelter Island roundabout and the Yokohama
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At issue is the Draft Port Master Plan Update submitted for public
comment on November 8, 2021.
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Friendship Bell PD1.8. specifically, as it impacts the Shelter Island Launch
Ramp entrance, staging area and parking lot.

The main street entrance to the launch ramp and upper parking lot is the
most important section of the entire Shelter Island launch ramp facility. It is
the only place for boats/trailers to stop and get the boat ready to launch
before approaching the launch ramp. This area is used to put the boat back
together before getting on the road.

There are 15 boat/trailer
parking spaces in this main
entrance area.
There are 51 public parking
spaces in this area.
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Preparing to launch is to transfer gear from the truck to the boat, transfer
children/passengers from the truck to the boat, put the drain plug in, get ice,
put the coolers, fishing gear and safety equipment in the boat.
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Most boats approach the launch ramp through the main entrance, stop and
prepare the boat in the staging area and then proceed to launch.

There is no stopping on the launch ramp itself, all the curbs are red. The curbs
are red because boats/trailers need room to maneuver.
This satellite view shows the launch ramp main entrance, staging area and
route to launch.

Prepare the
boat –
staging area

Main
Entrance

Launch

PD1.6 proposes to move off street parking to on street parking, eliminating
boat/trailer parking at the main entrance to the launch ramp parking and
staging area.
PD1.8: Reconfigure Shelter Island Drive between the Shelter Island
Roundabout and the Friendship Bell.
PD1.8(b): Reconfigure existing off-street parking into diagonal on-street
parking.
The staging area is critical to the operation of the launch ramp. It is vital to
keep this area fully functional and available to launch ramp users.
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Main
Entrance

The other half of the upper parking, near the launch ramp exit, fills up with
boats/trailers that have already launched. It is adjacent to the launch ramp
exit.

Launch
Ramp
Exit

This section has 34 boat/trailer parking spaces and 15 public parking spaces.
PD1.6 proposes to move off street parking to on street parking, eliminating
boat/trailer parking in this area.
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The complete upper parking lot has a total of 49 boat/trailer parking spaces
and 66 public parking spaces.

The lower launch ramp parking is primarily for boats/empty trailers, post
launching.

This is one of the entrances to the lower launch ramp parking.

The lower parking lot has a total of 150 boat/trailer parking spaces and 181
public parking spaces.
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There is no provision for a staging area in the lower parking lot. If
boats/trailers were to stop in a lower parking lot lane, the entire lane would
be blocked.
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This is the other entrance to the lower parking lot.
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This is the section of the lower parking lot for a proposed cross over
pedestrian path.

This is a satellite view of the section of the lower parking lot for a
proposed cross over pedestrian path.

13 boat/trailer parking spaces

The Outboard Boating Club objects to the proposed pedestrian cross over in
the launch ramp parking lot as it poses a hazard for the boats/trailers
launching and retrieving.
A proposed pedestrian pathway that cuts through the launch ramp
boat/trailer parking endangers the safety of pedestrians and boaters.
Boats entering and exiting the launch ramp area are either looking for a
vacant lane to launch, engaged in looking behind them to see if their boat is
lining up correctly to launch or upon departure, looking behind them to see
if their boat is safely attached. They are not looking for pedestrians,
bicycles, scooters, or skateboards.
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Pedestrians out for a leisurely stroll are moving between rows of parked boat
trailers. Boaters who are parked in this area are in the process of launching or
retrieving their boats; they are in their designated parking lot and are not
looking for sudden pedestrian appearances where there were none before.
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This proposed juxtaposition of vehicles with boats on trailers and pedestrians
on foot, on bikes, scooters, or skateboards does not provide for a safe boating
environment in the Shelter Island Boat Launch Ramp Facility.

In order to separate the boat/trailer traffic from the pedestrian, a safer way
would be to move the 13 boat/trailer parking spaces from this section of the
parking lot to the upper launch ramp parking lot.

There is a ton of public parking in the vicinity of the launch ramp.
Access to public parking in the launch ramp area overshadows access to
boat/trailer parking in the launch ramp area.
Access to general public parking in the vicinity of the launch ramp excludes
boat/trailer parking.

Trailer
Parking
Prohibited
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This is a photo taken from the Bali Hai Restaurant parking lot looking at the
entrance to the lower launch ramp parking lot. The Bali Hai parking lot has
159 spaces.

On the other side of the Bali Hai parking lot, there is a modest but substantial
lot with 67 parking spaces. This is a photo of the Bali Hai parking lot looking
directly at the entrance to the smaller but conveniently located parking lot.

There is more public parking just on the other side of upper launch ramp
parking lot. This section has 72 public parking spaces.

End of launch
ramp parking in
the upper
parking lot
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There is enough public parking to refocus allocating boat/trailer parking in
main areas near the launch ramp entrance and exit where public parking has
taken precedence.
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Public Parking

To sumerize, the main launch ramp staging area is vital to the operation of the
launch ramp facility. Boaters need this lane to prepare the boat prior to
entering the launch ramp.

80,000 boaters using the Shelter Island launch ramp would be better served
by developing this staging platform for boaters to prepare their boats prior to
entering the launch ramp. This area needs all of its off-street parking space.
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For pedestrians in the boat launch area, the proposed pedestrian path cross
over would be much safer without boat/trailer parking interference.

Relocate the 13 boat/trailer parking spaces
from the lower parking lot to the upper
parking lot.

Develop this area as a park and remove the
rocks at the waters edge for beach access.

Please note the accessible Bali Hai public
parking to the left of this lot.

Thank you for your time and attention to the continued development and
maintenance of the Shelter Island Boat Launch Facility.
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Commodore Janet Callow
Outboard Boating Club of San Diego

SHELTER COVE MARINA
2240 Shelter Island Drive
San Diego, CA 92106

PMPU Planning
Port of San Diego

January 6, 2022

To Whom It May Concern:
As the owner of the master lease called Shelter Cove Marina on Shelter Island, I
am very concerned that the PMPU creates an unattainable problem for us. My
concern is that the public access walkway behind our 12,000 sq. ft. office building
does not meet the 15-foot requirement in the PMPU.
Our walkway is an extension of the walkway behind the Bali Hai Restaurant and is
more than sufficient to handle any of the public using this path to walk along the
waterfront behind our facility. It is as wide as it can be considering the edge of the
building and a small amount of landscaping but much less than the required fifteen
feet in the PMPU.
I personally showed Port staff and President Stuyvesant my issues on a walk
around in 2019. I understand that if we do repairs to the building of $100,000 or
more, than we would have to meet the fifteen-foot-wide path. This requirement
would require us to remove the 12,000 sq. ft. building and replace it with a new
building with the fifteen-foot path. This would cost us about $3.6 million not
counting the demolition of the current building. The repair just to replace the roof
and other items over the years would certainly exceed $100,000 and trigger the
removal of the building.
Please reconsider the width of the access paths between our building the water to
something reasonable considering what is existing now is very sufficient and
accessible by the public.
Sincerely,

HP Purdon

H. P. “Sandy’ Purdon, General Partner

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ann Kinner <nav2bridge@sbcglobal.net>
Saturday, January 8, 2022 12:46 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Port Master Plan Update Setback Requirement

Categories:

Orange Category

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 8, 2022

San Diego Unified Port District
3165 Pacific Coast Highway
San Diego, CA 92112
SDUPD Planning Department:
I am writing to you on behalf of Shelter Island boatyards and related businesses, concerning the proposed Port Master
Plan Update requiring 12 ft to 15 ft setback to allow for promenades, walkways, and setbacks.
Many of these businesses have heavy equipment, machinery, hazardous materials such as fiberglass, paint and epoxy
creating a potential unsafe environment for pedestrians. Additionally the working boatyards have, and need to have, direct
access to their docks and the ability to lift large vessels out of the water and then transport them to yard work sites. This
is not a safe environment for pedestrians and installing walkways would create a serious safety hazard for both the
pedestrians and the yard workers.
Common sense alone says this requirement is a terrible idea and needs to be reconsidered in recognition of it's potential
to cause harm and to seriously impact our working waterfront. There are places where walkways are appropriate and
there are places where walkways do not belong.
Please reconsider the unilateral requirement for a 12 ft to 15 ft setback throughout the San Diego tidelands.
Sincerely,
Ann Kinner
Chair, San Diego Harbor Safety Committee
Vice President
Seabreeze Books and Charts
1254 Scott Street
San Diego, CA 92106
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Allan Arendsee <Allan@brandyinvestments.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 1:19 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Comments on EIR and PMPU
Comments to Port of San Diego.docx

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Please see attached.
Joy Properties LLC
Owners at 913 1st Street, Coronado, CA 92118
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“A Port Master Plan is required by the San Diego Unified Port District Act and the California
Coastal Act. The Port’s existing plan was certified (as a whole) in 1981 by the California
Coastal Commission and since then there have been many location-specific amendments but
never a comprehensive update. The PMPU seeks to reflect changes in the needs and priorities
of Californians and the region’s growth since the current master plan was approved 40 years
ago. The Port’s objective is to create a holistic, thoughtful, and balanced approach to future
water and land uses on and around San Diego Bay for generations to come.”
Source: The Port of San Diego’s General Press Release, dated November 23, 2021

Dear Port of San Diego Representatives,
We have reviewed the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Port Master
Plan Update (PMPU), dated November 2021. We appreciate the opportunity to make
comments on the EIR document and the PMPU.
We own and live on private property in the City of Coronado in the Port’s Planning District 10,
the Coronado Bayfront. The Port states in its press release that it wants a holistic approach to
future water and land uses, but my private property in the City of Coronado is subject to a
different set of development rules than the Port properties. The PMPU improvements directly
impact the private properties along the bayfront and these impacts were not evaluated in the
EIR. In addition, allowable mitigation measures for potential impacts to private properties from
the PMPU are not the same as those for Port properties. The PMPU will also likely impact the
Port’s Tidelands adjacent to my property. This shallow water area of the bay includes eel grass
habitat, as illustrated on Figure 4.3-3 of the EIR.

Comment
The federal government is responsible for the maintenance and deepening of the shipping
channel in San Diego Bay. The Port’s PMPU is planning on the deepened channel for larger
cargo vessels and increased ship traffic. Dredging of the channel and spoil disposal change the
bay’s basin geometry. Bay sediments are excavated in areas and the spoils are placed in other
areas. US Army Corps of Engineers’ studies have shown that the hydrodynamics within the bay
and the impact to the water/shore interface changes with the modified bathymetry. These
changes will be amplified from more commercial, military and recreational watercraft activity and
the passage of larger cargo ships, all of which are planned by the PMPU. Waves from the
watercrafts’ wakes will impact the unarmored soils along the bayfront and cause accelerated
erosion of the exposed soils on my property, others’ properties, and on some of the Port’s
properties. These wake waves will result in even more erosion over time as sea level rises.
The results include increased water turbidity and the deposition of unnaturally excessive
amounts of eroded soils onto the eel grass habitat in the adjacent Port’s Tidelands. The Port is
responsible for protecting eel grass habitat in the Port’s Tidelands, and the Port’s EIR and
PMPU need to address these concerns.

Comment
Section 4.5, Geology and Soils, of the EIR,, states that the EIR includes “…an analysis related
to the proposed Port Master Plan Update’s (PMPU’s) potential to… (2) result in substantial soil
erosion...”
The Impact Analysis (starting on page 4.5-52) is limited to the potential substantial soil erosion
related to grading and excavation activities during development of Port properties. The EIR
does not address the substantial soil erosion that occurs at the water/land interface where
unarmored soils (land) are in direct contact with the bay water. The erosion of soils at the
water/land interface will be accentuated by the PMPU, which includes plans for increased
watercraft activity and larger cargo ships. There will be an increase in wake waves, which are
not natural erosive agents.
As stated in the EIR, mitigation of soil erosion due to grading and excavation activities during
development of Port properties can be attained with the implementation of BMP guidelines
included in existing laws and regulations regarding site erosion control measures and discharge
of sediments off properties.
The substantial soil erosion that will occur at the water/land interface due to an increase in wake
waves related to the PMPU was not analyzed, and, thus, mitigation measures for this impact
were not provided in the EIR. This condition should be addressed by the Port because it
includes the deposition of unnaturally excessive amounts of eroded soils onto eel grass habitat
in the adjacent Port’s Tidelands. The erosion will also result in increased turbidity of the water
in the bay. The Port is responsible for protecting the eel grass habitat and assessing water
turbidity issues.

Comment
Section 4.5, Geology and Soils, of the EIR,, states that the EIR includes “…an analysis related
to the proposed Port Master Plan Update’s (PMPU’s) potential to… (5) destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique geologic feature.”
Regarding the potential impacts to paleontological resources, the EIR indicates that the
implementation of mitigation measures will reduce the impacts to a less-than-significant level for
Port development projects. As mentioned in our previous comments, there is a potential for soil
erosion at the water/land interface. There may be the potential for paleontological resources to
become exposed during soil erosion at the water/land interface. This condition was not
analyzed. Planning District 10, the Coronado Bayfront, is listed as having a none, low or high
potential for paleontological resources in Table 4.5-4, Geologic Formations and Paleontological
Sensitivity by Planning District.

Comment
On page 4.5-74, the EIR states, “While there are no unique geologic features identified in the
proposed PMPU area, present and probable future projects could damage or destroy unique
geologic features in adjacent areas, which would be considered part of the cumulative study
area… Because direct or indirect impacts could occur as a result of implementation of past,
present or probable future projects, the impacts would be cumulatively significant.”
It is not clear what unique geologic features exist on areas adjacent to the PMPU area. From
our review, it appears that Section 4.5.5.4 of the EIR, Cumulative Impact Determination and
Mitigation (page 4.5-76), does not address the “cumulative study area” and the “cumulatively
significant” impacts mentioned in the above paragraph from page 4.5-74 of the EIR.

Comment
Section 4.13.1 indicates that the EIR analyzed the proposed PMPU’s “potential to exacerbate
the physical effects of sea level rise.” As mentioned in our previous comments, soil erosion will
occur at the water/land interface due to an increase in wake waves related to the PMPU. This
unnatural erosion condition will increase as sea level rises. The shallow water of the adjacent
Tidelands will become deeper and the altered hydrodynamics will allow larger wake waves to
impact the water/land interface. Even more erosion will occur at this interface. This condition
should be addressed by the Port because the substantial soil erosion will result in the deposition
of unnaturally excessive amounts of eroded soils onto eel grass habitat in the adjacent Port’s
Tidelands.

January 10, 2022
San Diego Unified Port District
3165 Pacific Coast Highway
San Diego, CA 92112
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to you on behalf of Eppig Brewing, located at 2817 Dickens Street, as a subleaseholder, concerning the proposed Port Master Plan Update requiring 12 ft to 15 ft setback to
allow for promenades, walkways, and setbacks.
Our facility currently has a setback that is sufficient for pedestrian access. As currently
proposed, any improvements we do to our facility of $100,000 or more triggers the
requirement to meet the additional setback. Today, basic improvements to our facility can
easily exceed $100,000. Increasing the spacing to allow for this proposed setback would literally
require us to remove our building, as it is closer than 15’ to the waterfront.
This requirement will impact critically impact our business if it were to be enacted, as our
building would have to be removed and rebuilt- a multi-year project we could not survive
financially.
As a tenant of Shelter Island we ask that you reconsider adding additional width to already
existing promenades, walkways, and setbacks.
Sincerely,
Todd Warshaw
Managing Member
Eppig Brewing

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mac McLaughlin <mmclaughlin@MIDWAY.ORG>
Monday, January 10, 2022 3:29 PM
Port Master Plan Update
PMPU input

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488
Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised
Draft PMPU: as it relates to the policies related the
USS Midway Museum
Dear Planning Department:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on
the Draft Program EIR and revised Draft Port Master
Plan Update. We have one simple edit/addition to the
1

footnote to the Navy Pier policy language. We request
that PD3.3 be revised to add the highlighted text:
* The amount of public parking (which for
purposes of clarity does not include Midway
Museum’s parking rights under its lease with the
Port, which rights will remain subject to such
lease) will be determined and included in the draft
Port Master Plan at a future date. Development on
the Navy Pier will be required to comply with
Recreation Open Space regulations and subdistrict
development standards.
Thank you for considering this clarifying addition.
Sincerely, Mac McLaughlin

Mac McLaughlin
President & CEO
2

Office: (619) 398-8224
910 N Harbor Dr, San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 544-9600 • www.midway.org

.
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January 10, 2022

Delivered by email: PMPU@portofsandiego.org
San Diego Unified Port District
3165 Pacific Coast Highway
San Diego, Ca 92101
Dear Jason and Lesley,
This letter, on behalf of Port Tenants, is in response to the November 2021 Draft Port Master
Plan Update (PMPU) and Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR). Many of the issues
detailed in our previous letters dated November 17th, 2020, and February 28th, 2021, have still
not been addressed. Both letters are attached for your reference.
In addition to our previous letters attached, our current comments are summarized below.
•

The requirement for a setback of 12 to 15 feet for purposes of promenades, walkways,
step downs, etc. is unrealistic. It is impossible to apply this universally to all tideland
properties. There is substantial existing public access on Shelter Island and Harbor
Island, so we urge this requirement be deleted on the islands. In other areas there needs
to be language in the plan that allows for flexibility and alternatives where it cannot
easily be enforced, for example, facilities that extend over the water. A process that
requires Board action for an exception will be very cumbersome.

•

We urge the Seaport San Diego project be included in the PMPU. We understand that
Seaport San Diego submitted a detailed project description late last year. This should
provide the Port with sufficient details associated with this massive project to now be
included in the PMPU. The new project, along with other significant development in
the immediate area, will have a substantial impact on the viability of the current plans
for the Embarcadero.

•

Commercial Fishing marinas in the East Shelter Island Subdistrict and the Central
Embarcadero Subdistrict are similar in function, but very different in business
construct. The privately owned Commercial Fishing marina and adjacent facilities in
Shelter Island must have more flexibility than is permitted under the Secondary Use
restrictions to rent slips and space to non-Commercial Fishing uses. This is essential
for long-term financial viability.

•

The draft PMPU remains light on growth opportunities or accommodations to enhance
viability for Maritime businesses in general. Comments on rail transportation highlight
the trolley but are silent on BNSF rail connections and crossing improvements, either
structurally or operationally.
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SPECIAL PROJECTS DIRECTOR
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•

The draft PMPU shows changed land use from Commercial Recreation (CR) to Recreation Open
Space (ROS) on approximately 5 acres of Port land under lease to Keith Mishkin representing
Cambridge Properties “Cays Resort” on Grand Caribe Isle – North. The ROS designation will
significantly limit what can be done on the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add
a hotel to the appealable projects list.
Further, there is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e.,
no new hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding
the ROS designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or
obligations existing under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel
rooms” language and request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.
A hotel or similar project in this location will do more to generate Port revenue and create public
access and amenities than an unfunded park.

•

We are pleased to see that the existing public/private piers along La Playa Trail will remain. These piers
are a part of San Diego’s history and character and enhance public access to the waterfront.

•

We do support overlay for tourism accommodating services where it is designated Marine Services.

•

Section 4.4.3, Standards for View Protection address requirements that affect view corridor extensions,
scenic vista areas and walkways, Specifically, 4.4.3 (2a) notes:
o No building, associated architectural features, design component, structure, roof projection
(i.e., eave, cornice, and eyebrow projections), openly supported architectural projections (e.g.,
trellis and awnings), bay windows, projecting signs, structural cantilevers, or any other
associated architectural encroachments or projections shall obstruct pedestrian views,
circulation and/or pathways within view corridor extensions or walkways;
This language is too restrictive and does not allow for architectural design flexibility. If the intent is to
protect the pedestrian view, the SDPTA suggests a modification to the language that allows for
architectural features if they do not obstruct the pedestrian views. We also suggest that the pedestrian
view be clearly defined.

•

There is not sufficient detail in the North Harbor Drive realignment that is envisioned in the PMPU to
confirm it would not require any demolition of the existing hotel but based on the general description it
appears that it would not. According to the description of the Options set out in the Program EIR, only
Option 3 would impact the hotel. And the extent of the impact is not described, saying only,
“implementation of Option 3 would require an addition of land from: 1220 Pacific Highway and
Wyndham San Diego Bayfront Hotel (which includes Ruth’s Chris and Hazelwood’s,” Program EIR at
3-67. However, the illustration of the three options appear to show park land encroaching far enough
into the Hotel property to require demolition for both Option 2 and Option 3 (Program EIR, Figure 3-6
and Figure 3-7).

•

On page 3-51, under “Vision,” the Program EIR state that part of the PMPU’s vision is “completions of
the Lane Field Setback Park.” It should be made clear that the PMPU itself is completing the Lane Field
Setback Park, and not that Option 2 or Option 3 is required to be adopted in order to accomplish that
goal.

January 10, 2011
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•

As we have stated previously, the definition of Major Development in the Glossary is very problematic.
Of the 3 conditions, the Numbers 1 and 2 concerning modifications or replacements to existing
improvements and Number 5 concerning New Development are reasonable. Numbers 3 and 4 are not.
These provisions could require a tenant to undertake a major facility investment triggered by a simple
administrative lease change, such as those related to the purchase of additional lease term or a new
financing. We urge Numbers 3 and 4 be deleted.

•

In general, we support the Mobility Policy 1.1.10 which indicates that the District will develop
Transportation Demand Management Plan Guidelines. We encourage the District to facilitate this study
as soon as possible. The Study will affect both project specific planning and planning for either regional
or local mobility hubs.

•

ECON Policy 1.2.6 indicates that the District shall create an impact fee program for needed public
infrastructure. We encourage the District to facilitate studying the development and implementation of
this program as it will affect project specific planning and underwriting.

Thank you for considering our input. We strongly recommend your application of our recommendations into the
final PMPU. We commend Port Staff on their dedication to developing this PMPU and associated EIR. Please
feel free to contact our President, Sharon Cloward, with any clarifying questions as it relates to our input.

Sincerely,

John Laun
Chairman

Todd Roberts
Vice Chairman

ATTACHMENTS:
November 17, 2020, Letter to Port regarding PMPU
February 28, 2021, Letter to Port regarding PMPU

Sharon Cloward
President
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November 17, 2020
By email only: pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Leslie Nishihira, Director
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Subject: Comments on the Revised Draft Port Master Plan, October 2020
Dear Ms. Nishihira:
The San Diego Port Tenants Association, formed in 1989, represents 800 businesses and
industries operating on the Port tidelands. The SDPTA members provide over 44,000 jobs,
$5.6 billion in economic output (pre-pandemic), and provide most of the Port’s annual
revenue. The SDPTA is dedicated to enhancing trade, commerce, tourism, and recreation
while protecting the environment.
We have been active participants throughout the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) process.
We appreciate the opportunity to offer comments on the October draft, but as we stated in
our November 5th letter (attached), we feel the time allowed to offer comments on this draft
is too short. Due to the pandemic and the resulting economic stress, many of our businesses
have yet been unable to devote sufficient time to analyze how our input from July 24, 2019,
has been incorporated into the current draft. This is now even more an issue with San Diego
County slipping into the Purple Tier. Generally, we fear if additional time is not permitted
for sufficient public input, particularly tenant input, the Port may end up with a PMPU that
is not able to encompass potential developments, thereby causing the need for future Port
Master Plan Amendments. Accordingly, this letter of comment will highlight some major
issues only, and we hope additional time will be granted so we can provide additional, more
detailed, input.
A global concern with the PMPU is the degree of specificity throughout the document. An
example is the detailed specification of promenades, walkways, setbacks, step downs, etc.
Not only does this potentially put existing facilities into “non-conformance” and reliant on
exceptions for future development or lease extensions, but it constrains future
development, all leading to the need for plan Amendments. Of note, the language in Section
6.2.2 is ambiguous as to when Port Master Plan Amendments may be triggered. Language
in the current Draft may be interpreted to require a PMPA for any changes in an existing
development, even those consistent with the PMPU. It is important to highlight and discuss
the need to retrofit existing properties to new planning standards, potentially even at the
expense of removing existing utilized structures and amenities. This should be presented
to the Board (and other interested stakeholders) in a specific separate analysis. By not
addressing it to the public and the Board, it is impossible to responsibly analyze the changes
required in the PMPU. To avoid doing so will set the Port up for Amendments in the future.

Chelsea Bernie
SPECIAL PROJECTS DIRECTOR
Corchelle E. Worsham
DIRECTOR, MMEBERSHIP & EVENTS

2390 SHELTER ISLAND DRIVE, SUITE 210 ∙ SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92106 ∙ (619) 226-6546 ∙ FAX (619) 566-4056
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A major concern is the removal of the Seaport San Diego project from the PMPU. This significant
development in the heart of the Port, “the 100% corner,” should be key to the planning of the Central
Embarcadero. To ignore such substantial development greatly complicates the planning of all the other
activities in the area, including the redevelopment of The Fish Market restaurant and planning for ongoing
Commercial Fishing operations.
This piecemealing approach does not serve the objectives of a
comprehensive plan that is intended to serve the Port, its tenants, stakeholders, and the entire region for
decades to come.
Another Commercial Fishing issue is the recognition that the Commercial Fishing marinas in the East
Shelter Island Subdistrict and in the Central Embarcadero Subdistrict are similar in function, but very
different in business construct. The privately-owned Commercial Fishing marina and adjacent facilities in
Shelter Island must have more flexibility than is permitted under the Secondary Use restrictions to rent slips
and space to non-Commercial Fishing uses. This is critical to maintain revenue when there is insufficient
demand to fill with Commercial Fishing activity. This is apparently not an issue for the Port-operated
Commercial Fishing marina in the Central Embarcadero Subdistrict.
To quote the Draft PMPU, “the Working Waterfront…is a highly productive consolidation of marine
terminal and maritime services and industrial land uses, facilitating maritime trade and providing largescale coastal-dependent industrial activities with direct access to heavy rail service and deep-water
berthing.” The businesses of the Working Waterfront are critical to the Port and also to national security.
However, the draft plan is very light on growth opportunities or accommodations to permit growth.
Comments on rail transportation highlight the trolley, but are silent on the BNSF rail connections and
crossing improvements, either structurally or operationally.
“Sustainable Shipyards” is a superficially appealing notion, but the statements in PD4.20 are concerning.
They do not cite supportive policies, but rather anticipate substantial future investments without specifying
drivers beyond “State goals.” This raises questions for an industry that has a critical role in supporting the
United States Navy and national defense, and is a major economic driver for the Port and our entire region.
As we are witnessing in the midst of pandemic, the shipyards create a level of financial stability in the
Port’s portfolio of leases when tourism in particular is devastated. Commercially feasible considerations
must be included to ensure that the well intentioned PMPU goals may be realized.
Next, in Coronado, the North Coronado Subdistrict PD10.13 specifies that no new hotel rooms are allowed.
Our comments of July 24, 2019, strongly supported additional hotel rooms and associated visitor serving
uses at the existing Coronado Marriott Hotel. We continue to believe that reasonable hotel development
here is in the Port’s and the community’s interests and that the hotel should be encouraged to make the case
with the community. Similarly, East Harbor Island is able to accommodate about 200 more rooms.
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Finally, we have an overall principle issue to raise that is relevant with the example of the lease on Grand
Caribe Isle in the Silver Strand Planning District. The situation is described in figure PD9.2 of a parcel
“subject to an existing lease which expires in 2034.” The tenant has been working with the Port and the
local community to develop a hotel on that parcel, but the land use has been changed in the Draft PMPU to
Recreational Open Space, prohibiting the hotel development without an Amendment. We assert this
unilateral change in the land use which frustrates a tenant’s development plans is unfair, and this is a bad
policy precedent.
Thank you for considering our input and plea for more time to provide additional input.
Sincerely on behalf of the San Diego Port Tenants Association Board of Directors,

Frank Plant
Chairman

John Laun
Vice Chairman

Sharon Cloward
President

Enclosure: SDPTA Letter of Request for 90 Day PMPU Pause 11.5.2020

CC: Port of San Diego Commissioners and Executive Leadership Group
SDPTA Membership
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November 5, 2020
Port Chair, Ann Moore and Board of Port Commissioners
San Diego Unified Port District
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92112
Dear Port Chair Moore and Board of Port Commissioners,
Reference: Request 90 Day Pause in the PMPU Process to Enable More Complete Public
Comment
We congratulate the leadership of Chair Moore, the Board of Commissioners, and staff for the
significant progress made on the PMPU. Begun in 2013, it has been thoughtful, measured, and
has benefited from substantial public comment. As in the past, we appreciate the Port affording
public comment on the Revised Draft of October 2020. However, for the reasons stated below,
we believe the current 4 week public comment period is too short to permit comprehensive
public review and comment. We respectfully request a 90 day extension for comment, from the
current schedule of November 17th until February 17, 2021.
We make this recommendation for the following reasons:
•

The October 2020 draft contains 487 pages with substantial revisions to the previous
draft from April 2019, 18 months ago. Unfortunately, a redline version of the changes
from the April draft is not available, so it is very difficult to determine if the many
comments offered as changes to the April draft have been adequately addressed. Given
the extent of the revisions, it is incumbent upon your tenants to conduct their due
diligence in reviewing the document to fully understand the proposed benefits and/or
impacts. This will enable them to provide meaningful and constructive feedback.

•

The COVID-19 pandemic could not have been anticipated. The resulting economic
distress, business survival issues for some tenants, makes it impossible to devote
sufficient time for thoughtful comment in such a compressed timeframe. Also, we
question whether Port staff will have sufficient time to evaluate and incorporate
comments received prior to the following Port Board Workshop.

The collective San Diego Bay community, under the Port’s leadership and guidance, has come
a long way throughout this process and the Bay is better for it. However, there is much more
ahead of us and there should be no need to constrain the time for public comment at this key
stage in shaping the document. We thank you in advance for the consideration to grant this
extended comment period.
Sincerely on behalf of the San Diego Port Tenants Association Board of Directors,

Frank Plant
Chairman

John Laun
Vice Chairman

Sharon Cloward
President

Cc: Port of San Diego Planning Department, Jason Giffen and Lesley Nishihira
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EMAIL: Sharon@sdpta.com, Corchelle@sdpta.com, Chelsea@sdpta.com
Web: www.sdpta.com
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February 28th, 2021
San Diego Unified Port District
3165 Pacific Coast Highway
San Diego, CA 92112
Dear Mr. Jason Giffen and Ms. Lesley Nishihiri:
Ref: PMPU Principles and Process, Shelter Island and Harbor Island
Thank you again for our recent meetings to highlight issues and questions of the Port tenants
relating especially to Shelter Island and Harbor Island. These arise not just from their respective
Planning Districts chapters in the current PMPU draft, but also from other areas of the plan that
are relevant as these issues also apply to other Planning Districts.
Our continued discussions are very important – as it helps our tenants understand the nuances
of the current draft policies and requirements. The SDPTA will continue to provide feedback
through this process to provide a voice for tenants looking at the long-term prosperity of their
businesses to provide recommendations where the Port can modify certain provisions or build
in processes to analyze potential non-conformance.
As mentioned, the SDPTA has established a working relationship with California Coastal
Commission (CCC) staff. Kanani Leslie, Melody Lassiter, Diana Lilly, and Deborah Lee joined
our Board on October 21st last year and Kanani gave a very informative presentation. The
discussion that followed was very constructive with CCC staff closing by encouraging
SDPTA’s future dialogue on specific projects. Additionally, Sharon led a walking tour of La
Playa Trail for Coastal Commissioner Chair Padilla in 2018.
We would be happy to participate in another walking tour of Shelter Island and Harbor Island
similar to your recent tour with Sharon and Corchelle, but now with Coastal staff, if they are
amenable. This will bring the detailed plan requirements “to life” and perhaps highlight where
flexibility is needed. Shelter Island and Harbor Island are, of course, different because they are
islands – and perhaps a different set of standards should apply than those for the “mainland”
coastline. I know our tenants on the islands would be pleased to participate and highlight issues
of concern.
I have attached an informal outline of the principles and major “global” issues we are currently
focused on, both for Shelter Island and Harbor Island, and also generally.
Thank you for you continued availability for our discussions. We are dedicated to and look
forward to continued progress developing a PMPU that meets all the laudatory objectives
stated.
Regards,
Sharon Cloward

Chelsea Bernie
SPECIAL PROJECTS DIRECTOR
Corchelle E. Worsham
DIRECTOR, MEBERSHIP & EVENTS
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SDPTA Principles and Global Issues
Shelter Island and Harbor Island Especially

1. The SDPTA is committed to retaining and promoting coastal dependent uses, and all the
uses that benefit public enjoyment of the bay
2. The SDPTA is committed to collaboration with the Port, Coastal Commission, and other
stakeholders to achieve the broad goals of the PMPU
3. The SDPTA believes a more defined process with certainty and flexibility is needed to
evaluate and approve non-conformance – especially with regards to promenades,
walkways, setbacks, and step downs
a. Existing facilities
i. Adjacent to new development, but not modified, or only partially modified, should
be allowed flexibility to achieve the desired access objectives
ii. Definitions of Major Development that involve only administrative or financing
related lease changes, but not physical changes to facilities, should be deleted
iii. Allow alternatives to promenades for public access when existing facilities are
cantilevered over the water, or other similar constraints, by utilizing perpendicular
access to view-points
b. New development
i. Unique site opportunities or constraints should be accommodated
1. Establish a formula for “minimum access” on a square footage basis that would
provide access but accommodate pinch points
2. Recognize the abundant public access along the bay side of Shelter Island and
Harbor Island when considering required access on the ‘insides’ of the islands.
ii. Enhanced uses for additional coastal dependent designation, and relief from
promenade requirements, could include
1. Dock and dine restaurants
2. Water transportation landings associated with hotels and restaurants
3. Hotels with associated marinas
c. Generally
i. Parking is always a significant issue and proximity to uses is critical, especially
for marinas and similar. But, in addition to parking proximity, promenades that
reduce spaces available for parking has a ripple effect on scale of development
and redevelopment. Flexibility is needed to fairly balance goals.
ii. Establish offset program for the provisions of low-cost recreational activities or
other similar public access benefits
iii. Sustain and promote Maritime activities, while maintaining security, guarding
public safety, and respecting local communities
iv. Provide operational flexibility for privately owned Commercial Fishing Landing
to recognize business requirements are different from a publicly owned landing

1HWY1,LLC

January 10, 2022

Lesley Nishihira
Planning Director
San Diego Unified Port District
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Re: Draft Program Environmental Impact Report for the Port Master Plan Update
Dear Ms. Nishihira,
On behalf of 1HWY1, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Program Environmental
Impact Report for the Port Master Plan Update (“DPEIR”). Initially, we’d like to recognize the years of
hard work put into the PMPU by the Port staff and community stakeholders. The DPEIR reflects the
thoughtful and thorough approach taken by the Port throughout the update process. The DPEIR analyzes
the potential environmental impacts of the PMPU and proposes appropriate mitigation, all in accordance
with CEQA. 1HWY1 supports the PMPU and DPEIR.
Sincerely,

Yehudi ‘Gaf’ Gaffen
Chief Executive Officer
1HWY1, LLC
Protea Waterfront Development, LLC

5960 Cornerstone Court West, Suite 100 | San Diego | CA | 92121

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488
Re: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU
Dear Planning Department:

This letter is provided by Cays Resort, LLC (“Cays Resort”). Cays Resort is the current
lessee of approximately 5 acres of land on Grand Caribe Isle – North (“GCIN”) which property
was designated for Commercial Recreation (“CR”) use for decades before the leasehold was
acquired by Cays Resort approximately 8 years ago with a view toward developing a
community oriented, visitor-serving hotel and related amenities.
On March 20, 2020, Cays Resort applied to the Port District to develop a 114-room
hotel/marina project known as “The Inn at the Cays.” The proposed project is consistent with
Cays Resort’s leasehold and CR land use designation, and also maximizes public benefits
embodied in the Coastal Act, Port Act and the current Port Master Plan.
In fact, The Inn at the Cays project is also consistent with substantially all requirements
of the revised Port Mast Plan, including the following public features, and many others:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low-profile, unique architecture to blend into the Coronado Cays community.
Preservation of views and site lines throughout the project.
Low-cost overnight visitor accommodations (35% of all rooms).
Public access, including a continuous waterfront promenade and viewing areas.
Restrooms/showers for Shoreline Park and water sports available to the public.
A public dock-and-dine facility, and additional public boat slips.
Enhanced mobility (water transfer point, public parking, bike/bus transportation hub).
Meeting rooms and conference facilities.
Coastal access, continuous waterside open space and wayfinding signage.

However, the revised Port Master Plan (draft November 2021) proposes to: (i) change
the land use designation on the Cays Resort leasehold from CR to Recreation Open Space
(“ROS”), and (ii) add PD9.25 which will prohibit new hotel rooms on Grand Caribe Isle. Either
of these changes will, as a practical matter, likely prevent Cays Resort from obtaining a lease
extension to operate The Inn at the Cays beyond May 2034 (expiration of Cays Resort’s lease).
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Comments to Revised Port Master Plan (November 2021)
Cays Resort previously provided to the Planning Department comments to the
Discussion Draft of the Port Master Plan (April 2019) in a letter from Procopio dated July 31,
2019, and thereafter comments to the Revised Draft Port Master Plan (October 2020) in a
letter from Procopio dated November 17, 2020. Cays Resort also provided to Ms. Manaois
(Director, Development Services) comments to the Discussion Draft of the Port Master Plan
in a letter from Nossaman dated July 17, 2020 and from Procopio dated July 22, 2020. The
foregoing comments from Cays Resort are referred to as the “Cays Resort’s 2019-2020 PMPU
Comments”. Cays Resort’s 2019-2020 PMPU Comments are expressly incorporated herein
by reference.
In addition to the Cays Resort’s 2019-2020 PMPU Comments, set forth below are Cays
Resort’s comments to the revised Port Master Plan (draft November 2021). The page and
section numbers below correspond to the page and section numbers of the revised PMPU.
[NOTE: Page numbers are from the redline PMPU; update pages to correspond to the PMPU.]
Page 41, WLU Objective 6.2 – As drafted, Objective 6.2 fails to promote the
development of new lower cost visitor overnight accommodations (rooms). Objective 6.2
should be revised as follows (new text in red font): “Protect the Tidelands’ portfolio of existing
lower cost visitor overnight accommodations and recreational facilities, and in appropriate
subdistricts identified in Section 5 promote the development of new lower cost visitor
overnight accommodations and recreational facilities.”
Page 41, WLU Policy 6.2.1 - The first sentence of Policy 6.2.1 should be revised as
follows (new text in red font): “Existing lower cost visitor overnight accommodations and
recreational facilities shall be protected in the aggregate on Tidlelands.”
Page 41, WLU Policy 6.2.2 - The first sentence of Policy 6.2.2 should be revised as
follows (new text in red font): “Replacement of existing lower cost visitor overnight
accommodations and recreational facilities shall be provided (in order of priority) based upon
feasibility….”
Page 41, WLU Policy 6.2.3 (new) – Policy 6.2.3 should be added as follows: “In
appropriate subdistricts identified in Section 5, promote the development of new lower cost
visitor overnight accommodations and recreational facilities.”
Page 46, WLU Policy 8.1.4 - Policy 8.1.4 should be revised as follows (new text in red
font): “The District may coordinate with adjacent jurisdictions to align development standards
for consistency between a subdistrict’s development standards and those of the adjacent
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area, where feasible; provided that the District is not required to adopt development
standards of, or restrictions applicable to, any adjacent area.”
Page 103, ECO Policy 1.1.5 – The first sentence of Section 1.1.5 should be revised as
follows (new text in red font): “Landside development shall establish and maintain ecological
buffers of 100 feet between primary buildings comprising the landside development and a
saltmarsh wetland to preserve and protect the wetland habitat for the anticipated life of the
development.”
Page 183, 4.4.3(2) Standards for View Protection - Section 4.4.3(2)(a) should be
revised as follows (new text in red font): “No building, associated architectural features,
design component, structure, roof projection (e.g., eave, cornice, and eyebrow projections),
openly supported architectural projections (e.g., trellis and awnings), bay windows, projecting
signs, structural cantilevers, or any other associated architectural encroachments or
projections shall obstruct pedestrian views, circulation and/or pathways within view corridor
extensions or walkways, unless the same are reasonably mitigated by public waterside
promenades, public scenic viewpoints or other public serving amenities.”
Page 183, 4.3.3(A)(2) Standards for Walkways - Section 4.4.3(A)(2) should be revised
as follows (new text in red font): “Required walkways are identified in each planning district’s
Coastal Access Views and Pathways Map.” The first sentence of Section 4.4.3(A)(3) should
be revised as follows: “Walkways shall be spaced in a manner that maximizes the frequency
of connections from the first public roadway landward of the waterfront (including walkways
on either end of any new development project), while balancing the privacy, integrity and
design of any new development project.” Section 4.4.3(A)(3)(c) should be revised as follows:
“The development site has a frontage that is greater than one-quarter mile between the first
public roadway and the waterfront or the portion of a public promenade closest to the first
public highway in the event a waterfront promenade is incorporated into the design of the
development.”
Page 334, 5.9.1 Existing Setting - The fourth sentence of the fourth paragraph should
be revised as follows (new text in red font): “The northern portion of Grand Caribe Isle includes
commercial recreation, marinas, and an approximately 4 acre boat storage.”
Page 337, Figure PD9.2 – Figure PD9.2 should be revised to show all of Grand Caribe
Isle - North with a CR land use designation.
Page 339, Figure PD9.3 - Figure PD9.3 should be revised to show Shoreline Park on
Grand Caribe Isle – South only with a ROS land use designation, and all of Grand Caribe Isle
– North with a CR land use designation.
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Page 341, Figure PD9.4 - Figure PD9.4 should be revised to show Shoreline Park on
Grand Caribe Isle – South only with a ROS land use designation, and all of Grand Caribe Isle
– North with a CR land use designation.
Page 347, 5.9.4(A) Vision – The first two paragraphs of Section 5.9.4(A) should be
deleted in their entirety and replaced with the following:
Continue to honor Grand Caribe Isle and South Cays’ connection to the water
with water-oriented development opportunities and access improvements on
Grand Caribe Isle - North, and environmental restoration and habitat creation
on Grand Caribe Isle - South.
Planned improvements in the Grand Caribe Isle and South Cays Subdistrict are
intended to add visitor-serving amenities such as a new hotel/marina project
on Grand Caribe Isle – North, and enhance visitor-serving amenities that
support the area’s ties to the recreational boating community, such as public
docking and marina areas and the addition of a water-based transfer point. A
new hotel/marina project will enhance physical and visual access through new
public pathways and recreational areas that provide visitor-serving
opportunities to enjoy views of the Bay and to enjoy other public benefits, and
planned public access improvements will preserve natural open space on
Grand Caribe Isle – South, as well as enhance the area’s connection to the
region through the Bayshore Bikeway. Environmental restoration and habitat
creation on Grand Caribe Isle – South will continue to protect the subdistrict’s
natural resources. See the Water and Land Use Element, as well as the Ecology
Element, for specific policies related to conservation, preservation, and
mitigation.
Page 348, 5.9.4(B) Special Allowances – After PD9.17, Section 5.9.4(B) should be
revised by adding PD9.18, PD9.19 and Table PD9.2 as follows:
Development of Hotel and Recreational Facilities
PD9.18 Allow for development of a hotel, including associated dock-and-dine
restaurant and bar, and meeting spaces (conference and convention rooms) on
the east side of Grand Caribe Isle – North; provided the hotel satisfies the
following general parameters:
a. Maximum of 114 rooms, 35% of which will qualify as low cost visitor
overnight accommodations with the balance of the rooms at
moderate and high cost.
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b. Lower profile architectural scale and design, consistent with existing
development in the Coronado Cays community.
c. Landscape and parking which satisfy all development standards.
d. A mobility hub with connection to the bayfront bicycle path, and zero
or near-zero emission bus (or shuttle) service to the San Diego
international airport, downtown Coronado and visitor destinations
around the Bay.
e. Recreation facilities, including water sports equipment rental
(paddle boards and kayaks), improved beach access, foot showers
and public restrooms.
f. Wayfinding signage to Shoreline Park, beach access, public viewing
areas, public restrooms, public promenades and public parking.
Leasehold Rights, Grand Caribe Isle – North
PD9.19 A parcel consisting of approximately 2.83 acres on the waterfront portion of
Grand Caribe Isle - North in the Grand Caribe Isle and South Cays Subdistrict of
Planning District 9 is subject to an existing lease which expires in 2034 (District
Document No. 17678). Nothing in the Port Master Plan Update shall impair or infringe
upon any rights or obligations existing under the lease during the remaining term of
the lease and any mutually agreed-upon extension thereof.

Table PD9.2 Appealable Projects Table
Overnight Accommodations

Up to 114 new hotel rooms and associated
restaurant, bar and meeting spaces

Recreational Marina Facilities

Up to 4 transient vessel slips for dock and
dine and passenger pick-up and loading

Page 348, 5.9.4(C)-I Landside Access, Recreation Open Space – PD9.18 should be
deleted in its entirety, and replaced with the following: “Grand Caribe Shoreline Park will
remain on Grand Caribe Isle – South as Recreation Open Space, and will be linked to
Commercial Recreation uses on Grand Caribe Isle – North including a new hotel/marina
development, public promenades, landscape areas, public viewing areas (with seating) and
public recreational facilities on the eastern waterfront portion of Grand Caribe Isle – North,
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thereby completing the District’s vision of a Green Necklace along the entire eastern
waterfront of Grand Caribe Isle.”
Page 348, 5.9.4(C)-II Coastal Access, Recreational Marina Facilities – The second
sentence of PD9.23 should be deleted in its entirety, and replaced with the following:
“Landside facilities shall include new or enhanced visitor-serving development and wateroriented or marina-related development that is in character with the scale and size of the
surrounding development.”
Page 349, 5.9.4(C)-III, Visitor-Serving Commercial Uses – Section 5.9.4(D)-IV should
be moved into its correct numerical order, and replaced with the following:
5.9.4(C)-III Visitor Serving Commercial Uses
Overnight Accommodations
PD9.25 A maximum of 114 new hotel rooms are allowed provided that 35% of rooms are
available as low cost accommodations.
Page 350, 5.9.4(D)-II Building Standards – PD9.29 should be modified as follows:
“Structures shall not exceed 35 feet in height, except that chimneys and ornamental
architectural features may extend 10 feet above the roof’s highest point.” See PMPU Section
4.5.1(4), Standards for Structure Height.
Page 350, 5.9.4(D)-II Building Standards – PD9.30(a) should be modified as follows:
“Building design shall be water-oriented, sensitive to the community character, and consistent
with surrounding Commercial Recreation development on Grand Caribe Isle – North, and
views of the Bay; and”.
Comments to Draft Program Environmental Impact Report
Page 3.97, Vision – The “Vision” section should be deleted in its entirety and replaced
with the following:
The vision for this subdistrict is to continue to honor Grand Caribe Isle and
South Cays’ connection to the water with water-oriented development
opportunities and access improvements on Grand Caribe Isle - North, and
environmental restoration and habitat creation on Grand Caribe Isle - South.
Planned improvements in the Grand Caribe Isle and South Cays Subdistrict are
intended to add visitor-serving amenities such as a new hotel/marina project
on Grand Caribe Isle – North, and enhance visitor-serving amenities that
support the area’s ties to the recreational boating community, such as public
docking and marina areas and the addition of a water-based transfer point. A
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new hotel/marina project will enhance physical and visual access through new
public pathways and recreational areas that provide visitor-serving
opportunities to enjoy views of the Bay and to enjoy other public benefits, and
planned public access improvements will preserve natural open space on
Grand Caribe Isle – South, as well as enhance the area’s connection to the
region through the Bayshore Bikeway. Environmental restoration and habitat
creation on Grand Caribe Isle – South will continue to protect the subdistrict’s
natural resources.
Page 3.97, Planned Improvements - The first paragraph of the “Planned
Improvements” section should be deleted in its entirety. In the second paragraph of the
“Planned Improvements” section, “northern” should be replaced with “northwestern”. The
last sentence of the “Planned Improvements” section should be deleted in its entirety.
Page 3.98, Appealable Projects – The following should be added as new third and
fourth paragraphs in the “Appealable Projects section:
Up to 114 new hotel rooms and associated
restaurant, bar and meeting spaces
Up to 4 transient vessel slips for dock and
dine and passenger pick-up and loading
Page 3.98, Development Standards – The last paragraph of the “Development
Standards” section should be deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
In addition, the PMPU proposes that structures shall not exceed 35 feet in
height, except that chimneys and ornamental architectural features may extend
10 feet above the roof’s highest point, and building design shall be wateroriented, sensitive to the community character, and consistent with
surrounding Commercial Recreation development on Grand Caribe Isle – North,
and views of the Bay, with a minimum of 15 percent of the development site
landscaped, and required parking spaces shall not be considered as a portion
of the required landscaping.
Page 4.9-4, Planning District 9: Silver Strand – In the seventh sentence of the
“Planning District 9” section, add “an approximately 4 acre” before “boat storage.”
Figure 4.14-6, Proposed Transportation Facilities – The proposed transfer point and
public docking locations should be moved from the NE to NW corner of Grand Caribe Isle to
provide for a scenic viewpoint at the NE corner of Grand Caribe Isle.
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Table 4.14-16, Projected Future Development – Table 4.14-16 should be updated to
provide as follows:
Land Use
Hotel/Restaurant

Existing Quantity
440

Planned Growth Under PMPU
114

Total Quantity
554

Page 4.14-70, Retail, Restaurant and Recreational VMT – The following should be
added as a new second paragraph in the “Retail, Restaurant and Recreational VMT” section:
As shown on Table 4.14-16, the proposed PMPU would allow for development of a 114-room
hotel with restaurant and bar. The evaluation criterion for VMT impacts is the net change in the
Total VMT (with and without the proposed hotel, with restaurant and bar uses). Potential impacts would
be significant if future development of a hotel with restaurant and bar uses allowed under the
proposed PMPU in PD9 resulted in an increase in the total VMT for the planning district.

Your careful consideration of these comments and inclusion of proposed modifications
to the revised PMPU and draft Program EIR, is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

Keith Mishkin
Cays Resort, LLC
Manager
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Leon Benham <leonbenham@cox.net>
Tuesday, December 7, 2021 6:40 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Master Plan should be rejected and revised
Pond 20 Cira 1963.JPG; South Bay Beach now.MOV; Car Engine in south Bay.jpg; South
Bay Beach.jpg

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

San Diego Port District
I ask the Unified Port District of San Diego to withdraw the 50-year Master Plan and revised it
to include public access to the entire South Bay shoreline and to install recreational facilities
for public use. Instead of the current (0) comments from the public of over 1 million citizens
who make the South San Diego Bay their home, instead there should be a robust public
outreach, public comment, and planning of Southeast portion of San Diego Bay. This revised
plan should incorporate a balance between protection of the environment and the modern
recreational uses. These uses include of hiking, biking, kayaking, paddle boarding, swimming
and horseback riding that have no impact on the environment. These recreational uses are
what we have historically had in the south San Diego Bay, and these should remain and be
fully restored in any plan submitted by the San Diego Port District. This is especially important
were public lands and state money are spent. Providing public access to our tidelands is the
law and this should be part of any Master Plan which effects these public tidelands.
Port District Master Plan incorporates bad environmental Planning- The only concept drawing
of Pond 20 made available to the public via a public newpaper is designed as a sediment
trap instead of an estuary. This method has been tried and failed in the Tijuana River Valley.
As the picture from the 1970’s shows the historic normal for this ecology is a large body of
water that flushes 12,196,800 gallons of water day into San Diego Bay twice each day. That is
part of the reason that Pond 20 teamed with wildlife and fish until the tidal flow was blocked
in the late 1960’s. Also, the drawing does not incorporate the Otay River Drainage, Taco
drainage or the Nestor Creek drainage. In addition, the Port Districts Pond 20 plan
incorporates bad management and planning for Public Safety and Stormwater control in
the following ways.
The Otay River, Taco Drainage and Nestor Creek provide critical stormwater drainage that
prevents flooding and the evacuation of floodwaters. If Pond 20 is built as proposed it would
flood all the low-income mobile trailer parks located in the low-lying adjacent property. The
best solution to restore Pond 20 to a 7-foot-deep back bay with sand beaches as this would
represent the historic ecology of Pond Twenty (See attached pictures). Additionally, when
the masterplan was conceptualized in 2012’ the public made clear the traffic safety issues of
Saturn Blvd. At the time the public commented that the Saturn Blvd/Palm Ave intersection
was the deadliest intersections in San Diego County and any plan should provide for the
1

extension Saturn Blvd to Main Street as a practical way to improve public safety and reduce
traffic congestion. This would allow traffic to use existing road and restore the road which
was in use for decades. Again, by removing these public comments the San Diego Port
District is not practicing good governance of public lands and these omissions are putting
the public at risk. The California Coastal Commission should reject the SD Port District 50-year
plan and have the San Diego Port District revised the plan incorporating public comments
with full disclosure including consideration of better alternate plans.
Public access lost forever- The South San Diego Bay has been used by the public for fishing,
boating, horseback riding, float planes and recreational uses since the California became a
state. The modern recreational access modes of hiking, biking, kayaking, paddle boarding,
swimming and horseback riding have no impact on the environment and these recreational
uses should remain and be fully restored in the south bay of San Diego. This is especially
important were public lands and state money are spent. Providing public access to our
tidelands is the law and this should be part of any master plan developed by the Port of San
Diego.
As currently proposed by the SD Port District 50-year Master plan much southeast bay which
includes the Old SDGE Power Generating Site, Western Salt and Pond 20 would be off limits to
the public and only special interest groups would be given access. The South Bay
community of over one million people deserve to have the entire south bay plan revealed
as part of the SD Port Master Plan. The San Diego Port District holds this land in public trust,
and it is unthinkable that this steward and manager of our public lands should preclude
public discussion and only provide a limited plan of Pond 20. To not make public outreach of
the future and the removal of Western Salt and the future public use of public tidelands is
irresponsible and not in the public interest. Special interest groups and mitigation banks
should not be given rights to public land or be given private exparte meetings to discuss the
use of public lands. The public should be in first position and have a seat at the table in use
of our public Tidelands and not sidelined as has happened over the last 10 years during the
Ports Master Plan Process.
Attached to this email are two photos. One shows the Coronado Shoreline which is clean
sand the other is the South Bay Shoreline which has asphalt, concrete and old car
engines. Why has the Port District ignored this condition and not restored the shoreline to the
walkable beach which is currently enjoyed by north bay residents. This is the essence of
environmental injustice where the rich area of town enjoys generous public spending on
their tidelands and the other gets nothing but inaction and fences which close off
access. The cleanup of the entire bay should be part of any Port District Master Plan.
Again, I ask that the San Diego Port Districts 50-year master plan be withdrawn from
consideration until changes are incorporated that include public comment, public access,
roadway safety improvement and proper environmental practices.
Thank you,

Leon Benham,
2

leonbenham@cox.net
619-964-9153
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Skiddy~ <skidmark068@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 8, 2021 5:04 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Rejection of the 50 Year Plan due to inordinate Environmental and Social Injustices

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

San Diego Port District and Imperial Beach Port Commissioner Dan Malcolm,
I am specifically requesting that the Unified Port District of San Diego to withdraw the 50- year
Master Plan and revised it to include public access to the entire South Bay shoreline and to
install recreational facilities for public use. Over 1 million residents make the South San Diego
Bay their home, and they have conveniently been overlooked and marginalized - instead of
robust public outreach, public comment, and planning of Southeast portion of San Diego
Bay - We are, in effect, get nothing but the "dirty end of the stick".
This revised plan should incorporate a balance between protection of the environment and
the modern recreational uses. These uses include of hiking, biking, kayaking, paddle
boarding, swimming and horseback riding that have no impact on the environment. These
recreational uses are what we have historically had in the south San Diego Bay, and these
should remain and be fully restored in any plan submitted by the San Diego Port District. This
is especially important were public lands and state money are spent. Providing public
access to our tidelands is the law and this should be part of any Master Plan which effects
these public tidelands.
Port District Master Plan incorporates regressive and poor Environmental Planning- The only
concept drawing of Pond 20 made available to the public via a public newspaper (Eagle &
Times) is designed as a sediment trap instead of a living estuary. This impotent method has
been tried and failed in the Tijuana River Valley for decades. As photos from the 1970’s
shows the historic norm for this ecology is a large body of water that flushes over 12M gallons
into San Diego Bay twice each day. That is part of the fundamental reason that Pond 20
teamed with wildlife and fish until the tidal flow was blocked in the late 1960’s. Also, the
concept drawing also does not incorporate the Otay River drainage, Taco drainage or the
Nestor Creek drainage. Furthermore, the Port Districts Pond 20 plan incorporates bad
management and poor planning for Public Safety and Stormwater control in the following
ways:
The Otay River, Taco Drainage and Nestor Creek drainage provide critical stormwater
drainage that prevents flooding and the evacuation of floodwaters. If Pond 20 is built as
proposed it would flood all the low-income mobile trailer parks located in the adjacent, lowlying property. The best solution to restore Pond 20 to a 7-foot-deep back bay with sand
beaches as this would represent the historic ecology of Pond 20.
1

Additionally, when the Port's masterplan was conceptualized in 2012, the public made clear
the traffic safety issues of Saturn Blvd (92154). At the time the public commented that the
Saturn Blvd/Palm Ave intersection was the deadliest intersections in San Diego County and
any plan should provide for the extension Saturn Blvd to Main Street as a practical way to
improve public safety and reduce traffic congestion. This would allow traffic to use existing
road and restore the road which was in use for decades. Again, by removing these public
comments the San Diego Port District is not practicing good governance of public lands and
these omissions are putting the public at risk. The California Coastal Commission should reject
the SD Port District 50-year plan and have the San Diego Port District revised the plan
incorporating public comments with full disclosure including consideration of better alternate
plans.
Public access lost forever - The South San Diego Bay has been used by the public for fishing,
boating, horseback riding, float planes and recreational uses since the California became a
state. The modern recreational access modes of hiking, biking, kayaking, paddle boarding,
swimming and horseback riding have little to no impact on the environment and these
recreational uses should remain and be fully restored in the South Bay of San Diego. This is
especially important were public lands and state money are spent. Providing public access
to our tidelands is the law and this should be part of any master plan developed by the Port
of San Diego.
As currently proposed by the SD Port District 50-year Master plan much southeast bay which
includes the Old SDGE Power Generating Site, Western Salt and Pond 20 would be off limits to
the public and only special interest groups (NGOs) would be given access. The South Bay
community of over one million people deserve to have the entire south bay plan revealed
as part of the SD Port Master Plan. The San Diego Port District holds this land in public trust,
and it is unthinkable that this steward and manager of our public lands should preclude
public discussion and only provide a very limited plan of Pond 20.
Lack of sincere public outreach of the future and the removal of Western Salt and the future public use of public tidelands
is irresponsible and not in the public's best interest. Again, special interest groups and mitigation banks should not be
given rights to public land or be afforded private exparte meetings to discuss the use of these same public lands. The
public should be in first position and have a seat at the table in use of our public Tidelands and not sidelined as has
happened over the last 10 years during the Ports Master Plan Process.

One stark example of the blatant display of this indifference and injustice can be seen in the
contrast of the Coronado Shoreline which is clean sand the other is the South Bay Shoreline
which has asphalt, concrete and old car engines scattered about. Why has the Port District
ignored this unacceptable condition and not restored the shoreline to the walkable beach
as is currently enjoyed by north bay residents.
This is the essence of environmental injustice - where the rich area of town enjoys generous
public spending on their pristine tidelands and beaches AND the other area gets nothing but
inaction and fences which close off access. The cleanup of the entire bay should be part of
any Port District Master Plan moving forward.
Again, I ask that the San Diego Port District's 50-year Master Plan be withdrawn from current
consideration until necessary changes are incorporated that include additional public
2

comment, planned public access, roadway safety improvements and proper environmental
management practices.
Respectfully,

Mitchell D. McKay,
mitch4ibcitycouncil@yahoo.com
(619) 395-6395 cellphone
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Lily Tsukayama
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Elizabeth McMahon <elymcmahon@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 9, 2021 4:12 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Revise South Bay Master Plan

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To The Port of San Diego,
My family and I would like to see major changes made to the South Bay 50 year Master Plan to enable
recreational access to the entire South Bay area. At this time we do not have enough access to the South
Bay shorelines nor does the current plan provide enough access to this area. In our minds this area could
be designed with many more options for recreational activities such as kayaking , stand up paddle
boarding ,canoeing, hiking, biking ect. in the south bay. This area has vast potential that needs to be
opened up to the public. A broader vision for this area needs to be considered and constructed. Please
consider many more possibilities and options for recreational access to this beautiful area near our home.
Chris McMahon
Imperial Beach resident
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Elizabeth Mills <eannemills@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 9, 2021 12:55 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Please Revise South Bay Master Plan

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Unified Port District of San Diego,
Please withdraw the 50-year Master Plan and revise it to include public access to the entire South Bay
shoreline and install recreational facilities for public use.
Thank you,
Elizabeth McMahon
Resident of Imperial Beach
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Lily Tsukayama
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tim Keeton <assetshelter@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 9, 2021 12:03 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Port District Master Plan (Comment by member of public)

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Sir or Madam:
I ask the Unified Port District of San Diego to withdraw the 50-year Master Plan and revised it to include public access to
the entire South Bay shoreline and to install recreational facilities for public use. Instead of the current (0) comments
from the public of over 1 million citizens who make the South San Diego Bay there home there should be a robust public
outreach, public comment, and planning of Southeast portion of San Diego Bay. This revised plan should incorporate a
balance between protection of the environment and the modern recreational uses. These uses include of hiking, biking,
kayaking, paddle boarding, swimming and horseback riding have no impact on the environment. These recreational
uses are what we have historically had in the south San Diego Bay, and these should remain and be fully restored in any
plan submitted by the San Diego Port District. This is especially important were public lands and state money are spent.
Providing public access to our tidelands is the law and this should be part of any Master Plan which effects these public
tidelands.
Port District Master Plan incorporates bad environmental Planning- The only concept drawing of Pond 20 made
available to the public is designed as a sediment trap instead of an estuary. This method has been tried and failed in the
Tijuana River Valley. As the picture from the 1970’s shows the historic normal for this ecology is a large body of
water that flushes 12,196,800 gallons of water day into San Diego Bay twice each day. That is part of the reason
that Pond 20 teamed with wildlife and fish until the tidal flow was blocked in the late 1960’s. Also, the drawing does not
incorporate the Otay River Drainage, Taco drainage or the Nestor Creek drainage. In addition, the Port Districts Pond 20
plan incorporates bad management and planning for Public Safety and Stormwater control in the following ways.
The Otay River, Taco Drainage and Nestor Creek provide critical stormwater drainage that prevents flooding and the
evacuation of floodwaters. If Pond 20 is built as proposed it would flood all the low-income mobile trailer parks located
in the low-lying adjacent property. The best solution to restore Pond 20 to a 7-foot-deep back bay with sand beaches as
this would represent the historic ecology of Pond Twenty (See attached pictures). Additionally, when the masterplan
was conceptualized in 2012’ the public made clear the traffic safety issues of Saturn Blvd. At the time the public
commented that the Saturn Blvd/Palm Ave intersection was the deadliest intersections in San Diego County and any
plan should provide for the extension Saturn Blvd to Main Street as a practical way to improve public safety and reduce
traffic congestion. This would allow traffic to use existing road and restore the road which was in use for
decades. Again, by removing these public comments the San Diego Port District is not practicing good

governance of public lands and these omissions are putting the public at risk. The California Coastal
Commission should reject the SD Port District 50-year plan and have the San Diego Port District revised the
plan incorporating public comments with full disclosure including consideration of better alternate plans.

Public access lost forever- The South San Diego Bay has been used by the public for fishing, boating, horseback riding,
float planes and recreational uses since the California became a state. The modern recreational access modes of hiking,
biking, kayaking, paddle boarding, swimming and horseback riding have no impact on the environment and these
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recreational uses should remain and be fully restored in the south bay of San Diego. This is especially important were
public lands and state money are spent. Providing public access to our tidelands is the law and this should be part of any
master plan developed by the Port of San Diego.
As currently proposed by the SD Port District 50-year Master plan much southeast bay which includes the Old SDGE
Power Generating Site, Western Salt and Pond 20 would be off limits to the public and only special interest groups
would be given access. The South Bay community of over one million people deserve to have the entire south bay plan
revealed as part of the SD Port Master Plan. The San Diego Port District holds this land in public trust, and it is
unthinkable that this steward and manager of our land should preclude public discussion and only provide a limited plan
of Pond 20. To not make public outreach of the future removal of Western Salt and the future public use of public
tidelands is irresponsible and not in the public interest. Special interest groups and mitigation banks should not be given
rights to public land or be given private exparte meetings to discuss the use of public lands. The public should be in first
position and have a seat at the table in use of our public Tidelands and not sidelined as has happened over the last 10
years.
Again, I ask that the San Diego Port Districts 50 year master plan be withdrawn from consideration until changes are
incorporated that include public access, safety and proper environmental practices can be incorporated.
Thank you,
Timothy F. Keeton
619-838-4300
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Lily Tsukayama
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dane Crosby <dane4ib@gmail.com>
Friday, December 10, 2021 7:40 AM
Port Master Plan Update
Master Plan and Environmental Justice

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
San Diego Port District and Imperial Beach Port Commissioner,
I am requesting that the Unified Port District of San Diego to withdraw the 50-year Master Plan and revise it to include
public access for the entire South Bay shoreline and to install recreational facilities for public use.
The Master plan should incorporate a balance between environmental protection and recreational uses for the
SouthBay. These uses should include hiking trails, biking trails, access for kayaking, paddle boarding, swimming and
horseback riding all which have no impact on the environment. These recreational uses are what we have historically
had in the south San Diego Bay, and these should remain and be fully restored in any plan submitted by the San Diego
Port District. Providing public access to our tidelands is in the California law and anything less would be a disservice in
your Master Plan which effects these historic public tidelands and the residents of the SouthBay.
Port District Master Plan incorporates regressive and poor Environmental Planning- The only concept drawing of Pond
20 made available to the public via a public newspaper (Eagle & Times) is designed as a sediment trap instead of a living
estuary. This impotent method has been tried and failed in the Tijuana River Valley for decades. As photos from the
1970’s shows the historic norm for this ecology is a large body of water that flushes over 12M gallons into San Diego Bay
twice each day. That is part of the fundamental reason that Pond 20 teamed with wildlife and fish until the tidal flow
was blocked in the late 1960’s. Also, the concept drawing does not incorporate the Otay River drainage, Taco drainage
or the Nestor Creek drainage. Furthermore, the Port Districts Pond 20 plan incorporates bad management and poor
planning for Public Safety and Stormwater control in the following ways:
The Otay River, Taco Drainage and Nestor Creek drainage provide critical stormwater drainage that prevents flooding
and the evacuation of floodwaters. If Pond 20 is built as proposed it would flood all the low-income mobile trailer parks
located in the adjacent, low-lying property. The best solution to restore Pond 20 to a 7-foot-deep back bay with sand
beaches as this would represent the historic ecology of Pond 20.
Additionally, when the Port's masterplan was conceptualized in 2012, the public made clear the traffic safety issues of
Saturn Blvd (92154). At the time the public commented that the Saturn Blvd/Palm Ave intersection was the deadliest
intersections in San Diego County and any plan should provide for the extension Saturn Blvd to Main Street as a practical
way to improve public safety and reduce traffic congestion. This would allow traffic to use existing road and restore the
road which was in use for decades. Again, by removing these public comments the San Diego Port District is not
practicing good governance of public lands and these omissions are putting the public at risk. The California Coastal
Commission should reject the SD Port District 50-year plan and have the San Diego Port District revised the plan
incorporating public comments with full disclosure including consideration of better alternate plans.
Public access lost forever - The South San Diego Bay has been used by the public for fishing, boating, horseback riding,
float planes and recreational uses since the California became a state. The modern recreational access modes of hiking,
biking, kayaking, paddle boarding, swimming and horseback riding have little to no impact on the environment and
these recreational uses should remain and be fully restored in the South Bay of San Diego. This is especially important
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where public lands and state money are spent. Providing public access to our tidelands is the law and this should be part
of any master plan developed by the Port of San Diego.
As currently proposed by the SD Port District 50-year Master plan much southeast bay which includes the Old SDGE
Power Generating Site, Western Salt and Pond 20 would be off limits to the public and only special interest groups
(NGOs) would be given access. The South Bay community of over one million people deserve to have the entire south
bay plan revealed as part of the SD Port Master Plan. The San Diego Port District holds this land in public trust, and it is
unthinkable that this steward and manager of our public lands should preclude public discussion and only provide a very
limited plan of Pond 20.
Lack of sincere public outreach of the future and the removal of Western Salt and the future public use of public
tidelands is irresponsible and not in the public's best interest. Again, special interest groups and mitigation banks should
not be given rights to public land or be afforded private exparte meetings to discuss the use of these same public lands.
The public should be in first position and have a seat at the table in use of our public Tidelands and not sidelined as has
happened over the last 10 years during the Ports Master Plan Process.
One stark example of the blatant display of this indifference and injustice can be seen in the contrast of the Coronado
Shoreline which is clean sand the other is the South Bay Shoreline which has asphalt, concrete and old car engines
scattered about. Why has the Port District ignored this unacceptable condition and not restored the shoreline to the
walkable beach as is currently enjoyed by north bay residents.
This is the essence of environmental injustice - where the rich area of town enjoys generous public spending on their
pristine tidelands and beaches AND the other area gets nothing but inaction and fences which close off access. The
cleanup of the entire bay should be part of any Port District Master Plan moving forward.
Again, I ask that the San Diego Port District's 50-year Master Plan be withdrawn from current consideration until
necessary changes are incorporated that include additional public comment, planned public access, roadway safety
improvements and proper environmental management practices. Use access models which are successful in other areas
of the country that blend public use with protecting habitat.
Sincerely, lifelong resident
Dane Crosby
6195951757San Diego Port District and Imperial Beach Port Commissioner,
I am requesting that the Unified Port District of San Diego to withdraw the 50-year Master Plan and revise it to include
public access for the entire South Bay shoreline and to install recreational facilities for public use.
The Master plan should incorporate a balance between environmental protection and recreational uses for the
SouthBay. These uses should include hiking trails, biking trails, access for kayaking, paddle boarding, swimming and
horseback riding all which have no impact on the environment. These recreational uses are what we have historically
had in the south San Diego Bay, and these should remain and be fully restored in any plan submitted by the San Diego
Port District. Providing public access to our tidelands is in the California law and anything less would be a disservice in
your Master Plan which effects these historic public tidelands and the residents of the SouthBay.
Port District Master Plan incorporates regressive and poor Environmental Planning- The only concept drawing of Pond
20 made available to the public via a public newspaper (Eagle & Times) is designed as a sediment trap instead of a living
estuary. This impotent method has been tried and failed in the Tijuana River Valley for decades. As photos from the
1970’s shows the historic norm for this ecology is a large body of water that flushes over 12M gallons into San Diego Bay
twice each day. That is part of the fundamental reason that Pond 20 teamed with wildlife and fish until the tidal flow
was blocked in the late 1960’s. Also, the concept drawing does not incorporate the Otay River drainage, Taco drainage
or the Nestor Creek drainage. Furthermore, the Port Districts Pond 20 plan incorporates bad management and poor
planning for Public Safety and Stormwater control in the following ways:
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The Otay River, Taco Drainage and Nestor Creek drainage provide critical stormwater drainage that prevents flooding
and the evacuation of floodwaters. If Pond 20 is built as proposed it would flood all the low-income mobile trailer parks
located in the adjacent, low-lying property. The best solution to restore Pond 20 to a 7-foot-deep back bay with sand
beaches as this would represent the historic ecology of Pond 20.
Additionally, when the Port's masterplan was conceptualized in 2012, the public made clear the traffic safety issues of
Saturn Blvd (92154). At the time the public commented that the Saturn Blvd/Palm Ave intersection was the deadliest
intersections in San Diego County and any plan should provide for the extension Saturn Blvd to Main Street as a practical
way to improve public safety and reduce traffic congestion. This would allow traffic to use existing road and restore the
road which was in use for decades. Again, by removing these public comments the San Diego Port District is not
practicing good governance of public lands and these omissions are putting the public at risk. The California Coastal
Commission should reject the SD Port District 50-year plan and have the San Diego Port District revised the plan
incorporating public comments with full disclosure including consideration of better alternate plans.
Public access lost forever - The South San Diego Bay has been used by the public for fishing, boating, horseback riding,
float planes and recreational uses since the California became a state. The modern recreational access modes of hiking,
biking, kayaking, paddle boarding, swimming and horseback riding have little to no impact on the environment and
these recreational uses should remain and be fully restored in the South Bay of San Diego. This is especially important
where public lands and state money are spent. Providing public access to our tidelands is the law and this should be part
of any master plan developed by the Port of San Diego.
As currently proposed by the SD Port District 50-year Master plan much southeast bay which includes the Old SDGE
Power Generating Site, Western Salt and Pond 20 would be off limits to the public and only special interest groups
(NGOs) would be given access. The South Bay community of over one million people deserve to have the entire south
bay plan revealed as part of the SD Port Master Plan. The San Diego Port District holds this land in public trust, and it is
unthinkable that this steward and manager of our public lands should preclude public discussion and only provide a very
limited plan of Pond 20.
Lack of sincere public outreach of the future and the removal of Western Salt and the future public use of public
tidelands is irresponsible and not in the public's best interest. Again, special interest groups and mitigation banks should
not be given rights to public land or be afforded private exparte meetings to discuss the use of these same public lands.
The public should be in first position and have a seat at the table in use of our public Tidelands and not sidelined as has
happened over the last 10 years during the Ports Master Plan Process.
One stark example of the blatant display of this indifference and injustice can be seen in the contrast of the Coronado
Shoreline which is clean sand the other is the South Bay Shoreline which has asphalt, concrete and old car engines
scattered about. Why has the Port District ignored this unacceptable condition and not restored the shoreline to the
walkable beach as is currently enjoyed by north bay residents.
This is the essence of environmental injustice - where the rich area of town enjoys generous public spending on their
pristine tidelands and beaches AND the other area gets nothing but inaction and fences which close off access. The
cleanup of the entire bay should be part of any Port District Master Plan moving forward.
Again, I ask that the San Diego Port District's 50-year Master Plan be withdrawn from current consideration until
necessary changes are incorporated that include additional public comment, planned public access, roadway safety
improvements and proper environmental management practices. Use access models which are successful in other areas
of the country that blend public use with protecting habitat.
Sincerely, lifelong resident
Dane Crosby
6195951757San Diego Port District and Imperial Beach Port Commissioner,
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I am requesting that the Unified Port District of San Diego to withdraw the 50-year Master Plan and revise it to include
public access for the entire South Bay shoreline and to install recreational facilities for public use.
The Master plan should incorporate a balance between environmental protection and recreational uses for the
SouthBay. These uses should include hiking trails, biking trails, access for kayaking, paddle boarding, swimming and
horseback riding all which have no impact on the environment. These recreational uses are what we have historically
had in the south San Diego Bay, and these should remain and be fully restored in any plan submitted by the San Diego
Port District. Providing public access to our tidelands is in the California law and anything less would be a disservice in
your Master Plan which effects these historic public tidelands and the residents of the SouthBay.
Port District Master Plan incorporates regressive and poor Environmental Planning- The only concept drawing of Pond
20 made available to the public via a public newspaper (Eagle & Times) is designed as a sediment trap instead of a living
estuary. This impotent method has been tried and failed in the Tijuana River Valley for decades. As photos from the
1970’s shows the historic norm for this ecology is a large body of water that flushes over 12M gallons into San Diego Bay
twice each day. That is part of the fundamental reason that Pond 20 teamed with wildlife and fish until the tidal flow
was blocked in the late 1960’s. Also, the concept drawing does not incorporate the Otay River drainage, Taco drainage
or the Nestor Creek drainage. Furthermore, the Port Districts Pond 20 plan incorporates bad management and poor
planning for Public Safety and Stormwater control in the following ways:
The Otay River, Taco Drainage and Nestor Creek drainage provide critical stormwater drainage that prevents flooding
and the evacuation of floodwaters. If Pond 20 is built as proposed it would flood all the low-income mobile trailer parks
located in the adjacent, low-lying property. The best solution to restore Pond 20 to a 7-foot-deep back bay with sand
beaches as this would represent the historic ecology of Pond 20.
Additionally, when the Port's masterplan was conceptualized in 2012, the public made clear the traffic safety issues of
Saturn Blvd (92154). At the time the public commented that the Saturn Blvd/Palm Ave intersection was the deadliest
intersections in San Diego County and any plan should provide for the extension Saturn Blvd to Main Street as a practical
way to improve public safety and reduce traffic congestion. This would allow traffic to use existing road and restore the
road which was in use for decades. Again, by removing these public comments the San Diego Port District is not
practicing good governance of public lands and these omissions are putting the public at risk. The California Coastal
Commission should reject the SD Port District 50-year plan and have the San Diego Port District revised the plan
incorporating public comments with full disclosure including consideration of better alternate plans.
Public access lost forever - The South San Diego Bay has been used by the public for fishing, boating, horseback riding,
float planes and recreational uses since the California became a state. The modern recreational access modes of hiking,
biking, kayaking, paddle boarding, swimming and horseback riding have little to no impact on the environment and
these recreational uses should remain and be fully restored in the South Bay of San Diego. This is especially important
where public lands and state money are spent. Providing public access to our tidelands is the law and this should be part
of any master plan developed by the Port of San Diego.
As currently proposed by the SD Port District 50-year Master plan much southeast bay which includes the Old SDGE
Power Generating Site, Western Salt and Pond 20 would be off limits to the public and only special interest groups
(NGOs) would be given access. The South Bay community of over one million people deserve to have the entire south
bay plan revealed as part of the SD Port Master Plan. The San Diego Port District holds this land in public trust, and it is
unthinkable that this steward and manager of our public lands should preclude public discussion and only provide a very
limited plan of Pond 20.
Lack of sincere public outreach of the future and the removal of Western Salt and the future public use of public
tidelands is irresponsible and not in the public's best interest. Again, special interest groups and mitigation banks should
not be given rights to public land or be afforded private exparte meetings to discuss the use of these same public lands.
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The public should be in first position and have a seat at the table in use of our public Tidelands and not sidelined as has
happened over the last 10 years during the Ports Master Plan Process.
One stark example of the blatant display of this indifference and injustice can be seen in the contrast of the Coronado
Shoreline which is clean sand the other is the South Bay Shoreline which has asphalt, concrete and old car engines
scattered about. Why has the Port District ignored this unacceptable condition and not restored the shoreline to the
walkable beach as is currently enjoyed by north bay residents.
This is the essence of environmental injustice - where the rich area of town enjoys generous public spending on their
pristine tidelands and beaches AND the other area gets nothing but inaction and fences which close off access. The
cleanup of the entire bay should be part of any Port District Master Plan moving forward.
Again, I ask that the San Diego Port District's 50-year Master Plan be withdrawn from current consideration until
necessary changes are incorporated that include additional public comment, planned public access, roadway safety
improvements and proper environmental management practices. Use access models which are successful in other areas
of the country that blend public use with protecting habitat.
Sincerely, lifelong resident
Dane Crosby
6195951757
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Lily Tsukayama
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael Safradin <mike_saf@icloud.com>
Friday, December 10, 2021 10:35 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Withdraw 50 year Master Plan

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
San Diego Port District
I ask the Unified Port District of San Diego to withdraw the 50-year Master Plan and revised it to include public access to
the entire South Bay shoreline and to install recreational facilities for public use. Instead of the current (0) comments
from the public of over 1 million citizens who make the South San Diego Bay their home, instead there should be a
robust public outreach, public comment, and planning of Southeast portion of San Diego Bay. This revised plan should
incorporate a balance between protection of the environment and the modern recreational uses. These uses include of
hiking, biking, kayaking, paddle boarding, swimming and horseback riding that have no impact on the environment.
These recreational uses are what we have historically had in the south San Diego Bay, and these should remain and be
fully restored in any plan submitted by the San Diego Port District. This is especially important were public lands and
state money are spent. Providing public access to our tidelands is the law and this should be part of any Master Plan
which effects these public tidelands.
Port District Master Plan incorporates bad environmental Planning- The only concept drawing of Pond 20 made available
to the public via a public newpaper is designed as a sediment trap instead of an estuary. This method has been tried and
failed in the Tijuana River Valley. As the picture from the 1970’s shows the historic normal for this ecology is a large body
of water that flushes 12,196,800 gallons of water day into San Diego Bay twice each day. That is part of the reason that
Pond 20 teamed with wildlife and fish until the tidal flow was blocked in the late 1960’s. Also, the drawing does not
incorporate the Otay River Drainage, Taco drainage or the Nestor Creek drainage. In addition, the Port Districts Pond 20
plan incorporates bad management and planning for Public Safety and Stormwater control in the following ways.
The Otay River, Taco Drainage and Nestor Creek provide critical stormwater drainage that prevents flooding and the
evacuation of floodwaters. If Pond 20 is built as proposed it would flood all the low-income mobile trailer parks located
in the low-lying adjacent property. The best solution to restore Pond 20 to a 7-foot-deep back bay with sand beaches as
this would represent the historic ecology of Pond Twenty (See attached pictures). Additionally, when the masterplan
was conceptualized in 2012’ the public made clear the traffic safety issues of Saturn Blvd. At the time the public
commented that the Saturn Blvd/Palm Ave intersection was the deadliest intersections in San Diego County and any
plan should provide for the extension Saturn Blvd to Main Street as a practical way to improve public safety and reduce
traffic congestion. This would allow traffic to use existing road and restore the road which was in use for decades. Again,
by removing these public comments the San Diego Port District is not practicing good governance of public lands and
these omissions are putting the public at risk. The California Coastal Commission should reject the SD Port District 50year plan and have the San Diego Port District revised the plan incorporating public comments with full disclosure
including consideration of better alternate plans.
Public access lost forever- The South San Diego Bay has been used by the public for fishing, boating, horseback riding,
float planes and recreational uses since the California became a state. The modern recreational access modes of hiking,
biking, kayaking, paddle boarding, swimming and horseback riding have no impact on the environment and these
recreational uses should remain and be fully restored in the south bay of San Diego. This is especially important were
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public lands and state money are spent. Providing public access to our tidelands is the law and this should be part of any
master plan developed by the Port of San Diego.
As currently proposed by the SD Port District 50-year Master plan much southeast bay which includes the Old SDGE
Power Generating Site, Western Salt and Pond 20 would be off limits to the public and only special interest groups
would be given access. The South Bay community of over one million people deserve to have the entire south bay plan
revealed as part of the SD Port Master Plan. The San Diego Port District holds this land in public trust, and it is
unthinkable that this steward and manager of our public lands should preclude public discussion and only provide a
limited plan of Pond 20. To not make public outreach of the future and the removal of Western Salt and the future
public use of public tidelands is irresponsible and not in the public interest. Special interest groups and mitigation banks
should not be given rights to public land or be given private exparte meetings to discuss the use of public lands. The
public should be in first position and have a seat at the table in use of our public Tidelands and not sidelined as has
happened over the last 10 years during the Ports Master Plan Process.
Why has the Port District ignored the condition of South Bay Shoreline, which has asphalt and concrete, instead of clean
sand, which should be restored a walkable beach which is currently enjoyed by north bay residents? The cleanup of the
entire bay should be part of any Port District Master Plan.
Again, I ask that the San Diego Port Districts 50-year master plan be withdrawn from consideration until changes are
incorporated that include public comment, public access, roadway safety improvement and proper environmental
practices.
Thank you,
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hugh Cree <Hugh@CreeFamily.com>
Friday, January 7, 2022 1:47 PM
Port Master Plan Update
pio@sandag.org; PVvila@sandiego.gov; MayorToddGloria@sandiego.gov;
JoeLaCava@sandiego.gov; Nathan.Fletcher@sd.ca.gov
Comments on: San Diego Port Master Plan

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Comments on: Port Master Plan
There is a huge amount of information for a person to consume , but clearly the plan is built perfectly for developers
who are the only ones heard in San Diego, certainly not for the residents of San Diego and local areas outside of City
boundaries, where day on day, the quality of life is being reduced by over development, increasing population density
and plans like this.
San Diego and neighboring cities are under similar attack from SANDAG, quality of life of residents is being ignored, only
population and density expansion is embraced.
The Port Master plan is 100% about commercialization of the current open spaces along the water front; particularly the
areas abutting Harbor drive.
- Every single area is primarily focused upon commercialization! Every building means less resident open space and more
building blocking access and views of the Bay and beyond.
- Almost 6000 Hotels rooms are envisioned, equivalent to adding 4 more huge Grand Hyatt buildings. Each area means
a further walling off the water fronts with tall buildings, increased traffic, increased over population density of users of
the Bay side lands, elimination of space that currently exists.
- Reduction in parking space all along the immediacy of Harbor Dr Embarcadero Districts ., Harbor Is., Spanish Landing,
Shelter Is. You would no longer be able to spontaneously drive by find a spot, and wander around for an hours or less,
that short of spontaneous important quality of life use that make San Diego livable , would be gone with this plan
- Residents would now be forced to use some transit/mobility hub and parking structures to reach these areas.
Spontaneity of use of the Bay space, now destroyed.
San Diego and SANDAG should be #1 focused upon limiting population and commercial density and really preserving the
Quality-of-Life here ! It is not being done, only the developers are heard!
It is my view that this plan should be blocked, likely only resident lawsuits will end this plan protect these areas from the
developers, who are the real and obvious main voices, beneficiaries of this misguided Port Master Plan.
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Thank you,
Hugh Cree
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Matt OBrien <mattobsd@gmail.com>
Saturday, January 8, 2022 9:44 AM
Port Master Plan Update
New Boat Slips

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
New boat slips should prioritize small crafts that actually promote public access to the bay - with priority for rentals and
boat clubs. Walk by the Marriott Marquis marina and you will see a TINY alcove for small crafts that the public can rent.
The rest of the Marina is floating eye candy for the rich, and you’ll hardly ever see an empty slip because the owners
never use them. Companies like Freedom Boat Club make boating available to the middle class, and if you visit one of
their marinas, you will notice high usage that actually promoted public access to getting out on the water.
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Port Master Plan Update
Draft PMPU and Draft Program EIR
Comments
Comments received during the public review
period:

November 8, 2021 – January 10, 2022
Comments from Individuals
PD 1 – SHELTER ISLAND

portofsandiego.org

Dennis Campbell
From:
Sent:
To:

Vince Ghio <vinceghio@gmail.com>
Monday, November 8, 2021 11:17 PM
Port Master Plan Update

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Categories:

Gray Category, Orange Category, Green Category

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I’m writing to ask if you are doing anything to shelter island and to keep the Marlin club.
Also will there be space for new fuel docks down south as I know the current and only ones are in shelter and harbor
island
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cleve Hardaker <chardaker@cox.net>
Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:00 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Shelter Island West

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Item PD1
PD 1.6
The expansion of green space and promenades on the bay side of Shelter Island from the boat launch to the Yokohama
bell will come at the cost of significantly reduced parking and significantly more traffic congestion.
That is to say, reduced access.
So what is to be gained here? More public recreational area and less ability to reach it.
PD 1.8
Waterside Promenade It will be completely unfeasible to construct a walkway that is 12’ wide on the yacht basin side
of Shelter Island.
The existing Promenade from Kona Kai to Island Palms is about 6’ and there is no possibility to widen it without
impacting buildings or rip-rap.
From Silver Gate Yacht Club to The Half Moon Marina there is no space to construct any promenade.
As it is, the water between the rip-rap and the docks is utilized now as a recreational route for paddle boarders and
kayakers.
Why not construct a culvert from Shelter Island Yacht Basin to the Bay?
That would provide welcome tidal flow in Shelter Island Yacht Basin and provide an interesting passage for recreational
paddle boarders and kayakers.
Cleve Hardaker
4602 Valencia Drive, San Diego 92115
Member
Silver Gate Yacht Club
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SUZANNE R. VARCO

January 7, 2022

svarco@envirolawyer.com

S. WAYNE ROSENBAUM
swr@envirolawyer.com

Sent Via Email to: pmpu@portofsandiego.org
San Diego Unified Port Commission
Attn: Dennis Campbell, Planning Department
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488
Re: Comments on Draft PEIR for the Port Master Plan Update
Dear Mr. Campbell:
Varco & Rosenbaum Environmental Law Group LLP represents Arthur Engel, a
current resident of the La Playa community on Shelter Island. On behalf of Mr. Engel, our
firm has submitted several prior comments letters (attached for your reference as Exhibits
A, B and C) and attended workshops and public meetings relative to the proposed Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU). We have received and reviewed a copy of the Draft Program
Environmental Impact Report (Draft PEIR) prepared for the proposed Port Master Plan
Update, and provide the below comments.
As noted in the Draft PEIR at page 3-31, four piers presently exist in the La Playa
beach area of the West Shelter Island subdistrict. These four of these piers were originally
constructed as privately-owned piers, allowing no public access. The docks at the end of
the piers were occupied by private boats owned by the pier users. In 1982, the Board of
Port Commissioners adopted Master Plan modifications which required that these
privately-owned piers either be removed or made available for public use. (See Attachment
1 to Exhibit A.) Each of these piers has now been made available for public use for the
length of the pier, with gate access to a private dock at the end of each pier. The current
use of these quasi-private/quasi-public piers is governed by Tideland Use and Occupancy
Permits (TUOPs).
The Draft PEIR and proposed PMPU provide that these four piers will be required to
continue to provide public access, with the limited exception of the private docks at the
end of each pier. (See Draft PEIR, page 3-31.) However, the PMPU proposes to prohibit
the construction of any new similarly situated piers: “No new quasi-private/quasi-public
piers or docks associated with residential properties, or residential use, are proposed and
will be explicitly disallowed.” (Emphasis added; Draft PEIR, page 3-31; PMPU PD1.3.)
This prohibition is inconsistent with Port District policies and the California Coastal Act.
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Public access to the Bay is a priority for both the Port District and the California
Coastal Commission. The proposed PMPU, includes policies and goals to provide
accessibility to the Bay, provide vistas, allow for safe interaction with the water, promote
shoreline walkways, provide direct shoreline access and provide recreation activities that
attract visitors. Many of these proclaimed policies specifically recognize the importance
of piers for coastal access, fishing and scenic vistas. For example, the PMPU includes the
following listed policies:
WLU Policy 3.1.3: The District and its permittees shall maintain, protect, and
enhance existing public coastal-dependent recreational facilities, such as boat ramps
and piers that provide coastal access.
WLU Policy 3.2.1: Visual access locations (scenic vista areas, view corridor
extensions, Window to the Bay, and walkways) shall be maintained and protected, as
shown on the Chapter 5, Planning Districts: Coastal Access Views and Pathways
Maps.
WLU Policy 4.2.2: The District shall encourage establishment of activating features
that support existing amenities and introduce new activities in recreation areas.
WLU Policy 4.3.1: The District shall encourage boating and pier access for
recreational and subsistence fishing throughout Tidelands, where feasible, by
requiring permittees of applicable development to provide public fishing or viewing
piers and boating access. Maintenance may be provided by third parties.
WLU Policy 5.1.1: The District shall continue to maintain, expand, and enhance
District facilities consistent with the Port Act and in support of the District’s mission.
WLU Goal 6: Expand the collection of lower cost visitor and recreational facilities.
Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities offer valuable opportunities for coastal
access to the public. These recreational places are located throughout Tidelands and
include facilities such as parks and waterside amenities such as public fishing piers,
launch areas for motorized and nonmotorized watercraft, and overnight
accommodations.
M Policy 1.1.2: Permittees of development with waterside access shall create new, or
improve access to, publicly accessible piers, docks, slips, moorings, anchorages,
floats, and platforms.
M Policy 1.1.3: Through CDPs issued by the District, permittees shall increase the
number of boat slips and berthing opportunities in the Bay, where feasible, in
accordance with Chapter 5, Planning Districts, including any planned improvements
within the applicable planning district or subdistrict.
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ECON Policy 2.3.9: The District and applicable permittees shall support existing
recreational boating on Tidelands through maintenance of marina-related facilities,
including docks, piers, slips, and boat launch ramps.
ECON Policy 2.3.17: The District shall promote and support recreational fishing on
Tidelands by providing informational signage about recreational fishing
opportunities at public locations, such as fishing piers and boat launches, and
promoting recreational fishing through joint public-private marketing, fishingrelated festivals, and other fishing events and activities.
ECON Policy 2.4.1: The District encourages the provision of a variety of active and
passive recreational opportunities to attract a diverse mix of visitors to Tidelands.
ECON Policy 2.4.3: The District shall promote and support implementation of
visitor-serving development and amenities that celebrate the San Diego region’s
binational setting, natural resources, history, culture, and arts.
(Emphasis added throughout.)
All of these goals and policies demonstrate that public access to the Bay is a priority.
New quasi-private/quasi-public piers would not be inconsistent with these goals and
policies, but would, in fact, help to promote these goals and policies by providing additional
opportunities for the public to access piers for fishing, recreation and scenic vistas, and
promoting visitor-serving amenities.
The Draft PEIR notably acknowledges the difference between the La Playa piers in
the West Shelter Island subdistrict and the piers located in the Silver Strand Planning
District. Unlike the piers in the West Shelter Island subdistrict which are made available
for public access, piers in the Silver Strand Planning District include “piers and docks with
no associated public access” and “extend into the planning district from off-Tidelands
residences.” (See Draft PEIR, p. 3-91, p. 4.9-38.) It is understandable that private piers that
provide no public access do not contribute to the policies set forth by the Port District and
the Coastal Act. However, this is not the case with the West Shelter Island piers.
The Draft PEIR acknowledges that the West Shelter Island piers “will be accessible
to the public daily from sunrise to sunset, … Signs are proposed that indicate availability
for public use and such signs will be clearly posted on the landward portion of the pier for
all piers retained.” (Draft PEIR, p. 3-31.) The Draft PEIR further acknowledges that piers
can be a focal point in certain areas, providing “expansive views of the Bay and unique
waterfront space.” (Draft PEIR, p. 3-51 to 3-52.) The Draft PEIR reports that “West Shelter
Island includes panoramic views of the San Diego Bay, which are available along the entire
length of the publicly accessible southern waterfront. From the northern portion of West
Shelter Island, views are available from the public walkways that border the shoreline,
including La Playa Trail, which runs along the northern shore of the Shelter Island Yacht
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Basin.” (Draft PEIR, p. 4.1-7.) Moreover, “because the subdistrict draws a high number
of visitors, provides ample public access space, and is located on the Bay, and contains the
La Playa Trail, viewer sensitivity in this area would be considered high.” (Id.) The addition
of new piers is this area would provide additional public access to the available scenic
resources and opportunities for public fishing. The Draft PEIR and PMPU contemplate the
addition of 10 anchorage moorings within this viewshed presumably to allow for more
opportunities for recreational boating on the Bay. (See Draft PEIR, p. 4.1-45.) New piers,
in addition to providing public access points along the Bay, would also provide
opportunities for additional recreational boating.
Notably, the Draft PEIR states that “the proposed PMPU contains several policies
that promote connections within Tidelands,” including WLU Policy 4.1.8 prohibiting “any
new private or quasi-private piers connected to residential uses.” (Draft PEIR, p. 4.9-29.)
It is unclear how policies which proclaim the value of coastal access, scenic vistas, public
fishing, increased physical accessibility to water, and enjoyment of the waterfront can be
consistent with prohibitions which limit such coastal interaction. Prohibiting the
establishment of new public piers is not promoting connections within the Tidelands, but
acts to sever those connections.
It is noteworthy that in 1988, the Port attempted to amend its Master Plan specifically
to address the La Playa area piers, attempting to remove the 1982 requirement that the piers
be opened to the public. The Port-prepared EIR at that time characterized the piers as a
“visual amenity,” and stated that the piers provide:
“points of visual reference along the shoreline that are in character with the
surrounding views of boating activity. The shoreline, with the piers, is scenic
enough to have been used in postcards and other photographic souvenirs of the
area.”
(See Attachment 2 to Exhibit A.) The Port’s 1998 EIR further recognized the scenic-visual
quality of the shoreline offered by the piers, and the recreational opportunities provided by
the piers. (See Attachment 2 to Exhibit A.) While the Coastal Commission disallowed the
continued private ownership of the piers, requiring that the piers be open to public access,
the Coastal Commission determined that opening the piers to public use would be
consistent with section 30211 of the Coastal Act, “in that public access in the area would
be increased.” (See Attachment 2 to Exhibit A.)
The Draft EIR erroneously claims that the PMPU is consistent with the California
Coastal Act. (See Draft EIR, p. 4.9-41.) Section 30210 of the Coastal Act requires that
maximum public access and recreational opportunities be provided. The prohibition of
additional piers providing public access is inconsistent with this Coastal Act requirement.
Moreover, the Coastal Act also specifically contemplates the construction of new
“structural pilings for public recreational piers that provide public access and recreational
opportunities.” Specifically, Section 30233 states:
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(a) The diking, filling, or dredging of open coastal waters, wetlands, estuaries, and
lakes shall be permitted in accordance with other applicable provisions of this
division, where there is no feasible less environmentally damaging alternative, and
where feasible mitigation measures have been provided to minimize adverse
environmental effects, and shall be limited to the following:
…
(3) In open coastal waters, other than wetlands, including streams, estuaries,
lakes, new or expanded boating facilities and the placement of structural
pilings for public recreational piers that would provide public access and
recreational opportunities.
…
(Emphasis added.) Contrary to the statement in the Draft EIR, the proposed PMPU
prohibition of new piers is not consistent with these Coastal Act provisions which
encourage expanded opportunities to access recreational piers.
Only in San Diego is the construction of new piers controversial. Along the coastline
of California, the Coastal Commission has approved new public and private piers. Since
2009, the Coastal Commission has approved the construction of more than 25 new piers
along the California coastline, including in San Diego, Coronado, Newport Beach,
Huntington Beach, Long Beach, Morro Bay, Oxnard, Redondo Beach, Humboldt and other
locations. Since 2017, the Coastal Commission has approved the replacement of more than
27 piers along the California coast. These Coastal Commission project approvals
demonstrate that the Coastal Commission is not averse to the construction of new piers, so
long as public access is made a priority.
A particularly relevant example includes a 2019 Coastal Commission approval of the
construction of a twenty-nine-foot pier with a private dock float, gangway landing and
staircase in Long Beach. The approved pier and dock are associated with the adjacent
single-family residence and would be used for recreational boating purposes. (See
Attachment 1 to Exhibit B.) Similarly, a private pier, gangway and dock float in Corona
del Mar was approved by the Coastal Commission in 2017. The proposed dock and pier
system was associated with the adjacent residence and was intended for recreational
purposes. The Coastal Commission permit specifically notes that “the project is being
constructed on public tidelands and/or within an area subject to the public trust doctrine.”
(See Attachment 3 to Exhibit A.) The Coastal Commission found that, despite the fact that
the pier was associated with the adjacent residence, the proposed pier and dock did not
impair public access and was not a violation of the public trust doctrine or the Coastal Act.
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The Port District has no reasonable basis to ignore the express actions of the Coastal
Commission in allowing for the construction of new piers while ensuring continued public
access to the ocean, shoreline, and scenic vistas. PD1.3 in the proposed Port Master Plan
Update, which prohibits the construction of new piers in the La Playa area of the West
Shelter Island subdistrict, should be removed. We appreciate the Board’s consideration of
these comments.
Yours very truly,
VARCO & ROSENBAUM
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW GROUP LLP

Suzanne R. Varco
SRV/ssr
Attachments:
A.
B.
C.
cc:

January 25, 2018 Letter to Board of Port Commissioners with attachments;
April 29, 2019 Letter to Board of Port Commissioners with attachments;
November 6, 2020 Letter to Board of Port Commissioners.

Mr. Stephen Padilla, California Coastal Commission (via email to
stephen.Padilla@coastal.ca.gov)
Mr. Arthur Engel (via email)
Ms. Rebecca Harrington, Port Counsel (via email to
rharrington@portofsandiego.org)
Mr. Joe Stuyvesant, President/CEO (jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org)
Board of Port Commissioners:
Michael Zuccet, Chair (mzucchet@portofsandiego.org)
Dan Malcolm, Vice Chair (dmalcolm@portofsandiego.org)
Rafael Castellanos (rcastellanos@portofsandiego.org)
Ann Moore, Chair (amoore@portofsandiego.org)
Jennifer Lesar (jlesar@portofsandiego.org)
Sandy Naranjo (snaranjo@portofsandiego.org)
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Sent Via Email

lindab@envirolawyer.com

Of Counsel

JANA MICKOVA WILL
jwill@envirolawyer.com

Board of Port Commissioners
Rafael Castellanos, Chairman
Ms. Randa Coniglio, Executive Director
San Diego Unified Port Commission
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Re: Construction of New Piers for Public Access
Dear Commissioners, Chair Castellanos and Ms. Coniglio:
At the Board of Port Commissioners meeting on December 12, 2017, our firm made
a presentation on behalf of Mr. Art Engel, a current resident of the La Playa community on
Shelter Island. For over a year, Mr. Engel and his representatives have engaged in
discussions with Port staff regarding the construction of a new public pier in the La Playa
area.
Some background may be helpful to a full understanding of this issue. Five piers
presently exist in this area. Four of these piers were originally constructed as privatelyowned piers, allowing no public access. The docks at the end of the piers were occupied
by private boats owned by the pier users. In 1982, the Board of Port Commissioners
adopted Master Plan modifications which required that these privately-owned piers either
be removed or made available for public use. (See Attachment 1.) Each of these piers has
now been made available for public use for the length of the pier, with gate access to a
dock at the end of each pier. The current use of the docks is governed by Tideland Use and
Occupancy Permits (TUOPs); however, each TUOP is limited to two permitees, as the
docks can only accommodate two boats.
Mr. Engel has a boat that he uses recreationally on the Bay. He is also a resident of
the La Playa community on Shelter Island, with a house located directly adjacent to the
Bay and tidelands. In March 2017, one of the TUOP permittees (Dene Oliver) sold his
home, which allowed the Port to terminate that TUOP or assign it to another user. At that
time, Mr. Engel made a formal request to Port staff seeking assignment of that TUOP to
allow his use of the dock on the pier. Port staff provided no response to his request and
ultimately assigned the TUOP to a different user.
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Mr. Engel and his representatives have repeatedly approached Port staff regarding the
construction of a new pier in the La Playa area, and have been advised by Port staff that
new piers are not allowed under the Port Master Plan, and that construction of a new pier
would violate the public trust doctrine. In our review of the Port Master Plan and the public
trust doctrine, neither of these assertions appear correct.
Port Master Plan
Port staff has advised that Appendix C of the Port Master Plan (see Attachment 1),
prohibits the construction of new piers in the La Playa area. However, this reading of
Appendix C is not accurate. While Appendix C disallows “privately owned” piers, it does
not include any similar prohibition for piers available for public use.
The current Port Master Plan, in Section IV discussing Shelter Island, provides the
goals and policies for the Shelter Island area, demonstrating that public access to the bay
is a priority:
•

“Additional people oriented spaces, providing vistas and accessibility to the
water and waterside activities, are felt appropriate.”

•

“The major emphasis of the development program is directed toward the . . .
improvement in the quality of landscape, visual and physical access to the
Bayfront.”

Additionally, the development guidelines in the Port Master Plan specifically
contemplate that recreational piers are not prohibited, by providing requirements such as:
“any increase in water coverage from that which previously exists shall be subject to further
environmental review and mitigation as required.” This language alone suggests that overwater improvements, such as a public pier, are not prohibited, but their development must
be protective of the environment.
All of these provisions in the existing Port Master Plan evidence that public access is
a priority. Nothing in the Plan prohibits the construction of additional piers, but the
development guidelines exist to protect both public access and environmental resources.
The proposed Port Master Plan Amendment, continues to express these same policies
and goals to provide accessibility to the bay, provide vistas, allow for safe interaction with
the water, promote shoreline walkways, provide direct shoreline access and provide
recreation activities that attract visitors. Comments at the Port’s December 12 public
meeting reflected the varied public use of the existing piers and the value the piers add to
the shoreline experience. All of these goals and policies demonstrate that public access to
the bay is a priority. A new public pier would not be inconsistent with these goals and
policies, but would, in fact, help to promote these goals and policies.
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It is noteworthy that in 1988, the Port attempted to amend its Master Plan specifically
to address the La Playa area piers, attempting to remove the 1982 requirement that the piers
be opened to the public. The Port-prepared EIR at that time characterized the piers as a
“visual amenity,” and stated that the piers provide:
“points of visual reference along the shoreline that are in character with the
surrounding views of boating activity. The shoreline, with the piers, is scenic
enough to have been used in postcards and other photographic souvenirs of the
area.”
The EIR further stated that “removal of some or all of the piers could affect the scenicvisual quality of the shoreline, and result in the loss of the recreational opportunities
provided by the piers.” (See Attachment 2, p. 8.) The Coastal Commission disallowed the
Master Plan amendment, finding, not that the piers should be removed, but that public
access must be provided. The Coastal Commission determined that retaining the piers and
opening the piers to public use would be consistent with section 30211 of the Coastal Act,
“in that public access in the area would be increased.” (See Attachment 2, p. 10.)
The Coastal Commission is not averse to the construction of new piers, so long as
public access is made a priority. A new private pier was approved by the Coastal
Commission in July of 2017, and an examination of public access was a key issue in that
approval. The Coastal Commission approved the construction of a new pier, dock float
and gangway in Corona del Mar. Much like the pier proposed by Mr. Engel, the proposed
dock and pier system is associated with the adjacent residence and will be used for
recreational purposes. The Coastal Commission permit specifically notes that “the project
is being constructed on public tidelands and/or within an area subject to the public trust
doctrine.” (See Attachment 3, p. 3.) The Coastal Commission issued the permit finding
that the proposed pier and dock did not impair public access and was not a violation of the
public trust doctrine.
Public Trust Doctrine
In discussions with Port staff and counsel, we have been advised that the public trust
doctrine prohibits uses accessory to residential property and that a pier, such as proposed
by Mr. Engel, would violate this rule. The Public Trust Doctrine, in fact, does not include
any language which specifically prohibits the construction of piers which allow for public
access.
The public trust doctrine is implemented through the application of the Coastal Act.
The Coastal Act emphasizes the need to protect and provide for public access to and along
the coast. Section 30210 of the Coastal Act requires that maximum public access and
recreational opportunities be provided. The construction of a pier, open for public access,
is not inconsistent with this Coastal Act requirement. Moreover, the Coastal Act (see
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section 30233) also specifically contemplates the construction of new “structural pilings
for public recreational piers that provide public access and recreational opportunities.” A
new pier, constructed by Mr. Engel, which is open to the public and provides both public
access and recreational opportunities, does not violate the public trust doctrine, but, in fact,
provides the specific coastal access mandated by the public trust doctrine.
Mr. Engel has, moreover, expressed his willingness to include the construction of, or
funding for, other public improvements along the shoreline with the pier construction. The
Port Master Plan states that in the La Playa area of Shelter Island, “it is recommended that
sometime in the future, the beach area be served by a pedestrian promenade and bike route
. . .” and that the area should be “enhanced by providing landscaped sitting and viewing
areas and rest stops for bicyclists and pedestrians using the trail system.”
We certainly understand the Port’s desire not to support the construction of private
piers; however, the construction of a new pier, providing access to the public, new scenic
vistas, and low intensive recreational use promotes the goals and policies of the Master
Plan and the Coastal Act and should be allowed, and specifically included in the Port
Master Plan. We appreciate the Board’s consideration of this issue.
Yours very truly,
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW GROUP LLP
VARCO & ROSENBAUM

Suzanne R. Varco
SRV/ssr
Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
cc:

Appendix C to Port Master Plan, Adopted 5/12/82.
California Coastal Commission Staff Recommendation, March 31, 1988.
California Coastal Commission Administrative Permit, July 20, 2017

Mr. Stephen Padilla, California Coastal Commission (via email to
stephen.Padilla@coastal.ca.gov)
Mr. Arthur Engel (via email)
Ms. Rebecca Harrington, Port Counsel (via email to
rharrington@portofsandiego.org)
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Board of Port Commissioners:
Rafael Castellanos, Chairman (rcastellanos@portofsandiego.org)
Garry J. Bonelli, Vice Chairman (gbonelli@portofsandiego.org)
Ann Moore (amoore@portofsandiego.org)
Dan Malcolm (dmalcolm@portofsandiego.org)
Marshall Merrifield (mmerrifield@portofsandiego.org)
Robert Valderrama (rvalderrama@portofsandiego.org)
Michael Zuccet (mzuccet@portofsandiego.org)
Randa Coniglio, Executive Director (rconiglio@portofsandiego.org)

Attachment 1

Attachment 2

Attachment 3

STATE OF CALIFORNIA - NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY

EDMUND G. BROWN, JR., Governor

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 Fremont St, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219
Phone: (415) 904-5200
Fax: (415) 904-5400

W7b

Staff:
Date:

Daniel Nathan – SF
July 20, 2017

ADMINISTRATIVE PERMIT
Application No.

5-17-0526

Applicant:

Bryan Sheehy

Agents:

Swift Slip Dock and Pier Builders Inc.,
Attention: Jacquelyn Chung

Project
Description:

Project
Location:

Construct 14’ x 10’ pier and remove 1,080 square foot F-shaped dock float
and replace with 1,138 square foot F-shaped dock float (the float’s existing
headwalk and one dock finger will be re-used), and install a 24’ x 5’
gangway. The dock system will be secured in place by seven 10-inch round
steel pipe piles.
2495 Ocean Boulevard, Corona del Mar, City of Newport Beach (Orange
County, APN: 052-013-32)
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION

The findings for this determination, and for any special conditions, appear on subsequent pages.
NOTE: P.R.C. Section 30624 provides that this permit shall not become effective until it is
reported to the Commission at its next meeting. If one-third or more of the appointed
membership of the Commission so request, the application will be removed from the
administrative calendar and set for public hearing at a subsequent Commission meeting.
Our office will notify you if such removal occurs.
This permit will be reported to the Commission at the following time and place:
Wednesday, August 9, 2017 9:00 am
King Gillette Ranch Auditorium
26800 Mulholland Highway
Calabasas, CA 91302
IMPORTANT - Before you may proceed with development, the following must occur:

5-17-0526 (Sheehy)
Administrative Permit
Pursuant to 14 Cal. Admin. Code Sections 13150(b) and 13158, you must sign the enclosed
duplicate copy acknowledging the permit's receipt and accepting its contents, including all
conditions, and return it to our office. Following the Commission's meeting, and once we have
received the signed acknowledgement and evidence of compliance with all special conditions, we
will send you a Notice of Administrative Permit Effectiveness.
BEFORE YOU CAN OBTAIN ANY LOCAL PERMITS AND PROCEED WITH
DEVELOPMENT, YOU MUST HAVE RECEIVED BOTH YOUR ADMINISTRATIVE
PERMIT AND THE NOTICE OF PERMIT EFFECTIVENESS FROM THIS OFFICE.
JOHN AINSWORTH
Executive Director
By: Daniel Nathan
Title: Coastal Program Analyst

STANDARD CONDITIONS
This permit is granted subject to the following standard conditions:
1.

Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development shall
not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or authorized agent,
acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned
to the Commission office.

2.

Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the
date the Commission voted on the application. Development shall be pursued in a diligent
manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of the
permit must be made prior to the expiration date.

3.

Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any term or condition will be
resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission.

4.

Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files
with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit.

5.

Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be
perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all future
owners and possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: SEE PAGES FIVE THROUGH EIGHT.
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5-17-0526 (Sheehy)
Administrative Permit

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION (continued):
The Executive Director hereby determines that the proposed development is a category of
development, which, pursuant to PRC Section 30624, qualifies for approval by the Executive
Director through the issuance of an Administrative Permit. Subject to Standard and Special
Conditions as attached, said development is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 of the
Coastal Act of 1976 and will not have any significant impacts on the environment within the
meaning of the California Environmental Quality Act. If located between the nearest public road
and the sea, this development is in conformity with the public access and public recreation policies
of Chapter 3.

FINDINGS FOR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION
A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed project involves the construction of a 140 square foot pier and the removal and
replacement of a dock adjacent to a residential property in Corona del Mar, a neighborhood within
the City of Newport Beach, Orange County (Exhibit No. 1). The existing 1,080 square foot Fshaped dock float will be partially dismantled, removed and replaced with a new 1,138 square foot
F-shaped dock float to allow for the dock to be located in deeper waters near the pierhead line. The
existing headwalk and one existing dock finger will be reused. A new dock finger will be installed,
along with a new 24-ft. x 5-ft. gangway that will connect the dock float to the new 10-ft. x 14-ft.
pier to provide storage space for boating-related items. All seven existing 10-inch round steel pipe
piles will be removed from their existing locations and will be relocated and installed to support the
new pier and dock float (Exhibit No. 2). The partial removal of the existing dock float and the
installation of a new dock float will result in an increase of 58 square feet of water coverage, though
much of this increase in water coverage will be due to the installation of the new pier and not the
floating dock itself, which is 82 square feet smaller in size.
The proposed dock system is associated with the adjacent residence located at 2495 Ocean
Boulevard and will be for recreational boating purposes. The proposed dock system will extend
approximately 90 feet from the existing property line into Newport Bay near the Harbor Entrance,
but will remain within the U.S. pierhead line. The dock is located on public tidelands that are under
the jurisdiction of the County of Orange, but may partially extend onto public tidelands that are
under the jurisdiction of the City of Newport Beach. Thus a “Newport Tidelands Encroachment
Permit” from the County of Orange is required, while an encroachment permit from the City is not
required since the City does not issue encroachment permits for private residential docks and the
applicant has received its Harbor Permit/Approval in Concept from the City’s Harbor Resources
Division. This situation is similar to the docks in the adjacent area and is consistent with past
Commission issued permits.
The proposed development is located seaward of the mean high tide and is within the Commission’s
original permit jurisdiction. The standard of review for development within the Commission’s
original permit jurisdiction is Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. The City’s certified LCP is advisory in
nature and may provide guidance for development.
The project is being constructed on public tidelands and/or within an area subject to public trust
doctrine. There is no direct public pedestrian access to public tidelands through the subject site as it
is a private residential property with a private dock. However, public access to public tidelands is
3
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available approximately 2000 feet to the south of the subject site at the Corona del Mar public
beach. Therefore, the proposed project does not result in adverse impacts to public access. In order
to preserve and maintain access to public tidelands, Special Condition No. 4 is imposed stating that
the approval of a coastal development permit for the project does not waive any public rights or
interest that exist or may exist on the property.
The subject site was surveyed for eelgrass by Dive Works on June 1, 2017, within the requisite
active growth phase surveying period (typically March through October) required by the City of
Newport Beach Harbor Resources Division. Eelgrass was discovered in the project area, but is not
anticipated to be impacted by the new dock system. Eelgrass surveys completed during the active
growth phase of eelgrass are valid for 60-days with the exception of surveys completed in AugustOctober, which shall be valid until the resumption of the next active growth phase (i.e., the
following March). However, since the project is agendized for the August 2017 Coastal
Commission Hearing, the existing eelgrass survey will no longer be valid. Therefore, in order to
document existing conditions and ensure that the proposed development does not adversely affect
coastal resources and biological productivity, Special Condition No. 2 requires a new eelgrass
survey and identifies the procedures necessary to be completed prior to beginning construction, in
case the new survey also expires prior to commencement of construction. If the eelgrass survey
identifies any eelgrass within the project area which would be impacted by the proposed project, the
development shall require an amendment to this permit from the Coastal Commission or a new
coastal development permit. In addition, the special condition identifies post-construction eelgrass
procedures. These conditions will ensure that should impacts to eelgrass occur (though none are
expected), the impacts will be identified and appropriate mitigation required under strict protocol
provided in the “California Eelgrass Mitigation Policy and Implementing Guidelines” dated October
2014, which will ensure full mitigation of any impacts to eelgrass should the post-construction
survey show that unforeseen eelgrass impacts occurred during construction.
A pre-construction Caulerpa taxifolia survey was also completed by Dive Works on June 1, 2017,
as required by the City of Newport Beach Harbor Resources Division. No Caulerpa taxifolia was
discovered in the project area and Caulerpa taxifolia surveys are valid for 90 days. Since the project
is agendized for the August 2017 Coastal Commission Hearing, the Caulerpa taxifolia survey is still
valid since 90-days have not passed since the survey was completed. However, an up-to-date
Caulerpa taxifolia survey may be required if construction does not commence before the 90th day.
Therefore, the Commission imposes Special Condition No. 3, which identifies the procedures
necessary to be completed prior to beginning any construction if construction is to commence after
the 90th day of the original pre-construction Caulerpa taxifolia survey, as well as the procedures
necessary to be completed prior to beginning any construction if Caulerpa taxifolia is found.
The storage or placement of construction material, debris, or waste in a location where it could be
discharged into coastal waters would result in an adverse effect on the marine environment. To
ensure that all impacts (pre- and post- construction) to water quality are minimized, however, and to
reduce the potential for construction related impacts on water quality, the Commission imposes
Special Condition No. 1, which requires, but is not limited to, appropriate storage and handling of
construction equipment and materials to minimize the potential of pollutants to enter coastal waters;
and the continued use and maintenance of post construction BMPs.
4
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B. MARINE RESOURCES
The proposed project and its associated structures are an allowable and encouraged marine related
use. The project design includes the minimum sized pilings and the minimum number of pilings
necessary for structural stability. There are no feasible less environmentally damaging alternatives
available. As conditioned, the project will not significantly adversely impact eelgrass beds and will
not contribute to the dispersal of the invasive aquatic algae, Caulerpa taxifolia. Further, as
proposed and conditioned, the project, which is to be used for recreational boating purposes,
conforms to Sections 30224 and 30233 of the Coastal Act.

C. WATER QUALITY
The proposed work will be occurring on, within, or adjacent to coastal waters. The storage or
placement of construction material, debris, or waste in a location where it could be discharged into
coastal waters would result in an adverse effect on the marine environment. To reduce the potential
for construction related impacts on water quality, the Commission imposes special conditions
requiring, but not limited to, the appropriate storage and handling of construction equipment and
materials to minimize the potential of pollutants to enter coastal waters. To reduce the potential for
post-construction impacts to water quality the Commission requires the continued use and
maintenance of post construction BMPs. As conditioned, the Commission finds that the
development conforms to Sections 30230 and 30231 of the Coastal Act.

D. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM (LCP)
The City of Newport Beach LCP was effectively certified on January 13, 2017. The proposed
development is located seaward of the mean high tide and is within the Commission’s original
permit jurisdiction. The standard of review for development within the Commission’s original
permit jurisdiction is Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. The City’s certified LCP is advisory in nature
and may provide guidance for development. As conditioned, the proposed development is
consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act.

E. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA)
As conditioned, there are no feasible alternatives or additional feasible mitigation measures
available that would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect that the activity may have on
the environment. Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed project, as conditioned to
mitigate the identified impacts, is the least environmentally damaging feasible alternative and can
be found consistent with the requirements of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS
This permit is granted subject to the following special conditions:
1.

Water Quality
A. Construction Responsibilities and Debris Removal
(1) No demolition or construction materials, equipment, debris, or waste shall be
placed or stored where it may enter sensitive habitat, receiving waters or a storm
drain, or be subject to wave, wind, rain or tidal erosion and dispersion;
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(2) Any and all debris resulting from demolition or construction activities, and any
remaining construction material, shall be removed from the project site within 24
hours of completion of the project;
(3) Demolition or construction debris and sediment shall be removed from work
areas each day that demolition or construction occurs to prevent the accumulation
of sediment and other debris that may be discharged into coastal waters;
(4) Machinery or construction materials not essential for project improvements will
not be allowed at any time in the intertidal zone;
(5) If turbid conditions are generated during construction a silt curtain will be
utilized to control turbidity;
(6) Floating booms will be used to contain debris discharged into coastal waters and
any debris discharged will be removed as soon as possible but no later than the
end of each day;
(7) Non buoyant debris discharged into coastal waters will be recovered by divers as
soon as possible after loss;
(8) All trash and debris shall be disposed in the proper trash and recycling
receptacles at the end of every construction day;
(9) The applicant shall provide adequate disposal facilities for solid waste, including
excess concrete, produced during demolition or construction;
(10) Debris shall be disposed of at a legal disposal site or recycled at a recycling
facility. If the disposal site is located in the coastal zone, a coastal development
permit or an amendment to this permit shall be required before disposal can take
place unless the Executive Director determines that no amendment or new permit
is legally required;
(11) All stock piles and construction materials shall be covered, enclosed on all
sides, shall be located as far away as possible from drain inlets and any
waterway, and shall not be stored in contact with the soil;
(12) Machinery and equipment shall be maintained and washed in confined areas
specifically designed to control runoff. Thinners or solvents shall not be
discharged into sanitary or storm sewer systems;
(13) The discharge of any hazardous materials into any receiving waters shall be
prohibited;
(14) Spill prevention and control measures shall be implemented to ensure the proper
handling and storage of petroleum products and other construction materials.
Measures shall include a designated fueling and vehicle maintenance area with
appropriate berms and protection to prevent any spillage of gasoline or related
petroleum products or contact with runoff. The area shall be located as far away
from the receiving waters and storm drain inlets as possible;
(15) Best Management Practices (BMPs) and Good Housekeeping Practices (GHPs)
designed to prevent spillage and/or runoff of demolition or construction-related
materials, and to contain sediment or contaminants associated with demolition or
construction activity, shall be implemented prior to the on-set of such activity;
and
(16) All BMPs shall be maintained in a functional condition throughout the duration
of construction activity.
6
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B.
Best Management Practices Program
By acceptance of this permit the applicant agrees that the long-term water-borne berthing of
boat(s) in the approved dock and/or boat slip will be managed in a manner that protects
water quality pursuant to the implementation of the following BMPs.
(1) Boat Cleaning and Maintenance Measures:
a. In-water top-side and bottom-side boat cleaning shall minimize the discharge
of soaps, paints, and debris;
b. In-the-water hull scraping or any process that occurs under water that results
in the removal of paint from boat hulls shall be prohibited. Only detergents
and cleaning components that are designated by the manufacturer as
phosphate-free and biodegradable shall be used, and the amounts used
minimized; and
c. The applicant shall minimize the use of detergents and boat cleaning and
maintenance products containing ammonia, sodium hypochlorite, chlorinated
solvents, petroleum distillates or lye.
(2) Solid and Liquid Waste Management Measures:
a. All trash, recyclables, and hazardous wastes or potential water contaminants,
including old gasoline or gasoline with water, absorbent materials, oily rags,
lead acid batteries, anti-freeze, waste diesel, kerosene and mineral spirits will
be disposed of in a proper manner and will not at any time be disposed of in
the water or gutter.
(3) Petroleum Control Management Measures:
a. Boaters will practice preventive engine maintenance and will use oil
absorbents in the bilge and under the engine to prevent oil and fuel
discharges. Oil absorbent materials shall be examined at least once a year and
replaced as necessary. Used oil absorbents are hazardous waste in California.
Used oil absorbents must therefore be disposed in accordance with hazardous
waste disposal regulations. The boaters will regularly inspect and maintain
engines, seals, gaskets, lines and hoses in order to prevent oil and fuel spills.
The use of soaps that can be discharged by bilge pumps is prohibited;
b. If the bilge needs more extensive cleaning (e.g., due to spills of engine fuels,
lubricants or other liquid materials), the boaters will use a bilge pump-out
facility or steam cleaning services that recover and properly dispose or
recycle all contaminated liquids; and
c. Bilge cleaners which contain detergents or emulsifiers will not be used for
bilge cleaning since they may be discharged to surface waters by the bilge
pumps.
2.

Eelgrass Survey(s)
A. Pre-Construction Eelgrass Survey. Pre-Construction Eelgrass Survey. A valid preconstruction eelgrass (Zostera marina) survey shall be completed during the period of
active growth of eelgrass (typically March through October). The pre- construction
survey shall be completed within 60 days before the start of construction. The survey
shall be prepared in full compliance with the “California Eelgrass Mitigation Policy”
dated October 2014 (except as modified by this special condition) adopted by the
National Marine Fisheries Service and shall be prepared in consultation with the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife. The applicant shall submit the eelgrass
7
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survey for the review and approval of the Executive Director within five (5) business
days of completion of each eelgrass survey and in any event no later than fifteen (15)
business days prior to commencement of any development. If the eelgrass survey
identifies any eelgrass within the project area which would be impacted by the proposed
project, the development shall require an amendment to this permit from the Coastal
Commission or a new coastal development permit.
B. Post-Construction Eelgrass Survey. If any eelgrass is identified in the project area by the
survey required in subsection A of this condition above, within 30 days of completion of
construction if completion of construction occurs within the active growth period, or
within the first 30 days of the next active growth period following completion of
construction that occurs outside of the active growth period, the applicant shall survey
the project site to determine if any eelgrass was adversely impacted. The survey shall be
prepared in full compliance with the “California Eelgrass Mitigation Policy” dated
October 2014 (except as modified by this special condition) adopted by the National
Marine Fisheries Service and shall be prepared in consultation with the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife. The applicant shall submit the post-construction
eelgrass survey for the review and approval of the Executive Director within thirty (30)
days after completion of the survey. If any eelgrass has been impacted by project
construction, the applicant shall replace the impacted eelgrass at a minimum 1.38:1 ratio
on-site, or at another appropriate location subject to the approval of the Executive
Director, in accordance with the California Eelgrass Mitigation Policy. Any exceptions
to the required 1.38:1 mitigation ratio found within CEMP shall not apply.
Implementation of mitigation shall require an amendment to this permit or a new coastal
development permit unless the Executive Director determines that no amendment or new
permit is legally required.
3.

Pre-construction Caulerpa Taxifolia Survey
A. Not earlier than 90 days nor later than 30 days prior to commencement or
re-commencement of any development authorized under this coastal development permit
(the “project”), the applicant shall undertake a survey of the project area and a buffer
area at least 10 meters beyond the project area to determine the presence of the invasive
alga Caulerpa taxifolia. The survey shall include a visual examination of the substrate.
B. The survey protocol shall be prepared in consultation with the Regional Water Quality
Control Board, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the National Marine
Fisheries Service.
C. Within five (5) business days of completion of the survey, the applicant shall submit the
survey:
(1) for the review and approval of the Executive Director; and
(2) to the Surveillance Subcommittee of the Southern California Caulerpa Action
Team (SCCAT). The SCCAT Surveillance Subcommittee may be contacted
through California Department of Fish & Wildlife (858/467-4218) National
Marine Fisheries Service (562/980-4043).
D. If Caulerpa taxifolia is found within the project or buffer areas, the applicant shall not
proceed with the project until 1) the applicant provides evidence to the Executive
Director, subject to concurrence by the Executive Director, that all C. taxifolia
discovered within the project and buffer area has been eliminated in a manner that
8
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complies with all applicable governmental approval requirements, including but not
limited to those of the California Coastal Act, or 2) the applicant has revised the project
to avoid any contact with C. taxifolia. No revisions to the project shall occur without a
Coastal Commission approved amendment to this coastal development permit unless the
Executive Director determines that no amendment is legally required.
4.

Public Rights
The approval of this permit shall not constitute a waiver of any public rights that exist or
may exist on the property. The permittee shall not use this permit as evidence of a waiver of
any public rights that may exist on the property.

5.

Resource Agencies
The permittee shall comply with all requirements, requests and mitigation measures from the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Regional Water Quality Control Board, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service with respect to
preservation and protection of water quality and marine environment. Any change in the
approved project that may be required by the above-stated agencies shall be submitted to the
Executive Director in order to determine if the proposed change shall require a permit
amendment pursuant to the requirements of the Coastal Act and the California Code of
Regulations.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PERMIT RECEIPT/ACCEPTANCE OF CONTENTS
I/We acknowledge that I/we have received a copy of this permit and have accepted its contents
including all conditions.
____________________________
Applicant’s Signature

______________________
Date of Signing
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April 29, 2019
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S. WAYNE ROSENBAUM
swr@envirolawyer.com

Sent Via Email to PMPU@portofsandiego.org
Port of San Diego
Attn: Planning Department
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Re: Comment on Discussion Draft of Port Master Plan Update
Dear Port of San Diego Planning Department:
Varco & Rosenbaum Environmental Law Group LLP represents Arthur Engel. On
December 12, 2017, our firm made a presentation on behalf of Mr. Engel, a current resident
of the La Playa community on Shelter Island, at the Board of Port Commissioners,
regarding his desire to construct a new public pier in the La Playa area. For over two years
Mr. Engel and his representatives have engaged in discussions with Port staff regarding the
construction of a new public pier in the La Playa area. In January 2018, we provided a
letter to the Port Commissioners addressing this issue. A copy of that letter is attached for
your reference. Since January 2018, we have appeared at two public meetings of the Port
Commission (August 2018 and December 2018), each time articulating Mr. Engel’s desire
to construct a new public pier. At each of these meetings, the Port Commissioners
instructed Port staff to meet with Mr. Engel and his representatives to discuss this issue.
The Port staff’s outreach to Mr. Engel occurred via a public workshop on March 27, 2019,
at which we were advised that the Port staff would be recommending the prohibition on
any new piers (public or private) in the La Playa area, as well as the complete removal of
all existing piers.
We have reviewed the Discussion Draft of the Port Master Plan Update and note that
the proposed text, in fact, does prohibit the construction of any new (public or private) piers
in the La Playa area (PD1.30) and does require that all of the existing La Playa piers,
including those providing public access, be removed within two years following
certification of the updated Port Master Plan (PD1.31).
Port staff have repeatedly informed us that the Coastal Commission is requiring the
removal of the La Playa piers. I have had conversations with Coastal Commission staff,
including in San Diego, as well as other Districts, and have been advised that they are
unaware of any request for complete removal of the La Playa piers, or any other public
access piers in the state. Quite to the contrary, since 2009, the Coastal Commission has
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approved the construction of more than 25 new piers along the California coastline,
including in San Diego, Coronado, Newport Beach, Huntington Beach, Long Beach, Morro
Bay, Oxnard, Redondo Beach, Humboldt and other locations. Since 2017, the Coastal
Commission had approved the replacement of 27 piers. Contrary to suggestions by staff,
the Coastal Commission is not requesting that public, private or joint public/private piers
be removed as a matter of policy from any area in California.
As you are aware, five piers presently exist in the La Playa beach area. Four of these
piers were originally constructed as privately-owned piers, allowing no public access. The
docks at the end of the piers were occupied by private boats owned by the pier users. In
1982, the Board of Port Commissioners adopted Master Plan modifications which required
that these privately-owned piers either be removed or made available for public use. Each
of these piers has now been made available for public use for the length of the pier, with
gate access to a dock at the end of each pier. The current use of the docks is governed by
Tideland Use and Occupancy Permits (TUOPs).
It is noteworthy that in 1988, the Port attempted to amend its Master Plan specifically
to address the La Playa area piers, attempting to remove the 1982 requirement that the piers
be opened to the public. The Port-prepared EIR at that time characterized the piers as a
“visual amenity,” and stated that the piers provide:
“points of visual reference along the shoreline that are in character with the
surrounding views of boating activity. The shoreline, with the piers, is scenic
enough to have been used in postcards and other photographic souvenirs of the
area.”
The Port’s 1988 EIR further stated that “removal of some or all of the piers could
affect the scenic-visual quality of the shoreline, and result in the loss of the recreational
opportunities provided by the piers.” The Coastal Commission disallowed the continued
private ownership of the piers, requiring that the piers be open to public access. The Coastal
Commission determined that retaining the piers and opening the piers to public use would
be consistent with section 30211 of the Coastal Act, “in that public access in the area would
be increased.” (See Attachment 2 to January 25, 2018 letter.)
As noted above, the Coastal Commission project approvals evidence that the Coastal
Commission is not averse to the construction of new piers, so long as public access is made
a priority. Private and public piers have been approved by the Coastal Commission
throughout the state, including as recently as February 2019, when the Coastal Commission
approved the construction of a twenty-nine-foot pier with a private dock float, gangway
landing and staircase in Long Beach. The approved pier and dock are associated with the
adjacent single-family residence and would be used for recreational boating purposes. (See
Attached Administrative Permit, Application No. 5-18-0879.)
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Such approvals by the Coastal Commission are not uncommon. In July 2017, the
Coastal Commission also approved a new private dock and pier system associated with the
adjacent residence, to be used for recreational purposes. The Coastal Commission permit
specifically noted that “the project is being constructed on public tidelands and/or within
an area subject to the public trust doctrine.” (See Attachment 3 to January 25, 2018 letter.)
The Coastal Commission issued the permit finding that the proposed pier and dock did not
impair public access and was not a violation of the public trust doctrine.
The Public Trust Doctrine and Coastal Act both allow for the construction of new
public piers. The public trust doctrine is implemented through the application of the Coastal
Act. The Coastal Act emphasizes the need to protect and provide for public access to and
along the coast. Section 30210 of the Coastal Act requires that maximum public access
and recreational opportunities be provided. The construction of a pier, open for public
access, is not inconsistent with this Coastal Act requirement. Moreover, the Coastal Act
(see section 30233) also specifically contemplates the construction of new “structural
pilings for public recreational piers that provide public access and recreational
opportunities.”
The language in the discussion draft of the Port Master Plan Update, prohibiting
construction of public piers and requiring the removal of all existing public piers which
provide valuable public access, is in violation of both the Public Trust Doctrine and the
Coastal Act.
We certainly understand the Port’s desire not to support the construction of private
piers; however, the construction of new piers, providing access to the public, new scenic
vistas, and low intensive recreational use promotes the goals and policies of the Port Master
Plan and the Coastal Act and should be allowed. The language proposed by staff,
prohibiting construction of public piers and requiring the removal of all existing public
piers, should be stricken from the document.
We suggest replacement of the staff-proposed PD1.30 and PD1.31 with the following
language:
PD1.30 No new private residential piers are permitted.
PD1.31 New public and/or public/private piers shall only be permitted if the private
portion is limited to floating docks attached to the pier and the full length
of the pier is open to the public daily between sunrise and sunset. Signs
shall be posted which permit public access.
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We appreciate the Commission’s consideration of this issue.
Yours very truly,
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW GROUP LLP
VARCO & ROSENBAUM

Suzanne R. Varco
SRV/ssr
Attachments:
1.
2.

cc:

Coastal Commission Administrative Permit, Application No. 5-18-0879;
Letter from Varco & Rosenbaum Environmental Law Group LLP, dated
January 25, 2018.

Mr. Stephen Padilla, California Coastal Commission (via email to
stephen.Padilla@coastal.ca.gov)
Mr. Ryan Moroney, California Coastal Commission (via email to
ryan.moroney@coastal.ca.gov)
Mr. Arthur Engel (via email)
Ms. Rebecca Harrington, Port Counsel (via email to
rharrington@portofsandiego.org)
Board of Port Commissioners (via email):
Garry J. Bonelli, Chairman (gbonelli@portofsandiego.org)
Ann Moore (amoore@portofsandiego.org)
Dan Malcolm (dmalcolm@portofsandiego.org)
Marshall Merrifield (mmerrifield@portofsandiego.org)
Robert Valderrama (rvalderrama@portofsandiego.org)
Michael Zuccet (mzuccet@portofsandiego.org)
Rafael Castellanos, (rcastellanos@portofsandiego.org)
Randa Coniglio, Executive Director (via email to rconiglio@portofsandiego.org)

ATTACHMENT 1

STATE OF CALIFORNIA - NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY

GAVIN NEWSOM, Governor

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
South Coast Area Office
200 Oceangate, Suite 1000
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302
(562) 590-5071

W7a
Staff: A. Spencer – LB
Date: February 14, 2019

ADMINISTRATIVE PERMIT
Application No.

5-18-0879

Applicants:

Roberta Sniderman and Ann Keitel

Agent:

Pinnacle Docks (c/o Rafael Holcombe)

Project
Location:

State tidelands adjacent to 64 Rivo Alto Canal, City of Long Beach, Los
Angeles County (APN: 7244-022-014).

Project Description: Construct a 29 ft. x 6 ft. dock float, 18 ft. x 2.5 ft. gangway, 3 ft. x 4 ft. gangway
landing, and staircase.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION
The findings for this determination, and for any special conditions, appear on subsequent pages.
NOTE: P.R.C. Section 30624 provides that this permit shall not become effective until it is
reported to the Commission at its next meeting. If one-third or more of the appointed
membership of the Commission so request, the application will be removed from the
administrative calendar and set for public hearing at a subsequent Commission meeting. Our
office will notify you if such removal occurs.
This permit will be reported to the Commission at the following time and place:

March 06, 2019, 9:00 a.m.
California African American Museum
600 State Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90037
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IMPORTANT - Before you may proceed with development, the following must occur:
Pursuant to 14 Cal. Admin. Code Sections 13150(b) and 13158, you must sign the enclosed duplicate
copy acknowledging the permit's receipt and accepting its contents, including all conditions, and return
it to our office. Following the Commission's meeting, and once we have received the signed
acknowledgement and evidence of compliance with all special conditions, we will send you a Notice
of Administrative Permit Effectiveness.
BEFORE YOU CAN OBTAIN ANY LOCAL PERMITS AND PROCEED WITH
DEVELOPMENT, YOU MUST HAVE RECEIVED BOTH YOUR ADMINISTRATIVE
PERMIT AND THE NOTICE OF PERMIT EFFECTIVENESS FROM THIS OFFICE.

John Ainsworth
Executive Director

by: Amrita Spencer
Coastal Program Analyst
STANDARD CONDITIONS
This permit is granted subject to the following standard conditions:
1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development shall not
commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or authorized agent,
acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned to
the Commission office.
2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the
date the Commission voted on the application. Development shall be pursued in a diligent
manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of the permit
must be made prior to the expiration date.
3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any term or condition will be
resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission.
4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files with
the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit.
5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be perpetual,
and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all future owners and
possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS: See pages five through nine.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION (continued):
The Executive Director hereby determines that the proposed development is a category of
development, which, pursuant to PRC Section 30624, qualifies for approval by the Executive Director
through the issuance of an Administrative Permit. Subject to Standard and Special Conditions as
attached, said development is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act of
1976 and will not have any significant impacts on the environment within the meaning of the
California Environmental Quality Act. If located between the nearest public road and the sea, this
development is in conformity with the public access and public recreation policies of Chapter 3.

FINDINGS FOR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION
A.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The applicant proposes to install a 6 ft. x 29 ft. (174 sq. ft.) rectangular dock float, one 18 ft. x 2.5 ft.
gangway, one 3 ft. by 4 ft. gangway landing, and an access staircase in the Rivo Alto Canal located in
southeast Long Beach (Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 3). The proposed 6 ft. x 29 ft. dock float complies with
the maximum six-ft. width of new or reconstructed dock systems within the Rivo Alto Canal as set
forth in Special Condition 8 of Coastal Development Permit 5-11-085 [Naples Seawall Repair Project
(Phase 1), City of Long Beach]. There will be no fill of coastal waters as a result of the subject
development. No bottom disturbance or dredging is proposed or permitted by the subject application.
The proposed project has received the approval of the City of Long Beach Marine Bureau (08/10/18)
and the City of Long Beach Department of Development Services (09/14/2018).
Naples Island (which consists of three islands) and the Naples Canals (Rivo Alto Canal and Naples Canal)
were constructed (dredged and filled) in the early 1900s in the delta of the San Gabriel River, the area that
is now Alamitos Bay. Rivo Alto Canal is currently 65 to 70 ft. wide and 7 to 14 ft. deep, depending on the
tide. A 20-ft. wide portion of public land exists on the upland portions along each side of the Rivo Alto
Canal right-of-way, between the seawalls and the property lines of the residents whose homes line the canal
and is open to the public.
In 2013, the Commission approved Coastal Development Permit 5-11-085, which authorized repair
activities for the existing seawall that surrounds Naples Island. Subject to the conditions of Coastal
Development Permit 5-11-085, the City of Long Beach is in the process of installing new steel sheet-pile
seawalls on the water side of the existing vertical concrete seawalls along both sides of Rivo Alto Canal
(1,915 linear ft.), and new guardrails, landscape beds, sidewalks, improved drainage, and relocated street
lighting in the public right-of-way along the canal. Due to the scale of work required for the project, the
seawall repair project was broken up into phases. CDP 5-11-085 permitted Phase One of the project, which
includes the Rivo Alto Canal properties located between Ravenna Drive Bridge and the Toledo east bridge,
where the project site is not located. During Phase One, the City removed the dock floats and associated
structures in order to access and repair the seawall. Upon completion of the repair activities, the City
replaced the private dock float systems. The project site is located in the Northeast quadrant of the Naples
Canal system, which has been categorized as Phase Three of the Naples Seawall Repair Project (Exhibit
2). At this time, the City has not prepared an amendment to Coastal Development Permit 5-11-085 to
authorize Phase Three repair activities.
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The proposed dock system is associated with the adjacent single-family residence at 64 Rivo Alto
Canal and would be used for recreational boating purposes. The applicant submitted an eelgrass survey
dated September, 2018, which indicated that no eelgrass was present within the project site. The
closest patch of eelgrass was observed approximately 17 ft. from the northwest corner of the dock;
however, the proposed project is not expected to impact eelgrass. Invasive algae (Caulerpa taxifolia)
were not observed at the site. The City of Long Beach has developed eelgrass mitigation plans for the
Phase One and Phase Two areas of the Naples Seawall Repair Project under Coastal Development
Permits 5-11-085 and 5-11-085-A1, respectively. However, because the City has not started the
procedures for the Phase Three area, it is unclear whether or if the City will undertake a similar
eelgrass mitigation plan for the area. The Commission therefore imposes Special Condition 2 and
Special Condition 3, which require the applicant to undergo pre-construction eelgrass and caulerpa
surveys for the project site and within a 10 meter buffer area. In addition, Special Condition 4 and
Special Condition 5 require the applicant to implement best management practices during
construction and post-construction in order to avoid any significant adverse effects to marine
resources. Therefore, as proposed and conditioned herein, the development will not have any
significant adverse effects on marine resources.
The proposed project (a new dock float) requires an access point (gangway and gangway platform) ,
which may partially obstruct the approximately 20-ft. wide public right-of-way that runs between the
applicant’s property and the Rivo Alto Canal. The public right-of-way features a concrete walkway
and may be partially landscaped in the area adjacent to the seawall by the applicant, but is subject to
improvement by the City of Long Beach, consistent with the requirements of Coastal Development
Permit 5-11-085. The applicant is not proposing any landscaping or improvements in the public rightof-way at this time. However, should the applicant decide to place improvements within the designated
portion of the public right-of-way, the improvements would need to be consistent with the
requirements found in Coastal Development Permit 5-11-085. Therefore, the Commission imposes
Special Condition 6, which states that the only permitted improvements to the public right-of-way are
the gangway platform adjacent to the seawall associated with the proposed dock system, seating
available to the public, and drought tolerant non-invasive landscaping. Additionally, Special
Condition 6 requires that a minimum of six ft. of the reconstructed sidewalk shall remain open and
accessible to the general public 24 hours a day, consistent with the other Naples Island public
walkways and Special Condition 12 of Coastal Development Permit 5-11-085.

B.

MARINE RESOURCES

The proposed recreational boat dock development and its associated structures are an allowable and
encouraged marine related use. There will be no net increase in number of piles or fill of coastal
waters. The proposed development has been conditioned to minimize any significant adverse effect the
project may have on the environment by avoiding or mitigating impacts upon sensitive marine
resources, such as eelgrass. There are no feasible less environmentally damaging alternatives
available. As conditioned, the project will not significantly adversely impact eelgrass beds and will not
contribute to the dispersal of the invasive aquatic algae, Caulerpa taxifolia. Further, as proposed and
conditioned, the project, which is to be used solely for recreational boating purposes, conforms to
Sections 30224 and 30233 of the Coastal Act.
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C.

PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION

As conditioned, the proposed development will not have any new adverse impact on public access to
the coast or to nearby recreational facilities. Thus, as conditioned, the proposed development conforms
to Sections 30210 through 30214, Sections 30220 through 30224, and 30252 of the Coastal Act.

D.

WATER QUALITY

The proposed dock work will be occurring on or within coastal waters. The proposed development has
a potential for a discharge of polluted runoff from the project site into coastal waters. The
development, as proposed and as conditioned, incorporates best management practices (BMPs) to
minimize the effect of construction and post-construction activities on the marine environment. These
BMPs include, but are not limited to, the appropriate management of equipment and construction
materials and for the use of post-construction best management practices to minimize the project’s
adverse impact on coastal waters. Therefore, the proposed development, as conditioned, conforms to
Sections 30230 and 30231 of the Coastal Act regarding the protection of water quality to promote the
biological productivity of coastal waters and to protect human health.

E.

LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM

A coastal development permit is required from the Commission for the proposed development because
it is located within the Commission's area of original jurisdiction. The Commission's standard of
review for the proposed development is the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. The City of Long
Beach certified LCP is advisory in nature and may provide guidance. The Commission certified the
City of Long Beach LCP on July 22, 1980. As conditioned, the proposed development is consistent
with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and with the certified LCP for the area.

F.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA)

As conditioned, there are no feasible alternatives or additional feasible mitigation measures available
that would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect that the activity may have on the
environment. Therefore, the proposed project, as conditioned to mitigate the identified impacts, is the
least environmentally damaging feasible alternative and can be found consistent with the requirements
of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS
This permit is granted subject to the following special conditions:
1. Permit Compliance. Boating related uses are the only uses permitted by the approved
development. All development must occur in strict compliance with the proposal as set forth in
the application for permit, subject to any special conditions. Any deviation from the approved
5
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project must be submitted for review by the Executive Director to determine whether an
amendment to this coastal development permit or a new coastal development permit is
required.
2. Pre-Construction Eelgrass Survey. A valid pre-construction eelgrass survey (whether for
Zostera marina or Z. pacifica) shall be completed for the project site and a 10m buffer area by
the Permittees during the period of active eelgrass growth (this period varies in different
regions; consult the CEMP for the relevant season in the project area). The pre-construction
survey shall be completed no more than 60 days prior to the beginning of construction and shall
be valid until the next period of active growth. If any portion of the project is subsequently
proposed to occur in a previously unsurveyed area, a new survey is required during the active
growth period for eelgrass in that region and no more than 60 days prior to commencement of
work in that area. The eelgrass survey and mapping shall be prepared in full compliance with
the CEMP, and in consultation with the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW). If side-scan sonar methods will be used,
evidence of a permit issued by the California State Lands Commission (CSLC) for such
activities shall also be provided prior to the commencement of survey work. The applicant shall
submit the pre-construction eelgrass surveys for review and approval by the Executive Director
within five (5) business days of completion of each eelgrass survey and in any event, no later
than fifteen (15) business days prior to commencement of any development. If eelgrass surveys
identify any eelgrass within the project area, which may be potentially impacted by the
proposed project, the Permittees are required to complete post-project eelgrass surveys
consistent with subsection A (below).
A. Post-Construction Eelgrass Survey. If any eelgrass is identified in the project site or
the 10m buffer area by surveys required in subsection B of this condition (above),
within 30 days of completion of construction, or within the first 30 days of the next
active growth period following completion of construction that occurs outside of the
active growth period, the applicant shall survey the project site and the 10m buffer area
to determine if any eelgrass was adversely impacted. The survey shall be prepared in
full compliance with the CEMP adopted by the NMFS (except as modified by this
special condition), and in consultation with the CDFW. If side-scan sonar methods are
to be used, evidence of a valid permit from CSLC must also be provided prior to the
commencement of each survey period. The applicant shall submit the post-construction
eelgrass survey for the review and approval of the Executive Director within thirty (30)
days after completion of the survey. If any eelgrass has been adversely impacted, the
applicant shall replace the impacted eelgrass at a minimum final 1.2:1
(mitigation:impact) ratio on-site, or at another location, in accordance with the CEMP.
Any exceptions to the required 1.2:1 minimum final mitigation ratio found within the
CEMP shall not apply. Based on past performance of eelgrass mitigation efforts, in
order to achieve this minimum, the appropriate regional initial planting ratio provided in
the CEMP should be used. Implementation of mitigation to ensure success in achieving
the minimum final mitigation ratio (1.2:1) shall require an amendment to this permit or
a new coastal development permit unless the Executive Director provides a written
determination that no amendment or new permit is required.
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3. Pre-Construction Caulerpa taxifolia Survey
a. Not more than 90 days nor less than 30 days prior to commencement or
recommencement of any development authorized under this coastal development permit
(the “project”), the applicant shall undertake a survey of the project area and a buffer
area at least 10 meters beyond the project area to determine the presence of the invasive
green alga, Caulerpa taxifolia. The survey shall include a visual examination of the
substrate.
b. The survey protocol shall be prepared in consultation with the Regional Water Quality
Control Board, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the National Marine
Fisheries Service (see
http://www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov/habitat/aquatic_invasives/caulerpa_taxifolia.ht
ml).
c. Within five (5) business days of completion of the survey, the applicant shall submit the
survey
i.
ii.

for the review and written approval of the Executive Director; and
to the Surveillance Subcommittee to the Southern California Caulerpa Action
Team (SCCAT). The SCCAT Surveillance Subcommittee may be contacted
through William Paznokas, California Department of Fish & Wildlife (858-4674218/William.Paznokas@wildlife.ca.gov) or Bryant Chesney, National Marine
Fisheries Service (562-980-4037/Bryant.Chesney@noaa.gov).

d. If C. taxifolia is found within the project or buffer areas, the applicant shall not proceed
with the project until 1) the applicant provides evidence to the Executive Director that
all C. taxifolia discovered within the project and/or buffer area has been eliminated in a
manner that complies with all applicable governmental approval requirements,
including but not limited to those of the California Coastal Act, or 2) the applicant has
revised the project to avoid any contact with C. taxifolia. No revisions to the project
shall occur without a Coastal Commission approved amendment to this coastal
development permit unless the Executive Director provides a written determination that
no amendment is legally required.
4. Construction Responsibilities and Debris Removal. By acceptance of this permit, the
permittee agrees that the approved development shall be carried out in compliance with the
following BMPs:
a.
No construction materials, equipment, debris, or waste will be placed or stored where it
may be subject to wave, wind, or rain erosion and dispersion.
b.
Any and all construction material shall be removed from the site within ten days of
completion of construction and disposed of at an appropriate location.
c.
Machinery or construction materials not essential for project improvements are
prohibited at all times in the subtidal or intertidal zones.
d.
Floating booms will be used to contain debris discharged into coastal waters and any
debris discharged will be removed as soon as possible but no later than the end of each
day.
e.
Divers will recover non-buoyant debris discharged into coastal waters as soon as
possible after loss.
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f.

At the end of the construction period, the permittee shall inspect the project area and
ensure that no debris, trash or construction material has been left on the shore or in the
water, and that the project has not created any hazard to navigation.

5. Best Management Practices (BMP) Program. By acceptance of this permit, the permittee
agrees that the long-term water-borne berthing of boat(s) in the approved dock and/or boat slip
will be managed in a manner that protects water quality pursuant to the implementation of the
following BMPs:
a.

Boat Cleaning and Maintenance Measures:
•
•

•

b.

In-water top-side and bottom-side boat cleaning shall minimize the discharge of soaps,
paints and debris.
In-the-water hull scraping or any process that occurs under water that results in the
removal of paint from boat hulls is prohibited. Only detergents and cleaning
components that are designated by the manufacturer as phosphate-free and
biodegradable shall be used, and only minimal amounts shall be used.
The applicant shall minimize the use of detergents and boat cleaning and maintenance
products containing ammonia, sodium hypochlorite, chlorinated solvents, petroleum
distillates or lye.
Solid and Liquid Waste Management Measures:

•

c.

All trash, recyclables, and hazardous wastes or potential water contaminants, including
old gasoline or gasoline with water, absorbent materials, oily rags, lead acid batteries,
anti-freeze, waste diesel, kerosene and mineral spirits shall be disposed of in a proper
manner and shall not at any time be disposed of in the water or gutter.
Petroleum Control Management Measures:

•

Oil absorbent materials should be examined at least once a year and replaced as
necessary. The applicant shall recycle the materials, if possible, or dispose of them in
accordance with hazardous waste disposal regulations. The boaters are encouraged to
regularly inspect and maintain engines, seals, gaskets, lines and hoses in order to
prevent oil and fuel spills. Boaters are also encouraged to use preventive engine
maintenance, oil absorbents, bilge pump-out services, or steam cleaning services to
clean oily bilge areas. Clean and maintain bilges. Do not use detergents while cleaning.
The use of soaps that can be discharged by bilge pumps is discouraged.

6. Public Access along the Public Right-of-Way. The proposed project shall not interfere with
public access and use of the public right-of-way that runs between the permittee’s property and
Rivo Alto Canal. The only permitted improvements to the public right-of-way are the gangway
platform to the seawall associated with the proposed dock system, seating available to the
public, and drought tolerant non-invasive landscaping.
A minimum of six ft. of the reconstructed sidewalk shall remain open and accessible to the
general public 24 hours a day, consistent with the other Naples Island public walkways and
Special Condition 12 of Coastal Development Permit 5-11-085.
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Vegetated landscaped areas shall consist of drought tolerant plants, which are non-invasive. No
plant species listed as problematic and/or invasive by the California Native Plant Society
(http://www.CNPS.org/), the California Invasive Plant Council (formerly the California Exotic
Pest Plant Council) (http://www.cal-ipc.org/), or as may be identified from time to time by the
State of California shall be employed or allowed to naturalize or persist on the site. No plant
species listed as a “noxious weed” by the State of California or the U.S. Federal Government
shall be utilized within the property. All plants shall be low water use plants as identified by
California Department of Water Resources (See: http://www.water.ca.gov/wateruseefficiency/
docs/wucols00.pdf). Irrigation systems are not permitted within the public right-of-way.
7. Resource Agencies. The permittee shall comply with all requirements, requests and mitigation
measures from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Regional Water Quality
Control Board, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service with
respect to preservation and protection of water quality and marine environment. Any change in
the approved project that may be required by the above-stated agencies shall be submitted to
the Executive Director in order to determine if the proposed change shall require a permit
amendment pursuant to the requirements of the Coastal Act and the California Code of
Regulations.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PERMIT RECEIPT/ACCEPTANCE OF CONTENTS
I/We acknowledge that I/we have received a copy of this permit and have accepted its contents
including all conditions.
____________________________
Applicant’s Signature

______________________
Date of Signing
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Board of Port Commissioners
Rafael Castellanos, Chairman
Ms. Randa Coniglio, Executive Director
San Diego Unified Port Commission
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Re: Construction of New Piers for Public Access
Dear Commissioners, Chair Castellanos and Ms. Coniglio:
At the Board of Port Commissioners meeting on December 12, 2017, our firm made
a presentation on behalf of Mr. Art Engel, a current resident of the La Playa community on
Shelter Island. For over a year, Mr. Engel and his representatives have engaged in
discussions with Port staff regarding the construction of a new public pier in the La Playa
area.
Some background may be helpful to a full understanding of this issue. Five piers
presently exist in this area. Four of these piers were originally constructed as privatelyowned piers, allowing no public access. The docks at the end of the piers were occupied
by private boats owned by the pier users. In 1982, the Board of Port Commissioners
adopted Master Plan modifications which required that these privately-owned piers either
be removed or made available for public use. (See Attachment 1.) Each of these piers has
now been made available for public use for the length of the pier, with gate access to a
dock at the end of each pier. The current use of the docks is governed by Tideland Use and
Occupancy Permits (TUOPs); however, each TUOP is limited to two permitees, as the
docks can only accommodate two boats.
Mr. Engel has a boat that he uses recreationally on the Bay. He is also a resident of
the La Playa community on Shelter Island, with a house located directly adjacent to the
Bay and tidelands. In March 2017, one of the TUOP permittees (Dene Oliver) sold his
home, which allowed the Port to terminate that TUOP or assign it to another user. At that
time, Mr. Engel made a formal request to Port staff seeking assignment of that TUOP to
allow his use of the dock on the pier. Port staff provided no response to his request and
ultimately assigned the TUOP to a different user.
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Mr. Engel and his representatives have repeatedly approached Port staff regarding the
construction of a new pier in the La Playa area, and have been advised by Port staff that
new piers are not allowed under the Port Master Plan, and that construction of a new pier
would violate the public trust doctrine. In our review of the Port Master Plan and the public
trust doctrine, neither of these assertions appear correct.
Port Master Plan
Port staff has advised that Appendix C of the Port Master Plan (see Attachment 1),
prohibits the construction of new piers in the La Playa area. However, this reading of
Appendix C is not accurate. While Appendix C disallows “privately owned” piers, it does
not include any similar prohibition for piers available for public use.
The current Port Master Plan, in Section IV discussing Shelter Island, provides the
goals and policies for the Shelter Island area, demonstrating that public access to the bay
is a priority:
•

“Additional people oriented spaces, providing vistas and accessibility to the
water and waterside activities, are felt appropriate.”

•

“The major emphasis of the development program is directed toward the . . .
improvement in the quality of landscape, visual and physical access to the
Bayfront.”

Additionally, the development guidelines in the Port Master Plan specifically
contemplate that recreational piers are not prohibited, by providing requirements such as:
“any increase in water coverage from that which previously exists shall be subject to further
environmental review and mitigation as required.” This language alone suggests that overwater improvements, such as a public pier, are not prohibited, but their development must
be protective of the environment.
All of these provisions in the existing Port Master Plan evidence that public access is
a priority. Nothing in the Plan prohibits the construction of additional piers, but the
development guidelines exist to protect both public access and environmental resources.
The proposed Port Master Plan Amendment, continues to express these same policies
and goals to provide accessibility to the bay, provide vistas, allow for safe interaction with
the water, promote shoreline walkways, provide direct shoreline access and provide
recreation activities that attract visitors. Comments at the Port’s December 12 public
meeting reflected the varied public use of the existing piers and the value the piers add to
the shoreline experience. All of these goals and policies demonstrate that public access to
the bay is a priority. A new public pier would not be inconsistent with these goals and
policies, but would, in fact, help to promote these goals and policies.
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It is noteworthy that in 1988, the Port attempted to amend its Master Plan specifically
to address the La Playa area piers, attempting to remove the 1982 requirement that the piers
be opened to the public. The Port-prepared EIR at that time characterized the piers as a
“visual amenity,” and stated that the piers provide:
“points of visual reference along the shoreline that are in character with the
surrounding views of boating activity. The shoreline, with the piers, is scenic
enough to have been used in postcards and other photographic souvenirs of the
area.”
The EIR further stated that “removal of some or all of the piers could affect the scenicvisual quality of the shoreline, and result in the loss of the recreational opportunities
provided by the piers.” (See Attachment 2, p. 8.) The Coastal Commission disallowed the
Master Plan amendment, finding, not that the piers should be removed, but that public
access must be provided. The Coastal Commission determined that retaining the piers and
opening the piers to public use would be consistent with section 30211 of the Coastal Act,
“in that public access in the area would be increased.” (See Attachment 2, p. 10.)
The Coastal Commission is not averse to the construction of new piers, so long as
public access is made a priority. A new private pier was approved by the Coastal
Commission in July of 2017, and an examination of public access was a key issue in that
approval. The Coastal Commission approved the construction of a new pier, dock float
and gangway in Corona del Mar. Much like the pier proposed by Mr. Engel, the proposed
dock and pier system is associated with the adjacent residence and will be used for
recreational purposes. The Coastal Commission permit specifically notes that “the project
is being constructed on public tidelands and/or within an area subject to the public trust
doctrine.” (See Attachment 3, p. 3.) The Coastal Commission issued the permit finding
that the proposed pier and dock did not impair public access and was not a violation of the
public trust doctrine.
Public Trust Doctrine
In discussions with Port staff and counsel, we have been advised that the public trust
doctrine prohibits uses accessory to residential property and that a pier, such as proposed
by Mr. Engel, would violate this rule. The Public Trust Doctrine, in fact, does not include
any language which specifically prohibits the construction of piers which allow for public
access.
The public trust doctrine is implemented through the application of the Coastal Act.
The Coastal Act emphasizes the need to protect and provide for public access to and along
the coast. Section 30210 of the Coastal Act requires that maximum public access and
recreational opportunities be provided. The construction of a pier, open for public access,
is not inconsistent with this Coastal Act requirement. Moreover, the Coastal Act (see
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section 30233) also specifically contemplates the construction of new “structural pilings
for public recreational piers that provide public access and recreational opportunities.” A
new pier, constructed by Mr. Engel, which is open to the public and provides both public
access and recreational opportunities, does not violate the public trust doctrine, but, in fact,
provides the specific coastal access mandated by the public trust doctrine.
Mr. Engel has, moreover, expressed his willingness to include the construction of, or
funding for, other public improvements along the shoreline with the pier construction. The
Port Master Plan states that in the La Playa area of Shelter Island, “it is recommended that
sometime in the future, the beach area be served by a pedestrian promenade and bike route
. . .” and that the area should be “enhanced by providing landscaped sitting and viewing
areas and rest stops for bicyclists and pedestrians using the trail system.”
We certainly understand the Port’s desire not to support the construction of private
piers; however, the construction of a new pier, providing access to the public, new scenic
vistas, and low intensive recreational use promotes the goals and policies of the Master
Plan and the Coastal Act and should be allowed, and specifically included in the Port
Master Plan. We appreciate the Board’s consideration of this issue.
Yours very truly,
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW GROUP LLP
VARCO & ROSENBAUM

Suzanne R. Varco
SRV/ssr
Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
cc:

Appendix C to Port Master Plan, Adopted 5/12/82.
California Coastal Commission Staff Recommendation, March 31, 1988.
California Coastal Commission Administrative Permit, July 20, 2017

Mr. Stephen Padilla, California Coastal Commission (via email to
stephen.Padilla@coastal.ca.gov)
Mr. Arthur Engel (via email)
Ms. Rebecca Harrington, Port Counsel (via email to
rharrington@portofsandiego.org)
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Rafael Castellanos, Chairman (rcastellanos@portofsandiego.org)
Garry J. Bonelli, Vice Chairman (gbonelli@portofsandiego.org)
Ann Moore (amoore@portofsandiego.org)
Dan Malcolm (dmalcolm@portofsandiego.org)
Marshall Merrifield (mmerrifield@portofsandiego.org)
Robert Valderrama (rvalderrama@portofsandiego.org)
Michael Zuccet (mzuccet@portofsandiego.org)
Randa Coniglio, Executive Director (rconiglio@portofsandiego.org)
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA - NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY

EDMUND G. BROWN, JR., Governor

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 Fremont St, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219
Phone: (415) 904-5200
Fax: (415) 904-5400

W7b

Staff:
Date:

Daniel Nathan – SF
July 20, 2017

ADMINISTRATIVE PERMIT
Application No.

5-17-0526

Applicant:

Bryan Sheehy

Agents:

Swift Slip Dock and Pier Builders Inc.,
Attention: Jacquelyn Chung

Project
Description:

Project
Location:

Construct 14’ x 10’ pier and remove 1,080 square foot F-shaped dock float
and replace with 1,138 square foot F-shaped dock float (the float’s existing
headwalk and one dock finger will be re-used), and install a 24’ x 5’
gangway. The dock system will be secured in place by seven 10-inch round
steel pipe piles.
2495 Ocean Boulevard, Corona del Mar, City of Newport Beach (Orange
County, APN: 052-013-32)
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION

The findings for this determination, and for any special conditions, appear on subsequent pages.
NOTE: P.R.C. Section 30624 provides that this permit shall not become effective until it is
reported to the Commission at its next meeting. If one-third or more of the appointed
membership of the Commission so request, the application will be removed from the
administrative calendar and set for public hearing at a subsequent Commission meeting.
Our office will notify you if such removal occurs.
This permit will be reported to the Commission at the following time and place:
Wednesday, August 9, 2017 9:00 am
King Gillette Ranch Auditorium
26800 Mulholland Highway
Calabasas, CA 91302
IMPORTANT - Before you may proceed with development, the following must occur:

5-17-0526 (Sheehy)
Administrative Permit
Pursuant to 14 Cal. Admin. Code Sections 13150(b) and 13158, you must sign the enclosed
duplicate copy acknowledging the permit's receipt and accepting its contents, including all
conditions, and return it to our office. Following the Commission's meeting, and once we have
received the signed acknowledgement and evidence of compliance with all special conditions, we
will send you a Notice of Administrative Permit Effectiveness.
BEFORE YOU CAN OBTAIN ANY LOCAL PERMITS AND PROCEED WITH
DEVELOPMENT, YOU MUST HAVE RECEIVED BOTH YOUR ADMINISTRATIVE
PERMIT AND THE NOTICE OF PERMIT EFFECTIVENESS FROM THIS OFFICE.
JOHN AINSWORTH
Executive Director
By: Daniel Nathan
Title: Coastal Program Analyst

STANDARD CONDITIONS
This permit is granted subject to the following standard conditions:
1.

Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development shall
not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or authorized agent,
acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned
to the Commission office.

2.

Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the
date the Commission voted on the application. Development shall be pursued in a diligent
manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of the
permit must be made prior to the expiration date.

3.

Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any term or condition will be
resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission.

4.

Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files
with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit.

5.

Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be
perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all future
owners and possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: SEE PAGES FIVE THROUGH EIGHT.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION (continued):
The Executive Director hereby determines that the proposed development is a category of
development, which, pursuant to PRC Section 30624, qualifies for approval by the Executive
Director through the issuance of an Administrative Permit. Subject to Standard and Special
Conditions as attached, said development is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 of the
Coastal Act of 1976 and will not have any significant impacts on the environment within the
meaning of the California Environmental Quality Act. If located between the nearest public road
and the sea, this development is in conformity with the public access and public recreation policies
of Chapter 3.

FINDINGS FOR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION
A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed project involves the construction of a 140 square foot pier and the removal and
replacement of a dock adjacent to a residential property in Corona del Mar, a neighborhood within
the City of Newport Beach, Orange County (Exhibit No. 1). The existing 1,080 square foot Fshaped dock float will be partially dismantled, removed and replaced with a new 1,138 square foot
F-shaped dock float to allow for the dock to be located in deeper waters near the pierhead line. The
existing headwalk and one existing dock finger will be reused. A new dock finger will be installed,
along with a new 24-ft. x 5-ft. gangway that will connect the dock float to the new 10-ft. x 14-ft.
pier to provide storage space for boating-related items. All seven existing 10-inch round steel pipe
piles will be removed from their existing locations and will be relocated and installed to support the
new pier and dock float (Exhibit No. 2). The partial removal of the existing dock float and the
installation of a new dock float will result in an increase of 58 square feet of water coverage, though
much of this increase in water coverage will be due to the installation of the new pier and not the
floating dock itself, which is 82 square feet smaller in size.
The proposed dock system is associated with the adjacent residence located at 2495 Ocean
Boulevard and will be for recreational boating purposes. The proposed dock system will extend
approximately 90 feet from the existing property line into Newport Bay near the Harbor Entrance,
but will remain within the U.S. pierhead line. The dock is located on public tidelands that are under
the jurisdiction of the County of Orange, but may partially extend onto public tidelands that are
under the jurisdiction of the City of Newport Beach. Thus a “Newport Tidelands Encroachment
Permit” from the County of Orange is required, while an encroachment permit from the City is not
required since the City does not issue encroachment permits for private residential docks and the
applicant has received its Harbor Permit/Approval in Concept from the City’s Harbor Resources
Division. This situation is similar to the docks in the adjacent area and is consistent with past
Commission issued permits.
The proposed development is located seaward of the mean high tide and is within the Commission’s
original permit jurisdiction. The standard of review for development within the Commission’s
original permit jurisdiction is Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. The City’s certified LCP is advisory in
nature and may provide guidance for development.
The project is being constructed on public tidelands and/or within an area subject to public trust
doctrine. There is no direct public pedestrian access to public tidelands through the subject site as it
is a private residential property with a private dock. However, public access to public tidelands is
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available approximately 2000 feet to the south of the subject site at the Corona del Mar public
beach. Therefore, the proposed project does not result in adverse impacts to public access. In order
to preserve and maintain access to public tidelands, Special Condition No. 4 is imposed stating that
the approval of a coastal development permit for the project does not waive any public rights or
interest that exist or may exist on the property.
The subject site was surveyed for eelgrass by Dive Works on June 1, 2017, within the requisite
active growth phase surveying period (typically March through October) required by the City of
Newport Beach Harbor Resources Division. Eelgrass was discovered in the project area, but is not
anticipated to be impacted by the new dock system. Eelgrass surveys completed during the active
growth phase of eelgrass are valid for 60-days with the exception of surveys completed in AugustOctober, which shall be valid until the resumption of the next active growth phase (i.e., the
following March). However, since the project is agendized for the August 2017 Coastal
Commission Hearing, the existing eelgrass survey will no longer be valid. Therefore, in order to
document existing conditions and ensure that the proposed development does not adversely affect
coastal resources and biological productivity, Special Condition No. 2 requires a new eelgrass
survey and identifies the procedures necessary to be completed prior to beginning construction, in
case the new survey also expires prior to commencement of construction. If the eelgrass survey
identifies any eelgrass within the project area which would be impacted by the proposed project, the
development shall require an amendment to this permit from the Coastal Commission or a new
coastal development permit. In addition, the special condition identifies post-construction eelgrass
procedures. These conditions will ensure that should impacts to eelgrass occur (though none are
expected), the impacts will be identified and appropriate mitigation required under strict protocol
provided in the “California Eelgrass Mitigation Policy and Implementing Guidelines” dated October
2014, which will ensure full mitigation of any impacts to eelgrass should the post-construction
survey show that unforeseen eelgrass impacts occurred during construction.
A pre-construction Caulerpa taxifolia survey was also completed by Dive Works on June 1, 2017,
as required by the City of Newport Beach Harbor Resources Division. No Caulerpa taxifolia was
discovered in the project area and Caulerpa taxifolia surveys are valid for 90 days. Since the project
is agendized for the August 2017 Coastal Commission Hearing, the Caulerpa taxifolia survey is still
valid since 90-days have not passed since the survey was completed. However, an up-to-date
Caulerpa taxifolia survey may be required if construction does not commence before the 90th day.
Therefore, the Commission imposes Special Condition No. 3, which identifies the procedures
necessary to be completed prior to beginning any construction if construction is to commence after
the 90th day of the original pre-construction Caulerpa taxifolia survey, as well as the procedures
necessary to be completed prior to beginning any construction if Caulerpa taxifolia is found.
The storage or placement of construction material, debris, or waste in a location where it could be
discharged into coastal waters would result in an adverse effect on the marine environment. To
ensure that all impacts (pre- and post- construction) to water quality are minimized, however, and to
reduce the potential for construction related impacts on water quality, the Commission imposes
Special Condition No. 1, which requires, but is not limited to, appropriate storage and handling of
construction equipment and materials to minimize the potential of pollutants to enter coastal waters;
and the continued use and maintenance of post construction BMPs.
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B. MARINE RESOURCES
The proposed project and its associated structures are an allowable and encouraged marine related
use. The project design includes the minimum sized pilings and the minimum number of pilings
necessary for structural stability. There are no feasible less environmentally damaging alternatives
available. As conditioned, the project will not significantly adversely impact eelgrass beds and will
not contribute to the dispersal of the invasive aquatic algae, Caulerpa taxifolia. Further, as
proposed and conditioned, the project, which is to be used for recreational boating purposes,
conforms to Sections 30224 and 30233 of the Coastal Act.

C. WATER QUALITY
The proposed work will be occurring on, within, or adjacent to coastal waters. The storage or
placement of construction material, debris, or waste in a location where it could be discharged into
coastal waters would result in an adverse effect on the marine environment. To reduce the potential
for construction related impacts on water quality, the Commission imposes special conditions
requiring, but not limited to, the appropriate storage and handling of construction equipment and
materials to minimize the potential of pollutants to enter coastal waters. To reduce the potential for
post-construction impacts to water quality the Commission requires the continued use and
maintenance of post construction BMPs. As conditioned, the Commission finds that the
development conforms to Sections 30230 and 30231 of the Coastal Act.

D. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM (LCP)
The City of Newport Beach LCP was effectively certified on January 13, 2017. The proposed
development is located seaward of the mean high tide and is within the Commission’s original
permit jurisdiction. The standard of review for development within the Commission’s original
permit jurisdiction is Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. The City’s certified LCP is advisory in nature
and may provide guidance for development. As conditioned, the proposed development is
consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act.

E. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA)
As conditioned, there are no feasible alternatives or additional feasible mitigation measures
available that would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect that the activity may have on
the environment. Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed project, as conditioned to
mitigate the identified impacts, is the least environmentally damaging feasible alternative and can
be found consistent with the requirements of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS
This permit is granted subject to the following special conditions:
1.

Water Quality
A. Construction Responsibilities and Debris Removal
(1) No demolition or construction materials, equipment, debris, or waste shall be
placed or stored where it may enter sensitive habitat, receiving waters or a storm
drain, or be subject to wave, wind, rain or tidal erosion and dispersion;
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(2) Any and all debris resulting from demolition or construction activities, and any
remaining construction material, shall be removed from the project site within 24
hours of completion of the project;
(3) Demolition or construction debris and sediment shall be removed from work
areas each day that demolition or construction occurs to prevent the accumulation
of sediment and other debris that may be discharged into coastal waters;
(4) Machinery or construction materials not essential for project improvements will
not be allowed at any time in the intertidal zone;
(5) If turbid conditions are generated during construction a silt curtain will be
utilized to control turbidity;
(6) Floating booms will be used to contain debris discharged into coastal waters and
any debris discharged will be removed as soon as possible but no later than the
end of each day;
(7) Non buoyant debris discharged into coastal waters will be recovered by divers as
soon as possible after loss;
(8) All trash and debris shall be disposed in the proper trash and recycling
receptacles at the end of every construction day;
(9) The applicant shall provide adequate disposal facilities for solid waste, including
excess concrete, produced during demolition or construction;
(10) Debris shall be disposed of at a legal disposal site or recycled at a recycling
facility. If the disposal site is located in the coastal zone, a coastal development
permit or an amendment to this permit shall be required before disposal can take
place unless the Executive Director determines that no amendment or new permit
is legally required;
(11) All stock piles and construction materials shall be covered, enclosed on all
sides, shall be located as far away as possible from drain inlets and any
waterway, and shall not be stored in contact with the soil;
(12) Machinery and equipment shall be maintained and washed in confined areas
specifically designed to control runoff. Thinners or solvents shall not be
discharged into sanitary or storm sewer systems;
(13) The discharge of any hazardous materials into any receiving waters shall be
prohibited;
(14) Spill prevention and control measures shall be implemented to ensure the proper
handling and storage of petroleum products and other construction materials.
Measures shall include a designated fueling and vehicle maintenance area with
appropriate berms and protection to prevent any spillage of gasoline or related
petroleum products or contact with runoff. The area shall be located as far away
from the receiving waters and storm drain inlets as possible;
(15) Best Management Practices (BMPs) and Good Housekeeping Practices (GHPs)
designed to prevent spillage and/or runoff of demolition or construction-related
materials, and to contain sediment or contaminants associated with demolition or
construction activity, shall be implemented prior to the on-set of such activity;
and
(16) All BMPs shall be maintained in a functional condition throughout the duration
of construction activity.
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B.
Best Management Practices Program
By acceptance of this permit the applicant agrees that the long-term water-borne berthing of
boat(s) in the approved dock and/or boat slip will be managed in a manner that protects
water quality pursuant to the implementation of the following BMPs.
(1) Boat Cleaning and Maintenance Measures:
a. In-water top-side and bottom-side boat cleaning shall minimize the discharge
of soaps, paints, and debris;
b. In-the-water hull scraping or any process that occurs under water that results
in the removal of paint from boat hulls shall be prohibited. Only detergents
and cleaning components that are designated by the manufacturer as
phosphate-free and biodegradable shall be used, and the amounts used
minimized; and
c. The applicant shall minimize the use of detergents and boat cleaning and
maintenance products containing ammonia, sodium hypochlorite, chlorinated
solvents, petroleum distillates or lye.
(2) Solid and Liquid Waste Management Measures:
a. All trash, recyclables, and hazardous wastes or potential water contaminants,
including old gasoline or gasoline with water, absorbent materials, oily rags,
lead acid batteries, anti-freeze, waste diesel, kerosene and mineral spirits will
be disposed of in a proper manner and will not at any time be disposed of in
the water or gutter.
(3) Petroleum Control Management Measures:
a. Boaters will practice preventive engine maintenance and will use oil
absorbents in the bilge and under the engine to prevent oil and fuel
discharges. Oil absorbent materials shall be examined at least once a year and
replaced as necessary. Used oil absorbents are hazardous waste in California.
Used oil absorbents must therefore be disposed in accordance with hazardous
waste disposal regulations. The boaters will regularly inspect and maintain
engines, seals, gaskets, lines and hoses in order to prevent oil and fuel spills.
The use of soaps that can be discharged by bilge pumps is prohibited;
b. If the bilge needs more extensive cleaning (e.g., due to spills of engine fuels,
lubricants or other liquid materials), the boaters will use a bilge pump-out
facility or steam cleaning services that recover and properly dispose or
recycle all contaminated liquids; and
c. Bilge cleaners which contain detergents or emulsifiers will not be used for
bilge cleaning since they may be discharged to surface waters by the bilge
pumps.
2.

Eelgrass Survey(s)
A. Pre-Construction Eelgrass Survey. Pre-Construction Eelgrass Survey. A valid preconstruction eelgrass (Zostera marina) survey shall be completed during the period of
active growth of eelgrass (typically March through October). The pre- construction
survey shall be completed within 60 days before the start of construction. The survey
shall be prepared in full compliance with the “California Eelgrass Mitigation Policy”
dated October 2014 (except as modified by this special condition) adopted by the
National Marine Fisheries Service and shall be prepared in consultation with the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife. The applicant shall submit the eelgrass
7
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survey for the review and approval of the Executive Director within five (5) business
days of completion of each eelgrass survey and in any event no later than fifteen (15)
business days prior to commencement of any development. If the eelgrass survey
identifies any eelgrass within the project area which would be impacted by the proposed
project, the development shall require an amendment to this permit from the Coastal
Commission or a new coastal development permit.
B. Post-Construction Eelgrass Survey. If any eelgrass is identified in the project area by the
survey required in subsection A of this condition above, within 30 days of completion of
construction if completion of construction occurs within the active growth period, or
within the first 30 days of the next active growth period following completion of
construction that occurs outside of the active growth period, the applicant shall survey
the project site to determine if any eelgrass was adversely impacted. The survey shall be
prepared in full compliance with the “California Eelgrass Mitigation Policy” dated
October 2014 (except as modified by this special condition) adopted by the National
Marine Fisheries Service and shall be prepared in consultation with the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife. The applicant shall submit the post-construction
eelgrass survey for the review and approval of the Executive Director within thirty (30)
days after completion of the survey. If any eelgrass has been impacted by project
construction, the applicant shall replace the impacted eelgrass at a minimum 1.38:1 ratio
on-site, or at another appropriate location subject to the approval of the Executive
Director, in accordance with the California Eelgrass Mitigation Policy. Any exceptions
to the required 1.38:1 mitigation ratio found within CEMP shall not apply.
Implementation of mitigation shall require an amendment to this permit or a new coastal
development permit unless the Executive Director determines that no amendment or new
permit is legally required.
3.

Pre-construction Caulerpa Taxifolia Survey
A. Not earlier than 90 days nor later than 30 days prior to commencement or
re-commencement of any development authorized under this coastal development permit
(the “project”), the applicant shall undertake a survey of the project area and a buffer
area at least 10 meters beyond the project area to determine the presence of the invasive
alga Caulerpa taxifolia. The survey shall include a visual examination of the substrate.
B. The survey protocol shall be prepared in consultation with the Regional Water Quality
Control Board, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the National Marine
Fisheries Service.
C. Within five (5) business days of completion of the survey, the applicant shall submit the
survey:
(1) for the review and approval of the Executive Director; and
(2) to the Surveillance Subcommittee of the Southern California Caulerpa Action
Team (SCCAT). The SCCAT Surveillance Subcommittee may be contacted
through California Department of Fish & Wildlife (858/467-4218) National
Marine Fisheries Service (562/980-4043).
D. If Caulerpa taxifolia is found within the project or buffer areas, the applicant shall not
proceed with the project until 1) the applicant provides evidence to the Executive
Director, subject to concurrence by the Executive Director, that all C. taxifolia
discovered within the project and buffer area has been eliminated in a manner that
8
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complies with all applicable governmental approval requirements, including but not
limited to those of the California Coastal Act, or 2) the applicant has revised the project
to avoid any contact with C. taxifolia. No revisions to the project shall occur without a
Coastal Commission approved amendment to this coastal development permit unless the
Executive Director determines that no amendment is legally required.
4.

Public Rights
The approval of this permit shall not constitute a waiver of any public rights that exist or
may exist on the property. The permittee shall not use this permit as evidence of a waiver of
any public rights that may exist on the property.

5.

Resource Agencies
The permittee shall comply with all requirements, requests and mitigation measures from the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Regional Water Quality Control Board, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service with respect to
preservation and protection of water quality and marine environment. Any change in the
approved project that may be required by the above-stated agencies shall be submitted to the
Executive Director in order to determine if the proposed change shall require a permit
amendment pursuant to the requirements of the Coastal Act and the California Code of
Regulations.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PERMIT RECEIPT/ACCEPTANCE OF CONTENTS
I/We acknowledge that I/we have received a copy of this permit and have accepted its contents
including all conditions.
____________________________
Applicant’s Signature

______________________
Date of Signing
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW

225 Broadway, Suite 1900
San Diego, CA 92101
619.231.5858
619.231.5853 (fax)

www.envirolawyer.com

SUZANNE R. VARCO

November 6, 2020

svarco@envirolawyer.com

S. WAYNE ROSENBAUM
swr@envirolawyer.com

Sent Via Email
Board of Port Commissioners
Ms. Ann Moore, Chair
Ms. Randa Coniglio, President/CEO
San Diego Unified Port Commission
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Re: Construction of New Piers for Public Access
Dear Commissioners, Chair Moore, and President Coniglio:
As you are aware, our firm has submitted several comment letters (attached for your
reference) and appeared at workshops and public meetings on behalf of Mr. Art Engel, a
current resident of the La Playa community on Shelter Island, regarding the construction
of a new public pier in the La Playa area. We have received and reviewed a copy of the
revised Port Master Plan Update dated October 2020 and, while appreciative that the
mandate for removal of all La Playa piers has now been removed, we are disappointed
with the language prohibiting the construction of new piers: “No new quasi-private/quasipublic piers associated with residential properties, or for residential use, shall be
allowed.” (PD1.3.)
Public access to the bay is a priority for both the Port District and the California
Coastal Commission. The goals of the Port Master Plan have been to provide
accessibility to the bay, provide vistas, allow for safe interaction with the water, promote
shoreline walkways, provide direct shoreline access and provide recreation activities that
attract visitors. New public piers would not be inconsistent with these goals, but would,
in fact, help to promote these goals. It is noteworthy that in 1988, a Port-prepared EIR
characterized the piers as a “visual amenity,” and stated that the piers provide:
“points of visual reference along the shoreline that are in character with the
surrounding views of boating activity. The shoreline, with the piers, is scenic
enough to have been used in postcards and other photographic souvenirs of
the area.”
The Port’s EIR further recognized the scenic-visual quality of the shoreline offered by the
piers, and the recreational opportunities provided by the piers. (See Attachment 2 to letter
of January 25, 2018.)

Board of Port Commissioners
Ms. Ann Moore, Chair
Ms. Randa Coniglio, President/CEO
November 6, 2020
Page 2

Only in San Diego is the construction of new piers controversial. Along the
coastline of California, the Coastal Commission has approved new public and private
piers. Since 2009, the Coastal Commission has approved the construction of more than
25 new piers along the California coastline, including in San Diego, Coronado, Newport
Beach, Huntington Beach, Long Beach, Morro Bay, Oxnard, Redondo Beach, Humboldt
and other locations. Since 2017, the Coastal Commission has approved the replacement
of more than 27 piers along the California coast. These Coastal Commission project
approvals demonstrate that the Coastal Commission is not averse to the construction of
new piers, so long as public access is made a priority.
A particularly relevant example includes a 2019 Coastal Commission approval of
the construction of a twenty-nine-foot pier with a private dock float, gangway landing
and staircase in Long Beach. The approved pier and dock are associated with the
adjacent single-family residence and would be used for recreational boating purposes.
(See Attachment to letter of April 29, 2019.) Similarly, a private pier, gangway and dock
float in Corona del Mar was approved by the Coastal Commission in 2017. Much like
the pier proposed by Mr. Engel, the proposed dock and pier system was associated with
the adjacent residence and was intended for recreational purposes. The Coastal
Commission permit specifically notes that “the project is being constructed on public
tidelands and/or within an area subject to the public trust doctrine.” (See Attachment 3 to
letter of January 25, 2018.) The Coastal Commission founf that the proposed pier and
dock did not impair public access and was not a violation of the public trust doctrine.
The Port District has no reasonable basis to ignore the express actions of the Coastal
Commission in allowing for the construction of new piers while ensuring continued public
access to the ocean, shoreline, and scenic vistas. PD1.3 in the Port Master Plan Update
which prohibits the construction of new piers in the La Playa area should be removed. We
appreciate the Board’s consideration of this issue.
Yours very truly,
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW GROUP LLP
VARCO & ROSENBAUM

Suzanne R. Varco
SRV/ssr
Attachments:
1.
2.

January 25, 2018 Letter to Board of Port Commissioners with attachments.
April 29, 2019 Letter to Board of Port Commissioners with attachments.
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cc:

Mr. Stephen Padilla, California Coastal Commission (via email to
stephen.Padilla@coastal.ca.gov)
Mr. Arthur Engel (via email)
Ms. Rebecca Harrington, Port Counsel (via email to
rharrington@portofsandiego.org)

Board of Port Commissioners:
Ann Moore, Chair (amoore@portofsandiego.org)
Michael Zuccet, Vice Chair (mzuccet@portofsandiego.org)
Dan Malcolm (dmalcolm@portofsandiego.org)
Rafael Castellanos (rcastellanos@portofsandiego.org)
Garry J. Bonelli (gbonelli@portofsandiego.org)
Marshall Merrifield (mmerrifield@portofsandiego.org)
Robert Valderrama (rvalderrama@portofsandiego.org)
Randa Coniglio, President/CEO (rconiglio@portofsandiego.org)

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mike.seneca@gmail.com
Monday, January 10, 2022 4:57 PM
Port Master Plan Update
PMP Stake Holder Questions/Comments

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

1/10/2022
Dear Commissioners:
I've appreciated the meeting and participation opportunities in the Port’s Master Plan development
process. During this process I noted significant revisions that were made as a result of public input
and stake holder concerns. Thank you. I continue to have a couple of unanswered questions that I
would greatly appreciate my government responding to.
My concern continues to be Planning District 1's "reconfiguring" of the parking and recreation open
space along Shelter Island Drive.
The ambiguous reference to what "may" be reconfigured along Shelter Island Drive is displayed in
Figure PD1.6. This "illustrative diagram" shows a quadrupling of the "open space" and a reduction of
available on and off street parking by more than half (+/- 53 existing parking stalls into 24 narrower on
street only diagonal parking stalls).
I would appreciate straightforward answers to the following questions:

With parking opportunity reduced by more than half, which stake holders does your
research show will be the ones deprived of their current accessibility in parking their cars on
Shelter Island Drive to bring their families, coolers, shade, barbecues, chairs, fishing gear, etc?
(the Mobility Hubs will not facilitate this type of stake holder).

With respect to the PMP's Environmental Justice agenda, does your research show
which of these same stake holders are being disenfranchised by limiting their vehicle access to
Shelter Island?

To facilitate the aforementioned concern and balance the stake holder burden, are other
stake holders being required to use the Mobility Hubs to accommoda te the reduced parking? If
so, will it be the hotel workers and their guests? The marina tenants? The marine service
businesses? What in your research shows that hotel staff and guests will not be using the
reconfigured limited parking like they do now?

Currently, on street parking is limited and not allowed overnight. Once there is only on
street parking where will the overnight guests to the Marina facilities be able to park?
1

I look forward to your responses to these questions.
Thank you for your time with this.
Mike Seneca
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Port Master Plan Update
Draft PMPU and Draft Program EIR
Comments
Comments received during the public review
period:

November 8, 2021 – January 10, 2022
Comments from Individuals
PD 2 – HARBOR ISLAND

(no comments from individuals received on this
planning district)

portofsandiego.org

Port Master Plan Update
Draft PMPU and Draft Program EIR
Comments
Comments received during the public review
period:

November 8, 2021 – January 10, 2022
Comments from Individuals
PD 3 – EMBARCADERO

portofsandiego.org

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Connie Ouellette <connie.ouellette1@gmail.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 9:00 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Fwd: Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Beverly <bvictor555@yahoo.com>
Saturday, January 1, 2022 10:33 AM
Port Master Plan Update
Comment on A street view maintenance

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
We are Stake Holders who bought at 1262 Kettner for the view to the Bay between the Wyndham towers. It is our
recommendation to maintain this view corridor on the new Plan.
DO NOT WALL OFF OUR BAY!
Beverly & Kenneth Victor
Sent from my iPad
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Becky Vesterfelt <beckyvesterfelt@gmail.com>
Wednesday, January 5, 2022 4:32 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Public Comment PMPU to Planning Dept. Port

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
To: Planning Department
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Port Authority of San Diego
Re: Public Comment on the Port Master Plan (PMPU) 2021
I live full-time in Planning Area PD-03 North Embarcadero Subdistrict at Palm Ct./B st. which is directly across
from the property at 1220 Pacific Highway, which the port plans to acquire and develop along with
reconnecting Harbor Drive at B St. to Pacific Highway.
The latest version of the PMPU is a remarkably poor reflection of the goals which the Port claims is its 21st
century vision, mission, values and promise. Sea level rise protection proaction planning toward new and
existing infrastructure is not in plan for my neighborhood which the Port calls the “Front Door” to the
Embarcadero.
There are issues which I previously brought forth which are still not addressed in this latest PMPU.
The Port needs to be aware of the still on- going issue, even after 2020 road resurfacing, with inadequate storm
drainage on Pacific Highway from Ash Street to West Broadway.



 Vehicles driving into this area during rain storms are still becoming flooded.
 San Diego Police are required to set-up roadblocks to stop traffic onto this segment of Pacific Highway

when there is heavy rain. It is especially problematic on Pacific Highway at A street.



 In the year 2020 work on Pacific Highway roadway markings and curbed pavements
 narrowed the roadway vehicle traffic with new markings for 2 bike lanes, 2 vehicle lanes with turn lanes

for each direction, along with street vehicle parking along with an increase to 3 timed-light stop signs
in operation at Ash St., C/BayFront Ct, and West
 Broadway. Increased traffic onto a less laned roadway needs to be addressed as a component of the
PMPU which still indicates traffic will shift from Harbor Drive onto Pacific Highway.



 There are currently 8 driveways into multi-story vehicle parking facilities on
 this 3 block area of Pacific Highway.



 The designated area’s recently built Port tenant hotels have impacted traffic.
1

 Traffic is especially impacted when Springhill Suites/Residence Inn and InterContinental Hotel delivery










trucks and tourist buses park streetside in no-parking and in the bike lane closest to their
destination. The poor access plan which the Port created at
those new hotel sites has created an unsafe unsatisfactory situation which could have been avoided
with an adequate plan for delivery and guest bus parking. I recall my neighborhood residents
expressed concern at Port public meetings about the actual site
where delivery and trash collection would be at those hotels but the neighborhood was essentially lied
to by the Port. The neighborhood is now left with Pacific Hwy view onto a ugly gray concrete back
side along with a backside driveway entry with basic roll
door, noise from trucks and buses, along with air pollution, traffic congestion, an additional stop light
and all-night light shining into homes from above ground garage and marquee signs. The promised
neighborhood beautification street landscaping turned
out to be new pavement with 11 palm trees only.

Here are only some very basic concerns on my home area of Pacific Highway on the Port's latest Update:




























Page 207 5.3.1 Existing Setting
The description of Planning Area PD-03 as commercial, visitor-serving, recreational, and industrial
uses does not include the thousands of Residents with a Pacific Highway home address on our 4 block
area of Pacific Highway from Ash Street to West Broadway.
Please update the PMPU to include “Residential” in the Planning Area PD-03 description. This PMPU
continues to ignore the fact thousands of residents invested in housing property to be home on Pacific
Highway, a shared common street, which provides access
to and abuts Port property. This latest PMPU made no effort toward environmental justice
improvement in PD-03. In fact, increasing vehicular traffic into my neighborhood is planned with a
vehicle parking lot/mobility hub along with increased density of hotel
structures and users.

Page 210
The PMPU only preserves scenic views
from
the shoreline and water step-downs are a betrayal of public trust. All arriving to Port’s “Front Door”
Embarcadero will be met with high-rise brutal style concrete multi-level hotel walls of which none are
human scale. The setback intervals described are
not human scale to allow sunlight to reach the sidewalk and lower floors. Restore old plan to build with
height step downward north to lower height to compliment the County Building which recently invested
in nightly colored lighting to highlight its
Beaux-Arts, Spanish Revival, Streamline Moderne, Mission Revival
design. The intensity of density in the current plan will not be inviting to Port property
hotel guests, visitors, and resident pedestrians will be in shadow which is not welcoming. The intensity
of planned dense structures at the Embarcadero Front Door (Ash St./B st./Pacific Hwy) to wall off all
downtown westward to the water views beginning at
Ash Street all the way to Seaport Village accepting when there is street travel east to west to
waterfront. Traveling in the north/south direction on Pacific Highway new construction will create a
concrete wall without a water view resulting in a pedestrian
or driver only possibly gaining a sight of the bay when they are actually in the middle of a westward
street facing the bay. The peak through siteline at Bay Ct./C st. is the entry to 3 hotels so it is very
congested most hours which negatively impacts sightline
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to embarcadero bay water. Please do not make that mistake again at A and B streets off of Pacific
Highway. No information on sightlines impacts to the Downtown is in this PMPU nor for my
neighborhood PD-03.

Page 212 PD3.7 Roadway Reconnections
ALL cruise operations need to be planned to be managed on the dedicated wharf and not on
reconnected B Street. Cruise ship operations must stay at the cruise ship docking site. Harbor Drive
currently has overflow impact by delivery trucks, buses, taxis, and private vehicles. The rising number
of no access days on public view platforms on the
embarcadero wharfs is significant so the potential flow of ship operations on-to B St. should not even
be considered. Pedestrian safety of visitors, cruise ship passengers, residents and hotel guests along
with air quality needs to be a component of the plan
with quality of life in a residential neighborhood (environmental justice).

Page 213 PD3.9
There is no need for a Mobility Hub Structure for parking vehicles (except ADA access) for the
following reasons:




























Introduced in 2021 the
SANDAG Board 2021 Regional Plan Advanced a Vision for
Transportation. The Port needs to begin to educate its planners on standards
set by the San Diego Region, County and City. The Port should work to promote public
transportation options to and from the North Embarcadero Waterfront instead of promoting
vehicular trips and parking downtown which impacts air quality, pedestrian safety,
and creates traffic congestion.

The City of San Diego introduced a Climate Action Plan which requires less vehicular
traffic downtown which the Port needs to begin to educate its planners on to improve the
PMPU.

There is already multi-level high occupancy vehicle parking within the area. The
planners and developers of the three recently built hotels (InterContinental, Springhill Suites,
Residence Inn) on Pacific Highway between West Broadway and B street promised the
neighborhood that the hotels would be providing public parking access to hundreds
of parking spaces. The Wyndham Hotel offers public parking.

The County currently has 2 multi-level parking facilities nearby (underground
at the County Administration Building and at the corner of Cedar and Kettner). There is City
metered street parking.
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There are already 4 public transportation stations located within 2 blocks of
the waterfront (Seaport Village Trolley Station, One America Plaza Station, Santa Fe Train and
Trolley Station, Little Italy Trolley Station). Public access to the waterfront from the nearby 4
public transportation stations and MTS bus stops has successfully
accommodated very large numbers of users. Thousands of people successfully use public
transportation to get to Waterfront Park for very large events. Educating the public and tourists
about the close proximity of public transportation to the waterfront should
be a priority to eliminate the need to increase private vehicle driving into downtown and parking
in the area.

Instead of building a new parking structure (Mobility Hub), work with existing
waterfront hotels to offer discounted public parking. The planners and developers of the
recently built hotels within this Port Plan Area claimed to the homeowners/neighbors living on
Pacific Highway that their new hotels would provide hundreds of
public
parking spaces at their hotel sites (which had been parking lots). The Tenants of Port
waterfront area properties need to be required to be good neighbors to the nearby residents, all
San Diegans and Californians.







Page 215 PD3.25-26 PMPU latest (Ash st/Harbor Dr/Pacific Hwy/B st)hotel plan intensifies density



and height with brutal architecture that as planned will disallow sunlight and airflow and be oppressive
and not at all welcoming to hotel guests or any human scale interaction.



No mention in the hotel infrastructure plan toward proaction






sea level rise. The Port’s lack of appreciation for the “WonderFront” Embarcadero’s
natural beauty
and uniqueness
when compared to other cities in the world– the bay is the WOW icon! Do not wall off waterfront bay
westward sightline views.








Page 218-19 PD3.37-44
Not the appropriate location site for the proposed increased building density as well as
escalation of intensification in PD-03 will decrease quality of human experience at
Embarcadero.
All Visitors arriving from the airport via Pacific Highway will be met at my Front Door neighborhood with
tall wide concrete walls limiting sunlight and airflow in the area and the multi-level density of structures
create very few partial westward glimpse of San Diego Bay. The proposed increased density of
4

concrete walling off of the bay sightline to begin at Ash St. to continue southward through to Seaport
Village is an assault on San Diego Downtown’s pride of its location on San Diego Bay and all the
residents downtown homes with bay views now.
All the condominium buildings in PD3 funded public art display on their property to beautify their San
Diego Downtown Pacific Highway waterfront neighborhood, yet the PMPU calls for dense concrete
walled off backside properties directly across from their neighbors sightline on Pacific Highway. The
continued denial of the existence of residents in PD3 needs to be rectified as PD3 neighborhood shares
its same access street, Pacific Highway, with Port property tenants. Port hotel visitors enjoy the public
art which the condo buildings created on Pacific Highway which improves the ambiance of the place.
I wonder whether anyone at the Port performing work on this PMPU has actually ever walked the Downtown
Embarcadero San Diego Bay Waterfront or ever approached the area on Pacific Highway by vehicle, walking
or by public transit. The Port boasts its years of meetings and public outreach to learn the public desires for
Embarcadero waterfront yet my “Front Door” neighborhood is simply ignored as if residents living in PD-03 do
not exist. Unfortunately this latest PMPU holds no improvement for my neighborhood and does not reflect the
Port’s claim to 21st century vision, mission, values and promise. The Port already proved to be a poor
neighbor with breaking promises to the neighborhood in the construction of the Springhill Suites, Residence
Inn and InterContinental Hotels. This version of PMPU is a very disappointing poor vision for the future of San
Diego Downtown Waterfront Embarcadero. The Port must do better for San Diego and California.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Vesterfelt
1205 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Becky Vesterfelt <beckyvesterfelt@gmail.com>
Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:52 AM
Port Master Plan Update
public comment PMPU

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To: Planning Department Port Authority of San Diego
Re: Public Comment on the Port Master Plan (PMPU) 2021
I live full-time in Planning Area PD-03 North Embarcadero Subdistrict at Palm Ct./B st.
which is directly across from the property at 1220 Pacific Highway, which the port plans to
acquire and develop along with reconnecting Harbor Drive at B. St. to Pacific Highway.
The latest version of the PMPU is a remarkably poor reflection of the goals which the Port
claims is its 21st century vision, mission, values and promise. Sea level rise protection
proaction planning toward new and existing inf rastructure is not in plan for my neighborhood
which the Port calls the “Front Door” to the Embarcadero.
There are issues which I previously brought forth which are still not addressed in this latest
PMPU.
The Port needs to be aware of the still on-going issue, even after 2020 road resurfacing, with
inadequate storm drainage on Pacific Highway from Ash Street to West Broadway.


 Vehicles


driving into this area during rain storms are still becoming flooded.

San Diego Police are required to set-up roadblocks to stop traffic onto this segment of
Pacific Highway when there is heavy rain. It is especially problematic on Pacific
Highway at A street.




 In the year 2020 work on Pacific Highway
 narrowed the roadway vehicle traffic with



roadway markings and curbed pavements
new markings for 2 bike lanes, 2 vehicle
lanes with turn lanes for each direction, along with street vehicle parking along with
an increase to 3 timed-light stop signs in operation at Ash St., C/BayFront Ct, and
West
Broadway. Increased traffic onto a less laned roadway needs to be addressed as a
component of the PMPU which still indicates traffic will shift from Harbor Drive onto
Pacific Highway.
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 There are currently 8 driveways into multi-story vehicle parking facilities on
 this 3 block area of Pacific Highway.



 The designated area’s recently built Port tenant hotels have impacted traffic.
 Traffic is especially impacted when Springhill Suites/Residence Inn and










InterContinental Hotel delivery trucks and tourist buses park streetside in no-parking
and in the bike lane closest to their destination. The poor access plan which the Port
created at
those new hotel sites has created an unsafe unsatisfactory situation which could have
been avoided with an adequate plan for delivery and guest bus parking. I recall my
neighborhood residents expressed concern at Port public meetings about the actual
site
where delivery and trash collection would be at those hotels but the neighborhood was
essentially lied to by the Port. The neighborhood is now left with Pacific Hwy view
onto a ugly gray concrete back side along with a backside driveway entry with basic
roll
door, noise from trucks and buses, along with air pollution, traffic congestion, an
additional stop light and all-night light shining into homes from above ground garage
and marquee signs. The promised neighborhood beautification street landscaping
turned
out to be new pavement with 11 palm trees only.

Here are only some very basic concerns on my home area of Pacific Highway on the Port's
latest Update:















Page 207 5.3.1 Existing Setting
The description of Planning Area PD-03 as commercial, visitor-serving, recreational,
and industrial uses does not include the thousands of Residents with a Pacific Highway
home address on our 4 block area of Pacific Highway from Ash Street to West
Broadway.
Please update the PMPU to include “Residential” in the Planning Area PD-03
description. This PMPU continues to ignore the fact thousands of residents invested in
housing property to be home on Pacific Highway, a shared common street, which
provides access
to and abuts Port property. This latest PMPU made no effort toward environmental
justice improvement in PD-03. In fact, increasing vehicular traffic into my
neighborhood is planned with a vehicle parking lot/mobility hub along with increased
density of hotel
structures and users.

Page 210
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The PMPU only preserves scenic views
from
the shoreline and water step-downs are a betrayal of public trust. All arriving to Port’s
“Front Door” Embarcadero will be met with high-rise brutal style concrete multi-level
hotel walls of which none are human scale. The setback intervals described are
not human scale to allow sunlight to reach the sidewalk and lower floors. Restore old
plan to build with height step downward north to lower height to compliment the
County Building which recently invested in nightly colored lighting to highlight its
Beaux-Arts, Spanish Revival, Streamline Moderne, Mission Revival
design. The intensity of density in the current plan will not be inviting to Port property
hotel guests, visitors, and resident pedestrians will be in shadow which is not
welcoming. The intensity of planned dense structures at the Embarcadero Front Door
(Ash St./B st./Pacific Hwy) to wall off all downtown westward to the water views
beginning at
Ash Street all the way to Seaport Village accepting when there is street travel east to
west to waterfront. Traveling in the north/south direction on Pacific Highway new
construction will create a concrete wall without a water view resulting in a pedestrian
or driver only possibly gaining a sight of the bay when they are actually in the middle of
a westward street facing the bay. The peak through siteline at Bay Ct./C st. is the entry
to 3 hotels so it is very congested most hours which negatively impacts sightline
to embarcadero bay water. Please do not make that mistake again at A and B streets off
of Pacific Highway. No information on sightlines impacts to the Downtown is in this
PMPU nor for my neighborhood PD-03.

Page 212 PD3.7 Roadway Reconnections
ALL cruise operations need to be planned to be managed on the dedicated wharf and
not on
reconnected B Street. Cruise ship operations must stay at the cruise ship docking
site. Harbor Drive currently has overflow impact by delivery trucks, buses, taxis, and
private vehicles. The rising number of no access days on public view platforms on the
embarcadero wharfs is significant so the potential flow of ship operations on-to B St.
should not even be considered. Pedestrian safety of visitors, cruise ship passengers,
residents and hotel guests along with air quality needs to be a component of plan with
quality of life in residential neighborhoods (environmental justice).

Page 213 PD3.9
There is no need for a Mobility Hub Structure for parking vehicles (except ADA access)
for the following reasons:







Introduced in 2021 the
SANDAG Board 2021 Regional Plan Advanced a Vision for
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Transportation. The Port needs to begin to educate its planners on standards
set by the San Diego Region, County and City. The Port should work to promote
public transportation options to and from the North Embarcadero Waterfront
instead of promoting vehicular trips and parking downtown which impacts air
quality, pedestrian safety,
and creates traffic congestion.

The City of San Diego introduced a Climate Action Plan which requires less
vehicular
traffic downtown which the Port needs to begin to educate its planners on to
improve the PMPU.

There is already multi-level high occupancy vehicle parking within the area. The
planners and developers of the three recently built hotels (InterContinental,
Springhill Suites, Residence Inn) on Pacific Highway between West Broadway
and B street promised the neighborhood that the hotels would be providing
public parking access to hundreds
of parking spaces. The Wyndham Hotel offers public parking.

The County currently has 2 multi-level parking facilities nearby (underground
at the County Administration Building and at the corner of Cedar and
Kettner). There is City metered street parking.

There are already 4 public transportation stations located within 2 blocks of
the waterfront (Seaport Village Trolley Station, One America Plaza Station, Santa
Fe Train and Trolley Station, Little Italy Trolley Station). Public access to the
waterfront from the nearby 4 public transportation stations and MTS bus stops
has successfully
accommodated very large numbers of users. Thousands of people successfully
use public transportation to get to Waterfront Park for very large
events. Educating the public and tourists about the close proximity of public
transportation to the waterfront should
be a priority to eliminate the need to increase private vehicle driving into
downtown and parking in the area.

Instead of building a new parking structure (Mobility Hub), work with existing
waterfront hotels to offer discounted public parking. The planners and
developers of the recently built hotels within this Port Plan Area claimed to the
4




homeowners/neighbors living on Pacific Highway that their new hotels would
provide hundreds of
public
parking spaces at their hotel sites (which had been parking lots). The Tenants of
Port waterfront area properties need to be required to be good neighbors to the
nearby residents, all San Diegans and Californians.







Page 215 PD3.25-26 PMPU latest (Ash st/Harbor Dr/Pacific Hwy/B st)hotel plan
intensifies density



and height with brutal architecture that as planned will disallow sunlight and airflow
and be oppressive and not at all welcoming to hotel guests or any human scale
interaction.



No mention in the hotel infrastructure plan toward



protective planning toward resilient sea level rise and flooding



with smart infrastructure to meet State and Federal standards



https://sealevelrise.org/states/california/




https://sealevelrise.org/solutions/






Page 218-19 PD3.37-44
Not the appropriate location site for the proposed increased building
density as well as escalation of intensification in PD-03 will decrease
quality of human experience at Embarcadero.
All Visitors arriving from the airport via Pacific Highway will be met at my Front Door
neighborhood with tall wide concrete walls limiting sunlight and airflow in the area and
the multi-level density of structures create very few partial westward glimpse of San
Diego Bay. The proposed increased density of concrete walling off of the bay sightline
to begin at Ash St. to continue southward through to Seaport Village is an assault on
San Diego Downtown’s pride of its location on San Diego Bay and all the residents
downtown homes with bay views now.
All the condominium buildings in PD3 funded public art display on their property to
beautify their San Diego Downtown Pacific Highway Waterfront Neighborhood, yet the
PMPU calls for dense concrete walled off backside properties directly across from these
neighbors' sightline on Pacific Highway. The continued denial of the existence of
residents in PD3 needs to be rectified as PD3 neighborhood shares its same access
5

street, Pacific Highway, with Port property tenants. Port hotel visitors enjoy the public
art which the condo buildings created on Pacific Highway which improves the ambiance
of the place.
The Port’s lack of appreciation for the “WonderFront” Embarcadero’s natural beauty and
uniqueness when compared to other cities in the world– the bay is the WOW icon! I wonder
whether anyone at the Port performing work on this PMPU has actually ever walked the
Downtown Embarcadero San Diego Bay Waterfront or ever approached the area on Pacific
Highway by vehicle, walking or by public transit.
Unfortunately this latest PMPU holds no improvement for my neighborhood and does not
reflect the Port’s claim to 21st century vision, mission, values and promise. The Port boasts its
years of meetings and public outreach to learn the public desires for Embarcadero waterfront
yet my “Front Door” neighborhood is simply ignored as if residents living in PD-03 do not
exist. The Port already proved to be a poor neighbor with breaking promises to the
neighborhood in the construction of the Springhill Suites, Residence Inn and InterContinental
Hotels. Do not wall off downtown waterfront bay westward sightline views. This version of
PMPU is a very disappointing poor vision for the future of San Diego Downtown Waterfront
Embarcadero. The Port must do better for San Diego and California.
Regards,
Louis Cohen
1205 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ernie Simon <eajsjrca@gmail.com>
Friday, January 7, 2022 5:22 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Comments regarding the PMPU

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 7, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough
revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these
limited public lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has
not articulated the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and
biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration
and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the
PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully
evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many
districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
without including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added
back into the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
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A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but
north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two
Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in
accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for
this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until
the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not
include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million
visitors annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to
determine an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
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7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the
existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid
or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological
resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Ernie Simon
San Diego
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

James Grossman <jimgrossman31@me.com>
Friday, January 7, 2022 7:50 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; jlesar@portofsandieg.org
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 7, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director Planning, San Diego Unified Port District:
As a resident of downtown San Diego, I am critically concerned that the Port Commission
consider with care and a sense of it’s great responsibility, the needs and concerns of all
residents of San Diego.

After careful review of the Draft PMPU, I wish to express my dissatisfaction with important
aspects of the Plan

The proposal for more massive commercial development on these limited public lands would
create what I understand would be the densest section of developed coastline in all of
California.The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development. Additionally, I
think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail.
The Plan needs significantly more open space, view corridors and opportunities for the
residents and visitors to enjoy the beauty of OUR bay.
I object to a development plan that would obstruct the public view and access to San Diego’s
Embarcadero coastline.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve
of many of those changes. However, as a resident of Downtown San Diego, I want to express
my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental
Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for
the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for
public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected
developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public
process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this
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information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment.
It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open
Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with
development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a firstclass hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize
property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and waterdependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local
and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is
not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify
or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash
and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback.
The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The
current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay.
The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing
to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from
the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full
size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600
rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate
size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary
Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8,
and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the
tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are
sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from
the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP
and the Downtown Community Plan.
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H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as
the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space
as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto
Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the
PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding
is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of
Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North
Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions
should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking,
and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking
spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit
to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED.
Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings
and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to
maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to
verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green
space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need
for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public
access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific
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Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to
the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth
Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction
in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts
on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality,
noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
As a public body answerable to the concerns and interests of the residents of San Diego
County, I respectfully implore the Port Commissioners to carefully consider the input of San
Diego’s public and prioritize maintaining our Bay’s natural beauty. As San Diegans, we look to
our Port Commissioners to exercise care in their stewardship of our unique San Diego Bay.
Sincerely,
Jim Grossman
500 W Harbor Dr #1608
San Diego 92101
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January 7, 2022

Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a
beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and
we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all
Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for
more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest
section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this
level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walledoff by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve
of many of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns
about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review
(EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for
the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for
public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected
developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public
process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this
information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment.
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It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open
Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with
development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a firstclass hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize
property values, public access opportunitiesand priority waterfront and waterdependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local
and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is
not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify
or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash
and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback.
The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The
current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay.
The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing
to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from
the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full
size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600
rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate
size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary
Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8,
and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the
tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are
sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from
the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP
and the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as
the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space
as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
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L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto
Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the
PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding
is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of
Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North
Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions
should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking,
and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking
spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit
to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED.
Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings
and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to
maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to
verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green
space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need
for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public
access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific
Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to
the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
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13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth
Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction
in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts
on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality,
noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist
revenue stream for the Port.

Sincerely,
Lisa Klein
1325 Pacific Highway Unit 2307
San Diego,CA 92101
619-228-9982
917-656-9277
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January 7, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to
make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to
develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping the lands in
the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough
revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and
towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest
section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the
need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is
unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan
needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay
and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero
coastline walled-off by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years
ago and I approve of many of those changes. However, as a resident of San
Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update
(PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
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1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created
and included for the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula
Vista and National City for public view, consideration and comment. Major
projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from
the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public process is being
ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information.
Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for
submission to the California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is
too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have
its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the
Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and
out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft
PMPU: The Port Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's
downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements
and by guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent
uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians
including local and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the
Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent
neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential
neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is
not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the
following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B
Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of
the setback. The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces
and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of
my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 67 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety
of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the
Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a
maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods.
The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane Field hotels
total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density
in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan
(NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
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C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they
exist, to be consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of
blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses
on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the
base of the tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story
podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be
consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize
views to and from the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply
with the NEVP and the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes
available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to
Activated ROS as the City of San Diego requested. This space would
provide much needed green space as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific
Highway, in addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be
made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to
divert traffic onto Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but
presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans for
this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the
PMPU is “significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The
Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is
acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in
that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which
the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order
to determine an appropriate level of development consistent with the
Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the
North Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites.
No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests,
which is shrinking, and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize
existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional
mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve
the buildings and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be
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designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public
pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South
Embarcaderos) reconciliation between the green space acreage in the
PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all
adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is
meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green space
acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation.
The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease
expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space
and public access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street,
and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic
view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building
Precinct in the NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on
the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by
moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced
Growth Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft
PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and
water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological
resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services,
transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just
as a tourist revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
(NAME
contact information)
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January 7, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a
beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are
all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians
while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and
towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest section of developed
coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development.
Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and
retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and
less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled- off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of
many of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about
the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the
Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view,
consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without
guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored.
It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without
development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be
called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential
to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not
possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS)
or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with
the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide the
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redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class
hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master
Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for
public improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis
added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and
regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is
not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add,
modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street
to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback.
The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The
current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the
Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is
proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of
the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full
size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has
600 rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an
adequate size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance
Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential
neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure
PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the
tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are
sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the
Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from
the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP
and the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
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J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as
the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space
as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic
onto Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4
lanes, which requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU
is “significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must
adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not
significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the
impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have
10 million visitors annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments
and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of development
consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the
North Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No
further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests,
which is shrinking, and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize
existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional
mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle
D. .8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to
serve the buildings and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts
and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing
public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South
Embarcaderos) reconciliation between the green space acreage in
the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU, including
all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port
is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green
space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this
reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase
as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease
expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
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C. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open
space and public access from Pacific Highway between B Street
and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the
existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
D. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration
Building Precinct in the NEVP should be maintained by keeping
buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of
Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the
west.
11. South Embarcadero
1. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
2. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea
level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half
Reduced Growth Alternative to
avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of
the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is
intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions,
hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue
stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Pat and Phil Pressel
1205 Pacific Highway #602
San Diego, CA 92101
pat92101@att.net
858-349-6482
"It Takes Courage Not To Be Discouraged"
Benjamin Ference
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Sent:
To:
Cc:
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Patricia Halliday <pat@stone-wear.com>
Friday, January 7, 2022 8:51 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Fw: Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Subject: Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment
*************
January 7, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful
asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the
Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the
Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest section of
developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development. Additionally, I
think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly
more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive
development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of those
changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update
(PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central Embarcadero
(CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and comment. Major projects
are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the
appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information.
Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really
be called a Master Plan.

2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal
Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego to
have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels,
retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide
the redevelopment efforts.
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3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan proposes to
revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by guiding
development to optimize property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and waterdependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional communities
as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s
financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the
following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill
Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall is
incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU are indicative
of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the
Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the
Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms, not
microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800
rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero
Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with the buildings
currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses on the east
side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are not
required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground
parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and optimize
property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the Downtown
Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San Diego
requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street view
corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway. Pacific
Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and unavoidable”.
This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable
and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment
of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must be included in the
PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of development consistent with
the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the exception of
the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA accessible
parking needs.
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C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to
use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to options such as the
Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances will
minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian
or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation between the
green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments,
completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green
space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will
dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific Highway
between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from
Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should be
maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by
moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land
and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions,
hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Pat Halliday, concerned resident of the Bayside (1325 Pacific Hwy)
pat@stone-wear.com
818.388.7947
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From:
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Cc:
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steve kohn <stevekohn7595@gmail.com>
Friday, January 7, 2022 5:28 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Steve Kohn; Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 7, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue
to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public
lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated
the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the
public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many di stricts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
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A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
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7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Stephen Kohn
1325 Pacific Highway, Unit 2902
San Diego, CA 92101
202-494-4160
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James Robertson <jimnlaplaya03@gmail.com>
Saturday, January 8, 2022 2:34 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
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Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Embarcadero Coalition <embarcaderocoalition@gmail.com>
Date: January 7, 2022 at 5:09:43 PM PST
To: Embarcadero Coalition <embarcaderocoalition@gmail.com>
Subject: Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment
*************
January 7, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a
beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and
we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all
Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for
more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest
section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this
level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walledoff by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve
of many of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns
about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review
(EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for
the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for
public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected
developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public
process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this
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information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment.
It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open
Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with
development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a firstclass hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize
property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and waterdependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local
and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is
not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify
or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash
and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback.
The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The
current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay.
The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing
to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from
the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full
size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600
rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate
size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary
Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8,
and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the
tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are
sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from
the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP
and the Downtown Community Plan.
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H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as
the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space
as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto
Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the
PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding
is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of
Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North
Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions
should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking,
and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking
spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit
to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED.
Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings
and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to
maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to
verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green
space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need
for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public
access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific
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Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to
the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth
Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction
in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts
on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality,
noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist
revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely, James and Kathryn Robertson
jimnlaplaya03@gmail.com
kathrynrobertson32@gmail.com
1199 Pacific Highway Unit 2904
San Diego, CA 92101
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To:
Cc:
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LeAnna Zevely <lzevely@gmail.com>
Saturday, January 8, 2022 5:21 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Fwd: Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Subject: Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment
January 8, 2022

Ms. Lesley Nishihira, Director
Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
Subject: Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

Dear Ms. Nishihira:
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff f or their continuing work to make San Diego
Bay a beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego's residents. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan
and I support the Port's continuing efforts to maintain the Bay's tidelands, as well as guarantee they
will always be accessible and available to all Californians. However, in an effort to ensure enough
revenue to maintain the tidelands, I believe the Port's current plans for more of large and towering
development on these limited public lands would result in creating the densest section of developed coastline
in all of California. Unfortunately, the Port has not articulated the need for this level of development , which is
both unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. To attract the public to the Bay,
the Plan needs to include significantly more free and low-cost activities and less commercialization. In

short, excessive development of the Embarcadero will definitely wall off the public's view and access
to the Bay's coastline.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. I also want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the
Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR) and request the following:
1. Suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista, and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port -selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.

2. Include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important, and too essential to the
overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to
evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Rereation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle
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Miles Traveled (VM) without including this major section of the Embarcdero. I agree with the CCC
that the CE should be added back into the Plan, with development standards to guide the
redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Revise the NE section of the Draft PMPU to include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the
Draft PMPU:
The Port Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for
public improvements and by
guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.

And, add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
- Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
- Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
- Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
- Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:

A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open
spaces and public access. The current parameters in the
PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel
towers and the 67 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off
a large
section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods.
The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two
Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease
density in
accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this
mostly residential
neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with the
buildings currently on the east side of
blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story
podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of
San Diego requested. This space would
provide much needed green space as the downtown
population grows.
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K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to
street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but
presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to
previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until
the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in
that it did not
include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million
visitors annually. The
CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order
to determine an appropriate level of development consistent
with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual
impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site
without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero

A. Preserve the existing scenic vistas.
B. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
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13. From the Draft Program EIR, please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid
or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the residents of San Diegan who use it daily. Do not reduce the
Embarcadero to simply a tourist revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,

LeAnna Zevely
lzevely@gmail.com
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Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira; Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer
LeSar
Embarcadero Coalition
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recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello All,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for
working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful asset for San
Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all
concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and
available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to
maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and
towering development on these limited public lands would create
the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The
Port has not articulated the need for this level of development.
Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased
toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs
significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to
the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s
Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft
three years ago and I approve of many of those changes. However,
as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about
the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft
Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
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I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards
are created and included for the Central Embarcadero (CE), South
Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view,
consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by
Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This is
public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored.
It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this
information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so
many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really
be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing
the Plan for submission to the California Coastal Commission
(CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation
conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space
(ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major
section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE
should be added back into the Plan with development standards to
guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the
Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft
PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the
Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan proposes to revitalize
San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for
public improvements and by guiding development to
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optimize property values, public access opportunities and
priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis
added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all
Californians including local and regional communities as well
as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly
along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and
adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE)
residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s financial
success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or
delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the
property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street
but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build
within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall is incompatible with
the goals of open spaces and public access. The current
parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about
walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story
high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the
entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of
the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8
to a maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms, not microtel sized
rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms
and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms
is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance with the
North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and
appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
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C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft
high, if they exist, to be consistent with the buildings currently
on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar
in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific
Highway.
D.Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured
from the base of the tower. Podiums are not required for
hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for
a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to
be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and
maximize views to and from the Bay and optimize property
values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash
to comply with the NEVP and the Downtown Community Plan.
H.Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it
becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing
cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific
Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San Diego requested.
This space would provide much needed green space as the
downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port
property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M.
Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel
building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the
intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway
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had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a
change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT
impact for the PMPU is “significant and unavoidable”. This
finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to
reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not
significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did
not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which
the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually.
The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic
analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of
development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development
along the North Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott
SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel
guests, which is shrinking, and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better
utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to use the
MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come
downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle
and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west
streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances will minimize
the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver
on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular
circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
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A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and
South Embarcaderos) reconciliation between the green space
acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft
PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations,
to verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green
space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central
Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for
green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s
lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for
open space and public access from Pacific Highway between
B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco
Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County
Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should be
maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific
Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any
towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to
follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea
level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – OneHalf Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen
significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale
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and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to
reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public
services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it
regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Mehdi and Yadira Malekadeli
1262 Kettner Blvd. unit 706
San Diego, Ca.

--MM
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January 8, 2022
To: Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District
The efforts of the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff to make the bay a beautiful
part of San Diego is appreciated. We understand that it takes years to develop a new
Master Plan – we, along with many others who live in this area, are concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while
ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. Unfortunately, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest
section of developed coastline in all of California. The Port has not shown the need for
this level of development. Additionally, the proposed development is unbalanced and
biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more
low-cost and free activities and a lot less commercialization to attract the public to the
bay area.
One major issue is keeping the public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero
coastline open and accessible, not walled-off by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago, many
of which are acceptable. Nevertheless, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my
concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental
Impact Review (EIR). Along these lines, I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and
included for the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and
National City for public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being
planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public
property, and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully
evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development
guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU simply is not a
Master Plan.
2. Specifically, in agreement with the California Coastal Commission (CCC), the CE
should be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the CCC. The
redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San
Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle
Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the Embarcadero.

3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a
first-class hotel.
4. Please make the following changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU:
A. Include the following sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft
PMPU: The Port Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown
waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access opportunities and priority
waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add the following goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including
local and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bay front.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods
and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please
add, modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property
from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott
SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the
setback. The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public
access. The current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about
walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings
(podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of
650 full size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham
hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel
rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance with the North
Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this
mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A, B, C, D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist,
to be consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in

figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific
Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of
the tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft
width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with
the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to
and from the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the
NEVP and the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated
ROS as the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed
green space as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic:
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic
onto Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes,
which requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU
is “significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must
adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of
the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million

visitors annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic
analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of development consistent with
the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking:
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North
Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further
exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is
shrinking, and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use
mass transit to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle
and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access:
A. Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the
buildings and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to
allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular
circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage.
The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas:
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public
access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and
Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.

B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side
of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers
north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero:
A. Preserve the existing scenic vistas.
B. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis:
A. Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth
Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This
reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to
reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions,
hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a
tourist revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Michael D. Umphrey
1262 Kettner Blvd., Unit 3202
San Diego, CA 92101
Email: suertudo@earthlink.net
Telephone: (248) 330-7708

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Susan Simon <rbfsandiego@gmail.com>
Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:37 AM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Fwd: Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 8, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue
to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public
lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated
the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the
public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many di stricts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
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4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.Include this sentence from page 59 of the
current PMP into the Draft PMPU:
A. The Port Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding
development to optimize property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront
and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill SAuites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
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the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park in its current
location as well as the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
A. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
B. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Susan Simon
700 Front Street
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San Diego, CA 92101
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Zach P. Dostart <ZDostart@sdlaw.com>
Saturday, January 8, 2022 8:26 AM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comments

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Ms. Nishihira:
I am an attorney who lives and works in Sapphire Tower, at 1262 Kettner Blvd. I have lived in Sapphire Tower
for 11 years and I was leading the discussions with the Port (you and I spoke in person multiple times) on behalf
of the North Embarcadero District (“NE”) prior to COVID hitting (Janet and/or Susan were leading before and
after). I truly appreciate your efforts on behalf of the Port. However, the Port’s plans that would permit
massive hotel development on public lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of
California. I do not want view to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive development and
I beg the Port to consider rejecting the temptation to turn the NE into nothing but a hotel haven. Local residents
matter—we actually live here. Please listen to us.
I request the following from the Port:
1. If at all possible, renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a
first-class hotel. RLJ is the largest Black-owned REIT in the United States. It is important that the Port
show that it desires diversity, not just in lip service, but where it matters—money, meaning the entities
with which the Port enters into leases. I have hear the Port say that RLJ has been a valuable and
profitable partner for the Port for decades. Why would the Port turn their back on RLJ now? If the Port
turns its back on RLJ now, it would be a sad—and it would speak volumes.
2. Please understand that the views of and to the Bay are critical to local residents, whose considerations I
beg the Port to consider. Not only do they affect property values, but now that many people live and
work from home, having views from a home/office is critical. Additionally, consider the fact that local
resident disposable income—as a function of those who can afford expensive real estate are statistically
far more likely to have substantial disposable income—will flow directly to the hotels, restaurants and
other facilities provided by the Port. There are thousands of individuals who live in the NED who use
the area, dine at the restaurants, and spend money at the various facilities provided through the
Port. Allowing massive hotels to be built will substantially decrease property values and will lead to the
NE district’s disintegration, along with the local’s disposable income evaporating. Please take current
resident’s concerns in mind.
3. A big hotel adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s residential neighborhood is not needed. If the RLJ
lease is not renewed, please:
A. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximu m of 650 full size hotel
rooms. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800
rooms. Approximately 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size with the North Embarcadero Alliance
Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly-residential neighborhood.
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B. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field
Hotels.
C. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay
and optimize property values.
D. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
E. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
I truly appreciate all the work the Port does. I realize that there are many people with different thoughts and
considerations on all the issues presented by the PMPU and EIR. That said, please do consider these
thoughts. If you would like to discuss further, please do not hesitate to reach out to me. Thank you again.
Sincerely,
Zach P. Dostart
Dostart Hannink & Coveney LLP
4180 La Jolla Village Drive, Suite 530
La Jolla, California 92037
Direct Dial: (858) 623-4275
Fax: (858) 623-4299
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Adrian Fremont <ajfremont19@gmail.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 7:55 AM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and EIR for the Embarcadero

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 7, 2022

Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,

I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping
the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain
them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would
create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this
level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating
hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and less
commercialization.

Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive
development.

The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of those
changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan
Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).

I request the following from the Port:

1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This is
public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU
without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
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2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal
Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego
to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for
hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of
the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards
to guide the redevelopment efforts.

3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.

4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize property
values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent
uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and
regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the
Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north of
the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The
street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current
parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge
hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the
entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size
hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms
and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to
decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP)
and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and
similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
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D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower.
Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for
a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the
Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and
the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the
City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the
downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated
(ROS).

6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific
Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a
change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant
and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce
the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly
noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the
developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must be included in the
PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of
development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.

7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero
with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be
granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and
ADA accessible parking needs.
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C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces.
Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come
downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port
shuttle.

8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances
will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public
pedestrian or vehicular circulation.

9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in
the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port
is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central
Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically
increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.

10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access
from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve
Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway
(the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis

Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.

13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
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proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”

Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the
Port.

Sincerely,
Adrian Fremont
Downtown San Diego resident
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ann Pfau <atpfau3@icloud.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 12:32 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a
beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and
we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all
Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for
more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest
section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this
level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walledoff by excessive development. Further, this is a residential area, and increased congestion is
very troubling for those of us who live here.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve
of many of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns
about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review
(EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for
the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for
public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected
developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public
process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this
information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment.
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It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open
Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with
development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a firstclass hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize
property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and waterdependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local
and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is
not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify
or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash
and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback.
The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The
current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay.
The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing
to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from
the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full
size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600
rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate
size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary
Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8,
and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the
tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are
sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from
the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP
and the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as
the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space
as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
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L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto
Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the
PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding
is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of
Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North
Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions
should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking,
and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking
spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit
to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED.
Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings
and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to
maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to
verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green
space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need
for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public
access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific
Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to
the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
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13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth
Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction
in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts
on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality,
noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist
revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Ann Pfau
1325 Pacific Hwy,, Unit 1702, San Diego

-To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft O ffice prev ented automatic download of this picture from the
Internet.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Carol Harmon <c_deltufo@hotmail.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 9:38 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue
to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public
lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated
the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the
public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
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A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
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7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,

Carol del Tufo Harmon
1205 Pacific Highway #1105
San Diego, Ca. 92101

973.432.4911
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Max Guidoboni <guido6448@yahoo.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 2:51 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet
Draft PMPU and Draft E/R comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 7, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping
the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain
them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would
create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California. The Port has not articulated the need for this
level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating
hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and less
commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive
development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of those
changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan
Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This is
public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU
without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal
Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego
to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for
hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of
the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards
to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
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A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize property
values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent
uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and
regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the
Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north of
the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The
street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current
parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge
hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the
entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size
hotel rooms, not Microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms
and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms are an adequate size to
decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP)
and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and
similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower.
Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for
a 650-room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the
Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and
the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I.

Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
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J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the
City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the
downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated
(ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific
Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a
change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU
to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is
particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport
which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must be
included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate
level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero
with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be
granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and
ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces.
Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come
downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port
shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances
will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public
pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in
the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port
is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central
Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically
increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
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10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access
from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve
Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway
(the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the
Port.

Sincerely,

C. T. Guidoboni, Jr.
C. T. Guidoboni, Jr.
700 Front Street, Unit 2605
San Diego, CA 92101
Guido6448@yahoo.com
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From:
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To:
Cc:
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Catherine Smith <kaydees333@gmail.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 6:05 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
San Diego Port Draft PMPU

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a
beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and
we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all
Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for
more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest
section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this
level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walledoff by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve
of many of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns
about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review
(EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for
the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for
public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected
developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public
process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this
information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment.
It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open
Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with
development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
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3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a firstclass hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize
property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and waterdependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local
and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is
not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify
or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash
and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback.
The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The
current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay.
The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing
to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from
the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full
size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600
rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate
size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary
Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8,
and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the
tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are
sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from
the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP
and the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as
the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space
as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
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A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto
Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the
PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding
is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of
Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North
Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions
should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking,
and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking
spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit
to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED.
Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings
and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to
maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to
verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green
space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need
for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public
access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific
Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to
the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with invested agencies, to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth
Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction
in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts
on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality,
noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
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Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist
revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Dr. Catherine M. Smith
kaydees333@gmail.com
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Elaine Regan <13eregan@gmail.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 12:13 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Jennifer LeSar; Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 9, 2022

TO: Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District

RE: Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

In my opinion, San Diego Bay is San Diego’s greatest asset and I appreciate the Port of San Diego working to maintain and improve it
for the good of all.

I realize sufficient revenue by the Port is required to keep the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all
Californians. However, I think the development set out in the Draft PMPU is unbalanced, leaning strongly toward revenue generating
hotels and retail. Even though the Port has not articulated the need, the Port’s plans call for more, bigger and towering
development on these limited public lands which would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California. The
Plan should lean less toward commercialization and significantly more toward low-cost/free activities to pull the public - residents as
well as visitors - to the Bay.

While I approve of/accept many of the significant changes the Port has made in the PMP since the Discussion Draft three years ago I,
as a resident of San Diego, want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft
Environmental Impact Review (EIR).

Primarily, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive development.
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I request the following from the Port:

1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central Embarcadero (CE), South
Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by
Port-selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public process is being
ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information. Additionally, without development guidelines in
so many districts, and for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.

The redevelopment of the CE is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan, and to San Diego on the whole, to have
its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation
Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without the inclusion of this major section of the Embarcadero. It must also be
included in calculations of green space acreage.

Therefore, I agree with the California Coastal Commission (CCC) that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development
standards to guide the redevelopment efforts. Accordingly, the CE needs to be included in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan
for submission to the CCC.

2. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel. One benefit of doing so
would be the retention of hotel room balconies (which are rare in the downtown area).

3. Please make the following changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU:

A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: “The Port Master Plan proposes to revitalize

San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize
property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.” (Emphasis added)
B. Add these goals to the Draft PMPU:

Provide uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional communities as well as tourists.

Preserve and maximize views of, and to, the Bay.

Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.

Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.

4. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s financial
success. However, should the RLJ lease not be renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following
for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:

A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall is incompatible

with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about
walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the
entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE residential neighborhood from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms, not microtel
sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms. The two Lane Field hotels have a total of 800 rooms.
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Therefore, the 650 hotel room limit is adequate; allows for decreased density as set out in in the North Embarcadero
Visionary Plan (NEVP), and; is appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.

C. Make podiums on blocks A, B, C, D, and E, if they exist, a maximum of 30 ft high to be consistent with the
buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses on
the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums (which are not required for hotels) to a maximum step back width of 25 ft measured from the
base of the tower. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground
parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and optimize
property values. As NEVP provides for inclusion of adjacent residential properties within the “Catellus”
properties as Third Party Beneficiaries, these properties are to be considered when determining how to meet
the view and property value condition.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the Downtown
Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San Diego
requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street view
corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
5. Traffic

A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway
has been reduced to 4 lanes from 6 lanes and, therefore, a change to the previously planned traffic diversion is required.

B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and unavoidable”. This finding
is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This
finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer
estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in
order to determine an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.

6. Parking

A. Make all parking spaces underground, as with every development along the North Embarcadero, with the exception of the
Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.

B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to use the
MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and
FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.

7. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances will minimize the
visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.

8. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation

A. In order to verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage, the Port must conduct a full (North,

Central and South) Embarcadero reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage
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in the Draft PMPU. Said reconciliation is to include all adjustments, completions and mitigations. NOTE: The NE and CE are
combined as one in the PMP, therefore the green space in the CE, as well as the SE, is required to do this reconciliation.
Please consider, as the downtown population grows, the need for green space will dramatically increase.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
9. Additional Scenic Vistas

A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific Highway between B
Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.

B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should be maintained by

keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north
of B Street to the west.

10. South Embarcadero

A. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
B. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
11. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.

12. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen
significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to
reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public
services, transportation, and utilities.”

While planning improvements to our beautiful Embarcadero, rather than considering them primarily a tourist revenue stream,
please keep the local residents and visitors, who use the Embarcadero on a regular basis, in mind!

Thank you for your time.

Elaine Regan
Downtown Resident
13eregan@gmail.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Eric FREMONT <e.fremont@icloud.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 7:39 AM
Port Master Plan Update; nishihi@portofsandiego.org
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 7, 2022

Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,

I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping
the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain
them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would
create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this
level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating
hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and less
commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive
development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of those
changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan
Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).

I request the following from the Port:

1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This is
public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU
without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal
Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego
to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for
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hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of
the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards
to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize property
values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent
uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and
regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.

5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed
for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU
language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B
Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The
street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current
parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge
hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the
entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size
hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms
and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to
decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP)
and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and
similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower.
Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for
a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
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F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the
Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and
the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the
City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the
downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated
(ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific
Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a
change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant
and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce
the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly
noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the
developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must be included in the
PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of
development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero
with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be
granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and
ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces.
Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come
downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port
shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances
will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public
pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
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9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in
the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port
is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central
Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically
increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access
from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve
Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway
(the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.

13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”

Consistent with the mandate from the State of California, please improve the
Embarcadero for all the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue
stream for the Port.

Regards,
Eric Fremont
4

Resident of Downtown San Diego
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Lily Tsukayama
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gail Donahue <sunnydaygd@outlook.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 2:56 PM
Lesley Nishihira
Port Master Plan Update; Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue
to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public
lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated
the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the
public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
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A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
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7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Gail Donahue

Resident
700 Front Street San Diego Ca 92101
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Scott McKay <captainmckay@hotmail.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 12:05 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful
and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned
with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring
enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for development on these limited public
lands seem to ignore the existing residents of San Diego. In addition, the Plan needs significantly more
low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay.
Specifically, I do not want public access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many
of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft
Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the
Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public
view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers
without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public process is being
ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information. Unfortunately,
without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU
can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It
is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space
(ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the Embarcadero. I
agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards to
guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Traffic
o Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto
Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires
a change to previous plans for this street.
o The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. The Port should adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is workable for both residents and visitors. This finding is particularly noteworthy in
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer
estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU
assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of development
consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
Parking
o Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North
Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions
should be granted.
o Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, waterfront
recreational access and ADA accessible parking needs.
o Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces.
Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come
downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port
shuttle.
Service Access
o Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the
buildings and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow
vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
o The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage
in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the
Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the
Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will
dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
Additional Scenic Vistas
o Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access
from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve
Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
South Embarcadero
o Preserve the existing scenic vistas
o Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
Sea Level Rise Analysis
o Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to address the impacts of sea level rise.

Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just to accommodate
tourists.
Sincerely,
Joseph McKay
5694 Mission Center Rd #602-893
San Diego, CA 92108
619-394-0932
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

jhenrylevin1201@aol.com
Sunday, January 9, 2022 7:51 AM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
"Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment"

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 7, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful
asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the
Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the
Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest section of
developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development. Additionally, I
think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly
more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive
development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of those
changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update
(PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central Embarcadero
(CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and comment. Major projects
are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the
appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information.
Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really
be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal
Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego to
have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels,
retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide
the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan proposes to
revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by guiding
development to optimize property values, public access opportunitiesand priority waterfront and waterdependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
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1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional communities
as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s
financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the
following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill
Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall is
incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU are indicative
of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the
Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the
Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms, not
microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800
rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero
Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with the buildings
currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses on the east
side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are not
required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground
parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and optimize
property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the Downtown
Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San Diego
requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street view
corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway. Pacific
Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and unavoidable”.
This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable
and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment
of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must be included in the
PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of development consistent with
the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the exception of
the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA accessible
parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to
use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to options such as the
Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances will
minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian
or vehicular circulation.
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9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation between the
green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments,
completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green
space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will
dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific Highway
between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from
Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should be
maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by
moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land
and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions,
hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Joyce and Milton Levin
1325 Pacific Highway, Unit 1201
San Diego, CA 92101
Cell: 856-430-1906
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Karla Silver <karlarxcy@gmail.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 1:59 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira; Silver Ned (Nathan) Michael
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 9, 2022

Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a
beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and
we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all
Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for
more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest
section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this
level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walledoff by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve
of many of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns
about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review
(EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for
the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for
public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected
developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public
process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this
information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment.
It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open
Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with
development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
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3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a firstclass hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize
property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and waterdependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local
and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is
not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify
or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash
and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback.
The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The
current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay.
The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing
to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from
the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full
size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600
rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate
size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary
Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8,
and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the
tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are
sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from
the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP
and the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as
the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space
as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
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6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto
Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the
PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding
is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of
Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North
Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions
should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking,
and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking
spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit
to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED.
Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings
and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to
maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to
verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green
space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need
for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public
access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific
Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to
the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth
Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction
in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts
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on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality,
noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist
revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Karla Silver
Karlarxcy@gmail.com
Nathan Silver
Nmsrx@aol.com
Bayside Condominiums unit 311
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Ken Victor <kennethvictor@me.com>
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Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Fwd: Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for
working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful asset for San
Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all
concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible
and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to
maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and
towering development on these limited public lands would create
the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The
Port has not articulated the need for this level of development.
Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased
toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs
significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to
the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s
Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft
three years ago and I approve of many of those changes.
However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my
concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and
the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development
standards are created and included for the Central Embarcadero
(CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for
public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being
planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the
PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public process is
being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU
without this information. Unfortunately, without development
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guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft
PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing
the Plan for submission to the California Coastal Commission
(CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation
conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open
Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including
this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that
the CE should be added back into the Plan with development
standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the
Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft
PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into
the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan proposes to
revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding
development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and
water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all
Californians including local and regional communities as
well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities,
particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero
and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s
(NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s
financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add,
modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following
for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B
Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to
build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall is
incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public
access. The current parameters in the PMPU are indicative
of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel
towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port
is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will
effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure
PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms, not
microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel
has 600 rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800
rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease
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C.

D.

E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

K.
L.
M.

density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance
Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this
mostly residential neighborhood.
Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30
ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with the buildings
currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure
PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses on the east
side of Pacific Highway.
Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft
measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are not
required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width
are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground
parking.
Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft,
to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and
maximize views to and from the Bay and optimize property
values.
Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and
Ash to comply with the NEVP and the Downtown
Community Plan.
Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it
becomes available.
Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses
servicing cruise ships.
When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220
Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San Diego
requested. This space would provide much needed green
space as the downtown population grows.
Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port
property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street view
corridors.
Make all hotel parking fully underground.
Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel
building should be made Activated (ROS).

6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with
the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway. Pacific
Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT
impact for the PMPU is “significant and unavoidable”. This
finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to
reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not
significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it
did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport
which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU
assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the
Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
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A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every
development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further
exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from
hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA accessible
parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to
better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to
use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit
to come downtown and transfer to options such as the
Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west
streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances will minimize
the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver
on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular
circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central
and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation between the
green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments,
completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is
meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The
green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space
will dramatically increase as the downtown population
grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the
Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for
open space and public access from Pacific Highway
between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from
Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County
Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should be
maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of
Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by
moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to
follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea
level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – OneHalf Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen
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significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale
and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to
reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public
services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it
regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Victor
Stakeholder of 13 years and a daily walker of the Embarcardero
1262Kettner#1204
San Diego 92101

-To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft O ffice prev ented automatic download of this picture from the
Internet.
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Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a
beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and
we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all
Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for
more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest
section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this
level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walledoff by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve
of many of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns
about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review
(EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for
the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for
public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected
developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public
process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this
information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment.
It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open
Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with
development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
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3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a firstclass hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize
property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and waterdependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local
and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is
not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify
or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash
and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback.
The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The
current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay.
The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing
to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from
the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full
size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600
rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate
size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary
Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8,
and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the
tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are
sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from
the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP
and the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as
the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space
as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
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6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto
Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the
PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding
is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of
Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North
Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions
should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking,
and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking
spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit
to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED.
Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings
and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to
maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to
verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green
space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need
for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public
access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific
Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to
the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth
Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction
in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts
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on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality,
noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist
revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,

Lamees Mansur
maytherebepeace@yahoo.com
606 Third Avenue, Apt. 427
San Diego, CA 92101
619-236-0383

-To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft O ffice prev ented automatic download of this picture from the
Internet.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Larry Seal <Larry@engagedleadership.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 4:08 PM
Lesley Nishihira; Port Master Plan Update
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Ms. Nishihira,
My wife and I are residents of the Meridian building downtown and we thank you to the Port of San Diego
Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego.
We recognize it takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s
care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, we are
concerned that the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create
the densest section of developed coastline in all of California. We don’t believe the Port has sufficiently articulated the
need for this level of development. Additionally, we think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue
generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay
and less commercialization.
Specifically, we do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive
development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and we approve of many of those
changes. However, as a resident of the Marina District, we want to express our concerns about the Draft Port Master
Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
We request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and comment.
Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property
and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this
information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft
PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan at this point.
a. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and
San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and
Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this
major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with
development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
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A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master
Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and
regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the
Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate
the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott
SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The
street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current
parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge
hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the
entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size
hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and
the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease
density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and
appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent
with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in
height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower.
Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a
650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field
Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay
and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City
of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown
population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition
to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated
(ROS).
6. Traffic

A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific
Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to
previous plans for this street.
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B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant
and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the
VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in
that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer
estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU
assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of development
consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking

A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero
with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and
ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces.
Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come
downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port
shuttle.

8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the
downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from
Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and
the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP
should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side
of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed
land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions,
hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people in our community who use it regularly.
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Sincerely,
Larry Seal & Dr. Sharry Seal
700 Front Street #701, 92101
310.666.7868
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

lnipps@me.com on behalf of lnipps@icloud.com
Sunday, January 9, 2022 3:08 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Jennifer LeSar; Rafael Castellanos
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful
asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the
Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the
Port's plans for more, bigger, and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest section
of developed coastline in all of California. The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development.
Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan
needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive
development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of those
changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update
(PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central Embarcadero
(CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration, and comment. Major projects
are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property, and the
appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information.
Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t
really be called a Master Plan.
Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal
Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important, and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego to
have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels,
retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide
the redevelopment efforts.
Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
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Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan proposes to
revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by guiding
development to optimize property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and
water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s
financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate
the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north of the
Marriott SpringHill Suites:
Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms, not
microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two-Lane Field hotels total
800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero
Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with the buildings
currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses on the east
side of Pacific Highway.
Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are not required
for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and optimize property
values.
Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the Downtown Community
Plan.
Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San Diego requested.
This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population grows.
Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street view corridors.
Make all hotel parking fully underground.
Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
Traffic
Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway. Pacific
Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans for this street.
The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and unavoidable”. This
finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not
significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport
which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments
and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
Parking
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Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the exception of the
Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA accessible parking
needs.
Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to use the
MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle
and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances will
minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian
or vehicular circulation.
Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation between the green
space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and
mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the
Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the
downtown population grows.
Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific Highway between
B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should be maintained by
keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers
north of B Street to the west.
South Embarcadero
Preserve the existing scenic vistas
Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or substantially
lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water
uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and
water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the
Port. As an eleven year resident that walks the embarcadero and waterfront areas almost daily, please preserve what
makes San Diego bayfront living special in every way.
Sincerely,
Mr Lyndall Nipps, Bayside at the Embarcadero
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Lynne Guidoboni <Linguita2@yahoo.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 11:45 AM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 7, 2022

Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,

I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping
the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain
them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would
create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this
level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating
hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and less
commercialization.

Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive
development.

The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of those
changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan
Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).

I request the following from the Port:

1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This is
public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU
without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
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2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal
Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego
to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for
hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of
the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards
to guide the redevelopment efforts.

3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.

4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize property
values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent
uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and
regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the
Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north of
the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The
street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current
parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge
hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the
entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size
hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms
and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to
decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP)
and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and
similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
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D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower.
Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for
a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the
Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and
the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I.

Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.

J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the
City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the
downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated
(ROS).

6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific
Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a
change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU
to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is
particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport
which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must be
included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate
level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.

7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero
with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be
granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and
ADA accessible parking needs.
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C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces.
Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come
downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port
shuttle.

8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances
will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public
pedestrian or vehicular circulation.

9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in
the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port
is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central
Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically
increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.

10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access
from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve
Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway
(the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.

13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
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Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the
Port.

Sincerely,
Lynne Guidoboni
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Madsss <madsss@yahoo.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 11:21 AM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue
to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public
lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated
the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the
public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many di stricts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
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A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
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7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Maddy,
Long time downtown resident of the Pinnacle Marina Tower
Madsss@yahoo.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mary Worley <worleym@cox.net>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 1:33 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet
Draft PMPU and Draft E/R comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 7, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful asset for San Di ego. It takes years
to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while
ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would
create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California. The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development. Additionally, I
think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of those changes. However, as a resident of
San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero
(SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without
guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU
without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be
called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal Commission (CCC). The
redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not
possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including
this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide the
redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's
downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ
lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small
strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open
spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel
towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large
section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms, not Microtel sized rooms or pods.
The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms are an adequate size to decrease
density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential
neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of
blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story
podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650-room hotel with underground parking.
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E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and optimize property values.
Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the Downtown Community Plan.
Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San Diego requested. This space would
provide much needed green space as the downtown population grows.
Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street view corridors.
Make all hotel parking fully underground.
Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).

6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but
presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable.
The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in
that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of development consistent with the
Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill
Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional
mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port
shuttle. 8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and
be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation between the green space acreage in the
PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting
its commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need
for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A
Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low
on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of
the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health
risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Mary F. Worley
500 W. Harbor Drive, #1220
San Diego, CA 92101
worleym@cox.net
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Matt Sweeney <mfsweeney@me.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 12:19 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
PMPU comments from Downtown San Diego resident

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful asset for San Di ego. It takes years
to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while
ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would
create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development. Additionally, I
think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of those changes. However, as a resident of
San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero
(SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without
guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU
without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be
called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal Commission (CCC). The
redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not
possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including
this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide the
redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's
downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ
lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small
strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open
spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel
towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large
section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods.
The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease
density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential
neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of
blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story
podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
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E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and optimize property values.
Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the Downtown Community Plan.
Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San Diego requested. This space would
provide much needed green space as the downtown population grows.
Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street view corridors.
Make all hotel parking fully underground.
Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).

6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but
presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable.
The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in
that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of development consistent with the
Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill
Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional
mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and
be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation between the green space acreage in the
PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting
its commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need
for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A
Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low
on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of
the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health
risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Matthew Sweeney
700 Front Street, Unit 1803
San Diego, CA 92101
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Peter Pfau <pmpfau@mac.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 12:38 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 7, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue
to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public
lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated
the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the
public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development. Further, this is a residential area and increased congestion without further recreationa l
areas or parks is very troubling. It’s been clearly demonstrated in the last couple of years that having more
hotels is like putting all of your eggs in one basket — it hasn’t worked too well in the last couple of years. We
need more development like RADD to diversify San Diego’s economy. It can be a place for residents, a
commercial hub as well as a tourist location. More hotels is not necessarily better — it’s worse. We have to
look forward and not backwards. This wonderful city is more than a ComiCon convention (as enjoyable and as
much fun as that is). Understanding that you are a self-funding organization, there are more creative ways to
do this than just jamming more hotel rooms in and creating more congestion.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
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including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunitiesand priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
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B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Peter Pfau
Bayside at the Embarcadero
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ronn741@yahoo.com
Sunday, January 9, 2022 5:18 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful
asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the
Port's care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them.
However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the
densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this level of
development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and
retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and less
commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego's Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive
development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of those
changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update
(PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central Embarcadero
(CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and comment.
Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property
and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this
information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft
PMPU can't really be called a Master Plan.

2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal
Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego to
have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels,
retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide
the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
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4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
1. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft
PMPU: *The Port Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown
waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by **guiding
development to optimize property values, public access opportunities**
and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)*
2. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all
Californians including local and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along
the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent
neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero's (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port's
financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the
following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill
Suites:
1. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within
5 ft of the setback. The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open
spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU are indicative
of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the
6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the
entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE
from the Bay.
2. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a
maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The
current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800
rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in
accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and
appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
3. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if
they exist, to be consistent with the buildings currently on the east side
of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses
on the east side of Pacific Highway.
4. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the
base of the tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums
with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground
parking.
5. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be
consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
6. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize
views to and from the Bay and optimize property values.
7. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to
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comply with the NEVP and the Downtown Community Plan.
8. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes
available.
9. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise
ships.
10. When the Navy's lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to
Activated ROS as the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide
much needed green space as the downtown population grows.
11. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at
Pacific Highway, in addition to street view corridors.
12. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
13. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building
should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
1. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to
divert traffic onto Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but
presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans for
this street.
2. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for
the PMPU is "significant and unavoidable". This finding is unacceptable.
The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is
acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in
that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which
the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must
be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to
determine an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate
Action Plan.
7. Parking
1. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the
North Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No
further exceptions should be granted.
2. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests,
which is shrinking, and ADA accessible parking needs.
3. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize
existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional
mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to options
such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances will
minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian
or vehicular circulation.
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9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
1. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South
Embarcaderos) reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and
the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments,
completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central
Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space
will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
2. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy's lease expires.

10. Additional Scenic Vistas
1. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open
space and public access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street,
and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view
from Ruocco Park.
2. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration
Building Precinct in the NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low
on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and
by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
1. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
2. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 - One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. "This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed
land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions,
hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities."
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the
Port.
The bottom line: focus a little more on the residents of the city, who regularly support local business, pay taxes, vote
and on and on, and a little less on tourists and transients who only use the city as a vehicle to make money for
themselves.
I also appreciate that the task at hand is a difficult one...balance is hard to find anywhere in this life...but we hope those
of us living here daily will be heard.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ron Sataloff
Downtown resident at The Electra
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January 10, 2022
Mr. Joe Stuyvesant
President & Chief Executive Officer
Ms. Lesley Nishihira, Director of Planning
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101

jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
pmpu@portofsandiego.org

Dear Mr. Stuyvesant and Ms. Nishihira:
As a resident of The Grande North at Santa Fe Place, I wish to extend my thanks and appreciation
to the Port of San Diego Commissioners and Staff for its efforts in developing an updated Master
Plan for the State of California!s public coastal lands currently under your stewardship. I feel
confident in stating that the primary objective has always been to preserve physical and visual
accessibility and availability of these limited public lands to the entire public spectrum, and not
just for those who are wealthy enough to afford such access. Clearly, sufficient revenue must be
generated to properly care for these lands, however excessive dense development will never
cure the negative environmental and public use impacts such plans would create if the balance
between revenue generation and true public use is not diligently sought. Unfortunately, under
the terms proposed in the current draft of the PMPU, it is my opinion such balance has solidly
and detrimentally shifted towards revenue generation.
To address this inequitable shift in focus, I am respectfully requesting that The Port take the
following steps.
First and most importantly, we strongly urge that you include in the PMPU the original purpose
statement from page 59 of the current Port Master Plan ("PMP”), referencing The North
Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan for the northeast section of the Embarcadero, which states,
"[The Port Master Plan] proposes to revitalize San Diego!s downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.” By continuing to
include this original language as a guiding principle, the goals of providing uses and amenities
that serve all Californians, including local and regional communities and tourists, the preservation
of public access, views and open space amenities, and enhanced connections between the
Embarcadero and all adjacent neighborhoods and districts, may more appropriately be met.
Just as is the Coastal Commission, I too am very concerned over the glaring omission of
development guidelines for the areas most seriously impacted by the new Master Plan, i.e., the
Central Embarcadero (including Seaport Village), South Embarcadero, Chula Vista and National
City districts. It is our opinion this omission is equivalent to giving carte blanche to private
developers to ignore all or any of the necessary development standards set forth in the final

PMPU. For this important reason, I respectfully request that the Port suspend the PMPU
finalization process of obtaining an EIR until development guidelines are created and included
for those areas. Until those parameters are in place, the Coastal Commission!s review and future
EIRs would merely be expensive and futile exercises because the true extent of the PMPU!s reach
cannot be known without additional information that has been properly vetted by the public for
whose benefit all of this is being done.
Finally, I urge the Port to rethink its positions and amend language to comport with the notions
of safe and readily available public pedestrian pathways and, reduction of noise, pollution and
traffic congestion on Pacific Highway, by addressing and mandating underground parking, green
and open space, and height/set-back restrictions, including the elimination of whole-block
podiums for the expansion or construction of new hotels. As currently proposed, these public
impact guidelines will cause significant degradation of public access opportunities and
optimization of property values, all in contravention to other stated design goals and to the
desires of the City of San Diego and the public at large.
The North Embarcadero is such an important part of the Port region, and its needs are both
unique and extremely environmentally sensitive. Rather than rush this draft PMPU through the
final stages, I would prefer the Port take the time necessary to ensure that the PMPU reflects the
most environmentally beneficial, and inclusive guidelines established in the original PMP so that
we may continue to help realize the People of the State of California!s positive vision for the
future development of our most valuable shared public asset.
Sincerely,
Amy Parrott
Am.a.bird02@gmail.com

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Angie Wilcox <angie@angiewilcox.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 12:58 PM
Joe Stuyvesant; Port Master Plan Update
Public comment for Draft PMPU and Draft EIR
GN resident comment to Port Jan 10 2022.pdf

Categories:

Orange Category

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Please see the attached.
Best Regards,
Angie Wilcox
1205 Pacific Highway, Unit 1906
San Diego, California 92101
415-290-7738
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jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
pmpu@portofsandiego.org

Name,
contact information

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ken Victor <kennethvictor@me.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 9:45 AM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Fwd: Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for
working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful asset for San
Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all
concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible
and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to
maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and
towering development on these limited public lands would create
the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The
Port has not articulated the need for this level of development.
Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased
toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs
significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to
the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s
Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft
three years ago and I approve of many of those changes.
However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my
concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and
the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development
standards are created and included for the Central Embarcadero
(CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for
public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being
planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the
PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public process is
being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU
without this information. Unfortunately, without development
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guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft
PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing
the Plan for submission to the California Coastal Commission
(CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation
conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open
Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including
this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that
the CE should be added back into the Plan with development
standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the
Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft
PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into
the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan proposes to
revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding
development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and
water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all
Californians including local and regional communities as
well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities,
particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero
and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s
(NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s
financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add,
modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following
for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B
Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to
build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall is
incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public
access. The current parameters in the PMPU are indicative
of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel
towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port
is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will
effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure
PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms, not
microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel
has 600 rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800
rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease
2

C.

D.

E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

K.
L.
M.

density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance
Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this
mostly residential neighborhood.
Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30
ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with the buildings
currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure
PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses on the east
side of Pacific Highway.
Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft
measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are not
required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width
are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground
parking.
Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft,
to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and
maximize views to and from the Bay and optimize property
values.
Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and
Ash to comply with the NEVP and the Downtown
Community Plan.
Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it
becomes available.
Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses
servicing cruise ships.
When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220
Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San Diego
requested. This space would provide much needed green
space as the downtown population grows.
Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port
property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street view
corridors.
Make all hotel parking fully underground.
Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel
building should be made Activated (ROS).

6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with
the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway. Pacific
Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT
impact for the PMPU is “significant and unavoidable”. This
finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to
reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not
significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it
did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport
which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU
assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the
Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
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A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every
development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further
exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from
hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA accessible
parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to
better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to
use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit
to come downtown and transfer to options such as the
Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west
streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances will minimize
the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver
on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular
circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central
and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation between the
green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments,
completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is
meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The
green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space
will dramatically increase as the downtown population
grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the
Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for
open space and public access from Pacific Highway
between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from
Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County
Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should be
maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of
Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by
moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to
follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea
level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – OneHalf Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen
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significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale
and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to
reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public
services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it
regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Beverly and Kenneth Victor
1262Kettner#1204
San Diego 92101
Kennethvictor@me.com

-To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft O ffice prev ented automatic download of this picture from the
Internet.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bob Piskule <rjp527@yahoo.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 10:47 AM
Port Master Plan Update
Fw: Failure Notice

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

----- Forwarded Message ----From: MAILER-DAEMON@yahoo.com <mailer-daemon@yahoo.com>
To: "rjp527@yahoo.com" <rjp527@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022, 06:27:35 PM PST
Subject: Failure Notice
Sorry, we were unable to deliver your message to the following address.
<pmpu@porofsandiego.org>:
No mx record found for domain=porofsandiego.org
---------- Forwarded message ----------

January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful
asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the
Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the
Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest section of
developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development. Additionally, I
think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly
more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive
development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of those
changes.. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update
(PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central Embarcadero
(CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and comment. Major projects
are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP.. This is public property and the
appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information.
Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really
be called a Master Plan.

2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal
Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego to
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have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels,
retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide
the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan proposes to
revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by guiding
development to optimize property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and waterdependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional communities
as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s
financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the
following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill
Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall is
incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU are indicative
of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the
Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the
Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms, not
microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800
rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero
Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with the buildings
currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses on the east
side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are not
required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground
parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and optimize
property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the Downtown
Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San Diego
requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street view
corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a h [remainder of message body omitted; too large]
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Lily Tsukayama
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Greg Wagner <cgwagner1230@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 9:39 AM
Port Master Plan Update; lnishihi@portofsandiego.com
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comments

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January, 10, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a
beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and
we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all
Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for
more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest
section of developed coastline in all of California. The Port has not articulated the need for this
level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walledoff by excessive , unneeded development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve
of many of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns
about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review
(EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for
the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for
public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected
developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public
process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this
information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment.
It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open
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Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with
development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a firstclass hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize
property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and waterdependent uses.
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local
and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods
and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is
not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify
or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash
and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback.
The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The
current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay.
The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing
to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from
the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full
size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600
rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate
size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary
Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8,
and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the
tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are
sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from
the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP
and the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as
the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space
as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
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M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto
Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the
PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding
is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of
Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North
Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions
should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking,
and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking
spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit
to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED.
Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings
and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to
maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to
verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green
space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need
for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public
access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific
Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to
the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
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13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth
Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction
in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts
on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality,
noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist
revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
C. G.Wagner
1240 India Street #1900
San Diego, CA
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

C Griffie <charles.griffie@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 2:36 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Joe Stuyvesant
Ayana Ball-Griffie; Charles Griffie
Public Comment for Draft PMPU and Draft EIR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 10, 2022
Mr. Joe Stuyvesant
President & Chief Executive Officer
jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
Ms. Lesley Nishihira, Director of Planning
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Mr. Stuyvesant and Ms. Nishihira:
As a resident of The Grande North at Santa Fe Place I wish to extend my thanks
and appreciation to the Port of San Diego Commissioners and Staff for its efforts in
developing an updated Master Plan for the State of California public coastal lands
currently under your stewardship. I feel confident in stating that the primary
objective has always been to preserve physical and visual accessibility and
availability of these limited public lands to the entire public spectrum, and not just
for those who are wealthy enough to afford such access. Clearly, sufficient
revenue must be generated to properly care for these lands; however, excessive
dense development will never cure the negative environmental and public use
impacts such plans would create if the balance between revenue generation and
true public use is not diligently sought. Unfortunately, under the terms proposed
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in the current draft of the PMPU, it is my opinion such balance has solidly and
detrimentally shifted towards revenue generation.
To address this inequitable shift in focus, I respectfully request that The Port take
the following steps.
First and most importantly, we strongly urge that you include in the PMPU the
original purpose statement from page 59 of the current Port Master Plan (“PMP”)
referencing The North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan for the northeast
section of the Embarcadero, which states, “[The Port Master Plan] proposes to
revitalize San Diego’s downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.” By
continuing to include this original language as a guiding principle, the goals of
providing uses and amenities that serve all Californians, including local and
regional communities and tourists, the preservation of public access, views and
open space amenities, and enhanced connections between the Embarcadero and
all adjacent neighborhoods and districts, may more appropriately be met.
Just as is the Coastal Commission, we too are very concerned over the glaring
omission of development guidelines for the areas most seriously impacted by the
new Master Plan, ie., the Central Embarcadero (including Seaport Village), South
Embarcadero, Chula Vista and National City districts. It is our opinion this omission
is equivalent to giving carte blanche to private developers to ignore all or any of
the necessary development standards set forth in the final PMPU. For this
important reason, we respectfully request that the Port suspend the PMPU
finalization process of obtaining an EIR until development guidelines are created
and included for those areas. Until those parameters are in place, the Coastal
Commission’s review and future EIRs would merely be expensive and futile
exercises because the true extent of the PMPU’s reach cannot be known without
additional information that has been properly vetted by the public for whose
benefit all of this is being done.
Finally, we urge the Port to rethink its positions and amend language to comport
with the notions of safe and readily available public pedestrian pathways, and
reduction of noise, pollution and traffic congestion on Pacific Highway, by
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addressing and mandating underground parking, green and open space, and
height/set-back restrictions, including the elimination of whole-block podiums for
the expansion or construction of new hotels. As currently proposed, these public
impact guidelines will cause significant degradation of public access opportunities
and optimization of property values, all in contravention to other stated design
goals and to the desires of the City of San Diego and the public at large.
The North Embarcadero is such an important part of the Port region, and its needs
are both unique and extremely environmentally sensitive. Rather than rush this
draft PMPU through the final stages, we would prefer the Port take the time
necessary to ensure that the PMPU reflects the most environmentally beneficial,
and inclusive guidelines established in the original PMP so that we may continue to
help realize the People of the State of California’s positive vision for the future
development of our most valuable shared public asset.
Respectfully Submitted,
Charles and Ayana Griffie
1205 Pacific Hwy #3406
San Diego, CA 92105
charles.griffie@gmail.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cj R <cjr950@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 2:03 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 10, 2022
Mr. Joe Stuyvesant
President & Chief Executive Officer
jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
Ms. Lesley Nishihira, Director of Planning
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Mr. Stuyvesant and Ms. Nishihira:
As a resident of The Grande North at Santa Fe Place I wish to extend my thanks
and appreciation to the Port of San Diego Commissioners and Staff for its efforts in
developing an updated Master Plan for the State of California public coastal lands
currently under your stewardship. I feel confident in stating that the primary
objective has always been to preserve physical and visual accessibility and
availability of these limited public lands to the entire public spectrum, and not just
for those who are wealthy enough to afford such access. Clearly, sufficient
revenue must be generated to properly care for these lands; however, excessive
dense development will never cure the negative environmental and public use
impacts such plans would create if the balance between revenue generation and
true public use is not diligently sought. Unfortunately, under the terms proposed
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in the current draft of the PMPU, it is my opinion such balance has solidly and
detrimentally shifted towards revenue generation.
To address this inequitable shift in focus, I respectfully request that The Port take
the following steps.
First and most importantly, I strongly urge that you include in the PMPU the
original purpose statement from page 59 of the current Port Master Plan (“PMP”)
referencing The North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan for the northeast
section of the Embarcadero, which states, “[The Port Master Plan] proposes to
revitalize San Diego’s downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.” By
continuing to include this original language as a guiding principle, the goals of
providing uses and amenities that serve all Californians, including local and
regional communities and tourists, the preservation of public access, views and
open space amenities, and enhanced connections between the Embarcadero and
all adjacent neighborhoods and districts, may more appropriately be met.
Just as is the Coastal Commission, we too are very concerned over the glaring
omission of development guidelines for the areas most seriously impacted by the
new Master Plan, ie., the Central Embarcadero (including Seaport Village), South
Embarcadero, Chula Vista and National City districts. It is our opinion this omission
is equivalent to giving carte blanche to private developers to ignore all or any of
the necessary development standards set forth in the final PMPU. For this
important reason, we respectfully request that the Port suspend the PMPU
finalization process of obtaining an EIR until development guidelines are created
and included for those areas. Until those parameters are in place, the Coastal
Commission’s review and future EIRs would merely be expensive and futile
exercises because the true extent of the PMPU’s reach cannot be known without
additional information that has been properly vetted by the public for whose
benefit all of this is being done.
Finally, we urge the Port to rethink its positions and amend language to comport
with the notions of safe and readily available public pedestrian pathways, and
reduction of noise, pollution and traffic congestion on Pacific Highway, by
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addressing and mandating underground parking, green and open space, and
height/set-back restrictions, including the elimination of whole-block podiums for
the expansion or construction of new hotels. As currently proposed, these public
impact guidelines will cause significant degradation of public access opportunities
and optimization of property values, all in contravention to other stated design
goals and to the desires of the City of San Diego and the public at large.
The North Embarcadero is such an important part of the Port region, and its needs
are both unique and extremely environmentally sensitive. Rather than rush this
draft PMPU through the final stages, we would prefer the Port take the time
necessary to ensure that the PMPU reflects the most environmentally beneficial,
and inclusive guidelines established in the original PMP so that we may continue to
help realize the People of the State of California’s positive vision for the future
development of our most valuable shared public asset.
Respectfully Submitted,
Charles Ryan
cjr950@gmail.com
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Sent:
To:
Subject:
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liz marallo <lmarallo@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 1:53 PM
Joe Stuyvesant; Port Master Plan Update
Public comment for Draft PMPU and Draft EIR
GN resident comment to Port Jan 10 2022.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 10, 2022
Mr. Joe Stuyvesant
President & Chief Executive Officer
jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
Ms. Lesley Nishihira, Director of Planning
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Mr. Stuyvesant and Ms. Nishihira:
As a resident of The Grande North at Santa Fe Place I wish to extend my thanks
and appreciation to the Port of San Diego Commissioners and Staff for its efforts in
developing an updated Master Plan for the State of California public coastal lands
currently under your stewardship. I feel confident in stating that the primary
objective has always been to preserve physical and visual accessibility and
availability of these limited public lands to the entire public spectrum, and not just
for those who are wealthy enough to afford such access. Clearly, sufficient
revenue must be generated to properly care for these lands; however, excessive
dense development will never cure the negative environmental and public use
impacts such plans would create if the balance between revenue generation and
true public use is not diligently sought. Unfortunately, under the terms proposed
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in the current draft of the PMPU, it is my opinion such balance has solidly and
detrimentally shifted towards revenue generation.
To address this inequitable shift in focus, I respectfully request that The Port take
the following steps.
First and most importantly, we strongly urge that you include in the PMPU the
original purpose statement from page 59 of the current Port Master Plan (“PMP”)
referencing The North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan for the northeast
section of the Embarcadero, which states, “[The Port Master Plan] proposes to
revitalize San Diego’s downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.” By
continuing to include this original language as a guiding principle, the goals of
providing uses and amenities that serve all Californians, including local and
regional communities and tourists, the preservation of public access, views and
open space amenities, and enhanced connections between the Embarcadero and
all adjacent neighborhoods and districts, may more appropriately be met.
Just as is the Coastal Commission, we too are very concerned over the glaring
omission of development guidelines for the areas most seriously impacted by the
new Master Plan, ie., the Central Embarcadero (including Seaport Village), South
Embarcadero, Chula Vista and National City districts. It is our opinion this omission
is equivalent to giving carte blanche to private developers to ignore all or any of
the necessary development standards set forth in the final PMPU. For this
important reason, we respectfully request that the Port suspend the PMPU
finalization process of obtaining an EIR until development guidelines are created
and included for those areas. Until those parameters are in place, the Coastal
Commission’s review and future EIRs would merely be expensive and futile
exercises because the true extent of the PMPU’s reach cannot be known without
additional information that has been properly vetted by the public for whose
benefit all of this is being done.
Finally, we urge the Port to rethink its positions and amend language to comport
with the notions of safe and readily available public pedestrian pathways, and
reduction of noise, pollution and traffic congestion on Pacific Highway, by
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addressing and mandating underground parking, green and open space, and
height/set-back restrictions, including the elimination of whole-block podiums for
the expansion or construction of new hotels. As currently proposed, these public
impact guidelines will cause significant degradation of public access opportunities
and optimization of property values, all in contravention to other stated design
goals and to the desires of the City of San Diego and the public at large.
The North Embarcadero is such an important part of the Port region, and its needs
are both unique and extremely environmentally sensitive. Rather than rush this
draft PMPU through the final stages, we would prefer the Port take the time
necessary to ensure that the PMPU reflects the most environmentally beneficial,
and inclusive guidelines established in the original PMP so that we may continue to
help realize the People of the State of California’s positive vision for the future
development of our most valuable shared public asset.
Respectfully Submitted,
Elizabeth and Donald Marallo
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jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org

pmpu@portofsandiego.org

Elizabeth and Donald Marallo

Lily Tsukayama
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Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful
asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the
Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the
Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest section of
developed coastline in all of California. The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development. Additionally, I
think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly
more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive
development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of those
changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update
(PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central Embarcadero
(CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and comment. Major projects
are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the
appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information.
Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really
be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal
Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego to
have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels,
retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide
the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
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3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s
financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the
following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill
Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall is
incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU are
indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large
section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms,
not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane Field
hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance with the
North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential
neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with the
buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans for
this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the
impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances will
minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian
or vehicular circulation.
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9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation between
the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all
adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green
space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation.
The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should be
maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B and
D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land
and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions,
hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,

Eric Rothberger
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WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Attached is my public comment to the Port of San Diego for the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR.
Respectively submitted,
Ida C. Futch
ctfutch@aol.com
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To:
Subject:

jimtari@aol.com
Monday, January 10, 2022 3:52 PM
Port Master Plan Update
PMPU

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 10, 2022
Mr. Joe Stuyvesant
President & Chief Executive Officer
jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
Ms. Lesley Nishihira, Director of Planning
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Mr. Stuyvesant and Ms. Nishihira:
As a resident of The Grande North at Santa Fe Place I wish to extend my thanks
and appreciation to the Port of San Diego Commissioners and Staff for its efforts in
developing an updated Master Plan for the State of California public coastal lands
currently under your stewardship. I feel confident in stating that the primary
objective has always been to preserve physical and visual accessibility and
availability of these limited public lands to the entire public spectrum, and not just
for those who are wealthy enough to afford such access. Clearly, sufficient
revenue must be generated to properly care for these lands however, excessive
dense development will never cure the negative environmental and public use
impacts such plans would create if the balance between revenue generation and
true public use is not diligently sought. Unfortunately, under the terms proposed
in the current draft of the PMPU, it is my opinion such balance has solidly and
detrimentally shifted towards revenue generation.
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To address this inequitable shift in focus, I respectfully request that The Port take
the following steps.
First and most importantly, we strongly urge that you include in the PMPU the
original purpose statement from page 59 of the current Port Master Plan (“PMP”)
referencing The North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan for the northeast
section of the Embarcadero, which states, “[The Port Master Plan] proposes to
revitalize San Diego’s downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.” By
continuing to include this original language as a guiding principle, the goals of
providing uses and amenities that serve all Californians, including local and
regional communities and tourists, the preservation of public access, views and
open space amenities, and enhanced connections between the Embarcadero and
all adjacent neighborhoods and districts, may more appropriately be met.
Just as is the Coastal Commission, we too are very concerned over the glaring
omission of development guidelines for the areas most seriously impacted by the
new Master Plan, ie., the Central Embarcadero (including Seaport Village), South
Embarcadero, Chula Vista and National City districts. It is our opinion this omission
is equivalent to giving carte blanche to private developers to ignore all or any of
the necessary development standards set forth in the final PMPU. For this
important reason, we respectfully request that the Port suspend the PMPU
finalization process of obtaining an EIR until development guidelines are created
and included for those areas. Until those parameters are in place, the Coastal
Commission’s review and future EIRs would merely be expensive and futile
exercises because the true extent of the PMPU’s reach cannot be known without
additional information that has been properly vetted by the public for whose
benefit all of this is being done.
Finally, we urge the Port to rethink its positions and amend language to comport
with the notions of safe and readily available public pedestrian pathways, and
reduction of noise, pollution and traffic congestion on Pacific Highway, by
addressing and mandating underground parking, green and open space, and
height/set-back restrictions, including the elimination of whole-block podiums for
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the expansion or construction of new hotels. As currently proposed, these public
impact guidelines will cause significant degradation of public access opportunities
and optimization of property values, all in contravention to other stated design
goals and to the desires of the City of San Diego and the public at large.
The North Embarcadero is such an important part of the Port region, and its needs
are both unique and extremely environmentally sensitive. Rather than rush this
draft PMPU through the final stages, we would prefer the Port take the time
necessary to ensure that the PMPU reflects the most environmentally beneficial,
and inclusive guidelines established in the original PMP so that we may continue to
help realize the People of the State of California’s positive vision for the future
development of our most valuable shared public asset.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Holindrake
jimtari@aol.com
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Jamie Greene
1205 Pacific Hwy Unit 803
San Diego, CA 92101
Email: jamegreene@gmail.com

Jamie Greene
310.556.4165 Direct | Jamie.Greene@capstonelawyers.com
1875 Century Park East, Suite 1000
Los Angeles, California 90067
310.556.4811 Main | 310.943.0396 Fax
www.capstonelawyers.com
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION:
The information contained in this e-mail and any attachments are legally privileged, confidential, and intended for the
named recipients only. If you are not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution
or copying of this email message is strictly prohibited and may violate the legal rights of others. If you have received this
message in error please notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail or telephone, return the message to Capstone
Law APC, 1875 Century Park East, Suite 1000, Los Angeles, California 90067, and delete it from your system.
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Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Janet Rogers <jsrogers624@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 11:23 AM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Joe Stuyvesant; Garry Bonelli; Ann Moore; Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Dan
Malcolm; rvalderrama@portofsandiego.org; Sandy Naranjo; Jennifer LeSar; Jason Giffen;
Shaun Sumner
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 10, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
As a resident of Downtown San Diego and next door neighbor to the Port at The Grande North on Pacific Hwy
in Columbia, I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a
beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all
concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring
enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on
these limited public lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port
has not articulated the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced
and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully eva luate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
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3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Impact Study states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
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the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the current PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Janet Rogers
JSRogers624@gmail.com
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Cc:
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Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 10, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue
to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public
lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated
the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the
public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
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A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
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7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Jeff Caldwell
1199 Pacific Hwy #1702
San Diego, CA 92101
(530)863-7765
Jeff.caldwell@drstacykimj.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Joseph K Bradley Jr <josephkriss@me.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 12:35 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Lesley Nishihira; Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
PMPU comments from Downtown San Diego resident

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 10, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years
to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while
ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would
create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development. Additionally, I
think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of those changes. However, as a resident of
San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero
(SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without
guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU
without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be
called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal Commission (CCC). The
redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not
possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including
this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide the
redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's
downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ
lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small
strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open
spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel
towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large
section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods.
The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease
density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential
neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of
blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story
podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
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E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and optimize property values.
Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the Downtown Community Plan.
Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San Diego requested. This space would
provide much needed green space as the downtown population grows.
Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street view corridors.
Make all hotel parking fully underground.
Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).

6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but
presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable.
The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in
that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of development consistent with the
Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill
Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional
mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and
be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation between the green space acreage in the
PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting
its commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need
for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A
Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low
on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of
the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health
risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Joseph Bradley
700 Front Street, Unit 1803
San Diego, CA 92101
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Lily Tsukayama
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Joy Rothberger <joyroth33@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 3:36 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 10, 2022
TO:
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful
and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned
with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring
enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development
on these limited public lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.
The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is
unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more
low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walledoff by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many
of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft
Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the
Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view,
consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without
guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is
impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development
guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master
Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall
plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled
(VMT) without including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should
be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.

3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class
hotel.
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4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize property
values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent
uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local
and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not
needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete
PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip
south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback.
The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The
current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay.
The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to
cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the
Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full
size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600
rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate
size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary
Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8,
and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the
tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are
sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from
the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP
and the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as
the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as
the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic

A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto

Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the
PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is
particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of
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Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking

A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North

Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions
should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking,
and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking
spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to
come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade
the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to
verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green space
acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for
green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public
access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway
(the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the
west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to
avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and
magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health
risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services,
transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue
stream for the Port.
Sincerely,

JOY ROTHBERGER

1601 Kettner Blvd 1601
SD CA 92101
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Judy Radke <0717judy@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 5:31 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar; Ann Moore; Sandy Naranjo; Dan
Malcolm; Joe Stuyvesant; Garry Bonelli; Dan Malcolm; rvalderrama@portofsandiego.org;
Sandy Naranjo; Jennifer LeSar; Jason Giffen; Shaun Sumner
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue
to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public
lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated
the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the
public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development. The details of the entire Embarcadero development are critical for quality of life for
downtown residents. The potential for complete disruption and negative outcomes to the lives of residents are
very real. The full evaluation of the Port Master Plan must be taken in total.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so m any districts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
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3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
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the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Judith and Jan Radke
1325 Pacific Hwy #1501
San Diego, CA 92101
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karen Carothers <kcarothers8@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 7:58 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Joe Stuyvesant
Public comment for Draft PMPU and Draft EIR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Stuyvesant and Ms. Nishihira:
As a resident of The Grande North at Santa Fe Place I wish to extend my thanks
and appreciation to the Port of San Diego Commissioners and Staff for its efforts in
developing an updated Master Plan for the State of California public coastal lands
currently under your stewardship. I feel confident in stating that the primary
objective has always been to preserve physical and visual accessibility and
availability of these limited public lands to the entire public spectrum, and not just
for those who are wealthy enough to afford such access. Clearly, sufficient
revenue must be generated to properly care for these lands however, excessive
dense development will never cure the negative environmental and public use
impacts such plans would create if the balance between revenue generation and
true public use is not diligently sought. Unfortunately, under the terms proposed
in the current draft of the PMPU, it is my opinion such balance has solidly and
detrimentally shifted towards revenue generation.
To address this inequitable shift in focus, I respectfully request that The Port take
the following steps.
First and most importantly, we strongly urge that you include in the PMPU the
original purpose statement from page 59 of the current Port Master Plan (“PMP”)
referencing The North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan for the northeast
section of the Embarcadero, which states, “[The Port Master Plan] proposes to
revitalize San Diego’s downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.” By
continuing to include this original language as a guiding principle, the goals of
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providing uses and amenities that serve all Californians, including local and
regional communities and tourists, the preservation of public access, views and
open space amenities, and enhanced connections between the Embarcadero and
all adjacent neighborhoods and districts, may more appropriately be met.
Just as is the Coastal Commission, we too are very concerned over the glaring
omission of development guidelines for the areas most seriously impacted by the
new Master Plan, ie., the Central Embarcadero (including Seaport Village), South
Embarcadero, Chula Vista and National City districts. It is our opinion this omission
is equivalent to giving carte blanche to private developers to ignore all or any of
the necessary development standards set forth in the final PMPU. For this
important reason, we respectfully request that the Port suspend the PMPU
finalization process of obtaining an EIR until development guidelines are created
and included for those areas. Until those parameters are in place, the Coastal
Commission’s review and future EIRs would merely be expensive and futile
exercises because the true extent of the PMPU’s reach cannot be known without
additional information that has been properly vetted by the public for whose
benefit all of this is being done.
Finally, we urge the Port to rethink its positions and amend language to comport
with the notions of safe and readily available public pedestrian pathways, and
reduction of noise, pollution and traffic congestion on Pacific Highway, by
addressing and mandating underground parking, green and open space, and
height/set-back restrictions, including the elimination of whole-block podiums for
the expansion or construction of new hotels. As currently proposed, these public
impact guidelines will cause significant degradation of public access opportunities
and optimization of property values, all in contravention to other stated design
goals and to the desires of the City of San Diego and the public at large.
The North Embarcadero is such an important part of the Port region, and its needs
are both unique and extremely environmentally sensitive. Rather than rush this
draft PMPU through the final stages, we would prefer the Port take the time
necessary to ensure that the PMPU reflects the most environmentally beneficial,
and inclusive guidelines established in the original PMP so that we may continue to
help realize the People of the State of California’s positive vision for the future
development of our most valuable shared public asset.
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Respectfully Submitted,
Karen S Carothers
Kcarothers8@gmail.com
858 229 8029
1205 Pacific Hwy Unit 1202
San Diego, CA 92101
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

commissioners mailbox
Monday, January 10, 2022 5:19 PM
Port Master Plan Update
FW:

From: Karen Kerschmann <kkerschmann@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 8:48:49 PM (UTC+00:00) Monrovia, Reykjavik
To: mpu@portofsandiego.org <mpu@portofsandiego.org>; Lesley Nishihira <lnishihi@portofsandiego.org>
Cc: Michael Zucchet <mzucchet@portofsandiego.org>; Rafael Castellanos <rcastellanos@portofsandiego.org>; Jennifer
LeSar <jlesar@portofsandiego.org>
Subject:

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue
to maintain them.However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public
lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated
the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the
public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
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is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
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K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One- Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
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proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, b iological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Karen Kerschmann
619-517-2824
1240 India St 708
San Diego, CA 92101
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karen Nelson <nelsonkaren353@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 10:30 AM
Port Master Plan Update; Inishihi@portofsandiego.org; Michael Zucchet; Jennifer LeSar;
Rafael Castellanos
Fwd: Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
IMPORTANT
January 10, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue
to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public
lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated
the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the
public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many dist ricts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
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4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
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annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Kirk and Karen Nelson
1199 Pacific Highway #501
San Diego, CA 92101
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kim Vermillion <kim@kentdaniels.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 1:50 PM
Joe Stuyvesant
Port Master Plan Update
Public comment for Draft PMPU and Draft EIR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
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Kimberly (Vermillion) Feith
Kav13579@hotmail.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain confidential information that is legally
privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying,
distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this message is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or telephone, and destroy the original transmission and its attachments without reading them or saving them. Thank you.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Regan <13mregan@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 3:38 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Joe Stuyvesant
Public Comment for Draft PMPU and Draft EIR

Categories:

Green Category

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

DATE: January 10, 2022
TO:
Mr. Joe Stuyvesant, President & Chief Executive Officer
jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
Ms. Lesley Nishihira, Director of Planning
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
RE: Public Comment for Draft PMPU and Draft EIR
Dear Mr. Stuyvesant and Ms. Nishihira:
As a resident of The Grande North at Santa Fe Place, I wish to extend my thanks and appreciation to the Port of
San Diego Commissioners and Staff for its efforts in developing an updated Master Plan for the State of
California’s public coastal lands currently under your stewardship. I feel confident in stating that the primary
objective has always been to preserve physical and visual accessibility and availability of these limited public
lands to the entire public spectrum, and not just for those who are wealthy enough to afford such access. Clearly,
sufficient revenue must be generated to properly care for these lands, however excess ive dense development
will never cure the negative environmental and public use impacts such plans would create if the balance
between revenue generation and true public use is not diligently sought. Unfortunately, under the terms
proposed in the current draft of the PMPU, it is my opinion such balance has solidly and detrimentally shifted
towards revenue generation.

To address this inequitable shift in focus, I am respectfully requesting that The Port take the following steps.
First and most importantly, we strongly urge that you include in the PMPU the original purpose statement from
page 59 of the current Port Master Plan (“PMP”), referencing The North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan
for the northeast section of the Embarcadero, which states, “ [The Port Master Plan] proposes to revitalize San
Diego’s downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by guiding development to
optimize property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.” B y
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continuing to include this original language as a guiding principle, the goals of providing uses and amenities that
serve all Californians, including local and regional communities and tourists, the preservation of public access,
views and open space amenities, and enhanced connections between the Embarcadero and all adjacent
neighborhoods and districts, may more appropriately be met.
Just as is the Coastal Commission, I am very concerned over the glaring omission of development guidelines for
areas impacted by the new Master Plan, including Central Embarcadero (including Seaport Village), South
Embarcadero, Chula Vista and National City districts. It is our opinion this omission is equivalent to giving carte
blanche to private developers to ignore all or any of the necessary development standards set forth in the final
PMPU. For this important reason, I respectfully request that the Port suspend the PMPU finalization process of
obtaining an EIR until development guidelines are created and included for those areas. Until those parameters
are in place, the Coastal Commission’s review and future EIRs would merely be expensive and futile exercises
because the true extent of the PMPU’s reach cannot be known without additional information that has been
properly vetted by the public for whose benefit all of this is being done.
Finally, I urge the Port to rethink its positions and amend language to comport with the notions of safe and
readily available public pedestrian pathways and, reduction of noise, pollution and traffic congestion on Pacific
Highway, by addressing and mandating underground parking, green and open space, and height/set-back
restrictions, including the elimination of whole-block podiums for the expansion or construction of new hotels.
As currently proposed, these public impact guidelines will cause significant degradation of public access
opportunities and fail to optimize property values, all in contravention to other stated design goals and to the
desires of the City of San Diego and the public at large.
The North Embarcadero is such an important part of the Port region, and its needs are both unique and
extremely environmentally sensitive. Rather than rush this draft PMPU through the final stages, I would prefer
the Port take the time necessary to ensure that the PMPU reflects the most environmentally beneficial, and
inclusive guidelines established in the original PMP so that we may continue to help realize the People of the
State of California’s positive vision for the future development of our most valuable shared public asset.
Respectfully Submitted,
Mark Regan
13mregan@gmail.com
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Lily Tsukayama
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To:
Subject:

Micah Leslie <lesliemicah@yahoo.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 3:02 PM
Joe Stuyvesant; Port Master Plan Update
Master Plan

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 10, 2022
Mr. Joe Stuyvesant
President & Chief Executive Officer
Ms. Lesley Nishihira, Director of Planning
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Mr. Stuyvesant and Ms. Nishihira:
As a resident of The Grande North at Santa Fe Place, I wish to extend my thanks and appreciation to the Port
of San Diego Commissioners and Staff for its efforts in developing an updated Master Plan for the State of
California’s public coastal lands currently under your stewardship. I feel confident in stating that the primary
objective has always been to preserve physical and visual accessibility and availability of these limited public
lands to the entire public spectrum, and not just for those who are wealthy enough to afford such access.
Clearly, sufficient revenue must be generated to properly care for these lands, however excessive dense
development will never cure the negative environmental and public use impacts such plans would create if the
balance between revenue generation and true public use is not diligently sought. Unfortunately, under the
terms proposed in the current draft of the PMPU, it is my opinion such balance has solidly and detrimentally
shifted towards revenue generation.
To address this inequitable shift in focus, I am respectfully requesting that The Port take the following steps.
First and most importantly, we strongly urge that you include in the PMPU the original purpose statement from
page 59 of the current Port Master Plan (“PMP”), referencing The North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan
for the northeast section of the Embarcadero, which states, “[The Port Master Plan] proposes to revitalize San
Diego’s downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by guiding development to
optimize property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.” By
continuing to include this original language as a guiding principle, the goals of providing uses and amenities that
serve all Californians, including local and regional communities and tourists, the preservation of public access,
views and open space amenities, and enhanced connections between the Embarcadero and all adjacent
neighborhoods and districts, may more appropriately be met.
Just as is the Coastal Commission, I too are very concerned over the glaring omission of development guidelines
for the areas most seriously impacted by the new Master Plan, i.e., the Central Embarcadero (including Seaport
1

Village), South Embarcadero, Chula Vista and National City districts. It is our opinion this omission is equivalent
to giving carte blanche to private developers to ignore all or any of the necessary development standards set
forth in the final PMPU. For this important reason, I respectfully request that the Port suspend the PMPU
finalization process of obtaining an EIR until development guidelines are created and included for those areas.
Until those parameters are in place, the Coastal Commission’s review and future EIRs would merely be
expensive and futile exercises because the true extent of the PMPU’s reach cannot be known without additional
information that has been properly vetted by the public for whose benefit all of this is being done.
Finally, I urge the Port to rethink its positions and amend language to comport with the notions of safe and
readily available public pedestrian pathways and, reduction of noise, pollution and traffic congestion on Pacific
Highway, by addressing and mandating underground parking, green and open space, and height/set-back
restrictions, including the elimination of whole-block podiums for the expansion or construction of new hotels.
As currently proposed, these public impact guidelines will cause significant degradation of public access
opportunities and optimization of property values, all in contravention to other stated design goals and to the
desires of the City of San Diego and the public at large.
The North Embarcadero is such an important part of the Port region, and its needs are both unique and
extremely environmentally sensitive. Rather than rush this draft PMPU through the final stages, I would prefer
the Port take the time necessary to ensure that the PMPU reflects the most environmentally beneficial, and
inclusive guidelines established in the original PMP so that we may continue to help realize the People of the
State of California’s positive vision for the future development of our most valuable shared public asset.
Respectfully Submitted,
Micah J. Leslie
Attorney at Law
lesliemicah@yahoo.com
714.349.7900
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January 10, 2022
Mr. Joe Stuyvesant
President & Chief Executive Officer
jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
Ms. Lesley Nishihira, Director of Planning
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Mr. Stuyvesant and Ms. Nishihira:
As a resident of The Grande North at Santa Fe Place I wish to extend my
thanks and appreciation to the Port of San Diego Commissioners and
Staff for its efforts in developing an updated Master Plan for the State
of California public coastal lands currently under your stewardship. I
feel confident in stating that the primary objective has always been to
preserve physical and visual accessibility and availability of these
limited public lands to the entire public spectrum, and not just for those
who are wealthy enough to afford such access. Clearly, sufficient
revenue must be generated to properly care for these lands however,
excessive dense development will never cure the negative
environmental and public use impacts such plans would create if the
balance between revenue generation and true public use is not
diligently sought. Unfortunately, under the terms proposed in the
current draft of the PMPU, it is my opinion such balance has solidly and
detrimentally shifted towards revenue generation.
To address this inequitable shift in focus, I respectfully request that The
Port take the following steps.

First and most importantly, we strongly urge that you include in the
PMPU the original purpose statement from page 59 of the current Port
Master Plan (“PMP”) referencing The North Embarcadero Alliance
Visionary Plan for the northeast section of the Embarcadero, which
states, “[The Port Master Plan] proposes to revitalize San Diego’s
downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements and
by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.” By
continuing to include this original language as a guiding principle, the
goals of providing uses and amenities that serve all Californians,
including local and regional communities and tourists, the preservation
of public access, views and open space amenities, and enhanced
connections between the Embarcadero and all adjacent neighborhoods
and districts, may more appropriately be met.
Just as is the Coastal Commission, we too are very concerned over the
glaring omission of development guidelines for the areas most seriously
impacted by the new Master Plan, ie., the Central Embarcadero
(including Seaport Village), South Embarcadero, Chula Vista and
National City districts. It is our opinion this omission is equivalent to
giving carte blanche to private developers to ignore all or any of the
necessary development standards set forth in the final PMPU. For this
important reason, we respectfully request that the Port suspend the
PMPU finalization process of obtaining an EIR until development
guidelines are created and included for those areas. Until those
parameters are in place, the Coastal Commission’s review and future
EIRs would merely be expensive and futile exercises because the true
extent of the PMPU’s reach cannot be known without additional
information that has been properly vetted by the public for whose
benefit all of this is being done.

Finally, we urge the Port to rethink its positions and amend language to
comport with the notions of safe and readily available public pedestrian
pathways, and reduction of noise, pollution and traffic congestion on
Pacific Highway, by addressing and mandating underground parking,
green and open space, and height/set-back restrictions, including the
elimination of whole-block podiums for the expansion or construction
of new hotels. As currently proposed, these public impact guidelines
will cause significant degradation of public access opportunities and
optimization of property values, all in contravention to other stated
design goals and to the desires of the City of San Diego and the public
at large.
The North Embarcadero is such an important part of the Port region,
and its needs are both unique and extremely environmentally sensitive.
Rather than rush this draft PMPU through the final stages, we would
prefer the Port take the time necessary to ensure that the PMPU
reflects the most environmentally beneficial, and inclusive guidelines
established in the original PMP so that we may continue to help realize
the People of the State of California’s positive vision for the future
development of our most valuable shared public asset.
Respectfully Submitted,
Norman Young
Nyoung1949@gmail.com
Name,
contact information
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Sent:
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Subject:

Deb Gentry <gentrydeborah@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 2:22 PM
Joe Stuyvesant; Port Master Plan Update
Port of San Diego Master Plan

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
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January 10, 2022
Mr. Joe Stuyvesant
President & Chief Executive Officer
jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
Ms. Lesley Nishihira, Director of Planning
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Mr. Stuyvesant and Ms. Nishihira:
As a resident of The Grande North at Santa Fe Place I wish to extend
my thanks and appreciation to the Port of San Diego Commissioners and
Staff for its efforts in developing an updated Master Plan for the State of
California public coastal lands currently under your stewardship.
I feel confident in stating that the primary objective has always been to
preserve physical and visual accessibility and availability of these limited
public lands to the entire public spectrum, and not just for those who are
wealthy enough to afford such access.
Clearly, sufficient revenue must be generated to properly care for these
lands however, excessive dense development will never cure the
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negative environmental and public use impacts such plans would create if
the balance between revenue generation and true public use is not
diligently sought. Unfortunately, under the terms proposed in the current
draft of the PMPU, it is my opinion such balance has solidly and
detrimentally shifted towards revenue generation.
To address this inequitable shift in focus, I respectfully request that The
Port take the following steps.
First and most importantly, we strongly urge that you include in the
PMPU the original purpose statement from page 59 of the current Port
Master Plan (“PMP”) referencing The North Embarcadero Alliance
Visionary Plan for the northeast section of the Embarcadero, which
states, “[The Port Master Plan] proposes to revitalize San Diego’s
downtown waterfront through a concept for public improvements and by
guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.”
By continuing to include this original language as a guiding principle, the
goals of providing uses and amenities that serve all Californians, including
local and regional communities and tourists, the preservation of public
access, views and open space amenities, and enhanced connections
between the Embarcadero and all adjacent neighborhoods and districts,
may more appropriately be met.
Just as is the Coastal Commission, we too are very concerned over the
glaring omission of development guidelines for the areas most seriously
impacted by the new Master Plan, ie., the Central Embarcadero
(including Seaport Village), South Embarcadero, Chula Vista and National
City districts. It is our opinion this omission is equivalent to giving carte
blanche to private developers to ignore all or any of the necessary
development standards set forth in the final PMPU. For this important
reason, we respectfully request that the Port suspend the PMPU
2

finalization process of obtaining an EIR until development guidelines are
created and included for those areas. Until those parameters are in place,
the Coastal Commission’s review and future EIRs would merely be
expensive and futile exercises because the true extent of the PMPU’s
reach cannot be known without additional information that has been
properly vetted by the public for whose benefit all of this is being done.
Finally, we urge the Port to rethink its positions and amend language to
comport with the notions of safe and readily available public pedestrian
pathways, and reduction of noise, pollution and traffic congestion on
Pacific Highway, by addressing and mandating underground parking,
green and open space, and height/set-back restrictions, including the
elimination of whole-block podiums for the expansion or construction of
new hotels. As currently proposed, these public impact guidelines will
cause significant degradation of public access opportunities and
optimization of property values, all in contravention to other stated
design goals and to the desires of the City of San Diego and the public at
large.
The North Embarcadero is such an important part of the Port region,
and its needs are both unique and extremely environmentally sensitive.
Rather than rush this draft PMPU through the final stages, we would
prefer the Port take the time necessary to ensure that the PMPU reflects
the most environmentally beneficial, and inclusive guidelines established
in the original PMP so that we may continue to help realize the People of
the State of California’s positive vision for the future development of our
most valuable shared public asset.
Respectfully Submitted,
Richard C. Gentry
Deborah Gentry
3

1205 Pacific Hwy, Unit 801
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Richard Goldberg <rhgold69@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 12:08 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
PMPU CE PLANS TRAFFIC IMPACT ETC

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 7, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue
to maintain them.
However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would
create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for
this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue
generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to
the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A.
B.
C.

Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU:
D.
E.
1

F.
G.

Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
H.
1.
2.
3. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
4. communities as well as tourists.
5.
6.
7.
8. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
9.
10.
11.
12. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
13.
14.
15.
16. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
17.

5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A.
B.
C. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The
D. street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in
the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7
story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing
E.

to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the Bay.

F.
G.
H.
I. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
J. rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP)
K.
and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
L.
M.
N.
O. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent
P.
with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to
the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
Q.
R.
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S.
T. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums
U.
are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel
with underground parking.
V.
W.
X.
Y. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field
Z.
Hotels.
AA.
BB.
CC.
DD.
Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay
EE.
and optimize property values.
FF.
GG.
HH.
II. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown
JJ.
Community Plan.
KK.
LL.
MM.
NN.
Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
OO.
PP.
QQ.
RR.
Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
SS.
TT.
UU.
VV. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City
WW. of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown
population grows.
XX.
YY.
ZZ.
AAA.
Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition
BBB. to street view corridors.
CCC.
DDD.
EEE.
FFF. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
GGG.
HHH.
III.
JJJ.

Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).

KKK.

6. Traffic
A.
3

B.
C. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific
D.
Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to
previous plans for this street.
E.
F.
G.
H. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
I.

unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which

J.
the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU
assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of development consistent with the
Climate Action Plan.
K.

7. Parking
A.
B.
C. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
D.

I.

exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
E.
F.
G.
H. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible
parking needs.
J.
K.
L.
M. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage

N.
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
O.

8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
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A.
B.
C. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between
D. the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all
adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green
space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero
E.
is required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the
downtown population grows.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
J.

10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A.
B.
C. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
D.
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
E.
F.
G.
H. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
I.
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
J.
11. South Embarcadero
a.
b.
c.

Preserve the existing scenic vistas
d.
e.
f.

g.

Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
h.
5

12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Richard H Goldberg
700 West Harbor Drive
Unit 2002
619 890-4351
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

rgayeski@levellines.com
Monday, January 10, 2022 11:52 AM
Port Master Plan Update
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
FW: PMPU and EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue
to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public
lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated
the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the
public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port
Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
1

A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
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7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Rick Gayeski
1388 Kettner Blvd. Unit 1402
San Diego, CA 92101
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jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
pmpu@portofsandiego.org

January 10, 2022
Page 2

Robert A. Greenes, MD, PhD
e: greenes@asu.edu
m: 617-331-7715
Grande North at Santa Fe Place
1205 Pacific Hwy, Unit 1001
San Diego, CA 92101

Carole E. Greenes, EdD
e: cgreenes@asu.edu
m: 480-390-0917

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

R.W. Storer <storerroger@yahoo.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 2:30 PM
Joe Stuyvesant; Port Master Plan Update
Public comment for Draft PMPU and Draft EIR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 10, 2022

Mr. Joe Stuyvesant
President & Chief Executive Officer
jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
Ms. Lesley Nishihira, Director of Planning
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Mr. Stuyvesant and Ms. Nishihira:
As a resident of The Grande North at Santa Fe Place I wish to extend my thanks and appreciation to the Port of San Diego
Commissioners and Staff for its efforts in developing an updated Master Plan for the State of California public coastal lands cur rently
under your stewardship. I feel confident in stating that the primary objective has always been to preserve physical and visu al
accessibility and availability of these limited public lands to the entire public spectrum, and not just for those who are we althy enough
to afford such access. Clearly, sufficient revenue must be generated to properly care for these lands however, exce ssive dense
development will never cure the negative environmental and public use impacts such plans would create if the balance between
revenue generation and true public use is not diligently sought. Unfortunately, under the terms proposed in the current draft of the
PMPU, it is my opinion such balance has solidly and detrimentally shifted towards revenue generation.

To address this inequitable shift in focus, I respectfully request that The Port take the following steps.

First and most importantly, we strongly urge that you include in the PMPU the original purpose statement from page 59 of the current
Port Master Plan (“PMP”) referencing The North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan for the northeast section of the Embarcadero,
which states, “[The Port Master Plan] proposes to revitalize San Diego’ s downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and
water-dependent uses.” By continuing to include this original language as a guiding principle, the goals of providing uses and amenities
that serve all Californians, including local and regional communities and tourists, the preservation of public access, views and open
space amenities, and enhanced connections between the Embarcadero and all adjacent neighborhoods and districts, may more
appropriately be met.
Just as is the Coastal Commission, we too are very concerned over the glaring omission of development guidelines for the ar eas most
seriously impacted by the new Master Plan, ie., the Central Embarcadero (including Seaport Village), South Embarcadero, Chula Vista
and National City districts. It is our opinion this omission is equivalent to giving carte blanche to private devel opers to ignore all or any
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of the necessary development standards set forth in the final PMPU. For this important reason, we respectfully request that the Port
suspend the PMPU finalization process of obtaining an EIR until development guidelines are created and included for those areas.
Until those parameters are in place, the Coastal Commission’s review and future EIRs would merely be expensive and futile exercises
because the true extent of the PMPU’s reach cannot be known without additional information that has been properly vetted by the
public for whose benefit all of this is being done.
Finally, we urge the Port to rethink its positions and amend language to comport with the notions of safe and readily available public
pedestrian pathways, and reduction of noise, pollution and traffic congestion on Pacific Highway, by addressing and mandating
underground parking, green and open space, and height/set-back restrictions, including the elimination of whole-block podiums for
the expansion or construction of new hotels. As currently proposed, these public impact guidelines will cause significant degradation
of public access opportunities and optimization of property values, all in contravention to other stated design goals and to the desires
of the City of San Diego and the public at large.
The North Embarcadero is such an important part of the Port region, and its needs are both unique and extremely environmentally
sensitive. Rather than rush this draft PMPU through the final stages, we would prefer the Port take the time necessary to ensure that
the PMPU reflects the most environmentally beneficial, and inclusive guidelines established in the original PMP so that we may
continue to help realize the People of the State of California’s positive vision for the future development of our most valuable shared
public asset.
Respectfully Submitted,

Roger Storer
1205 Pacific Hwy. 3002
San Diego, CA 92101
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ron Mazza <ron.mazza@rfm-corp.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 1:54 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comments

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 9, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a beautiful and
wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are all concerned with
keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians while ensuring enough revenue
to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and towering development on these limited public
lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated
the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the
public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago, and I approve of many of
those changes. However, as a resident of Bayside San Diego, I want to express my concerns about the Draft
Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many di stricts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California
Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan
and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft
PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without
including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into
the Plan with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class hotel.
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4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
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annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue stream
for the Port.
Sincerely,
Ron Mazza
1325 Pacific Highway, #1002
San Diego, CA 92101
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sabby Jonathan <sabby@jonathanandassociates.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 6:44 AM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
mzucchet@portofsandiego.or; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Ms. Lesley Nishihira:
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a
beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are
all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians
while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and
towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest section of developed
coastline in all of California. The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development.
Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and
retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and
less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled- off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of
many of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about
the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the
Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view,
consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without
guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored.
It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without
development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be
called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential
to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not
possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS)
or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with
the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide the
redevelopment efforts.
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3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class
hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master
Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for
public improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis
added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and
regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not
needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete
PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small
strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The
street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current
parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge
hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the
entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size
hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and
the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease
density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and
appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and
similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower.
Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a
650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field
Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the
Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and
the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the
City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the
downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition
to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
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M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated
(ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific
Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change
to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant
and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the
VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in
that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer
estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU
assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an appropriate level of development
consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero
with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and
ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces.
Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come
downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port
shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings
and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to
maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in
the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port
is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central
Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically
increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from
Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park
and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP
should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east
side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
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13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative
to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and
magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and
health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services,
transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue
stream for the Port.
Sabby Jonathan, CPA

Resident – The Grande South
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jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
pmpu@portofsandiego.org

superdooper@cox.net

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sharon Ryan <sharon.ryan1999@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 4:12 PM
Port Master Plan Update; Joe Stuyvesant; inishihi@portofsandiego.org
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

January 10, 2022
Mr. Joe Stuyvesant
President & Chief Executive Officer
jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
Ms. Lesley Nishihira, Director of Planning
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Port of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Mr. Stuyvesant and Ms. Nishihira:
As a resident of The Grande North at Santa Fe Place I wish to extend my thanks
and appreciation to the Port of San Diego Commissioners and Staff for its efforts
in developing an updated Master Plan for the State of California public coastal
lands currently under your stewardship. I feel confident in stating that the
primary objective has always been to preserve physical and visual accessibility
and availability of these limited public lands to the entire public spectrum, and
not just for those who are wealthy enough to afford such access. Clearly,
sufficient revenue must be generated to properly care for these lands; however,
excessive dense development will never cure the negative environmental and
public use impacts such plans would create if the balance between revenue
generation and true public use is not diligently sought. Unfortunately, under the
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terms proposed in the current draft of the PMPU, it is my opinion such balance
has solidly and detrimentally shifted towards revenue generation.
To address this inequitable shift in focus, I respectfully request that The Port take
the following steps.
First and most importantly, I strongly urge that you include in the PMPU the
original purpose statement from page 59 of the current Port Master Plan (“PMP”)
referencing The North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan for the northeast
section of the Embarcadero, which states, “[The Port Master Plan] proposes to
revitalize San Diego’s downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public
access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses.” By
continuing to include this original language as a guiding principle, the goals of
providing uses and amenities that serve all Californians, including local and
regional communities and tourists, the preservation of public access, views and
open space amenities, and enhanced connections between the Embarcadero and
all adjacent neighborhoods and districts, may more appropriately be met.
Just as is the Coastal Commission, we too are very concerned over the glaring
omission of development guidelines for the areas most seriously impacted by the
new Master Plan, ie., the Central Embarcadero (including Seaport Village), South
Embarcadero, Chula Vista and National City districts. It is our opinion this
omission is equivalent to giving carte blanche to private developers to ignore all
or any of the necessary development standards set forth in the final PMPU. For
this important reason, we respectfully request that the Port suspend the PMPU
finalization process of obtaining an EIR until development guidelines are created
and included for those areas. Until those parameters are in place, the Coastal
Commission’s review and future EIRs would merely be expensive and futile
exercises because the true extent of the PMPU’s reach cannot be known without
additional information that has been properly vetted by the public for whose
benefit all of this is being done.
Finally, we urge the Port to rethink its positions and amend language to comport
with the notions of safe and readily available public pedestrian pathways, and
reduction of noise, pollution and traffic congestion on Pacific Highway, by
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addressing and mandating underground parking, green and open space, and
height/set-back restrictions, including the elimination of whole-block podiums for
the expansion or construction of new hotels. As currently proposed, these public
impact guidelines will cause significant degradation of public access opportunities
and optimization of property values, all in contravention to other stated design
goals and to the desires of the City of San Diego and the public at large.
The North Embarcadero is such an important part of the Port region, and its
needs are both unique and extremely environmentally sensitive. Rather than rush
this draft PMPU through the final stages, we would prefer the Port take the time
necessary to ensure that the PMPU reflects the most environmentally beneficial,
and inclusive guidelines established in the original PMP so that we may continue
to help realize the People of the State of California’s positive vision for the future
development of our most valuable shared public asset.
Respectfully Submitted,
Sharon Ryan
sharon.ryan1999@gmail.com
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jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
pmpu@portofsandiego.org

Stephen E. Gershwind, MD
1205 Pacific Hwy. – Unit 2002
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 606-9552
sgershwind@gmail.com

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

sskolnik@cox.net
Monday, January 10, 2022 2:23 PM
Joe Stuyvesant; Port Master Plan Update
Public comment for Draft PMPU and Draft EIR
Port of San Diego 2022.docx

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Mr. Stuyvesant and Ms. Nishihira,
Attached please find my public comment to the Port of San Diego Master Plan. I want to urge you to maintain the
original view corridors in the original plan and limit the height and breadth of buildings that could limit the B Street view
corridor originally included in the plan. Residents of The Grande North all purchased our condos trusting that the Port
would keep their promise to maintain all view corridors.
Thank you for your anticipated courtesy and cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan J. Skolnik
1205 Pacific Hwy., Suite 706
San Diego, CA 92101
Home Phone: 619-795-2580
Fax: 619-795-1552
E-mail: sskolnik@cox.net
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jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
pmpu@portofsandiego.org

Susan J. Skolnik
sskolnik@cox.net

jstuyvesant@portofsandiego.org
pmpu@portofsandiego.org

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

William Rogers <wrog523@hotmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 11:20 AM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment
image.jpeg

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning, Port of San Diego,
As a home owner in downtown San Diego, I wish to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for
working to make our Bay a beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new
Master Plan and we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all
Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and
towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest section of developed coastline in
all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development. Additionally, I think the
development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs
significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
I don't want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled-off by excessive
development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and, while I approve of many
of those changes, I want to express my concerns about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the
Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I ask the following of the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the Central
Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view, consideration and
comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without guidance from the PMP. This
is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft
PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many
big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the California Coastal
Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential to the overall plan and San
Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and
Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including
this major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan
with development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out as befits a first-class
hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
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A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port Master Plan
proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a concept for public
improvements and by guiding development to optimize property values, public access
opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local and regional
communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not needed for
the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete PMPU language to
accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small strip south of B Street but north
of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback. The street wall
is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The current parameters in the PMPU
are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay. The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high
buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a
large section of the NE from the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full size hotel
rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600 rooms and the two Lane
Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size to decrease density in accordance
with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly
residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be consistent with
the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8, and similar in height to the
townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the tower. Podiums are
not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are sufficient for a 650 room hotel with
underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from the Bay and
optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP and the
Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as the City of San
Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as the downtown population
grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in addition to street
view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto Pacific Highway.
Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which requires a change to previous plans
for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is “significant and
unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU to reduce the VMT until the
impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include
the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors
annually. The CE must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine
an appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
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7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North Embarcadero with the
exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking, and ADA
accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking spaces. Encourage
visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to come downtown and transfer to
options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all such
entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on site without
obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos) reconciliation
between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage in the Draft PMPU,
including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the Port is meeting its
commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is
required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown
population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public access from Pacific
Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash. Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing
scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the NEVP should
be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway (the east side of Blocks B
and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative to avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and magnitude of the
proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and health risk, biological resources,
GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not simply as a tourist revenue
stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Bill Rogers
1205 Pacific Hwy unit 701
San Diego, CA 92101
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Sent:
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Nick Theios <nick@mikelsonyachts.com>
Thursday, January 13, 2022 10:08 AM
Port Master Plan Update; Lesley Nishihira
Michael Zucchet; Rafael Castellanos; Jennifer LeSar
Draft PMPU and Draft EIR Comment

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
January 13, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a
beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and
we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all
Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for
more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest
section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this
level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walledoff by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve
of many of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns
about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review
(EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for
the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for
public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected
developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public
process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this
information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment.
It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open
Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
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Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with
development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a firstclass hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize
property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and waterdependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local
and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is
not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify
or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash
and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback.
The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The
current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay.
The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing
to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from
the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full
size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600
rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate
size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary
Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8,
and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the
tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are
sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from
the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP
and the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as
the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space
as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
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M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto
Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the
PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding
is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of
Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North
Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions
should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking,
and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking
spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit
to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED.
Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings
and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to
maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to
verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green
space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need
for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public
access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific
Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to
the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
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13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth
Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction
in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts
on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality,
noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist
revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Nick Theios
619-861-2631, cell
Nick@MikelsonYachts.com
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Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a
beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and we are
all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all Californians
while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for more, bigger and
towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest section of developed
coastline in all of California. The Port has not articulated the need for this level of development.
Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward revenue generating hotels and
retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free activities to pull the public to the Bay and
less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walled- off by
excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve of
many of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns about
the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for the
Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for public view,
consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected developers without
guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public process is being ignored.
It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this information. Unfortunately, without
development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be
called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too essential
to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment. It is not
possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open Space (ROS)
or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including thi s major section of the Embarcadero. I agree with
the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with development standards to guide the
redevelopment efforts.
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3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a first-class
hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize property
values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and water-dependent
uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including
local and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent
neighborhoods and districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is not
needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify or delete
PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash and the small
strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback.
The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The
current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay.
The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing to
cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from the
Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full
size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600
rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate size
to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan
(NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A, B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8,
and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the
tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are
sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the
Lane Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from
the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP
and the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as
the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space as
the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
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M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto
Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the PMPU
to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding is
particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of Seaport
which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE must be
included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North
Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions
should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking,
and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking
spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit to
come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED. Upgrade the
Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings and all
such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to maneuver on
site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space acreage
in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to verify that the
Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green space acreage in the
Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need for green space will
dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public
access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific Highway
(the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
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Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth Alternative
to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction in the scale and
magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts on air quality and
health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, noise, public services,
transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist revenue
stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Ellen Silver Coppola
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January 7, 2022
Lesley Nishihira, Director, Planning San Diego Unified Port District,
I want to thank the Port of San Diego Commissioners and staff for working to make our Bay a
beautiful and wonderful asset for San Diego. It takes years to develop a new Master Plan and
we are all concerned with keeping the lands in the Port’s care accessible and available to all
Californians while ensuring enough revenue to maintain them. However, the Port's plans for
more, bigger and towering development on these limited public lands would create the densest
section of developed coastline in all of California.The Port has not articulated the need for this
level of development. Additionally, I think the development is unbalanced and biased toward
revenue generating hotels and retail. The Plan needs significantly more low-cost and free
activities to pull the public to the Bay and less commercialization.
Specifically, I do not want public view and access to San Diego’s Embarcadero coastline walledoff by excessive development.
The Port has made significant changes from the Discussion Draft three years ago and I approve
of many of those changes. However, as a resident of San Diego, I want to express my concerns
about the Draft Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) and the Draft Environmental Impact Review
(EIR).
I request the following from the Port:
1. Please suspend the PMPU process until development standards are created and included for
the Central Embarcadero (CE), South Embarcadero (SE), Chula Vista and National City for
public view, consideration and comment. Major projects are being planned by Port selected
developers without guidance from the PMP. This is public property and the appropriate public
process is being ignored. It is impossible to fully evaluate the Draft PMPU without this
information. Unfortunately, without development guidelines in so many districts, for so many big
projects, the Draft PMPU can’t really be called a Master Plan.
2. Specifically, include the CE in the Draft PMPU before finalizing the Plan for submission to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC). The redevelopment is too big, too important and too
essential to the overall plan and San Diego to have its evaluation conducted as an amendment.
It is not possible to evaluate the Draft PMPU and Draft EIR for hotels, retail, Recreation Open
Space (ROS) or Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) without including this major section of the
Embarcadero. I agree with the CCC that the CE should be added back into the Plan with
development standards to guide the redevelopment efforts.
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3. Renew the RLJ lease with the commitment to update the Wyndham inside and out to a firstclass hotel.
4. Please make these changes to the NE section of the Draft PMPU.
A. Include this sentence from page 59 of the current PMP into the Draft PMPU: The Port
Master Plan proposes to revitalize San Diego's downtown waterfront through a
concept for public improvements and by guiding development to optimize
property values, public access opportunities and priority waterfront and waterdependent uses. (emphasis added)
B. Add these goals into the Draft PMPU:
1. Contribute to provision of uses and amenities that serve all Californians including local
and regional communities as well as tourists.
2. Preserve and maximize views of and to the Bay.
3. Provide public access and open space amenities, particularly along the Bayfront.
4. Enhance connections between the North Embarcadero and adjacent neighborhoods and
districts.
5. A big hotel expansion adjacent to the North Embarcadero’s (NE) residential neighborhood is
not needed for the Port’s financial success. If the RLJ lease is not renewed, please add, modify
or delete PMPU language to accommodate the following for the property from B Street to Ash
and the small strip south of B Street but north of the Marriott SpringHill Suites:
A. Eliminate the street wall concept and the requirement to build within 5 ft of the setback.
The street wall is incompatible with the goals of open spaces and public access. The
current parameters in the PMPU are indicative of my complaint about walling off the Bay.
The huge hotel towers and the 6-7 story high buildings (podiums) the Port is proposing
to cover the entirety of every block will effectively wall-off a large section of the NE from
the Bay.
B. Limit the number of hotel rooms on blocks A-D in Figure PD3.8 to a maximum of 650 full
size hotel rooms, not microtel sized rooms or pods. The current Wyndham hotel has 600
rooms and the two Lane Field hotels total 800 rooms. 650 hotel rooms is an adequate
size to decrease density in accordance with the North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary
Plan (NEVP) and appropriately scaled for this mostly residential neighborhood.
C. Make podiums on blocks A,B,C,D, and E a maximum of 30 ft high, if they exist, to be
consistent with the buildings currently on the east side of blocks B and D in figure PD3.8,
and similar in height to the townhouses on the east side of Pacific Highway.
D. Limit podiums to a maximum step back width of 25ft measured from the base of the
tower. Podiums are not required for hotels. Three story podiums with a 25 ft width are
sufficient for a 650 room hotel with underground parking.
E. Limit the N-S width of the tower to 100 ft, instead of 120 ft, to be consistent with the Lane
Field Hotels.
F. Limit one high-rise tower per block aligned to preserve and maximize views to and from
the Bay and optimize property values.
G. Include the Floor Area Ratio of 4.5 between B Street and Ash to comply with the NEVP
and the Downtown Community Plan.
H. Convert B Street to a pedestrian only promenade when it becomes available.
I. Eliminate using B Street to stage trucks and buses servicing cruise ships.
J. When the Navy’s lease expires, convert block D, 1220 Pacific Hwy, to Activated ROS as
the City of San Diego requested. This space would provide much needed green space
as the downtown population grows.
K. Add scenic water views from the inland side of the Port property at Pacific Highway, in
addition to street view corridors.
L. Make all hotel parking fully underground.
M. Any section of the block that is not dedicated to a hotel building should be made
Activated (ROS).
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6. Traffic
A. Do not reduce the number of lanes on Harbor Drive with the intent to divert traffic onto
Pacific Highway. Pacific Highway had 6 lanes but presently only has 4 lanes, which
requires a change to previous plans for this street.
B. The Draft EIR Transportation Analysis states that the VMT impact for the PMPU is
“significant and unavoidable”. This finding is unacceptable. The Port must adjust the
PMPU to reduce the VMT until the impact is acceptable and not significant. This finding
is particularly noteworthy in that it did not include the impact of the redevelopment of
Seaport which the developer estimates will have 10 million visitors annually. The CE
must be included in the PMPU assessments and traffic analysis in order to determine an
appropriate level of development consistent with the Climate Action Plan.
7. Parking
A. Make all parking spaces underground, like every development along the North
Embarcadero with the exception of the Marriott SpringHill Suites. No further exceptions
should be granted.
B. Parking requirements should be based on demand from hotel guests, which is shrinking,
and ADA accessible parking needs.
C. Use Transportation Demand Management systems to better utilize existing parking
spaces. Encourage visitors to use the MTS regional mobility hubs and use mass transit
to come downtown and transfer to options such as the Port's shuttle and FRED.
Upgrade the Port shuttle.
8. Service Access
Specify that trucks and service vehicles must use the east-west streets to serve the buildings
and all such entrances will minimize the visual impacts and be designed to allow vehicles to
maneuver on site without obstructing public pedestrian or vehicular circulation.
9. Park/Plaza/ Recreation Open Space Reconciliation
A. The Port must conduct an Embarcadero (North, Central and South Embarcaderos)
reconciliation between the green space acreage in the PMP and the green space
acreage in the Draft PMPU, including all adjustments, completions and mitigations, to
verify that the Port is meeting its commitments to green space acreage. The green
space acreage in the Central Embarcadero is required to do this reconciliation. The need
for green space will dramatically increase as the downtown population grows.
B. Make 1220 Pacific Highway Activated ROS when the Navy’s lease expires.
10. Additional Scenic Vistas
A. Inland scenic vistas toward the water should be created for open space and public
access from Pacific Highway between B Street and A Street, and A Street and Ash.
Preserve Ruocco Park and the existing scenic view from Ruocco Park.
B. The Pacific Highway view corridor for the County Administration Building Precinct in the
NEVP should be maintained by keeping buildings low on the west side of Pacific
Highway (the east side of Blocks B and D) and by moving any towers north of B Street to
the west.
11. South Embarcadero
a. Preserve the existing scenic vistas
b. Set building guidelines and parameters for developers to follow.
12. Sea Level Rise Analysis
Coordinate with surrounding agencies to do more to combat sea level rise.
13. From the Draft Program EIR please adopt Alternative 3 – One-Half Reduced Growth
Alternative to avoid or substantially lessen significant effects of the Draft PMPU. “This reduction
in the scale and magnitude of the proposed land and water uses is intended to reduce impacts
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on air quality and health risk, biological resources, GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality,
noise, public services, transportation, and utilities.”
Please improve the Embarcadero for the people who use it regularly and not just as a tourist
revenue stream for the Port.
Sincerely,
Julia Connell
San Diego County Resident
760.390.9889
julia.connell09@gmail.com
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Port Master Plan Update
Draft PMPU and Draft Program EIR
Comments
Comments received during the public review
period:

November 8, 2021 – January 10, 2022
Comments from Individuals
PD 4 – WORKING WATERFRONT
(no comments from individuals received on
this planning district)

portofsandiego.org

Port Master Plan Update
Draft PMPU and Draft Program EIR
Comments
Comments received during the public review
period:

November 8, 2021 – January 10, 2022
Comments from Individuals
PD 7 – SOUTH BAY

(no comments from individuals received on this
planning district)

portofsandiego.org

Port Master Plan Update
Draft PMPU and Draft Program EIR
Comments
Comments received during the public review
period:

November 8, 2021 – January 10, 2022
Comments from Individuals
PD 8 – IMPERIAL BEACH OCEANFRONT

portofsandiego.org

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Johanna Bot <johannambot@gmail.com>
Tuesday, January 4, 2022 5:53 AM
Port Master Plan Update
Review? On hold? San Diego Port District’s 50-year Master Plan - impact on Imperial
Beach community

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Madam or Sir,
Please advise how best to understand this Master Plan and its impact on Imperial Beach.
That area around the new Rad bike shop and the bay bike path is certainly a bright spot in the community. From reading
that Open Letter of December 17th (http://www.imperialbeachnewsca.com/opinion/article_7fcadef0-6434-11ec-bcad43c596965636.html), it sounds as if your plan might not encourage that development, or might even destroy it.
Cordially,
Johanna Bot
713-819-8527
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Port Master Plan Update
Draft PMPU and Draft Program EIR
Comments
Comments received during the public review
period:

November 8, 2021 – January 10, 2022
Comments from Individuals
PD 9 – SILVER STRAND

portofsandiego.org

Dennis Campbell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jose Santos
Wednesday, November 10, 2021 10:19 AM
Lesley Nishihira; Dennis Campbell; Anna Buzaitis; Lily Tsukayama
Donna Morales
Customer Service Feedback

Categories:

Gray Category, Green Category

Good Morning,
Hope this message finds you well. I received a telephone call from a member of the public by the name of Lance
Rodgers today. Lance was concerned because according to him, the Draft Update PMPU report on the Port’s website for
November 2021 does not reflect figures 9.4 and 9.5 that are mentioned in the text of the report. Lance did state that
such figures in question are available the Draft Update PMPU Tracked Changes report. Lance wanted to share his
concerns over such matter. He did not request a telephone call; however I wanted to pass this information along. His
telephone number is 619‐251‐3553 just in case is needed. Thank you for your time.
Respectfully,
Jose Santos
Administrative Assistant II, Office of the District Clerk
3165 Pacific Highway, San Diego, CA 92101
(o) (619) 686-6324

connect:
Port administration offices are open Monday-Thursday and every other Friday from 8am-5pm.
This email may contain public information and may be viewed by third parties pursuant to the Cal. Public Records Act.
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Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Gretchen Newsom
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jeremy Abrams
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

William Stedham
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Cristina Marquez
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Francisco Murrieta
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Lucas Musia
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Nathan Brown
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Alejandro Hernandez
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Paul Long
Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Ramon Valenzuela
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Samuel Miller
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Kevin Marika
Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Julio, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Julio Acevedo Sr
IBEW LU 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

James Smith
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Ryan Steppe
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Joshua Lopez
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jake Zaiser Zaiser
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Carlos Vazquez
IBEW569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Paul Peluso
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Gary Blackford
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Michael Shafer
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

German Fernandez
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Armando Balcazar
8102193

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Sean-Michael McCarthy
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Luis O. Leal, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Luis Leal
Traffic Control

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local Union 569, IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR)
land use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

David Villasenor
IBEW L.U. 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

James Deal
IBEW Local 569/ San Diego Labor Counsel Delegate

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Phillis Eng
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Kevin Sugimoto
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Joseph Gratzer
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jason Waggoner
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Cesar Jacobo
IBEW local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of International brotherhood of electrical workers, I support retaining the existing
Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on
Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and

generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to
achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Pablo Avila
International brotherhood of electrical workers

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Int'l Brotherhood of Electrical Workers LU569 , I support retaining the existing
Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on
Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and

generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to
achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Travis Kohmescher
IBEW LU 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

David Goon
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Todd Peart
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jeremiah Montano
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Karl Scherer
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Carlos R Gutierrez
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Anthony Virzi
569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Angel Luna
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

John Buchanan
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Matthew Hollie
IBEW - Inside Wireman

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Joseph Page
IBEW569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Ajmal Wardak
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Lynn Featherstone
569 Jw

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Max DAgostino
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Gregory Hausler
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Carlos Ornelas
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Samuel Gutierrez
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Denise Gomez
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Hector Meza
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Ernesto Ortiz
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jerry Velasquez
Local IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of I.B.E.W. 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Tobe Herz
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Brian Masters
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Joshua Walters
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW LOCAL 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Miguel Fimbres
Inside journeyman wireman

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW LOCAL 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Bradly Vosika
JW. Electrician

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Damien Collins
IBEW569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Brett Cozine
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Robert Bunkers
Ibew

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Abigail Castaneda
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Sara Simpson
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Kenneth Glaze
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Alex Yepis
IBEW local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of iBEW569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Efrain Villegas
IBEW apprentice

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jeannette Granillo
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Maximo Odanga
Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Barnabas Pearson
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

TODD WHITMYER
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Roofers, Wateproofers #45 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation
(CR) land use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle –
North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and

generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to
achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Paul Colmenero
Roofers, Waterproofers #45

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Michael Vesper-Gralnic
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Darren Cooper
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Matt Roman
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Matt Roman
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW L.U. 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Alvaro Tamayo
IBEW L.U. 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Patricio Gurrola
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW LOCAL 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Derek Antonizio
IBEW local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Armando Meza
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

James Waldon
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Chris Watson
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jesus Pena
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Nephi Hancock
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Ajmal Wardak
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jordan Cortimiglia
Apprentice Electrician

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Marcus McGhee
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Remington Voigt
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jose Mendoza
569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Luis Leal
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

gregory corso
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW LU 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

ENRIQUE IBANEZ
IBEW LU 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Paul Fieweger
ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Harrison Hoffman
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local union #569 IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR)
land use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Wayne McMullen
Local #569 IBEW. Electrical workers

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Michael Bartkowski
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Drew Fairbanks
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Austin Boardman
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Matthew Jones
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Kyle Brandon
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW LOCAL 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Michael Taylor
IBEW LOCAL 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jorge Barragan-betancourt
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Roberto Parra Rocha
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Griffin Moos
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Natassjia Mitchell
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Theodros Ambaw
Ibew569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Charlie Psillos
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

David McKenzie
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Scott Pettit
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Carlos Martinez
IBEW local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jonathan Sanchez
IBEW569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Lauren O’Connor
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Eric Standefer
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

James Adams
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Mario Aguilar
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Tom Guichard
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

zachary walters
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 559 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Kyle Rogers
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Francisco Campos
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jeremy Lawson
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 559 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Victor Fernandez
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Fernando Romero Garcia
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of I.B.E.W. 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Brandon Cain
I.B.E.W. 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

eric deckard
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Angel Chavez Guillen
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local 569 Ibew, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jose Gomez
Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Friday, January 7, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jason Berkshire
Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Patrick Canepa
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jahaziel Mata
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Mauricio Ortiz
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of angel, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

angel martinez
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of I.B.E.W. 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Greg Tucker
I.B.E.W. 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of I.B.E.W. 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Greg Tucker
I.B.E.W. 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Edward Pineda
Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Anthony Freitas
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Michael Berthelet
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW L.U. 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Miguel Tapia
IBEW L.U. 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Backer Omar
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Lu569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Tim Everal
IBEE Lu569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Ed Valencia
Journeyman electrician

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Antonio Padilla
Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Brian Reese
IBEW local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Chris Becker
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW #569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Allen Shur
Electrical Workers, IBEW #569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Donald Hensel
Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

James Daly
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Karl Hembree
Ibew

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Paul Tisnado
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Dean Neal
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Adolfo Franco
Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Robert Osborn
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of The IUPAT, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Adrian Rodriguez
IUPAT DC 36

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Erin Brady
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 379 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Bud Crumpton
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Thomas Kunde
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

David Bowen
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Sean Lunney
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IUOE Loc. 12 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Duane Friel
IUOE Loc. 12

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

George Cota
Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Union 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Kyle Clausen
569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

RUBEN ALMADER
LU 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local Union 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jeffery Parkllan
Local Union 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Dwayne Loader
IBEW local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Stephen Garofolo
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local 569 IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Thomas Bryant
Local 569 IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Cony Bernard
Ibew

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Eric Iñiguez
Ibew

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Greg Santos
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

David Cullinan
IBEW local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Billie Johnson
Local union 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Salustio Luna Rabago
Union member

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Saturday, January 8, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Ricardo Navarro
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Sunday, January 9, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

David Agress
Electrician Ibew 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Sunday, January 9, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW LOCAL 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Alberto Contreras
IVEW LOCAL 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Sunday, January 9, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Ricardo Rios
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Sunday, January 9, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jeff Elias
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Sunday, January 9, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Roofers, Wateproofers #45 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation
(CR) land use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle –
North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and

generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to
achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Paul Colmenero
Roofers, Waterproofers #45

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Sunday, January 9, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Roofers, Wateproofers #45 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation
(CR) land use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle –
North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and

generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to
achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Paul Colmenero
Roofers, Waterproofers #45

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Sunday, January 9, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Luis Zazueta
Construction Wireman

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Sunday, January 9, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, I support retaining the existing
Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on
Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and

generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to
achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Amanda Cooling
IBEW

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Sunday, January 9, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use designation
on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Cory Brown
Electrician

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Sunday, January 9, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Travis Porter
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Sunday, January 9, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jose Marceleno
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Sunday, January 9, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW, I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Jose Marceleno
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Monday, January 10, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Ignacio Parra
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Monday, January 10, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Travis Krahel
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Monday, January 10, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Roberto Rosales-Gutierrez
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Monday, January 10, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Thomas Hauck
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Monday, January 10, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Ibew 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Alberto Alcantar
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Monday, January 10, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Enrique Tirado
IBEW Local 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Monday, January 10, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Alex Potter
569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Monday, January 10, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Maha Dorsey
569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Monday, January 10, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Danny DeBruin
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Monday, January 10, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Unite here local 30 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land
use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Brigette Browning
Unite here local 30

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Monday, January 10, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of UNITE HERE Local 30 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR)
land use designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Rick Bates
UNITE HERE Local 30

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Monday, January 10, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of IBEW 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Max Cueva-Varela
IBEW 569

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Monday, January 10, 2022

January 10, 2022
pmpu@portofsandiego.org
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
P.O. Box 120488
San Diego, CA 92112-0488

Subject: Comments to Draft Program EIR and Revised Draft PMPU: As it relates to the policies
related to Cays Resort/Keith Mishkin’s Leasehold in the Grand Caribe and South Cays Subdistrict

Dear Planning Department:

As a member of Local 569 , I support retaining the existing Commercial Recreation (CR) land use
designation on the approximately 5 acres of Port lease land on Grand Caribe Isle – North.

The latest draft of the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) shows a change in the land use from CR to
Recreation Open Space (ROS). The ROS designation would significantly limit what can be done on
the site. We urge you to maintain the CR designation and add a hotel to the appealable projects list.

There is now an ambiguity in terms between Section PD9.25 in the newly revised PMPU (i.e., no new
hotel rooms are planned or allowed) and the footnote in Figure PD9.2 (i.e., notwithstanding the ROS
designation, nothing in the PMPU shall impair or infringe upon any rights or obligations existing
under the lease when the PMPU took effect). We oppose the “no new hotel rooms” language and
request that these ambiguous terms in the PMPU be resolved.

We feel that the Port’s member cities should share responsibility for creating quality jobs and
generating revenue to fund public access and amenities. A hotel in this location will do more to

achieve those objectives than an unfunded park/fenced pavement. We have joined forces with the
leaseholder/developer to help bring a suitable project to fruition.

Please maintain the existing land use designation for the leasehold on Grande Caribe Isle – North,
remove the “no new hotel rooms” language, and add a new hotel to the appealable projects list.

We appreciate your consideration.

Thank you,

Gabriel Calixto
Local 569 card#7661892

CC:
Melody Lasiter, Coastal Commission
Kanani Leslie, Coastal Commission
Deborah Lee, Coastal Commission

Port Master Plan Update
Draft PMPU and Draft Program EIR
Comments
Comments received during the public review
period:

November 8, 2021 – January 10, 2022
Comments from Individuals
PD 10 – CORONADO BAYFRONT

portofsandiego.org

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

DANA WELCH <dpwelch5@comcast.net>
Friday, November 12, 2021 2:50 PM
Port Master Plan Update
comment PMPU

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Greetings:
As a new resident of Coronado, I would like to share my comment about the PMPU.
Specifically regarding Planning District 10 , section 5.10.2(C)111 with PD10.14 addressing the
decision to "develop a new restaurant with up to 7,500 quare feet in the southern portion of the Ferry
Landing".
This directive is incongruent with the other written sections on Planning District 10 which describe a
desire to continue to provide visitors with "open space recreation areas, pathways" (p. 263
5.10.2(A)).
This area does not need additional commercial activity in the form of a restaurant. The existing Ferry
Landing restaurants already meet the need and with Orange Avenue a short walk away, there are
additional restaurants. The plot of land noted for this development is adjacent to more than one
housing development thus affecting residents.
The Bayshore Bikeway is a regional jewel. Having open green space in that location (in lieu of a
restaurant) is much more in line with the area and the goals. A restaurant only encourages spending
of money and takes away the access for all to enjoy. I hope other people write in to share their
comments on this topic. I request PD10.14 be removed from the PMPU.
Please don't build another building affecting views, enjoyment, reducing open space, eliminating full
accessibility for all. Not everyone wants to spend money at a restaurant. A larger portion of the public
wants to enjoy open space, views, and greenery. Constructing a building will change the landscape
forever. Please don't develop the land on the southern portion of the Ferry Landing. Thank you for
listening.
Dana Welch
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Britt Zeller <brittzeller619@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 24, 2021 9:37 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Coronado impact.

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Is the port commission supposed to profit from or to serve our city? To propose more commercial traffic without
creating a way for it to exit in an area already clotted with cars, trucks, etc is beyond betrayal of your purpose. The
folks between 3rd and 4th are tortured and possibly sickened by the polution and noise and congestion. Think
again. Or, build us an offshore road and give us back our living space. Britt Zeller
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sandy Combs <sxcombs@pacbell.net>
Saturday, December 4, 2021 3:42 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Comment on PMPU

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello,
My first comment pertains to PD10.18 on page 365: "Preserve scenic vista area from sandy beach located at the
foot of D Ave" in Coronado. This beach needs to have a change of designation that protects it from people
having dogs (leashed and unleashed) and open fires on the beach. Both are detrimental to this open space as
many families with small children use this beach and there have been many instances of loose dogs (this is not a
dog beach) and charred wood (from overnight parties) left on the beach. Currently, this beach seems to have a
no holds barred atmosphere as it is not recognized by the Port or the City of Coronado as anything but a
viewpoint. Parks and beaches have stricter ordinances.
My second comment pertains to PD10.1 Mobility Hubs on page 362: "surface-level or below-grade single
parking facility". This parking facility must be free of charge for the public. If it isn't, then visitors will use
the adjacent residential streets for parking which will congest the residential area. Although there will be
resistance to any type of new development in the area, if there is additional free parking then that may mitigate
some of the resistance.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the PMPU.
Sincerely,
Sandy Combs
Coronado Resident
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Msvata@aol.com <msvata@aim.com>
Friday, December 31, 2021 10:45 AM
Port Master Plan Update
Expansion of hotel rooms

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Please don’t permit additional rooms or hotels and restaurants build in Coronado. Our small town has enough density.
We need alll the green space we still have. Housing is expanding on homes that have big lots. When will it end. Think
about our future.
Thank you.
Joyleen Rottenstein
Msvata@aol.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Msvata@aol.com <msvata@aim.com>
Friday, December 31, 2021 10:51 AM
Port Master Plan Update
Additional hotel rooms

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Coronado does not need extra rooms. We need all the green space we now have. Hotel Del expanded and will bring big
crowds to our city. Please keep us at our room level.
Joyleen Rottenstein
Msvata@aol.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Rauber <patrauber@gmail.com>
Monday, January 3, 2022 1:56 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Draft Pier

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
As a resident of Coronado I appreciate that the review does not allow new hotel rooms. But I think allowing another
restaurant to be built is not in the best interest of the Ferry Landing. As it is, on a busy night there is no parking
available.What we need are more benches and maybe a wider walkway so that people can enjoy what is already there.
A grassy area would provide more space for those who want to relax and enjoy the fresh air. Thank you for allowing our
input.
Patricia Rauber
382 Glorietta Blvd
Coronado, CA 92118
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe <jdwaters@comcast.net>
Friday, January 7, 2022 12:28 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Comments

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
To: Port Commissioners
My name is Joseph Waters. My wife Leslie and I own and occupy 1405 First Street . My comments are concerning the
Port master plan to lease the vacant property adjacent to Il Fornaio for another restaurant.
It is not in the best interests of the citizens of Coronado to further commercialize this area. On weekends and during
summer vacation times the beach area is packed with swimmers, paddleboarders and kayakers. Parking is already
inadequate. Another restaurant will further impact the area environmentally as well as increase the usage of water and
other utilities. Furthermore, another building will obstruct the already limited view of the Bay from First Street
properties.
Thank you for considering my comments
Joseph Waters

Sent from my iPad
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

sydney stanley <sydney7910@att.net>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 4:58 PM
Port Master Plan Update
sydney7910@att.net
PMPU- EIR Comments

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Date: 9 January 2022
To: Planning Department – Port of San Diego
From: Sydney Stanley
c/o PMPU@portof sandiego.org
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Thank you for the opportunity to address some issues in the PMPU-EIR and thank you for working collaboratively with
the Coronado Community and Coronado City Staff.
Please see my comments and EDITS in RED in italics. The respective sections of the PMPU existing text are in black text
from the PMPU-EIR dated 21 Nov 21.
CORONADO BAYFRONT – PLANNING DISTRICT 10
5.10.1 Existing Setting
Consistent with the TOZ, the District and City of Coronado continue to coordinate on open space,
redevelopment/improvements, and traffic circulation in the Coronado Bayfront. Although the TOZ does not apply to
District Tidelands, District Tidelands in the Coronado Bayfront Planning District have been developed with consideration
of development criteria that are similar to those contained in the City of Coronado’s TOZ and the District and City of
Coronado’s Memorandum of Understanding in 1979.
To understand and not lose the historical and legal record, please add the language below to the section:
The 1980 Port Master Plan Certified by the California Coastal Commission includes the Coronado Tidelands Amendment
BPC RES Number 83-133 dated 12 Apr 1984. This amendment was processed to resolve inconsistencies between the TOZ
and the PMPU. Additionally at the Direction of the California Coastal Commission the Port of San Diego and the City of
Coronado agreed to a Memorandum of Understanding dated 18 Dec 1979 as equal partners regarding the Planning
Principals of the Coronado Bayfront. The District and the City of Coronado reached a mutually acceptable land use plan
for the area and the California Coastal Commission approved the amendment on 2 July 1984.
NOTE: Please see the City of Coronado’s comment letters to the District dated 24 July 2019 and 19 November 2020 for
more information. Thank you.
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5.10.2 North Coronado Subdistrict
Modifications to existing commercial amenities will further strengthen the area’s public access and connection to the
water, as well as the adjacent residential community character, without increasing development intensity. Coronado is a
built out residential community that is already experiencing significant impacts to its infrastructure, including parking
and traffic impacts. Adding more intensity to this area only brings more traffic, more pollution and more noise and hurts
the residential areas.
5.10.2I-III Visitor-Serving Commercial Uses Retail and Restaurant PD10.11 13 Modify, or replace in-kind, existing retail
and/or restaurant space to the same or lesser size and in the same general footprint,
PD10.14 As approved under the previously certified Port Master Plan (in 1990), develop a new restaurant with up to
7,500 square feet in the southern portion of the Ferry Landing.
As one of our Councilman said recently “if you ask anyone in the County of San Diego what they would rather see –
another restaurant or a park on the Coronado Bayfront? The majority would probably say they want more open space
and a park” – but the pad for a restaurant has been in the current PMPU but never built. A significant number of citizens
have asked for a Park in that spot, but no one with authority at the municipal or Port level is listening or supporting this
request- as it’s under a lease agreement that has not built a restaurant for 40 years. I would ask is this a prior agreement
concerning land in the public trust that is consistent with policies of the Coastal Act which provides for the protection of
coastal resources? Restaurants can be moved around, existing Bayshore waterfront cannot be moved around or more
created.
Parking PD10.19 – District occupants, tenants, and permittees within this subdistrict shall coordinate with the adjacent
jurisdiction to collectively, or individually, establish an off-site parking strategy to ensure that Tidelands visitors do not
adversely affect adjacent parking areas.
PD10.20 District occupants, tenants, and permittees within this subdistrict shall coordinate with the adjacent
jurisdiction to collectively, or individually, establish an off-site parking strategy to ensure that Tidelands visitors do not
adversely affect adjacent parking areas.
Parking in the Bayfront Tidelands and the adjacent areas is a serious problem. Visitors, residents and workers at the
Marriott and the commercial businesses, parks, boat moorings, and hospital all lack adequate parking. Residents in that
entire quadrant of Coronado are negatively impacted. Patients going to the hospital struggle to find street parking.
When the Port tried paid parking on the Port areas, visitors and workers just parked all over the residential area and
made it worse– so we all know free parking is important so as to not make more negative impacts on residents.
The Districts language of shared agreements for parking may be needed here to acquire land adjacent to the Tidelands.
The City and the Port can align their interests and purchase land at the Smart and Final lot and develop a parking facility.
No change or consolidation of the existing parking lots on Tidelands is wanted by residents, as they have been very vocal
and, on the record, not to build a bulky parking facility at the Ferry landing.
Please note that no language has been developed in the PMPU-EIR to address the public’s request to address the lack of
parking requirements for the tour buses that come to the Tidelands and idle the engines and pollute the air while they
are there.
PD10.13 16 No new hotel rooms are planned or allowed.
Coronado is built out and we feel overrun by traffic year-round. This was the single biggest issue that the residents spoke
up about in the review period and all are most appreciative of the Port listening to residents. Negative impacts to our
quality of life with more traffic, noise, pollution and loss of open space was the reason. Coronado has plenty of hotel
rooms now. Thank you.
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5.10.2(D)-I Public Realm Standards/Pathways
In the North Coronado Subdistrict, waterside promenades shall have a minimum width of 30 foot, as generally depicted
in Figure PD10.5.
Text states minimum 30 feet width, but illustration shows 20-foot width. Please correct
5.10.2(C)-I Landside Access
c. Be integrated within a surface-level or below-grade single parking facility that consolidates public parking with parking
that serves the commercial uses.
Please remove the word single and consolidates – this was to have been changed previously.
WLU Policy 4.2.6 All parks, including those within leaseholds, shall be open to the general public during park hours for
at least 85 percent of the year. Public access to parks shall not be limited (i.e., exclude the public or require an admission
fee) for more than 15 percent of the year for permitted temporary large special events (in accordance with the District’s
procedures and guidelines, once established). The 15 percent shall be distributed throughout the year and not occur
only in the summer months.
Coronado Island lacks recreational open space and playing fields for team sports- to include regional sport teams- and
uses the playing fields on the Coronado Tidelands year-round. Please add language to this section that no programmed
uses or special events be allowed without the approval of the City of Coronado. This was one of the reasons we got the
park in the first place as we are a city short of open space. Thank you.
Finally, I wish to commend the District Staff for working with the Coronado Community over the last 2.5 years to make a
presentation, work with our Port Commissioner and City of Coronado staff and City Council, and incorporate many
changes as requested.
Respectfully submitted
Sydney Stanley
Coronado Resident

CC: Coronado City Council
Coronado City Manager
California Coastal Commission
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jennifer Rubin <jbrubin89@gmail.com>
Monday, January 10, 2022 9:39 AM
Port Master Plan Update
Jennifer Rubin
Comments on Port Master Plan and PEIR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Please accept these comments on behalf of Planning Districts 9 and 10 (Coronado) and on the PEIR.
First, the overall Master Plan has not fulfilled the Coastal Commission's direction to provide for
adequate recreational space and access to shoreline activities for all Californians (Coastal Commission Strategic Plan,
goals 2 and 5). Inadequate open and passive recreational space is provided to address these issues, as well as sea level
rise (mitigation banks and credits) as well as preventing building on the updated seismic findings which located
significant earthquake faults running under the Bay and into the Ferry Landing area (Planning District 10).
If additional passive, open space was provided, for example, by designating the dirt lot next to Il Fornaio as "passive
open space," it would provide mitigation credits and would address environmental concerns from digging footings and
eliminating the public beach area, and removing the environment that is currently inhabited waterfowl and animals.
While the PMPU currently provides that direct physical access must be provided to the Bayshore, which shall “be
integrated into the design of the adjacent Recreation Open Space areas" not enough passive open recreational space is
provided. The PMPU should be revised to fully incorporate the Tidelands Overlay Zone standards, which have applied to
Port-managed properties through the prior Master Plan since the 1979 Memorandum of Understanding between the
Port and the City of Coronado, which was facilitated by the Coastal Commission. The current Master Plan (1984
Amendment #5) incorporates most of these standards. It also provides for "a public park of not less than one acre” in
Planning District 10 and refers to an illustrative figure which is where the current dirt lot is located. It also specifies
"convenient" parking for access to this public park.
The updated Master Plan should be revised to more specifically incorporate the TOZ, and the MOU, which will facilitate
environmental health, recreational access, and will permit those who cannot afford to patronize a restaurant access to
the Bayshore. To accomplish these goals, the PMPU should be revised to designate the dirt lot as "passive open space"
and provide for free and accessible parking to this recreational access to the Bayshore.
Eliminating the current standards as the PMPU proposes will create a negative environmental and social impact by
eliminating or reducing precious Recreation Open Space, which inhibits the use of this property by all California
residents.
Thank you.
Jennifer Rubin
Coronado resident
jbrubin89@gmail.com
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Marilyn G. Field
1101 1st Street, Apt. 208
Coronado, CA 92118
m eld1@san.r.com
January 10, 2022
Planning Department
Port of San Diego
RE:

Planning District 10
Comments on the PMPU and PEIR

1). Planning District 10, Section 5.10.1
The most recent draft of the PMPU adds 2 important paragraphs at
the end of this section to discuss the source of the development
criteria used by the Port in establishing the development standards
set forth in the PMPU and PEIR for Planning District 10. The source is
a Coronado Municipal Ordinance called the Tideland Overlay Zone
(TOZ) which became the source of the Ports planning for this District
because it was required by the Coastal Commission in 1982 via a
conditional certi cation of the Port’s 1980 Master Plan.
That certi cation included the following condition:
“The Port shall prepare a precise plan to conform to either the MOU
or the TOZ, whichever provides the greatest consistency with Coastal
Act policies, for those 53 acres of tidelands located north of the
Coronado Bridge. The nal review and approval of the reviewed plan
shall be subject to written approval of the Executive Director in
consultation with the Commission.”

fi

fi

fi

fi

This was followed by the Port’s Amendment #5 approved in 1984
which described the requirements for the Ports development of PD

10 and that Amendment is referred to and incorporated in the Port’s
now existing Port Master Plan.
This history and commitment is also described in a comment letter
dated November 17, 202 submitted to the Port by the City of
Coronado on a prior draft of the PMPU
In order to avoid uncertainty and confusion about these standards it
is important to be as precise as possible in describing them. The
language in the current draft of the PMPU refers to the Port using
similar criteria as contained in the TOZ and lists some of them but not
all of them. Please revise the PMPU description to speci cally list the
standards.
Of particular importance, please specify the limitation on hotels/hotel
rooms in PD 10: one non-convention type hotel with no more that
300 rooms. This was a source of confusion for Port Sta when
preparing the original draft of the PMPU which would have included a
second hotel in PD 10.
It is also important the Port incorporate into the PMPU the speci c
land use criteria in the TOZ which requires 65% open space, not
including the golf course. While the MOU speci es a 50%
requirement, it is clear the the higher minimum speci ed in the TOZ is
more consistent with the Coastal Act policies and should have been
speci ed in the 1984 Amendment. Perhaps the speci c inclusion of
the 20 acre park was thought to satisfy this requirement, but today, as
the site is more and more developed, specifying the minimum
standard for open space is important. Please also consider this
comment as a comment on the PEIR as well as the PMPU because, if
this standard is violated, it would have a major negative
environmental impact.

fi

fi

ff

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

Please also see the discussion under 3.) below which discusses a “no
less than one acre” park with speci c features which was described
in Amendment #5. This park should be included as a standard.

The PMPU and the PEIR su er from lack of clarity about land use
designations, in particular the lack of clarity on what is designated
Recreational Open Space and what is designated Commercial
Recreational. Illustrative gures are missing in the tracked version of
the PMPU and I could not nd particular referenced gures in the
non-tracked version either.
In the PEIR, Figure 10.2 shows land use designations but it is hard to
read in places. The area along the water on the East end of the site
appears to be green for Open Space but it is barely visible.
Moreover, areas designated as Recreational Open Space on the
Northwest side of the Ferry Landing and continuing along the water
to the East side of the site now include commercial development.
This is of major importance in evaluating the environmental impact of
the PMPU. It is also critical in determining whether the PMPU
complies with open space requirements set forth in the TOZ
discussed above.
3.) PD 10.11 and PD 10.12
These sections refer to the small boat launch area to the East of Il
Fornaio. It is hard to tell the exact location because the illustrative
gure is missing. PD10.11 require the existing boat launch area be
maintained. PD 10.12 appears to refer to this same area as a beach
and requires a step-down area to provide direct physical access to
the water. The standard requires the step-down area to be integrated
into the design of the “adjacent Recreation Open Space area”. It is
not clear where the “adjacent Recreation Open Space area is located
and the dimensions of the space. The adjacent area is designated
Commercial Recreational which is confusing. Please clarify.

fi

fi

fi

ff

fi

However, Amendment #5 which is incorporated in1980 PMP requires
a park of “no less than one acre”with a shing pier, other features and
accessible public parking. The illustrative gure included in
Amendment #5 shows the location of this park at the same area as

fi

fi

2.) Lack of Clarity on Land Use Designations and Missing Illustrative
Figures

referred to in PD 10.11 and PD 10.12. Amendment #5 says that the
park could be relocated based on site design. Was the park was
required in Amendment #5 relocated? If so, where? The PEIR gure
10.2 does not appear to include an area to accommodate a park in
the thin band of “green” Recreational Open Space shown for this
area.
A park would be a most welcome addition to the waterfront and
would preserve precious views of the Bay. There is adjacent parking
as required which would make it accessible for residents of other
communities as well as Coronado. It would supplement other park
areas on the West side of the Ferry Landing which are very popular
and in warmer weather very crowded. It is the best use of the site
under the policies of the Coastal Act and would be a free amenity
which would encourage residents of lower income communities to
come to Coronado to enjoy the waterside site and what could be a
little jewel of a beach. In contrast, a restaurant would be available
only to those with the means to a ord it.
4.). PD 5.10.2 (C)-1
PD 10.1 Requires the development of a Local Gateway Mobility Hub,
“or larger hub” which refers to Regional Mobility Hub. The Ferry
Landing should not be required to be a mobility hub at all. It is
primarily a tourist destination, not a connection point. In any event,
please remove the “or larger hub” language. There are no
connections to Regional transportation so this makes no sense.
Further, designation as a Regional Mobility Hub could cause adverse
rami cations under the State’s RHNA policy. requiring even greater
housing density.
The requirements for way- nding signage are unnecessary and
redundant as Coronado has its own signage requirements which are
adequate. More signage will create visual pollution.

fi

ff

fi

fi

PD 10.1.c requires a single parking facility that consolidates public
parking with parking that serves commercial needs. The words

“single parking facility that consolidates” should be deleted. With the
revised standards for maintaining the existing footprint of the Ferry
Landing Marketplace, there is no need to consolidate parking into
one lot and in fact the current intention of Ferry Landing Associates is
to leave the parking in its present con guration. This is also important
because it retains the parking lot which permits access to the beach
on the West side of theFerry landing site.
Please make it clear that no above ground parking structure is
permitted.

5. PD 10.4
Please clarify what is meant by “enhanced links” between the
tideland and the adjacent jurisdiction’s free summer shuttle.
The section also appears to require Coronado to run a free summer
shuttle forever. Will the Port pay for the shuttle if Coronado decides
to discontinue?
6. PD 10.20

fi

ff

ff

This section requires the Port to coordinate with Coronado to
establish o -site parking strategy to assure that tidelands visitors do
not adversely a ect nearby parking areas. I oppose any strategy
which would result in the construction of an above ground parking
structure. Parking structures are eyesores and they do not belong in
what is primarily a residential neighborhood, whether on Port property
on the North side or on the opposite side of the 1st Street. On-site
parking at the Ferry Landing appears completely adequate as long as
the Port does not charge for parking. This is a much cheaper solution
than construction of a parking facility.

7. PD 10.23.
This section requires “active uses” on the ground oor adjacent to
the waterfront. This suggests that a 2 story structure is
contemplated. Please clarify what is intended. A second story
would appear to violate 10.13. It would be concerning because the
existing structures are single story and creating a second story would
a ect views, developmental density and would need to be analyzed
as a negative environmental impacts.
Please de ne what is an “active use” as opposed to an activating
use.
8. PD 10.14
PD10. 14 adds a “project” to the PMPU. The PMPU is supposed to
contain standards and not speci c projects.

fl

ffi

fi

ff

fi

ff

ffi

This project was approved under the existing PMP in 1990 with an
EIR done in 1989. It was never built. In 2018 the Port approved the
concept for a new scaled down version of the original project with
two restaurants in a single large structure. It did so in reliance on an
amendment to the 1989 EIR which concluded no new EIR was
needed because the now proposed project is smaller that what was
analyzed to the 1989 EIR. However, I believe that this analysis is
completely inadequate: the 1989 EIR, which was done over 30 years
ago fails to take into account the changes in the environment during
the last 30 plus years which a ected the environment in which the
project will be built. These changes include dramatically increased
residential density with the construction of new condominiums; new
o ces and new commercial operations in the area between 1st and
2nd Streets; and greatly increased tra c in the NE quadrant of the
City particularly on 1st Street. There must also be considered the
likely redevelopment of the Smart and Final site with 54 new
condominiums or rental apartments, and possibly new residential
development in what is now the parking lot next to Broadstone, due
to State RHNA requirements.

But that is not all. City infrastructure appears to be at capacity or
overburdened as ooding occurs at 1st Street and A Ave whenever it
rains. Climate change and sea level rise have changed the natural
environment which is sure to change even more in coming years
especially with sites right next to the water. There have been new
earthquake faults discovered running right next to this site.
For all these reasons, I believe this project should not be considered
without a new EIR.
If this project is built please clarify that it will comply with design
standards applicable to the Ferry Landing, that is, it must be “context
sensitive in size, scale and design” and “be in character with the
adjacent community” and “result in comprehensive integrated
development of commercial and public areas in a cohesive
landscaped setting”. Please see section 5.10.1 as discussed in #1.)
above. I have seen the proposed plans for the Project and they do
not meet these requirements.
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Marilyn Field

Date:

January 10, 2022

To:

San Diego Port District
pmpu@portofsandiego.org

From: Stephanie Kaupp.
skaupp1@san.rr.com
Re:

PEIR for the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU)

Comments Pertaining to:
North Coronado Bayfront, Planning District 10
5.10.2(C)-III Visitor-Serving Commercial Uses
Retail and Restaurant
PD10.14 As approved under the previously certified Port Master Plan (in 1990), develop a new
restaurant with up to 7,500 square feet in the southern portion of the Ferry Landing.
As part of the comprehensive approach and process of integrated planning, the
restaurant identified above should not be included in the Draft PMPU.
The above project was approved by the Port through an addendum process based on a
revised plan “reduced in size from the original development plans”, under the previously
certified PMP, without the requirement for a new EIR.
During the past 34 years since certification of the 1990 FEIR for the Ferry Landing Bayfront,
that included the southern portion for the proposed “restaurant project”, substantial changes
to circumstances have occurred that should require the project be included in the PEIR for the
Port Master Plan Update (PMPU).
A new environmental analysis of potential environmental impacts such as, but not limited to,
air quality, climate change, traffic, noise, sea level rise and other natural hazards and
resources, should include the southern portion of the Ferry Landing in order to provide a
comprehensive environmental analysis for the North Coronado Bayfront, Planning District 10.
The planning standard for PD10.14 in the Draft PMPU should be changed to read:

PD10.14 The restaurant project previously certified in the Port Master Plan (in 1990) is
included in the PEIR for the Port Master Plan Update (PMPU) in order to meet CEQA
requirements for comprehensive environmental review.

Comprehensive Planning Standards
In order to comply with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the California
Coastal Act, the Draft PMPU must be a truly comprehensive planning process, as promised
by the Port. Any major land use planning exercise like the PMPU must include all known and
reasonable foreseeable redevelopment projects.
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Additionally, “related projects currently under environmental review unequivocally qualify as
probable future projects to be considered in a cumulative analysis.” (City of Santee v. City of
San Diego (1989) 214 Cal. App. 3d 1438, 1452).
The environmental review for the PMPU must examine the effects of the restaurant project
concurrently in the PEIR process for the whole North Coronado Bayfront, Planning District 10.
CEQA requires analysis of “the whole of an action,” including activities considered as
reasonably foreseeable consequence of a project, and prohibits evading comprehensive
CEQA analysis by splitting projects into pieces (CEQ Guidelines 15378).
A comprehensive environmental analysis provides the public and decision-makers with “the
big picture” and helps ensure that many small projects are not considered separately, only to
overwhelm a community when taken as a whole.

Port Master Plan
A Port Master Plan is required by the San Diego Port District Act and the California Coastal
Act. The Port’s existing plan was certified (as a whole ) in 1981 by the California Coastal
Commission and since then there have been many location-specific amendments, but never a
comprehensive update.
6.3.5(D) Findings
In addition to any findings required by law, the following findings must be made in connection
with any Coastal Act Approval allowing any of the types of development specified in Section
6.3.5(B) and Section 6.3.5(C):
1. That the location of the development site, the proposed development, and the conditions
under which the proposed development would be operated or maintained will not be
detrimental to the health, safety, or welfare of persons residing or working in the area or the
general public, and will not be materially injurious to properties or improvements in the
vicinity; and
2. That the location of the development site, the proposed development and the conditions
under which the proposed development would be operated or maintained will be in
conformance with all applicable regulations, ordinances and laws other than this Plan; and
3. That the proposed development will not, with the incorporation of mitigation if required,
result in a new or increased permanent environmental or coastal resource impact; and
4. That the proposed development, as it may be conditioned, will complement and harmonize
with the existing and proposed adjacent land uses and will be compatible with the physical
design aspects and land and water use intensities, in the surrounding area.

Coastal Act Requirements
The Coastal Act (30253) dictates that new development be designed and sited to minimize
adverse impacts to coastal resources, both natural and visitor-serving, as follows:
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New development shall do all of the following:
(a) Minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard.
(b) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly to
erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way
require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural landforms
along bluffs and cliffs.
(c) Be consistent with requirements imposed by an air pollution control district or the State
Air Resources Board as to each particular development.
(d) Minimize energy consumption and vehicle miles traveled.
(e) Where appropriate, protect special communities and neighborhoods that, because of their
unique characteristics, are popular visitor destination points for recreational uses.

Goals for Coastal Access and Recreation Element
• District Tidelands accessible to all people with consideration of public safety and resource
protection needs.
• A system of interconnected District open space, parks and recreational areas and facilities
integrated with neighboring jurisdictions recreational systems.
• A variety of land- and water-based recreational experiences including scenic vista areas,
natural open spaces, activated gathering spaces, and visitor-serving recreational facilities.
• Open space located along the Bay in a manner that provides meaningful access to the
waterfront, provides a connected view corridor and contributes to the overall image of the
waterfront.

Goals of the Port:
• Balance the needs of development with those of valuable natural resources;
• Prioritize coastal-dependent developments and clearly define water and land uses for
development; and
• Protect opportunities for public access and parks on the waterfront for all Californians and
visitors to enjoy.

Goals of the State:
The Coastal Act (30001.5) declares that the basic goals of the state for the coastal zone
are to:
• Protect, maintain, and where feasible, enhance and restore the overall quality of the coastal
zone environment and its natural and artificial resources.
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• Assure orderly, balanced utilization and conservation of coastal zone resources taking into
account the social and economic needs of the people of the state.
• Maximize public access to and along the coast and maximize public recreational
opportunities in the coastal zone consistent with sound resources conservation principles
and constitutionally protected rights of private property owners.
• Assure priority for coastal-dependent and coastal-related development over other
development on the coast.

Percentage of Recreation Open Space to Land Use Acreage
PMPU Table 3.1.1 Baywide Land Use Acreages

Land Use Acreage = 2,905.57 acres
Recreation Open Space = 286.25 (including 6.3 acres above grade open space)
Less than 10% of public Port Tidelands are provided for Recreation Open Space

Priorities of Californians:
The PMPU seeks to reflect changes in the needs and priorities of Californians and the region’s
growth since the current master plan was approved 40 years ago.
The Port’s objective is to create a holistic, thoughtful, and balanced approach to future water
and land uses on and around San Diego Bay for generations to come.
The Port’s policies and standards in the Draft PMPU should state that 25% or greater
land acreage be set aside as open space or developed as a District park for all
Californians to provide greater opportunities for the public to access the waterfront and
enjoy the amenities of the bay.
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A Proposal to Create Open Space for All Californians 

A Coronado Bayfront Park Dedicated to Former CA State Senator James R. Mills

Please find enclosed a proposal for a new District park previously sent to the City of
Coronado, the Port of San Diego, and the California Coastal Commission. A new open
space passive park, the best alternative land use option for the southern portion of the Ferry
Landing, that complies with the policies, standards, mission and ideals of the Port, the
Coastal Commission and the public.
A feasible option that would substantially lessen the adverse effects and add a valueadded component, and should be included in the PEIR for the PMPU.
Further, a new open space park at the Ferry Landing would be a fitting tribute to honor the
legacy of former California State Senator James R. Mills.
Senator Mills spent his lifetime advocating for preservation, sustainability, and protection of
our natural resources. A visionary and a leader who was aware of the risk posed by carbon
emissions resulting in the rise of atmospheric temperatures. As early as the 60’s Senator Mills
understood the urgency for alternate modes of transportation to protect our environment and
citizens in the San Diego region.
Due to his legislative efforts, the San Diego Trolley system was established to reduce our
carbon footprint and provide an affordable transit option. Senator Mills also authored the
“Mills Act” allowing cities to enter into contracts with the owners of historic structures, to
promote sustainable practices and reduce property taxes in exchange for the continued
preservation of the property.
Known as “father” of the Port District, Senator Mills worked with Governor Pat Brown to pass
legislation to create the San Diego Unified Port District to manage cargo going in and out of
the bay. In December 1962, the Unified Port of San Diego came into being and evolved into
the port serving as the primary destination for commercial and recreational interests in
California’s second-largest city, “Where San Diego Greets the World.”
After 60 years of operations the Unified Port District has grown to be a major economic
engine, the 4th largest of the 11 California Port Districts. Due to Senator Mills forward
thinking, Port maritime businesses employ thousands of residents with well-paying jobs and
generate billions of dollars per year for the regional economy, creating a prosperous global
economic engine for all.
Senator Mills also understood the vital importance of parks and recreation, and the benefits of
the natural environment to health and wellness, tourism and economic prosperity, social
equity and environmental conservation.
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Economic Policy:

Specifically, the District’s ground lease revenues from businesses on Tidelands are used to
provide public benefits, like lower cost visitor and recreational facilities. The District participates
in public-public and public-private partnerships to bring funding and potential reinvestment to
Tidelands for the benefit of present and future generations. A new District park at the Ferry
Landing would provide the benefits the public desires and needs.


Economic Goals for Recreation Open Space:

Recreation Open Space and natural resource areas enhance the value and attractiveness of
the District's leasable land and water. When viewed as a value-added component, the District
may integrate these open spaces with development to increase the overall value, from a
financial and usability perspective.


Coastal Access and Recreation Element Goal:
District Tidelands accessible to all people with consideration of public safety and resource
protection needs: a system of interconnected open space, parks and recreational areas and
facilities integrated with neighboring jurisdictions recreational systems.

Natural Protection and Adaptation Measure for Sea Level Rise (SLR):

Due to the impending threats of SLR, no new structure should be developed on the southern
portion of the North Coronado Bayfront, or at other susceptible areas along the bay. Types of
man-made structures to provide “shoring” will be more costly and less effective than a natural
“environmental buffer” such as a passive open space park. Parks have a HIGH adaptive
capacity to SLR, whereas built-out structures have a LOW adaptive capacity to SLR.

Many of the policies in the “Safety & Resiliency” chapter of the PMPU refer to to SLRinfluenced flooding and inundation and impacts to development. Policies and standards need
to include present-day hazards and also hazards that are influenced by SLR over the lifetime
of the development.
A Mitigation Strategy fo Sea Level Rise for Coronado follows. The strategy primarily
suggests developing or allowing for more open space parks along the San Diego bayfront is
the best adaptation measure that meets the policies, objectives and standards in the PMPU,
and the Coastal Commission requirements for natural adaptation to Sea Level Rise. 

(See enclosed “Mitigation Strategy for Sea Level Rise”).

This strategy should be included in the Port’s policies, objectives and standards in the
PMPU for high hazard areas in all planning districts around the bay.
 


Natural Green Space vs. Restaurant Space
Former Port Commissioner Garry Bonelli’s advocacy for the new Grand Caribe Shoreline
Park, a new District park, exemplifies the Port’s goal of creating a “Green Necklace”
surrounding the Bay, a connected, continuous public greenway. “A cohesive element, adding
to the sense of the Bay as the major entity defining the whole region.”
-6-

CORONADO COASTAL CONSERVANCY & CORONADO LEGACY COLLABORATIVE

CORONADO BAYFRONT COMMUNITY PARK
PROPOSAL

Concept Design Rendering by Frank Marczynski, Principal, TOPIA Landscape Architects
Summer 2021

Coronado Legacy Collaborative
114 C Avenue #221, Coronado, CA 92118
Coronado.Legacy@gmail.com
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A Proposal to Create Open Space for All Californians
A Coronado Bayfront Park Dedicated to former CA State Senator James R. Mills
Open Passive Environmentally Beneficial Space * Accessible and Sustainable *
ADA Inclusive Design Elements* Public Access for All
Overview
A parcel of land at the Coronado Ferry Landing site which the Port of San Diego holds in trust
for all Californians has remained vacant for over 40 years. The Port wishes to develop this land to build
a restaurant, which will not only impede public access, but will ensure that many Californians who
cannot afford to patronize a restaurant will be inhibited from enjoying and using this treasured resource.
The most equitable and environmentally sound use of this parcel is passive, open space that is equally
accessible to all Californians independent of financial means or residence. A dedicated passive use is
consistent with the goals of environmental justice and sustainability and complies with the Port’s Draft
Master Plan which represents no new development will occur at the Ferry Landing site.
•

The Port’s primary goal in managing the land it holds in trust is to “Protect opportunities
for public access and parks on the waterfront for all Californians and visitors to enjoy.” This
goal is consistent with California Coastal Act’s public access mandate for all Californians.

The Port currently leases the parcel to a tenant. This proposal seeks to remove the parcel from
the current lease, return it to the Port’s management, and permanently designate it as passive, open
space. This designated use is the only use that will preserve the public’s right to enjoy and access it
unimpeded. In addition, this proposal seeks to dedicate the parcel in honor of Senator James R. Mills
for his many contributions and dedicated public service throughout his distinguished career. Senator
Mills authored legislation that created the San Diego Unified Port District in 1962 and he promoted
Proposition 20 which created the California Coastal Commission. He was an advocate for
environmental justice, a climate change visionary, and he firmly believed that our limited coastal
resources should be used for recreational use accessible to all Californians.
Benefits of this Proposal to the Port of San Diego and to the People of the State of California
•

•

•

Environmental justice principles support the designation of this parcel as open, passive space
for public recreational purposes to ensure that all Californians may use and enjoy it, regardless
of their financial means. Open, passive space will be available equally to all, rather than only
those individuals who can afford to patronize a restaurant.
The property may also be designated as a buffer zone to accommodate sea level rise, shoreline
erosion, protection against storm surge, and flooding. This is consistent with the Port’s goal of
environmental sustainability and protection.
Designating the parcel as open space will alleviate environmental concerns posed by the
substantially changed nature and use of adjacent properties, and will have a beneficial impact on
the recent public health, safety and welfare issues posed by the City of Coronado’s designation
of the adjacent area to accommodate high density dwelling as dictated by the Regional Housing
Needs Assessment. Further development will have a material adverse effect on residents.
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•

•

•

•

Designating the parcel as open, passive space will entirely obviate potential litigation relating to
inequitable access to public land, material environmental issues posed by development, issues
relating to sea level rise, and other barriers to the issuance of any licenses or permits that would
permit the sale of alcohol on the parcel or the operation of a commercial business.
Designating the parcel as open, passive space is consistent with the residential nature of
adjacent properties and will avert legal claims relating to nuisance, environmental concerns and
other dangers that development poses.
Designating the parcel as open, passive space is consistent with the Port’s proposed Master Plan
and does not run afoul of the prohibition against use of Port property for non-Coastal uses that
benefit only one municipality; the proposal is also consistent with Coronado’s Tidal Overlay
Zone, which restricts development in coastal areas.
The proposal proponents will be seeking a grant to fund the costs for any necessary
environmental studies (which will be minimal given the proposal will only permit
environmentally sustainable plants, plantings and ground cover), the conversion of the parcel to
an environmentally sustainable “buffer zone,” the purchase and establishment of ADAaccessible seating for picnic and public uses, signage, and any necessary lighting or other safety
measures necessary to ensure the property is suitable for safe public recreational use.

“Public Open Space” devoted to environmental sustainability and
access for all Californians is a lasting tribute to former
California State Senator James R. Mills
Environmentalist, Conservationist,
Social and Environmental Justice Champion

“Dad believed that government existed to serve the people, and he fought for fairness,
education, environmental protections, the coastline, the climate and public service.”
- Beatrice Germain, daughter
Respectfully submitted,
Coronado Coastal Conservancy & Coronado Legacy Collaborative
For further information contact:
Coronado Legacy Collaborative - 114 C Avenue #221, Coronado, CA 92118
Coronado.Legacy@gmail.com
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Senator James R. Mills
(1927-2021)

“The ripple effects of Jim Mills’ thoughts, actions and deeds far exceed the lists of great
accomplishments in his life. He inspired others throughout his lifetime and was a major player
in the San Diego and Coronado we so take for granted today.”
Joe Ditler, Coronado Times 04/03/2021
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PARK SITE LOCATION
Marine Way - Coronado Ferry Landing
Current Views of Vacant Lot Site

Recommendation for the Coronado City Council:
“Adopt a Resolution in support of the Coronado Legacy Collaborative park proposal
requesting the San Diego Port District to re-designate the land use of the vacant lot
to ‘passive open space’ consistent with the goals of environmental justice and
sustainability, and dedicated to former CA State Senator James R. Mills.”

Coronado Legacy Collaborative Mission:
To advocate environmental justice and to respect, protect and preserve Coronado’s
legendary historical amenities for future generations.
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Mitigation Strategy for Sea Level Rise
Coronado Bayfront Community Park at the Ferry Landing
Submitted by Stephanie Kaupp
Updated December 10, 2021
Coronado’s Vulnerability Assessment identified areas in Coronado that are subject to projected sea
level rise, rising tides, storm surge, coastal flooding and erosion through 2100. The Ferry Landing was
designated as a High Hazard area.
A park provides a Low Hazard Sensitivity and a High Adaptive Capacity.
The City and the Port, sharing jurisdiction over our tidelands, have the opportunity to implement a
mitigation strategy to reduce the impacts of sea level rise by re-designating the vacant lot at the Ferry
Landing as “passive open space”. A park along our bayfront to protect people and infrastructure from
our rising bay waters, already visible during our annual King Tides and storm events.
Coronado Sea Level Rise Vulnerability Assessment and Adaptation Plan (July 2021):
5.2.1

Ferry Landing

* Ferry Landing is anticipated to experience storm flooding with approximately 3.3 ft of SLR (Sea
Level Rise).
Flooding begins to come inundation at 4.1 ft of SLR, especially at the low points south of the Ferry
Landing.
Hazard Sensitivity: High
* Hazard sensitivity is high for Ferry Landing because it requires coastal access. As its design is tied to
existing water levels, the facilities may experience loss of service and function even if flood
projections do not extend over built structures if access infrastructure such as gangways or docks are
impacted.
* Any damage to facilities during storm events is likely to diminish access to ferry operations as repairs
do not extend over built structures if access infrastructure such as gangways or docks are impacted.
Adaptive Capacity: Low
* Ferry Landing has a low adaptive capacity due to its built infrastructure and because it requires
access to coastal waterways.
* While strategies such as flood protection or accommodation remains an option for Ferry Landing,
the need for coastal access can provide challenges and limits long-term options for relocation or
realignment of facilities.
Overall Vulnerability:
* Long term vulnerability transitions from low to moderate when Ferry Landing is projected to
flood during storm events and later transitions from moderate to high when non-storm
inundation is projected to impact facilities.
* The overall vulnerability of Ferry Landing, which requires coastal access, is higher compared to
recreational facilities that can be relocated or have a higher adaptive capacity.

Pictures Taken at the Coronado Bayfront During the King Tides
January 2020

February 2020

December 2021

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

tcg2596@aol.com
Monday, January 10, 2022 12:23 PM
Port Master Plan Update
rbailey@coronado.ca.us; mdonovan@coronado.ca.us; mheinze@coronado.ca.us;
bsandke@sbcglobal.net; ctanaka@coronado.ca.us; tfriend@coronado.ca.us
Planning District 10 Coronado Bayfront EIR Comment
No. 5 Coronado Tidelands File.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

San Diego Port Commissioners and Staff:
While the PMPU update correctly states that the Coronado TOZ (Tidelands Overlay Zone) does not
specifically apply to District tidelands, several TOZ standards were incorporated into the current PMP
at the direction of the Coastal Commission prior to approving the land use plan for the 53 acres north
of the Coronado Bridge. The direction from the Commission was to develop a precise plan to
conform to either the MOU (Memorandum of Understanding) or the TOZ, whichever provides the
greatest consistency with coastal act policies. The result of this process was memorialized in
Amendment 5, copy attached, which the Commission approved in 1984. As these standards have
been in place for 45 years the environmental impact is well known.
Coronado Mayor Richard Bailey in his comment letter to the Port, November 17, 2020 summarizes
the current situation:
"In 1979, the Board of Port Commissioners and the Coronado City Council each adopted identical
resolutions, Resolution 79-338 and Resolution 5909 respectively, approving a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between the Po rt and the City of Coronado highlighting agreed upon principles
and development standards for the Coronado Bayfront area. These agreed upon planning principles
and development standards were created to respect Coronado's needs and residential character,
open space requirements, and traffic problems while being consistent with the Port District's primary
purposes and duties as a trustee of public lands. Additionally, the City's existing Tidelands Overlay
Zone (TOZ), a citizens initiative approved by Coronado voters, outlines various development
standards the city wished to maintain. While the revised PMPU has incorporated height limits
identified in the MOU and TOZ, it appears that other planning principles and development standards
have been excluded from the PMPU. The City of Coronado strongly advocates that all negotiated and
mutually agreed upon planning principles contained in the 40 year long standing MOU be
incorporated into the PMPU as they were put in place to protect the existing residential neighborhood
and mitigate negative impacts resulting from activities on Port lands. Additionally, the city requests
that the provisions and development standards found in the TOZ also be incorporated into the PMPU
as previously agreed to by Port staff."
The principles in the MOU and TOZ relating to open space/developed space and traffic flow are
critical environmental elements of the land use plan approved by the Commission in 1984. The Port
should continue to use these principles by reinforcing the Coastal commission direction in 1981 using
these still relevant documents.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment over the last several years. The Port staff has been very
helpful in answering questions and accepting input. I appreciate the transparency and cooperation.
Tom Gorey
Coronado
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*
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brenda V Reed <brendavreed@cox.net>
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 12:58 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Coronado Ferry Landing Project

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
I am writing because I have become aware of the intent to change the Ferry Landing in Coronado. I just want to
express my desire to keep our beloved Coronado as close to its current architecture as possible.
I currently live in Spring Valley. My family and I often go there to enjoy the charm that is Coronado. We enjoy walking,
eating, and spending our money and time over there as often as we can. I also take our visiting friends and relatives
over
there to visit when they are in the San Diego area. Please don't destroy the reason many of us in San Diego love to visit
our beloved Coronado. It is different from the rest of the county and that is why we go there.
I know I would not visit as often if it was changed.
Thank you for reading this.
Brenda Reed
2609 S Barcelona St
Spring Valley, CA 91977
619-733-3853
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*
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

DIANA GUEST <dguestcbt@mac.com>
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 7:06 AM
Port Master Plan Update
PD10

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Please save the Ferry Landing Marketplace: Restore and refresh, not rebuild. I live in Ocean Beach and visit Coronado
frequently. It would be a tragedy to not restore the Ferry Landing Marketplace to keep the architectural harmony.
Diana Guest
Sent from my iPhone
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*
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barbara Henry <barbara.henry11@gmail.com>
Wednesday, January 19, 2022 3:18 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Coronado Ferry Landing Marketplace

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Please save the Ferry Landing Marketplace: Restore and refresh, not rebuild!
Thank you,
Barbara Henry
1101 First Street #214
Coronado, CA 92118
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*
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nancy Anderson <nancysplatdujour@gmail.com>
Wednesday, January 19, 2022 11:17 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Save the Coronado Ferry Landing Marketplace area!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
To whom it may concern,
I have heard of the proposed large buildings that are going to be built in the ferry landing area on the Bayside of
Coronado. It will not keep in with the sweet charm that has existed there for decades. As a former resident of Coronado,
and someone who goes there quite often with visiting friends and family members, or just to enjoy time there, I believe
you should restore what’s currently there, and not rebuild modern monstrosities that will take away from the appeal of
the area. Please keep it as is with restoration and repairs as needed to the existing buildings. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Nancy C Anderson
Cell/text: 619-840-4013
nancysplatdujour@gmail.com
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*
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

shkearney@cox.net
Wednesday, January 19, 2022 10:06 AM
Port Master Plan Update
Ferry Landing Marketplace

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To Whom It May Concern:
I respectfully request that the Ferry Landing Marketplace be restored, rather than torn down and rebuilt. I, and many
others, would greatly miss it. I would like to point out that it is not only the citizens of Coronado who have a stake in
keeping the old Marketplace. I live in downtown San Diego, but I love the Marketplace and am convinced that restoring
it is the best decision.
Thank you,
Sandra Kearney
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*
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Krista Schagunn <kscaup@gmail.com>
Thursday, January 20, 2022 10:06 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Coronado Ferry Landing

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Please save the Ferry Landing Marketplace. Restore and refresh, not rebuild.
Kind regards
K. Schagunn
Sent from my iPod
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*
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David E Knop <dknop@san.rr.com>
Friday, January 21, 2022 8:50 AM
Port Master Plan Update
Ferry Landing Market Place

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
I do not support the PMPU plans to substantially change the look of the Ferry Landing Market Place.
The plan does not account for the unique character of Coronado and certainly does not follow the example of the
historic Hotel Del Coronado as do many buildings in Coronado. Please restore and refresh the Ferry Landing. Do not
destroy the character of this charming attraction.
David E. Knop
Coronado, CA
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*
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marianne Wonders <wallywndrs@yahoo.com>
Friday, January 21, 2022 2:16 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Plan for Coronado Ferry Landing

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Marianne Wonders
wallywndrs@yahoo.com
As a resident of Coronado for 29 years, I have seen a lot of changes to our small town. These changes have, for the most
part, been improvements. The master plan for the Ferry Landing and vacant lot next to Il Fornio restaurant, are a
concern for me.We live by the Ferry Landing. Our top concern is increased traffic. We have a tremendous amount of
traffic with the base here. Adding, we live by the hospital, which is added traffic. We NEVER have any open parking on
our street, because of hospital employees. I am all for improving the looks of the Ferry Landing…but NOT for the
purpose of more tourist and traffic.
Richard and Marianne Wonders
1426 Third Street
Coronado ca 92118
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Clifford Bee <bee@sdsu.edu>
Saturday, January 22, 2022 1:59 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Coronado Ferry Landing

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Please save the Ferry Landing Marketplace: Restore and refresh, not rebuild.
Thank you,
Cliff and Mary Bee
1099 First St. #319
Coronado, CA 92118
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Timmins <judyt5@cox.net>
Wednesday, January 26, 2022 12:49 PM
Port Master Plan Update
Coronado Ferry Landing

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
I am writing in regards to the proposed redesign of the Coronado Ferry Landing. Coronado is a treasure that all of us in
San Diego appreciate and enjoy. My family and I have spent many many years traveling to Coronado and enjoying
walking, eating, biking and basically having a vacation day near home. Any changes to the character of this area In
Coronado would be a disappointment to so many people who enjoy it as we do. Please do not change the character and
charm that we all appreciate!
Sincerely,
Judy Timmins
Sent from my iPhone
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*
MARILYN G. FIELD
1101 1ST STREET, APT. 208
CORONADO, CA 92118
mfield1@san.rr.com
(619) 437-6553

Planning Department
Port Of San Diego
3165 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101

January 29, 2022

By Email (PMPU@portofsandiego.org)
RE: Supplementary Comments on Proposed Port Master Plan Update: PD 10North Coronado Subdistrict and Accompanying PEIR
The Ferry Landing Marketplace
Dear Planning Department,
I previously submitted a comment letter dated January 10, 2022 on the
November 2021 draft version of the Port Master Plan Update. These comments
are intended to supplement the comments contained therein.
In response to comments submitted by me and others on prior drafts of the
PMPU concerning the standards for redeveloping The Ferry Landing
Marketplace (“FLM”), the Port adopted a number of standards for limiting size
and relating to style. These standards were well intended but now that I have
seen the preliminary plans developed by the Port’s tenant, it is clear that the
standards are not sufficiently explicit to preserve the charm and character of this
Coronado landmark which is enjoyed by people from all over the San Diego area
and by visitors from all over the world.
With the draft PMPU standards in mind the Port’s tenant developed a plan
which would replace the existing buildings with building with a similar footprint
and similar size but with a more contemporary look which eliminates all traces of
character and charm. Some roof lines are peaked but buildings facing 1st Street
are flat roofed with glass facades. All traces of gables, flags and angles are
gone. Does it comply with the PMPU standards? Obviously the Port’s tenant
thinks so. This illustrates why the standards are inadequate.

As now written PD 10.13 permits the Port to: “Modify, or replace in kind,
existing retail and/or restaurant space to the same or lesser size and in the same
general footprint.” Nowhere does it mention the possibility of restoration.
Sadly the Port tenant and the Port have subjected the buildings to unfortunate
architectural alterations over the years to satisfy the desires of a succession of
Port sub-tenants. Over the years the alterations have destroyed the
architectural integrity and cohesiveness of the original design. Moreover, there
appears to have been a deliberate policy of non-maintenance, perhaps to justify
demolition and replacement rather than restoration. At this point the buildings
have developed a run-down appearance which I am sure is not conducive to
attracting new sub-tenants.
Moreover, the style standards in PD 10.23 while intended to be helpful are not
speci c enough to guide the design in the manner originally intended which was
to echo the details of the Hotel Del, Coronado’s famous landmark at the other
end of Orange Avenue. The City required some of these same design details in
the condominiums and stores lining 1st Street, such as trellises, white railing
detail and peaked red roofs creating a neighborhood design theme. The style
standards in the PMPU 10.23 are inadequate to preserve this theme.
The PMPU design standards require that:
“Development shall be context-sensitive in size, scale and design; be in
character with the adjacent community….”
However, the architect for the Port’s tenant interpreted these standards in a way
that included none of the details of the existing FLM that give it its distinctive
charm.
For all of these reasons, I believe that the existing standards are not su ciently
speci c. They need to re drafted to require that the FLM be restored and
refreshed, not torn down and redesigned . It is clear now that if the FLM is
replaced it will not be rebuilt with the same charm and character; and
something precious that has been enjoyed by the San Diego community for
almost 40 years will be lost.
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The letter of the California Coastal Commission commenting on the November
2021 draft PMPU/PEIR makes a similar comment. It criticizes the PMPU
standards for using overly broad language, such as “modify or replace in kind”
and asks that the language be revised to indicate the speci c modi cations
proposed. In the case of FLM a standard requiring restoration to original design

could serve this purpose. If modi cations from original design is contemplated
they should be speci ed.
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Marilyn Field

